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ADVKliTJSEMKXT.

SoMK apology, 1 am alraid, is necessary !or the Ic'D^th to which this

sertation has alreadv extended. JMj original design (as is well hnown t(>

my Iriends) was to comprise in fen or twelve sheets all tiie preliininar'

matter wliich I was to contribute to this Sci'I’i.kmext. Ihit mv work erew
insensibly under my hands, till it assumed a form wdiich obliged me eillier

to destroy all that 1 liad written, or to continue my Historical Sketches on

tlio same enlarged sc.de. In .'electing the subjt'cts on which 1 have chicflv

<l\veh, I have been guided by my own idt^a of their pre-eminent imjiort-

ance, when considered in connection with the present state of rinlosophv

in Fairope. On some, which I have passed over unnoticed, it was impos-

sible' for me to touch, without a readier access to public libraries than 1 can

command in this retirement. The same circumstance will, 1 trust, account,

in th(‘ opinion of candid readers, for various other omissions in my per-

formance.

The time una\oidably spent in consulting, with critical care, the nume-

rous Autliors referred to in this and in the former part of my l)i&eours('.

has t'ncroached so lieeply, and to myself so ])ainfully, on the leisure whieii

I had destined for a different purpose, that, at my advanced years, I i an

entertain but a very faint ex])cc(ation (though I do not altogethci abauuon

the ho])o) of finishing tuv intended Sketch of the Progress of’ Kthical and

Political Philosojdiy during ihi- Kightcenth. Century. An vnuleriaking oi

a much earlier dale lias a prior and stronger claim on my attention. At

all events, whate\er may he wanting to complete m_v plan, it cannot

be difli(;ult for another liand to suj>pl\. An Out lint; is all that should i)e

attempted on sueb a subject ; and the field wliicli it has to euibrnct; will

be found incomparably moi'c interesting to most readers than liiat whicii

has fallen under iny review.

Kinncil House
^
Aitgiisl 7, 1821,





DISSERTATION FIRST.

PART II.

IN the farther prosecution of the plan of which I traced the outline in the Preface to the

First Part of this Dissertation, I find it necessary to depart considerably from the arrange-

ment which I adopted in treating of the Philosophy of the" seventeenth century. During

that period, the literary intercourse between the difi^ent nations of Surope was compa-
0

ratively so slight, that it seemed advisable to consider, separately and successively, the pro-

gress of the mind in Dngland, in France, and in Germany. But from the era at wrhich

we arc now arrived, t/ic Republic of Letters may be justly undmtood to comprehend, not

only these and other countries in their neighbourhood, but every region of the civilised

earth. Disregarding, accordingly, all diversities of language and df gei^aphical situation,

I shall direct my attention to the intellectual progress of the species in general ; enlar-

ging, however, chiefly on the Philosophy pf those parts of Fi^ope, from whence the rays

of science have, iii modem times, diverged to the other quarters of the globe.' I propose

also, in consequence of the thickening crowd of useful authors, keeping pace in their nui^-

bers with the diffusion of knowledge and of liberality, to allot separate discourses to the his-

tory of Metaphysics, of Ethics, and of Politics ; a distribution whidr, while it promises a

more distinct and connected view of these different subjects, will furnish convenient rest-

ing-places, both to the writer and to the reader, and can scarcely foil to place, in a stronger

and more concentrated light, whatever general conclusions may occur in the course of this

survey.

The foregoing considerations, combined \jith the narrow limits assigned to the sequel

of my work, will sufficiently .account for tl\c contracted scale of some of the lEblli^wng

SIS8. I. FART II. A
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sketches, when <5otnpared with the magnitude of the questions to which they relate, and

the peculiar interest which they derive from their immediate inducucc on the opinions of

our own times. * ••

In the case of I.iOckh and Leibnitz, with whom the metaphysical history of the eighteenth

century opens, I mean to allow myself a greater degree of latitude. The rank which 1

have assigned . to both in my general plan seems to require, of course, a more ample space

for their leadiiig doctrines, as well as for those of some of their contemporaries and imme-

diate successors, than 1 can spare for metaphysicH systems of a more modern date ; and us

the rudiments of the most important of these are to be found iu the speculations cither of

one or of the other, I shall endeavour, by connecting with my review of their works, those

longer and more abstraet discussions which are necessary for the illustration of fuudamea-

tal principles, to avoid, as far asL possible, in the remaining part of my discourse, any tedi-

ous digressions infb the thorny ]itt1hs of scholastic controversy. The critical remarks, ac-

cordingly, which I am now to ofil^ on their philosophical writings, will, I trust, enable me

to execute.the very slight dcetches which are to follow in a manner at once more easy to

myself and more satisfactory to the hulk of my readers.

But what I have chiefly in view in these preliminary observations, is to correct cer-

tain misapprehensions concerning opinions of Locke and of Leibnitz, which have

misled (with very -few exeeptiohsy ‘idl the later historians who have treated of the li-

terature of the eighteenth century. I have felt a more particular solicitude to vindicate

the fame of Locke, not only against the censures of his opponents, but against the mis-

taken comments and eulogies of his admirers, both in Lngland and on the Continent.

Appeals to his authority axe so frequent in the r^onings of all who have since canvassed

the same subjects, tbdt, without a precise idea of his distinguishing tenets, it is impossible

to form a just estimate, either of the merits or dohierits of his successors. In order to as-

sist my readers m this previous study, I shUl endeavour, as far as I can, to make Locke

his own commentator; earnestly intreating them, before they proceed to the sequel of

this dissertation, to collate carefully those scattered extracts from bis works, which, in the*

followii^'s)gctioh, they will find brought into contact with each other, with a view to their

mutual illtUctration. My own conation, I confess, is, that the Mssay on Human Under-

standing has bgen much more generally applauded than read; and if I could only flatter

myself with the hope of dra^^g the attention of the public from the glosses of commeu-
‘ tators to the author’s text, x should think that I had made a considerable step towards the

correction of seme radical and prevailing eijors, which the supposed sanction of his name

has hitherto shelti^ed from a free examination.



FIRST DISSERTATION?. 3

PROGRESS OP METAPHYSICS DURING THE ^JIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

SECTION I.

'
>

Historical and Ct iticalReview ofthe PJiilosopkical Works ofLocke and Leibnitti.

Locke.

Bi TORE entering on the subject of this section^ it is to premise, that^ although

my design is to treat separately of Metaphyacs, Ethi«^ and Politics, it will be impossible

to keep these sciences wholly unmixed in the course ofmy reflections. They all run into

each other by insensible gradations ; and they have all bemi happily united in the com-

prehensive speculations of some of the most distinguished writers of the eighteenth cen-

tury. The connection between Metaphysics and Ethics Is more peculiarly close; the

theory of Morals having furnished, ever since the time of Cudwortb, several of the most
abstruse questions which have been agitated concerning the general principles, both intel-

lectual and active, of the human frame. The insepandde affinity, however, between the

different blanches of the Philosophy of the Mind, does not afford any argument pgainst

the arrangement which I have adopted. It only showft that it cannot, in every instance,

be rigorously adhered to. It shall be my aim to deviate from it as seldom, and as slightly,

as the miscellaneous nature of my materials will permit.

John Locke, from the publication ofvwhose Essay on Human Understanding a new
era is to be dated in the History of Phil^phy, was bOm at Wrington in Somersetshire,

111 16.32. Of his father nothing remarkable is recorded, but that he was a captain in the

Parliament’e army during the civil wars ; a dreums^nce whicli, itmay be presumed from

the sou’s political opinions, would not be regarded by him aa a ^Ifcinn on the memory of his

parent. *
?

In the earlier part of Mr Locke’s life, he pressed for some years, with |^t ardour,

the study of medicine ; an art, howeYer, which he neyer actually exmeised aa a profession.

According to his friend Le Clerc, the delicacy of Ids eonsritution rendered this impossible.

But, that his proficiency in the study was npt inconriderable, we have good evidence in the

dedication prefixed to !t)r Sydenham’s Observations on ihe History and Cure of JLcute
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JD'seases;} vrheie Jidaftts of the opf^batioi) bestowed on his METiion by Mr J<>-!

Locke, Who (to borrow Sydenham's, own words) “ examined it to the bottom ; and wlio,

if we considcar. ltif genius and plnetrating and exact judgment, has scarce any superior,

and few equals, npw l[^ie iitcrit of this Method, therefore, which still continiies

to be reg^cled a^ f||iaiOdd^ mOst. competent judges, may be presumed to have belon^-

le^ in J|pc^(i|Ocke,*---^ cimuststance
.
which deserves to be noticed, as an additional

confirmation of- .wliat .Bacon ..‘.has ao sagaciously taught, concerning the dependence of all

the sciences relating to . of Matter or of Mind, on principles mu)

rules derived Bean the. xesc^rces of a -higher ..{philosophy. On the other hand, no science

could have been chosen, siM^e hazily ealmdated than Medicine, to prepare such a mind

as that of Locke for the i^osecution of those speculations which have immortalized li is

name ; the complicated and fugitive^ .often cquvocal phenomena of disCcase, requiring

in the observer a far greater portion of discriminating sagacity, than those of Fliysics,

strictly so called; .resembling, in this respect, much more nearly, the phenomena about

which Metaphysics, Ethics, and Politics, are conversant.

1 have said, that the study of Medicine forms one of the best preparations for the study
'V I

•' f

of mind, to such.rni ^imderstanding as Itockc's. To au undevstanding less comprehen-

sive, and less cultivated by a liberal education, the effect of tins study is likely to be simi-

lar to what we.may trace in the works of Hartley, Darwin, and Cabanis; to all of whom

we may more or less apply the sarcasm of Cicero on Aristoxenus, the INIusician, who at-

tempted to explain the nature of the soul by comparing it to a Harmony

;

Hit’ ah aiiti-

FICIO SCO .NON TlECESSlT.® In JjOclie’s-.Hssaij., not a single passage occurs, savouring of

the Anatomical Theatre, or of the Chemical Laboratory.

In 1666, Mr .^Lmdc^ then in his thirty-fifth year, formed an intimate acquaintance with

-Lord Ashley, afterwa:^s Earl of Shaftesbury ; from which period a complete change took

place, both in the dijt:ee.th^.-of his studies, and in his habits of life. His attention apjicars to

^ Pi4>lt8hcd in the year I676.
. . ,

•

'*

It is nsnxacked of Sydenham,- by the late Dr John Gregory, " That tliough full of hypothetical reasoning,

' it had not effect ofmaking;hun lesS attentive to observation ; and that his hypotheses seem to have

sat so loosely atmit-.liim, that eidier they did hot influence his practice at oil, or he could easily abandon them,

whoever they Tv6tE|4. not bend to his' experieijce.’'

This is precisely the . i^eik of JU^oke concerning the true use of hypotheses. " Hypotheses, if they are well

madt^ are at least great'be^ to tjte memory, rad oflbn direct us to new discoveries." Locke’s JVorks, Vol. III.

p. 81i id|m„^mBe rehia^ same subject in one of his letters to Mr Molyneux. (The edition of Locke

to wliidi I le^, ix'that pi^p^ -at Lhadonih. ISIS, iiuTen Vedumes 8vo^

,

» Tuse.“.;!^im!8*,iaidb t!
4 ^

. . .
.

,
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' been tlicii turned, for the time, to' poli^eid; subjecto;' aBd his ,pl|lce of residence

^rnnsforred from the university to the metropolis.^^ From liondou {a scene which gave him

access to a society very different from what he ha^^previmisly ifved in oecaflonally pitse-

cd over to the Continent, where he had an oppoflpaity of prol^^jg’ conversation of

3ome of the most distinguished persons of bis age. In .the' it^ntse ofirjbda' im^n eaenr-

lions, he visited France, Germany, and HoUand; bu%|i^ huit o| UijwefieQanl^^ to

lavc been his favourite place of residence; the.h^adligS :wld^ the '‘^a^le there ehjoyad,

tndcr a government peculiarly favourable to ervS and relicpioBs hberty, raaply conqiensat-

iiig, in his view, for what tlicir uninviting territory,.wsnted in point of scen^ and of cli-

mate. In this respect, the coincidence between the taste of Loche and that of Descartes

tlirows a pleasing light on the characters of both, -

The plan of the JEasay on Human Understanding la said to have been formed as early

as 1670; but the various employments and avocatioibi of the Author prevented him from

hnishing it till 1687, when he fortunately availed himsdf of. the leisure which his exile in

Holland afforded him, to complete his long meditated design. He returned to England

soon after the llcvolution, and published the first edition of his work in 1690 ; the busy

and diversified scenes through which he had passed during its pix^ess,- having probably

contributed, not loss than the academical retirement in which he had spent his yoUth, to

enhance its peculiar and cbaracteristical merits.

Of the circumstances which gave occasion to this great and memorable undertaking, the

following interesting account is given in the Prefatory Epistle to the IZeoifcr. “ Five or

six. friends, meeting at my chamber, and discoursing on a subject very-remote ^om this,

found themselves quickly at a stand, by the difficulties that rose on every side. /, After we

had a while piiz:slcd ourselves, without eomipg any nearer a reselntion of those doubts

which perplexed us, it came into iny thoughts that we took a wrong course, and tha^ be-

fore we set ourselves upon inquiries of that nature^ it was necessary to examine our own

abilities, and see what objects our understandings were, or w^ Bot, fitted to deal with.

This I proposed to the company, who all '1||l^lly assented, and t^eupon it was agreed,

that this should bo our first inquiry. Some hasty and undigested/'^^ugbts on a subject 1

had never before considered, which I set down against our next;meeting, gave the ,#rst en-

trance into this discourse, which having been thus%eguii by chance, was cont^smed by en-

treaty ; written by incoherent parcels, and, after long intervals of imglect, .resumed again

,
,

- — .a . , I. ;- — ..-
^

> Villiers Duke of Buckingham, and A® Lord Htfifiuc, are particuhrly mentioned tiinm wito wese-d*<

lighted with his conversation. .
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as my huwoar^or oceaiions p^kmitted; and at last in r^rement, where an attendance on

my heal^ gave me leisure, it was brought into that order thou now scest it.” '

^

Mr Locke «fterwttkds mforins that when he first put pen to paper, he thought all

he should have to say on thu matter would have been contained in one sheet, but that the

Jpthek prospect Imhad;*—new discoveries still leading him on, till his

bocdc grewftii^^ll^y Inilk it now apfiefirs in.”

4^ JBssaifi on ffuman Understanding with the foregoing account of its

migut.an4 {S^i^gsesB, mjCipioxiB to ebse^ve, that it is the fouith and last book alone which

bici^ directly^ the aitthqriB pedncipal ohjeot. Is this book, it is further remarkable, that

there are fisw, if any, re^ii^GSS tp preceding parts of the Essay ; insomuch that it

:i^i|ght have been published separately, without being less intelligible than it is. Hence,

it seenm vat unreasonable to eonjei^l^pe, lhat it tips tbe frst part of the work in the order

of compo8itkm,^siid that it leadii^ and fundamental thoughts which ofiered

thcpuselves to t&s^sbthor’^ildnd, vdacP he first b^pan to reflect on the friendly conversation

which gav0 rjs^^to his ^lillosophieal researches. Tbe inquiries in the first and second

hooks^ .which are of a moae abstract^ as well as scholastic, nature, than the sequel of

the work, pridmMy <¥6itod gta^^ully pn the author’s mind, in proportion as he studied bis

qOi'hieol witfa''a dteser and ''‘Attention. They relate chiefly to the origin and

to'jdie technical classification of «mr 'ldtos» frequently branching out into collateral, and

toto|9^ues int^ difoni^ons, without much regard to method or connection

tbM boch (by far the most bl^rtaat of the whole), where the nature, tlic use, and

the abuq^^of bchjgnage are so clearly and happily illustrated, seems, from Locke's own ac-

count, to tkave heeh so|bjef Cffisr-ihonght

;

and the two excellent chapters on the Asso-

^Idem 'smA on ^ntkftaknfm (the former of which has contiibuted, as much as any

jy^g.else In Locke’s wnidngB, to the ^Qabsequent progress of Metaphysical Philosophy)

were pdiRted, edil^a of the Essay.

^ I would not be ubdeuftood, by ’|beto xqips^^.to nndcarvalue the two first books. All

that I have «ud amounts to tbit, that the sd|||Pi which they treat of are seldom suscepti-

ble ofaajjrpractieal appficatimi to «the'^duol^ the understanding; and that the author

* has adopted^ pbraseolo^ of bis own, whe;^, in some instances, he might have much
motd dearly ^veyi^ his meaning^.gsithout any d^arture from the ordinary forms of

irelidto the two first books inferior in point of

^hey do not toeterially.detract from their merit, as a pre-

douawlSiiMaflk^^ dT^ Human, Mind. Ou the contrary, I do not hesitate to

condder mm mbeiA ctmtnbn^ of wdl^j^rvod and well-described facts, which
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I
was ever bequeathed to this bratteh of science

J>y
a mugle inijlNidiial ; and as thedkidis-

I
putable (though not always acknowledged) souxee of MtM the ittost nBi^sd. conclusians,

I

v\ith respect to the intellectual phenomena, whilih have been ^nee fanffn^t fa light by sueo

I ceedmg inqpirers. ’’

After the details given by Locke himseli^ of the dinuagaMetif' In

begun and completed; more especially, after what he haa atatodo# iroy

of writing,” imposed on him by tbe atoeationt of a and mlMfSed U&, it cannot be

thought surprising, that so \cry little of method shoald apRaat hl^lw ditpedto df his ma-

tciials ; or that the opinions which, Otai difibiient ntondoiUi hehia pranouneedon lihe same

subject, should not always seem steady and In these last easei^ how->

oAcr, 1 am inclined to think that,the inoonsistende^ if dufy refleete^ on, wmddbe foihiA

rather apparent than real. It is but Seldom that 4%RtKff, 'fdtkiaed of the pomrftd and

upright mind of Locke, can reasonably be ampeetedM atatang propo8ttiC|i» in direct cm-
tradiction to each otha*. The presumption is, ftiat, in each of these piteperitions, there is

a mixture of truth, and that the error lies d]le% in 'ftie nn^thhficd In vvhicli the

truth is stated
;
proper allowances not beii^ made, dwittg thb ftafevdiir of eomporition, for

the partial survey taken of the otgecte* ftom a padisolalr pdnt of vie^r* Bniuqps would

not be going too far tO assert, that most of'ibe seonang emitiudictions whidli'oeciar ha "au-

thors animated with a sincere love of tenth, ml|fht he fthiy omounted for by the difhrint

aspects which tbe same object presented to thOkU npdi MBbxtiat ococums. < In MMding

such authors, accordingly, when we meet with diaeordant expoessious^ instead of indti^ii^

ourselves in the captiousness of verbal criticism, at wnhid better beoenne ns eamfoUy and

candidly to collate tbe quesitoimblo passsgftat and tO si(ud|t 00 to reconcile them by jo>

dicious modifications and oonrectfons* oi tn'hwftdeir the itversi|^fos and imstakeo of our illus-

trious guides subservient tOihe pite<dl|gfesnd soondness of out than eonclosioBS. In the

case of Locke, it must be owned/ not always an easy tadt, as the Hmitatimis

of some of his most exceptionable prepotitiohs am tolte ofdleetod, xsetihdm tile oenfoxt, but

from different and widely separated parts of his Mmay*

! l: 3$:. .. -

That Locke himself was lensible that sense ofIm ei^prassi^ esquirsd ee^lbwtkei, and wss aui^NliSi foet''hls

opinions should be judged of nthSr firaia foe geoteal toiieaad'l^il^bfbhwefot'foen ftma dets^b^Hnd udated

propositions, may'be inferred ftom a ]Mts«ge |q one of .hiesiiaiei^wbmB beem^ ^^ atttysdwetsiooB ofone

of his anUgonists (the Reverend Mr Lsude), who had aocueefl bte ef Cdlk^g n gnestiortm»1ittmatabaitjr ef

moral distinctions. “ But (says Locke) wstc^^ sudk

poinu, and to take the alarai, even at«x|mesiaDs, stoad^ ticnl e^iuotd gl, aid Iw

suspected.” (Locke's Workt, Vol. 11. p. pS. ticfo) , .

‘ ^
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Iirte woA thus composed hy: matches (to borrow a phrase of the author’s), it was not

to be ekpeeted, that be should be able accurately to- draw the liue between his own ideas, ^

and the hints for ^tfhich be eras Indebted to others. To those who are well acquainted

Wfftfa his speculatibtisi it iniiSt''appear evident^ that he had studied diligently thq metaphysi-

cal writings bf^tb^jXb^es and of Gbusen^ ; and that he was no stranger to the Essays- of

Montaigi^e, toitba'^bifosoj^bical works of Baicmi, or to Malcbranche’s Inquiry after Truth}

That he Faa-'^atbi^ii^^ eonvefsant with the Cartesian system may be presumed from what

we are told by.hiS bioj^aj^her, iha it was which first inspired him with a disgust at the

jaigon of theSchools, and him into that train of thinking which he afterwards prose-

cuted so swSce^ully. i^4^^ot».]ibwever> recollect that he has anywhere in his Essay men-

iiened the name of any one hf/these authors.* It is probable, that, w hen he sat down to

writ^ be f(HiQd the result efbb yo^4^|ij^l reading w completely identified with the fruits of

hi» subifequenh^feflections, ^at lit was impossible for him to attempt a separation of the one

from the other; a|id that be sms.4hiis oecaaonaHy led to mistake the treasures of memory

for those <a* thm was really ‘the cas^ may be farther presumed from the

peculiar a^d origpal cast of his phriumolo^t whidi, though in general careless and unpo-

lished, iTas alwi^Si^|fl^'inferi#of tbat .chai^cteristi^^ unity and racincss of style, which de-

monstrate, that, while he was writing he conceived himself to be drawing only from l.is

own resourc(»i.
' "

^ With reftpe^ -tb his MyW ii'may be further observed, that it resembles that of a well

eddested and, informed roan ofi,die world, rather than of a recluse student who had

made an object-.of the art of composition. It everywhere abounds with colloquial expres- *

'X ,

sions, which be had p^bbdldyi'eSiiiglit : by the ear from tboa| whom he considered as models

of good conversation ; and hence, thoqgh it' now sc^s sflUnewbat antiquated, and not alto-

gather suited to the dignity of the subject, it bave contributed its share

towards this great objem of turnihg .thb'^bhtl^ts'w^^ contemporaries to logical and meta-

phyiucal inquiries.. The antlibr -of^^^ CiMraiCteristics, who will not be accused of an un-

_____ ' '

‘ 1 ^
'

' .
' ' "

' W'. '
’

• '
';V:

_

'

_

'

1 Jdr Admi^tum remOTked, tliat<MaIebrtpcfatJ>m the tUtrtvf LqcI^, by several years, in his notions on the

subject of DunOinff', (S)>CcUtor,’.^0. 94.) Sot^ edbu^eilces, not*]to remarkable, might be easily

jKiiiitm out in the the Ehgllsb imil' eS the .philosopher. -

.-(. TM name of HoM^;<^'S|||||i4n Idr Z^OSke’s JRep^ io .SisAcgs ij/’ R^rcester, See the Notes on-his Essay.

b.avii'& ourioua.’b^ l^oktsaes Hobbes and fipbtoaui together^.as writers of the same stamp ; and that he

wOrfce’^ ek'bBi’V “X am not so woU raad in Hobbes and Spinoza

as to be fmtf-ttritq, v^tiwera Uieir ^janions in this matter, but po8Bibl3r..di«re be those who will think your
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tlue partiality for Locke, acknowledges, in strong teme, the fit1*oinable reiepfion whkh his

' book had met with among the higher classes.
** I am sorr)^ IWWeveit;** iays Shaftes>

briry, to one of bis correspondents, ** that I lenl 3^ Lock^ liissay>'lt teuik tint may as

well qualify men for business and the world, asJSnr the sci^nods ai^ ^ At^jjfsuty* No one

has done more towards the recalling of philosopi^ from ha^rhk^iity; of

the world, and into the company of the better and po^lsr Sbrt/v^‘nn^i atdiamdd

of it in its other dress. No one has'opened a bett^of'sind cleaiilsr

In a passage of one of Warburton’s letters to Hni^ which C ’llifid ocesniofk to'^oote in

the first part of this Dissertation, it is stated as a ftict, that
** liocke'fist Jjiddirfmd

his Essay, he had neither followers nor admirers, and hardly a single I cannot

help suspecting very strongly the correctness of this ass^tioo, not onjy froto tte fiatterial;

terms in which the Essay is mentioned by Shafibeibtli|t^lsi thofttregohp^.qntoath^ and fi»m

the frequent allusions to its doctrines by Addison and other popular w||toi* **^0 same

period, but from the unexampled sale of thse hook, dttrhtg thctouttteen yaara ijdthdt elapsed

between its publication and Locke's death. Four ediUou pdmted in <»f ten

> ears, and three others must have appeared in 'tha apMe <d' Iho fenr ; a litorence bo->

ing made to the sixth edition by the authm hhntolfi in th® ^istte to the reader, prefixed

to all the subsequent impressions. A copy of the tldHeenth edition, printed as early as

1748, is now lying before me. So rapd and so extensive a {S&rculation" of n work, on a

.subject so little within the reach of common readers, is the heat proof of tihe .estaMidied

popularity of the author’s name, and of the respeOt general^ entertaSne^l fitt his trients and

his opinions. 1 ’
' * .

That the Essay on Human Understanding idiwfllid have ooMdtod aomealann in the Uni-

versity of Oxford, was no more than tlw^ 9X0^ had rbiso^to expect from his boldness as

a philosophical reformer; Setm his in the cause (d Hhdtty, both civil and refr-

gious ; from the suspected orthb^xys Thaolc^fical Oresd ; and ^it is hnt cai^id to

add) from the apparent coincidence of hiS ethicdl, doctrines with those c€ H^bes.* It is
,

• more difficult to account for the long oontinuanoe, in that illustrious seat of learning, of Ui©

prejudice against the logic of Locke (by &r the most valuable^’^art of his work), and of

that partiality for the logic of Aristotle^ of w^ 1^40*006 1^ a&jlly exposed tto Jiifility.

In the University of Cambridge,, on the othet han^ the iStsay pn Human 0^siond-

4-

A’
1 See Shaftesbury's First Letter tP a Student at tha Ulliveriliy. * vr *

^
^

* It was proposed at a meeting of thip heads of houses of fiw Uaivin|lijr of .tod^
courage the reading of Locke’s Essay ; and, after viripas debsawasataig tlt«Bwdv^it*w4ia otStdttded,

head of a house'should endeavour to prevent its btoig *Wd in Ills cbllegct, coroSsg to mgpma cen-

sure.” (See Des Mai.seaux’s note on a letter ftoin Locke to CoQue. lAdceils Vok fi^',p>
'

DISS. I. FAHT II.
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htf; was, for nbaAy years, regarid^ with a reverence approaching to idolatry: and to the

authority' of some distinguished persons connected with that learned body may be traced

(&8 will aftrawiii'de appear) the origin of the greater part of the extravagancies which, to-

werds the close of' the last century, were 'grafted on Locke's errors, by the discijdcs of

Hartley^ fli^LaWii'f^^ri^teyi of Tooke, and of Darwin.^

' To a perjsm ^o now r^ads lyith attention and candour the work in question, it is much

more eiimy to enter 'lato which at iBrst opposed themselves to its complete

success; than to ctmeiUTe it should so sooii have acquired its just celebrity. Sonic-

thiiig, I gitiispect, must be to tbe political importance which Mr Locke had pro-

viqusly acquired as the chansj^n of feligious toleration ; as the great apostle of the licvo-

liition ; and as ihe intrepid oj^phifor of a*tyranny which' had been recently overthrown.

In Sifotland* V^here the llhe^ the universities has been always peculiarly

fav'burahle to the diffusion of a free aim eclectic spirit of inquiry, the philosophy of Locke

seems veiy CiMly ti) hjive sttuidt its roots,, deeply and permanently, into a kindly and con-

geni^. soil. .^r^cxr .we]» the errors of ;^s great man implicitly adopted from a blind reve-

rriiCe for hfoiiamfe -Tlie ‘'works of l>esesrtes still continue to be studied and admired ;

and the cdihbiiied"8yi^ems of the lSnglish and the French metaphysicians served, in many

respects, to correct what was faulty, 'at>d. to supply what was deficient, in either. As to

the cMicaf principles, of 'Lorite, where .they appear to lean towards Hobbism, a powerful

antidote against them waC already prepared in the Treatise De Jure Belli ct Pqcis, which

was then universally and deservedly .regarded |n this country as the best introduction that

had yet a^tpeared to the study of uioral science, if Scotland, at|f(Nlfeneriod, produced no

eminent authors in these l^iulhes of learning, it was not from want of erudition or of ta-

lents; nor yet from the narrowness . mind incident to the. iuhabitants of remote and in-

sulated regions; but footn the .aliqpCt ittsuj^rable^l^culty 6f writing in a dialect, which

imposed upon an author the double ta|k of at onto’' Acquiring a new language, and of uii-

l^inlng his own.* j ,

’ I hare^m ^tice, with due pi^ae, ioL |{|he ^former part this discourse, of the metaphysical speculations

of John Smidi, More, and )^ph ; all of. thorn jaembe^a and ornaments of the university of
Cambridge about t!h|^iddle of si^mtpeqfh 'century. .. They, were deeply conversant in tlie Platonic Philo-

»^^4! a»d ^tied%W^k^t.^ccesB ^ .noi^bating diO Materialists and Necessitarians of their times. They
csiird|M» indeep* ot pielr ,^Jata^ notions to an ^esa bopdering.on mysticism, and may, perlups, have con-

tributqS.^.^'*% bis* ^ y»s^u.
,,
aiwdemical «nseei|Mra towards, the

,
opposite extreme. A very pleasing

and iote^^ng^ ^Bosnt tKs-eharacterif’ of these aiM ** of their philosophy,
is given by Sitn^in tw iVidoty Ohw ZVetsw.

* To tiite ta^it &f it may, be added, that ijj^ wore among the first in England to perceive
and to acknowledj^^ mer^ m.die Cartesian Mie^phyncs.
'»Note('A:)
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The success of Locke’s Essay, in some parts of tke (^tinent,* was eq^Lally remarkable

;

owing, no doubt, in the first instance, to the very acetate translation of it into the French

language by Coste, and to the eagerness with |»hich. every thing pr|^edtii^ from the au-

thor of the Letters on ToUraxton} may tie prewmod to have been by the multitude

of learned and enlightened refugees, whom the revocation forced to

seek an asylum in Protestant countries. In Hollan^,:.;wh^o l^ydto wtts pers^^y known

to the most distinguished characters, both literary end political^ hia..wo^ was read and

praised by a discerning few, with all the
.

partiidity of fiiendship;* Imt it s not seem to

have made its way into the schools till a period ' Thei dooitrin<a of Des-

cartes, at first so vehemently opposed in that country, were now |k> eoippletely triumphant,

))oth among philosophers and divines,^ that it was difficult for a new reformer to obtiridiO

lu aring. The case was very nearly similar in Qerq^y^ whew l^ibnitz (who ^waya speaks

‘ I'lic principle of religious toleration vfas at that.^tne very Imperfectly, admitted, ^en by those philosophers

wlio were tlie most zealously attached to the cause of civil liberty. The "^great Scottish lawyer and statesmah,

J.orcl Stair (himself no mean philosopbat, and, like Locke, a wwai pitfrtaaan of the Revolution), ^ems evidently

ta the impunity which Spinoza bad experienced in Holbnd, and Hpbbes kt England. £x^a-
)b|||||||S^Atheus Spinosa adeo impudens est, ut affirmet mxmia esse absolute tiecessaria, et nihil quod cst, fuit, aut

cMt, ntitcr fieri potuisse. In quo omnes superiores Atheos excessit^ aperte negans omnexn dOditatem, nihilque pne-

ter potentias naturae agnoscens.

Vaninus Deitatem non aperte negavit, sed causam tllius prodldit, in Iripiic^ quern edidit, argumenta pm
J>ci Lxistentiu tanquam fulilia et vana rejiciens, ad&rendo contrarias omnes ratianes per modum bbge^tiqiranL

ea.squc prosequendo ut indissolubilcs videantur; postca tamen larvam exuit, et atheismum dare professus e$t, et
JUSTIBSIMC IN' TNCLVTA UUBE ThoLOSA DAMNATUS EST ET CttEMATUS*

,

^

HoiTcndus Idobbcsiua tertius erat atheismi promotor*. qul otnnia prindpia morolia et politick snbvertit,

eorumqiie loco naturalem vim et humane pacta, ut prjbaa priucipia^'moralitatte, societatis, et poUflici regiminis

substiiuit : NEC tamcn Spinosa aut HobEics, ouamv^ in ebgionibus reporuatis vixeiunt et dORTui sikt^

NEIHJM EXEMPLA FACTl SUNT IN ATHEORUU TEERGailiu UT NE VEL UI4I4N MNAM 8ENSERINT.*' PhysioL Nora
(Lugd. Batav. 1666)^ pp. 1^1, ^

-Among those whose sodety Locke chi^j^limUt.i^ted while in Holland, was the. cebbnitedXe Clerc, the

author of the BiblMicque Univcrselle, and the SibUothdqm Chmsie, besides many other learned and ingenious

publications. He appears to have been wgnnly attached to Locke, and embraced the fundamental doctrines of

liis Essay without any slavish deference for hin^ authodty. Though he fixed his .x^idence at Amsterdam, where
he taught Philosophy and the Belles Lettres, he was a native of G^eva, whkre he also received his apademi-

cal education. lie'is, tlxerefbre, to be numbered with Lockers Swiss iifisciph^ I ahall' have occaned'^ «q>eak

of hini more at length afterwards, vvh'en I coihe to ISU cotafeove^ Bayle/ At I shall

only observe, that his Elogenn Locke ikas puMished ii^%e (Ann^e 1 705)!!?^'¥om Vl
; and

that some important remarks bn the Hmnan (^particularly on the ch^t^ton Power) arc

to be found in the ISJth Vol. rf the saibb wofk^Aimte 1707)^ " ‘

^ Quamvis huic sectoe (Cartesianie) acriter se opponetieht ^eblogi et PhiIo8a|jH-' l^^ in Acadmiis
tamen eorum hodie (17^7), vixdia, qoafe Cartesiatia ptincipia incutcantbi (Heipec^ iSlem, Hist''Phih^}phJ

In Gravesande's Introductio ad Phikwopf^m, j>ub}isfaed in 1736, the name of Li^ke is not once m'etitiimed. It

is probable that this last author was partly' uifluenced l^ his adfuiration for Lethhii^ whom he servilely followed

even in his physical errors.
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coldly of Xiocke’i^ Eway)^ vras then looked up to as the great oracle in every branch of

learning, and.of science. If lam not . mistaken^ it vras in Switzerland, where (as Gibbon

observes) the intennixture of sects had rendered the clergy acute and learned on con-

tieoversial topics,” that LAdee’s veal merits yvere first appreciated on the Continent with a

discriminating imf^riali^. In Croiuaz’s Treatise of Logic (a book which, if not distiu-

guished by ari|^aHw of genius, is at least, strongly marked with the sound and unpreju-

diced author), we . everywhere trace the influence of Locke’s doctrines

;

and, at the .samjeJlB^ the dBfeets of the Cartesian Metaphysics, in limiting those hasty ex-

pressions ' of Liocke, which have been so often misinterpreted by his foliowers.’^ Nor do

' ^ In Loekip «unt queedito particulam non male exposita, sed in summa longe aberravit a janua ncc naturani

mentis veritati$qne intellexit.—Leibnttx. Op. V. p. 355. Ed. Dutens.

M. Locke avbit de la itubtilite et de raddFB9ee> et quelquc espece de metaphysique superhciellc qu'il savoit rc-^

lever. pp. 12.) '

HeinecciuSj a native of Saxony, in a Sketch of the History of Philosophy, printed in 1728, omits altogether

the name of IjMX&e id bis enumeration of the logical and metaphysical writers of modern Europe. In a passage

of his Jpgic, 'whplre tbo same author treats of clear and cbscare, adequate and inadequate ideas (a subject on which

little or nothitt^ of any value had'been advanced before LoPke), he observes, in a note, Debemus haHc Doc->

trinam Leibnitio, eamque deinde sequutus est illust. Woldus."*

* Ofthe. .m Human Understanding Crousaz speaks iri the following terms: " Clarissimi, et meritn

^lebratissimi Loekii de Intellectu Huimino cximium ppus, et auctore suo diguissimurn, k)gra>utilis6iniis semper

annumerabiibur.'' :(Prasfat.) If Po]^ had ever looked into this Treatise, he could not have committed so gross

a inistidte^'as to introdtiee the author into the Dunciad, among Locke’s Aristotelian opponents ; a distinction fur

which was probably indebted to his acute stnetures on tliose passages in the Essay an Man, which secui

favourable to fatalism.

Prompt at Uio call, around the goddess roll

^

Btoad hpti, and hoods, and caps, a table shoal

;

Thick and mojre thick the black blockade extends,

A hundred head of Anstotle^s friends. \
'^y‘\ * ^ Nor wetU thou, Isisi wanting to the dayVf'

‘

(Tbbugh Gbrist.«hi:^ tong keptym^shlymy)!
' £aoh Staunch PotosM^ stubboRi as a rock,

i

S' if
* Each fierce LogieSan^ i^ll expelling Locked

^ Come whi^.mid spar, and thiough thin and thick

On Oesnum pnifpiaa, and Dutch Burgersdyck.

Warburton,'

^

usual scurvilby all Pope’s adversaries as well as his own, has called Crou-

aas d Afendcringf a dlffemnV estimate of his merits has been formed by Gibbon, who

seecfisi. to have much inare car^uBy. than the Right Reverend Commentator on the

the adversai^cf Dayle imd Popeju id not distinguished by lively fancy or profound reflec-

tion ; iuid bie o^h cbutilTy; of a f^ ye^, his name and writings are almost obliterated. But

his PhilM^y been of Locke^ his Divinity in that of Limborch and Le Clerc ; in a

long and labdiriotii Hlbi^sevmr^^ ofpu|>9s were^anght to think, and even to write ; his lessons rescued

the Academy of Calvim > and he had the rare merit of ditfusing a more liberal spirit

amemg the people of the pit^ fle, ' (iGiU>on*a Mem»rs.y
. w . - In'?’:

'
‘

, V
' '
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Crousaz’s academical labours appear to have been less useful thah his uqittings; if a judg-

ment on this point may be formed from the sound philosophical j^indples which he diffus-

ed among a numerous race of pupils. One of these XM. Allamand),
. the friend and cor-

respondent of Gibbon, deserves particularly to be noticed here, on account of two letters

published in the posthumous works of that lustorian, contaimng n critiastn on l^ke's ar-

gument against innate ideas, so very able and judicious, that it may sidll be r«id with ad-
*

vantage by many logicians of no small note in the learned world. Had these letteni hap-

pened to have sooner attracted my attention, I should not have ddayed so long to do this
*

tardy justice to their merits.*

1 am not able to speak with confidence of the period at which Locke’s Essay b^an to

attract public notice in France. Voltaire, in. a letter to Horace Walpole, asserts, that he

In a subsequent passage Gibbon says, “ The logic of Crousas had prepai'ed me to engage with his master

Locke, and his antagonist Bayle ; of whom the former may be used as a bridle, and "the latter applied as a spur

lo the curiosity of a young pliilosophcr. (Ibid.)

I'lie following details (independently of their reference to Croaaaa) are .so interesting in thetnsdves, and afford

so strong a testimony to the utility of logical studies, when rationally couductedi that 1 am tempted to tran«

.’scribc them.

December 1755. In fiiiidhing this yw, I must remark how favourable it was to my studies. In the

space of eight months, I learned the principles of drawing; made myself completely master of the French

and Latin languages, with which I was very superficially acquainted before, and wrote and translated a
great deal in both ; read Cicero’s Epistles ad Familiares, his Brutus, all his Orations, bis . Dialogues de

Amicilia et de Senectute ; Terence twice, and Pliny's Epistles. In French, Giannoni's History of Naples,

I’Abbe Baiiier’s Mythology, and M. ^^at's Memoires sur la Suisse, and wrote] a very ample relation of

my tour. 1 likewise began to study ^^meek, and went through the grammar, if began to make very large

collections ot‘ what I read. But what I esteem most of all,—•£ram the perusal and meditation of De Crousaz's

logic, I not only understood the principles of that science,, but foraded my mind to a habit of thinking and rea-

soning, I had no idea of before."

After all, I very readily grant, that Crousaz's logic is cluefiy to be regarded as the work of a sagacious

and enlightened compiler ;
but even this (due allowance being made for the state of philosophy when it appear-

ed) is no mean praise. '' Good sense (as Gibbon has very truly observed) is a quality of mind hardly less rare

than genius.”

1 For some remarks of M. Allamand, which approadb very near to Reid's (%jections to the Ideal Theory,

See Note (B.)
v.

Of this extraordinary man Gibbon gives the following account in his Jf&urnal: '' Cest un ministre dans

Ic Pays de Vaud, et un des plus beaux g^nics que je canxioisse. irayouhi embrasser tousles genres; mais

c est la Pbilosophie qu’il a le plus approfondi. Sur toUtes Uk queftiims il s'est fait des 6ystci;nFiSB, ou du moins

des argumens toujours originaux et toujours ing^nieox. Sm idees sont fines et luminensea; sou expression

heureuse ct facile. Ou lui reproche av^ raison trop de rafinement et do subtilit^ dans f^pirit; trop de fiertf,

trop d’ambition, et trop de violence dois la caractere* ^ Get hcaacime, qui auroit pu eclairar ou troubler une na<^

tion, vit et mourja dans robscurh^."
,

i

It is of the same person that Gibbon sneeringly says (in the words of Vdssii^), £ji wctificub^ m ei

rusticos deeijni'* .
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was the first peil^on who* made.the name of Locke known to his countrymen ;
' but I sus-

pect that this assertion must be received with considerable qualifications. The striking

coincidence between some of Locke’l most celebrated doctrines and those of Gassendi, can

scarcely be supposed to have been altogether overlooked by the followers and admirers

the latter ; considering the immediate and very general circulation given on the Continent to

the E$say on Bitman Understanding, by Coste’s French version. The Gassendists, too,
*

it must be rcmeiRbered^ formed* even before the death of their master, a party formidable in ta-

lents as well as in numbers; including, among other distinguished names, those of JMolierc,'

Chapelle,® and Bernier j"* all of them eminently calculated to give the tone, on dis-

^ ‘‘ Je i>eux vous assurer qu’avant moi personne en France ne connoissoit la poesie Angloise; a pcinc on

entendu parler dc Lockc. J*ai ele persecute pendant trente ans par une nuce tic fanatiques pour avoir dit ijuc

Locke est I'Hercule de la Metaphysique, qui a pose les bornes de TEsprit Humain/' (Fcrney, 17f)N.)

In the tollowing passage of the Age of Louis X.IV. the same celebrated writer is so lavish and iindit'tiM£rni

ing in his praise of Locke, as almost to justify a doubt whether he had ever read the book whicli lie extoLs

highly. Locke seal a dcveloppe Vcutendement humedn, dans un livre ou il n’y a qiie des verites; ct C(’ (jni rend

Vouvrage parfait, toutes ccs verites soiit claires/*

* Molierc was in his youth so strongly attached to the F.picnrean thoorieSi that he liad [)roj;.Tled a traie l.ition

of Lucl'etius into French. He is even said to have made some progress in executing his design, w!u‘n a trdiing

accident determined him, in a moment of ill humour, to throw his inanuscri2)t into Ihc tire, 'i'lii* plan on
he was to prodeed ill this bold undertaking does honour to his gooil sense and good taste, and seeins to me tl.e

only one^on which a successful version of liucrctiu , can ever he cxeeuUd. 'fhe didactic p;jssng(*s of ijjo po-m
were to be translated into prose, and the descriptive passages into verse. Ilotli parts would li.ive «• lined grc. tl v

by this compromise; for, where Lucretius wishes to unfold the philosophy of his master, lie is not aihmra’oii.-

for the persjiicuity and precision of his express! ms, than he is on othe^ occasuais, wlu‘re his object to iktavn

and delight the imaginations of his rcader.3, for the charms of his figurative diction, and fur the bold rd’u f aV In

images. In instances of the former kind, no modern language cun give even the scmhlanvf of pocliy to i{

theories of Epicurus; while, at the same time, in the vain attempt to conquer this difficulty, the rigurou- pieeiM,./i

and simplicity of the original are inevitably lost.

Tlic influence of Gassendfs instructions may be traced in several of Molicro's comedies; particularly in tho
Fcmvics Savantes, and in a little piece Lv Manage Force, where .an Aristotelian and a Cartesian doctor arc both
held Lip to the same sort of ridicule, which, in some other of his performances, he has so lavishl}- bestowed on tlu*

medical professors of his time.

‘ The joint author, with llachaumont, of the Voyage cn Provence, which is still reganled as the most perfet t

model of that light, easy, and graceful badinage which seems to belong exclusively to Frciicli poetry, (kisscruli

who was an intiniate friend of his father, was so charmed with his vivacity w hile a boy, tliat he condesccndeil to

be his instructor iu philoso^^hy ; admitting, at the same time, to his lessons, two otlier illustrious pupils, xMoliere

and Bernier. The of Chapelle, according to all his biographers, exhibited a complete contrast to the sinqjlc

and ascetic manners of his master; but, if the following account is to be credited, he missed no opportunity of
propagating, as widely as be bo '^the speculative principles in which he had been educated. II ctoit fort

eloquent dans i'lviresse. II reatoit ordinairement le dernier h table, et se mettoit a expliquer aux valets la pliiloso-

phie d'fipipufe" j^Biographi^ Univer^lki article Chapelle, Paris, 1813.) He died in IfiSO*. ^
* Tlie well fcitowu author.of one of our most interesting and instructive books of travels. After his re-
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» »

putcd questions of Metaphysics, to that numerous class of Parisians of *both sexes, with

whom the practical lessons, vulgarly imputed to Epicurus, were not likely to operate to

the prejudice of his speculative principles. Of the three persons Just mentioned, the two

List died only a few years before Locke’s Essay was publislied ; and may be presumed to

have left behind them many younger pupils of the same school. One thing is certain, that,

long before the middle of the last century, the Essay on Human Understanding was

not only read by the leanied, but had made its way into the circles offashion at Paris.* In

what manner this is to been accounted for, it is not easy to say ; but the fact will not be dis-

)mted by those wlio arc at all acquainted with the history of French literature.

In consequence of this rapid and extensive circulation of the work in question, and the

strong impression that it every where produced, by the new and striking contrast which it

exhibited to the doctrines of the schools, a very remarkable change soon manifested itself

ill the prevailing habits of thinking on philosophical subjects. Not that it is to be suppos-

ed that the opinions of men, on particular articles of their former creed, underwent a sud-

den alteration. I speak only of the general effect of Locke’s discussions, in preparing the

lliiiiking part of his readers, to a degree till then unknown, for the unshacklwl use of their

own reason. This has always appeared to me the most charactcristical feature of Ijockc's

Kssay ; and that to whicli it is chiefly indebted for its immense influence on tlic philoso-

phy of the eighteenth century. Few books cap be named, from which it is possible to ex-

tract more exceptionable passages ; but, such is the liberal tone of the author ; such the

manliness with wliich lie constantly appeals to reason, as the paramount authority whieli.

i vcn in religions controversy, every candid disputant is bound to acknowledge ; and such

the sincerity and simplicity witli which, on all occasions, he appears to inquire after truth.,

turn from the East, where he resided twelve years at the court of the Great Mogul, he published, at l.yons, an

i xccllciit Abridgment of the ThUosophn of Uansendtj in 8 vols. 12nio ; a second edition of which, corrected by

hiinself, afterwards appeared, in seven volumes. To this second edition (which I have never met with) is an-

nexed a Supplement, entitled Douies dc M. Bernier sur quehjues des principaux Chapitres de son Abrcge dc la

Philosophic de Gassendi, It is to this work, I presume, that Leibnitz alludes in the following passage of a let-

ter to John Bernouilli ; and, from the manner iu which he speaks of its contents it would seem to be an object

of some curiosity. " Frustra qua*sivi apud typographos librunt cui titulus^ Doutes de M. Bernier sur la Phi^

losophic, in Gallia ante annos aliquot editum et milii visum, sed nunc non repertum. Vellem autem id^ iteriim

legcrc, quia illc Gassefulistorurn fuit Princeps ; sed paullo ante mortem, libello hoc edito IngeDue professus e.st,

ill quibus nec Gassendus nec Cartesius ^atisfaciant.” (Leibnitii ct Jo. Bernouilli Commerc* Epist, 2 vol. ito-

Laussanse et Genevee, 174.5.)

Bernier died 11

^
1688 .

^ A decisive proof of this is afforded by the allusions to Locke's doctrines in the dramatic pieces then in pos^i.

session of the French stage. See Note (C.)
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that the generat effect of the Whole work may be regarded as the best of all antiilotcs

against' tlie errors involved in some of its particular conclusions.'

To attempt any general review of the doctrines sanctioned, or supposed to be sanction-

ed, by the name of Liocke, would be obviously incompatible with the design of this Dis-

course ; but, among- these doctrines, there are two of fundamental importance, which have

misled so many of his successors, that a few remarks on each form a necessary preparation

for some historical details which will afterwards occur. The first of these doctrines relates

to the ORiGiK or our ideas ; the second to the power of morai. perception, and

THE IMMUTABILITY OF MORAL DISTINCTIONS. On hoth questions, the real opinion of

Liockc has, if I am not widely mistaken, been very grossly mistipprchended or misrepresent-

ed/ by a large portion of his professed followers, as well as of his avowed antagonists.

1. The objection to which Locke’s doctrine concerning the origin of our ideas, or, in

other words, concerning the sources of our knowledge, are, in my judgment, liable, I

have stated so fully in a former work,* that I shall not touch on them here. It is quite

sufficient, on the present occasion, to remark, how very unjustly this doctrince (imperfect,

on the most favourable construction, as it undoubtedly is) has been confounded with those

of Gassendi, of Condillac, of Diderot, and of Home Tooke. The substance of all that is

common in the conclusions of these last writers, cannot be better expressed than in the

words of their master Gassendi. “ All our knowledge (he observes in a letter to Des-

cartes) appears plainly to derive its origin from the senses ; and although you deny the

maxim, * Quicquid est in intcllectu prseessc debere in sensu,’ yet this maxim appears, ne-

vertheless, to be true ; since our knovrledge is all ultimately obtained by an influx or in -

curaion from things external ; which knowledge afterwards undergoes various modifications

by means of analogy, composition, division, amplification, extenuation, and other similar

processes, which it is unnecessary to enumerate.”®

' The maxim which he constantly inculcates is, that " Reason must be our last judge and guide in every

thing.” (Locke's Works, Vol. III. p. 145.) To the same purpose, he elsewhere observes, that, “ he who

makes use o( the light and faculties God has given him, and seeks sincerely to discover truth by those

helps and abilities' be. has, may have this satisfaction in doing his duty as a.rational creature ; tliat, though

he should, miss truth^ be will not miss tlie reward of it. For he governs his assent right, and places it as

he should, who in any case or matter whatsoever, believes or disbelieves, according os reason directs him.

He that does otherwise, transg. -^es against his own light, and misuses those faculties which were given him to

no olber end, biit to search and follow the clearer evidence and greater probability." (Ibid. p. 125.)

‘ Phibaapkical Essays. ... ^
3 “ Defnde omnis nostra nbtitia videtor plane ducere originem a aensibus; et quamvis tu neges quic-

quid est in intellectu prteesse debere in sensu, videtur id esse nihiiominus verum, cum nisi soM iifcursione
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This doctrine of Gassendi’s coincides exactly with that ascribed to Liockc by Diderot

and by Ilornc Tookc ; and it differs only verbally from the more concise statement of

Kcctoc Trfc^iTTTfl/o-iv, lit Iciquuntur;, fiat
;

pcrfictatiir tamen analogia, compositionc, divisione^ ampliatione, exte-

nuationi*, aliisque siinilibus modis, quos commemorate nihil ebt iiecesse/* (JJljccliunc& in Mcditalwncni *SV-

cundam.)

I'his doctrine of Gassendi’s is thus very clearly stated and illiiatrated^ by the judicious authors of the Port

lutifal ho"ic, Un philoso)>hc qui cst estime dans le monde commence aa logique par cette proposition :

(hnnis idea orsmn dneit a senAibus. Toule idee lire son oHgine des sens, II avoue iieanmoins que toutes nos

idt'es n’ont pas dans nos sens teller qu'elles sont dans notre esprit ; mais il pr6tend qu’elles ont au moins

ru* forme cs de celles qui ont passe par nos sens^ ou par comj)osiiwn, comme lorsque des images separces de l or

it d'uiic montagne, on s’eii fait unc riiontagne dor ; ou par ampliation et diminution, comme lorsque de I'image

d’lin homme d'une grandeur 'ordinnirc on s’en forme un geant ou un pigmee ; ou par accommodation ct propor^

tiou, comme lorsque de I’idee d’une rnaison qu’on a vuc, on s'en forme I’image d'une maison qu'on n’a pas \iic.

1\T AiNSI, dit il, NOUS CONCEVONS J3iEU qui NE PF.UT TOMDER sous LCS SENS^ sous l’iMAGE ifUN VENERABLE

viEiEL MID." Selon cette ponsee quoique toutes nos idees ne fiisscnt scmblables a .quelque coqis particulier

(jue nous ayons vu, ou qui ait frappe nos sens, elles seroient neonmoins toutes corporelles, et ne vous represen-

teroiout rien ejui ne fut entr*'* dans nos sens, au moins par parties. Et ainsi nous ne conccvcms ricn que par ties

images, seniblables d cellos qui se forment dans les cerveau quond nous voyons, ou nous nous iinagiiions des

eorp^." {L’Art dc Penscr, 1. Partlc. c. 1.)

The reference made, in the foregoing quotation, to Gassendi's illustration drawn from (he idea of Cod, affords

me an opportunity, of whicli I gladly avail myself^ to contrast it with Locke’s opinion on the same subjei-t.

“ I low many amongst us will bi* found, upon inquiry, to fancy GckI, in the shape of a man, silting in heaven,

niid to have many other absurd and unfit conceptions of him? Christians, as well as Turks, have had whole

sects owning, or contending earnestly for it, tliat the Deity was corporeal and of human shape : And altiiougli

wc find few amongst us, who profess themselves AntJuopomorphites (though some I have met w'itli that i»ivn it),

yet, I believe, he that will make it his business, may find amongst the ignorant and uninstructed Christians, many

of that opinion."* (Vol. I. p. fi?)

“ l^el the ideas of being and matter be strongly joined either by education or much thought, whilst these are

still combined in the mind, what notions, what reasonings will there be about separate spirits? Let custom, trorn

the very childhood, have joined figure and shape to the idea of God, and what absurdities will that mind be liable

to about the Deity?" (Vol. IT. p. 144.)

I'he autlms of the Port Poi/al Logic have expressed themselves on this point to the very same purpose u itii

Lexike; and have enlarged upon it still more fully and forcibly. (Seethe sequel of the passage above qiioteth)

Some of their remarks on the subject, which are more particularly directed against Gassendi, have led Brucker to

rank them among the advocates for innate ideas (Brucker, Historia dc Idris, p. 271), although these remarks

coincide exactly in substance with the foregoing quotation from Locke. Like many other modern rTictaphy^i-

cians, this learned and laborious, but not very acute historian, could imagine no intermediate opinion between ihe

theory ot' innate ideas, as taught by the Cartesians, and the Epicurean account of our knowledge, as revived by

Gassendi and Hobbes ; and accordingly thought himself entitled to conclude, that whoever rejected the one

* In the judgment of a very leariled and pioae divine, the bias towards AnthropemerpHUm^ whicli Mr. Locke has here so severelv rrpre-

bended, is not coniined to “ ignorant and uninstructed Christiank. If AnihreyOfnorphUm (says Dr Maclaine) was banished irom tbe-

ology, orthodoxy would be deprived of' some of its most precious phrases, and our confessions of faith and systems of doctrine wuuM be re-

duced within much naxrower bounds.**—(Note on Mosheiin's Church IlisUiry^ Vol. IV. p. 550.)

In Bernier's AhriA^ent of GoiscudVs Philosophy (Tori. III. p. 13^ et saj.), an attempt is made to reconcile witli the Kpicurean ncciiunt

of the origin of our knowledge, that more pure and exalted idea of Ooo to which the mind is gradually Jed b> the exorcise of its rcasoiitng

XMiwers : But 1 am very doubtful, if (juHsendi would have Mibscribed, in mis instance, to the comments of his ingcniuus disciple. (iSee pp.

100, 1 10, of the first part of this Dissertation.)

DISS. I. PAllT II. C
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Condillac, that\“ our ideas are nothing more than transformed sensations.'’ Eveiy

idea,” says the first of these writers, “ must neceesarily, when brought to its state of ulti-

mate decomposition, resolve itself into a sensible representation or picture ; and since every

thing in our understanding has been introdueed there by the channel of sensation, what-

ever proceeds out of the understanding is cither chimerical, or must be able, in returning

by the same road, to reattach itself to its sensible archetype. Hence an important rule in

philosophy,—that every expression which cannot find an external and a sensible object, to

which it can thus establish its affinity, is destitute of signification.” {Oeuvres dc Dide-

rot, Tom. VI.)

Such is the exposition given by Diderot, of what is regarded in France, as Locke’s great

and capital discffvcry

;

and precisely to the same purpose we are told by Condorcct,

that “ Locke was the first who proved that all our ideas are compounded of sensations."

{Esquissc Historique, &c.)

If this were to be admitted as a fair account of Locke’s opinion, it would follow, that lie

has not advanced a single step beyond Gassendi and Hobbes ; both of whom have repeat-

edly expressed themselves in nearly the same words with Diderot and Condorcct. Ihit al-

must necessarily have adopted the other. The doctrines of Locke and of his predecessor Ariiauld will be found,

on examination^ e.sscntialJy di/Tereiit from both.

Perfions little acquainted with the metaphysical speculations of tlic two last centuries arc apt to imagine, thru

when all knowledge is said to have its origin in the senses/' nothing move is to be understood than tliis, that

it is by the impressions of external objects on our organs of perception, that thcdoi'mant powers of the iiiulerslaiuU

ing are at first awakened. The foregoing quotation from Gassendi, together with those which 1 am about l(»

produce from Diderot and Condorcet, may, I trust, 'be useful in correcting this very common misUike ; all of these

<piotutions explicitly asserting, that the external senses furnish not only the occasio7is by which our inttdlcctual

powers are excited and de\ eloped, but all the vnater'tals about lyhich our thouglits are conversant
; or, in olhei

words, that it is impossible for us to think of- any thing, which is not cither a ecnsiblc image, or the result of

seuhible im.-ges combine^ together, and transmuted into new forms by a -sort of logical clicmisty. TJiat the

powers tjf the understanding Would for ever continue dormant, were it not for the action of things external on tiu'

bodily frame, is a proposition now univci*sal]y admitted by philosophers. Even Mr Harris and Ixird Monhoddo,

the two most zealous, as well as roost learned, of Mr l^ockc's adversaries in England, have, in the most explicit

manner, expressed their assent to the common doctrine. ** The first class of ideas (says Monhoddo) is produccil

from ideas furnished by tiie senses ; the second arises froni the operations of the mind upon these materials ; t'or

1 do not deny, that in this our present state of existence, all our ideas, and all our knowledge, are ultimately to

be derived from sense and matter." (Vol. I. p. 44. 2d Ed.) Mr. Harris, while he Iiolds the same language,

points out, with greater precision, the essential difference between his philosophy and that of the Hobbists.

Though sensible objects may be the destined medium to awaken the dormant energies of man’s understanding’,

yet are those energies themselveifono more contained in sense, than the explosion of a cannon in the spark
which gave It fire. ” (Hermes.) (On this subject see Elements of (he Philosophy of the Ihwian M'uid, Vol. J.

chap. i. sect, t.)

To this doctrine I have little doubt that Descartes himself would have assented, although the contrary opinion
has been generally supposed by his adversaries to be virtually involved in his Theory (fInnate Ideas, My rea-

son for thinking so, the reader will find stnted in Note (D.)
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though it must be granted, in favour of their interpretation of his* language, that various

detached passages may be quoted from his work, which seem, on a superficial view, to justi-

fy their comments, yet of what weight, it may be asked, are these passages, when compared

with the stress laid by the author on Reflection, as an original source of our ideas, altoge-

ther different from Sensation ? “ The other fountain" says Locke, “ from which experi-

ence furnishetb the understanding with ideas, is the perception of the operations of our own

minds within us, as it is employed about the ideas it has got ; which operations, when the

soul comes to rejlcct on and consider, do furnish the understanding with another set of

ideas, which could not be had from things without ; and such are Perception, Thinking’

Doubting, Relieving, Reasoning, Kjtxrwing, Willing, and all the different actings of our

own minds, which, we being conscious of, and observing in ourselves, do from these receive

into our understandings ideas as distinct as wc uo from bodies affecting our senses. This

source of ideas every man has wholly in himself: And though it be not sense, as having

nothing to do with external otpects, yet it is very like it, and might properly enough be

called internal sense. But as I call the other Sensation, so I call this Reflection
; the

ideas it affords being such only as the mind gets by refecting on its own operations with-

in itself.”* (Locke’s Works, Vol. I. p. 78.)

“ The understanding seems to me not to have the least glimmering of any ideas which

it doth not receive from one of these two. External objectsfurnish the mind tcith the

ideas ofsensible qualities ; and the mind furnishes the understanding with ideas of its

own operations." {Ibid. p. 79-)

In another part of the same chapter, Locke expresses himself thus : “ Men come to

be furnished with fewer or more simple ideas from without, according as the objects they

converse with afford greater or less variety ; and from the operations of their minds with-

in, according as they more dr less ueflect on them. For, though he that contemplates

the operations of his mind, cannot but have plain and clear ideas of them
;

yet, unless he

turn his thoughts that way, and consider them attentively, he will no more have clear and

distinct ideas of all the operations of his mind, and all that may be observed therein, than

he will have all the particular ideas of any landscape, or of the parts and motions of a clock,

who will not turn his eyes to it, and with attention heed all the parts of it. The pictiure,

or clock, may be so placed, that they may come in his wey every day; but yet he will have

but a confused idea of all the parts they are made up of, till he applies himself with atten-

tion to consider them in each particular.

‘ Note (E.)
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“ And hcnc^ we see the reason why it is pretty late before most children get ideas of

the operations of their own minds ; and some have not any very clear or perfect ideas of

the greatest part of them all their lives Children, when they first come into it, are sur-

rounded with a world of new things, which, by a constant solicitation of their senses, draw

tlic mind constantly to them,—forward to take notice of new, and apt to be delighted with

the variety of changing objects. Thus, the first years arc usually employed and directed

in looking abroad. Men’s business in them is to acquaint themselves with what is to be

found without ; and so growing up in a constant attention to outward sensations, seldom

make any considerable reflection on what passes within them, till they come to be of riper

years ; and some scarce ever at all.” {Ibid. pp. 80, 81.)

I beg leave to request more particularly the attention of my readers to the following pa-

ragraphs :

“ If it be demanded, •when a man begins to have any ideas f I think the true answer

is!, when he first has any sensation I conceive that ideas in the understanding arc coeval

with sensation

;

which is such an impression or motion, made in some part of the body,

as produces some perception in the understanding. It is about these impressions made on

our senses by outward objects, that the mind seems ,/irst to employ itself in such operations

as we call Perception, Remembering, Consideration, Reasoning, fic.

“ In time, the mind comes to reflect on its own operations, and about the ideas got by

sensation, and thereby stores itself with a new set of ideas, which I call ideas of 7'c/lcction.

These impressions that are made on our senses by objects extrinsical to the mind ; and its

own operations, proceedingfrom powers intrinsical and proper to itself (which, when re-

flected on by itself, become also objects of its contemplation), are, as I have said, the o?'igi-

7ial of all knowledge.'" {Ibid. pp. 91, 92.)

* The idea attached by Locke in the above passages to the word Rvjiection is clear and precise. But in the

course of his subsequent speculations, he does not always rigidly adhere to it, frequently employing it in that

more extensive and popular sense in which it denotes the attentive and deliberate consideration of any olijcct of

thought, whether relating to the external or to the internal world. It is in this sense hr uses it when lie refers to

Reflection our ideas of Cause and Effect, of Identity and Diversity, and of all olhe.r relations. “ All of these (he

observes) terminate iw, and are concerned about, those simple ideas, cither of Sensation or Reflection, which I think

to be the whole materials of all our knowledge." (Book II. c. xxv. sect. 9.) From this explanation it would ap-

pear that Locke conceived it sufficient to justify his account of the origin of our knowledge, if it could be shown

that all our ideas terminate in, and arc concerned about, ideas derived either from Sensation or Reflection, according

to which comment it will not.be a difficult task to obviate every objection to which his fundamental principle

concerning the two sources of our ideas may appear to be liable.

In this lux interpretation of a principle so completely interu^oven with the whole of his philosophy, there

is undoubtedly a departure from logical accuracy; and the same remark may be extended to the vague
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A few other scattered sentences, collected from different pm*t& of Lq^ke’s Essay, may

throw additional light on the point in question.

“ 1 know that people, whose thoughts are immersed in matter, and have so subjected

their minds to their senses, that they seldom reflect on any thing beyond them, are apt to

say, they -cannot comprehend a thinJdng thing, which perhaps is true : But I affirm,

when they consider it well, they can no more comprehend an extended thing.

“ If any one say, he knows not what ’tis thinks in him; he means, he knows not what

the substance is of that thinking thing: No more, say I, knows he what the substance is

of that solid thing. Father, if he says, he knows not how bethinks; I answer. Neither

knows he how ho is extended ; how the solid parts of body are united, or cohere together

to make extension.” (Vol. If. p. 22.)

“ 1 think we have as many and as clear ideas belonging to mind, as we have belonging

to body, the substance of each being equally unknown to us ; and the idea of thinking in

mind as clear as of extension in body; and the communication of motion by thought

which we attribute to mind, is as evident as that by impulse, which we ascribe to body.

Constant experience makes us sensible of both of these, though our narrow understand-

ings can comprehend neither.’

“To conclude; Sensation convinces us, that there are solid extended substances; and

Bcflcction, that there arc thinking ones : Experience assures us of the existence of such

beings ; and that the one hath a power to move body by impulse, the other by thought

;

this we cannot doubt of. But beyond these ideas, as received from their proper sources,

our faculties will not reach. If we would inquire farther into their nature, causes, and

jind indefinite use which he occasionally makes of th||||jMrd Reflection; a word which expresses the peculiar

and characteristical doctrine, by wdiich liis system is mstinguished from that of the Gassendists and Hob-

bist.s. All tliis, however, serves only to prove still more clearly, how widely remote his real opinion on tliis

sulijcct was from that commonly ascribed to him by the French and German commentators. For my own part,

i do not think (notwithstanding some casual expressions wliich may seem to favour the contrary supposition)

that TiOcke would have hesitated for a moment to admit, with Cudworth and Price, that the Undet Aianding is it-

self a source of new ideas. That it is by Rcjlcctlon (which, according to his own definition, means merely the

<‘xcrciso of the U/idcrstandhig on the internal phenomena) that we got our ideas of memory, imagination, reason-

ing, and of Jill other intellectujil powers, Mr. Locke has again and again told us; and from this principle it is so

obvious an inference, that all the simple ideas which are necessarily implied in our intellectual operations, are id-

tiraatcly to be referred to the same source, that we cannot reasonably suppose a philosopher of Locke’s sagacity

to admit the former proposition, and to withhold his assent to the latter.

^ In transcribing this paragraph, I have taken the liberty to substitute the Word Mind instead of Spirit. The

two words were plainly considered by Locke, on the present occasion, as quite synonymous ; and the latter

(which seems to involve a theory concerning the nature of the thinking principle) is now almost universally re-

jected by English metaphysicians from their Philosophical Vocabulary.
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manner, we perce^ivc not 'the nature of Extension clearer than we do of Thinking. If we

would explain them any farther, one is as easy as the other ; and there is no more difficult

ty to conceive how a substance we know not ^should by thought set body into motion, than

how a substance we know not should, by inipulse, set body into motion.” {Ibid. pp.

26, 27.)

The passage in Locke which, on a superficial view, appears the most favourable to the

misinterpretation put on his account of the Sources of our Knowledge, by so many of his

professed followers, is, in my opinion, the following

:

“ It may also lead us a little towards the original of all our notions and knowledge, if

we remark, how great a dependence our words have on common sensible ideas ; and how

those which arc made use of to stand for actions and notions quite removed from sense,

have their rise from thence, and from obvious sensible ideas are transferred to more ab-

struse significations, and made to stand for ideas that come not under the cognizance of

our senses ; v. g. to imagine, apprehend, comprehend, adhere, conceive, instil, disgust,

disturbarice, tranquillity, &c. are all words taken from the operations of sensible things,

and applied to certain modes of thinking. Spirit, in its primary signification, is breath;

angel, a messenger ; and I doubt not, but if we could trace them to their sources, we

should .find, in all languages, the names which standJbr things that Jail not under our

senses, to have had theirfirst rise from sensible ideas. By which we may give some kind

of guess what kind of notions they were, and whence derived, which filled their minds

who were the first beginners of languages ; and how nature, even in the naming of things,

unawares suggested to men the originals and principles of all their knowledge.”

So far the words of Locke coincide very nearly, if not exactly, with the doctrines of

.Hobbes and of Gassendi ; and I have not ||^oubt, that a mistaken interpretation of the

clause which I have distinguished by italics, furnished the germ of all the mighty disco-

veries contained in the etw wr^ottza. If Mr Tookc, however, had studied with due atten-

tion the import of what immediately follows, he must have instantly perceived how essen-

tially different Locke’s real opinion on the subject was from what he conceived it to be.—
“ Whilst to give names, that might make known to others any operations they felt in

themselves, or any other ideas that came not under their senses, they were fain to borrow

words from ordinary, known ideas of sensation, by that means to make others the more

easily to conceive those operations they experienced in themselves, which made no outward

sensible appearances ; an^ then, when they had got known and agreed names, to signify

those internal operations of their own minds, they were sufficiently furnished to make
known by words all their other ideas; since they could consist of nothing but either of
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outward sensible perceptions, or of the inward operations of their minds about them.”

(Vol. II. pp. 147, 148.)

From the sentences last quoted, it is manifest, that when JLocke remarked the material

etymology of all our language about mind, he had not the most distant intention to draw

from it any inference which might tend to identify the sensible images which this language

presents to the fancy, with the metaphysical notions which it figuratively expresses.

Through the whole of his Essay, he uniformly represents sensation and reflection as radi-

cally distinct sources of knowledge ; and, of consequence, he must have conceived it to be

not less unphilosophical to attempt an explanation of the phenomena of mind by the ana-

logy of matter, than to think of explaining the phenomena of matter by the analogy of

mind. To this fundamental principle concerning the origin of our ideas, he has added,

in the passage now before us. That, as our knowledge of mind is posterior in the order of

time to that of matter (the first years of our existence being necessarily occupied about ob-

jects of sense), it is not surprising, that " when men wished to give 7iamcs that might

make hnoten to others any operations they felt in themselves, or any other ideas that came

not under their senses, they should have been fain to borrovv words from ordinary known

ideas of sensation, by that means to make others the more easily to conceive those opera-

tions which make no outward sensible appearances.” According to this statement, the

purpose of these “ borrowed” or metaphorical words is not (as Mr Tookc concluded) to

iwplaui the nature of the operations, but to direct the attention of the hearer to that in-

ternal world, the phenomena of which he can only learn to comprehend by the exercise of

his owd power of reflection. If Locke has nowhere affirmedf-so explicitly as his predeces-

sor Descartes, that “ nothing conceivable by the power of imagination can throw any light

on the operations of thought,” it may be presumed that he considered .this as unnecessary,

after having dwelt so much on reflection as the exclusive source of all our ideas relating to

mind ; and on the peculiar difficulties attending the exercise of this power,'in consequence

of the effect of early associations in confounding together our notions of mind and of matter.

The misapprehensions so prevalent on the Continent, with respect to Locke’s doctrine

on this most important.of all metaphysical questions, began during his own lifetime; and

wore countenanced by the authority of no less a writer than Leibnitz, who always repre-

sents Locke as a partizan of the scholastic maxim, "Nihil est in intcllectu quod non fuerit

in sensu.—“ Nempe (says Leibnitz in reply to this maxim) nihil est in intellectu quod non

fuerit in sensu, nm intcllectus""^ The remark is excellent, and does honour to the

} Opera, Tom. V. pp. 358, 3.59.

That the same mistake still keeps its ground among mimy foreign writers of tbe^ighest class, the following
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acuteness theWitie; but it is not easy to eoneeive on wbat grounds it should have been

urged as an objectum to a writer, who has insisted so explicitly and so frequently on i'c~

pa§mtge afTords a sirfficient proof : Leibnits a combattu avec une force de dialectique admirable Ic SyRt6me

de Locke, qui attribue toutea nos idees d nos aensations. On avoit mis en avant cct axiome si connu, cpril n'y

avoit rien dans Tintelligence qui n'eut ete d'abord dans les sensations, et Leibnitz y ajouta cette sublime restric-

tion, si ce n'est tintelligence cUc^meme. De ce principe derive toute la phDosophie nouvelle qui exercc tant dln-

fluence sur lea esprits en Alleraai^e.*’ (Mad. de Staelde tAllernagne, Tom. ITI. p. 65.)

1 observed in the First Part of this l^ssertation (page 67), that this sublime restriction on which so much stress

has been laid by the partizans of the German school is little more than a translation of the following words of

Aristotle: tmv, ru voiSTflc yct^ Tuy aviv DAik, re etvtc %rrt to voot/y )^to vcovutvo*.

(De Anitna, Lib. HI. cap. v.)

As to Locke, the same injustice which he received from Leibnitz was very early done to him in his own coun-

try. In a tract printed in l697i by a mathematician of some note, the Author of the Essay on Unman Undvr^

standing is represented aa holding the same opinion with Gassendi concerning the origin oC our ideas. “ Idea

nomine communi sensii utor ; earum originem an a sensibus solum, ut Gassendo et Loitkio nostrati, cretefisque

plurimis visum est, an aliunde, hujus loci non eat inquirere.” (JDc Spatio Reali, scu Enie Jnjinito Conamen Mu^
tfiematico^Mctaphysicum. Auctore Josepho Paphaon, Reg. Soc. Socio. This tract is annexed to the second edi-

tion of a work entitled Analysis JEquaiionum Universalis. Lond. 17OS.)

In order to enable my readers more easily to form a judgment on the argument in the text, I must beg leave

once more to remind them of the distinction already pointed out between the Gassendists and the Cartesians ;

the former asserting, that, as all our ideas are derived from the external senses, the intellectual phenomena can

admit of no other explanation than what is furnished by analogies drawn from the material world ; tlie latter re-

jecting these analogies altogether, as delusive, and treacherous lights in the study of mind ; and contending, that

the exercise of the power of reflection is the only medium through which any knowledge of its operations is to

be obtained. To the one or the other of these two classes, all the metaphysicians of the last century may be re-

ferred; and even at the present day, the fundamental question which formed the chief ground of controversy

between Gassendi and Descartes (I mean the question concei^nitig the proper logical method of studying the

mind) still continues the hinge on which the most inqlnrtant dilutes relating to the internal world will be iound

ultimately to turn.

According to this distinction, Locke (notwidistanding some occasional slips of his pen) belongs indispu-

tably to the class ^ Cartesians ; as well as the very small number of his followers who have entered

thoroughly into the spirit of his philosophy/ To the class of GaSsendists, on the other hand, belong all

those French metaphysicians, wboj professing to tread in Locke’s footsteps, have derived all their know-

ledge of the Essay on Human Understanding from the works of Condillac ; together with most of the com-

mentators on Locke who have proceeded fh>m the school of Bishop Law. To these may be added (among

the writers of later timei^ Priestley, Darwin, Beddoes, and, above all, Horne Toeke, with his numerous dis-

ciples.

The doctrine of Hebbcs on this cardinal question ootneided entirely with that of Gassendi, and, accord-

ingly* it is not unusual, in,/h|||ibpreBent times, amoQg Hubbies's disciples, to ascribe to him the whole merit

of that account of tho Of our knowledge, whidk, from a strange raisconcept&n, has been supposed
to have been claimed by tiOcke as his own discoveqr. But where, it may be asked, has Hobbes said any-
thing about the origin of those ideas which Locke refers to the power of rejlcclion ? and may not the nu-
merous observations whic^ Locke has made on this power as a source of ideas peculiar to itself, be regard-

ed as an indirect refutatio|||^ of that tfaecSy which would resolve all the objects of our knowledge into sensa^
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flecUon m the somee-ef » elais.;^ lAets e8aeit<i«Py ^cfemt lu^^ttired

from sensation. To myedf it f|[pear8« ^ai t2ir woxdc of LeihttitK'Mif a asore

concise and epigrammatic Ibarm* the suhstanee tif Lodke’s doctrine. Ig any tiiiog implied

in them which Locke has not more fully «id clearly steted in the sentence?

itons, as their ultimate elements ? This was not merely a stf|> HoUtHi ; bot the ootvection of an error

which lies at the root of Hobbes's system ;-.-<4in erroTj under srhieb .(k iwf be added) «the greater past of

Hobbes's eulogists have the misfortune stfll to labour.

It is with much regret I add^ that a ve?7 Wge proportion Englbh ssritersa who call tbcm^lves Lockuit,

and who, I have no doubt, beHeve diemselves to be so in reality, are at 1>ottom (at least in their ipetiq[»hysical

opinions) Gassendigis or Hobbists. la what respect do the following observations differ ftom the Epicnrean

tlieory concerning the origin of our knowledge, as eupoux^ed by Gassendi ? " The ideas conveyed by eighty

and by our other senses, having entered tlie mind, intermingle, unHoj separate, throw tbexnaelves into various

combinations and postures, and thereby generate new ideas of refiection, strictly so Gal|ed ; sudh as those of com-

paring, dividing, distinguishing,—^ abstraction, relatiotu 'with many others; all which remain with us asutock

for our further use on future occasions." I do not reepUect any passage, either in H^lvetius or Diderot, which

contains a more explicit and decided avowal of that Epicurean system of Metaphysics, which it was the great

aim both of Descartes and of Locke to overdirow.

In the following conjectures concerning the naiure ai our ideas, the same autlior has far exceeded in extrava-

gance any of the Metaphysicians of the Fren<;h school What those substances ale, whereof our ideas are

tlie modifications, wkethei* parts mind as Use members are of oiir bodif, or otmimned in tt like wafers m a hoA,

or enveloped by ti like fish in water, whether^a sphUval, corporeal, or middle naiure between both, J need not now

ascertain. All i mean to lay down at present k this, that, in every exeticise of the understanding, that which

discerns is nuinerwallp and suhstanUdllp distinet%^sax dlat which is diatienied ; and act of the understand-

ing is not so much our own proper act, as the act of something else operating upon

1 should scarcely have thought it worth while to tak^ notice of these passages, IlsiS xiOt the doctrines contaui-

ed m the work from which they were taken, been sanctioned in die most unqualified terms by the high au-

thority of Dr Paley. ** There is one work (he obs^ves) to I owe so much, that it would be ungrate-

ful not to confess the obligation : I mean the writings of tike bke Abraham Tudker, Esej. part of which were

published by himself, and the remainder since his dthlll|,'lspdfHr the title of the lAgkt of Naiore Pursued, by

rdward Search, Esq." I haoefound, m Has tsriifr, aieri? original and observatidn upon the several sub*

jLits that he had taken in hand, than in any other, fWi to say than in htl driers put together. His talent^also for

illustration is unrivalled. But his thoughts are dtffused a long, various, and irregular work. 1 shall

account it no mean praise, if 1 have been sometimeff able to ^Ihpose into inethod, to CoSleeiinto heads and articleb,

OL to exhibit in more compact and tangible masses^ what, in duct^j^Ecellent performe^HSe, k iqiread over too much

surface." {Vrinciples ofMoral and P^Hdhl Phiiosophy, Preface, pp. So, 26-)

Of an author whom Dr Paley has honoured with so very warm an euh^, k wmld be equally absurd

and presumptuous to dispute the merits. Nor have I any iMsb detract ftam praise here bestowed

on him as an original thinker and observer. I readily his tihsnt fiv ilhistral^Ofei, although it

sometimes leads him io soar into bombi^ and more freqe^^ly to sink into bufiboner}'. Mii( an behest in-

quirer after moral and^ligloua truth, 1:4 h entltle^to the xnoitt^nqualified approbation. But* I must beper«

mitted to. add, that, as a metaphyski^^ 'be ^aeems'to me fancifal -ibeka foUA ; and, at the saxiie

time, to be so rambling, verbose, and ex^slve, as to be liitely to unsettle dUhi principles of his

reader. "
4

^ iiC
*

DISS. I. PART XI.
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l|SDha ^yt^iWiiiwwy Md.dii^%i^d||!^^Loc9^ at the veiy mitsek of Iblf vcark, against the

‘ of igoes furW^noil^^ tit(a »|iikietdbe8 oonunxtted by his commen-

tators, in a^nsocint of i^iiostM^ It osa^t, however, to

he alwa|fit^e|^i^i^e*s, dlk^padiii^diu argumentthi^ lise^l^ect; that it is the Cartesian

I %liere combating; fiocMiStg |o which theory <8s under-ihi

«thod ITy an imutia idea signifies souuAing coevai in mustence with the mind

to whi<^ 'U^ieSonga^ and iSainiskatiiig the understsAding beibre the external senses begin

to opWktb. Tery dote i^ll^idly'between tbit^tiieocy. and eome of «^e doctrines of the

FkttnKtv edum), |»rei^ented iMeibnitz, it is {isrobalAi!, from judging of Locke’s argument

agsdbiit it, with his nsaid candour ; and disposed bmi hastily to conclude, that the opposi-

tion of Lbcke to IDesoartes proceeded from vieWs essentially the same with those of Gas-

sendi, sand ‘dS hj« ethmt J^^lenresm antagonislss* How very widely he was mistaken in this

colkelasMm, the numerewi passages X have quoted in Locke’s own words sufficiently

demonstrate. •
. 4

«

In what rei^ects Loelc^ aeiuimt of the origin of our idemJaRs short of the truth, will

appear, when the ineiapliytioaXdiscqssians of later ^|pe8 eome tinder our review. Enough

has been already Odd lilt show, bow completely fhia B^ecunt has been misapprehended, not

only by his oj^smeats^ %at by the most df^^pted of,his admirers;—a misapprehension so

verpt general, tM^, at the same time, so obviendy at varianoe with the whole spirit of bis

Essay, as to prove to a demonstratims Ihal;, in poixA^ nmpibeii, the intelligent readers of

tikis celebrated work have"luth«^tp bornevldhiSsmaUpropmdiMl^toits purchasers and pane-

gyrists. What an IHustratioifi^ei^thw |blly in metiers of literary history, to the

traditionary jai%i^eiit8 pne mtfgguss^dtsee>f,0is critic from weother, when recourse

may so easily beJb^ to the osidhasX sohreosisSrifhadWtiiatioa 1*

A> .
,

;

I hWe obtwve, that, al^iioagh I& aecoiiot of the origin of oar ideas is

it of wobsiidr Hh^es, and Condill8cr‘(ime,|Of his foubuBeutal pnnciples being,

4re<^4S|bnMs ;h all the xeit caoj^oixtided)^* he has not availed him-

ef Iftk^ rf '*® recctaffttiisaid tiiis theory to the fa-

bo ba# wry candifihf'fOwWi uot the wide and essential dis-

'* It bW|^ WIw^ aotiee hew%hr the theory of these

laipbe’s afcweh^ <w ^ BtOnan Undemanding,

‘ In jusCieeto

predsejly the same

that the ideas

sdf, lil(|e the

Tour of his TfMdera

riociim:! hewre^i^tbe

papers hSsled
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,

I would not how etdwfged todw’e oe«o&rt«aC ft•^^ldi(W'‘if eur ‘M-n®* d «(ii»trfB^i!iii^-s

of hi8 argument on thie hea^ aelrvod« « ground-wwk ^be the ^ freodf '

Enoxfchpidut. That an our ktio#Ie%e ia derived (nmmt MilWiMi

ductore of that work ae a demmiMnited pcinripld«;$#f>d’'lh#<>epie3tt l^emnofttetWB i» nuftcnrijr fa-

cribed to Locke, who, we am told, waa dm ftwt tWf'Ntolf tlrifelde® «»d ®*Watiahrti a

deoesBors had o»ljr animperfbflt glnnpae. La Heriies Inkifi tkailiiittd to

metaphysihal fihraBeoIogy trf the &ujfck^tS£^ af tOnffidg i®e Bli|i^«^tu«l aatote rif Wan ; Wid^

aith a strange inoonaistency, he beetowe dm aptot uaqueltl|a|^P»^^«fc'|he,<^^ CrntdiBaff Ldde^
he lu&pect, when he wrote the fi^owing aenfmi8C|*« reaeribhtgaof b»> favonnte lopriaa

contnbuted to pare the way dw dtoto coioduaM|te wbidtlie rqtfnbUto wiflt co oiponty ta Wjdetot and

D-Al«.b»t.
'• -I i--**-!- ' *• ->«.%«;/«•» -

« La gloire de OdwiakB «afed*4wi& #| laj^pdiltojJbIM®» LwdWi

nta d'en servir a tone lee amtoto! SsigwodSKlptorte aWipluagJfWldh^'^
. , ,

Anglo.* , a les wndit pour ainri dim eenerbh^, t^t^est gtoce Uhi
A i»m

d

dok
En un mot, la saine Mitaphyeiqae ne date an l^rimeb, ^^ oueragee de CdM^ « ^
compt^ dans le petit wwdire d’homWiee gaiont avapoi la BcimiM|^dB ont cu)tivde."'’*M(Cjpilb^

136, 157)
, ^

a v' Vi' *
,

La Harpe pvcK^ds in th# 19111^ Jjun^gyrical tJiin tcvtoty p®g®|» M^idhmcsws cm00

of Candfflac with these woeds ; etyle dO «M«afM)p4m>h‘; er«««i paw-
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ph,e."~(Jkd.p.2l4.)

, {> M -

La Harpe'e accouirt m"^ power of wW fiwjfef® appMpnate (M|

Condillac. *' L'lmpmaian aodtie Saa dIjWM ae Mmt/w de
'**
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ty of it joty at first sight be

th«u^iti^>||dongs, tiMPmot to 'ItfO history of Etl^^jBua of Meti^hysoos ; but it must be re-

e^lnitedj l&caS^vliese, I the exmuple of £«ooke himself, who has

' W|mt them «t eosstderaS^ ll!^!tg|h, iis his Argument i^ainst the Theory of Innate

Jl&tas. An A7^nm2'>dis<)oisition of this fiirmed» it must be owned, an awkward intro-

^ duiction to a on the iJSuman Uitdei'Btitnditii^i but 'Ure ooncluinon on whicli it is

meant to boar is purdy of a M£tapkyskal nature; sSj^^Mien combined with the premises

from which it is deduced, aldhtds i good illustration <df||»iS)rpossibility, in tracing the pro-

gress of those two scaencffl^ of separating compktely the histm^y of the one from that of the

otbca*. , ^ H >

In what sense Locke’s reastmings against Innate Ideas have been commonly understood,

may be collected from the following passage of an author, who had certainly no wish to do

injustice to Locke’s opinions.

The First Book (says l>r Beattie) of the Essay on Human Understanding, whicli,

with submisSicna, 1 think the worst, tends to establish this dangerous doctrine, that the

human mind, previous to education aUd habii^ is as susceptible of any one impression as of

any other :~a doctrine i^Jnch, if tmtv would go near to prove, that truth and virtue are

Girculaticm and celet^rity, 1 Aall quote some ^ his strictures 'which bear more particularly on the foregoing .ir-

gutoent.
*

Autrefois, negHgeant chMisminer tout oe mecanulmie des sens, t0U$ ce$ r^^eirts directs du corps avee les ob-

jets, les philospphes ne s'occupoient qufe dc ce qui se passe Au-dedims de rhomme. La science de lame, telle a

6t6 #noble ^tude de Descartes, de Pascal, dis Malebrancb^, de X^bnite. (Why omit in this list the name of

Locke Peut-6tre se perdoient-fls qiielqiie^is dans les'^tnisges das btates regions ou ils avoient pns

lour vol, peut-etre leurs travau^ «toient^ siiNii applSCstion direde; msis dto^moins ils suivoient une direction

^levee, leui doctrine en mpp^ast«vec l«i| penseea qui nous sgitent quand nous reflechissons profondement

sur nous-m^mes Cette route conduismt njth&es^hwieiit su plus nobles des sciences, ^ la religion, et d la morak

.

Elle suppoboit dans eeus: qui la eultisvdcfnt m gMe iUvi ^ft de vastes meditations.

On se lassa de les Sjuivve; on t^itaide yohtes |iubtm|^8/on fiiitrit du litre de r^vmes scholastiques les tra-

vaux de ces grandes esprits. On ay faience des sensations, esp^rant qu'dle serolt plus ^ la portee de

rinielligeuce humaine. On s’occupa de {lim ett plus des rapports m^caniques de Thomme avec les objets, et de

rinflutnee de SOU organisation physique* De cette sorte, la m^physique alia tbujours se rabaissant, au point

que maintenant, pour qui^uos perboimes, elle s9aqftnfond presque avec la pliyddogie. * . « Le dix-huiU^me si^cle

a voulu fan e de cettjs makil^e d*envisaget Hiostete tin de ses prindpaux uttea de gloire. ....

Condillac est le cheC^. cette ^cole. C'M dsns sea ouytag^ne cette m^itaphysique exerce toutes les secluc-

tioiltltid)^ la teietihode, et diif la lu'^idllk ; d'autant^phis est mofos profonde. Pen d’ecrivains ont ob-

teuttflps de sncc^Bk II tedNsxt a la part6e da Iteoe de la petted, en ratrandumt tout cc qu*elle avQit

d*41evee, dha<»»i8rt Mirprisj(( glorie«;K8e dtroneat one grande renjonnoia-

U0ice pour i ,dftvoit ce > Qnw B'appmetut pae gu'fi avoit riibaiaa^ la sdence, au lieu de
itadre ses disci|i3ui la pendant le du^lmttdme Stkk, pp.
$T* 88, 89, 92») * "* a

=4.

**
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no better than hurnim eontiltAli^ or, that iiotiliM# in

their nature; but tnajr be u$ aa il^anclinati<ni8 4jf neix.” Dr
Beattie, hoMtever, caudidlf and juc^ousijf addib ** i^urely tbla sa* iio0‘ |W' doetrine that

Tiockc meant to estabiiah ; but Me zeal against innate ideas, jUidEiiniate put faitn

off his guard, and made him alloiir teo little te instioet, liar tbaf'ofalliming to^ iamb”
In this last remark, I p^ectly agree with Dr B^tib; although I am well aware, that

a considerable number of X<ocke*s Engli^ du^^les hare not only ebosen to interpret

the first book of his Essay in that ^Xf sense in it a]ipe«red to Dr Btattie to be of

so mischieTous a tendency, but hare airCwed Dcxdce’iB doctrine, when thus iatoi|Hreted;, as

their own ethical creed. In this number, 1 am sorry to say, the respectable name of Fa-

ley must be included.^

It is fortunate for Locke’s reputation, that, in other parts* 4
^* his Essay, he has disavow-

ed, in the most unequivocal terms, those dangerous conclusions which, it must be owned,

the general strain of his first hook has too much tlie appearance favouring. “ He that

hath the idea (he observes on one occasion) of an intdligent, but frail and weak being,

made by and depending on another, who is omnipoitcnt, perfieCtly wise, and good, will as

certainly know, that matf is to honoui^ fear, and obey God, as that the sun shines when

lie secs it ; nor can he be surer, in a clear mpming, ^at the sun is risen, if he will but

open his eyes, and turn them that way. But yet these truid» being never so certoin, ne-

ver so clear, he may be ignorant of mther, or all of them, who will netor take the pains to

employ his faculties as he should to inform himeelf about them.” ' Hto the same purpose,
b

he has elsewhere said, that '* there is a Imw of Neet/ssirt, as intelligible to a rational crea-

ture and studi^r of that /am, as the positive laws of commonwealths.” Nay, he has him-

self, in the most explicit termt^ anticipated^ tthd disclaimed those dangerous consequences

which, it has been so often supposed, it was the chief scope ei this introductory chapter to

establish. “ 1 would not be mistaki^, as if, b^use 1 deny an inuate law, I thought

there were none but positive laws. 3fhme is a great deal of ^Bffjgmncti between an

innate law and a law of nature; between somct3iili|[ imprinted, on ouz minds in their

very original, and something that we, being ignorant oi, may ai^iu to the knowled^ge

by the use and due applicathm of our natural facullaeA ^ Ihnik equally' ibrsake

the truth, who, ruunjing into ^ jtordiuiy extr«|l|^elj^^ affirm an innatq hnir, or deny

that there is a law knowablo % Ihy llgl^ ic^ nsttirei|^thout the hel|r of a pom^ve revela-

tion.” (Vol. L p. 44,) Nor whs^Loci^ toliwaio'tiliNtib influence Hvcs of their—

^

‘

.

.

-y
.

-

,

—

>'See PHtw^plet ^Moral end Book I, wl^ the wiflior djwnuM^m onestiqn

ooncerning a moei^ tense. *
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speculai^ife ccititiiafnuig t1)e$e metaphysii^ apd ethical questions. On this point,

whieh^;ea^''alohe reslSder suelt discussions interestitig to humah happiness, he has expressed
‘ ‘

"i'

‘ ^ '

hiUtself thus
:

'** Xiet that principle of some of the philosophers, that is ^mattery and

there is nothing ehCt be received for certain and indubitable, and it vvill be easy to be

seen, by the writings of some that have revived it again in our days, what consequences it

will lead into. .

.

'Nothing can be so dangerous as principles thus taken up without due

questloniug or examination; especially if they be such as influence men’s lives, and give a

bias to ail their actions. He that with ArcheUms shall lay it down as a principle, that

right and wrong, honest and dishonest, are defined only by laws,* and not by nature, will

have other measures of moral rectitude and pravity, than those who take it for granted,

that we are under obligations antecedent to all human constitutions.” (Vol. III. p. 75.)

Is not the whole of this passage evidently pointed at the Epicurean maxims of Hobbes and

of Gassendi?^

Liord Shaftesbury was one of the first Vvho sounded the alarm against what he conceived

to be the drift of that philosophy which denies the existence of innate p?'inciplcs. Vari-

ous strictures on this subject occur in the Characteristics ; particularly in the treatise en-

titled Advice to an Author ; but the most direct of all his attacks upon l^ocke is to be

found in his 8th Letter, addressed to a Strident at the University. In this letter he ob-

serves, that “ all those called free writers now-a-days have espoused those principles

which Mr Hobbes se^ a foot in this last age.”—“ Mr I.<ockc (he continues), as much as I

honour him on account of other writings (on Government, Policy, Trade, Coin, lilduca-

tion. Toleration, &c.), and as well as I knew him, and can answer for his sincerity as a

most zealous Christian and believer, did however go in the self same tract ; and is follow-

ed by the Tindals, and all the other free authors of our times

!

* ’Twas Mr Locke that struck the home blow : for Mr Hobbes’s character, and base

slavish principles, of government, took off" the poison of his philosophy. ’Twas Mr Locke

tBat struck at all fundamentals, threw all order and virtue out of the world, and made the

very ideas of these (which are the same with those of God) unnatural, and without foun-

dation ijB^ouT minds. Innate is a word he poorly plays upon : the right word, though less
'
i

^

1

^ To the above from Locke, the following deserves to be added : Whilst the parties of men
cram their tenets doa?^ all men's throats, whom they cai^ get into their power, without perraiting them to ex-

Amne theor truth or faliM^ooC^nd will not let truth hax-e fair play in the world, ixox men the liberty to search

after it; what improvemeiits’ oan be expected of thia kind? What greater light oan be hoped for in the moral

scienccsi|l« TheJitubject part of piankind, in most places migh^ instead thereof, with Egyptian bondi%e expect

Egyptian not he ^ ike Lord set up by himself in meii's minds, which it is unposibk for the

breath or power qfman wholly to ewtsaguish^'* VoL 11. pp. Sil, 344.
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usetl, is connatural. For what has hirih or progress of the f(e|^*out of Abe womh^j^to do

in this case?—the question is not about the ^i^the ideas entere^jur the inoment that one

body came out of the other; but whether the coAstitution of roan' be su(^ that, being adult,

aud grown up,‘ at such a time, sooner or later (no matter when), the ide^ aqi^ sen^ of order,

admuiistration, and a God, will not infallibly, inevitably, necessarily spring in him.”

In this last remark Shaftesbury appears to me to place the question about innate ideas

upon the right and only philosophical footing; and to afford a key to aU the confusion

running through Locke’s argument against their existence. The sequel of the above quo-

tation is not less just and valuable—but 1 must not indulge myself in any iarther extracts.

It is sufficient to mention the perfect coincidence between the opinion of Shaftesbury, as

here stated by himself, aud that formerly quoted in the words of Locke ; and, of conse-

quence, the injustice of concluding, from some unguarded expressions of the latter, that

there was, at bottom, any essential difference between their real sentiments.^

’ L<ird Shaftesbury should have taid, “ grown up to the possession and exercise of his reasoning powers/'

* I must, at the same time^ iigaiii repeat^ that the facts and reasonings contained in the introduction to Locke’s

Kssait go very far to accfuinl for the severity of Shaftesbury’s censures on tliis part of his work. Sir Isaac

Newton himself, an intimate friend of T.ocke’s, appears, from a letter of his which I liave read in his own liand-

writing, to have I'clt precisely in tlie SHOie manner v/ith the author of the Chm'acierisiics, Such, at least, w’«Tt?

liis^/rA’/ impressions; although lie aOerwards requested, with a humility and candour worthy of himself, the for-

giv«iess of liocke for this injustice done to his character, " I beg your pardon (says he) for representing that

you struck at the root of morality in a principle you laid down in your book of ideas, and designed to pursue in

another book ; aud that I took you for a Hobbist/’ In the same letter Newton alludes to certain iinfounded

suspicions which he had been led to entertain of the propriety of Locke's conduct in some of their private con-

cerns ; adding, with an ingenuous and almost iiifhntine simplicity, t was so much affected with this, that

when one told me you was sickly and would not live, 1 answ^ered, 'twere better if you were dead. J desire

you to forgive me this uncharitableness/' The letter is subscribed, your vwst humble and most unfortunate jcr-

vn7if, Js. Newton,*

The rough draught of Mr T-ocke's reply to these afflicting acknowledgments was kindly communicated to me
by a friend some years ago. it is written with the magnanimity of a philosopher, and with the good-humoured

forbearance of a man of tlie world; and it breathes throughout so tender and so unaffected a veneration for the

good as well as the great qualities of the excellent person to whom it ^addressed, a$ demonstrates at once t/ie

conscious integrity of the writer, and the superiority of his mind to the irritation of little passions. I know
of nothing from Locke's pen which does more honour to his temper and chanicter^ and I introduce it with pe-

culiar satisfaction, in connection with those strictures whicli truth has extorted from me on that part of hts sys-

tem which to the moralist stands most in need of explanation ani apology.

*Mn LOCKE TO MH WKWlON,
“ Sin, OateSf btk Ottoher, 169S.

“ I have been ever since I first knew you so kindly and sincerely your friend, and thought you so much
mine,

'H'
could not have believed wh|t you tell me of yoursdf^ had I had it from any body else. And

* It is dated at the Buil in Shoreditch, London^ S^temUr 1699 ; aad b t^iiSiied, Fwr John JUcke^ at Sir Fra, Mtuham^t, Bart,

at Oatet, in
^ \ .
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Unde^y|j|^|i4e of I^)dce’» to speak mth more strict precision, his

may also..t>e ^ssed his trac^, cm Education^and .on the conduct of the

^acts are entirely (£9i.^iactic^ nature, and were plainly intended

for a wider eirde of readers than his JEssi^y

;

hut .
they everywhere bear the strongest

marks of the same zed. for extending .the.{empirecif Truth ,and of Keason, and maybe

justly regarded ai^ ^rts of the same great design. ‘ It has been often remarked, that they

display less originality than might have been expected from so bold and powerful a think-

er ; and, accordingly, both of them have long fallen into very general neglect. It ought,

however, to be remembered, that, on the most important points discussed in them, new

suggestions are not now to be looked for ; and that the great object of the reader should

be, not to ^am something which he never heard of before, but to learn, among the multi-

though I cannot bu^bc 'Tnightily troubled that you should have so many wrong and unjust thoughts of mr,

yet, next to the return of
.

gopd^ pflicessiz .auch as from a sincere good will f have ever done you, I receive your

acknowledgment of the contrary as the kindest thing you chuld have done me, since it gives me liopes 1 Jmv e

not lost a friend T so much valued. After what your letter expresses, I shall not need to say any^ (hing if»

justify mysdfto you; 1 shall always think yeur own reflection on my carriage both to you and all mankind

will sufficiently do that
^
Instead of that, give me leave to assure you, that I am more ready to forgixe

you than you can be to desire it ; and I do it so freely and fully^ that I wish for nothing more tluiu the op-

portunity to convince you that I truly love and esteem you ; and that I have still the same good will lor }'ou

as if nothing of this luid happened. To conAnn this to you more fully, I should be glad to meet you anywll^re,

and the rather, because the conclusion of your letter makes me apprehend it \roukl not be wdiolly useless to you.

I shdl always be ready to serve you to my utmost, in any way you shall like, and shall only need your com-

mands or permission to do it.

« My book is going to press for a second edition ; and, thou|^h I can answer for the design witli which 1 wTit

it, yet, since you have so opportunely given me notice of what you have said of it, 1 should take it as a favour if

you would point out to me the places that gave occasion to that censure, tliat, by explaining myself better, 1 inav

avoid being mistaiton by others, or unwillingly doing the least prejudice to truth or virtue. J am sure you arc

so much a friend to both, that, were you none to me, I could expect this from you. But J cannot doubt but you

would do a great deal morp.tlian this for my sake, who, after all, have all the concern of a friend for you, w

you extremely well, add aih, without compliment," &c. &c.

(For the preservation of this precious memorial of Mr Locke, the public is indebted to the descendants of Ins

friend and relation the Lord Chancellor 'Wng, to whom Iiis papers and library were bequeathed. The original

is still in the possession ofthe preset representative of that noble family; for whose flattering permission to en-

rich my Dissertation with the above extracts, I feel the more grateful, aal have not the honour oi‘ being person-

ally known to biaXordsbi^.)

^ Mr Locke, it wiiEJ^ld appear; h^ once intended to publish hii thoughts on the Conduct of the Understand-

iflg, as hn additional chapter to l^Essay. « I have liitely,; says he, in a latter to Mr Mulyneux, got a little

leisure to think of some :||dd]ftk.;,l9 against the next edition, and within tliese few days have fallen

upon a subjeet that I know not how far it i«dll lead me. I have written, several pages on it, but t!ie m|j{fer, the

farther I gQ> opens moris ^upoh m*, and I canimt get s^htof any end. of it. The title of the ch«|kr will

l>e. Of the Ornii^cf Undcrit^^^ if X shall pursue as far as I imagine it will readi, and as it de-

serves, will, I conclude,,^ake the of 'my (Locke's Worh, VoL IX. p.
'

t
,

' *
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plicity of discordant preoepta ciutent in world, iDhich of lliem wex^ siu^oi^^' and

wMcJi reprobated by tlie judgment of Locke.. The candid and tmrMerved tlioughts of

such a writer upon such aubjeets as Education, and the culture of the iatc^QPBtaal powers,

possess an intrinsic value, which is not diminiGhed by the consideration^ of their triteness.

They not only serve to illustrate the peculiarities of the author’s own* character and views,

but, considered in a practical light, come recommended to us by all the additional weight

of his discriminating experience. In this point of view, the two tracts in question, but

more especially that on the Conduct of the Understanding, will always continue to be in-

teresting manuals to such as arc qualified to appreciate the mind from whiidi they pro-

ceeded.

‘

It must not, however, be concluded from the apparent triteness of some <rf Locke’s re-

marks, to tlic present generation of readers, that they were viewed in the same light by

]iis own contemporaries. On the contrary, Leibnitz speaks of the Treatise on Education

a.s a work of still greater merit than the Essay on Human Understanding.- Nor will

tliis judgment be wondered at by those who, abstracting from the habits of thinking in

\\hich they have been ’reared, transport themselves in imagination to the state Europe

.1 hundred years ago. How flat and nugatory seem now the cautions to parents abont

watching over those associations on which the dread of spirits in the dark is founded

!

J^ut how different was the case (even in Protestant countries) till ,a very recent period of

the last century

!

1 liave, on a former occasion, taken notice of the slow but (since the invention of print-

ing) certain steps by which Truth makes its way in the world ;
“ the discoveries, which,

in one age, are confined to the studious and enlightened few, becoming, in the next, the

e.stablishcd creed of the learned; and, in the third, forming part of the elemmitary pcinci-

^ A similar remark may be extended to a letter &om Locke to his friend Mr. Samuel Bold, who had

complained to him of the disadvantaged he laboured und^ from a weakness of memory. It contains

thing but 'what might have come from tlie pen of one of Newberry's authors ; but with what additional in<«

tercst do wc read it, when considered as a comment by Locke on a suggestiqu of Bacon’s
!
(Locke s fVork^,

Vol. X. p. 317.)

It is a judicious reflection of Shenstone’s, that every single observation published by a man of genius, be it

ever so trivial, should be esteemed of importance, because he speaks from his own impressions ; whereas common
men publish common things, which they perhaps ghaiied from frivolous writers/* 1 know of few authors

to whom this observation applies more forcibly and happily than to Locke, when he toucheai on the culture of

the intellectual powers. His precepts, inijeed, are not all equaHy sound ; but they, in contain a large

proportion of truth, and may always furxu$|L to a qneculaUve mind matter of useful meditatSoU.

a Leib. O/L Tom. VI. p. g26.

DISS. I. PAinf II. E ‘
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pies of edttcfttion.^’ The hanliony, in the meantime, which ^ists among truths of all de>

scriptions, tends perpetually, hy blending thean into one common mass, to increase the

joiQt hafluence of the whole; the contributions of individuals to this mass (to borrow the

fine allusion of Middleton) “ resembling the drops of rmn, which, falling separately into

the water, mingle at *once with the stream, and strengthen the general current.” Hence

the ambition, so natural to weak minds, to distinguish themselves by paradoxical and cx-

trai'agant opinions ; for ihese^ having no chance to incorporate themselves with the pro*

grestive reason of the species, are the more likely to immortalize the eccentricity of their

authors, and to furnish subjects of wonder to the common compilers of literary history^

This ambition is the more general, as so little expence of genius is necessary for its grati-

fication. “ Truth (as Mr Hume has well observed) is one thing, but errors arc number-

less and hence (he might have added) the difficulty of seizing the former, and the faci-

lity of swelling the number of the latter.’

Having said so much in illustration of Locke’s philosophical merits, and in reply to the

common charge against his metaphysical and ethical principles, it now only remains for me
to take notice of one or two defects in his intellectual character, which exhibit a strong

contrast to the general vigour of his mental powers.

Among these defects, the most prominent is, the facility with which he listens to histo-

rical evidence, when it happens to favour his own conclusions. Many remarkable in-

stances of this occur in his long and rambling argument (somewhat in the style of Mon-

taigne) against the existence of innate practical principles ; to which may be added, the

degree of credit he appears to have given to the popular j;ales about mermaids, and to Sir

William Temple’s idle story of Prince Maurice’s " rational and intelligent parrot.”

Strange! that the same person who, in matters of reasoning, had divested himself, almost

to a fault, of all reverence for the opinions of others, should have failed to perceive, that,

of all the various sources of error, one of the most copious and fatal is an unreflecting faith

in human testimony

!

* Descartes has struck into nearly the same train of thinking with the above, but his remarks apply much bet-

ter to the writing of,Locke than to bis own.

" L'expcrience ,;m'apprit, qtie quoique mes opinions surprennent d'abord, paroe qu'elles sont fort differentes

cUig vulgaires^ cepeailaiit^ apt^s qu'on les a comprises on les trouve si simples ct si conformes au sens comnmn,
cesse.entierenient dft les ^mlrer^ et par la mSme d^en faire cas: pateeque tel est le naturel des horames

qu*ils n*e#tiiTient que le«..^oses^i leur laissent d^admiration et qu'ils ne.possedent pas lout-a-fiiit. C*est ainsi que

quoique la soit le plqs gr|Hid d)s tons les biens qui concernent le corpa» c*est pourtant cclui auquel nous

fuisons le moine d^e r^flexion^ et que nous goutons le moins. Or, la oomioissance de la verite est comme la sante

de Tame ; on |9,ppss<^de on ny finsk' plud." (JLetlres, Tome L LeUre xliii.) #
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The disrespect of Liocki^ for the wisdom of ontiqnity, is smother ptt^udiee whioh has

frequently given a Mfrong bias to his judgment; The idolatry ia which the Greek and

Roman writers were held by his immediate predecessors, although it may help to account

for this weakness, cannot altogether excuse it in a man of so strong and enlarged, an un-

derstanding. Ijocke (as we are told by Dr .Warton) “ qffpt^ed to depreciate the ancients

;

which circumstance (he adds), as I am informed &om undoubted authority, was the source

of perpetual discontent and dispute betwixt him and his pupil, Lord Shaftesbury; who, in

many parts of the Characteristics, has ridiculed Locke’s philosophy, and endeavoured to

represent him as a disciple of Hobbes.” To those who are aware of the direct opposition

between the principles of Hobbes, of Montaigne, of Gassendi, and of the otfam: mintUe

philosophers with whom Locke sometimes seems unconsciously to unite his si3ength,'>^and

the principles of Socrates, of Plato, of Cicero, and of all the soundest moralists, both of

ancient and of modern times, the foregoing anecdote will serve at once to explain and to

palliate the acrimony of some of Shaftesbury’s strictures on Locke’s Ethical paradoxes.^

AVith this disposition of Locke to depreciate the ancients, was intimately connected that

contempt which he everywhere expresses for the study of Eloquence, and that perversion

of taste which led him to consider Blackmore as one of the first of our English poets.*

That his own imagination was neither sterile nor torpid, appears sufficiently from the

agreeable colouring and animation which it has not unfrequently imparted to his style

;

but this power of the mind he seems to have regarded with a peculiarly -jealous and un-

friendly eye ; confining his view exclusively to its occasional effects in mideading the

judgment, and overlooking altogether the important purposes to whi(di it is subsenient,

both in our intellectual and moral frame. Hence, in all his writings, an inattention to

those more attractive aspects of the mind, the study of which (as Burke has well observ-

ed), while it commvinicates to the taste a sort of philoscq^hical solidity, may be expect-

ed to reflect back on the severer semnees some of those graces and elegances, without

which the greatest proficiency in these sciences will always have the appearance of some-

thing illiberal.”

To a certain hardness of character, not unfrequently united with an insensibility to the

charms of poetry and of eloquence, may partly be asoribed the severe and forbidding spirit

s' . *

'

^ Plcbeii Philosophi (says Cicero) qui a ^latone et Socrate, et ab ea familia dissident.

- "All our English poets, exoepi; Milton/' ss^s Molyneuxitia letter to Locke, "have been mere ballad-

makers in comparison to Sir Richard Blac&moie.^ In reply to which Locke says, " There is, 1 with pleasure

find, a strange harmony throughout between your thoughts and n^e." (Locke's Works, Vol. IX. p|>. 4^0,)
- 4
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'which hinR sulggested some of the maxims in his TVacf an JEldueation} He had been treat-

ed, hiiii^i^ it would appear, with very little iadulgenee by Iris parents; and probably was

led' by' that yeneratiou which he always expressed for their memory, to ascribe to the

early habits of self-denial imposed on him by their ascetic system of ethics, the existence

of those moral qualities,which he owed to the regulating influence of his own reason in

fostering his . natural dispositions ; and which, under a gentler and more skilful culture,

might have assumed a still more engaging and amiable form. His father, who had served

iu the Parliaments army, seems to have retained through life that austerity of manners

which characterized his puritanical associates ; and, notwithstanding the comparative en-

largement ai)d cultivation of Mr Locke’s mind, something of this hereditary leaven, if 1

am not mistaken, continued to operate upon many of his opinions and habits of thinking.

If, in the Conduct of tlie Understanditig, he trusted (as many have thought) too much to

nature, and laid too little stress on logical rules, he certainly fell into the opposite extreme

in everything connected with the culture of the heart ; distrusting nature altogether, au<l

placing his sole confidence in the effects of a systematical and vigilant discipline. That

the great object of education is not to thwart and disturb, but to study the aim, and to fa-

cilitate the accomplishment of her beneficial arrangements, is a maxim, one should think,

obvious to common sense; and yet it is only of late years that it has begun to gain

ground even among philosophers. It is but justice to Housscau to acknowledge, that the

zeal and cloqu«DCC with which he has enforced it, go far to compensate the inischiovous

tendency of some of bis other doctrines.

To the same cause.*! it was probably owing, that Locke has availed himself so little in his

Conduct of the Understandings of Iris own favourite doctrine of the Association of Ideas.

He has been, indeed, at sufficient pains to warn parents and. guardians of the mischievous

consequences to be apprehended from this part ofour constitution, if not diligently watched

over in our infant years. But he seems to have ^together overlooked the positive and im-

mense resources which might be derived firom it, in the culture and amelioration, both of
t

our intellectual and moral powers ;—in strengthening (for instance), by early habits of

right thinking, the authority of reason and of conscience ;—in blending with our best feel-

ings the congenial and ennobling sympathies of taste and of ffincy ;—and in identifying,

with the first 'workings of tiie imagination, those pleasing views of the order of the universe,
'Vf

' Such, for example/ ta thi^ that * a diild should never be snfiered to have vhathe craves, or so much as speaks
Jar, much less if he cries for it !'* A maxim (as his correspondent Molyneux observes) " which seems to bear
hard on the tender s|wits of childrep, and the natural affectii^ of parents." (Locke's Works, Vol. IX. p. Sig.)
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which are so essentially tteoessary to human haj^ncss. A lanr <»£ oormture, so mighty

and so extensive in its influence, was surely n(^ ^ven to naan in vain; mxd the pur-

chase which it has, in all agits, afforded to Machiavellian statesmen, and to poetical religion-

ists, in carrying into, effect their joint conspiracy against the improvemmit and wel&re of

our species, is the most decisive proof of the manifold uses to wMdi it might be turned in

the hands of instructors, well ^poied and well qualified humbly to co-operate with the ob-

vious and imerring purposes of Divine Wisdom.

A more convenient opportunity will afterwards oeour for taking isome ni^ce of Locke’s

writings on Money and Trade, and on the Principles of Grovemment. They appear to

ine«t() connect less naturally and closely with the literary history of the times when they

appeared, than with the systematical views which were opened on the same subjects about

fifty years afterwards, by some speculative politicians in France and in England. I shall,

therefore, delay any remarks on them which 1 have to offer, till we arrive at tlie period,

when the questions to which they relate b^an everywhere to attract the attention of the

learned world, and to be discussed on ' those general principles of expediency and equity

which form the basis of the modem science of Political Economy. With respect to his me-

rits as a logical and metaphysical reformer, enough has been already said for this introduc-

tory section : but 1 shall have occasion, more than ouce, to recur to them in the following

pages, when 1 come to review those later theories, of which the germs or mdiments may

be distinctly traced in his works ; and of whi(di he is, therefore, entitled to divide the

praise with such of his successors as have reared to maturity the prolific seeds scattered by

his hand.*

SECTION II.

Continuation of the Sevievt qf Locke and LeUymt^-

LEIBNITZ.

Independently of the pre-eminent rank, which the versatUe talents, and the oniTersal

learning of Leibaiitz entitle him to hold among the illustrious inen who adorned the Conti-

nent of Eiuope during the eighteenth century, there are other conrideratknut which have

’ And yet with what modesty does Locke qoeak of his own pretensions as a PhfiosDpher In an age that

produces such masters as the great Huygenios and the incomparable Mr Newton, it is ambition enough to be

employed as air underkbourcr in clearing the ground a little, and removing some of ^ rubbish that lies in the

'Way to knowledge.'* {Essny on Human Understanding. JPpislk to the Header.

J

See Note (F.)
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determine use to unite ills nape mth that of Locke, in fixing the commencement of the

period, oh the histoi^ of which T am now to - enter. The school of which he was the

founder 'Was ' strongly discriminated from that of Locke, by the general spirit of its doc-

trinibs ; and to this school a large proportion of the metaphysicians, and also of the mathe-

maticians of Germany, Holland, France, and Italy, have, ever since his time, had a decided

leaning. On the fundamental question, indeed, concerning the Origin ofour Knowledge,

the philosophers of the Continent (with the. exception o|^ the Germans, and a few eminent

individuals in other countries)%ave, *in general, sided with Locke, or rather with Gassen-

di ; but, in most other instances, a partiality for the opinions, and a deference for the au-

thority of Leibnitz, may be traced in their speculations, both on metaphysical and pliysical

subjects. Hence a striking contrast between the charactcristical features of the coniiuenta)

philosophy, and those of the contemporary systems which have succeeded each other in our

own island ; the great proportion of onr most noted writers, notwithstanding the opposi-

tion of their sentiments on particular points, having either attached themselves, or profes-

sed to attach themselves, to the method of inquiry recommended and exemplified by Locke.

But the circumstance which chiefly induced me assign to Leibnitz, so prominent a

place in this historical sketch, is the extraordinary influence of his industry and zeal, in

uniting, by a mutual communication of intellectual lights and of moral sympathies, the most

powerful and leading minds scattered over Christendom. Some preliminary steps towards

such an union had been already taken by Wallis in England, and by Mersenne in France ;

but the literary commerce, of which they were the centres, was confined almost exclusively

to Mathematics and to Physics; while the comprehensive correspondence of Leibnitz ex-

tended alike to every pursuit interesting to man, either as a speculative or as an active be-

ing. From this time forward, accordingly, the history of philosophy involves, in a far

greater degree than at any former peri<^, the general history of the human mind ; 4ind we

sAiall find, in our'attempts to trace its farther progress, our attention more and more irresisti-

bly withdrawn from local details to more enlarged views of the globe which we inhabit.

A striking change in this literal^ commerce amoqg nations took place, at least in the west-

ern parts of Europe, before the death of Leibnitz ; but, during the remainder of the last

century, it coqtinued to proceed with an accelerated rapidity over the whole face of the ci-

vilized world. A multitude of causes, undoubtedly, conspired to produce it ; but I know

of no individual vidiose ^^e is better entitled, t^au that of Leibnitz, to mark the era of

its commencement.^

.

'

?
— , , , „

' The following msxipia cf LeibnitzidcNwe the serious attmtion of all who have at heart the improvement of

mankind ; < .
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I have already, in i(|jreatiiig of the philowphy of Locke, si^d enough, and perhaps

more than enough, of the opinion of Leibnits concerning the (ungin of our knowledge.

Although expressed in a different phraseology,'' it agrees in the most essential points with

the innate ideas of the Cartesians ; but it approaches still more nearly to some of the mys-

tical speculations of Plato. The very exact coincidence between the language of Leibnitz

on this question, and that of his contemporary Cudworth, whose mind, like his own, was

deeply tinctured with the Platonic IMetaphysics, is not unworthy of notice here, as an his-

torical fact ; and it is the only remark on this part of his system which I' mean to add at

present to those in the preceding history.

“ The seeds of our acquired knowledge,” says Leibnitz, “ or, in other words, our

ideas, and the eternal truths which arc derived from them, are contained in the mind it-

self ; nor is this wonderful, since we know by our own consciousness, that we possess with-

in ourselves the ideas of existence, of unity, of substance, of action, and other ideas of a si-

milar nature.” To the same purpose, we are told by Cudworth, that “ the mind contains

in itself virtually (as the future plant or tree is contained in the seed) general notions of all

things which unfold and discover themselves as occasions invite, and proper circumstances

occur.”

The metaphysical theories, to the establishment of which Leibnitz chiefly directed the

force of his genius, are the doctrine of Pre-established Harmony ; and the scheme of Op-

timism, as new modelled by himself. On neither of these beads will it be necessary for me

long to detain my readers.

1. According to the system of Pre-established Harmony, the human mind and human

body arc two independent but constantly correspondent machines ;—adjusted to each other

like two unconnected clocks, so constructed, that, at the same instant, the one should point

the hour, and the other strike it. Of this system the following summary and illustration

are given by Leibnitz himself, in his Lssay entitled Theodiccca :

“ I cannot help coming into this notion, that God created the soul in such manner at

first, that it should represent within itself all the simultaneous changes in the body ; and

that he has made the body also in such manner, as that it must of itself do what the soul

wills :—So that the laws which make the thoughts of the soul follow each other in regular

On trouve dans le monde plusicurs per^onnesi bicn intentionn^es; mais le mal est, quVlles ne s^entendeiit

point, et ne travaillent point de concert- S*il y avoit inoyeii de trouver une espece de glu pour lea reunir, on

feroit quelquc chose. Lie mal est sou vent' que lea gens de bien ont quclqiies caprices ou opinions particuli^res,

qui font qu’ils sont contraires entr’eux L’esprit sectaire consiste propireoient dans cette pretention

de vouloir que les autres se reglent sur nos maximesa «u lieu qu*on se devrdt conte^tar de voir qu'on aille eu but

principal.*' (Leib. Op. Tom. I. p, 740.)
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Aucce^ioxW pc^dniee ima^^ which shall be coincident with |jthe impressions made by

.exterjul'^objec^ upon our ‘Organs of sense ; while the laws by which the motions of the

body '£ollew:eaeh other, are likewise so coincident with the thoughts of the soul, as to give

to our volitions and actions the veary same appearance, as if the latter were really the natu-

vtd and the necessary consequences of the former.” (T^eib. Op. I. p. 168.) Upon another

occasion be obaerves, that everything goes on in the soul as if it had no body, and that

everythiag goes on in the body as if it had no soul.” (Ibid, II. p. 44.)

To convey his meaning still more fully, Leibnitz borrows from Mr Jaquelot' a compari-

son, which, whatever may be thought of its justness, must be at least allowed some merit in

point ofingenuity. " Suppose that an intelligent and powerful being, who knew, before-

hand, every particular thing that I should order my footman to do to-morrow, should make

a machine to resemble my footman exactly, and punctually to perform, all day, whatever 1

directed. On this supposition, would not my wz7/, in issuing all the details of my orders,

remain, in every respect, in the same circumstances as before ? And would not my machine-

footman, in performing his difrerent movements, have the appearance of acting only in obe-

dience to my commands?” The inference to be drawn from this comparison is, that the

movements of my body have no direct dependence whatever on the volitions of my mind,

any more than the actions of my machine-fbotman would have on the words issuing from

my lips. The same inference is to be extended to the relation which the imprcssiotifi

made on my different senses bear to the co-existent perceptions arising in my mind. The

impressions and perceptions have no mutual connection, resembling that of physical causes

with their effects ; but tlie oue series of events is made to correspond int'ariably with the

other, in consequence of an eternal harmony between them, 'pre-estahlished by their com-

mon Creator.

From this outline of the scheme of PrC'estahlished Harmony, it is manifest, that it

took its rise from the very same train of thinking which produced Malebranche’s doctrine

of Occasional Causes. The authors of both theories saw clearly the impossibility of tra-

cing the mode in which mind acts on body, or body on mind ; and hence were led rashly

to conclude, that tile connection or union which seems to exist between them is not real,

but apparent. The inferences, however, which they drew from this common principle

were directly opposite; Mjdebranche maintaining, that the communication between mind
and body was cariltid on by tS immediate and incessant agency of the Deity ; while Leib-
nitz conceived, that the agency of God was employed only in the orig^n^ contrivance and

;
: (KT4^1>«Qk Cot^ormUe tk la Fmaveo 'la Saison.
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mutual adjustment of the two machines ;—all the subsequent phenomena of eachi being

the necessary rcsulli of its own independent mechanism, and^ at the same time, the pro-

gressive evolutions of a comprehensive design, harmonizing the laws of the one with those

of the other.

Of these two opposite hypotheses, that of Leibnitz is by far the more unphilosophica]

jiinl untenable. The chief objection to the doctrine of occasional causes is, that it pre-

sumes to decide upon a question of which human reason is altogether incompetent to

judge;—our ignorance of the mode in which matter acts upon mind, or mind upon mat-

ter, furnishing not the shado\^ of a proof that the one may not act directly and immediate-

ly on the other, in some way incomprehensible by our faculties.* But the doctrine of

* 'I'hc iniiUinl action (or, as it was called in the schools), the mutual influence {ivflu s) of soul and body,

was, till the time of Descartes, tlie prevailing hypothesis, both among the learned and the vulgar. The reality

<'!’ this inflttA'j il not positively denied by Descartes, was at least mentioned by him a subject of doubt; but

by Malebranche and Leibnitz it was confidently rejected as absurd and impossible. (See their works passim,)

OraM'sanile, who liad a very ^Ir^mg leaning towards the dtictiincs of J^eibnitss, had yet tiie good sense to per-

ceive the inconchisiveness of Iiis reasuning in this particular instance, and states in opposition to it the following

^oulKl and decisive remarks :
“ Non concipio, quoraodomens in corpus agere possit ;

non etiam video, quonioilo

ox motu nervi perceptio se(|uatur
; non tamen inde sequi mihi apparel, onuicin htflujeum cssc rcjiciendum.

Substantial incognita* sunt, vhim vitlimus natur/im mentis nos latere ; selmus hanc esse ahquid, quod ideas

habet, bus confert, &c. sed ignoramus fpiid sit subjectum, cui Im* proprietates coiiveniant.

Hoc idem de corpore diciunis ; cst extcnsuin, iinpenetrabile, &c. sed quid cstquod habet hasce proprietates -

jS'ulla nobis aperta Cbt, qua ad hone cognitloncm pervenire possimus.

Indr concludimus, innlia nu.s latere, qua? proprietates mentis et corporis spectaiit.

“ Iiivictii elernonstratione constat, non incnlcni in corpq||jpeque hoc in illain agere, iit corpus in corprs agil :

^(•d mihi non videtur inde concludi posse, omnem influxum esse impossibilem.

Motu suo corpus ^on agit in aliud corpus, sine resist<*iUe; sed an non actio, omniiio diversa, et cujiis idcam

nun hiibenius, in aliam substauliaut dari possit, et ita tamen, ut causa efi’ectui respondeat, in re aden obscur.i,

dctenninarc non ausiin. DilHcile certe cst induxuni negai'e, quando evade ^)crpeiidiii'.us, quoinod.'^ in minimis

4|Uie mens j)ercipit, relalio detur cum agitationibus in corpore, et qiu)rnodo hujus luotus cum mentis determin-

ationibiis coiiveniant. Attundo ad ilia quee niedici, et anatoiuici, nos dq ins docent.

" Nihil, ergo, de systoiTialc inflnjiUS dotennino, prater hoc, mihi monthnn hujus imposbibilitatein satis dare

demonstratam esse videri."

—

{IniroduvAo ad Pkihstyphium.) See Note (Ch)

With respect to the mmmer in vrhicb the intercourse between Mind and Matter is carried on, n \ery lash a^•.

bcrtion escaped Mr. Locke in the first edition of his Ksstnp The next thing to be considered is, how ]>o:lics

produce ideas in us, and that is manijesllp bp impuLe, the only which tve can conceive bodies operate ht"

f Essay, B. II. cli. viii. § 11.)
’

In the course of I-ocke's controversial discussions with the Bishop of Worcester, lie afterwards bi‘i<ime

fully sensible of this important oversight:; and he liad tlie candour to acknowledge his error in tJu* follow-

ing terms :
“ *Tis true, 1 have said, that bodies oj>erate by impulse, and nothing else. And so I thought

when I writ it, and can yet conceive no other way of their operations. But I am since convinced, by the

judicious Mr Newton’s incomparable book, that it i» too bold a presumption to limit God's power in

IJlfcS. I. PAIIT n. - r
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I*7'e~^stoibli8hid Hamtony^ beside being equally liable to this objection, labouis under the

additioh^ advant^e of involving a perplexed and totally i noonsistela||v conception of the

nature af Mechanism an incoiuistency, by- the way, with which all those philosophers

are justly chargeable, who imagine that, by likening the universe to a machine, they get

rid of the necessity of admitting the constant agency of powers essentially different from

tlic knomi qualities of matter. The word Mechanism properly expresses a combination of*

natural powers to produce a certain effect. When such a combination is successful, a in a-*

chine, once set a going, will sometimes continue to perform its office for a considerable

time, without requiring the interposition of the artist: And hence we are led to con-

clude, that the case may perhaps be similar with respect to the universe, Avhen once put in-

to motion by tbe Deity. This idea. Leibnitz carried so far as to exclude the supposition

of any subsequent agency in the first contriver and mover, excepting in the case of a mi-

racle. But the falseness of tbe analogy appears fitom this, that the moving force in every

machine is some natural povser, such as gravity or elasticity ; and, consequently, the very

idea pf mechanism assumes the existence of those active poweii-s, of which it is the pro-

fessed object of a mechanical theory of the universe to give an explanation. 4'riietlu i,

therefore, with Malebranche, we resolve every effect into the immediate agcnc’y oi

God, or suppose, with the great majority of Newtonians, that he employs the instru-

mentality of second causes to accomplish his purposes, we are equally forced to admit with

Bacon, the necessity not only of a first contriver and mover, but of hLs constant and effi-

cient concurrence (either immediately or Juediately) in carrying his design into execution :

—“ Opus (says Bacon) quod operatur D^s a primordio usque ad Jincm"

In what I have now said I have confined myself to the idea of Mechanism as it applict-

to the material universe ; for, as to this word, when applied by Leibnitz to the mind,

which he calls a Spiritual Automaton, I confess myself quite unable to annex a meaning

to it : I shall not, therefore, offer any remarks on this part of his system.^

point by tny narrow conceptions. * it * * ^ m And, therefore, in the next edition of my book, I will take cave

to have that passage rectihcd."

Jt is a circumatance that can only be accounted for by the variety of Mr Locke's other pursuitSj that in alJ

the later editions of tile Essay which have fallen in my way, the proposition in question has been allowed to re-

main as i^riginally stood.
.

‘ Ab^iPl as the a Pre^establMed IJarmmy rntty appear, not many years have elapsed

Kince it was the prevailing, or^Vather universal creed,, among the philosopherB of Germany. II fut nn

tempa" (saya the celebrated Eul^r) " ou le systOme Jde- I'harmonie pre-*etabHe ctoit tellement en vogue dans

toute VAllema^e, que coax qui en doutoient, passoient putfr des ignorans, bu des esprits bornes." {LettrcA,

de M. Euler d une Prince ve d^AileM^gne, SSe I^ttre.) It would be amusing to reckon up the succession of

metaphysical creeds which have been swallowed with the same implicit flfiith by this learned and ^cula^
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To these visionary speculations of Leibnitz, a strong and instructive cobtrast is exhibited

in the philosophy of Locke ; a philosophy, the main object of which is less to enlarge our

knowledge, than to malce us sensible of our ignorance ; or (as the author himself expresses

it) ‘‘ to prevail with the busy mind of man to be cautious in meddling with things exceed-

ing its comprehension ; to stop when it is at the utmost extent of its tether ; and to sit

down in a quiet ignorance of those things, which, upon examination, are found to be be-

yond the reach of our capacities.” “ My right hand writes,” says Locke, in another

part of his Essay, whilst my left hand is stUl. What causes rest in one, and motion in

the other ? "Nothing but my will, a thought of my mind ; my thought only changing, my
right hand rests, and the left hand moves. 7%is is matter offact which cannot be denied.

Explain this and make it intelligible, and then the next step will be to understand Crea-

tion In the meantime, it is an overvaluing ourselves, to reduce all to the narrow

measure of our ca|M|||ij||j^ ; and to conclude all things impossible to be done, whose man-

ner of doing cxceHFour comprehension If you do not understand the operations

of your own finite Mind, that thinking thing within you, do not deem it strange that you

cannot comprehend the operations "of that eternal infinite Mind, who made and governs all

things, and whom the heaven of heavens cannot contain.”' (Vol. II. p|f249, S-’iO.)

This contrast between the philosophical characters of Locke and of Leibnitz is the more

deserving of notice, as something of the same sort has ever since continued to mark and

to discriminate the metaphysical researches of the English and of the German schools.

Various exceptions to this remark may, no doubt, be mentioned; but these exceptions

will be found of trifling moment, when compared with the indisputable extent of its ge-

neral application.

The theory of pre-established harmony led, by a natural and obvious transition, to the

scheme of Optimism. As it represented all events, both in the physical and moral

« :

tive, and (in all those branches of knowledglb where imagination has no influence over the judgment) profouiul

and inventive nation.

* That this is a fair representation of the scope of Locke’s philosophy, according to the author s own view of

it, is demonstrated by the two mottos prefixed to the Essay oil llmmn Understanding. The one is a passage of

the book of Ecclesiasles, which, from the place it occupies in the fn nt of his work, may be presumed to expre-s-si

what he himself regarded as the most important moral to be drawn from Iiis speculations. As tliou knowest

not what is the way of the spirit, nor hov the liones do grow in the womb ofby that is with child ; even

thou knowest not the works of God, who niaketh all things.” The other motto (from Cicero) strongly expresses

a sentiment which every competent judge^must feel on comparing the above quotations from Locke, with the

monads and the jyre-^estahlished harmony of Leilmite. " Quern helium cst velle confiteri potius ncscire quod

nescias, quam ista eSutientem nauscare, atque ipsum sibi (ftsplicere I” See Note (H.)
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worlds, as the jnefcessary effects of a mechanism originally contrived and set a-going by the

Deity, i,t reduced its author to the alternative of either calling in question the Divine

power, wisdoin, and goodness, or of asserting that the universe which he had called into

being wa^ the best of all possible systems. This last opinion, accordingly, was eagerly

embraced by Leibnitz ; and forms the subject of a work entitled Theodicaa, in which are

combined together, in an extraordinary degree, the acuteness of the logician, the imagi-

nation of the poet, and the impenetrable, yet sublime darkness, of the metaphysical

theologian.*

The modification of Optimism, however, adopted by T.eibnitz, was, in some essential

respects, peculiar to himself. It differed from that of Plato, and of some other sages ol

antiquity, in considering the human mind in the light of a spiritual machine, and, of

consequence, in positively denying the freedom of human actions. According to Plato,

every thing is right, so far as it is the work of God ;—the crea.^|j|||^f beings endowed

w'ith free will, and consequently liable to moral delinquency ;—and UPPgovermncnt of the

world by general laws, from which occasional evils must result;—firrnishing no objection

to the perfection of the universe, to which a satisfactory reply may not be found in the

partial and narr(^ views of it, to which our faculties are at present confined. Put he held

at the same time, that, although the permission of moral evil docs not detract from the

goodness of God, it. is nevertheless imputable to man as a fault, and renders him justly ob-

noxious to punishment. This system (under a variety of forms) has been in all ages main-

tained by the wisest and best philosophers, who, while they were anxious to vindicate the

perfections of God, saw the importance of stating their doctrine in a manner not inconssist-

ent with man’s free will and moral agency.

The scheme of Optimism, on the contrary, as proposed by Leibnitz, is completely sub-

versive of these cardinal truths. It was, indeed, viewed by the great and excellent author

in a very different light; bu^ in the judgment of the most impartial and profound inquirers,

it loads, by a short and dcmon.strative process, to the annihilation of all moral distinctions.

^ La 1’heodic^ seule (says Fontenclle) suflir^St pour representer M. Leibnitz. Une lecture immense^ cIok

anecdotes curieuseS fiur les livres ou les periionneR, bcaucoop d’^quite ct meme de faveur pour tbus Jes autc*ui>

dtes^ fut CO cn les combattant;. des vues subliines ot luminetises^ des raisonneinens au fond desqiiels on sent tou-
jours, I'esprit giiometriqae, un^styl^Hu la force domine, et du cependant sent admis les agremens d’une inmgina-
tion heureuRe/’

—

da LeiuaUz. '

' .

- It is observed by Dr Akenside, tiiat “ the Theory of Optimism has been delivered of late, e.spicially abroad,
in a manner which subverts the freedom <rf human acti«jns; whereas Plato appears very careful to preserve it, and
has been in that respect imitated by the of his followers." (Notes on the 2d Book of Uie Pleasures ike
Imagination.)

,

'

* ^
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It is of great importance to attend to the distinction betnreen these two systems; be-

cause it bras, of late, become customary among sceptical writers to confound them studious-

ly together, in order to extend to both that ridicule to which the latter is justly entitled.

[ ;im perfectly aware^ at the same time, that dilTerent opinions have been entertained of Plato's real senti-

ments on tliis subject ; and I readily grant that passages with respect to Fate and Necessity may be collected

from his works, which it would be very difficult to reconcile with any one consistent scheme. (Sec the Notes

of Mosheim on liis Latin Version of Cudworth's Iniclleciual System, Tome I. pp. 10, 310, e/ wr/. Lugd. Da-

tav. J773.)

Without entering at all into this question, I may be permitted here to avail myself, for the sake of concise-

Plato's name, to distinguish tliat motlificatioii of optimism which I have opposed in the text to the op-

f>f L(^ibnitz. The* following bPiitcnce, in the 10th Book J)c Repuhtlra, seerna sufficient of itself to autho-

ri'^e llii^ liberty: A^jath 3’
»!f atripstl^otv^ w><u^ lAeerrd^ iSo* gtirtet

J 'irt7ts invlolnhUis ac lUwra qnam promt honerabil quis aui negligei, it.a plus aut minus ej: ea possidebit, Eligentis

quidnn culpa csi omnis, Dems vfro extra atlpam.

A short abstract of the allegory with which Leibnitz concludes his Thcodiceca, will convey a clearer idea of*

the sciipo of that work, than I could hope.* to do by any metaphysical comment. The ground-work of this al-

legory is taken from n dialogue on Free-Will, written by Laurentius Valla, in oppct^iiion to Boethius;—in

w'liich dialogue, Sextus, tlie son of Tarquin the Proud, is intrcKluced as consulting Apbllo about Mn destiny.

Apollo predicts to him that he i.s to violate Lucrctia, and afterw'ards, with his family, to be expelled from

Horae. ( Exti! inopsqttc cades ir(ltd pulsus ab urbe.) Sextus complains of the prediction. Apollo replies, that

the fault is not his ; that he has only the gift of .seeing into futurity;* that all things are regulated by Jupiter

;

and that it is to him his coraxdalni should be addressed. (Here /inishc,\ the allegory ctf Julia, which IxibnUz

thus continues, agreeably to Ms awn principles,) In consequence of the advice of the Oracle, Sextus goes to Do-

dona to complain to Jupiter of the ,mme which he is destined to perpetrate. ‘‘ Why (says he) oh Jupiter \ liavc

you made me wicked and miserable.^ Either change my lot and my will, or admit that the fault is yours, not

mine.” Jupiter replies to liini :
'' Renounce all thoughts of Rome and of th^ crown ; be wise and you shaR be

happy. If you return to Rome you are undone.” Sextus, unwilling to submit to such a sacrifice, quits the Tem-

ple, and abandons himself to his fate.

After his departure, the high Pric-st, Theotlorus, asks Jupiter why he had not given another JJW to Sextus.

Jupiter pends Theodtivus to Athens to consult Minerva. The goddess show’8 him the Palace of the Destinies,

where arc rcpre.sentationa of all possible worlds, t each of them containing a Sextus Tarqoinius with a different

ft’ill, leading to a catastrophe more or less happy. In the last and best of tiicse worlds, forming the summit of

the pyramid composed by the others, tlie higli priest sees Sextus go to Rome, tiirow every thing into confusion,

and violate the wife of Ins friend. You sec” (says the Goddess of Wisdom) “ it was not my fatlier that made

Sextus wicked. He was wicked from all eternity, and he was always so in consequence of bis own w^ili. J Ju-

piter has only be.stowed on him that existence which he could not refuse him in the best of all possible worlds.

He only transferred him from the region of possible to that of dcturl beings. What great events does tlie crime

of Sextus draw after it? The liberty of Rome—the rise of a government fertile in civil and military virtues,

and of an empire destined to conquer and to civilize the e^rth.” Theodorus retunis thanks to goddess, and

acknowledges the justice of Jupiter.

V *
“ Futura novi, uon fado.”

f World (it must be remembered) is here synonywoua uitb Ctiiverte*

j: Yides Sextum a Patre mco non foisse factumimprobutD, talis qufippe sh otmu icteniiute ftiit, et qukfem semper libeiv; erdstcre tan-

turn ei concessit Jupiter, quod ipsum profccto rjus sapientM mundo, in quo Ule continebatuiy denegara non poterat : egro Sextum c regionc

[lOBSibiliuiD ad return existentium classem transtuliu^’
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This, in particular, wm the case with Voltaire, who, in many parts of his later works, and

jnore esp^idly in has Candide, has, under theh^|petence of exposing the extravagancies of

J indulged his satirical raillery against the order of the universe. The success of

his attempt was much aided by the confused and inaccurate manner in which the scheme of

optimism had been recently stated by various writers, who, in their zeal to “ vindicate the

Ways of God,” had been led to hazard principles more danger9us in their consequences

tba" the prejudices and errors which it was their aim to correct.'

The zeal of Leibnitz in propagating the dogma of Necessity is not easily reconcileabk

with the hostility which (as I have already remarked) he uniformly displays against the

congenial doctrine of Materialism. Such, however, is the fact, and I believe it tf be

quite unprecedented in the previous history of philosophy. Spinosa himself has not push-

ed the argument for necessity further than Leibnitz,—the reasonings of both concluding

’ Among this number must be included the author of the Essat/ on Man, who, from a want of precision in

his metaphysical ideas, has unconsciously fallen into various expressions, equally inconsistent with each othtM-

and with his own avowed opinions

:

^
If plag;ue8 end earthquakes break not Heaven’s deiigo,

Why then a Borgia or a Catiline ?—
Who knows but JFe whose hand the ilghening forms.

Who heaves old Ocean, and who wings the storms,

Pours tierce ambition on a Casar*B mind.

Or turns young Amnion loose to scourge Mankind ?

—

«- « « V SL «

^The general order^ since the whole begaq,

1 Is kept in Nature, and is kept in Man.

This approaches very nearly to the optimism of Leibnitz, and has certainly nothing in common with the opti-

mism of Plato. Nor i$ it possible to reconcile it with the sentiments inculcated by Pope in other parts of the

same poem. ^

What makes all physical and moral ill ?

There deviates Nature, and here wanders Will.

In this last couplet he seems to admit, not only that Will way wander, but that Nature herself may devtate from

the general order ; whereas the doctrine of his universal prayer is, that, while the material world is subject«='d to

established laws, man is left to be the arbiter of his own destiny

Yet gav’st me in this dark estate

To know the good from ill.

And, binding Nature fast in £ste.

Left froe the human will.

In the Dunciad, too, the 8cb<%''^f Necessity is coupled with that of Matetmlism, as one ol‘ the favourite dor-

trines of the sect of free-thinkers.

^ nought so certain as our Reattm still,

. j Of ii^ougbi so doubtful as^ Soul and WUL

Two tilings" (sayk Warbititon, who profeases to speak Pope's sentiments) the roost self-evident, the existence

of our souls and the freedopi of qur will
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not loss forcibly against the fbee>^iU of God tliian against the iVee-will of mint, and, of con-

sequence, terminating ultimately in this pro^sition, that no event in the universe codkl

possibly have been different from ivhat has actually taken place.* disti¥iguishing fea-

ture of this article of the X^eibnitzian erecd is, that, while the Hobbiete and Spinosists

.vcrc employing their ingenuity in connecting togeth^ Materialism and Necessity, as

branches springing firora one common root, Leibnitz always speaks of the sonl as a machine
*

> '4

purely spiritual,'^—a madiine, however, as necessarily regulated by pre-ordained and im-

mutable laws as the movements of a clock or the revolutions of the planets. In conse-

quonco of holding this language, be seemed to represent Man in a less degraded light

than other necessitarians; but, in as far as such speculative tenets may be supposed to have
*

.any practical effect on human conduct,, the tendency of his doctrines is not less dangerous

than that of the most obnoxious systems avowed by his predecessors.*

The scheme of necessity was still farther adorned and sublimed in the Theodicosa of

Leibnitz, by an imagination nurtured and trained i|» the school of Plato.
* “ May there

not exist” (he asks on one occasion) " an immense space beyond' |^ie region of the stars?

^ So conipJotely, iiulcetl, and malhcmatitally linked, did Leibnitz conceive all trutlip, both physical and

moral, to be with each other, that he represents the ctenial geometrician as incessantly occupied in the; i^olution

of this problem,-—T/fC siaie of one Monad (or eletneitiarij atomJ being given, to determine the stale, past, present,

and future, of ike whole universe,

® Cuncta itaque in homine certa sunt, et in antecessum dcteiminata, uti in coetferis rebus omnibus, et anima

hiimana cst spintuule quoddam auiomatum** (Leib. Op, Tom. I. p. 156’.)

In a note on tin’s sentence, the editor^quotes a passage from Bilfinger, a learned German, in which an attempt

is made to vindicate the propriety of the phrase, by a reference to the etymology of tlie worfl atdomatem.

Thj^s word, it is observed, when traced to its source, literally expresses something which contains within it-

self its principle of motion, and, consequently, it applie.'S still more literally to Mind tlian to a machine. The

remark, considered in a philological point of view, is indisputably just ; but is it not evident, that it leads to a

conclusion precise]> contrary to what this author would deduce from it ? Whatever may have been the primi-

tive meaning of the word, its common, or rather its universal meaning, even among scientific writers, is a ma-

fcrial machine, moving without any foreign impulse ; and, that this was the idea annexed to it by Leibnitz, ap-

pears from h’s distinguishing it by the epithet spiriiuakr^n epithet which would iiav^e been altogether super-

fluous had he intended to convey the opinion ascribed to him by Bilfinger. In applying, therefore, this language

to the mind, we may conclude, with ^confidence, that Leibnitz had no intention to contra.st together mind and

body, in respect of their moving or actuating principles, but oidy ‘‘o contrast them in respect of the substances

of which they are composed. In a word, he conceived both of them to be equally rnachines, made and wound

up by the Supreme Being ; but the macHinery in the one case to be material, and in the other spiritual.

® The following remark in Madame de Stael's interesting and eloquent review of German philosophy bears

marks of a haste and predpitation with which her criticisms are seldom chargeable : Les opinions de I^ibnitz

tendent surtout au perfectionnement moial, s'il vrai, comme les philosopbcs AUemands ont tache de le prou-

ver, que le libre arbitre repose sur la doctrine qui affranchit Tame des objets exterieiires, et qiic la vertu ne puisse

exister sans la parfaite independance du vquloir.”
' '
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and may not lliis empyreal heaven be filled with happiness and glory? It may be conceiv-

ed ta xea^ble an ocean, where the rivers of all those created beings that are destined for

bliss sh^ finish their course, when arrived in the starry system, at the perfection of their

res^ctive natures.” (Leib. Op. Tom. 1. p. 135.)*

In various other instances, he rises from the deep and seemingly hopeless abyss of Fata-

lism, to the same lofty conceptions of the universe ; and has thus invested the most humi-

liating article of the atheistic creed, with an air of Platonic mysticism. Tbc influence of

his example appears to me to have contributed much to corrupt the taste and to bewilder

the speculations of his countrymen
;
giving birth, in tbc last result, to that heterogeneous

combination of all that is pernicious in Spiuozism, with the transcendental eccentricities of

a heated and exalted fancy, which, for many years. ]^ast, has so deeply tinctured both their

philosophy and their works of fiction.’

^ The celebrated Charles Bonnet^ in his work entitled Contemplation dc la Naii/re, has indulged lii:j irnaginatiun

so far, in following out the above cc^pjecture Leibnitz, as to rival some of the wildest flights of Jacob Bclinicn.

Mais reclielle de la crcatio^^'iie se
.
teirnine point aii plus clevea dcs mondes plant taires. L;i crmimcticc un

autre univers, dont Tetendue est peut-ctre a celle de I'univers dcs Fixes, ce cprest I'espace du svHlt'nie i«.t>lairo a

la capacite d’unc iioix.

Ld, coinme des Astres resplendissans, brilleiit les Hierarchies Celestes.

“ La rayonnent de toutes parU Ic.s Anges, les Archanges, les Seuaphins, les Ciierubins, les 'J’iiones, 1p.-<

Vertub, les pRiNCiPAUTES, les Dominations, les Puissances.

A« centre de ccs Augustes Spheres, edate le Soleil de Justice, VOhient dT.miaut, dtait lous

AstRes empruntent leur lumiere et leiir hplendrur.*'

La Theodicee de Leibnitz” (the sarn^' author tells us in another passage) est un de mes livrcs de devotion :

J'ai intit de mon Exemplairc, Manuel de Philosophic Chfeiienne**

* The gross appetite of Ixive^siays Gibbon) becomes most dangerous when it is elevated, or rather disguised,

by sentimental passion." The remark is strikingly applicable to some of
, the most popular novels and drama.'^

of Germany ; and son^ething very similar to it will be found to hold with respect to thoi;e speculative extrava-

gancies which, in the German systems of philosophy, are elevated or disguised by the imposing cant of moral

enthusiasm.

In one of Leibnitz's controversial discussions with Dr Clarke, tliere is a passage which throws some light on

iiis taste, not only in matters of science, but in judging of works of imagination. Du temps de M. Boyle,

et d'autres excellens hommes qui fteurissoient en Anglcterrc sous Charles IT. on n'auroit pas ose nous debiter

des notions si arouses. (The notions here alluded to are those of Newton voncerniug the law of gravitation.)

J'espere qiic le beautemps reviendra sous un aussi bqn gQuvemement que celui d'a present. Le capital dc M.

Boyle etoit d'inculquer que t6ut sc faisoit mcchaniqucmcnt dans la physique. Maia (^’est un malheiir des hom-

ines, de ae degouter eiifin de la raison mcme, et dc s'ennuyer de la lumiere. Les chiincres commence h rcvc-

nir, et plaiscnt parco |^uelque chose de mervcillepx. II arrive dans le pays philosophiquc ce qui f

arrive'dans Ic poys poetique. On s'est lasse des Homans raisonnables, tel que /fi CUlie Franroisc ou VArumene

AUewande; et on est revenu dc{>uis quel^ue temps aux Catdes des Fees.’' (Cinqt^ieme Ecrit dc M. Leibnitz,

p.

From this passage it would seem, i^t Leibnitz looked forward to the period, when the dreams of the

Newtonian philosophy \voi^c! gfve W’ay some of the exploded mechanical theories of the universe; and
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In other parts of Kuropc, the clTccts of tlie 'Theodiccea have not been equally unfavour-

able. In France, more particularly, it has furnished to the few who have cultivated 'with

.success the Philosojdiy of Mind, new weapons for combating the materialism of the (Jas-

sendists and llobbists; and, in Kngland, we are indebted to it for the irresistible reason-

.1 by which Clarke subverted the foundations on which the whole superstructure of Fa-

iMU rests.'

Awn \h^ Fnin/ lnlfs llion in fii'.liion Avhlcli mimbt'r must liavr hern included those of Count An-

iIkhij I lainilloii) would be siip|i!imtcd i.y the revival of such rcnnoimtile Fumancts as the Grand CMut. In

t.( it’ii r of tlic.r docs there -ceiii to be niuclj jirobebility at present, that his 2)rediction will be ever

'I'iir (u rm.'in \\ritcr^, nf Ijito V(\irs li;ivt' ijiadc llu* noi.ic anioni; tiic ^cioli^ta of this eomUry.

\xjil bc' i'or.nil Ic.ss iiulclitcrl itir llicir llirru* to the ii.'w which they liave struck out, than to tlie unexpcct-

t *1 .nul ‘(luc hums in winch they liiivc cfiinbiiiccl toj^ctlicr tlic materials siippiictl by the invention ol'

toinicr and of other nations. It is this cnnilhnation ot* truth ami error in their philosophical system.*?.

.:ul of n^djl and wron;i^ in their work-' of’ fiction, wliich has enabled tliein to perplex the understandins^s, and to

pii'i'llle the ])riiiei[)U“, ol' m.ujy, botli in Metaphysics and ]".thie.'9 . In point of jnolbund and cxtensi\c'

rndiiion, the sehulai^ of (iennany *^1111 continue, to maintain their long established superiority over the re>l

'
1' F. ill ope.

i A very inlcrc‘>ting net (Hint is '^isen by I.eihnitz of the circumstances wliich gave occasion to his 77oo-

• Itrira, in a letter to a Seolc h Cieiillt man, Mr llurnet of Keuniey,* to whom }tr seeiris to have unbosomed Iiiin.sell’

on all subjc'Ct^ without any re><‘rve “ Mon livic intitule, cic TlrAodiVvr, sur la bonte do Dieii, la libert'"

de riioinme, et l‘i*riglne de inal, ^era bientbt acheviH 1 .a pi u-- grande pavlie dc cct ouvrage Livoit ete faite pai

lainbeaiix, (luaiid je me Irouvoi^ ehez la tetie Heine de Pru>se, on ces niatiercs ( toient souver.t agitoes a I'ocea-

."((jii du J )ielioniiaire el des aiilres ouvrages de M. llayle <|ij on y iisoit beancoup. Apn's la inort de cettc grande

Ih-incesse, j’ai ra.^veinbli' el augniente ees jiieccs siir J’e-\hortatioii de.-. amis (jui cn etoient infonnes, el )*en ai fait

I’onvrage dont je \iens de parler. Conune j ai medile siir cette matiLrc deplli.^ nia jeunevNe je pretends dc 1 av on

disentee a fond. ” (Leibnitz, Opera, Tom ^T. p. ‘J84.)

In another letter to the same correspondent, he expresses himself thu.s :

“ La plupart de iiiea .scntimeii.’i out etc cnfin arretes apres une deliberation dc ‘Jb ans ear j’ai commence bien

jtaine a nualiler, et je n'avois pas encore lo ans, i|uand je luc pronu'nois dc^ joiirnees enuercs dans un bois, pour

prendre parti entre Aristote et Democrite. dependant j’ai change et rechaiige siir des iiouvelles lumieres, ct ci*

nest (pie (h'puis environ It! ans qiic je me trouvo satisfait, ct quo ;e suis Mii\s' a drs demonstrations sur ccs ma-

tii Tea (jui ii'en paroi.sscnt point cajiablcs; ( ependant de k; iiuuiiere qne j' m y prends, ces demonstrations peu\erit

« Ire scnsibles comme ccllc.s des noinbres, qiioiijuc le siijct pa.sse i'iaiagination.’' {Ihid. p.

The letter from which this last jiaragraph i.s taken dated in llie vcea* U)f)7-

My chief reason for introducing thc.'^c extracts, was to do awiy an ibsurd suspicion, which has been counte-

nanced by some respectable w’riters (among otbers by Le Clerc), tliat the ojiinions maintained in the ThaxIUn

of Leibnitz wore not his real sentiments, and that his own creed, on the most important (picstions there dis-

cussed, w'as not very ditrerent from that of liayle. Gibbon has even gone so far as to sr.y, that in his defeinc

of the attributes and providence of the Deity, he was suspected of a secret correspondence witli liis adversary.”

{AiiliquU'ir.s of the llottsc of Briimivick,) In support of this very improbable charge, I do not know that an\

evidence has ever been produced, but the following passage, in a letter of his addressed to a Professor of Theo-

logy in tlic University of Tubingen (Pfaflius) : Ita prorsus cst, lir siimme revereiide,. uti seribis, dc Theo-

DISS. I. PAIIT 11. G
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It may be justly regarded as a proof of the progress of reason and good sense among the

Metaphysicians of this country since the time of Leibnitz, that the two theories of which

1 have been speaking, and which, not mofe than a century ago, were honoured by the op-

position of such an antagonist as Clarke, are now remembered only as subjects of literary

history.—In the arguments, however, alleged in support of these theories, there are some

logical principles involved, which still continue to have an extensive influence over the rca

soilings of the learned, on questions seemingly the most remote from all metaphysical con-

clusions. The two most prominent of these arc, the principle of the Svjficicnt Reason,

and the Law of Continuity both of them so intimately connected with some of the most

celebrated disputes of the last century, as to require a more particular notice than may, at

first sight, seem due to their importance.

I. Of the principle of the Siefficient Reason, the following succinct account is given by

I..cibnitz himself, in his controversial correspondence with Dr Clarke: “ The great

foundation of Mathematics is the principle of contradiction or identity

;

that is, tluit a pro-

position cannot be true and false at the same time. But, in order to proceed from ^Nla-

thcmatics to Natural Philosophy, another principle is requisite (as 1 have observed in my

Theodiccca)-, 1 mean the principle of the Sufficient Reason; or, in otlier words, that

nothing happens without a reason why it should be so, rather than otherwise: And, ac-

cordingly, Archimedes was obliged, in his book Dc JRquilihrio, to take for granted, that

if there be a balance, in which every thing is alike on both sides, and if equal weights are

luiug on the two ends of that balance, the whole will be at rest. It is because no reason

can be given why one side should weigh down rather than the other. Now, by this single

(licipa mea. Rem acu letigisti ; ct uilror, iicminem hactenus fuissc, qiii sensum Iiunc inoiiiTi sen.scrit. Neque

rnim Philosophorum est rein scrio semper ageiv
;
qui in fingemiis hypothesibus, uti bene rnoncs, ingenii sui

vires experiuntur. Tu, qui Theologus, in rofutandis erroribus Thcolognm agis/' In reply to thi.s it is ob^'t rv-

ecl, by the learned editor of Leibnitz's works, that it is much more probable that I.eibiiitz should liave expres-ed

himself on this particular occasion in jocular and ironical terms, than that he should have wa^^ted so nineh in-

genuity and learning in support of an hypothesis to which he attached no faith whatever; an IiyjK>lhc‘sis (!ie

might have added) with which the whole principles of liis philosophy are systematically, and, as lie conceived,

mill hcinatically connected. It is difficult to believe, that, among the innumerable correspondents of T.eibni;z,

he should have selected a Professor of Theology at Tubingen, as the sole dejiositary of a secret which lie wa.s

anxious to conceal from all ^he tf'est of the world.

Surely solitary document such as this weighs less than nothing, wlien opposed to the details quoted in tdie

beginning c»f this note ;
not to mention its complete inconsistency with the character of Leibnitz, and with the

whole tenor of his wniings.

I'or my own part, I cannot help tliinking, that the passage in question has far more the air of jma'ifflxitft: pro-

voked by the vanity of Pfaffiu% than of a serious compliment to his sagacity and penetration. No injuiictio:: to

secrecy, it is to be observed, is hei-e given by Leibnitz to his correspondent.
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principle of the SuJJicicnt licason, may be demonstrated the being of a God, and all the

other parts of Metaphysics or Natural Theology; and even, in some measure, those

physical truths that arc independent upon Mathematics, such as the Dynamical Principles,

or the I’rinciples of Forces.”

Somes of the inferences deduced by Feibnitz from this almost gratuitous assumption

arc so paradoxical, that one cannot help wondering he was not a little staggered about

its certainty. Not only was he led to conclude, that the mind is necessarily determined

in all its elections by the infliunce of motives, insomuch that it would be impossible for

it to make a choice between two things perfectly alike ; but he had the boldness to extend

this conclusion to the Deity, and to assert, that two things
2
ierfectly alike could not have

hceii produced even by Divine Power. It was upon this ground that he rejected a vacu-

t:tu, because all the parts of it would be perfectly alike to each other ; and that he also re-

jected the supposition of atoms, or similar particles of matter, and ascribed to each par-

ticle a monad, or active principle, by which it is discriminated from every other jrarticle.'

'Fhe application of his imnciplc, however, on which he evidently valued himself the most,

was that to which 1 have already alluded

*

the demonstrative evidence with which he con-

ceived it to establish the ini])ossibjlity of frce-agency, not only in man, but in any other

intelligent being

a

conclusion which, under whatever form of words it may be disgui.s -

ed, is liable to every objection which can be urged against the system of Spinoza.

With rcsj)cct to the principle from which these important consequences were deduced,

it is observable, that it is stated by Deibnitz in terms so general and vague, as to extend

to all the different departments of our knowledge ; for he tells us, that there must be a

* See Note (I.)

Tlic following coiTiiTient on this part of the Leibnitziaii system is from the pen of one of Iiis greatest ad-

mirers, Charles Bonnet : C’ette Mt;taphy^ique transcendante deviendra uii peu plus intelligible, si Ton fait at-

tention, qu'en vcrtii du principe de la raison snjfisantc, tout rst iieccssairement lie dans Tuiiivers, Toutes Ics

Actions des F.trcs Simples sont harmoniques, oii subordonnecs les unes aiix aiitrcs. L’exerciec actiiel dc Tactiviie

d’unc monade donnee, est determine ]>ar I’exercice actuel de I'aetivite des inonades aux-quelles elle correspond

immediatement. Cette corrcspondance continue d’uii point quelconque de I'univers jusquW extremites.

llepresentez-vous Ics ordres circulaires et conceiitriques qu'unc pierr-j excite dans une eau donnaiitc: Klles vont

toujours en s'elargissant et en s’afToiblissant.

** Mais, I’t tat actuel d’une monade est necessairemeiit determine par son ctat antecedent : Celui-ci par iin etat

qui a precede, et ainsi cn remontant jusqii’a Tinstant de la creation.

• « • #•

Ainsi le passe, le present, et le futur ne forment dans la xneme monade qii'une seul chaine. Notre [»hi-

losophe disoit ingenicusement que Ic present est toujours gros de I'avenir,

‘‘ II disoit encore que rEtcrnel Geometre resolvoit sins cesse ce Probleme; Tetat d’une monade etani

donne, en determiner Tetat passe present, et fuvur de tout Tunivers/' (Uowmc/, Tom, VIII. p. 303, 30 30:").
"i
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sufficient reason for every existence, for every event, and for every truth. This use of the

word reason is so extremely equivocal, that it is quite impossible to annex any precise idea

to the proposition. Of this it is unnecessary to produce any other proof than the applica-

tion which is here made of it to things so very different as exislcnce.s, eiwnls, and truths ;

in all of which cases, it must of necessity have different meanings. It would be a vain at-

tempt, therefore, to combat the maxim in the form in which it is commonly appealed to :

Nor, indeed, can we cither adopt or reject it, without considering particularly how far it

holds in the various instances to which it may be applied.

The multifarious discussions, however, of a physical, a metaphysical, and a theological

nature, ' necessarily involved in so detailed an examination, would, in the present times

(even if this were a proper place for introducing them), be equally useless and uninterest-

ing ; the peculiar opinions of Leibnitz on most questions connected with these sciences

having already fallen into complete neglect. But as the maxim still continues to be (juot-

cd by the latest advocates for the scheme of necessity, it may not be altogether supcrlluous

to observe, that, when understood to refer to the changes that take jdace in the material

universe, it coincides entirely with the common maxim, that “ every change implies the

operation of a cause;” and that it is in consequence of its intuitive evidence in this parti-

cular case, that so many have been led to acquiesce in it, in the unlimited terms in which

Leibnitz has announced it. One thing will be readily granted, that the maxim, when ap-

plied to the determinations of intelligent and moral agents, is not (juitc so obvious .and in-

disputable, as when applied to the changes that lake idacc in things altogether inanimate

and passive.

What then, it may be asked, induced Leibnitz, in the enunciation of his maxim, to de-

part from the form in which it has generally been stated, and to substitute, instead of the

word cause, the word reason, which is certainly not only the more unusual, but the more

ambiguous expression of the two? Was it not evidcntly*,a perception of the impropriety of

flailing the motives from which we act the causes of our actions ; or, at least of tlie incon-

sistency of this language with the common ideas and feelings of mankind ? The word rea-

^ Since the time of Leibnitz, the principle of the sufficient reason has been adopted by some mathematicians as

a legitimate mode of reason^ 3 in plane geometry ; in which case, the ajjplication made of it has been, in gene-

ral, ju.st and logical, notwithstanding the vague mid loose manner in wliich it is expressed. In this science,

howxver, the use of it can never be attended with much advantage ; except perhaps in dcinonstrating a lew

elementary truths (such as the /Jth and 6th propositions of Euclid’s first book), wliich are commonly cstablisbed

by a more circuitous process : And, even in these instances, the spirit of the reasoning might easily be preserved

under a different form^ much less exceptionable in {loint of phraseology.
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soil is here much less suspicious, and much more likely to pass current without examination.

It was therefore with no small dexterity, that I^eibnitz contrived to express his general

principle in such a manner, that the impropriety of his language should be most apparent

in that case in which the proposition is instantaneously admitted by every reader as -^elf-

evident ; and to adapt it, in its most precise and definite shape, to the case in which it was

in the greatest danger of undergoing a severe scrutiny. In this respect, he has managed

liis argument with more address than Collins, or Edwards, or Ilumc, all of whom have ap-

jdied the maxim to mind, in Ihe very same words in which it is usually applied to iuaui-

niate matter.

But on this article of Eeibuitz’s philosophy, which gave occasion to his celebrated con-

troversy with Clarke, I shall have a more convenient opportunity to offer some strictures

when I come to take notice of another antagonist, more formidable still, whom Clarke had

soon after to contend with on the same ground. The person I allude to is Anthony

Collins; a writer certainly not once to be compared with Eeibnitz, in the grasp of his in-

tellectual powers; but who seems to have studied this particular (piestion with greater at-

tention and accuracy, and who is universally allowed to have defended his opinions concern-

ing it in a manner far more' likely to mislead the opinions of the multitude.

II. The same remark which has been already made on the principle of the Sufficient

Reason may be extended to that of the L>axo of Continuity. In both instances the phra-

seology is so indeterminate, that it may be interpreted in various senses essentially different

from caeh other ; and, aecordingly, it would be idle to argue against either principle as a

general theorem, without attending separately to the speeialties of the manifold cases wdiieh

it may bo understood to comprehend. \Vherc such a latitude is taken in the enunciation

of a proposition, which, so far as it is true, must have been inferred from an induction of

particulars, it is at least possible that, while it holds in .<tome of its applications, it may yet

be far from possessing any claim to that universality which seems necessarily to belong to it,

when considered in the light of a metaphysical axiom, resting on its own intrinsic evi-

dence.

Whether this vagueness of language was the effect of artifice, or of a real vagueness in

the author’s notions, may perhaps be doubted ; but that it has contributed greatly to extend

his reputation among a very numerous class of readers, may be confidently asserted. The

possession of a general maxim, sanctioned by tlie authority of an illustrious name, and in

which, as in those of the schoolmei,>, more seems to be meant than meets the car, affords

of itself no slight gratification to the vanity of many ; nor is it inconvenient lur a disputant,

that the maxims to which he is to ai^pcal should be stated in so dubious a shape, as to cn-
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nltle liira, when pressed in an argument, to shift his, ground at pleasure, from one inter-

pretation to another. The extraordinary popularity whicli, in our own times, the pliiloso-

pliy of Kant enjoyed, for a few years, among the countryiucn of Leibnitz, ina)^ in like

inattncr, be in a great degree ascribed to the imposing aspect of his enigmatical oracles, and

to the consecpicnt facility of arguing without end, in defence of a system to transmutable

and so elusive in its forms.

The extension, however, given to the Imiv of Continuitij, in the later publications of

Ticibnitz, and still more by some of his successors, has been far greater than tlicrc is any

reason to think was originally in the author’s contemplation. It first oc;currc‘d to him

in the course of one of his physical controversies, and was probably suggested ))y the

beautiful cxcmidifications of it which occur in pure geometry. At that time it does not

appear that he had the slightest idea of its being susceptible of any apj)lication to the oli-

jects of natural history; far less to the succession of events in the intellectual and moral

worlds. The supposition of bodies pcrfccfhj hard, having been shown to be inconsistent

with two of his leading doctrines, that of the constant maintenance of the same ([uantity of

force in the Universe, and that of the proportionality of forces to the scpiares of the veloci-

ties,—he found himself reduced to the necessity of asserting, that all change? :.re i)roduccd

by insensible gradations, so as to render it impossible for a body to have it? state changed

from motion to rest, or from rest to motion, without passing through all t !:• intermediate

states of velocity. From this assumption he argued, with much ingenuity, that the exist-

ence of atoms, or of perfectly hard bodies, is impossible; because, if two •>
' them should

meet with equal and o]»positc motions, they would necessarily stop at once, in violation of

the /ate of continuity.
,
It would, perhaps, have been still more logical, had he argued

against the univcrs.ality of a law so gratuitously assumed, from its incom])atibility with an

hypothesis, which, whether true or false, certainly involves nothing either contradictory or

improbable : but as this inversion of the argument wmuld have undermined some of the

fundamental principles of his physical system, he chose rather to adopt the other alterna-

tive, and to announce the laze of continuity as a metaphysical truth, which admitted of no

exception whatever. The facility with which this laxv has been adopted by subsequent

jdrilosophers is not easily explicable ; more especially, as it has been maintained by many

who reject those physical oriors, in defence of which I,.cibnitz was first led to advance it.

One of the earliest, and certainly the most illustrious, of all the partizans and defenders

of this principle, was John Bcrnouilli, whose discourse on motion first appeared at Paris

in 1727, having been previously communicated to the Royal Academy of Sciences, in
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1724 and 1726.’ It was from this period it began to attract the general attention of the

learned ; although many years were yet to elapse, before* it was to acquire that authority

which it now possesses among our most eminent mathematicians.

INIr Maclaurin, whose Memoir on the Percussion of Podics gained the prize from the

Royal Academy of Sciences, in 1724, continued from that time, till his death, the steady

opposcr of this new Zato. In his treatise of Fluxions, published in 1742, he observes,

that “ the existence of hard bodies void of elasticity has been rejected for the sake of

A\liat is called the of CoiUinuity ; a law which has been supposed to be general,

without sullicient ground.” ' And still more explicitly, in his Poslhumous Account of'

y^exvton's Philosophical Disco-oerics, he complains of those who “ have rejected hard

bodies as impossible, from far-fetched and metaphysical considerations proposing to his

adversaries this unanswerable question, “ ITpon what grounds is the law of cout'imufy as-

sumed as an universal law of nature ?” '

‘ “ I'll cfl’et (sR}*'. Hi rncjiiilli), un pareil priucipc do clurctr (the supposition to wit of bodies pcriectly hanl)

ji(‘ s, jiLiroit exi^ter; c't'st u.io cliinK ro tpii rt’piigno a cott(‘ loi ^oncrule (jue la nature ol)si*rve constanmieiit d.ins

tfnites i.e.s optT.itions
; i<*

jifirle dr v’t t ^M'dre iinmuablo vi juTpotiiel (labli dejmis la creation do runivers, eju'o;/

ju'ui (tppcHdt 1 ,0 ] nii: t onjinim n ' vertu do Jac|iiollo tout co qui s'cxrcute, ^exociite par drs do^ros infiniuiout

petite. 11 fecniblo quo lo bon dicto^ qu'aiicun cbangciiient lu* pout Wilvc par .saul ; iialura non opcnitar

prr snliinn ; rion no jiout pasM'r d’unc extremity A rautre, sans passer par tt)us Ics dof;rrs du ii^iliou,” ^o. 'I’hr

conliniiation of* this passR^c Inch I liavx* not room to quote) is curious, as it suggests an argiiincnt. in pmot uL

llu‘ hnr of t‘(thlinui(ij, from the ])rinc ij)le of the snjjicivnt reason.

It ni.iy be worth while to ob*>erve Iiere, ih.it tliougli, in the above quotation, Bernouiili speaks of tlie hnr o/

‘oniinitihf as an arbitrary .irraiigenicnt of the (’reaU/i, he represents in tlic preceding paragraph, tlic idea ot'per-

1‘eetly hard bodies, as involving a inanil'est contradiction.

- Maelauvin’s Ftnjciunsj \Ol. J I. p. l-'iy.

‘ Nearly to the .same ])in pose Mr Robins, a niatbeinatieian and philosopher of the higlicst eminence, expresx^

him.seir thus : M. Reniouilli (in Mis Disconrs sur ks Jahs dc la CammniucniiiOi dn Mouir///rnl)t in order to

]>rove that tlicre arc no bodies ja i-rectly Iiard and inflexible, lays it down as an immutable Imv of nature, that ir»

body can jiiiss from motion to lest instantaneously, or without having its velocity gradually diminished. Tfiat

this is a law' of nature, M. Ih'rnouilli thinks is evident from tliat principle, Aalura 7ion operniur prr saliftin, and

from good scn.se. liuT now' noon skxse can, or ifself, without experiment, determine an\ ok nn:

LAW'S or NATURE, IS TO ME VERY \sToMsniNR;. Indeed, from any tiling M. Beriioiiilli has s.nd, it would iia\e

been altogether as conclusive 1o have begun at the other end, and have disputed, that no boch can pass instan-

taneously from motion to rest; because it is an mimutablc law of nature that all hodic.s .shall lie flexible.
”

(Robins, Vol. II. p. 17b
In quoting these passages, I would not wish to be understood as calling in question the universality o\' ifie

Low o/' Con fin till!/ in the yiheiiomena of moving bodies; a point on which 1 am not led by the subject ol' this

<liscc)ursc to ofTer any opinion, but on wliicli 1 intend to liazard some remarks in u Note at the end of it. St i*

Note (K ) All that 1 would here assert i.s, .‘liat it is a law the truth of which can be inferred only by an in-

duction from the phenomena; and to whicli, aectudingly. we are not entitled to say that tlieie cannot po-^ !
- y

t'xist any excejitions.
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In the Bpceulations hilberto mciitiouod, tlie law of .mliintity is applied merely to such

.'successive even is in the iiuitorial world as arc connected together by the relation of eavse

and e/jj'ect

;

and, indeed, ehicjiif to the change which tahe place in the state of bodies with

respect to viotinu and resl. lint in the philosophy of Leibnitz, we find the same laxv ap-

pealed to as an indisputable principle in all its various researches, idiysical, metaphysical,

and theological, lie extends it with the same confidence to mind as to matter, urging it

as a demonstrative proof, in opposition to Ijoche, that the soul never ceases to think even

in sleep or in a dcUqnhnn. d nay, inferring from it the impossibility that, in the case of

any animated being, there should be such a thing as dealh. in the litoral sense of thal

word.- It is by no me.-in.s probable that the author was at all aware, when he first intro-

duced this principle into the theory of motion, how far it was to lead him in his researches

concerning other questions of greater moment ; nor docs it appear that it attracted much

notice from the learned, but as a new mechanical axiom, till a considerable time after his

death.

Charles lionnet of Geneva, a man of unquestionable talents and of must exemplar

\

worth, was, as far as 1 know, the first who entered fully into tlie views of 1 /cibnitz on tin.'--

point; perceiving how inseparably the law of continuity (as well as the juinciple of the

sufficient reason) ivas intenvuvou w’th hi.*' scheme of universal concatenation and nit-

chanisin ; and inl’erring from thence not orl ;• all the paradoxical corollaries dcduccil from

it by its author, hut some equally hold cone’ isions of his own, which I^cibnitz either di(<

not foresee in their full ('xteut, ev to which the course of his inquiries did not particularly

attract his attention The mot remarkahle oflthesc conclusions was, that all the lari-

ous beings wliieh vtompe.se the inn\('rs(, form a scale dcseciiding downwards without an\

chasm or salfiis, from tlie Deity to the simplest forms of unorganised matter ;
‘ a proposi-

* “ .Fe lions quo 1 .'inio. ot nu-mo I,' oovp', u twt jir.niis .'-.-iiis .'iciion, ol quo i iino n osl jamais sans (|iiolqiie jior-

OBptioii, in'inc on <loiinmit, on a qu.J<|uc soiitiiuont ooiifu.s ol sombro du liou oil I on ost, ot d'autres tiiose.'.

Miri.v quaiui fc.tprnnicr )ic {< cmfiniu'/ oit /laxjjf < )o..v qii'i/ 1/ n, a atiim. Cost I'l poll ])rp.s comini; on lu

aiiroit prouver ab.s<>)innonl. p.ir los oxpon’onres, ..’il n y a point do vuido dans I’e-spaco, ot s'il n’y a point do ropos
dans l.i inatii'rc. lit copondanl ocs qiu -t'ons me juroissont docidi os domonstrativoinont aussi bien qu a M,
Locko. ” ^l.oib. Op. Tonio II. p. evo.)

’ See Note (1..)

“ l,eibintz .-idinottoit comine iin piincipc tiMid.inionbd do sa subliino philosopbio
.

qii’il n’y a janiai.s

do saiits da. s !a nature, et quo tout ost oontinn ou luianco dans le phj’siquc et dans le moral. C’ctoit .sa

fanieuse l.oi <{<• Contimiiir, qu’i! croyoit rotvouver encore dans les mathoinatiques, et ^ avoit cto cettc loi qui
lui avoit inspire la si.ijiuliere pn'ilicticn dont je iiarloiv."' «' Tous les otres, di.soit il, ne torment qu'um
seule ebaino, dans l.iquelle les differentes classes, romme autant d'anneaux, tiennent si etroitement les lines
3UX autres, qu’il est impossible aux sein "t 1 l’im.<iginatioii <le fixer precisemciit le point ou quelqu’une com.

* La pii'diciitin tk la dicuuvertc dcs Polypts.
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tion not altogether new in tlic history c.' philosophy, but which I do not know that any

writer before Bonnet had ventured to assert as a metaphysical and necessary truth. With

what important limitations and exceptions it must be received, even when confined to the

-omparative anatomy of animals, has been fully demonstrated by Cuvier; ' and it is of ma-

terial consequence to remark, that these exceptions, how few soever, to a metaphysical

I principle, are not less fatal to its truth than if they exceeded in number the instances

whicli are quoted in support of the general nde.“

At a period somewhat later, an attempt has been made to connect the same law of con-

t'muHy with the history of hinnau improvement, and more particularly with the progress

of invention in the sciences and arts. Hclvetius is tie most noted writer in whom I have

observed this last extension of the Lcibnitzian principle ; and 1 have little doubt, from his

jYicncc oLi finit; toutes le.s cspt ce.s (|ui bordent ou qui occupent, pour ainsi dire, les regions d’inflection, et de

ivhroiis.scmeiit, devoit ctre equivoques et doutes de caractorcs cpii peuvent se rapporter aux especes voisins egale-

iiicnl. Ainsi, Texistence dc'i zoophytes ou Plant-Ammaux n'a rien de monstrueux ; mais il cst nienie convenable

J'ordre cle la nature qu’ll y eri ait. Et telle ost la force du princijie de contiiiuite chez raoi, qiie non seulement

j' nc serois point etonne d'apprendrcj qu on eut trouve des rtre.s qui par rapport a plusieurs proprietes, par ex-

cinple, ccUe dc se nourrir ou dc .se multiplier, puis^ent passer pour des vegetaux a aiissi boii droit qiie pour

des aniniaux, . , , j’en serois .si pee tonne dis-je, qiie iiirmc je suifi convaincu qu'il doit y eii avoir dc tels.

ijue rili-itoire Xatiirclle parviendra pcut-ctre a coniuiilrc uu jour." &c. (Contcftiptation de fa Nalure. pp.

M-i, .S42.)

IVainet, in the sequel of this yiasaage, speaks of the words of Leibnitz, as a prediction of llie discova'y of

iUi^ Polypus, deduced from the Alt fophysical principle of the Lmv' of C’ontinuity, ljut would it not be more

philosophical to regard it as a query i'oundod on llie unulopy of' nature, as made known to us by experience and

'»b.sorvation ?

/r.r.Ns AAnatomic Comparvi.

While Bonnet was thus employing hi.s uigeniuty in generalizing, .still farther than his predecessors had

done, the law of continuity
,
*k\l' of the most di Aingiiislust ' ’ liis fei’ow citizens, with whom he appears to have

been connected in the viosesl and contidi-ntial iViend'^hip (the \ery ingenious M. I-e Sage), was led, in the

eourse of his researches concerning tin ]diysical cause of gravitation, to deny the exibtence of the law, even in

llu! descent of heavy bodies. I'he action of gravity (according to Inm) is nof continuous.'’ In other words,

each of its iniprossion.s is finite j and the intt.Tval of time wiiich separate? it from the following impression is

of a finite duration.'' Of this proposition ho offers a proof, which he coubiders as demonstrative; and thence

deduces the following very panuloxical corollary, I'hat Projectiles do not move in curvilinear paths, but in

rectilinear polygons.”—'^ C'est ainsi (he adds) qu’un pres, qui vi\ d«' pres, se trouve convert de parties verte.s

reellemcnt separees, offre etpendant aux personnes qui le regardent ue loin, la sensation d'une verdure continue:

Et (pfun corps poll, auquel Ic microscope deconvie raille solutions de continuite, paroit a I'oeil nu* posseder une

<‘ontinuite parfaitc."

“ Generolement, le siin]>le boij||tSens, qui veut, qu'on susjiende' son jugemeiit sur c6 qu'on ignore, ct que Ton

nc tranche pas luirdiraent sur la non-existence dc ce qui ecliappe a nos sens, auroit dfl cmpecher des gens qui

s'appeloient philosophes de decider si dogmaliquement, ia continuite re lie, de ce qui avoit une continuite iq)-

pareiite ; et la non-existence des intervalics qu‘ils n'apercevoicnt ]>a8." (Essai tic 6Vi^7«fc Alecanique. Couroxinc

cn 1758, parTAcademie de Uouen ; linprime Geneve, I 76’h pp. p4, <15, ;>6*)

DISS. I. PART II. H
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known opinions, that, when it occurred to him, he conceived it to afford a new illustration

of the scheme of necessity, and of the mechanical concatenation of all the phenomena of

human life. Arguing in support of his favourite paradox concerning the original equality

of all men in point of mental capacity, he represents the successive advances made by dii-

ferent individuals in the career of discovery, as so many imperceptible or infinitesimal

steps, each individual surpassing his predecessor by a trifle, till at length nothing is want-

ing but an additional mind (not superior to the others in natural powers) to combine to

gethcr, and to turn to its own account, their accumulated labours. “ It is upon tUs mind,’

he observes, “ that the world is always ready to bestow the attribute of genius, h rom the

tragedies of The Passion, to the poctl^Iardy and Rotrou, and to the Mariamnc ol Tris-

tan, the French theatre was always acquiring successively an infinite number of inconsider-

able improvements. Corneille was born at a moment, when the addition he made to the

art could not fail to fonn an epoch ; and accordingly Corneille is universally regarded as a

Genius. I am far from wishing,” Ilclvetius adds, “ to detract from the glory ol this

great poet. I wish only to prove, that NaUire never pi'oceeds run saltum, and that tin

Imvd of Continuity is aheays exactly observed. The remarks, therefore, now made on the

dramatic art, may also be applied to the sciences which rest on observation.”
'

{l)e

tJCsprit, Dis. IV. Chap. 1.)

With this last extension of the JLaxv of Continuity, as well as with that of Bonnet, a

careless reader is the more apt to be dazzled, as there is a large mixture in both of unques-

tionable truth. The mistake of tire ingenious writers lay in jiushing to extreme cases a

doctrine, which, when kept within certain limits, is not only solid but important ; a mode

of reasoning, which, although it may be always safely followed out in pure JMathcuiati^jj^

(where the principles on which we proceed arc mere definitions), is a never-failing source-

' It insiy, pcrhnps, be alleged, iliat-thc above allusion to the Law' of ConlintiUy was introduced merely for the

sake of' illustration, and that the author did n(rt mean his words to be strictly interpreted
; but tliis remark wiil

not be ni.adc by those who are accjii.iinted witli the pliilosophy of Ilchctins.

Let me odd, that, in selecting Corneille as the only exemplification of this theory, Ilclvetius has been singular-

ly unfortunate. It would have been ditiicult to have named any oth n- iruKlern poet, in whose works, when com-
pared with those of his immediate predecessors, the Law of Conlinuity has been more remarkably violated.

Corneille (says a most judicious hrenoh critic) cst, pour ainsi dire, de noire terns ; m.ais scs contemporains n’en
sont pas I.r Cul, lex lIori...e.<s, Ciiina,' Policuclc, formeiit le commencement dc cettc chainc brill.ante tpii rennit
iiotre litterature .actuclle de celle du ri^gtte de Richelieu et de la luinorite de LouI.sXl\'.; nuiis aiitour dc ces

points lumineux rigne enco'-e tine nuit profonde ; leur t*clat les rapproche en *^ipparciK'c dc nos yeux; Ic rcste.

repousst' dans I'obscurit.', semble bient loin de nous. Pour nous Corneille est modenic, et Rotrou ancien," &c.
(l or detailed illustrations and proofs of these positions, see a slight but masterly historical sketch of the French
1'hcatre, by M. Suard )
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of error in all the other scienees ; and which, when practically applied to the concerns of

life, nfay be regarded as an infallible symptom of an understanding better fitted for the

subtle contentions of the schools, than for those average estimatef of what is expedient and

practicable in the conduct of affairs, which form the chief elements of political sagacity and

of moral wisdom.*

If on these two celebrated principles of Leibnitz, I have enlarged at greater length

than may appear to some of my readers to be necessary, I must remind them, 1st, Of the

illustration they afford of what Locke has so forcibly urged with respect to the danger of

adopting, upon the faith of reasonings a priori, metaphysical conclusions concerning the

laws by which the universe is governed : idly. Of the proof they exhibit of the strong

bias of the human mind, even in the present advanced stage of experimental knowledge,

to grasp at general maxims, without a careful examination of the grounds on which they

rest ; and of that less frequent, but not less unfortunate bias, which has led some of our

most eminent mathematicians to transfer to sciences, resting ultimately on an appeal to

facts, those habits of thinking which have been formed amidst the hypothetical abstractions

of pure geometry : Lastly, Of the light they throw on the mighty influence which the

name and authority of Leibnitz lias, for more than a century past, exercised over the strong-

est and acutest understandings in the most enlightened countries of Europe.

It would be improper to close these reflections on the philosophical speculations of

Leibnitz, without taking some notice of
.,
his very ingenious and original thoughts on the

etymological study of languages, considered as a guide to our conclusions concerning the

origin and migrations of different tribes of our species. These thoughts were published in

1 71 0, in the Memoirs of the Berlin Academy ; and from the first article of the first

* Locke has fallen into a train of thought very similar to that of Bonnet, concerning Ore Scale ly Beings ;

but has expressed himself witli tar greater caution ;—stating it modestly as au mfeience deduced from an indue-

tiou of particulars, not as the result of any abstract or metaphysical principle. (See Locke’s JVoj'h^ Vol. II

L

p. 101.) In one instance, indeed, he avails himself of an allusion, which, at first sight, may ajipcar to fa«

vour the extension of the mathematical Law of Continuity to the works of creation ; but it is c\ iilent, from the

context, that he mealfithis allusion merely as a popular illustration of a fact in Natural History; not as the ri-

gorous enunciation of a theorem applicable alike to all trutiis, mathematical, physical, and moral. It is a

hard matter to say where sensible and rational begin, and where insensible and irrational end ; and who is

there quick-sighted enough to determine precisely, which is the lowest species of living things, and whicJi is

the first of those who have no life ? Things, as far as wc can observe, lessen and augment, as the quantity does in

a regular cone, where, thougli there be a manifest odds betwixt the bigness of the diamrler at a remote distance,

yet the diflercncc between the upper and under, where they touch one another, is hardly discernible." (Ibid*

)

See some llcflections on this speculation of Locke's in the Sjxctaior, No. 519^
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volume of tli&t justly celebrated collection. I do not recollect any author of an earlier

date, who seems to have been completely aware of the important consequences to*Which

the prosecution of this inquiry is likely to lead ; nor, indeed, was much progress made in

it by any of Licibnitz’s successors, till towards the end of th.e last century ; when it be-

came a favourite object of pursuit to some very learned and ingenious men, both in

France, Germany, and England. Now, however, w^n our knowledge of the globe, and

of its inhabitants, is so wonderfully enlarged by commerce, and by conquest and when

so great advances have been made in the acquisition of languages, the names of which,

till very lately, wore unheard of in this quarter of the world ;—there is every reason to

hope for a scries of farther discoveries, strengthening progressively, by the multipliealioii

of their mutual points of contact, the common evidence of their joint results ; and tend-

ing more and more to dissipate the darkness in which the primeval history ot our race i';

involved. It is a field, of which only detached corners have hitherto been explored ; and

in which, it may be confidently presumed, that unthought of treasures still lie hid, to rcwartl

sooner or later the researches of our posterity.^

My present subject does not lead me to speak of the mathematical and physical researches,

which have associated so closely the name of Leibnitz with that of Newton, in the history ot

modern science ; of the inexhaustible treasures of his erudition, both classical and scholastic ;

of hi^vast and manifold contributions towards the elucidation of German antiquities and

of Roman jurisprudence; or of those theological controversies, in wliich, while he com

bated with one hand the cucniics of revelation, he defended, with the other, the orthodoxy

of his own dognia.s against the profoundest and most learned divines of Europe. Nor

would 1 have digressed so far as to allude here to these particulars, were it not for the un-

paralleled example they display, of -.vhat a vigorous and versatile genius, seconded by habit.s

of persevering jndustry, may accomplish, within the short span of human life. Even the re-

laxations witn vrilich he was accustomed to fill up his moments of leisure, partook of tin*

general character of his more serious engagements. By early and long habit, he had ac-

quired a singular facility in the composition of Latin verses
; and he seems to have delight-

ed in loading his muse with new fetj^ers of his own contrivance, in addition to those impos-

ed by the laws of classical prosody.* The number, besides, of his liteHlry correspondents

' See ICote (M.)

* A remarkable iriStaiicc of this ia mentioned by himself in one of his letters. “ Auiios natus tredecim un.i
die trccentos versus hexametros efTudi, sine clisione oinncs, quod hoc fieri facile jmissc forte affirmassem."
(Lcib. Op. Tom. V. p. dO-l.) He also amused himself occasionally with writing verses in German and in
Trench.
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was immense ; including all that was most illustrious in Europe : and the rich materials

everywhere scattered over his letters are sufficient of themselves to show, that his amuse-

ments consisted rather in a change of objects, than in a suspension of his mental activity.

Yet while we admire these stupendous monuments of his intellectual energy, we must not

forget (if 1 may borrow the’ language of Gibbon) that “ even the powers of Leibnitz were

dissipated by the multiplicity of }jLis pursuits. He attempted more than he could fij^sh ;

he designed more than he could execute ; his imagination was too easily satisfied^ith

a bold and rapid glance on the subject which he was impatient to leave ; and he may be

compared to those heroes wliosc empire has been lost in the ambition of universal con-

quest.”
'

From some expressions which Leibnitz has occasionally dropped, I think it probable,

that he himself became sensible, .as he advanced in life, that his time might have been more

profitably employed, had his studies been more confined»in their aim. If the whole earth

(he has observed on one occasion) had continued to be of one language and of one speech,

human life might be considered as extended beyond its present term, by the addition of all

that part of it which is devoted to the acquisition of dead and foreign tongues. Many

other branches of knowledge, too, may, in this respect, be classed with the languages ; such

as Positive Laws, Ceremonies, the Styles of Courts, and a great proportion of what is call-

ed critical erudition. The utility of all these arises merely from opinion ; nor is there

to be found, in the innumerable volumes that have been written to illustrate them, a hun-

dredth part, which contains anything subservient to the happiness or improvement of man-

kind.”

The most instructive lesson, how'ever, to be drawn from the history of Leibnitz, is the in-

competcncy of the most splendid gifts of the understanding, to advance essentially the inte-

rests either of metaphysical or of Ethical Science, unless accompanied with that rare devotion

to truth, which may be regarded, if not as the basis, at least as one of the most indispensa-

ble elements, of moral genius. The chief attraction to the study of philosophy, in his m'iud,

seems to have been (what many French critics have considc.’-cd as a chief source of the charms

of the imitative arts) the pride of conquering difficulties: a feature of his character which

he had probably in his own eye, when he remarked (rot without some degree of conscious

vanity), as a peculiarity in the turn or cast of liis intellect, that to him “ all difficult

iF
^ May I presume to remark farther, that the native powers of Leibnitz’s mind, astonishing ami pretL-niatural

as they certainly were, seem sometimes oppressed and overlaid under the weight of his still more astonishing

erudition? The influence of his scholastic reading is mere peculiarly apparent in warping liih judgment, and

clouding his reason, on all questions connected with Metaphysical Theology.
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things were easy, and all easy things difficult.”^ Hence the disregard manifested in his

writings to the simple and obvious conclusions of experience and common sense; and the

perpetual effort to unriddle mysteries over which an impenetrable veil is drawn. " Scili-

cet sublime et crectum ingenium pulchritudinem ac speciem excels® magn®que gloria;

vehementius quam caute appetebat.” It is to be regretted that the sequel of this fine cu-

logv^oes not equally apply to him. “ Mox mitigavit iiatio et ®tas ; rciinuitque, quod

cst mfficillimum, ct in sapienlia modum."* How happily docs this last expression cha-

racterize the temperate wisdom of Locke, when contrasted with that towering, but impo-

tent ambition, which, in the Theories of Optimism and of Pre-established Harmony, seem-

ed to realize the fabled revolt of the giants against the sovereignty of the gods !

After all, a similarity may be traced between these two great men in one intellectual

weakness common to both ; a facility in the admission of facts, stamped sufficiently (as we

should now think) by their own inlrinsic evidence, with the marks of incredibility. The

observation has been often made with respect, to Locke ; but it would be difficult to find

in Locke’s writings, any thing so absurd as an account gravely transmitted by Leibnitz to

the Abbd de St Pierre, and by him communicated to the Royal Academy of Sciences at

Paris, of a dog who spoke.®, No person liberally educated could, I believe, be found at

present in any Protestant country of Christendom, capable of such credulity. By what

causes so extraordinary a revolution in the minds of men has been effected, within the

short space of a hundred years, I must not here stop to inquire. Much, I apprehend,

must be ascribed to our enlarged knowledge of nature, and more particularly to those

scientific voyages and travels which have annihilated so many of the prodigies which exer-

cised the wonder and subdued the reason of our ancestors. But, in whatever manner the

revolution is to be explained, there can be no doubt that this growing disposition to weigh

scrupulously the prohabiUty of alleged against the faith due to the testimonies brought

to attest them, and, even in some cases, against the apparent evidence of our own senses,

entqrs largely and essentially into the composition of that philosophical spirit or temper,

which BO strongly distinguishes the eighteenth century from all those which preceded it.'* It

is no small consolation to reflect, that some important maxims of good sense have been thus

familiarized to the most ordinary understandings, which, at so very recent a period, failed

in producing their due effect on two of the most powerful minds in Europe.

' Sentio pstodffi esse mei characterise et omnia facilia milii difiicilia, omnia contra diflicilia mihi iacilia esse.

—Leib. Op, Tom. VL p. 302,

^ Tacitus^ Agric,

^ See Note (N.) '

,

\ See Note (O.)
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On reviewing the foregoing paragraphs, I am almost tempted to retract part of what I

have written, when I reflect on the benefits which the world has derived ew.n from the cr-

rors of Leibnitz. It has been well and justly said, " that every desiderat‘d is an imper*

feet discovery to which it may be added, that every new problem which is started, and

still more every attempt, however abortive, towards its solution, strikes out a new path,

which must sooner or later lead ta the truth. If the problem be solvible, a solution will in

due time be obtained : If insolvible, it will soon be abandoned as hopeless by general consent

;

and the legitimate field of scientific research will become more fertile, in proportion as a more

accuratessurvey of its boundatics adapts it better to the limited resources of the cultivators.

In this point of view, what individual in modem times can be compared to Leibnitz

!

ITo how many of those researches, which still usefully employ the talents and industry of

the learned, did he not point out and open the way ! From how many more did he not

warn the wise to withhold their curiosity, by his bold and fruitless attempts to burst the

barriers of the invisible world !

The best eloge of Leibnitz is furnished by the literary history of the eighteenth centu-

ry ;—

a

history which, whoever takes the pains to compare with his works, and with his epis-

tolary corre.spondencc, will find reason td* doubt whether, at the singular era when he ap-

peared, he could have more accelerated the advancement of knowledge by the concentra-

tion of his studies, than he has actually done by the universality of his aims ; and whether

he docs not afford one of the few instances to which the words of the poet may litei^lly be
i*'

applied
: ,

“ Si non erraaset, fecerat ille minus." *

SECTION III.

Oftiic Metaphysical Speculations of Nc'ooton and Clarke.^Digression with respect to

the System of Spinoza.—Collins and Jonathan JSdwards.—.Anxiety of both to re~

*concile the Sc/ieme of Necessity with 3fan’s Moral Agency.—J)eparturc ofsome

later Necessitariansfrom ^leir views."

Thk foregoing review of the philosophical writings of Ijocke and of Leibnitz naturally

loads our attention, in the next place, to those of our illustrious countrymen Newton and

^ See Note (T.)

^ In conformity to the plan announced in tlie preface to this Dissertation, I confine myself to those au-

thors whose opinions have had a marked and general influence on the subsequent history of philosop]i> ^
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Clarke; the former of whom has exhibited, in his Principia and Optics, the most perfect

exemplifications which have yet appeared, of the cautious logic recommended by Bacon and

L«ocke ; while^hc other, in defending against the assaults of Leibnitz the metaphysical

principles on which the Newtonian pidiosophy proceeds, has been led, at the same time, to

vindicate the authority of various other truths, of still higher importance, and more general

interest,

The chief subjects of dispute between Leibnitz and Clarke, so far as the principles oi

the Newtonian philosophy are concerned, have been long ago settled, to the entire satis-

faction of the learned world. The monads, and the plenum, and the prc-cstabliskcd har

mony of Leibnitz, already rank, in the public estimation, with the vortices of Descartes,

and the plastic nature of Cudworth ; while the theory of gravitation prevails cverywher?;

over all opposition ; and (as Mr. Smith remarks) “ has advanced to the accpiisition of the

most universal empire that was ever established in philosophy." On these points, tlierc-

fore, I have only to refer my readers to the collection published by Dr Clarke, in 1717, of

the controversial papers which passed between him and Leibnitz during the two preceding

years ; a corresimndcncc equally curious and instructive ; and which, it is to be lamented,

that the death of Leibnitz in 1716 prevented froirf- being longer continued.’

pasBing over a multitude of other uanies well worthy to be recorded in the annals of metaphysical scitJiict-

Among^iese, 1 shall only mention the name of Boyle, to whom tlie world is indebted, beside Hsomr* v<?ry nciitr

remarks and many fine illustrations of his upon metaphyBical questions of the highest moiriei it, Ibr the phi-

losophical arguments ,iii defence of religion, which have added so rmicli lustre to tlie names of Derhiim .iiuS

Bentley; and far above both, to that of ("lark e. • The remarks and which T here reler to, are it?

be found in his Inquiry iuio the Vulgar Notion of Nature, and in Iub Essajf, wquiring^whetker, and how, a Na-

turalist should consider Final Causes, Both of these tracts display powers which might have placed* their authoi

om a level with Dascartes and liOcki, bad not his taste and inclination determined him more strongly to ollici

pursuits* I am inclined to think, that neither of them is st^wcll known as were to be wished. 1 do not evt^j

recollect to have seen it anywhere^noticed, that some of the most striking and beautiful instances of design in the

order of the material world, which occur in the Sermons preached at Boyle's Lecture, are borrowed fro|^ the

works of the founder. +

Notwithstanding, however, these great merits, he has wTitten too little on such abstract subjects to entitle

him to a place among English metaphysicians; iior has he, like Newton, started any leading thoughts which have

since given a nriw .
direction to the stuiUcs of metaphysicul inquirers. Fopm the slight specimens he has left,

there is reason to conclude, that his mind ^as still morcjw^pily turned than that of Newton, for the prosecu-

tion of that branch of scientjc thswhich their contemporai'y Locke was then beginning to invitQ the attention of

the public. /
'

'

' Front a letter of LeibniU to M. Rctnond de Moqtmort, it appears that he considered Newton, and not

^ To tlieJGnglbh reuikr it iti Miineccssary to observe, that I allude to the Sermons prcached at the l^ccture founded by tlic Honourable

Robert Boyk.

f Those instances, more cspp‘'iiLlly, which ate drawra from the anatomical structure of animals, and the adaptation of iheir perceptive ur-

gane to tlic liabits of Utc for whicli they are destircd.
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Although Newton does not appear to have devoted much of his time to Mctaphysieal

researches, yet the general spirit of his physical investigations has had a great, though in*

direct, influence on the metaphysical studies of his successors. It is justly and profoundly

remarked by Mr Ilume, that “ while Newton seemed to draw off the veil from some of

tlic mysteries of nature, he showed, at the same time, the imperfections of the mechanical

philosophy, and thereby restored her ultimate secrets to that obscurity in which they ever

(lid, and ever will remain.” In tliis way, his discoveries have co-operated powerfully with

llic reasonings of Locke in producing a general conviction of the inadequacy of our facul-

ties to unriddle those sublime enigmas on which Descartes, Malebranchc, and Leibnitz,

bad so recently wasted their strength, and which, in the ancient world, were regarded as

the only fit objects of philosophical curiosity. It is chiefly too since the time of Newton

that the ontology and pneumatology of the dark ages have been abandoned for inquiries

resting on the solid basis of experience and analogy; and that philosophers have felt them-

selves emboldened by his astonishing discoveries concerning the more distant parts of the

material universe, to argue from the known to the unknown parts of tlic moral world. So

completely has the prediction been verified which he himself hazarded, in the form of a

(jucry, at the end of his Optics, that “ if natural philosophy should continue to be improv-

ed in its various branches, tlie bounds of moral philosophy would be enlarged also.”

How far the peculiar cast of Newton’s genius qualified him for prosecuting successfully

the study of. Mind, he has not afforded us sufficient data for judging; but such was the

admiration with which his transcendent powers as a IVIathcmatician and Natural Fliiloso-

pher were universally regarded, that the slightest of his hints on other subjects have been

eagerly seized upon as indisputable axioms, though sometimes with little other evidence

in their favour but the supposed sanction of his authority.* The part of his works, how-

ever, which^hiefly led me to connect his name with that of Clarke, is a passage in the
*

Clfirkej as Iiis real antiigonist in this controversy. M. Clarke, on plutot M. Newton, dont M. Clarkt*

soutient les uognies, est eii dispute avec inoi sur la philosophic/' (l.cib. Op. Tom. V
. p. .^S.) From an-

other letter to the same correspondent we learn, that Leibnitz aimed at nothing less than the coin]>lete over-

throw of the Newtonian pliilosophy ; and that it was chieffy to his grand principle of the stiffuii tit reason that

he trusted for the accomplishment of this object. J'ai reduit I'e’-at de noire dispute a ce grand uxiome, quo

ricn nc.riste ou n arrive sans qu'il y ait utte raison siffsarilc, iHjurquoi il cn est plaint ainsi quaulremenl. S'il

continue a me le nier, on en sera sa sincerite ? S’il me I’acccrde, adieu le vuidc, les atome.s, et toutc la pkilosu-

phic de M. Ncrvlon" (Ibid.) See also a letter from Leibnitz to M. des Maizeaux in the same volume of iiisi

w'orks, p. S().

^ Witness Hartley’s Physiological Theory of the Mind, founded on a query in Newton's Optics; and a

long list of theories in medicine, grafted on a hint thrown out in the same query, in the form ol' a modest,,con-

jecture.

DISS. L PART II. 1
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ScholiUM annexed to his JPrincipia,^ which may be considered as the germ of the cele-

brated argument a priori for the existence of God, which is commonly, though, I appre-

hend, not justly, regarded as the most important of all Clarke’s contributions to Metaphy-

sical Philosophy. I shall quote the passage in Newton’s own words, to the oracular con-

ciseness of which no English version can do justice.

“ iEternus est ct ihfinitus, omnipotens et omnisciens ; id est, durat ab setemo in setcr-

nura, et adest ab infinito in infinitum Non est eetemitas et infinites, sed ssternus et

infiuitus ; non est duratio et spatium, sed durat et adest. Durat semper ct adest ubique,

et existendo semper et ubique duratiouem et spatium constituit.”' Proceeding on these

' This scholium, it is to be observed, first appeared at the end of the second edition of the Principia, printed

at Cambridge in 1713. The former edition, published at London in l6S7, has no scholium annexed to it From

a passage, however, in a letter of Newton*^s to Dr Bentley (dated 1^)9-), its seems probable, that as far back, at

least, as that period^ he had thoughts of attempting a proof a priori of the existence of God. After some new il-

lustrations, drawn from his own discoveries, of the common argument from Jinal causes, he thus concludes .

‘‘ There is yet another argument for a Deity, which I take to be a very strong one ; but, till the principles on

which it is grounded are better received, I think it more advisable to let it sleep/' {Four Letters from Sir 7.

Newton to Dr Hentk^, p. H- London, Dodslcy, 1756’.)

It appears from this passage, that Newton had no intention, like his predecessor Descartes, to supersede, by

any new argument of his own for the existence of God, the common one drawn from the consideration Jinal

causes

;

and, therefore, nothing could be more uncandid than the following sarcasm pointed by Pope at thc

laudable attempts of his two countrymen to add to the evidence of this conclusion, by deducing it from otha

principles

:

Let others creep by ti4nid steps and slovr, ^

On plain experience lay foundations low,

By common sense to commoD knowledge bred,
*

And last to Nature's cause thro^ Nature led :

We nobly take the high priort-road.

And reason downwards till we doubt of God.’'

That Pope had Clarke in his eye when he wrote these lines, will not be doubted by those ^o recollect the

various other occasions in which he has stepped out of his way, to vent an impotent spleen against tliis excellent

person.

Let Clarke live half his life the poor's support.

But lot him live the other half at court."

And again

:

Even in an ornament its place remark ;

Nor in a hermitage set Dr Clarke

in which Inst couplet there is a manifest allusion to the bust of Clarke, placed in a hermitage by Queen Caroline,

together with tho.se of New Boyle, Locke, and Wollaston. See some fine verses on these busts in a poem call-

ed the Grotto, by Matthew Green.

* Thus translated by Dr Clarke, God is eternal and infinite, omnipotent and omniscient
; that is, he eii-

diiros from everlasting to everlasting, and is present from infinity to infinity. He is not eternity or infinity, but

eternal and infinite. He is not duration or space, but he endures and is present. He endures always, and is

present everywhere, and by existing «lways and everywhere, constitutes duration and space." (See Clarke's

Fourth Rcpl^ to Licibnitr )
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j.uuciples, Dr Clarke argued, that, as immensity and eternity (which force themselves .ir-

resistibly on our belief os' necessary existences, or, in other words, as existences of which

the annihilation is impossible) are not svhstances» but attributes, the immense and eternal

l?cing, whose attributes they are, must exist of necessity also. The existence of God,

therefore, according to Clarke, is a truth that follows with demonstrative evidence from

those conceptions of space and time which are inseparq^ble from the human miTid

“ These (says Dr Reid) are the speculations of men of superior genius ; but whether they

be as solid as they are sublime, or whether they be the wanderings of imagination in a

region beyond the limits of the human understanding, I am at a loss to determine.” Af-

ter this candid acknowledgment from Dr Reid, T need not be ashamed to confess my own
doubts and difficulties on the same question.*

But although the argument, as stated by Clarke, does not, carry complete" satisfaction to

my mind, I think it must be granted that there is something peculiarly wonderful and

overwhelming in those conceptions of immensity and eternity, which it is not less impossi-

ble to banish from our thoughts, than the consciousness of our own existence. Kay, fur-

ther, I think that these conceptions arc very intimately connected with the fundamental

principles of Natural Religion. For when once we have established, from the evidences

of design everywhere manifested around us, the existence of an intelligent and powerful

cause, we are unavoidably led to apply to this cause our conceptions of immensity and

eternity, and to conceive Him as filling the infinite extent of both with his presence and

with his power. Hence we associate with the idea of God those awful impressions which

arc naturally produced by the idea of infinite space, and perhaps still more by the idea of

endless duration. Nor is this all. It is ^om the immensity of space that the notion of

infinity is originally derived ; and it is hence that we transfer the expression, by a sort of

metaphor, to other subjects. When we speak, therefore, of infinite power, wisdom, and

goodness, our notions, if not wholly borrowed from space, are at least greatly aided by this

analogy ; so that the conceptions of Immensity and Eternity, if they do not of themselves

demonstrate the existence of God, yet necessarily enter into the ideas we form .of his na-

ture and attributes.

To these various considerations it may be added, that the notion of necessary existence

which we derive from the contemplation of Space and of Time, renders the same notion.

* An argument substantially the same with this for the existence of God, is hinted at very distinctly by Cud-

worth, Intellect. System, Chap. V. sect. 3, 4. Also by Dr Henry More, Enchir. Metapli. Cap, 8. sect, 8. See

Mosheim's Trans, of Cudwortk, Tom. II. p. 356. .
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when applied to the Supreme Being, much more easy to be apprehended than it would

oiherwise be.

It is not, therefore, surprising, that Newton and Clarke should have fallen into that

train of thought which encouraged them to attempt a demonstration of the being of God

from our conceptions of Immensity and Eternity ; and still less is it to be wondered at,

that, in pursuing this lofty argument, they should have soared into regions where they were

lost in the clouds.

I liRve said above, that Clarke’s demonstration seems to have been suggested to him by

a passage in Newton’s Scholium. It is, however, more than probable that he had himself

struck into a path very nearly approaching to it, at a much earlier period of his life. Tlie

following anecdote of his childhood, related, upon his own authority, by his learned and

authentic, though, in many respects, weak and visionary biographer (Whiston), exhibits

an interesting example of an anomalous developemcnt of the powers of reflection and ab-

straction, at an age when, in ordinary cases, the attention is wholly engrossed with seusi-
*

ble objects. Such an inversion of the common process of nature in unfolding our different

faculties, is perhaps one of the rarest phenomena in the intellectual world ; and, wherever

it occurs, may be regarded as strongly symptomatic of something peculiar and decided in

the philosophical character of the indi\ idual

:

“ One of his parents,” says Whiston, “ asked him when he was very young, AVhether

God could do every thing? He answered. Yes! He was asked again, AVliethcr (iod could

tell a lie? He answered. No! And he understood the question to suppose, that this was

the only thing that God could not do; nor durst he say, so young was he then, that he

thought there was any thing else which God could not do ; while yet, well he remember-

ed, that he had, even then, a clear conviction in his own mind, that there was one thing

which God could not do ;—that he could not annihilate that space which was in the room

where they xccre.”^

' The question concerning the necessary existence of Space and of Time formed one of tlie principal subjects

of discussion between Clarke and LeibnibS. According to the former, space and time are, both of them, infinite,

immutable, and indestructible. According to his antagonist, “ space is nothing but the order of things co-ex-

isting,” and “ time notliingbut the order of things successive!” The notion of real absolute Space, in parti-

cular, he pronounces to be a xgfre chimera and euperfiaal imaginaltmt

;

classing it with those prejudices which
Bacon called idoia iribus. (See his 4th Paper, § 14.)

It has always appeared to me a thing quite inexplicable, that the great majority of philosophers, both in Ger-
many and in France, have, on the above question, decided in favour of Leibnitz. F.ven D'Alembert himself,

who, on tn^ metaphysical points, reasons so justly and so profoundly, has, in this instance, been carried along by
the prevailing opinion (or, perhiq^s, it would be more correct to say, by the fashionable phraseology) among his
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With this early and deep impression on his mind, it is easy to conceive how Ncwton’.s

Scholium should have encouraged him to resume the rousings of his hoyish days, concern-

ing the necessary existence of space ; and to trace, as far as he could, its connection with

the principles of natural theology. But the above anecdote affords a proof how strongly

liis habits of thought had long before predisposed him for the prosecution of a metaphysical

idea, precisely the same with that on which this scholium proceeds.

It would be superfluous to dwell longer on the history of these speculations, which,

whatever value they may possess in the opinion of persons accustomed to deep and abstract

reasoning, are certainly not well adapted to ordinary or to uncultivated understandings.

This consideration furnishes, of itself, no slight presumption, that they Were not intended

to be the media by which the bulk of mankind were to be- led to the knowledge of truths

so essential to human happiness ; and, accordingly, it was on this very ground, that Bishop

Butler, and Dr Francis Hutcheson, were induced to strike into a different and more po-

pular path for establishing the fundamental principles of religion and morality. Both of

these writers appear to have communicated, in very early youth, their doubts and objec-

tions to Dr Clarke ; and to have had, even then, a glimpse of those inquiries by which

they were afterwards to give so new and so fortunate a direction to the ethical studies of

their countrymen. It is sufficient here to remark this circumstance as an important step

countrymen. “ Y auroit-il un espacc, s’il n'y avoit point de corps, ct une durte s’il n’y avoit rien ? Ces ques-

tions viennent, cc me semble, dc ce quon suppose an temps et f'l I'espnce plus de realite qu’ils nVn ont Les

enfaiits, qiii disent que le vuide n'est rien, ont raison parce qu 'ils s'en tiennent au simples notions du sens com-
mun;* ct les philosoplies, que veulent realiser ic vuicie se perdent dans leurs speculations: le vuide a ^te’en/ante

pnr les abstractions, et voila Tabus d’unc raethode si utile a bieti des egards. S’tl w'?/ avoit point de corps vt dc

xucecssion, Vespacc ct Ic temps seroicut possiides, muM Us n*exisUroieni pas." (^MHatiges, &c. T. V. § xvi.) Bailly,

a writer by no means partiJ to D’Alembert, quotes, with entire approbation, the foregoing observations; sub-

joining to them, in the following terms, his own judgment on the merits of this branch of the controversy be-

tween Clarkt and Leibnitz : La notion du temps et de Tespacc, est Un des points sur lesqucls Leibnitz a com-
battu contre Clarke; mais il nous semble que TAnglois n'a rien oppose de satisfiisant aux raisons de Leibnitz.

’

{Elogc dc Lcihnitz,)

As ior the point here in dispute, I must own, that it does not seem to me a fit subject for argument : inasmuch
as I cannot even form a conception of the proposition contended for by Leibnitz. TJie light in which the

question struck Clarke in his childhood, is the same in which I anr still dis))osed to view it; or rather, I should

say, is the light in which 1 must ever view it, while the frame of my understanding continues unaltered. OT
wliat data is human reason possessed, from which it is entitled to argue in opposition to truths, the contrary of

which it is impos.siblc not only to prove, but to express in terms comprehensible by our faculties >

For some rcniarks on the scholastic controversies concerning space and ihne, see the First Part of thi.s D/sser^

(atiofiy Note I. See also Locke's Essay, Book ii. Chap. 3S. § § 16, 17, IS.

r quote the sequel of this passage on the authority of Bailly (see bis MUige on LdhnUz)^ for it is not to be found in the copy of tiw

before me, printed at Amsterdam in 17fl7-
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in the progress of moral philosophy. The farther iUustration of it properly belongs toan-

other part of this discourse.

The chief glory of Clarke, as a metaphysical author, is due to the boldness and ability

with which he placed himself in the breach against the Necessitarians and Fatalists of his

times. With a mind far inferior to lhat of Locke, in comprehensiveness, in originality,

and in fertility of invention, he was nevertheless the more wary and skilful disputant of tlie

two, possessing, in a singular degree, that reach of thought in grasping remote consequen-

ces, which effectually saved him from those rash concessions into which Locke was fre-

quently betrayed by the greater warmth of his temperament, and vivacity of his fancy.

This logical foresight (the natural result of his habits of mathematical study) rendered him

peculiarly fit to contend with adversaries, eager and qualified to take advantage of every

vulnerable point in his doctrines; but it gave, at the same time, to his style a tameness,

and monotony, and want of colouring, which never appear in the easy and spirited, though

often unfinished and unequal, sketches of Locke. Voltaire has somewhere said of him.

that he was a mere reasoning machine (2m moulin a raisonnement), and the expression

(though doubtless much too unqualified) possesses a merit, in point of just discriminatiou.

of which Voltaire was probably not fully aware.*

1 In the extent of his learning, the correctness of his taste, and the depth of his scientific acquirements, Clarke

possessed indisputable advantages over Locke; with whicii advantages he combined another not less important,

the systematical steadiness with which liis easy fortune and unbroken leisure enabled him to pursue his fivourite

speculations through the whole course of his life.

On tile subject of Free-will, Locke is more indistinct, undecided, and inconsistent, tlian might have been

expected from his powerful mind, when directed to so important a question. This was probably owing to hi?

own strong feelings in favour of man’s moral liberty, struggling with the deep impression left on hi.s philosophi-

cal creed by the writings of Hobbes, unci with his deference for the talents of his own intimate friend, Anthony

Collins.* That liOcke conceived himself to be an advocate forfrcv-will, appears indisputably from many expres-

sions in his Chapter on Power; and yet, in that very chapter, he has made various concessions to. his adversa-

ries, in which he seems to yield all that was contended for by Hobbes and Collins: And, accordingly, he is

ranked, witli some appearance of truth, by Priestley, with those who, while they opposed verbally the sclicmc of

necessity, have adopted it substantially, without being aware of their mistake.

In one of Locke’s letters to Mr Molyneux, he has stated, in the strongest possible terms, his conviction of man's

free agency
; resting this conviction entirely on our indisputable consciousness of the Jact. This declaration of

Locke I consider as well worthy of attention in the argument about Free-will ; for, although in questions of pure

speculation, the authority of names is entitled to no weight, excepting in so far .as it is supported by solid

reasoning*', the case is otherwise with facts relating to the phenomena of the human mind. The patient atten-

tion with which Mr LoeJee had studied these very nice phenomena during the course of a long life, gives to

the results of his mctiphysical experience a value of the some sort, but much greater in degree, with that

which we attach to a drliaite experiment in chemistry, when vouched by a Black or a Davy. The ultimate

See Note (Q.)
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I have already taken notice of Clarke’s defence of moral liberty in opposition to Leib-

nitz ; but soon after this controversy was brought to a conclusion by the,death of his anta>

gonist, he had to resume the same argument, in reply to his countryman, Anthony Col-

lins ; who, following the footsteps of Hobbes, with logical talents not inferior to those of

bis master, and with a weight of personal character in his favour, to which his master had

no pretensions;^ gave to the cause which he so warmly espoused, a degree of credit

among sober and serious inquirers, which it had never before possessed in England. 1

have reserved, therefore, for this place, the few general reflections which I have to offer

on this endless subject of controversy. In stating these, I shall be the less anxious to con-

dense iny thoughts, as I do not mean to return to the discussion in the sequel of this his-

torical sketch. Indeed, 1 do not know of anything that has been advanced by later writers,

in support of the scheme of necessity, of which the germ is not to be found in the inquiry

of Collins.

In order to enter completely into the motives which induced Clarke to take so zealous

and so prominent a part in the dispute about Free AV'ill, it is necessary to look back to the

system of Spinoza ; an author, with whose peculiar opinions I have hitherto avoided to dis-

tract my readers’ attention. At the time v/hen he wrote, be does not appear to have made

appeal, after all, must be made by every person to his own consciousness; but when wc have the experience of

l>ockc on the one liund, and that of Priestley and Belsham on the other, the contrast is surely sufficient to induce

every cautious iiupiirer to rc-examinc his feelings before he allows himself to li.sten to the statements of the latter

til prcl'cicnco lo that of tlie former.

h'or the iiiibrmatioii oi'soine of iny readers, it may be proper to mention that it has of late become lashionable

.'iinong a certain class of metaphysicians, boldly to assert, that the evidence of their consciousness is decidedly in

iavtfur of the scheme of necessity.

But to return to Mr Locke. Tlie only consideration on this subject which seems to have staggered him, was

the difficulty of reconciling this opinion with the prescience of Clod. As to this theological . difficulty, I have

nothing to say at present. The only question which I consider as of any consequence, is the matter of fact ; and,

on this point, nothing can be more explicit and satisfactory tlian the words of Locke. In examining these, the

.'ittontive reader will be satisfied, that Locke's declaration is not (as Priestley asserts) in favour of the Li-

berty of Spontaneity, but in favour of the Liberty of Indifference, for, to the former, there seems to be no

difficulty in reconciling it with the prescience of God. 1 own (says Mr I^ocke) freely to you the weakness

of my understanding, that though it be unquestionable that there i.s omnipotence and omniscience in God our

Maker, and though I cannot have a clearer perception ofanything than that J am free ; yet T cannot make freedom

in man consistent with omnipotence and omniscience in God, though I am as fully persuaded of both as of any

truth 1 most firmly assent to ; and therefore I have long since given off the consideration of that question ; re-

solving all into this short conclusion, that, i/il be possible for God to make a free agent, then man isfree, though I

Jtce not the tray of it

^

^ In speaking disrespectfully of the personal character of Hobbes, I allude to the base servility of his political

principles, and to the suppleness with which he adapted Jiem to the opposite interests of the three successive

governments under which liis literary life was spent. To his private virtues the most honourable testimonyha#

been borne, both by his friends and by his enemies. wr
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inany proselytes ; ^he extravagant and alarming consequences in which his system termi-

nated, serving with most persons as a suflicient antidote against it. Clarke was probably

the 'first who perceived distinctly the logical accuracy of his reasoning ; and that, if the

principles were admitted, it was' impossible to resist the conclusions deduced from them.'

It seems to have been the object both of Leibnitz and of Collins, to obviate the force of

this indirect argument against the scheme of necessity, by attempting to reconcile it with

the moral agency of man ; a task which, 1 think, it must be allowed, was much lcs.s ably

ami plausibly executed by the former by the latter. Convinced, on the other hand,

that Spinoza had reasoned from his premises nnicli more rigorously than cither Collins or

Lt ibnitz, Clarke bent the whole force of his mind to demonstrate that these premises were

false
; and, at llte same time, to put incautious reasoners on their guard against the sedu-

cing sophistry of his antagonists, hy showing, that there was no medium hetwcon adinit-

.ing tlic frcc-agcncy of man, and of acquiescing in all the monstrous absurdities w hich the

creed of Spinoza involves.

Spinoza," it may he jiropcr to mention, was an Amsterdam Jew of Portuguese extraction,

who (with a view' p’-ohably to gain a more favourable reception to bis philosophical dogmas

»

withdrew himself from the sect in which he had been educated, and aft(;rvvanls a])]n>ars to

have lived chiefly in tlie society' of Christians without, however, making any ]>ublic pro-

fession of the Christian faith, or even submitting to the ceremony of baptism. In his ])]iiloso-

phical creed, he at first embraced the system of Descartes, and began his literary career witl’.

* Dr JJcid's opinion on liiis point coiiuidcs exactly with that of Chirke. See his Es.says on llie Jifu'c

nf Mau (p. ‘iSy, Itfj JOdilKMi), where lie pronuunccs the sy,stem of Spinoza to be tlie genuine^ and tlir inoc.;

lenable system of necessity
”

^ Born died 1077. It is oliserv< ^l by Bindp. that althougii Spinoza vas the first who reducf'd

Mheisin to a s^^atein, iukI Ibrnied it inlo a body ol doelrine, connceteil according to the method of geonielrkians,

yet, in other resp ’ft'^, liis opinion i.s not new, the substance of it being the same with that of several oilier philtt-

j?ophcrs, both ancient and modern, ^'anoppan and r.a^tern.” Sec bis Diet. art. Spi/ioza, and the authorities in

Note (A.)

It is asserted by n l.dc Cb riaan wj that “ Spinoza has been little heard of in Englanil, and not at all

in France, iind tlun he hns la ^ n zejdon.'-ly defended and attacked by (iermans alone.’* I’lic same writer in-

form.^ ns, that '' the philo-'Oi'by of l.eibnit/ has been little studied in France, and not at all in Fngland.”

(/.<rturcs on ihc IJisiori/ o/' j'dfinr, hy Fred. Sehlegcl. English traO'-. published at Edin. 1818. \ ol. II.

p. Q \r..)

Is it possible that an aulht who pronnunces so dograaticaliy upon the philosophy of England, should never

Jiave heard the name of Dr Clarke ?

The Synagogue w»ere so i ulignant at his apo^taey, that they pronounced against him their sentence

of excommunicaticai eallt'd Schammata. The form j>f the sentence may be found in the Treatise of Selden, Dr

Jiitr Xulurcc et Gentium, lab. c, 7. It is a document of some curiosity, and will scarcely suffer by a com-

paMon with the Popish form oI* excommunleatioxi recorded by Sternex For some farther particulars with repect

to*inozasee Note (R.)
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a work entitled, JRenati Dcscarics Princlpiorum P/iilosophia>, Pars Prima et Secundfis

More Gcoinctrico DenioistraUe, 1 663. It was, however, iu little else than his physical

principles that he agreed with Descartes; for no two philosophers ever differed more widely

ill their metaphysical and theological tenets. Poftlctulle characterizes his system as a

Cartc'sianism pushed to extravagance” (unc Cat'icsiunlwie otitrcc) , an expression which,

although tar from conveying a just or adequalt; ule;'. of the whole s}*iri1. of his doctrines,

applies i T; liap]uly to his boldncs.s anti pertinacity lo tollowing out his avowed principles

to (he r . 'osical conscipicuccs wl.ieii he coineivcd them to involve. The reputa-

tion .'.uiigs, atcoir;i:..dy, has .'.ti •otirely (cxctpling perhaps in (ierniany

aiul lu L! oi 1 v' itli the tii)i(osophy on wliicli (hey were gralud : although some of

the mos,! opinions eontaineil in tlicm ar-* ssill. ii ». lii.u , obtvinled on

the world. lueiLi' the disguise of a new I’ortn, and of -‘Ogy les oitiug to rnoderi^

t.as{e.

In no part of Spinoza’s works has he avowed hiinsci. li -i; bid it will not, be dis-

puted, by tliose who comprehend the drift of his rca-. <.>nigs, that, iu point of practical ten-

der , \ili('isiii and Sjunozism are one and tlie same. In this respect, we may apply to

’i'

- ’
f ,! i\ .idd io ^'aIliai also) what Cicero has said of Kpicurus ; Perbis rclt-

•/ii 'u i .— ; cinaik i\hieh coincides exactly with an e.xpre.ssioii of New ton ’.'i

b’l (lie Sc'in-.'u'M •„! the cud of (he Prhuipkt

:

“ l)j..rs siiio domiuio, provideulia, et causis

fiuabhu'. uihil aliiid cst i[uam Fatum et NatI'KA.
'

All ong other doctrine.s of natural and revealed rdigio which Spinoza aifcctcd to cm-

luace, was that of the Divine Omnipresence; a doctrine which, combined w'ith the JMcnum

of Descartes, led him, by a short and plausible jnocess of reasoning, to the revival of tfie

old tlieory which represented tiod as the sotil of the xeortd

:

or rather to that ideutiiicatiou

of (iod and of the material universe, which 1 take to be still more agreeable to the idea o(

Spinoza." I am particularly anxious to direct the attention of iiVv leaders to (Ids ]iart ol

‘ One of tile most elaborate and acute rel'iitatioiis of Spin jzi.sin v I .ei- 1 /

1

} et ajipean'tl D# be i iu

bayle's Dictionary, where it is described as the most mon.strous ,-clh‘At, i i.i-iiiabh', and tlu- mnsi th.\;iictrically

opposite to the clearest notions of the mind.” The same aiithtu that it has been in!!; i)vefVhrowi‘

(‘veil by the weakest of its advcrsai ics.”—“ It does not, indeed, ai ^eiir po^viblc” (^na Mr Ma. Kmriii has observed)

tt> invent another system equally absurd ; amoimtin*^ (as it does in fact) t<^ tills prupo-jition, that there i,

but one substance in the universe, endowed with infinite attributes (parlicularly Infjuiri extension and co,i;ita

lion), which producc.s all other thing.s necessarily as its own itiodiheaiions, and wliich alone is, in all events,

both yihysical and mural, at once cause and effect, agent and patient.
'

—

I'lt’fr of Nat {tnis DiscoirrirA, .book I.

Chap. 4.

^ Spinoza .supposes that llierc arc in Ood vwo eternal properties, tho ight and exlonsiou ; and a.s he lu^ld.

with De.scarte.s, that extension is the essence ol* matter, he must neeo.«iaril v have vM^u inved malcrudiiit to be

DlSfci. I, TART II. K
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his systee^.M I.^eeno^wire it toJbe at pSmettt Tei^.gM)^ misrepresented. kast, very

; a thing not to be #i^ered at, considering the tetel neglect

... V

an aaisekitial attriUoite of pod. Pet Corptni intelligo dSodum, qui Dei easenjbiam quatenus ut res extensa con-

aide^toTa carto ct detevi^inatiainodo ei^ (EtAiea ordine G^<nneirko Iktn^ Pars 2, De&i. 1. See

aJso Ethic- Pari 14-) With reiq[)ect to the otlw attributes of God, he held, that God is the cautc of all

things i but fr***^^ he acts, not ftom choice, but from necessity ; and, of consequence, that he is the involuntary

author ofkU the good and evil, virtue -and vice, which are exhibited in human life. lies nullo alio modo,

nequokKo. ordine A Deo produoi potuerunt, quam productae sunt." (JhUL Pars 1. Prop. 33.) In one of his

letters to Mr pMcnburgh (Letter 21), be acknowledges, that his ideas of Go4 and of nature were very different

Urom those
.
einertained by modem Christians ; adding by way of explanation, " Deum rerum omnium causam

immanentem, non vero transeuntem statuo;”—an expression to which I can annex no other meaning but

this, that God is inseparably and essentially united with bis works, and that they form together but one being.

The diversity ofopinions entertained concerning the nature of Spinozism has been chie6y owing to- this, that

some have formed Uieir notions of it from the books which Spinoza published during his life, and others from his

posthumous remains. It is in the last alone (particularly in his Elkicx) that his system is to be seen completely

unveiled and undisguised. In the former, and also in the letters addressed to his friends, he occasionally accom-^

modatea himself, with a very temporizing spirit, to what he considered as the prejudices of the world. In proof

of this, see his Traciatus Theohgico^Politicm, and hk epistolary correspondence, passim

;

above all, his letter to a

youzig friend who had apostatized from Protestantism to the CathoHc Church. The letter is addressed, Nobilis-

'nmo Juveui, AUierto Burgh. {Spliu Op. T. IL p. 6Q5^)

. The edition of Spinoza’s works, to which my references tare mode, is the complete and very accurate one

published at Jena in J302, by Henr. Ebevh* Gottlob Paulus, who styles lumself Doctor ^and Professor of

Theology.

This learned divine is at no pains to conceal his admiration of the character as well as talents of his author

;

nor does he seem to have much to object to the system of Spinozism, as explained in bis posthumous work upon

Ethics ; a work which, the editor admits, contains the only genuine exposition of Spinoza’s creed. Sedos syste-

matis quod sibi condidit in ethiea est.” (Prc^. Iterates Edithnis, p. ix.) In wliat manner all this was reconciled

in his theological lectures with the doctrines either of natural er of sevealed religion, it k not very easy to ima^

glne. Perhaps he only affords; a new example of what Dr Clarke long ago remarked, that Believing too much
and too little have commonly the luck to meet together, like two things moving contrary ways in the same

circle.'* {Third teUer io DodwdL)

A late German writer, who, in his own opinions, has certainly no leauk^ towards Spinozkm, has yet spoken

of the moral tendency of Spinoza’s w ritings, in terms of the warmest praise. " The morality of Spinoza (says

M, Fi^. Schlegel) is not indeed that of the Bible, for he himself was no Christian, but it is still a pure and

noble morality, resembling that of the ancient Stoics, perhaps possesdag considerable advantages over that

system., Thgtjwhlch makes him strong when opposed tq adversaries, who do not understand or feel his depth,

or who have fallen into errors not much diffinmt feom his, is not merely the scientific dearness

and decision of miiMki&ect, but m a much higher degrea;i|ie openheartednessi strong feeling, and conviction,

^th which airii^t;||» wmsto gush ftora his heart soul/' {Led. ^ Fred. Scklegel, Eng. Trans. Vol.

iL p. ^ which contains a soit ot apoh^ for the system of Spinoza, is still more

'^,4;:' v;.,

Although it is .the ipstaphyelciil tenets "of Spinoza alone thftV immediately concerned at pro-
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into which his worki have long Allen. It it in this way I can aeotidit for the fre.

qucnt use which has most unfairly he^ made of the term Spinoziim to tl^^aUse and dis-

credit some doctrines, or rather some modes of speaking, which have been saUctiimed, not

only by the wisest of the ancients, but by the highest names in English philosophy and

literature ; and which, whether right or wrong, will be found, on a careful examination and

comparison, not to have the most distant affinity to the adisurd creed with which they have

been confounded. I am afiraid diat Pope, in the fbllowing lines of the Dundad, suffered

himself so far to be misled by the mhlignity ofJ^arbnrton, as to aim a secret stab at New-

ton and Clarke, by associating their figurative, an^ not altogether unexceptionable language,

sent, it fs not altogether foreign to purpose to observe, that he had also speculated much about the ^indples

of government ; and that the coincidence of his opinions with those of Hobbe9> on this last subject, was not

less remarkable than the similarity of their views on the most important questions of metaphysics and ethics-

Unconnected as these different branches of knowledge may at first appear, the theories of Spinoza and of Hobbes

concerning all of them, formed parts of one and the same system; the whole terminating ultimately in the

maxim with which (according to Plutarch) Anaxarchus amsoled Alexander after the muilfler of Clytus: n«v

Tc otTTo rtt Sdfias^tf Even in discussing the question about Liberty and Necessity, Hobbes

cannot help glancing at this political corollary. The power of God alone is a iuBident justl/icaiion of any ac-

tion he dotli.’* That wliich he doth is made just by his doing it.”. . . . . Power irresistible justifies all

actions really and properly, in whomsoever it be found." {Of ZiBerfy and Necessr/p, addressed to the Lord

Marquis of Newcastle.) Spinoza has expressed himself exactly to the same pui*pose. (Sec his Traclatus Poh^

tirus, C.ip. 2. §§ 3, 4.) So steadily, indeed, is this practical application of their abstract principles kept in view

by botli these writers, that not one generous feeling is ever suffered to escape the pen of either in favour of the

rights, the liberties, or the improvement of their species.

The close affinity between those abstract theories which tend to degrade human nature, and ^that acoom-

inflating monlity which prepares the minds of i*.en for receiving passively the yoke of slavery, " although

too little attended to by the writers of literary history, has nm; been overlooked 6y those deeper pohticians

w^ho are disposed (as ^haa been alleged of the first of the CaeakTs) to have considered their fellow-creatures but

as rubbish in the way of their ambition, or tools to be employed in removing, it,” This practical tendency

of the Epicurean philosophy is remarked by one of the wisest of the Roman statesmen ; and we learn from

the same high authority, how fashionable thfe philosophy was in the higher circles of his countrymen, at

that disastrous period which immodintely preceded the ruin of the Republic. “ Nunquam audivi in Epi-

curi schola, Lycurgum, Solonem, Miltiadem, Thomistocleni, Epaminonclam nominari
;
qui in ore stmt cete-

rorurn omnium philosophorum.” (DeFin*. Lib. ii. c. 21.) Nec tamcn Epicuri licet oblivisci, si cupiam;

cujus imaginem non modo in tabulis nostri familiares, sed etiam in poculisi et annulis habent.” {IbUL liib.

V C. 1.) 4

The prevalence of Hobbism at the court of Charles ft. (a fact acknowledged by Clarendon himself) is

but one of the many instances which might be quoted fVom modem times in confirm9t|<^ of these re-

marks.

The practical tendency of such doctrines^aa would pave the way to universal scepticism, by holding up to ri-

dicule the extravagancies and inconsistencies of the learned, is precisely similar. We are told by Tacitus (AnnaL
Lib. 14), that Nero was accustomed, at the dose of a banquet, to summon a party of philosophers, tliat he
might amuse himself with listening to the endless diversity and discordancy of their respective systems ; nor

'Were there wanting philosophers at Rome, the same historian adds, who w'ere flattered to be thus exhibited as a
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conceii#l^ ^pOice (wh^ they called it the setmrimm of.the Ddty), with the opinion of

SpiiMiH^^m 1 btve ex]^ained it.^

^ Thrust some lifochanic Ciuue ioto His pjhtce^

Qr bind in Outlni^j^oc sw sfutce"
Ik *

How little trss 4t eittfpeeted hy the poet, whito tilill utreastti escaped him, that the charge

of Spinmsiam and Pantheism was afterwards to be brought against himself for the sublhnest

passtige to be &und in his writings!

« y *

" All «re but {Mvts of ona>stitpendoa8 whede.

Whose bodjr Mstara is, and God die soul

Lives through all Life, extends through all extent,

Spreads undivided, o{ierates unipent."*

Bayle was, t think, the writer who first led the way to this misapplication of the tern,

SpinoeiSMi an4 his object in doing so, wag^n^ainly to destroy the effect of the most refined

and philosf^hical conceptions of the Deity whidi were ever formed by the unassisted power

of human reason.

topectacle at the table of the EmpeVor. What a deep and malruotive moral is conveyed by this anecdote ' and

vhat a contrast does it afford to the sentiment of one of Nero's successors, who was himself a philosophei in

the best sense of the word, and wliose teign fiuvushi^s some die fairest pages in the annals of the hum.in ract '

1 search ibr truth (says Marcus ADtommis}, hy viuch^no person has ever been injured' /uV r

«A«afi«v, 0^’ i§ iihi$ tCxeCa*

f*
1 Warburton, indeed, always pntfifms great respect for Kewtobj but of his hostility to Clarke it ib unntces*

sary to produce any other proof thaa his note on the following line of the Dunciad

Tiadiil dictates, maa Sfleoas snores*'*

May I venture to add, that the notilbd of the $tsay on Man, ^

AM showed a Newton as we show s& ape,"

could UCC have been written by any person impressed with a due veneration for this glory of bis

irq^iecies? ^

* Thu pasa^ (aa Waiburton has remarked)'^ei^ a vogr etrikiog analogy to a noble one in the old Orpim

vatsea quoted in WCatiee nq« Ktrfui, as(t|^ to A^jiUbtle, and it is not a little curious, that the saint

^aa o^t in sonto qj^^cMwns of Jfli 'oo poi^y, tamulatrd by Sir W. Jones, more porticulmly m the

tp ifsom^na,, to tbe o£ God, tld^en, os be informs as, from the writings of their ancient au-

thtoaj ,v

' f Ommsatof Sjjurit, WliMil aU>nUog pover

Bids fiwm sachsetiBc br^t emanations beam ;

€lloFi in the rainbow iparldei m the etreamg

dtc. Aq.
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'
‘

^
" Eat&e Dei aede* nin tentt,’‘<ei^|^atrtaB, et aer, t v ,

I
Et ooelom, et viit«»? Supenti quid quaerimoB ultra ?

^

' Ju{dtee eat quodciwque videi^ quucDinqae moveria.'

la there s^lape that <3od wookt dwoae to love

Beyond this earth, the aeaa, yon Heaven above

And Virtama minds, die boblest throne foV J<rve ?

Why aeak we farther then ? Beheld around, ,

4rKoir all thou aeeat does with the Gpd abound,

Jove is alike to all, and alvuya to be found.”

Bowb's Lucan.

t

Who, but Bayle, could have ihooght of extnteting anything like Sj^oakni from such
^ %

versds as these

!

On a subject so infinitdy disproportioned to our fat^ties, it is vain to expect lan>

guage which will bear a logicid and captious examination. £veu the Sacred’ Writers

themselves are forced to adapt their phraseolt^ to the comprehension of those to whom it

is addressed, and frequently borrow the figundiye^ diction of poetry to convey ideas which

must be interpreted, not achordiug to the letter, hut the spirit of the passage. It is thus

that thunder is called the voice of Grod ; the wind. His breath ; and the tempest, ihe blast of

His nostrils. Not attending to this circumstance^ or rather not choosing to direct to it

the attention of his readers, Spinoza has lidd hold of the well known expression of St

Paul, that " in God wc Uve, and move, and have our being,” as a proof that the ideas of

the apostle, concerning the Divine Nature, were pretty much the same with his own ; a

consideration which, if duly weighed, might have protected some of the passages above

quoted from the uncharitable criticisms to which they have frequently been exposei].*

—
•

' Mr Gibbon, in commenting tqmatbe cuUsbnited ^ncs Virgil,

** Sidiftw intui WUMuiia* kifna *''(*>*•

Sl<m agitat molfW, «

w

awpere mbeet,**

’
<

obsci ves, that the mind wbidt k idvusbo into the diCerent puts of matter, and which mikclbs tTSStr « ith

the mighty moss, scarcely retaiikli say property ofa iquritual substance, and bears toU sear «n affinity to the prin-

ciples which the impfoua Spinosa te|(ived rather than inventod" He adds, hoWevel, that the poverty of ha-

rnan language, and the tdisourity ofhuman ideas, make it difllcult to speak wqrafSy of the cbsat virst tftaoas ,

and that our most rellgioue poets (part|cularly Pope and Duupson),' in strivingto express the presedCt smd en-

ergy of the Deity in every psit Of the Universe, deviate uaMfarily into images wWdi require ^Aroprable con-

'•tniclion. But these writem <^eejRd|dly remarks) deserve thut favour, by the sublime mahi^ia which the>

iclcbratc the Great Father of ^'suii^sev and by those eSiMeini ciflove and gradtuik whjieisare inconsistent

with tlie materialist’s system.” Viid. II. pp. 5(!|§, SID.) ^

May I be permittod here to remark, tbOlei^ lb UOt'qisly dj^ktlk but iM/x»si6fe to .qWalt «lf the omnipresence and

omnipotence of God, witliout deviating into sulih hikges f

With the doctrine t>f the Mwdit some pHtiloeophert, both anctent and mbdern, baVe connected
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To hffsnfvetir to CoUkts, from wfaom otmttoveray iFtitjh Clarke 1 mia inaennbly

led^iflde t&to eihort digcesnon about S|iiiU}sa : I have already said, that it seems to

^
bav^e been tbe aim of ColHns to vindicate the doetrine of Necessity from (be reproach

brought ou it by its supposed alfianoe with ^pinozism; audio retort upon the partisans

of free-vrill the cbaiges of favouring athel^ and immmality. In proof of this I have only

to quote the acoount, g^ven by the author fatmself» of plan of his work

:

“ Tob much eare isannot be taken to prevent being misunderstood and prejudged, in

handing questions of such nice speculation as those of liberty and Necessity ; and, there-

fore, though I might in Justice mtpect to be read before any judgment be passed on me, I

think it proper to premise the following observations

:

" 1. First) Though 1 deny in a certain meaning of that word, yet I contend for

liberty, as it signifies^a power irl man to do as h£ wills or pleases.

" 9. Secondly, When I affirm necessity, I contend only for moral necessity; meaning

thereby, that man, who is an intelligent aud sensible being, is determined by his reason

and his sensbs ; and I deny man to he si^Obot to such necessity, as is in clocks, watches,

and such other beings, which, for want eS sensation and intelligence, are subject to an ab-

s^Vte, physical, or mechanical necessity.

" 3. Thirdly, I liav© undertaken fo show, that the notions I advance are so far from

being inconsistent with, that they are the sole foundations of morality and laws, and of

rewards and punishments in society ; and that the notions I explode are subversive of

them.”^

Tn the prosecution of his argument on this question, CoQins endeavours to show, that

man is a necessary agent, 1. From our experience. (By experience he means our own

.
,

V
^ —

—

'— " > » -
,

- - -

another theory, according to liirfaicli the souU 44*j^en aiie portion^ of the Supreipe Being, with whom they are re-

united at death, and In whom they ai^e finAtly ahaorbed |ind lost To assist the imagination in conceiving this

theory^ death baa beencompared to the bilking of a phial of water, immersed in the ocean. « It is needless to

say, this incomprdhepsible jikPgoii l^ks itp necesmnj connection with the doctrine which represents God as the
soul of the wold, and that it would ha?o been loudly disclaiitieds tiot only by Pope and Thomson, but by
Epictetus, Antnn^u^, and all the wisest and sobewsat of the Stoical school. Whalsver objections, therefore, may
be made to this lot not its sxipposi^d can^cquencea be charged upon any but those who may expressly
avow them. On iUCh a Std^ect (as,Gi^n ha| well rexmu^ted), we should ha slow to suspect, and still slower
ta^ndemn." T

Wj&iaia Jones « vjery cairious modifiation of this theory of aiaarpUm, as one of the doctrines
of fWI^ 8chool,%^ She Vedanta school raprooimt JElysmn holiness as a total absorption, though
not Of Jto in the IJftvine CDimrtatiim on He Gods of Greece, Italy, and
India J " A. * -rf ^

^ conetAmtgf tfmfnm 8d Edit. Lopd. 17S5.
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coiuciousoesi that wa ate aeeMsary agents.^ F|om the imposnli^Sr Hberty.* 3.

From the coninderation of the Divine ^resmeiiicei 4. From the natme and use of reward#

and punishments ; and* 5. From the nature of msQiraUtjr.*

In this view of the sul^^eet* and* indeed, in the rtscj seleetwn of his |Mwnito8,it is re-

markable how completely Golltna has aatidipaled Dr Janathan Fdwards* llle,iwwt eele-

brated and indisputably the ableft <hampiim of the sdN^ne of Necessity who has ^aOd ap-

peared. The coineidence is so perfect, that the ontBoe ipven by tiie former, of the plan

of his work, might have served with equal propriety as a prefime to that of the latter.

From the above summary, and still more firom the whole tenm of the Ph^oso^kal
Inquiry, it is evident, that Chdlias (aae of the most obnaaious writers of his day to

divines of all denominations) vMn not less solicitious than his snocessor Edwards to re-

concile his metaphysical notions with man's accountahleness and moral agency. The

remarks, accordingly, of Clarke upon Collins's work, are equally applicable to that of

Edwards. It is to be regretted that they seem never to have fallen into the hands of

this very acute and honest reasonmr. As falf CleUius, it is a remarkable carcumstence,

that he attempted no reply to this tract of Clarke’s, although he lived twelve years af*

ter its publication. The reasonings ctmtaieed in it, tt^ther with those on the same

subject in his correspondence with I^eibnitz, and in his JOemonstration,^ JBeinff and

Attributes of God, form, in my humble ofdnion, the most impextant as wril as powerful of

all bis metaphysical arguments.’ The adversaries with whom he had to contend were,

both of them, eminently distinguished by ingenuity and subtlety, and he seems to have put

forth to the utmost his logical strength, in contending with such antagonists. ** The li-

berty or moral agency of man (says his friend i^bhop Hoadly) was a darljug point to him.

He excelled always, and showed a superiority to all, whenever it came into private dis-

course or public debate. But he never more excelled than when be was pressed with the

strength Leibnitz was master of; which made him exert all his talents to set it once agmn

in a clear light, to guard it against the evil of metaphysical obscurities, and to give the

finishing stroke to a subject which must ever be the foundation of mm^ality in mim, and if

the ground of the accountahleness of intelligent creatures for all actions.”
*

, —
'See Note (S.)

,

‘

* See Note (T.) \

' '

' Voltaire, who, in all probabili^, newer read ntfaer Clarke etr Ciidlnu, baa siddi fiwt tbe AtHtdli repKad to tbe

l.iiter only by Theologi<.al reasonings : n'artftmdu d Co^kunfu’en TKw&gfee.** ^QneMkiMr tEtuychpeJSe,

Art. Ltberh ) Nothing can be more retiMite from the truth. The argument ai Ofdee it wholly Metep^sioilif

whereas, his antagonist, in various instances^ fau attempted to wrest to his own pnlyioees the wolds ef SoriptoMt
* Preface to the Fedio Ed. «C Clarke's 0'ari:s.*~TlM vital hnpwtanae- wbufri CWke aftediesl talkie queto
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to »% that neither OnSl^t tedf»itted the fum^ of^ infer-

Chuche eenccived to follow fro^ Ihe soheme of necessity : Bnt almost evei}

,|W(ge,ln the ehbsequeet history of this contret^^(9eaey may he regarded as an additional illus-

traUon ofthe soundness of Clarke’s sfefmungs, and of Ae sagacity with which he auticipat-

the &tal errors likely to issue from the system he opposed.

** Tims <Says a mary learned disdple of I^ibnilMu' whp made his first appearance as an

author idmnt thirty years after the death of his mastOr) Thus, the same chain embraces

and moral, worlds, funds the past to the present, the present to the future, the

^ture to eternity. " >

** That wisdmn which haa\oetdaiAed the existence of this chain, has doubtless willed

that of every liulc of which it is composed. A CJaxigtjla is one of those links, and this

link is of iron ; A Marcus Aurelius is anothm* link, and this link is of gold. Both

are necessary parts of one whole, which could not but exist. Shall God then be angry at

the sight of the irmi link ? What absusdUy ' esteems this link at its proper value :

He sees it in its cause, and he approigl^||SB cans^ for it is good. God beholds moral

mehiders^as he beholds physical monstm's. Happy is th‘c^ link of gold ' Still more happy

if he knew that he is oniyjortunate.* He haa attained the biglicst degree of moral per-

fection, and is nevertheless without pride, knoiriog that what he is, is the necessary result

of the place which ho must occupy in the chain.”

** The go^l is the allegorical exposition of this system ; the simile of the pottci is it<-

summaiy.” ® (Bonnet, T. VlII. pp. 237, 238.)

In what essential respect,^ does this system difi^ from that of Spinoza ? Is it not cicu

more dangerous in its pniutu^ tendency, in consequence of the high strain of mystical de-

votion by which it is exalted'^* ..

" • '* . .
Wf i'

» • I - , ,

tion, has given to isonclSdiRg reduUks on Coiling an earnestness and a solemnity of wine h

tiiere sre not nsay tbstanoeB ia bis Wsitb^. These pangnpi^s cannot be too strongly recommended to tlie at-

tcntiim of t|iCSO^ws||^)|eaning pscj^Sui, wi^ in our own times, have come forward as the apostlis of Dr Priestley '>

" great and g^or^oiiuflkACtrbic of PfaOoSi|l^l Necessity
”

1 CharlesIssqnet, bc«i 1730, di«i^ I79S.

^ The words ip dw C*i^Aal ai% Heureux lecbaimui d’or* plus heureux encore, s’il saitquil u est qu
heureux “

Th^^^iipSp df g jt render the inpresuon less icgically precise, gives it at least an

^grammatic tifjE, J^«d bi oar IsUgfttige.

» See NoteW, ' 7 \
* ArmiBt \he vart<il|‘;tet^' i^igioos eudu^pem ossames, there, is a certam prostration of the

mmd, wlncb, ondp ^’fpOAifsm di^m <1* * deq? bumilfty, aims at esldtii:^ the Divine perfections, by
annihilating all dte jpwers wlddi belcsig lo <Httn^|n Natare, " Nothing is more usual for fervent devotion
(says feir James in sped^ilBg of some theories current among the Hindoos), than to dwell so
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'' '

'I'hit faqwevtar, not Apply to til# ^^nortations whkh ^Tbey ext^t,

without any cc^urings of imagination or of enl^ni^m; the scheme' of n^ainty pushed to

the remotest and most alaraiihg conclusions whIeU it appeared to Clarice to involve ; and as

they express the serious and avowed creed of two of our contemporaries (hotH df them men

of distinguished talents), may be ise^rded as a proof, that the zeal displayed by Clarke

against the metaphysical prittofjdei which led idthnaitely to such results, was not so un-

founded as some worthy and able inquirers have si^ppcaied.

May I be permitted to observe farther on HflGi head, ^at, as one of these writers spent

his life in the pay of a. Genna(|||^inde, and as the otber was the favourite philosopher of

another sovereign, still more illuamous, the sentiments which they were so anxious to pro-

claim to the world, may be presumed to have ^been not very offensive (in thmr judgments)

to the ears of their protectors ?

“ All that is must be (says the Baron de Orimm, addressing himself to the Duke of

Saxe-Gotha), All that is must be, even becauae- it is ; this is the only sound philosophy

;

as long as we do not know this universe u* they say in the schools), all is neces-

sity.' Liberty is a word without meaning, as you shall see in the letter of M. Diderot.”

The following passage is extracted frijm Diderot’s letter here referred to :

“ 1 am now, my dear friend, going to qtiit the tone of a preacher, to take, if I can, that

of a philosopher. Lxamine it narrowly, and you will See that the word Liberty is a word

devoid of meaning ;* that there are not, and that there cannot be free beings ; that we

long and so warmly on the meanness and wortlilcssness of created things, and on the all-sudidency of the Su-

preme Being, that it slides insensibly from comjMirative to absolute language, and in'the eagerness of its zeal to

niaguify the Deity, seems to anniliilate everything else." (Sec Pkibs^f^^ the Human Mind, Vol. II. p. 521>,

2dKd.)

This excellent observation may serve to account for the eeal displayed by Bonnet, and many other devout

men, in favour of the scheme of Necessity. “ We have nothing (they frequently and justly remind us) but

what we have received.”—But the question here is simply a matter of fact, whether we have or have not recdveii

from God the gift of Free-Will; and the only argument, it must be remembered, which idtey have yet been able

to advance for the negative proposition, is, that this gift was impossiUc, even for' the power of God ; nay, the

same argument which annihilates the power of Man, annihilates that of God dso, and subjects him, as Wdl as

all his creatures, to the control of causes which he is unable to res'st. So oom|detely docs this scheme 'tplffoat the

pious views in which it has sometimes .originated.—I say come/imes; for the very same argument against tlie

liberty of the Will is employed by Spnu|u, according to whom the free-agency of man involved the absurd sup-

position of an imperium in imperio in the universe. (^Tractat. PolU, Cap. II. § 6.)

‘ The logical inference ought undoubtedly to have been, ” As long as we know nothing ef the universe a

priori, we are not entitled to say of any^ing Uut it either is, at is not, necessaiy."

* Does not this remark of Diderot apply with infinitely greater force to the wrord necet^if, as employed in tins

controversy .> •

'

DISS. I. PAET II. L
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are onjp accords with the general order, with our organization, our education, and

the '^ain of events. These dispose of us invincibly. We can no more conceive a being

aetihg without a motive, than we can one of the arms of a balance acting without a weight,

i^e motive is always exterior and fbrdign, fastened upon us by some cause distinct from

: Ouraclves. What deceives us, is the prodigious variety of our actions, joined to the habit

which we catch at our birth, of confounding the voluhtaty and the free. We have been

so often praised and blamed, and have so often praised and blamed others, that we con-

tract an inveterate prejudice of believing that wc and they will and act freely. But if

there is no liberty, there is ho action that merits either pilose or blame ;
neither vice nor

virtue, nothing that ought either to be rewarded or punished. What then is the distinc-

tion among men ? The doing of good and the doing of ill ! The doer of ill is one who

must be destroyed, not punished. The doer of good is lucky, not virtuous. But tliough

neither the doer of good or of ill be free, man is nevertheless a being to be modified ; it

is for this reason the doer of ill should be destroyed upon the scaffold. From thence the

good effects of education, of pleasure, of grief, of grandeur, of poverty. Sic. ; from thence

a philosophy full of pity, strongly attached to the good, nor more angry with the wicked,

than with the whirlwind which fills one’s eyes with dust. Strictly speaking, there is but

one sort of causes, that is, physical causes. There is but one sort of necessity, which is

the same for all beings. This is what reconciles me to humankind : it is for this reason 1

exhorted you to philanthropy. Adopt these principles if you think them good, or sli.)v\

me that they are* bad. If you adopt them, they will reconcile you too with otlu n; .-iiid

with yourself
:
you will neither be pleased nor angry with yourself for being wliat you arc.

Reproach others for nothing* and repent of nothing ; this is the first step to wisdom. Be-

sides this, all is. prejudice ahd false philosophy.'” * -

The prevalence of the princijdes here so earnestly inculcated among the higher orders

in France, at a period somewhat • later in the history of the monarchy, may be judged of

from the occasional allusions to them in the dramatic pieces then chiefly in request at Pari.^.

In the Mariuge de Figaro (the popularity of which was quite unexampled), tlie hero of

‘ Nearly to the same purpose, we are told by Mr. Belshom, that “ the fatlacious feejing of remorse is supt r-

s^ed by the doctriner^'ueoe.s8ity." p. S64..) And, again, “ iletnorjc supposes ftec-will. It is of little

or no use in moral, discipline. In a degriHs^ it is even pernicious.” (/did* p. 406.)

Nov does the opinion nf Hartley seeni to have been different. " The doctrine of necessity has a tendency to

abate all resentment ag^ainst men. Since all they do against us is by the appointment of God, it is rebellion

agahifit liim to be offended with them.”

For the originals of the. quotations'firo^ Giimn tod Diderot, see Note (X.)
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the piece» an intriguing valet in the service at a Spanish courtier, ia introduced as^l^lms

monUizing, iii a soliloquy on his o«m free-ageney and parsonal identity. Snxdi an exhibition'

upon the English stage would have been universally censured as out of character and extra-

vagant, or rather, would have been completely unintelligible to the crowds by which our

theatres arc filled.

“ Oh bisarre suite d’evdnenoetis ! Comment cela m’a-t’il arrive ? Pourquoi ces cfaoses et

non pas d’autres? Qni les a fixdes sur ma tSte? Forc^ de parcourir la route 6u je suis

cntr<5 sans le savoir, comme j’en surtirai sans le vouloir, je I’lu jonchde d’autant de fleurs que

ina gaiety me la permit; encore je dis ma gaiet<$, sanrs savoir si elle est a moi plus que le

restc, i)i memo qui cst ce moi dont je m’occupe.”

That this soliloquy, though put into the mouth of Figaro, was meant as a picture of the

philosophical jargon at that time affected by courtiers and men of the world, will not be

doubted by those, who have attended to the importance of the roles commonly assigned to

confidential valets in French comedies ; and to^.tibe habits of familiarity in which they are

always represented as living with their masters.
- ,
The sentiments which they arc made to

utter may, accordingly, be safely considered as hut an echo of the lessons which they have

learned from their superiors.'

My anxiety to state, without any interruption, my remarlcs on some of the most impor-

tant questions to which the attention of the public was called by the speculations of Locke,

of I jcibnitz, of Newton, and of Clarke, has led me, in various instances, to depart firom the

strict order of chronology. It is time for me, however, now to pause, and, before I proceed

farther, to siqiply a few chasms in the foregoing sketch.

' A reflection of Voltaire’:) on the writings of Spinoza may, I think, be here quoted without impropriety.

" \'uu8 etes tres confus Baruc Spinoza, mais etes tous aiusi dsngerenx qurom le dit ? Je sontiens que non, etxna

raison e'est que vous £tes cimfus, que vous avez ecrit en mauvais Latin, et qu'il n‘y a pas dix personnes en Eu-

rope qui vous lisent d'un bout 4 I’autre. Quel eat I'auteur dangereux ? C'est celui qui est lu par les Ouifs de

la Cour, et par les Dames." (QueW. sur VEncyclop. Art. Dim.)

Had Voltaire kqit this last remark steadily in view in bis own writings, how many of Uioie pages would he

have cancelled which he has given to the world )

* t ^
'
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SECTION IV.
s'*

Of some Authors who have contrib%ited, hy their Critical or Historical Writings, to

diffuse a Taste for Metaphysical Studies—IBayfe—Fontenclle—Addison. Meta-

physical Works of Berkeley.

Amoko the many eminent persons who were cither driven from France, or who went

ndto voluntary exile, in consequence of the revocation of the edict of Naiitz, the most il>

lustrious by far was Bayle;^ who, fixing his residence iu Holland, and availing himself, to

the utmost extent, of the religious toleration then enjoyed in that country, diffused from

thence, over Europe, a greater mass of accurate and curious information, accompanied hy

a more splendid display of acute and lively criticism, than had ever before come from the

pen of a single individual.^ Happy ! if he had been able to restrain within due boiind<-

his passion for sceptical and licentious discussion, and to respect the feelings of the wise

mid good, on topics connpeted with rdigion and morahty. But, in the peculiar circum-

stances in which he was educated, combined with the seducing profession of a literary ad-

venturer, to which liis liard fortune condemned him, such a spirit of moderation was rather

to be wished than expected.

When Bayle first appeared as an author, the opinions of the learned still coiitiiiiud t(

he divided between Aristotle and Descartes. A cmisidcrable number leaned, in sccict. t<k

the metaphysical creed of 3pinoza and of Hohbes; while the clergy of the Boinau C athu-

lic and the Protestant churehes, instead of uniting their efforts in defence of those truths

which they professed in coiumon, wasted their strength against each other in fiuitkso dis-

putes and recriminations.

In the midst of the|e contravmffiea, Bayle, keeping aloof as far as possible from all tin

parties, indulged his Sceptical smd ironical humour at the oommon expence of the vni u>us

combatants. Unattached himself to any system, or, to speak roore*^ correctly, unfixed m
his opinions on the most fiindameutal questions, he did not prosecute any particular study

’ Born in 1647,- died im ... %
^ The eriiditiwf ia -gtvqtly wsdervalued by lus antagonist lA Clerc. “ Toates lee. lumu res plnloso-

phiques de M. Bayle oCnnVttnent e(u qodqiie pen de P^ripatetisme, qu’il avmt apprtb des Jtbuitcb dc Toulouse,

et un peu de Cartesianknte, qi*'il ti'avittt jamais approfon^." (S^. Ctioisie, Tom. XI I p. 106.)

In the judgment of Gibbon, BayJe’s learning nai chiefly confined to tbs lAtin authors, and lie had more of

a certain multifariotts reading than^cf l<eal etUditioU. Le Clerk, bis great antagonist, was as superior to him m
that respect as inferior in every other " {EsSrcMs Matsenmei di met LetAuretf p, 62.)
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mtb sufficient peneverenee to add materialljr to the stoeic of usefiil knowledge. Th(b in-

fluence, however, of his writings on the taste end views of speculative iB«a all persua-

bions, has been so great, as to mark him out as ime of the most conspicuous characters of

his age ; and 1 shall accordingly devote to him a larger j^ace than may, at first sight, ap-

pear due to an author who has distinguished himself only hy extent of his historical re-

scRTches, and by the sagacity and subtilty of his critical disquisitions.

We arc informed by Bayle himself, that his favotmte authors, during his youth, were

Plutarch and IMontaigne ; and fiom them,M has been allied hy some of his biographers,

he imbibed his first lessons of scepticism. In what manner the first 43if these writers

should have contributed to insure him with this temper of mind, is not very obvious.

There is certainly no hcathmi philosopher or histonsj^whoee morality is more pure or

elevated ; and none who has drawn the line betu^m superstition and religion with

a nicer hand.' Pope has with perfect truth said of him, that “ he abounds more in

strokes of good natvire than any* other author;" to which it may be added, that he

abounds also in touches of simple and esoiuislto pathos^ seldom to be met with among the

greatest painters of antiquity. In all these respects what a contrast does Bayle present to

1‘lutarch

!

Considering the share which Bayle ascribes to Montaigne’s Essays in forming his Iiten-ir}

taste, it is curious, that there is no sejiarate article allotted to Montaigne in the Ilato-

ncal and Critical Dictionary. What is still more curious, there is more than one refor-

01 ICC to tins article, as if it actually existed ; without an)> explanation of the omission (as

fell as 1 recollect) from the author or the publisher of the work Some very interesting

particulars, however, concerning Montaigne^ life and writings, are scattered oxer the Dic-

tionary, in tile notices of other persons, with whom his name appeared to Bayle to have a

<;uflicient connection to furnish an apology for a short episode.

It does not sebm to me a very improbable cmijecture, that Bayle had intended, and per-

haps attempted, to write an account of Monta%Dc; and that he had experienced greater

'a See, in particular, hifi account of the cflects produced on the (boracter of Periclce, by the su])liinc of

Viiaxagoras.

riutarch, it is true, had said before jBayle, that atheism is less pernicious than superstition ; imt how wulc

the clifFcicnce between this paradox, as expluned and qualified by tho Greek philosopher, and m interpinted ‘iiul

applied in the Ihflittioiis on the Mr Adtlison !iini:»c!f soema to give his stmetion to Piutarch's inoMm m
one of his papers on Cheerfulness* An eminent Pagan writer has made a discourhe to ahow, that the stheist

who denies a God, does him less dTshonoDi* than the man who owna hi>> being, but, at the oamc time, believes him

to be cruel, hard to please, and terrible to human nature. For my own part, «aya he, 1 would rather it should

be said of me, that there was never any such man as Plutarch, than that Plutarch was ilbnatured, capricious, and

inhuman ” {Sjpcciator, No. 49k)
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difficull^'^au lie was aware of, in the execution 'of his design. Notwithstanding their

cotninhti tendency to Scepticism, no two charMters were ever more strongly discriminated

in,'^ their most prominent features; the doubtis of the one resulting from the singular cold-

ness of his moral temperament, combined with a subtlety and over-refinement in his habits

of thinking, which rendered his ingenuity, acuteness, and erudition, more than a match

for his good sense and sagacity ;>^the indecision of the other partaking more of the shrewd

and sol^mrdike _^tourderie of Henry IV. when he exclaimed, after hearing two law-

yers pl^d on Opposite sides of the same question, “ Venire St Gris ! il ine semble que

. toms les deux ont raison”

Independently of Bayle's constitutional bias towards Scepticism, some other motives, it

is probable, conspired to inda<9e^|||n» in the composition of his Dictionary, to copy the

spirit and tone of the old acadcram^chool. On these collateral motives a strong and not

, very " favouraWe light is thrown by his own candid avowal in one of his letters. “ In

truth (says he to his correspondent Minutqli), it ought* not to be thought strange, that so

many persons should have inclined to Fy^onism ; for of all things in the world it is the

' most eonvepient. You may dispute with impunity against every body you meet, without

any dread of that vexatious argument which is addressed ad kominem. You arc never

^
afraid of a retort ; for as you announce no opinion of your own, you arc alwayS*^ready to

abandon those pf others to the attars of sophists of every description. In a word, you

may dispute and jest on all subjects, without incurring any danger from the lex ialionis."
‘

, It is amusing to think that the Pyrrhonism which Bayle himself has here so ingenuously

accounted for, frqm motives of convcniency and of literary cowardice, should have boon

mistaken by so many of his disciples for the sportive triumph of a superior intellect over

the weaknesses and errors of human reason.^ •

* En verite, il ne faut pas trouver que tatit dea gens aient donne dans le Pyrrhonisme. Car o’est

la chase du monde le plus commode. Vous pbuvez impun^cnent disputer centre tous venans^ et sans craindrr

ces argumens ad hondnem, qui font quelquefois tant de peine. Vous nc craignez point la retorsion
; puisque

^ ne soutenant rien, vous abandontiejZ de bon coeur ^ tons les .sophismes et d tous les raisonnemens de la terre

quelque opinion que ce soit. Vous n'^tes jamais oblig6 d’en venir a la defensive. £n un mot vous contestez

et vous daubez aur tbutes choses tout votre sayul^ sans craindre la ^ine du talion." {Oeuv, Div. dc Bayk, *11'

;i*. 537.)

^ The estimate formbd by Warbu'*!^ of Bayle's character^ both intellectual and moral, is candid and tern-

A writer tirhbse strength 'ant! clearness of reasoning can only be equalled by the gaiety, easiness, and

deJu^yt'^bis wit
; who, pervading human nature witli a glance, struck into the province of paradox^ as an ex-

ercise ior restless vigour cf his ifnind : who, with a sotil superior to the sharpest attacks of fortune, and a

heart to philosophy, had not yet enough of real greatness, to overcome that last foible of su-

perior geniusea, the temptation of honour^ academical exercise of wit is supposed to bring to its pro-

fessors." {Diving! Legaiidfi.) ^ .

If there be anything objectionable in this panegyric, it is the unqualified pimtse bestowed on Bayle's
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The profession of Bayle, which made it an ol^ect to him to turn to account even the

sweepings of his study, affords an additional explanation of the indigested mass of hetero-

geneous and inconsistent materials contained in his Dictionary. Had he adopted any one

system exclusively, his work would have shrunk in its dimensions into a comparatively nar-

row compass.' .

When these different considerations are maturely weighed, the omission by Bayle of the

article Montaigne will not be much regretted* by the admirers of the Essays. It is ex-

tremely doubtful if Bayle would have been
,
able to seize the true spirit of Montaigne’s

character ; and, at any rate, it is not in the delineation of character that Bayle excels.

His critical acumen, indeed, in the examination of opinions and arguments, is unrivalled

;

but his portraits of persons commonly exhibit only the eoarscr lineaments which obtrude

themselves on the senses of ordinary observers; and seldom, if ever, evince that discrimi-

nating and divining eye, or that sympathetic penetration into the retiremeutsilf the heart,

which lend to every touch of a master artist, the uever to be mistaken expression of truth

and nature.
, .

w}iich, tliough it seldom fail* in copiousneas, in poignancy, or in that grave argumentative irony, by which it

is still more characteristically marked, is commonly aa deficient in gaiety and delicacy as that of Warburton

Jiimself.

Leibnitz seems perfectly to have entered into the peculiar temper of his adversary Bayle^ 'when he said

nf him, that ‘'the only way to make Bayle write usefully, would be to attack him when he advances propo-

sitions that are sound and true; and to abstain from attacking him^ when he says anything false or penii-

oious.'*

Le vrui moyen de faire ecrirc utilcmont M. Bayle^ ce seroit de Vattaquer^ lorsquil ecrit dee bonnes choscs et

vraies, car ce seroit le moyen de le piquer pour continuer. Au lieu qifil ne fandroit point Tattaquer quand il en

dit <le niauvaises, car cela I'engagera a en dire d'autres aussi mauvaises pour soutenir les premieres/' (Tom.

VI. p. 273.)

I.eibnitz elsewhere says of him : Ubi bene, 7iemo mcHus. (Tom, I. p. 257.)
^ “ The inequality of Bayle*s voluminous works (says Gibbon) is explained by his alternately writing for him-

self, for the bookseller, and for posterity; and if a severe critic would reduce him to a single folio, that relic,

like the books of the sybils, would become still more valuable.” (Gibbon's Mem, p. 50.)

Mr Gibbon observes in another place^ that, ‘‘ if Bayle wrote his Diedonarif to empty the various collections

lie had made, without any particular design, he could not have cln>sen a better plan, Il permitted him every-

thing, and obliged him to nothing. By the double fVeedom of a y}ictionary and of Notes, he could pitch

on what articles he pleased, and say wl^t he pleased on those articles. (J^^jrtraits Raisormh de me^ hectares,

P ’ ^>^0

“ How could such a genius as Bayle," says the same author, ** employ three or four pages, and a great appa-

ratus of learning, to examine whether Adiillea was fed with marrow only; whether it was the marrow of lions

and stags, or that of lions only,” &c. ? p. 66\)

For a long and interesting passage with respect to Bayle's history and character, see Gibbon's Mewoins, ^c.

Vol. I. pp. 49, 50, 51, .
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It jd^logy for
.
the unsettled etat^ of Bayle’s opinions^ that his habits of

thinki|t^ were, formed jurior to the discoveries of the Newtonian School. Neither the vor-

t^oBt ibC. Descartes, nor the monads and pre-tntaMished harmony of Leibnits, were well cal-

qilated to inspire liim with oonfideuee in the powers of the human understanding; nor

does he seem to havc^been led, cither by taste or by genius, to the study of those cxacter

sciences in which Kepler* Galileo, and: others, had, in the preceding age, made such

splend^ jjadvanees. In Gepibetry,.he ncvei' proceeded beyond a few of the elementary pro-

positionsi and it is even said (although 1 apprehend with little probability) that his far-

rier progress wasistopped by some defect in his intellectual powers, which disqualified liim

for the successful prosecution'of tlm sti^y. .

It is not unworthy of noticei, that Bayle was^ the son of a Calvinist minister, and was
%

destined by his father for his own profession
; that during the course of lus education in

a college of H^suits, he was converted to the Roman Catholic persuasion :
‘ and that final-

ly be want to Geneva, whore, if he was not recalled to the Protestant faith, he was at least

most thoroughly reclaimed from the errqm i^popery

. To: these early fluctuations in his rcligidus creed, maybe ascribed his singularly accurate

knq^Iedge of controversial theology, and of the lives and tenets of the most distinguished

divines of both churches,—a knowledge much more minute than a person of his talents

could well be supposed to accumulate from the mere impulse of literary curiosity. In

these respects he exhibits a striking resemblance to the historian of the Decline and Fall of

^ For the benefit of education^ the Protestants were tempted to risk their children in the Catholic Universi-

ties; and in the 22d year of his y9ung Bayle was seduced by the arts and arguments of the Jesuits of Thon-

louse. He remained about iMiventeea mond^is in their hands a voluntary captive.’* (Gibson’s MiscrlVorks, VoL

I. p. 40.) .
'

}
"l

* According to Gibbon^ the piety of offended by the excessive worship of creatures; and thv

stud}^ of phfsics convinced him of the impos»R^ll^y of transubstantiation^ wltich is abundantly refuted by the tes-

timony of our senses.*' {Ibid. p. 49.) ^ »

T44»,'Bame author, speaking of his own c^version from popery^ observes (after allowing to lus preceptor Mr
Bavillai'd handsome share" of tlie honour), '' that it was principally effected by his private reflections;’’ add-

ing the f^lloiwing very curious aoknowledgtibent :
** I Still rofnemher my solitary transport at the discovery of

a philosophical diriment against the . doettihe of TranstAsianHaiion; that the text of Scripture, which seems to

•indicate the real\,pFOj^n<^, is attested only by a single sense—oyr sight; while the real presence itself is dis-

proved by three of sight, the touch, and the taste." (/it’d. p. 58.) That this philosophical

a|jgument" should ha^^. had any.ii^ the mind of Gibbon, even at the early period of life when he made
the;di50tovery/* AVtmld .appear liighly improbable, if the fact were not attested by hhhself; but as for Bayle,

whfille tojgioOl acumen was of a.ibr harder and keener edge, it seems quite impossible to conceive, “ that the

study of i^ysics" was at all necessary to open his eyes to the absurdity of the retdpresence

;

or that he would
not at once Ifeye peredved the futility cS appealing to our senses or to our reason^ gainst an article of faith

whicli professedly dioclaims the authority of bdtb.
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the Bomati Empire: Nor is the parallel betweeb them less exact in the shnUar effect!

duced on their minds, by the'pdmnical cast of thear juvenile studies. • Their common pi^

pensity to indulge in indecency is not so earaly explicable. Tn mdther does it seem to

have originated in the habits of a dissolute youth ; but in the wantouness of a polluted and

distempered imagination. Bayle, it is well known, led the life of an anchoret ;* and the li-

centiousness of his pen is, on that very account, the more r^ehensible. But (everything

considered) the grossness of Gibbon is certainly the more unaccountable, and perhaps the

more unpardonable of the two.*

On the mischievous tendency of Bayle’s work to unsettle the principles of superfidal

readers, and (what is worse) to damp the mor^ enthunasm of youth, by shaking their faith

in the reality of virtue, it would be superfluous to enlarge. The fiset is indisputable,

and is admitted even by his most partial admirers. It may not be equally useless to re-

mark the benefits which (whether foreseen or not by the author, is of little consequence)

have actually resulted to literature from his iudK^tigable labours. One thing will, I ap-

prehend, be very generally granted in his flu^^J' that, if he has taught men to suspend

their judgment, he has taught them also to think and to reason for themselves ; a* lesson

which appeared to a late philosophicai divine of so gfreat importance, as to suggest to him

a doubt, whether it would not be better for authors to state nothing but premises, and to

leave to their readers the task of forming their own conclusions* Nor can Bayle be can-

didly accused of often discovering a partiality for any particular sect of philojgophcrs. He
opposes Spinoza and Hobbes with the same spirit and ability, and apparently with the same

good faith, with which he controverts the doctrines of Anaxagoras and of Plato. £ven the

ancient sceptics, for whose mode of philosophizing he might be. supposed to have felt some

degree of tenderness, are treated with as little ceremony as the most extravagant of the

dogmatists. He has been often accused of
. a ,laming to the most absurd of ^1 systems.

1 ‘‘ Chaste dans ses moeurs^ grave dans sqs discours, sobre dans ses aJimens, austere dans son genre vie/'

(Portrait de Baj'le par M. Saurin, dans son Sermon sur I'acoord de la religion avec la pditiqae*)

^ In justice to Bayie, and also to Gibbon, it should be remembered, that over tbe most ofFensive passa|^‘ in

their works they have drawn the veil of the learned languages. It was leaervad for the translators of His-

torical and Critical Diciimary to tear this veil asunder, and to expose the indelicacy of their aut^' to every

curious eye. It is impossible to observe the patient industry and fidelity witih which they havo'^cuted this

]fart of their task without feelings of indignation and disgust. For such an outrage on taste and decorum, their

tedious and feeble attacks on tbe Manicheism of Bayle ofiTer but k.poor compensation. Of alt fiisyle’s suspected

heresies, it was perhaps that which stood the least kt need pf a serious refutation; and, if the case had beesi

otherwise, their incompetency to contend witb siich an adversiiary would have only injured the cause whieh they

professed to defend. * J, •

^ Sea the preface to Bisb<^ Butler's Sermons.

DISS. I. PAET II. M
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fhat the Manicheans ; and it must be owned, that there is none in defence of which he

has sb often and so ably‘ exerted his talents; but it is easy to perceive, that, when he does

BO;' it is not from any serious faith which he attaches to it (perhaps the contrary supposition

Wbuldl be nearer the truth), but from the peculiarly ample field which it opened for the

display of his controversial subtlety, and of his inexhaustible stores of miscellaneous infor-

mation.* In one passage he has pronounced with a tone of decision which he seldom as-

sumes, that . " it is absurd, indefensible, and inconsistent with the regularity and order of

the.^niverse ; that the arguments in favour of it are liable to be retorted ; and that, grant-

ing it to be true, it would afford no solution of the difficulties in question.”® The appar-

ent zeal with which, on various occasions, he has taken up its defence, may, I think, he

reasonably accounted for, by the favourable opportunity it afforded him of measuring his

logical powers with those of Ijcibnitz.'*

To these considerations it may he added, that, in consequence of the progress of the sciences

since Bayle’s time, the unlimited scepticism commonly, and perhaps justly imputed to him,

is much less likely to mislead than it was a century ago ; while the value of his researches,

and of his critical reflections, becomes every day more conspicuous, in proportion as more

enlarged views of nature, and of human aflkirs, enable us to combine together that mass of

— , ,, ,|l
I I. —

^ Particulaxly in the article entitled PauUcians,

^ One of the earliest as well as the ablest of those who undertook a reply to the passages in Baylc which srim

to favour Manicheisni^ crmdidly acquits him of any serious design to recommend that system to his render*

.

En repondant aux objections Manicheencs, je ne pretends faire aucuin tort a M. Baylc
: qiii jo iie

iiullement de les favoriscr, Je suis persuade qi5*jl iVa pris la liberte philosophique de dire, cii bicii des rcucon-

ires, le pour et le centre, sans rien dissimulcr, que pour donner de I'exercice a ceux que c.ntendent Ics matithes

qifil traitc, et non pour favoriser ceux dont il explique les raisons/' {Parrhemuna, wi Pensecs DivtrAcs, p.

par M. LcClorc, Amsterdam, 1699-)

^ See the illustration upon -the Sceptics at the end of the Dictionary.

^ This supposition may be thought inconsistent with the well known fact, that the Thcodicec of I.eibnitz

was not publish^ till after the death of Bayle. But it must be recollected, that Baylc Imd previously entered

the lists with Izeibnits in the article Eof arius, Where he had urged some very acute and forcible objections against

the scheme pre^eitablisked harmony; a scheme which leads so naturally and obviously to that of optimism,

that it was not difficult to foresee what [ground Leibnitz was likely to take in defending liis [irinciplcs. The
great aim of Bayle seems to have been to provoke Leibnitz to unfold the tvhole of his system and of its necessary

consequences* well kimwing what] ad[vwtages in the management of such a controyersy would be on the side

of the assailant.
^

The tribute paid by Leibnitz to the memory of his illustrious antagonist deserves to be quoted. Speran-

dum est, BoBiium luminibus illis nunc circumdari, quod terris negatuna est : cum credibile sit, bonam volunUtem

ci nequaquam defuissc/'
.

'

QUhdidUl iaiaetum miratuz limen Olympi,

* Suh pedlhutque videt nubei et sidera Daphnii.*’
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rich but indigested materials, in the compiladon of which his own opinions atid principles

seem to have been totally lost. Neither comprehension, indeed, nor generalization, nor

metaphysical depth,' are to be numbered among the characteristical attributes of his

genius. Far less docs he ever anticipate, by the moral lights of the jsoul, the slow and

hesitating decisions of the understanding; or touch with a privileged hand those mysteri-

ous chords to which all the social sympathies of our fi^ame are responsive, Had his am-

bition, however, been more exalted, or his philanthropy more warm and diffusive, he

would probably have attempted less than he actually accomplished ; nor would he have

stooped to enjoy that undisputed pre-eminence, which the public voice has now unani-

mously assigned him, among those inestimable though often ill requited authors, whom

.Johnson has called “ the pioneers of literature.”

The suspense ofjudgment which Bayle’s Dictionary inspires with respect to facts, is,

perhaps, still more useful than that which it encourages in matters of abstract reasoning.

Fontcnellc certainly went much too far, when he said of history, that it was only a collec-

tion of Fables Convcnucs ;—a most significant sihd P^‘rase, to which I am sorry that

I cannot do justice in an English version. But, though Fontcnellc pushed his maxim to

an extreme, there is yet a great deal of important truth in the remark ; and of this I be-

lieve every person’s conviction will be stronger, in proportion as his knowledge of 7)ieii

and of books is profound and extensive.

Of the various lessons of historical scepticism to be learned from Bayle, there is none

more practically valuable (more especially in such revolutionary times as we have wit-

ncsseil) than that which relates to the biographical portraits of distinguished j>ersons,

when drawn by their theological and political opponents. In illustration of this, I have

only to refer to the copious and instructive extracts which he has produced from Roman
Catholic writers, concerning the lives, and still more concerning the deaths, of Luther,

Kuox,^ Buchanan, and various other leaders or partisans of the Reformation. It would

be impossible for any welbinformcd Protestant to read these extracts, without indulging

a smile at their incredible absurdity, if every feeling of levity were not lost in a senti-

ment of deep indignation at the effrontery and falsehood of their authors. In stating

this observation, I have taken my examples from Roman Catholic libellers, without any

illiberal prejudices against the members of that church. The injustice done by Pro-

‘ I speak of that metaphysical depth which is the exclusive result of what Newton called Patient Thinking- In.

logical quickness, and metaphysical subtlety, Bayle has never been surpassed.

I Sec Note (Y.) .

- ‘
.
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tifistanlK Mnie of .the conscientioQB odefenders of .^e old fiiith has beoDt in
.
all probabili*

tjr, ,0!|iiisi3ft3^ great;
,
but this we have no opportunity of ascertaining here, by the sane

djiiiHCt^ ev^euce to which we can foa^uately/appeab in vindication of the three characters

nikratioued above- With the history' Of tzoo,of th(^ every person in this country is fully

.ae^uaintOd; and 1 haeve purposely aide^ed them in preference to others, as their names

alone sue sufficieut to cover with disgrace the memory
,
of their calumniators.^

before the death of Bayle, Fontenelle began to attract the notice of Eu-

rope.* I class them together on account of the mighty influence of both on the literary

taste of their contemporarily; .an influence in neither case founded on any claims to ori-

ginal genius, or to important improvements ; but on the attractions which they possessed

in common (though in very different ways) as popular writers ; and on the easy and

agreeable access which their works opened to the opinions and speculations of the learned.

Nor do I depart so far, as might at first be supposed, from the order of chronology, in

passing from, the one to the 'other. Fig^^^l^ugh Fontenelle survived almost to our own

times (having very nearly completed a cefitury at the time of his death), the interval be-

tween bis birth and that of Bayle was only ten years, and he had actually published se-

veral volumes, both in prose and verse, before the Dictionary of Bayle appeared.

But my chief reason for connecting Fontenelle rather with the contemporaries of his

youth than with those of his old age is, that, during the latter part of his life, he was left

far behind in his philosophical creed (for. he never renounced his faith as a Cartesian'’) by

1 Of all Bayle'e wwjcs, " tbe mout useful aud tbe least sceptical," according to Gibbon, " is bis Onmnentaire

FAUosophique on these words of the Gospel, Compel them to come in"

The great object of this cominentary is to establish the general principles of 7'oleration, and to rernonstr.ite

with tlie members of Protestant churches on the inconastency of their refusing to those they esteem lierctics,

the same induigmee whudt they claim for ^emselves in Catholic countries. The work is diffuse and rambling,

like all Bayle's compositions ; but the . -matter is excellent, and well deserves the praise which Gibbon has be-

stowed on it

» Bayle ified in 1706. Fontenelle’s first work in prose (the Dialogues of the Dead) was published as early as

1683, iuid was ^ickly followed by his CUtversations on the PiuraHip of Worlds.

’ Excepting, on a few metaphysical points. The chief of these were, the question concerning the origin of

our ideas, and that relating to the nature of the lower animals. On the former of these subject he has said ex-

j^citly : “ L'Andenne l^losophie n’a pas toujours eu tort. Elle a soutenu que tout ce qui etoit dans I’esprit

avoit patsi par ks sou, ^ news n'sher'-^pas mal fait de conserver cela d'eUe." {FragTnent of an intended Treatise

on Human NLmd.) Oh another beewon, he states his own opinion on this point, in language coinciding ex-

actly 'With tiud; of Gassendi. " A force d*opi4rer siurles premieres id^es formSes par les yens, d’y .-ijoutcr, d’en

retrancher, deIm MUdre de partJculi|tiJs tmivetselles, d'uhiversellea^us universelles enebre, I'esprit Ics rend si

difl%rentes de oe qh’elleB. ^tpit d'abord^qaWn a quelquefois peine d reconnfiitre leur.origine. Cependant qui voudra
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those very pupils to whose minds he had given ;SO powerful an impulse, a^d whom be bed

so long taught bjt his example, the art (till then unknown in modem times) of blending

the truths of the severer sciences with the Iq^ts and graces of doquence. Even this
'

eloquence^ once so much admired, had ceased, before his death, to be re^mded as a model,

and was fast giving way to the purer and more manly jtaste in writing, recommended, by

the precepts, and exemplified in the historical composttiohe of Voltaire.

Fontenelle was a nephew of the great Corneille ; but his genius was, in many respects,

very strongly contrasted with that of the airthor of. the Cid. Of this he has huhself en>

abled us to judge by the feeble and unsuccessful attempts in dramatic poetry, by which

lie was first known to the world. In these, indeed, as in all his productions, there is an

abundance of ingenuity, of el^anoe, and of courtly refinement ; but not the faintest ve8>

tige of the mens divinior^ or that of sympathy with the higher and nobler passions which

enabled Corneille to reanimate and to reproduce on the stage the heroes of ancient Home.

Thd circumstance, however, which more peculiarly marks and distinguishes his writings, is

the French mould in which education and habit^iAm to have recast aU the original features

of his mind ; —identifying, at the same time, so perfectly the impressions of art with the

workmanship of nature, that one would think the Parisian, as well as the man, had started

fresh and finished from her creative hand. Even in his Conversations on the Plurality of

Worlds, the dry discussions with the Mardiioucss about the now forgotten vortices of Des-

cartes are enlivened throughout by a never-failing spirit of light and national gallantry,

which will for ever render them an amusing picture of the manners of the times, and of

the character of the author. The gallantry, it must be owned, is often strained and afiTect-

ed ; but the affectation sits so well on Fontenelle, that he would appear less easy and grace-

ful without it.

The only other production of Fontcnelle’s youth which deserves to be noticed is his

History of Oracles

:

a work of which the aim was, to combat the popular belief that the

oracles of antiquity were uttered by evil spirits, and that all these spirits became dttmb at

the moment of the Christian era. To this work Fontenelle contributed little more than

the agreeable and lively form hi which he gave it to the world; the chief materials,besng

derived from a dull and prolix dissertation on the same aubjectii by a learned Dutidiman.

The publication excited a keen opposition among divineis^ both Catholic and Pirotestant

;

and, in particular, gave occasion to a very angry, and. (it is said) not contemptible criticism.

prendre le fil et le suivre exactemmt, retoamem toii|}iMirs de rid6e'lB plus sublime et la plus ^evec, d quelque idle

sensible et grossidre."
,
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from ,11 inember of the. Society of Jesuits.^ It is mentioned by La Harpe, as an illustration

of the rapid, change in men’s opinions which took place during Fontenelle’s life, that a

b^ok which, in his youth, was censured for its impiety, was regarded before his death as a

proojf of his respect for religion.

The most solid bans of Fontenelle’s fame is his History of the Academy of Sciences,

and his Eloges of the Academicians. Soth of these works, but more especially the latter,

possess, in ^an eminent degree, all the charms of his former publications, and are written

in n much simpler and better taste than any of the others. The materials, besides, arc of

inestimable value, as succinct and authentic records of one of the most memorable periods

in the history of the human mind ; and are distinguished by a rare impartiality towards

the illustrious dead, of all countries, and of all persuasions. The philosophical reflections,

too, which the author has mOst skilfully interwoven with his literary. details, discover a

depth and justness of understanding far beyond the promise of his juvenile Essays ; and

afKrrd many proofs of the soundness of his logical views,® as well as of his acute and* fine

discrimination of the varieties and shades^ df character, both intellectual and moral.

The chief and distinguishing merit of Fontenelle, as the historian of the Academy, is

the happy facility with which he adapts the most abstruse and refined speculations to the

comprehension of ordinary readers. Nor is this excellence purchased by any sacrifice of

scientific precision. What he aims at is nothing more than an outline ; but this outline

is always executed with the firm and exact hand of a master. " When employed in com-

^ To this critioism, the only reply made by Fontenelle was a single sentence, which lie addressed lo a

Journalist who had urged him to take up arms in his own defence. '' Jc laisscrai mon censcur jouir cn paix

de son triomphe
;
je consens que le diable ait et6 proph^te, puisque le Jesuite le veut, et qu’il croit cela plus

orthodoxe.** (D’Alembert, Ehge de lu Motie.') We arc told by D'Alembert, tfeat the silence of Fontenelle,

on this occasion, was owing to the advice of La Mdtte. “ Fontenelle bien tente de terrasser son adversaire

par la facility qu'il y trouvoit, fut retenu par les avis prudens de la Motte; cet ami lui fit craindre dc s’alit ner

par sa reponse une societe' qui s'appeloit quand on avoit affaire an dernier de ses rnemhres.’* The atJ-

vioe merits tUe attention of philosophers in all c^untrises, for the spirit of Jesuitism is not confined to the Church
of Rome.

^ An instance of this which happens at present to recur to my memory, may serve to illustrate and to confirm

the above remark. It is unnecessary to point out its [coincidence with the views which gave birth to the new
nomenclature in diemistiy.

" If languages had been the work of philosophers, they might certainly be more easily learned. Philoso-

phers would have established eyery^iere a systematical uniformity, which would have proved a safe and
gpide ; and. die manner Jp forming a derivative word, would, as a necessary consequence, have

suggested its signification. The uncivilized nations, who are the first authors of languages, fell natu-

rally into that notion with respect to certain t€rminati(ms, all of which have some common property or

virtue ; but that, idymUge, unkndnrn to those.^who had it in their hands, was not carried to a sufficient

extent."
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position (he has somewhere said) my first ebne^n is to be ceiitain that I myself under-

stand what I am about to write and on the. utility of this practice erery page of his

Historical Memoirs may serve as a eomment.‘

As a writer of Ehges, he has not been equalled (if I may be allowed to hazard my own

opinion) by any of his countrymen. Some of those, indeed, by D’Alembert and by Con-

dorcet, manifest powers of a far higher order than belonged to Fontenellc ; but neither

of these writers possessed Fontenelle’s incommunicable art of interesting the curiosity and

the feelings of his readers in the fortunes of every individual whom he honoured by his

notice. In this art it is not improbable that they might have succeeded better had they

imitated Foutenellc's self-denial in sacrificing the fleeting praise of brilliant colouring, to

the fidelity and lasting effect of their portraits ; a self-denial which in Mm was the more

meritorious, as his great ambition plainly was to unite the reputation of a heUesprit with

that of a philosopher. A justly celebrated academician of the present times (M. Cuvier),

who has evidently adopted Fontenellc as his model, has accordingly given an interest and

1 ruth to his Ehges which the public had loi^ ceased to expect in that species of compo-

.''ition.^

But the principal charm of Fontenelle’s Ehges arises from the pleasing pictures which

they everywhere present of genius and learning in the scenes of domestic life. In this re-

spect, it has been justly said of them by bl. Suard,® that “ they form the noblest monu-

ment ever raised to the glory of the sciences and of letters.” Fontenellc himselfj in his

‘ From this praise, however, must be excepted, the mysterious jargon in which (after the example of some of

liis contemporaries) he has indulged himself in speaking of the geometry and calculus of infinites. Nous le

disons avec peine (.says D'Alembert), ot sans vouloir, outrager les manes d'un homme ceh^bre qui n'est plus, il

n’y a peut-etre point d'ouvragc ou Ton trouve dcs preuves plus frequentes de Tabus de la metaphysique, que dans

I'oiivrage tres conim de M. Fontenellc, qui a pour titre EUmens de la Geometrie dc Vvnflm

;

ouvrage dont la lec-

ture cst d’autant plus dangcrcusc aux jeunes geometres que Tautcur y presente Ics sophismea avec une sorte

d elegance et de grace, dont le sujet ne poroissoit pas susceptible.** (>ie/a?igc.v, &c. Tom. V. p. 264.)

^ D'Alembert, in his ingenious parallel of Fontenellc and La Mottc, has made a remark on Fontenelle’s style

when he aims at simplicity, of the justness of which French critics alone are competent Judges. “ L'un ct Tautre

ont 6crit en prose avec beaucoup de clairt6, d’elegancc, de simplicite mcme ; mats La Motte avec une simplicitc

plus naturclle, et Fontenelle avec une simplicite plus ^tudiee ; Car la simplicite peut Tctre, et des lors elle devi-

ent maniere, et cesse d'etre modt'le,” An idea very similar to this is happily expressed by Congreve, in his por-

trait of yiwiorc/

:

Coquet sad Goj at once her air,

Both atuclied^ though both seem neglected

;

CareUti $hc it with ar^ul cart,

JlJtcHnff to teem vtu^'ceied,

^ Notice sur la Vie et les Ecrits du Docteur Robertson. (PariS;* 18170
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Sbg&:i^P'mignont 'il£tae remarking, that in Amllie simplioity of his character was only

eqiui^i^hy the sv^riority of his talents, finely adds, 1 have already bestowed so often

tike same praise on other members of this Academy, that it may be doubted whd!her it is not

1^ dne to the individuals, than to the sciences which they cultivated in common.” What a

proud reply does this reflection afford to the Machiavellian calumniators of philosophy !

The influence of these two works of Fontenelle on the studies of the rising generation

all over Furope, can be conceived by those alone who have compared them with similar

productions of an earlier date. Sciences which had long been immured in colleges and

cloisters, began at length to breathe the ventilated and wholesome air of social life. The

union of pliilosophy and the fine arts, so much boasted of in the schools of ancient Greece,

seemed to promise a speedy and invigorated revival. Geometry, Mechanics, Physics, Me-

taphysics, and Morals, became objects of pursuit in courts and in camps ; the accomplish-

ments of a scholar grew more and more into repute among the other characteristics of a

gentleman : and (what was of still greater importance to the world) the learned discovered

the secret of cultivating the graces of writing, as a necessary passport to truth, in a reiined

but dissipated age.

Nor was this change of manners confined to one of the sexes. The other sex, to wlioiii

nature has entrusted the first developcinent of our intellectual and moral powers, and wlio

may, therefore, be regarded as the tAiici medium through which the progress of the mind is

. continued from generation to generation, shared also largely in the general imiirovemcnt.

Fontenelle aspired above all things to be the philosopher of the Parisian circles ; and cer-

tainly contributed not a little to diffuse a taste for useful knowledge among women of all

conditions in France, by bringing it into vogue among the higher classes. A reformation

so great and so sudden could not possibly take place, without giving birth to much affecta-

tion, extravagance, and folly f but the whole analogy of human affairs encourages us to

hope, that the inconvcniencics and evils connected with it will be partial and temporary,

am its beneficial results permanent and progressive.^

^ Amimjg the various other respects in which FonteneUe contributed to the intellectual improvement

of countrymen, it ought to be mentioned, that he was one of the first writers in France who diverted

attention of metaphysicians from the old topics of scholastic discussion, to a philosophical investigation

,

^e principles of the fine arts. Various original hints upon these subjects are scattered over his works;

‘tapat favourable specimei ^ his talents for this very delicate species of analysis are to be found

ih m Pasit^als^ and in his Theory concerning the DelighA we derive from Tragedy* His

* In the Mi. Humv, then n nat a finer piece of esHieisni than Fontenelle's M>^ertaiion on Pajttorah

;

in which, by a

number of refiSotiaiif iUd jliloiDphical reMOoiags, ha endearours to fix the juit medium twiarcen fitinpllcity and Refinement, which is luit-

able to that ipaaiea of poetry.**
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Hindng the variouft moral defoeta impated to i£!oilteiieHe» that of ji tom|dete 'i^hyitsd

insensibility to all concerns bat his own is by far the most * prominent. A. letter of the

Baron de Grimm, written immediately after FoiStenellc’s death, but not puUiafakl tfll late-

ly, has given a new circulation in this* country to some anecdotes injurious ,to his memory,

which had long ago fallen into oblivion or contempt in France. The authority, however,

of this adventurer, who eamOd his subsistence by collecting and retailing, for tbe amuse-

ment of a German Prince, the literary scandal of Paris, is not much to be relied on in es-

timating a character with which he docs not appear to have had any opportunity of be-

coming personally acquainted ; more especially as, during FonteneUe’s long decline, the

great majority of men of letters in France were disposed to throw his merits into the shade,

as an aceeptable homage to the rising and more dazzling glories of Voltaire. ^ It is in tbe

sjicculatioTis^ indeed, are not always just and satisfactory ; but they are seldom deficient in novelty or refine-

ment. Their principal fault, perhaps, arises from the author's disposition to carry liis refinements too far ; in

. onsc fjucnce of which, his theories become chargeable with that sort of sublimated ingenuity whidi Uie French

Mtiu't Alambique expres-jos more precisely and forcibly than any word in our language.

Something of the same philosophical spirit may be traced in Fenelon's Dialogue.^ 07i Efoquence, and in his

I j tier on Jlhctoric and Po(*tr^, I’lic former of tlicse treatist's, besides its merits as a speculative discussion, con-

various practical hints, Wi (I entitled to the attention of those who aspire to eminence as' public speakers
;

.'iiul of which the most appfU'cntly trifling dairii some regard, as the results of the author's reflections upon an art

which few ever practised with greater success-

Let me add, that both of thf.se eminent meti (who may be regarded as the father-^ of philosophical criticism in

France) were eealous partizaiis and admirers of the Cartesian metaphysics. It is this critical branch of me-

taphysical science which, in my opinion, has been most successfully cultivated by French "writers ; although too

many of them have been infected (after the exam))li: of Fontenelle) with the di'^cose of sickly and of h tper-mt*

tapkysical subtlety.

From this censure, however, must be excepted the Abb^ Dubos, whose Critical Rejlcctiom on Poetrj/ and

Painting is one of the most agreeable and instructive works that can be put into the hands of youth. Few books

are better calculated for leading their minds gradually from literature to philos(j])hy. The author's theories, if

not always profound or just, are in gmeral marked with good sense as well as with ingenuity ; and the subjects

to which they relate are so peculiarly attractive, as to fix the attention oven of tliosc readers who hate but little

relish for speculative discussions. Ce qui fait la bonte de cet ouvrage i^says Voltaire) c^cst qu’il n'y a que pett

d’erreurs, ct beaucoup de reflexions vraies, nouvelles, et profondes. II manque cependant d'ordre ct siir-tout de

precision ; il auroit pu etre ecrit avec plus de feu, de grace ct d'elegancc ; vtait Vecrivain pettsc et faU penser*'

CSiecle dc Louis XIV,J
^ As to Voltaire himself, it must be mentioned, to his honour, that though there seems never to hare been

much cordiality between him and Fontenelle, he had yet the magnanimity to give a place to this Nestor of

French literature in his catalogue of the eminent persons who adorned the reign of Louis XIV. ; a tribute of re-

spect the more flattering, as it is the single instance in which he has departed from his general rule of excluding

from his list the names of all his living contemporaries. Even Fontenclle's most devoted admirers ought to be

satisfied with the liberality of Voltaire's eulogy, in which, after pronouncing Fomienelle tbe most miiircrsal

genius which the age of Louis XIV« had produced," he thus sums up his merits as author : £nfin on ?a re-

m
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Acadeadieal iMemoin of D’Aletnbert and Condorcet (neither of whom can be suspecte||iof

any i^nat prejudiee against Voltaire, but who were both too candid to sacrifice truth to

piurty feelifigs) that we ought to search for l^ontenelle’s real portrait Or rather (if it be

true^ as XXr Hutcheson has somewhere rcmaxhed* that " men have commonly the good or

had qualities which they ascribe to mankind”) the most faithful Eloge on Fontenclle him-

self is to be found in those which he has pronounced upon others.

That the character of Fontenelle would have been more amiable and interesting, had

his vhd^ues been less the result of cold and prudent calculation, it is impossible to dispute.

But his conduct through life was pure and blameless ; and the happy serenity of his tem-

per, which prolonged his life till he had almost completed his hundredth year, served as the

best comment on the spirit of that mild and benevolent philosophy, of whudi he had labour-

ed so long to extend the empire.

It is a circumstance almost singular in his history, that, since the period of his death, his

reputation, both as a man and as an author, has been gradually rising. The fact has been

as remarkably the reverse with most of those who have calumniated his memory.

While the circle of mental cultivation was thus rapidly widening in France, a similar

progress was taking place, upon a larger scale, and under still more favourable circum-

stances, in Fuglaud. To this progress nothing contributed more powerfully than the

periodical papers published under various titles by Addison* and his associates. 'I’lic

garde comme le premier des hommes dans I’art nouveau de repandre de la lumiere et dcs graces 8ur les sciences

abstraites, et il a eu du merits dans toua les autres genres qu’il a trait§6 . Tant de talens ont cte soutenus par la

connoissance des languea et dt lliistoire^ et ila Hi mns contredit au^dessus ious ks s(,avans qm n'ont pa^ le

don de

^ Condorcet bas said expressly, that bis apathy was confined entirely to what regarded himself, and tliat lie

was always an active, though frequently a concealed friend, where his good offices could be useful to those who
deserved them. “ On a cru Fontenelle insensible, parce que saebant maitriser les mpuvernens de son nine il

se conduisoit d'apr^s son esprit, toujours juste et toujours sage, D'ailleurs, il avoit consenti sans peine ^ con-
server celte reputation d'msensibilitd j il avoit souffeit les plaisanteries de ses societes sur sa froideur, sans

chercher d l^s ditromper, parce que, bien sur que les vraies amis n'en scroit pas la dupe, il voyoit dans cette re-

putation un moytin comiuode de se delivrer des indilTerens sans Messer Icur aijfiottr propre." (Eloge de FonteneVe^

pOr Condorcet.)

Many of FoTiteneDels aayings^ th^impoH of which must have depended entirely on cirCatnstances of time

nnkuo'tn to tia, liave beeiV absurdly quoted to his disadvantage, in their literal and most obvious ac-

ceptaUdU. I hate^ war (said be), for it spoils conversation/' Cau any just inference be drawn from the levity

of this convivial ftgairst the bujbilMiity of the person who uttered it? Or ratli^r, when connected with the
eharacterktitaljfaei'irs ^ F0ntenell0*8 wit, does it not lead to a conclusion precisely opposite *

• Born in l67i^/died in 1719.
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effect of th^se in reclaiming th^. 'public taste^jfin^ tlie licentiousness knd gtosshess intro-

duced in^ England at the period of the Restoration; in secoramenditiglhe most serious

and important truths by the united attractiems of vTit, humour, 'imagination,^ and elo-

quence; and, above all, in Counteracting those superstitious terrors wldeh thn weak and

ignorant are so apt to mistake for religious and moral - impassions—^has be^n remarked by

numberless critics, and is acknowledged even ly those who felt no undne partiality in fa-

vour of the authors. ' Some of the papers of Addison, however, are of an order still

Itigher, and bear marks of a mind which, if early and steadily truned to philosophical

pursuits, might have accomplished much nun'e than it ventured to undertake. His fre-

quent references to the Essay on Human Understanding, and the high encomiums with

which they are accompanied, show how successfully he liad entered into the spirit

of that work ; and how completely he was aware of the importance of its object. The

popular nature of his publications, indeed, which rendered it npcessary for him to avoid,

everything that might savour of scholastic or of metaphysical discussion, has left us no

means of estimating his philosophical depth, what are afforded by the of his

thoughts on the particular topics which he has occasion to allude to, and by some of his in-

cidental comments on the scientific merits of preceding authors. But these means are suf-

ficiently ample to justify a very high opinion of his sound and unprejudiced judgment, as well

as of the extent and correctness of his literary information. Of bis powers as a logical rea-

soner he has not enabled us to form an estimate ; but none of bis contemporaries seem to have

been more completely tinctured with all that is most valuable in the metaphysical and

ethical systems of his time.* •

But what chiefly entitles the name of Addison to a place in this Discourse, is his Es-

says on the Pleasures of Imagination; the first attempt in England to'investigate the

principles of the fine arts ; and ah attempt wHch, notwithstanding many defects in the

' Sed Pope’s hnilalions of Horaoe^ Book II. Epistle 1.
** Unhappy Dryden,”

^ 1 quote the following passage from Addison, not as a specimen of his metaphyded acumen, but as a proof of

his good sense in divining and obviating a difficulty which I believe most persoha will acknowledge occurred to

themselves when they first entered on metaphysical studies

Although we divide the soul into several powers and faculties^ there is no such division in the soul itself,

since it is the whole soul that remembers^ i^derstands, wills, or imagines. Our manner of considering the me-

mory, understanding, will, imagiruttibn, and the like faculties, islfor the better enabling us to express ourselves

in such abstracted subjects of speculation, not that there is any such division in the' seul itself.”!' In 'another part

of the same paper, Addison observes; that ^ what we call the facblties of the soul are only the diderent ways or

modes in which the soul can exert heradC'fj (5]peoto<or, No. 600,)

For some important remarks on.the woMs Powio’s ' «i^d Faculties, as applied to the Mind> see IL

Ch. xxi. § SO.
'

:
-
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execulaiw^ iit toktitled to the pnase of having struck out a new avenue to the atody of the

humatt tinnd* more dlnring then any which had been opened before. In this reqpect, it

£cultM a XBost in^ortant euppl^ent to Locke’s Survey the Intellectual Powers ; and it

hdS) aeeordittgly, served as a text, on whifih the greater part of Locke’s disdples have been

eager to ofibr their ocnummits and their oorrectiona The progress made by some of these

in exploring this interesting region has been great % but let not Addison be defrauded of

his daims as a discoverer.

Similar remarks may be extended to the hints suggested by Addison on Wit, on Hu-

mour, and on the Causes of Laughter. . It cannot, indeed, he said of him, that he exhaust-

ed any one of these subjects; but he had at least the merit of starting them as Problems

for the consideration of philosophers; nor would it be easy to among his suc-

cessors, a single writer who has made so important a step towards their solution, as the

original proposer.

The philosophy of the papers to ^ich the foregoing observations refer, has been pro-

nounced to be slight and superficial, by a crowd of modem metaphysicians who were but

ill entitled to erect themselves into judges on such a question.^ The singular simplicity

and perspicuity of Addison’s style have contributed much to 4he prevalence of this preju-

dice. Eager for the instruction, and unambitious of the admiration of the multitiide, he

everywhere studies to bring lumself down to their level ; and even when ho thinks with

the greatest onginaUty, and writes with the most inimitable felicity, so easily do wc enter

into the train of his ideas, that we can hardly persuade ourselves that vie could not have

thought and written in the same manner. He hg||somewhere said of “ fine writing,'’

that it “ consists of senu^eiits which are natural, without being obvious and his defini-

tion has been applauded by Hume, m at ouoe concise and just. Of the thing defined, his

own periodical essays exhibit the most perfect examples.

To this siiUj^city and perspieuity, < the wide circulation whkh his works have so long

maintained among all classes of readara, is in a great measure to be ascribed. His periods

are not eonstmeted, like those of Johnson, to “ elevate and surprise,” by filling the car

and dazzling the fimey ; but we dose his volumes with greater reluctance, and return to

die perusal of them with far greater alacrity. Franklin, whose fugitive publications on po-

litical topics have had so extraordinary an infiuence on public opinion, both in the Old

and New Worlds!, tdlsus bis style in writing was formed t^poa ihe model of Ad-

*
1 assNoteCZ.)
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dis<m : Nor do I know anytkii^ iA the history o€ his life which does aaore honotir to his

shrewdness and ss^city. The eepyist, indeed* did not possess the gifi«d hand of his

master,-—ilfuseo &)ntingm$ cuncta hpore ;—^bot such is the elFeet of his plain and seem-

ingly artless mannmr, that the most profound ccmclusions of political coonemy assume, in

his hands, tlie appearance of in^sputable truths; and some of them, which had been for-

merly confined to the speculative few, are already current in every country of £urcpe^ as

proverbial maxims.^

To touch (however slightly) on Addison’s other merits, as a critic, as a wit, as a n^tecula-

tivc politician, anfi, above all, as a moralist, would lead me completely astray from my pre-

sent object. It will not he equally foreign to it to quote the two following short passages,

which, though not- strictly metaphysical, arc, both of them, the result of metaphysical

habits of thinking, and bear a stronger resemblance than anything I recollebt among the

wits of Queen Anne’s reign, to the best philosophy of the present ag^. They approach,

indeed, very nearly to the philosophy of Turgot and of Smith.

“ Among other excellent arguments for the immortality of the soul, there is one drawn

from the perpetual progress of the soul to its perfection, without a possibility of ever amv-

ing at it ; which is a hint tliat I do not remember to have seen opened and improved by

others who have written on this subject, though it seems to me to carry a great weight with

It. A brute arrives at a point of perfection that he can never pass. In a few years he has

all the endowments he is capable of; and were he to live ten thousand more, would be

the same thing he is at present. Were a human soul thus at a stand in her accomplish-

ments, were her faculties to be full-blown, and incapable of further enlargement, I would

imagine it might fall away insensibly, and drop at once into a state of annihilatiou. But

can we believe a thinking being, that is in a perpetual pri^ess of improvement, and tra-

velling on from perfection to perfection, after havii^ just looked abroad into tlie works of

its Creator, and made a few discoveries of his infinite goodness, wisdom, and power, must

perish at her first setting out, and in the very banning of her inquiries

The philosophy of the other passage is not unworthy of the author of the JFealth cf"

Nations. The tJuxugkt may be traced to earlier writers, but certainly it was nevcf before

^ The expressions ** Lais&z tUnm and fos tiop gquverntr^* winch comprise, m a few words, two of

the most important lessmia of Political wi^m, are indebted chiefly for dieir extensive ctrculation to the short

and luminous comments of Franklin. (See hts Political FragiwmUf § 4.)

^ This argument has been prosecuted with great ingenuity and force of reasoning (blended, however, with

some of the peculiarities of his Berkeleian metaphysics) by the late Dr. James Hutton. (See his

itf tAe Pnnctples of Knowlcdgei^ Vdl. III. p 19^^ c/ seq. £dtki 179^}
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prc5eti|ti^<i#|tli the sa&a fulu<j«»'ahd livelineBS of illtmtcation ; nor do I Icnow, in all Addi-

soqi^B'^ a ihner inatauce of his solicitude iBor the improvement of his fair readers, than

thi> address with which he h(n:o insinuates ime of the sublimest moral lessons, while ap-

jnarenily aiming only to amuse the^ihywith the geographical history of the muff and the

iippet. '
, ,

Nature seems to have taken a partienlar care to disseminate her blessings among the

diffme^ segimts of the world, with an eye to the mutual intercourse and traffic among

tmuilundi that the natives of the several parts of the globe might have a kind of depen-

dance upon one another, and be-united together by their common iutereft. Almost every

degree produces something peculiar to it. The food often grows in one coUritry, and the

sauce in another. The fruits of Portugal are corrected by the products of Barbadocs; the

infusion of a 'China plant, sweetened with the pith of an Indian canc. The Philippine

Islands give a flavour to our European bowls. The single dress of a woman of quality is

often the product of a hundred climates. The muff and the fan come together from the

opposite ends of the earths The scarf is sOnt hrom the torrid zone, and the tippet from

beneath the pole. The brocade petticoat rises x)ut of the mines of Peru, and the diamond

necklace out of the bowels of Indostan.”

But I must not dwell longer on the fascinating pages of Addison. Allow me only, be-

fore 1 close them, to contrast the last extract with a remark of Voltaire, which, s*liallow

and contemptible as it is, occurs more than once, both in verse and in prose, in his volu-

minous writings.

. II murit a M<^a, dans le sable Arabique,

Ce CftlTe n^cessSire aux pays des frimats

;

II met la Fievre m nos climats,

^ £t le remade en '
'

' X.Epitre au Roi du Prusse, 1750.)

And yet Voltaire is admired as A ^ilosopher by many who will smile to hear this title

bestoyred upon Addison ! !

It is observed by Akenside, ^t^of the notes to the Pleasures of Imagination, that

“ Philosophy and the Fine Arts can hardly be conceived at a greater distance from each

other than at the |B,evblution, when LiOcke stood at the head one party, and Dryden of

the (other.” He oheerves, also, that *' a vgjy great progress towards their re-union had

within ^efe few:’’ ^ To this progress the chief impulse was undoubtedly

givdi^;hj|r_|i^<B8ou wd Shaffesht^^
'

Notwi&i^^iBg, howdve^it pai^tiality for the f^er of these writers, I

should be triily^^ao^ to thinki vidth Mr. Hume, that “ Addison will be read with plea-
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sure vihea Locke shall be entirgl^forgotten? i^EiSay on the fitffermi Species of

losophy.)

A few years befbre the comiueuoement of these periodical i^ks, a ttiesuNrable accession

was made to metaphysical science, by the publication of Berkeley’s Nero Theory of Vision;

and of his Principles of Human Knowledge. Possessed of a mind which, however in-

ferior to that of Locke in depth of reflection and in soundness of judgment, was fully its

equal in logical acuteness and invention, and in learning, fancy, and taste, far its superior,

—Berkeley was singularly fitted to promote that re^union of Philosophy and of the Fine

Arts which is so essential to the prosperity of both. Xiocke, we are told, despised poetry

;

and wc know &om one of his own letters, that, among our English poets, his favourite

author was Sir Bichard Blackmoie. Berkeley, on the other hand, courted the society of

all, from whose conversation and manners he conld hope to add to the embellishments of

his genius; and although himself a decided and High Church Tory,* lived in the habits of

friendship with Steele and Addison, as well as wirii Pope and Swift. Pope’s admiration of

him seems to have risen to a sort of enthusiasm. He yielded to Berkeley’s decision on a

very delicate que^ion relating to the exordium of the Essay on Man; and on his moral

qualities he has bestowed the highest and most unqualified eulogy to be found in bis writ-

ings.

•• Even in a Bishop 1 can spy desert.

Seeker is decent ; Bundle has a heart

;

Manners with candour are to Benson given

,

To Beikeley every virtue under Heaven.**

With these intellectual and moral endowments, admired and blaxoned as they ncre by

the most distinguished wits of his age, it is not surprising that Berkeley should have given

a popularity and fashion tq metaphysical pursuits, which they had never befbre acquired in

England. Nor was this popularity diminished by the boldness of some of his paradoxes:

on the contrary, it was in no small d^ree the ^ect of them ; the great bulk of mankind

being always prone to mistake a singularity or eccentricity of thinking, for the originality

of a creative genius.

' See a volume of Sermons, preached in the chapel of Trinhy College, Duhliii, See also a Discourse

addressed to Magistrates, &c. printed in 17S6. In boUiof these publication^ the ’'author oaiTies his Tory
principles so for, as to represent the doctrihe of passive obedience and non-resistance as an^esseotial article of

the CbnsUin faith. *' The Chrlstain religkm mokes every legal conetitation sacred, by commanding our sab-

mission thereto. Let every sml be suiyect to tke hghcr ponmt saith St Paul, ,/br thefoivers theU be are ordained

qf God."
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imjpOi^ktKiat and brilUMit. Aaiong these, the £x8t place is unqucwtionably due to his iVete

X^wty of VUion^; a work abuundiBg with ideas so difPerent firom those commonly re-

ea^ed, and, at the same time, so prdUmd and refined, that it was regarded by all but a

few aecustomed to deep metaphysical reSection, rather in the light of a philosophical ro>

mance, than of a sober inquiry after truth. Sudi, however, has been since the progress

and ^ffhsioit of this sort of knowledge, that the leading and most abstracted doctrines

continued in it, form new an essential part of every elementary treatise of optics, and

are adopted by the most superficial smatt^eia in science as fundamental articles of their

faith.

Of a theory, the outlines of which cannot fail to be familiar to a great majority of my

readers, it would be wholly superfluous to attempt any explanation here, even if it were

consistent with toe limits within which I am circumscribed. Suffice it to observe, that its

chief aim is to distinguish the immediate and natural objects of sight firora the seemingly

instantanems conclusions which experience and habit teach us to draw from them in our

earliest infancy ; or (in the more concise metaphysical ' langu^e of a later period) to draw

the line between the original and the acquired perceptions of the eye. They who wish

to study it in detail, will find ample sstisfliction, and, (if they have any relish for such stu-

dies) an inexhaustible fund of entertainment, in Berkeley’s own short but masterly ex-

position of his principles, and in the excellent comments upon it by Smith of Cam-

bridge ; by Porterfield ; by Reid ; and, still more lately, by the author of the JVealtli of

iq^alions}

That tliis doctrine, with respect to the acquired perceptions of sight, was quite un-

known to toe best metaphysicians of antiquity, we have dirpet evidence in a passage of

Aristotle’s NicomacMan Ethics, whae he states the distinction between these endow-

ments which are the immediate gifi af nature, and those which Sre the fruit of custom and

habit. In the former daas, he ranks the perceptions of sense, mentioning particularly the

senses of seding and of hearing. The passive (which I have transcribed in a Note) is cu-

rious, and seems to me decisive on toe subject.*
^

> By thU excellent Beric^||y’8 Nm Theory of Fiahn is prononneed to be '* one of the finest examples

«f ]^Sdk»<;^p4iic''r that Is tOHbe found in our own, nr any other language. (Eteayt on PhUomphiced Sub-

Jeetk p- 915.)

JSficomach. Libs u« cap. i.)

For it is not seeing oftertyOr frqpd hearing often, that vre get these senses; but. on the contrary.
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mifiapprehetisioos of the ancients on thic'ilsei^ i^eiuce question snE ne| a^&x tm-
prising, when it is considered, that years ai(^ the pnHicatioa of Bei%eley*s Theory

of Vtsiotif and sixty years after the date of liocke’s Essay

^

the sol^eet was so imperfectly

understood in France, that Condillac (who is, to 'this day, very generally Rgaxded hy his

countrymen as the father of genuine logic and metaphyeiCi) eomhated at great length the

conclusions of the English philosophers concemiag the acqtared ^rceptions of sight ; af*

drmiug that the eye judges naturally of ig(u««> ofm^itudes, of situations, and of

distances.” His argument in support of this opinion is to be found in the sixth seetion

of his Essay on the Origin ofEivman Knoxeledge,

It is difficult to suppose, that a person of mature years, who had read and studied Locke

and Berkeley with as much care end attention as Condillac appears to have bestowed on

them, should have reverted to this ancient and vulgar prejudice: without suspecting that

his metaphysical depth has been somewhat overrated by the world.* It is but justice,

however, to Condillac to add, that, in a subsequent work, he had the candour to acknow-

ledge and to retract his error

a

rare example of that didnterested love of truth, which

is so becoming in a philosopher. I quote the passage (in a literal, though somewhat

abridged version), not only to show, that, in the above statement, I have not misrepresent-

ed his opinion, hut because I consider this remarkable dreumstdmee in his hterary history

as a peculiarly amiable and honourable trait in bis character.

“We cannot recall to our memory the ignorance in which we were bom : It is a state

instead of getting them by using them, we use them because we have got them.”

Had Aristotle been at all aware of the distinction so finely illustrated by Berkeley, instead of appealing to the

perceptions of these two senses, as instances of endowments coeval with otir birth, he would have quoted them as

the most striking of all examples, of tlie effects of Custom V^jMSrontly identifying mir acquired powers with

our original faculties.
’ ‘UHw'

> Voltaire, at an earlier period, bad seized completoly thc'^n|ie of Borkeley’s theory ; and had explained it

with equal brevity and precision, in the following passage ofioa Yemenis itie JSewUtnim PhSotophy

:

II faut absolument conclure, que les distances, lea grandeurs, les situations ne sont pad, i proprement parler,

dcs choses vis'bles, e'est a dire, tie sont pas les objets proprea et immfdiats de la vne, X<'ohjet propre et im-

mediat de la vue n’est autre chose que la lumi^re colors : tout le reste, nous ne le aentotw qo'a la longue et par

exp^ence. Nous applenuns a vmr, pr^s^ment comma nous apprenons & parler et d lire. La diffeptdee est,

que I’lurt de voir est plus facile, et que la nature est* dgalement dtom notto maitre.

“ Les jugemens soudains, preeque unifittraes, que toutes noe fifnes d un oerlaht age portent dm d^atitn«»efa des

grandeurs, des situatious, none fimt penm, qvfl n’y a qu’d onWdt kss yeux poor vmr la maoito demt nous

voyons. On se tiriwnpe, il y fii,ut le secodn des autres sens. lee hommes n'avoicnjt que le aetie de la vue, ils

n'auroient aucun tiuqren pour connditre fdtendue en longeur, lugeur et profondear, et tin |Hir esprit ne la coQ»

nditroit peut £tre, d moins que Dieu ne lalui irdvdldt.''«««P/iyr. NSmtat, CSup, 7i

DISS. Z. FAAT IL
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no trace belnad it. We only reoolleet our ignorance of those things, the

k:i|lie^^|dge of whidi yte recoiltoot to have acquired ; and to remark what we acquire, some

^paevieiijm knowledge is necessary. That memory which now rendas ns so sensible of the

"''atep from one acquisition to another, eannot remount to the first steps of the pn^ess ; on

the contrary, it suppcses them already made ; and hence the origin of our di^sition to

believe tbmn connate with ourselves. T-o say that we have learnt to see, to hear, to taste,

to smell, io toucdi, appears a most extraordinary paradox. It seems to us that nature gave

ui the complete use of our senses the moment she formed them, and that we have always

made use of them without study, because we are no longmr oUiged to study in order to

use them. I retained these prejudices at the time I published my Essay on the Origin of

Human Knowledge

;

the reasonings of Locke on a man born blind, to whom the sense of

sight was afterwards given, did not undeceive me; and I maintained against this philo-

iopher that the eyejudges naturally offigures, ofsizes, ofsituations, and ofdistances ”

—

Nothing short of his own e^Eplimt avowal could have convinced me, that a writer of so high

pretensions and of sudh udqoeteionaUe it^eniuty as Condillac, had really commenced his

metaphysical career under so gross and unaccountable a delusion.

la bestowing the praise Of or^^ality on Berkeley’s Theory of Vision, I do not mean to

say, that the whole 'ta.ent of th& Theory is mcdusively his own. In this, as in most other

cases, it may be presumed, tbat^fhe progress of the human mind has been gradual : And,

in point of fact, it will, on examination, be found, that Berkeley only took up the inquiry

where Locke dropped it ; following out his principles to their remoter consequences, and

placing them in so great a variety of strong and happy lights, as to bring a doctrine till

/Aen. understood but by a &w, within the reach of evmy intelligent and attentive reader.

Eormy own part, on comparing philosophers together, 1 am at a loss whether

most to admire the powerful and |K|M|Hih;ig sagacity of the one, or the fertility of inven-

tion displayed in the illnstratimis ofl^^ other. What can be more clear and forcible than

the atatement of ILoeke quoted in die Note below; and what an idea does it convey of his

supecloi^y to Ctmdillac, when it is cemsidered, that be anticipated d priori the same doc-

fine analysis of Berkeley, and demonstrated

French metaphysician, with all this

a ’pregu^HiBe tranamitted to modern

1.
• >

trine WB&ti|||Was afterwards confirmed by the

^y the jum^jjms^expBriments of ChesdUlen ; vi

accqiuul^n 4df^;;(l^enfie3(^re him, re}a|is

dpEMOV the in!^Mqr r^nptical science

receive bjr sebsa-
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I belief^ it would be diffietalt to produce writer priqir to Leebe* »e equal nua^i.

ber of hnpertaet &ets rdiatiitg to the iutellectutdjpheuomesu, as well observed, end as uui*

exceptionably described, as tliose which 1 have here brought under xajr reader’s It

must appear evident, berides, to aU who have studied riie subject, that Ixicke has, in this

passage, enundated, in tesans the most precise and decided, the same genml oomdusion

*—»"» * * w '

„ l,„ ^ ^ I H f M >—

tion are often in gro^n^n people altered by the judgment, without out taking notice of it. When we set before

our eyes a round globes of any uniform colour, v. g, gold, alabaBter, or jet, it ie certain that the idea thereby

imprinted in our ipind is of a flat circle, variouriy shadowed, with several degrees of light and brightness comiiig

to our eyes. But we having by use been aoeustomed to percehne what kind of appearance convex bodies are

wont to make in us, what alterations anamade in the reflections of light by the diflerence of the sensible figure

of bodies ; the judgment presentlyj by a^xi habitual custom, alters the appearances into their causes, so that, from

w hat truly is variety of shadow or colour, collecting the figure it makes it pass for a mark of figure, and frames

to Itself the perception of a convex figure, and an uniform cedour; when the idea we receive from thence is only

a plane variously coloured, as is evident in painting. * ** « a

But this is not, I think, usual in any of our ideas, but those received by sight; * because sight, the most

( )mprehensive of aU our senses, conveying to our minds die ideas of lights and colour^, which are peculiar only

to that sense ; and also the far different ideas of space, figUlvr, or motion, the several varieties whereof change

the appearances of its proper objects, viz. light and colours. We bring ourselves by me to judge of the one by tlie

Ollier. This, in many cases, by a settled habit in things whereof we have frequent experience, is performed

constantly and so quick, that we Uike ihai for ^the perception of our sensation, which is an idea formed by out

judgment; so that one, viz. that of sensation, serves only to excite the other, and is sparce taken notice of itself

;

as a man who reads or bears with attention or understanding, takes little notice of the characters or sounds, but

ol the ideas that are excited in him by tliem.

, Nor need we wonder that is done with so little notice, if we consider how very guiei the actions of the

mind are performed, for os itself is thought to take up no space, to have no extension ; so its actions seem to re«

quire no time, but many of them seem to be crowded into an instant. 1 speak this in Comparison to the actions

of the body. Any one may easily observe tins in his own thoughts, who will toke the pains to reflect on them.

How, as it were in an instant, do our minds with one glance see all the ^xirts of a demonstration, ^^lirch may

very well be called a long one, if we consider t}ie*time it trill require to put it into words, and step by step

show it to another ? Secondly, we shall not be so much sutpoHsed, that this is done in us with so httlc notice,

if we consider how the facility which we get of doing things by a custom of doing makes them often pass in

us without our notice. HahUt, especially such as are begun very early, come at last to produce actions in ua,

which often escape our observations; How ftequcntly do we in a day cover our eyes with our eye-lids, without

perceiving that we arc at all in the dark? Men that have by custom got tlie use of a bye*word, do almost in^-

cvery sentence pronounce.souncls, which, though taken notice of by others, they theinaotves neither hear nor ob-^

serve ; and, therefore, it is not so strange, that our mind should often change the idea of its saisaUon into liiat of

itajudgment, atid make one serve <Uily to excite the other, wdtbout taking nptice of it." (Locke's Vol. I.

p. 123, et seq^)
'

i

^
^

*

V Mr Locke might, however, have remstkhd soidething vwy similar to It in ilio jpesoeptions of theWi s very of

epproptiate objects belsg riUhcrJudged ^than seUii|iyywvriwjil. In the rapidity <fet example) of conuaho convemsfib^ow mrny sylla-

bles, and even words, emnpe the notice of the ihost^imtlve hssmr |
vhidi syllsUesend wotd»4W so limckly swpiilliai from the relation

which they bear to the test of the aentoiice, fifSt ft k qnlk Impossible to disfinguldi betwws^^tlwi nOdible tlis inaudible sounds I

A very palpable instance of this occurs in the diflloulty ezpetietioed by the most acute ear in cotddlnj||l
nafnes or antbmeiipi|l smns,

or words borrowed ftom unknown tongues, tbs fiiW time they aw prenomwed. *
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coticfii^oiQg; tJie effect <ff eo&Btaitt and e^rly hahitSf it was the great object of Berke-

le]^ ^t%eo^ of PtHon to estid>li8h« and whieli* indeed, giyes to that work its dbuef value,

wiileii considered hi connecflon iWsh the Philosophy of the Human Mind.

Berkeley himBeli^ it is to be observed, by no means lay claims to that complete novelty

in his Theory Vision, which has been ascribed to it by asany who, in all probability, de-

rived their whole mformation ccmceming it from the traditional and inexact transcripts of

bodk<4iiiakiiig hutonanst In the introductory sentences of his Bssay, he states very clearly

and candidly the conclusions of his immediate predecessors on this doss of olxr perceptions

;

and explains, with the greatest precision, in what particulars his own opinion differs from

theirs. « It is, I think, agreed by aU, that distance, of itself, cannot be seen. For

distance Iwing a line directed end^vrise to the eye, it projects only one point in the fund of

the eye, which point remains invariably the same, whether the distance be longer or

shorter.

“ I find it also adcnowledged, that the estimate we make of the distance of objects

considerably remote, is rather an act of judgment grounded on experience, than of sense.

For example, when I perceive a great number of intermediate objects, such as houses,

fields, rivers, and the like, which I have experienced to take up a considerable space , I

thence form a judgment or conduaion, that the object I see beyond them is at a great

distance. .IVgain, when an dlject appears &int and small, which, at a near distance, I

have experienced to make a vigorous and large appearance, I instantly condude it to be

far off. And this, 'tis evident, is the result of experience

;

without which, from the faint-

ness and littleness, I should not have inferred anything concerning the distance of ob-

jects.

“ But when an object is placed at so fiear a distance, as that the interval between the

eyes bears any sensible proportion to it, it is the received opinion that the t\Vo optic axes,

concurring at the object, do tiieare make an angle, by means of which, according as it is

giicater or less, the object is perceived to be nearer or ferther off.

" is another way mestioned by the optic writhe, whereby they will have us judge
of those distimeet^ in respec^ of whidi the breadth of the pupil hath any sensible bigness

;

and that is, or lose divergmioy of the J»ys^ which, issuing from the visible point,

do fiOl on the p^^ being judged Bearest, wbi<^ is^ by most diverging rays,

mid that seiiabtm','*d|d<)h ht ISeo hy less diveigil^ rays.”

Jjwordijijf tiie ** common and ennent yecountiT' given by ma~
themadeeink^ mxr distances by sight. He then proceeds to show, that
they are unsatih^i^fi^rj^ aad Ibat'it is necessary, for the solution of this probhsm, to avail
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ourselves of p^iapUs lammed a higbei^ f^osophy: A£t»^ whidi. he explains* in

detail* hu theoiqr eonceraiug the ideas {»&^8aiions) vrhi^ by experience* become

signs of distance;^ m (to use hie own phraseology) ** by which distance is suggested*

to the mind.” The result of the wlude is* that, " a man bom tdind* being made to

see, would not at first have any idea of distance by sight. The sun and starst the re-

molest ciffccts as wdl as the nearest, would all seem to be in his JSye, or rather in his

Mind”*

From this quotation it (q>pears* that* before Berkeley’s time* plulosophera had advanced

greatly beyond the point at which <Aristotle stopped* and towards wbidi Condillac, in his

first publication, made a retrograde movement. Of this progress some of tbe chief steps

may be traced as early as the twelfth century in the Optics of Alhazen ;
* and they may be

' For assisting petaons imaccnttatned to metaphysical studies to enterHhto tibe spirit and scope of Berkeleys

Theory^ the best Qlustration I know of is famished by Che phenomena of the PhmiasTnagoria. It is sufiicient to

hint at this application of these phenomena, to those who know anything of the subject.

^ The word suggest is much used by Berkdey in this appropriate and technical sense, not only in his Theory

Vmon, but in his Principles qf Human Knowledge, and in bis Minute Philosopher

•

It expresses, indeed, the

cardinal principle cm which hib Theory qf Plskn hinges; and is now so incxxtpprated with some of our best

metaphysical speculations, that one cannot easily conceive bow the use of it was so long dispensed with. Locke

(in the passage quoted in the Note, p. 107) uses the word ercUe for the same purpose : but it seems to imply an

hypothesis concerning the mechanism of the mind, and by no means expresses the fact in question with the same

force and precision.

It is remarkable, that Dr Reid should have thought it incumbent on him to apologize for introducing into

philosophy a word so familiar to every person conversant with Berkel^s works. « I beg leave to make use

of the word suggesHmt because I know not one more proper to express a power ofthe mind, which seems entirely

to have escaped the notice of philosophers, and to which we owe many of oar simple notions which are neither

impressions nor ideas, as well as many original principles of bdief. I shall endeavour to explain, by an ex-

ample, wliat I understand by this word. We all know liM a certain kind of sound suggests immediately to

the mind a coach passing in the street ; and not oply j^ioi^isces the imagination, but the belief, that a coach is

passing. Yet there is no comparing of ideas, no perception of agreements or disagreements to produces this

belief; nor is there the least similitttde between the sound we hear, and the coach we imagine and bdieve to be

passing.'*

So far Dr Reid's use of the virord emneides exactly widi that of Berkeley; but fhe ibrmer will be found to

annex to it a meaning more extensive than the latter, by ^ploying it to conqieebeild not only those ialieiiafionj

which are the result of experience and l^abit ; but another chiss of intimations (quite overlooked by Jlprkeley),

those which result from tbe orit^id frame of the human tnind. (SeC Reid's Inqniry, Chap. iL eec. Y.) •

3 I request the attention of cciy neadedf to this last sentenccCeiaf have little doubt that tbeihctlieee stated gave
rise to the theeiy Whicdi Berkeley ladopteci, conoeeigj^ the nonr^eadsteMe of the Umrierial irorld. It

is not, indeed, smfprisixig theta cimtdurito|"so yeij curious wbh^ viaspect to the ol^ebts of sight, should have beeiv

in the first ardour of discovery, too hasnly ent^oded to those ^juid^ties also ^hidi are the appropriate objeolgi ot
touch. <

Alhaaen, Lib. ii. NN. 10, 59^ ,

^
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perceived still more clearly and distinctly in various optical writers since the revival of let-

ters;- particularly 4n the Optica Promota of James Gregory.* Father Malebranchc

v/eab still farther, and even anticipated some, of the metaphysical reasonings of Berkeley

concerning the means by which experience enables ns to judge of the distances of hear ob-

jects. In proof of this* it is sufficient to mention the explanation he gives of the manner

in which a comparison of the perceptions of sight and of touch teaches us gradually to es-

timate by the eye the distances of all those objects which are within reach of oUr hands, or

of which we are accustomed to measure the distance, by walking over the intermediate

ground.

In rendering this justice to earlier writers, I have no msh to dctr.act from the originali-

ty of Berkeley. With the single exception, indeed, of the passage in Malchjanche which

1 have just referred to, and which it is more than probable was unknown to Berkeley when

his theory first occurred to I have ascribed to his predecessors nothing more than

what he has himself explicitly acknowledged to belong to them. All that I wished to do

was, to supply some links in the historical chain, which he has omitted.

The influence which this justly celebrated work has had, not only in perfecting the

theory of optics, but in illustrating the astonishing effects of early habit on the mental

phenomena in general, will sufficiently account to my intelligent readers for the length to

which the foregoing observations upon it have extended.

Next in point of importance to Berkeley’s Now Theory of Vision, which I regard as by

far the most solid basis of his philosophical fame, may be ranked his speculations concern-

ing the Objects of General Terms and his celebrated argument against the existence of the

Material World. On both of these questions I have elsewhere explained my own ideas so

fully, that it would be quite superfluous for me to resume the consideration of them herc.^

In neither instance are his reasonings so entirely original as has been commonly sup-

posed. In the former, they coincide in substance, although with immense improvements

ijl the form, with those of the scholastic nominalists, as revived and modified by Hobbes

and Leibnitz. In the latter instance, they amount to little more than an ingenious and

elegant developement of some principles of Malebranchc, pushed to certain paradoxical but

obvious consequences,, of which Malebranchc, though unwilling to avow them, appears to

have 'been fully These consequences, tbo, had been previously pointed out by

‘ See of Pro^. 88.
,

- .

.

^ was pi:dbiishe(j w^en'he was only twen^-five; an o^e when it can scarcely be supposed

that his reading hSdlb^ very extensive.

® See Philosopkicul Essies.
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Mr Norris, a very learned divine of the Church: of Ez^land, whose name has unaccount-

ably failed in obtaining that distihctiou to which acuteness as a logician, and his boldness

as a theorist, justly entitled him.^

The great object of Berkeley in maintaining his system of idealism, it may be proper to

remark in passing, was to cut up by the roots the scheme of materialism. *i Matter (he

tells us himself) being once edtpelled out of nature^ drags with it so many sceptical and

impious notions. * Without it, your Epicureans, Hobbists,
.
and 'the like, have

not even the shadow of a pretence, but become the most cheap and easy triumph in the

world.”

Not satisfied with addressing these abstract speculations to the learned, Berkeley con-

ceived them to be of such moment to human happiness, that he resolved to bring them, if

possible, within the reach of a wider circle of readers, by throwing them into the more po-

pular and amusing form of dialogues.^ The skill with which he has executed this very

difficult and unpromising task cannot be too much admired. The characters of his speak-

ers arc strongly marked and happily contrasted ; the illustrations exhibit a singular com-

bination of logical subtilty and of poetical invention ; and the style, while it everywhere

abounds with the rich, yet sober colourings of the author's fancy, is perhaps superior, in

point of purity and of grammatical correctness, to any English composition of an earlier

date.®

* Anotlier very acute metaphysician of the same church (Arthur Collier^ author of a Demonstration of the

Non-existence and Impossibility of' an External WorkV) has met with still greater injustice. His name is not to be

found in any of our Biographical Dictionaries. In point of date» his publication is some years posterior to that

of Norris, and therefore it does not possess the same claims to originality ; but it is far superior to it in logical

closeness and precision, and is not obscured to the same degree with the mystical theology which Norris (after

the example of Malcbranclie) connected with the scheme of Tdeolism. Indeed, when compared with the

writings of Berkeley himself, it yields to them less in force of argument, than in composition and variety of il-

lustration. The title of Collicr^s book is C7ai;is Universalis, txc a New Inquiry after Truth, being a Demonstra-

tion, &c. &CC* By Arthur Collier, Hector of Langford Magna^ near Sarum. (Lond. printed for Robert Gosling,

at the Mitre and Crown, against St Dunstan’s Church, Fleet Street, 177.9.) The motto prefixed by Collier to

his work is from Malebranche, and is strongly characteristical both <if tlie English and French Inquirer after

Truth, Vulgi assensus et approbatio circa matcriam difiicilem est certum argummtum falsitatis istius opinionis

cui assentitur/* (Maleh. De Inquir, V&iU L:b. iii. p. 194.). See Note (AA.)
^ I allude here chiefly to Aldphrm, or the Minute Philosophers for as to the dialogues betweai Hylas and

Philonous, they aspire to no higher meritlhati that of the commkni dialogues between A. and B. ; being merely

a compendious way of stating and of di|Vfatmg the principal 'olgecUoiis which Ife^e author anticipated to his

opinions.
,

'
,

'J'.

^ Dr Wnrton, after bestowing high praise on the Minute excepts from his encomium those

passages in the fourth dialogue^ where the author has introduced his fanciful knd^vhimsical opinions ^out
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Tiby^ Ifi^ressioQ pranced in Bngland \by Berkeley’s Idealism>vas not so great as might

expected; but the novelty of his ^adoxes attracted very powerfully the atten-

a 8et„,^ young me^ who , were the^^oseoutlDg their studies at Edinburgh, and

who formed themselves into a Society for the express purpose of soliciting from the author

an explanation of some parts of his theory which seemed to them obscurely or equivocally

expressed. To this correspondence the amiable and exeelledt prelate appears to have given

every encouragement; and I have been told hy the l^st authority, that he was accustomed

to say> that his reasonings had been nowhere bctternndenftood than by ^is club of young

Scotsmen.^ The ingmiious Dr Wallace, author of the Discourse on the Numbers of

Mankinds was one of the leading members ;
and with him were associated several other in-

dividuals, whose names are now well known and honourably distinguished in the learned

world. Mr Hume’s Treatise of Human NaiurCy which was published in 1739, affords

sufficient evidence of the deep impression which Berkeley’s writings had left upon his

mind ; and to this juvenile .essay of Mr Hume’s may be traced the origin of the most im-

portant metaphysical works,which Scotland has since produced.

It is not, however, my intention to prosecute &rther, at present, the history of Scottish

philosophy. The subject may be more conveniently, and I hope advantageously resumed,

after a slight review of the speculations of'some English and French writers, who, while

they professed a general acquiescence ib the doctrines of Locke, have attempted to modify

his fundameutid principles in a manner totally inconsistent with the views of their master.

The remarks which I mean to offer on the modern French school will afford me, at the

same time, a convenient opportunity of introducing some strictures on the metaphysical

systems which have of late prevailed in other parts of the Continent.

— : ^

'
' 't

vision."— on the fVrUings and Genitu of Vol. II. p. '864..)—If I were called on to point out the most

ingenious and original part of the whole work, ii; would be the argumont contained in the p^aaages here so con-

temptuously alluded to, by this learned and (on all questions of taste) most respectable critic.

The authority I here allude to is that of my old friend and preceptor. Dr John Stevenson, who was himself

a member the Jtankenian Club, and who was accustomed for many years to mention this fact in his Academical

Prelectiont.
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SECTIOif V.
/

Hartleian School

The Englishipriten to wlbom 1 have alluded in the last paragraph, I shall distinguiih

by the title of l}|||pflrtley*s School ; for although 1 by no means consider this person as the

first author of any of the theories comnlonly ascribed to him (the seeds of all of them having

been previously sown in the university where he was educated), it was nevertheless reserved

for him to combine them together, and to exhibit them to the world in the imposing form

of a system. # ^ „

Amsng the immediate predecessors of Hartley, Dr Law, afterwards Bishop of Carlisle,

seems to have been chiefly instrumental in preparing the way for a schism among Locke’s

disciples. The name of Law was first known to Iftie public by an excellent translation, ac-

companied by many learned, and some very.judicious notes, of Archbishop King’s work

on the Origin of Evil ; a work of which ttie great object was to combat the Optimism of

Leibni^'z, and the blauicheism imputed to 4BayIe. Xn making ^lis work more generally

known, the translator certainly rendered a most acceptable and important service to the

world, and, indeed, it is upon this ground that his best claim to literary distinction is still

founded.^ In his ovm original speevdations, he is weak, paradoxical, and oracular;* af-

^ King’s argument in proof of the prevalence in this world, both of Natural and Moral Good, over the c orres«

ponding Evils, has been much and deservedly admired ; nor are Lan/s Notes, upon this head entitled to lest

praise. Indeed, it is in this part of the work that both the author and bis commentator appear, in my opinion, to

the greatest advantage. ^

^ As instances of this*l need only refer to tbejffrr/ and third of his Notes on King; the former of which re-

lates to the word substance ; and the lattei^to the dispute between Clarke and Leibnitz concerning space. «.

reasonings on both subjects are obscured by an aiTected use of hard and linmeAing words, ill becoming so de-

voted St admirer of Locke. The same remark may be eictended to an Inquiry into the Ideas of Space and Time^

published by Dr Law in 3734.

The result of Law's speculations nn Space and Time is thus stated by himself: That our ideas of them do

not imply any external ideatum or objective reality ; that these ideas (as well as those of iffnity and number) are

universal or abstract ideas^ existing under tiiat formality no wher^ but in the mind ; nor affording a proof of

any thing, but of the power which the mind has to form them." ^(Law’s Trans, (f King, p. 7- 4th edit.) This

language, as we shall afterwards see, approiftches very nea|[y to tU<lt lately intr^^laced by Kant. Dr Law^s fa-

vourite author might have cautioned him against auch jargon. (See Essay on the 'Hunum Understanding, Book

II. Chap. xiii. § 17, 18.) * ^
The absurd application of the scholastic word substance to empty space; an absurdity in which the powerful

BISS. L PART II. %P
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fecting* <ia all occaswnw, the most profoiiS^ veneration 4llr the opinionp of Locke, but much

moQ6 a|»t to attach himself to the errors and oversights of that great man, than to enter in-

to fcho gencrfl||spirit of hialkietaj^ysical phiksophy.

ll'o thii translation, Dr. Law prefixed a Dissertation concerning the Fundamental

Frindple of Virtue, by the Reverend Mr Gay; a performance of considerable inge-

nuity, but -which would now be entitled to little notice, were it not for t^ influence it ap-

pears to have had in suggesting to Dr Hartley the possibility of accounj^g for all our in-

tellectual pleasures and pains, by the single prinmple of the Associationw Ideas. We are

informed by Dr Hartley himself, that it was in consequence of hearing some account of

the contents of this dissertation, he was first led to engage in those inquiries which*produ-

ced his celebrated Theory ofHuman Nature.
^

*'

The other principle on which this theory proceeds (that of the vibrations and ^ibrati-

unclcs in the medullary substance of the brain) is also of Cambridge origin. It occurs iu

the form of a query iu Sir Isaac Ncwton’i, Optics ; and a distinct allusion to it, as a princi-

ple likely to throw new light on the phenomena of mind, is to be found in the concluding

sentence of Smith's Harmonics. r

Very nearly about the time when Hartley’s appeared, Charles Bonnet of Genc\a

published some speculations of his own, proceeding almost exactly on the same assump-

tions. Both writers speak of vibrations in the nerves; and both o1^ them

have recourse to a subtile and elastic ether, co-operating with the nerves in carrying on

the communication between soul and body.* This fluid Bonnet conceived to flb contain-

ed in the nerves, in a manner analogous to that in which the electric fluid is contained in

the solid bodies which conduct it ; differing in this respect from tlie Cartesians as well as

from the ancient^hysiulogists, who considered the nerves as hollow tubes, or pipes, within

which the animal'apirits were included. It is to this elastic ether that Bonnet ascribes the

vibrations of which he supposes the nerves to be susceptible ; for the nerves themselves

(he justly observes) have ^o resemblance to the stretched cords of a musical instrument.*

mind of GixvetftQde acquiesced many years after the p&blication of the Essay on Human Understanding, has jiro-

bflbly contributed not a little to io?ce some authors into the opposite extreme of maintaining, with Leibnitz and
Dr Law, that our idea of space does not imply any external ideatnm or objective reality. Gravesandc's words

are these : “ Subs^ntiae suQt ai^|^ogitantcs, aut non cogitantes; cogitantes duas novimus, Deum et Mentem
tioetrittU : prep^ter has et idias dubiutn non revocomus. Duo; etiam substantiae, quee non cogUant, nobis

note mat Spatium et CotpuS."—XSraveaande, Inirod.^d Phdosophiam, $ ig.

* Ekstd dnafylique de tAmt, Ghililt. v. See also the additional notes on the first chapter of the seventh part of

the CoitAfafiidlwn de la Nature^
* " Mais lea nerft sent nols, ils ne stet point teCdus comme les eordes d’un instrument ; les objets y

0
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Hartley’s Theory differs in one respect from thiB* as he speahs vibrations and vibn^

tiuncles in the medullary substance of the brain and .neires. He agrees, however, with

Bonnet in thinking, that to these vibrations in the nerves the ^fio-operation of the ether is

essentially necessary ; and, therefore, at bottom the two hypothesis may be regarded as in

substance the same. As to the trifling shade df diflerenee between them, the advantage

seems to ipe to be in favour of Bdiinet.
iir

Nor ji^as it only in their Physiological Theories concerning ^ nature of the union b0«

tween soul and body, that these two philosophers agr|^. iQta all |^e great artides of me-

taphysical theology, the coincidence between their conclusions is truly astonishing. Both

held the doctrine of Necessity in its fullest extent ; and both combined with it a vein of

mystical devotion, setting at defiance the creeds' of all established churches. The inten-

tions of both arc allowed, by those who best knew them, to have been eminently pure arid

worthy ; but it cannot be said of eUher, that his metaphysical writings have contributed

much to the instruction or to the improvement of the public. On the contrary, they have

been instrumental in spreading a set of speculative tenets very nearly allied to that senti-

mental and fanatical modification of Spinozism, which, for many years past, has prevailed so

much, and produ<^d such mischievous effects in som# parts of Germany.

cxcitcroient-ils done lea vibrations analogues 4 cello d'une corde plncee ^ Cog vibrations se comxnuniqueroieut^ *

elles a Tinstant au siege de Tame ? La chose paroit difficile u con^eiph. Mais si Ton a|pnict|3an8 les nerfs un

iluidc dont la subtilite ct Telasticite approclie de celle de la lumieTe ou de on. expliquera facileznent par Ic

sccours de cc fluide^ et la celcrite avee laquelle Ics impressions se cominuniqu^t 4 Tame^ et celle avec laquelJe

r&me execute tant d(operations difFiTciites.'' {Essai AnaL Chap, v.)

Au reste, les physiologistes qui avoient cru que les filets nerveux 6toient solides, avoient cede a dcs appar*

cnees trompeuscs. Us vouloient d’ailleurs faire oscillcr les nerfp pour rendre raison des sensations, et les nerfs

lie peuvent osciller. Ils sont mous^ ct nullement elastiques. Un nerf coup6 ne se retire point. Cest le flriide

invisible que les nerfs renterment, qui est doue de cette elasticite qu’on leur attribuoit, et d’une plus grande

elasticite encore.” {Contempt de la Nature, VII. Partie^ Chap. i. Note at the end of the chapter.)

M. Quesnai^ the celebrated author of the Economical System^ has e:i|[>ressed himself to the same purpose con-

cerning^the supposed vibrations of the ncrv'cs ; “ PluWurs physiciens ont pense que le seul t^branlemcnt des

nerfs, cause par les objets qui touchent les organes des corps, suffit pour occoaioiier le mouvement et Ic sentiment

dans les parties ou les nerfs sont ^branl^s. Us se representent Ics nerfs coinme dcs ebrdcs fort tend us, qu'un

leger contact met en vibration dans toute leur etendue- Des philosophcs, peu instruits en anatomie, ont pu se

former une telle id^ft : .Mais cette tension quon suppose dam les nerfs, et qui Ics rend si snsceptibles,

d ebranlementct de vibration, est si grossidrement imaginee qu^il scroit ridicule de s’occuper scrieusement A la re.,

futet.”
^ (JScoM. Animate, sect. S. c. 15.) '

^

As this passage {)rom Quesnai is quoted, by Condillac, and sanctioned by bis authority {Traiii des Anhna/u',

Chap, iii.), it woul^li|i>pear that the hypothesis which supposes the nerves to perform their functions by means of

vibrations was going fast into discredit, both among the metaphysicians and the physiologists of France, at the very

time when it was beginning attract notice in .En^jjand, in consequence of tlie visionaiy speculations of Hartley.
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But it is chiefly by his a^^&eation of the associating principle to account for all the men>

tal phenomena tlu^ Hartley is ^own to the world ; and upon this I have nothing to add

to what 1 have already stated in miother wcvk. {Phil. Mssays, Essay IV.) His Theory

seems to be already fast passing into oblivion ; the temporuy popularity which it enjoyed

m this country having, in a great measure^ ceased with the life of its zealoua and indefati-

gable apostle Dr Priestley.^ ^

It wonld be unfair, ho|j||ver, to the translator of Ardibishop King, to idmitify |^is opi-

nions with those of' H|p^y and Pr^stley. The zeal with which he contends for man’s

free igency is sufficient, of its^f, to draw a strong line of distinction between his Ethical

System and their’s. (See his Notes«on King, passim.) But 1 must be allowed to say of

him, that the general scope of his writings tends, in common with that of the two other

metaphysicians, to depreciate the evidences of Natural Beligion, and more especially to

depreciate the evidences which the light of nature aflbrds of a life to come ;

** a doctrine

equally necessary to emnfort the weakness, and to support our lofty ideas of the grandeur of

human nature and of which it seems hard to confine exdusivcly the knowledge to that

portion of mankind who have been favoured with the light of Bevclation. The influence

of the same fundamental error, ari8ing,^oo, from the same mistaken idea, of thus strength-
yq,

*

ening the cause of Christianity, may be traced in various passages of the posthumous work

' of the late Bishop of Llandaff. It is wonderful that the reasonings of Clarke and of Bug-

ler did not teanh %ese emiatmt meif a sounder and more consistent logic ; or, at least, open

their eyes to the inevitable consequences of the rash concessions which they made to their

adversaries.’
*

Among the disciples of Law, one illustrious exception to these remarks occurs in Dr

^ Dr Priestley's opinion of the merits of Hartlejr's work is thus stated by himself: “ Something was done in

this field of knowledge by Descartes, verj^much by Mr Locke, but most of all by Dr Hartley, who has thrown

more useful light upon the theory of the mind, than Newton did upon the theory of the natural world." (i2e«

mavis on Reidy Beaitie, and OswcJd, p. 2. London, 1774.)

^ Smith’s Theos/^ Moral SentiTnents, 6th Ed. Vol. I. pp. 325, 326.

Dr Law's doctrine of the sleep of the soul, to which his high station in the clhirch could not fail to add much
weight in the judgment of many, is, I believe, now universally adc^ted by the followers of Hartley and PriesU

ley; the theory of vibriitionB being evidently inconsistent with the supposition of the soul's being able to exer-

cise her powers m a separate stat^^om tire body.

* Without entering at all into mb argument Dr Law or his followers, it is suffirieiit here to mention, as

as an hielorical fact, their wide departure from the cAdef lights of the EngUth churchy Hooker down-
wards. ^Ap religion (says Ardibishop Tillotson, whom I select as an unexceptionable organ of their comw
mon sentiments) is founded on right notionB of God and his perfections, insomuch that Divine Revelation
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Paley, whose treatise on Natural Tl^ogy is tmq^uestiori|jply the most instructive as well

as interesting publication on that subject which has appeared in our times. As the book

was intended for popular«ui{^j the author has wisely avoided, as much as possible, all me-

taphysicajy^scusBions ; but I do pot know that there exists any other work ,where the ar>

giunent firoin^na/ causes is placed in so great a variety of pleasing and striking pmntiirof

view.

SECTION VI.
#'

, CondiUa^t and other French ^!S£etaphysicians of a later date.

While Hartley and Bonnet were indul^ng their imagination in theorizing concern-

ing the nature of the uniqn between soul and body, Condillac was attempting to draw the

attention of his countrymen to the method of studying the phenomena of Mind recom-

mended and exemplified by Locke.^ Of the vanity of expecting to illustrate, by pbysiolo-

itself docs suppose these for its foundations ; and can signify nothing to us unless they be first known and be-

lieved ; so that the principles of natural religion arc the foundation of that which is revealed.*' (Sermon 41.)

There is an intrinsical good and evil imtbingSj and the reasons and respects of moral good and evil are fixed *

and immutable, eternal and indispensable. Nor do they speak safely who make the Divine will the rule of

moral good and evil, as if there were notliing good or evil in its own nature antecedently to the will of God

;

but, that all things are therefore good and evil because God wiUs them to be so/' (Sermon 88.) Natural re-

ligion is obedience to the natural law, and tlie performance of such duties as natural light, without any express

and supernatural revelation, doth dictate to men. These lie at the bottom of all rej^ion, and are the great

fundamental duties which God requires ol all mankind. These are the surest and most sacred of all other laws

;

those which God hath rivetted in our souls and written upon our ; and these are what we call moral

duties, and most valued by tfod, which are of eternal and perpetual obligation, because they do naturally oblige,

without any particular and express revelation from God ; and these are the foundation of revealed and instituted

religion ; and all revealed religion does suppose them and build upon them." Sermonsi 48, 49.

^ It may appear to some unaccQuntabl^?that no notice should have been taken, in this Dissertation, ofany

French metaphysician during the long interval between Malebranchc and Condillac* As an apology for tbia

apparent omission, I beg leave to qu<i|e the words of an author intimately acquainted with the history of French

literature and philosophy, and eminently qualified to appreciate the merits of tliose who have contributed tolfteir

progress. If we except (says Mr. Adam Soiitli, in a Jtfmcfir published in 1755} the Meditations of Des-

cartes, I know of nothing in the works of' French voters which aspires at originality in morals or metaphysics;

for the philosophy of Beg^ue and that of Mafebranche are nothing, more than the meditations of Descartes, un-
^

folded with more art and refinement^ Biit' Hobbes, Locke, Dr Mandeville, Lord :Shaftesbury, Dr Butler, Dr
Clarke, and Mr Hutcheson, e&ch in his systm, all different and all incompatible, have tried to be original,

at least in some points. They have attempted to add something to the fund of observations collected by tlieir
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gical cio^jectiltes, the 3nanncr> 'ij||||f’iiic^ the intercocil^between the thinking principle and

world is carried on, no philosophy seems ever to have been more completely

and, accordingly, he confines, himself strictly, in all his researches concerning this

;,if|||^course, to an examination of the general laws by which it is regulated. ^||||ere is, at

tbusame time, a remarkable coincidence between some of his views and those of the other

three,' while they profess tho :highcst veneration for Locke, have

account of thjs. r^rigin of our ideas fi>r that of Gassendi ; and^ by doing so,

hayi^ hest intentions, furnished arms against thpse principles which it was their

common aim to establish in the world.^ It is much to be regretted, that by far th*e greater

part of those French writm’s ii^ho have since peculated about the hmiEnan mind, have ac-

quired the whole of their knowl^ge of Locke’s philosophy through this mistaken com-

,
ment upon its fundamental principle. On this subject I have already exhausted all that 1

*4iave to offer on the effect 'of Condillac’s writings ; and I flatter myself have sufficiently

shown how widely his' cooiinentary differs firom the text of his^ author. It is this eom-

mentary, however, whidi is now almost universally received on ^e Continent as the doc-

trine of Locke, and which may justly be regarded as the sheet-anchor of those systems

- . which, are conimonly stigmatised in England with the appellation of French jihilosophy.

Condillac been sufficiently aware of the consequences which have been deduced (and

mus't add huffily deduced) from his account of the ongin of om- knowledge, I am per-

^ " ''
' ^

^preilecessors^ and already the common property of mankind. This branch of science, which the English

^
themselves neglect at present, appears to -have been recently transported into France. I discovered some
traces of it not only in the Eneydophdie, but in the Theory of' Agi'ceahle Sensations^ by M. de Pouilly, and
much more in the late dilbourse of M. Rousseau, Oh the Origin and Fifundaiion of the Inequality of Ranks among
Men/* .

'

'

Although I perfectly agree with Mr l^it^ in his general remark on the stei||ity of invention among the

French metaphysicians posterior to Descartes, when com|)ared to those of England, I cannot pass over the forc-

g^ng quotation without expressing my surfirise, 1st, To find the name of Malebranche (one of the highest in

mOdernj^hilosopby) degraded to a level with that of Regius; axiCi, ^dly. To observe Mr Smith's silence with
respect tb BuflScr and Condillac, while he mentions the author of Theory of Agreeable Setisations as a me-
taphysician oF original genius. Of the merits of Condillac, whose most important works were published se-

Ter® years befiw ^^18 paper of Mr Smith's, I am about to speak in flie text; and those of Bufiier I shall

have occasion to mention in a subsequent part of this discourse. In the mean time, I shall only say of him,
thdt I regard him as one of the original as well as 'souq|d philosophers of whom the eight^imih century has

tofaoaat. ' . ^
*

,

' ^ . • . ^ ,

* GpncKIlac's earliest work appeared three years bef^e l9ie publication of Hartley's It is entitled,

Essai sur fprigine des CpnnoifiA'dn^ Ouvrage oh l*on riduU d un sent principe ioiit ce qui concerne

leniendemetit kumain/* This sent prinoipe is the association of ideas* The account which both authors give of
the transformation sensations into is substanjtially the same, .

*
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suaded, from his known candour and love of truth,* that he would have been eager to ac-

knowledge and to retract his error.

In this apparent simplification and generalization of Locke’s doctrine, there is, it must

be acknowledged, something, at first sight, extremely seducing^ It reli^v^es the mind from

the painful exercise of abstracted reflection, and amuses it with analogy and metaj^or

when it looked onlf |or the severity of logical discussion. The clearness and simplicity of

Condillac’s style add to the force of this* illusion, and flatter the reader #ith an agiceaUe

idea of the powers 6f his pwii understaudijig, when he finds himself so easily conducted

througli the darkest labyrinths of metaphysical sciences. It is to this cause I would chiefly

ascribe the great popularity SC bis works. They may be read with as little exertion of

thought as a history^r a novel ; and it is only when we shut the book, and attempt to ex-

press in our own words, the substance of what we have gained, that we have the mortifica-

tion to see our supposed acquisitions vanish into air.

The philosophy of Condillac was, in a more peculiar manner^suited ta the taste of his

own country, where (according to hlad. de Stael) “ few read a book but with a view to

talk of it.*’‘ Among such a people, speculations which are addressed to the power of re-

flection can never expect to acquire the same popularity with theories expressed in a me-

taphorical language, and constantly recalling to the fancy the impressions of the external

senses. The state of society in France, accordingly, is singularly unfavourable to the in-

ductive philosophy of the human mind ; and of this truth uo proof more decisive can be

produced, than the admiration with which^'^hc metaphysical ivritiugs of Condil^c have been

so long regarded.

On the other hand, it c.anuot be denied that Condillac has, in many instances, been

• eminently successful, both in observing nud describing the mental phenomena; hut, in

such cases, be commonly follows Lqcke as bis guide ; and, wherever he trusts to his own

judgment, he seldom fails to wander from his way. The best part of his works relates to

the action and reaction of thought and language on each other, a subject which had been*

previously very profoundly treated by Locke, but which Condillac has had the merit of

placing In many new and happy points of view. ^ In various cases, liis conclusions are

pushed too £sr; and in others are expressed without due predsion ; but, on the whole,

they form a most valuable accession to this important branch of logic ; and (what not a

’ " En Frwee) dn ne lit gucre un poor en parter" (AUemagne, Tom. I. p. gps.) Tlie same re-

mark, I am mudt'aficaid, is becoming daily more' and more aj^plicable to qur own idand.
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little eoliaiiipes tlieir value) they have been instrumental in recommending the subject to the

attentkih et* other inquirers, still better qualified than their author to do it justice.^ *

.

Ih we speculation, too, concerning the or^n and the theoretical history of language,

Cbnditlac was one of the ^st who made any considerable advances ; nor docs it reflect

an||j discredit on his ingenuity, that he has left some of the principal difficiilties connected

with the inquiry very imperfectly explained. The same subject was„ Ibon after taken up

by Mh Smith, w*l^o, I think, it must be owned, has rather slurred over these difficulties,

than attempted to remove them; an omission t>n his part the qiore remarkable, as a very

specious and puzzling objection had been recently stated by Kousseau, not only^o the

theory of Condillac, but to all speculations which have for tlllnir object the solution of the

same jjroblcm. “If language” (says Rousseau) “be the result o^^ human convention,

and if words be essential to the exercise of thought, language would appear to be neces-

sary for the invention of language.” '—" But” (continues the same aulhor) “ when, by

means tvhich I cannot conceive, our new grammarians began to extend their ideas, and

to generalize their words, their ignorance must have confined them within very narrow

bounds How, for example, could they imagine or comprehend such words as

matter, mind, substance, mode, figure, motion, since our philosophers, who have so long

made use of them, scarcely understand them, and since the ideas attached to them, being

purely metaphysical, can have no model in nature?”

“ I stop at these first steps” (continues Rousseau), “ and entreat my judges to pause, and

consider the distance between the easiest part of language, the invention of physical sub-

stantives, and the power of expressing all the thoughts of man, so as .to speak in public, and

influence society. I entreat them to reflect upon the time and knowledge it must have

required to discover numbers, abstract words, aorists, and all <^hc tenses of verbs, particles,,

syntax, the art of connecting propositions and arguments, and how to form the whole logic

of discourse. As for myself, alarmed at these multiplying difiicultics, and convinced of

•the almost demonstrable impossibility of language having been formed and established by

means merely human, I leave to others the discussion of the problem, “ Whether a so-

«

^ That men could never have invented an artihcial language, if they had not possessed a natural language, is

an observation of Dr Reid's ; and it is this indisputable and self-evident truth Which gives to Rousseau's remark

that imposing plausibility, which, 4|^first sight, dazzles and perplexes the judgment. I by no means say, that

the former prop. <:ition affords a key td all the difficulties suggested by the latter ; but it advances us at least one

important step towards their solution.
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ciety already formed waa iriore necessary for tbd rastitution of language, or a language^ al-

ready invented for tLe establbhment of society?*
**

Of the various difficulties here enumerated, tho.t mentioned by Kousscau, in the last

sentence, was plainly conndcred by him as the greatest of all; or rather as comprehend-

ing under it all the rest. But this difficulty arises merely from his own peculiar and pa-

radoxical theory about the artificial origin of society ; a theory which needs no refutation,

hut the short and luminous aphorism of Montesquieu, that “ man is born in society, and

tiicre he remains.” The other difficulties touched upon by liousseau, in the former" part

of this quotation, are much more serious, and have never yet been removed in a manner

completely satisfactory : And hence some very ingenious writers have been led to con-

clude, that language could not possibly have been the work of human invention. Tliis

argumeut has bccu lately urged with nritich acuteness and plausibility by Ur J^Iagce of

Dublin, and by M. de Bonald of Paris." It may, however, be reasonably questioned, if

these philosophers woxdd not have reasoned more logically, had they contented them--

sclvcs with merely affirming, that the problem has not yet been solved, without going

so far as to pronounce it to be absolutely insolvahlc. For my own part, when I consider

its extreme difficulty, and the short space of time during which it has engaged the atten-

tion of the learned, 1 am more disposed to wonder at the slops which have been already

gained in the research, than at the number of diW'iilci nfa which remalu to employ the in-

genuity of our successors. It is justly remarked by I")!- Ferguson, that, “ when language

lias attained to that perfection to which it arrives in the progress of society, the s])cculative

mind, in comparing the first and the last stages of the progTcss, feels the same sort of

amazement with a traveller, who, after rising inscnsihly on the slope of a hill, comes to

look down from a precipice, to the summit of whicli he scarcely believes he could have as-

cended without supernatural aid.”"'

^ T>iscours sur Vorigine t‘l ks fondcfncns dc VitugalUv parmi lea howmts.

“ I'he same theory has been extended to the art of writing ; but if art was first taught to man by an ex-

press revelation from Heaven, what account can be given of its prcMTit st'ite in the great empire oi‘ C hina? (s

the mode of writing practised tliere of divine or of hatnan ori^,in ?

^ Principles Political and Moral AVirwee, Vol. 1. p. 43. Kdin. 1792- To this observation maybe added,

by way of comment^ the following reflections of one of the most icarned prelates of the church : “ Man,
we are told, bad a language from the beginning; for he conversed with and gave to every animal its par-

ticular name. But liow' came man by language? He must either have had it from 'iiispiraiton, ready formed

from his Creator, or have derived it by the exertion of those faculties of the mind, which were implanted in

him as a rational creature, from natural and external objects with which he ,was surrcmixled Scripture is

silent on the means by which it was acquired. We are not, therefore, w'arrauted to affirm, that it was re-

DISS. I. PART II. Q
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With respect to some of the difficulties pointed out by Rousseau and his commentatorfi,

it may be here remarked in passing (and the observation is equally applicable to various

passages in Mr Smith’s dissertation on the same subject), that the difficulty of explaining

the theory of any of our, intellectual operations affords no proof of any difficulty in apply-

ing that operation to its proper practical purpose; nor is the difficulty of explaining the

metaphysical nature of any part of speech a proof, tbatj in its first origin, it implied any

extraordinary effort of intellectual capacity. How many metaphysical difficulties might

be raised about the mathematical notion of a line ? And yet this notion is perfectly com-

prehended by every peasant, when he speaks of the distance between two places ; or of

the length, bres'idth, or heighth of his cottage. In like manner, although it may be diffi-

cult to give a satisfactory account of the origin and import of such words, as o/*or we

ought not to conclude, that the invention of them implied any metaphysical knowledge in

the individual who first employed them.' Their import, we see, is fully understood by

children of three or four years of age.

In this view of the History of Language I have been anticipated by Dr Ferguson.

Parts of speech” (says this profound and original writer), ‘‘ which, in speculation, cost

ceived by inspiration^ and there no internal evidence in language to lead us to such a supposition. On this

side, then, of the question, we have nothing but uncertainty ; but on a subject, the causes of which are so re-

mote, nothing is more convenient than to refer them to inspiration^ and to recur to that easy and comprehensive

argument,

9f rtMUTc /30VAq*

that is, man enjoyed the great privilege of speech, which distinguished him at first, and still continues to dis-

tinguish him as a rational creature, so eminently from the brute creation, without exerting those reasoning facul-

ties, by which he was in other respects enabled to raise himself so much above their level. Inspiration, then,

seems to have been an argument adopted and made necessary by the dilficulty of accounting for it otlierwise ;

and the name of inspiration carries with it an awfulncss, which forbids the unhallowed approach of inquisitive

discussion." {Essay an the Study of Antiquities, by Dr. Burgess, 2d edit. Oxford, 1782. Pp. 85, 86.)

It is farther remarked very sagaciously, and I think very decisively, by the same author, that the supposi-

tion ofman having received a language ready formed from bis Creator, is actually inconsistent with the evidence

of the origin of our ideas, which exists in language. For,^ as the origin of our ideas is to be traced in the words

through which the ideas are conveyed, so the origin of language is referable to the source from whence our (Jirst

)

ideas are derived, namely, natural and extern^ objects.” (/5id. pp. 83, 84.)

^ In this remark I hadl an eye to the following passage in Mr. Smith s dissertation : It , is worth while to

observe, that those prepositions, which, in modem languages, hold the place of the ancient cases, ai‘e, of all others,

the most general and abstract, and qp^etaphysical; and,<^ coneequence, would probably be the last invented. Ask

any man of con,mon acuteness, what relation is expressed hy the preposition above? He will readily answer,

that superiority. By the prejiosition bdow ? He will ^ quickly reply, that of inferiorily. But ^k him what

relation is expressed by the preposition ojt and, if he has not beforehand employed his thoughts a good deal

upon these subjects, you may safely allow him a wedk to consider of his answer/'
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the grammarian so much study, are, in practice, familiar to the vulgar. The rudest tribes,

even the idiot and^thc insane, are possessed of them. They are soonest Icajncd in child-

hood, insomuch that we must suppose human nature, in its lowest state, competent .to the

use of them ; and, without the intervention of uncommon genius, mankind, in a succes-

sion of ages, qualified to accomplish in detail this amaring fabric of language, which,

when raised to its height, appears much above what could be ascribed to any simulta-

neous effort of the most sublime and comprehensive abilities.’”

^ The following judicious reflections, witb which M. Haynouard coxtcludes the introduction to hU EUmens dc

h longue Ilo7?ianCy may serve to illustrate some of the above observatiotis. The modification of an existing

language h, I acknowledge, a thing much less wonderful than the formation of a language entirely new
;
but the

processes of tlioughl, it is reasonable to think, are, in both cases, of the same kind; and the consideration of the

one is at least a step gained towards the elucidation of the other.

La lang^e Romanc eat pcut-db^la aeule a la formation de laquelle il solt permis de remontcr ainsi, pour

th'coiivrir ct cxpltquer le secret de son industrieux mecanisme. . • . J'ose dire que fespnt philo.5oj»Iiiqu(‘, consults

5 ur Ic choix des rnoyens qui devraient epargner a Vignorance beaucoup d'etudes penibles et fa.^lidieux, n’eut pa?

ete aiissi heureux que rignotaiice ellc^m^me ; il cst vrai qu'elle avoit deux grands maitres ; la XLCEb^iTi:' ct Ic

Tems.

Fn considcrant ti quelle 6poquc d'ignorance ct de barbaric s’est form(!; ct perfectionne ce nouvel iili 'nie

d'apre:^ dcs priiicipos indiques seidimicnt par I'aniilqgie ct reuphonie, on sc dira peut-tHre coninie je me Je suis

Uit; riiomme porte en soi-momc les prindpes d'une logique naturelJc, d'un instinct rcgulateur, que nous adrni-

rons (pielquefois dans les enfans. Oui, la providence nous a dole de la facultc indestructible et dcs rnoyens in-

genieux d’exprimer, de communiquer, d'cteniiser par la parole, et .par Ifcs signes permanens ou clle se reproduit,

crtttj pensee qui est Tun de nos plus beaux attributs, et qui nous distingue si eroinemraent etsi avantageusemcnl

dans Tordre de la creation." {Elemens dc la Oraminaire de la Langue Romane avant TAn. lOOvl. Pp. 104, 706,

a Paris, ISlG.)

In the theoretical history of language, it is than probable, that some steps w’ill remain to exercise the

ingenuity of our latest posterity. Nor will this appear surprising, when we consider how impossible it is for us

to judge, from our own experience, of the intellectual processes which pass in the minds of savages. Some in-

stincts, we know, possessed both by them and by infants (that of imitation, for example, and the use of natural

.signs), disappeiSr in by far the greater number of individuals, almost entirely in tlic maturity of their reason.

It does not seem at all improbable, tJiat other instincts connected with tlie invention of speech may be confined

to tJiat state of the intellectual powers which requires thfir guidance ; nor is it quite impossible, that some

latent capacities Of the understanding maybe evolved by the pressure of necessity. Tire facility with which in-

fants surmount so inany grammatical and metaphysical difficulties, seems to me to add much weight to these

conjectures.

In tracing the first steps of the invention oflanguage, it ought never to be forgotten, that we undertake a task

more similar than might at first be supposed, to that of tracing the first operations of the infant mind. In both

cases, we are apt to attempt an explanation from reason alone, of what requires the co-operation of very dilforent

principles. * To trace the theoretical lusiory of geometry, in which we know for certain, that all the transitions

have depended on reasojmig alone, is a problem which has not yet been coniplcttly solved. Nor has even any

satisfactory account been hitherto given cf tlie ex^rimental steps by which men were gradually led to the use of

iron. And yet how simple are these problems when compared with that relating to tlie origin and progress of

language !
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It is; however, less in tracing the first rudiments of speech, than in some collateral in-

quiries concerning the genius of different languages, that Condillac’s ingenuity appears
^

to advantage. Some of his observations, in particular, on the connection of natural signs

with the growth of a ^tematical prosody, and on the imitative arts of the Greeks and

Homans, as distinguished from those of the moderns, arc new and curious ; and arc en-

livened with a mixture of historical illustration, and of critical discussion, seldom to be

met with among metaphysical writers.

Sut . through all his researches, the radical error may, more or less, be traced, which

lies at the bottom of his system and hence it is, that, with all his skill as a writer, he

never elevates the imagination, or touches the heart. That he wrote with the best inten-

tions, wc have satisfactory evidence ; and yet hardly a philosopher can be named, whose

theories have had more influence in misleading the opinions of his contemporaries.* In

^ A remarkable instance of this occurs in that part of Condillac's Cours d!Etude, where he treats of the art ol

writinfr : Vons savez Monseigneur oomm^nt les memes noms ont 6te transportes des objets qui tombent sous

les sens a eeux qui les echappent. Vous avez remarque, qu'il y eii a qui sont encore cn usage dans l*un c‘t rautre

acceptation^ et qu'il cn a qui sont devenus les noms propires des choses, dont ils avoient d'abord etc Icb signes

figures.

“ Les premiers, tel que le mmirenwnt de Tanie, son penchant, sa rejlexion, donnent un corps n des choses qui

n'en ont pas. Les seconds, tcls que la pensce, la vohntc, le desir, ne peignent plus rien, et lais.sent aux idce.s

abatraites cettc xpiritualite qui les dcrobe aux sens. Mais si le langage doit litre 1’image de nos pen sees, on a

perdu beaucoup, lorsqu' oubliant la premic^re signification des mots, on a Efface jusqu'uu traits cprils doiinoient

aux idees. Toutes les laflgues sont en cela plus ou iroins defectucuses, toutes aussi out des tableaux plus ou

moins conserves." (Cours d'Etude, Tome 11. p. 212. a Parme, 177^0

Condillac enlarges on .this point at considerable length ; endeavouring to sliow, that whenever wc lose sight oi*

the analogical origin of a figurative word, we become insensible to one of the chief beauties of language, ** In

the word examen, for example, a Frenchman perceives only the proper name of one of our mental operation

A Roman attached to it the sstne idea, andTecelved over and above tlie image of weighing and balancing. Tlie

case is the same with the words ame and unima ; pensee and cogitatio** •

In this view of the subject, Condillac plkinly proceeded on his favourite principle, that all our notions of our

mental operations are compounded of sensible tnia^s. Whereas the fact is, that the only just notions we can

form of the powers of the mind are obtained by abstra-Cting from the qualities and laws of the material world.

In proportion, therefore, as the analogical origin of a figurative word disappears, it becomes a fitter instrument

of metaphysical thought and reasoning. (See Philosophical Essays, Part T. Essay V. Chap, iii.)

® A late writer (M. de Bonald), whose philosophical opinions, in general, agree nearly with those of La
Haipe, has, however, appreciated very differently, and, in my judgment,’ miich more sagaciously, the merits

of Condillac : Condt&ic a eu sur Tebprit philosophique du dernier siecle, ^influence que Voltaire d prise siir

religiqux, et J. .J, RoUfSs ^ aur les opinions politiques. Condillac a mis de la s6ch^res$e et de la

minuUe dans les esprits ; Voltaire <la penchant a la raillerie et a la frivolite
; Rousseau les d rendus chagrins ct

niocontens .. Condillac a encore plus fauss^ Tesprit de la nation, parce que sa doctrine etoit en-

seignee dans Jes premieres Etudes k des jeunes gens qui n’avoient encore lu ni Rousseau, ni Voltaire, et que la
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France, he very early attained to a rank and authority not inferior to those which have

been so long and so deservedly assigned to Locke in Fngland; and even in this country,

his works have been more generally read and admired, than those of any foreign metapiiy-

sician of an equally recent date. ^

The very general sketches to which I am here obliged to confine myself, do not allow

me to take notice of various contributions to metaphysical, science, which are to be eol-

Icctcd from writers professedly intent upon other subjects. I .must not, however, pass over

in silence the name of BufFon, who, fn the mid^ of those magnificent views of external

nature, which the peculiar character of his eloquence fitted him so admirably to deli-

neate, has frequently iudulgcd himself in ingenious discussions concerning the faculties both

of men and of brutes. His subject, indeed, led his attention chiefly to man, considered as

an animal ; but the peculiarities which the human race exhibit in tbeir physical condition,

and the manifest reference wliich these bear to their superior rank in the creation, unavoid-

ably engaged him in speculations of a higher aim, and of a deeper interest. In prosecuting

these, he has been accused (and perhaps with some justice)- of ascribing too much to the

effects of bodily organization on the intellectual powers ; but he leads his reader in so

pleasing a maimer from matter to mind, that I have no doubt he has attracted the curio-

sity of many to metaphysical inqulrios, who would never otherwise have thought of them.

In his theories concerning the nature of the brutes, he has been commonly considered as

leaning to tlie opinion of Descartes ; but I cannot help thinking, without any good reason.

Some of his ideas on the complicated operations of insects appear to me just and satisfac-

tory ; aud while they account for the phenomena, without ascribing to the animal any

r — — .. . I . .

maniorc cle raisonner ct la directi<»n philosophique de Tesprit s'etendent a tout.*' {Rcchcrches Phil. Tovnf I.

pp. 187, 188.)

Tluj following criticism on the supposed perspicuity of Condillac’s style is so just and philosophical, tliat I

cannot rcfraiTi Irom giving it a place liere: “ Condillac est, ou paroit etre, clair et methodique ; mais il faut

preftdre garde que la elart^ des pensccs, comme la transparence des objets physiques, pent tenir tVun dtfaut de

prolbndeur, et que Ja irietbode dans les ccrits, qui suppose la patience de I’esprit, n’eii prouve pa.s toujours ]&

justesse; et inoins encore la fecondild*. 11 y a aussi une clartc de- style cn quelqne sorte toute materidle, qui

n’est pa.s incompatible avee I'obscurite dans Ics idees. Rien de pins facile a entendre que Ics mots de sensalions

Iransjormces dont Condillac s’est servi, parce que ces mots ne parleiit, qu'a rimagiiiation, qui .*0 figure & volontc

des transformations ct dcs diaiigemens. Mais cettc tranhfblrniatioxi, appliquee aux operations de I’esprit,

n'est qu’un mot vide de sens ; et Condillac lui-mcme, auroit bien embarrasse d'en donner une explication

satisfaisante. Ce philosopbe me paroit plus heureux.dans ses apper^ns que dans ses demonstrations: La route

de la v^ritc semble quelquefois s'ouvrir devant.lui, mais retenu par la circonsj^ection naturdlc un e«prit

sans chaleur, et intiniidc par la faiblcsse de son propre systt^me, il n'ose s’y engager.” (PnJ, Tome I. pp.

33, 34.)
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deep or comprehensive knowledge, arc far from degrading him to an insentient and uncon-

scious,machine.

-In his account of the proaess by which the use of our external senses (particularly that

of fi%ht) is acquired, Buffon has in general followed the principles of Berkeley ; and, not-

withstanding some important mistakes which have escaped him in his applications of these

principles, I do not know that there is anywhere to be found so pleasing or so popular aii

exposition of the theory of vision. Nothing certainly was ever more finely imagined, than

the recital which he puts into the mouth of our first parent, of the gradual steps by which

he learned the use of his perceptive organs j and although there arc various parts of it

which will not bear the test of a rigorous examination, it is impossible to read it without

sharing in that admiration, with which we are told the author himself always regarded this

favourite effusion of his eloquence.

Nor are these the only instances in which Buffon has discovered the powers of a meta-

physician. His thoughts on probabilities, (a subject widely removed from his lavouritc

studies,) afford a proof how strongly some metaphysical questions had laid hold of his curi-

osity, and what new lights he was qualified to throw on them, if he had allowed them to

occupy more of his attention.' In his observations too, on the peculiar nature of mathe-

matical evidence, ho has struck into a train of the soundest thinking, in which he has been

very generally followed by our later logicians.- Some particular expressions in the pas-

sage I refer to are exceptionable; but his remarks on what he calls Vth'ites de Definition

are just and important: nor do I remember any modern writer, of an earlier date, who

has touched on the same argument. Plato, indeed, and aficr him Proclus, had called the

definitions of geometry Hypotheses ; an expression which may bc,considered as involving

the doctrine which Buffon and his successors have more fully unfolded.

What the opinions of Buffon were on those essential questions, w'hich were then in dis-

pute among the French philosophers, his writings do not furnish the means of judging

with certainty. In his theory of Organic Molectdes, and of Internal Moulds, he has

been accused of entertaining views not very different from those of the ancient atomists

;

nor would it perhaps be easy to repel the charge, if wc were not able to oppose to this wild

and unintelligible hypothesis the noble and elevating strain, which in general so peculiarly

characterises his descriptions of nature. The eloquence of some of the finest passages in

his works has manifestly 1 jR inspired by the same sentiment which dictated to one of his

1 See his E»sai (VArith/netiq^te Morale.

=* See the Firat Discourse prefixed to his Natural History, towards the end.
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favourite authors the following just and pathetic reflection : “ Le spectacle de la nature, si

vivant, si anlmd pour ccux qui reconnoissent un Dieu, est mort aux ycux de I’atfade, et dans

cctte grande harmonie dos 6tres ou tout parle de Dieu d’une voix si douce, il n’apper^oit

qu’un silence ctemel.” ‘

1 have already mentioned the strong bias towards materialism, which the authors of the

Encyclo'pMie derived from Condillac’s comments upon Locke. These comments they

seem to have received entirely upon credit, without ever being at pains to compare them

with the original. Dad D’Alembert exmrased freely his own judgment, no person was

more likely to have perceived tlieir complete futility ; and, in fact, he has thrown out va-

rious observations which strike at their very root. Notwithstanding, however, these occa-

sional glimpses of light, he invariably reverts to the same error, and has once and again re-

peated it in terms as strong as Condillac or Gassendi.

The author who pushed this account of the origin of our knowledge to the most extraor-

dinary and offensive consequences was Ilclvetius., His book. He VEsprit, is said to have

been composed of materials collected from the conversations of the society in which he ha-

bitually lived ; and it has accordingly been quoted as an authentic record of the ideas then

in fashion among the wits of Paris. The unconnected and desultory composition of the

work certainly furnishes some intrinsic evidence of the truth of this anecdote.

According to Helvetius, as all our ideas are derived from the external senses,* the

^ Rousseau.—In a work by Herault tie Secholles (entitled Voyage d Montbar, cofUenant des details fres in^erci^

satis sur le caracUre, la personne, vt Ivs ecrits de Bnjfuth Paris, 1801), a very different idea of his religious creed

is given from that whicl^ 1 have ascribed to him ; but, in direct opposition to this statement, we have a letter

dictated by Buffon, on his death-bed, to Madame Necker, in return for a present of her huslmd's book, On

the Iviporlance of BcUgious Opinions, The letter (we are told) is in the hand-writing of Buffon's sonj^teho de-

scribes his father as then too weak to hold the pen. {Melanges exiraiis des Matiuscrils de Madame Neckcr, 3

Vols. Paris, 1788.)

The sublime address to the Supreme Being, with which BuSbn closes his reflections on the calamities oi* war,

seems to breathe the very soul of Feneloii. Grand Dieu ! dont laseule presence soutient la nature et maintienU

I'harmunie des loix de Tunivers," &c. &c.

^ In combating the philosophy of Helvetius, La Harpe (whose philosophical opinions seem, on many occa-

sions, to have been not a little influenced by his private partialities and dislikes) exclaims loudly against the same

X)rinciple8 to whicli he liad tacitly given his unqualified approbation in speaking of Condillac. On this occasion

he is at pains to distinguish between the doctrines of the two writers ; asserting that Condillac conridered our

senses as only the occasional causes of our ideas, while Helvetius represented the former as the prodttciive causes

of the hitter. [Ctmrs de Lilterai, Tome XV. pp. 348, 349.) But that this is by no means reconcileable with

the general spirit of Condillac's works (although perhaps some detached expressions may be selected from them

admitting of such an interpretation), appears sufficiently from the passages formerly quoted. In addition to

these, I beg leave to transcribe the following :
** Dans le systC^me que toutes nos connoisances viennent des sens.
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causes of the inferiority of the souls of brutes to those of men, are to be sought for in the

difi^rence between them with respect to bodily organization. In illustratioq of this re-

mark, he reasons as follows

“ 1. The feet of all quadrupeds terminate cither in horn, as those of the ox and the

deer ; or in nails, as those of the dog and the wolf ; or in claws, as those of the lion and

the cat. This peculiar organization of the feet of these animals deprives them not only of

the sense of touch, considered as a channel of information with respect to external objects,

but also of the dexterity requisite for the practice of the mechanical arts.

“ 2. The life of animals, in general, being of a shorter duration than that of man, does

not permit them to make so many observations, or to acquire so many ideas.

“ .‘1. Animals being better armed and better clothed by nature than the human species,

have fewer wants, and consequently fewer motives to stimulate or to exercise their inven-

tion. If the voracious animals are more cuuning than others, it is because hunger, ever

inventive, inspires them with the art of stratagems to surprise their prey.

“ 4. The lower animals compose a society that flics from man, who, by the assistance of

vvcairons made by himself, is become formidable to the strongest amongst tlicm.

“ 5. Man is the most prolific and versatile animal upon earth. He is born and lives in

every climate
;
while many of the other animals, as the lion, the elephant, and the rhino-

ceros, arc found only in a certain latitude. And the more any species of animals capable

of making observations is multiplied, the more fdeas and the greater ingenuity is it likely

to possess.

" Jlut some may ask (continues Hclvctius), why monkeys, wljose paws are ncaily as dox-

tcrons as our hands, do not make a progress equal to thaj; o<' man ? ^A variety of causes

(he ob^rves). conspire to fix them in that state of inferiority in which wc find them : 1.

rien n’est plus aise que dc se fali'e une notion exacte dcs idees. Car dies nc sont que dcs scnsalioiis ou des por-

tions extraites de qudque sensation pour 6ti*e considereos d part ; ce qui produit denx sortes d'idees, les senei-

“bles et les abstraites.*' (jrraile des Systhnea, Chap, vi.) Puisque nous avons vii que le souvenir n'est qu’une

maniore de sentir, e'est une consequence, que les idecs intcllectudles nc dilFtrent pas csscntiellemcnt dcs sensa-

tionh nvtmcs.” (Traiic dr.v Chap. viii. § 33.) Is not this precisely the doctrine and even the lan-

guage oi' Ileivetius ?

In the same passage of the Lycce, from winch the above quotation is taken froni^I^a ILirpa, there is u sweepin*;

judgment pronounced on the of Locke, which may serve as a specimen of the author’s cornpelcney to de-

cide on meUiptiysical questions: “ Locke a prouve autant qu'il est possible d riioinnic, que Tame e.^1 une sub-

stance simple et indivisible, et par^ consequent immaterieile. Cependant, il ajoute^ qu’il n oseroit afinnier que

Ilieu ne puisse douer la maCicTe de pensec. Condillac cst dc son avis siir le premier article, et le combat siir Je

second. Je suis entierement dc Tavis de Condillac, et ions Ics bans mviaphysiclcjis cofwiennent qua ctwi la seulc in^

ea^actiludc quon puisse relccer dans touvragr fie Locke” {Cours dc LUtcrat. Tome XV. p. 140.)
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IMc'ii arc more multiplied upon the earth. 2. Among the difTcrent species of monkeys,

tliero arc few whose strength can be compared with that of man, and, accordingly, they

form only a fugitive society before the human race, iMonkeys being frugivorous, have

fewer wants, and, therefore, less invention than man. 4. Their life is shorter. And,

finally, the organical structure of their bodies keeping them, like children, in perpetual mo-

lion, even after their desires arc satisfied, they are not susceptible oflassitude iennui), which

ought to be considered (as I shall prove afterwards) as one of the princi])les to which the

b.uman mind owes its improvement.

Hy combining (he adds) ab liicsc difiercnces between the nature of man and of beast,

we may understand why sensibility and memory, though faculties common to man and to

(lie lower animals, arc in the latter only sterile qualities.’’’

'riie foregoing passage is translated literally from a note on one of the first paragraphs of

the book l)c l'J'J\pri/

;

and in the sentence of the text to which the note refers, the author

1 ! irim])bantly a&k.s, “ W'ho can doubt, tliat if the wrist of a man had been terminated b\

the hoof of a horse, the species would still have been wandering in the forest?"

\\’ithout attempting any examination of this shallow and miserable theory, I shall con-

lent ni'vself with olisercing, that it is not peculiar to the philosophers of modern bVance.

From the of Xenophon it appears, that it was current among tlu* sopJiists of

(Ireece; and ihe ans^ver given it by Socrates is as philosophical and satisfactory as anything

lhat could possibly be advanced in the present state of the sciences.

j\nd caiist thou doubt, .i\ristodcinu.s, if the gods lake care of man? Hath not the

jirivilege of an crc'Ct form been bestowc'd on him alone ? Other animals they have ])ro-

\idecl with feet, by wliieli they lua} he removed from one place to another ; but to man

they liavc ak'^o given the use of tln' hand. A tongue hath been hestowed on every other

animal; but what anim.d. except man, hath the power of making his thoughts intelligible

to others?

“ Kor is it with respect to the body alone that the gods have shown themselves bounti-

ful to man. ^Vlio seeth not, that he is as it were a god in the midst of this visible crea-

' It is not a liltlo siirprisiiii^ that, in the above enumeration, Ilelvelms takes no notice oi' the vanl of

in the lower animaks ; a faculty w itlioiit which, the mill ti])lication of individuals could contribute nothing to

the improvement of the species. Nor is this want of language in the brutes owing to any detect in the organs

of spceeli
; as sutficicntly appears fnnu those tribes wliicli are possessed of the power of artieulation in no ineon-

sulcrable a degree. It plainly indicates, therefore, some defect in those higher principles which are conneLted

w^ith the use of artifieiul signs.

DISS. 1. FAKT II.
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tion ? So far doth he surpass all animals whatever in the endowments of his body and his

mind. For if the body of the ox had been joined to the mind of man, the invention of

the latter would have been of little avail, while unable to execute his purposes with facility.

Nor would the human form have been of more use to the brute, so long as he remained

destitute of understanding. Hut in thee, Aristodemus, hath been joined to a wonderful

soul, a body no less wonderful ; and sayest thou, after this, the gods take no care of me ?

What wouldst thou then more to convince thee of their care?”'

A very remarkable passage to the same purpose occurs in Galen’s treatise, De Usu Par-

tium- “ Hut as of all animals man is the wisest, so hands are well fitted for the purposes

of a wise animal. For it is not because he had hands that he is therefore wiser than the

rest, as Anaxagoras alleged ; but because he was wiser than the rest that he had therefore

hands, as Aristotle has most wisely judged. Neither was it his hands but his reason which

instructed man in the arts. The hands arc only the organs by which the arts are prac-

tised.”*

The contrast, in point of elevation, between the tone of French philosophy, and that of

the best heathen moralists, was long ago remarked by Addison ; and of this contrast, it

would be difficult to find a better illustration than the passages which have just been quoted.

The disposition of ingenious men to pass suddenly from one extreme to another in mat-

ters of controversy, has, in no instance, been more strikingly exemplified than in the oppo-

site theories concerning the nature of the brutes, which successively became fashion-

able in France during the last century. While the prevailing creed of Frcncli material-

ists leads to the rejection of every theory which professes to discriminate the rational mind

from the animal principle of action, it is well known that, but a few years before, the dis-

ciples of Descartes allowed no one faculty to belong to man and brutes in common ; and

even went so far as to consider the latter in the light of mere machines. To this paradox

the author was probably led, partly by his anxiety to elude the objection which the facul-

ties of the lower animals have been supposed to present to the doctrine of the immortality

of the soul, and partly by the difficulty of reconciling their sufferings with the Divine

Goodness.

Absurd as this idea may now appear, none of the tenets of Descartes were once adopted

with more implicit faith by some of the profoundest thinkers in Europe. The great Pas-

cal admired it as the finc-t and most valuable article of the Cartesian system ; and of the

> Mrs Sarah Fielding's translation. * Galen, lie Us. Part. 1. 1 . c. S.
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deep impression it made on the mind of Malebranche, a most decisive proof was exhibited

by himself in the presence of Fontenelle. “ M. de Fontenelle contoit (says one of his in-

timate friends') qu’un jour (Jtant alle voir Malebranche aux P. P. do I’Oratoire de la Hue

St Honorc, une grosse chienne de la maison, et qui 6toit pleinc, entra dans la salle on ils

se promenoient, vint caresscr le P. Malebranche, et se rouler ii ses pieds. Apres quelques

mouvemens inutilcs pour la chasser, le philosophe lui donna uu grand coup de pied, qui fit

jetter :i la chienne un cri de doulcur, et ii M. do Fontenelle un cri de compassion. Kh
quoi (lui dit froidement Ic P. Malebranche) ne s<,avcz vous pas bien que ccla ne sc sent

point ?”

(In this point Fontenelle. (hough a zealous Cartesian, had the good sense to dissent

o])cnly from his master, and oven to express his approbation of the sarcastic remark of La
^lotte, (jue ccilc ophi 'ion xur Ics animaux ctoit unc dvhauchc de raisonnement. Is not the

.'^anie expression equally applicable to the opposite theory quoted from Helvetius

h'rom those representations of human nature which tend to assimilate to each other the

faculties of man and of the brutes, the transition to atheism is not very wide. In the pre-

sent instance, both conclusions seem to be the necessary corollaries of the same funda-

mental maxim. For if all the sources of our knowledge are to be found in the external

senses, how is it possible lor the human mind to rise to a conception of the Supreme

llcing, or to that of any other truth cither of natural or of re vealed religion ?

To this (luestion Gassendi and Condillac, it cannot be doubted, were both able to re-

turn an answer, which seemed to themselves abundantly satisfactory. Hut how few of the

multitude are competent to enter into these reliued explanations ? And how much is it

to be dreaded, that the majority will embrace, with the general principle, all the more ob-

A ious consequences which to their own gross conceptions it seems necessarily to involve ?

iSomething of the same sort may be remarked in the controversy about the freedom of the

human will. Among the multitudes whom Leibnitz and Kdvvards have made converts to

the scheme of necessity, how comparatively inconsiderable is the number who have ac-

quiesced in their subtile and ingenious attempts to reconcile this scheme with man’s ac-

couutablcncss and moral agency ?

^ The Abbe Trublct in the Merciire dc Juillcl, 1757- Oiuv'ts de Fonlciiclle, Tome II. p. 137- Amster-

dam, 17()i.

* In Ln Fontaine’s Dixcoitrs <i Madame dc Ic Sab/icrc (Liv. X. Fable 1.), the pood sense with which he points

out the cxtraviipancc of both tliesc extremes is truly admirable. His argiiineiit (in spite of the fetters ot rliime)

is stated, not only with his usual grace, but with singular clearness and precision ; and, considering the period

when he wrote, reflects much honour on his pliilosopliical sagacity.
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Of the prevalence of atheism at Paris, among the higher classes, at the period of which

we are now speaking, the Memoirs and Correspondence of the Baron de Grimm afford

the most unquestionable proofs. ^ His friend Diderot seems to have been one of its most

zealous abettors ; who, it appears from various accounts, contributed to render it foshion-

ablc, still more by the extraordinary powers of his conversation, than by the odd combina-

tion of eloquence and of obscurity displayed in all his metaphysical productions.^

In order, however, to prevent misapprehension of my meaning, it is proper for me to

caution my readers against supposing that cill the eminent French philosophers of this pe-

riod were of the same school with Grimm and Diderot. On this subject many of our

English writers have been misled by taking for granted that to speak lightly of final causes

is, of itself, sufiicient proof of atheism. That this is a very rash as well as uncharitable

conclusion, no other proof is necessary than the manner in which final causes are spoken

of by Descartes himself, the great object of whose metaphysical writings plainly was, to

establish by demonstration the existence of God. The following vindication of this part

of the Cartesian philosophy has been lately offered by a French divine, and it may be cx-

^ The Sifstanc dc la Nature (the boldest, if not the ablest, publication of tlio Parisian atheists appeared in

1770. It bore on the titlc-pa^c the name of Mirabaud, a respectable but not very eminent writer, who, after

long filling the office of perpetual secretary to the French Academy, died at a very advanced age in ITb’O. (He

was chiefly known as the author of very indifferent translations of Tasso and Ariusio.) It is now, however, urii-

versally admitted that Mirabaud had no share w'hatever in the composition of the Si/fcmc dc la Naturr. It ha*?

been ascribed to various authors; nor am I quite certain, that, among those who are most competent to form a

judgment upon this point, there is yet a perfect unanimity. In one of the latest works which lias reached this

country from France (the Con espondance iiudifc dc Galiani, 1818), it seems to be assumed by the editors, as an

acknowledged fact, that it proceeded from the pen of the Baron d'Holbach. The Abbe Galiani having remark-

ed, in one of his letters to Madame Epinay, that it appeared to him to come from the same hand with the

Christianisme Devoile and the Militairc Philosophc, the editors remark in a note, On peut rendre homage a la

sagacite de TAbbe Galiani. Le Christianisme Devoile est en effet Ic premier oiivrage Philosophiqiic du Baron

d'Holbach. C'est en vain que la Dlographie UniverseUe nous assur^ d'apres le temoignage de Voltaire, que cct

ouvrage est de Damilaville."

Having mentioned the name of Damilaville, I am tempted to add, that the article relating to him in the

Biographic Uitiverselle, notwithstanding the incorrectness with which it is charged in the foregoing passage, is

not unworthy of the reader’s attention, as it contains some very remarkable marginal notes on the Christianisme

Devodv, copied from Voltaire’s own hand-writing.

Since writing the above note, I have seen the Memoirs of M. Suard, by M. Carat (Paris, 1820), in which the

biographer, whose authority on this point is perfectly decisive, ascribes with confidence to Baron d'Holbach the

Stfieme de la Nature, and also a ’ork entitled La Morale et La I^cgislation Univcrsclle. (Vol. I. pp. 210, 211.)

According to the same author, the Baron d'Holbach was one of Diderot's proselytes. {^Ihid, p. 208.) His

former creed, it would appear, had been very different.

^ And yet Diderot, in some of his lucid intervals, seems to have thought and felt very differently. (Sec Note

(BB.)
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tended with equal justice to BuiFon and many others of Descartes’s successors : “ Quelqucs

auteurs, et particuliurcment Leibnitz, ont critiqud cette partie de la doctrine de Des-

cartes ; mais nous la croyons irreprochablc, si on veut bien I’entendrc, ct remarquer que

Descartes ne parle que des Fins totales de Dieu. Sans doute, le solcil par cxemple, et Ics

etoiles, ont dtd faits pour Thomme, dans ce sens, que Dieu, cn les creant, a eu en vue

I’utilite de I’hommc ; ct cette utilitd a dtd sa fin. Mais cette utilitd a-t-ellc etd I’unique fin

de Dieu ? Croit-on qu’en lui attribuant d’autres fins, on affoibliroit la rcconnoissancc dc

riiomme, ct I’obligation ou il est de louer et de benir Dieu dans toutes ses oeuvres ? Les

auteurs de la vie spirituelle, los plus mystiques meme, et les plus accreditds, ne I’ont pas

cru.” (M. I’Abbd Emery, Fdttor of the Thoughts of Descartes upon Religion and

Morals, Paris, 1811, p. 79.)

As to the unqualified charge of atheism, which has been brought by some French eccle-

siastics against all of their countrymen that have presumed to differ from the tenets of the

Catholic church, it will be admitted, with large allowances, by every candid Presbyterian,

when it is recollected that something of the same illiberality formerly existed under the

comparatively enlightened establishment of England. In the present times, the following

anecdote would appear incredible, if it did not rest on the unquestionable testimony of Dr

.lortin :
“ I heard Dr B. say in a sermon, if any one denies the uninterrupted succession

of bishops, I shall not scruple to call him a downright atheist. This, when I was young

(.Tortin adds), was sound, orthodox, and fashionable doctrine.” {Tracts, Vol. I. p.

4.36.)'

How far the effects of that false philosophy of which Grimm's correspondence ex-

hibits so dark and so authentic a picture, were connected with the awful revolution

which soon after followed, it is not easy to say. That they contributed greatly to blacken

its atrocities, as well as to revolt against it the feelings of the whole Christian world, can-

not be disputed. The experiment was indeed tremendous, to set loose the passions of all

classes of men from the restraints imposed by religious principles ; and the result exceed-

ed, if possible, what could have been anticipated in theory. The lesson it has afforded

has been dearly purchased ; but let us indulge the hope that it will not be tlirown away

on the generations which are to come.

A prediction, which Bishop Butler hazarded many years before, docs honour to his po-

litical sagacity, as well as to his knowledge of human nature ;—that the spirit of irrcligion

^ Sec Note (CC.)
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would produce, some time or other, political disorders, similar to those which arose from

religious fanaticism in the seventeenth century.'

Nearly about the time that the Mncijclo'pedte was undertaken, another set of philoso-

phers, since known by the name of Economists, formed themselves into an association for

the purpose of enlightening the public on questions of political economy. The object of

their studies seemed widely removed from all abstract discussion ; but they had, neverthe-

less, a metaphysical system of their own, which, if it had been brought forward with less

enthusiasm and exaggeration, might have been useful in counteracting the gloomy ideas

then so generally prevalent about the order of the universe. The whole of their theory

])roceeds on the supiiosition that the arrangements of nature are wise and benevolent, and

that it is the business of the legislator to study and co-operate with her plans in all his own

regulations. With this principle, another was combined, that of the indefinite improve-

ment of which the human mind and character are susceptible ; an improvement which

was represented as a natural and necessary consequence of wise laws; and which was

pointed out to legislators as the most important advantage to bo gained from tlieir institu-

tions.

'I’hese speculations, whatever opinion may be formed of their solidity, are certainly as

remote as possible from any tendency to atheism, and still less do they partake of the

spirit of that philosophy which would level man with the brute creation. A\'^ith their prac-

tical tendency in a puldical view we arc not at present concerned; but it would be an un-

pardonable omission, after what has been just .said of the metaphysical theories of the same

period, not to mention the abstract ininciples involved in the economical system, as a re-

markable exception to the general observation. It may be questioned, too, if the au-

thors of this system, by incorporating their ethical views wit'i their political disquisitions.

' " Is there no danger that all this may raise somewhat like that levelling .siiirit, upon atheistical principles,

which, in the last age, prevailed upon enthusiastic ones > Not to .speak of the possibility, that different sorts of

people may unite in it upon these contrary principles.” {Sermon prcaehctl hcl'orc the House of Lords, .lanuary

As the fatal effects of both these extremes have, in the course of the tAvo last centuries, been cxemplilied on so

gigantic .-A scale in the two most civilized countries of Furopc, it is to be l.oped th.at mankind may in future de-

rive some salutary admonitions from the experience of their predecessors. In the meantime, from that disposi-

tion comnum both to the higher and lower orders to pass suddenly from one extreme to another, it is at least

possible that the strong reaction induced by the .spirit of impiety during the French Jlcvolutioii may, in the

first instance, impel the multitude to something approaching to the puritanical fanaticism and frenzy of the

Cromwellian Commonwealth.
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did not take a more effectual step towards discountenancing the opinions to which they were

opposed, than if they had attacked them in the way of direct argument.'

On the metaphysical theories which issued from the French press during the latter half

of the last century, 1 do not think it necessary for me to enlarge, after what I have so fully

stated in some of my former publications. To enter into details with respect to particular

works would be superfluous, as the remarks made upon any one of them are nearly appli-

cable to them all. The excellent writings of M. Prevost, and of M. JDegerando, will, it is

to be hoped, gradually introduce into France a sounder taste in this branch of philosophy.*

At present, so far as 1 am acfjMainted with the state of what is called Idvologie in that

country, it docs not appear to me to furnish much matter either for the instruction or amuse-

ment of my readers.

The works of Rousseau hav6, in general, too slight a connection with metaphysical

science, to come under review in this part of my discourse. Rut to his Emile, which has

been regarded as a supplement to Focke’s Treatise o?i Educatio?i, some attention is justly

due, on account of various original and sound suggestions on the management of the in-

fant mind, which, among many extravagancies, savouring strongly both of intellectual and

moral insanity, may be gatlured by a sober and discriminating inquirer. The estimate of

the merits of this work, formed by IMr Gray, appears to me so just and impartial, that I

shall adopt it here without a comment.

•• 1 doubt” (says he, in a letter to a friend) “ you have not yet read Rousseau’s Emile.

Kvery body that has children should read it more than once ; for though it abounds with

his usual glorious absurdity, though his general scheme of education be an impracticable

' Tor some other obscrvatitiiis on the Ethical principles assumed in the Ecoinnnical sjstcm, sec Elemaits of the

l^hilosophit of' the Human Miud, IJ. Chap. iv. Section (),§], towards the <*nd.

- Some symptoms of such a vcformalioii are admitted already lo exist, by an author decidedly hostile to all

philo.‘?()pliical systems. “ I^acon, Locke, Condillac, cherchoient clans nos sens rori^ine de nos idtes; Helvetius

y a trouve nos idees elles-memes. Jugcr, scion ce phiiosophe, //'wZ aulrc chusc que aentir.^ Aujourd'hui les bons

esprits, eclairLS par Ic's evenemens sur la secrete tendance dc toutes ccs opinions, les ont soumises a iin examen

plus severe. La transfortnation des sensations cn idees ne paroit plus qn^un mot vide sens. On trouve que

ikontme statue ressenible uii pen trop a Vhomme vuichine, et Conu iliac cst modific ou meme com halt ii sur quelques

points, par tous ceux qui s'en servent encore dans reiiseignement philosopbique. {Recherches PhUosoj)kiqucs, ^'c.

par M. de Bonnld, Tome 1. pp. 34, 35.)

^ 1 was somewhat surprised, in looking over very lately the Piinripia of Descartes, to find (what had formerly escaped me), that the

mode of speaking objected to in the above paragraph may plead in its favour the authority of that philosojihcr : (Jogitationis nomine,

inielligo illu omnia, qugp nobis consciis in nobis hunt, quatenus eorum in nobis conscientia est : Atque iia non modo intelligcre, vellc, ima.

ginari, sed ctiaiii scnlire, idem cat hie quod cogitarc.*’ (JPrinc. PhiL p. 2.> Dr Reid, too, lias said that the sensation of colour is a sort

of thought'* ifriqyirffy Chap. vi. § 4) ; but no names, how great soever, car sanction so gross an abuse of language.

After all, there is some difference between saying, that wusation is a sort of thought, and that thought is a sort of sensation.
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chimera, yet there are a thousand lights struck out, a thousand important truths better

expressed than ever they were before, that may be of service to the wisest men. Particu-

larly, I think he has observed children with more attention, knows their meaning, and the

working of their little passions, better than any other writer. As to his religious discus-

sions, which have alarmed the world, and engaged their thoughts more than any other parts

of his book, I set them all at nought, and wish they had been omitted.” (Ciray’s Jf orks

by Mason^ Letter 49.)

The most valuable additions made by French writers to the Philosophy of the Human

Mind arc to be found, not in their systematical treatises on metaphysics, but in those more

popular compositions, which, professing to paint the prevailing manners of the times,

touch occasionally on the varieties of intellectual character. In this most interesting and

important study, which has been hitherto almost entirely neglected in Great IJritain,'

France must be allowed not only to have led the way, but to remain still unrivalled. It

would be endless to enumerate names ; but I must not pass over those of Vauvenargues*

^ Many precious hints connected with it may, however, be collected from the writings of Lord I5;icon, and a

few from those of Mr Locke. It does not seem to have engaged the curiosit}' of Mr Hume in so great a tlcgrcr

as might have been expected from his li.abits of observation, and extensive intercourse ivith tlie world. I lu‘ ob

jects of Dr Keid's inquiries Jed him into a totally different track.

Among German writers, Leibnitz has occasionally glanced with a penetrating eye at the varietie.s of gcMiiiis .

and it were to be wished that he had done so more frequently. How far his example has been I'ollowetl by hi-

countrymen in later times, I am un.'ib]c' to judge, from my ignorance of their language.

A w'ork expressly on this subject was published by a Spanish physician (Huarte) in the seventeenth ccntiir}*.

A French translation of it, printed at Amsterdam in is now lying before me. It is cntiLleil, Edcntcu tics

KyjriiA pour Ics Sciences, Ou ac muntrent Ics dljjcrcnccs des Esprifs, qui se tnmvcnt paim^ Ics /lornmcx ci n qin !

^nirr dc Science un chacun esf propre C7i parlicuUcr. The execution of this work certainly falls far shui t of tin-

expectations raised by the title ; but (allowances b*dng made for the period when it was written) it is by no mean-

destitute of merit, nor unworthy of the aitention of those who may speculate on the subject of Education. I'or

some particulars about its contents, and also about the author, see Bayle's Dictionary, Art. Huarte

;

and The Spet-

taior. No. 30.

“ The Marquis de Vauvenargues, author of a small volume, entitled Introduction d la Connoissance de VEsprit

Hinnain. He entered into the army at the age of eighteen, and continued to serve for nine years; when, having

lost his health irrecoverably, in consequence of the fatigues he underwent in the memorable retreat from Prague,

in Decetnber 1742, lie resolved to quit his profession, in the hope of obtaining some diplomatic employment
better suited to his broken constitution. Soon after he was attacked by the small-pox, which UTifortiinately

turned out of so malignant a kind, as to disfigure his countenance, and deprive him almost totally of sight. He
died in 1747, at the age of thir"* -two. The small volume above nicnlioncd was published the year before his

death. It beai > everywhere the marks of a powerful, original, and elevated mind ; and the imperfbet education

which the autlior appears to have received gives it an additional charm, as the genuine result of his own unso-

phisticated reflections.

Marmontel lias given a most interesting picture of his social character : En le lisant, je crois encore

i entendre, et je ne sais si sa conversation n avait pa.s meme quelque chose de plus anime, de plus dtdicat
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and Dudos.^ Nor can I forbear to remark, in justice to an author whom 1 have already

very freely censured, that a variety of acute and refined observations on the difierent modi>

fications of genius may be ooUeettfd from the writings of Helvetius. The soundness of

some of his distinctions may perhaps be questioned ; but even his attempts at classification

may serve as useful guides to future observers, and may supply them with a convenient

nomedature, to which it is not always easy to find oorreBponding terms in other lan-

guages. As examples of this it is sufficient to mention the following phrases: Espritjuste^

Esprit hornet Esprit itendu. Esprit 7?n, Esprit d^lie. Esprit de himidre. The pecu-

liar richness of the French tongue in such appropriate expressions (a circumstance, by the

way, which not unfrequently leads foreigners to overrate the depth of a talkative French-

man) is itself a proof of the degree of attention which the ideas they are meant to convey

have attracted in that country among the higher and more cultivated classes.

The influence, however, of the philosophical spirit on tSe general habits of thinking

among men of letters in France, was in no instance displayed to greater advantage, than

in the numerous examples of theoretical or coryectural history, which appeared about the

middle of last century. I have already mentioned the attempts of Condillac and others,

to trace upon this plan the first steps of the human mind in the invention of language.

The same sort of speculation has been applied with greater success to the mechanical

and other necessary arts of civilized life ; and still more ingenioudy and happily to the

different branches of pure and mixed mathematics. To a philosophical mind, no study

certainly can be more delightful than this species of history; but as an organ of instruc-

tion, I am not disposed to estimate its practical utility so highly as D’Alembert. It does

que scs divins ccriu.” And, on a different occasion, he ^eaks of him thus: " Doux, sensible, compatissant, il

tenait nos ames dans ses mains. Une s^rdnitd inalterable d^robait ses doulcurs aux yeux de ramiti& Pour sou-

teiiir Tadversite, on navoit besom que de son exemple; et t^moin de I’egalitt de son ame, on n’osait 5tre mai-

heureux avec lui."

If the space allotted to him in this note should be thought to exceed what is due to his literary eminence,

the singular drcumstances of his short and unfortunate life, and the deep unpression which his virtues, as

well as his talents, appear to have left on the minds of all who knew him, will, I trust, be a sufficient apo>

logy for my wish to add something to the celebrity of a name, hitherto, I briieve, very little known in this

country.

‘ The work of Duclos, here referred to, has for its title, Cmuideralians sur lea Moetira de ce Siiek^ Gibbon’s

opinion of this book is, I think, not beyond its merits; L’ouvrage en general est bon. Quelques ehapitres (Ic

rapport de I'esprit et du qaractere) me paroissent excellent." (JBxlratt du JoumaLj.

I have Bud nothing of La Rochefoucauld and La Bruytre, as their attention was chiefly confined to mannean,

and to moral qualities. Yet many of their remarks show, that they bad not wholly overlooked the diversities

among men in point of intellect. An observer of sagacity equal to their’s might, I should diink, find a rich field

of study in this part of human nature, as well as in the other.

BISS. I. PART 11. S
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not seem to me at all adapted to interest the curiosity of novices; tier is it so well calcu-

lated to engage the attention of those who wish to enlarge their scientific knowledge, as of

persons accustomed to reflect on the phenomena and laWs of the intellectual ivorld.

Of the application of theoretical history, to account for the diversities of laws and modes

of governnicMt among men, 1 shall have occasion afterwards to sjicak. At present I shall

only remark the common relation in which all such researches stand 'to the I’hilosophy of

the Human Mind, and their common tendency to expand and to liberalize the views ol

those who arc occupied in the more confined pursuits of the subordinate sciences.

After what has been already said of the general tone of French philosophy, it will not

a))p(‘ar surprising, that a system so mystical and spiritual as that of Tjcibnitz never struck

its roots deeply in that country. A masterly outline of its principles was puldished by IVIa-

daine du Chatclct, at a period of her life when she was an enthusiastic admirer of the au-

thor : and a work on such a fubject, composed by a lady of her rank and genius, could

not fail to produce at first a very strong sensation at Paris; hut not long after she her-

self abandoned the Cierman philosophy, and became a zealous partizan of the Newtonian

school. She even translated into French, and enriched with a commentary, the* Prinetpia

of Newton; and by thus renouncing her first faith, contributed more to discredit it, than

she had previously done to bring it into fashion. Since that time, licihnitz has had few.

if any, disciples in France, although some of his peculiar tenets have occasionally found

advocates there, among those who have rejected the great and leading doctrines, by which

his system is more peculiarly characterized. His opinions and reasonings in particular, on

the necessary concatenation of all events, both physical and moral (which accorded 1)ut too

Avcll with the philosophy professed by Grimm and Diderot), have been long incorporated

with the doctrines of tJic French materi;*lists, and tl)ey have been lately adopted and sanc-

tioned, in all their extent, by a living author, the unrivalled splendour of whose matlicma-

tioal genius may be justly suspected, in the case of some of his admirers, to throw a false

lustre on the dark shades of his philosophical creed.
‘

‘ Los rvencmens actnel.s ont avee lus precotlciis une liaison fondue sur Ic principc tHddoiiL qii’une chose lu'

pout ]);i^ onmmencer, d'ctrCj tans une cause cpii la produise. Cet axiorne, connu sous le noiii dc principc de (a

raison s’etend aux actions nirinc qiic Ton juge indiffurentes. La volonto la plus libre lie pent, sans un
motif dettM .iiiniint, leur doimer naisr.nnce; car si^ toutes les ci rcoiistances dc deux positions utant exnctcnncnt

serablablesj norijjsoit dans Tune et s'abstenoit d'agir dans Tautre, son choix scriot un effet sans cause;* die sc-

j oit alors^ dit Leibnitz, le hazard tivcugle des Ljiicuriens. L’opiriion contraire est une illusion dc Lesprit qui per-

Tl)c impropriety of this language was long ago pointed out by Mr Hume, ** They are still more frivolous, who say, that every effect

mU'.L Itnvc a cause, because it is implied in the very idea of effect. KVC17 effect naturally presupposes a cause; effect being a relative term,

o! whicli cause is the co.relativc. The true MkIc of the qucstioii is, whether every object, which begins to exist, must owe its existence to a
cause {Tjcahu of Human Nati '-g, Vol. 1. p. 147.)
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Notwithstanding, however, this important and unfortunate coincidence, no two systems

can well bo imagined more strongly contrasted on the whole, than the lofty metaphysics of

Leibnitz, and that degrading theory concerning the origin of our ideas, which has been

fashionable in Franee since the time of Condillac. In proof of this, I have only to refer to

the account of both, which has been already given.

The same contrast, it would appear, still continues to exist between the favourite doc-

trines of the German and of the French schools. “ In the French empiricism” (says a

most impartial, as well as competent judge, M. Ancillon), “ tlic faculty of feeling, and the

faculty of knowing, are one and the same. In the new philosophy of Germany, there

is no faculty of knowing, but reason. In the former, taking our departure from indivi-

duals, we rise by degrees to ideas, to general notions, to principles. In the latter, be-

ilant de vue Ics raisons fu)[^itive3 du choix do la volonte dans Ics choses indifFerentea, se persuade qu'cllc s’ejst

d<Hcrmiiu'*e d’elle mCrne ct sans motifs.

Nous devons done envisa£jcr I’ctnt present de runivers comme Teflct de son i tat anterieure et comrae la

cause dc cclui qui va suivre. Une intelligence qui pour un instant donne connoitroit toutes les forces dont la

nature cst animec, et la situation respective des ctres qui la composent, si d'ailleurs clle ctoit assez vustc ptmr

soumctlre ces donnees a lanalysO;, rmbras,seroit dans la meme formule, les mouvemens des plus grands corps do

Tunivcis et ceux du plus ledger alomc. Rien lies oruit incertain pour elle, et Tavenir comme le passe, seroit pre-

sent a ses yeux.” {Esmi Ehilosopluquc sur lci( ProhahiliUs, par Laplace.)

Is not this the very spirit of the I'heodicaa of Leibnitz, and, 'when combined with the other reasonings in the

Es.mi/ 071 Prohah'iliiics, the very essence of Spinozism r

'I’hi.s, indeed, is studiously kept by the author out of the reader's view; and hence the facility with which some

uf his proiio.sitions liavc been admitted by many of his inatlmnaiical disciples, who, it is highly probable, tvere

not aware of the consequences which they necessarily involve.

1 cannot conclude this note without recurring to an observation ascribed in the above quotation from Laplace

to liCibnitz, that the blitid chance of the Epicureans involves the supposition of an effect taking place without

a cause." This, [ apprehend, is a very incorrect statement of the philasophy taught by Lucretius, which no-

where gives the slightest countenance to such a supposition. The distinguishing tenet of this sect was, that llie

order of the universe dne.s not imply the existence of intelligent rause.s ; but may be ac*coitnted for by the active

powders belonging to tlie atoms of matter ; which active powers, being exerted through an indefinitely long period of

time, ynight produce, nay, onusi have produced, exactly such a combination of things, as that with which w'e are

fcuiToundcd. This, it is evident, does not call in question the necessity of a cause to produce every cfi'ect, but,

on tlic contrary, virtually assumes the truth of that axiom. It only excludes from these causes the attribute of

intelligence. It is in the same way when I apply the words blind chance [hazat'd aveugle) to the tlirow of a

die, I do not mean to deny that 1 am ultimately tlie cause of tlie paiticular event that is to take place; but only

to intimate that I do not here act as a designing cause, in consequence of my ignorance of the various accident.^

to which the die is subjected, while shaken in the box. If I am not mistaken, this Epienrea?! Theort/ approaches'

very nearly to the scheme, which it is tlie main object of the Eseay on Probabilities to inculcate ; and, therefore,

it was not quite fair in Laplace to object to tl>e supposition of man's free agency, as favouring tJiosc principles

which he himself w'as labouring indirectly to insinuate.

From a passage in Plato’s Sophist, it is very justly inferred by Mr Gray, that, according to the catmucm

opinion then entertained, the creation of things was the work of blind unintelligent matter ; whereas tlie con-
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ginning with what is most general, or rather with what is universal, wc descend to in-

dividual existences, and to particular eases. In the one, what wc see, what we touch,

what we feel, are the only realities. In the other nothing is real, hut what is invisible and

purely intellectual.”

“ Both these systems (continues INI. Ancillou) result from the exaggeration of a sound

principle. They are both true and both false in part ; true in' what they admit, false in

what they reject. All our knowledge begins, or appears to begin, in sensation ; but it

does not follow from this that it is all derived from sensation, or that sensation constitutes

its whole amount. The proper and innate activity of the mind has a large share in the

origin of our representations^ our sentiments, our ideas. Ileason involves principles wliicli

she does not borrow from without, which she owes only to herself, which the impressions

of the senses call forth from their obscurity, but which, far from owing their origin to sen-

sations, serve to appreciate them, to judge of them, to employ them as instruments. It

would be rash, however, to conclude from hence, that there is no certainty but in reason,

that reason alone can seize the mystery of existences, and the intimate nature of beings,

and that experience is nothing but a vain appearance, destitute of every species of rea-

lity.”
‘

IVith this short and comprehensive estimate of the new German philosophy, pronounced

by one of the most distinguished members of the Berlin Academy, I might perhaps be

pardoned for dismissing a subject, with which I have, in some of my former publications,

acknowledged myself (from my total ignorance bf the German language) to be very im-

perfectly acquainted ; but the impression which it produced for a few years in Kiigland

trary was the result of philosophical reflection and di.squisition believed by a lew people only.” {Grnifs IVurks

by Mntthias, Vol. 11. p. 414.) On the same subject, sec Smith\s Posihumous Exsays, p, lOb.

^ MHanges de Liltcraturc ct de Phiiosojihk, par F. Ancillon, Preface, (a Paris, 3 809.) The intimacy of

IVi. Ancillorfs literary connections both with France and with Germany entitle his opinions on the respective

nierit.s of their philosophical systems to peculiar weight. If he anywhere discovers a partiality for eitlicr, the

modest account which he gives of himself would lead us to expect his leaning to be in favour of his countrymen.
‘‘ Place entre la France et rAllemagne, appartenant a la premiere par la langue dans laqucllc je hasarde d’ccrirc,

o la seconde par ma naiasance, ines etudes, mes principcs, mes aflections, et j ose le dire, par la couleur de ina

pensee, je desirerois pouvoir ser\ir de mediateur littcraire, ou d'interpretc pliilosophique entre les deux na-

tions/'

In translating from M. Ancillo.., the passage quoted in the text, I have adhered as closely as possible to the

words of the original ; although I cannot help imagining that I could have rendered it still more intelligible to

the English readeivby laying aside some of tlie peculiarities of his German phraseology. My chief reason for

retaining these, was to add weight to the strictures which a critic, so deeply tinctured with the German habits

of thinking and of writing, has offered, on the most prominent faults of the systems in which he had been edu-
cated.
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(more particular!^ wliile our intercourse with the continent was interrupted), makes it pro-

per for me to bestow on it a little more notice in this Dissertation, than I should otherwise

have judged necessary or useful.

SECTION \ai.

Kant and other Metaphysicians of the New German School. ‘

’riii; long reign of the l/cibnitzian Philosophy in Germany was owing, in no incon-

siderable degree, to the zeal and ability with which it was taught in that part of Europe,

for nearly half a century, by his disciple Wolfius,* a man of little genius, originality, or

taste, but whose extensive and various learning, seconded by a methodical head,^ and by an

‘ My ignorance of (jcrman would have prevented me from saying anything of the philosophy of Kant, if

the extraordinary pretensions with which it was at fiist broughtYorward in this island, contrasted with the total

oblivion into which it soon after very suddenly felJ, had not seemed to demand some attention to so wonderful

a phenomenon in the literary history of the eighteenth century. My readers will perceive that I have taken

.some pains to atone for my inablhly to read Kant's works in the original, not only by availing myself of the

Latin version of Born, but by consulting various comments on them which have appeared in the Knglbli, French,

and Latin languages. As commentators, however, |pd even translators, are not always to be trusted to as un-

i xi'cptionahle interpreters of their authors' opinions, my chief reliance has been placed on one of Kanf s own
Mimpo.sition.s in Latin; his I)i.ssertation De Mundi SenaihUis atque hitcUigdnlis Foima ct Principiis, which he

pnnterl ns the subject of a public disputation, when he was candidate for a rrofesaorship in the Uuive'.sity of

K'aMiigebrrg. It i.s far from being improbable, after all, that I may, in some instances, have misapprehended

his meaning, but 1 hope I shall not be accused of wilfully misrepresenting it. Where my remarks are bor-

i‘(>wed from other writers, J have been careful in referring to my authorities, that my reader may judge for him-

self of the fidelity of my statements. If no other purpose, therefore, should be answered by this part of my
work, it may at least be of use by calling^forth some person properly qualified to correct any misbikes into which

I may involuntarily have fallen; and in the meantime, may serve to direct those who are strangers to German

literature, to some of the comments on this philosophy which have appeared in languages more generally under-

stood in this country.

- Born IG79 . i-)ied 1754.

^ rhe display of method, however, so conspicuous in all the works of Wolfius, will often be found-to amount

to little more than an awkward affectation of the phraseology and forms of mathematics, in sciences where they

contribute nothing to the clearness of our ideas, or the correotness of our reasonings. This affectation, which

seems to have been well adapted to the taste of Germany at the time when he wrote, is now one of the chid

causes of the neglect into which his writings have fallen. Some of them may be still usefully consulted as dic-

tionaries, but to read them is impossible. They amount to about forty quarto volumes, twenty-three of which

are in Latin, the rest in German.
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incredilale industry and perseverance, seem to have been peculiarly filled to command

the j^n^^tion of his countrymen. AVolfius, indeed, did not profess to follow implicitly

the- npipidns of his master, and, on some points, laid claim to peculiar ideas of his own

;

but the spirit of his philosophy is essentially the same with that of Leibnitz,^ and the par-

ticulars in which he dissented from him are too trifling to deserve any notice in the history

of literature.^

The high reputation so long maintained by "Wolfius in Germany suggested, at different

times, to the book-makers at Paris, the idea of introducing into France the philosophy

which he taught. Hence a number of French abridgments of his logical and metaphysi-

cal writings. But an attempt, which had failed in the hands of Madame du Chatclct, was

not likely to succeed with the admirers and abridgers of AVolfius.'^

In his own country the reputation of Wolfius is not yet at an end. In the preface to Kant's Critique of Pun

Jicason, he is called '* Suinmus omnium dogmalicorum Philosophns.” Kautii Opera ad Philosophimn CrUivurn^

Vol. I. Pru^f. Auctoris Posterior^ p. xxxvi. Latine Vertit. Fred. Born, lapbifc, 179h*) And by one of Kant’s

best commentators, his name is advantageously contrasted with that of David Hume : Fbt aiitein scientifica

methodus aut dogmatica, aut sceptica. Priini generis autorein celcberrimuin Wolfiiiin, alterius Davideni lluniiinn

norninasse sat est." (^Eaposilio Philos. C?dtica* Aiitore Conrado Friderico a Schinidt-Phiscldck. llafnia’,

1796.)

^ On the great question of Free Will, Wolfius adopted implicitly the principles of the TJiCodu aia

;

considering

man merely in the light of a machine; but (with the author of that work) dignifying this machine by the epi-

thet sphiftial. This language, whicli is still very prevalent among German pliilosophers, may be regarded a.s a

relic of the doctrines of Leibnitz and of Wolfius; and a^lbrt^j|pln additional proof of the di/ficulty of’ eradicating

errors'sanctioned by illustrious and popular names.

When the system of Pre established Harmony was first introduced by Wolfius into tlie University of I lalle

it excited an alaim which had very nearly been attended wdth fatal consequences to the professor. "J’ho follow-

ingaiiecdote on the subject is told by Euler: Lorsque dii temps du feu Roi dc Prussc, M. Wolf eiiscignoit a

Halle le systeme de rHarmoni-? Pre-ctabhV, le Roi o’informa dc cettc doctrine, qui fuisoit grand bruit aloih; et iiii

courtisan repondit i) sa Majeste, que tous les soldats, scion cette doctrine, n'etoient que dcs machines; (jiu quand

il en dcsertoit e'etoit unc suite neccssaire de leur structure, et qu'on avoit tort par consequent dc Ics punir, coimne

on Tauroit si on punissoit uno machine pour avoir produit tel ou tcl mouvcinent. Lc Uoi sc facha si fort sur cr

rapport, quTl donna ordre de chasser M. Wolf de Halle sous peine d'etre peiidu s’il s'y trouvoit an bout dc 12

1

hears. Le phllosophe se refugia alors a Marbourg, ou je lui ai pavlc peu de temps apres." {Lettres d unc Pnn^
cessc d\iU€magne^ Lettre 84ine.) We are informed by Condorcet, that some reparation was afterwards made for

this injustice by Frederic the Great. “ Le Roi de Prussc, qui iie croit pas pourtaut a rHarmonie Prc-ctablic,

a’est empressc* dc rendre j^gsticc a Wolf dcs le premier jour dc son regne.*'

2 Among other novelties atflected by Wolfius, was a new ntodification of the Ilieory of the Monads. A slight

outline of it, but quite sufficient, x should suppose, to gratify the curiosity of most readers, may be found in

Euler's Letter to a German Princess.

® To what was before rem^nked, of the opposition in matters of philosbphy between llic taste of the French
and that of the Germans, I shall iiere add a short passage from an author intimately acquainted with the litera^

ture of both nations.
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From the time of Wolfius till the philosophy of Kant began to attract general notice,

1 know of no German metaphysician whose speculations seem to have acquired much

celebrity in the learned world.^ Lambert'- is pcriiaps the most illustrious name which

occurs during this interval. As a mathematician and natural philosopher, his great merits

arc universally known and acknowledged, but the language in* which his metaphysical and

logical works were written, has confined their reputation within a comparatively narrow

circle. I am sorry that I cannot speak of these from my own knowledge ; but I have

heard them mentioned in terms of the highest praise, by some very competent judges, to

wliosc testimony I am disposed to give the greater credit, from the singular vein of origi-

nality which runs through all his mathematical and physical publications.^

. .

^
____

‘‘ I /('Colt* AliCin.niLlc* rccoiinoit lA‘ibnitz pour chef. Son fameifjc disciple Wolf rt-giia dan.^ Ics univcrsilfh

P' inlaut prt s d un donii .sit'dc avee inu^ aulorit/ non contestec. On connoit en France cette philosophic par uii

uul nombre cl abn^gt.^ dont quclquc-un.s sont ihits par des auteurs qui seuls auroient sufFi pour hii donner dc la

Alnlivrr J'appni (It* c(*s iinniS', rw France cc/fr p/iilosophic tic &cst soulemif 7nhfie qucifjucs hi.'/latis.

] \ ju'ofondcur apparcnlc dc-^ idccs, fair d'ciLscmblc et dc systt me, ifonl jamais pu y supjdcer h ce qui a paru liii

jjiaiifpier pour on fiiiro iiiv loctrioc solidc ot di^nc o'etre acciicillie. Outre quelquc defaut de clartc, qui pro-

b.iblenu'iil en a i carte de-^ i sprits rniir qid retie* qualite tie ^tylc et dc la penst e cfrt dcjveiiue nii heureux besoin,

la iornie son> larpulle t 'le sc pri'.-ente a rebate bie*n des Icctcurs. Quoi qu'aicnt pu faire les inteiqiretcs, ii a

tc.iijours pcrce (jnelque chos(.* de I’apparcil incommode (pii Tentourc a son origine. Condillac toiirnc plus d’une

ibis en ridicult* ces fonnes et cc jargon scientifique, et il b applique a montrer qu’ils ne sent paa plus propres ;i

s.ilishiiii* la raison (jue ie goot. // csf a if mains certain
y
qnc Ic Icetcifr Fnun^ais les repousse par hisiinct, c( qn'd if

!rouvc u/i (jh,staiJc hes di/flcifc a siinnonier.*' {UcJlcjcionv sur les UHuvrcs PostJvimcs d Adam Smithy par i\I. Frevost

de Oenib'e. Z Fan’s, rr.'ib)

' Matlaine de Sta 1 iiu?ntions Lessing, TJcinstcrhuis, and Jacobi, as precursors of Kant in his philD.-ophica]

caiecr. .'^ Iie adds, lunvever, that tl icy had no sehtK)!, since none of them attempted to found any system
; but

ihev began the w.ir against the doctrines of the ^faterialists. {Al/emagne, Tome III, p. JIS.) J am not acquaint-

t*d with the iiu*lapliy.su*al works ofany of the three. Tliose of Ilenisterhuis, who MTote wholly in French, M ere,

I uiidiM'.stand, first published in a collected form at Paris, in 1795?, He was son of the celebrated Greek scholar

and critic, 'I’ilx'rius I leinsterhusiiis. Professor of Latin Literature at Leyden.

‘ I>(»in at Mulhaiisen in Alsace in 172S. Died at llerliii in 1777-

I'he following particulars, .with respect to Lambert's literary history, arc extracted from a Memoir annexed

hy M. Prcvosl to his translation of Mr Smilli'.s Posthumous JVoiks: *• Cct iiigcnicux et puissant Lambert, doiit

ic.s mathematiejues, <|ui lui doivent bcaucoup, ne purent epuiscr les forccrq et qui ne toucha aucun aujet de

phy.sicpic on de philoscqdiic rationelle, sans le couvrir de lumicro. Ses Ictlrcs eosmoiogiipics, qu'il ecrivit par fomic

de dcla.ssement, sont jdidnes d'idees sublimes, entecs sur la phdosophle la plus saine et la plus savtmle tout-a-la

foi’s, 11 jivoit auhsi dresse sous le titre d\irchilectomquc un tableau des principes sur Icsqucls sc fondeul les coii-

noissaiices huniaine.';. Cet ouvrage au jngement des hommes les plus verses dans 1 etude de leiir langue, n est

pas exempt d'obscuriti!:. Elle pent tenir en partie d la nature du sujet. 11 est a regretter que sa logique, intitule

Organoiiy ne soil traduite iii en Latin, ni en Fran<;*ai3, ni je pense en aucLiiie languc. Un extrait bicu fait dc cet

ouvrage, duquel on ecartcroit ce qui rcpngiie au gout national, excitcroit rattention de.s philosophes, et la por-
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The Critique ofPure Reason (the most celebrated of Kant's metaphysical works) ap-

peared in 1781.* The idea annexed to the title by the author, is thus explained by him-

self : ” Criticam rationis purae non dico censuram librorum ct Systematum, sed faculta-

tis rationalis in universum, respectu cognitionum omnium, ad quas, ab omni experientia

libera, possit anniti, proinde, dijudicationem possibilitatis aut imxiossibilitatis metaphysiccs

in genere, constitutionemque turn fontium, turn ambitus atque compagis turn vero tcr-

minorum illius, sed cuncta haec ex principiis.” (Kantii, Opera ad PJiilosophiam Criti-

cam, Vol. I. Prsefatio Auctoris Prior, pp. xi. xii.) To render this somewhat more in-

telligible, I shall subjoin the comment of one of his iutimate friends,^ whose work, we

are informed by Dr Willicb, had received the sanction of Kant himself. “ The aim cf

Kant’s Critique no less than to lead Heasou to the true knowledge of itself; to exa-

mine the titles upon which it founds the supposed possession of its metaphysical knowledge ;

and by means of this examination to mark the true limits, beyond which it cannot venture

to speculate, without wandering into the empty region of pure fancy.” The same author

adds, “ The whole Critique ofPure Reason is established upon this principle, that there

is afree reason, independent of all experience and sensation”

When the Critique ofPure Reason first came out, it does not seem to have attracted

much notice,^ but such has been its subsequent success, that it may be regarded (according

teroit 6ur unc multitude d'obj^ls qu'ils se s?ont accoutumes regarder avee indifference.” (Prevost, Tume II. jip.

S67, 268.)

In the article ZiflwicW, inserted in the twenty-third volume of the .B/o^rcrp/iie L^y/izcrscH/c (Paris, 1 Sip), the

following account is given of Lambert’s logic * '' Wolf, d'apre^s qiielques indications de Leibnitz, avoit refirr tic

I'onbli la syllogistiqiic d’Aristote, science que Ics scholastiqucs avoient tellement avilic que ni Pucon ni Locke

ifavoient ose lui accorder un regard d'interet. Tl 6toit reserve a Lambert dc la montrer sous le plus beau jour

et dans la plus riche parure. C'qst ce qu’il a fait dans son Novum Organo7i, on\Tage qui est un dos principaiix

titres de gloire de son auteur.” From the writer of this article (M. Servois) we farther learn, that tJic Novutti

Organon of Lambert was translated into Latin from the German original by a person of the name of Pfleidcrer,

and that this translation was in the hands of an English nobleman (the late Earl of Stanhope) as liitcly as ITH J.

1 quote the words of M. Servois, in the hope that they may attract some attention to the manuscript, if it be still

m existence. The publication of it would certainly be a most acceptable present to the learned world. I) aprt s

ie conscil de Le Sage de Geneve, Touvrage fut traduit en Latin par Pfleiderer, aux frais d’un savant Italien
,

cette traduction passa, on ne sait comment, entre les mainjs de Milord Mahon qui la possedoit encore en 17Si^ ;

on ignore quel est son sort ulterieur.”

* Kant was born at Koenigsbe"'^?^ Prussia, in 1724. He died in 1 804.

* Mr John Schulze, an eminent divine at Kernigsberg, author of the Synopsis oflhc Critical Philosophy, trans-

lated by Dr Willich, and inserted in his Elementary View of KanVs Jforks. (See pp. 42, 43.)
3 « II se passa quelque terns apr^s la premiere publication de la Critique de la Pure Raison, sans qu'oii

jBt beaucoup d^attention a ce livre, et sans que la plupart de philosophes, passiones pour Iccleclismt?
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to Madame de Stael)* ** as having given the impulse to all that has been since done in Ger-

many, both in literature and in philosophy.” {Allcmagnc, Vol. III. pp. 68, 69.)

£ouj)i;oii:isscnt sculcmcnt la grande revolution (juc cet ouvnigc ct les productioiib suivantes clt* son auteur dt

-

voient operer dans la science.” (Ruble, Hist, dc la Phil. Mod. Torn. VI. p. Cn'i- Paris, IHld.)

As early, however, as the year the pliilosophy of Kant appears to liave been adopted in some of the Ger-

man schools. The ingenious M. Trenibley, in a memoir then read belbrc the Academy of ih'rlin, tlius speaks oi'

it: La philosophic tie Kant, qui d la lionlc dr Vesprit humain, paroit avoir acqui.s tant dc favour dans certairios

rcolcs.” (Pssai sar les Prrjitp;i\s. iteprinted at Neufehatel in 17f)0.)

We are farther told by Buhle, that the attention ot‘ the public to Kant’s Critique of’ Pure Ileasoji was first at-

tracted by an excellent analysis of the work, which appeared in the General Gazette of Literature, and by the

Leit(f\\ on Kant’s Phdusophtf, which Peinhold inserted in the German Mercury. (Ruble, Tom. \^1. p. Of
this last philo.so[)her, wlio appears, in tlie first instance, to have entered with enthu'.iasrn into Kant’s view.s, and

Avlio afterwards contributed much to open the et^es of his countrymen to the radical defects of his .system, I

shall have occasion to speak hereafter. Degeraiido, as well as Buhle, bestows high praise not only on his clear-

ne.ss, hut on his idoqucnce, as a writer in his own language. “ 11 a traduit Ics oracles Kantien.s dans une langue

tlrgant<', harrnonicuse, el pure * * • 11 a su expriiner avec un Iangage eloquent, des idees jusqu’alors inintelligi-

blcs,” iS.c. {Ilistoirc Compart e, &c. 7'om. II. p. tiTL) That this praise is not undcserveil I am very ready to

believe, having lately had an opportunity (through the kindness of my learned and revered friend Dr Parr) of

reading in the Latin version of l-’redericus Gottlob Born, Reinliold’s principal w'-ork, entitled Pcriculum ’Sovat

Tlienr 'ia Faeultatis lleprawcnlaiiva' ITumano!. In point of perspicuity, he appears to me to be greatly superior

to Kant; and of this I eonc(»ivc iiiyself to be not altogether incompetent to jiidgt‘, as tJie Latin versions of both

authors art‘ by the same hand.

* The* folI(3wing cpiotation, from the advertisement prefixed to Madame de SUieVs posthumous w'ork (GoiKvuh-

uitions .sur ta lievo/niion Framptisc), will at once account to my readers for the confidence Avilh which I appc.al

to her liistorical statements on tlie subject of German philosophy. Her own knowledge of the language Avas

probably not so critically exact, as to enable her to enter into the more refined details of the dilTercnt s^^stems

wdiich she lias described; but her extraordinary pei*otration, joined to the opportunities she enjoyed of convers-

ing with all that Avas then mo.st illustrious in Germany, qualified her in an eminent degree to sei/e and to de-

lineate tlicir great outlines. And if, in executing this task, any considerable mistakes could have been supposed

to escape her, we may be fully assured, that the very accompli.shed person, to Avhose revision avc learn that her

literary labours at tlda period her life were submitted, would prevent tliem from ever meeting tlie public eye.

I except, of course, tho.se mistakes into which she was betrayed by licr ailmiration of the German school. Ol

some of tlie most important of these, T shall take notice as I proceed; a task wdiich I feel incumbent on me, a.s it

is through the medium of her book that the great majority of English re.iders have acquired all their knoAvledgc

of the new (German pliilo.sophy, and as her name and talents have given it a temporary consequence in tliis

country which it could not otherwise have acquired.

Le travail des editeurs s'est borne uniquement la revision des epreuves, et ii la correction de ces legrrcs

inexactitudes dc style, quo echappent a la vuc dans le manuscrit le plus soigin\ Cc travail e’est fait sous les

yeux dc JM. A. W. de Schlegel, dont la rare svperiorilv d’esjyril et dc savoir Juslifie la confiauee avec laqucUe Madami
dc Slael le comuUoit dans tons scs travaux Utteraires, autant que son honourable caractere mcrite I’estime et I’aniilic

cju’elle ifa pas cessc d'avoir pour lui pendant une liaison dc trvizc annees."

If any farther apology be necessary for quoting a French lady us an authority on German mctajihysics, an

obvious one is suggested by the extraordinary and well merited popularity of her Allemagnc in this country . I

DISS. I. TAUT II. T
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“ At the epoch when this work was published (continues the same writer), there existed

among thinking men only two systems concerning the huracan umlcrstanding : The one.

that of l^ockc, ascribed all our ideas to our sensations;’ the other, that of Descartes and

of Leibnitz, had for its chief objects to demonstrate the spirituality and activity of the

soul, the freedom of the will,* and, in short, the whole doctrines of the idealists

do not know, if, in any part of lier works, her matchless powers have been displayed to f^reatcr advantage. Of
this no stronger proof can he given, than the lively interest she inspires, even when discussing such systems as

those of Kant and of Fichte.

* That this is a very incorrect account of Locke’s philosophy, has been already sliowii at great length
; but in

this mistake M.idame de Stacl has only followed Leibnitz, and a very large proportion of the German philoso-

phers of the present ilay. “ Tlie philosophy of sensation (says Frederick Selilegel), which was iinconsciuuslv

iKHpicathed to tlie world by Bacon, and reduced to a methodical shape by Locke, first displayed in I'rancc the

true immorality and destructiveness of which it is tlie parent, and assumed the appearance of a perfect system

of Atheism.” {Ijcctnrcs on the Hislori/ of Lilcratnrc, from the German of Fred. Schlegcl. Fdin. 1 H 18
,
\ ol. II

p. iivi.) It is evident, that the system of Locke is here confounded with that of Condillac. May not the lormei

he called the philosophy of rrfledion, with as great propriety as the philosophy oi' sensalion

* In considering Leibnitz as a partizan of the freedom of the will, Madame de StaG has also follow etl llu

views of many German writers, who make no distinction between Materialists and Necessitarians, imagining,

that to assert the spirituality of the soul, is to assert its free-agency. On the inaccuracy of these conceptjoij.s

it would be huperfluou.s to enlarge, after what w'a.s formerly .said in treating of the metaphysical opinion^ ot

f.eibnftz.

Inconsequence of this misapprehension, Madame de Stacl, and many otlier late writers on the (ontinenl,

have been led to employ, with a very exceptionable latitude, the word idealist, to comprehend not only

the advocates for the immateriality of the mind, hut tIio>e also who maintain the Freedom of the Human U ill

Between these tw'o opinions, there is certainly no necessary con nectioii ; Leibnitz, and many other Girman

metaphysicians, denying the latter with no less confidence tlian that with which lliey asseiL the fonnei.

In England, tilt, word Idealist is most commonly restricted to such as (witli Berkeley) reject the exi^tern c

of a material world. Of late, its meaning has been .sometimes extended (j)nrticulai ly since the piiblicalion of

Keitl) to all those who retain the theory of Dcscaitcs and Locke, concerning tlie immediate oljects of our pci

-

cejitions and thoughts, whether they admit or reject tlic consequences deduced from tliis theoiy by the Berkc-

iciaiis. In the jireaent state of the science, it would contribute much to tlie distinctness of our reasonings w'ero it

to be used in this last .sense exclusively.

There is another word to which Madame de Stael and other writers on the German philosophy annex an idea

peculiar to themselves
; I mean the word experimental or cvipirical. This epithet is often used by them to dis-

tinguish what they call the philosophy of Scmsalions, from that of Plato and of Leibnitz. It is accordingly gen-
erally, if n(>t always, emjiloyed by them in an unfavourable sense. In this country, on tlic contrary, the experi-

niental or inductive philosophy of the human mind denotes those speculations concerning mind, which, rejecting

all Jiypothetical theories, rest solely on phenomena for which w^e have the evidence of consciousness. It i.s ap-

plied to the [diilosophy of Held, an ' all that is truly valuable in the metaphysical works of Descartes, Locke,
Berkeley, and Ilmne.

Nor are the word.'s Expernncnta‘ and Empiiical by any means synonymous in our language. I’hc latter

word is now' almo«!t excliisucly appropriated to the practice of Medicine; and when so understood alw'ay.s
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Between these extremes reason continued to wander, till Kant undertook to trace the li-

mits of the two empires; of the senses and of the soul ; of the external and of the internal

worlds. The force of meditation and of sagacity, with which he marked these limits, had

not perhaps any example among his predecessors.” {Allema^nc, Vol. III. pp. 70, 72.)

The praise bestowed on this part of Kant’s philosophy, by one of his own pupils, is not

less warm than that of Madame dc Stack I quote the passage, as it enters into some his-

torical details w:hich she has omitted, and describes more explicitly than she ha^^^ done one

of the most important steps, which Kant is supposed by his disciples to have made beyond

his predecessors. In reading it, some allowances must be made for the peculiar phraseolo-

gy of the Clerman school.

“ Kant discovered that ilie intuitive faculty of man is a compound of very dissimilar

ingredients; or, in other words, that it consists of parts very different in their nature,

each of which performs functions peculiar to itself; namely, the sensitive faculty, and the

understandinf^ I^oibnitz, indeed, had likewise remarked the distinction subsisting

between the sensitive faculty and the understanding; but he entirely overlooked the es-

sential difference between their functions, and was of opinion that the faculties differed

from one another only in degree In the works of the English and French

philosophers, we find this essential distinction between the sensitive and the intellectual

faculties, and their combination towards producing one synthetical intuition scarcely men-

tioned. Locke only alludes to the accidental limitations of both faculties ; but to inquire

into the essential difference between them does not at all occur to him This dis-

tinction, then, between the sensitive and the intellectual faculties, forms an essential fe iture

in the philosophy of Kant, and is, indeed, the basis upon which most of his subsequent in-

quiries arc established.” {Elements of the Cri. Phil, by A. F. M. AVillich, M. 13. pp.

68 , 69 . 70 .)

It is a circumstance not easily explicable, that, in the foregoing historical sketch, no men-

tion is made of the name of Cudworth, author of the treatise on Eternal and hnmutahlc

Morality ; a book which could scarcely fail to be known, before the period in question, to

implies a rash and unphilosophical use of Experience. I’he appellation Empiric (says the late Dr John Cmt-
govy) is generally applied to one who, from observing Uie cflects of a remedy in one ease of a disease, applies it

to all the various cases of that distemper/' llie same remark may be extended to the word Kwpiritjuc in the

French language, which is very nearly synon}:mous with Charlatan, )n consequence of this abii.<i* of terms, the

epithet experimental, as well as empirical, is seldom applied by foreign writers to the philosophy of Locke, witlw
out being intended to convey a censure.
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every German scholar, by the admirable T-<atin TcrBion of it published by Rr Mosheim.*

In this treatise, Cndworth is at much pains to illustrate the Platonic doctrine concerning

the difference between sensation and intellection ; asserting that “ some ideas of the mind

proceed not from outward sensible objects, but arise from the inward activity of the mind

itself;” that “ even simple corporeal things, passively perceived by sense, are known and

understood only by the active power of the mind and tJiat, besides Aia-Ortfjuoe.rsc Und

ttavTacT/JLttTaj there must be NonfjiXTix, or intelligible ideas, the source of which can be traced to

the understanding alone."

In the course of his speculations on these subjects, Cudworth has blended, with some

very deep and valuable discussions, several opinions to which I cannot assent, and not a few

* The first edition of this translation was printed as early as 1732. From Buhle's Ilisiory of Mode? n Vhiloso^

pluj (a work whicli did not fall into my liatuls till long after this section was written), 1 find that Ciidworth's

Treatise ofhnmutahlc Moralihj is now not only well known to the scholars of Clerniany, but that some of them
iiave remarked the identity of ihe doctrines contained in it with those of Kant. Meiners, dans son liistoire

generale de I’Ethiciue nie (jiic le systeme morale dc Cudworth soit identique avec celni dc IMatoii, et pn tend an

contrairc, * que Ics principcs consideres comme appartenans de la maniere la plus speViale li la morale de Kant,

etaient cnscignes il y a deja plusieurs generations par Tecolc dii jihilosophc Anglais.” {Hist, dc la Phil. Modcnic,

Tom. III. ji. .^770 In opposition to tJiis, liuhie stales his own decided euiiviction—“ ijuaucune des idees de

Cudworth lie sc rapproche de celles de Kant.” (^Ihid.) IJow far this convielion is w'ell founded, the passage

from Cudworth, quoted in the text, will enable my readers to judge for themselves.

That Cudworth has blended with hi.s principles a vein of Tlatonic mysticism, w hich is not to be found in Kant,

is undeniable ; but it does not follow from this, ihai none of Kant's leading ideas arc borrowed from the writings

of Cudworth.

The assertion of Iluhlc, just mentioned, is the more surprising, as he himself ackiiow ledges that—“ I.i plii-

losophie morale de Price presentc en efl’et unc analogic frappante avec cede de Kant;” and in another part of his

work, he expresses him.sclf thuB on the same subject: Le plus remarquable de tons Ics moralistes iriodcnie- d(

VAngletcrre est, sans contredit, Richard Price On rcmarqiie I’analogie la plus fraj)jiante entre sos idees

sur Ics bases de la inoralite, et celles que la philosophic critique a fait naitre en Allemagne, quoique il nc soil

cepeiidant pas possible d clever Ic plus petit doutc sur rentii re originalite dc ccs derniiTes.” (l orn. V. p.

Is there any thing of importance in the fyslcm of Price, which is not borrowed from the Treatise of Ivimiitahlc

Moraliiif ? The distinguishing merit of this learned and most respectable w riter is the good sense with which
he has applied the doctrines of Cudworth to the sceptical theories of his own times.

In the sequel of Buhlc's reflections on Cudworth's philosophy, we arc told, that, according to him, the will of
Ciod is only a sinqde blind power, acting mechanically or accidentally.” if Chez Cudworth la voloiitc meme en
Dieu, n est qu’uii simple poiivoir aveugle, agissant mechaniquement on accidcntcllcment.”) If this were true,

Cudworth ought to be ranked among the disciples, not of Plato, but of Spinoza.

In this instimcc, a striking resemblance is observable between the language of Cudworth and that of Kant;
both of them having followed the distinctions of the Socratic school, as explained in the Thecetetus of Plato,

llicy who are at all acquainted with Kants Critique, will immediately recognize his phraseology in the passage
quoted above.
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propositions which I am unable to comprehend ; but he seems to have advanced at least as

far as Kant, in drawing the line between the provinces of the senses and of the understand-

ing ; and although not one of the most luminous of our Knglish Avriters, he must be allowed

to be far superior to the German metaphysician, both in point of perspicuity and of precision.

A later writer, too, of our own country (Dr Price), a zealous follower both of Plato and of

C-'ucIworth, afterwards resumed the same argument, in a work which appeared long before

the Critique of Pure IZeason and urged it with much force against those modem
metaphysicians, who consider the senses as the sources of all our knowledge. At a period

somewhat earlier, many very int< resting quotations of a similar import had been produced by

the learned Mr Harris, from llie later commentators of the Alexandrian school on the phi-

losopliy of Aristotle; and had ))ccn advantageously contrasted by him with the account given

of the origin of our ideas, not only by Hobbes and Gassendi, but by many of the professed

followers of I.iOcke. If this part of the Kantian system, therefore, was new in Germany,

it certainly could have no claim to the praise of originality, in the estimation of those at all

acquainted with English literature.*

‘ See a review of the Pr/iictpal and l){(fcutties relating to Morals, by Richard Price, D. D. Lon-

doll, JT.'hS.

^ 1 liavr mciitioijod horr only tliose work.s of a modem date, wliich may be rrasonably presumed to be still

ill ''Ciicral circulation ainon^ the Itarncd. But many very valuable illustrations of the Platonic distinction be-

tween tile senses anil the underslcindin^ niay be collected from the I'.nf^lish writers of the seventeenth century.

Ainon^ these it is siiflicient to nu ntion at present the names of John Smith and Henry More of Cambridge, and

of Josejih (ilaiivile, the author of' Scvjtsis Scicnli/ica.

Cudworth’s Trealise of r.hrnal and Imtnnlafdc Monildi/y although it appears, from intrinsic evidence, to ha\e

been composed during the lifetime of llohbes, was not piibli.shed till 1731^ when the author's manuscript came

into the hands of his graiuLsoii, I'raiicis Cudworth Mashaiii, one of the Masters in Chancery. This work, there-

fore, could not have been known to I.eibnitz, who died seventeen years before ; a circumstance which may

help to account for its having attracted so iiuieli less attention in Germany than liis Jatcllcclua/ Sj/steni, wln'cii

is repeatedly nieiitloiied by lieibnitz in terms of the highest praise.

I'roin an ailiele in the lul/fdiar^h Uevierr (Vol. XXVII, p. wo learn, that large unpublished inannscripts

of Dr Ciudworth arc deposited in the Britisli Museum. It is much to lie regretted (as the author of tlic article

observes), that they should have been so long withheld from the public. The press of the tw'o Universities

(he adds) wmuld be properly employed in works, which a commercial publisher could not prudently under-

take.'* May we not indulge a hope, that this suggestion will, sooner or later, have its due effect ^

In the j)refacc of Mosheim to his l..atin version of the Itdclhelual System^ there is a catalogue of Ciidworth's

unpublished remains, communicated to IMoshciiii by Dr Chandler then Bishop of Durham. Among these art-

two distinct works on the Controversy concerning Liberty and Necessity, of each of which w’orks Mosheim has

given us the general contents. One of tlie ch.iptcrs Is entitled, Answ er to tlie objection against Liberty,

ttvetenov" It is not probable that it contains any thing very new or iinjiortant ; but it would certainly be wortli

while to know the reply made by Cudworth to an objection which both Leibnitz and La Place have fixed upon

as decisive of the point in dispute.
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In order, however, to strike at the root of what the Germans call the philosophy of sen-

sation, it was necessary to trace, with some degree of systematical detail, the origin of oiir

most important simple notions

;

and for this purpose it seemed reasonable to begin with

an analytical view of those faculties and powers, to the exercise of which the develope-

ment of these notions is necessarily subsequent. It is thus that the simple notions of time

and motion presuppose the exercise of the faculty of memory ; and that the simple no-

tions of truth, of helief, of doubt, and many others of the same kind, necessarily presup-

pose the exercise of the power of reasoning. I do not know, that, in this anatomy of the

mind, much progress has hitherto been made by the German metaphysicians. A great

deal certainly has been accomplished by the late Dr Held; and something, perhaps, has

been added to his labours by those of his successors.

According to Kant himself, his metaphysical doctrines first occurred to him while em-

ployed in the examination of Mr Hume’s Theory of Causation. The train of thought

by which he was led to them will be best stated in his own words ; for it is in this way

alone that I can hope to escape the charge of misrepresensation from his followers. Some

of his details would perhaps have been more intelligible to my readers, had my i)lan allow-

ed me to prefix to them a slight outline of Hume’s philosophy. But this the general ar-

rangement of my discourse rendered impossible; nor can any material inconvenience re-

sult in this instance, from the order which 1 have adopted, inasmuch as Hume’s Theory

of Causation, how new soever it may have appeared to Kant, is fundamentally the same

with that of Malebranche, and of a variety of other old writers, both French and English.
' “ Since the Essays (says Kant) of Eocke and of Leibnitz, or rather since the origin

of metaphysics, as far as their history extends, no circumstance has occurred, which might

have been more decisive of the fate of this science than the attack made upon it by David

Hume.* He proceeded upon a single but important idea in metaphysics, the connection

of cause and effect, and the concomitant notions of power and action. He challenged

reason to answer him what title she had to imagine, that any thing may be so constituted

^ See the Preface of Kant to one of his Treatises, entitled Prolegomena ad Melaphyslcam quamqueJ'uluram qiict

qua Scientia polcrit prodire. I have availed myself in the text of the English version of Dr Willich, from the

German original, which I have carefully compared with the Latin version of Born. A few 8entences> omitted by

Willich, I have thought it worth while to quote, at the foot of the page, from the L^tin translation. (Elem. of'

Critical Philosovhy, by A. F. M. *Villich, M. D. p. 10, et scq. London, 1798.)

* Humius.—Qui quidem nullam liuic cognilionis parti lucem adfudit, sed tamen excitavit scintillam, de qua

sane lumen potuisset accendi, si ea incidi3set iq fomitemf facile accipientem, cujusque scintillatiq diligenter, oltii

fuerit et aucta/'
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as that, if it be given, something else is also thereby inferred ; for the idea of cause de-

notes this. lie proved, beyond contradiction, that it is impossible for reason to think of

such a connection a priori, for it contains necessity ; but it is not possible to perceive how,

because something is, something else must necessarily be ; nor how the idea of such a con-

nection can be introduced d priori.

“ Hence, he concluded, that reason entirely deceives herself with this idea, and that

she erroneously considers it as her own child, when it is only the spurious offspring of

imagination, impregnated by experience ; a subjective necessity, arising from habit and

the association of ideas being thus substituted for an objective one derived from perception.

. . . . However hasty and unwarrantable Hume’s conclusion might appear, yet it was found-

ed upon investigation ; and this investigation well deserved, that some of the philosophers

of his time should have united to solve, more happily if possible, the problem in the sense

in which he delivered it : A complete reform of the science might have resulted from

tlii.s solution. But it is a mortifying reflection, that his opponents. Held, Beattie, Os-

wald, and, lastly, Priestley himself, totally misunderstood the tendency of his problem.'

'J’hc question was not, whether the idea of cause be in itself proper and indispensable to

the illustration of all natural knowledge, fo’* this Hume had never doubted ; but whether

this idea be an object of thought through reasoning d pi'iorii and whether, in this man-

ner, it possesses internal evidence, independently of all experience ; coi\sequently, whether

its utility be not limited to objects of sense alone. It was upon this point that Hume ex-

pected an explanation.®

“ I freely own it was these suggestions e*' Hume’s which first, many years ago, roused

me from my dogmatical slumber, and gave to my inquiries quite a different direction

in the field of speculative philosophy. 1 was far from being carried away by his conclu-

sions, the fallacy of which chiefly arose from his not forming to himself an idea of the

xvholc of his problem, but merely investigating a part of it, the solution of which was im-

possible without a comprehensive view of the whole. ^Vhcn \vc proceed on a well founded

‘ “ Non potest sine certo quodain molestiir sensu pcrcipi.quantopcre ejiis adversarii, Reidiiis, Osn aldux, licailins,

ct tandem Prieslleius, a scopo quccstionis abberrarent, ct propterca, quoil ca semper accijwent pro concessis, qua?

ipse in dubium vocaret, contra vero cum vehementia, ct maximam partem cum ingenti imnioilestia ea probare

gestirent, quse illi nunquam in mentem venisset dubitare, nidum ejus ad cmendationcm ita lu-gUgerent, ut omnia

in statu pristine manerent, quasi nihil quidquam factum vidcretiir.”

^ Aldiough nothing can be more unjust than these remarks, in the unqualified form in which they arc stated

by Kant, it must, I think, be acknowledged, that some grounds for them have been furnished by occasional pas-

sages which dropped iVom the pens of most of Mr Hume’s Scottish opponents.
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though not thoroughly digested thought, we may expect, by patient and continued re-

flection, to prosecute it farther than the acute genius had done to whom we are indebted

for the first spark of this light. I first enquired, therefore, whether Hume's objection

nnght not be a general one, and soon found, that the idea of cause and effect is far from

being the only one, by which the understanding a 'priori thinks of the connection of

things; but rather that the science of metaphysics is altogether founded upon these con-

nections. I endeavoured to ascertain their number; and, having succeeded in this at-

tempt, I proceeded to the examination of those general ideas, which, I was now convinced,

are not, as Hume apprehended, derived from experience, but arise out of the pure under-

standing. This deduction, which seemed impossible to my acute predecessor, and which

nobody besides him had ever conceived, although every one makes use of these ideas, with-

out asking himself upon what their objective validity is founded ; this deduction, 1 say,

was tlie most difficult which could have been undertaken for the behoof of metaphysics

;

and what was still more embarrassing, metaphysics could not here offer me the smallest

assistance, because that deduction ought first to establish the possibility of a sj'stem of me-

taphysics. As I had now succeeded in the explanation of Hume’s problem, not merely in

a particular instance, but with a view of the whole power of pure reason, I could advance

with sure though tedious steps, to determine completely, and upon general principles, the

compass of Pure K-eason, both what is the sphere of its exertion, and what are its limits

;

which was all that was required for erecting a system of metaphysics upon a proper and so-

lid foundation.”

It is difficult to discover any thing in the foregoing passage on which Kant could found

a claim to the slightest originality. A variety of English writers had, long before this

work appeared, replied to Mr Hume, by observing that the understanding is itself a

source of new ideas, and that it is from this source that our notions of cause and efiect

are derived. “ Our certainty (says Dr Price) that every new event requires some cause,

depends no more on experience than our certainty of any other the most obvious subject of

intuition. In the idea of every change, is included that of its being an effect.” * In the

works of Dr Reid, many remarks of the same nature are to be found; but, instead of

quoting any of these, I shall produce a passage from a much older author, whose mode of

thinking and writing mrv^erhaps be more agreeable to the taste of Kant’s countrymen
than the simplicity and precision aimed at by the disciples of Locke..

‘ Remem of the Principal Q»estions and Difficulties in Morals, Chap. i. sect. 2. The first edition of this
was printed in 1758.
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'* That there are some ideas of the mind (eajs Dr Cudworth)* whidi were not stamped

or imprinted upon it from the smisibte olgeet* without, and therefore must needs arise

from the innate vigour and activity of the mind itself, is evident, in that there ace, FirsU

Ideas of such things as are neither affections of bodies, nor could be imprinted w conveyed

by any local motions, nor can be pictured at all by the &ncy in any sensible colours ; such

as are the ideas of wisdom, folly, prudence, imprudence, knowledge, ignoianoe, verity, fal-

sity, virtue, vice, honesty, dishonesty, justice, injustice, volition, cogitation, nay of sense

itself, which is a spedes of cogitation, and whidi is not perceptible by any sense ; and

many other such like notions as include something of cogitation in them, or refer to o<^-

tative beings only; which ideas must needs q>ring from the active power and innate fecun-

dity of the mind itself,^ because the corporeal objects of sense can imprint no such things

upon it. Secondly, In that there are many relative notions and ideas, attributed as well

to corporeal as incorporeal things, that proceed wholly frmn the activity of the mind com-

paring one thing with another. Such as are Cause, Effect, means, end, order, propor-

tion, similitude, dissimilitude, equality, inequality, aptitude, inaptitude, symmetry, asymme-

try, whole and part, genus and species, and the like.”—JTfumufabfe JutoraUty, pp. 148, 149.

It is not my business at present to inquire into the solidity of the doctrine here main-

tained. 1 would only wish to be infonned what additions have been made by Kant to

the reply given to Mr Hume by our English philoaopbars, and to direct the attention of

my readers to the dose resemblance between this part of Kant’s system, and the ai^umeiit

which Cudworth opposed to Hobbes and Gassendi considerably more than a century

The following passage, from the writer last quoted, approaches so nearly to what' Kant

and other Germans have so often repeated of the ^stiaction between sulyective and oHyec-

tive truth, that I am tempted to connect it with the foregoing extract, as an addi1a<ma1

proof that there arc, at least, some metaphysical points, on which we need not search for

instruction beyond our t>wn island.

" If there were no other perceptive power, or feculty, distinct from external sense,

all our perceptions would be merely relative, seeming, and fantastical, and not reach to the

absolute and certain truth of any thing; and every one would but, as Protagoras expoobds.

‘ This is (trecisely die language of the German achool : " Les verit^a neoeoairea (saya Leibnits) aont le pro-

duit immediat deTactivit^ interieure." (T<aBe T. p. 686 Tome II. pp. 4S, SS5. See Degerando, Hut. Comp

Tome II. p. 96.)
^ In the attempt, indeed, which Kant haa made to enumerate all the general idasa which an not denved ftom

experience, but ariae out of the pure underatanding, fae may well lay claim to the praiae of originality. On this

subject I ehall only refer my readers to Note (DD) at the end of this Ditterlatton

BISS. I. PAET II. U
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" own private and relative tliougfatatldtitel^’^and all our ot^tations being nothing

but appearaneOs, would be indiflbre&tly alike tme *|^mnta8ms» and one as another.

‘ ** But we have since also demotUitnMed, that there is another perceptive power in the

•Ottl snpeiior to outward sense, and of a di^nct nature from it, which is the power of

knowing or understanding, that is, an active exertion from the mind itself. And, there-

fbre, has this grand eminenoe above sense, that it is no kUopathy, not a mere private, rela>

tive, seendng, and fantastical thing, but the comprchensimi of that which absolutely is and

is toot.***

After enlarging on the distiaetion between the sensitive faculty and the understanding,

Kant proceeds to investigate- certain essential conditions, without which neither the sensi*

l&ve faculty nor its objects are conceivable. These conditions are time and space, which,

in tbe language of Kant, are the Jbrms of all phenomena. What his peculiar ideas are

oonosming didr nature and attributes, my readers will find stated in his own words at the

end uf idds Discourse, in an extract from one of his Latin publications.* From that ex>

tract, I eanuot pr<mi«e them much instruction ; but it will at least enable them to judge

frnr themselves of the peculiar character of Kant’s metaphysical phraseology. In the mean

thne, it Will be sufiScient to mention here, for the sake of connection, that he denies the ob-

jfective reality both of time and c£ spaioe. The fmmer he considers merely as a subjective

conditioii, inseparably connected widi the frame of the human mind, in consequence of

whi<^, it anranges sensible phenenaena aocoiding to a certain law, in the order of succes-

sion. As to the latter, he asserts, that it is nothing elective or real, inasmuch as it is

neither a SUbstaaoe, nor an uccident, nw a relation ; that its existence, therefore, is only

su^ective and ideal, depending on a fixed law, inseparable from the frame of the human
Wind. In oonsequence this law, We are led to oonedive all external things as placed in

apace; m* (as Kant expresses it) we are led to comrider space as the fundamental form of
every external sensation.

In sele«tiiig Kant’s spewaatiobs Wncerning time and space, as a specimen of his mode
of writing I was partly iniiieiiaed by the eonsidmtion, that it furnishes, at the same time,

a tettaOMe example of the cimeatetulfaon which exists between the most remote and
seemingly the mm uneonueeted parts of his system. Who oould suppose that his epi-

nions on these sii|(2ecil|, i'^|||Wost abstract and the most -controverted of any in the whole
oompasa of metaphyd^ horn on the great, practical question of thejfreedom'of^ Human
Wifi? The combination appears, at first^ sight, so very extraordinary, that I have no

I InmtUatle XH^abty, p. 964. W teq. > S«s Note (EE.)
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doubt I shall gratify the CTuriosity eC some of Qi^^sadera by mentioaii^ a &w of the inter-

mediate steps which, in this argument* lead from 4^ premiseB to the condusion.

That Kant conceived the free agency of man to be necessarily implied in his moral na-

ture (or, at least, that he was anxious to offer no violence to the common hmguage of the

world on this point), appears from his own explicit dedararions in various parts of his

w’orks. “ Voluntas libera (says he in one instance) eadesn est cum voluntate legibus mora-

hbus obnoxia.”

'

In all the accounts of Kant’s philosophy, whidi have yet appeared from the pens of his

admirers in this country, particular staress is Imd on the ingenuity with wbkdl he has nn-

loosed this knot, which had baffled the wisdom (ff dl his predeeemors. The following are

the words of one of his own pupils, to whom we are indebted >fiir the first, and, 1. thinh*

not the least intelligible, view of his principles which hat been pnlffldied in our language*

“ Professor Kant is deddedly of opinion, that, although many sfrsn^llpl ingenious ar-

guments have been brought forward in favour of die freedom of the will, they are yet

very far from being decisive. Nor have they refuted the arguments urged by the Neoea-

sitarians, but by an ^peal to ni|e feeling which, <m sudi a ^piesricm, is iff no avdl. Fear

this purpose, it is indispensably necessary to call to our assistance the pzindples iff Kant.”

In treating this subject (continues the same author), Kant begins with showing that

the notion of a Free Will is not contradidiBry. In proof of this 1^ observes, that, al-

though every human action, as an event in time, must have a cause, and so on off i^finu

turn

;

yet it is certmn, that the laws of cause and effect can have a place there only where

time is, for the effect must be emusequent the cause. But neither time nor space are

properties of things ; they are only the genend firms under which man is allowed to view

himself and the world. It follows, therefore, that man is not in time nm in spacer al-

> See Bom's LAtin Translation of Kanfa Worka. relating to the Criitetd Phdotop^, VoL 11. p. 825, et teq.

See also the Preface to Vol. I IF.

^ A Ccneial and Introductory View of Prqfeu&r Pmieiplee concerning the WorU, and the DeUgj^

submitted to the consideration of the Learned^ by F. A. Nitfflchp We Lecturer on the Iditin Language and Matibnoik*

tics in the Royal Fredericianum College at Konigsberg, and P&pU of FfeoUpaor Kant Londofei^ 1796-

1 / s.
» .

This small performance ia spoken of in tetnu highly favoocabb^ by the other writen who have atiellipted to

introduce Kant'a {diilosophy into England. It is called by Dr Willidi m exeeBent pubbeation (EkmenU the

Criltcal PUhnpJ^, p. 62); and is ftfononnobd by the author of tile elaborate articlee on that sitliieet in the En-

cyclopaedta Londmamt So be a sterUng mrk. ** Though at preeeirt very little known, I map venture (says thia

writer) to predict, that, u time rolls on, and prtjiu^oes moulder away, this work, Bke ti» Ekmenis of JEucW,

will stand forth as a lasting monument of pum TnoTg."—See Note (FF.)
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though the fonns of his intuitive ideas are time and space. But if man exist not in time

and
.
space, he is not influenced by the laws of linie and space, among which those of cause

and effect hold a distinguished rank; it is, therefore, no contradiction to conceive, that, in

^h an order of things, man may be free.”
^

In this manner Kant establishes the possibility of man’s freedom ; and, farther than

this, he does not conceive himself warranted to proceed on the principles of the critical

philosi^hy* The first impression, certainly, which his argument produces on the mind is,

that his own opinion was favourable to the scheme of necessity. For if the reasonings of

the Necessitarians be admitted to be satisfactory, and if nothing can be opposed to them
but the incomprehensible proposition, that man neither exists in space nor in time, the na-

tural inference is, that ibis proposition was brought forward rather to save appearances, than

as a serious objection to the universality of the conclusion.

Here, however, Kant calls to his aid the
.

principles of what he calls pvacticul reason

.

Deeply, .impressed with a conviction that morality is the chief concern of man, and that

morality and the freedom of the human will must stand or fall together, he exerts his inge-

nuity to show, that the umtaphysical proof already brought^f the possibility of frec-agency.

joined to our own consciousness of a liberty of choice, affords evidence of the fact fully suf-

ficient for the practical regulation of out conduct, although not amounting to what is repre-

sented as demonstr^ou in the Critique of Pure Reason.^

* Nitsch, &c. 174, ITS.

» The account of this part of Kant's doctrine given by M. Bnhle agrees in substance with that of Mr
Nitsch: " Toute nioralite des actions repose uniquement sur la disposition practique, en tant qu'clle est deter-
miti^e par la loi morale seulc. Si I'on consid6re cette disposition comme phenmene dans la conscience ; e'est un
(£v4nenient natiirel, elle bb<it & la loi de la causalite, elle repose sur ce que I'bomme a eprouve auparavant dans
le terns, et elle fait partie du caract^re empirique do Thomme. Mais on peut aussi la considerer comme un
acte de la liberte raisonnable ; Alors elle n’est plus soumise 4 la loi do la causality ; elle est independante de la

condition du temps, elle se rapporte 4 une cause intelligible, la liberte, et elle fait partie du caractere intelligible

de rhomnie. On ne peut, 4 la v6rite, pmnt acquerir la rooindre connoissance des objets intelligibles ; mais la
liberty n'eft pas moins un fait de la conscience. Done les actions ext^rieures sont indifferentes pour la moralite
de I’bomme. La bont£ morale de rhomme oonsiste uniquement dans sa volonte moralement bonne, et celle-ci con-
siste en ce que la volonti soit d4terminte^ la loi morale seule.” {Hist de la Philosophic Modernc, par J G
Buble, Tom. Vf. ‘fiOf

)

Very nearly to tlw ^ejmrp^ is the following statement by the ingenious author of the article lA:Umit=
ill the Buigraphie C/niWse/fe .• •' Comment accorder le fatum et la liberte, I’iniputation morale et la dependence
desetrafinies? Kait^ croit.4eha^er"4 cet 4cueil en ne soumettaht 4 la loi de causality (au determitthme de
Leibmta) que le monde phendm4niq«e, et en afiiranchusant de ce principe I’ame comme noumene ou chose en soi,
envisageant; ainsi ^ue action comme appartenant 4 un double sSrie a la fois; a I’ordre physique on elle est
enchainte 4 ce qui precede et 4ce qui suit par ies Uens communs de la nature, et a I'ordre morale, ou une dc-
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It is impossible to combine together, these two parts of the Kantian system, without

being struck with the resemblance they bear to the deceitful sense of liberty to which

Lord Karnes had recourse (in ihe,first edition of his Essays on Momlity and Natural

Religion), in order to recondle our consciousness of free-agency with the conclusions of

the Necessitarians. In both cases, the reader is left in a state of most uncomfortable

scepticism, not confined to this pajrticular question, but extending to every other subject

which can give employment to the human faculties.^

In some respects, the functions ascribed by Kant to his practical reason are analogous

to those ascribed to common sense in the writings of Beattie and Oswald. But bis view

of the subject is, on the whole, infinitely more exceptionable than theirs, inasmuch as it

sanctions the supposition, that the conclusions of pure reason are, in certain instances, at

variance with that modification of reason which was meant by our Maker to be apt guide

in life ; whereas the constant language of the other writers is, that all the different parts of

our intellectual frame are in the most perfect harmony with each other. The motto

which Beattie has prefixed to his book,

“ Nunquam aliud natura, aliud aapientia dicit,’*

expresses, in a few significant words, the whole substance of his philosophy.

It is to the same practical modification of reason that Kant appeals in favour of the ex-

istence of the Deity, and of a future state of retribution, both of which articles of belief

he thinks derive the whole of their evidence firom the moral nature of man. His system,

‘therefore, as far as I am able to comprehend it, tends rather to represent these as useful

credenda, than as certain or even as probable truths. Indeed, the whole of his* moral su-

perstructure will be found to rest ultimately on no better basis than the metaphysical co^

nundrum, that the human mind (considered as a noumcnon and not as a phenomenon) nei-

ther exists in space nor in time.

termination produit un efiet, sans que pour expliquer cette volition et son resultat, on Mit renvoye d un Itat an-

treedent."

The author of the above passage is M« Staffer, to whom we are indebted for the mticle Kani in the work.

For Kant’s own view of the subject consult his Critique of Pure Beason^ paesim, particularly p^ 99i

Bom's Translation, Vol. III.

* The idea of Kant (according to his o’lm explicit avowal) was, that every thing, which conceives itself to be

free, whether it be in reality so or not, is rendered by its own belief a moral and accountmble agent. ** Jam
equidem dico: quaeque natura, quse non potest, nbi suh idea Uherlatis ageire, propter id ipsum, respectu

practice, reipsa libera est; hoc est, ad earn valent cunctse leges, cum libertate arctissime conjuncto;, perinde, ac
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That it was Kant’s original aim to establiris a systmn of scepticism, I am far from being

disposed to think.' The prob^lity is, 'that he began with a serious wish to refute the

doctrines of Hume ;
and that, in the progress of his inquiries, he met with obstacles of

wbii»b he was not aware. It was to remove these obstacles that he had recourse to prac-

tical reason ; an idea which has every appearance of being an aftertlumghU very remote

from his views Mhen he first undertook his work. This, too, would seem, from the fol-

lowing i^ssage (which I translate from Hegerando), to have been the opinion of one of

Kanfs ablest German commentators, M. Reinhold :
“ I^actical Reason (as Kcinhold in-

geniously observes) is a wing whidi Kant has prudently added to his edifice, from a sense

of the inadequacy of the original design to answer the intended 'purpose. It bears a mani-

fest resemblance to what some philosophers call an appeal to sentimenU fpunding belief on

the necessity of acting. Whatever contempt Kant may afiect for popular systems of phi-

losophy, this manner of considering the subject is not unlike the disposition of those who,

feeling their inability to obtain* by the exercise of their reason, a direct conviction of their

religious creed, cling to it nevertheless with a blind eagerness, as a support essential to

their morals and their happiness.” {Hist Compar^e, Vol. II. pp. 243, 244.)

The extraordinary impression produced for a considerable time in Germany, by the Cri-

tique ofPure Reason, is very shrewdly, and I suspect justly, accounted for by the writer

last quoted : The system of Kant was well adapted to flatter the weaknesses of the hu-

voluntas ejus etiam per se ipsam, et in philosopbia theoretica probata^ libera cleclaretur.*' (Kazitii Opera, Vol. II.

p. 326*)

This is also the creed professed by the Abbe Galiani, a much more dangerous moralist than Kant^ because he

is always intelligible, and often extremely lively and amusing. L'homme est done libre, puisqu'il est intime^

ment persuade de I’^tre, et que cela vaut tout' autant que la libertc. Voila done le michanisme de Vunivers ex-

plique dair cot^e de Veau de roche*"* The same author farther remarks, La persuasion de la liberty constitue

Tesscnce de I'homnie;* On pourroit xn^me d^finir Thomme un animal qui se croit libre, et ce seroit une definition

complete." (Corre^fjponda^ce inedite de VAbhi Gediani, Tome I. pp« 339* 340. A Paris, 1818.)

^ On the contrary, be dedares explicitly (and 1 gi^'e bim full crediVlbr the sincerity of his words), that he

considered his Cri/ique as the only efiectuai antidote against the opposite extremes of scepticism

and of supersi'tlon, as well as agiiknst various heretical doctrines which at present infect the schools of phi-

losophy* " H&c igitUT Bolft (P/ti/osopAia Crt/icd) ei materialismi, et fatalismi, et Atheismi, et difl5dcnti*x^

profanse^ et fanatismi, '>^t superBiitionie, quorum virus ad universos potest poietrare, tstidemque etiam et

idealismi, jmp^ticxsmi, qui magis scholis sunt pestiferi, radices ipsK possunt prsecidi/’ (Kant, Pre^^ Posterior,

p. XXXV.)
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man mind. Curiosity was excited, fay seeing paths opened which had never been trodden

before. The love of mystery ^sund a secret diarm in the obscurity which enveloped the

doctrine. The long and troublesome period of initiation was calevilated to rouse the am-

bition of bold and adventurous spints. Their love of singularity was gratified by the new

nomenclature; while their vanity exulted in the idea of being admitted into a ^lyil^d'scct,

exercising, and entitled to exercise, the supreme censorship in philosophy. -Eyeniiiien of

the most ordinary parts, on finding themselves called to so high functions, lost sight of

their real mediocrity, and conceived themselves transformed into geniuses destined to form

a new era in the history of reason.

Another inevitable effect resulting from the universal change operated by Kant in his

terms, in his classifications, in his methods, and in the enunciation of his problems. The

intellectual powers of the greater part of the initiated were too much exhausted in the

course of their long noviciate, to be qualified to judge soundly of the doctrine itself. They

felt themselves, after so many windings, lost in a. labyrinth, and were unable to iliqiense

with the assistance of the guide who had conducted them so far. Others, after so great a

sacrifice, wanted the courage to confess to the wmid, or to themselves, the dis;Eq>pointment

they had met with. They attached themselves to the doctrine in proportion to the sacri-

fice they had made, and estimated its value by the labour it had cost them. As for more

superficial thinkers, they drew an inference from the novelty of the form in favour of the

novelty of the matter, and from the novelty of the matter in favour of its importance.

“ It is a great advantage for a sect to possess a distinguiidiing garb and livery. It was

thus that the Peripatetics extended their empire so widely, and united their subjects in

one common obedience. Kant had, over and above all this, the art of insisting, that his

disciples should belong exclusively to himself. He explicitly announced, that he was not

going to found a school of Ecclectics, but a school of his own ; a school not only indepen-

dent, but in some measure hostile to every other ; that he could admit of no compromise

with any sect whatever ; that he was come to overturn every thing which existed in philo-

sophy, and to erect a new edifice on these immense ruins. The more decided and arro-

gant the terms were in which he announced his design, the more likely was it to succeed;

for the human mind submits more easily to an unlimited than to a partial faith, and yields

itself up without reserve, rather than consent to cavil about restrictions and^ conditions

even in favour of its own independence.”

With these causes of Kant’s success another seems to have powerfully conspired ; the

indissoluble coherence and copcatenation of all the different parts of his philosophy. “ It

is on this concatenation (says M. Frevost) riiat the admiration of Kant’s followers is
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chiefly fouled.” Grant only (they boast) thc^rst^nciples of the Critical Philosophy,

and you must grant the whole system. The passage quoted on this occasion by M. I’re-

vost is so forcibly expressed^ that I cannot do it justice in an English version ;
“ Ab bine

enim capitibus fluere necesse est omnem philosophise criticse rationis purse vim atque virtu-

tem ; namque in ea contextus return prorsus mirabilis est, ita ut extrema primis, media

utrisque, omnia omnibus respondeant; si prima dederis danda sunt omnia.” ^ No worse

account could well ‘have been given of a philosophical work on such a subject; nor could

any of its characteristical features have been pointed out more symptomatic of its epheme-

ral reputation. Supposing the praise to be just, it represented the system, however fair

and imposing in its first aspect, as vitally and mortally vulnerable (if at all vulnerable) in

every point ; and, accordingly, it was fast approaching to its dissolution before the death

of its author. In Germany, at present, we are told, that a pure Kantian is scarcely to be
found. But there are many Semi-Kantians and Anti-Kantians as well as partisans

of. other schemes built out of the ruiqs of the Kantian philosophy.’ “ In fine (says a

late author), the Critique of Pure Reason, announced with pomp, received with fanati-

cism, disputed about with fury, after having accomplished the overthrow of the doctrines

taught by Leibnitz and WolflT, could no longer support itself upon its own foundation.s,

and has produced no permanent result, but divisions and enmities, and a general disgust

at all systematical creeds.”* Tf this last effect has really resulted from it (of which some
doubts may perhaps be entertained), it may be regarded as a favourable symptom of a

sounder taste in matters of abstract science, than has ever yet prevailed in that country.
’

^ See some very valuable strictures on Kant, in the learned and elegant sketch of the present state of philoso-
phy, subjoined to M. Prevost’s French translation of Mr Smith's posthumous works. The Latin panegyric on
Uie critical philosophy is quoted from a work with which I am unacquainted, Fred. GoUhb Bornii dc Sekntia et
ConjtQtura.

® On this subject, see Degerando, Tom. II. p. SSS.

* See Degiprando, and de Bonald.

The words in the original are, « Un d^Aut g4nerale de toute doctrine.” But as the same word doctritw is,
in a former of the wme sentence, applied to the systems of Leibnitz and of Wolff’, I have little doubt, th.at!
in substituOi^,^ doaritu the phrase eyetemfUicai creeds, I have faithfully rendered the meaning of my author
(See Jtecherches, P^HoSOpMqttfis, pat M. de Boiudd, Tan. I. pp, 43, 44.)

“ « striking feature in their literary taste, and is sufficient

f
»tself to show, that .J^ ^e%0t yet passed their nhyidate in philosophy. « To all such (says Mr Mac-

laurm) as have just:^onk;of Author of the universe, and of his admimble workmanship,
all com^te and finitbed' sy^eeas. ^qet appear very auspicious.” At the time when he wrote, such
systems had, not wholly lost their pariisem in England ; and the name oj System continued to be a favourite
title for a book even among writers of the' highest reputation. Hence the Sptm of Moral Philosophy by
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To these details, I have <»iy a of Degeraado^s, wHch I have io0A
amply confirmed \rithio the eir^ of Hlj gmi i^enenoe. It miifbt furnish matter for

some useful reflections, but 1 shall leaUb my iaadmrs to draw tiidr Own condjhions from

it. ** Another remarkalfle drcvunstance i^ that the defence of the KaUtiaiis turned, in

general, not upon tlm tAi^h ofthe disputed proposition, but the right interpretation

of their master’s meaning, and that their r^ly to all oldee^ons has cosuitantly begOn and

ended with these words, Ybu have not undersioodl US.'*

Among the various schools which have emanated fi'om that of Kant, those of Kfchte and

Schelling seem to have attracted i^ong their countrymen the greatest number of prose*

lytes. Of neither am I able to speak from my own knowle||te; nor ean I annex any dis-n

iinct idea to the accounts which are given of their opinion^ey others. Of fudite’s spe-

culations about the philosophical import of the pronoun I {QtfeH-oe que le moi f as Oe-

gerando translates the question), cannot make any tlung. In some his remarks, he

approaches to the language of those Cartesians'Vho, in the progress of their doubts, ended

in absolute egoism

:

but the ego ' of Fichte has a creative power. It creates eanstencet

and it creates science ; two things (by the way) which, according to him, are one and the

same. Kven my own existence, he tells me. commences only with the reflex act, by which

1 think of the pure and primitive ego. On this identity of the intelligent ego and the

existing ego (which Fichte expresses by the formula qgo ego) all sdence ultimatdy rests.

—But on this part of his metaphysics it would he idle to enlarge, -as the author acknow-

ledges, that it is not to be understood without tHc aid of a certain transeendental sense,

the want of which is wholly irreparable ; a singular admission enough (as Degerando ob-

serves), on the part of those critical philosophers who have treated with so much con-

tempt the appeal to Common Sense in the vnitings of some of their predecessors.
*

m
Hutcheson, and the Complete System of Opt^ by Smith, titles which, when compared with the subsequent pro-

gress of these two saences, reflect 8<»ne degree of ridicule upon their authors.
'

When this afiT^ctation of systematical method b^gsui, in consequence of the more enlarged rfews of philoao-
^

phers, to give way to tliat aphoristical atyfe so strmgly xescnnmeDded and so hapfSiy exeniplified by Liocd

Bacon, we find some writers of the old school compliuning of the innovatiem, in twms not unfike those in whwh
the philosophy of the English has been censured by some Qermaa critfts. ” Tbe bSSt wsy (says Dr Wi^ta) to

learn any science, is to begin with a regular system. Now (he 'tomtinnes), W® ®uch in ess^^'^and un-

reasonobly despise systematical learning; wjnereas our fathers lMt4 a jiietvidoe for regularity and systemaC Had

Dr Watts lived a few years later, 1 doubt net fltat his good shnae would have led bhn to retract these hasty and

inconsiderate decisions. '

‘ In order to avoid the intolerable awkwardness of sudi a phtase os the 1,

1

have wlnttitatad oa this occasion,

the Latin pronoun for the English one.

• Hist. Conqtttrie, &c. Tome II. pp. 300, 301. See al|o the article Fichte in this Supplement.

DISS. I. PART II. *
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^ ^iio0c»rAw iHirate) time grand epochs ; the first

le second mdure; the third will he the

ti- (Sod d<!^ wSk exist yet ; he only manifests hknsdf as•pl^ of t^ ed^teaee d<m vm exist yet ; he only manifests hknsdf as

^|ib|niring to exist an i^^t]|ealds» and inay )>e regmrded as a sort of

diidnlty in Ae getpiil^ ' ^ *1
Hie aoetntnt by^liiMaine de of this pae^ of Fichte’s system is connderably

difi^n^; ** 'He was hraiid to say, upon one occasion, that in his next lecture he ' was go^

u^|f<»"'avoaiO God,*—'<i«B eximsaon which, not without reason, gave general offence. His

itteaiung waa that he idtesdiad 10 show how the idea of God arose and unfolded itself in

d^he mind of man,”* How Jlll^ apology is wdl>lbunded, X am not competent to judge.

The system of Schelling ^|^n the opinion of Hegerando, but an extension of that of

Fichte f connecting with it a sort of SjanoKism grafted on Idealism. In considering the

ptindtive ego ag the source of aU reality as well as of a|j science, and in thus transporting

the 'inind inlK> an intellectoid region, inactlessible to men possessed only of the ordinary

number of sensOi^ b<^ agree ; end to this vein of transcendental mysticism may probably

be ascribed the extraordinary mithnsiasm with which tfadbr doctrines appear to have been

received by the German ymith. Since the time when Hegerando wrote, a new and very

unexpected revolution is said to haVo taben place amoi^ ScheUing’s disciples ; many of

them, origiaally educated in the ProtQBtgst £dth, having thrown themselves into the bosom

of the CathcHc church.* The union of the iaithful of this school forms an invi-

* Siti. Cotnporie, &e. Tome II, p. 3l4j
^

The doctrine here escribed to ^iebte by Degerando, although its un-
paraUeled Sbsurdi^ well «cite ^e doubts riwut the correotness of the historian, is not altogether a
novelQr 'in the history ofphilosi^^ys Itlis in point of &ct nothing maSe than a return to those gross conceptions
oftbew^ in the iafent^ of ahason, which Mr Smidi has so will desenbed in the following passage
" In m,first ages the worlds lt% seemjng in^lhicrence of thd appearances of natnre so confounded mankind.
that they detpated'tf disoovdhvflb her operations any tegular system Their gods, though they were
Sjpptehended to interpose upon some particular occasions, were so far ftom being regarded as the creators of the

was ajqpedbended to be posterior to that of the world. 1 he earth (according to Hesiod)
was tinrJ^^gj^bOtMb of the chaos, faeavem ittose out oftbe’^esorth, and from both together, all the gods

them. ISfor thisstotian confoed to the vulgar, and to those poets who seem to

have tecotosn 1|^'V!i{^|||^ , . . . notiott of the ;^ontaneous origin of the world was embraced
(as Aristatjolans . . Mind, md understauding', and consequently |>eity, being the

moat p^aet, wore -iWiaipi^ ^ ^ |a|i,^toductiob8 of nature. For. in all bthw things, what
was iDoet perfect, thsj^|fa%4t,,y^^.q>i»e hst : and ebiauUs, it b not the seed thot is most per-

fect, but the completo^^|iw|[|i|, Wipea^w members in lb che j and the comi^itte jplantt with all its branches,

lnves,.gowm>«|id Pori, 106, 107.
• De tMem^pte. Teioo III. p. 107.* 'JLondtos, i$ix. |

‘ ’’

» See a paper dL<i»5tiiwdgfaBiHnr4a^ M^don 1^, ^ ^?07.
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sible churcb, whidli SijM M»fi mi
hence rosaries are iometiinee t»^»1taN!a|r^ 1^ Aose

the greatest proj^eta** It u^dHeJf lespeet to t&lr iiifiM^la cbiirch« that
’*

its members hsM erhbroeed' the t^atlwlm nljgim. not aa'^ trite 1^ m die

most poeticali** a thing not improbable sftmg a peo|ple hwoe so strong'ii ^^Sl^morien

to mingle t(^thex> pbetr^ and met^hysicaiii the same hsmporitioae’^ But it is p^j^f

to contemplate these sad abemations of human tetsim; nor tvonld 2 have d#elt on them

so long as 1 have done» had X not been anaioua t| e^av^ to my iea^in* a geneinl, but X

trust not unfaitb;hil» idea of sU^ and smrit of k pbilbsopbpr trMdbi, sridiin the ahmrt

period cf our recolleetkm, roSe, fioiu|^li^, ana XeU C and orbi^'in evefjr stsge of its history,
'

furnished emphtymiadt^o the itdes^^ of some of the ^ostj^Jeamed and able of-<o«pr vpmhgiat-^''

^ 1

^
ii . \.5ti

The space which 1 have allotted to Kant has so far mcoee^ ithat I i!iiteiid(^he.ldi^^

occupy, that I must pass over the names of many of his op^tiymen much

of public attention. In the account given by Dege^Uddo of' the <qppoiiel^^|li^the

Kantian system, some remarks are quoted 'irom diffenmi bldtatm ^shdeh «(m'iri^^k|sery

favourable idea of the works from which are brnrowed. iMnorfg those I woffld more

particularly distinguish those ascribed to Jacobi and to te >tlie Memoiin, too, -•

of the Berlin Academy, where (as Degerando Justly tihsems') lheh^ilbso]^y t£ Xj)eke

found an asylum, while banished from the rest m Gern^y, thme.l4koon8ij|eiihle%um[«

ber of metaphysical articles of the highest merit.” Nor must I omi^in'mieintion thereon*

it
1 « Aussi les Allemands fmelent ils trop soav^t la MOtafibysiqua i )a Fot^'^ {Amjj^et TA IH. p. lIs.)

NoUiing (sayb Mr Ilumc) ia mwe dangerous to reason than the fl%ius'H>£t^n^gl»ianMl^ami neOitiig bSa been

the occasion of more mistakes among philostqihers. Men of bri^^t fand<|]akr*^ sei|leet, be oMOparecl to

those angels, whom the Scripture represents as cuvering their ^es with their or Svdum Nit-

ture, Vol. I. p. 464 )
•

• ,
•

^ According to a French writer, who appears to have redded many ytars in

a short Essay on the Elements qf FhUotOfAy with many oorioiis historical deta0s

cessora,—both^chte and Schelhng owed much of tbiir rqpilitBtioD to die nn(

their academical lectures : *< Cette dojstrine aortait de*1k bondie ds^ Fid

la jeunesse, la beaut£ et la force au disconrs. On ne se laasaitpoim t

Of SchelUng he expresses himself thus: ^ Schdling, appeUi , - «
putation un ooncours nomblteux d'aodHeuvq qu’il enchainait k ’ip.HjCon* de sa diction et par

I'etendue de ses connoisanees. De U cetmaiu i, Munich, on |e|nimvis en ^ embrass^ la

religion Catholique.'' (Etsai air les'Eibnem ^ le PhihsepMp, Gley, Fr&kdwi^ an Adlege d'Alen^on.

Pans, 1817. pp. 158, IS8.> t I* ^
, i J tT "

t

* In a Tolnme of this collectiim (fSor tfaf’^eax fl797^ which happens to be lumjyiag beibre wet dtere

lies eUIiveited

and his sue-

displays^ bi

oehewkn qui .djjjittrttM
irg, y attirS^par sa r£-
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tribil4aiN!l to Bdraee by the uniTeYsity of J^^ni&digen; more especially on questions

om^muted with the pftosophy of languagfsu^ XWe gwet pleasure, also, in acknowledg-

^e entertmnment I have zeoeored^ and Idm X^ts fhave borrowed from the learned la>

^bottjnrof Meiners and of Herder; but none of these are so closely connected with the his-

t(»y of metaphysics as to justify me in entering^to particular details with respect to them.
^ }fL

1 alh ashamed to aay that, in Great Britain, the only one of these names which has been,

mueb'tidhed of is that of Kant, a circumstance which, 1 trust, will apologize for th^|^th

to w^rii the 4»ogoing observations have extended.*

The only other country of Bnrt^ from whidi any contributions to metaphysical philo-

-sophy could he reasonably hx^ed for. duriz^ the ei^iteenth century, is Italy ; and to this

partimdar braaflh of science 1 do not know that any Italian of much celehrity has, in these

later times, tumed his attention. The metaphysical works of Cardinal Gerdil (a native

of Bay(^) atn extolled hy some French writers ; but none of them have ever happened

to fall in my way.* .At a more recent period. Genovesi, a Neapolitan philosopher*'

(best known as a poH#d41 economist), has attracted a good deal of notice by some meta-

physical^ubliosttons. Their chief object is said to be to reconcile, as far as possible, the

^
opinions of Leibnita with t£ose of Locke. ** Pendant que Condillac donnait inutilement

are three profoond and iunportaiit Memmrs Ctt PrfiaabtttUeSt by M. Prevost and M THuiIlier Neither of the^e

authors, I am aware, is of German origin, but as the Aiwdemy of Berlin has bad the merit to bring theg papers

before the public, 1 cendd not jjmit this appmtuah^ ofreonnmending them to the attention of my readers To
a very inqigrtant observation made by MM. Prevost and I’Huilfier, which has been the subject of some dispute,

I am happy to avail myself of the same ^iportunity to express my unqualified assent. (See pp 15 and Si of

me aeoufirs belonging 4o the Chksse de PMpsop/ue Speculaim.)

r ^ See Note (GG )

* His two fii^ publicatifnM, wliieh were directed against the philosophy of Locke (if we may judge from

meir titles), see^ likely, in tlw presbat times, to excite any curiosity. 1. TAe It^lertably of the Soul De-
nmutrated agakut Mr Lmke, m the take Ptinciplet on whieh thu Phdoiopher has Demonstrated the Exts\ence

and tfie /W^nh||i!i^krfE^ if God. TlUin. 17*7. S. Defencef Ute CjpiRion of Maltbranche, on the Nntnre and Origin

of our ike Examination if JEiOeie. Tiirio,^74S. The oply other works of Gerw which 1 have
seen refetVM^ Dusertatim on tkn SneonqiahbUkSf tke Pnnctples of Descartes tdih those of Spinoea ,

d Ptiss^f^tHmn/biktid in t&e PtfUe gf PaneecaM.

Of this last peAsS^d<|pi^'fi||pnnx >* departed tp iiav* estd, ** Foda tuntgue cent puhUe cjmtre nm quefate
AirCnvi digut. thre In Diet. Bik. mride Geriil) In the same article, a sefbivnoe is mn,!,.

L-n pnbKc discourse efi theiCeleb^bti^Ml Mairan, of ths Academy -of Sciences, ih wtfidi he prmioances the fol-

lowififrjndgment on Gerdihi metW^^W imwers ; « QerdUporfehw An dant^ kmi^eke diecastn wn ttpru giome-

9^tk»ifnp»e*rop eeoeesk aux mhneC 4
* Bom dEjbi^ 1769. » * . s

CM.
^ ^
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des lemons & un Prince d*ItaBe. <||d|prit svee plus de jHecte k sei Na^

politans : il comUnait le mieiix Ini |rii^Ie tlie<mes de Ldbrntz pour lequel

il cut toujouTs une j^nvention Ikreretilc, avec eelie de ILiOcke> qu’il accvd^ta le premier en

Italie.”^ Various otker^H^poarks of greater ix of less celelnity* fiem Italian dttjdiorsy seetns to

announce a growing taste In that part oi Bvttope for these abstract researches. l%e names

of Francisco Soave, of Biagioli^ and of Mariano GigB> are advantageously mentioned by

thjlll^untrymen ; but none of their worki^ as fiur as 1 can learp, have yet reached Scot>

djjHPlndeed, with the tingle exception cf BMeorich, I recollect no writer on the other

side of the Alps, whose metapb|ldical speculations hate been heard of in this itiand.

This is the more to be r^t'^tted* «• the qtedmens he has given, both of originality and

soundness in some of his abstract disoussions, convey a very favourable idea of the schooKI^

in which he received his education. The authority to which he seems most indined to

lean is that of Leibnitz ; bnt, on all important questions he exeardses his own judgment,

and often combats Leibnitz with equal freedom and success. Remarkable instances of

this occur in his strictures on the principle of the suffU^nt reaMjj^ and in the lindtations

>vith which he has admitted the late ofemtinuity,

I'he vigour, and, at the same tune, the venntility of talents, displayed in the voluminous

works of this extraordinary man, reflect the highest honour on the country which gave

‘ Revue Encyclopedtque, ou Analyte Raitionnee dei JPnidacHoiu ks plus Remaryttaibit dim* kt LiUirature, let

Sciemes, et let Arts. 1. Vol. Sme livnuami, p. 515. Paris, Mars 18 Ip. (The writer «f the article quoted in

the text » M. Sarpi, an Italian by birth, who, afterdtaviiig distinguished himself by various publications in his

own country, has now (if I am not mistaken) fixed |tia vssidenee ait Paris. In his own phikwopiiical opinions,

he seems to be a follower of Condillac's school, otiserwise he would scarcely have spoken so hi^y as he bat

done of the French Ideolc^'sts: '* L'ld^ologie qui, eVapres sa denomination r£cente pourrait toe ooasiderte

comme specialement due aux Franoris, mate qui est ansai ancienne que la plulosophie, puisqu'elle a pour ebjet

la generation dcs id^ et I'analyse des facult£s qui oonoourent 4 leur fonnation, n'est pas toaagdre aux Italiens,

comme on pourrait le croire *)

Genovesi is considered, by an hi^rian of high rotation, as the reformer of Italian philosophy. If the

rcution of his Treatise on Logic correspimds at all to the eidightened views with whiclf the design seenu to Iwra

been conceived, it cannot fail to be a work ofmuch jwaetiofel ntili^. " Ma c3u pttfi ^tonnellile dirsi il rffbnna-

tore dcir Italiana filosofia, chi la fece tosto conoscere, c respeftare da* pdi dotti filosofi deiUo ifitre nndM, tip

seppe arricchire di nuovi prsgi la logioa, la metafisiea, e la iqatsSe, Genovesi. Tot^d^ molti

fossero stati i filoiofi die ^cercarono con sotlSi riflesrioni, C g^usti^ptub^ i^||atarek mente k pMasate ed a

ragionare con esattezza e veriU, e BttcDm^ Malebtanche, Lske, e each* altti sembrassero avere esaurito

quanto v'eia da scrivere Su tale aits, tufjpt iloiidimeno il Genenwti tiovare miove Stewnrazkmi. e nuovt avvertU

nienti da preporre, e dflib una li^ca ph jpieQa e coropiuta, e ]»« utile non solo slk deUa filosofis, e gen-'

eralmente ed ogai studio sdentifico, ma etiandio aPa condotta morale, ed alia chdle soetHd.** (LeU" Origin^, Ae

Progresn, ededo Stato atttuUe (TOgni LettetaUttu dett* .Miate P. Giovanfli Andres.. Tomo XV. pp.

Venezia, 1800.)
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*)tim 4naost tempt one to give cveiliibia the theory whieh ascribes to the

gei^ai. climates of the south a beneficisl inflii|NCI^ OW* the intellectual frame* Italy is cer-

tailBlg the only |kaTt of Europe wh^xe mathetttatictans au4 mctaphyaicians of the highest

tj^nlc'-have proditeed such poetry as haa,^!oeeeded friwn the pens o:^^osoovioh and Stay. It

is in this rare balance of imagination, and of the reasoning powers, that the perfection of

the human Intelle^^ill he allowed to consist ; and of this balance a far greater numbmr of

inatiineps may be quoted firom Italy (redtoning firom O^leo^ downwards), than

other otnmec of the learned wodd.

The seieiices of ethics, and of political economy, seem to be more suited tq the taste of

the modem Italians, than lop^cr metaphysics, properly so called. And in t^ two former

Vitanches of knowledge, they^iuiiwe Certainly contributed much to tho inttructioiimhd improve*

ment of the eighteenth «eft^ory>,^ Iplnt ^ these subjects we are not yet prep&fed to eater.

V
In the New*Woi^ tl

aua/v/a. va

IT

ftte

ss »

%
Society anh of manners has not hitherto befn so favoiov

able to abstract soienmiiiis to pursuits which come home directly to tlie business of

human life. There |s,^,|^ev^, one metaphysician of whom America has to boast, who,

in log!^ acntencss and subtility, does not yield to 4ny disputant bred in the universities

of Europe. I need not say, that I allud^ to Jonathan Edwards. But, at the time when

he wrote, the state of America was more '&vourable than it now is, or can for a long pe-

riod he expected to be, to such inquiries as those which engaged his attention; inquiries

(by the way) to which his thoughts were evidently turned, less by the impulse of specula-

tive curiosity, than^by his anxiety to defend the theological system in which he had been

educated, and to which he Was most conscientiously and zealously attached The effect of

this anxiety in sharpening his Amities, and in keeping his polemical vigilance constantly

on thff alert, may be traced in every step of his argument. *

^ See a most biteresting acoount of Galileo's taste for poetry and polite literature in Ginguen6, Huiotre

LtOirme Tome V. pp. SSI, et 4ef i Paris, 1818.

* Whdef^^^jHswrtoOon wasinthe preiUU I recaved a new Amenean publication, entitled, " Transactions

qf the IltsMvmC’(mtt^^Aieraiy Commttlec ^ the Amertcafi Phtlosophuial Socidy, held at Philadelphia, for Pro
mciing Useful Kfumledg^' Vol. I. (Philadelplua, ISip.) Fitrni tfa advertisement prefixed to this volume, it

appears that, at a nMeUsIg^ t'''S%anled body in 1815, it was resolved, « That rf new committee be added
to those alreau> establUhM^to be dlqominated the Comaftttee of History, Moral Science, and General Litera-

turb** It was with gr^ ^^eapue J observed, that one of the first objects to winch the committee has directed

its attsbi(hiD is to invcfetiga|Ce aod^aseertsm, as much as possible, the structure arid g4Kintnaticfd forms of the
languages of tiie aboriginal nations of America. The Report of the corresponding secretary (M Duponceau),
dated January iBl9» with respect to tfle p’v^Kie theiAmade in this investigation, is highly curious and inter-

esting, and displays only enlarged and philosiqihical views, but an intimate acquaintance with the philo-
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In the mean time, ft new an^'Enex^ei^ of intellectoftl wealtib has been opened

to the learned of Europe, iu 'Ihllioe tcftme of Kasti wfaidh, ftlthough In all prohsO^iUty

the cradle of ciTiliastiou and sdenee, ^irere, ISSL wry lately, better' Icaomi in the annals

of commerce than of pbBosophy. Ilie metaphysioal and ethical remaiiM of the Indian

sages are, in a peculiar d^roe^ interesting and inshructiTe; iamnnueh as they seem to liave

furnished the germs of the chief systems taught in the Gnsdan s^Mois. The favotnite

theories, however, of the Hindoos vnlV all of them, be found, maok^ less, tinctured with

those ascetic habits of abstract and myetiesl meditation which 8eeih»d;^Jbate ^been, iu all

ages, congenial to their constituti^iaid temperament. Of sudb ]ndnts,^ja^ Idealism, ap-

proaching to that of Berkeley and Malebranche, is as natural an ofepriag/es Materialism

is of the gay and dissipated manners, which, in great and laxuiions capitals!, axe constaantly

inviting the thoughts abroad.

To these remains of ancient sdence in the East, the attention of Etuope was .^t called

by Bernier, a most intelligent and authentic traveller, of whom I fiHrmeidy took notiee as a

favourite pupil of Gassendi. But it is chiefly by our own countrymen that ihO fleld which

he opened has been subsequently explored; and of their meritoriod^labomain the prosecu-

tion of this task, during the reign of our late Sovereign, it is scarcely possible to form too

high an estimate. ^
Much marc, however, may be yet expected, if such a pro^dgy as Sir William 'Jones

should again appcair, unitmg, in as miraculous a degree^ the gift of^ippgues with the spirit

of philosophy. The structure of the Sansmt, in itself, independto^ly of the treasures

locked up in it, affords one of the most "p'ixzling subjects of inquiry that was ever pre-

sented to human ingenuity. The affinities and filiatiionB of different tongues, as evinced

logical researches of Adelung, Vater, Humhokit, end other German echolors All this evinces an enlight-

ened curiosity, and an extent of literary iOfociaatifin, whijch could scarcely have beat expected m these riamg

states for many years to come. I
^

'

The rapid pi ogress which the Ain^|i|caoa have lately made in the art of writing has been remarked by vari<e

ous critics, and it is certainly a very important fifet in the history of their hteratltre, Xbeir state papers were,

indeed, always distinguished by a 8^^ of animated and vigorous eloqomco ; bUt «Bji|iett of them wige com-

posed on the spur of the ooeadon, their anUiors bad little time to or even upqQt'llie pu-

rity of diction. An attention to these |s the alow offspring of of the dihgeni study of the

best models. This 1 presume was Gmjy’lWeaning, when he oidd^^ipe writing not only required great

parts, but the very best of tiiose parta^** * tt|mch|K Whieb, if thidj^WouId ^0% state of the public teste

with respect to style, as the surest tcaf people of tlw^imeral iaagt^etaDt wl»ch their intellectual

powers have Nceived; and which, whew Tnma-titlailtio biwthawT, yrmdd justify sanguine expecta-

tions of the attainmenta of the rising genervtiWi.

I*

* Nott of Mmoo oti 1 Lfltttt of to Drirhorton^ 09 tho death of Dv JIIIdiijUotoQ.
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in their corresponding roots other coincidences,
,
are abundantly curious, but incom-

parably more easy in the explanation, than the- systematical analogy which is said to

exist between the Sanscrit and the Greek (and also between the Sanscrit and the Latin,

which is considered as the most ancient dialect of the Greek), in the conjugations and flexions

of their verbs, and in many other particulars of their mechanism ; an analogy which is repre-

sented as so complete, that, in the versions which have been made from the one language

into the other, “ Sanscrit,” we are told, “ answers to Greek, as face to face in a glass.”
’

That the Sanscrit did not grow up to the perfection which it now exhibits, from popular

and casual modes of speech, the unexampled regularity of its forms seems also to demon-

strate, and yet, should this supposition be rejected, to what other hypothesis shall we have

recourse, which does not involve equal, if not greater improbabilities? The problem is

well worthy of the attention of philosophical grammarians ; and the solution of it, whatever

it may be, can scarcely fail to throw some new lights on the history of the human race, as

well as on that of the human mind.

SECTION VIIJ,

. Metaphysical Philosophy of Scotland.

It now only remains for me to take a slight survey of the rise and progress of the Meta-

physical Philosophy of Scotland; and if, in treating of this, 1 should be somewhat more

minute than in the foinicr parts of this Historical Sketch, I flatter myself that allowances

will be made for my anxiety to supply some chasms in the literary history of my country,

which could not be so easily, nor perhaps so authentically, filled up by a younger hand.

The Metaphysical Philosophy of Scotland, and, indeed, the literary taste in general,

which so remarkably distinguished this country during the last century, may be dated from

the lectures of Dr Francis Hutcheson, in the University of Glasgow. Strong indications

of the same speculative spiUt may be traced in earlier writers ;* but it was from this period

letter from the Reverend l]>avid Brown, Provost of the College of Fort-William, about the Sanscrit

Ediii&n of the Gospels, (dated Calcutta, September 1806, and published in some of the Literary Journals of the

day.)

• See Note (HH.)
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th it Scotlatul, after a long slumber, began again to attract general notice in the republic

of letters.'

^’lie writings of Dr Hutcheson, however, are more closely connected with the history of

Klhical than of Metaphysical Science; and I shall, accordingly, delay any remarks which

I have to offer upon them till I enter upon that part of my subject. There are, indeed,

some very original and important metaphysical hints scattered over his w'orks ; but it is

cliicfly as an ethical writer that he is known to the world, and that he is entitled to a place

among the ])hilosophcrs of the eighteenth century.*

An Itjilian wnU-r of some note, io a work published In 176‘5, assigns the ^rne date to the revival of* letters

iii Scotliuul. Fra i tanti, e bi chiari iScrittori die fiorirono neJla Gran Brctagna a' tempi della Regina Anna,

non ne conta pur iino, t he sia useito di Sco/.ia Francesco llutchestm venuto in Iscozia, a Y^mfessarvi la

e gli stuclii <*i unianitA, nella Uiiivcrsita di Glasgow, v'insinuo jicr tutto il paobe colie istruzione a viva

\<jt c, e con egrcgic opcrc date alle stanipc, un vivo genio per gli studii hlosofici, c literarii, e sparse qm fecon«

di-aimi semi, d’unde vcdianio rui'^ctTc si tehee irutti, c si copiose.*' {Discorso sopra Ic Vicende ddla JLilicralura

s

del Sig- (’arlo Dcnina, p 1-, (ilasgow edit. ITb^-h)

I was somewhat surprised to meet with tiie foregoing observations in the work of a foreigner, but, wherev er

he acipiiretl his infonnaliunj it e\h\(es, in those from whom it was derived, a more intimate acquaintance with

llic traditionary history ul' letters in Lhi.s country than has fallen to the share of most of our own authors w iici

have treated of that subject. 1 have hthard it conjectured, that the materials of his section on Scottisii literature

ha-.l been coniinuiiicated to him by Mr. Hume.

Another foreign writer, iiuidj better (qualified than Dcnina to appicciate the merits of Hutcheson, has expros-

.scd liiniself on this subject with bis usual precision. “ I/ccole Fcossaise a cn quelqiie sorte pour fondateur

lluU'licson rnaitre et predc ec.sscur de .Smith. C’est ce philo.^ophc qiii lui a imprime son caractt're, el qui a cum-

inener a lui dormer de I'cclat.'* fn a note upon this passage the author observes,—*' C'est cn ee seui sens qu'on

pent dtMincr un chef I'l line ecole de philoscrjjliie cpii, comme on le verra, professe d'ailJeurs la plus parfaiti inde-

pciuLmee de Tautorib —(See the excellent reilcctions upon the posthumous works of Adam Smith, annexed by

M. Fievost to his translation of lliat w'ork.)

Hr I Iiitehe.«ion’s first course of lectures at Gla'igow' wa.s given in I7;_i0. He was a native of Ireland, and is ac-

cordingly called by Dcnina un dotto Irlandcsc;” but he w*as of Scotdi extraction ^his father or grandfather

liaving been a younger .son of a respectable family in Ayrshire), and he was sent over when very young to re-

cciv<‘ bis education in Scotlaii<l.

’ One of tlic chief objects of Hutchesons writings was to oppose the licentious system of Mandeville
; a

system which was the natural ull>prlng of some of Lockds reasonings ag.iinst the existence of nmatc practical

principles.

As a moralist, Hutcheson was a warm admirer of the {incicnts, and seems to have been particularly smitten

with that favourite doctrine of the Socratic school whicli identities the good witli the heantiful. Hence ht'

w as led to follow much too closely the example of Shaftesbury, in considering moral di.^tinctions as fbumJed

more on sentiment than on reason, and to speak vaguely of virtue as a sort of ijoldc rnthusidsm; hut he v\a3

led, at the same time, to connect with his ethical speculations some collateral inquiries concerning Ilcaiity

and Harmony, in which he pursued, with considerable success, the path recently struck out hy Addison in

his Easaijs on the Pleasures the Imaginaliou. These inquiries of Hutcheson, together wii/i his Thovght\

DISS. I. TART II. Y
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Among the contemporaries of Dr Hutcheson, there was one Scottish metaphysician

(Andrew Baxter, author of the Inquiry into the Nature ofthe Human Soul), whose name

it would be improper to pass over without some notice, after the splendid eulogy bestowed

on his work by Warburton. “ He who would see the justest and preciscst notions of God

and the soul may read this book, one of the most finished of the kind, in my humble opi-

nion, that the present times, greatly advanced in true philosophy, have produced.” ‘

To this unqualified praise, I must confess, I do not think Baxter's Inquiry altogether

entitled, although I readily acknowledge that it displays considerable ingenuity, as well as

learning. Some of the remarks on Berkeley’s argument against the existence of matter arc

acute and just, and, at the time when they were published, had the merit of novelty.

One of his distinguishing doctrines is, that the Deity is the immediate agent in producing

the phenomena of the Material World

;

but that, in the 3Ioral Jf^orld, the case is differ-

ent,—a doctrine which, whatever may be thought of it in other res]>ccts, is undoubtedly

a groat improvement on that of JMalebrauche, which, by representing C^od as the only agcnl

in the universe, was not less inconsistent than the scheme of Spinoza with tlie moral nature

of Man. “ The Deity (says Baxter) is not only at the head of Nature, but in every part

of it. A chain of material causes betwixt the Deity and the effect produced, and mucli

more a scries of them, is such a supposition as would conceal the Deity from the knowledge

of mortals for ever. Wc might search for matter above matter, till we w’erc lost in a la-

byrinth out of which no philosopher ever yet found his way.—This way of bringing in se-

cond causes is borrowed from the government of the moral world, where free agents act a

part ;
but it is very im2

>roperly applied to the material universe, where matter and motion

only (or mechanism, as it is called) comes in competition with the Deity.”

Notwithstanding, however, these and other merits, Baxter has contributed so little to

the advancement of that philosophy which has since been cultivated in Scotland, that 1

am afraid the very slight notice I have now taken of him may be considered as an unsea-

sonable digression. The great object of his studies plainly was, to strengthen the old ar-

gument for the soul’s immateriality, by the new lights furnislicd by Newton’s discoveries.

on La/ightcr, although they not be very highly prized for their depth, bear everywhere the marks

of an enlarj;^ ^ and cultivated mind, and, whatever may have been their efl’ects elsewhere, certainly contri-

buted powerfully, in our Northern scats of learning, to introduce a taste for more liberal and elegant pursuits

than could have been expected .50 soon to succeed to the intolerance, bigotry, and barbarism of the jjreccding

century.

' .See Warburton’s Divine Le^atiu; of Moses demonstrated, p. SQS of the first edition.

^ Appendix to the first part of the Inquiry into the Nature oj Ike Ihman Soul, pp. 109, HO.
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^To the intellectual and moral phenomena of Man, and to the laws by which they arc rc-

»^ated, he seems to liave paid but little attention.^

AVhilc Dr Hutcheson’s reputation as an author, and still more as an eloquent teacher,

was at its zenith in Scotland, Mr Hume began his literary career, by the publication

of his Treatise of Human Natui'c. It appeared in 1739j but seems at that time to

have attracted little or no attention from the public. According to the autlior him-

self, “ never literary attempt was more unfortunate. It fell dead-born from the press,

without reaching such distinction as even to excite a murmur among the zealots.” It

forms, however, a very iraporlaiit link in this Historical Sketch, as it has contributed,

{ itlicr directly or indirectly, jiiorc than any other single work, to the subsequent progress of

tlic I*hilosoj)liy of tlic Human Mind. In order to ada])t his principles better to the public

taste, the author afterwards threw them into the more popular form of lissays ; but it is

in the original work that philosophical readers will always study his system, and it is there

alone that tlic relations and bearings of its different parts, as well as its connection with the

s])cculations of his immediate predecessors, can be distinctly traced. It is there, too, that

his metaphysical talents apiicar, in my opinion, to the greatest advantage ; nor am I cer-

tain that he has anywhere c Isc di.splaycd more .skill or a sounder taste in point of compo-

sition.-

n:ixler born at ( )Ul Abmleen, in HiSG or 1()87, anil dictl at Wiiittin^Iianij in East l.otliian, in I7r>ii,

1 ha\o not b(x*n able to discover iho date of’ the fir-st edition oi’ Jniji.lnf into thv Naiurc of' ifiv Human Sout,

but the t^cc'ontl edition .'ijipcared in i7‘>7, two \ ears bclbre tlic publication of Mr Hume’s of Human

Sat art'.

' A ^'(’iitlenian, i\lio lived in liabit.s of great intimacy with Dr Reid towards the elosc of Ins life, and on whose

leeuraey I < ii> lolly dvpcnd, r^ nieniber.s to havt* heard him say repeatedly, that “ Mr Ilunie, in his Essaifs, ap-

^x .ned to have foriioltni his Miiaphi/sn s." Nor will tliis supposition be thought Iinjirobable, if, in addition to the

uhtiu and bigitive nature of the subjects canvassed in the TrcaliM' of IIu?/tan StUurr, it be considered that long

before tlie iiublieation oi'hi.. Kssmfs, Mr Hume had abandoned aM his metaphysical researches. In proof of this,

] diail (jiiot*' a passage from a letter of his to i^ir Gilbert Elliot, whieii, though without a date, seems from its

onlents to have been written about 17o0 or ]7/il. The passage is interesting on another account, as it serves to

'.how liow nuicli Mr Hume undervalued the utility of mathematical learning, and consequently how Iftlle he was

-iware of its importance, as nn organ of physical iliscovcry, and as the fouiidutiou of some of the most necessary

arts of civilized life. “ I am sorry that our correspondence should lead us into these abstruet speculations. I

bavr thought, and read, and composed very little on such questions of late. Morals, politics, and literature, have

< mployed all my time ; but still the otlicr topics 1 must think more curious, important, entertaining, and useful,

than any geometry tliat is deeper than Euclid.”

J have said that it is in Mr Hume's earliest \york that his metaphysical talents appear, in my opinion, to

the greatest adv^antage, Erom the Ibllowing advertisement, however, prefixed in the latChl editions of his

works to the second volume of liis Exsays and Treatises, Mr Hume liiiusclf would appear to have tliought dif-'

lerently. “ Most of the principles and reasonings contaiiicd in this volume were published in a w'ork in three
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The great object of Mr. Hume’s Treatise ofHuman Nature will be best explained ir

his own words.

** ’Tis evident that all the sciences have a relation, greater or less, to human nature, and

that, however wide any of them may seem to run from it, they still return back by one

passage or another. Even ^lathcmatics. Natural Philosophy, and Natural Religion, arc

in some measure dependent on the science of Man, since they lie under the cognizance

of men, and are judged of by their powers and faculties If, therefore, the

sciences of Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, and Natural Religion, have such a de-

pendence on the knowledge of man, what may be expected in the other sciences, whose

connection with human nature is more close and intimate ? The sole end of logic is to ex-

plain the principles and operations of our reasoning faculty, and the nature of our ideas

:

Morals and criticism regard our tastes and sentiments, and politics consider men as united

in society, and dependent on each other Here, then, is the only expedient from

volumes, called A Treriti.se of Human 2siaturc

;

a work -which the author liacl jirojcctccl brloic he left College,

and which he wnite and published not loiij; after. But not finding it successful, he tvas sensible of hi» error

in going to the press too early, and lie cast the whole anew in the following jiicces, -where some negllgi’iu-ies in

his fonner reasoning, and some in the e.vpression, are, he liopes, corrected. Yet sevcr.il writers, who have
Jionoiired the author’s philosophy with answers, have taken care to direct all their batteries against that ju-
venile work, which the author never acknowledged, and have all'ectcd to triumph in any advantage which
they imagined they had obtained over it; a jiractice very contrary to all rules of candour and fair dc.iling, nml a
strong instance of those polemical artifices wliici- a bigoted zeal thinks iuelf authorised tc cm])loy. Jleiicel'orth,

the author desires, that the following pieces may alone be regarded as containing his philosojihical .seiitiiiients

and principles.*^

Jtftcr this declaration, it certainly ’would be highly uncandid to impute to Mr Ilumc any pliilosophie.il senii-
nient.s or principles not to be Ibuiicl in his Philosophical Essaj/s, as ’well as in nib Treatise. Hut mIictc is the un-
fairness of rcplyinnr to any plausible arguments in the latter work, even although Mr JTiiine may Jiave omitteil
them in his subscquei't publications; more esjiecially where these arguments supply any useful lit^lits for illus-

trating his more popular compositions The Treatise of 11innan Nature \s \\] certainly be remembered as lon^v

as any of Mr Hume*s philosophical writings ; nor is any person riualified either to approve or to reject his doc-
trines, who has not studied them in the systematical form in which they were originally cast, ^'hat Mr nunie’s
remonstrance may be just with respect to some of his adversaries, I believe to be true

;
but it is surely expressed

m a tone more querulous and peevish than is justified by the occasion.

1 shall take tliisS opportunity ol* preserving another judgment of Mr Jlunu\s (still more fully staled) on the
merits of this juvenile work. 1 copy it from a private letter written by himself to Sir Gilbert Elliot, soon after
the publication of his Philosophy ^PKssays.

J believe ine Philosophical Essays contain every thing of consequence relating to the Understanding, wliich
you would meet in the Treatise', and I give you my advice against reading the latter. By shortening and
simplifying the questions J really render them more complete. Addo duvi vtiniio. 'J'he philosophical priiici[)les

are tlic same in both; but 1 Avas carried away by the heat of youth and invention to j)uhhfth too precipitately.
So Aast an undertaking, planned before J a. a. one and twenty, and composed before twenty-five, must ncccssa*
rilj be very defective. I have repented my haste a hundred and a hundred times.”
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'uluch we can hope for success in our philosophical researches, to leave the tedious linger-

which we have hitherto followed, and, instead of taking now and then a castle

or village on the frontier, to inarch up directly to the capital or centre of these sciences,

to human nature itself; which, being once masters of, we may everywhere else hope for

an easy victory. From this station we may extend our conquests over all those sciences

which more intimately concern human life, and may afterwards proceed at leisure to dis-

cover more fully those which arc the objects of pure curiosity. There is no question of

imj)ortancc whose decision is not comprised in the Science of Man, and there is none

^vhich can be decided with any certainty before we become acquainted with that science,

'n pretending, lliercfore, to explain the principles of Human Nature, we, in effect, pro-

])Ose a complete system of the sciences, built on a foundation almost entirely new, and the

only one upon which they can stand with any security.

“ And, as the science of man is the only solid foundation for the other sciences, so the only

solid foundation we can give to this science itself must be laid on experience and observa-

tion. ’Tis no aslonishiug reflection to consider, that the application of experimental phi-

loso])liy to moral sidfieets .sliould come after that to natural, at the distance of above a

whole century; since we find, in fact, that there w’as about the same interval betwixt the

origin of these sciences ; a\id that, reckoning from Thales to Socrates, the space of time

is nearly ecpial to that betwixt my Ta)rd Bacon and some late philosophers in Kngland,'

*\lio have begun to put tlu' science of man on a new footing, and have engaged the atten-

tion, and excited the curiosity of the public.”

I am far from thinking, that the cx('euticn of INIr Hume’s work corresponded with the

magnificent design sketched out in these observations; nor docs it appear to me that he

liad formed to himself a ^Try correct idea of the manuer in which the experimental mode

of reasoning ought to be applied to moral subjects. He had, however, very great merit

ill separating entirely his speculations concerning the philosophy of the mind from all

physiological hypotheses about the nature of the union between soul and body; and al-

tbougli, from some of his casual expressions, it may be suspected that he conceived our

intellectual operations to result from bodily organization," he had yet much too large a share

' Mr I.Ofki-, l.fird Shaftesbury, Dr Maiiilcville, Mr Iliitcbcson, Dr Butler,” (kc.

• The only expressimi in his. works 1 can recollect at ]»rc,sont, that c.in c-an give any reasonable coiniteua' ci

to such a suspieioii, occur.s in his PostJiumoux wlierc he speaks of “ that little agitation of the hraiii

V liich wc call thought.” (-id Eclilioii, pp. (io. Cl.) But no fair inference can be drawn from iliis, as tlie es-

jircssion is put into the moxith of Fhilo the Sceptic; whereas the author intimates that Clcanthes sticaks his -wn

scntinieiits.
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of good sense and sagacity to suppose, that, by studying the latter, it is possible for hnniar

ingenuity to throw any light upon the former. His works, accordingly, arc perfectly-; •.c

from those gratuitous and wild conjectures, which a few years afterwards were given to the

world with so much confidence by Hartley and Bonnet. And In this respect his example

has been of infinite use to his successors in this northern part of the island, hi any absurd

theories have, indeed, at different times been produced by our countrymen ; but 1 know

of no part of Kuropc where such systems as those of Hartley and llonnct have been so

uniformly treated with the contempt they deserve as in Scotland.'

I'for was it in this respect alone, that Mr Hume s juvenile speculations contributed to

forward the progress of om' national literature. Among the many very exceptionable

doctrines invohed in them, there are various discussions, equally refined and solid, in

which he has happily exemplified the application of metaphysical analysis to questions con-

nected with taste, with the philosophy of jurisprudence, and with the theory of govern-

ment. Of these discussions some afterw'ards appeared in a more popular forju in his phi-

losophical and literary essays, and still retain a place in the latest editions of his works,

but otlicrs, not less curious, have been suppressed by the autlior, inobably from an idea,

that they were too abstruse to interest the curiosity of ordinary readers. J n some of thc.se

practical ap
2
)lications of bysical principles, we may perceive the germs of several in-

quiries which have since 1 • nccessfully prosecuted by INI r Hume's countrymen; and.

among others, of those whicl e birth to Imrd Kamc.s's Hh torical Laxo Tracts, and

to his l£h’inciits of Criticism.

Tlic publication of r'lr Hume’s Treatise W’as attended with another jini)ortant effect

in Scotland. He had cultivated the art of writing with much greater success than any ol

his predecessors, and mid formed his taste on the best models of hinglish comjrosition.

The influence of his example appears to have been great and general ; and w'as in no in-

stance more rcraark.ablc than in the style of his firincijral antagonists, all of whom, in study-

ing his system, have caught, in no incousidcr.ablc degree, the ])urity, polisli, and jirccision

of his diction. Isobody, 1 believe, will deny, that Ijockc himself, considered as an bhiglish

witev, is far surjiasscd, not only by Hume, hut by llcid, Campbell, Gerard, and Beattie;
and of tins fact it will not be easy to find a more satisfactory explanation, tlian in the cri-

tical eye with which they were led to canvass a work, equally distinguished by the depth
of its reasonings, and by the attractive form in which they arc c.xliibitcd.

fn no part of Mr Ilume’.s >ni>t.-iphy.sical writings in there the slightest reference to
though he survived the ilaf of tlieir publication little less than thirty years.

either of these systems, al-
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The fundamental principles from which Mr Hume sets out, differ more in words than

iixf lubstance from those of his immediate predecessors. According to him, all the ob-

jccts>^f our knowledge are divided into two classes, imp?'C.isio?is- and ideas: the former,

com])rehending our sensations, properly so called, and also our perceptions of sensible qua-

lities (two things betwixt which jNIr Hume’s system docs not lead him to make any di.s-

tinction); the latter, the objects of our thoughts when w'C remember or imagine, or in

general exercise any of our intellectual powers on things which arc past, absent, or fu-

ture. These ideas he considers as copies of our impressions, and the words which denote

liiem as the only entitled to the attention of a philosopher; every word profesMug

to denote an idea, of which the corrcsjmnding impressions cannot be pointed out, being

ij)S() facto unmeaning and illusory. 'I’lie obvious result of these principles is, that what

’Mr Hume calls impressions furnisli, either immediately or mediately, the whole materials

about which our thoughts can be employed ; a conclusion coinciding exactly with the ac-

ccimt of th(‘ origin of our ideas borrowed l)y Ciassendi from the ancient h'picureans.

W ith this fundamental ])riiiciple of the Ciassendisls, JMr Hume combined the logical

liu'thod recommended by their great antagonists the Cartesians, and (what seemed still

more remote from hi.s Kpicniean .starting ground) a strong leaning to the idealism of

Malebranchc and of llerkeley. Hike Descartes, he began with doubting of every thing,

i)nt he was too quick sighted to be satisfied, like Descartes, with the solutions given by that

j'liilosopher of hi.s doubts, (in the contrary, he exposes the futility not only of the solu-

tions proposed by iicseartes himself, but of those suggested by Jjocke and otiicrs among his

-uceessois ;
ending at last where Descartes began, in considering no one projiositiou as more

I'ertain, or even as more probable than another. 'J'hat the proofs alleged by Descartes

uf the existence of the material world arc quite inconclusive, had been already remarked

by many. Nay, it had been shown by Berkeley and others, that if the principles be ad-

mitted uu which liescartes, in common with all philosophers, from Aristotle downwards,

jtrocccdcd, the existence of the material world is impossible. A few bold thinkers, dis^

tinguished by tlio name of Egoists, had gone still farther tl;au this, and had pushed their

'cepticism to such a length, as to doubt of every thing but their own existence. Accord-

ing to these, the proposition eog'ito, ergo sum, is the only truth which can be regarded

as absolutely certain. It was reserved for IMr Hume to call in question even this propo-

sition, and to admit only the existence of impressions and ideas. To dispute against the

existence of these he conceived to be impossible, inasmuch as they arc the immediate .sub-

jects of consciousnc.ss. But to admit the existence of the thinking and percipient I, was

to admit the existence of that imaginary substance ealltjd 31aid, which (according to him)
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is no more an object of human knowledge, than the imaginary and exploded substanqo

called. Matter. ) •

From what has been already said, it may be seen, that w'e arc not to look in

Treatise for any regular or connected system. It is neither a scheme of materialism,

nor a scheme of Spiritualism ; for his reasonings strike equally at the root of both these

theories. His aim is to establish a universal scepticism, and to produce in the reader a

complete distrust in his own faculties. For this purpose he avails himself of the data as-

sumed by the most opposite sects, shifting his ground skilfully from one po.sition to ano-

their, as best suits the scope of his present argument. AVith the single exception of Bayle,

he has carried this sceptical mode of reasoning farther than any other modern philosopher.

Cicero, who himself belonged nominally to the same school, seems to have thought, that

the controversial habits imposed on the Academical sect by their profession of universal

doubt, required a greater versatility of talent and fertility of invention, than were ncces-

sai'y for defending any particular system of tenets;' and it is not improbable, that Mi
Ilumc, in the pride of youthful genius, was misled by this specious but very fallacious

idea. On the other hand, Baylc has the candour to acknowledge, that nothing is so easy

as to dispute after the manner of the seeptic.s ; and to this juojiosilion mery man of

reflection will find hiwself more and more disposed to assent, as he advance.^ in life. It

i.s experience alone that can convince us, how much more diflicult it is to make any real pro-

gress in the search after truth, than to acquire a talent for plausible disputation."

* “ Nam SI siiigul.is disciplina.s percipcic magnum cst, quanto majus omnes.^' quod facerc its ncccsse cst qui-

bus propositum est, veri reperiendi causa, cl contra omnes philosophos et pro omnibus dicerc.—('ujus rci tant:*

tamquc difficilis facultatem consecutum esse me non profitcor; Secutum esse pric me fero."

—

Cicero dc x\'al. Dm.
1. i. V.

^ See the passage quoted from Bayle, in p. 86 of tlii.s l)i.\srrlalwn.

' In the very interesting account, given by Dr llullaiul, of Velara, a modern Greek physician, whom lu

met with at Larissa in Thessaly, a few slight particulars are mentioned, which let us completely into the

character of that ingenious person. “It appeared (says Dr Holland) that Velara had tliought much on tlic

various topics of Metaphysics and Morals, and his conversation on these topic bore the same tone of satiri-

cal scepticism which was apparent as the general feature of his opinions. We spoke of the questions of Ma-
terialism and Necessity, on both of which he declared an affirmative opinion."—(Holland’s Travels in ihc

Ionian Ishs, &c. p. 275.) “ I.^assed this evening with Velara at his own house, and sat with him till a

late hour. During part of thw-'time our conversation turned upon metaphysical topics, and chiefly on the

old Pyrrhonic doctrine of the non-existence of Matter. Velara, as usual, took the sceptical side of tlic argu-

ment, in which he showed much ingenuity and great knowledge of the more eminent controversialists on this

and other collateral subjects.” (//jtd. p. 370.) We see here a lively picture of a character daily to be met with
in more polished and learned societies, disputing not for truth but for victory

;
in the first conversation pro-

fessing himself a Materia' ist; and in the second denying the existence of Matter; on both occasions, tak-
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That this spirit of sceptical argument has heen carried to a most pernicious excess in

ilcm Europe, as well as among the ancient Academics, will, T presume, be now very

gcn^lly allowed ; but in the form in which it appears in Mr Hume’s Treattse, its mis-

chievous tendency has been more than compensated by the importance of those results for

which it has prepared the way. The principles which he assumes were sanctioned in com-

mon by Gassendi, by Descartes, and by Liocke ; and from these, in most instances, he

reasons with great logical accuracy and force. The conclusions to which he is thus led

arc often so extravagant and dangerous, that he ought to have regarded them as a proof of

the unsoundness of his data ; but if he had not the merit of drawing this inference him-

self, he at least forced it so irresistibly on the observation of his successors, as to be en-

titled to share with them in the honour of their discoveries. Perhaps, indeed, it may be

questioned if the errors which he adopted from his predecessors would not have kept their

ground till this day, had not his sagacity displayed so clearly the consequences which they

iieccssarily involve. 1 1 is in this sense that we must understand a compliment paid to him

Ijy the ablest of his adversaries, when he says, that “ JMr Hume's premises often do more

Ilian atone for his coucluaions.
’

'

The bias of Mr Hume's miud to sccjitic’sm seems to have been much encouraged, and

liic success of his secqitical I'icoib'- iii the same proportion promoted, by tlic recent at-

iojits of Descartes and his followers to demonstrate Self-evident Truths,—attempts which

iMv liume clearly perceived to involve, in every instance, that sort of paralogism wliicb

logicians call reasoning hi a circle. The weakness of these pretended demonstrations

is triumphantly exposed in the Treatise of Human 2^atiire; and it is not very wonder-

iiil that the author, in the first enthusiasm of his victory over his immediate predeces-

sors, should have fancied that the inconclusivcucss of the proofs argued some unsound-

ing Yip that ground where he was most likely to provoke opposition. It any intcrence ib to be drawn from the

conversation of such an individual, with respect to his real creed, it i- ui i.iY'our of those opinions which he con-

troverts. These opinions, at least, we may confidently conclude to he ii^yrecahlc to the general belief of the

country where he lives.

^ Mr Ilumc himself (to whom Dr Reid’s luqiiinj was communicated previous to its publication by their

common friend Dr Blair) scents not to have been dissatisfied with this apology for some of his specnlations.

I shall only say (he observes in 4 letter addressed to the author), tliat if you have been able to dear up these

abstruse and important subjects, instead of being mortified, I sliall be so vain as to pretend to a share of

praise, and shall think that my errors, by having at least some coherence, had led you to make a more strict

review of my principles, which were the common ones, and to perceive their futility.*'—(For tlic whole of Mr

Hume’s letter, see Biographical Memoirs of Smith, Robertson, and Reid, by the author of tins Dissertation, P‘

-liT.)

DISS. I. PART II. 2:
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ness in the propositions which they were employ;^ to support. It would, indeed, haye-^

donn still greater honour to his sagacity if he had asciihed this to its true cause—the/'

possibility of confirming, by a process of reasoning, the fundamental laws of Human be-

lief; but (as Sacon remarks) it does not often happen to those who labour in the field of

science, that the same person who sows the seed should reap the harvest.

From that strong sceptical bias which led this most acute reasoner, on many import-

ant questions, to shift his controversial ground according to the humour of the moment,

one favourable consequence has resulted—^that we are indebted to him for the most power-

ful antidotes we possess against son^e of the most poisonous errors of modern philosophy.

I have already made a similar remark in speaking of the elaborate refutation of Spinozism

by Bayle ; but the argument stated by Hume, in his Essay on the Idea of Ncccssai'y

Connection (though brought forward by the author with a very different view), forms a

still more valuable accession to metaphysical science, as it lays the axe to the very root from

which Spinozism springs. The cardinal principle on which the whole of that system turns

is, that all.events, physical and moral, are neccssaj'ilyXvdkcdL together as causes and effects
;

from which principle all the most alarming conclusions adopted by Spinoza follow as una-

voidable and manifest corollaries. But, if it be true, as Mr Hume contends, and as most phi-

losophers now admit, that physical causes and effects are known to us merely as antecedents

and consequents ; still more, if it be true that the word necessity, as employed in this dis-

cussion, is altogether unmeaning and insignificant, the whole system of Spinoza is nothing

better than a rope of sand, and the very proposition which it professes to demonstrate is in-

comprehensible by our faculties. Mr Hume’s doctrine, in the unqualified form in which

he states it, may lead to other consequences not less dangerous ; but, if he had not the

good fortune to conduct metaphysicians to the truth, he may at least be allowed the merit

of having shut up for ever one of the most frequented and fatal paths which led them astray.

In what I have now said, I have supposed my readers to possess that general acquaintance

with Mr Hume’s Theory of Causation which all' well-educated persons may be presumed

to Have acquired. But the close connection of this part of his work with some of the histo-

rical detaib which are immediately to follow, makes it necessary for me, before I proceed

farther, to recapitulate a little more particularly some of his most important conclusions.

It was, as far as I kno ']2*lirst shown in a satisfactory manner by Mr Hume, that “ every

demonstration which has been produced for the necessity of a cause to every new existence

is f^Qaeious and sophistical.” ’ In illustration of this assertion, he examines three different

-T"" *; r . ' • III. . , I —
' Treatise of Human Nature, Vol. I. p. Although Mr Hanie, however, succeeded better than any
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'^^guments which have been alleged as proofs of the proposition in question ; the first by

j&f » Hobbes; the second by Dr Clarke; and the third by Mr Locke. And I think it

will\iow be readily acknowledged by every competent judge, that his objections to all

these pretended demonstrations are conclusive and unanswerable.

When Mr Hume, however, attempts to show that the proposition in question is not

intuitively certain, his argument appears to me to amount to nothing more than a logical

quibble. Of this one would almost imagine that he was not insensible himself, from the

short and slight manner in which he hurries over the discusnon. “ All certainty (he ob-

serves) arises from the comparison of ideas, and from the discovery of such relations as

arc unalterable, so long as the ideas continue the same. These relations are Tesemhhifice,

proportions in quantity and number, degrees of any quality, and contrariety; none of

which arc implied in this proposition, 'vehatever has a beginning has also a cause of exist-

ence. That proposition, therefore, is not intuitively certain. At least, any one who

would assert it to be intuitively certain, must deny these to be the only infallible relations,

and must find some other relation of that kind to be implied in it, which It will be then

time enough to examine.”

Upon this passage, it is sufficient for me fo observe, that the whole force of the reason-

ing hinges on two assumptions, which are not only gratuitous, but false. 1st, That all

certainty arises from the comparison of ideas, ^dly. That all the unalterable relations

among our ideas are comprehended in his own arbitrary enumeration ; Resemblance, pro-

portions in quantity and numbers, degrees ofany quality, and contrariety. When the

correctness of these two premises shall be fully established, it will be time enough (to bor-

row Mr Hume’s own words) to examine the justness of his conclusion.

From this last reasoning, however, of Mr Hume, it may be suspected, that he was

aware of the vulnerable point against which his adversaries were most likely to di-

rect their attacks. From the weakness, too, of the entrenchments which he has here

thrown up for his own security, he seems to have been sensible, that it was not capable of

of his predecessors, in colling the attention of philosophers to this discussion, his opinion on the subject does not

possess the merit, in point of originality, which was supposed to belong to it either by himself or by his anta-

gonists. See the passages which I have quoted in proof of this, in the first volome of the Philosofhtf i^ihe Hu-
vmn Mind, p. 542, el seq, fourth edit, and also in the second volume of the same work, p. 556, ef seq, second

edit. Among these, 1 request the attention of my readers more particularly to a passage from a book entitled

The Procedure, Extent, and Limits of the Human Understanding, published two years before the Treatise ofHuman

Nature, and commonly ascribed to Dr Browne, Bishop of Cork, The coincidence is truly wonderful, as it can

scarcely, by any possibility, be supposed that this book was ever heard of by Mr Hume,
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a long ®r i^igoirouB resistance. In the mean time, he betrays no want of confidence in

originat position ; but repeating his assertion, that “ we derive the opinion of the necc^’‘ /y

of a cause to every new production, neither from demonstration nor from intuitioi)>’’ he

boldly concludes, that “ this opinion must necessarily arise from observation and experience.”

(Vol. I. p. 147.) Or, as he elsewhere expresses himself ;
“ All our reasonings concerning

caiises and effects arc derived from nothing but custom
; and, consequently, belief is more

properly an act of the sensiii’ve than of the cogitative part of our natures.” {Ibid, p. 321.)

The ^stinction here alluded to between the sensitive and the cogitative parts of our na-

ture (it may be proper to remind my readers) makes a great figure in the works of Cud-

worth and of Kant. By the former it was avowedly borrowed from the philosophy of

Plato. To the latter, it is not improbable, that it may have been suggested by this pass-

age in Hume. Without disputing its justness or its importance, I may be permitted to

express my doubts of the propriety of stating, so strongly as has frequently been done, the

one of these parts of our nature in contrast with the other. Would it not be more phi-

losophical, as well as more pleasing, to contemplate the beautiful harmony between them

;

and the gradual steps by which the mind is trained by the intimations of the former, for

the deliberate conclusions of the latter? Jf, for example, our conviction of the permanence

of the laws of nature be not founded on any process of reasoning (a proposition which Mr

Hume seems to have established with demonstrative evidence), but be either the result of

an instinctive principle of beliefi or of the association of ideas, operating at a period when

the light of reason has not yet dawned, what can be more delightful than to find this sug-

gestion of our sensitive framed verified by every step which our reason afterwards makes

in the study of physical science ; and confirmed with mathematical accuracy by the never-

failing accordance of the phenomena of the heavens with the previous calculations of as-

tronomers ! Does not this afford a satisfaction to the mind, similar to what it experiences,

when we consider the adaptation of the instinct of suction, and of the organs of respiration,

to the physical properties of the atmosphere ? So far from encouraging scepticism, such a

view of human nature seems peculiarly calculated to silence every doubt about the veracity

of our faculties.'

' Upon eithi r of these suppositions, Mr Hume would, with equal propriety, have referred our anticipation of
the future event to the sensitive part tfour nature; and, in point of fact, the one supposition would have answered
his purpose as well as the other.

- It is but justice to Mr Hume to remark, that, in his later publications, he has himself suggested this very
idea as the best solution he could give of his own doubts. The following passage, which appears to me t<»
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is not my business at present to inquire into the soundness of Mr. Hume’s doc>

ttt!:' js on this subject. The rashness of some of them has, in my opinion, been sufficiently

siiow^by more than one of his antagonists. 1 wish only to remark the important

step which he made, in exposing the futility of the reasonings by which Hobbes, Clarke,

and Ijocke, had attempted to demonstrate the metaphysical axiom, that ** every thing

which begins to exist must have a cause;” and the essential service which he rendered to

true philosophy, by thus pointing out indirectly to his successors, the only solid ground on

wliich that principle is to be defended. It is to this argument of Hume’s, according to

Kant’s own acknowledgment, that we owe the Criiiqite of Pure Reason; and to tbia we

are also indebted for the far more luminous refutations of scepticism by Mr. Hume’s own

tountryinen.

in the course of jNIr Hume’s very refined discussions on this subject, he is led to apply

eminently philosophical and beautiful, I beg leave to recommend tu tbc particular attention of Kant’s dis^

ciph;.-

Hero, then, is a kind of prc-establLslied harmony between the courl^e of nature and the succession of our

ideas ;
and though the powers and forces by whidi the former is governed be wholly unknown to us, yet our

thouglits and conceptions have still, we find, gone on in the same train with the other works of nature. Custom

ir, thill principle by which this corresp-ondenc c has been ejected; so neccssaiy to the subsistence of our species,

and the regulation of our conduct in every circumstance and occuiTencc of human life. Had not the presence

of aif object instantly excited the idea of those objects commonly conjoined with it, ^11 our knowledge must

h;ive been limited to the narrow sphere of our memory and senses; and we should never liave been able to ad-

just means to ends, or employ our natural powers, either to the producing of good, or avoiding of evil. Those

who delight in the discovery and contemplation Jiiial causes have here ample subject to employ their wonder

and admiration.

I shall add, for a furtlicr confirmation of the foregoing theory, that, as this operation of the mind, by ’ll hich

wc Infer like eflects from like causes, and vice versa, is so essential to the subsistence of all human creatures, it

ts not probable that it could be trusted to tlie fallacious deductions of our reason, which is slow in its operations,

.ippcars not in any degree, during tlie first years of infancy; and at best is, in every age and period of human

lii’e, extremely liable to error and mistake. It is more conformable to the ordinary wj.sdom or nature to se-

cure so necessary an act of the mind by some instinct or mechanical tendency whicli may be infallible in its ope-

rations, may discover itself at the first appearance of life and thought, and may be independent of all tlic la-

boured deductions of the understanding. As nature has taught us the use of our limbs, without giving us the

knowledge of the muscles and nerves by which they are actuated, so has she implanted in us an instinct wliich

r.'irrics forward the thoughts in a correspondent course to that which she has established among cxtemal ob-

jects; though we are ignorant of those powers and forces on which this regular coarse and succession of objects

totally depends.” (Sec, in the last editions of Mr Hume’s Philosophical Essays, published during his own life-

time, the two sections entitled Sceptical Doubts concerning ih: Operations of the Understanding

;

and Sceptica/

Solution of these Doubts. The title of the latter of these sections has, not altogether without reason, incurred

the ridicule of Dr Beattie, who translates it. Doubtful Solniion of Doubtful Doubts. But the essay contains much

sound and important matter, and throws a strong light on some of the chief difficulties which Mr Hume himseU'

had started. Sufficient justice has not been done to it by his antagonists.)
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them to oae of the most important principles of the mind,—our belief of the continuanip'''
f

of the laws of nature ; or, in other words, our belief that the future course of nature;^*^ -ill

resemble the past. And here, too (as I already hinted), it is very generally adn^tted,

that he has succeeded completely in overturning all the theories which profess to account

for this belief by resolving it into a process of reasoning.^ The only difference which

seems to remain among philosophers is, whether it can be explained, as Mr Hume imagin-

ed, by means of the association of ideas ; or, whether it must be considered as an original

and fundamental law of the human understanding[V-~a question, undoubtedly abundantly

curious, as a problem connected with the Theory of the Mind\ but to which more prac-

tical importance has sometimes been attached than I conceive to be necessary.^

* The incidental reference made^ by way of illUwStration^ in the following passage, to our instvwtivc convldton n\

the permanency of the laws of Nature, encourages to ho|iti, that, among candid and intelligent inquirers, it h

now received as an acknowledged fact in tiic Theory of the Human Mind.

The anxiety men have in all ages shown to obtain a fixed standard of value, and that remarkable agreement

of nations, dissimilar in all other customs, in the use of one medium, on account of its superior fitness for that

purpose, is itself a convincing proof how essential it is to our social interests. The notion of its premancnc }

,

although it he conventional and arbitrary, and liable, in reality, to many causes of variation, yet had gained so

firm a hold on the minds of men, as to resemble, in its cfiects on their conduct, that instinctive conviction of the

2)ermanenci/ of the laws of nature which is the foundatwn of all our reasoning” {A Letter to the Light lion. L.

Peel, M. P,for the University Oerford, by one of his Constituents. Second edition, p, 23.)

2 The difference between the two opinions amounts to nothing more than this, lyhcthcr^our expectation of

the continuance of the laws of nature results from a principle coeval with the first exercise of tlie senses ; or

whether it arises gradually from the accommodation of the order of our thoughts to tlio established order of j)hysi-

cal events, Nature (as Mr Hume himself observes) may certainly produce whatever can arise from habit;

nay, habit is nothing but one of the principles of nature, and derives all its force from that origin.’' {Treatise of

Human Nature, Vol. L p. 3330 Whatever ideas, therefore, and whatever principles wo arc unvivoidably led to

ac^ire by the circumstances in which we are placed, and by the exercise of those faculties which arc essential

to our preservation, are to be considered as parts of human nature no less than those which are implanted in the

mind at its first formation. Are not the acquired perceptions of sight and of hearing as much parts of human

nature as the original perceptions of external objects which wc obtain by the use of the liand ?

The passage quoted from Mr Hume, in^ote 2, p. 180, if attentively considered, will be found, when com-

bined with these remarks, to throw a strong and pleasing light on his latest views with respect to this part of his

philosophy.

In denying that our expectation of the continuance of the laws of nature is founded on reasoning, as well ns

' in asserting our ignorance of an){^ecessary connections among physical events, Mr Hume had been completely

anticipated by some dfhis pteu%-H5essors. (Sec the references mentioned in the Note, p. 17S.) I do not, how-

ever, think that, before his time, philosophers were at all aware of the alarming consequences which, on a su-

perficial view, seem to follow from this part of his system. Indeed, these consequences would never have been ap-

prehended, had it not been supposed to foxtn an essential link in his argument against the commonly received

notion of Causation.,
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*
.. That Mr Hume himself conceived his refi^ation of the theories which profess to assign

^son for our faith in the permanence of the laws of nature, to be closely connected with

his s^ptical conclusions concerning causation, is quite evident from the general strain of

his argument; and it is, th«refore, not surprising that this refutation should have been look,

cd on with a suspicious eye by his antagonists. Dr Reid was, I believe, the first of these

who had the sagacity to perceive, not only that it is strictly and inconvertibly logical, but

that it may be safely admitted, without any injiiry to the doctrines which it was brought

forward to subvert.

Anothcr'of Mr Hume’s attacks on these doctrines was still bolder and more direct. In

conducting it he took his vantage ground from his own account of the origin of our ideas.

In this way he was led to expunge from his Philosophical Vocabulary every word of

which the meaning cannot be explained by reference to the impression from which the

corresponding idea was originally copied. Nor was he startled in the application of

this rule, by the consideration, that it would force him to condemn, as inngnificant, many

words which are to be found in all languages, and some of which express what are com-

monly regarded as the most important objects of human knowledge. Of this number are

the w’ords cause and cjjcct; at lc.*ist, in the sense in which they arc commonly understood

botli by the vulgar and by philosophers. " One event (says he) follovra another, but we

never observe any tie betw'cen them. They seem coryoined, but never connected. And
as we can have no idea of any thing which never appeared to our outward Rense. or inward

sentiment, the necessary conclusion seems to be, that we have no idea of connection or

power at all ; and that these words are absolutely without any meaning, wlieu employed

either in philosophical reasonings or common life.” (Hume’s Essays, Vol. II. p. 79.

Ed. of Eond. 1784.)

When this doctrine w’as first proposed by hir Hume, he appears to have been very

strongly impressed with its repugnance to the common apprehensions of mankind. “ I

am sensible (he observes) that of all the paradoxes which I have had, or shall hereafter

have occasion to advance in the course of this treatise, the present one is the most violent.”'

(Treatise of Human Nature, Vol. I. p. 291.) It was probably owing to this impression

that he did not fully unfold in that work all the consequences which, in his subsequent pub-

lications, he deduced from the same paradox; nor did he even apply it to invalidate the

argument which infers the existence of an intelligent cause from the order of the universe.

There cannot, however, be a doubt that he was aware, at this period of his life, of the con-

clusions to which it unavoidably leads, and^hich are indeed too obvious^to escape the notice

of a far less acute inquirer.
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lu a private letter of Mr Hume’s to one of his most intimate friends,' some lighty«~
^

thrown on the circumstances which first led his mind into this train of sceptical spe^.^u-

tion. As his narrative has every appearance of the most perfect truth and candoi^and

contains several passages which I doubt not will be very generally interesting to my read-

ers, 1 shall give it a place, together with some extracts from the correspondence to which

it gave rise, in the Notes at the end of this Dissertation. Every thing connected with the

origin and composition of a work which has had so powerful an influence on the direction

which metaphysical pursuits have since taken, both in Scotland ' and in Germany, will be

allowed to form an important article of philosophical history; and this history 1 need not

offer any apology for choosing'to communicate to the'public rather in Mr Hume’s words tlinu

in my own.^

^ Sir Gilbert Elliot^ Bart, grandfather of the present Earl of Minto. The originals of the letters to whic-Ii I

refer are in Lord Minto's possession.

2 A foreign writer, of great name (M. Frederick Schlcgcl), seems to think that the influence of Mr Hiiinc

.

Treatise of Human Nature on the Philosophy of England has been still more extensive than I had conccivcil it.

to be. His opinion on this point I transcribe as a sort of literary curiosity.

Since the time of Hume, nothing more has been attempted in Isngland, than to erect all sorts of bulwarks

against the practical influence of his destructive scepticism ; and to maintain, by various substitutes and aidt,

the pile of moral principle uncorrupted and entire. Not only with Adam Smith, but with alt their late philosopho ,s

,

national welfare is the ruling and central principle of thought ;—a principle excellent and praiseworthy in its due

tuation, but quite unfitted for heing the centre and oracle of all knowledge and science** From the connection m
which this last sentence stands wit/i the context, would not one imagine that the writer conceived the IVeallh nj

Nations to be a new moral or metaphysical system, devised by Mr Smith, for the purpose of counteracting ^^r

Hume's scepticism?

I have read this translation of Mr Schlegel’s lectures with much curiosity and interest, and flatter myself that

we shall soon have English versions of the works of Kant, and of other German authors, from tlie pens of iJuir

English disciples. Little more, I am fully persuaded, is necessary, in this country, to bring down the philos(;-

pby of Germany to its proper level.

In treating of literary and historical subjects, Mr Schlegel seems to be more in his element, than when iu

ventures to pronounce on philosophical questions. But even in cases of the former description, some of his da:Ji-

iiig judgments on English writers can be accounted for only by haste, caprice, or prejudice. " The Englisli

themselves (we are told) are now pretty well convinced, that Robertson is a careless, superficial, and blundering
historian: although they study his works, and are right in doing so, as models of pure composition, extremely
deserving of attention during,4.^-'4||»resent declining state of English style With all the abundance of
his Italian elegance, what is the overloaded and aSeeted Roscoe when compared with Gibbon? Coxe, althongii

master of a good and classical style, resembles Robertson in no respect so much as in the snperficidness of* his

rescarclies; and the statesman Fox has nothing in common with Hume but the bigotry of his party zeal." Such
criticisms may perhaps be applauded by a German auditory, but in this country they can injure the reputation
of none but their author. ®

^ See Note (II.)
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.. From the reply to this letter by JSIr Hume’s very ingenious and accomidishcd corre-

s’jkr dent, we learn that he had drawn from Mr Hume’s metaphysical discussions the only

soinuTlyind philosophical inference : that the lameness of the proofs offered by Dcscartco

and his successors, of .some fundamental truths universally acknowledged by mankind, pro-

t (’cdcd, not from any defect in the evidence of these truths, but, on the contrary, from

their being sclf-cvuhni, and consequently iinsu.sccptiblc of demonstration. AW* learn, far-

tlier, that the same conclusion had been adopted, at this early period, by another of Mr
nimic's friends, iMr Henry Home, v iici. under the name of Hord Karnes, was aftenvards

-0 well known in the learned world. Those who arc acquainted with the subsequent pui)-

iieations of thi.s distinguirdicd e.nd most respectable author will immediately recognize, in

liie account here given of the impio.ssion left on his mind by IMr Hume's scepticism, the

rudiments of a peculiar logic, which run.s more or less through all his later works ; and

which, it must be acknowledged, he has, iu various instances, carried to an unplhlosophical

extreme.'

'rhe light in which Mr Huinc'.s sceptici.sm ap]>cars from these extracts to have struck

his I’rieuds, Sir Gilbert k’Hiot and Ijord Karnes, was very nearly the same with that in

which it was aftcrward.s viewed I13' I?oid, Osu.ald. and IJcattie. all of whom have manifest-

1 ) aimed, with greater 01 les.s precision, at the same logical doctrine which I Iiavc just ai-

1 tided to. This, too, was the very ground on which leather liufiicr had (even before the

juiblication of the Treatise of I[uma.i ^vaiurc) made his stand against similar theories,

l)uilt by his predecessors on the Cartesiarr priuciplc.s. The coincidence between his train

of thinking, and that into which our Scottish metaphysicians soon after fell i.s so very re-

iiiarkahlc, that it has been considered by many as amounting to a proof that the plan of

llicir works was, in some measure, suggested by his; but it is i ufiiiitely more probable,

that the argument wliich runs, in common, through the speculations of all of them, was the

natural result of the state of metaphysical science when they engaged in their philosophical

inquiries.*

^ I allude partieularly to tlic uiirieccssai’y multiplication, in his philosopliical arguments, of internal senses

and of instinctive principles.

" Voltaire, in liis catalogue of the illustrious writer^ who adorned the reign of Louis Xl\'. is one of the vei v

few h'rcncli autliors who have spoken of Bufficr with due respect : ^'11 y a dans scs traiu .s do metr.physitiui

dcfl morceaux qiic I.iOckc n'aurait pas desavoues, et le scul jesuite qui ait mis une philosophic raisonnahit

dans ses oiivrages,” Another I'rench pliilosophr *, too, of a very diHlTcnt school, and certainly not ils^po'^ed

to overrate the talents of Bufficr, has, in a work published as lately as candidly acknowledged the light i

which he might have derived from the labours of his predecessor, if he had been acquainted wilIi them at

BISS. I. TAUT 11. A a
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The answer which Mr Hume made to this argument, when it w’as first proposed to

in the casj' intercourse of private correspondence, seems to me an object of so much o^Mo-

sity, as to justify me for bringing it under the eye of my readers in immediate cony^tion

with the foregoing details. Opinions thus communicated in the confidence of friendly

discussion, possess a value which seldom belongs to propositions hazarded in those public

controversies where the love of victory is apt to mingle, more or less, in the most candid

minds, with the love of truth.

“ Your notion of correcting subtilty by sentiment is certainly very just with regard to

morals, which depend upon sentiment : And in politics and natural philosoph}’’, what-

ever conclusion is contrary to certain matters of fact, must certainly be wrong, and there

must some error lie somewhere in the argument, whether we be able to show it or not.

]iut, in metaphysics or theology, T cannot see how either of these plain and obvious stand-

ards of truth can have place. I*Jothiug there can correct bad reasoning but good reason-

ing; and sophistry must be opposed by syllogism.^ About seventy or eighty
5'cars ago,

1 observe a principle like that which you advance prevailed very much in J'hance, amongst

some philosophers and beaux esprits. The occasion of it was this : The famous M. Xi-

colc of the Port Royal, in his Pcrpetidte tie la Idti, imslied the J*rotcstants very hard uj)oji

the impossibility of the people’s reaching a conviction of their religion by tlic way of pii-

vate judgment, which required so many disquisitions, reasonings, researches, erudition,

impartiality, and penetration, as not one of a hundred, even among men of education, i.s

capable of. ISI. Claude and the Protestants answered him, not by solving Ids difncullies

(which seems imjmssible), but by retorting them (which is very easy). 'j'liey showed,

that to reach the way of authority which the Catholics insist on, as long a train of acute

reasoning, and as great erudition was requisite, as would be suflicient for a Ihotestanl.

We must first prove all the truths of natural religion, the foundation of morals, the divine

ail earlier period of liis studies. Condillac, lie also ubfacrves, miglit have profited greatly by the same lights,

if he had availed himself of their guidance, in his inquiries concerning the Jiunian understanding. Dumoin^
fst il certain que pour ma part, jc suis fort fache de ne connOitre qiic depuis ties peu de temps ccs opinions du

lUifFicr; si jc les avals vues plutot enoneces qudque part^ ellcs nfauraiant epargne bcaucoup de peine.^

C!l d lu lU.lions.*’— Jo rcgretle beaucoup que Condillac, clans ses profoiides ct sagaces meditations sur Tin-
telhgcncc luimaine, n'ait pas fa plus d’attention aux idecs du Pere Buffier/' &c. hc.—ELcmcns dIdeologic, par
M. Destutt-rincy, Tom. II L pp. l.SG, 137- (See Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind, Vol. II. pp.
88, 8<), e(li\

)

May not s(»plustry be abo opposed, by appealing to tlic ftmdamcntal laws of human hclicf; and, in some
cjises, by appealing to /hc/j for which we have the evidence of our own consciousness? The word sentiment does
not cxpiess, with sufiiciem precision, the i.cbi which Mr Hume’s correspondent had manifestly in view.

" Tliib letter is dated 175!
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nutliority of the scripture, the deference which it commands to the church, the tradition

in the church, &c. &c. Tlie comparison of these controversial writings begat an idea in

somc^ that it was neither by reasoning nor authority we learn our religion, but by senti-

ment; and this was certainly a very convenient way, and what a philosopher would be

very well pleased to comply with, if he could distinguish sentiment from education. Hut.

to all appearance, the sentiment of Stockholm, Geneva, Rome, ancient and modern, Athens,

and Memphis, have the same characters ; and no thinking man can implicitly assent to

any of them, but from the general principle, that, as the truth on these subjects is beyond

human capacity, and that, as for one’s own case, he must adopt some tenets, there is more

satisfaction and convenience in holding to the catechism we have been first taught. No^^ ,

tliis I have nothing to .say against. I would only observe, that such a conduct is founded

on the most universal and determined scepticism. For more curiosity and research give a

direct opposite turn from the same principles.”

On this careless effusion of Mr Hume’s pen, it w’ould be unpardonable to oflTcr any cri-

tical strictures. It cannot, how'cvcr, be considered as improper to hint, that there is a

wide and essential difrercncc between those articles of faith, which formedAhe subjects of

dispute between Nicole and ( laudc, and those laiCs q/‘ belief, of which it is the great object

of the Treatise ofllmnan Xature to undermine the authority. The reply of Mr Hume,

therefore, is evasive, and although strongly marked with the writer's ingenuity, docs not

bear upon the point in (picstion.

As to the distinction alleged by INIr Hume between the criteria of truth in natural phi-

losophy and in metaphysics, T trust it will now be pretty generally granted, that, how-

ever well founded it may be when confined to the metaphysics of the schoolmen, it will

by no means hold when extended to the inductive philosophy of the human mind. In

this last science, no less than in natural philosophy, Mr Hume’s logical maxim may be laid

down as a fundamental principle, that “ whatever conclusion is contrary to matter of fact

must be wrong, and there must some error lie somewhere in the argument, whether w’e be

able to show it or not.”

It is a remarkable circumstance in the history of ISIr Hume's literary life, and a proof

of the sincerity with which he was then engaged in th ; search of truth, that, previous to

the publication of his Treatise of llaman Nature, he discovered a strong anxiety to sub-

mit it to the examination of the celebrated Dr Butler, author of the Analogy ofReligion,

Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and Course ofNature. For this purpose he

applied to INIr Henry Home, between whom and Dr Butler some friendly letters appear

to have passed before this period. Your thoughts and mine (says Mr Ilume to his
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conespondent) agree with respect to Dr I?utlcr, and I would be glad to be introduce d to^

him. T am at present castrating my work, that is, cutting off its nobler parts; that is,

endeavouring it shall give as little offence as possible, before which I could not prctcyd to

put it into the doctor’s hands.” ‘ In another letter, lie acknowledges Mr Home’s kindness

in recoinmcndiiig him to Dr Butler’s notice. “ 1 shall not trouble you with any formal

coinpliincnts or thanks, which w’ould be but an ill return for the kindness you have done

me in writing in my behalf, to one you are so little acquainted with as Dr Butler ; and, 1

am afraid, stretching the truth in favour of a friend. I have called on the doctor, with a

design of delivering your letter, but find he is at present in the country. 1 am a little anx-

ious to have the doctor’s opinion. IVIy own I dare not trust to; both because it concerns

myself, and because it is so variable, that I kno^v not how to fix it. Sometimes it elevates

me above the clouds ; at other times it depresses me with doubts and fears ; so that, w’hat-

t^ er be my success, T cannot be entirely disappointed.”

Whether Mr Hume ever enjoyed the satisfaction of a personal interview ^Yith Dr But-

ler, 1 have not heard. From a letter of his to Mr Home, dated Loudon, we learu.

that if any intercourse took place between them, it must have been after the publication

of the 7'rcat‘tsc of Human Nature. “ I have sent the Bishoj) of Bristol a co])y ; but,

could not wait upon him with your letter after he had arrived at that dignity. At least.

1 thought it would be to no purpose after I began the printing." ’ In a subsequent letter

to the same correspondent, written in he exprcs.scs his satisfaction at the favourabiL'

opinion which he understood Dr Butler had formed of his volume of Essay:;, tliL'ii recent-

ly pulrlishcd, and augurs well from this circumstance of the success of Iris book. “ I am
tohl that Dr Butler lias every where rocomincndcd them, so that J hope they will ha’. .•

some success.”
'

These particulars, trifling a.s tliej’ may apjrear to some, seemed to me, for more reasons

than one, not unworthy of notice in this sketch. Independently of the pleasing record

they afford ol the mutual respect entertained by the eminent men to whom they relate,

lor each other’s philosojiliical talents, they have a closer connection with the history of me-
taphysical and moral impiiry in this island, than might be suspected by those who have not

^ Tor the rest of the letter, see Memoin of the Life (ind n’rUing.i of Lord Kamc.s, hy Lord t\'oodliouselc(-, \ ol.

1. p. S4, c/ .\cij.

. ^ yicmolvs
()J

///i (itut II' of Ijord Kuitics^ Vol. J. p. fjii.

= Ibid. p. 401.. riie here referred to were the first part of the Es.says Moral, Political, and Literary,
published in 174..‘i. The elegant author of these incnioir.s has inadvertently eonfounded this volume with tl..-

.sceoni! part of that work, eontaiinng the roUticnl Jhsrovrses (properly .so called), whigh did not appear till ten
years afterwards.
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;i very intimate acquaintance with tlu; writings of both. Dr Butler was, I think, the first

of Mr Jjocke’s successors who clearly perceived the dangerous coiLscquenccs likely to bo

deduced from his account of the origin of our ideas literally interpreted; and although he

has touched on this subject but once, and that with his usual brevity, he lias yet said

enough to show, that his opinion witli respect to it was the same with that formerly con-

tended for by Cudworth, in opposition to Gassendi and Hobbes, and which has since been

revived in dilfercnt forms by the ablest of Mr Hume’s antagonists.^ IV'^ith these view's, it

may be reasonably supposed, that he was not displeased to see the consequences of Liockc’s

doctrine so very logically and forcbly pushed to their utmost limits, as the most cftcctual

means of rousing the attention ol the learned to a re-examination of tliis fundamental

jtrinciple. That he was perfectly aware, before tlie publication of JMr Hume’s work, of

till' enecuragement given to scepticism by the logical maxims then in vogue, is evident

Irom the concluding jiaragrajili of liis short Kssay on Personal Identity. Had it bocii

jiublished a few years later, nobody would have doubted, that it had been directly pointed

at the general strain and spirit of IMr Hume's philosophy.

But though we are thus certain, that w'c arc the same agents or living beings nore,

VI Inch we were as far back as our romeinliranee reaches
;
yet it is asked, A\'hether we may

not jiossibly be deceived in it ' j\nd this question may be asked at the end of any denion-

stration whatever, because it i.s a (jiicstion concerning the truth of perception by memory.

,\nd he who can doubt, whether perception by memory can in this case be depended on,

may doubt also whether perception by deduction and reasoning, which also includes me-

mory, or indeed whether intuitive perception can. Here then we can go no farther. Tor

it is ridiculous to attempt to prove the truth of those perceptions whose truth we can no

otherwise prove than by other perceptions of exactly the same kind with them, and which

there is just the same ground to suspect ; or to attempt to jirove the truth of our facul-
*

tics, w'hich can no otherwise be proved, than by the use or means of those very .suspected

faculties themselves.”
'

It is, however, less as a speculative metaphysician, than as a philosophical inquirer into

' See the short Essay on Personal Identliy, ;it t!u’ cidd of Butler’- Ana'o^nj ; aiul coniyiave the second paragraph

with the remarks on this part of Locke's Essay by Dr Price. {Ih vieir of the Principal ihicsiiuns and Difficnlltts

rduluipr to Moralsj [)p. .00. 'Jtl Ed. Loiul. 17^' 7 )

'
J must not, however, be understood as giving uiiqu.Tlified praise to this Essay. It is by no means free from

the old scholastic jargon, and contains sonic reasoning which, I may confitlently assert, the author >vould not have

employed, liad it been written filly years later. Whoever takc.s the trouble to read the paragraph begiiminL^

with these words, Ihirdhj, Every person i.s conscious," Sec. wdll iiiimciliately perceive the trutli of this re-

mark. I mention it as a proof of the change to the better, which lias taken [ilacc since Butler’ s time, in tlic mode

of thinking and writing on Metaphysical questions.
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the principles of morals, that I have been induced to associate the name of Butler with

that of Hume. And, on this account, it may be thought that it would have been better

to delay what I have now said of liim till I come to trace the progress of Ethical Scjence

during the eighteenth century. To myself it seemed more natural and interesting to con-

nect this historical or rather biographical digression, with the earliest notice I was to take

of Mr Hume as an author. The numerous and important hints on metaphysical questions

which are scattered over Butler’s works, are sufficient of themselves to account for the space

I have allotted to him among Locke's successors ; if, indeed, any apology for this be neces-

sary, after what I have already mentioned, of Mr Hume’s ambition to submit to his judg-

ment the first fruits of his metaphysical studies.

The remarks hitherto made on the Treatise ofHuman Waturc are confined entirely to

the first volume. The speculations contained in the two others, on Morals, on the Na-

ture and Foundations of Government, and on some other topics connected with political

philosophy, will fall under our review afterwards.

Dr Heid’s Inquiry into the Human Hind (published in 1764) was the first direct at-

tack which appeared in Scotland upon the sceptical conclusions of Mr Hume’s philosophy.

For my own opinion of this work I must refer to one of my former publications.' It i.s

enough to remark here, that its great object is to refute the Ideal Theory which was then

in complete possession of the schools, and upon which Dr Reid conceived that the whole

of Mr Hume’s philosophy, as well as the whole of Berkeley's reasonings against the ex-

istence of matter, was founded. According to this theory we arc taught, that “ nothing

is perceived but what is in the mind which perceives it ; that we do not really perceive

things that are external, but only certain images and pictures of them imprinted upon the

mind, which arc called impressions and ideas.”—“ This doctrine (says Dr Reid on an-

other occasion) I once believed so firmly, as to embrace the whole of Berkeley’s system

along with it ; till finding other consequences to follow from it, which gave me more un-

easiness than the want of a material world, it came into my mind, more than forty years

ago, to put the question. What evidence have I for this doctrine, that all the objects of

my knowledge arc ideas in my own mind? From that time to the present, I have been

candidly and impartially, as I think, seeking for the- evidence of this principle ; but can find

none, excepting the authority of philosophers.”

On the refutation of the iucal tlieory, contained in this' and his other works. Dr Reid

himself was disposed to rest hi.s chief merit as an author. “ The merit (says he in a letter

^ Sec Biographical Memoirs, Edin. 1811 .
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to I^r James Gregory) of wliat you arc pleased to call imj Philosophy, lies, I think, chiefly

in having called in question the common theory of ideas or images of things in the mind

being the only objects of thought ; a theory founded on natural prejudices, and so univer-

sally received as to be interwoven with the structure of language. Yet were I to give you

a detail of what led me to call in question this theory, after I had long held it as self-evi-

dent and unquestionable, you would think, as I do, that there was much of chance in the

matter. The discovery was the birth of time, not of genius; and Berkeley and Hume did

more to bring it to light than the man that hit upon it. I think there is hardly any thing

that can be called mine in the philosophy of the mind, which does not follow with ease from

tlic detection of this prejudice.

“ I must, therefore, beg of you, most earnestly, to make no contrast in my favour to the

disparagement of my predecessors in the same pursuits. I can truly say of them, and shall

always avow, what you arc pleased to .say of me, that, but for the assistance I have received

from their writings, I never could have wrote or thought what I have done.”
‘

When I reflect on the stress thus laid by Hr Reid on this part of his writings, and his

frequent recurrence to the .same argument whenever his subject affords him an opportunity

of forcing it upon the attention of his readers, I cannot help expressing my wonder, that

Kant and other German philosophers, who appear to have so carefully studied those pas-

sages in Reid, which relate to Hume’s Theory of Causation, should have overlooked cn-

' An ingenious and profound writer, wlio, though intimately connected wii!i Mr Hume in habits of friendship,

was not blind to the vulnerable parts of his Metaphysical System, has bestowed, in llie latest of his publicatioiis,

the I'ollowing encomium on Dr Reid's Philosophical Works.

'riie author of an Inrp/irp inlo the Mhid, and of subsequent Essaps on (he Intellectual and Active Pofvers of

Mtiji, has great merit in the eflect to whicli he has pursued this history. But, considering the point at which

the science stood when he began his inquiries, he has, perhaps, no less merit in having removed the mist of hypo-

thesis and metaphor, witli which the subject w'as enveloped ; and, in having taught us to state the facts of 'whicli

w'o arc conscious, not in figurative language, but in the terms which arc proper to the subject. In this it will

be our advantage to follow him; the more that, in former theories, so much attention had been paid to the in-

troduction of ideas or images as the elements of knowledge, that the belief of any external existence or proto-

type has been left to be inferred from the mere idea or image ; and this inference, indeed, is so little founded,

that many who liavc come to examine its evidence have lliouglit themselves warranted to dcii}' it altogether.

And hence the scepticism of ingenious men, who, not seeing a proper ac'^css to knowledge tlirough the medium

of ideas, without considering whetlier the road they had been directed to take was the true or false one, denied

the possibility of arriving at the end.” {Principics of Moral and Political Science, by Dr Adam Ferguson, \ cil.

I. pp. 7r), 76.)

The work from which this passage is taken contains various important observations connected with the Philo-

sophy of the Human Mind ;
b\it as the taste of the author led him much more strongly to moral and political

speculations, than to researches concerning the intellectual powers of man, 1 have thought it right to reserve any

remarks wliich I have to offer on his philosophical merits for the last part of this Discourse.
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tirely what he himself considered as the most original and important of all his discussions

;

more especially as the conclusion to which it leads has been long admitted, by the best

judges in this island, as one of the few propositions in metaphysical science completely

established beyond the reach of controversy. Kven those who affect to speak the most

lightly of Hr lleid’s contribiitions to the philosophy of the human mind, have found no-

thing to object to his reasonings against the ideal theory, but that the absurdities involved

ill it arc too glaring to require a serious examination.^ Had these reasonings been consi-

dered in the same light in Germany, it is quite impossible that the analogical language of

Leibnitz, in which he speaks of the soul as a living mirror of the universe, could have

been again revived ; a mode of speaking liable to every objection which licid has urged

.ngainst the ideal theory. Such, however, it would appear, is the fact. The word Repre-

scntdlion (Vorstelliwg) is now the German substitute for Idea: nay, one of the

most able works which Germany has produced since the commencement of its new

philosophical era, is entitled Nova Thcoria Facultatis Representativu' Humaiuc. In the

same work, the author has prefixed, as a motto to the second book, in which he treats of

“ the Representative Faculty in general,” the following sentence from Locke, which he

seems to have thought himself entitled to assume as a first principle :
“ Since the mind, in

' I allude here more particularly to Dr Priestley, who, in a work published in 1774, alleged, that wiicn philo-

sophers called ideas the images ot‘ cxlcvnal thing®, they arc only to be understood as speaking figuratively
; and

that Dr Reid has gravely «Trgued against this metaphorical language, as if it were meant to convey a theory t»f

perception. The same remark has been repeated over and over since Priestley's time, by various writcr.s. I

have nothing to add in reply \o it to what I long ago stated in my Philosophical Essays (see Note H. at the end

of that work), but the following short quotation from Mr Hume :

—

It seems evident, that, when men follow this blind and powerful instmv.t of nature, they alway.s suppose the

very images, presented by the senses, to be the external objects, and never entertain any suspicion, that the one

arc nothing but rcprcftcntalions of the other. * * * But this universal and primary opinion of all men is soon des-

troyed by the slightest philosophy, which teaches us, that nothing can ever be present to the mind but an image

or perception, and that the senses are only the inlets through which these images arc conveyed, without being

able to produce any immediate intercourse between the mind and the object. The table which we see seems to

diminish as we remove farther from it ; but the real table, which exists independent of us, siiftcrs no alteration.

It was, therefore, nothing but its image wliicli was present to the mind. These are the obvious dictates of rea-

son." {Essay an the Academical Thilosophy,')

Is not this analogical theory of perception the principle on which the whole of Berkeley's reasonings against

the existence of the material v'>rld, and of Hume's scepticism on the same subject, are founded ?

The same analogy still continues to be sanctioned by some English philosophers of no small note. Long after

the publication of Dr Reid’s hufuirij^ Mr Horne Took quoted with approbation the following words of J. C.

Scaliger : “ Sicut in speculo ca qua? vklentur non sunt, sed eorum species

:

ita quae intelligimus, ea sunt re ipsa

extra nos, eorumqiic sjjccies in nobis. Esi enjm quasi rekum speculum intellectus noster ; cui, nisi per
9ENBUM IIEPRESENTENTUR RES, NiiiiL ^ c'T IPSE."—(J. C. Scaligcr, dc Cfliww, L. L. *cap. Ixvi.) Diversions of

Parley^ Yol. I. p. 35, 2d Edition.)
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all its ^dvgjlMi onA i^iMiliisfl^ Imn^i a» «l^ tot itii «to idett (repre*

semtaUom^ wUcIt it altos 4oe8 tfir tot'4toto4b|lMiil^^ *ttot <mr totoledge is on$

ly iLUtotototrijtotlihtoi.
”

I <I, tolr^ Btmpi B. l.) In • oototxy nrlttotHas Bieta>

pliytoal lugon «im Itoict- toWtot—>tog initew^«f emiacaioe^ itis rain toiesq^ ii»t any

solid progregB ean to' lAade in tto indntoto'' philoso^iy of l3in human mind. A niinlini'

remade netay to enitoied to nnoldiffir ootottynshoru ^ tldo of IdSoiogie (a word nhtoi

takes for gnntoii dm truth the faypotl|||psis >tddllii!iitton Rad’s gtuat ton to explode) baa

beoai latety gitoi to ^ very sciente^ <ivhiiifcftoe theory of itfooa has toon so demly

shown to hare to09» in all a|to> th<ht|Mlft todtfod oatttoe of error and absurdity.^

'

Of ito othor wiutoi< 1^ SeoatidhmMtophy^ whidi iq^eared soon idter die Inquiry

into tho Smman Mind, 1 tovonei^ieft myselfroom to speak. I know of none oftfaemfoem

whkh soinetliuig importaiit anty tot to learned; whole several them (pnitiealaxlyjttoee of

Dr Campbell) toto struok out many new and htotostiBg idewa To one enetonui*stt «f

them are enUtiUh that of aiming steadUy-at the advanoeaent nsefol knowledge and

of hunum ha^f^inaai. But the pri»d]de8 on whidi they have fMoeeded lave so dose an af>

iinity to those «f Dr Beidi that 1 eould no^ wltfaont zcfeatkig- ever what I have abendy

said, enter into a^y egc^apdaoa oomoetnito; dieir dMBfnaieriatiBnl^dnattincB.

On compaiitig the eppodtioB wbidi Mr Itom^s seeptiidsm encwnaSmmJ fiom bis own

couirtrymtii» ^t^ dbe totonatHtomady ^neuof, the-v|ttw*fta «f aemo Oeman 'j^iloao-

phers ta< aaftlto Ida ^ CamiaSlaB, H is impoinilde natto to atmeik with the cotod-

dence between the,lea^t^ vlewe of htsaneak eminent.aa^i^gpitoa -!!6bM,toinddtoto one

would have been diqto*^ h> eondder «a i^krdy aeoidtotod, to<'Bato, hy hb petotod’ snecars

at Reid. BeaBto «nd Oawdd. had not expre^l^fto^ln^fad. he wa» not aotodnted

with thdjii^toidim Aafor .thn gi^t to awtoldk di»n w*hf iowa^—

that the itoto^ Swae and Edtot, os wdlJ^agi^ji.qtltoa.
derttatkUt^ wdh^t any ^J»w m^toijpto. ilb:|g^'nothiBjg more than a repetftmn. in

very neady tto^*V,whto'^/adii|^^ oentoif to^*hy Cndwwtiw in

reply to to«to®fW Cndwmlhfoate the reasonings

of Storaftto in antoto to dto ao^cism of Bn^geraa. .This

'
.•*

—

'rvn-
'

j'r"
'"—

;
—

• Inowua^ dietoetoto»tol#to^ to ton w|itot»»|ito|ln^tootol^ew who la|«iiltoy»d

thwihavelwnsg^idtoltyttojtoiii^ds^ittitoiiwdvditot^ BdahoW liwjytoaBw pwr-

ltoirtotot.Ttoto,ii»daitodNtoi^

Tmsed auh aftoNQejD'toia hitoltotoltoto ditei* tbm atoifto ftwa ajto towsf^thluwowl phefw

mens, u>d to htoyi lnto foo toad d-to jatohtoplito tof#to vamtefUemnt^ toUto in

pheooiamtogtoiniiatoitod'

Pist. I. PAST n.
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reno% under different forms, of the seme aete|di}weai oirntrovexsies, uhich so often sur-

prises^ mortifies us in the history of liteisitiire^ is an evil whiefa will prohaWy always

oouttnne, more or less* even in the,^ino8t psosjeiKMis state of philosophy. Bui it afftnds no

dbjection.to the utiUty of metaphyrisal pursuits. j^WhUe the soeptiqB keep the field, it

must not be abandoned by the ftieiids of 8ouuder».|nn.nciples ; nor* ought they to be dis-

couraged firom their ungrateful task, by the refleorioii* that they have pno^bahly been antici-

pated, .in every thing they have to say, by more than one of their predeoessors. If any-

thuig m likely to chedc tbds .periodical return of a mischief so unpropitions to the progress

of useful knowledge, it'Seems to be the general diffusion of that historical information con-

cerning the literature and srienoe of former times, of wliich it is the ai|n of these Prelimi-

nary Dissertations to present an outline. Should it &il in preventii^.tiie occasional revi-

val of obsolete paradoxes, it will, at least, diminish, the wonder and admization with which

they>arojapt to be regarded by the multitude.

And here I cannot refrain from remarking the injustice with which the advocates for

truth 9X0 apt to he treated; and by none more remarkably than by that class of writers

who profess the greatest aeal &r its triumph. The importance of their labours is discre-

dited by those who are the loudest in tbrir declamations and invectives against the licen-

tious philoeopfayof She present age; insomuch that a careless ^server would be inclined

to imagine -(if I may borrow Mr Hume’s words on another occasion), that the battle was
fought, not by the men at arms, who manage the pike and the, ifword, but by the trum-

peters, deammers, and musicians, ,«f the army.”

These observations may serve, at the seme time, to account for the slow and (according
to some personsViwpeis^tiWe advances of the pbUosephy of the human mind, since the

publication of Locke's *E99Qy. "With those who still a$ktaoh themselves to that author, as

an inftllible guide in met^ldrysics, it^is in vain to argue ; but T would willingly appeal to

any of Locke’s rational and diasrisninating admirers, whether much bws not been done by
his successors, and, among

,
oUieni, by members of our northern universities, towards the

illusfration and conrection^e# such of his prindples as have frurnished, both to English and
French,, scopes, the foundation of Iheir theories.! If this be granted, the way has, at

' A^rdmg So Dr.Pr^^^tley,^^e laboucs of these coiiui||^^^ti^ oa Locke have do&e more harm than good.
“ I think Ms Zlocke lus hMty in concluding that them is some other source of oar idels besides the exter-
nal senses^ hot the seM of his i|ystem appears to me and^odi^ to be the eoraer stone of itf just and rational

kn^hs^Uf onrsdpte.” ,
‘

^ ^ ^“ Tips so]i4 foundetion, however, has lately been attempted to be overturned \fy a set of pretended phi-
losophers, of whom^ most conspicuous assumiirg is Dr Reid, Professor of Mc^ Philosophy in the Univer-
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least* been cleared and prepaied iat the UbmdItB nfenr posterity ; and neither the cavils of

the sceptic, nor the le&tarion of them by the solmder iogirian, ean be pronounced to be

useless to mankind. Nothing can be jnster or more liberal than (Ite 'fidlomng reflection

of Reid: ** 1 concetTe the seeptical writen to be a set of men, vAiose buSiiieaa it is to pick

holes in the fabric of knoSiiedge wherever^ it is weak and &ulty ; and when those phces

arc properly repaired, tiie whcde buildic^ becomes mom 'Atm and solid than it was for-

merly.”—(In^vtrg into Human Mptd. Ikedieatioa.)

There is, indeed, otb’ print of visidr, it must be owned* that Mr Hume’s

Treatise has had an nnfitvonrablii dlfect mom especially in Scotland) on the progress

of Metaphysical Sridnee. Had it^pbbeen the mid of some eX. liis countrymen to op-

pose the se^tieal condurions, whidft they conceived it to be his aim to establish, mueh of

that ingenuity whirii has been wasted in the refutation of his sophistry for, to speak more

correctly, in combating the mistaken principles on whidi he proceeded) wonid, in aQ pro-

bability, have been directed to speculations more immediatriy applicable to the business of

life, or more agreeable to the taste of the present age. What might not have hemi ex-

pected from Mr Hume himself, had his powerfiil and aoeompMahod miiid been mm fre-

quently turned to the stttdy of some parts vS our nature (of theses for example which are

connected with the principles of criticism), in examining whiob, theseeptical bias of bis dis-

position would have had fewer upporrimities of teadiag him aiftray ! lu some fragments of

this sort*' which enliven and adorii his ceUeorion of JSSma^, one is at a loss whellMr more to

admire the subtlety of his genimr, or the soUdity and good same of his eritSaotjudgments

Nor Imve these elegant appheations of metaj^yneal pdMMtts been altogether overlook-

ed by Mr Hume’s antagonists. The active and adverduTona spirit of Lord Karnes, hme,

as in many other instaitces, led the way bouatrymen', and, due allowaaees being

made for the novelty and magnitude of hle^'dndartahing^ with a success far greater than

could have beeu reasonably antirifnted. -^Rle JSSements of Criticism, cenridered ^ the

first syatematfral attempt to kiv«atlj|ate the mbli^ysical principles of^ fine arta^jpos-

sesses, in spite of its numerons 'defects botis in* print ri taste and of
«
phikeophy, infinite

merits, and will ever be regtudieS as a literary wonder by those whq know how small a por-

tion of his time it was poouMe fer the author to allot to the composition of it, amidst ‘the

imperious and multiferiout dttticfl ofa moot active and ibm^I life. Campbell and Gerard.
^ % K

, ihn,..,,, v t „ n-lith m < m ,

...I — * " >
^

sity of Qlvagow.'‘«~(£MHR. yf Btid, oarf Omati, p. 5.)—As to Mr Ham^ Df PnoMKjf says, " In my
opinion, he has bdm tery ah^ aOswerMl, agidO ^iiid again, Open more solid principles dOAi those of tbia new

common tense; and I beg Uttee to refer to ibe two first volnmet of my InsitltUcs <f Natural and Reiealed Rebgton,

—-{Exammaiim rf Beid Pre&ce, p. xavii)
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with « Boonder philosophy, and BeattiOi, witii: a itta^, more lively relish for the Sttblimc

and the Beautifid, ibUowed afterwards in the same path; and have sH contrihutcd to create

anid to diffuse over this island a taste for a higher and more enhghtened species of mti-

chon than was known to our foroftl^ers. Anao^g die many advaiMtageons rn>nlts with

which this study baa been already attfloided* the ntOst Important, undotlditedly, is the new

and pleasing'-aveikue which it has opened to an nntdysis of the laws whidh-^pit^ulate the in-

tellectual phenomena ; and the interest whtdi it has thus lent, in the esdmation of men

of the world, to inquiries which, not many years before, were seldom beard of, but within

the walk of an university.

Dr Reid's two volumes ef Essays on the Int^iecttuil and on ike ij^tstive Powers of

(the former of which appeared in 1785, and the latter in 1788) sdn the latest philo-

sophical psddicationB ftom Scotland of which 1 -r^all at present take'.notice. They arc

loen highly finished, both in matter and in form, than his Jn^pdry into the Human Mind.

They eontain.also.some repetitions, to which, I am afraid, I must add a for trifling incon-

sistencies of expressioa, for which the advanced age of the author, who was then approach-

ing to fourscore, (daims ermry Indulgence from a candid reader. Perhaps, too, it may be

questioned, whether, in <nic or two instances, his zeal for an important conclusion has not

led him to avail himsetf of some dubious reasonings, whkh might have been omitted

ivithout any pregudke to his general' argument. “ The vidue of these volumes, how-

ever (as 1 Imve ekewhere ren\arked)i is iuestimable to future adventurers in the same

arduous ' inquiries, not only'm eoaseqnenee of the aids they furnish as a rough drauglit

of the field to be examined, but by the example they exhibit of a method of investi-

gation on such subjects^ hitherto very* imperfectly understood, even by those philosophers

who^'cdl themselves iftie'^scipleB of Lockc. It is -^by the lexical rigour of this method, so

systeiantically pursuedvin all his researches, s^ more titan by the importance of his par-

ticular conclusions, that he atands so consjueuouBly distinguished among those who have

hitherto prosecuted analytically tlWiStady of man.”
^

Hie acquaintance with the metaphysical doctrines of his prcdceeMKmi does not appear to

have been very epetensive; with timse of his own oontempomries it was remarkably deficient.

1 do not aeoe^ect;^ that he has anywhere mentioned the nmnes either of Ccmdillac or of

D’Alembert. It -is i|npos|ji^le not to r^ret thia,‘"&Ot' only as it has depehr^ xUi of his cri-

ti^Judgiacnts on.some Celebrated theories, but as it, has prevented hibi ft^un enlivening

hsi4wo^a. with tfot variety of historical discosHon so peculiarly agreeable in these abstract*

researidfoi.
"

“

]
Biographical Account of Reid.
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On the other btod,' Dr Reid*» Hnited ranj^c^ RMtRphysical reading* by fbrcing him to

draw the materials of hhi^^iiliidMO{iliioal sliecidsliisiu aimest entirely from baa own reflec-

tions* has gitRn to his 'iitykf* befit aiSt of writing* a eharaetornritbl ’ unity and

simidirity seldoi&’toiiKinei inW vidn^ author. He some^ttleB, indeed* re-

peats* with an ait bl^MgtRltllfy, what had been previouidy 'Said by his predeeessors ; 'but on

these, as on ether octririons, he has at lentt the merit of thinking fbr himself, and of

sanctioning* by the weight of his imbhMsed jtid|fi|ent, the otticliirions which he adopts. Tt

is this unifoiRtity of riicWg^t and deid|b, ii^dkl^"aiiiordiag to Dr Butter, is the best test of

an author’s sincerity; and I am aptl^lingiud it also, in these abstruse disquiations* as one

of the snrest marks"ilrf liberal and ttiifettered inquiry.

In comparing Dr Reid’s publbsuribus at difl^rent periods his Hfb, it is intmfusting to

observe his growing partiality Ifor the aphoristieal style. Some of his the Intel-

lertual and Active Powers ofMan are little more than a series of detached paragraphs,

consisting of leading thoughts, of which the reader is left to trace the connection by his

own sagacity. To this aphoristieal style it is not improbMile that he was partly led by the

indolence incident to advanced years* as it relieved bxm from what BoSeau justly consider-

ed as the most difficult tatk of au author, the skilful management of transitions.^ In con-

sequence of this want of continuity in his compositions, a good deal'ofpcpular elFect is una-

voidably lost ; but, on ftie other hbid, to the lew who have a taste ftr such inquiries, and

who value books cbic€y as they ftunuh euercise to their own thoughta (a class of readers

who are alone competent to pronounce a judgment on metaphyrical quesriions), there is a

peculiar charm in a mode of writing, so adminddy calculated to give relief to Ihc author’s

ideas, and to awaken, at every sentence, the rtffteetiions of his readers.

When I review what 1 have new written' on the history of Metapbysies in Scotland,

since the publication of Mr Hume’s TVeariac, and at the same time recollect the laurels

which, during the same periodj^ have been won by Scottish authors, in every other depart-

ment of literature and of science, I must acknowledge that, instead of being mortified at

the slender amount of their eontributkms to the philosophy of the human mind, I am
more disposed to wonder at their successful perseverance in cnltivating a field of study,

where the approbatimi of a few enlightened and candid jodgUs is the only reward to^wiiich

their ambition eoi^ aspire. £hua^ as their progress may hitherto have been, it'^will at
"' / '

— « ^ Boileftu 18 aaid^ by the youjiiger tp J^ve made this ranerk in speaking of La Bniyere ; 11 dit»oit

que La Bruyere s'etoit ^pargne fe p/uf dfjffloile dun ouvraffe on 8*6pargnant Je8 tranaitions.'' ([Mimoire sur la IV

tie Jean Rainne.)
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least not suffer by a comparison with what has been accomplished by their contemporaries

in any other part of Europe.

It may not be useless to add in this place, that, if little has yet been done, the more

ample is the field left for the industry of our successors. The compilation of a Manual

of Rational L/OgvCt adapted to the present state of science and of society in Europe, is a

desideratum which, it is to be hoped, will at no distant period be supplied. It is a work,

certainly, of which the execution has been greatly facilitated by the philosophical labours

of the last century. The varieties of intellectual character among men present another

very interesting object of study, which, considering its practical utility, has not yet excited,

so much as might have been expected, the curiosity of our countrymen. Much, too, is

still wanting to complete the theory of evidence. Campbell has touched upon it with his

usual acuteness, but he has attempted nothing more than an illustration of a very few ge-

neral principles. Nor has he turned his attention to the various illusions of the imagina-

tion, and of the passions, by which the judgment is liable to be warped in the estimates it

forms of moral evidence in the common affairs of life. This is a most important inquiry,

considering how often the lives and fortunes of men are subjected to the decisions of il-

literate persons concerning circumstantial proofs; and how much the success or failure

of every individual in the conduct of his private concerns turns on the sagacity or rasliness

with which he anticipates fniturc contingencies. Since the time when Campbell wrote,

au attempt has been made by Condorcet^ and some other French writers, to apply a ma-

thematical calculus to moral and political truths ; but though much metaphysical ingenuity,

as well as mathematical skill, have been displayed in carrying it into execution, it has nol.

yet led to any useful practical results. Perhaps it may even be questioned, whether, in

investigating truths of this sort, the intellectual powers can derive much aid from the em-

ployment of such an organ. To define accurately and distinctly the limits of its legitimate

province, still remains a desideratum in this abstruse part of logic.

Nearly connected with this subject are the metaphysical principles assumed in the ma-

thematical Calculation of Probabilities ; in delivering which principles, some foreign ma-

thematicians, with the illustrious La Place at their head, have blended, with many unques-

tionable and higldy interesting conclusions, various moral paralogisms of the most perni-

cious tendency. A critical examination of these paralogisms, w’hich are apt to escape the

’.attention of the reader amid the variety of original and luminous discussions with which

' J

^ l£ssai sur l'aj)p/icafton de i Analyse d la Prohabiliie des Dteisions rcndMCS d la plnralile dcs Foix,
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they arc surrounded, would, in my humble apprehension, be one of the most essential ser-

vices which could at present be rendered to true philosophy. In the mind of L»a Place,

their origin may be fairly traced to an ambition, not altogether unnatural in so transccn-

dant a genius, to extend the empire, of his favourite science over the moral as well as the

material world.’ I have mentioned but a few out of the innumerable topics which crowd

upon me as fit objects of inquiry for the rising generation." Nor have I been guided in

my selection of these by any other consideration, than their peculiar adaptation to the ac-

tual circumstances of the philosophical world*

Should such men as Ilurae, Smith, and Acid again arise, their curiosity would, in all

]irobability, be turned to some applications of metaphysical principles of a more popular

and practical nature than those which chiefly engaged their curiosity. At the same time,

let us not forget what a step they made beyond the scholastic philosophy of the preceding

age ; and how necessary this step was as a preliminary to other researches bearing more

directly and palpably on human affairs.

The most popular objection hitherto made to our Scottish metaphysicians is, that, in

treating of human nature, they have overlooked altogether the corporeal part of our frame.

From the contempt which they have uniformly expressed for all physiological theories con-

cerning the intellectual phenomena, it has been concluded, that they were disposed to con-

sider the human mind as altogether independent of the influence of physical causes. IMr

Rclsham has carried this charge so far, as to sneer at Dr Reid's inconsistency for having

somewhere acknowledged, “ in opposition to his systematical principles, that a certain con-

stitution or state of the brain is necessary to memory.’’ In reply to this charge, it may be

confidently asserted, that no set of philosophers, since the time of Lord Bacon, have en-

tertained juster views on this subject than the school to which Dr Reid belonged. In proof

of this, I need only appeal to the Lectures on the IJuties and Qualifications of a Physi-

cian, by the late learned and ingenious Dr John Gregory. Among the diflTercnt articles

connected with the natural history of the human species, which he has there recommended

to the examination of the medical student, he lays particular stress on the laws of imioii

' The paralogiams to which I allude did not ikll within the scope- of the admirable criticism on this work in

the Edinburgh Review.

- Among these, the most prominent is the Natural or Theoretical History of Language (including un<lcr tlu'-

title written as well as oral language), a subject which will probably continue to furnish new problems to human

Ingenuity, in the most improved state of hunoan knowledge. It is not surprising, that an art which lays the fouii-

dation of all the others, and which is so intimately connected with the exercise of reason itself, should leaM- be>

hind it such faint and obscure traces of its origin and infancy.
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between iihe mind and body, and the mutual influence they have upon one another.”

“ This (he observes) is one of the most important inquiries that ever engaged the atten-

tion of mankind, and almost equally necessary in the sciences of morals and of medicine.”

It must be remarked, however, that it is only the laws which regulate the union between

mind and body (the same class oi facts which Bacon called the doctrina defosdere), which

arc here pointed out as proper objects of philosophical curiosity ; for as to any hypothesis

concerning the manner in which the union is carried on, this most sagacious writer was

well aware, that they are not more unfavourable to the improvement of logic and of ethics,

than to a skilful and judicious exercise of the healing art.

T may perhaps form too high an estimate of the progress of knowledge during the last

fifty years ; but I think I can perceive, within the period of my own recollection, not

only a change to the better in the Philosophy of the Human Mind, but in the speculations

of medical inquirers. Physiological theories concerning the functions of the nerves in

producing the intellectual phenomena have pretty generally fallen into contempt: and,

on the other hand, a large accession has been made to our stock of well authenticated

facts, both with respect to the influence of body on mind, and of mind upon body. As

examples of this, it is sufficient to mention the experimental inquiries instituted, in conse-

quence of the pretended cures effected by means of Animal Magnetism and of Tractors

;

to which may be added, the philosophical spirit evinced in some late publications on Insanity.

Another objection, not so entirely groundless, which has been made to the same school,

is, that their mode of philosophising has led to an unnecessary multiplication of our inlcrnal

senses and instinctive determinations. For this error, I have elsewhere attempted to ac-

count and to apolog;izc. * On the present occasion I shall only remark, that it is at least a

safer error than the opposite extreme, so fashionable of late among our southern ncigli-

bours, of endeavouring to explain away, without any exception, all our instinctive princi-

ples, both speculative and practical. A literal interpretation of Locke’s comparison of

the infant mind to a sheet cfwhite paper (a comparison which, if I am rightly informed,

has not yet wholly lost its credit in all our universities), naturally predisposed his follow-

ers to embrace this theory, and enabled them to shelter it from a free examination, under

the sanction of his supposed authority. Dr I’aley, himself, in his earliest philosophical

publication, yielded so \ " ’lo the prejudices in which he had been educated, as to dispute

the existence of the moralfaculty although, in his more advanced years, he amply aton-

* Biographical Memoirs, p. 472.
'* After relating, in the words of Valerius Maximus, the noted story of Caius Toranus, who betrayed Iiis aflec-

tsonate and excellent father to the triumvirate. Dr. Paley thus proceeds;
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ccl for this error of his youth, by the ingenuity and acuteness with which he combated the

reasonings einjdoycd by some of his contemporaries, to invalidate the proofs afibrded by

the phenomena of insihicf, of the existence of a designing and provident cause. In this

part of liis work, he has plainly in his eye the Zoo?iomla of Dr Darwin/ where the same

principles, of which Paley and others had availed themselves to dispro . c the existence of

instinct and instinctive propensities in man, are eagerly laid hold of to disprove the exist-

ence of insfincl in the brutes. \\’itliout such an extension of the argument, it was clearly

j)crceivcd by Darwin, tliat sufficient evidences of the existence of a Designing Cause

would he aiTorded by the pheiuimeiia of the lower animals; and, accordingly, he has

employed much ingenuity to i.how, that all these phenomena may be accounted for by ex-

perience, or by the influence of pleasurable or painful sensations, operating at the moment

on tlie animal frame.

In opposition to tliis theory, it is maintained by Palcy, that it is by instinct^ tliat

Now tlu‘ (]iu'stioii wlu'tluT, if story were related to the wild bo}" caught some years ago in the

woods ol' 1 Jaiio\ t'l'j or to a .savage >siihoiit experience and ^vithout instruction, cut olf in his infancy from all in-

tcreouisc ^^ith his sj)ecics^ ;ind eon ,f'.jii(*nily under no po.s^il)le iidluenee of example, authority, education, syin-

palliy, or liahit ;
wlietlu'r, I ^ y, sii< !i .» unr woulU fW., upon the relation, any degree ol’ that scntnncnf ij

2)7'obali(>n o/ To) (iinus\s coinlwcl \\hic*' v/e feel or not?’'

^ They w ho maintain tlie exi>teTiee of a moral sense, of innate maxims, of a natural coiLscience

—

that the love

of virtue aiul lialred ol’ \ice are in ^lliu tiv e, or the |>erieption of rlglu or wrong intuiti\c* (all of which arc only

dillerent way'^ of expressing the s iine opin’ou), alTirui that he would.

“ Hu y w ho de!iy the existence of a moral sense, iSre. aflirm tliat Jic would not.

And upon this issue is joined.” inctjiUw a/’ Mo:al ajtu Political Piulo^ophi/

^

B. I. C hap. T).)

To tho^e who tire at all acipiainted with tlie history of tills dispute, it must ajipcar e\iclenl tliat the qm .stion

IS Iiere completely misstated ; and that, in the whole of Dr Taley'.^ subsequent arguuient on the subject, he com-

bats a phantom of his owm imairination. Tin* opinion wdiieh he ascribe.s to his antagonists has been loudly and

repeatedly disavowed by all the most eminent moralists w)'"' have disputed l.oeke’s rca.sonings again‘'t lurirdt

practical prinnplci^

;

and is, intleed, so very obviously absurd, that it never could have I ccn for a moment enter-

tained by any person in his sense':.

Did it ever enter into the mind of the wildest theorist to imagine that tlie .'^eiise of seeing W'ould enable a man

brought up, from the moment of his birth, in utter darkness, to to; in eoncej>tioii oi liglit and colours? But

w'ould it not be equally rash to conclude from the extravagance of.-^ueh a suppo^sition, that the sense ol‘ seeing is

not an original part of the human frame ?

The above quotation from Taley forces me to remark, farther, tlia*, in combating the supposition of a inoral

.TjnAC, he has confounded together, as onlij different nays of e^prc'^^in^ the sauie opinion

j

n variety of system'',

which arc regarded by all our best philosophers, not taily as essentially di.^tinet, but as in some measure stand-

ing in opposition to eaeli other. The s3’stcm of Hutcheson, ibr example, is identified with that of Cudworth

But although, in this instance, the author's log. cal diseriniinalion does not ajipear to much advantage, the sweep-

ing censure thus bestowed on so man^' of t)ur most celebrated ctliical theories, has the merit of ihn’wiug a verv

strong light on that particular view of the subject which it is the aim of his reasonings to cslabhdi, in coiivi?. •

diction to thorn all.

* Seethe section on Instinct. (Sect. XVI, of Jiat wwk.)

DISS. I. TART II. C C
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IS (accortliiig to liis own definition), “ by n propensity prior to experience, and indepen-

dent of instiuetion," “ that the sexes of animals seek each other; that animals cherish

their offspring; that 1 lie young quadruped is directed to the teat of its dam; that birds

build their nest, and brood with so much ])atience upon their eggs ; that insects,

which do not sit upon their eggs, deposit them in those particular situations in which

the young, wdien hatched, find their appropriate food ; that it is instinct which carries the

salmon, and some other fish, out of the sea into rivers, for the pur>)osc of shedding their

spawn in fresh water.'”

In Dr I’alcy’s very able and convincing reasonings on these various ])oints, he has un-

doubtedly ap])roached nearer to the spirit of what has been ironically called Scofiish

philosophy,- than any of JNlr Locke's English disciples, since the time of Dr Ihitler;

a c.irciunstancc which, when compared with the metaphysical creed of his earlier year:,,

reflects the greatest honour on the candour and fairness of his mind, and encourages

the hope, that this philosophy, where it is equally sound, will gradually and silently

work its way among sincere inquirers after truth, in spite of the strong prejudices which

many of our southern neighbours still appear to entertaiu against it. The extravagancies

of Darwin, it is jR’ohable, first ojicned Dr I’aley’s eyes to the dangerous tendency of

liocke’s argument against innate principles, when inculcated without due limitations.'

’With this A cry faini outline of the .spccidations of r.,ockc’s chief successors in Scot

' 1 Alley's Nahoal Thcolo^i>, p. 1.

M:)y I the liLcrty of the reader to oinpare a few j>ai^es of Dr Paley’.s Section on TiKsliiici,

lu'/^iiiniog, / am hol t^iioranl uj llu ihcouf n'lui !t j evolves instinct hdo xcn.saliun" witli some remarks made
l»y t]ie aiillfor of* this Dissertation, in an AceeLint of the I/ifc and Writings of Dr Reid? See the passage in

'^rction second, beginning thus, “ In a very anginal irorh, on which 1 have atready hazarded .sonic criticisins;' &c.
As both publiealions appeared about the same time (in the year ISOii), the coineidence, in j)oint of thouglit,

j.iiisl have been 'wliolly i.eeidental, and as sueli aflerds no sliglit prcsum])ti()n in favour of its soundness.
Vv hen i3r Faley ]jubb Fed hi.s Princijdes of JSIoral and Political Philosophy, he seems to have attached him-

.‘eil ! \tv\\ too .sl.'ivi.dily to llie o])inions of Risliop I.aw, to whom that work is inscribed. Hence, probalily, Jiis

rinxiLty L) disprove the cm tenet* of tin- moral faculty. Of the length to which Law was disposed to carry
l.oe .t* s . rijMinent again.^-t principles, he lias enabled us to judge by his own explicit declaration : f

tal.e ' .\rnscs, inslincls, appeUtvs, passions, and affections, &c. to be a remnant of the old plii]osoj)hy
which used to m’.I eveiy thing i,i?ialc that it could not account for; and therefore heartily wish, that they wen
na one sense all 'v.r.n .Mte.l, whleii was ui.douhtedly tlie aim of that great author last mentioned (Mr J.ocke), as
t a natural eoiisvnueiHc oi* his first book.” (Law's translation of Archbishop King On the Origin of Eoit,

P- 70, note.)

In jusiire, howtvei-, to Dr Law, it must be observed, that lie .apjicars to have been lii'ly aware tliut the

crt> —
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land, prior to the close of Dr. Rcid’.s literary labours, I .shall for the present finish mv re-

view of the metaphysical pursuits of the eighteenth century. The long period which has

since clap.sed has been too much crowded wit' great political events to favour the growth

of abstract science in any of its branches; and of tlic little whicli appears to have been

done, during this interval, in other parts of Kurope, towards the advauccmeiit of true phi-

lo.sophy, the interrupted communication between this island and the Contiucut left us for

many years in a state of almost total ignorance. This chasm, in our iuformalion coueern-

ing foreign literature, it may not Iv a ditlicult task for younger n'.en to supply. At my

time of life it would be folly to attempt it; nor, perhaps, is any author, who h.is himsilf

been so fre<jucutlv before the politic, the fittest ]>erson to form an imparti:il estimate of

tile merits of his living contemjiorarics. "Now, however, when pc.aec is at length restored

to the world, it may reasonably be hoped that the human mind will again resume her

former career with renovated energy; and that the nineteenth century will not yield to

llic eighteenth in furnishing m.atcrials to those who m.ay hereafter delight to trace the

progressive improvement of their species. In the meautime, instead of indulging myself

in looking forward to the future, 1 shall conclude this section with a few general reflee-

tions .suggested by tlie feia'goiiig retrospect.

Among thc.se reflections, what chiefly strikes my own mind is the extraordinary change

which has gradually and insensibly taken place since tlic publication of liockc’s ?/, in

the meaning of the word JMctaphijsics; a word formerly approiiriatcd to the ontology and

pucumatology of the schools, but now understood as oqiually apjdieable to all those inqui-

ries, which have, for their object, to trace the various branches of human knowledge to

their first principles in the constitution of our nature.* This change can be accounted for

about innaU' principle- was in a "real measure verbal. It will really (^ays h*
) eome to the sanu'

ihim’ w itb rep,;utl to tlie moral .ittributcs of Cod aiul the nature of virloc .iml ^ u'c, wlu tlier the Dcii) lus

iniplaulcd the se iii.slinct'^ ami airectioiis in u.-^, or has framed and t!; -j)t)-cil us in mu h .1 manner, ha^ ^iv en

ns such ])owers, and placed us in such cireumstances that we niu-^t Ify nequire them/' (1f>:d.) Hut

d' Dr Daw was aware of this, why .should he and his followers have altachcil tuch infinite importance to liie

cf)nlroYcrs\ ?

J 'I'hc following; is the account of Meta]>hysici> given by Ilolilies.— " I’hcre is a certain prima,

on w'liitli all other riiilo.sojihy ought to depend ;
and consistelh priiiLipally in right limiting of the sigiiifica-

tions of such appellations, or names, as arc of all others the incst universal : which limitalion.s serve to avoid

ambiguity, and equivocatu»u in reasoning; and are commonly called Definitions, sucli are the Dctiintiun-^

of Body, Time, Place, Matter, Form, Essence, Subject, Substance, Accident, Power, Act, Finite, InfinitL-,

(Quantity, (Quality. Motion, Action, Passion, aiul divers others, necessary to tlie explaining of a manV concep-

tions etaieeriniig the nature and generation til bodies. 1 he explication ^ihtit i,^, the settling ()1 the ii'i'.'miiig^ t't

which, and the liki‘ terms, is commonly in the bchools called Mclaph^/ucs." (Moral and VulUiad Folit.-

l*dit. London, JToO. p. o’py.)
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only by a change in the philosophical pursuits of I^oehc’s successors ; a change from the

idle abstractions and subtleties of the dark ages, to studies subservient to the culture of the

understanding; to tiic successful exercise of its faculties and powers; and to a knowledge

of tlie great ends and purposes of our being. It may be regarded, therefore, as a pal-

pable and incontrovertible proof of a corresponding progress of reason in this part of the

world.

On comparing together the multifarious studies now classed together under the title of

JMetaphysics, it will be found dillicult to trace any common circumstance but this, that they

all require the same sort of mental exertion for their prosecution ;
the exercise, I mean,

of that power (called by I.,ockc lirflccfioii) by which the mind turns its attention inwards

upon its own operations, and the sidyccts of its own consciousness. In researches concern-

ing our intellectual and active powers, the mind directs its attention to the faculties which

it exercises, or to the propensities which put these faculties in motion. In all the other

inquiries which fall under the province of the Metaphysician, the materials of his reason-

ing arc drawn chiefly from his own internal resources. Mor is this observation less appli-

cable to speculations which relate to things external, than to such as are confined to the

thinking and senti('nt ])rincl])le within him. In carrving on his researches (for exajnj)h )

concerning hardness, softness, figure, and motion, he finds it not less necessary to retire

within liimself, than in studying the laws of imagination or memory. Indeed, in such

cases, the whole aim of his ftudics if; to obtain a more precise definition of his hlaii;, and to

ascertain the occasions on which tliey arc formed.

From this account of the nature and object of metaphysical science, it maj be reasonahl)

cxiiectcd, that those with whom it is a favourite and habitual pursuit, should acquire a

more than ordinary capacity of retiring, at pleasure, from the external to the internal world

They may be expected also to acquire a di.sposition to examine the origin of whatsoever

combinations they may find established in the fancy, and a superiority to the casual associa-

tions wliich warp common understandings. lienee an accuracy and a subtlety in their

distinctions on all subjects, and those peculiarities in their views which arc eharactcristical

of nuhiasse.l and original tliinking. lint, perhaps, the most valuable fruit of their rc-

scardu k, is that scrupulous precision in the use of language, upon which, more than upon

any one eircumstance wha!''ver, the logical accuracy of our reasonings, and the justness of

our con ehisi oils, essentially depend. Accordingly it will be found, on a review of the his-

tory of the UKival sciences, that the most important steps which liavc been made in some of

those, apparently the most remote from metaphysical pursuits (in the science, for example,

of political economy), have been made by men trained to the exercise of their intellectual
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powers by early habits of abstract meditation. To this fact Burke probably alluded, when

he remarked, that “ by turning the soul inward on itself, its forces are concentered, and are

fitted for stronger and bolder flights of science; and that in such pursuits, whether we take,

or whether we lose the game, the chace is certainly of service.” The names of T.iockc, of

licrkcley, of Ilume, of Quesnai, of Turgot, of Morellet, and above all, of Adam Smith,

will at once illustrate the truth of these observations, and show, that, in combining together,

in this Dissertation, the sciences of JMctaphysics, of Kthics, and of Politics, I have not

adopted an arrangement altogether capricious.'

In farther justification of thii airangemcnt, I might appeal to the popular prejudices so

industriously fostered by mans, against these three branches of knowledge, as ramifications

fiom one common and most pernicious root. How often have Mr Smith's reasonings in

favour of the freedom of trade been ridiculed as mcf(ti)/nj.sical and visionary' Nay, but a

lew years have elapsed, since this epithet (accompanied with the still more opprobrious

terms of Atheistical and Dcmocratieal) was applied to the argument tlien urged against

the morality and policy of the sla\ e-trade ; and, in general, to every speculation in which

any appeal was made to the beneficent arrangements of nature, or to the progressive im-

provement of ilie human race. Ab.surd as this language was, it could not, for a moment,

have obtained av.y currency with the multitude, bad there not been an obvioii.s eonnection

between tliesc liberal doctrines, and the well known habits of logical thinking, which so

eminently distinguished their authors and advocates. \Miatcver praise, therefore, may be

due to the fathers of the modern seicncc of political economy, belongs, at least in part (ac-

cording to the acknowledgment of their most decided adversaries), to those abstract sliulics

by wliicli they wore prepared for an analytical investigation of its lirst ami fundamental

principles.

Other connections and affinities between Political Kconomy ami tlic Philosophy of the

^ It f'liriiislu's no objection to tlie>e remark^, that sonic of our hc't trvMli^cs on (jiiosiions of political cctniomy

have proct'ctlcd IVoni men A\ho were strangers to iiiclaphy.sical it inou^h for my porpt^sc ii' n be

granted, that it was by habits of inetaphy^ieal thinking that the innul> of tlio^e authors we**i‘ roiiiico!, by wliom

jiolitical economy was first exalted to tlie dignity of a <v\vncc. 'bo a great projiortion e\ c n < i’ thr icanied, the

rules of a sound h)gie are best taught by examples, and wlier a pi*' else and 'well-del’nieil ]ihiM>eoh»gy i^ oneo

introduced, the sjieeulations of llie mo.st ordinary writers assuire an appearance (someiinies, it must be inMieil, a

very fallacious one) ot* depth and eonsi^leney.

rontenellc remarks, that a single gieat man is suflieient to accom]iVisli a change in the taste of hi- agt and

that tlie perspicuity and metliod for whieli l)«.‘seartes was indebted to In'* mnthomatieal re-carches, t iv success-

fully copied by many of his contemporaries who were ignorant of inalhematies. A similar obsi ri ition m dl be

found to apply, with still greater loree, to the i lodcls of iiictapliysieal anah sib and of h»g'e:il dneii-^'inn, exhibr-

ed in the political works of Ilume and of Smith.
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Human IVIind will present themselves afterwards. At present I purposely confine myself

to that which is most obvious and indisputable.

The influence of metaphysical studies may be also perceived in the philosophical spirit so

largely infused into the best historical compositions of the last century. This spirit has, in-

deed, been often perverted to pernicious purposes ; but who can doubt, that, on the whole,

both history and philosophy have gained infinitely by the alliance?

How far a similar alliance has been advantageous to our poetry, may be more reason-

ably questioned. l?ut on the most unfavourable supposition it mu.st be admitted, that the

number of poetical readers has thereby been greatly increased, and the jdcasures of ima-

gination jiroportionally communicated to a wider circle. The same remark may be extend-

ed to the study of philosophical criticism. If it has not contributed to the encouragement

of original genius in the fine arts, it has been followed by a much more beneficial rcsidt

in dilTusing a relish for the beautiful and the elegant ; not to mention its influence in cor-

recting and fixing the public taste, by the precision aud steadiness of the principles to which

it appeals.'

Another instance, still more important, of the practical influence of metaphysical .science,

is the im])rovcmcnt which, since the time of Locke, has become general in the conduct of

education, both private and public. In the former case, the fact is univcr.sally' acknow-
«

lodged. IJut even in our universities (notwithstanding the proverbial aversion of most of

them to everything which savours of innovation) what a change has been gradually accom-

plished since the beginning of the eighteenth century' The studies of Ontology, of

I’ncumatoJog}', and of Hialectics, have been supplanted by that of the Human v.Iind, con-

ducted w'ith more or less success, on the plan of Locke’s JEsaay; and. in a few scats of

learning, by the studies of Bacon’s hlcthod of Inquiry, of the l*rincii)lcs of riulosopliical

(’riticism, and of the Klemcnts of Political Lconomy. In all this an approach has been

made or attempted, to what Locke so earnestly recommended to parents, “ that their chil-

dren’s time should be spent in acquiring what may be useful to them when they come to be

men.” Many other circumstances, no doubt, have contributed their share in producing

this revolution; but what individual can be compared to Locke in giving the first impulse

to that spirit of reform by which it has been established ?

'

^ See some admirable remarks on this subjec t by Gray, in Ida comments on the lo of Plato, (ridition of Gray,

by Mathias.)

’ Under this hc.v.l of cducatic?:i may also be mentioned the practical improvements which, dur ing the course

of the last century, iiavc taken place in wdiat Lord Bacon calls (he Iradiiivc part of I allude here not only

to the new arrangements i’* the Lancastiiuu Schools, by which tlic dilfusioii of the art of reading among
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111 consequence of the operation of tlicsc causes, a sensible change has taken place in

the style of Knglish composition.' The miinbcr of idiomatical phrases has been abridg-

the poorer classes of the cornnuinity is so woTithTriilly facilitated and extended, hut to those adrniralilc elementary

works which have oju’ncd a ready and speedy access tr> the more recondite truths of ilu* «-everer sciences, flow

iniicli these have eonlnhuted to promote t!u |>r(»^ress of in.ilhematieal knowledge in France^ may he jud^ied (j

from an assertion of ('ondojcet, that two years spent under an able teaclier ihjw carry the ‘•tudent beyond the

conclusions vhieli lirnitetl the researches <if lailmitz and of Newton. The INsay.s lately puhli^hefl on this siih-

j('el by AT. Lacroix ( Kashis .v//;- I’ vn (n'//:rnf, rf a///- crhii dt s M(iiL> jn(iii(ptcs cn jfarticuher, Paris,

contain many valuable siirr^e^lioi . and, beside tlicir utility to tho-<e who are concerned in tlie task of in-

ti ueu'on, may justly be considered as an a(’ccssion to the Philo.«o]>br ol‘ the Human Mind.

' Si‘e soiiK* judicious reinarl.s on tills ubject in Mi Clodwin's In'ju'nrr, p. L^7L fu the ojiinion of this au-

thor, “ tlic Jai^di.sli lauj^ua^e is now wiitten with more grammatical propriety llian by the best of our ancestors ;

.and w ith a mvicli higher decree of cneiixy ‘i^d \ i”our. I’lic spirit of philoscjphy has infused itself into the struc-

tpie ol' onr sentence^'. ’

1 le nanarks farther, in kivour of the present style of Kn^li^h composition, “ tliat it at

once satisflt", the understanding and the ear." Tlic union of these two excellencies certainly constitutes tlic ])er-

Icction oi’ writiiif.;. doluison boa'ts, and with trutli, in the concluding paper of the Rmn^dir, that lie had

‘ added some thing to our language in tlie elegance ol‘ its coii.'>tri*ction, and ‘'Oiuelhing in the* harmony of its ca-

deiu'c but what a sacrifice did he make to tlic'^e objects^ of conciseness, of simplicity
, and of (wlial be has him-

a lf called) (u'nunir Anikin, i.wt To aceoinpllsh the same ends, without any sacrifice of tbt.^c higher merits, ha's

been one of tlu' ebiel'anu^ ol the most eimncnt among his successors.

an in .InmuMit of tlioug lit and . lueiJium ni seiiaiti/ic comiuiinication, the Lnglisli language appears to me.

in its present stall', to bc' fai siijierioi to llie i''i'*‘ncli. T^iderot, indeed (a v<^M'y high authority), has, with much

con.’idence, a^^cMti'd llu' contrary, and it is but fail to let him speak for himself: “ J' ajoulerois volontiers que

la m.ircbc diilac‘li<[iu* et regl» e .’i 1 i.pielle noire langue c^t a^sujetlie la rend plus pvopre aux science^
; tt cpie par

les tours el le- iinersion^ cjue le Giei*, le Latin, 1 Italieii, I Viigloi*., sc j)enucltt'nt, iTs langiies sont plus avan

tagcu'-cs jioiir Ic" lettres
;
Que nous pouvons iiiicux ipi' aiieiin autre j)ciq)lc fairc parlcr Tesprit : ct c|ue le bon

..en^ cIioiNiroit la laiigue Fraii(,oise ; mais quo rjiuagination et Ics pa.ssions donneroient la pri Arcnce aux lai-gues

auciennes et a cclles dc nos voi^iiis . (^hfil faut parler rianc,ois dans la societe et ilaiis le.-s t eolcs de Piu]o'iq)hie ;

cl Cb'cc, Latin, Anglois, dans les ehaues et .siir le The.'ilre: Que noire langue seroil colic' do la verile, '-i jamais

elle rovieiit sur la terro, el quo l.i (iioct|uo, la Latino, et Ics aulres scroiont les langucs dc la fable cl dii monsonge.

T.,c T''r.in(;ois csl fait jK>i'r iiistruiio, c olairer, et convaincTc*; Ic (Jrcc, le Latin, rilalion, IkVnglois, pour por^uailer,

c'lnouvoir. ot tromper
;
parlo/ Cireo, Latin, Ualien an pcuplc, mats parlcz idaiivois an s.igo.” (ClAa'/cs dc Ihdcro/,

'romo If. pj). 7L Amsterdam, 177~ )

'I'liese pecu’iar excellencies of the French language are ascribed, in [>nri, by Diderot, to the study of the Aris-

totelian Philosopli}’. p. 70 I do not w ell see what advaiKage Fraoee .sliould, in ihi.s respect, li.T\e en-

joyed over Knglaiui ; and since that philosopliy fell into disrepute*, it will scarcely be alleged that llio liabit'^ of

thinking cultlvalecl by Locke's disci})les lia\e been less favourable to a logical rigour of expression than those ot

any contemporary sect of French mctapliysicia is.

A later Frcncli w'litrr has, w itli far greater justice, acknowledged the important ser\ioes iciulcrcd to the 1 rorio.h

language by the? gentlemen of tlie Port iloyal Society. L’Lcole de Port Royal, foconde en penseiirs, illu^iiiO

par les ocrivains les plus purs, par les enidits les plus laboricu.x du siocle de lands XI\ . out dfja rondu p.irmi

nous nil assez grand service a la philosophic par cola seul (pi’ellc a puissament concoiirii a fixer notro laiigiio, a lui

dormer ec earactorc de precision, de elarto, d’exactitude, qui la rend si lavorablc aux ojKrat ions do I esprit

{llisf. CoinparcCf &c. Tome 11. p.

Mr Ciibbon also has remarked, how niucli the learned Society of Port Royal contributed to establish in France
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ed; and the language has assumed a form more systematic, precise, and luminous. The

transitions, too, in our best authors, have become more logical, and less dependent on fanci-

ful or verbal associations. If by these means our native tongue has been rendered more

unfit for some of the lighter species of writing, it has certainly gained immensely as an in-

strument of thought, and as a vehicle of knowledge. ]May I not also add, that the study of

it has been greatly facilitated to foreigners ; and that in proportion to its rejection of collo-

quial anomalies, more durable materials are supplied to the present generation for transmit-

ting their intellectual acquisitions to posterity?

But granting the truth of these reflections, it may still be asked, what is the amount of

the discoveries brought to light by the metaphysical speculations of the eighteenth cen-

tury? Or rather, where are the principles to be found, of which it can be justly said, that

they unite the suffrages, not of the whole, but even of the majority of our present philo-

sophers? The question has been lately put and urged, with no common ability, by a

foreign academician.

“ The diversity of doctrines (says ISI. de Bonald) has increased, from age to age, with

the number of masters, and with the progress of knowledge ;
and Europe, which at present

possesses libraries filled with philosophical works, and ivliich reckons almost as many

philosophers as writers; poor in the midst of so much riches, and uncertain with the aid of

all its guides, which road it should follow ; Europe, the centre and the focus of all the lights

of the world, has yet its philosophy only in expectation.” ^

In proof of this assertion, the author appeals to the Comparative History ofPhilosophi-

cal Systems relative to the Principles of Human Knowledge, by M. de Gcrando; and,

after a variety of acute strictures on the contradictory systems there described, sums up his

argument in the following words

:

“ Thus, the Comparative History of Philosophical Systems is nothing else than a

History of the Variations of philosophical schools, leaving no other impression upon the

reader than an insurmountable disgust at all philosophical researches ; and a demonstrat-

ed conviction of the impossibility of raising an edifice on a soil so void of consistency, and

so completely surrounded hy the mostfrightful precipices. About what then arc philoso-

phers agreed ? What single point have they placed beyond the reach of dispute ? Plato

and Aristotle inquired, nat is science ? What is knowledge ? And we, so many ages

a taste for just reasoning, simplicity of style, and philosophical method." The improvement in all tliese respects

of our English writers, during the same period, is, in my opinion, much more remarkable.
‘ liccherches rhilosophiques. &c. p. 2. Paris, 1818.
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after these fathers of philosophy ; we, so proud of the progress of human reason, still con-

tinue to repeat the same questions ; vainly pursuing the same phantoms which the Greeks

pursued two thousand years ago.”
‘

In reply to this bold attack on the evidence of the moral sciences, it may suffice to rccal

to our recollection the state of physical science not more than two centuries ago. The ar-

gument of M. dc Bonald against the former is, in fact, precisely ^he same with that ascrib-

ed by Xenophon to Socrates against those studies which have im*mortalizcd the names of

Boyle and Xewton ; and which, in uur own times, have revealed to us all the wonders of

the modern chemistry. Whatever contradictions, therefore, may yet exist in our metaphy-

sical doctrines (and of these contradictions many more than is commonly suspected will be

found to be merely verbal), why should we despair of the success of future ages in tracing

the laws of tbc intellectual world, which, though less obvious than those of the material

world, arc not less the natural and legitimate objects of human cariosity?

Nor is it at all wonderful that the beneficial cflfects of metaphysical habits of thinking

should have been at first perceived in political economy, and some other sciences to which,

on a superficial view, they may seem to have a very remote relation ; and that the rise of

the sap in the tree of knowledge should be indicated by the germs at the extremities of

the branches before any visible* change is discernible in the trunk. The sciences, whose

improvement during the last century has been generally acknowledged, are those which

arc most open to common observation ; while the changes which have taken place in the

state of metaphysics, have attracted the notice of the few alone who take a deep interest

in these abstract pursuits. The swelling of the buds, however, affords a sufficient proof

that the roots are sound, and encourages the hope that the growth of the trunk, though

more slow, will, in process of time, he equally conspicuous with tliat of the leaves and

blossoms.

' Rechcrches Philosophiqitc^, &c. pp. 58, 59-

On the other hand, may it not be asked, if the number of philosophical .systems be greater than th.at of the

sects which at present divide the Christian Church ? The allusion here itvade to Bossuct's celebrated Histmy

of ike Variaiiotis, shows plainly that the similarity of the two cases liad not been overlooked by the ingenious

writer ; and that the only effectual remedy whic li, in his opinion, car be applied to either, to subject once

more the reason, both of philosophers and of divines, to the paramount authority of an infallible guide. The

conclusion is such as might have been ex|)ectcd from a good Catholic
; but I trust that, in this country, it^ js

not likely to mislead many of my readers. Some remit conversions to Popery, however, which, in conse-

quence of views similar to tliose of M. de Bonald, have taken place among the philosophers of Germany, afJ'ord

a proof that, in the present political state of Europe, the danger of a temporary relapse into the su]>erbtition8 of

the Church of Rome, how slight soever, ouglit not to be regardetl ns altogether visionary. (See Lecturer on

fkc History of Liicraiure, by Frederick Schlegel, Vol. II. pp. (Jj, 8S, 89, 175, 1S7- English Translation,

Edinburgh.)

l\f T VI n f\
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I shall close this part of my Dissertation A\ith remarking, that the practical influence of

such speculations as those of Locke and of Bacon is to be traced only by comparing, on

a large scale, the state of the human mind at distant periods. Both those philosophers

appear to have been fully aware (and I know of no philosopher before them of whom

the same thing can be said), that the progressive improvement of the species is to be ex-

pected less from the culti^ of the reason inff potvei's, strictly so called, than from the pre-

vention, in early life, of those artificial impressions and associations, by means of which,

when once rivetted by habit, the strongest reason may be held in perpetual bondage. The.sc

impressions and associations may bo likened to the slender threads which fastened C^ullivoi

to the earth ; and they are to be overcome, not by a sudden exertion of intellectual force,

but by the gradual effect of good education, in breaking them asunder one by one. Since

the reviva}i»of letters, seconded by the invention of printing, and by the Protestant Kefor-

mation, this process has been incessantly going on, all over the Christian world ; but it is

chiefly in the course of the last century that the result has become visible to common ob-

servers. How many are the threads which, even in Catholic countries, have been broken

by the wrUings of Locke ! How many still remain to be broken, before the mind of man

can recover that moral liberty which, at some future period, it seems destined to enjoy '
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Note (A.) p. 10.

It (Ie<?erves to be remarked, as a ctrcumsiance ^rhich throws considerable light on the literary his-

tory of Scotland during the latter half of the eighteenth century, that, from time immemorial, a

continued intercourse had been kept up between Scotland and the Continent. To all who were

destined for the profession of law, an education either at a Dutch or French university was consi-

dered as almost essential. The case was nearly the same in the profession of physic^; and, even

among the Scottish clergy, I have convecsed, in my youth, with some old men who had studied

theology in Holland or in Germany. Of our smaller country gentlemen, resident on their owu
estates (an order of men which, from various causes, has now, alas ! totally vanished), there was

scarcely one who had not enjoyed the benefit of a university education ; and very few of those who *

could afford the expence of foreign travel, who had not visited France and Italy. Lord Monboddo

.somewhere mentions, to the honour of his father, that he sold part of his estate to enable bimsclt'

(his eldest son) to pursue his studies at the University of Groninguen. The constant influx of in-

formation and of liberality from abroad, which was thus kept up in Scotland in consequence of the

ancient habits and manners of the people, may help^lo account for the sudden burst of genius,

which lo a foreigner must seem to have sprung up in this country by a sort of enchantment, soon

after the rebelHoifof 1745. The great step tfien made was in the art of EngliSh composition. In

the mathematical sciences, where the graces of writing have no place, Scotland, in proportion to

the number of its inhabitants, was never, from the time of Neper, left behind by any country in

Jiurope ; nor ought it to be forgotten, that the philosophy of Newton was publicly taught by Da-

vid Gregory at Edinburgh and by his brother James Gregory at St Andrews, before it was able

to supplant the vortices of Descartes in that very university of which Newton was a member. ^

^ For this we have the authority of Whiaton, the inunciliatc nucceasor of Sir Iwc Newton in the Lucasian Proihaaorahip at Cam-

bridge ; and of Dr Reid, who waa a nephew of the ,twc» Grej;(»rvs. “ Mr Gregory bad already rauaefl several of hva scholata to keep

Acta, as we call them, upon several brmnehea of the Newtonian Philosophy ; while we at rainbridge, poor wretches^ were igooiuini-

onsly studying the detitious hypothesis of the Cartesiaiia. ( Whi^ion's jVrmoint of his owh lAfe^J

I have by mt" (snys Dr Reid) “ a Thesis printed at Kdw'.burgb, IGIM), by James Gregory, who was at that tune Prot'essor of

Philosophy at St Andrew’s, containing twenty-five positions ; ihc first three relating to logic, 'and the abuse of it in ihc Aristotelian

and Carteatan philosophy. The remaining twenty-two positions arc a 'oinpcrid of Newton’s Prittcipirz. I’liis Thcs'is^ as was the

custom at that time in tiie Scottish Universities, was to be JifeiulL-d in a public disputation, by the candidates, previous to their ukingf

thfir degree.’*—(Hutton'a Mitihcmaikal Dktmury—Supilrmctti by D. Uuid to the qrticle
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The case was similar in every other liberal pursuit^ where an ignorance of the delicacies of the

English tongue was not an insuperable bar to disUilctioii. Even in the sthdy of eloquence, as far

as it was attainable in their own vernacular idioms some of the, Scottish pleaders, about the era

when the two kingdoms were united, seem ambitiously, and not altogether unsuccessfully, to have

formed themselves upon models, which, in modern times, it has been commonly supposed to be

more safe to admire than to imitated Of the jirogrcss made in this part of the island in Metaphy-

sical ond Ethical Studies, at a period long prior to that which is commonly considered as the com-

mencement of our literary history, I shall afterwards have occasion to speak. At present, I shall

only observe, that it was in the Scottish universities that the philosophy of Locke, as well as that

of Newton, was first adopted as a branch of academical education.

Note (B.) p. 14.

Extract of a letter from M. Allamatid to Mr Gibbon. {Sec Gibbon's Afisccllancous Works.)

Vous ave2 sans doute raison de dire que les propositions 6videntes dont il s'agit, ne sont pas^

de simples id6es, mais des jugemens. Mais ayez aussi la complaisance de reconnoitre que M
Locke les alle^ant en exemple d'idees qui passent pour innees, et qui ne le sont pas selon lui, s'il

y a ici de.la mfiprise, e'est lui quTI fautxelever la-dcssus, et non pas moi, qui n'avois autre chose n

faire qu’Ci uefuter sa maniere de raisonner contre Tinnedte de ces idi^s ou jugemens lu. D'ailleurs,

Monsieur, vous remarqiierez, s'il vous plaii^ que dans cette dispute il s'agit en efiet, de suvoir si

certaines v^rites dvidentes et communes, et non pas seulemcnt certaines idees simples, sont innees

ou non. Ceux qui affirmeirt, ne donnent guere pour exemple d’idees simples qui le soyent, que

celles de Dieu^ de Tunite, et de rexistence; lesautres exemples sont pris dc propositions complete^,

que vous appellez jugemens.

Mais, dites vous, y aura-t-il done des jugem<^ns innds? Le jugement est il autre chose qu'un

acte de nos facult6s intellectuclles dans la comparaison des idees Le jugement sur les vrril^H

ewidentes, n’est il pas une simple vue de ces vfirites li, un simple coup d'oeil que Tesprit jette sin

elles? J'accorde tout cela. ‘ Et de grace, gu'eet ce qiC id6eP jVV^f te j)as vue, ou coup dVzV, ah'

vaaa vouUz? Ceux qui definissent Tid^e autrement, ne s'eloignciit-ils pas visiblemenUdu sens et

de rintention du nAt ? Dire que les idiSl^s sont les cspeccs des choses imprimees dins I'esprit, comme
rimage de Tobjet sensible est trac^e dans Tceil, n’est ce pas jargonner plutot que definir ? Or e’est

la faute, qu’orit fait toils les metaphysidens, et quoique M. Locke I’ait bien senile, il a mieux aime

se facher contre eux, et tirer contre les girouettes de la place, que s’appliquer a demfder ce galima-

tias. Que nVt-il dit, non seulement ii n’y a point d’idees inmSes dans le sens de ces Messieurs;

mais il fCj) a point dCidtca du tout dttfta ce sens Id; toute idle est un acte, une vue, un coujj d'^cril

de Vesprit. Oes-lors demander s’il y a des id^es inures, e’est demander s’il y a certaines verities si

6videntes ct si commutes que tout esprit non stupfde j^uisse naturellement, sans culture et sans

mattre, sans discussion, sans msonnement, les reconnoitre d’un coup d^oeil, et souvent mcme'sans

s'ipperqevoir qu?on jette cc OTUp d'ceil. L’affirmatite me paroit incontestable, et selon moi, la

question est vuidfie par la.

' ^ee a Hpleodid eulogium in the Latin tenguage, by Sir George Mackenzie, on the most diaiinguished pleaders of bis time at the

Scottish Bar. Every allowance being made for tlu fettering touches of a friendly hand, his portraits can scarcely be supposed not to

haw borne a sttong and charactetistical resemblance to the originals from which they were copied.
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“ Maintenant pranez garde, Monsieur,, que cette muii^re d'entendre I'afTaire, va au but des par-

tisans des id^es inn^es, tout comma Ja loir ; et par lajndme contredit M. Locke dans le sien. Car
pourquoi voudroit on qu’il jr a eu de$ iddes inodes ? Ce'st pour en opposer la certitude et I’evidence

au doute universal des sceptiques, qui est wind d’un seul coup, s’il y a des vdritds dont la vue soil

ndcessaire et naturelle k rhomme. Or vous sentez. Monsieur, que*je puis leur dire cela dans ma
I’aqon d'expliquer la chose, tout aussi bien que Ics partisans Ordihaires des idees inndes dans la

leur. £t Toil& ce que semble incomtnoder un peu M. Locke, qui, sansse declarer Pyrrhonien,
laisse apperqevoir un peu trop de foible pour le Pyrrhonisoie, et a beaucoup contribud a le nour-
rir dans ce siccle. A force de vouloir marquer les bornes de nos connoissances, ce qui etoit fort

necessaire, il a quelquefois tout mis en bornes.**

Not* (C.) p. 16 .

<* A DECISIVE proof of tilts is afibrded by the allusions to Locke's. doctrines in the dramatic

pieces then in possession of the French stage,** txc.

In a comedy of Destouches (entitled La Fdmse jigne»}f which must have been written long be-

fore the period in question,' the heroine, a lively and accomplished girl, supposed to be just arrived

from Paris at her father’s house in Poitou, is introduced as first assuming the appearance of imbecili-

ty, in order to get rid of a disagreeable lover ; and afterwards, as pleading her own cause in a mock
trial before an absurd olcj president and two provii^al ladies, to convince them that she is in reality

not out of her senses. In the course of her argument on this fulyect, she endeavours to astonish

her judges by an ironical display of her philosophical knowledge ; warning them of the extreme dif-

ficulty and nicety of the question upon which they are about to pronounce. Vous voulez ju^er

de moi ! muis, pour juger sainement, il faut une grande ^tendue de connoissance ; encore est il bien

douteux qu’il y en ait de certaines Avant donp que vous entrepreniez de^'prononcer sur mon
sujet, Je demande pr^alablement que vous examiniez avec mqi nos connoissances en general, les

degres de ces connoLssances, leur dtendue, leur rcalit<^
;
que nous convenions de ce que e’est que

la vuritc et si la vuritt^ se trouve effectlvement. Apres quoi nous traiterons des propositions uni-

verselles, des maximes, des propositions frlvoles, et de la foiblesse, ou de la solidity de nos lumicres

Quelque persoiines tiennent pour v^rit4, que I’homme n^it avec certains principes in-

nees, certaines notions primitives, certains caractibes que sontcomme graves ^ns son .esprit, des le

premier instant de son existence. Pour moi, j*ai longtemps examin6 ce sentiment, et jVntreprends

de le combattre, de le refuler, de I'aneantir, si vous avez la patience de rn'ccouter-** 1 have tran-

scribed but a part of this curious pleading ; but I presume more than enough to diow, tliat every

sentence, and almost every word of it, refers to Locke's doctrines. lAthe second and third sen-

tences, the titles of the principal chapters in the fourth hook of bis A^ssqy are exactly copied. It Was

impossible that such a scene should have produced the slightest comic effect, unless the book allud-

ed to had been in very general circulqtihn among the higher orders ; I might perhaps add, in much

^ Thw little piece wbc llret published in 1

7

three years after the author's death, which took place in 17^4 , in the seventy-

fourth year of his age. But we arc told by D^Alcinhert, that from the age of sixty, he had renounced- from senlimcnta of piety*,

all thoughts of writing for the stage. Elo^ dc J}e4touchrs.J This carries the date of 0II his dcamatic worhs, at least os far back

as 1740. As for Destouches’ own familiarity with the writings of Locke, it is easily accounted for by his residence in England

from 1717 to 1723, where he remained, for some time after the departure of Cardinal Dubois, as Charge Voltaire did

not visit England till 17 '^7 *
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more general circulation than it ever obtained among thi^ class of readers in England. At no pe-

riod, certainly, since it was first published (such is the Terence of national manners), could similar

allusions have been made to it, or to any other woric on so abstract a subject, with the slightest

hope of success on the London stage. ‘ And yet P'Alambert pronounces Foasse to he a,

piece, pleinc de mouvenuwt tt de

Noth (D.) p. 18...

“ DnscAKTKs asserted” (says a very zealous Lockist, M, de Voltairej,''** that the soul, at its com-

ing into the body, is informed with the whole series of metaphysical notions ; knowing God, in-

finite space, possessing aU abstract ideas ; in a word, completely endued with the most sublime

lights, which it unhappily forgets at its issuing from the womb.

With regard to myself” (contliioes the same writer.), 1 am as little inclined as Locke could

l)c, to fancy that, some weeks after I was conceived, I was a very learned soul ; knowing at tliat

time a thousand things which I forgot at my birth ; and possessing, when in the womb (though to

no manner of purpose), knowledge whidi I lost the instant I had occasion for it ; and which I have

never since been able to recover perfectly.”

—

Letters Concerning the English Nation. Letter 13.

Whatever infwenceSh may be deducible from some of Descartes’s expressions, or from the com-

ments on these expressions by some who assumed the title of Cartesians, I never can persuade my-

self, that the system of innate ideas, os conceived and adopted by him, was meant to give any sanc-

tion to tbc absurdities here treated' by Voltaire with such just contempt, in no part of Descartes .s

works, as far as lAave hee^ able to discover, is the slightest ground given for this extraordinary

account of his opinions. Nor Wfis Dea^cartes the first person who introduced tliis language.

Long before the date of his works, it was in commion use in England; and is to be found in a

Poem of Sir John Davis, published four years before Descartes was born. (See Sect. XXVI. of

The Immortaliti/ of the Souf.) The title Qjf this, section expressly asserts, That Merc are itinatc

ideas in the soul. *
.

'

In one of Descartes's letters, he enters into some explanations with respect to this p.'irt of his

philosophy, which he complains had been very grossly misunderstood or misrepresented. To the

follovving passage I have no doubt that Locke himself would have .subscribed. It strikes my.seir

as so Very remarkable, that, in order to attract to it the attention of my readers, I sliaJl submit

it to their conrideration in aip English translation.

When I said' that the idea ofGod is innate in us, I never meant more tlian this, that Natiiie

has endowed us with a faculty by wfiich we may know God ; but 1 have never either said or

thought, that such ideas had oca, actual existence, or even that they were species distinct from the

faculty of thinking. I will even go farther, and assert that nobody has kept at a greater distance

than myself from all this trash of scholastic entiUef, insomuch that I could not help smiling when
1 read the numarotts arguments which Regius has so' industriously collected to show that infants

.. have no actual knoivledge ^God while they .remain tn t^e womb. Although the idea of God is

* ^^mprinted on our minds, mat.every person baa-witbih himself the faculty of knowiog him, it does

jidt follow that there may not'have. been various individuals who have passed through life without

ever making this idea a disthiet object of apprehension ; and, in truth, they who think they have

an ideaofa plurality'of Gods, have no idea of God whatsoever.” (Cartesii, Epist. Pars I. Epist. xeix.)

After reading this passage from Descartes, may I request of my readers to look hack to the ex-

tracts in the beginning of this note, from Voltaire’s letters ? A remark of Montesnuieu, occasioned
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bjr some stricturesJiazai^ed by this lively but very superficUl philosopher on the Spirit of 1*

more peculiarly applicable to him he vwtnfes to pronounce judgment on metaphysical wri-

ters: “ Quant i Voltaire, il a £rop d’espntpovr vCenttndre; tous les livres qu’il lit, il les £ut, apres

quoi il approuve ou critique ce qu'il a fait/’ l(Lettre d JIf. VAhbe de Guaaco.) The remark is ap-

plicable to other critics as well as to Voltaire.

The prevailing mbapprehensions with respect to this, and some other principles of the Cartesian

metaphysics, can only be accounted fur by supposing, that the opinions of Descartes have been

more frequently judged of from the glosses of bis followers, than from his own works. It seems to

have never been sufficiently known to his adversaries, either in France or in Fngland, that, after

his philosophy had become fashionable in Holland, a number of Dutch divines, whose opinions

differed very widely from his, found it convenient to shelter their owft errors under his established

name ; and that some of thetn went so far as to avail themselves of bis antbority in propagating

tenets directly opposite to bis declared sentiments. Hence a distinction of the Carteaiaiu into the

genuine and the psevdo-Cartesians ; and hence an inconsistency in their representations of -the me-

taphysical ideas of their master, wldcb can only be cleared up by a reference (seldom thought of)

to his own very concise and perspicuous text, ^f^abneii Bib. Gr. lib. iii. cap. vi. p. 1S3. Hetnecc-

El. Hist. Phil. § cx.)

Many of the objections commonly urged against the innate ideas of Descartes are much more ap-

plicable to the innate ideas of Leibnitz, whose language concerning them is infinitely more hypothe-

tical and unphilosophical ; and sometimes approaches nearly to the enthusiastic theology of Plato and

of Cudworth. Nothing in the works of Descartes bears any resemblance, in |>oint of extravagance,

to what follows : “ Pulcherrima multa sunt Platonis dogmata esse in^divina mente mun-

dum intelligibilem, quern ego quoque vocare soleo regionem idearum ; objectum sapientiK esse ri

o,T», substantias nempe simpliees, quse a me monades appellantur, et semel existentes semper

perstant, -ireirfa, 'trii id est Dcum et Animas, et harum poUssimas mentes, producta a

Deo simulacra divinitatis Porro qutevis mens, ut recte Plotinus, qnendam in se mundum

intelligibilem continet, imo mea seiitentia et liunc ipsum sensibilem sibi repnesentat Sunt

in nobis semina eorum, quae diacimus, ideae nempe, et quae inde nasciintur, aeternie veritates

l.oiige ergo praeferendae sunt Platonis notities laaato, quas reminiscent^ nomine velavit, tabulae

rasic Aristotelis et Lockii, aliorumque recentiorom, qui {dtUosophantur.” (Leib. Opera,

Tom. II. p. 223.)

Wild and visionary, however, as the foregoing proporitions are, if the names of 'G’fKSsendi and of

Hobbes had been substituted instead of those of Aristotle and of Lock^ I should ^ve been dis-

posed to subscribe implicitly to the judgment pronounced in ffie.concluding The meta-

physics of Plato, along with a considerable alloy of poetical fiction, has at tibe merit of con-

taining a large admixtove of important and of ennobling truth ; whllO that Of Gassendi and of

Hobbes, beside iU* inconsistency with facts attested, evory moment, by oor own consciousness,

tends directly to level the rational faculties of man with the.inatipcts of the brutes.
^

In the Acta Eruditorum. for the yeaf Leibnitz dbsdtves, that ** in the case of things which

we have never thought of, the innate, ideas in our uunds may be compared to the fi^re of Her-

cules in a block of marble.” This seems to me to prove, that the difference between him and

Locke was rather in appearance than in reality ; and that, although he caUed thbse ideas

which Locke was at pains to trace to sensation or to reflection, he would have readily granted, that

our first knowledge of their existence was coeval with the first impressions made on our senses by

external objects. That this was also the opinion of Descartes is still more evident ; notwithstand-

ing the ludicrous point of view in which Voltaire has attempted to exhibit this part of his system.
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* f

Note (E.yp. {9.
* t H 'V

Me Locks seems to have ccmsidersiS ^is use of i]i»Wbrd r^UUion as peculiar to blMAdfli but it

is perfectly analogous Co tbe xinwrtt; xvioMaa of tkfe Greek philosophers, and to varioifs kqffe^idons

which occur in the works of John Snutib of Cattifarhljge, and Dr Cudwortb. We find It in a

Poem o» tie Ifmortality of the Soul, by Sir John Davis, Attomey^-General to Queoa Efinaheth.

and probably it is to be met with in English publications of a still earlier date.

it K- \

A)1 thiiigt without which round about we seo^
^

v

seek to kn^w^ and have wbitowith to do

;

But that wheMby we reason, be,

Witfaiu oundm we atnmgers are tfaento.

li it because the wiind is like the eye.

Thro* wbioh U gathers knowledge by degrees

;

MTbose rays reflect noti but spread outwardly

;

Not seeing itadf, when other things U sees?

No, dnubUesB ; ibe the mind can backward east

Upon herself her understanding light

;

Bat she is so eotrupt, and so defac’d.

At her awn hnage doth herself affiigfat.

«

As la the fidile ofthe JLady fisir.

Which Ibr her hlii Wdatam^ itrtcru cow t

When thirsty, to uatnam she did repair.

And saw herself iiansfoan’d, she wist not how :

At firit she *tar|t}es, then she Stands amsaM ;

At last with tenor she from henoe doth iy,

^ And loathes the wat^ g^s wherein she

And Bhimb for thmt she dleur

For efen at first r^yluctio^^e espies

finch strange bhimeras, and such monsters there

;

fiuch toy% suCtj^tetaoif and such TUnitfies,

As she TS^SfS nod brinks fi» sbsme had fear.

I have 4|Uoted these verses, dbififly;.^iOBU5e I thiali!: it »4t ipiprobable that they may have suggest*

ed to QxBf the following very happy ^4^usioii in fiis iEiof De JPrim^in Cogiimdi :

Qufdia Hamadxjfadum quondam si Ibf^ sorbrum

IHw, noroB peragt^ns saltUa, el jifi^Mrril a

i In vhidi iuadet yjqlcdll^are ’iipa

fosAspiiia^uies, ct o|iadfiaftfidaniah;ta)i

ISNirn gmubSKin latines spcculi da maigine pendat,

ifyJkmi dnhham venienti oecurrere Nympham

Mbu ebsdstti, quoB ipsa, artus, eadem ora gereatem

Unk iafpres gradns, una succedero sylvw

^ Aspicit allndcu'^ ; sSSeque agnosdt in ondiat

Sic seniu intemo return simulacra tuarom
^

Hens Giet, et proprios observat consoa vultus.
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TwcliieIi*ak||Aptlit*|l> lilmih <l»>i>V UiwniiiMiiiie,mn tj'Bimd
d^wieltmif 0i&» fimMtiHi ; ttec, B* ])»; aid

&» itt.liCNi|iie ((4Mimii£r «f a tHnutint Natttf* Men). Of Aeie four

wri|fli% ^ whose (4)|4ielittiis to atMr at all rmn&glbtnd in 4he

leKRl^#aicl4j tn^i tBnAkrtlon, StilIK||||i^ h (I apeak of Mm liere Binrdy

aa a deparUH«nita offta^^'ldftttoerits are universally admitted) to

the paHScakr iiatkPw^llUMdL has cendtawttded to toim o^lUm» in the Notes iacoiiNinited

the later adltiodf Tpi esfy these Notes wmthy of pre>

serva^siB, isW ralmv^y fimldiit ofIUn^IIm ooturtei^, in maniigiitg a oootro*

versy carried on, u^mit^the oUdjiSfBo^ so1|Sbc^^|S0pt!ouaaess and asperity^ An Irl^ Bidbop, in

a letter on tills aid^eotto Ifr^ t|olh|^ux, wilted liras: ** 1 read Mr Locke's letter to the Biriiop

of WoBoester withr great aat|^|li^(l4i'aad am iriudly ofyonr c^onion* that be has finrly IMd the

great bishop '’on his back, bat lit B lilitli to much gtotleness, aa Ifbe afraid notonly of hurting

him, but even of i|poniag br tiNllfl||!li»g bis clothes.'*

'

The work of Lee is ,es^lle4 ^JMHirM^tieunkt m* Kotos upon each Cluster of Mr Lodee's £»~

uiy coruternt^ Htmum vrafersmifdMi|v '*1^ *» mtplanadon dH the puticalara of iHiich he treats,

and in the same order. i^iotoy jLee,'B. D. formeilyPeHbw eCBnduiael College in Cambridge,

now Rector of Tichmarsh in Korthamplonshire. Lfstdon* tTCHS, in tolia.

The strictures of this author, whleb ale often aOnte and sometimes just, are mariced throughout

with a fairness and candour rarely to be met withM controvenial writerB. It #111 appear remark*

able to modern critics that he lays partiOalal otrem upon the dharma of Lodce'a style^among the

other excellencies whkh had oonspllred'to retotooftlld tds woirk to pnhKe fttvour. *< The celebrat-

ed author of the Alssayr «a £t«ma» UnderHaniing fans ell the advantagee detirabiB to recommend

it to the inqdisttiTe genioai^ this age , aa avowed preteno* to new metitods ofdiscovering truth and

improving learning ; an unusual coherence ia the several parts mthn adheme ; a singular dearness

in hit reosoMUgs ; and aoeee afft^^Atimd doganey of style » an nnafi'ccted beauty in his expres-

sions ; a just proportion and tunl||Pp cadettob bi’aSibIs periods." (See the Efiuk Dedb^ory )

Fob the information of sdtoa of ntf xeadnrs, B' atay^ |»Qper to diserv^ HMt the word in/lu\

rsme to be employed to dmiotelde aotwa Ofbody MmI soul on each otfaer^'lil'olineqaence of a pre-

vailmg theory which suiipQsed that tiiis aetkm wswettnled cm by someBd||||^taibrmediate (whether

material or immaterial was not positirely dedded),/tow^ i^m t|to ona enbetance t#the other. It

is in this sense that the word fa undurst^hy Leibnito, wlien Man insurmountetda cbjec-

iion to the ibeory ofd|^, tbsft ** it is ^opomifale toetM^OiNmdoUBar mptetial particles or immaterial

qualities to ptos from body to ntiod, cy from miod to body."

Instead of tbe term influx, of 'd0ltsMpe came gradmtly to be substituted Igr our English
*

I Of this pnidB, irlM vss • PWit ingndsiM aaS origiul tfaiskw, 1 ibaD hsvsMCMfioB sdcumuOs to iptak.

DUS, 1. PABT 11.
' EC*

V
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writer^; but the two words were origioally sj^nonymausi uttd were used IfidiscriitilQately as late as

the time of Sir Mat^jj^w Hale. (See his Primitive Or^giitatum of ManleinAi) ,

In. Johnson's IHctionary, the primitive and radic^ xneaeiog Assigned to the word t^ufnce (which

he considers as of French extractionXis^ the power of the odesiial aspects operating upon terres-

trial bodies and affairs and in the JBi^^h^dia of Chambers* it is defined to be a qualitj sup-

posed to fow from the bodies of the stW|!^ either with their heat or light, to which astrologers

vainly attribute .all the events which happen on the earth.” To this astrological use of thf%ord
JVfilton had plainly a reference in that fioe^expression of his L'Aliegro,

“ Store of ledie* wlwee bright rye* ' '
, ’

^
Jtain ^

It is a circumstance worthy- of notice* that a wtH’d thus originating in the dreams of astrologers

and schoolmen, should now, in our language, be appropriated almost exclusively to politics.

“ Thus” (says Blackstone) “ are the electors of one branch of the legislature secured from any undue

influence from either of the other two, and froth all external violence and compulsion; but the great-

est danger is that in which themselves co-operate by the infamous practice of bribery and corrup-

tion.” And again* “ The crown has gradually and imperceptibly gained almost as much in injluence

as it has lost in prerogative.*^

In all these cases, there will be found at bottom one common idea, the existence of some secret

and mysterious connection between two things, of which connection it is conceived to be impossible

or unwise to trace what Bacon calls the latena processus.

Not® (H.) p. 43.
‘

jIfter these quotations from Locke, added to those which 1 have already produced from the same

work, the reader may' judge of the inijustice done to him by Leibnitz* in the first sewtence of his

correspondence with Clarke.

“ II sembJe quo la religion naturelle m^'me s'afiuiblit extrdmement. Plusieurs font les mnes cor|>o-

relles ; d'autres font Dieu lui-ra£me corporel.

M. Locke et sea sectateiu's, doub^'sn moins, 8i .lea.ames ne sont'mat^rielles, et naturellcraent

perissables.” .
^

'T)r Clarke, % his reply to thiad>ar;i^, admits that “ some parts of Locke's writings may justly be

suspected as intimating his doubts'Wbetbei:. the soul be immaterial or no, but herein (he odds) he

has been followed only bysome Midierialists, enemies of the mathematical principles of philosophy;

and who approve little or nothing in Mr Locke’s writings, but his errors.”

To those have studied with care the whole writings of Locke, the errors here alluded to will

appear in a very venial light .when compar^ with the general spirit of his philosophy. Nor can I

forbear to rematw Iqrtber on this occasion, that supposing Locke’s doubts concerning the immateri-

ality of the isoul to^ibaye Be '^s real as Clarke seemS'tp. have suspected, this very circumstance would

oi^J^reflect the gMater lustre on the sound ness ofhis logical views concerning the proper method of

stodylng the mind ;—in the ^rosgcujLion of which study, he has adhered much more systematically

* The explanaijoir of l^e -word DicHottary of the French Academy, accords perfectly with lha tenor of the

abQV0 remarltB. Ver^g aaivant les Astrologucs, dccvule dcs astrcB inr lei corps sublunairei.'*
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than either Deseaf^ Or tjelbnitz, to the exercises of re/foctobv, e* the sole medraM for ascertaining

the interna] pbenottiena; desertbingi #t'ihd«ame 't1me,Hihese phenomena in tbe simplest and most
rigorous terms wbicb «br iaiigt^e aSb^s,' and avol^ibg, in a far greater degree than any of his

predecessors*, adjr at^inpt to them bf analogies borrowed from tbe ^reeptions of the ex-
ternal sensea , "W

'

I before observed, tliat Leibnitz greatl/ underrated Locke asa metaphysician. It is witli regret

IhiPenow to mention, that Locke has by no means done jitstice tb the splendid talents and match-
less erudition of Leibnitz. Iti a letter to his friend Mr, Molyneux, dated in 1697, he expresses him-
self thus: « I see you and X agree pretty well concerning Mr Leibnitz ; and this sort of fiddling
makes me hardly avoid thinking, that he is not that very great man as has been talked of him.'” And
in another letter, written in the same yfci*;|b tbe same correspondent, after referring to one of
Leibnitz’s Memoirs in tbe .defa £mhVorum (De pnmm Philosophise Emendalione), he adds, “ From
whence I only draw this inference, that even great parts will not master any subject without great
thinking, and that even the largest minds have but narrow swallows.'”

I^et me add, that in my qdptations from English writers, I adbene scrupulously to their own
jihrascology, in order to bring under the eye of my readers, specimens of English composition at
different periods of our history. I must request their attention to this circunristance, as some
expressions in tlie former part of ftiis dissertation, which have been censured as Scotticisms, occur
in Extracts from authors who, in all probability, never visited thb side of the Tweed.

Nota? (I.) p. 51.

Aftkk studying, with all possible diligence, what Leibnitz has said of his monads in different parts

of his works, 1 find myself quite incompetent'to annex any precise idea to the word as he lias em-
ployed it. I shall, therefore, aim at nothing more in this note, but to collect, into as small a com-
pass as I caff, some of his most intelligible attempts to explain its meaning.

A substance is a thing capable of action. It is simple or compounded. A simple substance is

that which has no parts. A compound substance is an aggregate of simple substances or of monads.
“ Com])ounded substances, or bodies, are multitudes. Simple substanqps, lives, souls, spirits, are

units.* Such simple substances must exist every where ; for without simple .substances there could

be no compounded ones, .ddl nature therefore is full of life.” (Tom. II. p. 32.)

‘^Monads, having no parts, neither extended, figured, nor divbible. They are the real

atoms of nature, or, in other words, the eicmehts of things.” (Tom. II. p. 20.)

(It must not, however, be imagined, that the monads of Leibnitz liave any tesemblance to what
are commonly called atoms by philosophers. On the contrary,- he says expci^^y, that monads are

not atoms of rtialter, but atoms of substances ;—real units, which are the first principles in the com-
position of things, and the last elements in the analysis df sub&tancesj;<^of which principles or

elements, what we call bodies are only (^e pAcnome7Mi.”)~{T9m. II. pp. S3. 325.)

In another passage we are told, that a monad is not a material but' aformal atom, It being im-

possible for a thing to be at once materlklt qnd possessed of a real unity and indivisibility. It is ne-

cessary, therefore” (says Leibnitz), “ to revive the obsolete doctrine of aubstantiai forms (the es-

9 ^

‘ ** lies substances simplssy^les vies, less ames., Ics esiirits, sont cles uDXtH.*'
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senoe of wilieh c<MMidte in j^r(»t),v4Mp8rattng it, iioweTtf, ftom the vai^fliS0 dbuaM to which it i»

IWjle.’’—(/iid. p. BO.)

« monad is a living foinrMv i^resrattog the univeme, aoeaeding Ui iU particalar point of

view, and solgect to as regular lawa<ah the oniversa itself.'”

£veiy monad, with a particular body,* makes a living substance.”

<< The knowledge of every soul (aMe>*sgirtends to infinity, and to all things; but Utis knowledge

Is confused, "ihi a person walking on^be margin of the tea, anddistming td its roar, heae||tfae

noise of etidh individual ware of which the whole noise is made n]^ hut withotfit being able to dis>

Unguistk one sound from another, in like manner, onr coi^used ||keceptions are the result of the

impressidns made upon us hy the whole univecse. The caae’ (idk odds) is the same with each

monad.”

As for theit^oeable soqI or mind (tespr^), there is something in it more than in*the monadt,

or even then in those souls which are simple. It is not only a mirror of the universe of created

things, hut an image of the Deity. Such minds are capable of reflected aetli, and of conceiving

what is meant by the words /, saAstanm, monad, sotd, mind,' in a word, of conceiving things and

truths unconnected with matter ; and it is this which renders us capable of science and of demon-

strative reasoning,

** What becomes these owls or forma, on the death of the animal? There is no alternative

(replies l^eibnitn) but to condode, that not only the soul is preserved, but that the animal also with

its organical machine continues to exist, although the destruction of its grosser parts has reduced it

to a smallness as invisible to our eyes as it was before the moment of conception. Thus neither ani-

mals nor souls perish at death ; nor is there such a thing as death, if that word be understood with

rigorous and metaphysical accuracy. The soul never quits completely the body with which it is

united, nor does it pass from one body into another with which it had no connection before , a me-

tamorphosis takes place, but there is no metempsychosis.""—(Tom. II. pp.*hl, 52.)

On this ‘part of the Leibnitaian system, D'’Alembert remarks, that it proves nothing more than

that the author had perceived better than any of bis predecessors, the impossibility of forming a

distinct idea of the rndmiiof matter', a subject, however (D’Alembert adds), on which the theory

of the monads does itot seem calculated to throw much light. I would rather say (without altoge-

ther denying the justness 'of D'Alembert’s criticism), that this theory took its rise from the author's

vain desire to expj^in the nature ofJnrtesi in consequence of which 1^ sufTers himself perpetually

to be led astray from these sent^de effects whiidi are exclusively the proper objects of physics,^to
conjectures ccmcerning their effieUaM; oasues, which are altogether placed beyond the reach of our

research.

lb

Nora (K.) p. 55.

The metaph^s/kat arguing advanced by the LeilMiitaiaiM in proof of law ofcontinuity has

Wpver apppiwed to W6 toV J^fisetory. “ If a body at rert (it has been said) begins, jper saltum,

to with any finite vekaaty, then this body ^st be at the same indivisible instant in two dil-

fhrealt llates, that of rest and of notion, w^ich is impossible.” ^

^ Si iTikiltsw Boioovicb, speiftiihg of the Law of CoQtxnufly in the CoHivioix of Bodies) ante cootaotum subse.

corfNKiks ^poificies antecfldens habuit 12 gradui velootatis, et seqaAnti 9, Mdtu facto momentaiieo ipso inuio coniactui ; m
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As this reuoDtoj^ tjba^gli it relates^to a physical fmtf i> itself srhoUj of a meiaphyaical nature,

and as Uie infereaice deduced from U has been generalieed into a law, supposed to extend to all

the various braivdies <if hiwtfR ^g|QWled|{e, it is not altogether foreign to our present subject briefly

to cooMder how far4t Is demonstratively oonchisive, in this simplest of all its possible applications

On the above argument, tben, I would remark, 1. That the ideas both of rat and of nofsbn, as

well as the more general i<i^o conveyed by the word date, all of them necessarily involve the idea of

time or duratiemi and, eonsequently, a body emwot be said to be in a state eitbgr of rest or of mo-

tion, at an indivuibte instant. Whether the body be sM(^posed (as in the case of motion) to change

its place from one instant to another; or to Oewt^ae {as in that of rest) for an instant in the same

place, the idea of some finite portion of time wilt, on the sU^^t reflection^ be found to enter as an

essential element into our conce^ptioos of flbe {diysical fact.

2. Although it certainly npuld imply ja easutradiction to suppose a body to be in two different

states at the same instant, these does not appear to be any inconsistency in asserting that an indivi-

sible instant may form the limit between a state of rest and a state of motion. Suppose one half of

this page to be painted white, yod the other black, it might, I apiu'^end, be saii^witb the most ri-

gorous propriety, that the transition froqi the one colour to the other was made per sa/fioa,’ nor do

I think it would be regarded as a valid objection to this phraseology, to represent it as one of its

implied consequences, that the matheadlitical line which forms their common limit, must at once be

both black and white. It seems to me quite impossible to elude the force of this reasoning, without

having recourse to the existence of something intermediate between rest and mofion, which does not

partake of tite nature of either.

Is it conceivable that a body can exist in any state which does not fall under one or other of the

two {wedicaraents, rest or motion ? If this question should be answered in the negative, will it not

lullow that the transition from one of these states to the ether must, of necessity, be madeper saltum,

and must consequently viiflate the supposed law of continuity ^ Indeed, if such a law existed, how

could a body at rest begin to move, or a body in motion come to a state of rest ?

But farther, when it is said that it is impossible for a body to’have its state changed from mo-

tion to rest, or from rest to motion, without passing through all the intermediate degrees of velocity,'’’

what are we to understand by the intermediate degrees of velocity between rest and motion ^ Is not

etcTy velocity, bow small soever, a^nite velo^y; and does it not differ as essentially fromm state

of rest, as the velocity of light?

..I ,, I.., , ,.,.

It is observed by Mr I^ayfair (S'ecoitd l^issertaiion^ Fa8t I. p. 70), that Galileo was the first who
maintained the existence of the law of continuity, and who made use of it as a principle in his rea-

sonings on the phenomena of motion. Mr Playfair, boiyever, with fab usufd discrimination and cor-

rectness, ranks this among the mechanical discoveries of Galileo. Indeed, it does not appear that it

was at all regarded by Galileo (as it avowedly was by {.eibnita) in the light of a metaphysical

\
ipio moinent9 e* tvmpora dirimento debonfient h*bm ct 12 et B Bimtdi ept Abmudun. Biihm d&im vcloctSMot rimul liaberr

corpus non potest.***^ Tftcoria Phtl, JVaf,

BofMrovich, bowevei, it is to bo observ«d« of the Imw of Cpbtxnuity in iht phenomena of Motion alone (§ 143),

and rejects ic altogether in things co-existent nttth eb^ other 142). In pther casefi, he eays, Nature doee not observe the Xuaw of

Continuity wrth mathemattoel accumcj, but oolydtfbck ii g by whicb dxpsession he seeme to tuefUi> that, where she is gUilt^ of a

saltM^ she alme at making it as moderate as possible. The expression is certainly defiaent in metaphysical precision ; but H is noL

unworthy 0f ntten^on, inssmuch ms it alibnis a moof, that Boseovich did not (with the Leibmtzians) eoaceire NatUiS^ St the

of Nature, as obeying an irreatttible nccessily in observing cr dot observing the Law of Continuity.
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and necessary /aw, which could not by any possibility Ue.yi^ated in any;.<tf tlie fAenomenn of mo-

tioni . it'was probably first suggested to him by t|ie diagram which he employed to demonslraUf

or fatbfr to illustrate^ the uniformly accelerated motion of falling^odjes;^ wnd the numberless and

bmutiful exemplifications of the same.law wliich occur' in pure g'eome/ry.^sufficiently account for

the disposition which so many Mathematicians have shown to extend it to all those -branches of

physics which admit of a mathematical consideration.

ISIy late ilIus|^||^U8 friend, who, to hk many other great and amiable qualities, added the most

perfect fairness and candour in his inquiries after truth, has, in the posthumous fragment wiiich bat

already appeared in this *SM;;p/men(, expressed himafelf with considerably .greater scepticism con-

cerning”the law of continuity,,than‘ in his Outlines of Natural PkUoaophsf. In that work he pro-

nounced the metaphysfcal- /argument, employed by Leibnitz to prove its necessity, “ to be conclu-

sive.” -(Sect. VI. § $9^ b,} tn the second part of nis Dissertation .{p. 34-), he writes thus on the

same subject;

“ Leibnitz cousidered this' principle as known a priori, because, if any sahus were to take place,

that is, if any chjj^ge were to happen without the intervention of time, the thing changed must be

in two.difibrent conditions at the same individual instant, which is obviously impossible. Wliethcr

this* reasoning be quite satisfactory or no, the conformity of the law to the facts generally obierved

cannot but entitle it to gr^at atitbority in judging of the 'Ifeplanations and theories of natural phe-

nomena.”

The phrase. Law of Contimii^, occurs' repeatedly in the course of the correspondence between

Leibnitz and John Bernouilli, and appears to have been first used by Leibnitz himself. The fol-

lowing passage contains some interesting
,
particulars concerning the history of tliis law : Len

Continuitalis, cum usqqe adeo sit ration! et naturs consentapea, et usum habeat tarn late patentem,

ihirum tamenest earn a neraine (quantum reenrder) antea adbibitam fuisse. Mentionem ejus ali-

quam ffeceram oHm in Novellis Belpublicie Literarise (Julllet 1687, p. 744), occasionc collatiun-

culs cum Malebranchio, qui ideb meis considerationibiis persuasus, suam de legibiis motus in In-

quisitiOne Veritatis expttsitam doctrinam postea mutavit; quod brevi libello edito testatus cst, in

quo ii^enue occastonem niutationis ex^nit. Sed lamen paullo prouiptior, quam par erat, fuit in

xtovif- Icgibus consUlu^dk in eodem'Ubi^b, antequaUf mecum commiinicasset ; nec tantum in veri-

t^tetn, sed etiam in ilfom. i^am Lejj^m Continuitalis, etsi minus aperte, deniio tamen impegit

;

t^od nolui viro oprimoi jol^ioUFe, lia existimationi detraliere velle.

—

Eyist. Leibnit. ad

Job. BemouiHi, 1^7. ' ’

-.v,
- -

From pae of John BernotuiiliV lett^s to Leibnitz, it would appear that be had himself a con-

viction truth of this law, before be Imd any communication with Leibnitz upon the subject.

' “ Placet tuum, H^terium pro examinan.dis regulis niotuuito, quod .legem continuitalis vocas; cst

enim per se ev&Aj^^^et velut a natura nobis ioditnm, quod evanescente inwqualitate hypothesium,

c^anescere quoquedli^ant i^qualitates evei|tautti..V Hinc multoties non satis mirari potui, qui

. 'lA ilJ . J. ..1^
I,

|| ^ ,/*n. 11 . Ill I ' I. I I I f l

^
11^^

-- I 1 _ , — I

* 4^ia|K!att» sCiiaM, fi«Mi ks cotMipon^ee with Metiennc, to have been much pniszled with Oalileo’s leeeoninge concerning the

aeii^tliUffUilog ho4^'; slid in ttl]ud||)>g 'iMi ^tffVrent occasions, expressed himself with an indecision and incoiibistency of

irbich few Itts^pees de^ ts bis works. (Vide CartCAii JBpiai. Pars II. Epist. xxxiv. %xxr* xxxvii. sci.) II is doubts on this point

wUl appear less surpr^tog. If conspired wUh a passage in the article M6chaHique in D^Alemberfs EUmeni de Pfulosephie, “ Tout

Iss philosoplita pafol8S6it<r:.6apriFftik qtie la vitesse av^laquelle Ics co?^ qui tomhent eommeocent d se mouvoir est ahsolumcBi

aHlkUMte. &«). (See hii Tom; IV. p. 21S, 220.)
"
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fieri potuerit, ut twn iiiot»n|p’ua|[( tain absonas, et maoifeste inter se pagnantes regulas escepta

irsola prima, potuerit con^re Cxrteaiae,. vtr aliaa sumoii higenii. Mihi videtor vel ab infante falsi-

tatem illarum pii^ari posse, isai^ttod uij%iie' saltus’ ilia;' naturae adeo iiiimicus, manifeste niaiis elu-

cei.” {Epint. BerfindiU! ad Lcdb; Ifidfi. Vide LeiboHtzii et Jo. Beritoiiilli Canim. Epitt. S vols.

4to, Lausannae et Genevse, f745.) .

..ly.
t 'tir. ••

Note (L.) p,,^V
s'! ^ A' »* ' i'

'
• ^

Mats il restoit encore la plus grande question^ de ce que cafti ames ou ces formes deviennent par

la morL ile ranimal^ ou par la desitruction de Findividu de la substance organist. Et c^'est ce qui

embarrasse le plus ; d'autant qo'il paroit pett^Misotinable que les fimes reitslit inutilement dans un

chaos de maticre confuse. Cela m^a iait juger enfin qu^il uy avoit qu'un seul parti raisonnable Ti

prendre ; et c'^cst celui de la conservation non seulement de F^me, mais encore de Fanimal meme,
et de la machine organique; quoiq^ la destruction des parties grosst^res Fait redbitaune petitesse

qui nVchappe pas moins at nos setts que cellc ou U etoit avant quede ilSdtre. (Leib. Op. Tom. II.

p. 51.)

.... Des personnes fort exactes aux exp^-riences se sont deja aper9ues de n6tre tems,^ qu'on pent

douter, si jamais un animal'tout a fait nouveau est produit, et si les animaux tout en vienc sont de-

ja cn petit avant la conception dans les semeiices aussi bien que les plantes. Cette doctrine etant

posec, il sera raisonnable de juger, que cc qui ne commence pas de vivre ne cesse pas de vivre non

plus ; et quo hi niort, commela generation^ n^’esf que lu transformation du m£me animal qui est

tantot augmenti% et tant6t diminu^. (/Aid. pp. 42, 43.)

. . . . Et puisqu^ ainst il uy a point de premiere naissance ni de g^n^ratio^ entierejoaent nouvelle

de Tanimal, il s^'ensuit qu^'i! n^y en aura point d^xtinclion finale, ni de mort entiere prise a la ri-

gueur mrtaphysique ; et que, par consequent, au lieu de la trattsmigration des ames, il n'’y a qu'une

transformation ifun m^me animal, selon que les orgaues. sont pH^s dUf6r£ment, et plus ou moins

d<5veloppcs. {Ibid. p. 62.)
*

Quant a la M^jtempsycose, je crois que Fordre ne Fadmet point ; il veut que tout soit explicable

dlstinctement, et que rien ne se fasse par saut Mais le passage de r&me'dVb corps dans Fautre

roit un saut (Jtrange et inexplicable. Il se fait toujours dans Faiumal«e qtii se fait presentement

:

C’est que le corps est dans uii ebangement coatiuuel, comroe un fleuve, et ce que nous appellons

generation ou mort, n’est qu'un changement plus grand et plus promp|^q;u^& Fordiiiairej tel que
seroit Ic saut ou la cataracte d^une riviere. Mats ces sabts tie sont pas absol^S.et Ids que je desa-

prouve ; comme seroit celui d"un corps qui iroit d"ub lieu k un autre sans {mBsex par le milieu.

de lets sauls fie sDnt pas seu/emisnt d{/endu£ dans Us. mowemriiJt, 0i0Te dans iovt ordre des

ckoses ou' des verites .—The sentences which follow afford a proof of what 1 have elsewhere remark-

ed, how much the mind of Leibnita was misled, in the whole of ^this mielaphysical llieory^l^y

bits of thinking formed in early fift,. amidst the hypttthetiibal lefostractions of pure geotttetry ,• a

prejudice {ot idol of the mathematical ^den) to whicii the most important erc^s of philosophy

might, without much difficulty, bp trorod.— Or comine dans une ligme de gdoitt^trie il y a cer-

tains points dislingu^s, qu'on appelle sommets, points d^inflexion, points de rebrou-ssement, ou

autrcmenl; et comme il y en a des Itgnes qui en ont une infinite, c>st aibsi qu'il faut concevliiir

^ The ezperimentt hm referred' to are the observations of Swammerdam, Malpighi, and Lewcnhoeck«
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dAna Ia vie d’un amwl ou d'une personne lea tana ^angeApent (^nbrAordiBaire^ qui ne laia-

aqidi {Ma d'etre dans la regie generals ; de m^me oypl Icja pf^ikta distingadM dana la eourbe se po«->*

determiner par aa nature generide ott aon eqewfioili, pent toujoura dire'to^m aaiqaid e'mt

tomt isomaie tei^ la diflerence n'eat quq ott dtoiiia.^ (Tom. V. p |84

ISCOTE (M.) p 80
. ^

The praise wliich I have bestowed on^fUis Memoir renders it necAssary forme to take some no-

tico of ® vOfy lex'^eptionable pnqpiositioti which is laid down in tjto first paragraph, as a funda-

mental maicim,—that “ all proper names were at first Appellatirea;^ a proposition so completely

at variance with the dMbamonljr received opinions ammg later philosophers, that it seems an object

of some curiosity to inquire, how fur it is entitled to plead in its favour the authority of Leibnitz

bince the writings of Condillac and of Smith, it has, so far as I know, been universally acknow-
ledged, that, if fhere be any one truth in the Theoretical History of Language, which we are en-

titled to assume as an incontrovertible fact, it is the direct contrary of the above proposition In

deed, to assert that all proper names were at first appellatives, would appear to be nearly on ab-

surdity of the same kind as to maintain, that c/asses of objects existed before individual ohjeetb

had been brought into being.

When Leibnitz, however, comes to explain his idea more fully, we find it to be something \ er>

different from what his words literally imply; and to amount onljr to the trite and indisputable

observation. That, in simple and primitive lauguages, all proper names (such as the names of per-

sons, mountains, places of residenee, &c-) are descriptive or significant of certain prominent and
characteristical features, distinguishing them ftwri other objects of the same class ,—a fact, of which
a large proportion of the surnames still in use all over Europe, as well as the names of moun-
tains, villages, and rivers, whan tCoced to their primitive roots, afford numerous and well known
exemplifications.

Hot that the proposUion, even when thus explained, can be assumed as a general maxim It

holds, indeed, in many cases, as the Celtic and the Saxdn languages abundantly testify in our own
i^a ; but it is true |»lly ernder ceitafn Mmkations, and it is perfectly consistentVith the doctrine
(^ivered on this ty the greater part of philologers for the last fifty years
^ In the Ustoryckf laiiigliage, nothing jls more remarkable, than the aversion of men to coin words
iMt of unmeaning atuT aq|dtrary soniids ; and their eagerness to avail themselves of the stores al-

raady in tl^ir possession, in orfler to give utterance to their tlioughts on the new topics which the

gradual of Ihsir ex|^svlei}ce continually bringing within the circle of their knowledge
Hence and ot^r figures pf speech ; and hence the various changes which words un-
dergo, in the vfay of amplification, diminution,, composition, and the other transformations ol

dementary ta^Vhtrit fall under the notice qf ^he etymologist. Were it not, indeed, for tliis

strong and unttez«|||, cur nature, the vcv^Ulary of every language would,
^

in process of
become so eaid||mive mW nuvfieldy, as Jo raider the acquisition of one^s mMher tongue a

taske^ of immense difficulty} add the acquisition ofa dead or foreign tongue next to impossible It
b n««i^s to observe, how Awe tasks ore facilitated by that etymological sy^stem which
runs, more or Iws, through emei^ lat||faage ; and which ererytvhare proceeds on certain analogi-
cal principles, whiA it is the ibusines'<f<<i8 the practical grammopian to ndaee to genewd foles, for
thosake of those^who wish to speak or to Write it with correctness.
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In attempting tlius to trace backwards the steps of the mind towards the eoiftmencement of its

progress, it is evident, that we must at last arrive at a set of elementary and primitive roots, of

which no account can be given, but the arbitrary choice of those who first happened to employ

them. It is to thisj^rs't stage in the infancy of language, that Mr Smith'^s remarks obviously re-

late; whereas the proposition of Leibnitz, which gave occasimi to this note, as obviously relates

to its subsequerit stages, when the language is beginning to assume somewhat of a regular form,

by compositions and other modifications of the materials previously collected.

IVom these slight hints it may l)e inferred, 1st, Tbftt the proposition of Leibnitz, although it

may seem, from the very inaccurate and equivocal terms in which it is expressed, to stand in di-

rect opposition to the doctrine of Smith, was really meant by the author to state a fact totally un-

connected with the question under Smitirs consideration. 2dly, That even in the sense in which it

was understood by the author, it fails entirely, when extended to that first stage in the infancy

of language, to which the introductory paragraphs in Mr Smith’s discourse are exclusively confined.

Note (N.) p. 62.

Ji: viens de re<;evoir une lettre d^un Prince Regnant de TRmpire, ou S. A. me marque avoir

vu deux fois cc printems a la demicre fbire de Leipsig ei examine aveo^soin, un cbien qui parle. Ce

c'hicn a pronoiice distinctement plus de trentc mots, repondant mSme assez a propos^a son maitre :

ii a aussi proiioncr tout Palphabct exceptt' les lettres, m, n, x.” (Lcib. Opera. Tom. V. p. 72.)

TIius far the fact rests upon tlie authority of the German prince alone. But from a passage in

the History of the Academy of Scienus^ for the year 1706, it appears that Leibnitz had himself

seen and heard the dog. What follows is transcribed from a report of the*Academy upon a l^U

toj* from Leibnitz to the Abb<^ de St Pierre, giving the details of this extraordinary occurrence.

Sans un garant tel que IVI. Leibnitz, tcmoiii oculairc, nous n’aurions pas la bardiessc de rap-

porter, qii’auprcs de Zeiiz dans la Misnie, il y a un chien qui parle. C^est un chicn de Faysan,

d'unc figure dcs plus communes, et dc grandeur mediocre. Un jeiine enfant lui entendit pousser

que1(juc.s sons qu’il crut rcssemhlern dc.s mots Allemands, et sur cela sc mit eu tete de lui apprendre

a purler. Le maitre, qui n’avoit ricn de mieux a faire, n-y 6pargna pas le terns ni ses peincs, et bea-

reusement le disciple avoU des <lispositions qu’il eut 6i6 difficile de trouver dans un autre, Enfin,

au bout de quelques annees, le chicn s^'ut prononcer environ une trentaine de mots : de ce nombre

.sont T'/ie, Cafffy Chocolate Assemblccy mots Francois, qui ont passe dans FAllemand telsqu’ils sont.

11 est u remarquer, cpte Ic chien avoit bicn trois ans quand il fut mis a Tecole* II ne parle que

par eclio, cWt a dire, apres que son maitre a prononed un mot; et il semble, quTll ne repete

que par force et malgrd lui, quoiqu’on ne le maltraite pas. Encore une fois, M. Leibnitz Fa vu et

entendu.''’

(Exposd d"une lettre de M. Leibnitz a I’Abbe de St Pierre sur chien qui parle.) Cet expose

<le la lettre de M. Leibnitz se trouve*' dans Fllistoire de FAcademie des Sciences, Ann^e 1706.
"V

*

Ce sont les Auteurs de rilistoire de 1’Academic qui parlent.” (Leib. Opera^ Vol. II. p. ISO.

May not all these circumstances of the above story be accounted for, by supposing the master

of the dog to have possessed that peculiar species of imitative power which is called Venirri^

loquismf .Mathews, ,! have no doubt, would find little difllciilty in managing such a deception, so to

to impose on the senses of any person who had never before witnessed any exbildtion of the kind.,.

UlSS. I. TAUT II. f
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Notk (O.) p. 62.

When I «peak;in fav^uraW^ of the Phtlonophical Spirit, I hope none of my readers will

conibiinchit with the spirit of Uia^ false. philosophy , which, by unhinging every rational principle

of belief, seldom faiU to unite in the same characters the extremes of scepticism^nd of credulity,

it is a venrj Tf^ii^rkable fact, that the same period of the eighteenth century, and the same part of

Burope which were most distinguished by the triumphs of Atheism and Materialism, were also dis-

tinguished by a greater number, of visionaries and impostors thai;! had ever appeared before, since

the revival of letters. Nor were these follies confined to persons of little education. They extend-

ed to men of the highest rank, and lo many individuals of distinguislicd talent:^. Of this the

most satisfactory proofs might be produced; but 1 have room here only for one short quotation

It is from tlie pen of the Duede X4eVis, and relates to the celebrated Mareschal de Richelieu, on

whom VoUah'e has lavished so much of his flattery. Ce dont je suis positivement certain, e’est

que cet bomme spiritucl (Le Mareichal d'e Richelieu) ^^toit superstitieux, et qifil croyoit aiix pn'-

dictions des astrologues et autres sottises de cet espccc Jc fai vu refusant ii V\i s.iil]cs d alle:

faire SB cour aU fils ainc?. de* Louis XVI. en disant serieusement, qu^il savoit que cet enfai\( nVtoit

point destind au tr6ne. Oette cr6duJit6* superstitiouse, g^nerale pendant la ligue, ctoit ciuore ire*!

commune sous la n^^gence lorsque le Due dc Richelieu entra dans le monde; par la plus biznrzv

des inconsequences, elle s'allioit trds bien avec la plus grande impietb, et la pliijiarl des niatcrlai-

istes croyoient aux esprtts

;

aujourd'hiH, ce genre de folie est tresrare; rnais beaucoup do gen^.

qui se moqufent des astrologues, croierit a des predictions d'^une autre espece.'' {Souvenirs et Por^

irait9f par M. de Lswis, a Paris, 181d«)

Some; extraordinary facts of the same kind are mentioned in the Memoirs of the Marquis ek

Bouille, According to him, F:i«der]c the Great himself was not free from this sort of superstition.

*

' Note (P.) p. 63.

following Cfitunatc* of Leibnitz, considered in comparison with his most distinguished con-

t^p<#firies, ippro£d)eBf on the whole, very nearly to the truth ; although some doubts may be en-

ttiiifod about the’ justness of the dec^ion in the last clause of the sentence. Leibnitz, aussi

hard! que Descartes aussi subtU que Baylc, peutdtre moins profond que Newton, et moins sage que

Locke, meis seal universal entfe tou^ ccs grand hommes, paroit avoir embrassd le domaine dc lu

raison daiis toute son ^.tendue,'^ avoir contribu^ le plus a r^.pandre celFesprit philosophiquc que fait

aujoUrd'^i4a<gloire de notre si^le.” (Bailly, Ehge de Leibnitz.)

'V

7

, V 1 . w

1 have meiitioilti|id. ip.{,tb.e text only a part of the learned labours of Leibnitz. It remains to be

added, that,be wr^ ^^rioiis subjects connected with chemistry, medicine, botany, and na-

’^ro^ifrSistpry ; oh’ the' pfa£|os(^by And language. oftW Chinese; and on numberless other topics of

auBoii$i|^ate. importance. %]^,^|)ll^iqgictil discussibns and etymological collections, which occupy

so large a ^ace among bni'iworjcf^ whidd (even if he had produced nothing else) have been no in-

considerable rapemoilals of th^ Aeti'vity:.and industry of his mind.

.Maiu£»ld and bdteroglbneoas as these ’jnirsuits may at first appear, it is not difficult to trace tlie
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thread hy which his curiosity was led from one of them to another. I have already remarked a

connection of the same sort between his different metaphysical and theological researches ; and it

may not be altogether uninteresting to extend the obs^ryation to some of the subjects enumerated

in the foregoing paragraph. vf'

The studies by which he first distinguished himself in tlie learned world (I pass ov^K|lbat^<^fjuris-

prudence, ‘ which was imposed on him by the profession for wfa&h he was destined) were^ directed

to the antiquities of his own country ; and more particularly to thOAe connected witti the history of

the House of Brunswick. With this view he ransacked, an unexampled industry, the libraries,

monasteries, and other arcliives, both of Germany and Italy ; einploying in this ungrateful drudg-

ery several of the best and most precious j'ears ofhi^. Mortifi^, however, to find how narrow

the limits are, within winch the range of written ri^pfds is confined, he struck out for himself

and his successors a new and unexpected light, to guide them through the seemingly hopeless

darkness of remote agesi This light whs the study of etymology, and of the affinities of different

tongues in their primitive roots;—a liglit at first faint and glimmering, but which, since his time,

has continued to increase in brightness, and is likely to do so more and more as the world grows

older. It is pleasing to see his curiosity on this subject expand, from the names of the towns and

rivers and mountains in his neighbourhood, till it reached to China and other regions in the £ast

;

leading him, in the last result, to some general conclusions concerning the origin of the different

tribes of our species, approximating very nearly to those which have since been drawn from a much

more extensive range of dota by Sir William Jones, and other philologers of the same school.

As an additional light for illustrating the antiquities of Germany, he had recourse to natural

history ; examining, with a scientific eye, the shells and other marine bodies everywhere to be

found in Europe, and the impressions of plants and fishes (some of them M||bown in this part

of the world) which are distinctly legible, even by the unlettered observer, of^nany of our fossils.

In c?nteriiig upon this research, as ^vcll as on the former, lie seems to have had a view to. Germany

alone; on the state of which (he tells us), prior to all historical documents, it w^as his purpose to

prefix a discourse to his History of the House of Brunswick. But his imagination soon look a

bolder flight, and gave birth to his Protoga^a ;—a dissertation which (to use his own words) had |jpr

its object to ascertain the original face of the earth, .and to collect the vestiges of its earliest liis-

tory from the monuments which nature herself has left of her successive operations on its surface.’'

It is a work, which, wild and extravagant as it may noW be regarded, is spoken of by BufiTon with ^

much respect; and is considered by Cuvier as the ground-work of Biiffon's own system on the

same subject.

In the connection which I have now pointed #it between the Historical, the Philological, and

the Geological speculations of Leibnitz, Helvetius might have fancied that he saw a new exemplifi-

cation of the law of continuity; but tlie true light in which it ought to be viewed, is as a faithful

picture of a philosophical mind emancipating itself from the tramm^els of local and conventional de-

tails, and gradually rising from subject to subject, till it embraces in Its survey those nobler inquiries

which, sooner or later, will be equally interesting to every portion of the human race.*
'

> Uailly, in his oft LeUnnt^^ speaks of him in terms of the most enthuaiMtic praise, os a philosophical joWst, end as a man,

titled to become the Icjjislator of the human race. To^e, 1 must oxvn, it appoark, that there is no part of his writings in which b«

rovers lyss of hts characteristica] originality, than where he profetutcs to treat of the law of nature.
^
Ob Ihew occasions, how infictior'

thii s he appear to Grotius, not to speak of hlontcsquKu and Hie ili.<trij>]cB
?

,

‘

Til the above note, I have said nothing of Leibnitz's piojcct of a philosophical language, founded on an
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*

Note (Q.) p.'70.

Of Lock«{'’s affectionate regard for Collins, notwithstanding the contrariety of their opinions on

some questions of the highest moment,* there exist many proofs in his letters, published by M. Dcs

Maiz^aux. In one of these, the i'ollowing passage is remarkable. It is dated from Oates in Kssex,

1703, about a year before Locke’s death.

“ You complain of a great many defects ; and that very complaint is the highest recommenda-
tion I could desire to make me love and esteem you, and desire your friendship. And if I were

now setting out in the world, I should think it my great happiness to have such a comjianion as

you, who had a true relish for truth ; woul#in earnest seek it with me; from whom 1 might re-

ceive it undisguised ; and to whom I might communicate what I thought true freely. Believe it.

ray good friend, to love truth for truth's sake, in the principal part of human perfection in this

world, and the seed-plot of all other virtues ; and, if I mistake not, you have os much of it as ever

T met with in any body. What, then, is there wanting to make you equal to the best ; n friend

for any one to be proud of?” The whole of Locke’s letters to Collins are highly interesting

and curious; more particularly that which he desired to be delivered to him after his own iliatli

From the general tenor of these letters, it may be inferred, that Collins had never let Locke inliy

into the secret of those pernicious opinions which be was afterwards at so much pains to disscminnlr;

. Nora (R.) p. 72.

In addition tQr|||||||||^couDt of Spinoza given in Bayle, some interesting particulars of his liistorv

may be learnt fr<m^ small volume, entitled. La Vie de B. de Spinoza, TirCc dcs ecrils de cc Fa-
meux Philosophe, el du temoignage de plusveum personnea dignea de foi, qui Pont cojinu particu-

li^rement
;
par Jean Cokrus, Miniatre de VEgltse Lutherienve dc la Haj/c. 1706. ^ The hook is-

evidently written by a man altogether unfit to appreciate the merits or demerits of Spinoza as an
author; but it is not without some value to those who delight in the study of liuman character, as

it supplies some chasms in the narrative of Bayle, and has even- appearance of the most perfect

impartiality and candour.

According to this account, Spinoza was a person of the most quiet and inoffensive manners ; of
singular temperance and moderation in his passions ; contented and happy with an income which
barely supplied him witli the necessaries of life ; and of too independent a spirit to accept of any
addition to it, either from tlte favour of princes,%r the liberality of his friends. In conformity to

Thought*, M he has nowhere given ne any hint of the principle* on which he intomlcd to proceed in its formation, aliliough he Jmv
frequenUy aUuded to the practicability of such an invention in terms of extraordinary confidence. (For tome rcmaika on th.se pas
saff» in his works, €« Miud, Vol. II. pp. U3. rt rej.) In some of Leibnitz’s expression, on tl,is s. hj.-ei.

tlwre is a striking rescmhlADce t? Deacartes in one of hie letter*. (See the preliminary discogrse prefixed to the A bl. l.me -

dc p. xiv. ci seg.)

In the ingenious eesay of Midiaelis 0n the.I^vwce of OptnirsM on Lenguai^e, and nf Langvoge on Opinion* (which obiair.id tli.

prhe AlW tb* HoyJ Society of BerMn in there arc some very acute and judiciou. reflections on the impossibility of carrying
into dSiet, With any advantage, such a project as these pbiloiopbers had in view. The author’* argument on this point ««ms to me
deasive, in the praMnt stote of ^uman knoWledge «i>but who can pretend to fix a limit to the possiUe •Uainincnts of our posterity !

T^Ufc of Spinox* Iv Colnu., trith some other curious pieces on the .«ne .uhject, is reprinted in the complete edition of .s,,..

noxu’s Work*, pub'islied *t Jena, in S802
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the law, and to the customs of liis ancestors (which he adhered to, when lie thought them not un-

reasonable, even when under the sentence of excommunication), he resolved to learn some mecha-

nical trade; and fortunately selected that of grinding optical glasses, in which he acquired so much

dexterity, that it furnished him with whai!^ie conceived to be a sufficient maintenance. He ac-

quired also enough of the art of designing, to produce good portraits in chalk and china^-ink, of

some distinguished persons.

For the last five years of his life he lodged in the house of a respectable and religious family,

w^ho were tenderly attached to him, and from whom his biographer collected various interesting

anecdotes. All of them are highly creditable to bis private character, and more particularly show

how courteous and amiable he must have been in his intercourse with his inferiors. In a bill pre-

seifted for payment after his death, he is styled by Abraham KeveHng||jhis barber-surgeon, Bene^

diet Spinoza^ of blessed memory ; and the same compliment is paid to him by the tradesman who
furnished gloves to the mourners at hU funeral.

These particulars are the more deserving of notice, as they rest on the authority of a very zeal-

ous member of the Lutheran communion, and coincide exactly with the account given of Spi-

noza by the learned and candid Moshcini. This man (says he) observed, in his conduct, the

rules of wisdom and probity much better than many who profess themselves Christians ; nor did

he ever endeavour to pervert the sentiments or to corrupt the morals of those with whom he lived

;

or to inspire, in his discourse, a contempt of religion or virtue.*'’’ (Eedcs. History^ trans-

lated by Dr Maclaine, Vol. IV. p. 3S2.)

Among the various circumstances connected with Spinoza's domestic habits, Colerus men-

tions one very trifling singular! ty^ which appears to me to throw a strong light on his general

character, and to furnish some apology for his eccentricities as an author. The extreme

feebleness of his constitution (for he was consumptive from the age 20) having unfitted

him for the enjoyment of convivial pleasures, he spent the greater part of the day in his cham-

ber alone: but when fatigued with study, he would sometimes join the family-party below, and

take a part in their conversation, liowever insignificant its subject might be. One of the atnuse-

inoiits w'ith which he was accu.s(( :ncd to unbend his mind, was that of entangling (lies in a spl-

dcrN wa^b, or of setting spiders a-fighting with each other; on which occasions (It is added) he

would observe their combats with so much interest, that it w'as not unusual for him to be seized

with immoderate fits of laughter. Does not this slight trait indicate very decidedly a tendency to

insanity ; a supposition by no means incompatible (as will be readily admitted by all who have

paid any attention to the phenomena of madness) with that logical acumen which is so conspicu-

ous in some of his writings.

Ilis irreligious principles he is supposed to have adopted, in the first instance, from his I..atin

preceptor Vander Endc, a physician and classical scholar of some eminence ; but it is much

more probable, that his ch^ef school of atheism was the synagogue of Amsterdam ; where, with-

out any breach of charity, a large proportion of the more opulent class of the assembly may he

reasonably presumed to belong to the ancient sect of Saddu^eesT (This is, I presume, the idea oi^

lleineccius in the following passage ; Quamvis Spinoza Cartesii principia meihodo mathernatica

demonstrata dederit; Fantheismum tamen illc non ex Cartesio didicit, sed domi habuit^ quos st-

quercturi^ In proof of this, he refers to a book entitled Spinozismus in Judaismo^ by Waechterus.)

The blasphemous curses pronounced upon him in the sentence of excommunication were not well

calculated to recall him to the faith of his ancestors: and when combined with bis early and hereditary
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prejudices against Christianity, may go far to account for the indiscriminate war which he after

wards waged against priests of all denominations.

The ruling passion of Spinoza seems to have been the love of fame. ‘‘ It is owned (says Bayle)

that he had an extreme desire to immortalize his name^ and would have sacrificed his life to that

glory, though he should have been torn to pieces by the mob.” (Art. Spinoza.)

Note (S. p. 79.)

In proof of the impossibility of Liberty, Collins argues thus :

A second reason to pr^e man a necessary agent is, because all his actions have a beginning.

For whatever has a begtnnWg must have a cause ; and every cause is a necessary cause.

If anything can have a beginning, which has no cause, then nothing can produce something

And if nothing can produce something, then the world might have had a beginning without a

cause; wliicli is an absurdity not only charged on atheists, but is a real absurdity in itself. * •

Liberty, therefore, or a power to act or not to act, to do this or another thing under the same

causes, is an tmpossibilili/ and Atheistical^ ^

“ And as Liberty stands, and can only be grounded on the absurd principles of Epicurean

atheism; so the Epicurean atheists, who were the most popular and most numerous sect of ilu

atheists of antiquity, were the great assertors of liberty'; as, on the other side, the Stoics,

were the most popular and numerous sect among the religionaries of antiquity, were tlic great as-

sertors of fate and ticcessify.'*^ (Collins^ p. 54.)

As to the above reasonir/ff of Collins, it cannot be expected that 1 should, in the compass oi

a Note, “ boult tlus^maiter to the bran.” It is sufficient here to remark, that it derives all

its plausibility from the unqualified terms in which the maxim (/xi^ofv has frc(]\icntly

been stated. In the idea of every change (sa}P Ur Price, a xealous advocate for tlie freedom

of the will) is included that of its being an effect^ {Review^ p. 30, 3d Edition.) Jf this

maxim be literally admitted without any explanation or restriclion, it seems difficult to resist tht

conclusions of the Necessitarians. The proper statement of Price'’s maxim evidently is, tluU in

every change we perceive in inanimate matter, the idea of its being an effect is necessarily in-

volved;’’ and that he himself understood it under this limitation appears clearly from the applica-

tion he makes of it to the point in dispute.
. As to intelligent and active beings, to affirm .that

they possess the power of self-determination, seems to me to be little more than an identical pro-

position. Upon an accurate analysis of the meaning of words, it will be found that the idea of an

ffeient cause implies the idea of Mind ,* and, consequently, that it is absurd to ascribe the voli-

tions of mind to the efficiency of causes foreign to itself. To do so must unavoidably involve us

in the inconsistencies of Spinozism; by forcing us to conclude that everything is passive, and

nothing actfe^fe^in the universe; and, consequently, that the idea of a First Cause involves an im-

possibility.—But ujj^n these hints tnuist not enlarge at present; and shall, therefore, confine my-
self to whsl falls mwe immediately within the scope of this Discourse, Collins’s Historical Statc-

n\ent with respect to the tenets of the Epicureans and tlic Stoics.

* To the same purpose Edwarde otiempts to^ir, thst ‘•’ the scheme of free-will (by aAording an exception to that cUcMmi of
mon seuttc wHtch every' to a cause) uaotroy lhe>proof o pgtieriori for the being of God.’*

cum-
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In confirmation of Ins assertion conceriiiAg the ibrmer^ lie refers to the foJloiving well known
lines of Lucretius

:

Detii^ae ai sempfr motua connecdiui oninu.

&c. &C. \Lucrt% Lib. 2. v. 251<)

On the obscurity of this passage, and ilio inconsistencies involved in it, much might be said

;

tiut it is of more importance, on the present occasion, to remark its complete repugnance to the

whole strain and spirit of the Epicurean Philosophy. This repugnance <lul not escape the notice

of Cicero, who justly considers Epicurus as having contributed more to establish, by this puerile

subterfuge, tbejauthority of Fatalism, than if he had le£t the argument aitogctlier untouched. Nec
vero quisquam magis confirmare mihi videtur non modo fatum, verum etiam necessitatem el vim

omnium rerum, sustuHsseque motus animi voluntarios, quam hie qui allter obsistere fato fatetur se

non potuissc nisi ad has commenticiin^ declinationes confugisset.’’ {Liber de Fato^ cap. 20.)

On the noted expression of LurreViiis (fatia avolsa volttntaa) some acute rcmai'ks are made in a

note on the French translation by M. de la Grange. They are not improbably from the pen oi

the Jlaron d’^llolbach, who is said to have contributed many notes to ibis translation. Whoever
the author was, he was evidently strongly struck with the inconaistency of this p^ticular tenet

ith the general principles of the Epicurean System*

On csL surpris qif Epicure fonde la liberty humaine sur la declinaison des atomes. On de*

iiiftnde si cette declinaison cst n^^'cessaire, ou si elle est .^implement accidentelle. Neccssaire, com-

ment la libcrlr pent ellc en t'dre le rccsultal? Accidcntelle, par quoi est elle dfteniiinee Mais

on (levrait bieii plutot rlrc surpriN, tpfil lui soil venu en idi*e de rendre J^homme Jibre dans un

systeme qui supj>osc un cnchainemeiit ii^cessaire de causes ct d’efllcts, G’etoit une recherche

ruricniso, que la raison qui a pu faire d‘'Kplcure rAjxMre de la I/iberte.*^ l^r the theory which

follows on this point, I must refer to the work in question. (See Traduclu>n Nouvcile dt Lucrect.

avre des Notes^ par M. de la Grange, Voh I. pp. 218, 219, 220, a Paris, 1768.)

Put whatever may have been the doctrines of some of the ancient Atheists about man's free-

agcncy, it will not bo denied, that in the Hiatorj/ of ^Modern Philosophy^ the schemes of Atheism

null of Necessity have been hitherto always connected together. Not that I would by any means

bo understood to say, that every Necessitarian must ipso facto be an Atheist, or even, that any pre-

sumption is aflorded by a inmfs attachment to the former sect, of his having the slightest bias in

favour of the latter; but only that every modern Atheist I have heard of has been a Necessitarian.

I cannot help adding, that the most consistent Necessitarians who Iiave yet appeared, have been

those who followed out their principles till they ended in Spinozisniy a doctrine wdiich differs from

atheism more in words than in reality.

In what Collins says of the Stoics in the above quotation, he plainly proceeds on the Mipposi-

tion that all Fatalists are of course Necessitarians;' and I agree with him in thinking, that this

would be the case, if they reasoned logically. It is certain, how'ever, that u great proportion

of those who have belonged to tlie first sect have disclaimed all connection with the second. The

Stoics themselves furnish one very remarkable instance. I do not know any autimr by whom the

liberty of the wdll is stated in stronger and more explicit terms, than it is by Epictetus In the very

first sentence of tlic Enchiridion. Indeed the Stoics seem, with their usual passion for exaggera-

tion, to have carried their ideas aboOt the freedom of the will to an unphilosophical extreme.

* Collins ttntCM this more strongly in what he says of the Pharisees. « The Pharisees, who were a religious seer, ascribed .all things

to fate or to God’s appointment, and it was the first article of tl.cir creed, that Fate and God do all, and, consequently, they co^ld nai

assert a Iruc Uberty when they asserted u liberty together with thU fatality and ncccssifi/ of all things.” (Collins, p. 54.)
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If the belief of man's free-agoncy has thus maintained its ground among professed Fatalists, it

need not appear surprising, that it should have withstood the strong arguments against it, which

the doctrine of the eternal decrees of God, and even that of the Divine prescience, appear at first

sight to furnish. A remarkable instance of this occurs in St Augustine (distinguished in ecclesias-

tical history by the title of the Doctor of dracc)^ who has asserted the liberty of the will in terms as

explicit as those in which he has announced the theological dogmas with which it is most difficult

to reconcile it. Nay, he has gone so far as to acknowledge the essential importance of this belief,

as a motive to virtuous conduct. ‘^Quocirca nullo modo cogimur, aut retcntil pnescientiji Dei,

tollere voluntatis aibitrium, aut retento voluntatis arbitrio, Deum, quod nefas est, negarc prsesciurn

futurorum, sed utrumque amplectimur, utnimque fidelitur et veraciter confitemur : illud, ut bene

credamus ; hoc ui bene vivamus.^'*

Descartes has expressed himself on this point nearly to the same purpose with St Augustine. In

one passage he asserts, in the most imquaiiifiod terms, that God is the cause of all the actions which

depend on the Free-will of Man; and yet, that the Will is really free, he considers as a fact [ler-

fectlv established by the evidence of consciousness. ‘‘ Sed quemadmodum existentiie diviruc cogniLitj

non debet liberi nostri arbitrii certitudinem tollere, quia illud in nobismet ipsis experimur ct senti-

mus; ita neque liberi nostri arbitrii cognitio existentiam Dei apud nos dubiam facere debet. In-

dependentia enim ilia quam experimur, atqiie in nobis persentiscimus, et quie actionibus nostris

laude vel vituperio dignis efiiciendis sufficit, non pugnat cum dependentia alterius generis, secun-

dum quam omnia Deo subjiciuntur/’ (C&rtesii JEpistolrcj Fpist. VIII. IX. Pars i.) T|jese letters

form jiart of his correspondence with the Prificess Klizabeth, daughter of Frederick, King of lh»-

Iiemia, and Elector Palatine,

We are told by Di* Priestley, in the very interesting Memoirs of his own Lifc^ that he was cdu.

cated in the strict principles of Calvinism ; and yet it would appear, that while he remained a C'aK

vinist, he entertained no doubt ofjiis being a free-agent. The doctrine of necessity (be also tells

us) learned from Collins; * and was established in the belief of it by Hartley's Obscrvatio?is

on Many {fbtd. p, 19.) He farther mentions in another work, that he was not a ready convert

to the doctrine of necessity, and that, like Dr Hartley himself, be gave up his liberty with great

reluctance.” {^Preface to the Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity Illustrated^ 2d Edit. Birmingham,

.1782, p. xxvii.)

. . These instances afford a proof, I do not say of the compatibility of man’s free-agency witli tliosc

schemes wdth which it seems most at variance, but of this compatibility in the opinion of some oi'

the profoundest thinkers who have turned their attention to the argument. No conclusion, there-

fore, can- be drawn against a man’s belief in his own free*agency, from Ihs embracing other meta-

physical or theological tenets, with which it may appear to ourselves impossible to reconcile it.

As for tbe notion of liberty, for which Collins professes himself an advocate, it is precisely that

of his predecessor Hobbes, defines a free-agent to be,’ ‘‘ be that can do ifhe will, and forbear if

he will.” (l^obbes's Works^ pi 484, fol, ed.) The same definition has been adopted by Leibnitz, by
Gravesande, Wy Edw'ards, by Bonnet, and by all our later necessitarians. It cannot be better ex-

* We arc elsewhere informed by Priestley, that in consequence of reaiUng and studying the Inquiry of Collins, he was first

convinced of the truth of the ooctrine of Necessity, iind was enabled to sec the fallacy of most of the arguments in favour of Philoso-
phical Liberty x tbongh Che adds; 1 uas iiiuch ruore confirmed in this principle by my acquaintance with Hartley^ Theory of the //a.
•mn Mind ; a worL lo which I owe much more tJian I am iiUc to express.”—{PrefacCy ^c. cjc. p. xxvii.)
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pressed than in the words of Gravesonde: FacultOM faciendi quod libuerit^ ^quaettnque fucrit to-

luntatis determinalioy (Jntrod, ad Pkilosoph, §115.)

Dr Priestley ascribes this peculiar notion of free-will to Hobbes as its author but it iS| in fact,

of much older date efVeii among modern metaphyaiciaas ; coinciding exactly with the doctrine of

those scholastic divines who contended for the Liberty of Spontaneity^ in opposition to. hh^ ldberly

of Indifference. It is, however, to Plobbcs that the partisans of this opinion arc indebted for the

happiest and mo^t popular illustration of it that has yet been given. ** I conceive (says he) liberty

to be rightly defined, The absence of all the impediments to action that are not contained in the na-

ture and intrinsiced quality of the agent. As, for example, the water is said to descend freely^ or to

have liberty to descend by the channel of the river, bec^^use there is no impediment that way : but

not across, because the banks are inipedimcpts. And though water cannot ascend, yet men never

say, it wants the liberty to ascend, but the faculty or power, because the impediment is in the na-

ture of the water, and intrinsicaL !^o also we say, he that is tied wants the liberty to go, because

the impediment is not in him, but in ili^ hands ; w'hereas wc say not so of him who is sick or lame,

because the impediment is in himself.'" ( Treatise of Liberty and Neceasity.)

According to Bonnet, moral libejqjty is the power of the mind to obey without constraint the

impulse of the motives which act upon it.'' This definition, which isobviously the same in substance

witli that of Hobbes, is thus very justly, as well as acutely, animadverted on by Cuvier. N'adraet-

taiit aucune action sans motif, comme dit-il, il n'y a aucun effet sans cause. Bonnet definit la tibertc

7norak le pouvoir de Time de suivre sans contrainte les motifs dont elle eprouve rimpiilsion ; et

resout ainsi Ics objections que Ton tire de lapre^vision de Dieu ; mats peuUftrc aiissi detourneiit-t-il

ridre qu'on sc fait d'ordinaire de la Hborte. Malgre ces opinions que touclient au Materiaiisme et au

Fatnlismc, Bonnet fut tivs rcligieux.'’ {Biographic Universelle, a Paris, 1812.^ Art. Bonnet.)

From this passage, it appears, tlmt the very ingenious writer was as completely aware as Clarke or

Reid, of the unsoundness of the definition of moral liberty given by Hobbes and his followers ; and

that the ultimate tendency of the doctrine which limits the free-agency of man to (what has been

called) the liberty of spontaneity, was tlie same, though in a more disguised form, with that offatalism.

For a complete exposure of tlie futility of this definition of liberty, as the word is employed in

the controversy about man's free-agency, I have only to refer to Clarke's remarks on Collins, and to

Dr Reid's Essays on the Active Powers of Man, In this last work, the various meanings of this

very ambiguous word are explained with great accuracy and clearness.

The only two opinions which, in the actual state of metaphysical science, ought to be stated in

contrast, arc that of liberty (or free-will) on the one side, and that of Necessity on the other. As to

the Liberty of Spontaneity (which expresses a fact altogether foreign to the point in question), I can

conceive no motive for inventing such a phrase, but a desire in some writers to veil the sdieme of

necessity from their readers, under a language less revolting to the sentiments of mankind; and, in

others, an anxiety to banish it as far as possible from their own thoughts, by substituting, instead of

the terms in which it i» commonly expressed, a circumlocution which seems, on a superficial view,

to concede something to the advocates for liberty.

* “ The doctrine of philosophical necessity,” nyu Priegiley, “ is im reality a modern thing, not older, I heliev^c, than Mr

Hobbes. Of the Calvinists, I believe Mr Jonathan Edwards to be the first,” {Jlluxtnuiofts sf PhUoaophical NircssUp^ p, 196.)

Supposing this statcmcnl to be cornet, does not the very modern date of Bobbos's alleged diicontery furnish a very strong pw^

sumption against it ? '

DISS. I. PART II. g
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If this phrase (the Liberty ofSpontaneity) should fall into disuse, the other phrase (the Liberty of

li^ifferevce)^ which is commonly stated in opposition to it, would hecome completely, useless ; nor

would there be occasion for qualifying with any epithet, the older, simpler, and much more intelli-

gible word Free-wUl.

The distinction between physicaland ttiMral necessity I conceive to be not less frivolous than those

to which the foregoing animadversions relate. On this point I agree with Diderot, that the word

necessity (as it ought to be understood in this dispute) admits but of one interpretation.

Notk (T.) p. 79.

To the arguments of Collins, against man'^s free-agency, some of his successors have added, the

inconsistency of this doctrine with the known effects of education (under which phrase they com-

prehend the moral effects of all the external circumstances in which men are involuntarily placed)

in forming the characters of individuals.

The plausibility of this argument (on which much stress has been laid by Priestley and others)

arises entirely from the mixture of truth which it involves ; or, to express myself more correctly,

from the evidence and importance of the fact on which it proceeds, when that fact is stated with

due limitations.

That the influence of education^ in this comprehensive sense of the word, was greatly underrated

by our ancestors, is now universally acknowledged ; and it is to Locke's writings, more than to any

other single cause, that the change In public opinion on this head is to be ascribed. On various

occasions, he has expressed himself very strongly with respect to the extent of this influence ; and

has more than once intin^ted his belief, that the great majority of men continue through life what

early education had made them. In making use, however, of this strong language, his object (as

is evident from the opinions which he has avowed in other parts of his works) was only to arrest the

attention of his readers to the practical lessons he was anxious to inculcate ; and not to state a

metaphysical fact which was to be literally and rigorously interpreted in the controversy about li-

berty and necessity. The only sound and useful moral to be drawn from the spirit of his observa-

tions is, the duty of gratitude to Heaven for all the blessings, in respect of education and of exter-

nal situation, which have fallen to our own lot ; the impossibility of ascertaining the involuntary

misfortuhes by which the seeming demerits of others may have been in part occasioned, and in

the same proportion diminished ; and the consequent obligation upon ourselves, to think as cha-

ritably as possible of their conduct^ under the most unfavourable appearances. The truth of all this

I conceive to be implied in these vrords of Scripture, To whom much is given, of him much will

be required and, if possible, still more explicitly and impressively, in the Parable of the Talents.

Is not the use which has been made by Necessitarians of Locke's Treatise on Education^ and

other books of a similar tendency, only one instance more of that disposition, so common among
metaphysical Sciolists, to appropriate to themselves the conclusions oftheir wiser and more sober pre-

decessors. under the starL' &nd imposing disguise of universal maxims, admitting neither of ex-

ceptton'nor restrtellim P It is thus that Lockers judicious and refined remarks on the jissociaiion of

Ideas liave been exaggerated toeuch an extreme in the coarse caricatures of Hartley and of Fries t-

,
, n > . ,

^ Both pbruiM Mie farotLtitc eicpreviiotis with Lord Xamei in his discussions on this subject. See in pftMichlBr the Appendix lo his

£ttay an Liberty and iVeerffifp, in the Ust of on Morality and Natural Religion,,
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ley, as to bring, among cautious inquirers, some degree of discredit on one of the most important

doctrines of modem philosophy. Or, to take another case still more in point ; it is thus that Locke's

reflections on the eflects of education in modifying the intellectual faculties, and (where skilfully con-

ducted) in supplying their original defects, hare been distorted into the puerile paradox of Helve-

tius, that the mental capacities of the whole human race are the same at the moment of Inrth. It is

sufficient for me here to throw out these hints, which will be fmtnd to apply equally to a large pro-

portion of other theories started by modern metaphysicians.

Before I finish this note, I caunot refrain from remarking, with respect to the argument for Ne--

cessity drawn from the Divine prescience, that, if it be conclusive, it only affords an additional con-

firmation of what Clarke has said concerning the identity of the creed of the Necessitarians with that

of the Spinozists. For, if God certainly foresees all the future volition^ of his creatures, he must,

for the same reason, foresee all hi» own future volitions ; and if this knowledge infers a necessity of

volition in the one case, how is it possible to avoid the same.inference in the other ?

Notk (U.) p. 80.
•

A siMiLsB application of St Paul's comparison of the potter is to be found both in Hobbes and in

Collins. Also, in a note annexed by Cowley to his ode entitled Destiny ; an ode written (as we
are informed by the author) ** upon au extravagant supposition of two angels playing a game at

chess ; which, if they did, the spectators would have reason as much to believe that the pieces

moved themselves, as we hare for ihtnkiug the same of mankind, when we see them exercise so

many and so different actions. It was of old said by Plautus, Dii nos quasi piias Aomines habent.

Wc arc but tennis-balls for the gods to play withal," which they strike away at last, and still call

for new ones ; and St Paul says, ** We are but the day in the hand of the potter.

For the comparison of the potter., alluded to by these different writers, see the epistle toUie Ho-

mans, Chap. ix. verses 18, 19, 20, 21. Upon these verses the only comment which 1 have to offer

is a remark of the Apostle Peter ; that “ In the epistles of our beloved brother Paul are some

things hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest unto their own de-

struction."

The same similitude of the potter makes a conspicuous figure in the writings of Hobbes, who has

availed himself of tln.s, as of many other insulated passages of Holy Writ, in support of princi-

ples which are now universally allowed to strike at the very root of religion and morality. The ve-

neration of Cowley for Hobbes is well known, and is recorded by himself in the ode which

immediately precedes that on Destiny. It cannot, however, be candidly supposed, that Cowley

understood the whole drift of Hobbes' doctrines. The contrary, indeed, in^the present instance,

is obvious from tiic ode before us ; for while Cowley supposed the angels toxmove, like chess-men,

the inhabitants of this globe, Hobbes (along with Spinoza) plainly conceived that the angels them-

selves, and even that Being to which he impiously gave tbejaame of Cfod, were all of them moved,

like knights and pawns, by the invisible hand of fate or necessity. «

Were it not for the serious and pensive cast of Cowley's mind, and his solemn appeal to the au-

thority of the apostle, in support of the doctrine of destiny, one would be tempted to consider the

first stanzas of this ode in the light ofajeu i'esprit, introductory to the very characteristical ami

interesting picture of himself^ with which the poem concludes.
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' Note (X.) p. 82.

. « Tout ce qui esl doit 8tre, par e^lAm^me que cela est. Voila la seule bonne philosophie. Aussi

longtemps que nous be conn^itrons pt^ jcet. univers, comme on dit dans I'ucole, a priori, tout est

Tt^cessit^.' L.a liberty est un mot vide de sens, comme vous allee voir dans lalettre de M. Diderot.”

(Lettce de Grimm au Due de Saxc-Gotha.)

“ C’est ici mon cher, que je vais quitter le ton de prddicateur pour prendre, si je peux, celui dc

philosopfae. 'llegardez-y de pres, et .vous verrez que le mot liberty est un mot vide de sens

;

qu'il n'y a point, et qu'il ne peut y avoir d'etres libres ; que nous ne sommes que ce qui convient

k I'ordre g^ndral, a rorgaifisation, a I'^ducation, et ala chaine des 6vdnemens. Voilice qui dispose

de ncMis invinciblement. On ne conqoit non plus qu'un t-tre agisse sans motif, qu'undes bras d'uno

balance agisse sans Taction d'un poids, et le motif nous est toujours extf*rieur, f'tranger, attachi's

ou par une nature ou par une cause quelconque, qui n'est pas nous. Ce qui nous trompc, c’est

la prodigieuse variety de nos actions, jointe a Thabitude que nous avons prise tout en nalssant, de

confondre le volontaire avec le Ubre. Nous avons tant loud, tant repris, nous Tavons 6l6 tant de fois,

que e'est un prdjugd, bien vieux que celut de croire que nous et les aiitres voulons, agissons libre-

ment. Mais s’il n’y a point de libertd, il n’y a point d'action qui merite la louange ou le blame ;

il n’y a ni vice, ni vertu, rien dont il faille rdcompenser ou ch.atier. Qu'est ce qui distingue done
les bommes? La bienfeisance ou la malfaisance. Le malfaisant est un homme qu’il faut detriiire,

en non punir ; la bienfaisance est une bonne fortune, et non une vertu. Mais quoique Thomme
bien ou malfaisant ne soit pas libre, Thomme n’on est pas moins un ctre qu'on modiiic ; c’est par
cette raison qu’il faut ddtruire le malfaisant sur une place publique. De lii les bons elTcts de Tex-

eraple, des discours, de Tdducation, du plaisir, do la douleur, des grandeurs, de la misCire, Sic. ; do
la une sorte de philosophie pleine de commisdration, qui attache fortement aux bons, qui n’irriti

non plus contre le mdehant, que contre un ouragan qui nous remplit les yeux de poussidre. Il n’v

a qu’une sorte de causes u proprement parler ; ce sent les causes physiques. 11 n’r a qu'une sorto

de ndcessitd, c’est la mdme pour tous les dtres. Voild ce qui me rdconcilie avec le genre humain

;

c’est pour cette raison que je vous exhortais d la philantbropie. Adoptez ces principes si vous les

trpuvez bons, ou montrez-moi qu’ils sont mauvais. Si vous les adoptez, ils vous rdconcilieront aussi

avec les autres et avec vous-mdme ; vous ne vous saurez ni bon ni mauvais grd d’etre ce qui vous
f'tes. Ne rien reprocher aux autres, ne se repentir de rien ; voila les premiers pas vers la sagesse.

Ce qui eSt hors de la est prdjugd, fausse philosophie.” (Correapondance Litteraire, Philoaophiquc,

et Critique, addressee au Due de Saxe-Golha, par le Baron de Grimm et par Diderot. Premidre
Partie, Tom. I, pp. 300, 304, 30$, 306, Londres, 1814.)

Note (Y.) p. 91.

See in Bayle the three artiijles Luther, Knox, and Buchanan. The following passage concerning
Knox may -*eTve as a spectin^H of the others. It is quoted by Bayle from the Coamographie Univer-
•rffcof Thevet, a writer who has long sunk into the contempt he merited, but whose zeal for legiti-

macywd the Catholic faith raised him to the dignity ofalmonerto Catherinede Mcdicis, and of his-

toriographer to theKing of France. I borrow the translation from the English //w^orica/ Dielionaiy.
“ During tftat time the Scots never Engfland in peace ; it was when Henry VIII. played his
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pranks with the chalices, relics, and other ornaments of the English churches ; which tragedies and

plays have been acted in our time in the kingdom of Scotland, by the'exhortations of Noptz,^ the

first Scots minister of the bloody Gospel. This firebrand of sedition could not be content with

barely following the steps of Luther, or of his master, Calvin, who had not long before delivered

him from the gallies of the Prior of Capua, where he had been three years for bis crimes, ublaw>

ful amours, and abominable fornications; for he used to lead a dissolute life, in shameful and odious

places, and had been also found guilty of the parricide and murder committed on the body of the

Archbishop of St Andrew's, by the contrivances of the Earl of Rophol, of James Lescle, John

Lescle, their uncle, and William du Coy. This simonist, who bad been a priest of our church,* be-

ing fattened by the benefices he had enjoyed, sold them for ready money ; and finding that he could

not make his cause good, he gave himself up to the most terrible blasphemies. He persuaded also

several devout wives and religious virgins to abandon themselves to wicked adulterers. Nor was this

all. During two whole years, he never ceased to rouse the people, encouraging them to take up

arms against the Queen, and to drive her out of the kingdom, which he said was elective, as it had

been formerly in the time of heathenism The Lutherans have churches and oratories.

Their ministers sing psalms, and say mass ; and though it be different from ours, yet they add to

it the Creed, and other prayers, as we do. And when their ministers officiate, they wear the cope,

the chasuble, and the surplice, as ours do, being, concerned for their salvation, and careful of what

relates to the public worship. Whereas the Scots have lived these twelve years past without laws,

without religion, without ceremonies, constantly refusing to own a King or a Queen, as so many
brutes, suffering themselves to be imposed upon by the stories told them by this arch-hypocrite

Noptz, a traitor to God and to his country, rather than to follow the pure Gospel, the councils,

and the doctrine of so many holy doctors, both Greek and Latin, of the Catholic church.’'

Ifany of my readers be yet unacquainted with the real character and history of this distinguished

person, it may amuse them to compare the above passage with the very able, authentic, and ani-

mated account of his life, lately published by the reverend and learned Dr M^Crie.

Note (Z.) p. 100.

Dr Blair (whose estimate of the distinguishing beauties and imperfections of Addison's style

reflects honour on the justness and discernment of his taste) has allowed himself to be carried

along much too easily, by the vulgar sneers at Addison's want of philosophical depth. In one

of his lectures on rhetoric lie has even gone so far as to accuse Addison of misapprehending, or,

at least, of mis-slating Locke's doctrine concerning s^cojidary quafiiics. But a comparison of Dr
Blair's own statement with that which be censures, will not turn out to the advantage of the learn-

ed critic ; and I willingly lay hold of this example, as the point at issue turns on one of the most

refined questions of metaphysics. The words of Addison are these :

—

Things would make but a poor appearance to the eye, if we saw them only in their proper fi-

gures and motions. And what reason can we assign for their exciting in us many of those Ideus

which are different from any thing that exists in the objects themselves (for such are light and

colours), were it not to add supernumerary ornaments to the universe, and make it more agreeable

to the imagination ?"

^ Thus Thevet (says Baylo) wriics .he name of Knoa.
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After quotiog tfais seniesce. Dr Blair proeeeda thus :

—

** Our author is now entering on a theory, which he is about to illustrate, if not with much phi-

losvapluMl accuracy, yet with, j^eat beauty of fancy and glow of expression. A strong instance of

his want of laccuracy appears in the tn^aer in which he opens the subject. For what meaning
is there in things exciting in us many ideas which are differentfrom any thing that exists in

the obfccls ? No one, sure, ever imagined that our ideas exist in the objects. Ideas, it is agreed

on all hands, can exist no w'here but in the mind^ IVhat IVffr Lockers philosophy teaches, and
what our author should have said, is, exciting in us many ideas <f qualities which are different from
any thing that exists in the objects.^

Let us now attend to Locke‘'8 theory as stated by himself :

—

From whence I think it is easy to draw this' observation. That the ideas of primary qualities

of bodies are resemblances of them, and their patterns do really exist in the bodies themselvesy but
the ideas produced in us by these secondary qualities have no resemblance of them at all. There is

nothing like our ideas existing, in the bodies. themselves. * They are in the bodies we denominate

from them, only a power to produce these sensations in us. And what is sweet, blue, or warnt in

tVfea, is but the certain bulk, figure, and motion of the insensible parts in the bodies themselves,

which we call so.^'

The inaccuracy ofLodee in conceiving that our ideas of primary qualities are resemblances of these

qualities, and that the patterns of such ideas exist in the bodies themselves, has been fully exposed

by Dr Reid. But the repetition of Locker's inaccuracy (supposing Addison to have been really guil-

ty of it) should not be cliarged upon him as a deviation from his masteris doctrine. To all, how-
ever, who understand the subject, it must appear evident, that Addison has, in this instance, im-

proved greatly on Locke, by keeping out of view wbat is most exceptionable in his language, while

he has retained all that is solid tn his .doctrine. For my own part, I do not see how Addison's ex-

pressions could be altered to the better, except, perhaps, by substituting the words unlike to^ in-

stead of different form. But in this last phrase, Addison has been implicitly followed by Dr Blair,

and certainly would not have been disavowed as an interpreter by Locke himself. • Let me add,

that Dr Blair’s proposed emendation (*< exciting in us many ideas of qualities^ which are different

from any thing that exists in the objects”), if not wholly unintelligible, deviates much farther from
Lockers meaning than the correspondent clausein its original state. The additional words of qualities

throw an obscurity over the whole proposition, which was before sufficiently precise and perspicuous.^

My principal reason for offering these remarks in vindication of Addison’s account of secondary

qualities was, to prepare the way for the sequel of the passage animadverted on by Dr Blair.

^ Another pMBRge, afterwards quoted by Dr Blair, might have satisfied him of the clearness and accuracy of Addison's ideas on
the subject;

“ t have here supposed that my reader is acquainted with that great modern discovery, which is, at present, universally acknow-
ledged by all the inquirers into natural philosophy ; namely,^that light and oolonrs, a* apprehended by the itnoffinalian^ are only ideas

in the miud, and^ not qaallueA that ha^any existence in matter. As this is a truth which has been proved iacontestibly by many
modem phihisophers, if the Bogluih i would sec the notion excised at large, he may find it in the eighth book of , Mr Locke's

JSteay on Human Underetandinff.*'

.1 have already taken notice (Elements ,of the Philosophy of the Human JMind^ Vol. I. Note P.) of the extraordinary precision of the

above statement, arising from the clause printed hi Italics. By a strange slip of memory 1 ascribed the merit of this very judicious

qualifioatSoD, not to Addison, but to Dr Akenside, who transcribed it from the Spectator.

The last quotation affords me also an opportunity^of remarking tho correctness of AddlSon*s information ah,out the history of this

doctrine, which most English wnlers have conceived to be an original speculation of Locke's. From some of Addison’s expressions,
it is more than probable, that he had derived his first knowledge of it from Malebranchc.
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** We are everywhere entertained with plenalng rfiows and apparitions. We discorer imagin-

ary glories in the heavens and in the earth, and see some of this visionary heauty poured out

upon the whole creation. what a rough unsightly sketch of nature should we be entertained

with, did all her colouring' dishppesu’, and the several distinctions of light and shade vanish ? * In

short, our souls are delightfully lost and bewildered in a pleasing delusion, and we walk about like

the enchanted hero of a romance, who sees beautiful castles, woods, and meadows, and, at the

same time, hears the warbling of birds and the purling of streams : but, upon the finishing ot

some secret spell, the fantastic scene breaks up, and the disconsolate knight finds himself on a bar-

ren heath, or in a solitary desert."

In this passage one is at a loss whether most to admire the author's depth and refinement of

thought, or the singular felicity of Ihncy displayed in its illustration. The image of the enchanted

hero is so unexpected, and, at the same time, so exquisitely appropriate, that it seems itself to have

been conjured up by an enchanter's wand. Though introduced with the unpretending simplicity

of a poetical simile, it has the effect of shedding the light of day on one of the darkest corners of

metaphysics. Nor is the language in which it is conveyed unworthy of the attention of the critic;

abounding throughout with those natural and happy graces, which appear artless and easy to all

but to those who have attempted to copy them.

The praise which I have bestowed on Addison as a commentator on this paft of Liocke s Bssay

will not appear extravagant to those who may take the trouble to compare the conciseness and

elegance of the foregoing extracts with the prolixity and homeliness of the author s text. (See

Locke's Essay, Book II. chap. viii. §§ 17, 18.) Jt is sufficient to mention here, that bk chief il-

lustration is taken from “ the effects of manna on the stomach and guts.”

Note (AA.) p. 111.
^

For the following note I am indebted to my learned friend Sir William Hamilton, Professor of

Universal History in the University of Edinburgh.

“ The C/avis Universalis of Arthur Collier, though litUe known in England, has been translated

into German. It'js published in a work entitled “ Samlung, &c. &c. literally, “ A Collection of the

most disringuished authors who deny the existence of their own bodies, and of the whole material

world,—containing the dialogues of Berkeley, between Hylas and Philonous, and Collier’s Universal

§1^ translated, with Illustrative Observations, and an Appendix, wherein the existence of Body is

demonstrated, by John Christopher Eschenbach, Professor of Bhilosophy in Rostock.” (Rostock,

1756, 8vo.) The remarks arc numerous, and show much reading. The Appendix contains, 1. An ex-

position of the opinion of the Idealists, with its grounds and arguments. 2. A proof of the external

existence of body. The argument on which he chiefly dwells to show the existence of matter is the

same with that of Dr Reid, in so far as he says « a direct proof must not here be expected; in re-

gard to the fundamental principles of human nature, this is seldom possible, or rather is riwolutcly

impossible.” He argues at length, that the Idealist has no better proof of the existence of his soul

than of the existence of his body; “ when an Idealist says, I am a thinking bang ; of this I am

certainfrom internal conviction ;—I would adc from whence he derives this certainty, and why heex-

• On the .uppoiition nede in thie eentence, the face of Nnture, inetend of presenting > rough unsightly sketch,- wonW, it is evi.

dent, become wholly inTtoible. But I need ecwcely esy, this does not rsnderMr Addison’s sUnsioa Urn pertinent.
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eludes from this conviction the possibility of deception ? He h^s no other answer than thisi / iV.

It is impossible that I. can have any representation of self without the consciousness of beitig a think-

ing being- In the same manner, H^benbacli argues that the feeing applies to the existence of

body, and that the ground of belief^^;^ually strong ahd conclusive, in respect to the reality of

the objective^ as of the in
”

jion/
r

Note (BB.) p. 132.

And yet Diderot^ in some of his lucid intervals^ seems to have thought andfelt very differently,''"

The following passage (extracted from hisPensces Philosophiques) is pronounced byXa Harpe to

be not only one of the most eloquent which Diderot has written, but to be one of the best com-

ments which is any where to be found on the Cartesian argument for the existence of God. It has

certainly great merit in point of reasoning, but I cannot see with what propriety it can be consi-

dered as a comment upon the argument of Descartes; nor am I sure if, in point of eloquence, it

be as well suited to the English as to the French taste.

Convenez qu’il y auroit de la folie a refuser a vos semblablcs la facultf; de penser. Sans doutc,

niais que s''ensuit-il de lu? II s'ensuit, que si lunivers, que dis-je Tunivers, si Taile d‘un papilJon

ni’oflre des traces mille fois plus distinctes d"une intelligence quo vous n'^avez d’indices que votre

semblable a la faculto de penser, il cst mille fois plus fou de nier qu'il existe un Dicu, que de nicr

que votre scrnblable pense. Or, que cela soit ainsi, c^est a vos luiriitTes, e'est a votre conscience

que j’en appellc. Avez-vous jamais rernarquo dans les raisonnemens, Jes actions, ct la concluite dc

quelque liomme que ce soit, plus d'intelligence, d’ordre, dc sagacitr, dc coiisc'(iucncc, que dans le

incxanisme d'*un insecte? La divinitf* ifest die pas aussi clarenicnt emprointe dans TaMl d'un

ciron, que la faculty de penser clans les ecrits du grand Newton (»)noi! Jp monde formf* prouverait

moins crintelligence, quo le monde cxjdiquf ? Quelle assertion ! fintelligence d’un premier otre

ne ni’est pas mieux clcmonlrce par se.s ouviuges, ijuc Ja faculte de penser dans un philosophc pai

ses ecrits? Songez done que je no vous objecte que Taile d’un papillon, quand Je poiirrais vou>

f^craser du poids de T uni vers.”

This, however, was certainly not the creed which Diderot professed in his more advanced yeais.

The article, on the ccintrary, which immediately ibllows the foregoing quotation, there is every

reason to think, expresses his real sentiments on the subject. I transcribe it at length, as it states

clearly and explicitly the same argument which is indirectly hinted at in a late publication by a #r
more illustrious author. ^

J’ouvre les cahiers d’un philosoplic cclcbre, ct je lis. Athces, je vous accorde que le mouve-

ment est essentiel u la niati6re
;
qu’en concluez-vous quele monde resulte du jet fortuit d’atomes?

J’aimerois autant que voiiz me dissiez que Tlliade d’Horaere ou la Henriade de V^oltaire est un

rcsuUat de jets fortuits de caractcrcs ?’ Je me garderai bien de laire ce raisonnement a un athcc.

Cette comparaison Jui donneroit beau jeu. Selon les lois de Tanalyse des sorts, me diroit-il, je nt*

doit Hrc surnris qu^une ebbs^^rrive, lorsqu^elle est 4>ossible, et que la diflicultf! de r(?vfmcnicnt est

compens^*e par la qUantitiS des jets. II y a tels nombre de coups dans Jesquels jc gagerois avee

avantage d^amener cent mille six a la fois avec cent mille dez. Quelle que fQt la soinme finie de

caracteresavec laquelle on me proposeroit d'^engendrer fortuitement ITliade, il y a telle somme finie

dc jets qui me rendroit la proposition ayaptogeuse ; mon avantage seroit m£me infinie, si la quan-

tity de jets accord^e etoit infini,^’ &c. £c. (Penstes Philosophiques^ par Diderot, XXI.)
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My ^hief reason for considering this as the genui^ exposition of Diderofs own creed is, that he

omits no opportunity of kuggesting the same train of thinking in bis other works. It may be dis-

tinctly traded in the following passage of his TVaie^ du Beau^ the substance of which he has also

introduced in the article Bbau of the Encjfdopisdit.

Le beau n'est pas toujours Touvrage d\ine cause intelligente ; le mouvemeht etablit souvent,

soit dans un t^tre consider^ solitairemeni, soit entre plusieurs Stres compartis entr^eux, une multi-

tude prodigieuse de rapports surprcnans. Ces cabinets d'faistorie naturelle en ollrent un grand

nombre d'exemples. Les rapports soiit alors des resuitats dc combinaisons fortuites, du moins par

rapport il nous. La nature imite en se jouant, dans cent occasions, les productions (Kart ; et Ton

pourroit demander, je ne dis pas si ce philosophc qui fut jete par une temj>£te sur les bords d'unc

lie inconnue, avoit raison dc se crier, a la vue de quelques figures de geometric; ‘ Courage mes

amis, voict des pas trhommes mais conibien il faudroit remarquer de rapports dans un 6tre, pour

avoir une certitude complete qu'il I’ouvragc d’un artiste ^ (en quelle occasion, un seul defaut de

symmetric prouveroit plus que toute somrne donn^e de rapports); comment sont entr'eux le temps

dc Taction dc la cause fortuite, et les rapports observ6s dans les cffcts produits ; et si (4 Texception

des teuvres du Tout-Puissant) “ il y a dcs cas ou le nombre des rapports ne puisse Jamais 6tre com-

pens(/ par cclui des jets.’**

With respect to the passages here extracted from Diderot, it is worthy of observation, that if

the atheistical argument from chances be conclusive in its aj>plication to that order of things

which we behold, it is not les^^ conclusive when applied to every other possible combination of

atoms which iinagiiiatioii i nvi n.-: . ^ and afTordi a mathematical proof, that the fables of Gre-

cian mythology, the tales of thc' genij, and the dreams of the Rosicrusians, or rather Must,

all of them, be somewhere or other realised in the infinite extent of the universe; a propositmn

Avhich, if true, would dc.droy every argxnncnt for or agaiu.-t any given system of opinions founded

on the reasonableness or the inii’easoneblcncss of the tenets involved in it; and wotild, of conse-

quence, lead to the subversion of the whoh. fr:nie ot tlic liunian understanding.^

^ Is not this precisely ihc sophistical mode of questioning known among Logicians by the name of Sorites or Acemss ? * Vitiotum

sane (says Ciccfo) el captiosuoi genus.’ {Actui tnst. Lib. 11’. xvi.,

To those who enter fully mto tlu- spui' of tlic toregoing r-Msoring, it il unnecessary to observe, that this parenthetical dauae la

nothing better than an ironical suLw li' ihe argumert [»rovc£ any thing it leads to tliis general conclusion, chat the apparent order of

the univerie aflfords no evidence whatever of the existence of a designing cause.

^ Tho atheistical argument here quoted from Dideiot is, at least, os old as the time of Epicurua,

Nam certr neque consilio primordia rcruni

Ordinc sc quicquc, atquc sagnei incntc locdrunt

;

Nec quos qua-que darent inotus pepigerc profcctu;

Sed quia muUiniodis, muUis, mutata, per omne

£x iniinito vexantur percita plagis,

Omne genus motiis, et cwtiis experiundo,
,,

v

Tandem doveniunt in taleis disposituras,

Qualibus hffic rebus consUUt summa creata.

(Lucret. Lib. I. L 102^)

And still more explicitly in the following lines

:

Nam cum respicias immensi tetnporis omne

Practciitum spatium ; turn motua matcriai

Mullimodi quum sint ; facile hoc adcredere posais,

Semina ssopc in codem, ut nunc sunt, ordioe posta.

(Ibid. Lib. III. 1.

H hDISS. r. FART II.
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Mr Humie> iii -hit ^tU/urat Hiatory of Religitm^ (8eo(. Xt»^' 4at drawa an iofiscanoe fina^ jtiHe

iat^nal evidence of the Heathen -MyUioiogy, in favour of the suppowtioo, that itjnaj? not'be afto>

geiher &0 £e^u1ous as is commentjr eni^pased. ** The whole mythological system is so natural, that

in the vast variety of planets and contained in this universe, it seems more tAan pniabh

that somewhere or other it is really carflfe>teto execution.'” The argument of Diderot goes much

farther, and leads, to an extension of Mr Home's conclusion to all conceivable systems, whether

natural or not. *

But further, since the human mind, and ell the numberless displays of wisdom and of power which

it has exhibiked, are ultimately to be referred to afortuitous concourse of atoms, why might not the

Supreme Being, such as we are commonly taught to regard him, have been Himself{as well as the

Gods of Hpicurus)^ the result of the continued operation of the same blind causes? or rather, must

not such a Being have necessarily resulted from these causes operating from all eternity, tlirough

the immensity of space ?->-a conclusion, by the way, which, according' to Diderot's own principles,

would lead us’to refer the era of his origin to a period indefinitely more remote than any given

point of time which imagination can assign ; or, in other words, to a period to which the epithet

eternal may with perfect propriety be applied. The amount, therefore, of the whole matter is this,

that the atheistical reasoning, as stated by Diderot, leaves the subject of natural, and, I maj’ add,

of revealed religion, precisely on the same footing as before, without invalidating, in the very small-

est degree, the evidence for any one of the doctrines connected with either ; nay more, superad-

ding to this evidence, a mathematical demonstration of the possible truth of all those articles of

belief which it was the object of Diderot to subvert A’om their foundation.

It might be easily shown, that these principles, if pushed to their legitimate consequences, in-

stead of establishing the just authority of reason in our constitution, would lead to the most un-

limited credulity on all subjects whatever; or (what is only another name for the same thing) to

that state of miqd, which, in the words of Mr Hume, *' does not consider any one proposition as

more certain, or even as more probable, than another.”

The following curious and (in my opinion) instructive anecdote has a sufficient connection with

the subject of this note, to justify me in subjoining it to the foregoing observations. I transcribe it

from the Notes annexed to the Abb£ de Lille's poem, entitled La Conversation. (A Paris, 1812.)

“ Dans la sociStd du Baron d'Holbaeh, Diderot propose un jour de nommer un avoesu de Dteu,

et on choisit rAbb6 GaKuiL II s'assU et d^buta ainsi.

“ Un jour h Naples, un homme de la Basilicate prit derant nous, six d£z dans un cornet, et paria

d'amener rafle de six. Je dis cette chance ctoit possible. II I'omena sur le champ une seconde

fois; je dis la mSnie chose. II remit les dcs dans Ic cornet trois, quatre, cinq fois, et toujours rafle

de six. Sangue diMacao m'ecriai-je. Us dea sent pipSs

;

et ils I'dtoient.

“ Phllosophes, quand je considere I'orde toujours renaissant de la nature, ses lois immuables,

ses revolutions, toujours constantes dans une varidt^ infinie ; cette chance unique et conservatrice

d'un univers tel qiie nous le voyons, qui revient sons cesse, malgrd cent autres millions de chances

de perturbation et de destrtii. possibles, je m'ecrie : vtrtea la nature est pipSer
. The argument here stated strikes me as irresistible, nor ought it at all to weaken its effect, that

it wds spoken by the mouth ofthe Abb£ Galiani. Of this extraordinary person I sball have imtb-

sion afterwards tp speak as a political, economist.

* ds JM. JJror. Lib. I. XXIV.
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Wiiktever liii 4Mfii profiesaed {MtaacipIesiiiBy'faave been, this theory of tho IbaM, die appears evi.

denllj, from tha repeidod aUa«MBs to it in Us -fkmiliflr correspondence* to hare prodoced a very

deep impression on his (See Correapondance inidite de 'rAbb6 Galiani* 4^c. Vol. I. pp. 18,

42, 141, 142, .a Paris, 1813.)
-

"
•

’
.

As the old argament of the atomical atheists is plainly that on srhkh'the school of Diderot are

still disposed to rest the strength of their cause, I shall make no apology for the length of this note.

The aceptieal suggestions on the same subject-which occur in Mr Hume's Essay on the Idea of Ne-
cessary Conmetionj and which have given occasion to so much discussion in this country, do not

seem to me to hare ever produced any considerable impression on the Fren<^ philosoidiers.

Sots (CC.) p. 133.

Among the contemporaries of Diderot, the author of the Spirit of Laws is entitled to particular

notice, for the respect with which he always speaks of natural religion. A remarkable instance of

this occurs in a letter to Dr Warburton, occasioned by the publication of his rwte tf Boling-

brake's Philosophy. The letter, it must be owned, savours somewhat of the political religionist; but

how fortunate would it have been for France, if, during its late revolutionary governments, such

sentiments as those here expressed by Montesquieu had been more generally prevalent among his

countrymen ! Cclui qui attaque la religion r6v6l6e h'attaque que la religion r£v^l6e ; mais celui

que attaque la religion naturelle attaque toutes les religions du monde . .... 11 n'est pas impossible

d'attaquer une religion r<Svi:!'lde, parce qu'elle existc par des faits particuliers, et que les fkitsp^ Jeur

nature peuvent ctre une matiere de dispute; mais il n'en est pas de m^me de la religion naturelle

;

elle est tir^ie de la nature de rhomme, dont on ne pent pas disputer encore. J'ajoute il ceci, quel

peut £tre le motif d'attaquer la religion rdv6ke en Angleterre ? On I'y a tellement purg£ de tout

prtjug^ destructeur qu'elle n'y peut faire de mal et qu’elle y peut faire, au contraire, dne infinite

de biens. Je sals, qu'un homme en Espagne ou en Portugal que Ton va bruler, ou qui craint

d’iitre bruie, parce qull ne croit point de certains articles d6pendans ou non de la religion r6v«S16e,

a un juste sujet de I'attaquer, parce qu'il peut avoir quelque espiSrance de potirvoir il sa defense n»>

turelle : mais il n'en est pas de mCme en Angleterre, oh tOut bomme qui attaque la religion r6vdI6e

I'attaque sans int^ret, et ou cet homme; quand il r4ussiroit,'*quand mcrae il auroit raison dans le

fond, ne feroit que detruire une inhnitd de biens pratiques, pour 6tablir une v£rit£ purement specu-

lative.” (For the whole letter, see the 4to edit, of Montesquieu's Works. Paris, 1788. Tome Y.

p. 391. Also Warburton’s Works by Hurd, Vol. VII. p. 553. London, 1758.)

In the foregoing passage, Montesquieu hints more explicitly than could well have been expected

from a French magistrate, at a consideration which ought always to be taken into the account, in

judging of the works of his countrymen, when they touch on the subject of religion; I mean, the

corrupted and intolerant spirit of that system of faith which is Immediately before their eyes. The
eulogy bestowed on the church of England Is particularly deserving of notice; and should serve as

a caution to Protestant writers against making common cause with the ddenders of the church of

Rome.

With respect to Voltaire, who, amidst all his extravagancies and impieties, is well known to haVe

declared open war agunst the principles maintained in the Syteme de la Nature, it is remarked by

Madame de Sta^l, that two difierent epochs may be distinguished in his literary life ; the one,
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while, fai8 mind Wjas warm from the philosophical lessons he had imbibed in England; th^oiher^

afii^r it became infected with those extravagant principles which, soon after bis death, brought.

a

temporary reproach on the name of Kiilosophy. As the observation is extended by the very in-

genious writer to the French nation,j|S;,jmneral, and draws a line between two classes of authors

who are frequently confounded togethOflil^fais country, I shall transcribe it in her own words.

II me semble qu’on pourroit marqiiter dans le dix-huitieme' siecle, en France, deux ^poques

parfaitement disiinctes, celle dans iaquelle I'influence de TAngleterr^ s'est fait sentir, et celle ou les

esprits se sont pr^^cipites dans la destruction : Alors les lumi^res se soiit chan^des en incendie, et la

philosophie, magicienne irrit^e, a consumd Ic palais ovl elle avoit ^tal^ ses prodiges.

£n politique, Montesquieu appariient a la premiere f^poque, Raynal a la seconds ; en religion

les ecrlts de Voltaire, qui avoit la tolerance pour but, sont inspires par Tesprit de la premiere moU
ti^ du siecle; mais sa miserable et vaniteuse irr61igion a fl^tri la seconde.'^ {Ht rAUemagne^

Tome III. pp. 37, 38.)

Nothing, in truth, can be more striking than the contrast between the spirit of Voltaire’s early

and of his later productions. From the former may be quoted some of the sublimest sentiments

any where to be found, both of religion and of morality. In some of the latter, he appears irre-

coverably sunk in the abyss of fatalism. Examples of both are so numerous, that one is at a

loss in the selection. In making choice of the following, 1 am guided chiefly by the comparative

:shorines5 of the passages.

** Consulte Zornastre ec Mitioa, tt Solon,

Et le 8ago Socratc, ot le grand Ciceron :

* lls ont ador6 toua un maitre, un juge, un p6re .

Ce ayit^me subliooc a rhominc cat n^ccmiairc.

Ost le aacrt! lien de la 6oci6t6,

Le premier fondement de la saintc ^quitc

;

Le frein du IV'spensce du juste.

" $i les deux depouillea de leur emprdneo augustc

Pouvoient cceser jamais de le roanifester,

Si Dleu D*existoit pas, U faudroit IHoventer.” ‘

Nor is it only on this fundamental principle of religion that Voltaire, in his better days, delighted

to enlarge. The existence of a nattvsl law engraved on the human heart, and the liberty of tlie

human will, are subjects which he lias repeatedly enforced and adorned with all his philosophical

and poetical powers. What can lie snore explicit, or more forcible, than the following exposition

of the inconsistencies of fatalism ?

Vois de la Hberte cet ennemi nautin,

Aveugle partisan d'un avcugle dsstin ;

Entcuds coTORie 11 consults, approuve, ou delibere,

Entends de quel reproche il couyre un adversairc,

comment d'un rival U cherdie i ae venger,

Cofdme i] punit son fils, etde vent corriger.

I A thougbt approaching very nearly to this occurs in one of Tillotson’s Sermons. The being df God is so comfortable, so

convenient, so necessary to the felicity of Mankind, that (as Tully admiiiably says), Z>il immortaks ad ufum hoinmum/ltbricati pe/tc

•videanittr—If God were not a n^ioessaTy being of be might almost be said to be made for the use and benefit of Man." For

some ingenious remarks on this quotation from Oiceto, see Jortin’s Tracts, Vol. I. p. 371*
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;

\ ,
llle CToycnt done libre P^-Doi mds doute, ct Itti-mdms

IMiliiAnt 4db«qae^ ion fuacil*
"

' D mwtojt cn vootoit oiqplj^^
j , .

, ,
Cff dogve icbiUiKbi 4 Rbtfui4e & |>raliqw

11 ncfmnoU en lui le sedtiittrat brste,
'

• *
•

^

tl agit comme tibre et }iaTl0 fMinifl'iii^^

This very syatem, however, which Voltaire has here so seivei^y reprohat^, he lived to avow as

the creed of-his more advanced years. The words, indeed, are pat into the mouth of a fictitious

personage i but it Is plain, that the writer meant to be under^p^as speaking his own sentiments.

“ Je vois une chaine immense, dont tout est chainon ; die pmbrasse, elle serre aujourd'hui la na>

ture,'''’ &c. &c.

Je suis done ramend ma]gr6 moi it cette ancienne id^^e, que jevois titre la base de tous lea sys-

temes, dans laquelle tous les philosophes retombent apres mille detours, et qui m'est demonlr^ par

toutes Ics actions dcs hommes, par les tniennes, par tous les cranemens que j'ai lus, que j^ai vus, et

aux-quelles j^ai eu part; e'est le Fatalisuie, c'estla Necessity dont je vous ai deja parld.'' (^Lettrea

de Meinmius d Ciceron. See CEuvrea de Voltaire, M6laiiges, Tome IV. p. 358. 410. £dit.

Geneve, 1771.)

Notwithstanding, however, this change in Voltaire’s philosophical ppinions, he continued to the

last his zealous opposiUon to atheism. ‘ But in what respects it is more pernicious tlian fatalism,

it is not easy to discover.

A reflection of La Harpe's, occasioned by some strictures of Voltaire’s upon Montesquieu, ap-

plies with equal force to the numberless inconsistencies which occur in bis metaphysical specula-

tions ; “ Les objets dc m(-ditation »'toIenttrop etrangersa I’excessive vivacitd de son esprit. . Saisir

fortemeut par Timagination les objets qu'elle ne doit montrer que d'un c6t4, e’est ce qui est du

Poete ; les embrasscr sous toutes les faces, e’est ce qui est da Philosophe, et Voltaire ^toit trop

exclusivement I’un pour 6tre rautre.” (Cowrs dc Litlcratf Tome XV. pp, 46, 47.)

A late author ‘ has very justly reprobated that apirUval deification of nature which has been

long fashionable among the French ; and which, according to his own account, is at present not

unfashionable jn Germany. It is proper, however,
,
to observe, that this mode of-speaking has

been used by two very different classes of writers ; by the one with an intention ^ keep as much

as possible the Deity out of their view, while studying his works ; by the other, as a convenient

and well understood metaphor, by means of which the frequent and irreverent' mention of the

name of God is avoided in philosophical arguments. It Was with this last view, undoubtedly, that

it was so often employed by Newton, and other English philosophers of the same school. !in ge-

neral, when we find a writer speaking of the wise or of the benevolent intenliono of nature, we

should be slow in imputing to him any leaning towards atheism. Many of the finest instances of

Final Causes, it is certain, which the eighteenth century has brought to light, have been first re-

marked by inquirers who seem to have been fond of this pliraseology ; and of. these inquirers, it is

possible that some would have been less forward in bearing testimony to the truth, had they been

forced to avail themselves of the style of theologians. Thesei speculaAions, therefore, ooncerning

the intentions or designs of Nature, how ' reprehensible soever and even absurd in point of strict

> See the Diet. Phibso^^tie, Art. Atkiisme, See slro the etrieturel on the Sytteme de la Nature in the Quettione tur PSnty-

cloptdie *• the very work from which the ebore quotation it taken.
,

* Frederick SchlegeL Lectune «» the Hitfory of Literature. Voh. 11, p. 109. (Edinhuigb, ISIA) -
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logic the language may be in which they gre expresaed, ttAy often be, nay, have often bemb « etop

towattb something higher and better ; and, at any vnt^ are of a character totally different firom

the bUnd chance of the Bpicnreatu^ or the conflicting principles of the Manicheans.

, Jfioaw (BD.) p. 153.

Is the atteitnptf indeed, which Kani has made to enumerate the general ideae which are not de-

rived from experience, but ariae out of the pure underetemdii^, Kant map well lap claim to the

praise of originality.'" The object of this problem is thus stated by his friend* Mr Schalee, the

author of the Synopsis formedy quoted. (The following translation is by Dr Williob, Elements,

Sbc. p. 45.) ,

To investigate the whole store of original notions discoverable in our undemanding, and

which lie at the foundation of all our knowledge ; and at the same time to authenticate their true

descent, by showing that they are not derived from experience, but are pure productions of the

understanding.

1. The perceptions of objects contain, indeed, the matter ofknowledge, but are in themselves

blind and dead, and not knowledge ; and our soul is merely passive in regard to lliem.

** 2. If these perceptions are to furnish knowledge, the understanding must think of them, and

this is possible only through notions (conceptions), which are the peculiar form of our understand-

ing, in the same manner as space and time are the form of our sensitive faculty

3. These notions are active representations of our understanding-faculty ; and as they regard

immediately the perceptions of objects, they refer to the objects themselves only mediately

“ 4. They lie on our understanding as pure notions a priori, at the foundation of all our know-

ledge. They are necessary forms, radical notions, categories (predicaments), of which all our

knowledge of them mnst be compounded ; And the table ofthem follows.

“ Quantity

;

unity, plurality, totality.

Quality; reality, negation, limitation.

** Relation

;

substance, cause, reciprocation.

Modality i possibility, existence* necessity.

'* 6. Now, to think and to judge is the same thing ; consequently, every notion contiuns a par-

ticular form of judgment concerning objects. There are four principal genera ofjudgments .

Thisy are derived from the above four possible fanctiohs of the understanding, each of which con-

tain8.under it three species

;

namely, with respect to

Qyanlity, they are universal, particular, singular judgments.

** Quality, they are affirmative, negative, infinite judgments.

** Relation, they are categorical, hypothetical, disjunctive judgments.

** Afodality, they are problematical, assertory, qpodiotical judgments.'*

These talfl|S speak for themselves without any comment.

Note (CQBS.) p. 154.

Kaet's m^ns of 7*^ are contalMl in the following seven preposhioas: ** 1. Idea tmporie non
oritur sed suppouitur a semilms. /dea imports est singularis, non generalis. Tempos enim
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quodlibi^ lioa edgife^ur, nbii tanqtsam pars uoius ejusdem iemporis immexiaL 3. /4iea itaque

poris est iniutius^ et quoniam ante omnem seniationern coqdpiturt tanquam conditio respectuoia

in scnaibilibus obviorum^ est non sensoalis^ sed puruf. 4. T€mpus est quantum contu

ntcum et legudd eontinui iti mitiationibus universi principium. 5* Tmpus nonest objectioum ali^

quid €t realcy nec substantia, nec accidens, nec relatio, sed sbbjectiva conditio, per naturam mentis

humane necessaria, quielibet sensibilia, certa lege sibi co<-ordinandl, et intuitus purus. 6. Tempus
cst conceptusVerissimus, et, per omnia possibilia sensuum objecta, in infinitum patens, intuiiivfe re-

praesentationis conditio. 7. Tempus iti|||ueestprtnciptum^ ntandt senst£27is absolute primum.^

With respect to Space^ Kant states a series of similar propositions, ascribing to it very nearly

the same meti^Iiysical attributes as to Timcy and running as far as possible a sort of parallel

between them. A. Conceptus spatii non absirahitur a saisatiombus externis* B. Conceptus

spatii est singutaris repnosentatio omnia ill se comprehendens, non sub sc conllnens notio abstracta

cl communis. C. Conceptus spatii itaque est intuitus purus ; cum sit conceptus singularls ; sensa-

lionibiis non conflatus, sed omnis sensationis externee forma fundamentalis. D. Spatium non cst

aliquid objeciim et realis, nec substantia, nec accidens, nec relatio ; sed subjectivum et ideale, e

natura mentis stabili lege proficiscens, veluti schema, omnia omnino externe sensa sibi co-ordi-

nandi. E. Quanquam conceptus spatii, ut objectivi alicujus et realis entis vel afTectionis, ait ima-

ginarius, nihilo tamen seclus respeciivc ad stnsibtlia quacunque, non solum est verissimus, sed et

omnis veritatis in sensualitate externa fandamentum.^'

These propositions are extracted from a Dissertation written by Kant himself in the Latin lan-

guage.* Their obscurity, iherelbre, cannot be ascribed to any misapprehension on the part of a

translator. It was on lliis account that I thought it better to quote them in bis own unaltered

words, than to avail myself of the corresponding passage in Born'^s Latin version of the Critique of

Pure Reason.

To each of Kant’s propositions concerning Time and Space I shall subjoin a short comment,

following the same order in which these propositions are arranged above.

1. That the idea of Time has no resemblance to any of our sensations, and that it is, therefore,

not derived from sensation immediately and directly, has been very often observ'cd ; and, if nobody

had ever observed it, the fact is so very obvious, that the enunciation of it could not entitle the

author to the praise of much ingenuity. Whether ** this idea be supposed in all our sensations,”

or (as Kant explains himself more clearly in his third proposition) he conceived by the mind prior

to all sensation,” is a question which seems to me at least doubtful; nor do I think the opinion

we form concerning it a matter of the smallest importance. One thing is certain, thrt this idea is

an inseparable concomitant of every act of memory with respect to past events ; and that, in what-

ever way it is acquired, we arc irresistibly led to ascribe to the thing itself an existence independent

of the will of any being whatever,

2. On the second proposition I have nothing to remark. The following is the most intelKgible

translation of it that I can give. The idea of Time is singnlaiv general ; for any particular

length of time can be conceived only as a part of one and the same immense whole.”

3. From these premises (such as they are) Kant concludes, that the idea of Time is intuitive;

and that this intuition, being prior to the exercise of the senses, is not empirical but pure. The

^ Dc Muttdi SetiMilU ntqut TnUWgihilii et prMpUt.. PisBCTtado pro loco profeaiionSa Log. ct Sletaph, OrdinaEiis lils iShi

Yindicando
; qutm esigentibuo oututis AcodonUcU publico tuebitur lujcAiriixii Kant.—.Rc||iomonii, 1770-
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to>iii(^uon here must necwswily partake of the uakextajttty of thepremises from sHiich it in drawn,

'Imt the meaning of frie onthor does not seem^id frsjdy any very erroneous primate. It amounts,

indeed, to little more than an expdlfi^tion of eopm of his peculiar terms.

4. That Time is a comtwwcd is indi^pntdile. To the latter clause of the sentence I can

annex no meaning but this, that time^^ie|^rs as an essential element into our conception of the law

of continuity, in fdt its various applicat^Kns to the dbanges that take place in Nature.

6. In this proplmition Kant assumes the truth of that much contested, «nd, to me* incomprehen-

dble doctrine, which denies the objective reality of time. Bh seems to consider it merely as a sub>

jective condition^ inseparably connected with the frame of^e Human Mind, in tonsequence of

which it arranges sensible phenomena, according to a certain law, in the order of succession.

6. What is meant by calling Time a true conception, I d6 not profess to understand ; noi am I

able to interpret the remainder of the sentence in any way but this, that we can find no limits to

the range thus opened in our conceptions to the succession of sensible events.

7. The conclusion of the whole matter is, that Time is “ absolutely the first formal principle ol

the sensible world." I can annex no meaning to this ; but I have translated the original, word for

word, and shall leave my readers to their own conjectures.

A. It appears from this, that, in the opinion of Kant, the idea of Space is connate with the

mind, or, at least, that it is prior to any information received from the senses. But this doctiinc

seems to me not a little doubtful. Indeed, I rather lean to the common theory, which supposes

our first ideas of Space or Extension to be formed by abstracting this attribute from the otliei tjua-

lities of matter. The idea of Space, however, in whatever manner formed, is manifestly accom-

panied with an irresistible conviction, that Space is neccssaiily existent, and that its annihilation is

impossible; nay, it appears to me to be also accompanied with an irresistible conviction, that Space

cannot possibly be extended in more than th.ec dimensions Call either of these pf oposilions in

question, and you open a door to universal scepticism.

B. 1 can extract no meaning from this, but the nugatory proposition, that our conception ot

Space leads us to consider it as the place in which all things are comprehended.

C. ** The conception of Space, therefore, is a pure intuition^ This follows as a necessary co-

rollaty (according to KanCs own definition) from Prop. A. What is to be understood by the

efakuse which asserts, that Space is the fundamental of every external sensation, it is not easy

to conjecture. Does it imply m^refy that the conception of Space is necessarily involved in all our

notions of things extenial P In this case, it only repeats over, in different and most inaccurate

terms,4he last clause of Prep. Si What can be more loose and iilo^cal than the phrase external

sentKttktnf

D. ,T1i|tt %MtCe is neither a svistanee^ nor an aeeuknf^ nor a relation, may be safely granted ;

but does it; i&llow from this that it is nothing cAjeaive, or, in other words, that it is a meic crea-

ture of the imkgumti^ P^This, however, wipiiUi seem to be the idea of Kant ; and yet I cannot

reconePe it with wlfaC> t<#>«hys' In Prop. K.,^'^eii?[the conception of Space is the foundation of all

the truth ke ascribe te our perceptions ofeacterAiH objects. (The author's own words are—omnis
srcritatls in sensualitMe eJ^ernii fundamntum!)*

' Mr Mitch hM iwnwkr^ tMl difficulty, rnttaa CWMoytcd to tmnfn it. ** The nott MteutUl objection (be obeervee) to Kant’i

«y«tem>i,thatlt|esds*e bceptuiiuDahecuiiiSit SUsiirtaiai, llwt thsSgWM latrhieh tn see the eatccnal objects dothed an not in-
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XJpo^ ih^ it aj>{»earB to me, that, amoog^ ihewe various propositions, there are some which

are <}uite unintelligible ; that others assume, as first principles, doctrines which have been disputed

by many Ofour most eminent phliosophers ; that others, again, seem to aim at involving plain and

obvious truths in dark;ness and mystery ; and that not one is expressed with the simplicity and

precision which are the nal!bral results of clear and accurate thinking. In considering time and
space as the Jhima of all sensible phenomena, does Kant mean any thing more but this,—that we
necessanly refer every sensible phenom|pon to some point of space, or to some instant of time P

If this was really his meaning, he has only repeated over, in obscurer language, the following pro*

positions of Newton: Ut ordo partijim temporis est immutabilis, sic etiam ordo partium spatii.

Moveantur heec de locis suis, ct movebuntur (ut Ua dicam) de seipnis. Nam tempora et spatia aunt

sui ipsorum ct rerum omnium quasi loca. Tn tempore^ quoad ordinem successionis i in spatiOf quoad or^

iUnem situs locaniur unicersa. De illoriim essentia est ut sint loca ; et loca primaria mover! absur-

ilum est

1 lia\e quoted this passage, not from any desire of displaying the superiority of Newton ovdib

Kant, but chiefly to show how very nearly the^powcrs of the former sink to the same level with

those of the latter, when directed to inquiries unfathomable by the human faculties. What abuse

of words can be greater than to say. That neither the parts of time nor the ports of space can be

moved from tb^v places In the Principia of Newton, however, this incidental discussion is but

a spot on^‘^the sun. In the Critique of f%re Reason^ it is a fair specimen of the rest of the work,

and forms one of the chief pillars of the whole system, both metaphysical and moral.

a

# Note (FF.) p. 165.

Tin: following quotation will account for the references which I have made to Mr. Nitsch among
the expounders of Kant's Philosophy. It willalso serve to show that the Critique of Pitre Reason

has still some admirers in England, not less enthusiastic than those it had formerly in Germany.
“ In submitting this fourth Treatise on the Philosophy of Kant to the reader'' (says the autho%

of these articles in the Encyclopedia Londintnsis)^ I cannot deny myself the satisfaction of pu>)-

licly acknowledging the great assistance which I have derived in my literary pursuits, from iny

excelleiit and highly valued friend Mr Henry Richter, To him I am indebted fbr the clearness

and perspicuity with which the thoughts of the immortal Kant have been conveyed to the public.

Indeed, his comprehensive knowledge of the system, as well as his enthusiastic admiratioi^of its

general truth, render him a most able and desirable co-poperator. Should, therefore,^||py good re-

sult to mankind from our joint labours in the display of this vast tind profound system, he is justly

entitled to his share of the praise. It is with sincere pleasure that I reflect upon that period, now

herent m thoM objoctB, and tbat CQMcqttentty spaos is aoxnathing wflAvt, and not the mind.*’ (f^. 144, i4S.) X( may be

farther objected (be adds), that, if there be no evtemal Ipatee, there is ateoao eEtproal world. concloding by far too much

from tbieae premisoa. If there be no external It aHjjU follow, that we arenot authorised to assign eaOwnm to eaienial things,

but there will follow no more.'* (p. 140.) Mr Niisch thep proceeds to obviate ihese objections; but his reply is far from satisfsc.

lory, and is indeed not less applicable to the doetrine ofBaidbley than to that of Kant. This |||pnt, however, 1 do not mean to argue

here. The eoncessions which JMitsch has made are quite ritdleicni for my present purpose. They serve at least to satisfy my own

mind, that 1 havs not misrepresented Kant’s meaidng.

1 Was it not to avoid the palpable incongruity qf thie language that Kant was led to substitute tbo word forms instead of placer ;

the former word not seeming to be so obviously inapplicable as the lattei* to tune and space m common; or, to speak more corrcsctly,

being, from its extreme vagueness, equally unmeaning when applied to both ?

I i.DISS. I. PART 11.
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tw« Jlitid twluty years studied togiiillar under salae ttusstjM>si. AltgiNs»

tun lintsdby wiio ofigiuaiOy iatfwrted the seeds of ^^ttscBnosuTAU iftoAoeoaky Its nsttire

oohtthT'* to plant thew in oai soil ; aad though* os is usually tlie oas^ many of those aaeds were

aoattered by the wind, f tiwl tb«i « s«|kdeiit ntuOlier have taken root to maintain im ^wtfa of

^is Tigorous and flmitlshSng plant, till shall conie, wbeii^ by jlla general oAtivatioB, Eng>

land may be enidded^ mnich other nationt| with the most peifeOt i^eaimenswf itaiwOdoce. Pmk
fessor Nitecfa, who'ttios bestowed upcmour countiy In im d^iartment of

Jf^Kre SdtuiMf has|Hdd thh^iebt of nature I confess it Is abmoitidhMitdon upon lin^knd, that she

did not foster and protect this unmediat^ disciide of^ fat}>er of ^ilesophy^ but Id^e necessities

of this learned and illustrious npn unfortunately compelled him to sedk that subsisjtmoe elsewhere,

Whidi was withheld from him here. At Rostodc, al^ut the year lOtS^ this valualde member of

society, and perfect master of the philosophy he undertook to teach, entered upon bis immortal

career as a reward for his earthly serviees. It is with the most heartfelt satisfaction that I add

jg|gr%alte of praise to his revered memory. But fbr hbn, 1 might ever have remained in the dark

regions of sophistry and imcertainty.’’

Not* (GG.) p. 164.

*
Ajuovg the secondary mischiefs resulting from the temporary popularity of Kant, nmie is more

to be regretted than the influence of his works on the habits, both of thinking and of writing, of

some vei*^ eminent men, who have since given to the world histories of philosophy That of Ten-

neman in particular (a Work said to possess great merit) would appear to have been liitiated by this

unfortunate bias in the views of its author. A very competent judge has lately said of it, that '* it

affords, as far as it is odnpleted, the most accurate, the most minute, and the most rational view

we yit powess of the different systems of phj^opby ; but that the critical jdiilosopby being cho-

sen as the ventage ground from whence the survey of former systems is takeat, the continual refer-

^ce in Kant’s own languege to his peculiar doctrines, }iej|ders^it frequency impossible for those

who have not studied the dark works of this modem Hera^tus^b understfutd the strictures of the

historian on the systems even of Aristotle or Plato.” * (Bee ^the arti^e Bbndx** In this Suppk-

»e»t.) We are told by the same writic, that among the learned of 0erqaB^y, Brucleer has

never enjoyed a veiy distingifodied reputation.” I can vwey easily erfil^; but X aip more in-

dined ^ interpret it#to the disadvantage cd' the Genni^ than to that of tkb dustorian.

Brucker b ifdlbed uot dut^guished by any extramtdinary |BdBSure of depth m of acutmtess; but

in industry, fidelity, and Bcwnd judgment, he has few nifpeiiors ;
qualifies of infinitely greater

value in fiie midertaker of a hbtorical wofik, than that pattiou for ^stemsiical refinement, which

is so apt WJheb^ the best-intentioned writers into fidse g^tfiaes oi^the (pmSens they record.

When the abovbpm|Mpk”4lli sne^tten, I had tbe^ workof BuhW 1 have finoe had an

ofgtbriwuty of loohdttg tl« Pmneh It, gbblis{ied al Phrieiii 1816; and I must
frudd^ acknowledge, that %hfiiiia eeldota met with a greai^r 'Thsmccouat there

given of the Xantish systeto; J tur^ with pecidiar possible, iodl^ved

to iqy aiprcbmision, in adt^iionel obtenrity^ that however, I

did not fod myself enfitltd to form an ef the )ki^ f pbfioiopbkal histo-

^
riaan, till I had rood some other articles of which I mysflT as befifet qualified to judge.
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TJi^ witinmt ^ Q^;^ygr«oqwunity auUite toch of my readers as

kooso aosTtl^ ^l^^Btcpi^liif^^ of dG^pad/eo^^ »n s^jipiiBa ufNia this ppipt for tkem-
save*. ‘

f,
^

« ii>dlaqua le# sjiwMafle do pes |H4&4#ceB||i|ij|i^ notaiamewt cidai 4* Hume, que paree

qu’^lw cnragr^ emva^cu .doteur ddiaut ^ fet^^km^pA. Mais .un autre antagonist non moins
c^Bdtke, da sdepIleiMlse de Hiune, f«t, en outre, goidd par la^tfdne gu'^il avoit vonde jt son illastre

compatlibti^ Jeqtt^M rgjMmd& oeeo ieaucoup 4‘a^eur U ^kkkppHtg. James Beattie, profeamtr

dttmrttU^4-^iimlpmgf*fim ensuite, de iqg^neetde me««|j(>^k tUntversitd d'Abprdeqn, o&cdaP

/op^r^/^renm lotwfu'U fut qmatiou de rem^¥ la aAi^in ateusaaite d Eiimhourg. Ce^te car-

consfaanddWiltlfMia^ thtte la princtpole sourpe.de I^iSitid que les deux sarans ooofureut fun
{^i|r ra^^ et qtU taSaik mdma ear le ton qu'ils unj^ydrent dans les raisonnemens par lesquels

i)SV coSbattirent.*' <Tome V. p. 235.)

tbis quotation may 1 be |tardoned tor adding a few sentences relative to myself? ** Li’ottv>

rage de Dugald Stewart, intituld, JEiemetlfp of (ho PhUoa^hy of the Human Jfind, est un syncrji*

Usmc des opinions de Hartley et de Reid. Ste#art borne absolument la connoissance, tant de

V&me que des choses extdrieures, d ce que le sene commun nous em apprend, et croit pouvoir ainsi

ibettre I'dtude de la mdtaphjrsique a I'abri du reproche de rouler sur des chqses qui ddpassent

la sphere de notre intelligence, ou qui sont tout>a-fBit inutiles dans la pratique de la vie. . •
Les cbapitres suivans renferment le ddveloppement du principe de Fassociation des iddes. IIs sont

prcsqu* entirdrement dcrits d'aprds Hartley. Stewart fait ddriver de ce principe toutes les facult^s

intellectuclles et pratiques de Fhomme.'' (1*om.^V. pp. 330, 331.)

Of the discrimination displayed by Buhle in the classibcation of systems and of authors, the title

prefixed to his 19th chapter may serve as a specimen : ** PhUoat^hy of Condillac, of Helvetim, of
Baron d'Hottneh, of Robinet, of Bonnet, tfMonteeqideu, of BurUmaqui, if Yattel, and of Reid.”

But the radical defect ofRuble's work is, the almost total want of references to original authors.

We are presented only with the general results of the author's reading, without any guide to assist

us in con&ming his conclusions when right, or in correcting^em when wrong. This circum-

stance is dpiteelf sufiSrient to onmhilate the value of any historical composition.

SismondU, in mentioning the history of modem literature by Bouterwek, takes occarion to pay a

compliment, (and, I have no ^ubt, a very deBehmi mm) to German scholars in general ; observing,

that lte*has mtecuted his task—>** avec una iSten4^® d'dradition, et une loyautS dads la maniere d’en

fmre pmfiter ses lacteurs, qui smnblent aux savans Allemands.” (De la Litt. d* Midi de

VEun^, 'iTom. 1. p. 13, k Baiis^ ISlk) I r^et that my ignorance of the Gtspian language

has piieveated me £rom fffofiting by a work ofwMch S^ismondi has exprmsed ao fhvourable an opi-

nion ; and still more, that the, only history of phihuK^y from the pen dt a eontemporary Ger~

man scholair, srhich X have had acdess to consult, should form so remarkable cun exception tol&s-

mondi’s observation! *
< t f

^

^

l^he contents qf t&e pMee^g nnte|kiy me under; Ike ned^ty, in justice to myseli^ nf taking

eome^nntice of the following remgtk^ <m the first^patl# i^uswfatiVm, by an anonymous cridc.

(See Paeefeiip Review, Vol. Xlfli
\ V. ^

q||K|t the plain Mr Stewqit h|n^^q<^q^tcd. If hut 4tet consulted ^ms strength, he haa ^
least fi)r,«ipposiai^ej|^‘on t^requisite talent and information, ^
task 1^ Jt^One whin(%!wMii the^bistorieal abstracts of B^d^e urTeUM-

man, canAo|^ ct^ocpd to have lequiMd any feborioai meditation." !
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6a^ io^iiiiiMtion contaiaed in th« fore|||ouig passage, 1 abstain fh>m o^ering any oomaonni I

baw on^ jfo aay, that it is aow, fof the first time (Snmmer af 1830^, that I haVe whp ii»e work of

Buli^e ; that I have never yet n opportfOi;^ of seSbig that of Tennemao, ^iEVopi what 1

have found in the one, and from what ^^have heard of the other, 1 am ^ongly inelined to aus-

pect, that when the anonymous criticwj^ the above sentence, he was not less ignorant than etiy-

self of the woricaof these two historians. ^Nor can I refrain from adding (which I do with perfect

confidence), that no person competent to judge on such a subject can read with attention this

Historical Sketch, without perceiving that its merits and defects, whatever they may be, are at

least %[1 tny own.

Note (HH.) p. 168.

Or the Scottish authors who turned their attention to metaphysical studies, prior to the Union

of the two Kingdoms, I know of none so eminent as Gt)t|tfge Dalgarno of Aberdeen, author of two

works, both of them strongly marked with sound philosophy, as well as with original genius The

one published at London, 1660, is entitled, “ Ars signorum, vuigo character untversalta el lingua

philosophtcaf qua poteruntf homines diveraissimorum idiomatum, apatio duarum septimanarum, omnia

anivni am aenaa (in rebus jfamiliarilmsJ non minus intelligibiliter, aive acribendo, sive loqncndo,

mutuo communicare, quam Unguis propriia vernaculis. Preeterea, hinc etiam poterunt juvenes phtloso-

phue principia, et veram logics praxin, citius et Jacilius multo imbibere, quam ex vufgaribus philovo-

phorum acriptia.'” The other work of Daigamo, is entitled, “ Didascolocnphus, or the DeaJ and

Dumb Man's Tutor."" Printed at Oxford, 1680. I have given some account of the former in the

notes at the end of the first volume o^ the Philosophy of the Human Mind; and of the lattei, in

a Memoir, published in Vol. VII. of the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. As they

are now become extremely rare, and would together form a very small octavo volume, 1 cannot

help thinking that a bookseller, who should repriut them, would be fully indenmified by the sale.

The fate of Dalgarno will be IiilM, indeed, if, in addition to the unjust neglect he experienced

from his coittemporaries, the proofs he has left of bis philosophical talents shall be suflil^d to sink

into total oblivion.

Lord Stair's Physiologia Nova ExperiruentaUa {published at Leyden in 1686) is also worthy of

notice in the litdrary history of Scotland. Although it bears few marks of the eminent* talents

which distinguished the author, both os a lawyer and as a statesman, it discovers a very extensive

acquaintance with the* metaphysicri as well as with the physical doctrines, which were chiefly

in vogue at that period ; more particularly with the leading doctrines of Gassendi, Descartes, and

Malebranchc. Many acute and some important strictures are made on the errors of all the three,

and at the same time complete justice is done to their merits; the writer every where ibanifesting

an indepeodenoepfopinion and a spirit of fireo inquiry, very uncomhion among the philosophtrs of

the seventeenth century. Th#work u dedicated to the Royal fiociety of laondon, of the utility of

which institution, in protQOtuig||p:periinental knowledge, he appears to have been fully aware.

The liml' of a note wfil notpermit me to enter into farther details concerning the state of phi-
losophy in Scotland, during the inhwira} betwew the Union of the Crowns and that ofthe Kingdoms.

The circumstances of the country were indeed peculiarly unfavourable to it. But memorialsHtili

exist of a few individuals, sufficient to ehow, that the philosophical taste, which has so remarkably

distinguished Qur countrymen during thf^'dlgh^enth century, was in some meaonie an inheritance

from their immedi^e predecessor^. Leibnitz, 1 think, somewhere ntentions the number of Itarned
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Scotchittttft Ilf wlMtm lie WM vidM in the courts of llieir travel*. To one of tbem (Mr. Burnet of

Kemney) he hae f|4ilras«ed a rao^interesting '^teidin 1697» on the general s|at^g|Llearn!ng

and setenee in Entire ; o|>eoing>lb» tnind on Ihe” variotts topics which he Introduces, W!» a free-

dom and confidence faightjr Itdnourable to the attalnntents and cbareoter of his correspondent. l>r

ArbEUinot, who was bom about the time of the BestmAtion, may serre as a fair specimen of the

very liberal education which was then to be had in softie ofthe Scottish Universities. The large share

wUch he is allowed to have conttibated to the Mfemoira of Jlfortinas Scrtblerw abundantly attests

the variety of bis learning, and the just estimate he had formi^ of the philosophy of the schools;

and in one or two passages, where he glances at the eirors of his contemporaries, an attentive and

intelligent reader will trace, amid all bis pleasantry, a metaphysical depth and soundness which

seem to belong to a later period.—Is there no^Arbnthnot now, to chastise the follies of out

craniologists?

#
Note (II.) p. 184.

The letter which gives occasion to this note was written twenty years after the publication of the

7'rraltse ofHuman Nature.* As it relates, however, to the history of Mr Hume’s studies previous

to that publication, I consider this as the proper‘place for introducing it. The Dialogue to which

the letter re^rs was plainly that which appeared after Mr Hume’s death, under the title of

Dialngnea on Natural Rehg ion.

“ Deae Sir, Ntnewells, March 19, 1761

“ You would perceive by the sample I have given you, that I make Cleanthes the hero of the

dialogue. Whatever you can think of to strengthen that side of the argument will be most ac-

ceptable to me. Any propensity ^ ou imagine I have to the other side crept in upon me against

my will; and it is not long ago that I burned an old manuscript book, wrote before I was twenty,

which contained, page after page, the gradual progress of my thoughts on that bead. It began

with an anxious search after arguments to confirm the common opinioti ; doubts stole in, dissipat-

ed, returned, were again dissipated, returned again, and it was a perpetual struggle of a restless

imagination against inclination, perhaps against reason.

“ I have often thought that the best Way of composing a dialogue would be for two persons

that are of different opinions about any question of importance, to wiite alt«nately the different

parts of the discourse, and reply to each other. By this means that vulgar emnr woefid be avoid-

ed of putting nothing but nonsense into the mouth of the adversary; and, at the same time, a

variety of character and genius being upheld, would make the whole look more natural and miaf-

fected. Had it been my goftd fbrtftne to live near you, I sbouH have taken on me the character

of rhilo in the dialogue, which yen'll 'ovrn I could have i^appotted fiaturally enough ; aad you

would not have been averse to that of ^laenthes. I beHeve, too, we could Ijoth of « have kept

our tempers very well ; only you havteWiot reached aa abaeilttte philosophical indifferencebn these

points. What danger can ever come from ingemous reesosdftg and^inquiry ? The worst specu-

lativwieeqptic ever I knew was a ranch bettw than thaif the best supersfftioits devotee and bigot I

must inform you, too, that this was the way ..of tbii^kiiig «f andeftts on this subject If a man

made pipfessiim of fihiloscqtby, whatever his sect was, they always expected to find nMWe

ty in his life and manners than in those ot' the ignorant and illiterate. There is a i«piia|fktfb1e pas-
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BOge Hf Apipian to this paipose. That historiaa obserresj that, notmthstandiog IHitabtiihed

ptnapinaett^ns in favour of learnuig, ret some philosophors who have been trusted with absolute

power h^V very much abused it; and he instaacesdn Critias, tMItnost idolent c€ the Thirty, and

Aristion who governed Athens fn th^liaie of SyKa. But X find, upon inquiry, thsft Critias was

a professed Atheist, and Arlstion an XSj||i£iairean, which is little or nothing diiibrant; and yehlAp*-

pian wonders at their corruption as mttcii as if they had been Stoics or Platottists. A modern

zealot Would hare thought that corruption unavoidable.

“ I could Wiishr U>at Cleanthes's argument could be 40 analysed ^ to be rehdpred quite formal

and regular. The propensity of the mind towards it, unless that prcqien^ii^vrii^^ strong and

universal as that tO believe in our senses and experience, will sdll, I am afindd, j^'Cateen^ a <|ws>

pieious foundation. 'Tis here I wish for your ^istance. We hiust endeavour tO^ this

propensity is somewhat d^Eerent from our inclination to fin^ our own in th* iSltmds, our

face in the moon, our passions and sentiments even in inanimate matfer. Such an inclination

may and ought to be conlrolle^ and can never be a legitimate ground of assent.

<< The instances L have chosen for Cleanthes are, I hope, tolerably happy ; and the confusion

in which I represent the sceptic seems natural. But, at quid noviati rectiua, &c.

** You ask me, ifthe idea of cause and effect is nothiltg but f (you should have said con-

stant vicinity or regular conjunction)—/ would gladly know whence if^ that farther idea of causa-

tion agednat which you argue f The question is pertinent ; but I hope I have ansjj^ered it. We
feel, after the constant conjunction, on easy transition from one idea to the other, or a connection

in the imagination ; and, as it is usual for us to transfer our own feelings to the olgects on whu h

they are dependant, we attach the iqtemal sentiment to the external objects. If no single instances

of cause and effect appear to have any connection, but only repeated similar ones, ‘you will find

yourself obliged to have recourse to this theory.

1 mn Sony our correspondence should lead us into these abstract speculations. I have

thought, and read, and compmed vety little on such questions of late. Morals, politics, and li-

terature, have mnployed all my tinte 9 but still the other topics I must think more curious, im-

portant, entertamsng, and useful, than any geometry that is deeper than Euclid. If, in order to

anlnver the doubts started,, new princiideB of philosophy must be laid, are not these doubts them-

sdves very us^ul? Are they not preferable to blind and ignorant assent ? I hope I can answer

,, my own doubts : but, if1 could not, is it to be wondtered at ? To give myself airs and speak mag-

nificently ; might I not dbservc that Columbus did not conquer empires and plant colonies P

If 1 have not unravelled the knot so well in these last papers I sent you, as perhaps I did in

iheiurmer, it has not, I assure yeu, proceeded from want of good win. But some subjects are

easier than others ; and sometimes 4»)e is happier in one's researches and inquiries tlmn at other

times. ‘ BffB I have recourse to tfad si quid noviati reetiua ; not in order to pay you a compliment,
but froni philosophical doubt and curiosity."’

V

An unfinished dmoghl x ^%e letter, to which tiift foregoing seems to have been the reply, has

been* preserved among dfibrnt Elliot's pdjpm.* This careless feagment is in his own hand-
writing, and exhibits an kttetegtiog specknen of ihe progress made in Scotland among the higher

classes, sCrenly years age, only in sound philosophy, but in purity of English style.

1 origiaal it in tht pouetnioi^ of tho fkirl of li&aio.

m
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** Dxae SlK,

« Xqglosed I xetiim yvor papery irliicli» siiusd 1117 coming to tomi, I ba^e egcia read orcr with

the greatest one. The t{;oti|^tt^hkle this hu^ pemutal oftiiem has sugg#(«d 1 shell set down,

merely in compliance with 3roiir desinv^ ^ pretend not to say anything new upon a question

whieh has already been examined ao often and dl^noenrateljr. I mast fresfly own to you, that to

me it appears extremely doo^ul, if the positjon whieh Clean^l^ naderti^es to nudatain can be

supported, at least in any Bii|)bfaGtoxy manner, upon the prioeiplee be estiddishes and the conces-

sichis he makes. Ifit be onljyfrom effects exactiy similar toat aa^rience warrants us to infer a si-

milar cause, then I ain afiraid it must be granted, that the wwks of Nature resemble not so nearly

the prodoctiona of man as to support the concluaioB which Cleantbes admits can be built only on
that resemblance. The two instances he brings to iUustrate his argument are indeed ingenious

and elegant ; the first, especiidly, which seemingly carries great weight along with it : the other,

1 mean that ofthe Vegetating Idbrory, as it is of more difficult apprehension, so 1 think it is not

easy for the mind either to catain ot to apply it. But, if 1 mistake not, this strong objection

strikes equally against them botb« Cleantlies does no more than substitute two artificial instances

in the place of natural ones : but if these bear no nearer a resemblance than natural ones to the

effects which we hare experienced to proceed from men, then nothing can justly be inferred from
them; and if this resemblance be greater, then nothing farther aught to be interred from them.

In one respect, howerer, Cleanthes seems to limit his reasonings more than is necessary even

upon his own principles. Admitting, for once, that experience is the only source of our know-
ledge, I cannot see how it follows, that, to enabie us to infer a similar cause, the effects must not

only be similar, but exactly and plecisely so. W 11 not experience authorise me to conclude, that

a machine or a piece of mechanism was ptoduced by human art, unless I have happened previously

to see a machine or piece of mechanis^^ exactly of the same sort 1 Point out, for instance, the

contrivance and end of a watch to a peasant, who had never before seen anythlbg more curious*

than the coarsest instruments of huriiandiy, will he not immediately conclude, that this watch is

an effect produced by human art and design ? And I would still farther ask, does a spade or a

plough much more resemble a watch than a watch does an organized animal ^ The result of our

whole experience, if experience indeed be the only principle, seems rather to amount to this

:

There are but two ways in which we have ever observed the difieretft parcels of matter to be

thiown together; either at random, or wBh dwign and purpose. By the first, we have never

seen produced a regular complicated effect, ebixesponding to a certain end*^ by the secimd, we
uniformly have. If, then, the woriS netore, and the productions of man, resemble each other

in this one general charactez'lsjtio, will not even experience sufficiently warrant us to ascribe to

both a similar though proportionable cause f Ifyou answer, that abstracting from the experience

we acquire in this world, order and adjustment of parts is no proof of design, ray reply Is, that no

conclusions, drawn fnun the nature of so chimerical a being as maai, considered absti|pcted from

experience, can at all be Hstoaed to. The principles of the human mmd ore clearly so contrived

as not to unildd tbemselves tUlt the pnqter ol^ects and proper iqiportunity and occasion be pre-

sented. There is no arguing «qion tiie nature of man but by considering him as grown to matu-

rity, placed in seriei^, and beccune acquainted with surroundff% objects. But if you should still

farthm: urge, that, wHh regard to instaocm of which we have no experieuoe, Ibr ought we know,

matter may cimtain tiie prind^lto of order, arrangement, and the adjustment of final causes, I

should only answer, that srhoever can concrive this proposition to be true, has exactly the same

idea of matter that t have of mind. 1 know not if I bave.reasonCd justly upon Cleanthes^ prin-
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C3ple«; xior it indeed very material. The purpose of my letter is baiiSly to point out what to

me appears the fair and philosophical method of proceeding in this inquiry- That thisn^nivcrse

is the effect of an intelligent designing cause, is a principle which has been most universally re-

ceived in all ages and in all nations ; the proof uniformly appealed to is, the admirable order and

adjustment of the works of nature. To proceM, then, experimentally and philosophically, the

first question in point of order seems to be, what is the effect which the contemplation of the uni-

verse, and the sieveral parts of it, produces upon a considering mincjlP This is a question of fact;

a popular question, the discussion of which depends not upon refine^pents and subtlety, but merely

upon impartiality and attention. I ask, then, what is the sentiment which prevails in one's mind,

after having considered not only the more familiar objects that surround him, but also all the dis-

coveries of Natural Philosophy and Natural History; after having considered not only the gene-

ral economy of the universe, but also the most minute parts of it, and the amazing adjustment

of means to ends witli a precision unknown to human art, and in instances innumerable? Tell

me (to use the words of Cleanthes), does not the idea of a Contriver flow in upon you with a

force like that of sensation ? Expressions how just! (yet in the mouth of Cleanthes you must

allow me to doubt of their propriety.) Nor does this conviction only arise from tlie consideration

of the inanimate parts of tlie creation, but still more strongly from the contemplation of the fiicid-

lics of the understanding, the affections of the heart, and the various instincts discoverable both in

men and brutes ; all so properly adapted to the circumstances and situation both of the species

and the individual. Yet this last observation, whatever may be in it, derives no force from ex-

perience. For w'lio ever saw a mind produced ? If we are desirous to push our experiments still

farther, and inquire, whether the survey of the universe has regularly and uniformly led to the Ix

lief of an intelligent cause? Shall we not find, that, from the author of the book of Job to the

preachers at Boyle's Lecture, the same language has been universally held ? No w'riter, who Jia^

^ever treated this subject, but has either applied himself to describe, in the mowst emphatical language,

the beauty and order of the universe, or else to collect together and place in the most striking

liglit, the miiny instances of contrivance and design which liave been discovered by observation

and experiment. And w’^hen they have done this, they seem to have imagined that their task was

finished, and their demonstration complete; and indeed no wonder,—for it seems to me, that wa

arc scarce more assured oPour own existence, than that this well-oj'iered universe is the effect ol

an intelligent cause.

“ This first questidi), then, which is indeed a question of fact, being thus settled upon observa-

tions which are obvious and unrefined, but not on that accourft the less satisfactory, it becomes the

business of the philosopher to inquire, whether the conviction arising from these observations be

founded on the conclusions of reason, the reports of experience, or the dictates of feeling, or j)os-

slhly upon ^11 these together ; but if bis principles shall not be laid so wide as to account for the

fact alreadjj^ established upon prior evidence, we may, I think, safely conclude, that his principle:,

ore erroneous. Should a pliilosopher pretend to demonstrate to me, by a system of optics, that I

can only discern an object ^en placed directly opposite to my eye, I should certainly answer,

your system mu$t be defective, for it is contradicted by matter of fact."”* ^ ^ 0 ^ *

#

#
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When this Disserlalion was nearly ready for the press, the posthiunous works of rny late v ery learn-

ed, ingenious, and amiable friend. Dr Tliomas Brown, were published. The contributions which

the philosophy of the human mind owes to his talents and industry, belong exclusively to tlie li-

terary history of the nineteenth century; and will, I doubt not, receive ample justice from the

pens of some of his numerous pupils. On certain points on which w'e differed in opinion, more

particularly on the philosophical merits of Lord Jlacon and of Dr Ileid, I should have been tempted

to ofl’er some additional explanations, if the circumstance of his recent and much lamented death

had not imposed silence on me, upon all questions of controversy between us. The state of ray

health, besides, has been such durin;; the winter, that I have found the task of correcting the press

more than suflicicnt to furnish cinploymcnt i>oth to my mind and body; and, in fact, I have been

forced to deny myself the satisraclion of reading Dr Brown’s lACtiircs^ till iny own performance

shall be in the hands of the public*-

THE END.
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T r NOAKY, one of the kin^rdonis coniprelicnd-
^ ^ eel witliin the empire o* \u«'trin, and ihe con-

stitnlion of which is, in some ch-f^rcc, sketched undtT

tint article, in the S(‘cond \'ohiiiie of this Supple^

TtU'fl/.

! ;.'e ,i!,(l It is wholly surrounded by other Austrian states,

lii-'i: d^ne*. and bouiuied on tlie ca^t by the district of the Seven

^I(>lI^taill^, on the north-ea^t by (lallicia, on the

north-west by Moravia, on the south-west by Illyria,

tin the west by Steyennark, aiul on the south by the

iiiilirary colonies. Us extent is variously estimated

by dilfercnt w riters, some making it not more tliaii

8i),(U>() .scpiare l\npflish miles
;

wdiilst Lipsky, the

latest p’o<»rapher, caleulates it at SS,.0K) miles. The
whole kiiifrdom lies between the kititutle I and

IJ)’ 4()' north, and between loni^itude Hi' VS
and ‘J.V’ Ki'east from London. I'lie Austrian pro-

vince ol I lungary i.s more extensive than tin* king-

dom of that name, and includes witliin it the princi-

jj.ilities of the Seven Mountains, the military bound-

aries, and the lands of Dalmatia; but lliev are not

regulated according to the constitution of t \e king-

dom of Hungary, but governotl directly by the calii-

net of N'ienna, with the inU rventioii of the (lovernor-

general of the province.

The kingdom of Mungar\, properly so c.dlcd, is

divided into six circles, tlie names, extent, and po-

pulation of which are as follows :

VOL. V. pAur 1 .

I.

1 )^

d.

•1..

(j.

in Kll5:h^)

>(jiKire 3lilu.

Circle tin’s .side the Danube,
Circle bt'yond tbe Danube,
C’lrele tbi.s side tbe Tiiei.'-a, l.koJO
Circle beyond the Theisa,

Province of Selavonia, d,.>7d

Province of Croatia, .

Pcp'i'.i ion H unwary.

t:;'0 S'J[)

r,7bT,-'

The number of the people here given is th.al ol thr

conscription lists of ISO.), in which the nobility .nui

clergy were not ineluded. The former of those bo-

dies amounted, according to a list twenty years be-

fore, to ;infl tlie latter to l(r2,4p. males; -o

that, e.-limaling the females of noble families at the

same ii amber, aiul that neither they nor the clergy

had inere.ased or iliniinished in tlie preceding twenty
years, the wliole population in ISOo must ha\e been

H,10:‘».fD0 In the period that lia.s elapsed siiue tlit

ceiiMis was made, an increase mu>t iiave taken jilace,

as the eonntry has not been the .seat ol' war; and

though many of its male population niiKst have faru‘n

in the wide spreading hostilities betwa'Cii Aii‘‘lria and

France, the country ha-? been exposed to no such ca-

lamitous visitations as tend izK .itly to check tW
increase of population. Blmnei'.baeh eUiinatcd the
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jMiDifzan. number of inhabitants in 181? to be 8,500,000; and— liichternstern, aiiotlier statistical writer of great ac-

curacy, coincides with his calculation. By the con-

scription lists of 1805, the numbers of the sexes ap-
j^eared to be more nearly equal than is generally

found to be the case. The males were 3,759,52(),

and the females 3,790,394?.

Keii'^ion
majority of the people arc Catholics, but the

aitd HUu- other religious sects are established upon nearly a

Oil ion. footing of equality, and Iiave their independent ec-

clesiastical revenues and discipline. In 1805, the

CatJiolics, including some of the Greek ehiircli, and
the Armenians who had united with them, were
4,0*47,83‘,2. The Greek church, separate from the

Catholics, were 1,161,138, the Calvinists, or Ue-
forrned, 1,002,490, the Lutherans 624,776, and the

Jews 75,128. The Catholic hierarchy consists of

three Archbishops, seventeen diocesan and nineteen

titular Bishops ; besides Abbots, Priors, and other

dignified clergy. The Cireek elnirch has one Arch-
bishop, seven Bishops, eighteen Deans, several Ab-
bots, and near three thousand Parish Priests. The
lleforincd have, in four sup(*rinteiulencies, thirteen

hundred ministers; and the TiUtherans, in four sii-

perintendencies, four hundred and eighty pastors.

The education of the people is carefully attended to,

as far as regards elementary instruction. Each of

the religious sects have their se]>arate institutions for

educating those of their confession. 'fhe Catholics
control one University, five Academies, one Lyce-
um, two Philosophical Institutes, fifty-five Gymnasi-
ums, six Grammar schools, and nine schools for pre-

paring teachers for the villages, wliose number is two
tiiousand six hundred and ninety, and employ three

thousand five hundred teachers, Tlie Greeks in

union with the Catliolics have tliree hundred and
eighty schools, and the same number of teachers.

The independent Greeks have two gymnasiums, and
twelve hundred and thirty schools, witli a ma.strr to

each. The Reformed have tlirce Colleges, six Gym-
nasiums, and sixteen hundred schools. The Luther-
ans have one Lyceum, one College, ten Gymnasiums,
and six hundred and thirty schools, with a teacher

to each. Thus, for about eight millions and a half
of people, the number of institutions for the instruc-

tion of the young amount to upwards of six thousand
six hundred, and the number of instructors to near-

ly eight thousand.

(;iasse^ of hihabitants are divided into nobles, citizens,

Inhabi- and peasants, 'fhe first class, though differing in
tatus, titles and rank, have ail equal privileges ; the princi-

pal distinction betwixt them is, that, in the Assembly
of the States, or Diet, the Magnates have personally
a scat and vote; and the otlu?r nobles vote by their

representatives. The higher clergy arc considered
as nobles, and enjoy like privileges. The nobility
can alone possess free lands, or those enjoying the

Jus dominalc, and they are exen ^Troni taxes, tithes,

and the quaitcring of soldiers; but, on the other
hand, they arc bound to perform personal military

service, when the pressure of circumstances compels
the Diet to decree the levy en-masse, or, as it is call-

ed. the INSURUECTIOX.
'I’lve citizens, or burghers, are the inhabitants of

thosie cities w Inch own no suj)erior lord but the nto-

narcli. TI)cse have privileges similar to the nobilily, TIunj,pT7 .

by which they are exempteil from the payment of

taxes and tithes, and fVoin the quarterings of the mi-

litary; and their dc])uties have seats in the Diet.

Hicy are governed by llu'ir owui magistrates, and

manage their own local funds. They cannot, how'-

ever, hold estates out of their cities, nor institute a

suit against the nobles, in their individual names, but

only in that of the corporation to wdiich they belong.

J'he peasants generally are slaves, but with a more
or less mitigated degree of servitude ; and some few,

under tlie deiKanination of German, or otlier colo-

nists, are free. The lot of the common peasants

has, however, been of late years much improved.

They are more protected against tl>c power of their

lords, by being allowed to acquire property, b)' being

permitted to leave their estates to their heirs, and to

become, if they can do so, burghers of the royal cities.

Their condition is, however, still a severe one, as they

bear almost all th{‘ burdens of the state, and arc in-

capable of commencing suits in the courts against

cither the nobility or burghers.

Th( northern and western sides of Hungary arc i

rcmjirkably moimtairious. The Carpathian moun-

tains form a semicircle, extending from the south -

east portion of the kingdom till it meets the Damihe
’’

oil the western frontier. In tlie circle they describe,

many projecting ranges extend tliemselv(s into the

level land. On the western side, the Cai intliiaii

mountains cover a considerable ]>ortion of the king-

dom. TJie liighesl points of the Carpathian moun-
tains are the Lomnitzer Spitze, 8. .013 feel abox'c tlie

level of the sea; the great Kryw an, 8.2 hS; the (’ais

mark, S.iqt; and tlie Uinaeke, 7.597. The lofiiesi

of the Curinthiaii mass, though it can be scareely

said to be in llinigary, is the Terkloii, whieh i.s ele-

vated to 10.4 S3 feet. To the eastward of this extend

the Norisehen and Rhetiaii Alps, the highest ol‘

whose summits, within the Au.strian dominions, at-

tains the height of* 14.814 feel. 'J'he greate.st extent

of level land in Hungary is found to the castw^ard of

the river Theisa, forming a rich plain of more than

20,000 square inilc.s. Another level, called the Three

Cornered I^Jain, is found to the eastward of the Dan-
ube, beginning near I'resburg, whose base line i‘x-

tends 150 miles in length. The soil is various as

the elevation of the land ;
on tlie mountains it is dry

and sterile; on the terraces that surround them, of

moderate fertility, and of most luxurious richness on

the plains, but mixed with considerable tracks near-

ly barren, where, lor many miles, neitlier tree, stone,

bush, oy living creature are to be seen, with sand-

hills, varying their position with the violent storms

that frequently occur.

Hungary, how .‘ver, is a eniintry highly productive,

yielding the laugest proportion of the necessaricfc of

life of any part of the ancient Austrian dominions,

and furnishing, from its surplus, large quantities of

corn, tobacco, fruit, wine, and cattle, to the neigh-

bouring states. According to the account of Grell-

man, the extent of land is 39,329,000 joehs, which

arc nearly equal to an English acre. Of this land

only 23,905,126 jochs arc in cultivation; the re-

mainder i.s composed of sandy deserts, lakes, mo-

rasses, and barren mountains. The productive laniU
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Hungary, are thus divklecl : 4,897,218 arable, 638,7G7 gar-

dens, 911,176* vineyards, 2,129,22 .'j meadows,
fi, .086,000 pastures, 850,000 ’ponds, and 8,940,740
woods. The northern part of Hungary scarcely

pnxluces sufficient com for its own consumption

;

but the south is the granary, not only for the north-

ern part of the kingdom, but, after deficient harvests,

for a great portion both of Germany and Italy. The
fT)rn conhists of wheat, rye, barley, oats, peas, and
in the most southern parts, of rice and maize. NVxt
to the cultivation of corn, the growth of wine is the
most considerable object of attention, and managed
wdth the most care. The wines of Tokay have long
been celebrated through Europe, and arc of the first

(lass of .sweet wines; but the wines of (Kdenburg,
of Rust, and of Ofen, are very highly valued, though
but little known beyond the boundaries of tlie Aiis-

Iriaii empire. The whole of the anniuil produce of

wine is estimated by Blumenbach at J,'*i00,000 hogs-

heads, and valued at near ten millions Sterling. Not-
withstandir)g the j)roportion of wood land, the east-

ern jiart of tile kingdom is much distressed from the

want of fuel ; but the west furnishes imicli wood, both
l*or firing and building, and considerable quantities

ol‘ gall-nuts, turpentine, pitch, tar, and pot .and pearl

aslu’h, for the supply of the surrounding countries,

'fhe other productions of agriculture, which furnish

counncrce, are hemp, flax, and tobacco. This last

article has been long and suecessfully cultivated;

and that produced in the provinces of 1’olna, of Fiinf-

kirchen, and in tin? peninsula of Murakoz, is highly

])rized for its peculiar aromatic flavour.

. aiilc. The breeding of cattle is an iui}»ortant brancli oi

the rural economy of Hungary. '1 he horses, though

MTiall, are active and hardy, but, in spite of the mea-
sures juirsucd by the government to improve the races,

are still much inferior to those of most parts of tlie

em))ire. They are generally set to work at too early

a iieriod, and their food is usually scanty and bad,

'J'liey liave, however, been somewhat improved of

late years, by the institution of studs in difierent

]>arls, whence sullions are gratuitously supplied.

The whole number of horses does not exceed

t8(),000, of all kinds. The homed cattle are a

race much valued in every part of the empire, though

lliev receive but little attention. The extensive

Slq)i)cx between Debretzen, Temeswar, Neusatz, and

Vest, arc the native homes of these beasts. ITieir

number was 886,900 oxen, and 1,508,100 cows.

These, by their sale to the surrounding countries,

produce annually near L.500,000 Sterling. The
mimbcrR of the sheep are stated to be upwards of

8,000,000. There are prodigious flocks on the plains

between tlie Danube and the Theisa, and on the ele-

vated grounds of that district. The wool is coarse,

and the owners estimate the cheese, milk, and flesh,

more than the fleeces. In Western Hungary, on the

other hand, the large flocks have been much im-

proved of ktc years, by crosses witli the Merino

breeds, and witii the sheep of Padua, yield fine wool,

which, to the value of L.50(),000, is exported.

Swine arc reared in abundance ;
and though, when

cured, they form the principal animal food ot the in-

habitants, there arc yearly from 200,000 to 2.50.000

of these animals exported. The feathered tribes

furnish a part of the annual wealth of the country. Hungary.

The greater part of the goose feathers, in wifich the

Jews of Prague trade, come from Hungary; and the

capital of tlie Austrian dominions is supplied from

thence with that commodity. The rearing oi’ silk-

worms lias been of late much attended to, in some of

the southern parts of Hungary, especially in the

Banat. 'J’lie mulberry trees are very flourishing,

and gi’eat progress is expected in future, but the un-

dertiiking is yet in its infancy.

I'he southern part of Hiiugary is a country enrich- Minerals,

ed hy minerals of various kinds. About tivcv-thirds

of the mines belong to the crown, and are worked on
account of the government, under an expensive sys-

tem of administration, and with a profusion of royal

officers. These are formed into four divisions, the

principal .seats of which are at ClK?mnitz, Schmolnitz,

K’agybanja, and Oravicza, and employ, in the vari-

ous operations, about 4.5,000 workmen. Tlie labour-

ers, occupied in these mining op<?rations, are gener-

ally emigrants from Moldavia iind W'allaehia.

whole produce of the mine*;, as well as the \avviitg

accounts of Andre and of Schwartner can be i ccfiTi-

ciletl, average, in a scries of year'^, as follow :

Gold, Hl.soo ounces,

Silver, do.

Copper, "S.CdO quintal

Lead, “KOOO do.

Iron,

Quicksilver, j ;;o do.

Antimony, .'.-.’.'lO do.

Cobalt, .'•.,000 do.

Calamine, ,'iOO do.

Alum, 1,800 do.

Natron, 1 ;'.,000 dt).

Salt, 47,000 tons.

Coals, ;)(),ooo do.

The manufactures of Hungary arc yet in an in- MamUac-
fant state. The kingdom has been long accustomed lurts.

to supply raw materials to the surrounding countrie.s,

and to draw from them their manufactured goo(\.

The inhabitants are not clis{)osed to laboui in confin-

ed houses; and, till within the last twenty years,

their principal occupation, exclusive of agriculture,

was confined to making very coarse cloths, and va-

rious kinds of wof>d w^are, for furniture, musical in-

struments. and toys. The spinning of flax is a do-

mestic manufactory carried on by the females of al-

most every peasant’s family; the annual quantity pro-

duced is estimated at sixteen million of ells, or about

ten million yards, the far greater part of which is

consumed within the kingdom. The principal bleach-

ing works arc at Uosenau, where about 500,000 ells

are annually whitened, all of the finer kind. There is

much woolDn cloth made in small manufactories

scattered over the whole kingdom, which is of a

coarse quality, and adapted for the use of tlie pea-

santry. Within the last thirty years more exten-

sive factories have been established in Gacs, Illuw'a,

Kaschau, Miiiikatsch, Lipersdorf, Mosztenie, and

Presburg. These have been mostly founded by Ger-

man.c, and the greater part of the operative people

are of tliat nation. At tlicse places the use ot vari-
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oiM ;i»f»c]iinory lias boon introduced, and the clotli

m.'dc in them, fr(»m the -wool of u mixed breed of
^^l)ccp, partl}^ of tlic Merino and partly of tlie Paduan
T ices, is of fine (]uality and well finished. There .are

forty pu])er-mills in Hungary v;hicli produce ])rinlin"

:nul v/ritint; ])aper, all of a very wTctcJicd quality,

<‘xce|)t some from tlie mill belonffing to the Univer-
^ity, whif Ji iv lolerahly /4;ood. Silks and ribbons are

inadt at IV’.l, Ciro.swarden, and I'resbur^^, but to a
very mojII ex lent 'J'he leather of Ilnnirary is miicl)

valued tliroiiji^li the whole Austrian teiTitorie.s, but
t’u‘ oiiantity of curried loatlier, prepared mostly at

Pre -biinj;. is not equal to the consumption, and the

Judes ol tiieir cattle are sent to Clermany, from whc^iee

ti't'v return in a state fit for use; the tanneries are

iinnuTuiis in Pre^huro, Funfkirchen, Ratko, Zips,

,md I)ebirc/vii, Tlie iron produced by the r.ati\r

inhics is manulh' tiired into the various articles which
the wants of the inliuhit.ants require, at Zips, Aboui^-
\av, S.irosch, Zeniplin, Wivscliod, and throu^li tlic

Ashok’ eoiiiily of (Munorer. I'he best steel is. made
in Dio^^ryver, and the vicinity of Neiisol; and the

swords and otl'.cr wejqjons inainitactured in the dil-

fcM’ent hard-ware districts are (sti'cmed to be of ex-

cellent (piaiity, though of clumsy and grotesque

jornis’. Class is made (but scarcely any but friven)

in twenly-fivc glass-houses in different parts of the

kingdom, Tiie sugrir reriners sujiply the domcMic
eonsiimption. Srnilf an(l tob.ieeo are made.* almost

e\clusi\c]y from the ]j]ants raised on their own .^oil.

'I’iu' soap of' i Inn,nary, v. Jiidi is very gooil, is princi-

pally made from nation in l)ebreez\n, Avhcretliere

are seven! y-ci;;.* it i.ianiificio’ ics of liiat artich*. Jjm-

sced-o:l, oil of inrpentinc, corn sjiirits, c<ir<Iiab, e:>pe-

(ially Rosiglio, and a rricdlidie forwomuls, Iniow?!

through Germany by llic name of the Hungarian
Jlilsam, nifined saltpetre, and pearl ashes, arc tii(‘

piode.clions of llie other man ii factories.

GojTiniciLi.*. Hungary is surrounded on every side by tne otlua-

Au.‘-trian (lominions. 'J'he states of tliat country arc

proud of tlicir hidepcndeiKX' as a separate kingdom,

and tenacious of their privileges especially of their

e xemption from the taxes imposed by the Cabinet of

A’ienna. As the Emperor s gt)vc?rnment has no wisli

to embroil itself wu'th the states by attempting inter-

na i tax.ition, it e:. tracts a revenue by suiroundnig

Himg.iry wdtb customliousc.s, wdicre tolls arc collect-

< 1 on every commodity that enters into the kingdom,

or pie.^ea from it into tlie hereditary states. Tl;e

t »li thus c(Hc(:ted is onc-thirlietli jiart of the eoni-

Mod.ly, or thn*e and a third per cmL on the value ol’

i". 7TiC very high rate of carriage arising from tlur

h'ul 'tate of the roads i^, however, a greater impedi-

ment to the exchange ol’ commodities than even this

tax al thu fj'ontiers. Tlu? principal trade of Hun-
gary, b( vond the immediate bomidiiri(?s, is with I^o-

land ami Silesia, wliich countries draw llieir wdne

from thence
;
and wdlh the imrtli of Italy, to whieli its

surpltts corn m ran?ported. The ,/Ort of Emme is

connected with 1 hingary by the only good ro;ids the

kingdom possess- -5, and may be considered as its

haven for exportation and imiiortation, and as alcuic

bringinir it into contact with distant countries. The

e •ut.'.il ]'o:nt of internal trade IVst, wJhmv, at four

great fairs, tlic concourse of buyers and sellers so IbinTsty

g^e.^t, that llie prices settled by them, if they do not

absolutely govern, in a great degree regulate lliosc

of the otlu'i* parts of tlie kingdom. I'Vom the central

city the eommeree diverges in tour great branches;

].\7, Towards the German Austri.in dominions by
Ikaab, PiTsbnrg, Kooufm, and Oedenbiirg, at caeli

of whleli ]d;u“es consiflerable l)U‘'iiK'ss is traiisaelcd ,

^

'i\)warii Gallicia. ibrougli Ka^rb’iu, l-'peries, ;m.o

laMilscJiaii ; 'i u Siebcrbirg'Si, Mo)da\ia, and VVal-

l.'iehia, through Ja'brecv.yn, E.^egediu, and Teme':-

wiir; and, Alh, 'i’o the Tiirkisii dominions beyond the

D.aiiube, through Niaisalz and Semlin. At all the-e

places considerable annind fairs or markets arc held,

which are resorted to hy va;t nurvibeis of merehaiit'',

not only from Gennaiiy and Poland, but by tl’.e

'Piirks, Armenians, (»reeks, imtl even Tarnus. lie-

sides the marts at these cities, there arc in liung-uy

sixteen hundred other places where annual fairs ;ire

Jield. 'J'lie in.ean? of inliTiial transit funiislied by iiu-

rivers are a great a'^sistance* to commerce, 'flie Da-
nube is navigable* for eratt of two hundred ton^ biir-

d(‘n, the 'I’heisa for those of one hundred, and t!u

other riv(‘r<', the .^xive, the Drave. tlje'Aa.*'-. ilif

Gran, the Unna, ami the Kulpa, are all naMgal)] *
i ri

smaller vessels ('{’various ea))abiiitic^. /.lib' :i':h tbe

loads generally are miserably i)ad, yet M'lne l/ivc

been ennslrueted lor tin* purposes of Iraik*, called

Komcr::}alslrassr, wdiicli, commcneiiig .at Pc t in

(lifTerent direcljons, cie-sthe k:ne;d(an. 'i’iu’uyh n- i

very good, or only so when conviTU*:' wnii too (i‘l

roads. tJuT «' don! commnniealions ; Imt tin* v. -n rt-

bridges over the nu.l.e; (ur,-;, jeuio^.J

ei'cnmninditie^ Ix-tli dilat iry .•ml troid)li -e.me. 'I'; i

p. ]icr money wbieii \m-tii.i eiienlateh thr()n.:b ail I’l i

dominions, ami v.Iiicb is gi rally ik'iua ei.Ued, wlien

compared v illi the precious metals llial ai-e used

measures of value in all the other parts of Europe,

malu'S any returns in the amount of exports and im-

ports veiy indefinite, wdthout going back to a pvTio-I

prior to any sensible depreciation. V.'e have, llu rt -

fore, extracUid fron\ various accounts the amount ol

the trade of Hungary for the year JS02. Since that

time the apparent amount has been swelled in figure'

,

but, a.s the pa])er lias tail jii in value, it has eri-.iled an
illusive increase without any corresjmndent one in

intrinsic value. The fluctuations in the relative \aine

of the paj)er money liave been very great, so tliat,

without knowing its precise relation to tnetallie money
at the given periods, any accounts of tlie extent ol’

the trade at those ])eriod.s must be as uncertain as the

then value of the eniTcncy.

TniJe of Iluifgfnii in 1802.

IWpc’iisiii
1

iMiporfs i.i

(iiilden.
1

(iuldr'Ti.

(atlle, ^ . bS2,17J

Corn and other fruits of the

fields, 2 Hl(),ddS

Oth(‘r eatable.**’, 'll 2,2.0.'. S()0,tt0’

Honey and wax, 20.'),8bo

Carry forward, ]/2].2,K02
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Hungary. Exports in Impoith in

Gulden. Gulden.

Brought forward,

'V'ju'ious drugs,

'I'obacco,

Liquors, principally wine,

ATineriil j)rocluclions,

J\'oo(l w.jros,

Larlhen ware and ponrlain,

I’jinlcrl hooks and stationary,

I l.tl)t*rda>hery, including rags,

tol.i.eco pijH’s, turnery, i\c.

Tli‘..d^ made dollies,

\\ (jol and \vo(,llen goods,

Cotton goods <» 1 ‘ all kinds,

1 haiip, llax, and lincMi goods,

"^arn, ....
Silk and silk goods.

Hides and skins,

\'an(>us natural ]iTodue(ion«,

as ieatliei\’>, CjiillL, liorse-

Imm’, bri''t](‘s, ive. v\:c. iSjc.

\’;!Moi^s small artu*les, a^ I'.air

.->1 f V t'-' ,
1 ( VI tl ler bel t s

,
b ru slies

,

biuonis, tS,c. iJvc. iS;c.

'o\:il in gulden alauit
,

,,lb ^

of Uie pound Sterliii, f

0\‘{7,491
f^fi,fi«7

u)\

a ),777

3 71,f)Of

(i.'i i

Ib’l.TidI

:r;

16\71 H

LM-,oI l,f)(i'

1 ,242,802

2,700,280

2.f)f)3

219kW)
1 ,290,235

:>M9 ,
8 S5

170,(>S.i

117,211

2 f)I.,l 10

221,899
l,(ir)S,()()8

l,fil l,5()l-

2 ,092 .
2(15

2‘J0,5s:j

1 /225,901

!) I 8,5 1

4

1 1 !-,G02

21S,:;G7

IS,59(K1II

'Hie lialanee of eommoditic s between fFungarv and

t!ie Ollier parts ol‘ tlie Austrian ilominicms is tiius,

(),1 M',878 gulden, or about L.('‘;o,ih/U in favour cf

tlio Ibnner.

'I'he pjovernment of Hungary i • a limited reo!nr.Vn} ,

hereditary in the luiusr of Hap'-bun;' at ])resent
;

Init,

jn ease oi' the failure ol'all thi bvandies ol’ that fauvily,

t!.j' king, or rallic-r dyu.isty, b aonu’s fleet ive b\ llie

;,-',eniblcd slates or diet. 'J'iie laws by wliich the

ronsiitution was founded, and by which it is main-

tained, are the (loldcti ////// ol‘ tlieir king Andrea H.,

dated in J222, the Magna C'barla of the nobles

wbo'C privilege's are ])rineipally regarded; and these

liave been eoulirinccl by the j)eaee of \'ienna in

and of Lintz in 1()1‘7. il.V lliese two treaties

also the iree i».\ercise of their ivlig;lon is secured to

tin* I’rotesUinl sect v.ies. All tlu\sc; interests were fur-

ther t'onfirnied by the diet of Tresburg in lf)87, and
by the inauguration diploma of Leopold II. in 1790.

'Hiese various eliarters and acts ol’ the states have

merely sccuircd to the juivileged orders their various

anelonl rigJus, but have left the ]U'as:intry, the* great

nias. ol' the ivumle.tion, in the same state of suljjce-

Imn as belore their jjromulgaticin.

ThcKiii,^ 'i'h.e whole executive pow’er is vested in the ino-

nareli. lie is liie seurce of all titles and c Hiec^, no-

minates to the higher ec(le''iastieal dignities and t(j

the bi-nelies of jusliee. lie makes war a id pe.icv,

can call l<jgetlu*r and dissolve the (licit, and dra.w

forth tlie w loie military population. 1 le re"ci\c‘.s the

incomes of :ill ^a(vmt ecx'lesiasticvil be nefices, and is

Ju'ir to the ])ro[)erly (d'sueb noble families as become

extinct. Tin* direction of the universitie.s and col-

leges belongs t<. the King, but to the Iiiglier oflices in

them he can only appoint tl:osc Vv’ho are of noble birth. Huaftary

The appeals to Rome on the affairs cjf the Catholic

churdi can only be made tlirough hinj, and the royal

authority has licen constantly exercised to contract

the number and limit the causes of such applicvi-

tions. 'J'lic King must be of the Catliolic religion,

and, at his inauguration, must swear to maintain the

priviic’ges and rights of tlw staU-j; notwithstanding

tliis oatii, by various ciiTunistanc’c.s, many aiM^mg

out of the late long wars, tin; power and influenc e

of the Crown liavc bec‘n recently very much extend-

ed. Witbiii six months alter succeeding to the

throne, the King mu.st call togc'tlu r the states, and
in their presence, in the (»pcn air, swear to maintain

the privileges of the states, to leave the crown of St

Stephen within the kingdom, and to allow the states

to elt tl a King, u])on I'aiiure (u‘ issue both male and

femaic cif the J^niperor Charles VI. Joseph I. and
l.eop(*ld I. H’.iring a minority, the Palatine is

guardian of tlie King and kingdom; but the mo-
iiaich IS capable of asMiming thi* exerei.^.c of power
when I»c ha.’j conqdcted Ins fourlecnlb year.

2 Ijc Slatts ol' ilungary (slal’/s cl irniciics

)

consist

of, l.v/, I he Prelates, to which class belong the Ardi-
bisbop^, Abbots, and Ihiors of the (ireek

and C'atliolic ( iinrcbes
; 2(/, I’he temporal Ijjuor^

and Magnates, the High JkiilifTs of the province^,

and the Cmints and iiKlcpeiuient noble proprietors cd’

estates; l‘il, llie Xoliility, or Kniglit.*, w ho do no:

attend pcrj.onally, but clic'ose two dejmties for epeh

county /Ac;///

;

or province; and, 4/;^, 1 fic I)f-

pnti(C from liiC royal citie«s. Thcsic mcJiibers arc

said to b(* the rrpuxMJtatlves of Ilungarv, wdiiNt the

mass of the inh.ibilanU, in tlien* law’ dtvjcniu’d as

7/ii.v^ra cuftlnf- -C7/.v, liave no connection wdtii

public alT.ilrs, e\C(‘pt by \ia\ing taxes and furni'-iung

recruits; from bv>th of which services the nobles and

ckrgy arc exempt. The purposes fcjr which ihr

assemble are the coronation of die King,

—

tlie election of a Palatine.—the admission to or e\-

chision of nobles and cities from their rr.nk,—t!u*

granting subsidies and imposing Lixes, and the fia-n-

iiig new’ laws, or rather giving the assent of the as-

sembly to siicli law as the King may enact. By the'

coiistiiiition, the St;ites ?lioiild be convened e\ei‘y

live years, or whciKwcr ;my pressing circumstance'-

re(|inre thc’ir a-NcnjhJing. Of these circumstances

the King must judge, as the States are only conviui-

cd by hu^ summon «. They met t in tw’o chamber'-, or.

as they are denominated, tables. The Magniate^'

table is composed of the royal barons, the high he-

reditary ofllctT^ t*f the kingdom, and the prelates,

counts' and free landlords. The other chamber,

called the States table, consists of the deputies of

tlie Komilnlx, or the suplcans of the nobles, the re-

presentatives of tlie royal free citie-, and the jua

-

.•^ons appoiiited by such Magnates as do not atteiuh

who arc called Anlcj^rh tifhscnliufn. Though the

State-, meet but in two cbamber.s, yet they vote in

four distinct bodu's, and the absolute majority of

those pie>iMt determine each question in th.st body.

If the King and three of tlu‘se bodies detiTmine

any point, it bei'orncs a la>v
;
and the fourth bod 3'

ba\ no suspending power. 'J’he King appearfl jkt-

soually, or by his comiuisi>iouer, and claims his pro*
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Hungary, rogatives, and the States demand a confirmation ofW their rights. At the Diet Sn 1792 were present

.^0 Bishops and other ecclesiastics, 178 Counts, I'U

Hercditarjr Officers and Barons, 1() Law Officers,

30 Deputies of Chapters, 9® Representatives of A'o-

mitats, 115 Supleans of absent Magnates, and 82

Deputies of Cities. The sitting of the Diet depends

on the King, who has usually dismissed them as

speedily as possible, out of regard to the general

welfare of the people. During the meeting of the

Diet, all the courts of justice are shut up, and the

deputies of the free cities and of the Kumilats are

maintained at the time of the session at the expence

of the people who send them, whilst the hereditary

officers are kept by the Crown. From these regula-

tions, it is not to be wondered at that no anxiety for

the meeting of the Diet is manifested by any part of

the kingdom. The King is well aware that no con-

siderable sum beyond what is necessary for the ex-

pences of the local government, will be often grant-

ed by the Diet; and when it is granted, as the

whole is squeezed from the hard earnings of the

peasants, it is collected with difficulty, and produces

great oppression. As each Komital has its own
provincial Diet, in which its affairs arc discussed

and regulated, and to which appeals from the courts

ofjustice of the nobles fHerren Stnhls

)

can be made,
there is less occasion for the assembling of the gene-

ral Diet
;
and though, by the constitution, that body

should meet every five years, yet, by a general acqui-

escence, its periodical convocation has been of late

dispensed with. Whenever the Diet is convoked,

the summons of the monarch states the purposes for

w hich tliey are to meet, in the orders to these sub-

ordinate diets ; and no other [iroposition is or can
be produced at the assembly. The local diets tlius

have an opportunity of discussing the propositions

that arc to be made to the general assembly, of de-

termining what part to take, and of instructing their

deputies in what manner to vote. No project of a
new law originates with any of the States ; and the

sittings, though they have been formerly very

stormy, have been, of late, rather in compliance
with ancient forma, and for purposes of display, than

for any objects of great utility.

Great Offi- The principal officer of the kingdom is the Pa-

cers. latine, who is the representative of the King, pre-

sident of the Diet, and of the Supreme Court of Jus-

tice, dispenser of pardons, and mediator between
tlie Monarch and the States; his office continues but

one year, but he may be re-appointed. Next to

him is the Judge of the Supreme Court, who is the

president of the other two, and fills the office of Pa-
latine in the absence of that chief. The Ban of the
Croats follows next in rank, but has no official duties
unless at the coronation, when he carries the golden
ball.

^

The hereditary treasurer (Tavernkns) has a

seat in the supreme council, and il^Captain of the
. noble Hungarian Body Guards, Wi. ^ ][>erform the pa-

lace^ duty.

ChMcsry The administration is conducted by the Emperor
Coutt. through the means of the Hungarian Court of Chan-

cery in Vienna, which is constituted of twenty-four

state-councillors, viz. three ecclesiastics, eleven mag-

nates, and ten of knightly rank, all^ nominated by Hungary,

the monarch. This college exercises the superin-

tendence over churches, schools, and charitable es-
^

tablishments, administers the funds of the iiniverhi-

lics and convents, and regulates the agriculture, the

trade, and the feudal claims. This body has no ori-

ginal jurisdiction in matters of finance or of justice,

but may be appealed to by the provincial diets, or

the local courts of law.

The primary courts of law are under the control Oppressed

of the nobles, who appoint the judges and direct

procedure. The oppression in such courts towards
^ '*

those not noble has been long excessive, and,

though somewhat mitigated since the reign of Ma-
ria Theresa, bears still the deep impression of the

worst periods of the feudal government. The whole

system of laws seems calculated only to secure and

perpetuate to the nobles the enormous power they

possess. The nobles are exempt from all taxes and

imposts of every kind; the only duty they owe to tlie

state is that of personal service in war. If a person

not noble assaults one who is so, the legal punish-

ment is death, which is, however, now usually com-

muted into the forfeiture of all his property, with

the privilege of reclaiming it W'hcnever he shall have

the means of paying for it a stipulated portion of

the value. If a jieasant is injured by a noble, lu

whose estate he is attached, he can have no redress,

since he can only sue for it in the name and through

the medium of the very person against whom he

seeks it. The court in wJiich his complaint is to hv

heard, not only consists of persons who are generally

the dependants of the presumed offender, but more -

over they can only be asscnfnbled at his summons, if

a peasant is injured by any other noble, he cannot

seek redress in his owm person, but only through

the intervention of him on whose estate he lives;

and such is the contempt in which tlie peasantry are

held, that even this privilege must very often be

nugatory. The law of entail is another injurious

privilege of the nobility, common, indeed, to all

the feudal countries, W'hich puts it out of their

power to alienate the estates to the detriment of

the successors. The effect of this is, that the pos-

sessions of the nobles arc.* of enormous extent, em-
bracing, often, whole Komitats

;

and they are held

upon tenures which convert them into the nature

of principalities. The kingdom, indeed, partakes

more of the nature of a great military confederation

of subordinate chiefs, under one hereditary leader,

than of any other known form of government. As
all the descendants of noble families are themselves

noble, whilst property remains almost unalienable,

the poverty into which individuals belonging to dis-

tant branches of these families fall is in proportion to

their number. In Hungary, it is estimated that one

person in twenty is of noble birth, all possessing the

obnoxious privileges here noticed; many of them,

though free from all taxes, sunk to a state of most

abject poverty, and some of them filling the offices

of peasants or servants. The inhabitants of the free

cities are supposed to be about equal in numbers to

the nobility, and the remainder of the people, ac-

cording to these estimates, amounting to eighteen
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>lin]gary. out of every twenty, can have no protection from

tlic kws, oor any resource when injured or op-
pressed by their superiors. “ The noble/* says Dr
Bright, " pays no tribute, and goes freely through the
country, subject to neither tolls nor duties ; but the
peasant is subject to pay tribute, and although there

may be some nominal restrictions to the services

ihie from him to the government, it can safely be
.(*id, that there is no limit, in point of fact, to the

services which he is compelled to perform. What-
ever public work is to be executed,—not only when
a road is to be prepared, but when new roads are to

be made, or bridges built, tlie county meeting gives
ihc (jr(U*r, and the peasant dares not refuse to execute
it. All soldiers jiassing through the country are
tju.irtered exclusively upon the peasantry. They
must provide them, without recompence, with bread,

and furnish their horses w ith com, and whenever call-

ed upon, by an order termed aforesprin order, they
must provide the fierson banging it witJi horses and
means of conveyaiiec. Such an ortlcT is always em-
jiloyed by the officers of government ; and w Jioever

can in any way plead public business as the cause of
Ills inm iiey, takes care to provide himself with it.

ill all levies of soldiers, the whole falls upon the

peasant, and the ehoicc is left to the arbitrary dis-

cretion of the lord tand liis servants.”

h’roin the same intelligent traveller we learn, what,
Indeeil, the oh.servations of all ages has tauglit, that

w Irlst the nobles are hospitable, high-spirited, well

informed, and yx*alous to j)romotc such institutions

and projects as they think calculated to l>enefit their

country, the peasantry are not only poor but idk

,

dissolute, and dishonest. I’crhaps in no other coui\-

try of l.urope is liighway robbery so frequent; and,
is a remarkable trait in the character both of tin*

noble and the ])easaiit, we are told, that to t?very

nobleman’s house a prison is attached, in wdiich are

to be constantly found from ti ii to twenty miserable

wretches, pinioned in a way which would not be
tolerated in Fngland towards the worst felons. The
diiiigoons in whieh they arc immured are far more
dismal and wretched than any prison in London can
exhil)it. The extreme viciousness of the Ilungari-

.nn peasantry seems to have extinguished all feeling

m the brciists of the higher nobles for their degrad-

ed slate ; and Instead of the wise policy, which, by
meliorating their condition, would improve their

morals, tliey are left to endure those punishments
which a diilerent stale of society would be likely to

render unnecessary.

jnanccs. 1“ sj)eaking of the finances of the Hungarian go-

vernment, a difficulty arises from the state of the

currency. In the whole of the Austrian dominions,

the currency is ])aj)cr money issued by the monarch,
wliich has gradually depreciated, and, by affecting

tl)c j)rices of all eommoclities, has rendered them
variable, and extended those variations to the public

revenue ; benee the accounts of the national income,

given by difierciit w riters, are excessively discordant.

According to the best view we can take, the reve-

nue, if reduced into metallic money, w^ould amount
to nearly L.2,000,000 Sterling, the greater part of

wdiich is expended by the local diets of the several

Komilals, and a very small portion is remitted to

GARY.
Vienna. This revenue is derived from the following Hungary,

sources: 1. The royal domains; 2. The regalia,

among which the most considerable are the salt mines

and salt springs, and in which is included the coin-

age, tlie mines, the toleration tax on the Jews, the

profits on posting, and the revenues of the vacant ec-

clesiastical benefices; 3. The land-tax levied on the

peasants, which amounts to nearly L.400,000 Ster-

ling; and, 4. The profits arising from loans of' money
by the royal banks.

The military force raised by Hungary consists ofMiiitarj

twelve regiments of infantry of men each, and^^’orcc.

ten complete Hussar regiments of* men each,

making together 6.^J,3f>4 regulars, which are recruit-

ed from ofliong the peasantry, and are much increas-

ed in time of war, when danger threatens the country,

and what is termed the insurrection is called forth.

In 1797, this irregular force w’as 18,000 cavalry and

3.5.000 infantry ; in 1800, it w^as 11,000 horse and

20.000 foot; and, in 180,9, 18,000 horse and 21,000

foot. From being tenadous of their privileges, and
from tlie organization and the ranking of the different

portions of this noble force, being partly under the

control of the monarch, and partly under that of

the diets, it has never been found very efficient when
engaged in field operations.

The southern frontier on the boundary of the

Turkish empire is planted with a military colony,

who liold the lands tlK‘y cultivate upon the terms of

being always ready for active service when a war

breaks out with that power. Though scattered on

different small farms, they are all regimented, and

have been drilled, so tliat they are capable of afford-

ing some defence against such undisciplined bodies

as the Turks usually employ in their predatory ir-

ruptions.

Though Hungary has a national language, yet it Language

is not generally spoken, nor supposed to be under- Luera-

stcH)d by more than one-third of the inhabitants.

I’lie only written language, until within a very late

period, was the Latin, in which all their laws and
public proceetlings w'ere promulgated; and it is still

tlie most common medium ofcommunication. It w’as

not till the reign of Maria Theresa that any experi-

ments were made to improve and polish the national

language. When she formed lier Hungarian guards,

a number of young men of noble families were drawn

to Vienna, where they had means of knowing the es-

timation in w^hicli tlie cultivation of learning was lield

in the more civilized parts of Europe, and were

taught to feel the inferiority of their native country,

in not possessing a national language and national li-

terature. TJiis stimulated them to exertions to re-

move the stigma, and give birth to most of thovc

w ritings of which the Hungarians boast. I'hc culti-

vation of the vemacular tongue was further promot-

ed by the )ittempt of the Emperor Joseph to intro-

duce the (lerman tongue into their public transac-

tions; this roused the patriotic spirit of the Hunga-

rians, and the effect of that spirit became visible in

the extension and improvement of the native lan-

guage. Since that period the study of this language

has produt‘ed some good poets, W'lio have generally

dedicated ihcir powders to the praises of their coun-

try, and to recording the merits of its most distiu-
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Uursary guished natives. As the subjects of their poetry are

very little known beyond the limits of the country,

!ior!lh”rc'
we must trust to the reports of those who feel the

most interest in the subjects of whicli it principally

treats, and who, for that reason, may not be tile most
unbiassed critics.

The inhabitants of FTungary, for the greater part,

live in villages, and those residing in the cities and
towns are not supposed to be more than a twentieth

of the whole number. The principal cities, and their

population in 1817, were.

Pest, 41,882
Debreezyn, .‘i8,c)(ii>

Ofen or Buda, 27,130
Presburg, 2(),240

Ezegeden, 2r.,f)<)2

Theresi^instadt, 24,109
Schemnitz, 20,»41

Versetz, 1 6,200
Erlau or Eger, 16,112
Zombor, 15,109
Mischkoltz, 13,557
Neusalz, 1 3,.'i;)5

StuhIw eissenburg, 12,244
Oedenburg, 1 1,S27

Terneswar, 1 1,098

Komorn, 11,0()5

Bekes, ] 1,0.72

Neusal, 10,069
IMiava, 10,064
Kremnitz, 9,678
Telegyhaza, 9,405

See M. Scinvartner, Sfatixli/c dcs Konigreivhs Ih*
parity —Diarhim Cowitiorjim Hungary
IHOlyindidorum VrslJt, 1808.—Tank, Klchic

p/iie dcs Kdiiigrcich Ungarn. Wien, J817 and 1818.

—Krig'nl's Travels through Lower lluugorj/, I.on-

iloi], 1818. (w'. w.)

r.xtcrit aiul IJUNTINGDONSfHUE, an inland county of
L'oundanM. England, and, except Kiitland^Iiire, the smallest of

tlie wdiole. It is bounded on the north-cast and cast

by ( ambridg(*shire, on the north-west and west by
Nortiianiptonshirc, and on Vhe south by Iledfordshin*.

Its greatest breadtli is tiventy-three miles, and its

greatest length thirty miles, and its square contents

arc miles.

Towns and It is divided into four hundreds, containing six mar-
TopuL-iion. towns, and lOf y)arishes, in wdiich arc 7719

houses. At the census ol' ISl 1 the number of inha-

bitants was 42,e(V8, viz. 9in,402 males, and 21,80(>

females. The baptisms of tb.e preceding year were
(il.S males and .Ofjl females, tlie burials males
and 401 females, the marriages were :k‘)7. The
iiuiiiber of families were 88f)8, of whom 5.Sfil were
cmployeil in agriculture; in trade and manii-
faetories; and 1242 in various occupations. The

' towns contaiuipnr more than 1000 -^habitants are as

follow ;

Towns. Ifnuucs. Inhabitants

Huntingdon, 171 23f)7
^^t I'Ts, 483 2426
Kamrsey, 484 2‘UK>

H U N
Towns. Houses. 1

Inbabitantfi. lluntinir-

St Noets, 408 3388 /donabirt.

Godmanchester, 408 1773

Kcmbolton, 262 3 400

Gaxley, 171 I83I

Four members are returned to Parliament, viz. two for '

the county, and two for the borough of Huntingdon.

The appearance of the county is of three dcscrip- ^ of the

tions. Jn the south-east it is ah extensive plain ofCountry,

ricli meadow land, the middle varying in its surl'acc

with gentle undulations, anil without many inclosures

or many woods; the higher part was anciently a fo-

rest, and still contains a great extent of woodland,

whose foliage gives beauty to the scenery. On the

north-eastern side a portion of the county is fine land,

comprizing a ])art of what is commonly called Bed-

ford level, comprehending nearly orie-fitlli of the

wluile county.

The two most consiiWrablc rivers are the Ouse u,v. rs .-Mid

and the Nen. The OiK-*e enters from Bedfordshire, U.ini 3 .

and crossing the whole of the county, passes into

Cambridgeshire in its w^y to the German Ocean.

It is navigable in its whole extent through Hunting-

donshire, and forms an imj)ortant means of inter-

course. I'lie Nen enters from Northamptonsliiri'.

and runs to the marshes; it is also navigable the

greater part of its course. Besides these, the ('ani

j)asses through a part of the county. There arc

three lakes, viz. Whittlc.-^ea mere, llamsay mere, and

Ugg mere ; tlie first of these is the largest, and covits

an area of several miles in extent. It afi’ords excel-

lent fishing, and pleasant sailing, which induces

many parties of pleasure to visit it in the summer
siason. Projects for draining this lake have befi

formed, as the w^ater is not deep, and tin* ^oil excel-

lent *. but they have not yet been carried into i xc-

cution.

The county of Huntingdon scarcely contains anyCDmiJicriL.

manufactures, excepting suine sjiinning, performed by

the females; but tlie improvements of machinery in

other districts have much diminished th.ii: mode ol’

employment. The only trade is that of corn, cattle,

and the w'ool of the few flocks of sheep.

Agriculture is the prh cipal pursuit of the district. A-mul-

The marshes and meadows are highly procluetive, •

and many oxen are lattened on them, without any

other food than their natural grass. Much of this

land is under the plough, and produces most abun-

dant crops of oats and coleseed; the mills for making
the latter into oil are numerous. The hay from

those fens is very considerable, but on tlie banks of

the rivers they are subject to great floods, wdiieii

sometimes destroy the harvest of the year, 'riiough

the-ie lands are very valuable, yet the expence of

draining them causes a great deduction from their

value.

The soils in th.e upland parts of the county are va-

rious, but consist principally of a tenacious clayey

loam, or of a deep gravelly loam with some clay.

Much of this is in open common fields, where each

oecu])if r is compelled to follow a rotation like that of

his neiglibours. On tlic best of these lands the usual

course of cropping is a year’s fallow, then wheat or

barley, next beans, and then barley or wheat. On
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Hunting, the land of a quality somewhat inferior, a tbiwe
doniHinre. qoiifge rotation of fallow, wheat, and peas or beans,

livdrluhcs
pursued. In those fields that are calculated for

turnips, that root is succeeded by barley and wheat,
or by wheat and barley. The uveraga produce of
the lands is stated at five quarters of fia^ey, four of
oats, and three and a half of wheat to th# acre4 The
excellent practice of sowing*’tlover between two corn
cf^s is followed to a very small extent. The' farms
are generally small, few rentals exceed L.200 per
IftIVVW.

The sheep of Huntingdonshire are a mixed race,

comp(»seil or crosses of the Lincolnshire and Leices-
tershire breeds, with the native kinds. They are
without horns, of very imperfect shape, but are found
profitable from the quantity of wool they produce ;

their fleeces usually weighing from seven lo eight
pounds each. The sheep of tire original race of the
county are much inferior to those produced by the
crossing with the better kimls ; many of these are still

found ill the open commons, and their fleeces seldom
exce ed four pounds in The cows are bred
with little attention, and are a compound of many
races. \'cry little butter or cheese is made; the
{irincipal object being the suokling of calves to sup*
ply veal for the London markets. Many horses are

bred in the lower part of the county, but without

innch attention to their races. From this practice

of breeding, it has become very general to execute

all the agricultural work M'ith mares.

The remains of antiquity in this county are prin-

cipally of Roman origin ; among them are the ves-

tiges of the three roads, which were constructed by

tliat peojile across the country, remains cf
Ramsey Abbey and Ciiallc, the seat of the family

from which Oliver Cromwell, a native of this county,

sprung, are of venerable date. The monks who
formerly occupied it were highly celebrated for

tlieir knowlidge of the Hebrew language. The
churches of BluntUham, St Ives, and St Neots, and
the Castle of Kimbolton, exhibit marks of high anti-

quity.

The most remarkable noblemen and gentlemen's

seals are, Kimbolton, Duke of Maachester ; Bueden

Palace, Bishop of Lincoln ;
Coniiington Castle, J*

fleathcote, Esq.; Elton, Earl of Carysfort;

broke, Earl of Sandwich; Overton Longuev^^ £ari

of Aboyno>; Cains Hall, Sir James Duberly;!^

Place, P. Stanley, Esq.; Ramsey, William 1 , _
Fcllowes, Stirtloe, Launcelo^ Brown, Esq.;

Stoughton, Earl Ludlow ; and tJpwbod, Sir Richard

Bickertom
See Braylty’s Beanlies of England and Wales,^

Stone’s General Vim of liunlingdonshire,^hnd Po-

pulaiioti llehinis, (w. w%)

PIYDRAU.LICS. In addition to the general

principles of Hydraulics, as they have been detailed

in the article HYunoovNAMica, of tlie Efici^vhpwdia,

it will be necessary to give some accoutifliof the later

attempts that have been made to improve the theory

of this department of science, esiM^cially,those of Mr
l)e Prony, contained in his llccherckes Phofsicama^

themaliques sur la Theorie des cawo? couranUSf 4to.

Paris, 1804. ; and those of Dr Thomas Yqung, ih ^iis

VOL. V. PART I.

Ingenious and imiHMtant as the Chevalier Dubuafs

theory of^ friction of fiitids is admitted to have
been, it cannot be denied; 'that it is extremely defi-

dofit both hi the distinct elucidation of the physical

^^f^nds of the phenomena, and with respect to the

neatis^s and simplicity of the methodtf of calculation.

Mr Ginu!^ according to Mr De Prony, was the

first w'booliteHhined the fortunate idea of applying

the theoiy of Mr Coulomb to the resistlnfe ot' wa-
ter fiowing in pipes and canals ; and in his two raev

moir^ on the Theory of Running Waters^ he proposes

a formula depending on the sum of the velocity and
its square, for the expression of the friction; and de-

ducting a constant coefficient from twelve experi-

ments of Chezy andrDubunt, he obtahiB a formula

equally correct with that of Dubuat; Ond far more
simple.

^

Mr De Prony has obtained an expression founded
on the same theoretical principles that Mr Girard

had adopted, but much more perfect and accurate,

and agreeing very sufficiently with* all those of Mr
Dubuat's experiments to which he has applied it.

But Mr De IVony’s formula, as well as Mr Dubuat's,

fails altogether, when w^e attempt to employ it iui

the computation of the discharge thfough very

slender tubes, and though his work w’as printed a
year or two earlier than Dr Young’s investigations,

it would have been impossible for this philosopher to

make any use of' it in his physiological inquiries,

even if it had not l)cen wholly unknown to him, since

the resistances which lie had occasion to compute
were principally such as occurred in tubes considera-

bly less than a thousandth of an inch in diameter.

The most maleiTal deviation of the experiments
from the theory of Mr Coulomb and Mr De Prony
appears to arise from the great comparative increase

of tliat portion of the resistance w hich varies simply

as the velocity, wdien the tubes become extremely
small; and it is upon this circumstance that Dr
Young has founded the principal characteristic of his

theory of the circulation of the blood
; the resistance,

notwithstanding the extreme slownw of the motion

of the blood tJirough the capillary vessels, being al-

most ent^ely confined to those vessels ; and in or<ier

to. comprehend in one formubi Uie wheJe 04*^Dubuat’s
experiments, together w ith those of Gersti^^ and his

own, .011 very small pipes, he hiis ibu^.d it ‘Necessary

to introduce, into the determination ot the coefficients

for expressing the two kinds of iiMstance, a quantity

depending on the diameter of tlie tube, and capable

of being readily computed from it, although by a

formula which is founded on empirical evidence only.

The method of calculation, however, appears to be
equally general and convenient, and it vviJl, thftrdibre,

not be superfluous to copy the particulars ^ the Hn-

vestigatton in flie words of the author.

Dr Young ‘"found,” be observes, that the^ fric-

tion could not be represented by anf single power of

the velocity, although it frequcntlj^ appiviachcd/' for

the same pipe, “ to the proportion of tuat power, of

which the exponent is 1^8; but that it imj^ared to
*

consist of two parts, the one varying si^ly as the

u
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Ufdnalici.velocit|f, the other as its square. The proportion of

theaa parts to each other must, however, be consider-

ed as different, in pipes of different diameters, the

first part being less perc^tible in very large pipes, or

in rivers, but becoming ^eater tl>an the second in

very minute tubes, while the second also becomes

greater, for each given portion of the surface

of the pipe, as the diameter is diminished;^
*

If we express, in the first place, all the nfjjiiiaUm

in French inches, calling the height employed in

overcominjfthe friction /, the velocity in a second t;,

the diameter of the pipe d, and its length /, wc may

HYDEAULICS.

for, it is obvious, that themakey=a

friction must be directly as the length of the pipe

;

and since the pressure is proportional to the area of

the section, and the surface producing the friction to

its circumference or diameter, the relative magnitude
of the friction, “ or the friction for any given portion

of the seelion/' must also be inversely as the dia-

meter, or nearly so, as Dubuat has justly observed.

We shall then find that a must be .0000001 ^430 -J-

dd+lOOO

1440 ISO

) and c=.00000010d d+12 d+i,,

.
^1050-(-^ -f- ^ . Hence it is easy to cal-

culate the velocity for any given pipe or river, and with

any given head of water. For the height required for

producing the velocity, independently of friction, ia,

vv
according to Dubuat,—,, or rather, as it appears from

473

almost all the experitiSents which I have compared,

; and the whole height A is therefore equal tof
vv

5^

I 1
^ \ <

2
makingA=

a

bcl

, and e= —, whence t; =

In order to adapt this formula to the

case of rivers, we must upake / infinite; then 0 becomes

and = s being the sine of the in-

clination, and d four times the hydraulic mean depth

;

and since e is here = -, » = '— ; and m
a a

most rivers, v becomes nearly /^(SOOOOrfj)."
'' In order tp show the f^eement of these formulae

wildi the result of observation, I have extracted," says
Dr Voung, as indiscriminately and impartially as

Misible, forty of the experiments *nUe and collected

by Bubuat ; 1 l ive added to these some of Gerstner’s,

with a few ofmy own; and I have compared the results

of these experiments with Dubuat'n calculations, and
with my own formula^, in separate columns.” It

appears fittm this comparison, diet in the forty ex«i

periments, extracted from the collection, which scrv- Hydraulic*,

ed as a basis for Dubuat's calculations, the mewQi er- w-y-w

ror of his formula is — of the whole velocity, and
24

that of miiSfe -r only; but if we omit the four expe-
25

riments, in which the superficial velocity only

river was observed, and in whicli I have calculated

the mean velocity by Dubuafs rules, the mean error

of the remaining 36 is 7^, according to my mode oi'

calculation, and according to Mr Dubuat's ;
so

that” “ the accuracy of the two formulae may be con-

sidered as precisely equal w ith respect to these” for-

ty “experiments. In" “ six experiments which Du-
buat has wholly rejected,” “ without any very sufli-

cieht reason," “ the mean error of his formula is about

—
, and that of mine In fifteen of Oerstner’s cx-

24 45

periments, the mean error of Dubuat's rule is -
, that

of mine -; and, in the three experiments which I

4

made with very fine tubes, the error of my own rules

is — of the whole, while in such cases Dubuat’s for-
13

mulae completely fail.” “ It would be useless to

seek for a much greater degree of accuracy, unless

it were probable that the errors of the experiments

them-rlves were less than those of the calculations

;

but if a sufficient number of extremely accurate and

frequently rejieatcd exjieriinents eoukbbe obtained,

it would be very possible to adopt my formula* still

more correctly to their results.

“ If any person should be desirous of making use

of Dubuat's formula, it would still be a great conve-

nience to begin by determining v according to this

method ; then, taking A =r j-

—

/ .

—
, or rather, as

makes it, A =

/i^vv : 478

/
; to Voceed in
A—vi;.482 *

^

calculating v' again “ by the formula u = 148.5

determination of A will, in general, be far more accu-

/+45rf
rate than the simple expression A = —, and the

continued repetition of tlie calculation, with approxi-

mate values of v, may thus be avoided. Sometimes,

indeed, the values of v, found by this repetition, will

constitute a diverging instead of a converging series

;

and in such cases, we can only employ a conjectural

value of intermediate between the two preceding

ones.”
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Hydraulics. Having safTiciently examined the accuracy ofmy
w-yW formula, I shall now reduce it into English inches,

and afaall add a table of the coefficients, for assisting

the calculation. In this case, a becomes .0000001

(
75 U40 180 \

413+-^ “JT+lITs-a+.sss> ^

(
QOOrfrf

.
1 / ,

13.21
.
l.O.lfiSX

^+hsii + Td\

I 1 . . hcl . ,/i I , *v
HsrdMuliei.

or ’ for a river, zz. J (— + ~ as before;
\a aa/ a

and in either case the superficial velocity of a river

mi^ be found, very nearly, by adding to mean velo-

city tfits 8(^uare root, and the velocity at the bottom

by subtracting it.

Tahh of Cocfficicnit, for English Inches,

d a c d a c d a c d a c

,0x .I'^x .l'’x .l'’x •I'lx .l^X •llx

QO 413 yoo 40 .‘}8S C«)8 4 soG 556 . .4 254 1779
rm 410 yi't .30

or- *7
i 1 55)7 3 25)2 655 i 268 1963

400 40f) yi8 25 r<7i 526 2.5 28 4 69^ .3 280 2082
300 4()() jwi 20 .364 482 2 277 774 305 2307
200 404 5)51 15 354 430 1.5 266 694 .2 354 26;n
100 5)18 10 330 413 1 251 1099 a 405) 2943
90 5)03 5) 3.36 421 .5) 248 llfil .5 447 3150
80 8S5 8 331 433 .8 21j 1234 1 40(5 3251

70 3|)3 860 7 327 449 .7 243 1332 i
528 3558

60 3,01 82^ () 322 471 .6 243 1433 9 55)5) 3866
50 772 5 312 507 .5 245 1;‘.78 .1 657 4183

Coulomb’s experiment.-s on the friction of fluids,

made by mc.'iiis of the torsion of wires, give about
.0001 1 for the value of r, which agrees aa nearly

with tliis table, as any cr)nstant number could be ex-

pected to do. 1 have, however, reason to tliink, from
some exjioriments coniniiinieatcd to me by Mr K( -

bertson lUichanaii, thatllie value of a, for pipes about
half an inch in dianieter, is somewhat too small

;
my

mode of calculation, as wx*ll as Dubuat’s, giving too

great a velocity in such case«.’'

It must, indeed, be (-(mfe^s^'d that, notwltlistand-

ing tile convenience of this theory for e.alculation,

with the assistance of the tables of coefficients, their

determination from the diameters of the pipes is

soniQW'hat too complicated eitlier for elegance or for

probability, if considered as rcprchcnting the law of

nature. The formula of Prony, though it fails for

small pipes, and would, thcix*forc, have been useless

for Dr Young's purpose, has the advantage of great

simplicity, and cven of superior accuracy, wit^ cer-

tain limits of the m.ignitude of the pipes, althd%b it

seems to be indebted fur this jiccuracy to accidental

causes only.

IfwetakeDr loungs equation 1’= — —-—

,

or r =: J aud assume for a the con-
^ V ^

slant mean value .0000377, and fore .00003460, we
shall have r = V(!;i()520J.9+,84.S)—.fM p, which is equi-

valent to IVony's formula reduced to P'l^iich inches.

For pijies Mr De Prony merely substitutes yforj,nc-

Hc also gives a still simpler approximation for com-

mon purposes, ^^»2C515 y^,or<^'(26513</A’),

which differs very little from Dr Young's rule pub-

lished in his Leduresy that the velocity is a mean
proportional between the hydraulic mean depth and
the fall in 2SOO yards;" for this, in French measure*:,

would be (27000 It itvObvious, however, that

in many cases tlicse formiila.s must require consider-

able modification, .cince, when the velocity is great,

the height clue to it may become* consiclenible, and

since the friction in small pipes is certainly increased

beyond its mean value: nor can these opposite causes

of error be expected always to compensate each other

even in pipes of moderate dimensions.

If we had a greater number of very accurate ex-

pierunents, we might construct a sufficiently complete

table of the value's of a and c from their results alone,

without any general formulas. Thus, takingy= A—

7^^, wcrcadily obtain theequation
, ^ y ^

•

„ in which /’and,/'', i? and r , are the correspond-

ing values vf/ and v for the saifhe pipe with differ-

rnt pres.'Nurcs, or Ibr two pipes so nearly alike in dia-

meter, that the coefficients may be considered as the

same for both ; and then 2c = — oe : or for a
V I

. ds
river, a=

V
and 2c =—— av. But the results

V V

glecting entirely the height— due to the velocity.
of twelve double experiments, compared in this man-

ner, afford a very itregular serkjs only ; thus

:
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HYDRAULICS.
'Vo. d id’s lO^c

1 262.5 1 (681 Negat. f Exp.
2 258.5/ 1887 14.53 \ Dub.
3 5 344 478
4 2.01 256 1156
5 1 320 599
6 1 296 1000 ,

7 1 214 2420
8 .242 314 2020

.167 351 21.20

10 .125 568 2870

n
12

.2

.133
156
.58

4420 7

4690 j
Gerstn,

12)3905 23526

325 i960

It is, tlicrefore, hopeless to attempt to deduce a
good formula for the coefficients from these results
alone, and we must be satisfied for the present either
withDubuat’s formula, or Prony’s,or with Dr Young's
table. I or a single instance of the comparative ac-
curacy of these modes of computation, we may take
an example from Mr Jardinc’s observation of the
pipe supplying Edinburgh with water, as published

Dr Brewster. Here d was 4.5, h 6’12, / 17f)lf)(),

and V 20.52 English inches. Wc have, therefore,

^=..0000309, c=.0000532
^
=398

1

3, alld == 1 .22023,

= 1.222, c == 1.733, and v =^(500.8+3)— 1.73 =

20.71, exceeding the oHBervation by .If). Diibuat's
formula falls short by .13 only, I’rony's table by .96.

It must, however, be observed, that in so great an
extent of pipe, it is scarcely possible that some par-
tial obstruction should not always occur, which must
make the actual velocity somewhat less than the
theory ought to give, so that the slight difference
between the formula' of Dubuat and Dr Young can
scarcely be said to be in favour of the former.

It is, however, remarkable that in this instance,
as well as in .some others, a single formula, which
Dr Young had published in an abstract of Professor
Eytelwein's book, .is still more accurate than the
more refined calculations. This formula is v rr

the measures being expressed in

English feet; thus, in the example here comput-
ed. this formula gives m v = 20.56 inches. It is

equivalent, for inches, to = =

, /30000/(\_ ,/ k \ .. .

\i : d+[>o)~'^\.(mo333i : u

implies that c may be neglected in such pipes at

least, and a may be taken ,lT x 333, which does not
greatly differ from the tabular value for the given
diameter. It has happened, from a combination of
accidental circumstances, that Dubuat has been de-
prived of a considerable i)or:ion of his just merits,

in favour ofMr Eytelwein, without any kind ofvolun- Hydraulic!

tary plagiarism on the part of this very respectable

Professor. The author of the English abstract of his

work was acquainted with Dubuat's book, only firom

having read the extracts, copied from it by Professor

Robison, in his contributions to the Encyclopccdia Bri^

iannica, and he was hence led into the mistake of

supposing PJrofessor Eytelwein the author of many
improvements, which he had no more idea of clnj?^
ing than he could have had of several modifications

introduced into the '' Summary of Hydraulics,'*

cliiefly extracted from hia book, which appeared in

the Jourtial of the Royal Institution, and which have
been quoted as Eytelweiifs-

The resistance occasioned by the flexure of a
pipe, must not be neglected when any great accu-

racy is required in the determination of the water
conveyed by it. Dr Young has pointed out the ina-

dequacy of Dubuat's method of calculating this re-

sistance, and his remarks may again be copied in his

own words.

Mr Dubuat,*' he continues, " has made some
experiments on the eflect of the flexure of a pipe in

retarding the motion of the water flowing Inrougli

it ; but they do not appear to be by any means suf-

ficient to authorise the conclusions which he has

drawn from them. He directs the squares of thc!

sines of the angles of flexure to be collected into

one Slim, which, being multiplied by a certain con-
stant coefficient, and by the square of the velocity,

is to show the height rcquirocl for overcoming the

resistance. It is, liowevcr, easy to see that such a
rule must be fundamciiL'ilIy erroneous, and its coin-

cidence with some experiments merely accidental,

since the results afforded by it must vary according
to the method of staling the problem, which is en-
tirely arbitrary. Thus it depended only uii Mr.
Dubuat to consider the arc of a pipe bent to an
ang*e of 144" as consisting of a single flexure, as

composed of two flexures of 72° each, or of a much
greater number of smaller flexures, although the re-

sult of the experiment woultl only agree with the
arbitrary division into two parts, w'liich he has adopt-
ed. This difficulty is attached to every mode of
computing the effect, cither from the squares of the
sines, or from the sincS themselves; and the only
way of avoiding it is to attend merely to the angle
of flexure as expressed in degrefo. It is natural to

suppose that the effect of the curvature must in-

crea.se, as the curvature itself increases, and that the
retardation must be inversely proportional to the ra-

dius of curvature, or very nearly so; and this sup-
position is sufficiently confirmed by the experiments,
which Mr Dubuat has employed in support of a
theory so different. It migm be expected that an
equal curvature would create a greater resistance in

a larger pipe than in a smaller, since tlie inequality

in the motions of the different parts of the fluid is

greater; bift this circumstance does not seem to

have influenced the results of the experiments made
with pipes of an inch and of two inches diameter

;

there must also be some deviation from the general
law, ill cases of very small pipes having a great " ra-
dius of" curvature ; but this deviation cannot be de-
termined without further experiments. Of the twen-
ty-five which Dubuat has fnade, he has rejected ten
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Hydraulici.a8 irr^lar, because they do not agree with his

theory ; indeed^ four of them, which were made with
a much shorter pipe than the rest, differ so mani-

festly from them that they cannot be reconciled;

but five others agree sufKciently, as well as all the

rest, with the theory which I have liere proposed,

supposing the resistance to be as the angular flexure,

and to increase, besides, almost in the same propor-

tiijn ns the radius of curvature diminishes, but more
nearly as that power of the radius of which the in-

dex is
7

8
’ Thus ifp be tlie number of degrees sub-

tended at the centre of flexure, and o the radius of

curvature of the axis of the pipe in Frendi inches,

f)V^
we shall haver nearly, or more acciiratc-

1200000
(/

Th»» erfetaio,,. are com-

pared with the whole of Dubuat's experiments in the

following table. The mean error of his formal® in

fifteen experiments, and of mine in twenty, is ~ of

the whole."

The methods of computation here projjoaed may
be illustrated by a practiail example, which is of a

nature veiy likely to be of frequent occurrence.

Lei the length of a pipe 1 he 1000 J'ld, let it have

Jivejhwures, each equal in extent to a right angle with

a radius of curvature q of six inches; lei the height

of the head of water h he ten feel, and let the quanii-

tif if water to he delivered he one ale hogshead, oi

Jiftipfour gallons in n minute ; required the diameter of
the pipe d. ^

Neglecting the slight difference between French

and English inches, with res])cct to tlie effect of

• —1
curvature, we have p’=^50, =r.2085, and

/z:z.0004222r2, wliich must be added to—, theco-

efheient of e® in the general formula. Now, since an

ale gallon fills 10 yards of inch pipe, the velocity <lis-

charging a gallon in a minute by such a pipe w'ould

be 6 inches, and for ol* gallons, 324 inches; con so- Hydraulics,

quently, for any other pipe, of the diameter and the

velocity discliarging a hogshead in a minute must be

34
Hence we might obtain, by means of the for-

mulee expressing the coefficients, a regular e<]uation

in terms of rf and its powers, but it w'ould be of too

high an order to be at all manageable ; the very ge-

neral method, termed by arithmeticians the rule of

double position, affords much the readiest solution.

Thus, supposing £/=z4, we have a= .0000306’ and

c=.0000556, and since ^=3000, the coefficient al [ d

becomes .Of) 18, to which if we add .00171, accord-

ing to the formula, and / =.0004222, we have h=
1

~0‘)3q322’

.l6’6S

b93f)32
1.776, whence

'J^4
e= 8.70; but 20.25 ;

therefore.

the pipe is too small, and we must try five inches, a
being .0000312, and c= .00t)0507 ; hence nl d —

.07488, and h = \

.077(ir22*

.14f)‘S

T)7To122
lf)0l

324
and «^9.65, while = 1296.^ 2 .')

Here the differ-

ences of the values of v are -{- and 4-

their difference 8.24 answering to a ilifference of an

inch in the diameters. We must, therefore, atld

3.31

jj^=.402, and the tliainctcr rcquiretl will be .'i.4(^

inches; and if we wish for very great a(‘curacv, wr
may repeat the cult*ulaliwia |>nce more with this va-

lue of d.

The remainder of the investigations contuned in

Dr Young’s two papers arc more immediately con -

nected w ith Physiology than with Hydraulics ; and
the interesting experiments of Girard, publislied ni

the Memoirs (f the Academy oj' Sciences \o\' 1818, le-

late almost entirely to the efVects of temperature .r*

the mechanical properties of bodies possessed of af-
ferent chemical characters.

(n. T.)
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JAINS (called by some Joinus), a sect or ra-

ther race of Hindoos, found in considerable num-
bers in different parts of India, particularly iu the

southern peninsula. They form a class of dissent-

ers from the established faith of Brahminism, so

generally considered throughout India as alone

founded on an orthodox basis. They deny alto-

gether the authority of the Vedas, regarded by
the genuine Hindoo as the holiest of hooks. They
either disown, or sink into a subordinate station,

all the grand objects of Hindoo veneration. In

their hypothesis concerning the origin of the world,

^they have adopted opinions which seem to par-

take of the character of athcij>rn. They do not,

like the followers of the Vedas, acknowledge any
spiritual and eternal Being, from whom the uni-

verse derived its origin. The material world, as

well as the minds of all men and animals, are held by
them to be eternal. 'I’hey refuse to acknowdedge
any thing which is not, or has not been, the object

of the senses. Uf)on this principle they deny the

existence of any beings superior to man, anc^^pdinit

no objects of worsliip except men who have raised

themselves by their merits to the rank of divinities.

As, however, they set no bounds to the perfection

which the human soul may arrive at, their most
eminent saints and pontiffs (among whom they par-

ticularly celebrate Ciomat Fsw’ara Swami) partake

almost the attributes of Supreme Divinity. To
this station, however, they are exalted, not in

consequence of a virtuous life, or (if benefits ren-

dered to mankind, but of those e.vcesse.s of ab-

surd and extravagant penance to whicli, through-

out all India, such soverc'ign merit is attached.

'I'hey have tliree ranks of ascetics, whom they call

Yaiis. 7’he first, called Aiuivrata, can be attained

only l>y him who forsakes his family, entirely cuts off

his Iiair, holds always in his hand a bundle of pea-

cock’s feathers and an earthen y>ot, and wears only

clothes of a taw ny colour. The second rank, Maha^
vraicij requires that all dress should be abandoned,
except a mere rag to cover nakedness, and that the

hair, instead of being shaven oft’ should be pulled

out by the roots. He who aspin?s still higher, and
seeks to attain the third degree, or Nirvana, throws
aside even rags, and remains entirely naked; he eats

nothing but rice, and that only once in two days.

The name is nearly synonymous with that of Deity,
and he is held in nearly equal veneration with the
priests and rajas, whose images arc worshipped in

the temples. At Billicwll, or Bclligola, the residence

of their higli priest, they Jiave a gigantic image of
Gomat Iswara Sw'ami, the foot of ~J||eh is nine feet

in length, so tin the height of the entire sbitue can-

not be less tluui firty-four feet
; and there is a similar

one at Kurcul, near Mangalore. This worship of

gigantic images is common to them with the follow

-

<‘is of Boodha, whom they also closely resemble in

their theological tenets; nay, Samana and Gaudma,

the main objects of Boodh veneration, are enumeratjgd H

by the Jains among the earliest and most vcneratecl of Jauti.

their priests. On the other hand, they differ from

them entirely in being divided into four casts, dis-

tinguished from each other by the same privileges and

manners as among other Hindoos. The Jains ob-

serve also similar penances, carrying Uiem only to a

greater extreme. They are also scrupulous to a still

greater degree as to causing the death of any living

thing, even the minutest insect. The strictest Jains,

to guard against this danger, do not eat jifter sun-

set; they have always a small broom to liweep the

ground before them, and never drirfk wtfler imleCs

strained through a cloth. The orthodox Hindook

hav^ceremonies by wddeh any involuntary offence

of this kind may be expiated ; but the Jains, not al-

lowing the efficacy of these, have no means of re-

lieving their soul from the burden of such a trespass.

Like the other Hindoos, they consider it unlaw'ful

for the widow to marry again, but discourage the

barbarous practice of sacrificing herself on the body
of the husband. On the whole, it would appear

that while their doctrines and belief closely coincide

with those of the Boodhisls, their civil and social life

is discriminated only by minute shades from tliat of

the Hindoos. They have a system of their own with

regard to history, chronology, and physics, of which
wc need only observe, that its tenets arc still more
extravagant and absurd than those l^ontained in the

orthodox pages of the Vedas and Puranas.

See Asialic Aninial Ucgtsicr, Vol. IX.—Dubois on

ihc Maimers of the Peo^jlc of India, Lond. 1817.

—

Ward oa ///e History, Lilcrainrr, and Religion of the

Hindoos, Lond. 1817- (n.)

JAUTS, a people of Ilindostan, who have at dif-

fercr.t times made some figure in its annals. - The
first historical mention of them occurs at the begin-
ning of the eleventh century, on the invasion of In-

dia by Mahniond the Gaznovidc. That conqueror
found them estiiblishcd on the eastern bank of the
Indu^ prepared to oppose hia pa.ssage. For this

purpose they had inuslcrcd a large fleet of boats, to

the number, according to some accounts, of eight
thousand. They were completely defeated, however,
and driven into the mountainous districts in the in-

terior of India.

From this time the Jauts remained in obscuritv,

till the reign of Aurengzebe. CImramann, a Jaiit

of some distinction, collected then some troops of
banditti, with whom he began to commit depreda-
tions on travellers. Popular and enterprising, lie

gradually rose from a captain of robbers to be a
powerful chieftain, and availing himself of Aureng-
zebe's absence in the Decaii, became the terror of
the country round. He had even tlie audacity, on
one occasion, to plunder the rear of that monarch’s
army; and, when pursued, took refuge among the
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J««ti mountains of Narwar, where he eluded all attempts

Java
extirpate his force. Under the growing imbeci-

^ , lity of Aurengzehe's successors, the Jauts continual-
^ Jy extended their power, till at length, during the

w'eak reign of Mahoinnied Shaw, and under their

enterprising head, Sooraje Mull, it rose to its ut-

most height. That chief wrested continually hew
c^iccBsions from the weak emperor, till he was able

uliAost to dictate the counsels of the Mogul court.

A reverse, however, took place on the invasion of
northern India by Ahmed Shaw’, the sovereign of
Caubul. Sooraje Mull, having opposed that invader,

saw his territory overrun, and was oldigcd to seek
aid from the Mahrcitta power. When the Mahrattas,
however, invaded Delhi, the Jaiit chief went over to

Alimod Shaw, and offered to atone for former hosti-

lity by bis services on that critical occasion. The
battle of Panniput followed, in which the Mahrattas

were» tcMiilly routed, and their power for the time
entirely jj^ken. Ahmed Shaw rewarded the ser-

vices riendcred by his new ally in this hour of need,

by the important cession of Agra and its district.

Sooraje Mull, and liis son Jowalicr Sing, made re-

peated attempts to obtain possession of Delhi, but
were always baffled by ifnioward circumstaiiccs.

Jowalier Sing was assassinated by an impostor, who
had undertaken to initiate him in the secret of the

philosopher's stone. He left his son an infant;—

a

circumstance which, affording an open field to the

dissensions of the chiefs, weakened the Jaut power,
and rendered it unable to contend with tlie other

fierce competitors for tlie spoils of the Mogul. In
their contests, particulafly with Nujeph Khan, they

were gradually stripped of all tlioir possessions, and
at length reduced to the fortress of Bhurtprxir, with
a small surrounding district. When tlie British

jiower became predominant in this part of India,

lliinjcet Sing, Rajah of the Jauts, sought security by
concluding a treaty with Lord Lake, by which, on
engaging to assist Britain against all enemies, he not

only retained the internal govemment of his territo-

ries, but was even exempted from paying any tri-

bute. Yet, in 1805, after the defeat of Holkar, he

received that chief, with his discomfited army, in-

to Bhurtpoor. The place sustained a most desperate

siege, and cost the British army an immense number
of lives. At length the Rajah, despainng of effec-

tual resistance, agreed to compel Holkar to ^uit the

place, and to give it up to the British^ on condition

of retaining the government of his territories, and
the fortress of Deeg. He was obliged, however, to

pay twenty lacks of rupees, and to give ample se-

curity for a more faithful observance of this treaty

than of the former.

See Asiatic Annual Register for 1802.—Mill’s //#>-

lonf of British India, 3 vuls. 4to. Lond. 1818 (b.)

JAVA. The EmcycUvpmdia contains a short de-

scription of this extensive and important island.

Since that article was written, a large mass of valua-

ble information has been communicated to the pub-

lic in the History qf Java, by Sir Stamford Raffles,

who, ill the capacity of Governor of the Island,

enjoyed ample means of gratifying his liberal spirit

of inquiry; and in the History of the Indian Archie

pelugo, by Mr Crawfurd, late Resident at the Court
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of the Sultan of J/iva;—a work C!|ua11y distinguish-

cd by accurate observation and philosophical rc-

flection.

Of all the islands which compose tiie great Indian Mannrri o

Archipelago, Java, though not the most extensive,

is the most fertile, the most pojnilous, and the most
improved. Among the two races of people who in-

habit the Oriental Islands, distinguished into the

brown coloured race, and the? Papuas, or Oriental

negroes, the natives of Java bc'lorig to the former.

They arc under the middle size, the standard for

men being five feet two inches, and fur women four

feet eleven inches. Their complexion is a yellowish

brown, generally without any tincture of red. Of
this colour they admire the fair specin.cns, and their

standard beauty is a virgin gold ; but they consider

the European white as a sickly tint. They have a

round face, little black eyes, a small nose, and a
large mouth, with thick lips. On the head, beard,'

and other parts of the b^y, there is a remarkable
deficiency of hair. Compared with the Kuropeans
and Southern Asiatics, they are considered by Mr
Crawfurd as an ijl-looking race; but the opinion

of Sir S. Raffles is, in this respect, more favourable.

Their constitution is healthy, and tlu'V seem to at-

tain a longevity equal to that of £urr>peans. Early

marriages arc as universal as among other Asiatics, a

man being scarcely ever known single at twenty-

five, while an unmarried female at eighteen is con-

sidered an old maid. The lot of the female sex

differs considerably from what it usually is among
Asiatics. They are by no means immured with

the same jealousy; British gentlemen Jinve even

been admitted to visit the harams of the sultans and
chiefs, where they were received by the ladies with

all the dignified propriety of persons accustomed to

mix in general society. To women, the commercial
and pecuniary affairs of the family are almost wholly

entrusted. Of these privileges and advantages, they

are said not always to make the very best use. I'he

right of divorce, with which they are indulged equally

with the other sex, is carried by them beyond all ex-

cusable limits. It is very common for a woman, be-

fore the age of thirty, to have divorced three or four

husbands; and Mr Crawfurd had one pointed out to

him who was living witli Iier twelfth. No diflienhy

occurs in regard to disposal of the cliildren,

who, in Java, arc never viewed in the light of a bur-

den. Besides being easily supported, they are usu-

ally few in number, a circumstance ascribed to the

hard labour which the mothers undergo, and the

consequent frcqu<'ncy of abortion. Besides tlie ma-
nagement of the household, tney weave all the cloths

worn ill the family, and perform various other offices,

which in Europe devolve on the other sex. Polygamy
is permitted by l^w, but it Is known only among the

great; and, even with them, the first wife alone is of

tlieir own rank, and mistress of the family; the others

occupy a place decidedly inferior. The natives of Ja-

va were drawn by their Dutch masters in verj^ dark

colours: but the English residents, after careful oU-

servation, have described them much more favouiv.

ably. They are gen^ous, warm-hearted, and sus-

ceptible of strong attachments. Their affections of

kindred are peculiarly forcible ;
so that, even in civil
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•Java, contests, those fraternal enmities, so conspicuous in

other Asiatic states, are scarcely ever observable.
The English, who placed confidence in them, found
them honest in the intercourse of common life ; and
they share only in a slight degree those habits of
piracy for which the Malay tribes are fio notorious,

fit society they are uncommonly good humoured,
courteous, and polite, and scarcely ever seen, in a
passion, unless on those occasions when are
hurried to the last extreme of violence. Tf& un-
happily too often occur, under the impulse of that

violent jealousy and revenge, which form their rul-

ing passions. The disregard of human life seems
to proc^d to an excess among them, scarcely

known in any other quarter of the globe. It is

stated^ that, in any part of Java, an assassin may
be hired for the moderate sum of fifteen or twenty
shillings

; but, in general, the injured party conceives
it more honourable to decline this cheap mode of re-
dress, and to seek vengeance with his own hand.
Some, driven to the extreme of desperation, run furi-

ously into the streets, and kill indiscriminately all

whonwthey meet, till they are themselves overpower-
ed and cut down. Tliis dreadfuf atrocity, which, by
a corruption of the native term, is called running
a muck,” is said, however, to prevail, not among the
native Javanese, but among the other Malay tribes,

resident in the capitol.
Religion. In the ancient religion of the Javanese, which was

undoubtedly derived from Hindostan, Siwa, with his
family, and Buddha, were the chief objects of ado-
ration. Their temples appear, from the late in-

quiries of our countrymen, to have rivalled the splen-
dour of those erected in tlie native seats of their re-

ligion. In the course of the fifteenth century, the
whole island of Java was, by Arab traders and
settlers, converted to Mahomedanism. This faith,

however, which is generally observed with so much
strictness, is professed here in a very loose and im-
perfect manner. It need only be observed, tliat

wine and spirits are not only used without scruple
on ordinary occasions, but are even sometimes pro-
duced at religious festivals. .An extreme indiffer-

ence prevails as to all its outward observances. In
return, superstitious credulity prevails to a degree
almost un parallelled. A belief in sorcery is univer-
sal. If a person write the^ame of another on a

. scull, bone, or leg, and suspend it from a ti'ee on
haunted ground, where two roads meet, the laws
doom to death, hinwlf, his friends, his children, and
his cJiildren's chiloten. Availing themselves of tliis

credulity, various persons usually start up, in troubled
times, as saints, prophets, or as the descendants of
one of the ancient kings of Java, and attract a mul-
titude of followers. Christianity has not obtained
any footing in Java; -and Mr Crawfurd doubts if it

ever will, till the Conduct of its Indian professors be-
comes more conformable t6 its pre^ts.

Langiiifge. The Javanese, langu^ is tnt ^st copious and
improved of any used in the Indian islands. It has
$^nserit for its basis, but with oajpsiderable variations.

beauty of its writtrn characters, it is not sur-

passed by any of the langua^s ,of Asia. It i.s disr

tiuguished by its vast copiousness as to particular,
and barrenness as to general terms. Xhus.thei;e are
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five names for a dog, and seven for a horse, but no
general word fur an animal. The abstmet terms,

nature, space, and others of that kind, arc entire^

ly wanting. All their literature, , as is usual amoii^

rude nations, is metrical, and may be divided into

lyrical compositions or songs romances founded

on^^Hindu legends; romances founded on modern
story; histories of modern transactions; legal ami
ethical tracts, chiefly in prose. Of these com|5osi-

tions, the songs, in which feeling and passion arc

simply expressed, appear to be the most pleasing.

The romances consist chiefly of abridged translations

of the Mahabarat and liarnayana, from the Hindoo
original into a now dead Javanese language, called

the Kan'i. These versions, being free from the endless

prolixity of the originals, may be read with greater

pleasure. Java had no history previous to the Ma-
homedan invasion

; and even now, its ^antuds con-

sist merely ol' metrical legends, which written

under the eye of the prince whose deeds the^y re-

late, cannot be suspected of very strict impartiality.

Besides the rudeness of these compositions, there is

an absence of that oijergy, ardour, and .sublimity,

which have often characterized the poetry of far

ruder nations. This Seems justly nscribetl to the

despotic form of the government, which represses all

the nobler sentiments natural to independent man,
when individual character is permitted to unfold it-

self.

Tile govemment of Java is more absolute than that (io'nn

of any other part of the Archipel.igo, and differs

tie in this respect from the great monarchies of Alfa.

There is no rank but what wnanates from the sove-
reign

; and no bounds are set to the marks of respect
shown! by inferiors to the higher classes. No indi-

vidual, of wliatcver rank, can stand in the presence
of a superior, not even the heir-apparent in that of
the sovereign. Whenever a chief appears in public,
all his inferiors must throw themselves into the pos-
ture called dodok, which may be rendered by the
English term ** squatting in which they remain
till he disappears. Sir S. Uaflles describes himself
as much annoyed at seeing, in one of his progresses,
the whole population of the country quitting their
work,' and remaining fixed in this uneasy posture
so lo^g as he remained in sight. They nave a
languajj^, pr at least a modifloation of the common
Ltnguf^e, which must used by the inferior, in

ad^kieiling tbusc of* higher rank. The revenue of
the sovereign, as usual in Asiatic despotisms, arises
from the rent of all the cultivated lands in the coun-
try^, levied in kind, and in the enormous proportion of
one-half of the entire produce. This, how^ever, by
the allowance of one-sixth for reaping, is reduced to
about two-fifths. It is paid, not into the treasury,
but by the king assigning lo each of his oflicers and
serywits a certain number erf* cultivators, whose rents
he is to receive. The Javan farmer is supposed, on
the whole, to be more mildly treated tlian the Hin-
doo.

Java is the most fertile of the eastern islands. To Soil ami
this, its lofty mountains and its extensive plains equal- Product*.

Jy contribute. The copious streams, descending
from the higher regiona, not tally supply the requi-
site moisture, but cover the vaHies with dqiosits of
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Javi. rich soil. Along the foot of the mbuntaine^ this is

ten, twelve, or even fifty deep, and of the mort
excellent quality. Farther from the mountains ia
fertifity becomes less conspicuous; but almost every
where throughout the island, the combined infiucnce

of heat auil moisture is sufiicieiH to raise good
crops.

Te4ik. The most important' natural production of Java is

thz, teak. This valuable timber is produced abundant-
ly only in Malabar, the Birman empire, and Java. It

requires a rich soil to come to perfection, and attains

to maturity in eighty or a hundred years. On the
plain it acquires a larger growth, but is not so hard
as when growing on tlie mountains, where, however,
it scarcely thrives more than three or four thousand
feet above the level of the sea. The leak of Java
ranks in quality below , that of Malabar, but above
that of the Birman empire. It might become an ex-
tensive object of eimortation, the forests of Java be-

ing sufficient to aitord annually .^0,000 beams for

ship-building, besides an ample supply for minor ob-

jects. Tile Dutch greatly limited this trade by sub^
jocting it to a rigid monopoly. The English a(lo{>ted

a more liberal system, in consequence of which teak

soon found its way into tlic markets of Bengal ; but
since the recent cession, the old system has been re-

estal>lisi)ed, and the teak of Java has advanced in

price 200 per ccuL

Rice. Of agricultural products^ the most extensive and
important is rice, the eastern staff of life. The in-

dustry and skill of the Javanese, not elsewhere con-

s||teous, appear to considerable advantage in this

cillwc. The implements are not quite so rude as

those used in Indostun; and though there are here

none of the extensive tanks constructed in the latter

country, the brooks and rivers are advantageously

employed for the purposes of irrigation. The rice

of Java is copiously exported to the other Indian is-

lands, to China, and sometimes even to Europe. It

is considered inferior to that of Carolina and Bengal.

When the former sells for ISs. a cwt., and the latter

for 11s. 3d., that of Java sells only for 08. 9d. This

inferior value is not owing to any original defeet in

the grain, but to the unskilful modes of husking knd
drying it. Maize grows in great luxuriance,, but ia

considered an inferior grain, though cultuua iias

of late been considefrably extends, in

itT the scarcity of lauds fit for rice,

pulses are raised os green crq>s, in the Ife-

tween those of rice.

roAH- Coffee, though introduced into Java only in 1723,

has been found admirably suited to its flimate, and

is become one of the most important articles of cul-

ture. It is'^produced of good quality only upon the

sides of the mountains, three or four thousand feet

above the level of the sea. .The introduction of this

pknt has been of the grOa^ va^iw to> the island,

since the lands upcm which it thriW' iile unfit fot

any other important product. CoBee ia .^ported to

the amount of twenty-six millions of pbftnaa, about

two-sevenths ofthe produce df theWm Ihdi^. The
trade is susceptible of a much greaterextension. The

coffee of Java, in the European market, ratdes with

that of Bourben^ both bring cCfittideredieiip^ricr

West India coffee. ^
VOL. V, PART I-
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Thoui^ tlie catie be a native of the Indian islands,

the art of making has been introduced from w-yW
Europe. The rich, soil of Java is perfectly suited toSugsr.

this culture, which is reckoned to be carried on there

per ccftt. cheaper than in the British West In-

dies. The produce of Java consists of clayed sugar,

which equals or surpasses in quality any ol^r except

the Havannali. Hence has arisen an extraordinary

demand, which, in the course of a few years, has

rid^eA the produce to six times its former amount.

In 1818, it was so high as 27,400,000 lbs. The
molasses, combined in the proportion of (i2 parts

with 35 of rice, and $ of palm wine, yield the arrack

for which Java is famous, though it is now made
riiiefly for internal consumption.

Tobacco, another article unknown previous to Eu-Tobaa»
ropean connection, has become a general object ofsnd Cotton,

consumption and culture in the Indian islands. Java

produces the greatest quantity, sending 5,000,000

lbs. to the rest of the Archipelago, and the Malayan
peninsula. It produces, also, a considerable quanti-

ty of those birds* neats, the gelatinous substance of

which forms the fiintastic luxury of the Chinese. The
annual export to Canton is reckoned at 27,000 lbs.,

which bring about L.5, 18s. per lb. Coiion is grown
in great quantity, though of quality inferior even to

that of the neighbouring islanm, to which, however,

its cheapness occasions a couaiderable exportation.

In Europe, the cotton of Java is not esteemed
; and

the present glutted state of its markets affords little

encouragement to any exertions to fit the cotton of

Java for them.

Java does not produce the valuaUe metals and
minerals in any quantity. A considerable quantity

of suit is manufactured on its coasts by the simple

process of evaporation in tlie sun. A good deal of

saltpetre ia also found, though not nearly in the same

abundance as in the continent of India*

Manufacturing industry can scarcely be smd toManufac.

exist in .Java. Weaving is exclusively practised by iuks.

the women, who make coarse cloths of cotton, and

sometimes of silk, for the use of their families. The
trade of a blacksmith is held in high esteem, and

considered almost os a liberal profession ; chiefly, it

is probable, on account of the value attached to the

manufocture of arms.' Their small boats and barks

are made of various and very convenient ahapes ; but

they fail whenever they attempt to construct vessels

cf any magnitude.

In giving the list of the prodiuM of Java, we have Commerce,

given alfo the articles which it ilSbnls for exporta-

tion. lit imporis are impoitant from the augmen-

tation which they have lalely^metved, and of which

they ate still susceptible. It appears, by Mr Craw-

furd’s statement, that Ihm does not exist here thi

same inveterate prcfjndyite ^xist European manu-
factures fui ih Indlst and Qiina. Since the opening

of the frlte trade, ibe fine cottons of Britain have.

frq!(n their dheapness, in a great meatme superseded

tihm of Ihdostan. ^intxes are the frtvourite ardcle,

in which the pattern ia of vmich consequence. The

teste of the Javanese is tor bright colours, red a|Ml

green in preference to all others, and next to these yel-

low and brown ; white idedt is unsaleable. The pattern

should be smaU, filliiig the ground without crowding
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a it. Whft6 and cotton cambrics are also puf-

l|. chased' by to he painted; by thomseW^^^
inrti#.

j^itiiougb Java lies under the tropics, us mountain-
ous and maritime situation produce a demand for

light ijrpoltoAs. ' These should .be ch^ Yorkshire

such as cost at Leeds 5a. to 6a. ud per yard,

extent of 28,000 cwt.^ and to; the value

is annually imported into Javaii .^hicli

ta'^jestitute of that important' metal.

is ^ferred, though Bntish iron has of Inte

troduc^ed to a considerate extent. Fire-arms and
ammunition are most saleable articles, hut their cx-

|)ort has
,
liitherto been prohibited by lluropean go-

vernrhlents. ; ^here has been recently a great exten-

sion of dematld ibr our glass and earthenware. The
tea and silks of China, and the opium of Bengal,

ibrm the chief articles of importation into Java from
Asiatic countries.

Population. The population of Java, including the . small con-
tiguous Island of Madura, was found, by a census

men in 1815, to amount to 4,(500,000. Of these,

three millioins are in the provinces immediately sub-

ject to European authonty
;;

the rest is subject to

the native princes. The principal European capitals,

Batavia, Sarharang; and* Surabaya, contain respec-

tively ^,000,^25,000, and 20,000 inhabitants; the

chief native capitals^ Sur^kdta and Yug Yukerta,

about 105^000 each. ‘ The Chinese, amounting to

94,000, fofm Uie most active and industrious part of

the population ; the mantifiiciures of salt, sugar, and
arrack, are solely in their hands. Slavery, in Java,

pevails^tb a much less extent than in the other

islands. The slam do not exceed 50,000; and
none of them are native Javans, but obtained by pur-

chase or capture from Celebes or Borneo. The phi-

lanthropic measures adopted by Sir Stamford Raffles,

witli a view to the abolition of the trade, were se-

conded by^ chiefs, and ppoductiire^ to a'bonrider- •fjvs

able extant, of flie desM i2
The Ute "changes in tlie European beenpOtion

of Java are of the less importance, as; they have

ended all things being replacised in their ori-«^
ginal state. ' As Holland, after iti annexation to

Fratipe,' iiccame hostile to Britain, thd consequence

was the reduction, by our naval force, of its most

imporUnt colonial possessions. On the 4th

Ai4gufit iSll, a British foixie was landed in

and, on the 10th, Batavia was taken by storm. The
Dutch general, Janssens, retreated to the eastern ex-

tremity of the island, where being, pursued and dc-

feated by the British forces, he tJrttered into a capi-

tulation for the general surrender of Java. I’he

British government,, in the following year, engaged

in a war with the native sovereign, which ended in

the cession to us of extensive and important districts.

Under the enlightened government of Sit/Stamford

Raflles, most important improvcmenls were made in

the judicial system, the collection of the revenue,

and the freedom of trade. A literary society was

also instituted, which performed important services

in investigating the antiquities and natural hisU)ry of

Java, hfeantime, upon the downfall of the French

military government, and the restoration of inde-

pendence to Holland, the faith of former alliances re-

quired the restoration of the conquests made from

the latter power. This, obligation was fulfilled by

Britain in its fullest extent. At the close of the year

1816, the Dutch took possession of Java, along

with their settlemenis in Celebes and the

Islands. 'fW
ILLUMINATI. Sec the article Masoxrv-Fkee,

in the Enejifdopmdia, sect. J)!.

IMPROVISATORI. See the article Italy in

this SnpfjikmnU

INDIA.
Oriftin of J vDiA, from the rare aod priwioae commodities with
the Biwt which it was known to abound, and from ihegeneral
ln(iiit-otn.

|,p}jef of jjg ithtnense wraffh,*, became, at an early

period, the favourite resort of commercial^ aidveiitu-

rers from Enrope. The Fortit^vese had enjoyed its

commerce for nearly a century, ^hen the En|flish

offered themselvM,' as competitors tot the ridies

of the east. Aft^. several unsuecesifhl adventures,

Sir Francis Drake, in 1577* siufed for India, which
he reachedhy Cape Horn, and return^ by the Cape
of Good .Hope, having touched at several of the rich

*and populoua iiililneds which are scattered in the In-
dian Ocean, and'1bri>^ght bock the njost favourable

'actants of their eosuAerce, ididnf the friendly dis*

pM^oiis of tlie inhah^nts. followed by
aAvii^I other adventurers* somaV .Sm ^the high-

est rank, with whose conmiercifdViews combkiiEid

^hetnes sN^pradotory eBtsrprtse' against the.Spanish

^||aiemeMt''‘nAd!'tn^ TW'^first i|UociB,twp..£^''a-

’^^ular trade was fdsmdil in '1599* And a capital of
.wove L.30,000 was subscribed shares^' which
llried from L.100 ioi This

ted out four ships to India, which set ^1 from Tor-
bay in l601, and returned in 3603, luving made a
han4some profit on the capital employed Erom
l60i^ il$,'l6l3 eight other voyagAa were undertaken

similar views, and* with the excep-

tipn'aX'ime in I607*they were all successful, yield-

ing k'pMt hardly ever below 100, and, in general,

above 200 fMT cent. In l6ll, those English fleets,

notwithstanding the intrigura of the Portuguese,

were favourably received by the Mogul, govern-

ment at Surat, which conceded to them we pri-

vilege of *estiiblishing fiictories at Surat, Ahmedit-
bad, Cambaya, andl^ga j a duty’ of SA per cent.

being mposed an tt^. -znerchammA in lieu of all

demjbds* (Mill's.'ififntkwy^ Vol. I.

Chap; In.)

‘It was poW reoolved to ad«^ the plan of a joint-j„ini.Riock
st^ in place'of a regulated Company; and, on theseCoinpnoj.

terms, a-sum of LW*000 being subscribed, four
dkFercnt voyages were undettalwn, the profit on
which amounted tb'bdty S7A mi. The profit

on the ttadh* while 'Siadi ipcuvidual i^d for him-
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afnountdl to 171 per Uici ivhich wffi-

ciently illu^tmteg m siiperibr of tndividii*

nl pnadenoe over every other principle matiai^e-

meet In l6l7tlS^ a second joint-stock was sol^
Mirihci to the annount of LJ,600,000; h»t from tlie

hostility of the jportuguese and Dutclv—»froni^the ac-

tive competition of the latter, in the lucrative trade
of the Spice Islands-—from the bad management of
the Directors at home—anc1» lastly, from Uie com-
petition of private adventurers, some of whom had
the address to procufe the King's lU^ce for a voy-
,ige to India, the affairs of the Company fell into
great disorder. They petitioned King Charles L and
h's council against the new and mo^t alarming griev-
ance of a free trade

;
but it does not ap])ear that they

uere leinstated in their exclusive privilege till the
ifign of the Protector in A new charter was
afterwards received from Charles II , conUinftig the
important privilege of making peace oi waf with the
native poiS^rs, and of stMzmg unlicensed persons
witfaiA their hnut«, and scncling tliem to Lngbnd.
In 1 fi40, a settlement had been cSltted at Madras.
AlxMit the year IOjI, owing to the influence of the
Ilnglish surgeons, who had effected some remarkable
cures at the Court of Mogul, a licence was obtained,

<jn jnynicnt of .SOOO rupees, for a free and unhnnted
trade, with the rich and extensive province of Ben-
gal

,
and in iCflfi, the Company received possession

of Bombay from Chailes II to whom, on his mar-
iixge to the Infanta Catherine, at had been ceded by
the court of Poitiigal. (Mill’s Brtiish hului, Chap.

From this period, the increasing wealtli of the na-

tion appears to h i\e sn|)p]ied the ( onipany more li-

bel ally with funds for the Indian trade. In l668,

the value of the cxpoits to India amounted to

hSI^VKK); in lh71, to LAflh.OlK); in l6‘75, to

T ’8t),O0O; in lf)78, to in l(i80, to

I l()l,700; in 1081, to L.'JfjOOOO; and, in lPS2,

to L 740,000. The Company’s servants in India,

however, involved themselves about this period in

hostilities with the native powers, and, in the course

of this contest Arungzebe, the most powerful of all

the Mogul sovereigns, was so exas])erated by their

conduct, that he issued orders for the expulsion of the

English from India, and for the destruction of their

establishments. The factory at SD^nit was
the island of Bombay was attacketl j andi^^Q&ar
establishments and factories of the Compai^
like xnatiner threatened ; and it Was only by t&i.t]QQSt

abject submissions that the Company could ol)tain

the restoration of the factories at Surat, and the re-

moval of the enemy from Bombay. So detrimental

was this contest to the nflairs of the Company, that

their equipments continued on a very reduced scale

for several years.
,

I monofthe In the mean time, the accUmplAtum of dapjtal in

Old and the counity subsequent to the Chmes L,
New Kiat joined to the growing ardour of tho jtojtkp for oom-
*

^ mercitil adventure, had given rise to a iropa-

tience of the Compan^f's exclusive privil^eii, which
was heightened and inflamed by cr^el and ar-

bitrary measures pursued for tlie sumtession of the

private trade. DoUbtS began to be suggested as

to the legality of reairicting the rights of ^potmnerce

India.by jxyglj*?barter wi&out the sanction of Parliament.

Apphcoticms were made to the Legialatufe on this

subject, which were favourably received. In these

drcumstances, a proposition was made &f the for-

mation of a new company, winch was eagerly adopt-

ed; abd, in J693, while both parttee were keenly

urging their pretensions, the cfld Cofhpany offer^ to

Government a loan of L 700,000, at 4 per for

a renewal of their charter, and for the monopoly of
the Indian trade secured to them by act of Parlh-
ment. They were outbidden by their rivals, who di-

ffered L 2,000,000, at 8 per ceuL, for similar privi-

leges. 'Ibis latter offer was accepted
, and a bill fiat

this purpose was brought into Parliament The old

Company were, at the same time, allowed to trade

along with the ntw, for the Sfiacc of tliree years, un-

til 1701, according to a proviso in llicir charter, that

three years’ notice should he given tliem previous

to their dissolution. The nvalship of those two com-
panies w^as the occasion of continual jarring and
hostility, both at home and bkwceii their agents in

India, winch proceeded at length to undi^uised vio-

lence. These disputes were displeasing to tlie na-

tion at large, because they obstructed a highly be-

neficial trade, by which great riciies, it was general-

ly tlicmght, were brought into the country; and tlie

elemand being general for a union of those rival in-

terests, the separate funds of the Company were
finally united into one great joint-stock. An inden-

ture tripsUitc, including the Queen and the two
Companies, was signed, to give legal efficacy to this

transaction. Con^uIelabI€ differences still renndned,

which, however, it w.ns a^freed to refer to the arbi-

tiatioii of E<irl Godolphin, Lord High Trc^isurci

;

and, in the mean time, an act of Pariiament was
psRsed, ratifying the agreement which Iwid been con-

cluded, and enacting that a loan of L.l,200,000

sliould, at the same time, be advaiKed to Govern-

ment without interest; which, being added to the for-

mer L.2,000,000, constituted a loan of L.0,200,000,

at an interest of 5 per cenL The Company were em-
powered, l;>y

the same act, to Ikutow to the extent of

L.1,^00,00D on their common seal. In 1708, at the

time of the union of the two CompanioSi the official

value of dl the exports to India amounted only to

L.60,91 5 ;
in 1 7 1 5, It fell to L.86,997. It afterwards

increased, and the average value of the exports for

twenty years, from 1 708, was L.92,2889 ^
The Ilumestic trade in India, .-uid mora eap^ally P>ntF.sub.

the proviaion of the Company's inv^Wtoient, owing to I'shmcnt.uf

the general insecurity of the eo{li%|ri required

pensive establishment, for its sfitppor^ and a body of^
experienced tiervarits besktes, to collect and to pur*

diase commodities fw ex|iortat|on; an employment

uhirb, onmg to the ptnw^ end abject state tjie

mitives, and Uiepr pfle^^^ur cu^itams. involved duties

the most tohjuto AM laborious detail Duriug
tlie dedidlW the iId^I government, the tranquil-

Utyr..of Tndje vas frle^uently shaken ly^ conten-

tiqps of rival chiefs, and the slight aeiiurUy aflbrdt^

even in thftW times to (W^erce^liecame m this

mpnnet *K>w imperfect- F^«^ the reueption of

gqods which >t netosaeij to collect wd store i%
thet; cai^ipies might alwajie he- in readiness for the

Company’s ahtjis, warehouses were built, which.
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tbflrj^Pinittag'faoiitef, *44 <*tiMr apartmirntt for

' the ^ Imsiness nt the coniUtated

tli0 '‘&!tal^ of the Comiit^. ^r|«se fectories

oeAtidned tt^voltiBble Atore

idn 4it0fWt«d' state of India,
^ f

in

h nepessaly

the raM^ bodi of dovtNnnent* and
sridnals. The taotories were iherelweetrDiigljr

ai^ fbrtified, their inmates were anned^
l{llined,i and, Ihr aecurity, Tegahtritems

eceasionaHy imdfitatMd m these mi^MMinle

g
trisons. In Iheat defteahre arrangements of the

m^ny, We tm^diiqTO the rudiments of their

fittuire enjidn.
The Sai^hdet «fdie Compaiy in India was, at this

time, massaged hr the three indspendent presidencies

of Iba|nhay> ItfamnS, and Calcutta. The Presidency

odnsidlled'w a governor and counidl of nine, twelve,

or anV greater nmnber of memhm, as should seem
expecsenti in a majority ofwhich all power was vest*

ed. Tbs memhers of the council were not exclud-
ed fi*ora other more lucrative offices, which were, in

general, shared among them. These offices were
idiiefiy in the gift of the president, and, by means
of his inflqeoe^ the eoSBl^ were, in a great degree,

placed nnder his hOntrcd. The governor and jcoun-

cil exercised the most ample powers over all the

servants of. die Cemppp]^ end witii| regard to all

others, dt^ could srins mi hapirison them, and af-

terwaids wnd dliera to &igland. The powers
martial law wevehestotred on them at on early pe-
riod, for maintaining tlie discipline of the troops un-
der their orders; apd, in Iffdl, a charter of Charles

11. gave them tlm power of administering civil and
Criminal jnstioe aecmding to the laws of England.
From the eonriusion <n the peace of Utrecht, the

country rapidly advanced in nttM^writy and wealth,

and the Indian trade partook of this general impove-
ment. In the year the iis^iorta amounted to

L.40S,257, ftom which incMtaetl tp

in 1730. The rate of jproiit in tTdS was # per veni,

on a capital of L.8,loS,$0Q, from which tt gradu-
ally rose tilt, in 1?1& 4t amoonted to Kkjprr cent.,

at which rate it condnued'tiH 1733, w^en it%ae re-

duced to 8 joer ppm In India, the peliiy 0^ tUMjuir-

ing dominioD wua punoed widi nersevpinmee and
success. In 1^8, the Cmpany mul tNM^^peBnit-
ted to purdbaaethe aemhidanddp of the lippe towns
of Sootantitty, Calcutta,Va&dUhBviiidpc»e,'Mth tbmr
districts ; to which was aftersrarda added, tji district,

extending ten ndlks ftom Cta oaOh ride of
the river Hoi^lr; containing thir^l^ven towns. In
the year 1783, the annual ^videtp tMa reduced ftom
8 to 7 pereffit., sit which rate it eanrinued till the
year 1744i )

TscKaAng A new Scene iMMtmow about to open in India. The
peow, snO European setdeV* ftifl hkhertp occupied die pOSNSe

tfac Cow as the

w. and military

SklU increased," 4iSBir 4
naare is% eid lBi^piAdeiit.i «w 11

the a^JSvwapean war wbidk wts ^en^aipig, aeffi

the flame ws# eoon masompnieated to t^sflrsnoat dii-

taut crionieri. Sk iMUh |b |l»e

Kate nf

Prohu

in wkic*. Igkrcrfy ev«r

cea»e£ UntHy the Mcendanejr of tfat the

Fren^ Ttitioue diangee of Ibrl^nei in

1761 , ikhna twt of tJie Camidsfea^ acocwJtftHDf

theee events havinff already beeKg^eii in ihe Eatfy-

clapeediAj etider the articlat awd lKi>ot»-

TAMp the fdlloiirtng observatiohs wftFbe dWefly con-

fined to the policy ladopted by the fnerci^ttle sove-

reigQa of India in the internal adftiinistmtion of their

newlyacquired dominions ; and witli this via#, it wjll

suffice to observe, that, in Bengal, a pl«i^ waiPjfcrmed

in 17S7t concert with a domesUc faCtioOi at the

head of which vras Meer Jaffiety a relative of the

royal famfiy, for the deposition of the reigning Prince

Suraja Dowla, who had already waged war against

the British, and Was averse to their establishment in

the country. This plan was accomplished, partly

by arms, and partly by intrigue, and Amr Jaffier n as

raised to* the throne of the deposed sotvqteign. In

accompUbhing this revolution, the Cod^^y's ser-

vants, who had imbibe^ the most extravagant notions

of the wealth of India, took etfre to bargain for enor*-

mous eums of money to themselves. The new so\ e-

reign, who succeeded to an ej^hausted treasury, Iiad

recourse to the most severe extortions to satisfy the

rapadty ot* hw foreim allies. His subjects became

di6Contente<l and re&llious ;
his troops mutined for

want of pay, and so dissatisfied were the British with

his administration, that they dethroned him, and set

up Meer Cossim in Iris stead. The new ruler of

Bengal, aware of the tenure by which he held his

precarious power, set in motion all the necessary

machinery for extorting money from an impoverished

people ; and he had sofar succeeded, partly by a stru t

and severe adrainistiation of his finances, and partly

by the most vigilant economy, in restoring the vigour

of the government ; when every thing was again in-

volved in confusion by the extravagant pretensions

and unbounded rapacity of the Compatiyls servants.

In India the transit of goods from one place to

Etiadicr wa8» under the native governments, subject-

ed to a taxf and upon all the roads, and navigable

rivers, totUhouses were erected, where this tax was
paicL These toll-houses were multiplied to the

great htconvenience aod ^oppresaion of the internal

trad|rwd aa the duties variM in difibrent places, the

ti^m wwfe Itoduently oppressed ^ die arbitrary

eilMiaimiff the^eoUectcue. The East In£aCkmi-
peny Sli^at an eariy period, procured an exemption

dutieiy me all artit^ ^hich tliey ^ere to

export or bad itnported; opd the servants of the

Company, who Were riloweif to engage in the inter-

3S$I trdde of country, fi^squentiy endeavoured to

abuse this jmvilege, by claiming an indiscriminate

taxation for ulT their own goods,

wrhUb tfijuy hid neinv imported, nor were to cx-

po«!|, hptwhhih, m ^iewto the domeatic trade of

mUnfilf ia voinoiM rim to Ae Tevenne and
OMttMfe tmriN'; atl^^ >^*1^ rulaw, while

flb^MtahifKl jnmer^alwajfajrriMmmedt^
Iiailj*B aemntaiaripiht ihrit airaatBi limita. But

dkvffilott a,es^lSlflr,’}ari lmmU> arniiMl w*

ImH*.

a
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*?*P”*^ ^^ fPWenBMUt, th«y broke 4dtw} emotig them^ most violent clemours. They
' ^ «l» ciip^ble motraiAW iriiich bed b«M vm diA^tCftted at losing so fair an opportunity

£1
Xwlia

imptPNi^d iqKvnttmi •and mtt angt^ed largely
in the ipterjar iiaAi^ but chiiued^ under tfae Campa^
ny*fl pAteporti m llfidmntitty jTroni jjU internal duties,
not merely Sir ^biedaies of eapmt and tttipoilp but for
tiieir whole eoibmerce ; and, ftom thej[smeral dread
of the English name, the keepers of die different

tolUlmases no ionger'^^cted the public dnes on the
transit of their go^a through the country. In some
eases where the dcaiimd was made and the goods
•topt, tlie tolUkeeper was arrested by a party of Se-
poys, and carried {trisosier to the nearest factories;
and he was frequently exposed to even greater seve-
nties, being tied up apd lashed. The confusion into
w^h the country was thrown by the violence and
injustice of these rapacious intruders may be easily
imagined. The native iperchant, still burdened witn
the heavy transit duties which were ngorondy levied
on lnin« trOs undersold in every market by Com-

K
nv*lB servants, who, in a short time, engrossed the
ime commerce of the country. The unhappy na-

tives were subjected to various other oppressions* It
was a common practice of the Company's servants to
defraud them both in purchase and sale; to force
goods from them at a lower, and to compel them to
buy their own at a higher rate than die market
price. Nor did ilic ordinary tribunals of the coun-
try afford atgr refuge ftom tlieir injustice; for a/band
of foreign idventarers bad usurped the sovereign
power, which they rendered wholly subservient tp
their own schemes. ^

Meer Cossim, the ruler who had been set up by the
Company, was extremely displeased with the conduct
of their servants, and he represented, iju the strongest
terms, to the President and Council, the enormities
to which the wvate trade hod given rise. But the
majority o( toe Council were too deeply interest-

ed in these enormities to be much moved by tliis

just appeal of the sovereign in favour of his op-
pressed They all participated laraely in the
profits or the private trade, and they had no dispo-

sition, therefiire, to part with or to restrict this lu-

crative abuse. Thf^ even refused to pay 9 psr omf.
of transit ditties on their goods, though uiis raft was
ftr infemr paid by tiie^atm tradei^ gnd
ell thi^ tMy ^vfoidd agree to wa% hut of
libmiity and ftee choice, to pay
per cent on salt alone. The Nabob,^t1|l|« 4ie
heard of the proceeding^ jti CooneQi a:wvi^/the
injurious treatment of ra efiblere fiw dsdy execut-
ing bis orders, was naturdlly filled witli indigna-

tion, and, in tfacim arcumstimees, be came to the
resolution of abolishing all internal duties. There
could not pDsdbly Jbve beep u ^re moderate or

equitable mqasuTO M gavfvftsedom and equality

to all parties; ‘it threw muce all re-

straints to fair ahd
the Conmanys senranta thc^

trade. This just and Ube# pcli^,
far from corresponding wttK J

eepi. aiiid gare to

of

was
Jwditex-

for amassing enormous wealth. Their craduct (as

Mr Milljustly observes) fbraislies one'of " the most
remarkable instances on record, of the power of in-

terest to extinguish all sense of justice and even of
Aame.** [British India, Vdi. H. Chop. v. p. goi.)
The conduct of Meer Cpsaim was so highly dis-

pleasing to the majority of the CouncD, that th^
res<dve§ to dethrone him, and he, on the
hand, idadeprepanUions for war, whidi he saw was
inevitable. The war ended in his discomfiture and
flight, first to the Nabob cf Oude, and afterwards to

the Rohilla country. Meer Jaffier was chosen by
the Company's servants to be the nominal ruler of
Bengal, on the well understood condition of sub-
servience to their viewa A treaty was ooncluded,
confirming the immunity which they claimed from
all intern^ duties, with me exception cf per cent
on the article of salt, while those duties were re-im-
posed on the goods of all other merchants. Large
presents were baigamed for, and other payments to

a great amount, as compensation for losses alleg^ to

have been sustained by the Company*s servants, in

the course of their illicit interference in the domestic
trade. These sums (which were estimated at first, at

ten, Booq afterwards mounted up to fifty-three lacks

of rupees, ^ual to about L.5969$5(^ were rigidly

exact^, while large payments to the Company were
still undischarged ;—while the public finances were
sinking under the bunlen of an expensive war, and
great sums bad been borrowed by the Cumjiany from
Its servants, atm interest of 8 per cent; and while,
with aU these aids, supplies were wanting both fur

the war and for the investment; the Company 5 sllips

frequently returning, in consequence, half loaded to

Europe.
Meer JaSer dying in 1765, his son, JaflSer, wasf oinpletc

diosep bjr the Compmgr’. servants in InJia to sue- ''cniii.ncy

oeed hint. From eaidi succeMive aovenign, it was"'
the custom of the deetore to etact not only a large y"
donation, but also an extension of power and pnvi-
leges, so that the nature ruler -was at length left in

poMCSsion of little more than mere nominal autlio-

rity. It was now reserved by the Eng^sh that they
ehould take upon themselves the whole charge of
de&ndihg country, and that they tsould only
aUow the Nabob a few troops for d^e ealte ofpara^,
tff Ibr other necessary purposes ; while, in regard to

die civil government, he was to dhwwe a deputy with
die advice of the Govemor aaSIjScMncil, on whom
the urttole internal adimbiMndon of the countiy
ehould be devolved, fio oon^tetely was die govern-
ment under the oohlnf^nf <he English, that the ac-

countants of tfae wviftnu fionld not be amMinted
widwntt tbtjr MucdMmn.
Durm^V ^Anrvolution, which gave to

tbe^ Brim eurifa «htne ascendsucy in tl r
Pweetor^ Eiirc^ were distracted hf the contra-

diptoiy nporis^ ihmt affiurs, tniHWnted to tlum
mi>ia llrimi Beiqg fajtfail|^eiegerocss of their

tiLflgt)

* Bee qftha Uotm flMMeet'ea /nsfo J^fudns also a lettir of Idesr Cmrin, dated Bsc-
ketgintge. Mey.i^ 1762. Tiliich states' Wft dfae inhioitiants refused to eeU te'the Company's eervante

were flogged or confined.
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to embark in expensive wars—l)y thoir un-

warrantable and rapacious proceedings in re gard to

the private trade—and by the general disorder and
end>armssment of llicir affairs, they resolved to ap-

point Lord Clive to the supreme government of Ben-

gal. They at the same time reprobated, in strong

term«, the rapacity and tyranny of their servants. In

a .letter to the Governor and Council th 03' observe,

— Your deliberations on the inland trade have laid

open to us a scenes of the most cruel oppression.”

— The [)oor of the country,” they continue, “ who
used always to deal in salt, bctcl-nut, and tobacco,

are now deprived of their daily bread hv the trade of

the Luropeans, whercb}^ no Kind of advantage ac-

crues to the Conpany, and tlie govermnrnt’s revenues

arc greatly injured.” (See Mill’s Jhithh India, \\)1.

II. p. 21b.) The Directors, accordingly, issued the

most peremptory instructions for the prohibition of

the inland trade of salt, betcl-mit, and tobacco, or

rather of the monopoly lield by the Company s ser-

vants, by w’hich thi! covmtry w’^as so cruelly oppress-

ed. TJio practice of receiving presents from the na-

tive rulers and princes, which had been carried to a

great extent, was also prohibited- At a general

meeting of Proprietors, however, it was urged, in

f)j>position to those wise and salutary restrictions,

that the serv/mls of the Company in India ouglit

not to be deprived of such precious advantages,

which enabled them to revisit tlicir native country

with independent fortunes.” ’Phis rcasmiing con-

vinced the majority of the Projirielors, and a recom-

mendation was moved, in consequence, to the Di-

rectors, to re-con.rider their resolution in regard to

the private trade. The Governor and Council mre
therefon' instructed, after consulting with the Nabob,
to form a “ proper and e(|uitable plan for carrying

on the inland trade.” (Mill’s British IiuUa,yo\, II.

p. 217.) In other words, they w^ere to contrive

how they could oppirss tlie country, and yet adhe»v

to the rules of equity.
^
This traiisacticm jilace.s in a

very strong light the corrupt nature of flic Com-
pany's governnuTit. Ft was admitted on all hands,

that it was by extortion and rapine, i. c. by coin-

jielling the oppro.std inhabitants both to purchase

and sell at prices fixed by the Company's servants,

fliat such profits were gained, and that they weie
enabled to return to luirope witli enormous aceii-

inulations of ill-golf en wealth. It was, indeed, as

wc have just seen, acknowledged by tile Directors,

that the poor of the country w^re deprived of their

dally bread by the? tradf? of tlieir European servants,

who mono] )oli zed every profitable cliannel of bii'-i-

ness; yet, with these faints before them, we find

liu; sovereigns of India delivering over their ^op-

pressed subjects to the rapacity of tlieir servants, for

ibe avo>ved purpose of enriching them witli the spoils

of the country.

Policy of Lord Cli\ e as.sumed the supreme power in India
Lord Clive, in May 17f>o. At this period th^^iervants of the

Company, iu defiance or the piEii,mptory orders of

the Directors, stdl persisted in all the ruinous prac-

tice.s connected with the inlaifd traile; and, in place

of abolishing these, and iUm remeflying some of
those abuses of whicli he so violently complain-
ed, Lord Clive entered into a partnership for tfie

monopoly of salt; of which large quantities were

accordingh'^ purchased and sold, for a profit of 45 birHn.

per cent., divided among three of his own depen-

ihints,—his secretary, snrgt‘oii, and another friend,

for whom he wished, as he expresses it, to reiiii^-e

a fortune. The plan of a more extensive monopoly,

including salt, betel-nut, and tobacco, llie chief ar-

ticles of consumption iu the country, was afterwards

devised, to be carried on exclusively for the benefit

of tfu; superior servants of the (’onqiany, among
wlioiii the profit, after setting apart L. 100,000 per

to the Comjvm}^ was to be divided according

to their rank iu the .service. At the time this cor-

rupt scheme of monopoly was established, the Select

Coninnittec were in possession of peremptory orders

from tlu' Directors for its abolition ; but tlicse orders,

under various pretences, they delayed to carry into

execution till September lyfiS.

While the servants of the Company in India wcreb.rrc-^td

thus eagerly devising the means of enriching them -Bi'* ‘a*. ail

selve.s, their masters were frequently reduced to

great ]H'cmiiary wants. But, in the midst of nil

those pecuniary embarrassments, the most flatter-

ing accounts of the Company’s nffiirs were circu-

lated in Europe, and on I lie subject of Indian opu-

lence there was a general disposition to credulity.

'file splendid acquisition v/hich the (’caiqiany liad

inadc^ of the territorial revenues of Bengal, the poli-

tical ev'^nts in tliey had been involved, and
the iniTuense Ibrtimes with \vhi(‘li a few individual!*

had returned to Eurofie, eonfirnunl the general de-

lu'don, and inflamed tine iinpatic'nee of the piv^oif-

tors of East India stock to pani<*ip:ite in tl‘(‘ ine\-

hansiible treasin r s of their new dci.ninioiis. In pur-

Miance of these ^'ie^vs. the <ll\irlen(l on tlieir .stock

was raised from fi to Mi per .v/. ; India slodc rose

to 2(i.') per ec;//. A higher vJ'\ Idend n as calied for,

and it was in vain that t!ie l^iia etors reju'csented the
heavy ilobts of the (kmqianv, and the general embar-
rassment of tlieir afiairs. The Proprietors refused to

listen to sueli disagreeable renrcKentatioiis, and at a
general court they voted a dividend of 12

1
per mil.

for tJie year 170'7- I'hc attention of government
being now directed to the Coirqmny’s affairs, tins

vote was rescinded by act of Parliament, and the di-

vidend limited to 10 ^
o- mntf.

In tlie mean time, every day's experience was re-Tarli im?nt

fating the fallacious rxpectation.s of annual treaRures«0

from India. It W'as represented, that the territorial

revenue of the Company would prove an
*

ble source of wealth ; and the Directors and Pro-
prietors, in giving car to these golden jiromises, of
w'hich their servants had been very liberal, v'cre tlie

dupes of their own credulous avarice. Hitherto,
however, promises v/ere nil that had ever been rv-

ceived from India, So far from ])OHsessing any .sur-

plus revenue, t!ie servants were involved in debt lor

the eiUTent expences of their government
;
they drew

largely on the directors, but they remitted littU;
; and

the wholeol* this complicated scheme of trade and so-

vereignty laboured in consetjuence under sucli pecu-
niary diffirultie.s, that thedirectors, to avert a public
bankruptcy, were compelled to apply to the h/ink for

a loan of L. 400,000, and afterwartl’s of L.S00,000.
In consequence of this state of tilings, so difl'erent

from the pleasing fancies of unbounded wealth, with
w^hicli the proprietors of the Company, and the coun-
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try at lar^c, ha(l been arinmed, /yreat di«contcn?, and
a violent clamour was raised ag;ainst tlie C’onijwny’s

servants in India, vvlio, by their prolusion or eorrtip-

ti(»n, had tailed to realize those jc^olden dream**. 'Pile

affairs of the Company were at leni’ th broiif;ht under

the ctmsideration of Parliament by the minister, who
introduced two acts for the rc\cru)ation offlicir allair.s,

a full account of w hich, and of the di.sr-jiosions which
took plcice in 1 (aiM ijuc ncc, will he (bund in the Abry-

chpit'diaf under ti»c article'* Unri v:n and C'o'n*\Nii>.

It may suffice to observe hcic, tliat llttsH- arts vested

the namini'^trallo!) of the affairs abioad in a (rovtr-

nor-Cieneral, witli four councillors, rendering the

other presidencies subject to that of Ilengal, auil co-

Uiblisliiug a sujireme court of jiulicatuic at Calcutta,

consisting of a chief justice and thixa* other judges.
liMTiv Altlioiigh the ascendancy of tl'f had for

some years becTi thoroughly cst.s.Mi.dajd in

,,
and although they were funui.liv ii^vcsted in irh.j

; ij jiFulwith tite sovereignty of the courjlry, its ;dfairs were
M.i- still administered in the name of the native princ;

,

iux-ording to the forms and jioliLT of ilie aiicicnt

couslitiition. .lustice was still disp' iiscti by the na-

tive courts, .and by the Niibob’ft (jllicers ; the reve-

nues still flowed through the same channels into the

public exchequer ; and all trau-actioiia with favigu

powtTvS were carried on umicr tlie same aulh(»rily as

ibrmcily. I5ut such was the iucicasiug power of the

I'mglish, that the government, so far as regarded the

proleclioTi of the pooj»le, was dissolved. Neither the

Nabob nor his ollicers dared to offer any opposition

to liieir sovereign will
;
and the tril)inialH of jii.-^rice,

far from being a rcfVge to tlio oppressed, bctanio

subservient to liio rap u ity (d* the ( lomastabsj or In-

dian agents, cm pi o'yed by the C.Hujjany’s servants,

and were cotivertea by them into nio^t cllicacious in-

struments for ojipressing and plundering the people.

'fhe Directors had been long d»s*^atis(led with the

proceedings of their servants, and with tije prmluce

of the land revenues, which hurl fallen far short of

tJjcir expectations, and they now resolved to put an

enil to the double administration of the Nabob and

the Company ; and dispensing w ith tlie empty name
of the former, to take upon tlK iusclves, ostensibly as

well as really, the entije care and management of

the land revenues. But they had no right concep-

tion of the importiint consc<]uencc*s which were in-

volved in this measure; they were not aware, that

it was an innovation on long chtablrthed Imbits and
prc‘judices, and on the settled policy of tlie country

;

that it unsettled the basis of property as wxll as the

administraiion of civil and criminal justice; and that

it was calculated to produce « greater revolution in

domestic manners, than if the country had been

transferred by conquest from one soverey^u to an-

other. In order to explain this point, it will be neces-

sary briefly to describe the slate of property untl man-

ners which prevailed in India under itpnc t've rulers.

Under the Mogul government the public revenue

was derived from a gencralland-tax, and the regular

payment of lliis tribute was the tenure by which pro-

perty was generally held thr<H|ghout the empire.

The lands were possessed by different descriptions

of owners or occupiers, under the titles chiefly of

Zemindars, Talookdars, and Ihfots, The nature of

the Zemindary tenure has been a standing subject

controve r^,y among the CFjnipany's servants; s/mic

in.visting, that under t!;c .Mitgiil dehjiolism, the ^
pert»r was the sole proprietor of tlie land.s and the

Zemindar, a species of isteward or factor, appoint-

ed by ihc (/civeruincnt to cc»llcct and superintend

the la:ui revenues; and, after re*^crvlng a suitable

portion Cor iii. own maintenance, to rrmit the sur-

plus to th( treasury; while others main-
tain that he vvMs ju’oprieLor of the lands, and that

he was (uily liound to tl\e late for a stipulated

tax or (juit rent. Mhtliout entering into thi.s con-

trover.'-y, wliicli is rather abstreet and speculative

than of any praetical consequence, it may be observ-
ed, that the Zemindars had lived for centuries in

great splendour on the produce of their lands, which
liad quietly descended inider the existing tenure
tliroiigli successive generations; that they had the

power to .sell, to alienate, or to mortgage; and tlial

so l.ing a-^ they paid the annual tribute to govern-
ment, they enjoyed secure possession of their estates.

I’odfi* a dcsf)otic government arbitrary ejectments

might no doubt occur; but those were rare, and they
were universally regariled, hot’n in law and usage, as

the illegal outrages of abused power. It is adn\:tu'd,

on all hands, that these rights belonged to the Ze-

luindais, and the only point that ‘•lill remains in fli<-

pulc (and it does not appear very ni.'iteriai) seei]is to

be, whether, according to the theory of the Mogul
constitution, the receipt of the 1 by the sove-

reign, or of Ills alh^ted share of ihc produce by the

Zemindar, entitled the? raio or the other to t’)c title

of proprietor of tl)e land.

The Zemindars, licnig bound to t!ie state for the

revenue, were necessarily inve.sted witu tlie power of

collecting the l-uid-tax from the subet4iinntc Icnd-

luilderJ? and tenants. They united, in ihi-. m.-moer,

legal authoi’ity with the possession of p»*opcriy, wluie.

as judges and magistrates, they a-.iuiinislered Ivi^th

civil and criminal justice, and were held respoj-ible

for all crimes committed williin their respective b^'un-

daries. In the crimin.'il court held i)y the? Zeini-i hu-.

he hatl the })owcr of inflicting all sorts ot‘ pcinlties,

and even cajntal punishnjerjt*', on reporting the ca.-vc,

before execution, ;;t Moor.dx'dabad. Thcic were va-

rious Ollier de-criplions of occupiers or leniiut>, sui li

as tlu? Talookdar*, &c. w!io had hereditary cloiius on

the produce of the soil ; an h while the government
looked to the principal landiioldcrv; for the disch.ngc

of' its demamls, ti:c irift iMr occupants and tenants

were bound, eaeli to his immediate superior, for tluir

several projv'ri'oo-. ol’the stipulated 'flu*

were the cult ' filors of the r-oil, who cl.:iin*‘d t!ie he-

rcdit.irv r-ght it? occupancy, which tliey Iran >initted

to their child reij, and from wliich, .so loni; us they

paid their demands to the state, tliey could riot be

law^udy ejccteil.

d'he country was divided into village-'* or dbtriet^,

comprising some hmulreds or tiuiusands of acrc-j «>1

ar.xble and waste land. The was (livjde«l into

a greater or sunfiler luituher of slvires* aec uiiiug to

ciremnst inev'v, and w^as either cultivated by the joint

labour 6f the whole inhabitants, or e.icli individual

VMS allotted a stqxirate shaix" for Iiio own maiutte.-

ance. In the one case, the wlitde populitioii were

bound, jointly and severally, for the ctamuon rent,

while, in the other, each ijufiwdual ]\\\d his separate
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share. Inhere ^^ere various distinctions of rights

among the inhabitants, some of occupancy, some of
ownership, ojir which exact accounts were kept in the
public regishSr of tJje village, as well as by the par-
ties interested.'*^ Every village had also its esta-

hlishuient of jiublic officers and tradesmen. These
eon^isted of the Potail, or head inhabitant, whose
business it was to superintend the affairs of the vil-

lage, to settle disputes among tlie inhabitants, to at-

tend to the police, and to tlie collection of the public
tax^ the Cumum, to whom it belonged to keep an
account of the cultivation and produce of tlie land—
to register the proprietors of the village, and to at-

test all deeds of sale, transfer, or assignment ; the
Boundarymany who preserves the limits of tlie village,

or gives evidence of them, in case of dispute ; the

Priest, the Schoolmaster, the Astrologer; the Smith,
the Carpenter, the Potter, the Washerwoman, the P>ar-

ber, the Cowkeeper, thcDo<Ttor,the Dancing- Girl, the
Musician, the Poet, who were each rewarded for their

labours out of the produce of the village lands. The
amount of their sliares on the gross produc^e is esti-

mated at 5 1
per caii. The collectors were allowed

K) per cent, and the remaiiiirig proportion of the
crop was divided betw'een the sovereign and the cul-

tivator.

It was not the policy of the Mahometan conquer-
ors, when they invaded India, to innovate materially
o!i the management of the land-revenues, or even to

oppress the cultivators by heavy impositions. It whs
in 1 573, during the reign of the Em])ciTjr Akbar, that

they completed the conquest of the country; a
general rent-roll w'os at that time formed for all Hiii-

dostan, by Hajah Torrel Mull, minister of finance to

the emperor, as ivell as a scheme of division fixing

the separate proportions of districts and villages.

According to tliis plan, a settlement was concluded,

by which the amount of the tax was fixed at 1 cror<

,

4<) lacks, 6l,482 rupees, or nearly

This assessment docs not appear to have been in-

creased by subsequent monarchs, since its amount,
according to the authenticated rent-roll of the Mo-
gul treasury, was, in 1728, L.l,425,()0(); which is

only a variation of L.75,000 from its original stand-

ard, ill the course of two centuries. L'ndertbe Mo-
gul government, however, the inferior occujmnts and
cultivators of the land possei^ed no adequate secu-

rity for the possession of their rights; and though,
during the vigour of the monarchy, the Zemindars
might be restrained by the dread of punishment, or

by their regard to law's and immemorial usages, from
gross oppression, yet many abuaea afterwards took
place, under w'hich ilie share of the crop left to the
Ryots was reduced to a bare subsistence.

In ihe yign of Aliverdi Cawn, who succeeded to
tlie throne in 1741, the land-tax imposed by Akbar
was augmented by various arbitrary a^ssments. To
the original ground rent other taxe. wctI added, some
permanent, and thera occasional* These consisted

of dities on the transit of goods thr<nigh the coun-
try, of taxes on shops and manufactures, and of fines

and exaCtioiis of variou-s sorts; and the Zemindar,
who was bound to the state for the revenue, was em-
powered in proportion to those augmented demands
to increase contribution of his tenants. In the

reign of IVfcer Cossim, who was set up by the Com-
pany’s servants in I7b'l, these o)q)ressions were car-

ried to a still greater height. He w'as raised to tlie

sovereignty on the well understood condition of sub-
servience to die rapacity of the Ihiglish ; he had en-
gaged to pay them large sums on his elevation to tlie

throne, and it was essential to the fulfilment of hit

iniquitous bargain that he should plunder his sub-

jects. His government is accordingly described as

being in the liigliest degree illegal and ojipressive.

In place of adhering to tlie assessment fixed by tlie

ancient policy of tlie empire, he instructed liis agents

to ascertain, by exact survey, the produce of tlie

land, and he claimed for the treasury the whole sur-

plus which remained, after allowing a bare mainten-

ance to the cultivators.

After the dethronement of this prince, the cimnlry

was by no means improved under the growing ascend-

ancy of the J'Aiglihh. The state of society which
prevailed in Hindostan arose from the mixed ope-

ration of a peculiar system of laws, customs, man-
ners, religion, and policy; such an artificial structure

required to be nicely and skill nlly handled, in place
of which it w’as lacerated in all its delicatc‘ parts by
the rude hand of foreign interference, 'fhe I'ngli^h

were ignorant even of the language of the jicoiile

whom they had l)ri>iig!it under their sway, and wliom
they now attempted to go\Lrn; and though they
might know' generally, ihtW. tlie public revrmio were
derived from an iinpobt on land, they %rere eiilirelv

inexperienced in the iisage.s of the country, aiul in

the financial details of the Mogul government. 'I'Jiev

knew not through what an infinite variety of petty
channels the land revenue was brought together, and
at last poured into the imperial treasury. With wliat
efl’eet, therefore, could they Interfere in such com-
plicated details ; how could they decide between the
claims ofjustice and of fi..ud ; how could they judge
of cases connected with the peculiar usages of the
country, and with all those minutiie of local manners
with which no foreigners can ever become thorough-
ly acquainted The Company's savants, involved
in such a labyrinth of complex concerns, possess-
ed no clue to guide tliem to any equitable issue.
Supposing their views to have been honest, they
wanted intelligence to give them effect, and al-

though they could enforce submission to their de-
crees, the country, under their usurped and ill-di-

rected authority, presented oife va^t scene ofaimrdiy
and oppression. Nor w^as there any tribunal
which the oppressed could fly for relief'; the Na-
bob, the pomiiial ruler of the country, being totally
without power, and consequently unable to maintain

* See Appendix to iJie Fplh Bvport (printed by order of the House of Commons, 1812), from the Select
Committee on ihe Affairs of the East India Company, p. 734, where, in the extracts from the Report of Mr
Place, the reader will find a detailed view of the different rights and privileges, some of ownersliin some of
property, claimed

,by the inhabitants of the village.

,t A lack of rupees is 100,000, a crore is 100 lacks, or ten millions. The rupee is worth about 2s 3d

IdiHa.
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the authority of his tribunels ogaingt the master^ of
the country* (Mill, Vol, If. p. 30j).)

All those evils were readily ascribed by the Di-
rcdors to the miscoiMluc>t and rapacity of their scr-

varit.S who, in their eagerness to make fortunes for

themselves, totally neglected interest of their

maiSers ; and this was no doubt true. But the objoc-

tion of the Directors was^ that they jilundered the

rouiitry for their own benefitj and not lor that of tl>c

( !ompany. Had the w^ealth acquired found its way
into the public treasury, and been remitted to Jiii-

rope in the form of a larg«f*investraent, no .such

heavy complaints would have been made. The
ho]K* of receiving a surplus from their territorial

revenues was, indeed, a cleJiision Jong and fond-i

ly clierishcd by the proprietors in this country.

They expected to share among them i!te wealth of
India. The land and labour of the country was to

be laid under contribution for the beneiU of its mcr-
rantile proprietors in Kiirope. 1 iie ne w sovert igns

of India cr>iild never relinquish the notion of pro/If,

the original object of their association. 'J'hcir con-

cept ions were never elevated to the true dignity of

their situation. The glory of a sovereign consists

in the felicity of grateful millions^ and ibis is

the only true and legitimate end of all govian-

ment. Hut the ICast India Company were intent

on profit,—on enriching themselves at the c‘X]>rncc

Ilf their subjects; and the duty of the servants to

their masters consisted in sending home a large

investment. 7"Jiey W’ere to posvScss themselves of as

large a quantity as possible of tine produce of the

country, giving nothing in return, and to send it to

Kurope, to be shared among the jiroprietors ; and it

w’as, accordingly, the boa^t of successive administra-

tions how well ihey bad .succeeded in this matter,

—

not how happy they had made tlieir subjects,—but

how much of their ^property they had taken from

th(Mn and sent, to Europe,

To realize the hojws of a large surplus revenue

from India, the territorial revenues were racked to

the utmost. The revenue contracted for in 1760
amounted to L.l,b07,82G; in I 7G6 and 176*7, it

amounted to L.IJ 18,677, from which deductions

were afterwards made, as it was found impossible to

collect it. The revenue, how ever, actually realized,

e.xcecded the surplus formerly paid into the Mi^ul
treasury when the country w'as in a flourishing con-

dition. But the methods by which it was collected

were ruinous to tlie country. The landholders, fail-

ing almost universally in their engagemet^, were

left to the mercy of the revenue-officers, whom
they were grievously oppressed. In many parts the

villages were ui^ert^ by the ailtivators, and the land

was left desolate. All those evils were still further

aggravated by a grieVous famine W'hich prevailed in

Bengal, in the year 1770, bjr which it is computed

that about one third of the inhabitants perished.

But, in the midst of all this misery; the revenue was

still violently kept up to its former standard. The
deficiencies occasioned by the famine wew re-assess-

ed on those who survived this calamity, and so

strictly were they levied^ that the land revenue for

that year exhibited an increase above that of the

year preceding. The ruinous effects of this heavy
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exaction are stated at length Sn tlie different letters

from the Governor-General to the Directors. In
letter, daU*d .^d November 177^, he observes, ** It

was naturally to be expected that the diminution of
the revenue should have kept an equal pace with the
othcfT consequences ol' so j^eat a calamity; that .it

did not, was ow ing to its being violently np to
its former RtiuKhird.” He tlien describes the method
by which this was accomplisljed, which was by an
nssesMttent upf>n the actual inhabitants of every in-

ferior division of the lands, to make up for the loss

su‘«tained in the rents of their neighbours, who are

eitlier dead or have fled the country.” “ 77ie tax
(he continues) not licuig levied by any fixed rate or
standard, fell heaviest on the WTCtchcd survivors of
those vill.agcfl which had suderod the greatest depo-
pulation, and were of course the most entitled to the
lenity of government. It had also this additional

evil attending it, in common with every other vari-

ation from t!u‘ K'giilar practice, that it afforded

opportunity to the firniers, or sheidars, to levy odH|||
contributions off tlie people under cohnir of it,

even to incrciise thifi to wliatcver magnitude they
pleased, since they wxre in course the judges of thf'

loss sustained, and of the proportion which the in-

habitants were to pay to replace it.” To the same
eflect, ISIr Middleton, one of the .superintendents of
the public revenue, observes, When a very consi-

derable jiorlion, supposed even a third of the whole
inhabitant.s, hail ])t‘ri^hed, the rcraaming tw'o-thirds

were obliged to pay lor the lands now left witlioul

cultivatoib. The country h»'is languis!)cd ever since,

and the evil cmuuiue.s enhancing every day. The
first remedy, without the adoption of which all other
mcasuros'W ill be fruitless, is an universal remission
of some considor.'ible portion of the revenue through-
out the provinces. Such remission should have been
made immediately on the famine. Its not taking
place, rtlicn, has mad^ it more ailAA more neccss.*iry

every day ; and the longer it is delayed the more ruin-

ous the consequences must be to this country at d
its revenue.”

To correct these evils, numerous feeble remedies
were devised. For the pujmose of auperintending

the native officers, both in tHe ^xillcction of the re-

venue and in the adminifetr^ition of justice, whicli

were irttimately connected with each other in tlie

Mogul Empire, the Company's servants were station-

ed in different parts of the country with the title of
supervisors, and. to add to their security, two coun-
cils with authority over the jixpervi^rs were es-

tablished, one lit Moorshedabad, and another at

Patna. H_)ne of the most important ilulies of these

supervisors was to procure information respecting

the amount of the land revenues ; the manner of c(»l-

lecting ihim ; the amount of the cesses, or arbitrary

taxes; the origin and progress of those modern ex-

actions ; and also to inquire concerning the ]|||ii
lo-

tions cf commerce and the admhdstration of justice.

The reports made by these supervisors concurred

with nil the other evident received Os to the wretch-

ed and opprcs.sed state of the natives. The Na-
aims (they observed) exacted what they could from

the zemindars and grea^fariners of the revenue,

whom tliey left at lil^rty.to plunder all below; re^
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I i ^Ii. serving t(j .themselves the prerog-utive of plundering

iS^eu m their turn, when tliey were sup|)oscd to have
enriched ti^cmselves with the spoils of the country.”

tVi'sequen- Such was-nthe condition of the country when the
ct'sof the. Director^ .resolved to supersede thii native govem-

ment xh .the management of the land revenues. This

mur^rnTru"
was . adopted without any consideration

of Uie Und servants were qualified for the tiisk of

wveuuc, legfislators among a people with whose manners* ha-

bits, and laws, tY\ey were totally unacquainted ; and
the latter, on th^ir part, seem as little t<j have dis-

trusted their qualihcutions for tlie duties assigned

them. They resolved to make a setiUment of the

land revenues for five years, commencing from the

ear 177j2. For this purpose, a committee of the

oard, consisting of tlie President and five members,
named the “ Committee of Circuit," was apjiointcd,

who were to make a journey througli^ the c<iuutry,

and were empowered to receive proposals for a new
^he lands, first from their ancient possessors,

if their offers were deemed unsatisfactory, they

'^^Irere to be let by public auction to the highest bid-

der. These persons proceeded in ihdir circuit through
the country, publicly advertising and letting in farm,

for the highest rent that could be obtained, tlie

estates of such as hesitated to contract for the assess-

ment proposed. A great proportion of the landed

property throughout Hengal was thus exposed to

auction ; axid, in the general sale, the former owners
and the great nobility of the country were out-

bidden by adventurers* to whom property was accept-

able on any terms, -and w^cre generally (ii.spos.«os!>e<l

of their lauds, from the surplus produce of wdiicli a
])rovision was assigned them by the indulgence of the
revenue commictee.

The supervisors who had been stationed in the dif-

ferent districts were invested with the necessary pow-
ers for the collec^n of the revenue, and were iicncc-

forth denominateB collectors.* A native officer w'as

to be joined with them, under the title of duan, to

confirm and to check accounts, and to assist in all

those multifarious details wliich were intelligible on-
ly to a native. Various regulations were adopted to

check the exertions otthe collectors; but llie go-
vernor and council express their regret that it was
not in their power wdiolJy to remedy this evit^ (Mill's

Briiixli htditti Vol. II. p. S12.) Under Uie, Mogul
government, the duty of collecting the revenues and
of administering justice was united, as formerly men-
tioned, in the person of the zemindars. The new
scheme for the management of the revenues subvert-

ed tliis ancient order of things. The zeini|^dar was
superseded both as collector and as judge, and his

place was supplied by two courts, the otm for civil,

tlie other for criminal proceedings, cstmHii>hed in

^aph district In tlxe criminal coun the ftew collec-

toi^oof taxes was to act os presij^entii^ be assisted by
tsy^PValiumetan eifficers, the caUi. ^nd tlie xnuftee,

and by two MoMavies, as interpreters of the law.

The civil court consisted, in like manner, of the col-

lector as preaident, assisted by the duan and other

officers of the native court. Two supreme courts

were, at the same time, esStablished at Calcutta, for

the review of the inferi^ courts, both civil and cri-

minal. To one of these all cases were report-
ed, and were ulttiiiui^y rdbrred to the governor and

council } who, finding tlie labour too great, restored, InJiA.

in 1774, this bhuidi of administration to the nominal

Nabob, and carried back tlic court to Moorshedabad.

It ap})eared that, for a long period before this, the

administration ofcriminal justice Wfts a stand.

In the new arrangements all disputes about proj^rty,

not exceeding ten rupees in value, were referred to

the head man of the dislrict to winch the parties be-

longed.

In considering those regulations, the question na-

turally occurs, how t^se supervisors, wlio were now
to aeft in the double capacity of collector and judge,

became qualified lor the dischjirge of such important

functions r In all other countries, it i« only by a pre-

vious course of laborious jxreparation, that any one
is qualified for tlie office of a judge, and to appoint

an unqualified person would he reckoned both dan-

gerous and absurd. But liow much more dangerous

and ab^urd was it to a])poiiit uuinstrucled persons to

act as jtidges in a foreign land, with whose language

the}’^ are but imperfectly acquainted, ami of whose

laws, manners, anti customs, they arc thoroughly ig-

4{]orantp If, among a comjKirativtly rude p(“t>)>i(‘ tiu*

mode of proct‘e<ling be 'nose and arbitrary^— il'tliere

be no hooks of written aw, or oi‘ prccctlents to g-o-

veru judicial decision^, which must consequently de-

})end oil the imperfect ligists and analogic^ aiibrdcvl

by tiiamicri*, religion, or customs, the incapacity of a

foreigner for the disch; rge oi' such nice duties be-

comes even anort' glaring. By disposing of the ad-

ministration ol* justice in this manner, it was clear,

that ihe judicial duties would cither bo neglected, or

that they would still be ju rfo: loed as before, and
with no incrciced chance of ai.iendmeiit by nati\e

officers. This new arrangeineot was, therefore, ]ik<*

many others, a useless innovation on the establishi d

practice of llic country, d’hero is anotlier weighty

objeetion to the union in one jHWrson of tlie duties of

collector and judge, namely, that it was in the col-

lectipn of the duties that the grossest oppression luid

been committed ; the powers of the collectors being

frequently perverted to tile most iniquitous ends.

Under this new prtiject tJioae wdio sought redress from

the courts of justice, net with their oppressor in

the capacity of judge. He judged in Ins own case

and of complaints brouglit ugain.st his own conduct.

Justice was in this manner an empty name, unless it

was supposed that tlic judge would pronounce him-
self an oppressor. ’

,

Under the five years' lease on which the land
^

reveniqp had been farmed in 1 772, the country was
grievously overtaxed. The revenues fell into a

heavy arrear the very first year, and lands were let

on a progressive rent., To collect the outstanding ba-

lances, and, to force up the revenue, to its standard,

a host of extortioners was* under tlie name of Au-
mils, or Qollectors, let loose upon the afificted coun-

try. But the rents contracted for by the farmers of

the revenue were greater than they could pay, and,

notwithstanding all their efibrts, the arrears con-

tinued to increase. On the five years' lease, they

amounted to a sum equal in value to L. 1,454,277,
which was judged to be wholly irrecoverable

; while,

during the same period, the sums remitted, even
under the rigorous xhanagethent of public farxness,

amounted to L.1>3S()«451. Nor was this the only
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India* •evil arising from the maladministration of the Com-

' paii3^*8 servants. The zemindars, who are admitted
on ail hnndfj^ even by those wl)o advocate the iiove-

reign’s right to the possession of the soilj^o have
lived insplendinu* on their hereditary pol|&ssions,—in

all cases to have possessed the pewm or^nagintracy

within their district, and where the. territory was
large, to have exercise<l a sp(*eics of sovereignty,—
were eitlier de-poiled of their e.'tatos, or, W'hert', they
were induced, by a hercilitary atlachment to their

possessions, to engage for the rent proposed, they
were overwhelmed with taxes which t!>ey could not
j)M^ and were thus involved in povert}^ and ruin.
NVRre the zemindar wvn himself tlie farmer of the
revenue, lie exercised the wnne on his in-

feriors which was applied to liim^^f; wf'-'TC a money
jobber, who had no interest whaitevei* m the property
ol the tenants, w'as the farmer, theie si as no limit to

his extortion and eruelty.

The defects in tliis system for t!;e administration*
of the land revenurs soon began to disch)>''e liu ni-

selv'cs; and the rulers of India, whose government
was one continned innovatfon, immediately resolved

to make anotlicr consideiahle change in the slate

machinery, which they had just set in motion, 'rhey

abolished the superintendence of the collcclors, and
the count»'y, w ith tlie exception of Chittagong and
Tipperah, being formed into six grand iliviiiou'^,

viz. C>*ilcutta, Ihncbivan, M.*>orshedahad, Dinazcporc,
Dacca, and Patna, a council w'as appointeil fur each
of the last five, consisting of a chlc (’ and four senior

servants, to whom were transferred the powers an 1

duties of the colleelors. They v\ere to preside in

the courts of justice, .'ind to superintend the collect

tioiifi; and, in Mihordinatc districts, they ddegaUd
their powers to niui)s or aumiU, who were natives,

and who were appointed, like their superiors, to

collect and to judge in all cases nmler the value of

1 (MM) rupees- Tlie empty privilege of appeal w'as,

:is formerly, reserved to the unsuccessful suitor in

the [irovincial ccairts, and to superintend the wJiole

collections of tlic country, a grand revenue-office

was osiablisiied at the presidency. The district of
Calcutta was placed under the peculiar superintend-

ence of a committee of revenue,, consisting of two
incnibers of the Council and three inferior servants*

1‘Jiese regulations, which were declared to be tem-
porary, and only preparatory to something irtore^wir-*''

manent, failed as usual in all their imfiortant objects.

Tlie defective administration of justice among ilje

natives was admitted and complained of by all [Kirties,

and the peace of Uie country was in consequence dis-

turbed by the general prevalence of rolibcM-y and
other enormous crimes* The truth is, that the new
arrangements had subverted the ancient institutions

and local vnarniers of the country, and h^d thus leH

a void in its internal economy which tlie Govern-

ment was in vain endeavouring to fill Up, \

I'he lease of tlie lands expired in 1^77;
after various sugge-stions and cohsultatiohs, it w'as

resolved that the rent should be regulatj^d by the

average collections of the three preceding years^

and wat tiie lands should be let^ not by, nuctioti,

but by an agreement with their ancient Jpossessom

in «
preference to other competitors. The liberal

views of Mr Francis^ who jpropo$e<^ tba^ in lieu

of the monopoly of salt and opium, a moderate dirty IndiA.

should be imposcxl on those articles, and that a long

scries of oppression should thus be temiinated, by

giving freedom to trade, were rejected by the Gover-

nor-General. Ill pursuance of the plan proposed, the

lands were let from year to year until the necessary ar-

rangements could be completed for the system whidi

was now to be adopted ol* a permanent land-tSix-

Tiic attention of the British Parliament had fre-Ne 'Svf,

quently been directed to tlie state of our Indian f>f (io-

posi,e.ssions, and to the tnmsactions of tlie

government; and, in 178*1, anew system was

bhVbed in Britain for tlie control ol‘ the local admi-^by ParU*-

nistration, under which, Lord Cornwallis, who was nwnt.

clioseu <Tovevnt>r-General, was specially directed byt

Uie act of Parliament, as well as by instructions from

the Directors and the Board of Control, to in-

quire into the alleged grievances of the landholders,

and, if founded in truth, to afford them redress; and
to permanent rules for the ficttleraent and
coliet tiou fd’ tlie land revenue, and for the adinii||^,.-

{miration of justijjMfowiided on tlie ancient laws and
loc;d usages of '5|pcountry.*'

Lto-d CornwaUra, on his arrival in India, did not

deem mutters fully ripe for the execution of pro-
po.scfl plan, namely, the permanent settlement of tlie

land revenue. On this important subject lie Ibuiicl

a great difference of opltiion among the mo^^t intdii-

geiit of the (Company 's servants. Neither the nature

of the land tenure, nor the rights of the diflbrent or-

ders of people, who irhared among them the produce
of the .soil, w'cre sii/ficiently understood. AH that

was distinctly known was the amount of the revenue;
iut w hether it was too liigli or too low wa^ still a
point in dispute among tlie English in India. In suc?i

wide diversity of opinion, the Governor-General wa\.
naturally anxious to proceed with c*aution, anil to

delay for some time the plan of a permanent settle-

ment. The lands were, in the mean lime, let fi'oin

year to year through the agency of the district col-

lectors, mul information on which to found a more du-
rable arrangement was diligently sought from every
source.

In I789» I*ord Cornw allisS had matur^ his plana PUn?i of

for the piM’mancnt settlement of tlie land revenues, bord Corn-

Thia he now conceiveil to be the only measure that

could retrieve tljc‘ cviuntry from its present condi-

tion, which he described to be wretched in the ex-
*^^*^”''*^*

treme. •’ 1 km sorry (he observes) to be obliged to
say, that agriculture and internal commerce have for

many years been gradually declining; and that at

present, excepting tlie class of Shroffs and Ban-

3^sns (bankers and merchants), who reside almost
entirely in towns, the inhabitants of these pro-
vinces are advancing hastily to a general state

of poverty uod wret^oduess. In this description
1 must even incltiik every zemindar in the Com-

H's tert’itories; which, tliou^^h it may have been

y occasioned by ’their own indol^ce and extra-

vagance, I am afraid must also be in a great measure
attributed to the effects of ot^r former system of ma-
nagement.”

I

may safely (says he) assert, that

one third of the Company's lerritoiT in Hindostan is

how a jungle, inhabited .only by wild beasts." So
thorougliiy persuaded was Lor^jCornwallis of the
necessity of a pruianeht setdelilbt of the land re«
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#i(i)4i,ncnr to the improv«td|ftf)it of the cdun-

try. Ifaet ^ij^eratnt with the lanpholdcrs, at fiist

Txi^e kit jfeax^^ was afWwards iqieoliu^ uiidlter*

able^ aml^M^mcUrs of Sengal^ BaW, and Oris&a,

WiW forfDirtiyeonstjtuted legal and peij^etual pro*

pr$eti3i^ pf then* respective estates on the payment of
II to tbeatfite The ten years^ oi;, as it is

calteclj the Decetmta! setthmnt, was completed m
q^iety district in aaid aftorwoids extended
to the conquered oountriea*

Along with the deCemniS edttlement T ord Com-IPlans of

liord CoTo«. waJlis also mtroduoed important nfoi ms in the
walhKTt- iKlmimstraUon. of dlvU add criminal lustice Ihe

f nil and of tho dutips of taX-gathcrer and judge had
I rill iniU * produced^ aa mi^t have been expected, the most
Judicature glaring "hbttses The tax-gatherer not only officiat-

^ m many cases as hss own j^idge, but wlu i c the

duties of the two offi es happened to inieifm,

which was olHteti the ca^e, it invariably liappened that

the one was dischar^d by the neglect ot the other ,

k Was now prppom to separate those incompatible

functionsi and to eatablisb m e4|jb district of the

country, and in all the CqtisideiHl towns, a civil

court, inw hich one of the Cotnpiny^s servants, higher

in ranft than the tiollcctor, should act as judge, to be

assisted by a register, and one or more ot the junior

seivantsof the Company, and also by a native ex-

pounder of )EIindu or hlabomedan lau The judge
was authorized to refer all cases of inconsirleiable

importance to Jna register, from whom there lay an

appeal to himself; hud tor determining suit«i regard-

ing personal property,, not above the value ot 50 ru-

pees, courts of native commissjoners w»ere established

in every district, to deoide in a summary manner,

I rom this inferior court of law there lay an appefl

to the court of the disUict, whose decision was finol,^

except in cases of real projierty^ nr fn the event of

the decision of the infenor court l^iug reversed A
new scheme of af^llate junsdiction was abo intro-

duted. All causes inveinng property above the va-

lue of 1000 rupees mfght&jnnerly be appended to the

Governor-General id jCauncil* 1 hia court, however,

was found^to be uselesa to tlie natives, whose dis-

pute* never involved property to such an amois^t,

and who, as the court w»s^ established m -CUioutta,

could not affoed the exjpei^e of such distfoe litiga-

tion lo remedy this giiihMcei l«ord Ghnwaihs
established four tribunals ofdppesl ; one in the v|-^*

cjiuty ot Calcutta, and one at I’atnh, Xfooca, ami
Moorshedabad In these three ^ke^Company's ser-

vants were to sit as judges, to be aeskted by a regis-

ter, and (Hie oi more of the jim^ servanta of the

Cc^mpany, and by three expoun^m^ native law.

To tliese^ which staled provincial cocuts, the

pnvilcge ofappeaf^j^^eventnally given from aft the
decisions of theJnCNbr (rihubals. To complete

arLanffemeSlij!'4$e<lbf^ fUmreme jumdiction

estabhshcl'atC^lt^ftldb ^ Govejr-

^j46miara](, and ^ ^V^pemr coun-

cit with ajipteble §3^ Bpgh;h native^,

T& foribfkcibetim m ^ j^dgem
all iitigetm was ^bomed, as well as the

impost On We cofommeexheut of ^le inkr and aU
tees of court. *

^
) e

^ ^

Such were tb^ errmgaienUf adopted of Ijord

Comwidhs for j^aefinmwxi of the civJ judicature

in India, Th0 Criminal depaittnent be describes a#
beitig ropleteawith still more (ilsgracefui corrut)tK»i

In a letter to the Difectqrs, dated 17th No^iber
1790, teji obStrves, *' Your possessions in this country

cannot bbAd to be w-cll governed^ nor the lives and
pro])erty or your subjects to be secure, until the

shocking abtises, and the wi etched adminntintion

in the criminal department, can be corrected. Anxi-
ous as t have betm to ipplv a speedy remedy to evils

so disgraceful to go\einment, so ruinous to com-
mricp, and, indeed, destructive to all civil society, it

has still appeared to me to be so imiiortant as to

make it neceseary for me to act with great dr^m-
spection *' For tHe purposes of criminal judicaRire,

four tnlninals wem ettabliblud, m which the judges
of appeal in tlie ]Phv]r)cial cxinrts were appointed to

act, and wcic provided with the same assistants, as

in the (i\il (oiuts Tho> wtie to make regular cir-

ciuls thiou^h Uu couittiy holding a session for jail

delivery it tli^ four piincipal cities of Calcutta, Pat-

11
*
1 , Dnca, anrl Moorahedabid, e\cry month, m the

district of C ih iitta iour times, aim in the rtm lin-

ing districts of the couulij twice m theycai llic

liuiges in the four courts of nppeal were to form two
courts of circuit I he inconvenn nee of deiolvis^

both the civil and criniiml huoinesa on the same

judges was scon heavily felt, and, in 1797# alter

some previous amngements, which had been found

inulequate, two of the juclgcs were specnlly ap-

pointed to the business of the civil appeal court,

while only one was ktl for the business of the cir-

cuit In addit on to tliese arrangements, a crimind
tnburil, ot supreme jurisdiction was (stablished at

the seat of govtinmtnt, coinpc sed in the same ni ti -

net as the supieire civ il court ol the Gov trnor-Gci c-

ral and members of the bupieme Council

In regard to the plan for the permanent settle- r rr m ar d

nient oi the land revenues, which demands our 6rst B l of

consideration, it may be remarked, tint, in the im-

position of a land-tax, the grcit danger is, not that

it too small, but that it be too large, and this "

5

evil ought more especially to have been guarded our ir dun
agiinst m framing an assc'^snnent that was to bebovmi

f

ixed and invariable. Lord Cornwallis, m calcu-“*^^^

ating that permanent jiosse'^sion, on paymemt of
an uivanable tax, would afiord a sure encourage-

ment to cultivation, did not aofpcie&tly consider that

thfl altogether depended on thp amount of tl^ tax.

The invcinable rate of a tax Is a benefit to a tsountry

exactly as it is moderate qr otbetwise* In the one
case. It 13 satisfactory to knote that it cannot be in-

ci*ea^ , while, on the other hand, the invariable rate

of an oppressive tax is a great additional calamity,

as it shuts out frexn the countiy all hope of rclii^.

Here# then, was one obviousana capital error in the

scheme, namely, that a barnument land-tax was im-
pose^ without any equitable standard to fix tta

isnoiriit The legislators of India bad not yet ac-

quihfd the sicceasaty knqwkdgo of the country for

fueb a measure* Thefimd no data on which they!
cpuld, with any certaiutyi a^ust the tax to the ca-

padty of the soil; and# lo^g discussions, it was
at length fixed at the as/ieiie^ amount of the collec-

tions mr the lost ihiOe jeai% But it had been a ge-

jaerat complaint, that the country was qverta;^

;

and to this i^use was ascribed its misery and deebne



lndt«.
/ From thw hM sloitdlftril of tmcalioti, to mteaidtical
reduction had ever been made, Avmra, which hid
been long accumulatiiiff» and wbfch oonld not be
coverea indeed, Kwn remitted i but evety me-
thod ofMtortion had been practiaed in order to rea-
lize as large a reveuuj^^as possible ; and the country
was now charged Ivith a permanent assessment,
founded on the actual revenue of those years. The
invariable rate of the tax was, in this case, no benefit
to the country

; and, in orfler to receive the advan-»
toges supposed by I^d Cornwallis to arise from per-
manent possession, he should have assured hiixiseifof
the moderation of* the tax imposefl. In place of this,
it was exorbitant, and gw*ater tlian the land could
bear ,* and this radical defect, even if there hful been
no other, would have ensured iImj failure of tlie plan.
I'he xcinindar, who was bound, in the frst instance,
tor the public tax, depended, for th<> iTieans of din-
ciiarging it, on the produce of hi- rents; and the
stotc, by miposing an immoderate tax on him, laid
him under the necessity of practising similar extor-
tion on all below him. The example of the go\em-
inent was a general warrant for extortion, which,
once begun, would necessarily descend from the
proprietor to the lowest tenant.

Ihorc was another important defbet in the j.lati of
the decennial settlement, namely, that it seemed to
rely entirely on the exertions of the zemindar^ for
the nniirovenient of t!ie country. No attention
was given to seSire the mider-lenaots and ryots
in the hereditary privileges which they claimed
in tlic soil. As they varied in different places, and
depended on different rules, the subject ap)>eared
to involve details too troubiesome and intricate

for Fiuropean management; and the important task
of hctthiig with the ryots w^s, therefore, devolved on
the zemindars, with a mere general lucommendation
to be guided by llie custom of the place, and to give
the ryot a written copy of his lease. According ti>

this plan, it was the great proprietors only who had
any permanent interest in the lands, while the inferior

proprietors and tenantry were at the mercy of the
principal landholders, who might exact from them
whatever tlie3r pleased. The im^r-tenants and cuSU

^ tivators, in Uits iU-defincHl state <lPUieir rights, h4d
no inteix^t whatever in the iinpravement of the ao3 ;

being well assured tliat, however abundant Uie prp-

Uuce of the soil might prove, they would be
nothing mote than a bare maintenance. But it is

not agreeable to experience, that the cultivation of
any country was ever materially forwarded by the
exertions of its great lords. On the contrary, it is

tlieir character g^erally to be inactive, wasteful, and
improvident, while the improveipent of the land is

invariably the work of the co^dvators and tenantry,

to whom, however, die pla^held out no sort of
Micouragement. Thoogh nomonely intended, there-

rore, it was calculated to entail ruin upon the high-

er classes of landholders by the t|Ut which it im-
posed on them ; while by necessitating them, and, at

the same time, giving them the poWer to oppress all

below them, in order to satisfy the exorbitant de-
mands of the state, it necessarily had the effect of
extending this fruin downwards to the

Its effects have entirely corresponded to t

of Its principle.

U I A, t #

It soon%ppeared that, in order Co
venue, it would be loiieU
this evil once begun 0<mtmu|dto pir

venue was not oupc^afiy paid, and

c •

-

“

2,870,061 sicM ropM« tibofe mtA
tually <;>;U1 yielded m ernxta 1,418,78@ yw.
pees (L Ih 179741, 4*^ ^entity ofImd
•old Iwe • »ent ^
and it k obtervea ritt rae’

if, Vi

p. 6Q, tbit
among the defaultem were somer^ die oldest and

most respectable, iamilies of tlie country^ tl^
diRinembercn^l of 'whose estates,** the report cc»i«

tinoes, at tim sntee^ing year^ UirS^
ened them with and, in shme in-^

stances, present ^mmcalti^ to the revenue offi-

cers in thm en^eayourl to preserve umfiminiaii-
ed the amount of the pbbHc assesaepent;^' ‘ In or-
'der to check those evils, several alterations we^
made from time to time by |,ord CornwaiHs. But
they appear tcr^ftafp been unavailing, knn, in the

year 1803, in a report from, one of the collector^,

we have the following luolaiiehol^ ^picture of the

state of the country :-i-“ * A}1 the zemindars,* it is

observed, * with whom I ever Tuul any common ua-
tion, in ihta and in Other di.^tricts, have but one
<ieniuncnt, respecting tbe rules at present in force

for the collection of the public revenue. They all

say, that such a harsh aiul oppressive system was
never be£bre resoite^l to in this tjountry; that the

ciistom of imprisotiibig landholders fbr arrears of re-

venue was, in comparison, mild 'and indulgeitt to

.them ; that though it was no doubt tbe intention of

f
ovcrnmetit to enn^r an important benefit on them,

y abolishing tbw custom, it has been found by me-
lancholy eXp^Tienut tliat the system of sales and at-

tachments, which ffiabm substituted for it, has, in

the course of a very feW years, reduced most of the
great zemindara in Bengal to distress and beggary,
and produced a greater change in the landed pio-
perty thuik has perhaps ever happened, in tlie same
S^ee of time, in any age or country, by the mere
eneet of iirtemid neguladon« ' f^{flh printed
in 13, pp (lO.) In another part of the same document

,

the collisctpr, after comraenthig on a regulation then
recTOtly introduced, observes, ' Byfore this jicriod

(^7$Q), cpmplaiuts of iht inefficacy of the regu-
lations were very general among the zemindars,

tbe proprietors of large estates ; and it required
Hule disceinioent to see, that they had not the

same powers over their tenants whkh government
exercised over them. It was notorious, that many
of them had largo ari^Ts of rent due to them,
which they were utterly uual>le to recover

; While go-
vernment >rere sellingWeir lands for arrears of as-

seswnent/ Tbe collector adds, * Farmers and intci-

xueiliate tenants were, t^ lately, able to withhold
the^ rents with iinpunityTeud to set 4^ authority of

their landlords at defiance* LandQlolders had no di-

rect control oyer them; they could not proceed

against them, except through tlie courts of justice ,

and the ends of substantiid justice were defeated,

by delays and Cost of auit**^ To the same pur-
pose, Sir Henry Stradwy obserygn* That the men
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of now all men of yesterday ; that the
' gr^t^^^inien formerly were the Mussulman rulers,

who^ plaibciw' wx have now teken^ and the Hindoo
Aeminaars* '^ These two classes are now ruined and
destroyfid/' {See Answers to ike Interrogatories

f GoDttnment, dated SOth Jan. 1805.)
One cause which nndoubteflly contributed to the

ruin of tl)e zemindars, was the want of any eiffectual

metliod of enforcing their claima^against the small

tenants. For the purpose of duly collecting the re-

venue, the public oflicer was empowered to proceed
against defaulters by a summary process,—and to

attach and sell, by public auction, the zemindar h

land for the discharge of arrears
;
while against the

under-tenants, tlie zemindar had to seek reilrcss by
.
an ordinary suit at law, which was both tedious and
expensive. To heighten this evil, the courts ofjustice

were overloaded with a long arrear of undecided
causes^ so that no decision could be expected, be-

fore the lapse of years. In the district of Burdwaii,

the undecided suits were said to amount to 30,000,

and the probability of .a decision in any suit was es-

timated to exceed the ordinary duration of human
life. The zemindar, in this manner, while he was
compelled to pay, by the prompt and efficient process

of government, was left to seek redress from hivS

tenants through a labyrinth of eiidless litigation, and
the knowledge of this impediment to justice gave
great encouragement to the tenants to refuse pay-
ment of their rents. The ruin of the zemindar,
therefore, was the inevitable consequence of those

measures, which levied on him a heavy assessment

by the most summary process, while he was restrain-

ed from levying on his tenants the means of its dis-

charge. The zemindar W'as the channel through
which the land revenue flowed into the treasury.

He paid what he received, resCTving a small surplus

for himself; but to pay what wdid not receive was
impossible. The injustice, then, and the folly of
the present measures, consisted in the means adopt-
ed to make the zemindar pay. while no means were
given him of making others pay to him; in establish-

ing a regular drain on tlic zemindar’s treasury, and
at the same time in withholding from him the mt'ans

of insuring an ecjually constant supply. These regu-

lations were universally coiuploined of, and on^ the

juatest grounds. In an address from one of the col-

lectors to the board of revenue, in behalf "qf the ze-

mindar of Biirdwan, who had in vain applied for

redress to the civil courts, it is observed, that he
(the zemindar) begs leave to submit to your con-
sideration, whether or not it can be possible for him
to disdiargo Ids engagements to government with
that punctuality which the regulations require, un-
less he be arinerl with powers as prompt to enforce
payment from his renters^s government had been
please to authorise the use^of* in r%ard to its claims,

on him ; and he ^erasto think ii must have proceed-

ed from an oversiglit, ralhi&r dian from any just and
avowed principle, that there should have been esta-

blished two modes of judicial process, under the same
government

;
the one summary, and efficient for the

iNDli.
satisfaction of its own claims ; tlie other tardy and un-

certain in regard to tlie satisfaction of claims due to

its subjects ; more especially in a case like the pre-

sent, where ability to discharge tl>e one Apnand ne-

cessarily depends on the other demand being pre-

viously realized.”

'l‘he system which imywverished the zemindars

was equally ruinous to the ryots. It was the prac-

tice pf the zcnijiulur to cpfitract for a certain rent

with a land i'armcr, who subdivided the land into

smaller portions, and let it to a variety of inferior

tenants. To this head farmer, it appears that a

written agreement was given, according to the regu-

lations; but the under-tenants were left, without

any security, to the mercy of their superiors. It i^

well known, and admitted by the servants of'the Com-
pany, that the ryot, even when he receives writU n

agreements from the zemindar, is liable to indirect

oppressions which no law can remedy ; and though,

owing to the cxpence and delay in the administra-

tion of justice, he could retaliate on the zemindar,

by refusing payment of his rents, this privilege could

be of little advantage to him, while it tended Mill far-

ther to widen the breach bctw'ecn the landlord ami the

tenant, and to add to the hatred, strife, and violent

distraction of inteivsts by which the community was
noiv, as it were, torn in pieces. To remedy the

grievances which the zomintkrs siifTercd from the

evasion of payment by' their it was eiiaclctl

hi that they might have rc-course to the same
summary process against defaulters, as was tried by
the government against themselves. 'I'hey ci c em-
powered to seize the jiropcrly ol' their tenants for

arrears, previous to any legal judgment, or any
proof of the justice of their claim. Tl)is regulation
gave to the zemitularahlhe power of unbounded op-
pression, against which the ryot had no redress, as

he was effieetually sJiut out of the courts of justice,

by the enormous expences of law proceedings.*
It wa« undoubtedly just that the zeirandar sltunld

have the same efficient process for enforcing pay-
ment as was used against himself; but sucli w'as the
unhappy condition of India, under the unskilful ma-
nagement of ^Ipmgevc^, that every plan of reforu|
seemed only to increase the general disorder. IJcT
rulers wanted intelligence for the delicate task of
domestic legislation ; their schemes were crude and
inapplicable, nor could they ever mould iJie vari-
ous and jarring interests of the Indian community
into any consistent scheme of civil' order

; so that,

though they were continually patching their imper-
fect work, it still bore the same incongruous cha-
racter, and the cure of one evil was constantly fol-

lowed by an irruption of other and worse evils from
some other quarter.

The institutions if L«rd Qornwallis, for the admi-
nistration of civil and criminal justice, appcdl to
have been equally unsuccessful with his finance mea-
sures; and It soon appeared, as has bcem^ready
stated, that the new courts of judicature Ip^ more
business than they could manage, and such an arrear
of undecided cases accumulated, that the course of

* All th^ collectors invanably bear testimony to tbt oppressimis of the zemindars, after the passinir of the
regulation of 1799.

r o
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itiaiA. justice was nearly stopt Jn tins dilemma, the costs

of suit were raised for the purpose of discoiira^'itg

litigation; and this expedient being found ineflec*

tnal, they were raised a second time. To place

justice oat of the reach of tiie {>oorer and mure nu-

merous class, by laying a heavy tax on it, was in-

deed an easy and effectual method of diseouragii#^:: H-

ti.'^ation. It was, in fact, a denial of ju?»tjce,—a din^ct

refusal to hear the complaints of the poor, who rui^hf,

therefore, be harassed for ever after w^ith iinpimity.

.. Notwithstanding thisS discmiragement, however, the

evil went on increasing, and at la:»t amounted to

an almost total disssolution of civil order. As no
decision was to be procured before the regularly

constituted tribunal, every man began to arm him-
self in his ow’n quarrel, and the country tlius be-

r;une the scene of l)loody affrays bet^^e(Ml armed
individuals unifeppily left without other re-

stHirce for the derision of their difi’erencca. In

some of thosc^ conflicts 4()00 or fiOOd persons were
arrayed on each side, arid many lives were lost.

In a letter of the Court of Directors:, dated Oc-
tober ISll, it is observed, “As to affrays res])ect-

iiig the possession and boundaries of laiuls and

til is has been long a serious evjjl, and must, we con-

ceive, have c.xistcd in a greater or less degree in

every part of the country.’'—“ These afirays," con-

tinue the IVirectors, “ which often lead to homicides

iuid woundings, li.ive been very naturally ascribed

by several of the judges to the (iifliculty of obtaining

judicial n^dress."* In the district of Tirhwit, where
the public peace had been frequently disturbed b}

those private feuds, the judge, for the division cf

Tatna, observes, that they chiefly “ arose from the

accumulated arrears of suits,” otkI “ that the parties

finding a delay in obtaining redress, had resorted to

force/' j- Mr. Melville, also a judge in the division

of Dacca, expresses himself to the same purpose.
“ With respect to affrays (be observes) attended

with homicides and wounding, it is known that those

disorders arose from attempts to retain by force

possession of lands, or rents of lands, to which the

different parties alleged separate claims.” The same
person afterwards states, that “ in Cliittagoiig,,they

(meaning these quarrelsl had" not only been fre-

quent, but violent; that tue police authority had been

often resisted, and in one insUincc overpowered ; that

it would be wrong to disguise the len^h of time a

claimant must wait, with the sacrifices ha must moke,

before the decision of a civil court can be obtained/'

We shall now briefly advert to the system of pe-

nal judicature and police established by Lord Corn-

wallis ;
the object, in this case, being to give secu-

rity to the people by the suppression of crimes.

With reference to this object, however, the scheme

has notoriously Since the year 179^, In-

dia has become a to disorders of every sort,

and to the worst of critneek Violence find tl(»pravity

seem to have overspread the land, and to luve pro-

duced an almost universal dissolution ofmorals among
tlie people. The crioio of robbery, accompunied

1 A* tSk

with murder, had risen to a most a].'*rming hej^:ht hi

India, and was provecuti d with a d<gree of union, w
perseverance, and criicUy, inconceivable to t/iose

ho live in the civilized ammiutoties af‘ ICurope.

obbery is a regular profession, which is handed

down tVom father to son
;
and tlu* decoits, or gang-

robbers, are fbrthed, as the title implies, into power-

ful confethii-Mcies. make their irruptions on the

peaceful tuLint(y with a force which it is vain to re-

sist. 'J'hey are by Mr IfastingH as “ a ra^t*

of outlaws, who uve from father to son in a state of

warfare against ^oeiety, plundering ami burning vil-

lages, and murdering the inhabiunts/' In the year

1772 , the robbe*rs are mentioned by the Committee
of Circuit, and stated to be “ not like Told>ers in

England, individuals driven to such courses by sud-

den want; tliey are robbers by profession, and even

by birth
;
tluy are formed into regular communities,

and their families subsist by tlic spoils which they

biing home to them.

All the reports of the judges employed in the admi-
nistration of criminal justice concur in representing

the deplorable prevalence of the atrocious crimes of

gang-robbery and murder. Sir Henry .Strachey, writ-

ing on this subject in IKO2 . obseryes, that the crime

of decoity (that is, roWwTy by gangs) has incri*a<i-

ed greatly since the British administration of justifc.

Another judge, writing on the same subject in

observes, “ That decoily (gang-robbery) is very pre-

valent in Rajevhahye hius Ivon often elattnl. But if

its vast extent wvre known: if the scenes of horror,

the murders, the burnings, the excessive cruelties,

whicfi nre continually perpelmted here, were pro-

perly represented to government, I am confident

that some measures tvould be adopted to remedy the

evil. Certainly, there is not an individual belonging
to the government, who does not anxiously wish

save the people from roblvry and massacre. (Mill,

Vol, nr p. He afteiwards adds, that such i^*

Uie state of things which prevails all over Bengal, and

as to his own particular district, he expresses his ])ct-

sua«>ion that no civilized country ever had so bad a po-

lice. To the same purpose, Mr Downlesw'ell, the see c-

lafy to the government in observes, in a hepin t

which he drew up on the general State f)f I’engdl,

" Were I to enumemte only a thousandth part ol the

atrocities of tlie decoits, and of the consequent suffer-

ings of the peoplf?
;
anti xvere 1 to soften that recitii in

every mode which language would permit, I shonkl .still

despair of obtaining credit, solely on my own authori-

ty, for tlie accurncy ol the narrative/* llobbery, r; ;i.n

and even uiii;\!er itself (he continues), an* iK>t the

worst figures, in tins horrid and disgust uig picture.

An e.xprvlieiil of common occurre nce willi the de-

aiiu, uit'rcly to induce a confession of jiropcrrty.

suppo.<»cd to bo concealed, is, to bum the propriett^r

with straw oir torches, until he discloses the proper-

tyj^or. perishes in the flames. And when they lut*

actuated by a spirit of revenge against individuals,

worse cruelties, if worse can be, are pcrpctr.itcd

by ihcse remorseless criminaU. If the inibnna-

• See Papers relating to (he Police and Administfaiion of Jnsticc in Bengal, fro§n 1810 to the preseffik

time. Printed, by order of the House of Commons^ 1319, p. SL
t Ibid, p,



iiw- tion obfaiSfliill is not extremely eircmeous, thefl^f- orj^inaf f>nTposi!«, yet existed in all parts of the

fendter/hem nodeed^ hiro^f committed fifteen country, ana the police force was found to be in

xnut^er^ inr^neteen And vqjiutnes wight be great efficiency and strengtli, line zemindary of

iUled. with jlhe' atrocities of the decoits, every line||^Burdwanj a tract of country 73 miles long^ by^ 45

of whSc^ vrWld make the blood run cold,with hor-”broail, '^liich was in the highest state of cultivation,

^ gtocked with inhabitants, maintained a IxKiyrw," {mfth Report,, p. fiOS.)

woatdfar exce^ our limits tp trace in detail

the cause of these evils, which iieci^rily arose out

mij the very natore of the governinen||jipw established.

The British were nevM^ualificd to act

as legislators in India. They were too ignorant of the
habits, manners, and character ofthe pcofile to meddle
with their institutions, on which, Imwever, they w^ere

coDtiiiiually innovating. By altering the old mmie of

settling the land revenues, they compromised the

rights of die different classes of landholders and oc-

cupiers. Strife and contention immediately ensued,

litigation burst upon society like a flood,~lhe civil

courts wereoverwhelmed with suits which they could

not decide, and the people, desperate from a denial

ofjustice, were involved in furious affrays with each
other in {irosecution of their rights, or, being driven

from their lands, they had recourse to robbery for a
subsistence. Business was thus, from various sources,

accumulated in the criminal courts, which being en-

cumbered with the delay, the expence, ami all the

tedious fennalities of the English
,
pacticc, proceed-

ed- with tlieir^decisions at much slow ^ pace for

the wants <if the country; and thejevil in^^his man-
ner daily increased. The mischief, of, this iSelayiwas

twofold; Iff, It allowed criminals,.duHn^tibe ^ng
interval between their apprehension'and tiiid,

pare Che certain means of their escape, su-

borning of false witnesses, who, in the grf^ dissolu-

tion of morals which now prevailed, werq'always to

be readily procured, and in any number ; lind.

It entailed a grievous hardship on the innocent, great

numbers of whom were crowded into jails with the

worst of felons, there to wait until the tardy band of
justice should bring them relief.

The inefficient state into which the police bad fallen

was also one cause of the general prevalence ofci itnes.

By the ancient institutions of the Mogul govern-
ment, ample means were provided for the preserva-

tion of the public peace. In every village aperma-
nent body of guards and watchmen was maintained,

whose business it was to assist in all the subordinate

details both of the revenue and police—to convoy
the rents of the ryot to the district collector—to

watch those ry9ts who were in arrear—to guard their

crops from depredation—to act as guides and pro-

tectors to travellers—^to collect information of any
ottenecs committed—and to report the arrival in the
villaj!;eR of suspicious persons. For these various ser-

vices they had grants of land rent-free, or on very easy
terms. Besides this standing force of guards and
village watchmen, the zemindar, wl^was at the bead
of the police, and was held respo. mle for all crimes
committed within his boundaries, had under his or-,

ders a large boily of pykes or armed constables,

whom he could call out in aid of the police service,

either for tlie apprehension of offenders, or to pre-

vent breaches of the peace. These establishments,

though they had fallen into a state of disrepairiit the
time of the permanent set:jbmcnt in 1793, and
though they were frequently perverted from their

of52400 village watchmen, who were distributed under

their respective cliiefs among tlw different villages,

for the double purpose of protecting tlie inhabitants,

and of procuring information ;
besides IftOOO

or armed const^les, who were liable to be

out, under the orders of the zemindar, in aid of

the police. In place of improving upon those ancient

establishments which had taken root in the country,

which were interwoven with the frame and texture

of Indian society, and which were, generally speak-

ing, efficient, though frequently perverted from their

original purposes, Lord Cornwallis demolished the

whole Btructurc. According to his new sclieme of

police, the zemindary constables were disbanded,

and their lands, which were allow’ed them in lieu

of pay, were resumed, i, e, were seized by goveni-

ment. The country was divided into districts of

20 miles square, over which a native police offi-

cer, or darogah, was^placed, with 15 or 20 armed

men under his orders; he was assi.sled also by the

village watchmen, and such of the zemindary conste-

bles as were still retained in the public service. It

was soon found, however, that tlie now police ofHcer.s

could not effectually call out this array in aid of the*

civil power. They wanted the personal consideration!

of the zemindars, w'ho had been long looked up to

with respect and reverence as the hereditary arist(»-

cracy of the country. The sy.Rteni proved, therefore,

eminently inefficient, nor were, the officers employ eel

under the new plan founti to be less corrupt tlian

the disbanded constables of the zemindars. I'he

merits of the }>lan appear to be ])rctty fairly estimat-

ed in the Fi/lh llcjmt, p. 71, in which it is observ-

ed; that the head police officer^, and '' the inferior

officers acting under them, witli as much inclination

to do evil, have less ability to do good, than tlie ze-

mindary servants employed before them/’ How
vain was it to imagine, that any better materials

could be found for the regulation and government of

the country than those which the country itself af-

forded ! To complain of them was to complain of
the general state of society out of which they were
produced ; abd to throw them away, because they are

corrupt or otherwise imperfect, evinces an ignorance

of the legislator's province, which is not to create

materials, but to make the best use of those which
are provided to his hand. Herein, then, consisted

the en'or of the British legislators. They cast from
them the only efficient instruments which were to be
found for the government of Indian community,
while they had nothing to substitute in their place

;

and their plans, when tried in practice, were accord-

ingly found to be idle theories, at variance with the
whole frame and order of the society for whose use
they WTre intended.

The pernicious consequences of thus rashly sub-

verting the ancient esti^ishments of the country

wei^e soon displayed in the ^alarming increase of
crimes. The disbanded zemindaiy constables, whose
lands were seized, were deprived of the means of
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ifdia. living, and they necessarily betook themselves to villu^es arc put under contribution, f*r subjected tt)

tlicft and rapine for a subsi.stoncc. Tin* country be- the rapacity and '^pifclul machinations of the vilest

came* inlestcd with ^]fan^s ol‘ ro!)l)ers and murderers, ineinbers of society. 't In some c.i^cn, the innocent

whose horrid cruelties struck (error the juMce- uere broui^lit to Ir/al, and eoTuicted, on suborned
i l)le inhabitants, while Itvs'^er crimes also became more evidence, ])rocurecl by these wretches.

lV'‘<juent. 'flu* })oliee was inadequate to the detee- Amon;^ the oilier (‘luise.s oi‘ these evils may be

t ion of i.ll'endi'rs
; the courts of justice to tlieir con- rnumer:i1ed tlu* inca]»acity of I'.uropean» to oftici-

fiction; and, arnonij otlier eviU, a host ofhilsc wit- ate as jn-ii'cs in a society so peculiarly cfUiUitulcd

lu'sm's now arose, amid tile ^^(MKTal connplion ol* nio- as tha Indl-j, with tlic usages und in.inners ol'

ra!s, ho swore in llie teeth of each nthi'r, p<‘rj>Ii\- 'whii li, a- well as witli llie paieral character of the

all jinheial jnva'ctidin”", and confonndin‘.t tht in- j)c(tplc, tiicy remain to this tl;:y in a preat measure
nocenl with the guilty, b'or Mancdy ol' lli.-'V coin- iniacc,n;hnted. This is a I’.ut wliich i- (h'cjdy re*

pi ic.'it(*d evils, various (‘xpcdiraits were re-r.;'t(‘(l to. o jetted by all the most eX])C» icaiccrl sr^i vanls of tlie

\mon;j^ others, a feeble attempt was ni.ide !*» revive Company, Irom Sir .Sliore downward-. Turo-

the .'ineient powers wliicli llie /emiiular. had over perns .'ire M*nt out t<i India with the sole view nt‘

tlie police; but this was atteiulcd willi sn Hulf sue- am:; -ii* a foituio-. 'J'iiey have no intere-t m the

*s thru it was ahandoiicd in iSIO. I ISOS a su- count’-y from which thes di'aw ^iich iniptn'tant henc-

periiitendeiil ui’ police \vas ajjpointed 'i a view oi (its. ^'J hey know’ notliinn of i!> liahlts .'iiul manmTJ-—
l^^^ueIltl•atlm^ is was stated, in ids ^ ,

all the in- unviiii^ with the natives in their ordinary hii-

tormation wlmh inl^ht be* olUal’ rblli-n ut >ine- (»r amusements—and net'cr attaiiiin^ to more
(j’.nrters, ami of iiirv milt V and vi' to ifie mea- liian a tliooietic.il kmealedire of tlieir e’lfiraelers.

surcs adopti’d for the "ivpi-^meiKsioi! ol' olfemler -
; and With sncli qnahfieatiom\ they bei^ln to oHieiaU' a-

as a l.'isl resomee, a rcLtular e-tablislnmail of p..bee judges, how miserably ill-rip])i)ivited for such an offu'<-

spjes, ealh’d i'o.ye/o/os, was oro\ml/('d, and [>laeed un- their own exjuTieiKa* quickly teaelu's them, 'I’hey

dcr a “ jieeiC'- oi' soju-rinvcndeiits, called eov/wor.v, live sf)on find the diihcnlty rd' ap))reciatiu:j or unilcr-

I'ihre of the fir-t hem:; t<< point out the r(»!»bt‘rs\ fhai st.itidni^' even the most oidmarv Inm-aetion- of a sv-

'1 latter to apprtTiMul tlean. \olw iilisMiidiUL;- cietv, w it’a the rules and piineiph’^ (»{’ v. hich tliey arc*

;tli llu'-e iMea>m'(’s, crimes of c\(‘rv d<‘H'nptioii aj)- cntir<‘ly unacr|ua.inted. What is irtel]i;;jh'k' l,\v iiitiii-

]M'ar ttrh,'i\e t;(iiie on inciea-iiii;, and, in a mimitt* of tion t(» a n;iti\e i‘. :i ni} >!» ry to tluan; and it i re y
f.ord Mliito, dated N.rvemhei ISlu, it is observed, to camccive how these difhce It ios iviU't be aecuniii-

“ lliat a monstrous and dis^.r^ani. vtl .si ili* of society lated on them in any Ioiil; process (•ITriminal juihea-

e\i-.1(’d under the eye of tin* s .MTemc* British ae- ture, iin olviiii; a train nth ircunistanlial, rnul frerjuent-

thorilii*.*. and alino-t at liie very i\ of that eDverri- ly of eunlnidictf>rv evidence, it is not, as twery one-

ment to which tlie (ount’'y Uc ht ju-dy look (or knows, on the mete naked testimony of a w itiu’ss

saiely and ju'otcctioii ; diat tlu n.isc lilei’ could not tli.it a jufl<*-c entirely relies; it is the tone, the

wail for a slow renusly
;
that tiu' pt ople were perisit- luimuer, tht' li'vin;; evidenet' of expression and dia-

(Ui; .diaosi in <»ur si<;ht; tlial e’vei \ wet ‘k s ilei.iy wc.sa racier, which inqirc'ssos upon tcsfimnny the stamp of

d.'-om of slan^bler and tortui’c aLtam-t the defoneedess truth; whieli canies coinielion to the mind: and

mhabit-'inls oi' very pojuikjiis countiies." 'file Dircc- j.av cs a jndp^e from the miserable dilemma td' bcinp;

1)1'-, in V. h,os(‘ letter ol' the JSl!! October tSl l* iliis blown aln^iit by evciy wind of op]iosite cvi.lcnce,

passage appears, confirm the truth oi' the statement These cliscrimlnalions arc, Jiowcxer. i!ir too nice for

in the folkm ini; bri(‘)' oh-crvaiion ;
—“ That this re- a IDurojiean jmlp* in an Indi in court, and he fre-

prcsent.-illon ol' the late ( iovenior-(icne!.il is not too ijuently know\s not xvhat to believe. He cannot, by
ho.dily colouiad, would ajipi’ar IVoni the minute of any judirions cro^ s-ewnnination, extort the tinth

Mu Jamisden, and iLi- ujxnls of Mr Secretary frcim contrad id ary witnc>'se».. rnariVtrainof(|ues-
I )»5V.’dvs well, fm'min/; alsfi pari of the proceedingii in lions inv(»lvinn the peenli.ir M-ai;es of tlie coimtry,

si
p. .rd to Mr lariist Ins stock of know led'p" i- exlinustecl. A story

I he new' .scheme ol' or;;aiiiva!i<; .1 body of professed xxliieh him 2;s te.o lher in all ils main eireum-taiUT-,

•*pa'.s in till* service of the public, while, in .^onu* ca-o^, may yel bv' iuevuid'tent in .-.ome of ifs minute and
It was o( public bi-ncfit, was, in other resjtcd.s, hi^ii- (’ licatc p jl-'ts. Tut a uiojKan can never detect

1; delrimental to the peace ol* the eonimunity. d'lmse inc»»n.sist( lu ic" xvl !eh at'’ w rapt up in the \c d of 1

Spit's, and n.ore c.s])eci. lily tluai' supcrinteuileu:- ."'j/H/- c:d m.-'inurs, lies, in this mam: t. at the iimrcy

9rnr,K ), l)ev*ame, in many ea-c.-i, the pests of soi letv. of ev: ry p< •’;'}* witnes.s who ( In -scs 1 •
practise

'i liey took advantufrc' t)f the ]io\vfr winch they jios- upon lii.s uuora icc. The truth of i’ n .st,.lament is

.<( -si'di of .appri'liendinf; .'inspected person.s, to extort illnsl'atetl and confirmed by tlic coacurnni; re[)oits

money from tlu'uii ; and frecjuenlly, under threats ol' of uuaiy those v.du> have acteii i.i liii - Iryini^ sitiia-

smmediate a])[>sebcn<sion, they laid uiidci contnbu- tion. Sb* Henry Str.ichey, who-i. n'poi is to the su-

tion ail clasM .s indiscriininatelv. It is stated, in :i ]>rcme ^overmneiu abound in most just, cnli^hten-

ii'tter of the Directors, dated ()ctober 1814-, on the ed, and Ci)mprelien''ive views o!' Jncliati sociefv .u.d

aiithorily of Mr Dick, a circuit judge, tln.t whole niaiincrs, t>bscrve.s, that “ nothing Ls iiioic eonnmak

Sec Vapvrs rrlnlinp In thr Vnlicc anit lo iJic .Itlniittisiralioti o)' Civil and Criminal Jusltvc ?n UifipaL

Fcni Crorov, i^v. from 18 10 to the prc.sent time, printed in 18lp, p.

t l^npvr.s punted Ujf vrdti nj the House of Comvionx^

X«>L. V. TAUT I. K
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/I cvoTi after a minute and luburious examination of

'evidence on both sides than ibr the judge to be

left in utter doubt, res})ecting the points at issue.

1'his proceeds chiefly from our very imperfect con-

3 iection with tlie natives, and our scunt}^ know-
ledge, after all t>ur .study, of their manners, cu.s-

tonis, and Iangii:ig(‘s. ^^’ithiIl these few years, loo,

the nativt‘s liavc attained a sort of legal know-
ledge, as it is called, that i.s to say, a skill in the

arts of eollnsion, intrigue, perjury, and suborna-

tion, which cn.'ibles them to ])cr|)k*x and baflle n^,

with infinite facility.”— We perhaps judge too

much by rule—we imagine things to be incredi-

ble, because they have not before fallc'ii within our

experience. We make not suffieient allowanei' for

the loose, vague, and inaccurate mode in which

the natives tell a story,—for their not com])r(»-

hending us, and our not comprehending tluan.

Wc liurry, terrify, .md eonlbiind them, w ith our ea-

gernes.i and impatience.’'— We cannot (says tlie

same diseriniinating obseiver) study llic genius of

the people in its own sjihcrc of action. We know
little of their domestic life, their knowledge, con-

versation, amU'CmeTits, their trades and easts, or

any of those national and individual characteristics,

which arc essential to a com])letc knowledge of tluan.

Every day affords us examples of something new'

and surprising ; and w e have no principle to guide

us, in the invcbtigatioii of facts, except an extnaue
diffidence of our opinion, a consciousness of inability

to judge of vvliat is probable or improbable.”—“ TJie

evil I romplaiJi of is extensive, and, I fear, irre-

parable. i’fie difficulty we experience in tJiscerj}-

ing truth and falsehood among the natives, may be
ascribed, I third;, chiefly to our want of coimcetioii

and intercourse wdth them; to the peculiarity of

their manners and liabits, their excessive ignorance

of o\ir characters, and our almost ecjiial ignorance

of theirs.” The following passage, frean the . amc
document, gives n striking \ icw of the iiiefficicnev

of European judges. “ The evidence on every trial

convinces ii.s, that innumerable r(jbl)erics and mur-
ders^ that atrocitie.s of the worst conceivable kind,

are committed; and that very often the ])erpctrators

arc befon* us; yet do w’c find ourselves, from c.iUses

of the nature above described, eonstrfincd to let

them loose again, to prey on .society
;

or, at the ut-

most, to (lirecl that they be discharged, on giving

security for their good behaviour.”— The judge of

circuit is from day to day enge.ged in trying large

gangs for robbery and murder, and letting them go;

and the count:;,' continu(*s to be overrun with them,

to a (l(?grec truly deplorable." (Ansircr^ io Jnterro-

fraiorivs of (iairnnucttl, .'iOth Jar.uary Ft/th

licporf.J

It IS well known that, according to the rules of the

(Company 's government, no Ikiropean is allowed to

acquire landed property in Ind ' and that all colo-

nization of th.: country is studiously diseouraged.

The European rulers of India could not possibly

pursue a more w eak and peniiciouy policy, by which
all the other errors of their administration are ag-

gravated; which marks their owm jealou.sy of their

subjects, and evinces a disposition to hold po.ss(*s-

sjoiiorthe country by any mc.ans, howe\,r excep-
tionable. The efl’cet of the Ca ‘mpuny’s government

in India, as ap])ears from the preceding review' (»f its buli\ y'

measures, has been to destroy the hereditary aristo-

cracy of the country. All the great families have

disappeared, under the rigid exactions of revenue

i(» which they were t'xposeil ; their estate.s have been

sold, and they are confounded among the mas.-, ol

the people, Tlie extinction of this imporlant order

of men, and the want of that natural infiuence

wlu'cli they possessed, is severely I'elt in cver\

bnneh of the public management. Tlu' busine^'

of the ivveiiue, the magii traey. and ])oliee, have, le

has been .shown, fillen into a state of almost irrejiar-

ahle disorder; and the.se i*vils are, by all the mo>t

experienced servants of the (ompany, and by the

Directors at home, ascribed to the degradation and

ruin of the ancient gentry and landholders, who had

great authority and respect anuaig the peo])le, and

wdu) were universally hfoked u]) to as the giianlians

ofeivil ord(M“. On this snl)|cct, Mr Stuart, judge iii llu-

llenares division, in a Ih^pn-t to dovenunent. rea.sons

with great force and clearness, and observes, th.'it tin*

extinction of the ari,sto( nuw “ pi.iy be traced thrmigli-

oiit the coiintry as one princ'pal source of the disor-

ders w’liich prevail.” {Fifth Fvport, ji. I
)

'flic

gn'at problem, tluaeibre, in the goveninuMit ol' In-

dia, i« to devise tlie means of re-e''l.ibli''hing, ii. tht

eoiintry, a body of ri'^idtnt gentry, (jualillcd to un-

dertake the management ol' its intta-iicd ail’air.s; and

ft)r tin’s ])urj)Ose no [loliey seems so eneelnal as llu

cneouragt'ment of I'kiropean si tilers. If this ]>olie>

were adopted,— if Englishmen were allowed to a^

-

(piire land, and taught to consider India as tiien

home, they or tlunr de.scaaidaiits wmid-l giMilnallv

bc'conie naturalised to the eliinate,—th(‘y woulil hi

compelled to mix with the natives in their oiilinarv

tr.ansaelions, and the succeeding generation faieili.n

with the language, manners, and chariu ter oi' the

i:ativ(‘s, might be (pialified for thi* iin[n rtant diilics

which are now .so inadeipiatcly discliarged. At pre-

.s(*nt the government of India is conqiosed of a sm.ill

body of foreigners, who have no interest in the wi ll-

inre of the country, and who only visit it ibr the

purpose of cngro.ssing, from their rightful owner'*,

every post of honou. •!” profit. It is a strange, ano-

malous, and insolent doininaljon of the lev, over the

many; it has no tie of sympathy to connect it willi

the ])eof)le; it draws no suppoit Irom the natural

feedings and affections of mankind, but derive.s its

strength mainly from the knowledge of its power. It

is a singular .s])eclael(‘ to see a whole people, through
the agency of foreigners, exeluded from all lionour-

able c'onqietition for public rc'wards, A proscription

so universal must ])ro(luee the most unfavourable cd-

fects on the national character. By narrow ing I'w*

s])here of ambitioii, we diminish the incenti\cs to ac -

tive exertion—we take away from mankind the nuj-

tives W'hicli prompt them to cultivate their faculties

—w'c wc?aken the cminialing principle of all imjirove-

nient—we relax the moral tone of society, and thus
pavc! the w'ny for tlu; progress of vice and disorde r.

All accounts accordingly agree that the slate of morals
in Ilindostan has not been improved under tiu' rule of
the English. The dec line of morality,” say.s Lord
Moira, in his judicial minute, dated ‘Jcl October 181.0,

is stated to be a subj(‘ct of reproach against us by
all the natives whom birth or education have inspired
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India, with conccm for the p^ood order or well-bein^ of .so-

rioty." This is ii[yi])nted to llie decay of religious

endowments and public* seminaries; and to the de-

cline, also, of those moral sanctitjns connected with

custom, reliirion, and pnjudice, which h.ive bec'ii

jrradiially relaxed under the ascendancy of the Hri-

tish law. Ihit the monopoly Ol' pow'cr, emolument,
and honour, in the hands oi‘ a lew, by constituting

the majority a degraded clas^, must liave also had
its sl’uire in producing; those unlavourahh* cdecls

on the character f)l’ the j){*oj)le. *Ntr Stuart (al-

ready alluded to, w'hose lleporls on tlir* ‘•tat(* of In-

dia alxjimd in tin* most masterly ^Jews of the

state of ju'operly and nianiuTs,) e\]>resse-> this ojiin-

lon in tht‘ stronp^cst terms: “ As we ))roceed (he
ol)herves), tlu'^e provinces will sorn' ]).'(*sent the

sin^^ular s])(‘eia(‘le of a ^ri‘at (*rnj ' e, the »{ovcTn-

n.eiit of which rigidly excludes it> fubjccls from
i‘\i‘ry obji'ct of fair ambition, in the pur-
suit, could siuuul.ite men to cult. \ ale llieir faeul-

licv., or, in the p(U ^-^ion, enlaicie th('ir under-tand-

nipjs and elevate tlu ir minds. 'J’he natives may ac-

eurmilatc Aseahli as merchants
,
they may he pro-

jirietors of land: hut thes'* oeeupations. a-* they are

managed in this country, have no i;r('at tetideney to

raise the eharacti-r. lieyoiul them, with llu' rar(‘-t

• xf’eption , lhe;r is iwithin;; lo whicli the p(‘fi]ile can
a‘.pir(‘, hi!;!:i‘r tlain the lonnnaiul of a platoon ol sea-

po\ (Jj* the j;o -e^-ion '<ome I»ett\ civil odic'e, iii-

sicmrKant in it > (‘unctions and paid wilfi a s^ilary

liaidiv ade«jii:ite tt> a bare .sub-M< ni-e. My specul

tion- may have p.eihajis mi^'led me, tiut f am per-.u.i 1-

ed that very uni'avom’Mhle c‘(!e<‘t > I'iom ihe^e eaus<‘j.,

may already la* traced, in the lialuN ol onr native sul)-

jecl>, and tlair lonu eonlimiame must, I think, in-

faHjhly end m laducin;: the wliole popnl.ition to one

leiioiaiit, 1! vov elhiii^, liti/_jiou^, ami prolii^ale herd.'’

'J’lie Diuctors of the ( ompanv ni I.urnpe, as so<>n

.'s iIht weic ii.ibrmed ol' these vices and diMirdcrs in

their Indian ijov ermnent, (h'plaved th<' mo-.t pr.iise-

vvorlhy /cai in their emh'avoiiis tc; remove them.

I’er frtim bhiinini': tli(' iVeeiloin with whielitliey were

exposfd, or s^^'kinu', by palliations, to evaile the

truth, they li-tened to the representations of their

servants, .c.ul, in many" caM*-. followed ilieir judi-

cious and ei!li:;litem’d 5U^L;e-tiens. One of liieir

tii-st cares was '.i> re-establisii the vip^ourand etlleieii-

ey Ilf llie [i-ylice. It was scum I’oimd that the sy.stein

estal)lislie(i in I7|)'l, not beinpf c'onnected in any de-

Cjree with the iii-lltiititins or loc.il manners of the

country, wa-. Ill adapted to its end ; and that the

‘iibvcM’-'ion of the aneiciil establishments, on the ruin

c»r which it w.is founded, had been attended w’tli the*

worst cllia ts, ami had pav('d the way for all the dis-

order.- and I vih willi which the country had been

afllicied. 'fo restore tbe ancient institutions c»f the

country is now, therefore, the policy of the ‘rovein-

ment ;
and, Ibr thl.^ ]mrposi‘, lluw are endec vourin^;

to revive, for the public service', the ancient array of

\illa‘;e watclmuMi and /cmindaiy comiablcs, former-

ly di-handed. In many ea.scs, their elforts h; veheen

attcmlcd with, success. A luw ciicrfiy has been in-

fused into the police*: and this, joined to the activity

iif the local magistrates, has had the efiect ol di-

ininishinpr tlic crime of ^ann-roblx'rv ;
thouL’h, in

^om(* districts, this crime still prevails, and conti-

nues to spread dismay throu^rh the peaceful coim- Inuw.

try. It does not ajipear that there has been any de-

CH'asc ol* other offences, or that the morals ol’ the

people have hei'ii in any defrree imjirovcd. Tliis de-

sirable effc'Ct, indeed, if it takes place, must be the

w*ork of lime; and a lonp^ period must elapse before,

even under the be.st institutions, tin* effect of former

errors can be done away. For the improvement of

the jieople, the villajre schoolmasters have been

everywhere encouratred
;

.rud, for tin* same laudable

jmrpose, other seminaries are about to be iii.stitnl-

ed. Tbe civil courts, aecordinir to recent accounts,

still continue to be overloaded with an arrear of un-
decided causes. remedy this defect, assistant

jud;res have been appointed; anrl it has been pro-

ptised to have n*course to the* eflectual as vi stance of

the natives in t!ie judicial business f»f the country.

Those jmlicioiis arrari'icments allied l>y the zeal of

the Dnectors at home, and by the f^rr:[t ability em-
))loyeil m the local ^overnnsent, may certainly clieck

tho>^e alanninj^ disorder-4 by wdiiefi llie country has

been distracted. But the evils wdiicii afflict the In

dian community Iiave conliniud too lon^, and arc

now’ too dec^ply rooted^ to be easily removed.

From the year ISO.", w'hcn a general peace was Rtct nt Mo
established by Lord ('ornwaliis, to llie Vi'arTS].), r{;rv.

wlien M.irquis llh^tin^s assumid Ihi* pnermnent, ;

—

tbe political relilion^ of tin* C'omjiany with the na-

live pow,•|•^ had uiuh'rnone little alter.ilion, I’lie

traiujuillity which prevailed was, liowev('»’, more ap-

jiarent than real; and it was scarcely to be suppos-

ed, ind('v*(l, that the wiMi'ly extendin'; ilomination of

a fnreie;n power could Ion;; continue to he \ iewed
without jealousy bv the native princes of Ind a.

Such of ib.em, aecordmt;ly, as retained anv ot'

national iK/iioiir, wt re ni'lnrally hostile to the ibati'h,

and W’cre well disposi-.l to unite apaiiisl them a tTli

eoimnon enemies of Indian independi'Tu e. In I Si;,

the war with the Ni'pauli.se eommencid, anil in the

outset till* reverses su-^tained by the Briii-h in tl . Ir

:iUeinpt« to penetrate into llie bill country, stroni;!;/

excited die hopes of the native princes. In the ibl-

lowino- year, tin valour Jiiul militnry talents of >:r I)

(^chterloi v , brouiilit th:it war to a brilliant clnvo ^ .md

the bravery and flistipline di^jilayed by tlu* tro(»|n

in tbe eian-so of' the eamjaniMi, renew'ed aiiio::c the

Indian primes tiu' fonm'r impression of their inviii-

ciblc sn])ei iorily. Whatever miuht hetluir interior

view’s, therefore, tluT were e(an]iel!ed for the pn "cc;

to lempori/e. and to s(>othe their eonopiero'' fjy an

oiitw.irfi show (»1 homiliiy and peace.

A mori' I'avourabli' opportiimtv. ,'is thev coiua*: v-

n

ed, .soon occurred I’or Micccssfu) r.o-t;mve to thed.' J\.,.

British pow* V. From tbe coTi'-t inl wars ;;nd com. lo-

tions ill wii’ich India li.ad from tiuu* imn.em.wi*;! l>i‘tn

involved, it luippeiied tliat a i;reat proportion of :iie

native population were trained to h.ibits of <.lis(*rdei'

and military licence. At the ireneral scttlemcnr lon-

elndcd in KSO."), ir was naturally su])posed iha. lf;e-e

bands of advi ntmeis, having- no ]oii;;er any .-'coiic tor

tlieiv ])redatory enterprises, would betake thcirst-lvt

to paeifie pll^suil.^, and wmilcl tlui.s be grulually dis-

soUetl .’iinoii;^ the mass of the people. It lui]>pene(l

otherwise. Those* liordes of fn rliooters, known nn-

dei the general deiiominatien of Tindarccs. im-
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Indin. ]n-ovcd both ill strrn^lli and union, and Scindia Vages, with cvt'ry ciroinnstance of unheard of cnicU

ami Holkar, in who.se neighbourhood they were «et ly, and, on the ]£2tli, they manOied thirl y-i‘igiil

tied, if they did not openiy abet them, made no ac- miles, plundering fifty-four villages. 13y the J^tli

live efforts for suppression. The nature of May they had nearly all reerossed the NVrbuddali,

their ibree may be sliortly described. It consists of a loaded with spoil, and with .scarcely any loss. Din-

syiecics of light cavalry, whieli was formerly attach- ing the twelve days that they had reinaiiicd m Ithin the

ed to the native .armies, in the same manner, and for Company's territories, it was ascertaimal that ISJ

the same purpose, as the Cos.sacks are to the »armies persons had been put to a cruel death, .'“.Oo \M'r(

of Russia. Their horses wore trained to long marches found severely woundi'd, and had been put to

and hard fare, it being their obj<'Ct to plunder the different kinds oi‘ torture.*

country, and to elude })ursuit by the ei lerity of their Jt now became necessary to adopt officii'nt means

movements. Tliey were generally armed with a for protecting llie country against these destnulivc

hiimhoo spear, from ll2 In IS icet long: every fif- visitations. Tor this piirjiose, a defensive line of posts

leenth man carried a mateliloek
;
ahoul 100 out of w'as extcmled along the \crl>iiddah, and across the

every 1000 were "well mounted; of the remaining country lor about miles. 'J'his was, as usual,

b'OO, *100 were indifferently mounted, and the ii‘st soon penetrated by the activity of the eiicMny, and va-

were slaves, attendants, and camp-follci\ver>s mount- vious expeditions advanced s(»uthward for tlie purposi

ed on wdlil ponies, and keeping up with the eorp*; of -pIundiT. Ry the singular activity of the iliffcn iii

as they be^t eoulil. Al)out the year 1811, these corps, ;nul by a train also of fortunate aceident^, .-d

jiredalory hands c omjirised aI)out 40,000 horse, who most all of these cxpeditk'ns weve iiilcrccptcd, bi v)-

followed plunder os llicir modt* of subsistence, and l;cn, and disconinted, s-o tluit very few ot the ]>]un-

were indetal .a more formidable species of gang-rob- dcrer.s made good their retreat. It was rcsoUcal,

licrs
;
hut, like other robbers and murderers on a great however, in the year ISIT, to eommenci' <»‘len

scale, they assumed all the form and ]iomp of nu- r»perations—to attack the (*uemy in lluir iiali\<‘

Jitary array. The strength anil numbers of this dis- haunts, and eillua- tv) ext<‘rminati‘ lliem, or U) dto'

orderly mass were daily increasing hv di;;>ci’tcrs from tliein fiaun the advantageou -j |:n.-ition wlneii they oc-

Hollvar’s irregular bands, and from the loi)se cavalry euj)ie(l, in the May ei'Utrc oi‘ nnliV.. d'he ^eiM>n

o-itablislnncnts of Scindia and otliers, where they inaction was accordin/dy .'-juMit in ma’ni' »• pn p" :

were lalained by no tic but that of jirc'-ent ad- lions for a great mllitasy i ffln t ;
and. hy tl.t* (-nd

vantage, and where their pay was /ihvays in arrear. the rainy season of IS 17, a nmnei-ons and \v< ll-.r‘

'riu? central situation of the Rindarees, at an efjual pointet! army w.n teady for flic iirld. 'i'he j'lan of 1
1'

*

<list.ince from the t/iree j)re.sid<‘neie.s, rendered tlnur eampaigii was, that the armies ol' t!»e diircrent p:
'

Iioitility still more fonnidal)le, and enforeetl on the delude.- shoidd advance sijiilhward, and g:* '.dual:

v

Rriti.'-’lj the necessity of maintaining an extensive line converging to a common <entri‘, Iiem in, oii(\t »

of defence, W’liich w'as always, however, penetrated by ‘•ide, tiie ilevotefl liM-ritory ol“ tin* freeho aer-.

tliosc tlying hordes, and the tciTitories of our allies Rut, whih* this ]ihm was in progn ^^. it v, i...

t'xposcd, in consequence, to aniimd di va.statlons. tevrupted, and part ol‘ llu* trof^p^ enyayrd ni i
-

‘

bi ISOS-f), and in 18Ri, they carrieil theii incur- it were suddenly i eealled, by the* inu'epeUe.

sion.^ into the Rrlfidi territories, and returned loiid- Jjo.stiliu ol’llie nativ e pov, (" s. ll.ijrt* Ih'o, the I\*div a
^

ed ivilli spoil. The iame of* th<'.se .''uecessful ex- or JVinee of Roonali, who h.id long Ia*t n impatirm

jjloits iTcrnited tlieir hand', and cnaldcd them to of* the British yn ke, availi'd Iiiuisrlt' of this oppor; u.

(•xte.'id their ravages. In ( Ictober J S 1 .“i, a Ibree of mty to make a fre.s.h aMcmpt .-il inde])endi nee. Wjlii

sOfK^ Rindare< s cro.ssed the \erhuddah in a norlli- a view of more vigorously proM-eut ing the war agail^^^

we^t ilireelion, aiuh dividing into two partie.s. they the i^nularees, all the troops luid moved southward,

pej'.trated to tin* Kishna, tliongh they were wateli- with the cxc(‘ption r)f a brigade vvh.iidi had bj co

vO and one parlj-' was surpritxal by a body of in- left nl Poonah; and it was to overpower this ‘•m.iiJ

f.mlrv .nul ('avahy, wliieh did them, h.owever, liitle boih^ ol* lrof‘|)s tliat the IVsIiwa'.s first efforts \ieic

ilamage. They v.'(‘re only deterred fVom cro.--iijg <lirceted. 'j'liey wen* rorr}]>lctely unsuccessful, liow

-

into t’'-' nve-ideney bv the swollen state of ever; lie was rejnih.ed at all points, by tin* steadine^is

the river, along tl.n fertile and po})idous banks of of the Company's tro()])S. This action took place on
wli;eh tiny i .mV: ihvii- eour.si*, plundering ;is they the .')lh No\ ember. On the tin* Rrilish ven-
Aient along, and eoimnliimg every kind of (‘nonnily joined by General Smith’s division, which had ad-

In tb'vir return :ih>n;!, tin* line of tlie (h)davery and winced on the Clndavery, on an nnd(*rstanding ihei,

tlie ^Vurda, the}' passed the Ihitlsh [lositions, iriak- if* he did not hea*' daily from the re-ident at Ihionah.

mg good tlieir retreat with an hnmensc’ booty, and he should eonntermareh to th it place. It wa-n-^
wirh otter impunity. A second expedition was soon solved to attack the twwy'^ eamp next day, l)iil ii

planneff "which, ero.s.sing the Nerhuddah, appeared xvas found dt.scrtefl. General Smith inmiediaLi'l

v

on the \ve.ster’^ frontier of tin; ^.i-triet of Masulipa- rommeneed an unremitting j)nr-.iiit of* tlie Pcsliw.i,

tain, under tlie Madras pre.sidency, on tin* lOlh of wlio "was hunted from pl.-ifa* to I'laie by tlx* dilfereM
March 1816. N'ext day tlicy made a march of ihirly- corps of the Rriti.di army, until he at length deein-
figlit miles southward, piundtiing ninely-two \il- cd it jjrudent to surrender. lie was ilejio.sed from

^furn^r.'c oj ihc Pn/i/rvil (iiid ^4il:!:. • ii I 'nusfirl tns o/ Ihilisli India under the Adnuniblration nf^lu:
H 'f ihiiAhi fs, Hy Henry T. PriiuLp, t h;ip. i. ami v.
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Ills ihronc'—a r<^slilcm*c in n particular city was fixed

n))uii forliiin
;
and a pen^^ion ofa^oiit li. i(K),(K)() per

ri/ntuffi avsiH‘iu‘(| liini iiir his siipporL. 1 li^ doininionvi

were, ol* coiir-^e, taKcii under llie adnanislratiou ul‘

the liriti'-l).

d'he Jtaj.'ih of Na^poor, Appa Salicb, who w;h
held in tlie saint’ thraldom hy the Ihiti*'!), pur-
siu'd a ^imil'ir cfnii-te, and M'ith the satno revolts,

f )n iIk '^iliih No’.a'iiiher, at sun^'eT, iic altaclvcd, with
a i^real siipeilority of foret', tlie hriirade loft at tlu*

rc^ideney, whi'di \va^, in con-efpua)' v‘, in peril.

A doiihll'ul eonU’st w.is mainlainod ihron^h tiioniliht,

aiui n(”'vt day the allaek mi the iM'itisii renew ed
w,ih fia'di I'lid^r every di.-aih aatay^e, liow-

t \ er, ihe^e altachs w i ri* linally iTjnd'od, and tlie weak
prinoo. Aj>pa takm*’ ii'i^hl, * •nl to a-k for-

(roin lii*. ciiomie>. din* 'lulilions ollered

h.;n were, th it lii - t( i rliori(‘S si., a. Id he pho’etl at

ti’e mercy f>l‘ lie' I h'.li d» onn . '.t — lhal hc’ should
i^n\e up ad In', .ntillery . di'iliaim troop-, and come
ui p( I'-'in a- a !< iutu lie' liiiti'-h on an
nndiT^l.nn I.o.Mw^r, that d' lie aeeede,! to th-‘'(‘

!,rm>, iIh' lo'inei- nltiions la'tweeii liini ami the

Jhil di would he re Inn d
;

it bein^ lit the same tone
e.ndi r-lnnd, tliat he -lu'iilvl t eil(‘ ]iavt of Ins terrilnrv.

ami th !t due j)’-. vi-ii n I he made for a eie;»:er

d' :ree inlein li cvnitrnl <»« er Ills i'uture niovi ;.‘u nt^.

I'm . 0 - threatened wm'i an iunnediate attack, lu’

' t(, v!)(’ la'i'ddi ('.’lup wills a few attend 1

5

st ..

li'. iroojn, luiwr\(r, a- if to •^harne their pmal-
iauitueu- pii!’,,c, Idujht all un'oec’e^-liil liatt!(’ for

h*' M'jh: . aiid iiideni'iideiiee ; ..I'ter wliieli, theti’r
i i' \.ii;p')or, V. ilh it- in/I, w’a , Mirrende»c‘d to tl

e' li'ioc I'es’'-, and *.( <'t»nd .p i5j*o;j^hi to a In-
» u phant lin e. ^{ ',-.1 S.iluh, .lU’rwartU repentin.;

'
1 : 1

^ "pM itlc’ss e'Midm t. he:'.i;i to plot UlW •'oheuK' ;

n iieli III ' vi.'is iiru‘.-txd 1 V d ,
' r.i it! h rc .'dent, a'ld

dr'tained1 in clo"’ eon'iii lUff lie found mean ^ 1 )

eMMpe ill tile .summer <»r ihr folh'WUlif WIJ'. and
PI iknn;; I’docl Ids 1 < ; : .It to lih(' hids, where, h: '.n

joip,-il 1) a baiitl t d' i
'1

{
M uhir I.illow or', lie contium d

to i\ e ([ii'tur!) ii!< e 111) to th ’ late t aecouiifs.

It ha. 1 hei'ii the j.pd''e -ed i’llentjon <'1' Hu’ An!:’ki-

Indian C^oN ernr.i": er.rdh 01; lo its Usual .irhilv',uy

mode ol ti (’a! init’ 1 lie iMtiw
1 .')W ers, to I'l.i e.* t!ie two

indepen dent eh I’l’ .‘m ! ndi> . .ml I loikar, into an e,(‘-

cju'e'.eence w illi it^ ^lew•. in ley.nil to the 1 'indarcv-,

•Tud .” 1-0 t!':; I’atans, a spei it'- of infantry, better ;ip-

peiTitcMl, and inoi'e re'tinaily disciplined, tlian the

Ihnd.iive-, Imt a^s()eliited lorr^tlier nw tlie same im-

I'lu fid jirini 'ple ol’ indif'Criininali* jilniuler. Semdia
had hei’ii ei)iTi])elled to teinnori/.e, ;ind feirllj, la ;je-

M' 'e to the Ihilidi jirnposii ieis
;

Uoluea-,

siion^rle tile disMraee of Ui’ldin.e' to l'orcii,n tiirijC-,

res(«ived to try the fortune of war. A battle ti'ok

plac'c on tile "Ist 1 )eec'nil)er, in wdiich he wa- U'faiiv

liefeaTed, w ith tlu' h^ss of his csimp and .'d If - .-rl*!-

lery. He semeht pe.iee. whieli w.is erauP cl him,

but he was comp' bed to aci’cpt of lhlln-.ii pia/tee* u'li

and allianecn w hu !i has alwass been accoiinled tiie

hist dishonour ()l‘ an Indian priiu’c.

a-i.r\M.a I Ih* lUiim ohject of the war, w'lneli was the’ de-

ei I i'j: - strm tion ol’ the Ihndavcf"-, was not, (n any nialrn.d

de;;Ti*c, impeded l>y those' incalental contc.st^. ,\c‘-

cordmjj^ to till’ plan proposed, tlie liilfeient divisioiis

of lh(’ ^rand army proLTcdcd southward, couv a:;in^

«s they advanced for th^? ]mrposc (>r.surronTuliii;x th: a* baiu

Iiannts, and pi eventin^jj their (’'('ape. d !a’y wen*
diivpn out ol'the jiruvinec of Malwa, retiriiiu as ifje

liriti'h ,idvam "d, hut sit leiiji^th so (‘Hec'tually

lienuned in, tInP, in at tern] it I nu‘ to retreat, they weu
intercepted at ail points, and llic greater part ol them

dest.'o;, ed. 'J’iie remainder were so Immbled by fa-

li;:ue and misery, tliat they W’ere tzlad to submit o!i

;mv tc’rms, ami at ic’u^llj tlie three chlel' leaders sur-

rendered un C(?nchiion tli.it their livcj should lie

spared.

It will now be ywopc'V bri-fly to revert to the <unt>:ai Re-

pommereial ("liaracler of tl:e I'-a't India (.loinfiaiiy, ‘^1 ^

end to inouire what lia^heeii tlie ra! re-ull oi
( ('aij'-UiV

'

its tran-aetioiis, considered meia ly with a Mv'w to^,

ji.n/ti (ind /ova. So loni>' as tlie atlenl 0:1 of the i

(’empan}’ wa" eonfined nnaady to trade, t!'' . 1 , 11 : 11
’

;

divitleiid which, from the ycaa* to l"t'! ve.rudk

from .u to lo ]H-i mV?/, may be taken .-.^a t<’l rablA 1 ,01*

^

(’ril('Mon of the proht. LV'hncd. 'I'he ac fjnisili.ui, 111 iTh'o

o!‘ til'* s,.\ pn.ii;nt 3
" and rckcniu’- cd Bengal risi;

iunoni^ the proprie tors to tlie most extrax int anti-

tipatiiii)' ol‘ wealth, ami, on the iailh of ti'-C''’, th.e di-

\ idaeiid, as .ilreailv ment'oned, was ridsed l.n h) .ind

aln rwanU to I t pry rrnL d'he'^e <*' peel. i! Ions jiivn -

iu'j fallaeioU', it v as. in tTT’k lowered to ll prt (/hi.

It we- altorw, <rds rai'etl to s. and, in 17:1 k to I'h

p, r ri'f. I.vcr .sine#* ikt* .uapn-ition (if i!ie 'ove-

reinntv ft' )k‘-i » d, it vis nr it so mucli :Voni /no.',

\(/r' th. t tin* ('(HTipany’.s proiits ’.a-n* im-

y the leinillani’c of a

tliat thi* jiroprietoi

Jiopes, however, haw
'i:e and im-r 'nsin'.r ri v e-

as from /.a

}n <‘t''d l > .1 It w

fcin'jilus ix'vM,:!'’ fioni Indi;;

h.oped (o he’ en; iel.e !. 1 h.:

r.erc r h, eii tu’ 'illi d.

t:uc' h. s h(-‘n imh'cd (v dieted; bill it li.'xs been in-

x.i'.iolv lodowed 1\ ,ei ineiV'-ase (if ( li.n >* : and diC

(h '.’l in b.hli'. whi‘h ht e, m in hi*.' lu'cn

alls jne/ened to the en ruKtis ^llm Cil i..!.- 11 ' /p.

jls ;nmainl i:v .Xjiill IMS.

TII-

' /'t ftnU

ii..irs,con

lirol in

u :
(• fo

‘
i , .f n

'i’iie eomt-eU increase ol’ the th ’’je i' a Pi.ud-

i!vr sulma't tif connil -lint in l!ie c-h lespundent i.f

tile Direetor.s with ihr';' 'ei\„nts .n ii'.i.M. whom
tlit’V fMnuentls ..eeii'e < f th.e i^ro'e'l ]>rol‘mioi» an 1

( orniptlfii , i V !'r» hiiuT ihc'm with tlu' tnmri urn

(’\neiise m’ tlu 'i' e -t fulidimeiit, and li Me.,

in t’le ni.ist (’.'nn ’-l le.iinif”'. to rf'li'eni'ianer.ts ami

ceono'i.x . wilin' t': .mP, on the olleer i,.’-’ !. e';-

wa>^ i. »](} on! t' *'
( 1 i j> O’ .'se- of llu’ir llhin

ni.<n'jee.‘.v'’'t, a’od ') :t if": s",tMn-ent- </l revenme "
>

be rti^i.i.ulv (ov i vuriKcl l.'V tlie ncrt,.-:njr chare t - t

the sm v’dm,, \ i . r.

W hen I o' d ( Inc' wa-" .sen! ont ! iTn.'.

it wu' l«*i' th.- imrjiist- etMc- nii n ( e-;np.i"\ s

I :”i ciiiie from the jnofush/n e, f o'’

corrupt M'l' ants, .'lyair.'t wl'.'O' i'.r t' .eeur in P '

country \,ris loud and al- '^o .ine’iid”. ’

howexcr, looU place, re.al tiiC i ‘n ecters cmnii m I

tlieir complaints. Ibnln- the t 'i yc'ars' ,»(!i "U':’ -

tionot’Mr H-isihiC". '\!mh eomuKneed :n 171

cndcilin 5 JS.S'. the roinjiau) v. i re de:'; a if\*'ped

in tiu’ wars ..nd poliiie-. oi’ Imi'a, tin* • i.i . t
' f wlueii,

on tlio lixi-oc.-s, .'p{5''.!i s: to have b(’i u to 'lU'ieeei

both the leix’iiue an I tlu* clne-je, and 'ii l!ie saiiic

proj’frle n lo .a’f'unnikvte debt In 177- t!ic revc-

inif. oi Jh ne,'i!, B-iliar, and I'.f'i, amounted to

[..J,:;7:kn',Hh llio cliarr;ci le LM,7lh\.71‘; pvudu-
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India, ciiig a surplus of L.668,S71' The India debt

amounted to L.J,85(),lf)(). In 1785 the revenues

of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, including the new re-

venue of Benares, amounted to L..5,.'315,ly7 ; the

charges to L. 4,3 l!2 ,
51 .Q ; thus producing a surplus of

L.1,002,G78
;

to counterbalance which, lu>wcver,

the debt in India was increased to L. 10,4(4,y.55.

With the management of their affairs in India,

the Directors never seem to have been satisfied

;

for we find them about this perioil complaining that

certain late revenue regulations were made, “ rather

witli a view of creating lucrative posts for a <‘crtairi

description of men, than with any design either

of increasing the revenue, or of proniolmg com-
merce." In the same strain we find them comjilaining

in a letter to Lord Cornwallis of a disposition in their

servants to innovation and experiment, without

urgent necessity, or apparent cause, new institutions,

and almost instant deviations from them, multiplica-

tion of offices, and increase of salaries." Tlicse, they

continue, ** are always introduced with flattering

schemes of increase to the revtanie and diminution

of expense, which has liartlly, in any instance, been

realized by the event." In consequence of this con-

stant increase of expence, though the Company’s re-

venues were increased, the* surplus revenue was di-

minislied. In the same letter, the Directors state,

that it was one million less than in ITfifi, when tlie

Bengal revenues were acquired.

In 1793 the revenues unioiinted to L.8,225,()V8,-

the cxpence to 1^.7^007,050, thus yielding a sur-

plus of I^.l,218,.578 ; and the debt w'as rediic(‘d

to L.7,971,6'(i.5. state of the Company’s af-

fairs became the suliject oi’ llie most extravagant de-

clamations both ill i\irliament and elsewhere. The
old delusion of Indian wealth, nearly as absurd as

the South Sea bubble, was successfully revived; an-

nual remittances of treasure were confiilonlly expect-

ed and confidently promised ; and the expccteil

surplus was most gravely appropriated by acts of

Parliament to its appointed ends. Mr Dunda'^ w^as the

principal actor in this solemn farce, in which, being

probably crediduus himself, he imposed on the cre-

dulity of others, boasting that India would be a

vast source of wealth t(» the Comjiany, and to tiii-

iiation. These predictions were soon falsified by

the event. The siir|)lus of Indian revenue, for

the appropriation of which .so many wise provi-

sions were passed, soon vanished, and in 1797,

a deficiency appeared which continued till 1810.

The revenues had, in the meantime, increased from

L.S,‘i25,()28, their amount, in 1797, to about 1.5^^

millions sterling ,* but in place of any surplus be-

ing remitted from India U) I’Anojie, there appears

a biilauee against India, from 1797 to 1807, to

the amount of L.l,f)29,701 ;
and it appears, that,

during this period, there was sent from Eng-
land to India, more than w'as n Mved, a sum of

L.5,f)91,()89. Tbi-^ w'as lliCvSum, Iherefme, which j'.ng-

land I0.-.1 during ll.i'je ten year, by its c'onnection with

India. Prom anovlier account also it appears that,

from 1798 to 18Hi, h’.ngland reiriitled ofcash to hulia

L.8,824,067 more than was received. (See East

India Annual Accounts laid before Parliament, p. 19.)
'

In 1811, the revenues began again to exceed the

charges; and, in iJie three following years, there w^as a

large surplus of nearly tlircc millions SUa ling in each

year. In 181(), 1817, LSIH, this surplus continued

to be above two millions annually ; ami it is stated by
Mr Prinsep, in his narrative of the last Indian war,*

tliat there was actually accumulated in the different

treasuries of the Company bullion to tlie amount of

eight millions Sterling. Here, then, was an ojqior-

tunity for making a great remiUanee to the Directors

in Kiirope. But of this large aeeumiilation of trea-

sure they received notone shilling, 'fhe Indian go-

vernment w'as involved in a series of new wars, in

the carrying on of which not only was all this wealth

expended, but an additional sum of about 1-.\ millions

Sterling w\is borrowed
; so that the Indian debt,

which in 1814 amounted to about millions .Stei-

ling, was raised to nearly I .84,775,7.02, its amount
ill April ISIS. Mr Prinsej), however, in l;is iiiliMcst

ing account of the admimstration of Manpii '. Hast-

ings, still confidently holds out the Iioju* ol‘ a siu-

])lu.s revenue ; and lie founds his expectations, 1st,

On a rediietion of cx]ieiiee, in eonsi‘(|neiiee of the

peace recently concluded; and ‘Jilly, ()n a gi\‘at in-

crease of revenue from tlic late extension ol‘ tin

Company's territories. It remains to be .‘'ceii iiow

far these expectations will be fulfilled.

A general view of tlie CompanCs aff.iii’' (!i‘'(‘loses

similar results. In 1772, after tlu‘ }n)'-s,.s,d()n of

the Bengal revTnuc*s sliould hav e jirociiucd its full

eftect, the ('ompany was iiuolved in soeh dill’ciii-

ties that, on an e.stimate for Ihret* months of the

payments falling due, and of the funds for their

discharge, there a}>}K‘ared a defieieney of above
L.l,20t),0(U). At thiis time tlie (Vanp.iny was a.s

sisted with a loan of L.4()0tH)(), and alierwanU of

L.2()0,00() from the bank, ami with L 1 , imfoOO
from government. In I77''i fiaan a geiuMai aecomit
of the Company's aflaiis, it appealed tliat their et-

fects and credits in Lnghmd, set agaiiet ihi ir flehts,

produced an unfavoiirahle balance of L.

i^d. The same a* count of their efli i’ls and
credits in India, set against their debt'-, ]>rodueed

a favourable balance of L. l,8()4,fJ98, 10.-. lOd. De-
ducting the one I'rom the other, tlie lemaiiider, eon
listing of their whole available property, ainounls
to I..2,9.?O,.0()8, )()s. lOd. whicli is all, therefore,

that remained of their original capital, anioiiif.ing t(»

L 4,200,000, According ti» n grt-neral account of the*

concern in 1793, tliis favourable balance \M\y rdliieed

to L. 1,9.56,866, less than in 1772 by L.97,‘J,702 ,

and to tliis we have- to adiJ an additional million

of capital subscribe d in 1789, at 174 (wr cent., a-

mounting to I. 1,740,000; thus showing a detcrieft

ration of the Com jiany's afliiirs, from 1772 to I7<K), ti*

the amount of L.2,713,702, In 1810, tim ge^
neral account showed a balance against tlie C'ompany
of L.6,025.,50.5; to w hieli the t’ommittei' ('1‘the Heuiso
lit ( ommons, appointcil at that time to inquire into
their affairs, having added tlie capital stock received

India,

* Mr I’rii'.bop r.ot told us on what authority this statement rests.
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in 1793 and 17.04, and made several other adjust-

ments, there np])eared a balaiieo against the Company
of L.I wliicli tliey had no eflocts to dis-

charge. Jn 181 'I, this unfavourable halance had in-

ercvwcd to L.7,773,4<).'i ; hut in 181 /3, the Com-
pany’s affairs were so far impri)ved that it was reduc-

ed to L.2,f)l Ij.'ll 1. AcldinfX the capital received,

amounting to li,7,730.0(K), the balance aj^ainst the

('om])any appears, at this period, to be L.l(),8f)I,.Sl 1.

Although, at each snecessive renewal of the Com-
]):iny’s charter, the mercantile part of the communi-
ty have remonstrated against the continued monopo-
ly of the Indian trade, it was not till the year 1814
that this trade was in any degree laid ()])en to the
merchants of this country. This was effected by the
act j):issed in ISl'l, which, with the c\ccplion of the
trade in lea, and the China trade, opeaed the general
fommercc of India to the nierchaMis of this country,

under certain limitations and n s;! i< lions. The ('oin-

p.iny was as tenacious as ever tr tlieir valued mono-
poly

; they g.iu* It up only wlun tliey found they
could no longer ntain it; and they still eon-
irired l<i narrov

,
as much as possible, the freedom

granted, by imiavourable ri'strietions. 'I’he trade
Avilli ('liina, and the important trade in lea, was
•till continued under a strict monopoly: and, as a

security against a))]wehenvl(‘d dangers to their do-

minion, from an nnre*triel4»(l trade, it was pro\id-

etl, tliat no \(‘«is»‘l (‘ugaged in the private trade to

India should be under .S:10 tons f)urden; that no
ve^sfl should })roce<’d to any place on the eontiiv*nt

of Asia, bet\^een thi‘ Indus and Malacca, without
a special licc'nce from the l)irectv)rs, regulated by
the Hoard of ('oiitiad , nor to any place not on the

continent of India, witiiin the same limits without

a special licence, 'I’lie elli’ct of tliese re.striclions

is greatly unlovourabU* to ihe extension of the In-

dian trade
;
as they, t'xelude the Hritisii merchant

fnnn the eastern eoa>t of Africa, from tlie Ucd Sea,

the Persian Cuilf, all the numerous islands scattered

in the Indian ()e(’im, ;ind all other eoiintries eastward

r»f Malacca
;
with nhieli the Americans and others,

who are freed from these restrictions, carry on an
extensive and lucrative traile. The rigid monopoly
til] lield by the Companv of the Chinese trade and

tlie trade in lea, is sevtrely felt by the British

merchant; the elfecl of it being to exclude liiin from

a most beneficial branch of commerce, engrossed,

not by the Company, but by foreigners. The trade

between China and Kiirope, in which tea, the great

staple of tlie one, is exchanged for the mainifaetur-

ed products of the other, i.s chiefly carried on by
the American^, for wliosp benefit, thereibre, and

not for the heiudit of the Com])any, the British ad-

venturer is I'Xiluded from lliis trade. Such fur-

thcr relaxation of the (ainipaiiy’s monopoly is,

therefore, still anxifiusly .sought ibr by the merchants

of this country, as w(»uld allow them to enter into

such branches of eommerce as are iit present entire-

ly engrossed by foreign meiehanta ; and these de-

mands are so just and reasonable, that, on every

principle, they ought to be conceded. It is doubt-

ful, however, whether the Company will agree to

soften, in llic smallest degree, the harsh provisions

of their pernicious monopoly.
Under all the rcstrielion.s imposed on it, however, I

and under all the difficultie.s incid(?nt to new under-’
taking.s, the private trade tii India h.-u increased to

^

such a degree, that the ship])ing employed in it du-
ring the last .six years has nearly tripled the amoiini
of the tonnage in the .‘service of the Bast India Com-
pany. Tlie extent of the trade carried on in private

vessels has also been gradually increasing, until it

now regularly cxeeetl^ th.it of the Company, although

the private merchant is still excluded from the trade

to China, and from the tea trade. The \alue of the

tea, (‘xclusively imported into (ireat Britain by the

('ompany, generally i‘xceeds three million.- Sterling.

During the two years, 1818 and 18 If), it amounted
in each year to L..'i,nf)\>,7;v}.^ and to B..'J,f)t-5.078.

Still, however, with little more than I..^'00,()00 for

this iirtiel(‘ in the list of juivate imports, the value of

the latl(‘r exceeded that of the (.‘ompany .'s imports

in ISIS by L. If), and in 181}) by I...>:).V1 lo.

'i'he following .K eoiint will show tlie progressive im-
provement ol th(‘ t>rivale trade:—

*

\ ahic ot

•

IL' (it

1)*, Free 'fratU* b: ts l>y ftce Trai

die iiK’hidiiig i'lie ( inpa- iiirludir
(

Yean . ny. vear rrivilf^e ny. viar Bnvilrgc

en(lini» J.i- TnilL*. luhrj; .la- 'jfrade.

nudry 11 u ary

1
L. 1.. L. I..

KSI.b

J8lb. T-loC/.K)

ISI 7 ,
1.,‘JOS, .)'()( r, 80.7,

1SI8, .!,708,0‘J'i 7,3()J,8(>J .».0‘)7.7iS,

IS1}»,
’ bl})L\SfH

1 S^JO, l.ii .(),;

This account proves sufliciently what an important
.advantage would be confi-rred on (ireal Britain by
setting freetlu* eommerce of India lV(‘iii the rcfttnints

impO'-ed on it. Tlie use of manufactures is iaily

becfmiing more common, and tliere is no doubt that

if more scope ::tuI facilities wtTc afforded to the free

trade, it would soon become beneficial ami Uievative.

And when we consider the eommcreial tmbarrass-

inents under w hich the country Jjas been long labour-

ing, it seem.s but reasonable tiiat every possible ex-

pedient should be adopted ibr the revival of its de-

pressed commerce, and tliat, if the grievance of tlic

Company’s unjust monopoly cannot be entirely done
aAvay, the mischief should still be confined within the

narrowest limits possible.

The nrt’cle Bfnoal, in the r'nryclajhfdtd, contain^

an account of that province. I lie .irticle Hinooos
conUiins an account of tiu' manners, religion, art*;,

and learning of the peoj^c ot‘ India. The artielo

Hindost.w, contains a .geographical view of India,

and narrates its earlier Iiistory ; while the history of

its more n*cent wars, and revolution.^, down to the

conclusion of the Mahratta war, under Marquis Wel-

le.-ilcy, is given under the article India. (o.)

* Sec Papers ordered io be printed ( if the House of Commons,

;J9

1 ndi.-i

i' i'rjMiir

I oUl
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in^^fnliousz. INGENHOUSZ (John), an eminent physician

and natural philosopher, was born at Breda in 1730-
He was first established in medical practice there,

but removed to T.ondon in t7b7, particularly with u
view to study the improved methods of inoculation

then lately introduced. Having become acquainted
willi Sir John Prinf;le, at that time President of the
Itoyal Society, he was by Itim recommended to tlie

Austrian ambassador, for the purpose of .inoculating

the Imperial family at Vienna, the Enipre'^s Maria
Theresa having lost two of her clnldren by the natu-
ral small-pox. He accepted this enf^ngemeiit in

I7(>S, and Jiaving been perfectly suecehsbd in his

operations, he was remunerated by the grant of a

pi'usion of T.bOO a year for life, togetlier with the
titles of Aulic Counsellor and Physician to the Im-
])(‘rial Family. He was also consulted, in medi-
cal capacity, by ip.my others of the most distinguisli-

ed personages at Vienna, and he enjoyed the parti-

cular esteian of the J*auperor Josepii II, who was
foiuJ of receiving liirn in Jiis cabinet, and of witness-

ing the exhibition of a variety of physical experi-

iniMits, w'ith which it was always llic deliglit of In-

genhousz to aum^e and instruct liis aeijuaintancc of
L'otli sexes. J'lic follouing spring he went to Italy,

and inoculated the Craiul Ibike of Tuscany. He
\' as made a bellow of tlie Itoyal Society in May
17()fj

;
but he appears to have remained some years

in Italy; ft>r he was at Leghorn in January 177.3;
in March h(» dates from Salzburg; anti in November
l7 7o li'om Vienna. The next ye.ir he w'a-. in l^m-
(l(/n

;
and, in the winter of 177.0, he went to Paris.

I’lic latter part of hi.s lile he spent principally in

laigiand, which, notwithstanding liis dislike to the

chilliiici'S of the climate, w'as always his favourite re-

sulence, and where he enjoyed during many years/*

to Mso his own words, that felicity w hich a lice and
iiidejiendent man finds in the pur.suit of knowledge
.111(1 wi.i(lt)n[i, in the .society and friendly intercourse

of those who ha\e disliugui.shcd tiiemsel' es by their

learning,”

Hr Ingenhoiisz w^‘ls cheerful in liis disposition, and
olten f»liryful in hi.s conversation. Though his pur-
suits were cliicfly seientihe, he w^as not destitute of

taste for literature aiiil poetry. He h;ul a jiaiticular

predilection for Lucan, and for the C arclinal de Po-
lign ic, and would frequently recite passages from
their pocm.s with great energy, and with a strong

German accent- Nor did he disdain the comforts of
comnuTclai o]uiler.ce, and he was often a visitor at

the niagnificent villa of the late Mr Uucker of Ihi-

hampton. lie had bf’en introduced tlitTc l)y Jiis

friend Hr Brockle.sby, who w'as in many rcj-pccts of
a perfectly congenial disposition, and who had great

pltxisurc in prevailing on In'm to partake occa.sionally

t)f his own ho.spitality, when his table would other-

wise hawbeen .solitary, lie died the 7tli Septem-
ber ‘il Dow Wood,Jri Wilteh'r^ the house of

'tlie Marquis <>!' Lansdowii^jjp hadaong kiiowTi and
esteemed iiim.

Hr Ingenhous/Zs principal publications arc, 1.

pernnenfs on the. Torpedo. Phil. Trans. 177J, p- L
Mr Walsh liad lately gained considerable reputation
by lii.s account of tlie effects of the torpedo, 'i’hese

expc i niicKti;, wliich were made off Leghorn, in com-

I N G
pany with Dr Drummond, are merely illustrative of Inf?cnhou«A

the properties of that animal, which are now better

known; and they afford no decided test of the elec-

trical nature of the phenomena.

2 . Methods of Mensitrin^ the Bulk of Mi,rturcs of

Commoti Air, and Nitrous Air, with Kxpcrimatls on

Platina, Phil. Trans. J77(), p. 257- The eudiorne-

trical apparatus is described as an improvement on

Fontana’s- The experimenl.s are intended to show

that platina is not an alloy of iron and gold, since it

may be deprived of all magnetic properties by repeat-

ed cupellation.

3. A Way of JJghling a ( undlc by an Elcclncal

Spark. Phil. ' Trans. 177S, p. 1022.
' A very small

cliarged jar setting fire to pulverised resin, strewed on

cotton.

4. (hi the FJvclrophorus, p. 1027- This is a Bakcrian

lecture, read by ai)pointmcnt of the Pre.sideiit arid

('ouncil of the Royal Society, relating to the inslru-

ment then laU'ly invented by Professor Volta, aiul

which had })ccm made know’n to the author by the

Aivluhike Ferilin.ind. Its action is explained u|)oii

the elementary principles of tlie l-'ranklinian theory.

The next article in the volume contains some expe-

riments of Mr lleuly in confirmation of the dottrine^

liere advanced.

.C. On a Ni'iv Injtdmmahle Gas. Phil. 1 runs

177.0, p. .>7b. A powta’fiil explosion is ])rodiiced b\

the detonation of tlic vapour of a single drop of ether

with oxygen gas. Tlie author takes octa^jon to in-

vestigate the (‘la^ticity of llie gas evolved l)y the de-

tonation of gunpowder
;

.and agrees with Dernonlli

in o.stiinating it as etpiivalent to near UTAH} atnio-

sphere's. It may here he remaiked, that notwith-

standing Bernoulli’s general acenraey, and great rna

llicniatieal talents, he has filltMi into a very singiii.ir

error, in coni])aring the foree of gunpowder with the

(l.iilv labour of men
;
and b is a^ridentally made the

force of one pound C(|uival('nt to the (l.iily W'ork of

100 men, while, in fiiet, the foree of 40 pounds is

only equivalent to the daily labour of a single man.

(). On a mode of Suspend^n*^ Ma^nneticnl NerdIts.

p. .0.37. Proposing that a hollow needle sliuultl be

immersed in linseed oil, so as to yircss willi a small

])ortion of its weight only on its axis, in order that

the friction may be greatly diminislicd.

7- Improvements in Elect rirdff, p. OTil. On plate

macliim s of glass and pasteboard, and on a libboii

machine. A Bakcrian lecture. •

8. Espcrinicnts on f igctables. 8. Lond. 17 7.0-

This volume is chiefly occupied by tlie detailed

jiroofs of the aullioi’s principal discovery, that vegc-

t.-ibles in general pour out a portion of oxygen gas in

the .sunshine, while tliey rather diminish its ])ropor-

tion at night and in the diade. It is dedicated to Sir _
John Pringle, and was translated into Errncli by the

a«ithor. 8. Paris, 178(). Second edition, 2 vols. Svo.

17S7--.9. Latin by Srhenr. Vienna, I78(i. Dutch by

Dr Van Breda, of Delft, with others of liis works.

9. On the Salubrity of the Air at Sea, and at Places

far removed from the Sea. Phil, Trans. 1780, |). 3.04.

From the imperfection of the test employed, it was

easy to imagine that some dilFereiicc.s were discover-

ed, whieh subsequent observations have show'll to

have no existence.
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ingonitouM 10. Nouvelki Ej^rimces Ob^enwiionsM S voh^

|l 8vo. PoTM. On diWmmt «ubj)eQl# of natord pbifo*-
insetta. gophj. In German by Molitor, FermUcMe

ten. Vienna, 1784.
*

1 ] . Off the Influence the Vegeiphk ESngdtm in

the Animal Creation^ PhtL Trane* t7j88[| p. 4S6.
Asserting the accuracy of his experiineitt|(, and
nying some statements of Dr Priestley ; advai]u;i^&
particular, many arguments improve thdt at^tih
tamed is really supplied by the vegetables,, and not
by the water in wnich they are usually immersed^ in
oi^cr to collect it. Dr IngenhOuia w% on all oc-
casions, an%ious to support his claim to tibis vary in-

teresting discovery ; and he insisted that Priestley's

earlier experiments, on the green matter contained
111 stagnant water, had little or nothing in commmi
with his own, because that matter was, in Ihctj of an
animal nature. He was in the baibit of c^jdcting tne
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]«avn, $»A «f keqiiiw H botflod Ingtolunu/

up inM poem: nifid {wepwea wiHi aome , II

finttood tra# eoiica, in order to
odhiMp the krillieot pheatoatoMa of thauf emntnu.'—y—

^

tion tokiy fMoBdc'Ihe fkul^ tMnao Ot that time lem
nMecfutmuH tofhirdatoling 'CzlulndoB, than it has
hapomeioliter yeH% yrhm dementary lecturee on
chemiitry ^ave hewn moe* eBrnmnnly addrewed to
tnheed aujOonoMjlim hemtofoee.

12. BtaMim ffXVooi tfPtanU, Svo. Lond- 1796
From tha Gntnflii)i.

16. Ih( b|g|tnham« alao ineerted aome esaays in dif.

fe^sBi^ ofthe ieurtuA de Phyn»pu; oat they
poa^ ItolMwrvinaKty «nd importance than hit Eng-
lich pobfiimamia.
^(Cladmam'it Piographietd Dktumaty, XIX. 8to.

I.OB& 161$.—Xetodoo^ in Bkgrapkie VtuverteUe,

XXSSTto Paw, 1818.)
^ ^ (o.».)

I N S E C T A.

J. HF animals which Linnceus induded in his class

Insecta have been distributed into four classes by
modem naturalists. These are termed, Crustacea,

Afynapoda, Arachnides, and Insects. The dis-

tingutsliing character oi these different groups have
already been laid before our in||^rs under the arti-

cle Annulosa, in which thtNjPstematical divisio^is

of the three first have been pretty fully illustrated.

In regard to umrts, a reference was there made to

the present article In the fulfilment of our plan,

we shall now take a view of the structure and phy-
siology of insects ; their classification, and the me-
thods of preserving them fur the cabinet, which are

now in use.

The attention of naturalists, in general, has been
confined to an examination of tiie forms of insects

and the number of their parts. Their internal struc-

ture has been in a great measure overlooked, and
little accurate infoirnation is known concerning

many of their functions The task, indeed, of exa-
mining the anatomy of insects is one of peculiar

difiicuTty. The organs, in many cases, are compli-

cated in their structure, and limited in size, so that

in dissecting them, the point of a needle must iVe-

quantly be employed instead of a scalpel, and the

eye requires the assistance of high magnifiers. There
are few, th^fore, who have prosecuted this de-

partment of the subject with zeal or success, and
who have inspired omers with confidence in the ac-

curacy of their statements. Swammerdam and Lyo-
net, however, form illustrious exceptions.

Plmn of this observations which we propose tC lay be-

Aruclt fore our readers in this article, we w3l confine our-

selves, in the flrst ^ce, to a brief exposition of the

anatomy and physiology of insects, as die statements

are given in considerable detail in the E*ictfcbgyaaiia,

binder the article Eniomoioqy. It was TveoSuary,

however, to advert again to the same subjec^ fbr the

purpose of noticing some of the recent discoiveries

which have been made by modem naturaltvts. la
VOL, V, PART I.

the second pari ofthe article, tli^ will be given an
abridged view of the modem method of classifying

insects In the illustration of the first part of
subject, we shall begin hy considenng,

I.—TAe Organs of Protection and Motion.

The skin of insects serves the double purpose of
protection and support, and represents the cutane-
ous and osseous systems of th# vertebral animals.
Its structure appears much more simple than in the
higher classes, as it can neither be ssM to possess a
mucous or cellular web or true skin. U b^urs the
nearest resemblance to the cuticle of the skin of the
higher classes, or rather, all the lamines of perfect

skins are here incorporated into one uniform plate
It exhibits very remarkable varieties of texture. In
some insects, as the house* fiy, it is soft and pliable,

while jn others, as some of the weevils, it approaches
the coliustence of hope. In some species it is elas-

tic, in others brittle.

The appendices of the skin consist of spines, hairs,

and scales. The spines are merely projecting por-
tions of its suListancc, and are usually distnbuted
over certain parts of the feet, to aid the locomotive
powers. Hairs are often distributed over the whole
body ; and, while they pass into spines on the one
hand, they become, on the other, so exceedingly
fine as to require aiAof a powerful magnifier to

trace their character. These spines and hairs,' being
merely elonntions of,tbe akin, are not easily rubbed
off. It IS otherwise Witih scales. Some of tbeie are

inserted into their 4dn at their proximal, gbd are
free at their distal extrenuty, and are so fkebly con-

nected, as to &11 ofi; in mftny species, by touching

them with the finger. These scaled, in the butterfly,

bear a remote resemblance to feathers in their form,

and are very extensively itsed*as piling objects for

the microscope.

The Muscles of insects appear to posaew the

seme internal structure as the same organs in the
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laieetft. bigber/^^ll(^^ Tlicy are nearly all atmple, and more

or leas tan^pflaj^ and whitish. AU diose which are
cmpgmeA production of looomotimi have their

or^ asid insernon m the akiij^ apparently without
the bitervehlion of tend(m^

tp be connected with each byibeinto^
ventkm ofa move iran^rentt tough^ sohahtnoi^ tibn
t^ akiain oth^ placesjto which the

may be applied. The action of the'mi^^
will be beat onderatood by aidescrin^ of the li-
ferent parts of tb^ bo^y^ end the modSns which these
perforin.

1 The fIcA»,!^3iisecte contama the organa of the
external sensesam the moutli. It is joined to the
trunk behipd^ end has its ntotions,. regulated by its

mode of connection. Where the t^d is united to

the trunk-by a cylinder of li|^ment^ the motion of
which it is susceptible is various^ Umited chiefly in
the dorsal direction by the superior margin of the
trunk. When the articulation is effected by the
immediate contact of the more solid surfaces, tlie

three following modifications ofjoints present them-
selves. In the first, there are two or more rounded
smooth tubercles, received into corresponding cavi-

ties in the trunk. The motion is consequently either

backwards or forwards. In the second mode of ar-

ticulaticm, the head is rounded posteriorly, and re-

ceived into a socket in the thorax. In this manner
great liberty of motion is obtained. In some coses,

however, it is restrained by projections of the trunk,
which limit it in one direction. In the third, the ar-
ticulation takes place by the contact of two flat sur-
faces. The he«i is frequently contracted behind
and the trunk in front, to diminish the uniting sur-
faces, but such joint admits but of very imperfect
motion.

The muscles of the head take their rise near tlic

abdominal edge of the trunk, and, entering the i^-
cipital hole, become attached to its margin. Those
which move the bead upwards take their rise on the
upper port ofthe trunk ; while those which depress it

arise from the under side. These last are the largest.

Those which arise from the lateral parts ofthe trunk,
give to the head its lateral motions.

The characters derived from the head, which are
used ixK classification, are chiefly taken from the
markings of its surface, the inequalities of its margin,
its size, and shape. They are, in general^ obvious
and permanent.

2, The Trunk, as an organ of support to the
other members, maybe oonaideTed as the most im-
portant part of the body.^ Til0«r terms, however,
whicli are employed to designate its different parts

fcp neith^ appropriate nor well defined. Linnaus,
in reference to this organ, gives tlie following enu-
meration of its parts : Truncus, inter caput et ab-
c^en, pedatua, thorace supra doa^, postice scu-
10^ subtus peotjpre siempque. ' xy modem au-«

it is Uttja% divided into the theUrax and
iwpast^w 'V.

.
the, second itng of the body^ and

is united' on the fore part with the head, and l^hind
with the thiM ring or breast. In many apficiea, tliis

part is minute, while# in others, it oocupLes a.jh||ge
portion of the body. On its vetitr^ aspect, it bears

the forelegs# or first pair, and between these is the loMcts.

ihoracic sUmm, frequently in the form of a keel, '

and tenniuting behind by a spinous process, which
rests upon the pectoral sternum, as in the genera
Elaterand Dytiscus. It may,be considered as the

only fixed nart of the body, giving origin to the

mumesof.w head, the fore legs, and frequently,

al^tp breast and abdomen.
Ine oiaracters furnished by the thorax are ex-

tensively employed in the arrwgement of insects.

These are^eiMefly taken from its appearance on the
back cif d;ie >^inal.
The frequently so much incorporated with

the thorax, os, to appear as one organ. In other
cases, it seems to form a part of the abdomen. In
the back, it frequently exhibits a horny process,

termed scuieUum^ analogous in consistence to the

thorax, to which it is united behind. At this place

of the breast, the wings have their origin. On its

ventral side, it supports the middle and Jiind lega.

Between these, at the base, in the pectoral s/erntm,

wliicb, in some species, expands into a cover for the

first joint of the hind legs, and in others is produced
to cover a portion of the abdomen. The breast con-

tains the muscles for moving the middle mid hind
legs, the wings and abdomen; and it likewise con-

tains some very strong muscles, passing from its

ventral to its dorsal surface, and calculated to bring

these, when required, nearer together. This motion
is probably facilitated by the number of sutures with
whicli its skin is trq||fe The characters for clas-

sification aie chiefl3^ken from the scutcllum and
sternum.

3. The Addombn is the last portion of the body
of insects. In some species, it is sessile, and inti-

mately united with the breast ; in others it is divided
by a stidk. It consists of rings, vaiying in number
in different genera. These rings are joined together
in many species by a simple adhesion of the margin,
while, in others, the posterior margin of the one in-

eludes the anterior margin ofthe other. The motion
of the whole abdomen takes place by means of
muscles, which arise in the breast, and, in those
where it is sessile, the motion is very limited. I'he
rings themselves are likewise susceptible of a little

motion, especially when they are mcluded. The
muscular fibres which change their position are lon-

gitudinal, and pass from the posterior margin of one
joint to the anterior of the other, and are able to

draw the ring to one side, or pull it within the one
which immediately precedes it.

The classical characters derived from the abdomen
are chiefly taken from the number of the rings, their

connection, and the condition of their Ksurface. At
the termination of the abdomen, the anus and exter-

nal orifice of generation are situated. These have
frequently appendices, which we will afterwards no-
tice-

4. The Members of insects are of two kinds,
wi^s and feet.

Tne wings vary in their number, structure, and
appendices. In one class, they are wanting, and
hence termed Apterous ; in another they are two in
number, but the greater number have four. These
wings are either membranaceous, and supported by
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Tntecia. e6me6u« riba» form a ttai^wdrk in their sub^

irtancc; or, where theiimgft are four in number^ the

upper pair are iMimetiines chistaceoua, obtain the

name of elytra, and serve as a covering to the in-

ferior ones. The ribs of the. wings, de*«

nominated nerves, in the manner of t^jr' dbtribu*

tion, the hairs by which they are oovmd# aifd the

form of the vacant spates, exhibit great 'T«|j|||aiTty In

the individuals of the same species. The Mmer in

wliich the membranaceous wings are folded np, when
at rest, is various. In some they are folded longitu-

dinally, in others transversely, and in o^jiars oblique*

ly. Each of these arrangementa pretail throughout
extensive groups. In the Dipteni there is, under or

liehind each wing, a stalk terminating in a small
knob. These are termed haUerts, or poialers, and
are c(»nsidcred as the rudiments of the second pair

of wings, llctwecn each poizer and th6 faftse of the
wing, one or two spoon-like scales are found, term-
ed winglels. They Imve likewise been observed in a

coleopterous insect, Dylixeus marginaVts, In some of
the diptera they arc absent. I’he use of these ap-

pcndice.s of the wrings has not been satisfactorily de-

termined. The muscles which move the wings take

tlieir rise in the breast, and are capable of executing
tluMF functions with great celerity. The elytra per-

form no other motion than elevation and depression,

and serve merely to protect the wings whcti at rest,

not to assist them when dying.

The characters employed ip the classification of
the primary divisions of insects are, in a great mesv-

sure, derived from the wings. Their presence ir

absence—their number and apfiendices—their tex-

ture and consistence, together with their size, posi-

tion, and manner of folding up, yield marks which
:Lre of easy detection, and w'hich experience lias

found to be permanent.

The legs of true insects arc six in number. The
first pair take their rise under the thm'ax, and the

second and third pairs under the breast. Tliey con-

sist of the five following parts, the hip (mra), the

thigh (femur), the leg (tilnd), the toe (torm), and
the claw (awgi/w).

The hi]}, m* coxa, serves to unite the limb with the

body. It is usually short, or nearly as broad as it is

long. It is imbedded in the thorax, or breasts aitl

is limited in its motion by the m^e of inaertion.

Sometimes its proximal extremity is* globular, and
received into a corresponding cavity of the body,

giving to it a very extensive uegfec of motion. In

other cases, the coxae of the hind legs are consoli-

dated with the breast.

The thigh, or femur, is usually united with the

coxa, in such a manner as only to admit of motion

backwards and forwards. At its coxal extremity,

the femur has, in some tribes, one or two eminences,

in some cases produced into spines, whi^Si are term-

ed trochanters, and as they are hollow within, they

arc considered as furnishing suitable insertions &
the muscles for particular motions. When the thigli

is slendtbr and cylindrical, the motion of the le^ is

confined to walking, but where leaping is re<]|uired,

or even swimming, the thigh is tliick, and bellied, to

give room to the requisite muscles.

The %, er tibia^ is aitiealated to ihe femur in losectt

such a metmer as to admit of motion mfyin the siuue

phine in v^hk*h it moves, tit those insects which
swtlni, mnt is long and flatt^ed, while, in those

wl^ldh dig in the ground, it is strong and ser-

tsM oii ttie

^ The or tarsus, consists of several joints, which
ans articulated mtnre loosely than the precediiig parts

of the limb, and adinit not only of motion outwards
and inwards^ ' but likewise in a lateral direction. Its

gsrongest musde, as in the other parts of the leg, is

me flexor. ^ Ibis only by means of this part that the

feet can closely to any object The joints

vary in numbor> length, and size; and, in many
species, are fuili||bed with very singulsar appendices.

Those which particular notice are denomi-
nated cushions and suckers, and are situated on the

under surface of the joints. Accurate representa-

tions of these remarkable organs are given by Sir

Everard Home, in the Phihxophical Trmsactkm
for the Year 1816, (Plates XVllI.-XXI.), from the

beautiful drawings of Mr. Bauer.

The claiv (unguis) is attached to the distal edge
of the last joint of the tarsus. In a few species it is

single, or capable of being opposed to a projection,

serving the purpose of a thumb. In others, the

claws^re double, and either move in the same plane,

or act in opposition. The muscles of the different

parts are all included in the limb, except those of

the coxBe, which originate in die trunk. The former

mves origin to those of tlie tibia, the latter to the

nrst joint of the tarsus, and this again to the one
which succeeds. These muscles are. chiefly fixots

and ei^Dsors, the former placed dii the ventral, the

letter on tlie dorsal surface of the limb.

From the enumeration which has now been given
of the different organs calculated for the production

of motion, we may see that insects are Qualified for

executing different kinds. Sarnie, indeea, can only

walk, others can walk end leap. Some can only

walk and fly, others can walk, fly, and leap, while

many can walk, fly, and swim, and, in addition, a tew
of these can leap.

II.—TAe Organs if Sensatim.

The nervous system, in the class of animals now
under consideration, exhibits a greater uniformity of
structure and disposition than any of the other great

systems of organs which they possess. The brain

is situated in the head, on the dorsal surface of the

gullet It consists of two ]obes» whfoh exhibit slight

variations of formy^ and are frequently so intimately

united, that they appear as one, marked, however, in

the middle by a groenre These lobes furnish the op-

tic nerves, and frequently send filaments to the

mouth. ' Near the posterior edge, two cords arise,

winch, after proceeding backwards, and; to many
cases;, embraang the gullety unite to form a gang-

lion, from which nervous fuametits proceed to the

neighbouring parts. From this gat^Iion, two cords

againjproc^d and form a second gn^ion, and the

same l^fOoess is repeated until the cords readh the

anal extremity, where they terminate. The num-
ber df ganglia which are fornied, differ to Afferent
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ittseeu. genem^ iitedrding to the number rf articulations of
“nr**'’ the body. The cords^ in some sfiecies» appear to

unite and ^exhibit ohly the appearance^ one.
The ol^s of the senses am mom imperfectly de-

veloped in the insects thitn in cawiaeca. The
eye alone is the most perfect of ally of these; and
neat to it may be classed the organ of toudh. The
existence of the other senses common to the vertd:)ral

animals, is rather infeired firom the aedons perfimtn^
than from the structure of their parts.

It would lead into too extensive details were tie
to give an ^count pf the various instincts which in-
sects exhi^t^ the knbwled^ which they possess of
external bligeots. and the indications vof memory and
reasoning which their actions mjjltete. Many of
these have been already Commdlpited under the
articles Ant and Bxe. and to the ^?eader who is de-
sirous of more information on the subject, we would
recommend. An Introdueium to Entomology^ by
Messrs. Kirby and Spence; two volumes of* which
have already appeored (1821), and the sequel is anx-
iously expected.

III.—Organ# qf NfUnlion^

,

Under this division of our subject we include the
alimentary canal, with all its appendices,—the ves-
sels employed in circulation,—and those whioh are
destined for aerating the blood.

1. Alimentary Canal. In treating of this im-
portant organ of 'nutrition in insects, it is necessary
to begin with a description of the parts employed in

obtainmg and preparing food for the gullet In
many cases, as in the higher orders of animals, the
legs, particularly the first pair, execute first

movemenl of seizing the food and conveying it to

the mouth ; in general, however, the parts of the
mouth, unassisM, seize, cut, bruise, and prepare,
the food for the gullet.

1. The mastkating organs include the four follow-
ing parts (which we shall designate by their Latin
appellations, for want of appropriate English terms),
labrum, mandibulse, maxillae, and labium. These
form the mouth, and are denominated Insiruimnia
cibaria.

The labrum is analogous to the upper lip of the
higher classes of animals. It is articulated to the
fore part of the head (,/row#, or clypeus, chaperon of
the French), either directly by a simple suture, or by
the intervention of a plate, to which Kirby, from its

situation, has given the name fiasus, Tne labrum
itsplf, at its free edge, exhibits gwt variety of cJia-

racter in tlie coudipon of its margin, of which ento-
raclogists have availed themselves in the discrimina-
tion of species. This organ may be regarded as the
cover to the other parts of the mouth above.

The mandibidm ate two in number. They take
fhdir rise immediately below the IsJjrnm on each

^ Sfcle. They exhibU very remark, 'de aifierences, in
size, ghape^ and armature. They move horizontally,

and serve to cut olvjecxs by their edges crossing like
the blades of scisears.

*

The mnoxY&eare likewise two in ntimber. They are
united to the cheeks immediately underneath the man-
dibular, and between these orgarts and the labitbi.
They are more explicated toan the mardioute.

On their inner margin they are usually covered with insccis.

stiff ham. Bxtemmly they suppoH thejpa/pi, whichm ardculated appendages, consisting or two or more
joints. Each maxilla is formshed with one of these,

rarely with two* The use of' the palpi has not been
determine4j|dthough it is probable that they serve as

or^ns of smyi, and perhaps also of touch.

The||WMM is analogous to the under lip, and doses
the unmP side of the mouth, resting on the maxillae
Its feee edj^ is variously marked, and there is usually
a line in*%e middle, indicating its tendency to be
double. '^'^Chft^each side it supports a palpus consist-

ing of rifrb ^ 'three joints. Its base is connected la-

terly by ligament, with the base of the maxilhe, and
behind with a fixed plate jointed to the head, and
termed mentum, corresponding, in position, with the

iiasus of the labrum.

When all these parts bear such a proportion to

one another as to bo able to cut the substances on
which the insects feed, and convey them to the

pharynx, they are considered as in the most perfect

condition. But all these parts in the different classes

exhibit very remarkable modifications, 'i’hcrc arc

many species, which are destined to live chi(‘fly or

cxclusivdy on fluid substances, to whom such masti-

cating organs would be unsuitable. Those w'liich

hold a middle station between the gnawers and suck-
ers, liave the labium transformed into a soft fleshy

plate like the tongue of quadrupeds (and hence fre-

quently termed hngun), capable of licking, and oi

being rolled inwards when at 'rest,—as in the Ilymo-
noptera, represented by the bee. In the genuim
suckers, the organs of the mouth present two im-
portant modifications. In the first, the labrum m
nearly obliterated ; the labiuni is produced and either

crustaceouB (rostrum), or membranaceous (probos-
cis), with a groove on its upper side, for the rt'cep-

ticn of the four plates or hairs into wliicli the two
mandibulse and maxillse have been converted. Tlieoe

appearances are exhibited in the classes Hymiptera
and Diptera. In the second, both the labrum and
mandibles are nearly obliterated, and the labium is

short and fixed ; and the two maxillfc are protluced
and so applied to eacli other as to form u sucker.
This sucker is capable of being rolled up siiirally.

ahd as it appears in the Lepidoptera, the butterfly

for example, is usually termed the proboscis oi

tongue.

All these different parts of the mouth, however
much they may be\nodified in size and shape, may
still be readily detected, either by llieir position or
palpial appendages. We ow'C this discovery of the
true nature of the parts of the mouth of insects and
the odier pedate aunulosa to M. Savigny, who has
accompani^ his judicious observations with accu-
rate represeritations of each organ, and its various
changes in the Memotrox xur lex Animunx sn 7is I cr-

tel^ros, premier partic, Paris, 181f).
* 2. The orifice of the gullet is, in general, a simple
aperture into which the fobd is conveyed cluofiy by
the agency of the maxilhp. In some cases, hSwever,
chiefly among the Hymenoptera, there is an organ
on the base of the mouth, more or less distinct, to
which the tenn lingua ought to be restricted. M.
Savigny calls it glossa or hypopharynx. On the
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inMcta dorsal margin of the opettiiig there is likewise, in

some cases, a paitiodtir process, ;which is iifsnaidh

nated by tlie above naturalist ejpijg&Mrs/i, m epipba-

rynx. ^ «

The gullet itself is usually membfwaceous, and
IS either simple or furnished with an eniei|;8inent, de-
nominated the first stom^. In thw tene stomach
the walls present the appiftrance of musotj^ fibres,

and in some of the Ortheptera diese bandswver tlie

whole surface, forming a true guezard, fortified with
teeth or scales pointing backwards. Thtintestinesare

variously convoluted, and freq^uently, the aiius,

exhibit an enlargement which has beun deiuiiminated

a rectum. In some cases the canal is furnished
with one or more side pouches, or cfecte, near the
stoniHch.

I’lic hepatic vessels (for there is no secreting or-

gan w Inch can \ e compared to a hver) have their

origin in tlic fluid contents of the a|jdoii^,and even
send then capillary extremities to the remotest parts

They vary gi tally in number ami size. The walls

arc den'sc and cellular, and the bile which they se-

c retp IS yellow, brown, or white, according to the spe-

i les. These vessels, in some, terminate sejiarately,

in others they unite into u common duct i'he ter-

minations vary greatly, being m different species at

the jiyloric extrenutv of the stomach, the middle of
the iiitescinc, or at tike rectum.

In insects, neither absorbing not cuciilating vessels

Imve been detected, although anxiously looked for

by many celebrated anatomists and microscoppal
observers. The nutritious portion of the food ap-
peal b to be absorbed by the walls ot the intestines,

and discharged into tlie canty of the body, where
there are neither veins^ arteries, nor heart. To-
wards the back, indeed, there is an obvious vessel,

})laced loin^itudinally, to which some have given the

name of heart, but which is more generally denomi-
nated the Ihndl Vessel This vessel is widest m the

middle, and diminishes in size at each extremity.

Its walls consist of" two membranes, the internal one
inusculni, and the ixternal one cellular. This lost is

so inutli crowded w ith traclieal vessels, as to appear
to be ( ntirely composed of them. All the coats ore
liheiully proNided with nerious filaments. This ves-
t'd is kept 111 its position by the tracheal tubes, and
by muscular fibres, which, in general, are disposed

ill tiiangles, and increase in breadtii from the supe-

rioi part of the |^ody to its inferior extremity.

The contents of the dorsal vessel are fluid, but of
such consistence, that, when its coats are punctured,

no liquid floH s out. The colour is usually similar to

the adipose matter which is collected on or near its

surface, and differs according to the syieaes. When
placed under a microscope, this humour appears to

consist of grains or globules, containing other glo-

bules. It mixes readily with water, and when dried,

resembles gum.
The humour of the dorsal vessel is subject Co
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some of motioo, arising from riietsmitractitins Inseeta.

whick.w^ritpesiences. Tb^ are irvsgalivr as

and proceed from the one extremity to the

ott^i^by stages usually corresponding with the

ringapf the onmud# And strongest in the abdomen. *

The nerves do ibt appear to exercise tny influence

0fi these contractioiis. Tho muscular fibres and Ira-

cbeol filaments appear to exerdse the greatest control

These contractions, which in some species are little

more than thirty in a minute, m tfther« amount to one

hundred oxid forty in nutnber, according to tlie spe-

dea, have been denominated pulsations, and tlie or-

gan itselfhM been termed a beZrt* To that viscus,

however, it bears no resemblance, except m its con-

tractions, which ore, however, irregular. It neither re-

ceives nor gives ipotion to any drculating fluid. Its

use appears to be, to imbibe and convert the fluid ol

the abdomen into fat, to serve as a supply m those nu-

merous cases where much nourishment is suddenly

required, as during the metamorphoses of youth, and
the firoducUon of eggs in matuiity. The peritoneal

membrane appears destined to execute the same
functions.*

If there is thus no heart, and no drculation of the

nutritive fluid obtained from the food, in what man-
ner 18 this fluid aerated ? In reference to this sub-

ject, Cuvier justly observes, “ le sang ne pou\ant

aller chercher fair, e'est lair qui va cheicher le

sang/* (I^ons, IV. 165.) The object is accom-
plished by a very complicated Apparatus On each

side of the body are small orifices, termed stigmata,

differing in number according to tlie speaes. The^c
are formed by a cartilaginous ring, and in soqnc cases

furnished with one or more valves. Each orifice is

the extremity of a short tube, which opens inteiiiaU

ly into a cavity, one on each side of the body, , nd
extending from die head to the tail. From these la-

teral cavities arise innumerable tubes, termed tra~

chew, most numerous at the termination of the stig-

mata, winch convey the air to every part of the bcnly

To enable them %o do this, their coats consist oi an

external and internal cellular membrane, with n mid-

dle layer, consisting of a cartilaginous string, ^]>iially

twisted, resembling the spural tubes of plants Thtsi

tracbem, by their number and subdivision^, conN ey

air to every part of tlie b<#> and form, indeed, the

great bulk of its contents. In wliat mamier the \ i-

tiated air is expelled, has not been ascertained in a

satisfactory manner.

From this view uf the nutritive system m inset t«>

It appears tliat tju chyle ^ absorbed by the in^er

surface of the elflBitary canal ; that it exudes from

its external suri^ into the common cavity ,
that

the iKachesp aerate itiis mass; hnd that, while the dor-

sal vessel ind the [leritimeal membrane prepare fat,

the hepatic filaments separate from it bile^ and pro-

bably urine. The existence of this last excrcmtuii-

tious fluid is evinced by the presence of urea in the

excrement.

^ See Observations on the Use of the Dorsal Vessel,'* by M. Marcel de Series , translated in Annals oj

Vlahsophy, IV. p. V. p. 369, and VI. p 34*
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(f Reproduction.

Insects have t!)e sexual organjMm diifercnt indi*

vidualB^ impregnation takes nl«i;e intemiall; by their

union^ and the iemules all
,

In the nitlle^ the sexual organV tfear a clos^ re-

semblance to tkose^ of the knsxnmijia than some of

the higher classes^ The testes may be regarded as

two in number, situated one on each side of the ab-
domen. In some cases they appear a simple mass,

while in others they are subdivided into a number of
lobes, wdiich may be r^arded as so many separate

organs. The sjier^k ducts are two in number,
varying greatly in lan^th and the number of tubes,

which, like roots, combine in tlieir formation. They
unite into a common duct near tbe.penis; but, pre-

vious to doing this they are joined by the ducts of

tlie VGsicuIfc seminales, and other accessory tubes,

which, in different genera, exhibit a great diversity
of character. The penis is usually a simple tube, in

Mjme cases pi-otectcd at the base by two scales, which
separate upon entering the vagina of the female, and
thus prepare a passage for the penis, and serve like-

wise for retfcntiou. The external opening is usually
situated at the extremity of the abdomen, beside the
anus. In llie libellulai or dragon-flies, it is seated
at the base of the abdomen.
The males of insects arc seldom of so large a size

as the females, and frequently exhibit peculiar cha-
racters in their abdomen, eyes, or antenna?, by which
they may be distinguished.

The female organs exhibit fewer varieties ofstruc-
ture in the different genera than those of the other

sex. I’he ovaria consist of numerous tubes, in which
the eggs are prepared. These open into a common
oviduct, terminating in the vulva. Previous to the
termination of the oviduct, it receives the ducts of
one or more vesicles. To the sagacity of John Hmi-
ter we owe our knowledge of the iiae of these;

In dissecting,” says he, the female parts in the
silk moth, I discovered a bag lying on wdmt may be
called the vagina, or common oviduct, whose nioutli

or opening was external, but it had a canal of com-
munication between it and the common oviduct In

dissecting these parts befpre copulation, I found this

bag empty ; and when I^lssected them after, I found
it full.” fPhil. Tram* 1792, p. 186.) By the most
decisive experiments, such as covering the ova of the

unimpregnated moth, after exclusion, with the liquor

taken from this bag in those which bad sexual inter-

c^rse, and rendering them ferti^hc demonstrated
that this bag was a reservoir fu^lv spermatic fluid,

to impregnate the eggs as they Were ready for ex-
clusion, and that, coition and impregnation were not
simultaneous. Jt has not been determined, whether
the same arrangement prevails in all insects. This
is a very near approach tp the impregnation
of the ova, as t^kes

.
place in m. x fishes and rep-

tiles.
’

The female insect may, in general, be distinguish-
ed from the malci by the superior size of the abdo-
men. In some cases, both males and females sur-
vive the process of generation, to repeat it again in
another season. In other cases, the lenaale

vives, while, in many, death ensues, upon the eggs
being prepared and excluded, f

The apparatus with which some insects are fur-

nished, io^enable them to place their egg in a pro-

per situation, has been denominated the ovi]}osiior.

It is a continuation of the vulva, more or less strength-

ened by bony spiculo?, according to the nature of

tlie substance it is destined to |)enetrate.

The period which elapses between the union of

the sexes, and the laying of the eggs, extends to

days in aQme,^' and even to months in others. The*
eggs th^ftdkres are either deposited at once, or at

particular imervals. They are deposited under one
or other of the following conditions. In the first,

the egg, upon being deposited, is left to the influ-

ences of extemal circumstances, and the young,
when hatched, to the resources of their own instinct.

In the deposition of the egg, the wisest arrangements
are made for the welfare of the young. The mo-
ther attaches them, in general, to those substance^

on which, upon being hatched, they arc destined to

feed. The butterfly attaches her eggs to a leaf; the

flesh-fly deposits her's upon carrion; while otlicrs

insert them into the young of other insects. Not a

few females prepare a particular hole, in winch tliey

plicc the egg, and lay up for the young a suitable

provision whCii they burst the shell. Jn the second,

where the insects live in society, the eggs are dejio-

sited within the dwelling, and the young are reared
and fed by the mother's care, or rather by bariHMi

females which act as slaves.

In the aphides, or plant Ucc, as they are called,

the female retains the eggs at one time? until they
are hatched, and at another lays them like other in-

sects. There is another circumstance no less re-

markable in these insects,—one act of impregnation
not only renders fertile the eggs of the individual,

h it the young produced from these eggs, and from
the egg.s of those, even until the ninth generation.
When the eggs are hatched, the young are ternud

grubs, maggots, caterpillars, or, technically, /ana
In this state they are proverbially voracious, and
their digestive organs are of much greater dimen-
sions than when arrived at maturity. In tlie coiuli-

tionof larvee insects po.ssess a variety of mcmhcTs.
as legs, suckers, hairs, and even stigmata, which tliev

do not possess in their maturity. They are all, how-
ever, destitute of wings. Some of them live con-
stantly in the water, instead of the land, their future
residence,—swimming in youth, and flying in matu-
rity. The food of the larva? is often solid, requiring
powerful jaws to gnaw it, while the food of the per-
fect insect is fluid, and sucked up. When the larva
has attained a certain size, and acquired the requi-
site quantity of fat, having been nourished cither by
the food which it has acquired by its own industry,
as the caterpillars, or by that which has been brought
to its cell, as in the grub of the bee, it prepares to

assume the forms of maturity, by passing throu»r|i

the third stage of existence as a pupa. In this state,

the parts, which were suitable only in the larva con
dition, either become obliterated, or are ciianged in-
to organs fit for m^urity. The following conditions
of the pupa state are recognised by naturalists

:
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Insects. i. Some insectfi of the apteroua tribes, merely by#

repeated castings of t&ie skin, arrive at the perfect

state without undergoitig any sudden or remarkable

change of form or structure. These are termed

Pupet cornplcta. They move and eat like the per-

fect insect.

2. Many insects, which have wings ih the perfect

stale, are observed to obtain first the rudiments of

them, and afterwards all their parts, and to assume
the form of the perfect insect while passing through

tl)is f>eriod of youth, without any particular trans-

formation. In tins state they are called Pi//w? semi-

vomplet(v. Like the pupic complete, tliey likewise

move and eat like the perfect insect. In the rlifTeif.

ent kinds of pupa? which remain to be considered, the

animal neither eats nor moves. Jt derives its nou-
lislunent from its stores of fat.

:i. Ai\cr retiring to some suitable plat^, the larvae

of some insects cost their skin, and disclose the body
(»f an ovale form, enveloped with a coriaceous cover-

ing, iorniing w'llhin separate sheaths for the different

o.Ntcrnal organs. In this covering all the changes of
form and structure take place, whidi prepare it for^

maturity. These are termed Pupa; incomptetce.

4. Other insects, likewise, upon changing their

skin for the last time in their larva state, ap{)ear

w ithin a coriaceous covering, destitute, however, of
any slieaths w’ithin for the external org.ans; these

last being closely applied to the body, Tficse are

termed PupfV MccUv.
C), In the Inst form of the pujia, the skin, instead

of easting, is changed into the coriaceous covering.

Such are termed Puprv coarefahr.

All insects, which do nolcnt, and arc motionless

in the pupa stale, are careful to retire to situations,

sufliciently remote fi’om enemies, of suitable tempe-
rature and moisture. In many cases, the larva forms
an exterior covering, in which the pupa may be
lodged with greater safety. This covering is in some
(•(imposed of threads of the well known substance

UTined silk. Sometimes only one or two threads are

r(i(]iiircd to keep the pupa in a proper position; in

others, the silk is woven into cloth, or so matted to-

g(*thcr, as to resemble paper. These external cases

!\\‘c termed cocoons. The matter of which they arc

faliric.ited is prepar(?d by two long tubes, which take

ilu’ir rise in the abdomen, enlarge as they approach

the head, and terminate by a duct, which opens un-

der the labium. By pressing the orifice of this duct

t() one place, and then to another, the larva draws
out the tenacious threads.

"i'he larvie that live ii> cells ready fabricated for

tlicir reception, as the wasp and the bee, are not

(’ontenlt'd with these as a covering during the pupa
state, but they line their sides and bottom; and co-

ver their mouth with ^ilk, thus making u complete

cocoon. These, after the insect has been perfected,

arc lull in the cell, and wlien it conttiins another lar-

vn, a second lining is likewise prefiared. Each lin-

king at the bottom, in the case of the bee, covers the

excrement, which the animal had produced in its

' larva state. Hence, the walls of bee-combs appear

double or treble; nay, John Hunter, by whom the

appearance was observed, hus counted twenty differ-

ent linings in one cell. (Phil. Trans. p. 193.)

The external covering of the pupa, in eome cases, Innecta.

consists of pieces of earth or dnea leaves, curiously

joined together, and cemented by an adhesive se-

cretion.

After the insect has remained in a pupa state for

a certain period, exceedingly different ih the various

tribes, it bursts forth from its confinenient in its state

of maturity. In this perfect condition it is termed
the Imago. The organs of reproduction now speed-

ily enlarge, and preparation is made to increase and
multiply.

We novi come to the second object prof)oaed in Method of

tliis article, the modem method of classifying in-

sects. The arrangement of insects has occupied

attention of many acute and accomplished naturalists.

As yet, however, a considerable difference of opinion

prevails, as to the characters which should be em-
ployed injhe formation of the orders and other sub-

ordinate divisions.

Since the days of Sipmmerdam, there have not

been w^anting naturalists who hai'e regarded the me-
tamorphoses of insects as famishing the most suit-

able characters for primary divisions. But, ipstead

of adopting the four forms of metamorphoses of that

author, they have divided insects into such as do not

undergo clianges of form in the third or pupa state,

and such as do undergo changes.

Linnseus, to whom zool^y in all its branches was

greatly indebted, gave to insects a uniformity of no-

menclature, and a methodical arrangement, greatly

superior to all his predecessors. His primary divi-

sions were taken from circumstances connected with

the condition of the wings. The simplicity of this

method, and the obviousness of the characters which
have been employed, have obtained for this system

a decided preference among the entomologists of

Britain. Perhaps the strongest objection wdiicb can

be urged against this method is its limited nature,

arising from the great increase of species, and the

consequent influx of new characters calling for the

formation of additional divisions.

Fabricius inttxxJuced a methcxl of classifying in-

sects, founded on the organs of the mouth, which

has met with many admirers. These iHshwHciUa

cibaria furnish permanent and definite characters,

and exhibit, in the raodifiaitions which tliey present,

marks well calculated for fiAing the limits of species

and genera. They are, liovvCver, in many cases

minute: careful dissection is req^uisitc for their dis-

play; and not unfrequently the aid^ the microscope

IS necessary.

All the organs which compose the animal frame

have certain mutual relations, so that any remarkable

modification in the structure or functions of one set

of organs is usually aocom})aiiicd with corresponding

changes in the other systems. Thus intbecase of in-

sects, when we observe any remarkable modifications

taking plac^ in the masticating organs, wc observe

equally remarkable variations in the locomotive or-

gans, as tliese two systems of oi^ans are correlative.

Hence it happens that the divisions of the Linnean

classification are frequently co-ordinate with those

eirolbyed by Fabricius.

These considerations have induced modem ento-
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Insecte. ed behind ; and^ vrith the thorax> is narrower than
— the abdomen ; the thUiAX is heart-shaped and trun-

cated behind, and its lengtii never exceeds, but fre-

quently falls short of its breadth. This section in-

cludes the following genera: Anthia, Grapliiptenis,

Rrachiniis and Lebui. This last genus has been sub-

divided into the following genera by Bonelli, viz.

Ilellus, Cyuiindu!?, Lamprias, Dromius, and licme-
trias.

Ci. The genera of this section exhibit the same
ibnn Off pnlpi and elytra. The head is dcf'jdy di-

vided from the thorax, to which it is joined by a
socket; tlic labium is furnished on each side with a
lobe

; the thorax is lengthened ; the jMmultimate
joint of the tarsi frequently bilobatc. I’hc genera are,

/ephiurn, Galcrita, Drypta, Agra, and Odacantha.
The ])alpi and tibia* present rhe same cl lame-

ters as the preceding. The elytra are not truncated;
the suture of the mentum is obsolotc. This includes
the genus Siagona.

4. 'rile genera ui'this section diifer from the pre-
ceding ones, in tlie lil)i:e being denticulated exter-

nally- The second and tliird joints of the antenna* are

neirly equal and nionilifonn
; the elytra are entire,

and tlie mentum artieulat(*d. I’liis includes the ge-
n(*ra Scaritt‘s and C’ljvina.

a. 'Idle elytra are entire; the mentum ai'tieulate*d
;

anterior tibia* entire externally, nitli sliort terminal
*-|>ines

;
labium pointed in the middle, with lateral

lobes. 'J'his section ermtains the genera Ozena, Mo-
vuj, Arislu^, llarpaUi'-, Feronia, I.icinus, BadisUr,
l‘.\nage*us.

(i. 'Idle elytra are (Utire, aiivl the anterior tibiir

very slightly, or not at ad iiotch(*d; labium pointed

This ineludes (’ychrus, I’amboru'., Calosoma, C’ara-

bus, Neln-ia, Omophron, I’ogonopborus, l.,oriecra,

and Ebqdinis.

7 In this last section, two .at least of the exterior

palpi are pointed at the extremity. The anterior

til)i;e are noUlied. Beinbidion, Trecluis, and Apo-
lijmu>.

n. (‘(/j/iimrn Aq^uiica. The feet of the insects

lu re referri'd to are formed for swimming. The mid
and hind legs are compressed or ciliated

;
the mandi-

ImU's are eoneealed; the t^'rnmial hook of the max-
illa* bent from the base; tlie thf)rax is broad; they

live in the watev both in the larva and imago .state,

ddu* larva* 'ire long and narrow, with twelve rings;

the head large, with strong hooked niaiidibulfr, j)ierccd

at the apex, ddie body lia> .six teet.

I. DvTicim:. '1 he anteniue aj:e filifonn, and
long(‘r than tlie head. In the mal(*s of many specie.s,

llu* three first joints of the tarsi of the mid and fore-

legs are dilated, and iurnished with eomplieated

Micker.s. In a lew genera, the tarsi cif the mid and
lore logs hav(‘ only four Johits. as Hyphydrus and
Hydroporus

;
in the others, the tar® are entire, as

HaJiphis, IVlobiiis, Noterus, Laccojihilas, ( olym-

1 etes, flydatieiis, Acilius, and Dytiscus.

‘2. (iViiiNFi)j':. 'I'he antenna* are here elavatc,

vtilh a .subsidiary ciliatcal one at the base (.f each,

[‘aeh eye divided into two by the marginal band of

the head. There is only one genus belonging to this

family, (lyrinns.

IJ. Tentamkra Michoptera.—The insects of

VOL. V. PART 1.

this division constituted the genus Staphylinus in the Inbecta.

Linnean system. They are characterized by theirw-y—
filifonn or moniform antennae^ sometimes thickening

a little towards the end. The body is narrow, and
the elytfa scarcel;^ reach to half the length of the

abdomen. The coxa* of the fore and mid legs are

remarkably large. Two bags are protruded at plea-

sure from the anus. Tiicy run and fly readily. Wlicn

pursued, they elevate tlicir head and abdomen, and

assume a very threatening attitude. They fretpient

moiht places, in the neighbourhood of putrid animal

or vegetable flubstances, A few are found in flowers,

in pursuit of minute insects. Their first htoniach i.s

very short, and without folds ; the second is Jong

and villous, with a short intestine. The sjiecies are

very numerous, and have been divided into many
genera, which admit of the tbllowing distribution-

1 . Head exposed, and separated from the thorax

by an obvious murk. Among these there are some
which have the labrum deeply divided into two lobes.

'fhe Stapiivlinida? arc distinguished by their filiform

palpi, and consist of the following genera : Staphyb-
nus, Pinophilus, and Lathrobium. I'he Oxyporida.
have the four palpi, or at le.ist the labial ones, ter-

minated by AH enlarged joint, as in Oxyporu.s and

Astraphams. In other genera, the labnira is entire.

Ill the PffinERiDA*:, the maxillary jialpi arc nearly

the length of the bead, as in I^ederus, Ev(i*stheliis,

and Stenus. In the Oxvtelid.k, the maxillary pal-

pi are greatly shorter than tlie head, and the antennir

arc inserted in front of the eye, as in Oxytelus,

Siagonium, Omaliiim, Pie.stes, l^teinusand Lesteva

The ALEoniARiD.E difler from the preceding family

in the antenna* being inserted between the eyes, as

in Aleochara.
"2. Head sunk in the thorax as far as the eyes.

In the LoMECiiusiD.f*:, the tibite are entire, as in Lo-
mechusa. In T^c hixida:, the tibitr arc spinous, as

in 'J achinus and Tacliyporus.

III. Pentamera Serricornm' \.—

T

he elytra cover

the abdomen; the antenna* are usually filiform, (jr

slightly clavate; and, in the males ])articul;irly, ser-

rated, pectinated, or pluiimse. In some of tlie ge-

nera, the thoracic sternum is advanced in front, un-

der the head, and likewise prcKluml behind. This

character is exhibited in tho*-e which have the man-

dibles nolAed or bifid at their extremity, as the 1: i. v-

terid.e, a numerous t'aniily. in which the natural

genera have not vet been established; and, in tlio^e

which have entire mandibles, as BuPRESTin.E, hav-

ing filitbrm piilpi, and containing the genera Bupre.*-'-

tis, I'racys, and Aphani.sticns : and the Melxsioe,

in which the palpi have an enlarged terminal joint,

as Melasis and Cerophytum.
In those v.Iiosf* thoracic sternum is ileHtituteof tin*

singular tharacter exhibited by the preceding fami-

lies, there are several genera in which the maiuliMc**

arc ff'rkcd at tlic apex, or furnished with a tooth b' -

neatli. In some the body .mid elytra are sod. l'\

these* the head is furnished with a neck in l.vviow-

loNin.E, in which the elytra do Hot embrace the ab-

domen, as Lynioxylon, Hylecivtus, Atraet()cmi.s, and

Cu|K\s ;
and, in Ma.stigoidak, m which the abdo-

men is embraced by the elytra, as in Mastigms and

Scydniamis. In others, the neck is concealed, as in

o
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if I'M Mm vcnirsiD.i!., wln'ili I'Nliibit, as a peculiar rha- the last of tliese, they loosen the soil so much, tliat InsL-ct*.

racier, four vesicles di vicleil into lobes, under the the dead animal sinks under, by its ouii weii^ht, or,

lluirax and the base of the abdomen, which can be if is elevated on a hillock,

withdrawn or (’Xerted and inflated at pleanure. The V. Ih.NTAMintA pAi.inroiixuA.—The tnaxillar'^

Mely iiiD.E have the palpi filiform, as Melyris Dasy- palpi Jiearl}" e(|iial, or surj)ass the elevated arjtenn:.'

tes, and Drihis; while in Ci.EHrsin/i;, the palpi are in length. Tliese last are inserted in a jiil heneatli

securiform as C'lerus, "J'lDiis, and Enophum. an muisnal production of the aiitcri(»r margin of the

Jn those families where the bodj' and elytra are Iicad. In llie I Ivniiorim.in.K, the fir.st joint of the

firm and crustaccoiis, the Ptincsid.k have tlu* head tarMis is abhreviaU'd, and the Ic^s are flattened, an<!

and thorax narrow er than the abdomen, with the an- formed for swimmin*;', as I lydropliilus, Sperchcu''.

tenn:e about tlic length ot tlie body, as Pti nils and 1‘dophorus, and 1 lydririia. in tlu'

S

imieiiiihada:, llir

(jil)biiim; and the A NoiiiuMiiD/E, having the thorax fiv(‘ joints of tlie tarsus an* disliiRl. as in Sj)hi*n

nt' the size of the abdomen, and the antennte much diimi and Ccrcyon.
shorter than the body, as Anobium, Ptilenus, and \ I. IhoNTAMEFiA ExMi iaaioRM \ —The insei ts

Dorcatoma. of this di\i.-iion are readily recognized by tlieir i hib

'There are several genera which agree with sonic sliaped antenme, tlu* extremity of w hicli is dividivJ

of the preceding in the softness of their bodies, but into lamina*, cajiable of receding or approaching a:

wliose mandibles are entire at the apex. In soinf» of ploa^iirc. 'i’he I.rc wina-: difl’er from all l!ie m
these the palpi arc filiform, as in the (liMniioxinL, tlii^ tribe in tlie laminie of tlic club ol' tlic ap.l( iu';i

which liavc tarsal joints entire, as Cebrio and ILim- being jdneed (r.ot as in the otlu r families, appn«\i

monia
;
and in S( iiitesiu.e, which have tlie fienul- mating at tlic base, and opi ning and shutting liki

limale joint of the tarsus bifid, as Seirtes, Elodes, the leaves of a book, but) iiki* the teeth of a comb
Rhipiccra, and l^ascilUis. In otliers, the ])alpl, es- perpendicular lo ilii* ;ixis, as laicariiis, ^Snuidendroo

pecially the maxillary ones, become tliicker towards llsaliis. Eampriiia, Plat\ ceres, and Passalii'.. In tlu

till* extremities. In the I^AMPYRinyE the antennic Coeiiina:, the membranaceous terimnation ol tin

arc approximate at the liase, and the maxillary are maxilki* is large and tran^\i*rse; the .Huteninc li.ivc

Inngcr than the labial palpi, as in lvam])yrus, L3"eus, eight oi nine joints
; the labnnn is concealed l)\ tin

and Omalisus. In tlie TKi.LPfumiD/ic, the antenme semicircular margin of the head ; the mandibh's a*a

at the base are remote, and the labial and rnaxilkiry soft; and the last joint of the laliial jialpi conipar.i

palpi are nearly of cipial length, as in Tclephorus lively small, as (’o[)ns, Ali-iiclms, and Apliodm-
aiul Maltliinus. 'J'he (ieotiii pid-K havi* the tiTimn.il jiunt of ibe k

IW Pentamera CLAvrroiiN’UA.—The antenna* lu'al palpi as large as the jin cedmg one : the antia;

are here obviously club-shaped, perfblialcd or solid, lut* have eleven joint*', and llie mandibles are liorn\

g(‘ner-iil3^ exposed at the base, and longer than the as (jcotriijies, Lethrii'', and d’ypliieu^, Jii the S( a

inaxiilaiy jialpi. In a few' genera, forming the fami- iiAin:ii)yK the antenna* liaM* nine joints. J he labnnn

iy Davoesjn.E, the first and second joints of the an- is eoneealed by llie im*nluiu, a^ Searabeus, '1 ion,

tenme are enlarged, and the remainder form a club Egialia, Orycte-', 1 Icxodoii, and Uutclla. 'I’lu* M m li-

nearly solid, So that tlicy appear three jointed; as Lcwn m)/E ha\ e the inandiLles greatly coiucaled l'\

Dryops, IlydfTa, and Heteroeeriis. In the remain- tlie head and the maxilla^ as Meloloiitha .uid Ano-
iiig fiunilics, tlie antenna; increase more gradually plognatlms. In the (ir.Ai'iiTHin i. the l.ihimn i- *u!

from the base, and the club consists of several joiiiK vanced and divided into thri'i* ](‘bc<, M' (n’.!p! \n.--

In some of these the pectoral sternum is produeed Ampliicoma, and ATiisonix. d lu* 'I ’uk m.\i> i fia\.

under the head towards the mouth. In the Histi:- luemliraiiaceoiis mandibles, as Trichms, ( loli.alm

RiD.'E, the mandibles arc prominent, and the anlei'!- ( etonia, and Ca'einatosckalus.

na* gcnieidated, as Histcr, Abrjens, Onlhophilu-., IT. Coleopteua llETLiioMnix — 'flu* iom-cI^ bc-

DendrophiluSj and Platy.soma. In the PvuKmo.K, longing to tliis great subdivision have the tarsi oi

tlu* anteniiie are straight, as Byrrlius, TItA?cus, Am- the fore and mid legs fiirnislied with five joints, a-

ihrenus, ( helonarium, Xosodciidroii, Ediiiis, Ma- in tlie preceding, but the tarsi of the hind legs 1 m\ <

cron\clnis, Georrssus, and Megatonia. In other only four joints. In a few' genera, as Rhinomacer.

genera, the pect<Ji\il sternum is abbreviated in the Riunobiinns, and Stenostoinii, constituting the funi-

usual form, as llte I)f.iim::stiD;E, 'which Iiave the Iy Riiinomai eiiid e, the front of the head i>. ad

mandibles short, thick, and straight, at tlie extrcnii- viinced into a snout, on whicli are seated the an^

ly, as Dermestes and Atlagenus. In tlic remaining teimir. In the remaining genera, the front exliibit-

fatnilies, the mandibles arc lengthened, com])ressed, the usual I'havaclers. In some, the head is trial gn
and liooketk at tlieir extn*unty. 'J'he NiTinLrf.n>/E, hir, or lieart-sliaped, and is furnished with a neck

,

the niandilik's are notched, bifid, or i’nrnlshed Avilli a and the niaxillie have no coriicons tootli on their i.i

tooth at their ('xtremity, as Niriduia, Ihturus, Ca- iier edge. AmSng these, there arc some wliieli liav

e

teretes, Microp'iTilus, Thymalu.s, .,ol()biciis, laigis. the claws simple, as the Pvnociinoii) i:, Avith biio

Ips, Scaphidium, Scajihisoma. and Choleva. 'J’he Sic- bate tarsi, ineluding the genera Pvrochroa, Notoxiis.

einDA5 have the extremities of the mandibles entire, Scraptia, and Dendroeera. In the Moudki.cmi i-
.

as Silpha and Neerophorus. 'I’lic insects of this family in which the tarsi of the hind legs at least are sins-

are reputed to feed on earrion, and to dig under dead pie, are included the Mordella, Rhipiphoriis, Anap-
niice and moles, and bury thi*m in order to f’east up- sis, Ilorea, and Apalus. Among others, the claws
on them more securely. Tiiese statements are xvith- are double, or deeply divided. In the germs Tr
out foundation. They feed on maggots, 0i(! their traonix, the penultimate joint of the tarsi is bilobate
pupa*, and. in penetrating the ground in search of in the others entire. In the Mylaukid.e, the an-
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inMcu. tennce are thickened at the extremity, as in Myla-

bris, Hycleus, Cerocoma, while in the Cantharidas,

the antennjp are of equal thickness throu|Thout, or

rather taper towards the point, as Cantharis, Meloe,

Zonites, mul Onas.

Among those genera which have the head oval

and destitute ot; a neck, there are some which have

the niaxilhe furnished with a corneous tooth on the

inner side. I’he elytra in some are free, and cover

incnihranaceous wings, ns the TEVKiirnoMi) i-, in-

cluding Tenebrio, Opatrum, Cryptieus, San-otnum,

and I'oxicum. Tn many other genera, tli elytra

are united, and the membranaceous wings art nearly

ubliterated. Some of these have tlie niaMll.iry pal-

pi hlitonn, with the last joint nearly t ylni(Irieal.

'I'lie J'litiDiusii).]-: have the inaxilhe eo^ ert'd with the

nientuin, as Erodius and Ihinelia li' llie Sc .\i ul-

'-iDA., the Imse of tlie jaw's are e:, ;i .'cd, as Seaiinis,

Tagenia, Sepidium, Moluris, '^einyria, Ileg'*ster,

f inyehora, and Akis Other', hue the extreiioly

ot tile inaxillaiy ji.ilpi enlarge^!, >r -^crnrilonn. In

the A'-invm’, the base of the inaxlllce concealed

by a large inentum, as Asida and (diiroscelis. In

the BLvi'sini, the base of ’he maxillie i', exposed,

as in Iilaps, M is<ilainpns, and iVdiiuis,

'I'h i‘ gener.i, in winch the niaxilla* au* destitute* of

a corneous tooth on tlie inner sicK . are iikevn'C nn-

inenuis. Many of them have the antenn.e eylnulri-

eaf or slightly lapering c* M n, wniii \i) v have
ilic peimltini.ite joint oi the tarsi bilohate. as

Mclaiidiia. Eagria, ( ilopn Nothiis, Odcnic’ra, Ste-

nosti ina, and Ivyiionru er. In In* 1 lr:r-o:*sir)a tlie

]onils ol* the tarsi, at le.i ’ tlio' f llu hind legs, arc

I'litiii', as Ih'lujis, Ni‘i f iJpalpii ll.dlonunu', Pyllio,

\i and ('istc i.i. (>\li(is the antenna' more
less, ( lnl).sliaT>i‘i , an<l gei'eraily perfoliated. Tile

lliM'vnr, including the g leva Ib-k'a and (\us_\

I
Mils, have t!ie head eone'e. a'tl, or re'^’e’Vial into a

'luieh in the fiamt of the thorax. 'J'iie rcanaining

I iiiiilii-s ha\ e tin* head exposcvl and projec'ling. In

1 ht' I )i MM ini) 1
,
the in>ei lion ol' the' anti'on e is con-

cealed hv the lateral margin of the he, d. :is in Dia-

pcris, Hy p<»phleiJs, 'I'raeliysceli.s, I Jedona, (’nod.i-

!on, anil I'.piliagiis in the l.K!oni>ii>K, the in-

M-rlion of the antenna' is exposed, ;is in la'iodes,

i'f'tr ilonia, 1 aistrophos, an»! (h’cliesia.

111. ( ojaol* I ru \ fi Tu ' VI I'll \.
—

'f’he tarsal joints

all the leet are four in number, 'fhev are phvti-

vorous, and lise cIik Hv in wood or on doweis. In

ont* extensn e groii]), ihe lu'.ul is produeed in front,

in llu* form ot* a siiont. Among llu’u* tliere are

two _geiu'r.i, Ihiulins and Antbribns. in w'hu*h the

'iiont IS short, and tlu* labrmn and ])alpi distinet.

In the K’lnaining geneni the snout is long, and the

labruin and palpi (d)seiire. In the C‘i in i i.ioM-

I) K, ineluding the genera ('uicnlio, Hh\ m‘ha*nu'‘’,

( lonus, ( alandra, and hhiiia, the anleniKe are

distinctly gcnieuKited. 'i'lie Ihentaisid.e have aii-

lennie destitute of the knei’, as Ih-eiitiis, (>u hesles,

llham])hus, Ijracliyeerus, (’ylas, Apoderns, Atlela-

biis, and Apinn In anotlu'r group, e(|iia'ly mime-
rons, the ibrehead is of tin* usual size. Among
tlu'sc, there are some wliieli have eh'ven joints in the

aniemup, and the third joint of the tarsi hilol)ale.

‘file antenna', in sonii*, terminate in a peilbliate elub,

as (he Euoi vlusuja:, iiiclutling Erotylus, Tiijilax,

Lanugria, and Phalacrus. In others, the antenna* Insecia

are filiform. In the Ceram dicid/e, the labium is cli-

lated and heart-shaped at the extremity, including

the genera Cerambix, Prionu.s, Callidium, Neeyda-
lis, Saperda, J^amia, Stericorus, I.eptura, together

with Spondylis and Parandra. In the C un's

LiNin.E, the antcnnie are shorter than in the ])re-

ceding family, and the labiiun is pl.iin. It indudis
the following genera, nirysomela. C :jssida, Crypiii-

cephahis, f.’lythra, Galeruea, Altiia, llispa, ( r'o-

eeris, Donaeia, and Sagra

111 tho.se which have not eleven joints in the roi-

tenna*, and the third tarsal joints hilobate at tin*

same time, there an* ‘‘onu* which have llu* third tar-

sal joints entire. 'J'he Mx of i oen

i

have ele-

ven joints in the nnteniue. as Myeeto[)hagus, rieiola,

CueujUvS, Agathidiiiin, /ylopliila, Mervx, ;md I rr-

gossita. Ill the HosTRiriiii) i:, the* joints of tlie an-

tenna' do nut exceed ten, as IjO'strichus, Ceryloi
.

Nemosonia, Cis, f’erapteriis, and 7'!je Sfo-

i.Y ri’SH).!: have the ]jemdtimate tarsal joint hilobate,

as Scolytus and Pidoiotribiis.

I\’. CoLLGFTF.RV 'rillMEUA. TllC tarsi 111 tli:s

division au* all three-jointed. 7'he antt'nna' are tla-

vat(‘. In the C'occmn'li.lit) e, the antenme are sIku i-

er ilian tlie thorax, as Coccinella and Chilocoru'

In ICndomyc Jiin.i:, the antenna* are longer than llu

tljornv. as in k'nilomychiis, Lycoperdina, Dascaru'*.

and Eiimorphus.
V. (.'oLEocTr.iiA Dimer \.—

T

he tarsal joint'' aie

only three in number. The genera Iiithcrto deter-

mined amount only to two, asC lavigcr and Pseia-

plius'. 'J'Jie latter, however, has been rirently con-
stituted into a family, i’sEEAPiiii) f, incliuiing P.sel.i-

])hus, Kuplcclus, Bytiienus, Acropagiis^ 'rvehus^ aiul

Bryaxis.

Cl.ASS 11.

STKEPSIPTEPiA.
Tlii.s class was instituted by Mr Kir one t

most acute and intclligt nt ol)>ervers among the
lisli entomologists. The elytra (if siicfi they^ c n 1)»

calledl are coriaceous, anti arise, not from tlie upper
side ot the breast, hut from the ba^e ot* the cexie of

tlie .anti'iMor p.iir of leg.s, eonseijuenllv tbev are re

mote trom each other. They' first rt cede freau tie'

body, tlien appro.uli. and f»stl\- reci'rh' agabu c'\-

Inciting a toi tuoiis coursi*. T!iey (lv> not coi'er t};.*

wing'^. 'rh("se l.i^t arc firmlv mcmbran.aceous. anil

their ribs an- sn-ipic, diverging from the base. a]iil

fidding longiladmally like a fan. 7'he ])arts of the

mouth are ob.sciire, apparently consi^tll|g of two mi-
nute two- jointed palpi and two m.iMlhe, thus inti-

mating that the imago consumes Imt iiltic food, .cad

is .sliorl 1'vi‘il. I'he antennie arise. e;ic!i of then
from a c iminoii jointeil ha'^e, anti afterwards dn c!i

7'hi eyes are pcihinciilated, two in number. d

conipoimd, with elevated septa, dividing the’ hc\ m*

iial lenses; the terminal segment of liie abdoie n

ends in a refiected prcK'oss, 'j'he larva mh.ibits l,y

ineno])lerons insects, in which il changes mto a pu]>a

coarclala with the head exserted.

'I’his order contains only two genei.i, .sty lops iin»!

Zeno.s. In the fornu’r, the uppt r bi.inclies of the an-

tenme are jointed, in the latter tliey are simple, 7'he
Stylops melitla and tcnucorins art* natives of Britain
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Shu:t' tile institution <>1* this class, doubts have

been entertained as to the* propriety ol‘ deiioininat-

lu^ tlie twisted processes vliicli arise lirom the sides

ol‘ the tliorax, elvtra. laitreille and Larnark, with-

«nit iiulicatin^H; iniieh rekietance to iiuTcasc the syno-

iiiuu's <)!' the seieiie**, or delit?acy towards the natu-

ralist vjio /ir.'.L iustiUited tlie flares, iiav{* siij^])ressed

t.lu* t{*i ni Strejisipt('ra, the ibnner substituting that of

kliipitera, ihe latter, with nuue classical propriety,

itlh]>i(lopterii (from in reference to the fan-

shaped wini^s.

(’1-A8S IIL

DEIIMAPTKKA.
In tliis classj the elytra are short, coriaccou'-, \\ith

a stnii^ht suture. 'J’he win<rs are iiunibnuiaet'ous,

with longitudinal ribs, connected in tlio inrugin bv a

transverse one
; they are folded when at rest longi-

tudinally and traiisver^i'ly. The mandibles an* bi-

<lentale. 'Jdie niaxilla have a scaly cylindrical n])-

p(‘ndix or galea 'J’here are no jiylorie e.eea. TIu*

tarsal joints are three in number. 'I'he met.'unorpho-
^'is is ^emicomjilete. 'fliis class compreliends tbt‘ fol-

lowing genera : FoiTieuh!, I.abia, and l.abidum

(d.ASS IV.

ORTITOPTERA.
file elytra, in the insects of this class, are coria-

ceous, and at their inner margin overlap each other,

d'he under wings are meinbranaecoiis, and Jiave ini-

iiicrous longitudinal ribs crossed alternately at right

angles by an infinity of transverse ones, so tli.it their

reticulations, or little squares, arc* usually arranged
like bricks in a wall; when at rest these arc fold-

ed Jongitudinally, and unfold like a fan. The part'>

of the month are similar to the colcoptera, with llie

addition of the galea protecting the maxilla* ;tl the

sides. The alimentary canal is I’uruished Witb .i

membranaceous crop, fuid a muscular stomach, arii*-

ed with corneous scales, 'riie pyloric* ea‘ea ri‘c» i\i*

the biliary A essels, and a few likewise terminate in

the intestine. Tlie larva* exhibit a pupa semi-cuin

pleta. Til all the .stages of' existence tliey live on tin*

land.

Among tlie Orthoptera, there are severr.l genen.
with their wings, wIh'ii at rest, roof-like. 'I’liese b ae
either tin* tarsi w’ith foin- joints, as the Loi
or the tarsi have only threi* joints, as the Achetm’ j ,

including tlic genera Aeheta, Tru.xali*, Ziphieera,

Aerydium, and Pnentnora.

Ill the remaining gtaiera, the wings are hon/aini.il

A^mong these the (iiiMjaiu:, including (ir\Iln.s,

Tridactylus, and Ciryllolalpa, have the body not flat-

tened, nor the sides truncated, hut llie abdomen is

furnish(?d witli appendages. In tlu* genus Illatta,

the body is depressed, and tlie sides truncated, with
abdominal ayipendagcs. d'hc remaining genera, with
liorizontal wings, are destitute of . .* /ibdonnual ap-
penclagc*s. These are the including
Mante*', JCmpiisa, T^hasnia, and Spectrum.

c:lass V.

llFMirTEUA
1 be; insects of this cla.ss exhibit eonsidcmi It dif-

briaices with regard to their win-.s. In some, the

upper wings are true elytra, crustuccous, or coriaci -

ous, with membnui.aceouB extremities overlapping

'

each other; wliile, in others, the upper wings are

wholly membranaceous. In .some of the genera,

ih<* males only are winged, or they are all a])teron.'^

The}^ agree*, however, in the characters exhibited bv

the p.irls of the moiilli. 'I'liose are formed for suck

ing. ddu* labium producetl, witli* a canal if-"

iippi’i* Mirf.iee, niul c'onsisls of several joints. '1 lu'

inandibul.e and maxilla* appear bke four Jiaii",

wdiieli, by tlicir union, form tlu* liaiistelUim. 1 lie

labrinn is more or les.-. produced .'i'> a covering to tlu*

ba-'.e of tliesc organs. 'J’h<‘ palpi are nearly oblitei-

ated. Tilt* metamorpliosi^ is ben* semicompleti*.

d’luN class is divided into two order.-., wliicli, in tlu-

<?piijion of some naturali'^ls, ought to lie elevated ti'

the rank t)l‘ elass(*s.

I. Hr.Micn.iiv I fp rnioeTi r. — fhesc have tin

tlvlra eriL-tac(*ou-; at tlie base, aiul lh(‘ extri'niilie-

folding over e:u‘Ii other, and menibranaci'ous. Tin

rostrum is attaduil to the front ol‘ tlie bead, d'lie

fir.''t segment of‘ llie thorax largi r than escMind,

oe(‘lli, tw'o. Tlu* J leteropKaa admit ol ilulivisioe

into the terrestrial and arjnatic.

J'he terre-strial lieteropleva li.ai' tni» oivdli, tin

aiitenna* eX])Osed, longer llian llie lu’ad, and ii'^*erU‘0

between the e\es luar tlu* inner margin >«omf* of

these have the labium of four joints, aiui the lalirinu

long, subulate, and striated abo\i. Among these lli',

l^EN’TATOM AD.K liavc fivc-joinled antenna*, a-v Pen-

tatoina, Cydnus, 'I'l'tyra. anil I'lia. The (ommi
have only fi'iir joint-, in the antcnii.e, a-. Ton u',,

lytus, Eyga’ii* (ajisus, Mira, and Mydfiiha, li

another group the labium con-'id-. of only tins i

jtiints, slieathin
;
the labn.in, which i-. short In tin*

Red’-vi VD.K, tiu' lostrinn i- emwed. as lb*dnviu

and Plocaria ; wdiih* in (aMiiTn.i: it is str, light, a- n.

C imc-X, 'fingis, Aradus, and Phyniata. In a thlnl

group the labium consists of two or tlirei joint.-, aiui

does not embrace tile labnim, as tiie A( vNinu-i
iiicJiKling A cant Ilia and CJalguhis

'file aquatic heU'roptcra live in or upon tin iv.io i

'fhey are destitute of ocelli. In the I nimv, i -i j
.

i> r. including llydromttra, \ elia, and (iejii-., du
.intcnn.e arc long, and inscrtcfi between the cye^ !i’

llu* remaining Jamilies, tlic antenna* .irc short, ami
inserted under tlu' eyes, and an shorlir tlian tlu

head. In tlu* Nr.p\i)/i:, tlu* tarsi of“ the fbie-legs an
imrnllncl, a. Naucuris, \(‘pa, aiul llanatra. In tiu

Notoneclada*, the anterior tarsi are distinct, as in

NotoiU'CLa, I'lea, Sigara, and Corixa

II JIemipikua IIoMoerLHA,—In the insects ot

this ili vision, llu* rodrum seems to originate irom iJu

chin, d’lie second segment of tlic thorax is as long

as the first. d'lieri are two or tliree ocelli 'Mu
Cn aoiai).!. havt' tinee joints in the tarsi, llu* anten-

na* consist of six joints, and there are thn*e ocelb,

as Cicada. Tlu* I 'ulcjotia da have three tarsal joints

and only three* joints to the antenna*, and two occih

as P'ulgora, I’Jata, Issus, 'rettigometia, aiul Delplia.x

'fhe CJKiuoein.n differ from the preceding in tlu-

iiitenna* l-oing inserted between the <‘yes, as C'er

copis, Etalion, Ledra, Membracis, and Tettigoina

1’he Aphisid.k Jiave two joints in the tarsi, as Ajiliis

Psylla, 'J’hrijis, and Aleyrodes. Tlie CoccfD/i: can
boast of f>nly one tarsal joint, as ("occus.
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CLASS VI.

TRICHOPTEIIA.

The wings of the trichoplcrous insects are four

111 niiinbor, and nicmhranaceous. 'I'lie npiu r ones

are usually ol'a darker colour and flnner consistence

than the lower ones. The ribs, which are usually

hairy, are disposed longitudinally, and wlien they do
ihastoniose, the intervening spat'es are h-ngthenc'l.

I’iie lower wings iold longitudinally, 'i'he inoiilli

has a distinct lalinnn ;
tin* ina\illary palpi h.!\e five

joints. The labial palpi have only three joint^^, the

last of which is a Httle c'nlarged. 'J'lie maxilla* and
lalmiiri are united, hut do not Ibnn a sucker. There
are two large eoinpoimd eye*-, and tvio oeelH. The
legs ;jre spinous, and thi' tarsal joints li-.t in ninnher.

I'he larva* live in llie wati*!' in tii' ..',jr dv. 'ling-,

whicli they eonstrucl and neivi* ala-i ^ with, ojeen at

htnh eiul^, and consisting of bits saiul, or

lieils. I h nee. tlii'V an* u^uall;, t td.sr jrnrn:s.

I'hey eliangi* into a pupa incoioplet i in ilie tube,

wbieh they inhabiti-il wIumi larvji', anil when ready
l'*i j'\tlnsioi., bv I'iians of the slieallied .-oitennee.

ind iviK* and mid h-'-v. out id* the water,

tiiiow (if the coverii g. and become inhabitants of*

the l.'iiid

I >r l.i'ach Ini'* subdivided tins eias- int(' two fanulios

The I Li* j o» lann.i, bavi the anic*mi;e miieh longer
tlian the* whole body, .'o Lepl')ei‘ni^ .xiid Odonloee-
Ills. I he IhiuNiiVMin li-i\ethe antenna only the
ienglli ol' t he hodv, 'hi \ gane. and LilnnephihJ'^.

( 1 . ^ il

l.i:Piih)!‘TF,li \

'I hi^ ( and beantd'nl class eonsist< of the
iailleifhd'- and moths, 'flu' w ng-. arc tour in mun-
^•e• inembiMnaeeous in textur. , irregularly ribbed,

mil eovi'red with coloiir(*d '>eah“., in the form of a
taiin.a enus jiovvilei. The paa l . of the mouth are

loiiiii'd for Slit t ion 'I'heie an* only vestiges of th*.

bilinini .ind maiuliliula*. The maxilla’ are piodueed,
will groove on the inner edge. lien united, as

"ia'v are naturally, tliey form a tubular proboscis,

ihromjli whiih tlie animal I'btains its Imal The
laaxdl.iry paljii are in^i’rlid upon the base cxternal-

!V, and are minute J'he lal'.mn is slmrt and with-
out joints, and sujiports two obvious palpi with three

joint". I'here are two conijxiimd eyes, and in some
sjiei'K’s two ocelli. Tile a’ltenn.e eon.sist of many
joints, and an’ usually mueh longer than the licad.

'I'he .segments of the thorax are united. The tarsal

joints are six in number. 'I'he larv:e liave six I'eet with
claws, and IVom four to ten others on the posterior

portion of the body, which ihc’y use as suckers.

1’liey are ehaiioed into a pupa obtecta. The genera
are now divided into three orders, corre.spoiiding

with the lannean genera J’apilio, Sphinx, and Piia-

hena.

I. liKrinoi'TF.ii V DiniVA.—The upper wings,

at l(‘asl, in all the sjH'eies are vertical in a stati* of

rest, and the lower ones an* destitute of hooks. TIu
anteniijc are clavat<‘d, or filiform, with Iiookcd ex-

tremities. Among these, the PAriuoNin.K have
tiui hinder tibia* furnished with two spine.s, 'ituated

at the tarsal end, as in Papilio, Parnassius, Tl.ais,

J’icris, Polyomatus, Heliconiiis, Danaus, Cethosia, Iniwciu

Tabythea, and Nyinphalis. The HesceriaDwE, in-

eluding Hesperia and Urania, have four spines to

the hinder tibi;;*, two in the middle and two at the

tarsal extremity, as in the remaining lepidoptera.

II. lA:iMiMji*Tr.iu Cur.pusi ri.vuiA.—The wing"

are horizonl.il in repose, and the under ones are lur-

iiished with a spiiii* under the ba>e, at the external

margin wliieli enters a hook on the lower side oi the

ujijK'r wings, in the follow mg division. J he anten-

na* are pri.siuatic* and fu.siibrm. J'he Ch.ai (.oi*in/r

have the anlenmi* bipectiniited in the male at least, as

(ijaiieopis, Stygia, and ITocri". 'file antennn*, in

the remaining genera, an* simple in both Ihe
Zv'i.i xiiM.i: linve the palpi slender and hairy, as

/.ygena, Sesia, and Maeroglos^uni. The Scniv-

(.ini liave larga -ealy p.'dpi, a- Sphinx, Smennthu-.

and (\i- tinea.

in. ia i*im>i'T!iiv luriNA.

—

The insc’ct.>

ihided under thi- division have setaeeo'.is antenna*,

dimini^liiiig in tliicl.ne.*-^ from the base to the point

Among tiles**, there are several fimilii*", in which

the wing-, wibrn at rc't. fold round tlu* bod). '1 he

i*Ti lU'enoiii o 1 have the margins (»f tw'o of the

wings, .‘t least, divided into proees'.i*s at each rib, a'i

l*lero|)horu8 and Orneodcs. J he otIuT tamilu*" ot

the division liavt* tlu* four wings entire I’he Ti-

M.vDi; liave only two paljii apparoit. as I niea,

Y})ononiei]l*i, Oeeojdiora, Uitliosiri, and Adela. Ir:

tlu* Ai.mirvDT, there are four palpi app.areiit, as

Alu(‘ita, Crambus, and (ialleria. (Hher i’nui’ie*

have tlu? wing- ;:l ri*. t, lying upon the body without

inclosing it, and by their union form a lengthenerl

triangh*. J’he A(.i oss have four apparent j)a]»

pi, as Aglo'sa and Potys. JJu* Pvavi.ru i havi* on*

ly two apj)ar»'nt palpi, as Pyrills, Hernioniii. and

Plalypterix. In tlu third diviaon. the win^is do not

I’l’st upon the body so as to t'orm a iriaimle. JJur

(\ti*nsi\(‘ taiiiii) midiules tli** folbi^v le Li^eiura, Pli i-

hen.i. C amp.ea, Noetua, Ual.mii.i nb.i. Pj.imbvx. I'l.
*

cida. I leplalu.-, and (^issiis.

M. .bavigny has observed, tba, m tliosi easi.-

where the maxill iry palju h,oi oidy tw'o joint-, llu*

probo-eis b naked or pubescent , and when thev een*

sist of three joints, the prolK’scis i- always FcaU

( I \.SS \ III.

Mduoprr.RA.
The wmgs in this elas<=; are generally i’our in num

ber, wholly nu'nd.ranaceous, transparent, and great-

ly rctieUi.iled by l.be anasUunosing ribs. IJie undei

wings are either larger or longer t!rm tin* ujijier

uDC.s. Tlu* labrum inandibiike, nuixida*. and Wl)i-

um, are of th^ ordinury size, and ha nii J. for c utting.

J'here .ire two large eyes, and two or tliree ocelli.

J'he segments of the thorax are muted, support tlu

six legs, and are distinct li-om the abdomen.

In s mie of the fiiinilii's, the antenna* are about tlu

length of the head, .subulate, and consi*'! (»f from

tlirec to seven joint-, the last of which is 'Ctaceous

Among these the Uiuii:i i.ni vn.n., including l-ibellu-

la, Ae.shna, and Ag’ion, have lliiee tarsal joints, the

niandibuiu' and inaxilla* corneous, and the temunrd

ring ef the abilonien, fiirnislied v ilb hook.s or scales.

In the riiMiEMF.iiAD.E, the m mdibles arc obscuvi,
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lofiecta. the tarsal joints four in number, and the terminal

••'Y^^ring of the abdomen furnished with set®, as in

Ephemera, Baetis, and Cloeon.

In other families, the antenn8[> are much longer

than the head, and consist of sixteen joints and up-

wards. Among these the Panoupad.®, including

Panorpa, Neinoptera, Bittaccs, and Borens, have the

front produced into a snout. Tlie remaining families

have the front short. In the MviiMELioNEDiE the

antenna* are clavate, and the palpi six in number, as

Myrinelion and Ascalapus. The two rciiiuining fa-

milies have filiform antennsr. TheTERMEsin^ have

from two to three tarsal joints, as Termes and Psocus.

The Hemeroiuai).^ have four or five tarsal joints,

as Hemerobius, Itaphidia, Mantispa, Sealis, Coryda-

lis, Chauliodes, and Osinylus. The Perlad^e, in-

cluding Perla and Nemoura, have the inferior wings
folded longitudinally.

CLASS IX.

HYMENOPTKUA.
The wrings arc four in number, membranaceous,

and divided into large unequal meshes by the anas-

tomosing ribs. The under wings are the smallest.

The organs ol‘ the mouth are adapted both for cut-

ting and sucking. For the former operation the la-

brum and rnandibuliE are sufiieiently strong ; while

the maxilhe are, together with the labium, more or

less produced, and by their union, form a sucker.

'Fhey have two labial and two maxillary palpi. I'he

eyes are large, and the ocelli three in number. The
iemales arc armed with a sting or piercer. Many of

the species live in society, and exhibit, in the mag-
nitude and regularity of their operations, the most

striking displays of tlie attributes of the social in-

stinct. The in.seets of this class admit of a cHvirjion

into tw'o orders.

1. Hymenopteba TEnEnnANTi\.

—

The females

of this order arc furnished with a j)roduce(l oviposi-

tor, frequently of .sufiieient stnmgth to pierce the

bodies in which the eggs are deposited. Among
these, there are two families in wliich the piercer is

tubular, and does not consist of separate valves.

The Chry.si]).io liave the piercer formed of the last

rings of the body, retractile, and furnished with a

smjl sting, as Chrysis, Parnopes, and Clcptes. In

the OxYUiuoAc, the piercer is protuberant, witliout

a sting, as Oxyurus and Drynus. In the remaining

families the piercer consists of several valves. In

some of these the abdomen is united to the thorax

by a small portion of its transverse diameter.

Among these thert* arc sonui which have all the

wings with ribs. The Iciineumonid.-e have upwards
<if twenty joints in the anteniue, as in the following

genera, Ichneumon, Z(iri(l'*H, Crypturus, Agathis,

Sigalphus, and Alysia. In the Iwaniaiee, includ-

ing Evania and Foenus, the joints of the antennic do
not exceed fitV en in number, li. otliers, the under

wings are tlcstitute of ribs. The Cynipsid;' have

the antenrue br(>Iven, witli iiom six to twelve joints,

as Cynips, Lcucopses, rhaki.^ and Cynipsillum.

'I’he I)iPia)LEi*iD.i5 Iiavc liie antenna* straight, with

from eleven to sixteen joints', as Diplulepis and Eu-
rhMri-5.

The remaining families have the abdomen united
to the thorax by the wh.ole ol' transverse diame-

ter. In the SiRExiDiB the piercer consists only of Idmcu.

three valves, the lateral ones serving as sheaths, as
'

Sirex and Oryssus. In the Tentiiredad.®, includ-

ing Tenthredo, Cimbex, Hylotoma, Xiphedria, and
Pamphilius, the piercer consists of four valves, the

internal pair serrated.

II. Hymenoptfira Aculeata.—In this order art

included siicli ns have no ovipositor or piercer. I'he

abdomen in the females, however, is usually furnish-

ed wnth a sting, and poison bag.s. The antenna*

have thirteen joints in the male, and twelve in the

female. TJiese may be again redqccd into two divi-

sions. In the first, the feet arc not formed for col-

lecting pollen, and the first tarsal joints are cylindrical.

Among these, there are two families, in which the

ocelli are indistinct, and the neuters or females are

apterous. The Formicate, including Formica,

Polyergus, Poncra, Myrmiea, Atta, and Cryptoee-

rus, have males, females, and neuters, tlie last ot

which are apterous. Tlu'y live in societies. TJu

MutilladJ'. have no neuters, and the females are

apterous, as Mutilla, Dory his, and Labidiis. They are

solitary. The others have the ocelli dntinct, and are

all furnished with wings. Among these there aie

some families in w hicli the wings are always exji.irul-

cd. In the Scoi.iad.k, the first segment of the thorax

is large, and exteruls above to the base ol‘ tin* upper

wings, as in Scolia, 'fiphia, Sapyga, 'riiymuis, and

Pampilus. In tlie JSpiiFXin.K, tlie first segment of the

thorax is narrow and distant above from the base o(

the upper wings, as in Spliex, Ik'inbex, Larra, ( ra-

bro, and Pliilantliiis. 'I'lwrc are other fiimihe:^ in

which the upper nings fold longituilinally. In the

Masarid.t:, the mandibles are narrow. 'J’lua'e are

only males and females, 'which are solitary, as Masa-
ris, Synagris, Faimeiies, and /ethus. In lh(‘ ^ i.s-

PAU.£, wliicli are social, there are males, female s,

and neuters; the mandibles are large, as \'es|)a and
Polistes.

In nearly all the remaining genera, tlie hind leg*

arc made for carrying pollen, having tlie first tarsal

joint enlarged and compressed. Among these are

some in which the tongue, or intermediate jiroce^s of

the labium, is as long, or longer tlian its sheath, anil

deflected when at rest, fn the Apidie, which are

social, there are males, females, and neuters, as Apis

Mclepona, Bomhu.s, Euglossa, Eucera, and Antlui-

phora. While agreeing xvith the preceding in many
particulars, the 1‘oi lowing genera are destitute of the

expanded tarsal joint, for carrying pollen, Systroplia,

Panurgus, Zylocopa, C'eratina, Alciiachilc, Philcrc-

mus, and Noniada. Others have the tongue shorter

than the sheath, as tlie ANDiiENAn.L, including An-
dreiia, Halectus, and Collctus.

• CLASS X.

DIPTEUA.
I'hc insects of thi.s class have only two wings

.

and, in a few instances, none. Many specie.s are

furnished with haliercs. and .squarnuhi*. I’he mouth
is formed for suction. For this purpos'*, the lalirum

is more or Jess produced as a cover. 'J’he mandil^ul.T

are obliterated, or in the form of threads. Tlie

inaxillrL* are produced into threads, and by their union
in company with the rnandihuhe, form the syphon.

The labium is either double or single, and forms u
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InAffiA. shcftth, destitute of joints^ fot the reception of tlie

syphon. In some cases^ there are two maxillary and
two labial palpi. The larva» arc destitute of feet,

and pass into puptr obeda!, or coarctato*. In this

numerous division, the labiiiin, or sheath, is univalve,

in others it is bivalve. We shall now advert to the

first of tlicfip.

Amoiif^ those with a univalvular sheath to the pro-

boscis, there are some in which tliis suckinf^ organ

is entirely withdrawn, when not in use. Some of

these have the sucker consisting of only the pro-

duced maxilla'. 'J'lic Muse M)Je liavc the eyes sessile,

at Musca, Tephritis, Myoda, Macrocera, Scenopi-

nus. The Aciiiasidas have the eyes pedunculated,

as Achias, Diopsis. 'J’hc genus Oestrus, or Gad-fly,

agrees with tlic miiscada? in habit, but the parts of

the moutli are imperfect. Others hav.* the sucker

of four filaments, ibnned from tiu' inandibala' and
maxilla'. In the SviiPiiMiiE, the front is produced
like a beak, as Syrplius, P^arus, ( kn iotoxuni, Cerea,

and llhingia. In the A 1*11111 rAn.v., the front is abbre-

Maled, a'* Apliritis and Milesia. In the remaining

genera of tins group, the hist joint of the antenna* is

not simple, as in the preceding families, but annu-

laled, and destitute of the lateral hair which they

po.sscs^. Tliese are termed Stkaxiom vi).«, and in-

rlude the genera Stratiomye, Oxyccra, and Neniote-

lus.

In the remaining families, ^uth a univalvular

slicatli, the [iroboscis always more or less protube-

rant. Among these, there are some which resemble

the jireeciliiig faniiiu",, in ha, mg only three joi its

in ihe aiilennie. Tlie < (iNoi'sni^i: have the sheath

bent, and the .^ueker, wall tw'o filament^, as Conops
Zodion, Iloinoxis, Huei'iites, and Myopa. I'he

Homuvlid.i' liave the sucker composed of from four

to six filaments, and the slie.ilh is destitute of large

lips, as Honibyliis, IMoas, ^lithrax, Ncnicstrina, Pa-

nojis, ( yrtiis, Acroeera, Astomella; t<»getiier with

I’.nipi'^, AsiliK, and Dioclria. l'h(' 'J’ui\nii>.-k have

tlie -slieath furnished w itii large lips, and tlie third

joint, of till' antenna' di>tinclly annulated ; as in Ta-

jj.inus, Pangi'iiia, aiul Civnumya; together with Pa-

eliystoma, lUiagis, l)olocho])ns', and Mydas. Others

have six joints or more in the antcnnm. Among
ihcM' the IhuiuMDA; ha» c moniliforin or perfoliated

joints, about tlie lenglli of tlie bead, as Bibio, Scat-

iiopsis, and Simuliiini. Tlie Tn*ULADy^: liave fili-

form or setaceous tentacula, as Tipnla, Geteiiophora,

'J'nchoeera, Psychoda. Tanypus, Limonia, llexato-

)iia, and (‘ulix, all of which are destitute of ocelli;

S5
together with Asindulum, Ccroplatus, Mycctopbila, Iniecta

and Ilhyphus, which are furnished with ocelli.

111 the remaining genera of this class, the sheatli

of the sucker is bivalve. llYpeonosnUiE have the

head distinctly divided from the tliorax, as in llip-

pobosca, Feroiiia, Ornithomyin, Craterina, Oxyptc-

rum, and Melophagus. In tlic genus Nyctcribia.

the head is united with the thorax.

CLASS XI.

APTEUA.

Into this class we have placed tribes of insects,

which differ greatly from cacli other in tlic organs of

digestion ;
but which do not agree with any of the

preceding classes. They po.sse.ss one common cha-

racter in w'anting wings, in all tlic stages of their ex-

istence. They may be divided into tliree orders,

wdiich by some ari* elevated to a primary rank.

I. Ai*rr:u\ Suctohii.—The head, tliorav, and

abdomen intimately united. The mouth consists of

two sim])lc jinieesscs, the lowest of whicli is longest,

and receives the superior one in a cavity in its upper

side. On each side is a pi'ocess of four joints co-

vering the others. These unite to form a proboscis,

which re.stb upon the sternum. Are the simple pro-

cesses to be considered as the labrum and labium,

and the articulated lateral ones as pal})i, the niandibu-

he and maxilla? being absent. The antenna? consist

of four joints. This order conUiin.s at present onlv

one gcmi>, Pi i.EX or Elea. There are several spe-

cies. 'i’hc P. irritans is every where common, and

the P. fasciatiis of‘ Bose may be met with on moles

and mice.

II. ApTERt l'iivsANURA.-»Thc head in this and
the following order is obviously s<*par.itetl from the

thorax by a contraction or neck. The last segment
of the body is liiniisUjpd with long filaments. In the

Li:i*ismai)E the seta? of the tail are continually ex-

tended in the direction of the body, as Lepisnui ant!

Eorbicina. In the Podlumi.k, llic seta?, W'hcn at

1 Cr*t , arc folded under t!ic body, as l\)diir.i and
Smynthurus.

HI, Apteha Parvpita.— riie tail in this order

is simple, or destitute of the filaments which distin-

guish the preceding. Tlie NTbmid.f., including nu-

merous species of lice wliich infest birds, and included

in tlie genera Hiciniis anil Pcdiculiis of authors, have

the moutli furnished with two teeth. The Pedk l

-

LiDiE have a tubular proboscis, and include the ge-

nera Pediculus, Phtliirius, iiiid Hacmatopinus. (q.q.)

IIESCRIPTION OF THE PLATE.
1 . A, 'Plic stag-beetle (Luennus) seen on the back.

((.'lass Coleoptera.) B, 'The under sidi-, exhibiting

the position of the legs, and on one side the pits for

the reception of the coxiv. (', The ]iarls of the

mouth displayed; fl, the labrum, with its broad iiasus;

/j, the mandihuhr; c, the maxilla*, wdtii their jointed

palpi
; d, the bifid labium, w ith the tw'o pal[n and

broad inentuin.
‘2 . The parts of the mouth of C'imcx nigricornis.

(Class Hciniptera.) a, The articulated labium, with

the edges at each side, and the first joint of each of

the antenna*. This is the sheath for the other or-

gans, and exhibits the groove on its oral surface : b.

the sucker viewed from above, covered at the base

for one-third of its length, with the subulated labrum

,

and exhibiting, at the extremity, the straight united

tip of the maxilliP, and the recurved end.s of the man-

dibulR?
;
c, is a view of the same parts scparatixl, with

the labrum removed, to exhibit the expanded roots

of the raandibul.T and maxillie, the small opening of

the pliarynx, and the pointed lingua before it and

betw een the maxilla:.
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InMcta 3. Exhibits the parts of the mouth of the Nepa

II (Ilcpa neptiinia, Savigny Mrvwires, I. PI. IV. fig. 3.
Interest.

^

Hemiptera), the labrum and palate being rc-
^ moved. The mandibula; appear at the sides, their

summits with reflected spicula;, and their roots near

the pharynx flask-shaped. The tongue is trifid at

the apex, underneath which the maxilla' arise and
exceed tlic mandibula*. The labium exhibits the

gTix)ve for the reception of the other parts, and the

oval raised marks near its extremity are the vestiges

of palpi.

4. Parts of the mouth of Papilio macliaon. (Class

Lepidoptera.) a. The head viewed in front, exhibit-

ing the round eyes, one turn of the spiral proboscis,

with the pilose labial palpi on each side; the tu-

bular spiral inaxillir (which by their union form the

proboscis), with the vestiges of jmlpi at tlieir base.

The circular apertures on each side, at the bottom

I N T
of the figure, indicate the insertion of the labial Inueta

palpi ; c, the cleft labium and the two palpi, the left 11

one deprived of its scales; d, the minute labrum, with l"^®***^**'

the mandibular on each side of it ciliated on their

internal edge.

5. Parts of the mouth of the Lyndia cannurum of

Savigny. (Class Lq>ido])tcra.) a, The eyes, scaly

spiral prob4)sei.s, and the four palpi ; (>, one of the

maxilla* witli its palpus; r, the labium and palpus;

df the labrum and mandibulir.

(}. The parts of the inoutii of Tabaniis itatieus.

(Class DipKrra.) a. The rnoiitli opened, or labrum

and the mandibular and lingua separated, to exhibit

the pharynx ; h, one of the mandibula* viewed late-

rally; c, one of the maxilla* with ti>e articulated pal-

pus, the last joint of wliicli is greatly enlarged ; r/.

the labium with its fleshy lips. (v q )

INTEREST
Kau* of In-

terest is not

regulated by

the supply

of money,
but by the

relation be-

tween the

.supply of

real dispos-

able capital,

and the

power of

advantage-

ously em-
ploying It.

Js the .sum which the borrower of a obliges

himself to pay to the londta* for its use*
It was formerly universally believed that, in the

event of all legislative enactments, fixing and regu-
lating the rate of interest, being repealed, its in-

crease or diminution would depend wholly on the

comparative scarcity or abundance of money, or, in

other words, that it w'ould rise as niont‘y became
scarce, and fall as it became more plentifnl. Mr
Ilinnc was liie first to [loint out the fallacy ol* lliis

opinion (Emijf on JufcrestJ, and to show that the

rate of interest is not determined by tlie amount of

the currency, but by the nrerii^e rate of pro/it </e-

rmd from the cmploj/moit of capitaL No iloubt it

most frequently liappens that, when a loan is made,
it is made in the currency of tlie country

;
this,

liowever, is really of no consequence. There is o!)-

viousiy no difference between one individual fur-

nishing another with 100 bushels of corn to be rt-

])aid at the expiry of a twelvemonth by the delivery

of 104 or lOo bushels, or with as much money at

4 or bper cenL as would have purchased the corn,

besides, it is easy to perceive that the .same identical

sum of money might serve to negotiate an infinity of
loans. Suppose A lends to X L.IOOO, whicJi X im-
mediately pays away to B lor commodities of e(jual

value
; but B has no use lor the money, and he, there-

fore, lends it to Y, wlu) pays it away for commodities
to C, who again lends it to /, and so on ;

it is plain
the borrowers, X, Y, Z, havewealiy received a loan
of commodities, or capital, fnan tlie li*nd( rs, A, B, C,
worth three times (and it miglil liave been wtirtli

three hundred or three thoiisaml l -ks) as iniieh as

the money empj^*yed in settling the transactions.

According as the supply of currency/, compared with

the business it has to perform, is greater or li’ss, wc

arc obliged to give a greater nr leaser number ol

guineas or livres, ])ound notes, or a>^ignats, for tiu

commodities we wi>h to obtain. It is pliinly, liifW'-

ever, by the advantage or profit we expect to (li‘ri\e

from the acquisition of the etmimodities wliieh etm

stitute capita], and nf»t from tin* aeeiilental, and. ni

this respect, imimportant circ iniNlanee ol‘ larger

or smaller number of [lieec*^ of gold or ‘^ilvi r, oi

of bits of engraved pajier Ixa’ng given for them
that the rate of interest, or the eonqiensUion given

to the lender for the use of Ins slock, niivsl be cle-

terniined. It may ]>erliaps b(' .^iipjiosed, that w Inn

the quantity of meUillic money is inen a ed, goliU

smiths, jewellers, i^e. obtain tlie raw^ m.itenal for

carrying on their bnsiuc'ss wiiJi greater faeilily
;

bu!

this is not always the case, and, though it wi'ii*. n

would not affect the rate of interest. No coins ar(‘

ever sent to the melting ])ot unless wlien the eur-

rency is either degraded or dc'precialed,—that i,^, un-

less it be deficient in Aveight, or reiafieelij redundant

in quantity. And it is clear that the imlueemrnt

to promise a high or low" rate? of intert'sL for loans ol’

metallic money, which it was inti'iided to work up
into some .species of manufactured goods, Avonld de-

pend not on the supply of such money, but on the

profit to be derived from the ()|)eration,—a circuni-

.stance totally unconnected with the scarcity or a-

bundance of coin.

It appears, thererTc, that the rate of interest, at

any given period, depend.s exclusively on tlie sup-

ply of real disposable capital sucii as land, machin-
ery, raw and ni:tmifaelnr(’(l products, eompar(*(l

with the power of jirofitably employing it. An in-

crease of metallic money adds only very inconsider-

ably, and an increase of ))apev money aiids notiiing

whatever to the real capital of tlie country, or to tlie

Intcrct : loyer d’un capital prete; ou bi->, en terines jilus exacts, achat dcs sercica product Ifs que pen-
rrndre un capital. Say, 'Tornt Jl p. 4S0, Ed. tine.
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Inierpjit, rnaterini of which all loans are really compose:]. If

' an increase of paper money was equivalent to an in-

crease of capital, luink notes could not be too much
multiplied, and France would have ' been about
twenty times as rich at the era of the assignats as at

this iLionicnt! It is nr)t denied that considerable mis-

chief and derangement must always be experienced

in a highly manuiacturing and commercial country
like Great Britain, when any sudden check is given
totlie facility with which discounts arc generally ob-

Uiincd, or when the currency is suddenly contracted.

But Xhefrottemchl and inconvenience occasioned by
a contraction of the currency could only be tem-
porary. It is impossible it could have any lasting

eficct on the industry of the country. We should
still possess the same amount of i*eal capital; and as
neither its productive power, nor the liberty to
transfer it from one individual to another, would be
at all impaired, the real revenue of t]»e state would
continue as great as ever, and the same, or a greater
amount of stock might be rlisposed ofby way of loan.

Mofin/ prices would certiiinly fall proportionahly to

the reduction of the currency
;
or, wliioh is the same

thing, the value of commodities would henceforth
have to be ascertained by comparing them with a
smallcT number of bits of gold or jiaper. But, in

every other respect, the business of society would
continue exactly on its ibrmer footing; and without
some change in the rate of profit, on which iluctua-

tions in the value oi’ money have almost no effbet, the
rate of interest would euntinue invariable.

Mr Uic'ardo b.is set this principle in a clear and
Iriiving point of view. The rate of interest,** he
obser\ "s in answ'cr to those who had contended that \t

would be increased by a diminution of the discounts
of the Bank of lingl.uid, is not regulated by the
rate at which the liank will lend, whether it be 5,

i-, or per cenLf but by Ibc ratt' of profit which can
be maile by tlie employment of capiUil, and which
i‘ totally independent of the (piantity and of the

value of money. Whetlicr a bank lend one million,

ten millions, or a hundred millions, they would not
pcrnianeiitly alter the market rate of interest

; they
would alter only the value of the money wdiich they
thus issued. In one case, ten or twenty times more
inuiiey might be requested to carry on the same
business, tlian wdiat might be required in the other.

The applications to the Bank for money, then, de-
pend on die comparison bc^tween the rate of pro-
fits that may be made by the employment of it,

and the rate at wdiieli they are willing to lend
it. If tliey charge less than the market rate of
interest, there is no amount of money which they
might not lend ;

if they charge more than that rate,

none but s])endthrirts and prodigals w ould be found
to borrow of them. We accordingly find, that when
the market rate of interest exceeds the rate of 5 per
erfil, at whicli tlie bank uniformly lend, the discount
oflice is besieged with applicants for money ; and,
on the contrary, when the market rate is even tem-
porarily under 5 per erht., the clerks of that office

have no employment,** {Principles of Political J^co^
mmy, Ist edit. p. 51].)

It is foreign to the object of this article to enter
into any detailed examination of the causes which
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tend to elevate or depress the rate of profit. W cP
ever diversity of opinion may be entertained ,

^
fipecting them, it is abundantly evident that the rai

of interest aff’onJed for the utsC of borrowed capital

must be proportionable to the profits which might
be derived from its employment. In the United

States, the market rate of interest varies from 10 to

14 per cent.; and in Flolinnd, previously to the in-

vasion of the French in 17.01*, it did not exceed 2 or

3 per cent. The immense extent of fertile and un-

cultivated land in America, the lowness of taxation,

and the absence of all restrictive regulations, natu-

rally occasion high profits, and consequently high

interest; while the sterility and limited extent of

the soil of Holland, the excessive load of taxes, laid

equally on necessaries and luxuries, and the injudi-

cious restraints imposed on various branches, of‘ com-
merce, by rendering it impossible to derive large re-

turns from capital, proportionahly sink the rate of

interest. Hod the soil of Holland bc?en as fertile,

and tixation as light as in the United States, profits

and interest would, notw'ithstanding the abundant

supply of capital, have been equally high in the one

Republic as in the other. It is not by the absolute

amount of the stock of a country, but by the com-
parative facilities for its advantageous employment,

that the compensation or interest which a borrower

can afford for its use must always be regulated. Pre-

vious to the termination of the late war, the market

rate of interest in this country, for sums which could

not be immediately denmnded, fluctuated from 5 to

12 per cent. It has since fallen to 4 or .> per cent.;

.*1 decline whieli has not, certainly, been oeciisioned

by any sudden increase of capital, but by the extra-

ordinary depression of commerce, and tlie consequent

imposMbility of investing stock so as to yield as large

a profit a.s it did during the period when we engross-

ed almost the whole trade of the world.

Besides, such variations as are proportionable to of 1»-

variations in the general and average rate of profit, yari«

and which e(piallif affect nil loans, the rate of inter-

eat must vary according io the degree of’ security af. aftbnlea for

forded for the repayment if the principal, and the (/«- the repuy-

ration of the loan. No capitalist would lend on ihement of the

personal security of a gunpowder manufacturer, and pdncipal,

on mortiiane over a valuable estate, at the same rate

of interest. The extrafirdmary hazard of the gun-
powder trade exposes the stock invested in it to an
extreme degree of risk. It may be dissipated in an
instant

; and the pow er of the borrower to refund the

capital he had borrowed annihilated for ever. A
lender of money on mortgage is almost entirely re«

lieved from such contingencies. The owner of an
estate on which a loan is secured may become bank-

rupt, but tlie estate itself will remain, and may be ei-

ther sold or taken possession of by the lender. It is

plain, therefore, that there must be a very great dif-

ference in the rate of interest paid by those wdiose se-

curity for the repayment of the principal is so ex-

ceedingly different. The gunpowder manufactur-

er, besides laying a rate, or j>er centage, equiva-

lent to the common and average rate of interest

derived from the most secure investments, would

have to |)ay an additional rate, which, although it

might not be designated by that name, would really

H
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imcrest. constitute a premium of insurance proportioned to the over our capital. So merchant would over consent to I'uewM

— frreater ri^k to wliicli the lender was exposed of losing lend his stock on mortgage. If he did, he would no

his principal. "I’lie prcierable security nfrered by tlie longer be able to carry on his business with arlvan-

landholder would relieve him from the necessity of tage. He w'ould be deprived of all power of spe-

paying any considerable premium, or excess of inte- culating; and, altliougli this might, in many in-

rest, on account of risk ;
and, of course, he would bo stances, be for his advantage, yet the flattering-

able to borrow at so much less than tlu' manufacturer, opinion which everyone entertains of his own abi-

\Ve should mistake, however, if we supposed that the lities and good fortune, would but seldom allow

latter was llnis placed in a comparatively disadvanta- him to doubt of its being a very material disadvan-

geous situation. He would be completely indemni- tage. It is by this principle that w'c arc able to ac-

hed for the greater risk to W’hich his stock %vas ex- count for the comparatively Ionv rate of interest at

posed, and for the higlier rate of interest which he which banking companies, vvlio pay the sums de-

was, in consequence, obliged to pay, by the greater posited with them on deimuid. and govermnents,

gro.y.s profils he would derive from his business. The whose circumstances are ])eriectly desperate, are able

constantly operating principle of eomp(‘lition will not to borrow. A stockholder’s mortgage,—liis chiini

permit, t.Mking every thing into account, a greater on the revenue of the count ly.—can bcM'mniediately

nett profit to be permanently derived from one de- converted into ca^Il at tlu‘ t iirrent prices. And,

partment of industry than from another. But tho^e however much the majority of the public creditors

who invest their stock in employments of more than maj^ he impressed with aecun ietion of the inability

ordinary Ivizard, must be able to dispose of their pro- of the state to discharge n/l t’nc claims upon it, evt?iy

duce at such a price as will yield them the common particular individual, confrh'iit in his owm good for-

and average rate of‘ profit, besides aflbrding a surplus tune, foresight, and acuteiu :-s, flatters himself w itii

adequate to insure their stock against the extra risk the idea that he, at least, will be able to })redi(t the

tow'hich it is exposed. If this were not the case, no coining tempest, and that he will be able to sell out

capitalist would place his property in a state of com- before a national bankni])t(‘y.

pnrative danger, and no undertakings of a hazardous Instead, howcvcT, of leaving the rate of interestlK f r'' rm
nature w’ould be entered into. Wherever tlicrc is to be adjusted by the iinfelttred competition of ''' ''

risk, that risk must he compensated. And it iiifiy, borrowers and lenders, on tlie ])rin(‘ip]es wc h.ive'‘“['
‘

and very fretpiently docs, happen that the manager ihns briefly explained, tiic gov ermnonts ol'most eoim
of a hazardous branch of industry, paying from 10 to tries have inteifered cither ti> ]>ioiiil)it the takirrg offij,.- /{. ,

‘iO per r/v/h for borrowed capital, is realizing a larger interc^^t altogether, or to fix certain nites whiv li iU *:
‘

nett profit than the landlord who has purchased an was declared legal to exact, at the same time that ^

estate witli money for w'liich he only pays 3 or 4 excess over tliet-e rates was dec lured to bi* usu/j/, anir'' ''

\
percent.^ prohibited under the scs ere ..t ]>ei^alt!e«. In the rude'

But, supposing the securities to be equal, capital and unenlighloneLl ages in w])u‘h these en.utments

lent for short periods, or in such a way that the had tlicir origin, the )>recious nutal-^, then (fu* oniy

lender may obtain possession of it at pleasure, w'ill species of money, -were enosidered as unmfliie'nci'd

always bring a lower rate of interest tJnn capital by the same priiK‘i[)les whiv li rc'gulatc the value of

lent for a considerable, or definite, period. Nobor- other products. Being used both as standards wherc-
rower could aftord to pay so high a rate of interest by to ascertain the comparative value of diil'erent

for a capitAl of whose productive services he miglit commodities, and as tl:e ecjuivaients for which they
be dcjuived in an instant, and which he couUl not, were most frccjuently exclianged, they aerjuired a
therefore, venture to invest in any employment from factitious importajice, not merely in the e-timation

which it might not be easily withdrawn, as fora cajii- of the vulgar, but in tli.it of persons of the greatest

tal lent for a fixed period, espt daily if that period was discernment. I’liu simple* consideration that all buy-
of considerable length. But hm*, as in every other ing and stHing is realiy nothing more than the bar-

case, the real interests of the borrower and lender co- tering of one commodity for another,—of a certain

incide. The same circumstances which prevent a bor- quantity of corn or beef, for example, for a certain

rower from giving as high a rate of interest for a loan quantity of gold or sdvi‘r, ami eicc versa, Nvas entire-

payable on demand as if it w'ere payable at a fixed and ]y overkuiked. 7'lic .iltenuon wms graduallylrans-
distant term, induces the lender to rest satisfied with a ferred from the money’s worllt to the money itself,

smaller compensation in the one case than in the other, and the w ealth of stall's and of imlividuals canu* to be
We wish to be able to excrcisse a complete command measured, not by the abundance of their disposable

• This principle is never lost sight of in bargaining for loans. In Allu-ns, the rale of interest was not re-

gulated by law ; and it is distinctly mentioned in ancient authors, that the averagi* rate of intere.st fiaid by
those who employed their stock in the shipping trade with the countries situated on the Euxinc* and Me-
diterranean Seas, amounted, on ’<jeouiit of the hazard of the voyage, to about '>() per cent., while bankers,

agriculturists, and others, whose security W'as preferable, paid only about VZ per cent. Say, in noticing

this striking fact, supposes that the 30 per cent, was charged by the voyage; and that, as two voyages to

the Crimea, or Sicily, might be made annually, maritime interest really amounted at Athens to hO per rent.

There does not, J}owever, appear to be the least ground for this assertion. It is the average annual rate of
interest that is always spoken of.—{Travels q/' Anacharsis, Vol. IV. p. 36‘6, Eng. trans.; Dc Puuw lie-

aherelm mr ks Crecs, Tom. I. p. 287; Say, Tom. II. p. 132.)
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InttrjM. procKjco,—by the quantity or value of the commodii

witli wliich Iht'y could afford to purchase the

precious metals,—but by the qunttiihj qfthvsr v\el(th

actually in their posst'ssion. Hecauiiie it soractirnes

liappcnKl that llie iiolders of ordinary comrnwlities

wiTc uniibje easily to diMpose of thcin^at any price,

while money was always sure to find a ready and
advanlafteous market, it was considered as something

mysterious,—as a real viarchnmiisc par excellawv.

We eaniiol, therefore, he surprised at the measures

to which the erroneous opinions entertaip(‘d respccl-

ing it neee.^Jsaiily led ; or that elibrts sluaild have
bfi’ii made to protect tlio interests of tlu»se who were
iiiipro\ Ided with m) powerful an instrument, from
lieconiing a ])rey to the eneroachments of their more
lb] lunate neighbours. livery individual w’as allowed
freely to di'«}iuse*ol‘ his corn, cattle, land, «SlC-; but it

was iinagiiu'il tliere was somelliing peculiar in mo-
lu y, and that the di'hire to obtain u was so great,

that, unless the It-T'/lers w('re restrainc.l in their de-

mand., they w'ould, by lalbing ad’ - ntage of the iie-

ec^sllics ot‘ the borrower^, infaliibl} ruin tlieiii, and
engross ihe whole pnipci ty oftlie eountry.

Another source oftlie prejudiee .igainst stipulating

Ibr inieie^t must be sought tor in the di'-hke so uni-

versally entcrtaiued in ivmole «.g<s to aeeimiulation.

'I'heie can be no aeeinnulalion without economy,

—

without a saving (,'i' imauue, —and this was ihen not

only eoiisidered as indicative ol' a sordid and avarici-

ous (liNjioMtion, hut a. !)< ing |iosili\ ely hurtf'id. I5e-

fore the nature and liinelioiis of (M])ita] were p’'oper-

Jy understood. It was bel e\ed it enidd not be mcreas-

e<l oljiervviM' than ht in jur;oiLsl3
^ abstracting a portio i

f)f the national revenue, and tliat ai’v advaintage t

lu'glit give to the j'‘roj>rielor, niU''i have been obtain-

ed at tlie ])ul)lic e^^x^lee. It (hd not occur to our

aiieeslors, that an indl\ivlual wlu*, by bis economy,
h 's ,ieeuiniiliitcd stock, has really ad<led to tin'

of the slate, without dinnuishing that of

olliein; nor W'crc they aware tliat this stock, when
afterwards expendtnl, as is ahno^t always the ease,

in the support of prodiietlxe indu*-^^', woulil afford

the nicims of producing an inereascil income. But,

reckoning as they did, the savings of individuals as

so mueli w'itlidniwn from the public income, it was
natural enougli tliat tliey slioidd endeavour to limit

tile advantage to be derive<l from their employment.
Much, also, of the prejudiee against bargaining

for interest, so prevalent in the middle ages, may be
traced to l!ie auth(irily of some texts of scripture,

wliich w’crc understood entirely to prohibit its ex-

action. It lias, liow'ever, been slunvn, that these

texts will not really bear liiis interpretation ;
but,

supposing they liad, nothing, it i« pl.nn, could be

nioie absurd tlian to eon.«siilrr the imniieipal regula-

tions of a people placed in such peculiar circum-

stances as the Jew's', as general and fixed principles,

applicable in all ages and countries.

JI3ut, wliatcver may have been the causes of the

‘'efforts so genorallv made to regulate and limit the

li e*
interest, it eeiTain tliat, lar irom sueceednig

In- in their ohjeet, they have had a jirecisely opposite

till si. Ill- effect. Should a borrow cr find it for bis advantage
111 rc-

(>, 7, or 8 per caif. for a loan—and, unless

were for his advantage, nothing could possibly in-

Lj IdlSL' It.

duce him to make such an offer—wliat right has the Interw-t.

legislator to interfere, and to prohibit the lender

from receiving, and the borrower from paying, more
than 4- or .0 prr ccht. ? Such an interference is not

only uncalled for and uuneee.^sary, but it is, in tlie

high(‘.st degree, jirejmlieial. Restrictive hnvs, in.stead

of rechieing, liave uniformly contributed to raise

the rate (it‘ interest. Nor is this any thing but

what miglit Iiave been foreseen and expected. It is

plain no law can be fo framed as to prevent a bor-

rower from oflering a higher rate of interest than

what is fixed by statute; and, if the lender liad im-

])Iic‘it confidence in the sccresy and solvency of the

borrower, be might aeeominodate him with tin; sum
wanttd, w’ilhout requiring any additional interest or

premitan of insurcmcc, beeau'-c of the danger of enter-

ing into what the law (hH’lares to he an il/r/rnl tran?-

aetion: but tliis must lie a veiyrare case. Grati-

tude, and a sen^e (4' henefjis received, are, unfortu-

nately, when they come intt) contact w ilh self-inter-

est, l)Ut slender securities ibr honourable coiuluef.

Nuir.berkss iiidbveheen events occur to weaken and
disMshethe best cemented friendships; and a tran.s-

aetion of this kind would undoubtedly afford an ad-

ditional source of jealousies and divisions. In such

matters, indeed, men are more than usually sharp-

.sighted, and are \ery little di^jKi.^ed U) trust to moral

guarantee's for the security of their property. But
neither th.e tliiTalenings of the law, nor the pow'er-

ful indeecrnents w lucli it holds out to drs 1ionest debtors

to break their cngagemchLs, and treai hcrously to

recode from the slipulatioiis to which they had
agreed, have been able to prevent, or even greatly

to les.sen, wl'nt are termed usurious bargains. 'J'hcir

only effect b.is been, to oblige the lender to demand,
and ih.e borrower to bind bimsclf to pay, a higher

rate of inti're^t than would rtheiwi>e have been re-

quired. A bargain ibr more than tile statiiU' rate of

interest being (leelared illegal, the lender is thus ex- i

posed to an additional risL Hut no
p^||||||||

will gra-

tuitously place his fortune in a situatioi^OT compara-

tive hazard; and, therefore, tlie sum nece.s>ary to

cover thi.^i risk, must be proportioned to the greater

or less anxiety on. the part of gove^’nnient to pre-

vent and ininish such bai gains
;

or, in other words,

the rate of interest is invariably increased ac-

cording as the laws iulendi'd to reduce it become
more severe, and diminished according as they are

relaxed

!

Thus Ji capitalist might be inclined to lend a sum
at (i or 7 pt'i' ov//.; but, as tlie law declares that any
individual who shall .stipulate for more than j}cr

ccui. shall, if detected, forfeit three 1hm\s the prtJivi*

pti/, it is clear, provided there was no method of de-

feating this statute, that there must be an end of all

borrowing, except when the market rate of interest

was below tlic statutory rate. Whenever it was
above that ratt*, no person would be able, to obtain a

.‘•ingle farthing by way of loan. There could, tlien,

bo n-.i transference of capital. It would continue

locked up in the same hands; and the national pro-

perty and welfare w ould, in consequence, .suffer se-

verely. liuekily, however, the mutual interest and

ingenuity of borrowers ami lenders hate always

proved an ovcnnatch for the ciiai. Inicnts of the law,
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Jhtcrest These have clone notliing but fetter the transfer-

ence of stock, and force the borrowers to pay a

higher rate of interest for it What might have been
borrowed at f) per cent,, had there been no hazard

from anti-usurious statutes, is, on account of that ha-

zard, raised to perhaps 8 or 10 per ccnL; and, what
is still w'orsc, a contempt for tlie institutions of socie-

ty, and a habit of carrying on business hi a secret

and underhand manner, is generated. The odium
which attaches to a positively pernicious regulation

weakens the respect wliicli W'ould otherwise be felt

for those which are acknowledged to be advantage-

ous ;
and that spirit of frankness, openness, and sin-

cerity, which, wherever it predominates, is so highly

valuable, is cramped in its developement, or altoge-

ther supplanted, by duplicity, extortion, and cunning.

Fiflcciofthc These conclusions do not rest on theory only, but
Tsury Laws are supported by a constant and uniform experience.
'll Kome: during the period of the llejniblic, the

ordinary rate of interest was exces«;ively high. The
debtors, or plebeians, were every now and then

threatening to deprive their creditors, who were ge-

nerally of the patrician order, not only of the interest

of their capital, but of the principal itself. Repeat-

ed instances occurred to show that these were not

mere empty threats; and the patricians were, there-

fore, obliged to indemnify themselves, by means of

a corresponding for the risks to which they

were exposed. Dcs continiiels changements," says

Montesquieu, .soit par des loix, soil par des ple-

biscites, naturaliserent a Rome I'usure ; car les cre-

anciers, voyant Ic poiiple leur debiteur, Icnr legisla-

teur, ct leur juge, ifeurcnt plus de confiance dans

les contrats. Le peuple, cornme un debiteur de-

creditc, no tentoit A liii preter que par dcs gros

profits; d'autant plus quo, si les loix nc venoient

que (le U^nis en terns, les plaintcs du peuple etoient

conlinuelles, et iiitimidoient toujours les creanciers.

C’ela fit que tous les moyens honiictes de prebV

et (Veinpruglir lurent abolis A Rome, ei qunne ysnj^c

affrnisc, W^vnrs Jbudroiicc, el toujours rcnaissanic,

s'y et(diUt, Le mal venoient de ce que les ehoses n'a-

voient pas cte menagt's, Les loix extremes dans le

bicn font naitre le mal extreme: U fallul payer pour

Ic pret de I'argent, et pour Ic danger dcs, pcines dc la

loi." {Esprit dcs Loix, Liv. XX 11. chap. 21.)

Jn the East: 111 Mahometan countries, notwithstanding the

positive prohibition in the Coran, the ordinary rate of

interest is at least ten or twenty times as high as its

ordinary rate in Europe. L'usnre augmenle dans

les pays Mahometans d proportion dc la siverilc dc

la defense: le pnHeur s’indemnise du peril de la luccrfui.

contravention.*' (Esprit des Loir, Liv. XXL chap. 19.)

During the middle ages, the average rate of profit in thr miU.

could not be much higher than at present: Biittlit*

=

the clamour and persecution raised against tliose who
took interest "for the use of money w^as so violent,

that they were obliged to charge it much higher that

the natural price, which, if it had been let alone,

would have found its level, in order to compensate

for the opprobrium, and frequently the plunder,

which they suffered ; and hence the usual rate of in-

terest was wdiat we should now call most exorbitant

and scandalous usury." (Maepherson's lUstoiy of
Comnercc, Vol. I. p. 400.) Tiie extraordinary risks

to which lenders wTre exjiosed rendered the premi-

um ot‘ insurance on all sorts of c^^pilal excessively

high; for, of the 50, and even JOO per vvid,, which

borrowers tlien frequently engaged to pay as inter-

est, not more than 8 or 10 per cent, can properly be

.said to have been given for the productive services

of capital. The rest must be considered as a bonus,

to compensate the lender for the hazard he encoun-

tered of losing th(^ principal itself.*

In France the rate of interest was fixed :it rr.isifp

cent so early as lfi()5
;
and this, a few short intervals

only excepted, continued to be the legal rate until

the Revolution. Laverdy, in 17hb, reiliu-ecl it from

5 to 4 per cent. Instead, however, of tlie market

rate being proportional )ly reduced, it was raised

i'rom 5 \.o {) jicr cent. Ihevioiisly to the promulga-

tion of the edict fijans might have lx;en obtained (jm

good security at 5 per cent.; but an additional per

cent, was now required to cover llui risk of illegali-

ty. This caused the speedy abandonment of the

measure. (Storch, Trade d'Economic Politapu
,

Tome III. p. 187 )

The same thing happened in Livonfa in 17‘'r)jL> Livoru.i

when the Empress Catherine reduced the legal rate

of interest from () per cent, to 5. Hitherto, says

Storch, (in loco citato), those who had good security

to offer, were able to borrow at (i per cent.

;

l)ut

henceforth they had to pay 7 per cent, or iqi wards.

And such will be found to have been invariably tiie

case wdierever governments Iiave interfered to re-

duce the statutory bel»>A\ the market rate of interev^t.

From the earliest period of the history of Kng-iiistor\ rf

land, (low'll to the reign of Henry VHI., the taking ilu ln«sre-

of interest was absolutely forbidden to all persons

within the realm except .Jews and foreigners; wlio/y*;

nevertheless, w'ore frequently plundered for the

sake of enriching the Crown, under the miserable

• It is impossible to form any very accurate estimate of the rate of profit in the middle ages, yet several

striking facts may be adduced in support of the opinion advanced in the text. At Verona, in 1228, the in-

terest of money was fixed by law at 12 J per cent. Towards the end of the fourteenth century, the Republic

of Genoa paid only from 7 to 10 per cent, to her creditors; and the average discount on good bills at Bar-

celona, in 14."5, is stated to have about 10 per cent. But while the rate of interest in Italy and Cata-

lonia, where a c insiderable degree of freedom was allowed to the parties concerned in bargaining for a loan,

was thus comparatively moderate, it was, in (le.spitc of its total prohibition, incomparably higher in France
and England. Matthew Paris mentions, that, in the reign of Henry HI., the debtor paid 10 percent, every
two months

; and this, though' absolutely impossible as a general practice, may not have been very far from
the average inti^rest cliarged oi) the few loans that were then contracted for.— (Hallam's History (f the

Hiddlc ^ges, Vol. HI. p. 402.)
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Int.ere»t. pj^tcxt of punishing them for what were then called

their “ hellish extortions.'* The disorders occasion-
ed by this ruinous interference on the part of Go-
vernment at length became so obvious, that, not-
withstanding the powerful prejudices to the contra-
ry, a statute was passed in 154.fi (37th Hen. VIII.
cap. 7.), legalizing the taking of interest to the ex-
tent of 10 per cent, per atmum

;

and this, because,
ns is recited in the words of the act, the statutes
prohibiting interest altogether have so little force,

tJial little or no punishment hath ensued to the ofTend-
crs." In the reign of Edward VI. the horror against
taking interest seems to have revived in full force

;

for, in J the taking of any interest was again pro-
hibited » as a vice most odious and detestable,” and

contrary to the word of God/* But, in spite of this
tremendous dcMinnciation, the ordinary rate of inte-
rest, instead of l)eing reduced, immediately rose to
It per cent.; and continued at tins rate, until, in

1571, an act was passed
( 1 3th Eliz. cap. 8), repeal-

ing tlie act of Edward VI., and reviving the act of
Henry V II I., allowing lOperccw/. interest. In the
preamble to this act, it is slated, “ that the prohi-
biting act of King J'.dward VI. had not done so
nnich good as was hoped for; hut that rather ihc
vice of nsurtf hath much vfore c.vcecdih^lij ahunndedf
to the iiUer nndoiiig of many gentlemen, merchants,
occupiers^ and otliers, and to the importable hurt
of the lomnionwealth/’ 'i'his salutary statute was
opposed, even by thos.- who, it might have been
expectetl, would have Ixen among the first to eman-
cipate themselves from tlie piejndiccs of the age,
with all the violence of ignorant superstition. Dr
John Wilson, a man famous in his day, and cele-

bniti'd for the extent and solidity of his learning,

stated, in hi^ place in the House of Commons,
that ‘‘ it was not the amount of the interest taken
tliat constituted the crime

; but that all lending for

any gain, be it ever so little, was wickedness before
Chxl and man, and a damnable deed in itself, and
that there was no mean in this vice any more than
in murder or theft’” In order tg cjuiet the con-
.scicnces of the Bench of Bishops, a clause was ac-

tually inserted, declaring all usury to have been for-

bidden by the law of God, and to be, in its nature,
sin, and dct(\stable ! When first enacted, this statute

was limited to a perioc* of five years; but, “ foras-

much as it was b)' proof and experience found to be
very nece-^sary and profitable i'or the conunonwealth
of this realm,” it was, in the same reign, made perpe-
tual. (3,9tli Eliz, cap. 18.)

In the 13 1st of James I. the legal rate of interest

was rcdutetl to 8 per cent., by an act to continue tor

seven years only, but which was made perpetual in

the succeeding reign. (:kl Car. I. cap. 4.) During
the commonwealth, the legal rate of interest was re-

duced to () per cent.; a reduction which was after-

wards confirmed by the act 12th Car. II. And,
finally, in tlie reign of Queen Anne, a statute (12th
Anne, cap. Ki) was framed, reducing the rate of in-

terest to 5 per cent., at which it now stands.

In the preamble to this statute, it is stated, that,

whereas the reducing of interest to ten, and from

REST.
thence to eight, and thence to six in the hundred, Internt.

hath from time to time, by experience, been found ^
very beneficial to the advancement of trade and the

improvement of lands; it is become absolutely ne-
cessary to reduce the high rate of interest of 6 per
cent, to a nearer proportion to the interest allowed

for money in foreign states.” It was lor these rea-

sons enacted, that all bargains or contracts, stipulat-

ing for a inghcr rate of interest than 5 per cent.

should be utterly void. ' And that all persons who
should after that time receive, by means of any cor-

rupt bargain, loan, exchange, chevizance, or interest

of any wares, merchandise, or other thing whatever,

or by any deceitful way or means, or by any covin,

engine, or deceitful conveyance for the forbearing or

giving day of* payment, for one whole year for their

money or other thing, above the sum of L.5 for

L.JOO for a year, should forfeit, for every such of-

fence, the triple value of the monies or other things

so lent, bargained,” &c.

In Scotlanfl, previously to the Keformation, noha'^'s rrgu-

inlerest could be legally exacted for money.
this great event, by weakening the force those

religious prejudices, which had chiefly dictated thcsjcotlaml;

laws prohibiting interest, occasioned the adoption of

sounder opinions on the subject, and led to the en-

actment of the statute of 1,587 (llth Parlt. Jac% \’i.

cap. 52), which legalized the taking of interest to

the extent of ten jyer cenl. In 1()33 the legal rate

W'as reduced to eishl per i'cnt,, and, in ifilil, to six

per cent* The statute of Queen Anne, reflucing the

rate of interest to 5 per cent., extended to both king-

doms.
The statutes prohibiting the taking of interest in In Irelsncl.

Ireland were not repealed until 1 1)3.5, w^hen, by the

statute 10th Ciw. 1. cap. 22, liberty was given to

stipulate for interest to the extent of ten per cent.

^ 1704* this rate w’as reduced to eight ]Kr cent.; in

1722 it was reduced to seven per cent. : and, in 1732,

it was further reduced to six per cent., at which it

has since continued fixed.

It has been observed by Dr Smith, that the dif-f'onipariseu

fereut statutory regulations, reducing the rate t»f in- ^Jctwccn <hc

terest in England, were made with P'^at propriety.

Instead of precetling, tlicy followed the fall which was tmopy ra-c

gradually taking place in the market rate of inle-of ImtreM.

rest; and, therefore, did not contribute, iis they

otherwise must have done, to raise the rate whiclH®
they were intended to retluce. Sir Josiah Child,

whose celebrated Treatise, recommending a reduc-

tion of interest to four per cent. w\as published about

1670 ,
stJites po.sitively, that the goldsmiths in Lon-

don, who then acted as bankers, could obtain as

much money as they pleased, upon their servants'

notes only, at 4-^ per cent* The supposed insecuri-

ty of the revolulionary establishment, and the novel-

ty of the practice of funding, occasioned the payment
of a high rate of interest for a considerable portion

of the sums borrow ed by the public in the reigns of

^^iiliam HI. and Anne; but private persons, of un-

doubted credit, could then borrow at less than 5 per

rent. During tlie reign of George IT. the market rate

of interest fluctuated from 3 to 4* and per cent*

On the 18tli December 1752, the three per cefits. brought the highest price they have hitherto reached,



04 INTEREST.
Incerest* fVom obtammfr ]oai^ from capitalist of the hij^best

character, ami force them to Jiave recourse to those

isho are less scrupulous. Supposing the market
rote of intere^ to })e 6 or 7 ccrL^ an indivi-

duiil> in ordinary good credit^ mighti were the usury

laws abolished^ easily ol)tain a loan at that rate. But
the law having declared^ that no more than 5 per

era/, shall lx* taken, and consequently having affixed

a species of stigma to those lenders who bargain for

a higher rate, necessarily excludes the rich and more
respectable capitalists from the market, and obliges

borrowers to resort to those of an inferior character,

who, in addition to the premium for the risk incur-

red by entering into an illegal transaction, must re-» indemnihcation for the ^odiurn which, in

^ always attaches to the lender. It is idle

iilous to attempt to secure individuals

agashst the risk of imposition in pecuniary, more
than in any other species of transactions. But, al-

though the object were really desirable, it could

not possibly be obtained by such inadequate means.

The usury laws generate the very mischief they are

intended to suppress. Far from diminishing, they

most unquestionably multiply usurious transactions

in a tenfdd proportion, and powerfully aggravate

all the evils tliey were designed either to mitigate or

remove.

Nothing can be inore^ unreasonable, or more en-

tirely unfounded, than the clamour that has been

set up against usurers, as money lenders are some-

times termed, because of their exacting a Jiigher rate

of interest than ordinary from prodigals and spend-

thrifts. This surely is the most proper and efficient

check that can be put upon the thoughtless or un-

principled extravagance of such persons. Suppos-

ing the security '^f a prodigal and of an industrious

man to be nearly equal, and this can scarcely ever

be the case, does not the capitalist, who would lend

to the latter at a lower rate of interest than he would

lend to tlie former, confer a real service on bis coun-

try? Does he not prevent those funds which ought

to be employed in supporting useful labour, and in

adding to the real wealth of the nation, from being

wasted in ridiculous extravagances or boisterous dis-

sipation ?

They do not But, perhaps, we shall be told, that this is mis-

protect the taking the object of the usury la^^s—that they were
prodigal intended to force capitalists to lend to spend-
andnnwary.

nt the same rate of interest as to industrious

persons, but to protect the prodigal and unwary
from the extortion of usurers, by declaring" any sti-

pulation between them for more than a given rate

of interest to be null and void. But why all this

aolicitude about the least valuable class oi* society ?

Why fetter and restrict the free circulation of capi-

tal among those who would turn it to the best ac-

count, lest any portiokt' of it might chance to fall

into the hands of those who would squander it away?
If the prevention of prodigality be m object of suf-

' fident importance to ju8t% the u.^ference of the

Legislator, why not at once put the prodigal under

an interdidS, This is the only way in which it is

possible to restrict him. It is not So much by bor-

rowing money at high interest, as by contracting

debts to merchants, on whose charge there is no

check, titat spendthrifts generally run through their

fortunes. Mr. Bentham has justly <foserved, that so

long as a man is looked upon as otie who will

E
ay, he can much easier get the goods he wants than

e could the money to buy tliem with, though he
were content to give for it twice or thrice tlie ordi-

nary rate of interest. How ridiculous is it, then, to

stimulate this natural facility of purchasing, to permit

prodigals to borrow (for it is really borrowing) the

largest supplies of food, clothes, &c. at 20, 30, or even

100 percent, interest, at the same time that we inflict

a real injury on every other class of society, rather

than permit them to borrow the smallest supply' of

money at more than 5 percent,! Instead of being

of any service, tbia restriction is evidently inju-

rious to the prodigal. It narrows his choice, and
drives him from a market which might have prov-

ed much less disadvantageous, to one in which no
disgrace attaches to the exaction of the most exorbi-

tant interest, and where he can scarcely escape being

ruined.

Neither is the outcry raised against capitalists for

taking advantageof the necessities of industrious in-

dividuals one whit better founded than that which is

raised against them for taking advantage of the ex-

travagant and thoughtless disposition of the prodigal

or the simple. According as a person has a charac-

ter for sobriety, and for punctuality in making his

engagements, and according to the presumed state

of his affairs at tlie time, so ill ho be able to bor-

row. To say that a e;i))ittdist took advantage of the

necessities of any individual, is only saying that he
refused to lend to a person in su^])iciniii, or necessi-

tous circumstances, at the same rale interest he

Inteimt.

would have done had he been* in high credit; or,

which is the same thing, had there been no rhk of

losing the principal
; and had he not acted in this

manner, should we not have justly considered him
as a fool or a madm.ni ?

But, as has already be^*n ^hown, whatever may be
the extortion of lenders, the usury laws afford no
means of checking it

, on the contrary, they compel
the borrowers to pay, over and iibove the common
rate of interest, a prertmnu sufficient to indemnify
the lender for the risk and odium incurred in break-

ing them! They attem}>t to remedy what is not an
evil, and what, consequently, ought not to be inter-

fered with ; and in doing this they necessarily credte

a real grievance. What should wo have thought of

an act of Parliament to compel the underwriters to

insure a gunpowder magazine and a salt warehouse
on the same terms? Yet this would not have been
in any respect more absurd than to enact that the

same rate of interest should be charged on capital

lent to those whose security is widely different.

Luckily we are not left to infer from general prin- There wf;e

ciples, however well established, the many advantages

that would result from a repeal of the laws limiting

the rate of interest. The case of Holland furnishes

a practical and striking proof of the correctness of

the theory we have been endeavouring to establish.

It is an undoubted fact, that the rate of interest has
' been, for a very long peri(x], lower in Holland than

in any other country in Europe, and yet Holland is

the only country in which usury laws are altogether
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cf»L$ nqr biH tM 0timm mt* <» iatweit <Nrairf
ott<^qi^iitN>iwidwi^»#i<;ipacfa
«vcrMOBM«d€ or 7 furaui^ «Me# vijMO'lbe go-
venuneftt was negotiatbuf* fbMBa^ ioiui^ But, in
tbii aootitgr, whore the um Htfimr <b«t bo more
than $ per cent, sbdl be lalu^ zate of interest;

ibr Mpital advanced on we ticat ItaiM Benn^
haa, in the eame perjodt varied Aom 5 w 16 or 17
per cent, or fme times aa nwrii as m Holland.
Surely this ought to put to rest ril doubta M to the

«Ma. Jftd^Bank ^JNwoi tamr4hw>aHrt»i« « liwmi.

d per 4i^ bst aaneo^wy«.

U>%nb|mb*'^W of inteceatjetfli^ «Qn9>1oH>m<
atriated} erfifthdPtW'f tanitten iawMmriiifieig b^>aii«>*<

jNhjhaabMde^alMihtt^^ VJte Mte, Aeie-
^SwMb. wmmrnM OcCBSHICIIliai

tjrSi tuittfiMkiiii^ 10 MTWila; anidt

in

and aa 14 iMr cM* Oane*
rallyg diicoantm good

impolicy and tbo infffficiency of lhc« nmry lawa*
licgfti rate In France the uwiiy laws vero abolwed at the

m I Revdution; and it iu distinctly atatod^ that their abo*
’ hiion was mi aUendedhjf am rise ofpUereti* fStorcb»

Eccanmte PolUique, Tome III. p. 1 870 According to

the Code Napci^nmlyGpercentmtfitestU allow^ta
be taken in commera^d aSairs, and 5 pet cent, whoi
money is advanced on the security or real property.

There is not, however, any difficulty in evading this

law. The method, resorted to for this purpose, is to
givca/jo/wr befo-e <oitiDieting thv transaction, or,

which IS the bame tlun^, t i frame the obligation for

tlie debt for a hxy.r jm th in was really advanced
by the lender Kone ot the parties, partiv.ularJy u--

tere^^tod, can b( i died tc swear to the fact of such a

Nmvs being given, so that the transaction is unlm*-

pcachablc, nidc s a third part}, who wa^a pnv^^ to

he settling ol the affair, can be produced as a wiU

jMm
of interest ii 6 jper cenLto Rusiis;

But, «i Bttma ia « coontry capabk of sniuffi im«
poVemodC, and where there are very ineot fto^itlea

tor the advantageous emidoynient of cafsilat, the

matketrate of interest is jnvariafaly Ughcrtlw tibe
*

statute mte, and the law isas conatantly as k is easi-

ly evaded. f'/M.and Stard^ Tome III. p. 20^.}

At Trieste, and throughout the Austuaii enirffse inin Auitm;

general, the usual rate of interest is fixed by law at

o per cent, i but capital can addiom be obtained Rw
less than 8 or 10 per cenL (See Beport uhiettpraoj

At Legbom the orchnaiy rate or interest is }
pcrlAbeghom;

ami per month, or 6 per cent jpsr itnnum ; but thm
is no law to prevent the talrag of a faighor rate.

{Ibid.)

In Spain the ordlnaiy rate of interest is 6 per In opsin,

cent. ; but no law eaJataagamat tshiitt a higher rate,

and It seldom falls below 5, Or rises eSove 7 per oeet
(/'Id)

In Ihe Unite i States legal interest is fixed at
per cent , but thv, market rate fiuctoales fitast^lO

Sutci.

IS pu c( II iris, Mr Bnkbedt hifbims ns, 8if
now mah ig v^arijua parts ^ the Union, paiticl;^

Url} 111 \ irgima uiid North Carolina, to do away the

* Strictly speaking, this ^ nhes only to the state of Holland previously to the Revolutioain 179d. The.
enactments of the Code N«ipo>con were s^hbcquently introduced; but it appears from ^ BqpKxri of liha
Parliamentary Committee on tiic Usur} I uws, that they have i>ct, in any instance, been acted Upon*

t The general rate if discount in Holland is from 4 to 5 per cenk, and ocxnmually fhm S to^8| jp^ cent,
but very seldom lo Duniig the Revolution it bos been at 6 and 7 per cent, and even at thtSihUf
been generally owing to some ^ced fine al operaih/on on account of tnh gnvenimenit, and baaipever been
of long duratiotk The following is average rate <X diacount at Ai^dltedaiii and Rotterdam fEb^ 1798
to 1817: *

^ V/

1795—

4, 44, 5, 6,

1796—

4, 4J, 5, 6,

1797—

4, 44, 5, 5J, 6, % 15,

1798—

4, 44, 6, 5,

1799—

$, A 44, 5,

1800—

4, 44, 5, 6,

1801—

4, 4>L 4, 6,

1800—

4, 44, 5, 6,

1801—

4, 44, 4, 6,

1802—

44, 4, 44, 6«

1809-4, 8, 44, A,

1804-4, li, s; ,J, 6, ’

1806-^ 4|« S, ii, % S.

•* The Sink «r An>st«ri«in omm auoaniut«4B mgmtuue «M|i 6 pee emt.s tmt ta^mt
iampt ipte. vary tbric diacoimta aoMbigh Ute •buBdanet atctaaM,never evceodiim , jpat

oCQilriiiiW •• If*!' 44 f| ||fd9afW^,vidam4, Sepetst^ffAe ComnriMmiw fke Vk$$ Ik

1807—

4. H» <V ^

1808—

4, 4, 4|.^& €,

1810—4, 4jh Sr 6,

1811t^, OL 4, 5,
18},^ U, 4,

1M8«^ >€> 4^
‘6.

4*

» 9, % j, /V*
1816—5,

, 1817—ft 8|, 0“ 4
* < > j"

* *
* \ ^ t'

BtB lumbar Data Oaib; 6 jwr tbqr ribaMiu at *

vat. . PAKT L
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Wetfe lim Wjw ^ f*®*
pettefttflito.aMal^ iia«^ latmit

to h« pflU Jn Wte calM m which n^pMviom

iMewdit, hHt «> that <4|tot. If h ifi?t tha «f* ,«aiie8 «( thoa 4$p0iptiim, ibm it very

^at* while aMiinf^* honw^tfi^^ <d9<W whe&er.it waa Att intonwob of

j|MtOr» or ag^ioidtnfis^ is ftwia givinwtootw iho parties tartias iime tho fiwneact&n took plw,
tihsnd hottig:ht ho OUe utovinhiMtt should be chained; It y«iM beibiin 3 gift f«wO> tigir ^ui\,j^iam ho tAi£:ht ho oMe
to inyeW lO of if jp^ cent, Ooffem*
ment nhoiM %iiUo!#od to «t 6, 8, 10, $0

out a iMLit to

lcmn«maiq{l)i^'iil^ lUppital of the cooo-
tiy to fciif tfllih 4epelerato4At^ ttnnatuwJ velo-

dtjr Tfeaturyi^ pan be more
Jbten than. If we ak« to liave usury laws,

cmght to n^rate alike on eveiy dasa of bor-

rowers j sen^ con^dering the subeSnor atbactions

which the fa^ty of reposseesiing tpe pritifapd gives

to the investment pf capital in the fame, the rate of

interest at which Ooverofnent sliould be allowed to

borrow, should be Ipsv th^ the rate at wtuch private

individuals might ^rrow. "

We trust, however, that tre have said ctiough to

show the inexpediency and the pemicteus tendency
of all such regulations. Ifa landlord is to be allow-

ed to take the highest rmthe can get offered for his

land—^a father toe bightot ji^ee for his raw pro-

duce^a manufecturer for bis goods-^wby should a
capitalist be restricted and liittored in the employ-
ment of hSa staekf Eveiy |^rhK4p)e of natural jus-

tice, and of sound poJiiical ripediency, le Outraged

by such a distinction. ^

The pu scat So long as the market fate of interest continued
atpamcuUr ingher than the sMutiWy rate^ It cannot be doutrted
ly ht pedod^ljj^^. considerable inconvenience would have resulted
TUt SUSllSll" MSIIW ttmtJ'Jjan iva.iHKv ]« A im

]^n^to4!tve tbo horrot^erthe full benefit of this

doubt, fixing the rgto payable m such tiases at

the towesfmaxim r4itb.

Before omudufihjg wo i»iy remark, that, until thcEner of

laws regii)atiiw^tl%to profit and the increase

capital^ad been ahSratdy investigated, the ffyat®"^

wealth and comu^eil^'IU^O^erity of Holland was in- of in.

variably ampealeq to aa, o practical proof of the ad-tereit.

vantages of a lo# tate of interest. But Sir Josiah

Child, and those who hove insisted so much on this

example, forget that the lowness of interest in Hol-

land was the necessary effect of the circumstances in

which thgt country was placed,—of the lowness of

profits, caused by tlie oppressiveness of taxaUon,^

and the deficient supply of fertile soil, and not of

any interference on the porb of the Government.
Neither was this lowness of interest any advantage,

but a positive disadvantage. A country, whose ave-

rage rate of profit, and consequently of interest, has

been reduced considerably below the level of sur-

rounding n^iona, may, notwithstanding, abound in

wealth, and be possess^ of an immense capital , but
it would be the haght of error to suppose, that this

reduction of profits and interest could have facilitat-

ed their accumulation. Capital cannot be accumu-
lated otlierwide than by a saving of income, and
wherever incomes are large,.and tins will always be

from any abdi^g9ir<<0f tfie usury laws. It is the case v^here the rate of profit is comparatively

ry LfSWs. certain, indeed, that ti# inconvenience would have
been very speedily componAated by the check which
the abolition would have given to the trafi^c in an-

nuities, and by the efisior circulation and more ad-

vantageous distribution ofi.€apitfd. Now, howevei,
when the market is fallen^Wlow the statutory rate

bfinterest, no inconvenience could attend their re-

It eoiild n<tt lead ta my dmand for payment
efkdlprowed money, for no uimnnoal t^oula t^wre
pffpttM.of^bat be conl*^^ tAsoAto greater advjm-
tilg[e. But, while uieir wonid be in iknreapect

a*advnntiM;eou8, it woald enable iboaewbe are cn|;iu

in a^ployments of more thnB.qtduUH7 haeard,

to ftroeure adequate wppliea of ittodlt onSam« &-
votBaUb teintii ; and it would algo aecure us egaioit
tboriidtiMf'Atturenijsehief should the maiket jqpib
9[^abdbe4ib6]eg«il)il|l)^ofiDterest It isunnecessaty,

However, to araemju^eAale repeal of the uauiy
We, think It qCIbe vi^mnw to apprehend any

d^er timn tee ettMt applieatioti of a mon||e to

me^ qctude of the anti^wunna Stojhitea, but it is

eObii^il^'tiMiar Zbeesled Mrtu,e^. To avoid

'$Sammw tototoi most timid,

t&l enwtol lUay be tent at^Wte-

rest npd illiy raiNed omv

hig^ there muat be a propoHionably increased ia-

cHil^ of gratifying the prevalent passion for acen-

mulation. The case ol IloUand, &r tiom contradict-

ing, famishes a striking example of the truth of this

pnncipte* Sir William Temple mentions, that her

trade was rather on tiie decline in 1670; mid tlie

laige capital of whldh,^ was then in possession had
been aocimmlated previously to her yars with Crom-
well, and when tlie rate of profit am much higher

tiuin at ahy aobeequent period, liow profits are a

certain prom that society has become cloggetl in its

proi^sgps. Th^ show, tmit it is approaching, if it baa

not already reached, the ^tionaiy state, and that,

unteu meMures can be devisedIbr lelieving the pres-

sure On^ teBowces of the state, it wilt Be thrown
back in tiiO career of JmproveiileBt;, and outstripped

by^^Sini^hboan. Tbente of profit, and the rate

ofi^tmwbst, are ordinarii;^ twice os high in the Unit-

ed il^tetes as in Greet Vtitaip or France, and it ia to

fiUs 'mit tile moVa iv|»d advancement of the former

im wMdltii and pi^ulotion ia entirely to be ascribed.

f|ij^|i«ofit8, it is true, may no^ m every hiatanoe,

be~aiBceinpinned by a great itegted of jprosperity ;

|br, e despotic govemmeftt.'Or tbe want of sufficient

puj^tmn, may paralygto aU the efibtts of those who
eeni

,

uto^ «ti|e,^tohBd l^n to fi Or JO' sre otbwwise ploc^ in tim most fkvotttable ciroum-
ger eent., whsd et is blesf^^ery n>stttei%f MgnUtibn •> stances for tbe aecutatdllKm of wealth. Bat, ^ Me
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Aindi ^«i(>|]ortifi|K J«|pi|tW.n^ v4«abl«
poU^lCm of MC^ <» |ii,.«s<ut
ramotlion to tho maim or'fpiMii^ p^te.
wherever WMMpr|> »w peM,
and the wjineteu ho^ its p(q[>uW
tiow end its ndm: on <|to other hM4» wSererer
they ere low, the donuaid Sxe lebpiir u nroportion*
Obly reduced, end the pto^M of aoeiMy rendered
•0 much the slower.

Instead, theiefore, of e loyr tute of profit, end
e low ^ of inteteiti ht ihe'Cas inust bo el*
woya directly as the o^m^ Ipng eny pMof of the
fiouriibing sitoadon of e eouiitty, it u distinctly

>
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end nw^letsly thd>j|^|«no> Highwofits dww thht litthreit

cepitAjie^ be ree^ ind^ henedtply fnrested in , II

the ^fenent breildhea of wdostr^wod wh^rer l»*?«***-

this la fhe ease, h; WiS be Ifiotter fot the borrower to . .

bey 'sts of iqterest ^usn itwo^ be for 1^ •

the United 8ut^A0MiBymalm«io^
httigain then lh# boiVoiMwsjidlo'M|4 wdy
4 or S per ft

stance of thrtNde^'iOtereBtfMyieble on loan* being
absolutely |i%h pr low^ bet Iw the {iroportion be-
tween dni^nte and die *mm rate of profit, diet

we mnst'BIsterttuRe whether wey llgiae ^n Obtain-

ed op Amund^le ot onftvoDMide tenei^^
,

v«„.uo» INVERNESS-SHIRE, thii\oat cKtenshre coun-
aa<l exkot ty ,n Scodend, situated between d6» 40* and sr 36’

north latitude, and between S“ S©' and 5“ 50' west
from Greenwich, is bounded on the north by the
shires of Rost and Cromarty ; on the east by Aber-
dcCT, Banff, Moray, and Nairn, and by the Moray
Frith; on the south by Perth and Argyle; and on
the west by the Adautic Ooean: It is from 50 to
75 miles in length; in breadth from 30 to £0 miles

;

and its area ia comput^ to be 3036 a^ttare miles, of
which the space occupied by lakes has been estimat-
ed at 132 miles, and the land at S904r « 1,858,560
Knglish ocr^s.

Bpundxnes The exterior outline of this county is euoeeding-
]y irregular. On the north-east, where thp county
town is situated, a narrow tract tUns out between
Nairnshire and the Moray Frith ; fiurdier to the east,
a portion of it is detached snd indoecd by die eoun-
Ues of Moray and Banff, Argylesbire penetrates
into it from the sonth-west; and oa the west it is

indented by lochs Mpydart^ Aylort, Nevidi, Houai,
and other arms iff the sea.

t.urf*ee. The surfkce is still men varied, comisljuw
ranges of lofty nraontaina, ahernoring wiA jwi^
narrow vallies, the beds of u great many Uttd
rivers. The most prominent fisatore is GklCMfSn,
or the Great Gkn, fiir the most pari a nile in
breadth, and bounded'on mther side byjuecipitaus
high grounds, whichtraverseathecoontyfitan sonth-
west to north-east, dividing it into two imarly equal

Orest Vsl- parts. In this Mmi, from north te eoQth, are Ldch
ley New, Lodi Oidi, and Lech Lodiy,* wfaicb. when

united by a canal d about 23 uiaes (ate Calboo-
NisN CAMAf. in this will Item a line

of inland navigadon between the east and west seas,

or flrom the Moray Frith, on thenteth-east, toLitonbe
Loch, an arm of die AdantSt^iiiteSl die sondl-west, a
distance of about 60 nrilte, m 6tmlb» of 32 gnus,
andvessdaof fiOOtons. L^lilew w reowrkdneRn!
never fieeaing, a drenmetMo^ aiet^ to its great
dqidi, and ftr its watets haviug been videnigly agi-

toted during die gregt eatthqnahedtLisbtgifiultop

OrcRt Vtl.

Icy

partly into the lake^^ in ibe central valky^ and
partly^ by a more direct eouiaep into the arms it the
Atlantic on the iteit, or by .tiem which (low from
^is countv into the ottinmi on the eaat^ and thence

into the Uerman Ocean.
Ihe western aide^ or the country between theDiviMou.

^eat valley and the d^Iantic, from Argylesbire on
the south to Ross-dum on the north, a distance of
about TO miles, is the most wild and mountamous
tract of Invernes8*dbir^ and ii iharefore known by
the name of the Baugh Jl^ndsjt ifeitare reaching
the fetL coast, the generai elevatrah is somewhat di-

mlnisheds In this traef^ at the sooth, the
prindmV divisions are IdcqydSirtg Arasaig^ Morrer,
Knoyaart, and Glenelg, wluch contain a variety of

f
letia or vallies, among are Glengary, Glen
loriston, Glen Urqubart^ and Stratbgiass. TheOIeoiand
most considerable lam iti tbU quarts are Loeb £il, Loebt.

•l^oeh Shiel, l40ch At&e& Loch Gary, and Lodi
Maddy. Lilian Uaiti, m the parish at lOlmoiack,
^ut 4f0 miles west from Beauly, is said to have
been known to remain frosen all myear through.
On the east ride of the valley lies the tktensive dia-

lect of Badenoeb ; at its southern tormlnat on is

Lochriier; and at its northern the Aitdp the most
leriSie part of thib Q^unty. These dtviaibiit also eom-
]^se a great many glens, IftteA, And fivaEu, mctaisive

*

wot^lams, and not a ihtlo jpi^aetlve The
pAsiripd Wiies here sro GloBtoy^ noted for its pa-
mtd wlwch His now fignm must have b^n
Armed by^tlie gmduid ss^idence of the waters, and

hand of tmlh *#bnd]tspey. Stratberridc,
mtewl CbteteAkvUmwwW* wuk**1«r

vember iTdSp On each ^ ttds ii

umumbo* dt ji^auuff AqMfiu, wpueaited tqri^ti-
triuoneilB^i with jefcw Which receive fhewtatera
from the high gtounda, and diacharge them by out-

4oil^j Spey, die Findhovn, end the

Naim, ftriru mtiMlir of naollec rinea*, have their

teWllR.

The general eqiedtiff fsvenwriNihke may be fur-Moewaai

conceivedwhen Itb atated titet’ two-thirds

die aurface itemed with hiMi; only a forti^
lend; and ttwk^eorn lead, woodlmt, *

iu4 Itete pa^Tet^ tteether, do not ^ogqed %fht %
’

*^aerM ilti aa humwA' In manylpige ^

jttevaRutoMtt^ a degtee that, fbr

miles, aearcely any vetdore u to he mI|r„
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Productive

L irid.

Rivers.

fnmnen- wlleiie iolitary (ivnlet to otoillblUf over^oWfld

. On-tJ»n*ottthofAi4^^th«reis«toJ
” 5*®SP iS«»Hp<»ed to extensive ia
Batun, in whiejt a great nnmiS^'bf ecoell Udees arei

interspersed, some of them eentfe^tog irooded ides,
where the deer,.from the iiMptot)t^'twt,itre of the
geotntd, find shelter iVom th^ miraiters. But the
f«r i^reater part ofthe coHntyHocetibM wpt nnii)iha<

teipx Bea-Neri^ 4d80 net high> ^ataiMM Mt the
sbuth>weet, a litde to die east mt the Cakdoniaa Ca>
nal; Ifeal Foarveuaie, an the leesfef Loch Ness, is'

more tlun SOOQ'fhet'hig^
; and Cumgonn, pardy in

Banffshire, wards of 4000. It to been remarked,
as a singulaV circtimatanoe, that. IKveral of the hills,

which to^jP^vered with h^b <Mi l^e sides, are green
OR tb4|4||M and produce vafij^bte ))asturage.

The pttiSBKve land lies chiaSy on the aea coast, and
aldftg tlie banks of the lakes and tivera; 4itich of it

in the latter situation is alluvial and fertile i is

also clay in a few places; but the prevai^g soil is

sand, or a sandy loam, well adapted to the growth of
barley, potatoes, turnips, and other green crops.

The principal rivers of Inverness-shire are the
which rises from a loch of that name a little to the
east of the Great Valley, and fiowipg in a course from
south-west to north-east for about §6 miles, falls into
the sea, about eight miles <;aat of Elgin, in Moray-
shire, carrying with it the waters of 1300 square
miles; the JVejfs, which issues from Loch Ness, and,
flowing through the town <jf Inverness, falls into the
Moray Frith, after a course of c^ix miles; the ZocAy
issues from Loch^cLochy, and has a course of ten
miles westward, till it falls into Loch Eil, near Fort-
William; soon after it leaves ^ts'^parent lake it is

joined, from the east, by the Spean, which is remark-
able for being crossed by a bridge, two of the arches
of which are 95 feet‘'|y|p^; ana the Beauty^ which
has its source in the^ n^h-west, and carries the
united waters of the and two rivulets,

,

into the Frith of the same name. FUidhorn and
IVmrw on the east, and the Garrp and the Mwrisfou
on the west, arc smaller streams. Thp Foj/ers, which
flows into Loch Ness from the south, is remarkable
for its celebrated falls, one of which, acj^rding to Ur
Carnet, is 70 feet, and the other Jbktf W mile lower,

812* are cascades not infe^^ to these in the
of Kilmorack, oniOhe watefs which unite to

form the Beauly, and at Loch Lev)^ head, in the
southern quarter ; near which luft place there are
also some remarkable caverns. ^

*

Hincrals. Granite, limestone, slate, mi^^e, brick*K:lay a-
bound in many parts of Inverness-shire; lead has
been diseover^ in Ben- Nevis, and three o^r
places in that neighbourhood, and also at Olengary,
but none of it is wnn^ht. A vein of plumbago has
been found in Glengwy. A great part ofthe moun*-
tain Ben-Nevis is c^ppsed of b^tiful porphyry.
There is no coal, and fer want m it much cf the
limestoDii js of httle yalpe. t

Woods. From the trees found in great JUiuSers, and some
of them ofa remarkable size, in all tnosses, there
is reason to belietre tliat tins country was*^m early
period, almost covered withWood; iuid at ofeaent
there is a greater space covered with natural ^es
here than inaU the rest of Britain. In Strtdhspey*

,
I

it U uiA ifttidka havebeetr Ibund, Inwtnenu
^ectly aboyl»^hhteber* in a moss, ffcom which it

IB inferred thaNto^ mjfnt have come tomtit*^

rity, and been bef<^ one next above
it was formed* In the same di^rict, there are about
1 5*tKK^ cf netnrai firs* besides 7000 of planted
firs and larches; and thei^ natilral woods on Loch

<3Aenffary, Olennwriston* Straihglass, Glen
StratS&rrer, bhd at the btBid ofLoch Shid, are also

very extensive. Full grevtn trees of ash* Ibhe, beech*
oak, plane* and mountoin-ash* are found at Castle

Grant, Cuiueden, a^d Belladrum, in the northern
quarter of the county ; but in most other places,

the woods are in the state of coppice. The birch is

in great abimdanee on the sides of Loch Ness, Loch
Laggan* about EolihSebiurchas, and in the vale of
UiHiuhart. Part of t.he great Caledonian Forest ex-
tends for several ' miles rnuor the boundary of this

county with Perthshire* Considerable tracts have
been planted, chiefly with firs and larches, particu-

larly in the north-east, where the county town is si-

tuated, in Badenoch, and on Loch Eil.

There are several fishing villages on tlie eastFisiun s

coast, yet the sea-fisbery is not prosecuted to a
great extent, partly owing, it is alleged, to the re-

gulations of the Salt Laws. But the arms of the
sea, and the numerous lakes and rivers, afford an
abundant supply of fish. I'he herring occasionally

visits Loch £il ; salmon yield a considerable rent

on the rivers l^hy, Beauly, and Ness, and are
found also in the Morrer, in Loch Insch in Bade-
noeb, an4 at Invermoriston. Char is caught in se-

veral of the lochs, and flounders and sprats in the
Beauly. The moors and woodlands are plentifully W ild Ai i

stocked with game,—red and roe deer, tlie Alpine
and comuioa hare, black game and ptarmigan, grouse,
partridges, &c. ; and pheasantt have been lately intro-

duced. Foxes and wild cats are still numerous, and
in the lakes and rivers, otters. There are also eagles,

haWli4, and owls; and a multitude of water fowls,

particularly swans, resort to Loch Insch, and tlic

other lakes of Badenoch.
Tlie territory of Inverness-shire is divided into cs-

tatesof great extent, and, in proportion to the rental

of the county, of great value. In 1804 more than
the half, if vVe may judge from the old valuation,

belonpd to seven proprietors* and as much more
was held by other six, as made the possessions of

these thirteen individuals equal to more than two-
thirds of the whole, each of them at a medium must,
therefore* have contained about 100,000 acres. In
1811, the number of estates was seventy-seven* of
which fifty-seven were below L,500 Scots of valua-

tion. The greatest proprietors are the Duke ofPropnttorb.

GordoPi the Earl 01 Moray, Lord Macdonald,
^Lord Cawdor, Macl^feod, Fraser of Lovat, Sir James
Gr^nt* Grant of Kotbiembrehus, Mackintosh* Ca-
meron of Whei], Maosiel* Maepherson, Chis-
holm, Mactoell of Gtengaiy* Macdoiudd of Clan-
ranald* Baillie of X)uff, ana Forbes of Culloden*
most <tf whom have seats in the cdunty. The va-Vaiuauon
luatlon taken in I60I is L.7fi*188, 98. Scots, andHindRtntai
in 1SJ1* the real rent of the lands was L.195,843*
Ifis, Sterling, and of the houses* L.92S5, 8s. Ster-

ling. The edd valuation of the whole of Scotland*
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***• k Mfll dw rule by «ldt4i fewPliaM^iuenti^

'nr*' impoied, ii to the acttid alone in
1811, aa L.} SCeti la Ht wbiriu
in diii eounty, rente liaro greater
a pruportkm than in the tM uf jMhnd, <&{«%
perhapa earing todw iiMrodiMSMt ofil^apf&niinK
that ita yahiat^ is to its aetoal zeaUwly aaZ^l Seota
ia to L&675 anijl it la aroaiiif of ronadc,
that this rise cannot beaacribed' in aaiy conaidandrle
degree to the outlay of capital by nrapajetoaa, in
building or otherwiae, at M uaat otlur parts of
Sc&tlimaa

^
Rumi Kco- Of the occupier® of the landg^f-tackfimen^ emaU
noi IV, tenants, And cotUrsb-of the of the farm, and

of the rural economy of the eating gmierally, we
have little to aae in additron to miai we have al-
ready offered under the HigUeml oountieii of Scot,
laud m the precedini^ part of this SupplmenL
Small Bjj^s of com-land contii^otis to the hamlets,
of which the alternate ridges or lands Wong to dif-
ferent cultivators^ who Uicd to interchange their
lotraents once a year, and more recehtiy, only once
in three years; a larger space of oti^field beyond
this, part of which is constantly cropped till it is

exhausted, and then left to nature, when another
pait, which had been treated in the same manner,
but which has been somewhat ref^tored in the mean
wJiile by the folding of cattle, takes its place; and
beyond this outfidd, separated from the higher
grounds by a head dike, la^c tracts of oamnion pas-
ture these, with their miserable liiits, their irregu-
lar and dways inefficient latMiur, tUdr indolenv.’e,

their poverty, present a 'striking picture of what
must have been the condition of the great body of
tlic people of Scotland during the fbudd ages ; and
which IS not now, as it was then, somewW reliev^
by hospitality and protection on the one side, and
respert, gratitude, and attachment, on the other.

This system, indeed, has been gradually approach-
ing to its termination for the last thirty years, and
HI some parts of Inverness-shire it exists no longer in
itb original form^ The change has been chie^ ^
iceted by the introduction of sheep, which has qq*
ca'iioned somany complaints, and pn^bly much real
suflering for a time to many individuals; but WMch
IS likely in the end to be most advantageous to the
public at large. With respect tto its effect on popu-
lation, one main tqnc of declamation, it has not been
such as its opponents allege; lor the population ot*In-
verness-shire, any more than of the Highlands in ge*
nera), has not diminished. On the contiaiy, its in-
crease in this county, from I7$5 fio 1811,W been
much greater than in Haddingtonshire and the other
merely agricultural districts of Scotland. Within
that period, it has increased from ff4,656 to 78,336,
or upwards of 21 per cent, whde tlttt of all Scotland
has been no more than 44 per cent; and it is well
known that the far greater part of this apparently
general increase has been Occarioned by tne exten-
sion of manufitbtures and commerce, aijid is gfiifffy
confined to a few districts.

\ ^

irAdc
.

The principal e^orts are cattle, sh^, whSi,

^
timber, and elates The corn grown in the eountf,
chiefiy bear or big, and oats, and only on the east
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cam wbSbt. !i idl oM^tim^witfaia Hiblf', wbch ofthe Irivernibh

hkut in distlUariMi,^ as well the potatoes,

die mm importw#iw&le of food to the greater

part ofto year; imd the products of the dairy. It

imports coals, Iirisv ftnir, oatmeal, groeeries, and
ctor aittcles (ff demtesto eotisumptioii. The ma- Manufac-

niitotureaare, haggfng from bempi thread, kelp touiTes.

a conrideMdile extent m the west coast, w^ some
tiles and brides^ There are also tmv-wmto brew-
eries, bleachfrikfr, Xsid ml iron^fomidery; and sOme
attempts haws bto nmde atdifferent pmi^s to oarfy
DEL branches idl the woollen manufacture.

fnveroesa^ to capital of to Highlamls, a royal ahU

burgh, andto only town of any extent in the coun- ViUssch.

ty, is idtetod on both rides of the rmv Mess, at its

entrance into the Mony Frith. It u a place of
great antiipiiQr, bat it is only since the middle of
the last century that it has made regular advances
to its present prosperity. Nearly all the trade and
manu&ctures of the county are carried on here,

and it is favourably situated for becoming a place of

general resort for the northern eounties, of which it

IS considered the metropolis. The population, in

1811, was 1 1 ,353. From the west sea, a few vessels

come up to Fort-WiDlsm, from which the exports are

wool, ^ins, herrmgs, kelp, and slates. The most
considerable village is Maryburgh, or Gordonsburgh,

^

near Fort-William. Grantown is a neatly built vii-
’

lage on to great rood aknm the Spey, which, under
the auspio^ of Sir Janies Oratit, tiie proprietor, has

made considerable progress. It contains a town-
house and prison, with a well endowed school, and a
few years ago a factory was be^n for carding and
spinning wool, and for making blankets and woollen
cloths. Fairs are held for the sab of cattle, sheep,

and wool, at Fort-Wiiliam,Beau]y, Grantown, an<l

Kingussie, and four m the year in Inverness, where
there ia also a well supplied market every Tuesday
and Friday. An easy communication is now foim- Roaii»

ed throughout the greater part of the county by
means of the i^oads wade under the direction of to
Parliannenlary Commissioners fo) Highland Boads
and Bridges, half the expense of whidi is borm by
to county, and the other half id granted by r.ulia-

went
Among the antiquities of Inverness-shire, which Antu on ^

we can only notice generally, are the circles of
stones ascribed to the Druids, which are found in

many parts of the county, paiticularly at Conimo-
ny in its northern quarter; two artificial mounts in

the prish of Petty, supposed to have been places

for administering justice; jcound buildings, called

Piets* Houses, in Glenelg, and other parts; forts,

birilt without mortar, one of which, called Castle

Spynie, two miles east from to church of Beauly,

mclosM a otto ^ to yards, and another in the pa-

rish or tioggan, stands on a rock, 100 yards in per-

pendicular height; vitrified^ibrts on the hill of Craig

Phadric, about ^wo milea from Inverness, Dund-
haird^al] in Glgn Nevis, and Dun Thton near tlic

river Beauly; and a vari^ of castles, o£ which In-

verio^y Casde, a building tif great extent, and un*

known anri^ulty, on the bAnks of the near

Fort-Wftliam, is, perhaps, the most remarkable. Oti

a hill near Inverness, criled tlie Castle Iffil, tood
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iHv^nicKUi the costte of the Thane of Cawdor, where Mficbeth is

^ murdered Duncan, ,It was razed by Mal-
"- colm Kenmore, who removed^ the town to the ,north

-

waM, where it now stands, ^^tted its first charter,

and built a fortress on the siteofthe old town, which
* WAS repaired in 1715, and finally demolished in

.17&5. Cromwell erected a citadel at th# mouth of

the river Ness, which was demolished by Charles 11.

The chain of forts along the ' line of the Caledonian

Canal has been already noticed. (See iNVEevjcss-

SHIRE in the Enqydojpasdia,) FoH^Georgc is a re^

gular fortress, mounting fiO gai», with barracks for

3000 men, which was begun in. 1747, and completed

in 20 years, at an exp^ce of .about L.l60,000. It

is situated 11 miles eastward' from Inverness, upon
a neck of la^nd on the Moray Frith, opposite to Fort-

rose in Ross-diire. Fort-Avgustusi also a regular

fortihCBtion, though a place of no great strength.

With four iMstions and barracks for 400 men, is si-

tuated at the west end of Loch Ness, nearly midway
lietween the east and west seas. It was hrst built in

1730 at some distance from Loch Ness, but having

been demolisheil by the rebels in 1745, it was af-

terwards rebuilt nearer the Jake. ForUWilUam,

built in the reign of William, IIL, is situated on a na-

vigable arm of the sea, called Loch Eil, at the south-

western termination of the great valley. Part of it

'
14 now in ruins, but it is still occupied by a company

, ,
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of invalids. On^CuUoden Moor, a level heath to the InvcruMi.

eastward of Inverimss, on the lOth April 1746, was
^

fought the battle which put an end to the rebellion

of 1745; the greater of this heath is now cover-

ed with plantations.

Inveruess-sbire contains twenty-eight entire pa-ParUkM.

rishes, and ^area otlier four wiUi die. counties of

AiCTlifi Nairn, and Moray. Of diese, twenty are

on the mainland,.and the remainder in its islands.

Some of the. parishes on the mainland, as well

as in the islands, wpuld form a square of 20 miles

each. Kilmalie. and
.
Kilmorack are still larger^ ex-

tending in leng& ^bout 60 miles, and in breadth

almost 30. NlAiy of the inhabitants are Roman
Catholics, particular^ in the districts of Moydart,

Arasaig, Moirerf and Knoydart, on die west side.

The county s^ds one member to Parliament, and Repruentu.

the town of Inverness^ along with Forres, Nairn, and lion.

Fortrose, choose one for the burghs. The Sheriff

holds courts at four places, two of which, Invcniess

and Fort-Willium, arc for the mainland, and two more
for the isles in Skye and Long Island. Tlic popula- PojjuLudi',

tion of the whole shire in 18.00 and 1811 is given

in the annexed tab]e.-^(Sce the Statistical Account

of Scothmd, and Playfbir*8 Description of Scotland

;

llobertson*s Survey of Inverness-shire ; 71i€ HeautUs

of Scotland^ VoL V., and the General Report of Scot-

land.) (a.)

1800.

1. P£iU$OJ^S. OCCPPATIONS.

1
.a

.5 .

By bow
many

FatniUe*

occu-

pied.

Uninhabited. Blales. Females

Peraoni
chiefly em-
ployed in

Agncul-
ture.

Prraona
chiefly em-
ployed in

Trade, Ma-
mifactuTcK,

or Handi-
craft.

All other

Persofu not

eompriaed
in the two
preceding

claKses.

Total of

I’crsoDi.

14,3.07 1,0.3,5.3 159 33,801 40,491 34.068 3864 36,361 74,292

1811.

tIUUbES. PERSONS.
I

OCCUPATIDNS.
1

Inhabited.

By how
many

Families

occu-

pied.

1

I

Males. Femates.

Families

chiefly em-
ployed in

Agricul-

ture*

Families

ehiefly em?
ployed in

Trade, Ma-
nufactures,

or Handi-
craft*

All other

FahUir.»no\.

comprised

in the two
preceding

classes.

Total of

Fersoni.

14.646 16,014 215 35^^ 43,614 9594
i

3294 sis6 7S,SS6

IODINE. Sre Chsuibtbv, in this Supplement, p. 15.

%
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JOINEBT
Jcmerr- Is oneoftiie useful. stliiwhichiemti^toit^^t

teriaOy to t^e coodifbrt and odtivenlenee of man.
As the arts c(jomery and earpentiy are often follow-
ed by the same individud, it appears, at first view,
natural to conclude, that the same print^ldes are
common to both these arts. But a closer examina-
tion of their objects, leads us tb a different conclu-
sion.

'drpcDtry The art of Car^try is diHl^ted almost wholly to
cfiHcd. the support of weight or pressure; and, therefore, ita

principles must be found in tho nteclumical sdences.
In a building, it includes all the rough timber-work
necessary for support, division,, or connection ; and
its proper object is to give firmness and stability.

See the Article CanpENTHY in Ibis Sitpnkmfni.

.Ifiinerv (J
The art of Joinery has for its ubjectj the addition

in a building of all the fixed wood-work necessary for

coiuTnience or ornament. It is the hitcstinum opus
of Vitruvius; and the Mtnuiseric de bdtime^is of the

prdvemeitf has not yet found its way into Sweden, jointry.

{Tracds in Smde% p> 8.)

About the beginmtig of the last century^ several

works of a most interesting kind made tbetr appear-

ance. Forms began to be introduced in arebicecture

wbi<^ cOoid m>t be executedi at a moderate expense,

without the tud of new principles, and these prin-

ciples were discovered and published by practical

joiners. As might naturally be expected, these au-

thors had but confused notions, with a scanty por-

tion of geometrical knowledge; and, accordingly,

their descriptions are often obscure, and sometimes

erroneous.

The hand-rails ofstairs offered many difficulties, and

an imjMfifect attempt to remove- tliem was first made

by Halfpenny, in his dri of S^auttd linildine, publish-

ed in 1725. Price, the author of the Brilisk Car-

pru/cr, published ill 1733,
was more successful, and

his remarks show a considerable degree ofknowledgt;

French.

The joiner’s works are, many of tliem, ofa complicat-
ed nature, and require to be executed in an expensive
material ; therefore joinery requires much skill in that
part of geometrical science which treats of the pro-
jection, and descriplioTi of lines, surfaces, and solids,

as well as an intimate knowledge of tlie structure

and nature of wood.

It may also be remarked, that the rough labon/ of
the carpenter renders him, in some degree, unfit to
pr(Kluce that kjnd of accurate and neat workmanship
whicli is expected from a modern joiner,

rrnp/rsfi of cufly tittics, vciy little that resembles modem
Joinery in joinery w^a.s known ; every part was rude, and joined
i-njjjUud. in the most artless manner. The first dawnings of

the art appear in the thrones, stalls, pulpits, and
screens, of our cathedrals and churches; but, even
in thc.se, it is of the most simple kind, and is nn^

(lobted to the carver for every tiling that is worthy
of regard. Whether, in these monuments, the car-

ver and the joiner bad been one and the same person,

w^c cannot now determine, though we imagine, from
the mode of joining in some of them, tliat this was
the case.

During several centuries joinery seems to have
been gradually improving, but nothing appears to

have been written on the art* before I677, when Mr
Joseph Moxon, a Fellow of the Royal Society, pub-
lished a work, entitled Mtchmick Exercises, or the

Doctrine of Uandj/worh, In tliis work the tools,

and common operations in joineiy, are described,

with a collection of the terms <^en in use. It

must have been a valitable WQtk at that time, but

to a master in the art it woiild convey little if any
thing that was new. Sash-windows wore introduced

into England some time before the date of Moxun’a
work, but be has not noticed them. According to

the observatinns of Dr Thomson, tbxs importantlmK

of the true nature and object of his researches.

The publication of Price’s work must liave pro-

duced a considerable sensation among joiners, for it

was soon followed by many other works of different

degrees of merit. Of these the works of Langley and

Pain were the roost popular.

The establishment of the principles of joinery, on

the sound basis of geometrical science, was reserved

for Nicholson, In his Carpenters* Guide, and Car-

enter and Joinders jlssislant, published in 179^, he

as made some roost valuable corrections and addi-

tions to the labours of hU predecessors.

Corresponding iraprovements were also made in

the practice of joinery, for which we are much in-

debted to the late Mr James Wyatt. This celebrated

architect kept together some of the best workmen in

London, who were looked up to with a degree of

emulation by young men, which had a benefici 1 ef-

fect on the progress ofjoinery. But ]thc art is st.ll far

short of perfection. We conceive that many of those

operations, on w^hich the soundness of work chiefly

depends, might be done with greater exactness, ami

less labour,* by means of tools contrivetl for these pur-

poses. The truth and certainty which have been in-

troduced in block-making, is sufficient to cKcoiirage

some one to extend the same manner of mortising

to Joinery. (See BtocK-MAcniNEnY in" this Sup-

plenienL)

The principles ofjoinery were cultivated in France ProcT«» ot

by a very different class of writers. In the exten-'^°^”®^y

sive work of sFrezier, entitled CoujK des Pierres

des Vok 4ta 1739,
all the leading princi-

ples arc given and explained with tedious mini* te-

nets; offering a striking contrast to the brevity ot

our English writers. The first elementary w'ork

on, that part of geometrical. science, which contains

the principles of joinery, appeareil in France, in

, 3795, firom the pen of the celebrated Gaspard Monge,



JOINERY.
who gave it the name of Gcometrie Descriplive, Mudi

what has been given as neiv in English works^

ht^d been long known on the Continent ; but there

does not appear to have been niueh, if any^ assistance

derived from these foreign wodts by any writer prior

to Nicholson.

parts of the practice under a iiew point of view« and Joinery

ultimately te^d to improve tlltem, ^ y" ***^

Cabinet-mmngi or that piirt of the art of Wtiric«*Osbinet.

ing in wood vi^hico is appSed to furniture, has little Aitkin^,

affinity with Joiheryv tnou^ the same materials and
tools be employed in both* Correctness, and strict

The latest French work which treats of joinery > uniformity, 'kro;not so essentkS in moveables as in

is Rondelet’s VArt de BAUr, It is also bestfp* the fixed partsf^V buildings; they are also more un*

der the dominion of fashion, and tter^ore are not so

confined by rules as the parts of buildings,

Cdbinet-making ofTors considerable scope fhr taste

in beahtifal forms* and also in the choice and ar-

rangement of coloured woods. It requires consi-

derable knowledge in
,

perspective, and also that the

artist should bo sble to sketch with freedom and

reign work on the sutijeet that we have seen ; but it is

not at all adapted to the state ofj^oinery in England
In practice, the French joiners are very much inferior

to our own. Their work is rough, slovenly, and of-

ten clumsy, and at the best is confined to external

effect. The neatness, soum^ess, and accuracy,

which is common to every pai^^ tlie works of an

English joiner, is scarcely to he found in any part

of ttie works of a French one. 'The little correspoif-

desice, in point of excellence, between their theory

and practice, leads us to think that their theoretic^

knowledge is confined to architects, engineers, &c.

instead of being difiTused among workmen, as it is in

this country.

In cabinet-work the French workmen are certain-

ly superior, at least as far as regards external ap-

pearance. But when use, as Well as ornament, is to

he considered, our own countrymen must as certain-

ly carry away the palm. The appearance of French
furniture is much indebted to a superior method of

polishing, which is now generally known in this coun-

try,* For many purposes, however, copal varnish

(such as coachtiiakers use) is preferable; it is more
durable, and bears an excellent polish.

rK'.mieiricai Geometry is useful in all, and absolutely necessary

knowied^'c in somc, ports of a joiner's business: but it is absurd
!ucvs«ary. encounter difficulties in execution, and to sacri-

fice good taste, convemence, economy, and comfort,

merely for the purpose of ^splaying a little skill in

that science. It is, however, a common fault, among
such architects as are better acquainted with geome-
trical rules than with the production of visible beau-

ty, to form designs for no other purpose tlian to create

difficulties in the execution.

But, when geometrical science is properly direct-

ed, it gives the mind so clear a conception of the

thing to be executed, that the most intricate piece

of work may be conducted with all the accuracy it

requires.

Vrai'ucv oiL The practice ef joinery is best learned by observ-
joiniirv. ing die methods of good workmen, and endeavouring

to imitate them. But the sooner a workman begins

to think for himself the better ; he ought always to

endeavour to improve on the processes of others;

either so as to produce the same effect with less la-

bour, or to produce better work.t

Wc intend, in this article, to give a plain and
simple exposition of , the most valuable principles of

tlic art of joinery, which will, we hope, place many

precision.
I

’

If the cabihet^al^r intend to follow the higher

departments of bis a^, it will be necessary to study

the different kinds Of architecture, in order to make
himself acquainted with their peculiarities, so as to

impress his works with the same character as the

rooms tlicy are to furnish.

In as &r as regards materials, and the principles

ofjoining work, tlie cabinet-makerwill find somc use-

ful information in the second and third sections of

this article. In ornamental composition, he may de-

rive much benefit from Tatham's Eichlttgs of An^
cicni Ornamental Architecture, London, ]7})9,‘ Percier

et Fontaine's Recueil de Decorations IiUvrieures com^

prenant tout ce qui a rap^i d HAmeuhkmcnt, Par*s»

1812; and, for general information, the Cabinet Die*
iionari/, and the Cabinet*Maker and Upholsterer's

Drafmg*Book of Sheraton, may be consulted.

Sect. I.—On making Working Drawings.

1, In this section we propose to lay before the

reader the most important part of the principles of

describing, on a plane surface, the lines necessary

fc.- determining bevels, forming moulds, or any other

purpose required in the practice of joinery. The
limits, within which such an article as joinery must
be confined, in a work like this, will not permit us

to enter much into detail on the various points to be
illustrated in tliis section; but we hope, by judicious

selection, to place under one point of view the prin-

ciples that are roost useful to the joiner.

Fraction of Bodies.

2. A clear idea of the nature of projection is so es- Nature of

sential in making working drawings, that, in our en- Projection

deavours to illustrate it, we cannot proceed

principles too simple. In the first stage of such an
inquiry, experiment furnishes at once the most clear

and satisfactory evidence, particularly to those who
are not familiar with mathematical subjects.

If some small pieces of wood, or pieces of wire,

— —'— —
* The method of making and using the French polish is minutely descrili^ ill Dr Thomson's Annals of

Philosophy, Vol. XL p. ligand 871. »

t Descriptions of the took, with instructions for using them, nuiy tie found in Moxoifs work before

quoted, and in Nicholson's MerhaniaU fyerci^s^, Taylor^ London, 1812«

'



JOIN
Joinery* vi^e joined together, 40 as to the fonn of

^ gplid body, a cube for esoirnpie^ a^d if this figure

were held between the sun and the ai^ace of a plane

board, then the shadow of the 0})^ the board

would be ita projection upon that "plane*. From this

simple experiment/ it will appear* that^he projec-

tion of any line placed in the. d^^tion
rays will be a point: the projection of any line pa-

rallel to the plane will bo of the same length as the

lino itself, and thte pwgoction.of any line inclined to

the plane will be always 'shorter than that line.

3* We liave supposed the board to be placed at

any angle with the direction of the rays of tiie sun

;

but, fur our present purpose, it is sufficient to consi-

der them to fallperpenaicutariy vppn it; hence it is

obvious, that to a straight line upon a plane,

a perpendicular t9tne plane should be
, let full from

each end of the line, and the line joining tlie points

where the perpradiculars meet the plane will be tlie

projection required.

When a projection is made upon a horizonlal plane,

it is usually called a pkin of the body* When the pro-

jection is upon a vertical pl;tne, it may be an eleva-

tion or a section of the bo(ly ; it is a section when a
portion is supposed to be cut off; and the plane of

projection is usually parallel to the plane of sec-

tion.

4. Bodies may be divided into three classes, ac-

cording to tlie kinds of surfaces by which they arc

bounded. The first class, comprehending those

which arc bounded by plane surfaces, such are cubes,

prisin.s, ^raraids, and the like. The second class

(‘ontains xiiose which are bounded in part by plane

surfaces, and the rest by eurve^l surfaces, as cylin-

ders, cones, The third, including those wliich

are bounded Uy curved surfaces only, as spheres,

plicroids, &c,

TItje projections qf the first class of iKHlies will

consist of straight lines; those of the second class^

of curved as well as straight linc.s
;
and those of the

third class, of curved lines only.

Let ABCD, and CDEF, Fig. I, Plate LXXXVI.
*•: biriL'N. be two plane surfaces, comiected by a joint at CD, so

that while the plane CDEF reinoms horizontiil, the

})lane ABCD may be placed |iorpendiculnr to it, and
lluis represent a vertical plane. Then, if a lihe be
>o phicetl in space, that, a/j is its projection on the

vertical pl.ane, and a7/ its projection on the horizon-

tal plane, its projection on any oll'.cr vertical plane,

ITGFC, may be determined. This easily effected,

for we have seen, tliat if a {perpendicular be tlrawn

to the plane from each end of the given line, they

will give the positions of the ends of the line in the

projection (Art. 3). Now, the same thing W’ill be

tlone, by drawing a'a' and iV/' perpendicular to EC,
and setting off the points a" and 6" at the same
height above EC respectively, as a and 6 are above

CD, then the line a"//' is the projection requited.

The heights may be transferred from one vertical

plane to another when they ore both" ei^pposed to

be laid flat, by drawing the line ,IC, so as to bisect

the 'angle ECD, and if clf be psirwllel to CD, txsteet-

ing JC in c, then a line drawn {WiFttllrf tq

the point c, will give the height of the point

so may be found the height of any other point.

YOL. V. PART I.

ERY. *^3

6. In the particular case we have drawn, none of Joinery,

the prqiections remesents th^ real lengtli of the given

line. To obtain Wis length, draw a'e parallel to Cl), To deter-

and with the radius a// describe the arc f/e cutting mine the

a^e in e / draw <fe |)erpendicular to CD, cutting ^

line clf in d ; join mf, and it is tlie length of the given

line* '

The real lengthaof lilies frequently are not given. Projection

therefore another general method of finding them^^

will be found dssfuva^d which may be stated as fol-

lows : the IqagthiOf an inclined line projected upon
a plane is eqti^l to the faypothenuseof a right-angled

triangle, of which one side is the prriection upon the

plane, and' the other side is the dinerence between

the perpendicular distances of the extremes of the

line from the plane.

7. In Fig. 2, a'yed represents the horizontal pro-

jection, or plan, of a rectangular surface, and tiic

elevation ah shows its inclination ; and its projection

agoinat another vertical plane, making any angle

ECD with the former, or plane of elevation, is shown
by a"h''c'd. GC being perpendicular to EC, and
AC perpendicular to CD, the heights may be trans-

ferred by means of arcs of circles described from C
as a centre. This is a better metliod than that by
bisecting the angle given in fig. 1 ; but neither of

them so good, in practice, as setting of the heights

w ith th^ compiisses, or with a lath. In our figiires

it is desirable to show the connection of correspond-

ing parts as much as possible; therefore, tlie reader

will bear in mind that many of the operations we
describe may be done with fewer lines w'hen the ope-

rator is iully master of his subject

8. It may be further noticed in this place, that

when a point is to ba> determined in one line, by the

intersection of anothev^ Uie lines shbuld cross each

other as nearly at right angles as |K)ssibie ;
for, when

the intersecting lines cross very obliquely, a point

cannot be determined with any tolerable degree of

accuracy.

9. A curvTtl line can seldom be prqiccted by any Prejectior

other means than by finding a number of points

through which the projected inn; must be drawn, or

finding a series of tangents to the section. In giving

an example of the projection of a body bouiuled by
a curved surface, we shall select a case of frequent

occurrence in practice, referring to the Gawtftni

Dc^^rijUive of AJonge, for more general methods.

.
Let ABC’ be part of the plan of the base of a solid,

fig. 3, and FED its end elevation; the upper side ot

the solid being bounded by the curved surface F D.

This solid is supposed to be cut at AB by a plane
pcrpcndicnlar to the base, aud our intention is lt>

show the furiii of the section.

Draw KIT parallel to BA"*, and (/IMF, will repre-

sent the plane ttpofi which the section is to be yiro-

jected. Set off any convenient number of

% 4, &c. in the given curve FD, from eneh of

these ))oints draw a Utie jxjrpenciicular to El>, to

niiect BA ; and from the points in BA, thus deter-

mined, erect perpendiculars, which will cut IJE at

right angles. Make GH equal to FK, and set off

t}u) pointi^ 1, 2, 3, in GH£ at the same distances

respidctiiNely from HE, as the corresponding points

1, % 3, &c. in EFD are from the line ED. A curve
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being drawn through the points E, 1, 2, t}, -i, 5, G

^ will complete the section. In large works the joiner

will often find it useful to put nails in the points, and

to bend a regular lath agaimt the nails; with the

assistance of tlie latli the curve may be drawn \vith

more regular

If the curve I'D were very irregular, or a mixed
line of straight parts and curved ones, the same me<>

thod would determine the section; all the caution

required is, that a sufficient number of points should

be fixed upon in the given curve; and upon the pro-

jier selection of these points much of tlic accuracy

of the section will depend.

The angle ribs of groined clings, the angle ribs

for coved ceilings, or brackets for large cornices, and
the angle cantilevers for balconies or otiier works of

a similar kind, are found by this method. If FD be

the Cross rib of a groin, then GE will be the form of

the corresponding angle rib. Also, if the angle of a

room be represented by-LAC, and FD be the cove

ibr the ceiling, then GE will be the proper angle rib

for such a cove.

I n some cases, the section may be determined by
means of the properties of the given curve, when the

nature of tliat curve is known. Thus the oblique

section of a cylinder is an ellipse, and the sections of

n Cline are certain figures depending on the direction

of the plane of section (sec Conic SectionIi, in the

Kncijclopiiidia) ; but if an architect were confined to

the use of geometrical curves, there would be small

scofK^ indeed, for a display of taste in his art, there-

fore the joiner must generally have recourse to the

simple method we have described.

10.

The section of a body may often be drawn by
a more .simple and direct process; and yet where
the principle is* still the same.ii Thus, the section of

the half cylinder ACB, in fig. 4, being compared
with the process in fig. S, will be found to be the

same in every respect, excepting in the position of

the parts of the figure. Tn fig 4, ACB is the tnd

or plan of the cylinder, and DE the inclination of tlic

plane by which it is cut. Let the ordinati so 1, 2,

&c. in the plan, be drawn perpendicular to AB, and

continued till they cut the inclined line DE. Also,

draw the ordinates r/ J', // 2', &c. perpendicular to

the line DE, and make the disbxnces n' 1', A' 2', cvc.

respectively equal to the corresponding distancc\s a

1,6 2, &c. upon the plan. Through the points F,

l', 2', &c. draw the curve DFE.
As the curve DFE is an ellipse, when ABC is a

circle, in that case it will be better to draw an ellipse

witli a trammel, or any other machine that produces

the curve by a continued motion. (See Ellipto-

GRAPii in this Supplement.) DE is the transverse,

and Fc' the semi-conjugate axis of the ellipse.

The most important application of the case, in fig.

4, is to the hand-railing ot a staircase, with a curvi-

lineal well-hole, or opening down middle. For,

if Ac, or uB, show the breadth oi "W rail, Ac C a B

would be its plan j
and De' F a' E the form of a .hnnerjr,

mould, cotumonly called a face mould, for cutting

out the rail by, when DE is the inclination of the

plank. We cannot, however, proceed directly to.the

subject of stair-rails, without considering the dc-

velopement of the surfaces of bodies.
^

Devebpement of Surfaces,

11. Tp develope the surface of arsolid is to draw, Toduvelope

on some plane surface, a form that would cover it.®

If this form were drawn upon paper, and the paper

were cut to it, the paper, so cut, ought to cover ex-

actly the surface of the solid. Now, in joinery, it U
often required that a mould should apply to a curv-

ed surface
; and, therefore, the deyelopemeut of that

surface upon a flexible material giipes the form of the

mould.

The covering of a square pyramid may bo found

by erecting a perpendicular from tlie middle of one

oi* the sides of its base, as from a in the side AB, fig.

5. I'pon this perpendicular set off a C equal to tin*

slant height of the pyramid
;
then, with the radius

AC and centre C describe the arc A:i, and set oil

th(? distance AB three limes upon the arc. Join the

points C3, C2, Cl, CA, and CB, and draw the line^

21, 1 A, which determine the covering required.

It is obvious tiiat wc could devclopf^ u pyramid of

which the base might have any number of sides, by

tlie .same method ;
and that a near approximation to

the developement of a right cone might be eifeded

by the same means, which, in fact, is the means usu-

ally employed. But the following mcthod#f spread-

ing out the surface of a cone will be found more cor-

rect.

12. Let ABC, fig. C, be an elcvjition of a cono, To (!, ;< iwi.

and ADB half the plan of its base. With the radius a tcin.

AC describe the arc AE, which will be the line

bounding the developement ; and, to find the length

of che arc, or rather the angle containing it, multiply

360 by the radius Aa of the base, and divide tl\(*

product by the slant Jicight AC of the cone; the

quotient will be, the number of degrees in the arc

AE, when the surface ACE exactly covers the whole

cone. Thus, let Aa be 12 feet, and AC 40 feet;

«(JOy 12
then — — =3 108 degrees, and making ACE an

angle of 108 degrees, we Jiave the sector ACE that

would cover the cone.

This applies to the soffits of windows, where they

are enlarged tow^ards the inside, to admit light mon'
freely than square recesses would do. If ab be the

width of the soffit, draw cb parallel to AB, and from

the centre C describe the arc cd. Then half the dc-

velopement AEcd will be the mould for the soffit; or

the form of a veneer that would cover it.

13.

The developement of a cylinder is also of use Todeveli.pc

in forming the moulds for soffits, but is still more ® Cylindc r.

useful in the construction of stairs ; and, as wc are

^ A simple and convenient instrument for this purpose is described in the Tramactms of the Sockly of
Arts, for 1817# Vol. XXXV. p. 109-
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Joinevy. obliged to consider it as a prism with numerous sides,

It is obvious that any other body of a like kind may
developed by the same means.

;
Let ACB, fig, 7, be the p)an of half a cylinder,

and A'£ its height. Divide the curve A('B into any
convenient number of equal {torts, and let these

parts be set off from C t6 A^ and frorii C to B'.

When the curve is a semicircle, divide the diameter

AB into the proposed number of parts, and make
aD equal to 3-4th8 of the radius. From D through

the points A and B, draw the lines DA', DB', then

A'B' is nearly equal to the curve ACB stretched

out and, by drawing a line from D through each

of the divisions in AB, the line A'B' will be divided

into the same number of equal ports.

In either c^se, erect a perpendicular from each
point of division, and EA'BT will be the develope-

ment of the surface.

If we suppose A'B' to be divided into the number
of steps, that would be necessary to ascend from B
to A, in a circular staircase, the developement of the
ends of these steps may be drawn as in the upper
part of the figure. The projection G of the cylin-

der, with the lines of the developement drawn upon
it, and the ends of the steps, shows the waving line

formed by the nosings of the steps, and consequently

by the hand-rail of a circular staircase.

When a part of a cylinder is cut off by a plane,

the line of section will be a curved line upon the dc-

velopcment, as is shown in the lower part of the de-

velopement, fig. 7‘ The faint lines show the manner
of finding die edge of the covering, and the same
as finding a mould for a soffit form^ by an arch cut-

ting obliquely into a straight wall.

otievAi pi: 1 1-. In an oblique cone, tlu* lines ilrawn on its sur-
Oiiliqiu' face, from its base to the vertex, would be of difi'er-

' ‘
• out lengths, and as those lengths are not shown by

tlie plan, or elevation, they may be had by means of

the principle stated in art. 6.

I..et ABC, fig. 8, be the given cone, and AEB a

plan of half its oasc; to find the developement, prew

(lucc AB, and from the vertex, C, let fall the per-

pendicular CD. Divide the circumference of the

])a3e into any number of ecjual parts, and from each

point of division describe an arc from D, as a leUtrc,

to cut the line A B at 1, 2, 3, &c. From C, as a

centre, describe the arcs AA', 11, 22, ^c. and with

a radius equal to one of the divisions of the circum-

fereuec of the ba?e, and the centre B cross the arc

.Oo, wdiich determines the point 5 in the devclope-

ment, with the same radius, and the point 5, as a

centre cross the arc and so on for the remainder

of the arcs. Join A'C, and draw a curve line through

the points A', 1, 2, &c. which gives the covering for

half an oblique cone.

If the cone be cut by a plane, parallel to ilie

base, the surface Bba'A' will be the covering of a

soffit for a conical arch cutting obliquely into a

straight wall.

Tn fiPd the l.'y. As it often happens that there is not a suffi-

< nvoring of ciciit spacc between the head of a c|oor, or a window,
a Soffit.

and the cornice of the ceiling to ^dmit of the same .loincry.

bevel being preserved at the crown or top, as at tlie

sides of the window, in such cases the soffit is made
level at the crown, or with such an inclination only

as will prevent the architrave cutting into the cornice

of the room.

Let ABCD be the plan of the space to be cover-

ed with a soffit, fig. 9i the arch of half the

opening, which is in its proper position wdien set per-

E
endicularly over the line CD ;

and let be the

eight of the arch over AB- Produce AC and BD
to meet at G ;

set off cm equal to cF, and equal

to 3E; then draw a line through the points mu,
which will give the inclination of the soffit at the

highest part of it. Divide the arch £1) into any
number of equal parts (in our example we have only

divided it into three piits^, and from each point of

division let fall a perpendicular to CD, meeting tlie

line CD in the points 1,2. Tlirough these points

draw' the lines Ga, Gft, cutting the line AB in the

points ah, and from each point erect a perpendicu-

lar to AB. Set ofi‘, on 3n, the heights of the points

in the curve ED, and divide the line me in the same
proportion as 7i3, which wdll giire the corresponding

heights for the arch FD, and through the points thus

found the arch FD should be drawn.

Make Go perpendicular toGE cutting a line passing

through the points w, », in o, and draw lines through

the corresponding points of division in the lines

so that Go may be divided in the same proportion

as w3. Draw Gp |>erpendicular to GD, and equal to

Go, and set off upon it the same distances asr are

upon Go. Then, with a radius Gl, and the first di-

vision on Gp, as a centre, describe an arc at s, and
with a radius equal to one of the divisions of the are

ED and D as a centre, cross tlie arc s, which gives

one point. Also, with a radius G2, and the second
division on Gp, as a centre, make an arc at I, which,

being crossed by an arc described wnth a radius,

equal to one of the divisions of the arc £D, and .v as

a centre, determines anotlier point in tlic edge of the

covering. Proceed in tlie same manner till half the

developement of one edge be (Completed
; the other

edge will be obUiined by drawino lines thro.igh the

jK)ints .y, /, T{, from the corresponding points in Gp,
and making ,srv equal to nl ; /.r equiil to h2, See.

As Ixith sides are the same, the soffit mould for

one side requires only to l>e reversed for the other

side. If the soffit be level at the crown, the process

may be rendcn.Hl shorter; but, where it is {wssible to

get space for a slight inclination, the ap{)eai*ance of

ihc soffit is always materially improved.

If the plan of the wall be circular, find the de-

velopement of the arc ED as before, and transfer the

distances from CD of the points in the curved wall,

to the corresponding lines in the developement, in

th^ same manner as was done to find the edge

I& The developement of a sphere, or globe, can To

be 'cilecteJ only by an approximate process, as it
'

Jni]X)SBible to apply a plane surface so as to touch f

more than one |>oint at a time ; but \urious methods

* This has been shown by Dr C. Hutton, in his Malkmatknl Tracis, Vol. I. p. l6t>.
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FiiiDtry. iTiay bp employej^wliich nre useful in forming sphe*

rical aurfiices.
,

A sphere tn^ij be divided iuto iiurporous zones,

the surfaec of cftcli zone may be considered as that

of the frustum of a cone, and developed in the same
manner as has been described for a portion of a cone
in ait. 12. The upper part of fig. 10 shows Haifa

sphere developed in thi$ manner ; and when it is di-

vided into very narrow zones, the covering found by
this prewess has some advantages, in practice, that

are peculiar to it.

1 7* The surface of a sphere may also be develop-

ed by inscribing it in a cylinder, LNMO, fig. 10,

and considering a small pratipli, or gore, ABl), to

coincide with tlie surface of the cylinder. Then, if

the portion AH13, considered as part of a cylinder, be
developed by the process dH^scribed in art. IS, one

gore, ABd, will be obtained, and by dividing the cir-

cumference of tlie sphere into any number of equal

}>art5, and making AB equal to one of these parts, the

same mould will fccn»c fur the wliolc of the sphere.

Another method of developing a spliere consists

in supposing it to be a polyhe(lnd, or many-sided
figure, but tins methorl has no advantage over the

preceding ones, while it has the inaccuracies of both

of them.

Ill lining and boarding domes, the position of the

l ibs to which the boards are to be fixed will deter-

mine the method of deyelopernent that ought to be
ailopted

; but the fonn of the veneers for a spherical

surface may be determined by cither method.

Yb determine the Ans;k formed by two IncHned

Planes.

To find the 18. The angle made by two planes which cut one
Angle of another, is the angle contained by two straight lines
Moncsin- from any, the same, point in the line of their

common section, at right angles to that line; the

other.
*

in one plane, and the other in the other.’’*

This angle is the same as that which the joiiuT laLofcv

with his bevel, the l?cvcl being always applied soi]:at

its legs are square from the arris, or comuicm section

of the phincs.

It two lines, AB .ind (!D, be drawn ujion a piece

of pasteboard, at right angles to one another, cni.ss-

ing at the point 1', and the pasteboard lie cut

through, according to the line AB, so that it may
turn upon tlial line as a joint,* then, to wliutcvcr

rangle, CED, fig. 11, the parts maybe turned, the

lines EX, and J^D, will be always in the same plane.

Also, a line ED, drawn from any point 1), in tlie

line ED, to any point, F, in tlie line EC, will be al-

ways in the same plane. From these self-evident

properties of planes, it is ca^y to d' lorruiiie the angle

formed by any two planes, wlion two projections, or

one jirqjection and the dcvelopemcnt of tlie surfaces,

are given.
’ .19. Let ABC, fig. 12, be.^the ^an of p;irt of a

pyramid, and BD the elevation of the arris, or line J<Hn^ry

formed by the common section of the planes in re-

spect to the line EB; EB being the projection

that arris upon the plan.

Draw AC perpendicular to EB, cutting it in any
point E, and from .E draw EF pemendicular to DB.
With tfaeTadius EF, and centre E, cross EB inf;
and join i^fandJt,, then the angle A/C is the angle

formed by the planes of the pyramid.

The .angle may be constructed when the plan and
elevation -of any two lines drawn in the planes, so hh

to intersect in the arris, arc given, but as these pn>-

jections are not often given in draw ings of joiners’

worlc, we have iniscrted the preceding, though it be
a less general method^

I'he backing, or angle for the back of hip-rafters

in carpentry, ami rf hipped sky-lights, is found in

tins manner; ABC being, in that case, supposed to

be the plan of an angle of the roof or sky-light, asid

DB tlie inclination of the hip-raflcr.

tiO. lb show how* the angle formed by two planes

be found wlien the plan and developcmciit ;ire

given, let it be required to find the angle cuntaineil

by tlie two faces of a square pyramid, fig. 5.

• Ib-aw FB perpendicular to AC, and with the ra-

dius BE, and centre B, describe the arc FCi. Then,

with the radius DB, and centre F, cross the i*onner

arc ill G, join BG, and FBG is the angle Ibrmcd by

tw*o, the inclined iaces of the pyramid.

Baling Mouldings,

22. When an inclined, or raking moulding, is in- Rftkmi.'

tended to join with a level moulding, at either an

exterior or an interior angle, the form of the level

moulding being given, it is necessary that the form

of the inclined moulding should be determined, so

lliat the corresponding parts of the surfaces of the

two mouldings should meet in the same plane; this

pl ine being the plane of the mitre. It may^be other-

wise cxpix»ssed, by saying, that the mouldings shouui

inilrcr truly together.

If the angle be a right ang)e, the method of find-

ing the fonn of the inclined moulding is very easy

;

and as it is not very difficult for any other angle, it

may perhaps be best to give a'general method, and, to

illustrate it by examples of common occurrence.

General Method (f Describing a Baling Monlding,

when the Angle and the Rake, of*Inclination of the

Moulding, is givni.

Let ABC, fig. 1.1, be the plan of the angle of a Gencrai

body, which is to have a level moulding on the side ^'hilion.

AB; and this level moulding is to mitre with an in-

clined moulding on the side BC. Also, let CBI)
be the angle the inclined moulding makes with a le-

vel or horizontal line BC.
Produce AB, and draw Cb perpendicular to AB

;

also make DC peqicndicular to BC, and dC perpen-

^ TIm.ifl tlie definition given by Professor Playfair, in fais Elements of Geometry, and is better suited to

our purpose tlian liiiclid's tlefinition,
. . ^ i

^

t On Als subject, the reader may coristiilt Geometric Descriptive, Art. 19 et 20, par. 28- and

24, 4th edition, Paris, 1820.
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Joinery, dicular to 6C. Set off Cd eqtUil to CD, and join

Ad; then the incliixed mou]idiE|g must be drawn on
lines parallel to bd,

* Let 1, S, t'3, 4>f &c. be, any number of points in the

^iven section of the Ici^el mptdding ; from each of

tliese points draw a Ijne parallel to bd; and draw
A6' perpendicular to bd. Set. off the ixnnts T, 2',

S', 4', &c. at the same distances, resjj^tively, from

the line AG', as the Corresponding points 1, 2, 3, 4,

&c. are from the line AB ; and through the points

1', 2', S', &c. draw the moulding. The nmulding

thus found will mitre with the given one/ ^so sup-

posing the inclined moulding to be given, the level

one may be found in like manner.

If the angle ABC be less than a right angle, the

whole process remains the same; but when it is a
right angle, BD coincides with bii; and the method
of descTibing the moulding becomes the same ns

thut usually giyen; os it dues not tlten require the

].'rc|)aratory steps whieli are necessary when the angle

is any other than ariglit angic

1 oi I'ldi- 22. It is in pediments, chicly, that the method of
iwL!n:s forming raking mouldings is of use. Fig. 1 4 repre-

.sents part of a pediment; AB is that part of the le-

vel moulding which mitres with the inclined mould-

ing; all that part of the cornice below B, being con-

tinued along the front, the lower members of the

raking cornice stop upon it, and, therefore, do not

remnre to be traced from the other.

In that part of the cornice marked AB, set off a

sufficient number of points; and from each of these

fioints draw a line parallel to the rake, or indinatiuii

of the pediment. Also, kt a vertical lihte be drawn
to each of the same points fiom the horizortal line

rs. Make sf perpemlicnlar to the inclination of the

prdimenl, and witli a slip of paper, or by means of

arcs of circles, traiisicr the distances on r.v to the

line r'.j, and from the points thus found, draw lines

parallel to si; tho intersection of these, with the in-

clined lines, will determine Ute form of the mould-

ing, as is indicated by the letters.

When a pediment has a cornice with modillions,

the caps of the modillions require to be traced by the

same method.

Eot Skii U sometimes imppens, that an inclined base-

moulding has to mitre with a level one at an angle;

and as the same thing occurs still more frequently

with other mouldings, such as cornices under the

Steps of stairs, &c. we shall give anotlier example,

whidi will serve still fartlier to illustrate the method
ol' proceeding in such cases.

In fjg. 1 /ij a raking base-moulding is shown, where

the indined moulding B is traced to mitre with the

horizontal moulding C
;
apd the liorizonUtl mould-

ing A is traced to mitre with the inclined one B.

The preceding examples being understood, the lines

and letters in the figure will be sufficient to show
how tile mouldings are traced.

Remarkson 24. Moulding.^ being almost the only part of nio-

MouUlinga. dcni joiners' work, which can, in strictness, be call-

ed ornamental, and consequently that in which the

taste of the Workman is most a[)parent, we shall a&
fer a remark or two that may have their use. The
form of a moulding should be distinct and varied,

foitning a bold outline of a succession of curved and

flat surfaces, disposed so as to form distinct masses of Jf’ine

‘light and shade. If the mouldings be «)f consider,

able length, a greater distinction of parts is necessary

than ip short ones.

Mouldings for the internal p irtofa building should

not, however, have much projection ; the proper de-

gree of shade may always be given, with better ef-

fect, by dGe|) sinkings judiciously disposed. The
light in a room is not sufficiently strong, to relieve

mouldings, without resorting to this method; and
hence it is that quirked mouUings are so much es-

teemed.

Sect. IL—On the Construction of Joiners'

Wonit.

25. The goodness of joiners' work depends chictly Qu.i’uiica-

upou tlic Care that has been bestow^ed in joining the

materials. In carpentry, frjiraing owes its strength

to the form and position of its parts ; but in joinery,
*

the strengtli of a frame depends upon the strength

of the joinings. The importance, therefore, of fit-

ting the joints together as accurately as possible, i.'s

obvious. It is very desirable, that a joiner should

be a quick workman; but it is still more so that he
ahould be a goixl one ; that-Iic should join his mate-
rials with firmness and accuracy; that he sliould

make surfaces even and smooth, mouldings true and

regular, and the parts intended to move, so that they

nw' be used with ease and freedom.

Where despatch is considered as the chief excel-

lence of a workman, it is not probable that he will

strive to improve himself in his art, further than to

produce the greatest quantity of barely tolerable

work with the least quantity of' labour. In some ar-

ticles of short duration, despatch in the manufacture
ro^y be of gveator importance; but in works that

ought to remain firm for years, it certainly is bad
economy to spare a few shilling^' w orth of labour at

the risk of being annoyed with a piece of bad work
as long as it will liold together,

t
We have seen, with no small tlegree of })lcasure,

the effect of eriC(>uraging go»ai wovkman.dnp in the

coubtruclion of machinery, and would recommend
that a like encouragement .dujuul be given to supe-

rior workmen in other art^.

Joitiht^ Angles,

26. \\Ticn the length of a joint at an angle is not Or Joining

considerable, it is sufficient to cut the joint, so that AngU^.

when the parts are joined, the plane of the joint shall

bisr'Ct the angle. This kind of joint is shown fbr

two different angles, by fig. 16, Pl.ite LKXXVJI.
When an angle of considerable length is to be

joined, and the kind of work docs not require a join-

ing should be concealed, fig 17 is often employed;
the i,tnall bead renders the appearance of the joint

less objectionable, l>eca,usc any irregularities, from

shrinkage, are not seen in the shade of the quirk ol

the bead.

A bead upon an angle, where the nature of the

thing does not determine it to be an arris, is attend-

ed with many advantages ; it is less liable to be in-

jured, and admits of a secure joint, without the ap-
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pejEuhtoCfc 6f one. Fig. 18 shows a joint of this de-

scriptiohf which should always be used in passages.

Fig. 19 represents a very good joint for an exte-

V?
’ nor angle, wnether it be a long or a short one. Such

^ a joint may be nailed both ways. * But tlie joint re-

;;
presented by fig 20 is superior to it; tlie parts be-

, uig drawn together by the form of the joint itself,

they can be fitted with more accuracy, and joined

with certainty. The angles of pilasters are often

joined, as fig. 20.

Interior angles are cypimonly joined, as shown by
fig. 21. If the upper or lower edge be visible, the

joint is mitred, as in fig. I6, at tlie edge only, the

other part of the joint being grooved, us in fig. 21.

In this manner are put together the skirting and da-

do at the interior angles of rooms, the backs, and

back-linings of window's, the jambs of door-ways,

and various other parts of joiners' work«

Frmnng.

The object 27 . Frames in joinery are usually connected by
of Framing, mortise and tenon joints, with grooves to receive

pannels. Doors, window-shuttei's, &c. are framed in

this manner. The object in framing is, to reduce

the wood into narrow pieces, so that the work may
not be sensibly affected by its shrinkage ; and, at the

same time, it enables us to vaxy the surface without

much labour#

From this view of the subject, the joiner will rea-

dily perceive, tliat neither the parts of the frame

nor the pannels should be wide. And, as the frame

should be composed of narrow pieces, it follows, that

the pannels should not be very long, otherwise the

frame will want strength. The pannels of framing

should not be more than about lo inches wide, and

4 feet long, and pannels so large as this should be

avoided as much as possible.^ The width of the

k framing is commonly about onc-third of the width

of the pannel.

It is of the utmost import.nnce, in framing, that

the tenons and mortises should be truly made. After

a mortise has been made with the mortise chisel, it

should be rendered perfectly even with a float; an

instrument which difl'ers iVom a single cut, or float

file, only by having larger tectlj. An inexperienced

workman often makes liis work fit too tight in one

place, and too easy in another, licncc the mortise is

split with driving the parts together, and the wt>rk is

never firm ; whereas ifthe tenon fill the mortise equal-

ly, without using any considerable force in driving

the work together, it is found to be firm and sound.

The thickness of tenons } hould be about one'^fourth

of that of the framing, and the w idth of a tenon should

never exceed about five times its tliiekness, otherwise,

in wedging, the tenon will become bent, and bulge

out of the sides of the mortise. If the rail be wide,

two mortises should be made, with a space of solid

wood between ; fig. 22 shows the tenons for a wide
rail.

^ ^
In thick framing, the strength firmness of the

joint is much increased by putting a cross or feather .Toinery.

tongue in on each side pf the tenon ; these tongues

arc about an inch in lengt^, and are, easily put in

with a plough proper for sudi pui-po^. The pro-

'

jected figure of the end of a rail, fig. 22 , shows tlioscf

tongues put in, in the style tliere are grooves plough-

ed to receive them.

Sometimes, iii tliick framing, a double tenon in

the thickness is made
;
but wC give the preference to

*a single one, when tongues are put in the shoulders,

as we have described ; because a strong tenon is bet-

ter than^wo weak ones, and there is less difliculty in

fitting one ^an two.

The pannels of framing should be made to fill the

grooves, so as not to rattle, and yet lo allow the pan-

nels to shrink witiiout splitting.

28 . When a frame consists of curved pieces, they .Toining

arc often joined by means of pieces of hard wood
called keys. Fig. 2 .S is the head of a Gothic win-

dow frame, joined with a key, with a plan of the

joint below it. A cross tongue is put in on each side

of the key, and the joint is tightened by means of

the vredges aa.

It is, however, a better method lo join such picceo

by means of a screw bolt instead of a key, the cro^s

tongues being used whichever method is adopted.

Joining with Ghc.

29. It 13 seldom possible to procure boards suffi-

ciently wide for pannels without a joint, on acct)unt

of heart shakes, which open in drying. In cutting

out pannels, for good work, sliaken wood should be
carefully avoided. That part near the pith is gene-

rally the most defective.

If the pannels be thick enough to admit of a cross

or leather tongue in the joint, one should always b(‘

inserted, for then, if the joint should fail, the sur-

faces will be kept even, and it will prevent light pass-

ing through.

oometimes plane surfaces of considerable width
arid lengtli are introduced in joiners’ work, ns in

dado, window backs, &c.; such surlacCsS are common-
ly formed of inch, or inch and quarter, boards joined

with glue, and a cross or feather longue ploughed
into each joint. When the boards are glued togctlicr,

and have become drv, tapering pieces of wood, call-

ed keys, are grooved in, across tne back, with a dove-

tail groove. These keys preserve the surface straight,

and also allow it to shrink and expand with the changes

of the weather.

;i0. It would be an endless task to describe all g1i ci 1.; uj;

the methods that have been employed to glue upnuv.ii

bodies of such varied forms as occur in joinery; for'"’'^*^-

every joiner forms methods of his own, and merely
from his being most familiar with his own process,

he will perform his work, according to it, in a bet-

ter manner than by another, whicli, to an unpreju-

diced mind, has nianifestly the advantage over it.

I'he end and aim oi' the joiner, in all these opera-

tionSj is to avoid the peculiar imperfections and dis-

^ Pannels pf external doors and .shutters maybe rendered more secure by boring tlicm, and inserting

iron wires. See Trans, Society of Arts, Vok XXV. p. IO6.
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Jornery. advantage? of his materials, and to do this with the

* least expence of labour or material. The straight-

ness of the fibres of wood renders it unfit for curved
surfaces, at least when the curvature is considerable,

TTence short pieces arc glued t^yi^ether as nearly in

the form desired as can be, and the apparent surface

is covered with a thin veneer; or the work is glued
up in pieces that are thin enough to bend to the re-

quired form. Sometimes n thin piece of wood is

bent to the required form upon a cylinder or saddle,

and blocks arc jointed and glued upon tlir back;
when the whole io completely dry it will preserve the
form tliat had been given to it by the cylinder.

J ilotcr- The proper thickness for the pieces to be bent may
7"

[
^7 easily determined by ab easy exyieriment on a piece

tt)
^ wood. Thus, select a piece r/f

he Jhi' d 10. wood, of the same kind as that to be used, and bend
tin.r. it as much as it will bear without injury

; then asccr-

Uiiii tiK? radius of curvature, ai><l also the thickness
of the piece, at the most curved pan of it From
ilicse data the proper thickness lur any otljer curve
v.ill be determined by the Iblbwing proportion:

As the radius of curvature, found by experiment,
is to the thickness of the piece tried ; so is the radius

of any other curve to the thickness of the piece that

may be bent into it.*

F(jr example, we have found that a piece of straight

grained white deal, of an inch in thickness, may be
bent, without inniry, into a curve of which the radius
is inches, therefore, r^O ; I : : radius : thickness

radius

120
That is, a piece of deal of the same qua-

lity may be bent into any curve, of which the radius

is not less than, 120 times it^s thickness.

A piece of work glued ti[>in thicknesses should lie

very well done; but it too often happens that the
joints are visible?, irregular, and in some phKres open;
llicrelbrc oilier methods liave been tried,

n. :ji. If a piece of wood be boiled in water for a
lining

< -rtain time, then taken out and immediatel}'^ bent
'

ii, to any particular form, and it be retained in that

lonii till it be tlry, a permjuient change takes place
ill the meclianicul relations ^of its parts; so that,

tliougli wlicn relieved, it will spring back a little, yet

it will not return to its natural form.

The same effect may be produced by steaming

w’ood; but though both these methods have been
long practised to a considerable extent in the art of

ship-building, wc arc not aware that any genera]

jiriiiciplcs liavc been discovered, cither by experi-

ment or otherwise, that will enable us to apply it to

an art like joinery, where so much preci.sion is re-

(juired. We are aware that it has been tried; but,

before it can be rendered extensively useful, tlic re-

lation between the curvature to w’hich it is bent, and
that which it assumes, when relieved, should be de-

termined, and also the degree of curvature which
may be given to a piece of a given thickness.

The time tliat a piece of wood should be boiled.

or steamed, in order tliat it may be in the best state Joinerj

for bending, should be made the subject of cxpcri-

inents ; and this being determined, the relation be-

tween the time and the bulk of tho piece should be

ascertaincjd.

For the joiner’s purposes, we imagine, that tlic

process might be greatly improved, by saturating the

convex side of each piece with a strong solution of

glue, immediately after bending it. By filling, in

this manner, the extended pores, and allowing the

glue to harden thoroughly before relieving the pieces,

they would retain tlieir shape better.

32. Large pieces of timber should never be used

in joinery, because tliey cannot be procured suffi- ^
ciontly dry to prevent them splitting with the heat

of a Warm room. Therefi^re, the external part of

columns, pilasters, and works of a like kind, should

be formed of thin pieces of dry wood; and, if sup-

port be required, a post, or an iron pillar, may be

placed witliin tlie exterior column. Thus, to form
columns of wood, so that they shall not be liable to

split, narrow pieces of wood arc used, not exceeding

five inches in width. These are jointed like the

stave*, ofa cask, and glued together, with short blocks

glued along at each joint.

Fig. 24 is a plan of the lower end of a column
gluetl up in staves; the bdvel at A is useil for form-

ing the staves, that at B is u&ed for adjusting them
when they are glued together. A similar plan must
be made for the upper end of the column, which w ill

give the width of tlie upper end of the staves. Tiie

bevels taken from the plan, as at A and B, are not

the true bevels; but they are those generally used,

and arc very nearly true, when the columns are not

much diminished. To find the true bevels, the prin-

ciple we have given in art. 19 sboiild be applied.

The same method may be adopted for forming large

pillars for table.s &c.

If a column liave flutes, wuth fillets, the joints

should be in tiie fillets, in order to make the column
as strong as possible ; also, if a column be intended

to have a swell in the middle, la oper thickness of

wood should be allowed for it.

When columns or pillars aiv .mall, they may be SmalU fu-

madeofdry w^fod; and to secure thoiu against splitting, lurons, T.i-

a hole may be bored down tlic axis oi cach column. ^
Flrifig Joiners* IVork.

.3,3. We have hitherto confint^d our remarks to that Fixint;

}>art of joinery which is performed nt tlie bench; but Work logc.

by far the most important part remains to be con-
Mderecl. For, however well a piece of work may
have been prepared, if it be not properly fixed, it

cannot fulfd its intended purpose. As in the pre-

ceding part, we shall state the general principles that

ought to be made the basis of practice, and illustrate

those principles by particular cxamjiles.

If the part to be fixed consis?t of boards jointed

together, but not framed, it should be fixed so that

it may shrink, or swell williout splitting. The na-

^ The reader will find some interesting propositions relating to flexure in the Article Carpentby, p, 624,

Vol II.
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Joinery, turc of the Work will generally determine how this

may be effected. Let us suppoae that a plain back
of a window is to be fixed. Fig. 25 is a section

showing B the back of the window, A the window
Rill, ^ the floor, and C the skirting. The back B is

supposed to be prepared, as we have stated in art.

29, and that it is kept straight by a dovetailed key
a. Nows let the back be firmly nailed to the win-*

dow fiili A, and let a narrow piece d, with a groove,

and cross tongue, in its upper edge, be fixed to bond
timbers or ydugs in the wall ; the tongue being in-

serted also into a corresponding groove in the loirer

edge of the hack B. It is obvious, iliat the tongue

being loose, the back B may contract or expand, as

3 pannel in a frame. The dado of a room should be
ri-ung fixed in the same manner. In the principal rooms
Skirting for Qf ^ bouse, the skirting C is usually grooved into the

floor D, and fixed only to the narrow piece d, which

is called a ground. By fixing, in this manner, the

skirting covers the joint, which would otherwise

soon be open by the shrinking of the back; and from

the skirting being grooved into the floor, but not

fastened to it, there cannot be an open joint betAveen

the skirting and floor. When it is considered, that

an open joint, in such a situation, must become a

receptacle ibr dust, and a harbour for insects, the

importance of adopting this method of fixing skirt-

ing will be apparent.

In fixing any board above five or six inches wide,

similar precautions arc necessary; otherwise, it is

certain to split when the house becomes inhabited.

We may, in general, cither fix one edge, and groove

the other, so as to leave it at liberty, or fix it in the

middle, and leave both edges at liberty.

Fixing Sometimes a wide board, or a piece consisting of
Laodingi ofg^yeral boards, may be fixed by means of buttons,

p“^“{jjg°P*screwed to the back, which turn into grooves in the

&c.
’ framing, l)eareTS, or joists, to which it is to be fixed.

If any shrinking takes place the buttons slide in the

grooves. In this manner the landings ol' stairs are

fixed, and it is much the best mode of fixing the top

of a table to its frame.

Forming 34. The extension of the principle of ploughing
Arrhi- and tongucing work togfther is one of the most im-
rrav*s, &c. portant of tlie iinprovernenls that have been intro-

duced by modern joiners. It is an easy, simple, uid

effectual method of combination, and one that pro-

vides against the greatest defect of limber work, its

shrinkage. By means of this method, the bold

mouldings of Gothic architecture can be executed

with a comparatively small quantity of material ;
and

even in the mouldings of modern architecture it

saves much labour. For example, the moulded

part of an architrave may be joined with the plain

part, as shown
by tills figure.

If this method

be compared

with the old

method ofglue-

ing one piece

upon ani^tber,

its advantage will be more evident.

,,
Fixing 35. The architraves, skirtings, ^nid surbase moiild-

vTqg Ground* jngs, are fixed to pieces of wool called grounds

;

and as the straightness and accuracy of these mould- JoiRs^y*

ings must depend upon the care that has been taken
to fix the grounds truly

;
it will appear, that fixing

grounds, whicli is a part often left to inferior work-
men, in reality reemires much skill and attention ;

besides, they are almost always the guide for the

plasterer. Where the plasterer's work joins the

grounds, they should have a smidl groove ploughed
m tlie edge to form a key for the plaster,

S6. In our remarks on construction, we must not buying

omit to say a few words on laying floors, because
will give tiaati oppewtunity of pointing out a defect

which might be easily remedied. The advice of
Evenly, to tack the boards down only the first

year, and nail them down for good the next, is cer-

tainly the best, when it is convenient to adopt it;

but, as this is very seldom the case, wc must expect
the joints to open more or less. Now lliese joints al-

ways admit a considerable current of cold air, and
also, ill an upper room, unless there be a counter

floor, the ceiling below may be spoiled by spilling a

little water, or' even by washing the floor. To avoid

this, we w^oiild recommend a tongue to be ploughed
into each joint, according to the old practice. \\'hen

the boards arc narrow, they might be laid without

any appearance of nails, in the same way as a dow-
ellcd floor is laid, the tongue serving the same pur-

pose as the dowels. In this case, wc would use cro&.s

or feather tongues for the joints.

There is a method somdtimes used in laying floors, FoKlii.jr

which workmen call folding
; according to this me- f ‘i'

thod, two boards arc laid, and nailed at such a dis-

tance apart that the space is a little less than the ag-

gregate width of the boards intended for it
;

these-

boards are then put to their places, and, on account

of the narrowness of the space left lor tlicin, they

rise like an arch between its abutments. The w'ork-

men force them flown by jumping upon them. Ac-
cordingly, the boards are never soundly fixed to the

joists, nor can the floor be laid with any kind of

evenness or accuracy. Wo merely notice this nit-

thod here, in order that it may be avoided.

As boards can seldom be got long enough to do
without joints, - Joint:,,

it is usual, ex-

cept in very in-

ferior work, to

join tlic ends
with a tongued
joint, AS shown
by the figure, where B is the joist. The ctcJiccI

board i.s first laid, and nailed to the joist.

In oak floors," the ends are forked together some-
times as shown at

A, in order to ren- A-
der the joints legs

conspicuous. ^
The joints 5

should be kept as

distant from one another as possible.

Urging.

37. It requires a considerable degree of care to iimginfr.

hang a door, a sluitter, or any other piece of work in

the best manner. In the hinge, the pin should be
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Joinery, perfectly straiglit, and truly cylindrical, and the parts

accurately fitted together.

The hinges should be placed so that their axes
may be in the same straight line, as any defect in this

respect will produce a considerable strain upon the

hinges every time the hanging part is moved^ which
prevents it from moving freely, 5uid is injurious to

the hinges.

In hanging doors, centres are often used instead

of hinges; but, on account of the small quantity of
friction in centres, a door moves tm easily, or so

tliat a slight draft of air accelerates it so much in

falling to, that it shakes the building, and is disagree-

able. We have seen this in some df;grec remedied
by placing a small spring to receive the shock of the
door.

The greatest difliculty, in hanging doors, is to

make Uicm to clear a carpet, and close at the
bottom when .shut. I'o do tin's 'hat part of the floor

whicli is under tlie door, wheo may be made to

rise above a quarter of an Jiuii above the general

level of tile floor; which, placing the liinges so

as to cause tile door to rise it opens, will be suffi-

( ient, unlcHR the carpet should he a very thick one.

Several mechanical contrivaiues have been used for

either raising the door, or adding a jiart to spring

close to the floor as the door ^huts. 'J’lic latter is

iniK'li the better method. TIk* reader who may he
dc irous of examining this method, may consult the

Trav.sadions of (he Socichf of AiiSy &c. ^'ol. XXM.
p. I'Ki.

\ arious kinds of hinges arc in use. Somc-
liincs they arc conccaletl, as in the kind of joints call-

ed rule joints; others proje-’t, and are intended to

let a door fold hack over projecting mouldings, as in

pulpit doors. Wlieii hinc-' s ])rcjject, the weight of

the door act.s w'lth an inereased leverage n]>oii them,
and they .soon get out <jf order, unless they be strong

and well fixed.

'I'lic door of a room should be liung so that, in

opening the door, ilie interior of the room cannot

be seen through tlie joint. This may he done by
making tlie joint according to fig. yfi. The bead
should he continued round the door, and a common
hut-hinge answers for it.

Tlie proper bevel for the edge of a door or s,ush

may be found by draw ing a line from the centre of
.Mn.t'. ot a motion fig. 127, to c, the intcrioi: angle of the rc-

bate, draw cr/ perpendicular to CVv 'vhich gives the

Ijcvel rc(|uired. In practice, the bevel is usually

made less, leaving an open space in the joint when
the door is shut

;
this is done on account of the in-

terior angle of the rebate often being filled with

]);iint.

Iloom
ll-iors.

I’l |>rop(

t

SUdrs.

.'jq. "J"he ron.stniction of stairs i.s generally con-

.sidered the iiighesl department of ihc art of joinery,

therefore wt treat of it under a distinct liead.

The principal object to be attended to in stairs

is, tliat they afford a .safe anti easy communication

betw^-'en floors of different levels. Tlie strength of

a stair ought to be apparent as well as real, in or-

der that those w ho a.sceiid it may feel conscious of

safety. In order to make the com.uunication safe,

VOL. V. TART I.
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it should be guarded by a railing of proper height Jointrv.

and strength; in order tliat it njay be easy, the

rise and width, or tread, of the steps should i)e re-

gular and justly proportioned to each other, with

convenient landing.^; there .'should be no winding

steps, and the top of the rail should be of a conve-

nient heiglit for the hand.

The first person that attempted to fix the relation Proper pro.

between the height and width of a step, upon cor- ponion for

rect principles, was, wx believe, lllondel, in his

iVAvchilcctura* If a person walking upon a level

plane, move over n space, P, at each step, and tiie

height which the .same jicrson could ascend verti-

cally, with equal ease, were H ; then, if h be the

height of a step, and p its width
;
the relation be-

tween p and ^must be such, that when p = P, A o

;

and when h =H, pno. These conditions are satisfied

by an equation of‘ the form h= H Blon-

del assumes 21 iiu'hes for the value of P, and 12

inches for that of 11 ;
substituting these values in

our equation, itbecomes /z (21—p), which is pre-

cisely Rlondefs rule. We do not think these the

true values of P and II; iudccvl, it would be difficult

to a.sccrUiin them
;
but they lire ^o near, and agree

so well with our observations on stiiir.s of easy as-

cent, that they ni.ay be taken for tlie elements of a

practical rule. Hence, according as h or p is given,

wx have (24

—

p), or p == 2 1 --- 2/z.

Thus, if the height of a step be six inches, then

12 the w idth or tread for a step that rises

six inches.

40. The forms of stairca.^cs arc various. In towns,

where space cannot be allowed for convenient forms,

they are often made triangular, circular, or dlipli-*'
" *

cal, with winding ste])s, or of a mixed form with

straight .sides and circular end:-. In large mansions,

and in other situationL^, where convenience and beau-

ty are the chief ohjects of .itlcntion, winding steps

arc never introduced when it is possibl ' to avoid

them. Hood stairs, therefirc, require lJ^s geome-

trical skill than tiio^o of an inferior character.

The be^t architectural illect is produced by rec-

tangular staircases, with ornamented railing and

newels. In (Jothic structures scarce!}^ any other

kind can be adopted, w ith propriety, lor a principal

staircase. Modern architt'cture admits of greater

latitude in this rc-\u\t; the end of the staircase

being somctiiues circular. :ind the hand-rail conti-

nued, bogMuiing filher from a scndl or ii .newel.

41. W hen a rectangular staircase has a continued It

rail, it is nece.sRary that it shouhl be curved so as
‘

ch.*)nge gradually from a level to an inclined dirt c-

tioii. 'fhis curvature is calle<l the ramp of thi* r.id.

j'lio plan of a staircase of this kind rrprcsi ’. 'd

by ABC I), fig. 28, and fig. 20 shows a section oi t.

supposing it to bo cut thruiigli at the line o/j, on tiie

plan.

The hnml-niil is supposed to begin with a newel To f^rnl

at the bottom, ainl the form of the cap of the new- Cap uit

el ought to be dcLcrmined, so that it will mitre with

L
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iiicrv. the haiicl*rail. Lot 30j be the section of the

hand-rail, and ab the radius of the cap for -the new-
el

;
tlien tlie form of the cap may be traced at C by

the method wc have already described. (Art. 9
and 10.)

tur The Sections of hand-rails arc of various shapes;
tVc. some of the most cojntnon ones are too small ; a

hand-rail should never be less tlian would require a

square, of which the side is 2J inches, to circum-

scribe it.

For the level landings of a stairca.se the height of

the lop of the hand-rail should be about dO inches,

and in any part of the inclined rail the hciglit of its

upper side above the middle of the width of the step

siiould be 40 inches less the rise of one stop, when
liicaaiircd in a vertical direction. *

ril.c To describe tlic ramps, let rs be a vertical line
V clniwu thmugh the middle of the width of the step,

equal to rs, and draw nt at right

angles with the back of the rail, cutting the horizon-

tal line St in t. From the point /, as a centre, de-

scribe the curve of the rail. When there is a con-.

Irary flexure, as in the case before us, the inetliod

of describing the lesser curve is the same.

'J’lj tlrav. 12. The hand-rail of a stair often begins from a
the Ik.itc scroll; and that kind of spiral, which is called the

^
javithinic spiral, has been proposed as the best for

' the purpose. It is shown by wTiters on curve lines,

liiat any radial lines drawn from the centre will be
rut by the logarithmic spiral in one and the .same

angle. By means of this property of the curve, it

may be described as follows:

J.et C be the centre, fig, 51, and draw AB per-

pendicular to DE, crossing it in C. Bisect the an-

gles by the lines ah, cd. Draw cB/-> to cut CB at

the angle proposed for the curve, and to meet C6 in

h

;

draw ch perpendicular to he, cutting Cc in c ;

draw ca perpendicular to ch cutting Ca in a ; and
jirocced round with as many revolutions as may be

required in the same manner. Then B, Jl, A, D, F,

G, &c. are points in the curve, and the lines rh, ch,

ca, act, &c. are tangents to tlic curve at these points.

Therefore, the curve ina)' ])e either drawn by hand,
or by meaii.s of circular arcs. Also, any number of

interior or exterior .spirals may Ijc drawn by drawing
lines parallel to the langert.s, as .ry, ip,

ch were to cross BC at a right-angle, the curve
would be a circle.

A luw Spi- 43. The scrolls and volutes, used in architecture,
ral pi‘f>in)scdare always made to terminate in a circle at the centre

;

consequently, none of the curves described by ma-
..cro s, ‘‘

thematicians are adapt(?d lor these purposes. But
the construction we have employed for the logarith-

mic spix'al readily leads to a species of spiral that

appears well suited for .scrolls or volutes. In the lo-

garithmic spiral, the angle of the curve is constant;

but imagine the angle to change regularly, and to

become' a right angle at the point, wjiere the circle,

- called the eye, begins. This woi '3 aflbrd u.s a re-

gular and pleasing curve, unfolding itself from a cir-

cle in the centre. This curve might be called the

Architectural Spiral.

Let C be fhe centre, fig. :>2, and round this centre

Icbcribe a circle for the eye of the scroll, or volute.

Divide this circle into eight equal parts, and draw^ Joinury.

lines from the centre through the points of divi-

sion.

Witli any radius aC, and C as a centre, describe

the arc ac, and upon this arc set off any number ol"

equal divisions. The extent of a division mu>t he

regulated by the quantity the curve may unfold ut

each revolution, and the number depends on the

number of revolutions.

Then, beginning at A, draw Ah perpendicular

to Ca; db parallel to C'; de perpendicular to C2; cf

parallel to C3; and so on for any number of revolu-

tions. The points A, B, 1), li, F, G, and II, in

the curve, and the tangents to these points, are fonntl,

therefore the curve may be described by hand, or by

nuMiis of circular arcs.

The tangents to any interior or exterior sjiiral will

be parallel to the ones first found, and, therefore,

any number may be drawn witli the gre.iU'st faeilii v

.

Neither the logarithmic nor the arcliiteetunil spi..

ral can be drawn truly by circular .arcs; l)Ut wc .shali

here ])oint out the princi))le by which suci) spiral-

may be drawn. When a spiral is drawn by mean-

of circular arcs only, the centres of the atljoining

arcs must always be upon the same straiglit line;

and the regularity of the curve will depend on tin

number of arcs employed to describe one revo]uti('i!

Let the jiroposed distance between lbi‘ revoliilion--

be divided into as many equal parts as there are t(.

be circular arcs in one revolution; and, on the cyt^

as a centre, eonfstruct a regular polygon of the sanu

number of sides as the number of divisions, and each

side equal to one division. Tlien the angles of tiie

polygon will be the centres for describing the spiral,

as show’ll by the figures belong where the triangle',

square, and hexagon, are given as examples
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If a spiral be drawn to bc^in from a circle at the

centre, let the arcs be described from the angles of

a rectangular fret, as in fig. A, the sides of which
may increase in any regular proportion. Or, a fi-

gure may be drawn in the same manner as the tin-

gents of the spiral, fig. and tl>e arcs described

from the angles, a.s in fig. B. By either of these

methods a pleasing curve may be obtained.

4 b Fig. 33 represents the plan of a staircase, be-

ginning with a scroll, and having steps winding round

the circular part of the well-hole.

In the first place, let the end of the steps be de-

veloped according to the method we have given in

Art. 1/). Fig. 35 shows this dcvelopement. Now^tlie

hand-rail ought to follow the inclination of a line

drawn to touch the nosings of the steps, except where

there is an abrupt transition from the rake of the

winding to that of the other steps ; at such places it—

^

must be curved; the curve may be drawn by the

help of intersecting lines, as in fig. 36', if the work-

man cannot trust to his eye.

The part which is sh.*ided in fig. 35 reprc.seiits
'

hand-rail and ends of the .steps, when spread out.

the hand-rail is only drawn cU)se to the steps for

venicnce, as it would require too much space to rai«*c

it to its proper position. This devclopement of the

rail is allied the fulling mould.

The wood used for hand-rails being of an expen-
.sive kind, it becomes of some importance to con-

sider, how the plank may be cut so as to require the

least quantity of material for the curved part of the

rail. Now, if we were to suppose the rail executed,

and a plain board laid upon tlie upper side of it, the

board wmuld touch the rail at three points ; and a

plank laid in the same position as the board would be

that out of w'hich the rail could be cut with the lea'‘t

waste of material.

Let it be required to find the moulds for the purtTotntl ti

;

nl) of ilic rail, fig. 33, and to avoid confusing tlie*

lines in our small figure, the part a// has been draw’n

to a larger scale in fig. 34. The plain board, men-
tioned above, would touch the rail at the points

marked C and R in the plan
;
draw the line CB. and

draw a line parallel to CU, so as to touch the curve

at the point E. Then £ is the other point on the

plan ; and //, c, and 5', are the heights of these |)oint^

in the dcvelopement, fig. 35.

Erect perpendiculars, to CB, from the points C\

E, and B, fig. 34, and set off Cn, on fig. 34, equal to

a'c, fig. 35; Er equal to dc', and BA equal lo fh\
Through the points C and E, draw the dotted lino

C7/ ; through ae draw a line to meet CF. in k ; arul

through the points ab, draw a line to meet CB in g ;

then join //g, and make Vi perpendicular to //g.

Now, if Vd be made equal to Ca, and perpendicu-

lar to Cl; and di be joined, it will be the angle w hicii

the plank makes -with the Iiorizontal plane, or pi.'u..

Therefore, draw FD parallel to C and find tlie see-

tion by the process de.scribed in Art. 10. I'liis sec-

tion is t!ic same thing as woulil be obtained In pro-

jecting vertical line-! from eaeli point in the haiid-raii

against the surface of a board, laid to touch it in

tlirec points. The inexperienced workman wii! be

much assisted in applying the moulds if he acquires

a clear notion of the position when executed.

To find the tliickness of the plank, take the heigliH - u .

to the under side of the rail cr in the dcvelopement,^

fig. 3.5, and set it off from in the line Ci. to r,
| |

fig. JI-; from tlie point r draw* ii line parallel U) dl,

and the di 4anee between those parallel lines will be

the thickness of the plank.

The mould, fig, 34, which is traced from the pian.To

is Cali Jil theface mould. It is applied to the iipprrfJ't^^ McmU,

surface of the plank, which being marked, a bt ^ t

should be set to the angle idC, and this bevel bcim.,

applied to the edge wnll give the points to which tb'f

mould must be placed to mark out the imtler

It is then to be sawn out, and wrought true to tlu*

mould. In applying the bevel, care should be taken

to let its stock be parallel to the line dly if the plank

should not be sullicicnll^ w ide for di to be ita arris.
*
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.Jotrvi V. After the rail U truly wrought to the face mouW,

the falling mould, fig. HC), beitig applied to its con-

vex side, will give the edge of the upper surface, and
the surface itself will be formed by squaring from the

convex side, holding the stock of the square always

so that it wot lid Iw v ertical if the rail were in its pro-

per situation. I'he low'er surface is to be parallel to

the upper one.

The sudden change of the width of the ends of the

steps causes the soffit line to have a broken or irre-

gular appearance
;

to avoid it the vsteps are made be-*

gin to wind before the? curved part begins. Differ-

ent methods of proportioning the ends of the steps

are given by Nicholson, Roiibo, Rondclot, and Krafft.

We cannot in this place enter into a detail of these

methods, but for the reader's information a list of the

principal writers on staircases is subjoined.

Price, in his British Carpmler, 4to, 1 73d ; I^ang-

Icy, Buihim Complete Assistant

,

8vo, 1738; Frc-

zier, Covpe des Pierres et drs Bois\ 4to, 1 73f? ; Rou-
bo, Ij Art dll Menuisicrj folio, 1771 : Skaife, Key to

Civil Architeeinrv, 8vo, 1774; Nicholson, Carpen^

fers* I^'e?v Guide

j

4to, 179^3; Carpenters' and Join^

r/.v’ Assistant3 4 to, 179^5^; Archilcclural Dietionan/,

410 ;
Transactions Society of Arts, &c. for ISl-i;

Treatise, on the Constmetion of Staircases and Uand^
rails, 4to, 181^0

; Rondelet, Traite de I'Art de Bdtir,

'romc JV. 4to, 1814; and Krafft, Trade sur iJArt dc

fa Charpenter, Part 11. folio, 1820.

Sect. IIF.—On Materials.

Importance Id. There is no art in wdiicli it is required, that

iifihciiub- the structure and properties of w'ood should be so

thoroughly understood as in joinery. The practical

joiner, who has made the nature of timber his study,

has always a most decided advantage over those

who have neglected this most important part of the

art.

In the article Anatomy, Vkgetarle {Supjde-

meut), Vol. I. p. 306 and 332, the structure of wood
is described; in ])lacc, therefore, wc shall only

show how the joiner may, in a great nuasiire,

avoid the war}>ing caused by its irregular tex-

ture.

Uoardft cut 46. It is well known that wood contracts le.«,^ in

in a parti- proportion, in dijmetev, than it does in circumfe-

rence; hence a wdtole tree always sjdits in drying.

Iim retain Mr Knight has shown that, in consequence of this

Oieirfornw irregular contraction, a board may he cut from a

tree, that can scarcely be made, by any means, to

retain the same form and j^osition when subjected to

various degrees of heat and moisture. From the ash

and the beech he cut some tliiii boards, in different

directions relatively to their transverse septa, so that

the septa crossed the middle of some of the boards

at right angles, and lay nearly parallel with the sur-

faces of otliers. Both kinds were iplaced in a warm
room, under perfectly similar ci. umstaiices. I’hose

which had been formed by cutting across the trans-

verse septa, as at A in the figure, soon changed their

form very considerably, the one side becoming liol- Joinery,

low, and the other round ; and in drying, tliey con-

tracted nearly 14 per cent, in width.

The other kind in which the septa were nearly pa-T>ii?Vr<*ii('t;

rallel to the surfaces of the boards, as ut B in the’*- ''‘onK-

marginal figure, retained, witli very little variation,''

their primary form, and did not contract in drying

more than three and a half per cent, in width,"*

As Mr Knight had not tried resinous wmhkIs, two
s})ecimens were cut from a piece of Memel timber ;

and, to render tlie result of our ob.servation more
clear, conceive the figure to represent the section of

a tree, the annual rings being shown by circle.^. BI)

represents the man-
ner in which one of

our pieces was cut,

and AC the other.

The k'oard AC con-

tractcf I *7 .7 per cent.

in w'idth, and be-

came hollow on the

aide marked h. The
board BD retained

its original straight-

ness, and contracted

only 0*7 per cent.

The difference in the

quantity of contrac-

tion is still greater than in haril woods.

From these crperiment« the advantages to be ob-

tained, merely by a proper attention in cutting out

boards for pannels, cS.c. will be obvious ;
and it will

also be found, that pannels cut so that the septa arc

nearly parallel to their 1‘aces, will .appear of a finer

and more even grain, and require less labour to make
their surface's even and smooth.

The results ol‘ these experiments arc not less in-

teresting to cabinet-makers, particularly in the con-

struction of billianl-tables, card-tables, and indecMl

every kind of table in use. For such purposes the

planks should be cut so as to cross the rings as near-

ly in the direction BD as possible. AVe liavi* iw/

doubt that it is the knowdedge of this profierty »>l'

v'ood, that renders the billiard-tables of .some makers

so far superior to these of others.

In wood that has t!)c larger transverse septa, as thi‘

oak, for example, boards cut as BD will be figured,

while those cut a.s AC will be jdain.

'I7. There is another kind of contraction in w^ood k'a'iac

whilst drying, which causes it to become curved

the direction of its length. In the long st}l(‘s of’i"®

framing we have often observed it ; indeed, on thiptheirlcntith

account, it is dilficult to prevent the style of a door,

hung wdth centres, from curving, so as to rub against

the jamb. A very satisfactory reason for this kind

of curving has been given by Mr Knight,t which
also points out the manner of cutting out wood, so a-,

to be less subject to this defect, which it is most de-

sirable to avoid. TIic interior Layers of wood, being

older, arc more compact and solid than the exterior

layers of the same tree
;
consequently, in drying, the

* Philosophical Transactions, Part IL for 1817> or Philosopkical Magazine, Vol. L. p. 437.

t Ibid.
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.J(v«ery. latter contract more in length than the former. This

irregularity of contraction causes the wood to curve,

in direction of its length, and it may be avoided by
cutting tlie wood so that the parts of each piece shall

In; as nearly i>f the same age as possible,

rhaii^esi Besides the contraction which takes place in

|)rLiuiu\‘in)y drying, w'ood undergoes a considerable change in
ilic Wet- bulk with the variations of the atmosphere. In

.straight grained woods the change in length is near-

ly insensible,* hence they arc .sometimes employed

for pendulum rods; but the lateral dimensions vary

80 much, that a wnde j>iece of will .serve as a

rude hygrometer.+ The extent of variation de-

creases in a few seasons, but it is of some importance

to the joiner to be aware, that, even in vc*iy old

wood, when tlic surlace is removed, the extent of va-

riation i.s nearly the same as in new wood.

It appoar.s, from Rondelet's experiments,! that in

wt*od of a mean degree <lryne.s.s, the extent of con-

traction and expansion produced by the usual changes

ill tlic state of the atiaoi.phere, was,

in fir wood, from part of its width;

and, in oak, from to^ part of its width.

C'onscqucntly, the mean extent of variation in fir is

:^-r, and, in oak, •
; and, at this mean rate, in a

I Is** i ‘10

fir board about 12 J
inches wide, the difference in

width would be of an inch. I'his will show the

importance of attending to the maxiin.s of construc-

tion we liavc already hud before the reader; for, if

a board of that witUli shi/uld be fixed at both edgc.s,

it must innvoidably split from one end to the other.

\iu\as of !!) Th^ kindr; ui‘ wo(Ki cuuumonly employed in

joinery are, the oak, the different species of pine,

maliogany, lim(‘-tree, and poplar.

Of the oak, there are two species common in this

island; tliat wldicli Linnteus has named (iuernts rohur

is the most valuable for joiners' w'ork ;
it is of a finer

grain, less tough, and not so subject to twist as the

other kind- Oak is also imported from the Baltic

ports, iVom (iermany, and from America. These
foreign ki nd-^i being more free from knots, of a

straighter grain, ami less difficult to work, they are •Trii

used in preference to our home species, f oreign w-
oak is also much used for cabinet-work, and lately,

the fine curled oak, that is got from excrescences pro-

duced by pollard, and other old tree^, has been u^^cd

with .success in furniture. When well managed it is

very beautiful, and niake^ a pleasing variety. It is

relieved by inlaid borders of black (»r white w’ood,

but these should be sparingly used. Borders of in-

laid brass, with small black line.s, give a rich effect

to the darker coloured kinds.

The greater part of joiners' work is executed in Fir-

yellow fir, imported from the north of Europe ; white

fir is often used for internal work, and American pine

is much used for mouldings.

The forest of‘ Bracmar, in Aberdeenshire, furnishes

yellow fir of an excellent quality, little inferior to

the best foreign kinds.

For the general purpose of joinery, the wootl ofLarc

the larcli tree seems to be the best; this useful tree

thrives well on our native hills. We have seen some
fine specimens of this wood from Blair Athol. It

makes excellent steps for stairs, floors, framing, and
most other articles.

'Mahogany, in joinery, is used only where painted 3Ia]

work is improper, as for the liand-rails of stairs, or

for the doors and window's of principal rooms. E'er

doors, it i.s not now so often used as it W'as formerly;

its colour is found to be too gloomy to be employed
in large masse.s. In cabinet-work it is almost the

only kind employed for ornamental ivork.

Lime-tree, and the different species of poplar, bur

make very good floors for inferior rooms, and may Fop

often be u.sed for other purposes in places where the

carriage of foreign timber would render it very ex-

pensive. Lime-tree is valuable for carvctl w'ork, and
does not worm eat ; but carving is, at present, sel-

dom used in joinery.

For farther information on wood, in addition to

the works referred to, the reader may consult Eve-
lyn's AV/iv/, Dr Hunter’s edition

;
Duhamel, Du

Travsjxjrf, dc la Comvn afitm, ct f/c fa Force liois,

Paris, 1767; Barlow's Essnjf on the Sirv?igfh and
Stress of Timber^ li'17; J’rc'dgold's Elemvninuf Prin^
ciplrs of Carpent r If. ^Sect X. 1S20; and the article

DitY-KoT in thi.s Supplement.
\\

(n. u. ii.)

^ Mr Rainsdeii and General Roy made .some c\i>erimcnts on tlie expansion in length, Account oj the

Trig. Survaf, \'ol. I. p. -U) and 40.

+ See Phil, Trans, Low’thorpc's Abridg. Vol. II. p. ,'37.

J Traite Throriqnc ct Prnclinuc dc IfArt dc Bdlir, article MeNIJIskrie, Tome IV. p. 42.5, 1814.

II
The roof of \VestminsU:r llall being now under repair, the opportunity has been taken to examine the

wood of whicii it is constructed ; and it is found to be of oak, and not of chesnut, as stated in the Article

Dry-Rot, Vol. III. p. 68 k The oak has been of an excellent kind, but is now' much w orm-eaten.
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louian J_ HE Ionian Inlands formed, lately, a small part of
Islands, Venetian dominions ; and, by a fate somewhat

^ singular, they have been raised to the rank of an in-

dependent power without any efforts of their own,

at the very period which witnessed the extinction of

Venice itself, with Genoa, Ragusa, and many other

small states that had existed for ages. I'hese islands,

w'hich are seven in number, exclusive of some small

dependent islets, are situated on the ivcstei-n and

southern shores of Greece, between 36° and 40° of

north latitude; and between 19° 40' and 23° 10 of

east longitude. Four of them lie in a group oppo- toniaii

site the entrance of the guU' of Corinth ; other two,

Corfu and Paxo, are situated about eighty miles

north-west of this central group ;
from which Ceri-

go, the remaining island, lies about 150 miles soutli-

east. The subjoined table gives a view of their ex-

tent and population
; but the measurement can on-

ly be considered as approximations, as, we believe,

no accurate map of all the islands has ever been

published.

Modern Names. Ancients’ Names.
English

Square

Miles.

Population. Authorities.

• Cephalonia,

Corfu,

Zante,

Santa Maura,
Ccrigo,

Theaki,

Paxo,

Cephalenia,

Cofcyra. Phajacia,

Zacynthus,

Leiicadia,

Cythera,

Ithaca,

Paxus,

500

270
ISO
150
130
CO
20

60,000

60,000

33,352

18,000

9,000

9,400

3,968

Holland, 1S12.

Vaucloncourt, 1 807*

Williams, 1815.

Holland, 1812,

Do. 1811.

Williams, 181.5.

Do.

1310
I

19.3,720

According to this table, these islands contain

about 150 persons to eacJi square mile, a density of

population nearly equal to that of the most popu-

lous countries of Europe, and very remarkable, con-

sidering how a great a proportion of their surface

is too rugged to admit of any species of cultiva-

tion.

Climate and The climate of the Ionian Islands resembles that
Diseases. the continent of Greece, except that the sur-

rounding seas temper in a greater degree the ex-

tremes of Iieat and cold, and render the atmosphere

more humid. Snow often falls during the winter,

and lies on the high grounds, but very rarely in the

plains. The winter rains sometimes bring with them
great quantities of a reddish sand, which the people

think has been transported from Africa by the ^outli

wind. Sudden and furious squalls are frequent, and
the Sirocco, or hot wind, which occurs at certiiin pe-

riods, produces the usual effects, a dull hcadach,

lassitude, and a sense of o])pressiou. The liarvcst,

which is generally in May on the continent, is here

in June. Earthquakes are very frequent, though
not often very destructive. In Zante, two or three

sometimes occur in a month; it is observed that

they are preceded by a peculiar state of the atmo-
sphere, producing a feeling of heaviness, or a sui-

hurous smell, and that they arc generally l()llowe<l

y rain. Malaria prevails in low situations in the

autumnal months
;
and the itch, which common

in some parts, instead of being eradicated by me-
dical means, is rather cherished by the people, froui

a strange notion that it is a preservative against ma-
laria. In other respects, the climate is agreeabk
and healthy, and instances of remarkable longevity

are known.|

The rocks of all these islands belong fo the same(jlet‘n>i:v

great calcareous formation which occupies the con-

tinent of Greece. They contain some, tiiougli very

few, organic remains, and are disposed in higldy in-

clined strata. The limestone, which is accompanied
occasionally with beds of grey foliated gypsum, and
with beds or masses of sandstone, is conjectured t)y

Dr Holland to belong to the first floetz limestone of

Werner. At one spot, ten miles south of the town
of Zante, arc found a number of pitcli wells, agree-

ing in tlieir situation and appearance wnlli the dc-

•scription given by Herodotus, two thousand four

hundred years ago. They consist of small pools of

• I'he ancient geographers had a very imperfect idea of the extent of these islands. Strabo (Lib. x.)

estimates the circumference of Ccphalo* ^at 30 miles (300 stadia), instead of JOO; that oi‘ Zante nt lb' milt^.

instead of 60, and th^it of Itliaca at 8 miles, instead of 40. Pliny (Lib. iv.) gives 44 Roman miles as the

circumference of Cephalonia, and 36 as that of Zante.

f Holland's Travels in Greece, p. 20, 37

j

47; Williams' Travels in Greece, Letters xlix. Turner's
Tour in the Levant, 1. 202, 204.
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Ictr.iftu water, feci by springs, in a marshy tract near tlie
Islands,

fiiioro, having their sides and bottoms lined with pe-
troleum in a viscid state, which, by agitation, is

r.ii'^ccl to the surface in flakes. It is collected once
.« year, and the produce is about a hundred barrels.

; Holland, Chap. i. and ii.)

'J Tile surface of all these i'^lands is so remarkably
I ' y mountainous, that they do uot contain a quantity of

arable land nearly sufficient to afford corn to the po-

y)ulation ; and were it not that the vine, the olive,

and the currant, enable them to extract a valuable

])roducc from their rocks and declivities, they could
s!ipport but a very small number of inhabitants.

There is a considerable diversity, however, in the
aspect and qualities of the surface of the different

islands, which renders it necessary to speak of their

topography separately. To begin with Corfu, tlic

most northern, and the seat of the general govem-
mi’iit. This island, w’liich is about 40 English miles
lone*, and 15 in extrenn* breadth, lies opposite the
( oast of Albania, from whicli it is separated at one
lioiiit by a strait two miles broad. A range of
mountains occupies the centre of this island, the
liighest summits of which, !\Iount Kassopo, must l^e

i!(*arly 4000 feet high, since the coast of Italy, at SO
jniles distance, is visible from it. The island is ra-

tiun* bare of wood, and not abundant in good pastu-
rage. \\'heat is raised in some low situations near
tiui coa&t; but though culled fniliful Corcyra by
Dionysius, and celebrated for its riches by other an-
cient authors, its inhabitants depend chiefly on iin-

j)orlalion for corn, w hich they procure in exchange
for their wine, oil, and salt. The capit''!, also named*
i ’orfii, whieli lies on ti:e east side ofthe island, conhtins

about 15,000 inhabitants, and »s a pretty strong place,

'fliis island is the Phieacia of Homer. A small bay,
fi\ 0 or six miles soutli of the capital, is conceived to

be tile Alciniis Porlus, W'here Ulysses, after his ship-

V, i cck', met with tlic daugliter of Alcinous; and Faiio,

a ijinall rocky inlet seven or eight miles in circum-

torcnce, lying tv «dve miles off the north-west coast of
Corfu, is tlic island of Calypso.*

the next in order, which is about seven
mill long, and three broad, lies eight miles south-

of C(;rfu, and twelve miles west of the coast of
Albania. Its surlace is highly beautiful, much in-

ciojifJ, and nearly covered with olive trees. Its ca-

})ital, St Gago, contains a great proportion of the

]iopulati<jn, amounting to persons, wdio depend
very much on trade for tlicir subsistence. Antipaxo,
ail inlet five or six miles in eircuinference, ami inha-

bited by a few fi.'.hennen, lies near it (Vaudon-
eourt, Cliap. xi.; Williams, I/Ct. xlviii.)

Lf’iicadi.:. Santa Maura, about tw'cnty miles long, and eight

or nnic broad, lies so close to the coast of Greece,

that it was formerly joined to it by an isthmus. It is

sixty miles soutli-east from Corfu, three miles from

Ithaca, and five from the iicare.4 point of Cephalo-

nia. The surface consists of a range of limestone

mountains, wducli rise to the height of nearly fOOO
and terminate on the south-west, in the cele-

brated Leucadian promontory, where unhappy lovers, loniai

following tlie example of Sappho, came to cure them-

selves of an unrequited passion. The cliff is not very

lofty, though sufficiently so for the purpose to w liicli

itw'as applicid. It is still the custom of the neigh-

bouring mariners, when passingi to throw in a small

piece of money, as an expiatory offering. The island

contains very little level surface. Its principal pro-

ducts are olives and vines ; and salt is made on the

coast. The capital, also named SSanta Maura, con-

taining 5000 inhabitants, is situated at the northern

point of the island, w here it is separated by a nar-

row channel from the continent. The ancient name
Leucatlia, or, as it is now pronounced, Lefcadia, is

still known among the inhabitants, and ought lo be
used to distinguish the islaixl from its capital. (Hol-

land, Chap, iii.; \'audoncourt, Chap, xi.)

Theaki, the ancient Ttliaca, tlie regal seat of Ulys-

sea, consists merely of a narrow^ ridge of limestone,

seventeen miles long, and four in extreme breadth,

rising into nigged eminences, w'ith scarcely a hun-

dred yards of continuous level surface in its whole

extent. Near the middle, it is intersected by a deep

bay, which penetrates four miles inwards. Upon
this bay the town of Vathi, the capital, is situated,

containing 2000 inhabitants. The chief produce of

the island is currants; but it yields, alw), a small

quantity of oil and w ine, the latter much esteemed.

The grain raised suffices only for three montlis* con-

sumption. On a bill near Vathi arc some massive

ruins of ancient walls, with a number of sepulchre^

which are supposed to mark the site of the capitfd

of Vlysses. Near the south-east end of the island is

a cliff’ called Koraka at present, and supposed to be
the rock Korax, mentioned in the Odyssey, and un-
der it, in a secluded and picturesque spot, is a foun-

tain, conceived to be that of Arethusa, where Ulysses

met the faithful Euma'iis. The island is still nameil

Ithaca by the more intelligent natives, W'bich is cor-

nipted into Theaki b}' some of the lower classes.

Between Itluica, Santa Maura, and the continent, arc

situated four small rocky isles, r.ainccl Meganisi, Ca-

lamo, Atako, and Carlo, besides sever d minute islets,

of little or no importance. (Holland, Chap. iii.J

Ccpludonia, three miles from tlic nearest point of Ceplmlor.ia.

Ithaca, is the largest of all the Ionian Islands. Its

greatest length is forty EnghMi miles, and greater

breadth twenty-four. A lofty chain of mountains,

the Mount /Enos of antiquity, nearly 4000 feet high,

occupies the centre of the island, and sends ofi

branches to all the principal promontories. The
wood w hich co\ ered a part of these hills was wanton-

ly bm-nt, about twenty years ago, during some inter-

nal di.sturbanct*s. A deep gulf penetrates far inland

from the south side of the island : and, upon the east

side of tins gulf stands Argo'^toli, the capital, con-

taining 4000 inhabitants. laMni, the only other

town, contains 5000 inhabilant.s
;
and there are, in

the ^sland, I T."? villages. (Turner, 102.) The surface

of Cophaloniii is generally rocky ;
the soil thin, and

less fertile than tliat of /ante. Its chief prtxluctions

* Memuirx of the Ionian hlamU, by General Guilliaunje De Vaudoncourt, translated by Mr Walton,

Chap, xi.
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are currants, oil, and wine. Some ruins of Cyclopian

walls mark the site of the city of Samus, mentioned
by Homer; and there are some remains of Krani^

I’roiios, and other ancient cities. Vestiges of llie al-

tar of Jupiter iEnesius are said still to exist on the

top of Mount ^nos. (Holland, Chap, ii.)

Zantc, which lies ten miles south from the nearest

point of Cephalonia, is about sixty miles in circum-

ference. Unlike the neififhboiirin;^ i.slands, its sur-

face consists chiefly of a large plain, reaching from
the southern to the northern coast, but bounded on

the cast and west sides by calcareous ridges, about

1200 or 1300 feet high. This plain, covered with

vineyards and olive groves, with tnily a few spots in

tillage, presents the appearance of luxuriant fertility,

and has procured for the island the title of the Har-

den of the Levant." Tlie capital, /ante, situated

on the east side of the island, contains 18,000 in-

habitants. Zante contains ver}^ few anticpiities
;
and

though smaller, and inferior in population to some of

the other islands, is the richest of tliem all. (Hol-

land, Chap, i.)

Ccrigo, the ancient Cythcra, the last of the seven

islands, is about 50 miles in circumference, and is si-

tuated near the south coast of the ancient Jaiconia^

I .'^O miles from the nearest of its Ionian confederates.

The face of the island is mountainous, and though
reported to be the birtli place of Venus, it is rug-

ged, barren, and destitute of beauty. Its produc-

tions are similar to those of the other islands, but it

is less commercial, and abounding more in pasturage,

it raises a considerable number of sheep and CHtOe.^

Landed property, in all the islands, is in the

hands of a comparatively small number of persons,

who form a proud, oppressive, and rapacious aristo-

cracy. The Venetian senate, while it possessed

these islands, kept all the more solid advantages to

its own citizens, but bestowed titles, which cost

nothing, profusely upon the p('tty insular chief-

tains; and nobles, destitute of education, honour,

oj ])roperty, are as common here as in Italy. Tlie

lands are generally let by the year, the tenant pay-
ing half the produce to the landlord,—a species of
tenure alnio t iiniviTaal in rude countries, lu Cc-
jjhaloiiia, wliere property is pretty much divided,

the largest proj)rietf>r has not above L.800 or L.9OO
a-year; but in /anlc there are estates of more than

double this value. (Holland, 30’.) In the rural eco-
nomy of the Ionian Islaruls, coni is an object of se-

condary importance, and larming is conducted on
the rudest principles. Barley, wheat, maize, and
oats, are cultivated, but the quantity of grain of all

kinds raised does not exceed onc-half, and in some
of the islands is not oiuNthird, of the annual amount
of consumption. Of the corn raised in Ithaca,

onc-tenth is wheat, and ninc-tentlis barley. The re-

turns of the former arc estimated at 6 or 7, and of

the latter at 8 or 9 for 1. (Williams, Appendio', Ionian

No. iii.J Flax and cotton are cultivated lo a small

extent in several of the islands. Cephalonia is com-
puled to yield of t!ie latter 100,000 pounds annual-

ly, of an excellent quality. (Vuiuloncourt, IvJS.)

The number of oxen, '.heep, and goats, is consider-

able in the islands less, adapted to the cultivation ot‘

the currant, vine, or corn ; but others, such as Zantc,

have very few, and all are partly supplied wdth catllc

and pouilry from the Morca. Milk cows are rare,

the milk of goats being ])refeiTcd for ordinary use,

as well as for the manufacture of cheese. The pro-

duct* of wax and honey in some of the islands is very

great. Cerigo is stated to have had 1280 liives in

1811, and 60,000 or 80,000 pounds of honey of an

excellent quality are collected annually in Cephalo-

nia. (Vaudoncourt, 4^37. Holland, 43.)

The cultivation of vines and olives is an object oHMivcs,

greater attention to tlie inhabitants than tliat of

corn, and is more .skilfully conducted. Nine sorts

of olives grow in Zanle, difl’ering considerably in

their qualities. The fruit begins to rij)en in Novem-
ber, but does not fall till towards the end of 1)( -

cember, or the beginning of January. This i.s tin

time when they are gathered, but in some place.-

they are plucked with the hand, and not allow^'d to

fall. 1’licy arc carried to the mill in April, but the

harvest i.s not entirely at an end till the month cl

J^^ay^ I'he oil is carried to the sea ports in sheep

.skins. Olives arc cultivated to the greatest extent

in Corfu, where the produce collected every iv^n

years amounts^ in middling sea.sons, to 7<^H),l)()*0 jarf,

or 90,000' baiTe].s,t annually. Zantc produces about

30,000 barrels ; Cephalonia, 30,000 ; Leueadia, .3000;

Paxa, 8500; and Ithaca, J500. Inchuling Cerigo,

the annual produce of olive oil will not lx* much lias's

than 200,000 barrels. While tlic Ven(*tiaus were

masters of the island, a>xl retJiined a monopoly ()!' ihi*

oil trade, tlie pritx* averaged from 40 to I J livie'^ ol

Corfu (6s. 8d. to 7s. 2d.) /;rr jar ; but in 1 802 it rosr

to 60 livres (I Os.); and in 1807 (a dear year) was

17 J
dollars per barrel, or about Jqs. prr jar. 'I’lie oil

is of four different qualities, the finest of wliieh i.s fit,

for the table, and the other three sp(x;ies are used in

various manufactu res.

J

Wine is made in all the islands to a .small extent.

In Zante, forty species of grape an* distinguished,

but the small black species, known umler tiie name
of currants, is the only kind extensively cultivated.

Ithaca produces about 12,000 barrels of wine annu-

ally, of a quality superior to that of the other ishmds,

and which sells about 20 dollars per barrel. Cepha-

lonia produces from 30,000 to 35,000 barrels nf

good wine. Zante yields only about 4000 barrels
;

Leueadia 1000, The produce of the other islands

is not known.§ Oranges, lemorus, and citrons, arc

raised in several of the islands, both for dome.stic use

* Galt’s Voltages ami I'ravc. ,^812, p. 137. Holland, Chap. iii.

+ The barrel rather exceeds tlie milJi*role of Mar.seilles, or 5f).7 Hires (\^'lndoncou^t)
;
and, according to

Williams, is eqnal to 128 English pints. These accounts agree, and the burrei may therefore he considered

as one-fourtU ofa hoggbciid.

Vandoncourt, Chap. xii. Holland, Chap. ii. and iii. Williams, p. 173, and Appeudivi No. iii. Walpole/.s

Memoirs relating to Tuy'keij, p. 288,

§ Holland, p. 22. Vaudoncourt, Chan. jtii. Williams, Appendix, No. iii.
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loaiati And exportation ; and salt ia supplied for exportation
isludi. lu ]iirg4» quantities from Corftiand Leucadia.

The currant is the staple produce of Z^te, where
Currants, it occupies nearly two*tnird8 of the cultivated land.

It is raised also in Cephaloma and Ithaca^ but does

not succeed in Corfu or Lotcadia. Its culture is

conducted vrith great neatness, and when the flower

is out, the aspect of the great vineyards is singu

rich and beautiful. It thrives best in a deep

soil, at the foot of mountains. The currants are ga-

thered about the beginning of September, somewhat

sooner than other grapes; are spread abroad for eight

or ten days, and arc usually ready for packing by the

end of September. The annual produce of Zante is

from 7,000.000 to 8,000,000 pounds, the price of

which in the island varies from 1 4s. to ISs. jier hun-

dred weight. Ccphalonia yields from 5,000,000 to

6,000,000 pounds, and Ithaca 500,000. The whole

produce of the Ionian Islands in this article may
therefore be estimate'! at 13,000,000 or 14,000,000

pounds. (Holland, Chap, ii, and iii. Vaudoncourt,

chap, xii.^

Animal Mr Williams gives the estimated value of the an-
rroducc. produce of the three islands Zante, Paxo, and

Ithaca, in corn, wine, oil, currants, 4k>0ey, and flax,

the cliief productions, but excluding minor articles,

such as cheese, fruit, &c. Tiie estimates appear to

be official, and as they are probably deduced from

surveys made for the purpose of taxation, tltcy arc

entitled to some degree of confidence; but it would
have b#en more satisfactory had he stated upon what
basis llicy were formed. The annual produce of

Zaiite, in 1815, is stated at, 1,066, 7 45 dollars, or

L.t234,0<)0; that ofIllmca. 98,896 dollars, or L.22,(XK);

that of Paxo, 104,018 tlolars, or L,23,000. I'hese

three statements give, on an average, L.6 Sterling of

produce for each inhabitant, but, as some of the other

ihlands arc less favourably situated, L.5 is probably

higl) enough, aj a mean, and if we compute the an-

nual value of the produce of the whole on this prin-

ciple, it will be L.y70,(KX) (WDliaras, 72-183, and
yippertdir, No. iii,), or, in round numbers, L. 1,000,000
Sterling, and this is exclusive of what is derived from
commerce and the ineclianlc arts,

i ^ iiinicTcc. The situation of the Ionian Islands gives them na-
turally, and in some measure necessarily, a coranicr-

cial cliaracler. 'J'hcir position, near the coast of
(Jreecc, where tlie tyftmny of the Tiu-ks renders pro-

perty so insecure, tends to make them a medium of
communication with that country, and an entrepot

for its commodities. The narrowness of their terri-

tories, which obliges them to import pi||>visions, and
the peculiar nature of the soil and climate, which are

better adapted to raise other productions than corn;
their insular situation, and long connection with the

Venetians,—all dispose them to engage largely in

commercial transactions. The trade of the islands,

considering their extent and circumstancos, is, Jn
truth, consi^rable, and has increased greatly since

it was freed ironi the shackles iriposed upon it by the
monopolising spirit of the Veinitiims. The exports
consist of olive oil, currants, wine, honey, wax, salt,

soap, oranges, lemons, tobacco, cheese, See, The
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imports are corn, woollen, cotton, and linen goods, lonUa

velvets, cured fish of various kinds, sugar, coffee, iron, l*!*"*^*^

lead, dye-stuffs, paper, drugs, spices, &c. Zante,

1815, exported go<>d| to the value of 591,000 dol-

lars. Cephalonia has Q50 vessels of various sizes.

The little island of Paxo has 56 vessels, and export-

ed goods to the value of 96,000 dollars in 1815.
Ith^, in 1815 or 181 6, had 2598 tons of shipping,
which, with boats belonging to the Island, employed
8£8 men, aind 74,S60 dollars ol capital. The little

island of Cerigo, the least commercial of the whole,
had, in 1809> only abemt 2.5 vessels, nearly all boats,

employing 280 men. The number of Ionian vessels

that trade with TurkeyilWas estimated, in 1816, at

2.50, of which 20(* were under their own flag, and
50 under the llii:»sian8. We should probably not
err much if we estimated the exports of the whole
islands at something more than double those of

Zante, or alK)ut one-third of the computed gross

produce of the land, namety, L.300,000 Sterling.

A great number of their vessels trade with the Rus-
sian ix)rt8 in the Black Sea for corn, others

Malta, Greece, Italy, France, and S|)ain. In tlie

intercourse between the islands which lie near one
another, a species of long slender boat is used, named
MofiOJri/hftj made of a single piece of wood, preserv-

ing both the form wd the name of the vessels used
in earliest and rudest stage of Greek navigation.

(I’olter's Afitiqmtks^ Book iii. Chap, xiv.) The in-

terest of money, in common cases, is 10 per cent.

The merchants are generally poor and unenterpris-

ing, but a few individuals have accumulated con-
siderable fortunes. (Williams, VoL II. 183.) One
individual, a nobleman is mentioned, w^ho is said to

possess a million of dollars. If these islands continue

to enjoy tranquillity, and if their internal economy iS

improved, it improbable they will attract a consider-

abfe part of the trade which now centres in Salonica,

Hydra, Spechia, and other Turkish ports, where the

merchants ore exposed to loss and vexation from the

rapacity and violence of the 'I'urkish govenitnent.*

The public revenue arises from a tithe or impost Public Re
on the various species of produce ni’sed within thcvcanr.

country, grain, wine, oif nax, and cattle
; from a tax

on hearths or inhabited houses, a tax on oil presses,

and from duties of customs on articles cxjKwtcd and
imporUsd. The produce of these various duties, in

1815, was as follows;

Revenue.

Eventual

Rcvenkics.

Fixed
Revenues. Totals.

Zante, .

Cejdialonia, .

Leucadia, .

Ithaca, . .

Paa^,
Cerigo, . .

Pnrga, . . .

Doth-rs,

7J,7T!I

79,8":
‘i.Oll

1.976
240
ISO
as

Polkirs,

83,015

8,387

36,27 j

6,6.03

6,717
5,570
1,62S

Delhi tS.

1.''.4,795

88,194
38.283

S.6('9

6,9.07

5,700

1,667

155,978 148,285 304,865

Holland, Chap. i. ii. iii.; Vaudoncourt, Chap, xii.; Turner, Vol. ill.^PpeAcfur.
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Ionian ExPENDITUKe*

Do^larn.

Zante, . . . 102,688

Cephaionia, . 64<, 1 74ii<r

Loucadia, . , S4,<)73

Ithaca^ . . . 5,40$
Paxo, . , . 6^107

^ Cerigo, . . . 1,9.56

Farga, . . . 4,267

• 21 9,5f)8 equal to L.48,fl00.'

Revenue, 304,2^ ^

Surplus, 84,698
(Williams’s TravelSy Kos. ii. and iii»)

This small expenditure appears' to include only
the charges of the civil government, and periiaps

not the whole of these. The body of SOOO troops,

chiefly British, kept in the islands, would alone evi-

dently absorb a larger revenue. And although it

was fixed by the constitution, that the islands should
defray the expenoe of their own military establiiih^

ment, it appears in point of fact, from a Parliamen-
tary paper (dated 25th February 1820, No. 87), that

the British Government incurred an expence of
L.145,208 in the loniap Islands in 1817, and
L. 120,045 in 1818, for purposes chiefly military,
but partly civil. Tt is difficult to conceive, that
there can be any British objects in that quarter re-

quiring such an expenditure, or that the money has
been advanced provisionally, to be afterwards repaid,

since th6 revenues of the islands must now be on a
permanent footing. There remains but one admis-
sible supposition, that these islands are to form a

permanent burden on the people of Britain; and
• yet, at a period when our own expenditure presses

ho heavily, it seems iit^ less than mfatuation, to in-

crease our difficulties gratuitously/%y relieving a
distant country less heavily taxed of the cxpence of
'defending itself.

Constttu- The existing constitution of the Ionian Tsiands,
tiun. which was sanctioned by lt^ own Legislative Assem-

bly in May 1817, vests the supreme power in the
High Commissioner, the Senate, and the Legislative
Assembly, which have jointly the title of the Par-
liament of the Ionian Islands. The Legislative As-
sembly consists of 40 members, of whom 2<) are

elective, and 11 intcgtal, and all must belong to the
class of Synchtce, or nobles, the common people hav-
ing nothing to do with the laws, btit <b obey them.
I'he 11 integral members consijat of the president

and members of the old Senate, witfizthe regents
or governors of the five largest islands—^11 of whom
are substantially, though not directly, nominated by
the High Commissioner. The 29 elective members
are chosen by the nobles of the different ishtnds^

from prepared lists sent down by the Primary Cpini^
cil, in the following proportions :

*

^

Corfu,

Cepbelonia,

ZantO,

Leuc^ii^
Ithaca,

Cerig*
Paxo,

7

7
4
1

1

J
28

INLANDS.
And each of the three lost in' tototion t se-

cbtid member, which makes 2$. Tim sLi^kdive
Asoemlily ele^ its ow^ dfikiera,* fix4rt1ie amotrnt''

of'the>supplies; asid<allit8memtem tutvo^i^e'^power

ofprosing newdaws or regidi^0ns«^^ .

'

TbarPriKUHuy Coum il, metitumbd which acts

only duringi^dissolutioii of ParUamen^|ta^|pt4ofthe

*sidcnt and members of the last Sei&tie, svith^five

enbers of Legislative Assembly, n^hiat-
edby the Hqi^^Ctommissioner.

‘ftie Senate ennsista of five members and a presi-

dent, the latter appointed directly by the High Com-
tntssiemer. The five members are elected by the Le-
gislative Body QMt ofiila own number, and confirm-

ed by the High Cotandsstoner. If he negative the

election of on. imividlxd, another is ^ected and if

he negative the aedond also^ the vacancy is filled up
by his nominating two indrvidaals, of^whom it then

jyis to the Legislative Eody to choose one. I'hih

Senate is an executive coungi}, as well as a delibe-

rative body, ft nomhiates most of the officers un-

der tlie general government, such as judges, regents,

arcliivists, &c. but its nominations must be confirm-

ed by the High Commissioner, It makes regula-

tions during tA recess of the legislative Assembly,

which have, pro temmrCy the force of laws ; and it

deliberates and decides upon all propositions sub-

mitted to it by the Higli Commissioner, or sent up
from the Lower House, but its members have not **

power to initiate legislative pixiccedings.

The Legislative Assembly and the Sefihte are

elected for five years, but may be dissolved at the

lapse of a shorter period by the High Commibsionei

Tne appointments of judges, regents, and other offi-

cers, are also for five years.

The High Commissioner is nominated by the pro-

tecting sovereign. He appoints the president of the

Senate, who has the initiative of all proceedings in

that body. He appoints a resident for each of the

islands, who has the power of suspending any pro-

ceeding of the loc^l government. He noininateii 1

iiumb^ of officers, and has a negative (direct or in-

direct) u|)on the appointment of most of those whom
he does not nominate. He has a veto on all piopo-

sitions which have passed the two houses; but thougfi

he give his sanction to any sp^'ifle measure, tlicre

still another teto behind, lodged in the King of Bii-

tain, who may annul the profil^eding at any period

within one year of its enactment.

Each island has a local government, consisting of

a municipal council of five members, selected by the

regent (witl||the approbation of the High Commis-
sioi^r), CMit of a list of ten, chosen by the sijnchtw.

^And besides these, there are five active, functionaries,

a/egent, secretary, fiscal, archivist, and treasurer,

^
...-0^,, except the last, nominated by the Senate, and
GOnfiniied the High Commissioner.

judicial power is lodged in a supreme couA
at the seat of, government, consisting of four oi^di-

nafy, and two eOctraordinary member^ Of the for-
*

mer, two are native lonianii,* named hy the Senate,

and approved of by the Commissumer ; and two di-

rectly named by the Cenmniisioner, may either be

£british subjects or loniatis. When these four are

equally divided on any question, reference is made
to the two extraordinary members, who are the Higli

Iitodi.
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lo&Ma Ccilininisaiian^ and Presidant af.the Senate. Subor- tiiey aho^ le»i capability of again becpming a peo- Ionian

}dattdt. dlMta to tibiv auprema court «lni ^Wen^y-one inferior pie. This degradation of character may be attribut- i*^**"*^**

— tribanals^ thrt is, a civil. a^crilo|nais» Itnd nfeommem ed chiefly to the vicious nature of the \Vnetian go-
cial tribunal in each i^aitd* tinder these, again, vemment. The governors and judges whom it sent

are justi^ of peadB ^Courts, fiHr^rtinor ofienccs, and out to the islands wore very nobles of deca>ed
small dvil suils* Besides thbii^generai i^ellant ju- fbrtune, vpho undertook the duties as a speculation

risdi^ODf vidb|ob ibe B||premo'‘tour^ to retrieve their afiairs. Bribed was practiced

caltr^unals, it is empowered to send, a delegation openly; toleration for a critne might easily be pwr-

of Its-members on circuit on apepidi oci^ons, whpi chased ; and the laws, imperfect in tlicrnselves, were
thou^t neccssaiy by the Senate auB High Commis- render^ whMly null by the corruption of the judges^
sipnefk The nmnber of judges in iciw courts is The petty insular aristocracy separated into

not fixed by the constitution. ^ tions, which trampled on the laws and oppressed iho
*

The Smu^Uh or Hedth EstaUishment^ is under the people. The Venetian government, by a detestable

sole ciirecti^ of the Hf^ |iioi;nmis$toner. The ar- policy, encouraged their feuds, to prevent their

my, Oonsistiug entirely of the troops of the protect- cooibinatbm, and exposed the country to all the
big lovereign, is alto under the or^s of his repre- evils of a Itontinued dvil war. As happens m all

sentative.
^

The eifpenee of the army is to be defray- cDontries where justice is denied by tlie laws, private
ed by the islands, if thesdumber doesnot exceed 3000 revenge and assassmation prevailed to a frightful cx-
men. There is, beskbs, a national mililig, com- tent in the island of Zanle alone, with 33,000 in-

manded by natii^/i^cei'S. habitants, tlie number ,of assassinations sometimes
Individtidli^ or Iwlies of men, havj the right of exceeded one for each day of the year. Many of

represenUtion use petition to the protecting sovereign the nobles, indeed, kept assassins in their pay, anJ
or hi| mimsterSk others of them fitted out privateers for the tr^e of
A printing j^lless is to be established at the seat of general piracy, in which the vessels of their own

govemmentipv under the immediate control of the countrymen were not spared. These nobles are ge-
Senate gnd High Commissioner,*' and “ no other neralJy educated in Italy, ihd sjieak the Italian lan-
pnnting press shall be set up and employed, without guage, but iu knowledge and refinement toey are
the previous licence of the .Senate, and the sanction scarcely on a level with the middle ranks m
of hia Excellency/** land. The lower classes, like the continental Greeks,
We liaye described this constitution more in de- use the Itomair language, but witii a larger mixture

tail than its im|iortance merits , for, wjtiiout exagge- of Italian words ; and, like them, tooy Uiey are ae-
ration, it may certainly be pronounced to be the very tive, ingenious, adroit, loquacious, subtle, and intri-

MfOrst among the numerous plans of representative guing. Physic and law are favourite professions,
government framed within the last thirty, years. It and the better order of lawyers and physicians, who
1 ^, in fact, little else than a compact between the have been educated jn Italy, form the most intelU'*^

British government and the petty despots of the gent part of society. The clergy are extremely nu-
islands, settling in wl^t proportions the power, pa- merous, but less informed, ahd inferior in respecta-
tronage, and taxes of the tcoup^ are to be shared bility to the two former classes. Tliey were very
between them The rights and interests of the mass active in resisting some of the reforms attempted by
of the people, for which even the Oeijuan princes in the British^' ^Vb»n Major du Bos-et introduced the
their new con^^titutions profess a decent respedt, are culture of the potatoe in Cephalonia, they laboured
not the object of one single stipulation in this long to persuade the peasants, tluit tliis was the veiy ap-
ancl detailed instrument. ^ pie wit^wiuch ^lic serpent tempted Adam and Eve

^(alucr« of building in the Ionian Klands is in par^ise. (Holland, 41.) Tiie women, a^ in

.11 d i us- chiefly Italian, and,the interior of some of the cities * Greece, are ah^Ort entirely secluded from society,
* no shows great neatness. The streets are gentraUy ^nd ore, of couiw, ignorant, supeiNtitious. and feeble

narrow ; the houses, gome of wood, pome;, of! stone, in their chaeaciter.r (Holland, Chap. i. iL) Jn all

are three, four, or even five stories high, with open that regards the intercourse of the sexes, much Igxi-

latticcd windows. The shops are tolerably well sup- ty of morals prevails, but the poor are leas corrupt-

plied with manufactured and colonial aitieles, ahd ed wan the ric^« Mo^t of the nubility have mis-
thc |)orsonB employed in them display more alert- tresses, and the laws allow them to legitimate the

ness and civility than the jndoleist $hop-^keepor« of iagueof ttese connections by a subsequent marriage.

Spam, Portugal, and Sicily. The churches, as Sti A sort of agreentent is not unfrequent, by i^hich a

Greece, are disproportionately numerous. Some of young woman is, made over hy her parents, witli her

them have steeples, others have mta^ly an deva^ed own consent, to her admirer at a stipulated sum.
facade. Tlie population, in consequence of the long This Ojt »ooncltbnuige. m Inch frix^uently ter-

dominion of the Venetians, is, in |n<to^crtend halfifs, minales in toarriage when the giil is respectable and

as well as in costiimo and languaw, ititemedirte be- haa d^ildreti, is^ on other oi'casitin'^, the cau*>c of

tween the Gieek and Italian chatoctor. Thou|fh much infiddity and unhappiness. (Williams,

enjoying moire liberty, they ere, xlvii. xlvni.) In the countey tlie Greek dres^s is g<-

luterior to the continental Groeksu exterior ncrnlly used, though with some modifieatums ; but

IS less dignified, their manners xoore eolrapt, imd in the town the Ituiap dtesa prevails, as well as tho

1,.,
, - , ,

#-

* Parliam»tafy Pqpcr, 1 8th HmAi 18} 9r No. 1 38.
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Ionian Italian fashions intUe style of furniture, and in the
Ishiiuis. niodeg of social intercourse. It was a leading objeot

in the policy of the Venetians, indeed, to extinguish

the national spirit of the lonians, to deprive them of

the means of education, and to brutalise their cha-

racter by every method in their power, that they

might convert them into passive instruments of their

sovcreigi/ will. But, after three centuries of such

>]icy, there can be no doubt, thi^t the Venetians

t more by the odious nature of the inifovations at-

ipted than they gained^ in security by the result.

,
audoncourt, Chap. ii. xii.)

Religion. The attachment of the lonians to the Greek reli*-

gion, however, has eflTectually resisted the innovat-

ing spirit of their masters. llie<!^tholic worship is

tolerated, but the national faitli haa lost Ifttle of its

influence upon the minds of the people. Each island

has its patron saint, in the efficacy of whose inter-

cession the people arc tauglit to believe. Thfe Bri-

tish authorities humour the popular superstition in

this particular
;
and, in Corfu, the patents from the

licalth office bear to be “ in the name of God, and
by the intercession of Saint Speridion." Ceremonies
and processions, with fasts, frequent and severe, take

the place of piety and good works. A ruffian, enga-

ged in a project of assassihation, has refused to taste

animal fiipd in the season of the fast. As in many
0^ 1

- countries, the lower orders are corajiaratively

st*t in their religious observances, while indiffer-

ence and infidelity are common among the higher

classes. But, if religion is in a low state, it is not

from the want of priests and chwches, the number
of which is out of all proportion to the number of

. inhabitants. The little island of Paxo, with 4000
inhabitants, has 36 churches (Williams); and Con-
go, with 9000 inhabitants, is said to have the incre-

dible number of 260 churches, or Chapels, and 165

priests. (Holland.) Th^Jse swarms of priests are a

sort of privileged mendicai?ts. They are, in gene-

ral, too illiterate to understand religion themselves,

and, of course, tliey are incapable nf teaching it to

others. But as they derive their subsistence chiefly

finra fees for absoliilion, and, from gifts and offer-

ings, they find it necessary to support their influ-

ence, by filling the minds of thc^e under thK“ir care

with a thousand idle or pernicious superstitions. Be-

sides tlie secular clergy, there are a number of regu-

lar religious in convents scattered over the inlands,

but of liicir number or condition we have seen,

satisfactory account. (Holland, Chap. i. andi
Williams, iMcrs xlvii. xlviii.

Hijtory. The Ionian Islands make no considerable figure in

ancient histoiy. Cephalonia, Zante, Ithaca, and Santa
Maura (then joined to the continent),formed part ofthe
kingdom of Ulysses; and ifwe may judge of their con-
dition, from the armament which their prince carried

with him to the Trojan war, we should conclude that

they wereJess populous and less improved than the

continental parts of Gree<ie. These islands, along witli

a part of the opposite continent, fr^i^hed only twelve

ships, while th^^ittle island of i^lamis, not onc-

twentieth part of
.
the extent, sent as many* {Iliads

L. ii. 631.) They were then, as at this day, under

power nf, a number of petty chieftains; and it is a Ionian

E
roof of tfin accuracy, of Homefs geographical I>land#u^

nowlei^^ that their relative nutnbers, as stated by w-y-w
Telemachus (Odvss. L, xvi. 249), corres{K>nd toler-

ably well wiui we actual extent and importance of

the islands, .Cephalonia (Samus) having 24, Zante

20, and Itha^ 12* At a later period, the Corin-

thians planted colonies in Leuendia and Corcyra,

and probably in some of the other islands over which
they maintained some degree of authority. The
Leucadians sent 800 men to fight the Persians at

Plateaii apd the Cephalenians of Pale 200. (Hero-
dotus, L, ix.) The Corcyreans, from their favourable

situation, rwidly becamit strong by sea, and not on-

ly shook on their independence on the parent state,

but committed depredations on the commence ofahe
oilier Grecian cities, till the Athenians, shortly after

the battle of Marathon, attsifeked tliem and broke
their naval strength. The jealousy between the

Corcyreans and Corinthians, about forty-five years

later, led to hostilities between the parties, in which
the Athenians were drawn in to take the part of the

former, and the extension of this petty quarrel at

length produced the celebrated Pelepontiesian war.

The Corcyreans had 120 triremes when the contest

began, and were the second naval mwer in .Greece.

(Thucydides, L. i. Xenophon, Jlis/* L. vi.) The
Zacynthians also, who were a colony of Achieans,

and the Cephaletiians, were generally leagued with
the Athenians, and afforded them assistance in the

expedition against Syracuse. The Lcucadians we
find adhering to the Corintliians. (Thucydides, I.,

ii. iii. vii.) When the Spartans invaded Corcyra,

about thirty years after this, the country is repre-

sented as richly cultivated, finely jilanted, and
abounding in wealth and luxury. (Xenophon, I/isf.

Ij* vi.) Ccrigo, from its situation, was ahnosl al-

ways an appendage to Laconia. These islands, with
the rest of Greece, at lengtli fell under the domi-
nion of the Macedonians. In the war.s between Phi-

lip and the Etolians, however, we find the latter oc-

casionally making use of the naval forces of the C’e-

phalenians. (PoTyb. L. iv. 6.) When the Romans
established themselves in Greece, these isles, from
the position between that country and Italy, were
early occupied

;
and Corcyra is often mentioned as

a station of their fleet in their subsequent wars.

(Livy, L. xxiv. xxxii. xxxvi* xxxviii.) Tliey con-

tinued to follow the fortunes of the Roman empire
nearly to the latest period of its decline ; anfl they

suffered from the ravages of the Goths, Wallachiain,

and other barbarous tribes, till they fell into the

hands of the Venetians, some of them in the twelftli,

and otliers in the thirteenth century. This nation

also conquered various maritime towns on the conti-

nent of Greece, of which, as well as of some of tlie

islands, the Turks occasionally dispossessed them.

The Venetians first acquired the Morea in 14J7,

and loflft it finally in 1715. The Turks, at this lat-

ter period, took Ccrigo, and besieged the city of

Corfu; but the Venetians becoming masters at sea,

regained Cerigo, repulsed the Turks from Corfu,

aw took .several continental to^jfns.'* The treaty of

Abrege Chronologigue He tffistoire OHomanCj par M. de Lacroix, i. 172, ii. 700.
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iQOian C«nipo Formio (Octolnsr 17S7)» which annihilated original treaty bound the Turks to protect tlie Par- Iowan

IiJanda. the atote of Venice, transfe^ to France the Ionian guinotes ; and it was now obvious, from the fate of
^ Islands, with their continiGAihd dependencies, coil- the other towns, and from the feelings of the inhabi-

sisting, at that time, of five airport towns, Butrinto, tents, that its surrender weald be equivalent to a war-

Gonienitza, Parge/Prevm, and Vonitea. VVhenthb rant for its destruction. Lastly^ the British had no

invasion of Egypt led to ho^iJ|ti®® between France right to make over Parga to the lurks, for it was.

and Turkey in 1798, AH, Pa«(haof Attkenia, besieg- not reduced by our arms, but its inhabitants put

ed and took l^revesa and the other continental towns, themselves under our protertion by a voluntary act,

except Pnrga; and the islands having been reduced and upon the express condition that their town was

by the fleets of ]|ussia and Turkey, were erected to remain attached to the Ionian republic. From

into an independent state, by a treaty between these ignorance or inattention to these circumstances,*^

powers, dated 21st March 1800. They were pk- however, the Congre^ of Vienna had resolved that

ced under the protection of the Porte, as its vass^ Farga should be given up. And, in obedience to the

and were to pay it an annual sum of 75,000 piastres, mandate of this conclave of sovereigns, the soldiers

CAnnual RegUter, 1800. State PaperSsp.5t7S.) The of Ali took possession of the bare walla in June

towns on the continent were ceded to the Porte, of 1819; the inhabitants, amounting to 5000, having,

four of which it obtained possession. But the inha- to a man, emigrated to Paxo and the other islands,

bitants of Parga, dreading the merciless disimsition after receiving a very inadequate indemnity for the

of the Albanian Pasha, twk up anus in their own loss of their property.*

defence, and, favoured the strength of their posi- The Ionian Islands, cither as a separate state or General Re-

tion, rq)died hisassauHs. A constitution was given as a dependency of Great Britain, are of little im-mwk**

the republic in i wliich It is unnecessary to portapee. The interest felt in their fate is founded

describe, as it has since been superseded. It is suf- on classical nssociations, and on the means they are

ficient to say, that it was drawn up by Russian mi- supposed to afford for restoring the Greeks to their

nisters of state, ignorant of the circupstaiicc^f the existence as a nation. But, under the political sys-

islands, and contained such a specimen of republican tern established in the islands, tlie hopes raised on

principles, as miglit be expected from Muscovy, tlie latter ground appear to us to be almost entirely

Tlic war between Russia and the Porte in 1806 led chimerical. The Ionian Greeks must be enlightcn-

to the occupation of the Ionian Islands to the for- ed and improved themselves before they can become

incr, and a secret article of the treatj^f Tilsit useful auxiliaries in the work of enlightening and

(June 1807), they Wtre made over to France. The improving the rest of their countrymen, who are

French, during tneir first occupation of the islands, groaning under Turkish tyranny. To effect this

liad abolished the use of the Italian language in pub- change in their character, and to create nou-

Jic acts, and re-established the Romaic. Connecting rish a national spirit, three things ore indispen-

these possessions with bis projects against Turkey, sable, with which tlieir new constitution l^ves

Napoleon w'as anxious to revive tlie national spirit them entirely unprovided—a system of national

«if the Greeks. A Romaic newspaper was set on education, a free press, and a free government,

foot (and lias been continued by the British)
;

esta- The British ministry, in patronising a plan for ercct-

blislimcnts for promoting scientific education were irg a university in the islands, has begun its opera-

projected, and to crown tliese schemes by a piece of tions at the wrong end. The first and most indis^ns-

Ffendi extravagance, Ae reckoping by olytnpiads anlestep is to increase the small nurtiber of schools

yvas introduced. These projects held out only a dis- at present in existence, till they are sufficiently nu-

taiit prospect of good, but the expenoe of the large meroils to afford common education to the whole po-

military force stationed by the French in the islands pulation. A university may then be useful ;
but the

was a real and immediate grievance. In 1810, a Greeks can never be emandMted by giving a learn-

British force, under General Oswald, took possession ^ Question to g Ifew individuals, while the mass rc-

of Zante, Cephalonia, Ithaca, and Cerigo, almost main sunk in ignorance and superstition. On the

without opposition; and of Santa Maura after some other hand, when a moderate degree of knowledge

resistance. C’orfu and Paxo having garrisons too is generally dilbsed, ardent spirits wrill emerge from

strong to be attacked, were merely subjected to a the multitude, and rise to eminence by their native

niariliine blockade, which, however, could not be so force, while their countrymen will be better*

rigorously enforced as to reduce tllem. They were prepared to reap advantage from their exertions,

.surrendered to the British afler the general peace in At present a well infi»rraed Greek finds his acquiri-

1814. The Turkish government now renewed its tiona useless, and can only mourn over the ho^kss

claim to Parga, ^nder die treaty of 1800, though humiliatiQU of bis countiy. Again, without a free

that claim had been virtually set aside by subsequent press in their native Ungu^c, the Gr^ks cannot re-

circumstances. 'Phat govenpnient had entirely failed ceivc that poUticalinstruction which is neces^ry to

in affording the Ionian Islands thp stipulated protec- fit fur becoming once more a nation; know'-

tion, since it had suffered first the Russians, and af- ledge cannot be rendered popular, nor of course use-

terwards the French, to occupy tjiem ^ith a military ful ; and a university will bkome a mere establisn-

force. It bod been a party to subsequent treaties, ment of^ineciires, or m engine for propagaung cor-

by which this had been in substance annulled. The rupt an(bservile doctrines, worse thin ignorance it-

Edinburgh JR(wiav, No, LXIV. Art. I.; Hollandjs Travels, Chap. ii. treaty between Britain and

Russia, 5th November 1815.
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8el£ It is no solid objection that the Ionian Gredks
are mere children in literature, and could not make
a discreet ii<ie of the press. Fikblo as their powers

^ may be, they will continue children still, if they do
not use tliem. Their own blunders will often be
better instructors than the mature wisdom of others,

if their mind!» are kept in a state of pupillage. With
general education, and a free press, should be couh*

joined the invigorating spirit of a popular govern*^

ment—not a government bottomed on close corpom^
tions and privileged classes -^but one broadly re«

publican in its forms and spiriti Whatever may be
the defects of such a government, it is calculated,

beyond all other human inventions, to call forth the
cnerjgies of man. It was this inspiring power that

carried forward the ancient Athenians in their bril-

liant career of improvement and glory ; that raised

the Italian and Dutch republics to sudden wealth

and power; and that is now giving a new aspect to

the vast eontiiieut of North America. The people
are ignorant and disorderly, but probably not tnpre

60 than tlie Athenians in the time of Solon, ofi the
Ilabansiii the thirteenth century, who were, ne^*-
theless, found capable of supporting republican in-
stitutions. The errors into which theit ignorance
might have led them, would most probably hav«
soon cured tliemselves. And, at any rate, the
lonians are in that piecise situation, which would
have divested sucii institutions of the dangers usual-
ly supposed to attend them. The natural influence

of the British "Govemincnt, as the protecting power,
would have moderated the violence of fkctions, and
preserved the government stable amidst their strug-

gles. Had a free, active, and enlightened commu-
nity been raised up m these islands, speaking the
language of Greece, and idmost in contact with the

country, the emancipation of the Continental Greeks
would not only have been secured, but so much light

wouldhavebe^ diflused among them, and such a good
model set before them, that they^would have been in

a Oondidcm to make a wise and tafe use cd* their in-

dependence, and step at once into the enjoyment of

I R E
a free ctMittttioii. As matters have l^een ma: .

I^isa

however, it would be ibolish to expi^t, that these

islands wlH oentribute in any diegree to the libera- |^nd.
tion of the Greeks. Eudusive of tlie prerogatives of

the High Commissioner, all power is vested in the no-

bias, who are universally de^ribed as the most worth-

less part of populwon. Votes alone will com-p

mand dlBce, and the mass of the people who have

no votes to give, though not expressly, will yet be

substantially e?(cliided from everyplace of trust and
honour, and kept in tlu same state of vassalage as

tinker the Vepetiims. Public burdens will naturally

accumulate, because those who impose taxes have a
separate intereat fhim those who pay them,* and
abuses willinultinlyi because tlie nobles, banging on
the govemigont for support, are gainers by a system

of waste and profusion. A free pres^ which would
hayc corrected some of t^se evils, has been jealously

guarded against by the constitution ; and as for the

right of petition, in a goveiwment so constructed, it

must be an hmpty name. In all probability, then, the

lonians will consider the Turkish pmctice of insurrec-

tion as the only effectual mediod of making known
their grievances. Accordingly, since the new consti-

tution Has prom^gated in we observe, by the

public papers, that two attempts at insurrection have
been made. *But whcUier these have originated in the

Actious spirit of the nobles, or the discontents of the

body of pecmle, has not been clearly explained.

Yet so little has been done for |he people,

tlie change has < ertaiuly been for their advantage.

The administration of justice wiH no doubt be im-
proved; the private wars and open rapine of the

nobles restrained ; and the powers taken from these

persons, and conferred on tne Commissioner, will be
more benefiaally exercised for the inhabitants at

larger But a much more stable foundation would
have been laid for good government, had the people

been famished with constitutional rights to protect

themselves, e\m although they had not made a w^i&e

use of those lights in the first mstance. (u.b.b )

I B E L A N D.

T Hfi History iw Ireland, down to the year 178.Q, is

given in the article Jrel^md in the Mncyclcpcedia,

and its subsequpt history will be found under
GaxAt Britain this Suj^flemenU In this article

we shall confine our attention to the statistical and
politick state ofthe country.

Chap. I^Statistics.

i>f ihe Cmfitrg,*->-^SmL-^Proiit(c*

nufiwlures.^*Qbnmcrcc*—Btmnm^ExpendUnre,
JEdneatim md ^

Ii eland is situated between!)^ and 10° 40' west
longitude, and 15' and 55^ 13' north latitude.
Its gicatest length is 241 Irish, or S06 English

miles; and its greatest breadth 137 Irish, or 174
English miles. In consequence, however, of tiie

deep indentations of the shore on the west coast,

there is not a spot in the kingdom^0 miles distant

from the sea.

From the latest accounts, it appears that its su-

perficial contents are 19>fi36jOOO Imglish acres, or

30,370 square miles. Mr Wakefield, however, makes
it contain 32,201 square miles, or 20,437,974 Eng-
lish acres. (Beaufort, 14.) Mr Ihnkeiton assigns

to it only 27|451 squgre miles (Pinkerton, h211);
but it would rather appear that ms estimate is belg^w

the truth. (Wakefielct 1 . 4.)

This country is divided into four pi-ovinces, UI-Div«ioii%.

ster, Leinster, Connaught, Munster. Ulster, which
ib tlie most nortlierly pro\ inee, contains 3375 square
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hik!^ mites thd following cooo* Irdn&d* tfaerefbroy contoias in its four provinces, 1i«lan<^

CouUticf.

Armagh, contaising

Dowoi
Antrim,

I>(imhniderfy,
,

Donegal,

Tyr«nie>

Fenomiagh,
ICavan,

SanmlM 'fotUw Itufa A«fiei.J

6 20 181,450

6 99 848,550

6 77 887,800
4 SI 818,500

4 4a 679,550
4 S5 463,700
8 18 283,450

7 80 301,000
5 19 179,600

^*10 *'1 53 339 13,201,800
I

Jg* ' f I
I i 1

Leinster is the most easterly j^ovince, and aiU

joins the Irish Channf^l. It contains 7360 Ei^sh
square mileSg which (.re divided into the fidloiimg

counties:

CeantlM*

Louthj

Meath,
Dublinj

Wicklow,
Wexford,

Kilkenny,

Carh>w,

Queen's County,

King’s County,

Westmeath,
Longford,

xmilea P«nshe«. ln«b Acres

4 61 110,7:^

12 147 3i27,900

6 107 142,030

6 58 311,600

a 142 342,900

9 117 300,350

t
5 50 137,050

8 50 235,300

n 52 282,200

12 62 231,550

6 23 134,150

Counties. BarouNS. Pfltishos.

G.ilway,
'16 n()

Mayo, 9 ()8

Migo, 6 8<)

Leitrim, 5 17

Roscommon, 6 56

Total of Connaught, . 42 ^96

ICork,

'Kerry,

CoMfities.

^t’rick^
erai^,

rrfbed,,

Ptovinceo.
*

Counties Baroniea Fsnvbcft liibh Actph.

I

Ulster, 9 SS 332 8,201,200[

Leiubter, 12 97 992 2,7^,SOO,

Connaught, . 5 48 296 i,mt,300)
Munster, 6 59 816 3,377,1 50|

Tote), 82 2S1 2416 11,981,2001

Tlie most elevated ground is to be found in the Bog Ftce of ihf

of Allan* Its height above the Sea does not exceed Country.

270 feet; yet, from this ridge, the waters of the ri-

vers nm to the cliflerent seas. This elevated ground
isc^nected with the principal mountains of Ireland,

^verging in the north from the Irills^of Tyrone, and
leading in the south to those of Sleeve Bloom and the

Oaltecs. The face of the country oilbrds a pleasing

variety of surface, consisting in some parts ofrich and

fertile plains, in others little lulls and acclivitich,

whicli succeed one another in frequent succession.

The chains of mountains are neitli^ numerous nor Mount&ir s

considerable; the most renutrkable are the Kerry
Mountains, those of Wicklow, the Sleeve BloomChain
betwlea the King’s and Queen's County, ax^ the

mountains of Mourne in south of the piwince
of Ulster. The following is a table of some of tlie

most remarkable heights in the kingdom. (Wake-
field, I. 10.)

iTotal of IvelnoKIrr, . | 97 | 998 |2,792,55o}

Connaught, tlie most weatcrly province of Ire-

land, comprii»es 7191 square miles EngUdi, and
comprehends the following countiesi

:

989.950
790,600

247,150

255.950

346,650

Munster, the southern ^orOvioce of Ireland, con-

tains 9276 English square miles, and is divid^ into

the following counties

;

MacgilUcuddy'a Reeks, Killamey,

Mansion ditto,

$tubh Donard, county Down,
Fepbtn, Mayo,
Croyr

Feet above the Sea.

8695
2693
2809
2630
2G6O

Total of Mdnater,

BiuKmies4PaMM.|lTish Acre«.{

. -fii' T^u

16’* ^048,800'

647,650

^ ' § vlm 386,750

l?iw 554,950
”7 ^7* 362,800|

59 816 ^,377,150]

The numerous rivers and deeply indent|d bays of Riven.

Ireland have given it gi eater facilities for internal

navigation than almost any country in Europe. The
Shannon is its largest stream, u hicli rises in the north-

ern part of Connaught, and aiU a course of 170
miles, during wlndi it expands into six 1akc.>, flows in*

to the Atlantic Ocean Ix^ween the counties of Clare

and Kerry.—It is navigable by large vessels as far

as Limerick.—The Bandon, another considerable

river, rises in the mountains of Carberry, and run-

ning to the ea.$t, finally arrives at Kinsale, after

many beautifhl reaches of riveij scenery. The Lee
rises in a lake to the west of Muskerry, and falls in-

to the sea about 15 miles below Cork. The Black-

water rises in a bqg hmt Ciistle Island, in tlie coun-
ty of Kerry, and Nsfler a coui*sc of 60 miles, falls in-

to the sea at Youghal). The Lifiey rises about 10 1

miles to iiie south-west of Dublin, and after a wind-

course of 50 miles, falls into the bay of the sunn;

nsme. Ilie Boyne rises in King's Count}%^nd af-

ter being joined by various streams, falls into the

sea about two miles below' Drogheda^ The Sure

rises at the foot of the Banduff Mountains, in the

county of ifipncrary, and foils into the sea at Water-
ford. The Jwrow rises in King's County, and,

uniting with tiie Sure, formd the right arm of Wa-
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Ireland, teiford Haven. IW Slanc rises in the county nf

Wicklow, and falls into a bay a little below the
town of Wexford; and the Bann rises in the moun-
tains of Down, and flows with impetuous* force into
the sea a little below Coleraine. *

Lakes. Xhc most considerable lakes of Ireland are Loch
Lodi Earne, Loch Corrib, and the Lakes of

Killarhey. The first of these. Loch Neagh, is very
extensive, covering 58,000 acres ; but it exhibits no
remarkable beauty in its shores, the adjacent coun-
try being, for the moat part, flat, diough well wood-
ed. Many gentlemen's seats of great antiquity and
beauty adorn its banks. Loch Eame, in the county
of Fermanagh, consists, properly speaking, of two
lakes,, which unite in the vicinity of Inniskillen.

The first, or uppermost, is 20, the second 15 miles
long. Its greatest breadth is 12 miles. The banks
of this lake, though sometimes rising to a consider-
able elevation, are rather distinguishjed by their

amenity and softness, than by their sublitne features.

The adjacent country is covered with little knolls,

or small hills, of 50 or 60 fort in height, which, be-
ing generally ornamented by wood, present a most
agreeable appdrance

; and the numerous islands in
the lakes themselves, amounting to 300 in number,
are formed by the same prominences in the soil rising

abcMte the surface of the water. Loch Corrib, in the
province of Connaught, is 20 miles long, but its me-
uium breadth is only four miles.—Its banks, exhibit
nothing remarkable. The Lakes of KiJlarney form
the glory of Irish scenery, and constitute one of
the prhicmal inducements to foreigners to visit that
island,—They are three in number

;
the lower lake,

consisting of SOOO acres, lies on the northern side of
Macgillicaddy's Reeks; the middle lake, consisting'
of 640 acres, lies at the foot of Turk Mountain, and
from thence the traveller is led by a winding stream
of exquisite beauty to the upper lake, whicn covers
720 acr^, and lies in the very centre of the Keriy
Mountarns. To those who have visited the Swiss
and Italian lakes, it is hardly necessary to observe,

that no scenery here at all approaches what they have
met with there ; but the Lakes of Killamey may well
bear a comparison with the finest of the Scott^h

and English lakes. The, range of Macgillicuddy's
Retks presents a splendid series of Alpine peaks,
which form the back ground of almost all the scene-
ry on the lakes; and the moist climate and mild win-
ters of Ireland have given a verdure and richness to
the arbutus and other shrubs whieh clothe the
rocks and islands that rise out of the water, unlike
any thing else in the British empire. Mucruss
Abbey and Park form a most interesting addition to
the lower lake, and the Island of Innisfalten, both
from the luxurianceof the ivy with which it abounds,
and the romantic forms of tlie aged trees with which
it is shaded, excels any island that is to be met with
in ai^ lake in Europe. ^

CanaU. The interior of Maud is ifi\ ^^ted ^ a variety

of canals. Xhi Graftd Canal, wmch was originally

begun by Mividuals, anti subsequently completed
after the Union hy goveniment; unites Dublin with
Shannon harbour, while another branch proceeds to
Aihy, where it joins the Barrow. This canal inter-

sects the of Allan, and is jfjfteat service in Bitod*

supplying the Capital Canal

begins at Qlassmanogiee,; id the County of Dublin,

and extends to Coolnahay, beyond M ullinghar. It is
^

of great service in the carna^ of loam and turf.

TM Canal runi along the Southern boundary

of the county of Dovni; it is cut froni Carlingfovd

Bay, and joining the Newry water, embraces the

upper 'Banco at Porto Down. In this way the na-

vigation is continued to Loch Neagh, while a branch
leads off th the Tyrone coalieries. This canal admits

vessels of sixty tons burden, and is oOe of the most
useful in the kingdom. Generally speaking, how-
ever, the attempts which have been made to improve
the ilftcrnal navigation of Irelands have met ^arith

very bad success, and many companies, as well as

individuals, have been ruined in the attempt;—

a

iket which demonstrates that, to effect such under-
takings, the interposition of government is, in the

present circumstances of the country, indispensable.

(Wakefield, I. 651; YoungJl. 6f).) The Grand
and Royal Canals have cost X.2,000,000 Sterling

;

and the only one which now yields a profitable re-

turn is the Newry Canal. (Ibid.) These facts lead to

a suspicion, either that money laid out in such un-
dertakings is misspent, until the state of the country
leads to a much greater consumption of bulky ar-

ticles, or that the vicinity of every part of the island

to the sea, or some of its deep indentions, renders

such undertakings less advantageous here than in

other countries. Thiswnatter is well worthy oideli-

berate consideration, in determining upon the policy

of continuing any farther grants of the public money
to the improvement of the country in this particular.

(Wakefield, I. 650.)

The harbours of Ireland arc among its most re- JJarbours

markable natural advantages. Fourfoen harbours for andllavcnii.

ships of the line, seventeen for frigates, .and thirty-six

for Roasting vessels, besides twenty good roads, are to

found on the different coasts of the island. Bauti-y

Bay is one of the most secure and capacious harbours
in tlie world, being nine leones long and two broad,

surrounded by lofty rocky shores. Iis the middle of
the haven is Bear Island, six miles long; and be-
tween it and the northern shore is Bear Haven, fit

for the largest fleets. The Cove of Cork is cele-

brated in the naval world for the extent and depth
of its water. The entrance is about a mile in

breadfo, after passing which the sea expands into a
fine basin, capable of containing tlie whole navy of‘

England. In foe centre are three islands, wliich

break the force of the sea, and serve as a shelter to

the shipping. Crookhaven, in the county of Cork,
is also an ^mirable harbour, landlocked on every
side, with a spacious bay, an easy outlet, and good
anchorage in threO fathoms at low water. Dingle
Hofoour, on the west cokst, is a most eligible shel-

ter for shipping, six leagues in length, and four in
breadth; foeheM from all winds, and with .30 feet

Water, In Lough Carlingfbrd is to be found I

large andhora^e, with deptit of water sufficient for
the largest ships; hut. Unfortunately, aeveral dan-
gerous rochs obstruct the entrSice to t^e harbour.

Belfast Lodi, also, is of g^t utility in a'commercial
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Ird/Mnf^ point of view ; and, on the vraat noaat .of the idan^t

l?alway Bay, Butterby Bay« by, and Sligo

Bay, all afl^d moit remw^ble faoiUtiea for com*
mcrce. Xoiigh Swii]y> m me couiity of Donnegel,

is one of the o^lest naturd Iiarbours in Europe,

f. twenty miles long and two broad> with good anchor*-

age, and d^p water, iit for the reception of the

largest fleets. Lough Foyle is a large haven, with

twelve fathom water, and capable of affording sliel-

ter to vessels of any description/ Besides these, the

island possesses a vast numner of odier natural har-

bours, which would be eagerly improved in other

countries, less bountifolly^supplied by nature.

Triant’s Tb« Gicnfs Causewau is one of the greatest na-
( uuseway. turnl curiosities of Ireland. It is situated on the

north-east^ extremity of the island, where the

coast rises to the height of 700 or 600 feet above t^
sea. The cliffs there are upwards of 400 feet in

lieiglit; and at their feci lies the causeway, com-
posed ot the summits of basilic columns, so nice-

ly wedged, as to forin u solid impervious mass of na-

tural masonty, with on irregular and broken surface.

This extraordinary pavement m^ds for above a

nule along the coast. The subliipe featercs of this

spot rival its geological interestj and in no part of

the emjpire is a nobler cliiT to be seen than is pro-

^ented by Cape Pleskip, which overhangs the ocean

with a precipice 674 feet in height Adjoining to

this natural curiosity is Fairbead, th^ north-east pro-

montory ofIrelandj and elevated above 500 feet above

the sea. It presents a vast mass of rude coluainary

stones, many of them exceeding 200 feet in length

;

and at the ieet of these giganlw colunms lies a wild

waste of natural ruins, of an enormous sixe, which,

in the course of ages, have been tumbled down fi^om

their foundations by stonns, or otl^ convulsions of

nature. A savage wildness charateterises this grmt
promontory, at me foot of which the ocean rages with

uncommon fury.

The Atlantic Ocean breaks with inconceivable vi<^

Icnce upon the western shores o£ Ireland; and, to

this cause, the extraordinary indented line of the

coast is to be attributed. Along the gmater part of

tliis coast, the sea appears to be gaining on ^e
land; and, in many places, particulariy in the penin-

sula of Rosagall, m the county of Donnegal, large

tracts liave b^n overwhelmed by sand. (Hamilton's

Memoir, VoL VI. Irisfi Trans*)

The soil of Ireland is, generally speaking, a fertile

loam, with a rocky substratum ; dmough there arc

many exceptions to this des^iption, im many va-

rieties. Generally si^^ing, it is rather shallow ; to

which cause the frequent appearance of rocks near

the surface, or at no considerable depth, is to be at-

tributed. It possesses a muqh greater proporii^ of

fertile land, in proportion to its extent, than either

England or Scotland, as will be seen from the fel-*

lowhig table. {ParliameniOfjf R^orfs^ 1816-14.)

. Bnglisk Acres.

Total extent of surface,
, . ;!!!0,487,S74

Total exten|; of bog and . S>d60jrCK)0

!EeiEiaiaafai^l«|prabii4« 16.}07>d74
'
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Kot only is the island blessed with this extent of Irelsnf.«

arable ground, but it is almost all such a qua- Wy-*
lity as to yield luxuriant crops, with little or no cul-

tivation. Sand does not ^st except on the sea-

i^ore. Tenacious day is unknown, at least near the

surface. Great part of the land of Ireland throws

up a luxuriant herbage, without any d^h of soil,

or any skill on the part of the husbonaman. The

county of Meath, in particular^ is distinguished

by the richness and fertility of its soil; and, in Li-

merick and Tipperary, there is a dark friable sandy

loam, which, if preserved in a clean state, will yield

crops of corn several years in succession. It is equal-

ly well adapted for grazing as for arable crops, and

seldom experiences either a winter too >iet, or a

summer too dry. The vales, in many of the bleak-

est parts of the kingdom, as Donnegfl and Tyrone,

are remarkable for £eir richness of soil and luxuri-

ance of vegetation, which may be often accounted

for by the deposition of the edeareous soil, wasliod

down by ‘the rains of winter, wliich spreads the

richest manure over the soil below, without sub-

iecting the fanner to any labour. (Wakefield, 1.

79, 80.)
^

The Sags, or peat mosses, of Ireland, form a re-Bog».

markable feature of the country, .ind have . been

proved by the Parliamentary Commissioners to be

of great extent. They estimate the whole bo^ of

the kingdom at . 2,630,000 Acres £ng.

Of these arc flat red bog, 1,376,000'’

Mountain, . . 1,255,000

These bogs, for the most part, lie together. In

form, they resemble a great broad belt, drawn

across the centre of Irelaiid, with its narrowest

end nearest to the capital, and gradually extend-

ing in br^th as it approadies the Western Ocean.

The Bdg of Allan is not one contiguous morass,

but this name is indiscriminately applied to a great

number ofb^^-detached from each other, and often

divided by ridges of dry country. These bogs are

not, in general, level, but most commonly of an un-

even surface, swelling into bills, and divided by val-

lies, which affords the greatest faciliiy to their being

drained and improved. In many plaras, particularly

in the district of Allan, the rivulets which these ine-

qualities of surfiice produce have worn their channels

mrough the substance of the bog down to the clay or

limestone gravel beneath ; divkUng the bog into dis-

tinct masses, and presenting, in themselves, the most

proper situations for the main drains, and whicli,

with the assistance of art, may be rendered effectual

for that purpose. {Fourth Repofi of the Parliament

fani C(»»ifMwioa«rs, 1816-14.)

The two cifGumstances wiuch tlie Commissioners

point out, as affording the principid inducements to

attessmt the improvement of the Irish bogs, are the

elevafrbn at which thov are all placed above the sea,

and the uneven surface which they almost uni-

formly exhibit. The following table will show,

in one view, the elevation above the sea of the

principal bogs to which their attention has been di-

rected:
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M’^oods.

Minerali-

liimcsionc.

ii
ti

1

Greatest

Depth.

l

Luilymere Bog, “
. 956 214

Timahoe Bog, . , 88!) 232
Bog of l^bunds, 29fi ilSi

Clare Bog,

Bogs on west of^ Shannon,
298

76
255

99 43 21
Bogs ofLongford and Leitrim, 114 30 43 SO

District of Boyne Bogs, .

aver.

336 218 40 22
Westward of Brusna, . 5274 114 44 30
Southward of do. . 310 111 45 22
Districts of Inny and Lough-

•

ree, 253
]

176 47 30

From these data, tlic practicability of draining the
bogs of Ireland is very obvious; and, as far as the
estimate of the engineers can be depended on, the
expence will be amply repaid by the quantity of
useful land recovered. The estimate for draining

the eastern district of the Bog of Allan is L,147,052,
and the quantity of land which would be gained
is 36,430 English acres; the outlay upon which
would be more tlian covered by the first year*8 pro-

duce.

Like all other countries of Europe, this island was
formerly clothed with extensive forests, which are
now no longer to be met witln Fermanagh is better

clothed with timber than any other county in the
kingdom ; and oak abounds unon the mountains of
Killamey, and in the glens of Wicklow, One re-

markable feature of the country, however, strongly
indicative of the effects of a non-resident body of
lauded proprietors, is, that new plantations are hard-
ly ever to bo met with. In the county of Clare,

there ere only 780 acres of plantation, and in Kil-

kenny 1800; quantities much inferior to what many
Scotch proprietors possess on their own estates.

(Wakefidd, I, 56I.) A traveller may go from the
Giant's Causeway to Killamey, and from Cork to

Londonderry, without meeting as many young woods
as their are counties on bis road.

This island rests for the most part on a bed of
granite. It abounds in thc neighbourtiood of Dub-
lin, and in some parts of the county of Kilkenny.
It is also found emerging iVom beneath the basalt of
Sleeve Gallen in the county of Derry,

Limestone is met with in great abundance in

various Arts of Ireland
; indeed, in all die counties

except Wexford, Wicklow, Tyrone, and Antrim,
The rivers Barrow, Lee, Bride, Kenuiare; aiid Black-
water, form the boundary of the limestone districts

in their respective counties. The yarifties of this

mineral, which ore found in Kilkenny and in the
.county of Derry are susceptible of a very high polish,

hence well adapted for the purj}Qses of building

\aiid omam^tal architecture the Cave of Dun-
fcore, in tiic former county, Alabaster is found in

large quantities. The basalt district of country is

very exteniiv^ reaching frorri the estiiary of Carrick-

ferguB 'to Loch Foyle, and extending inland to the

northern shore of Loch Neegli, It rises to a greel: X#uia.

height at the north-western extremity of the
forming the lofty headlands of Pleskin, Fairhead,
and Bengore, already noticed.

Coal is met with in various parts of the island, InCosL
Ulster there are two cofd mines worked, one in #
Antrim at Ballywater, and the other near Dungan-
non in Tyrone. Coalerics are wrought near Arigna,
in the county Of Leitrim. The province of Leinster
is idbundantly supplied with this mineral. Thecoal-
ery which is worked near Castle Coomer, at Doon-
ane, in Queen's County, produces annually 40,000
tons. It costs lOs. a-ton to extract it, and gives em-
ployment to 600 persons. At Kilkeni^ also coal is

worked. A continuation ofthe Castle Coomer coal is

wrought in Tipperary; and in the barony of Duhal-
low, and the county of Cork, it has been discovered.

With this exception, hpwever, tlie southern parts oi'

tile island are destitute of this valuable mineral.

Pieces of native gold have been discovered in tlieOold and

bed of a stream flowing down from Crowbane, in thc‘*^^*‘-**‘

county of Wicklow; but it does not bear the expence
of working. Silver was formerly exthsicted to a con-
siderable extent from the lead mines in Antrim, Sli-

go, and Tipperary, but the works were destroyed in

the insurrection in the time of Charles I. Copper is

found at Rosa Island in Killamey, at Mucruss, Crow-
bftse, and BaIlymu$taglo, in the county of Wicklow,
and in some parts of the counties of Cork, Meath,
Waterford, and Dublin ; but at present no mine of

this mineral is wrought in the island. Lead is found
at Enniscorthen in Wexford; near Glendallogh, in

Wicklow
; and in the county of Donncgal, but not

above one ortwo of these various mines are wrought
The most valuable of these metals, iron, is very plen-

tiful in various parts of the island, and, in the seven-

teenth century, it was wrought to a great extent

;

but at present they are neglected. Grey ore of

^
manganese has been found in the peninsula of Howth,
and in various parts of Kilkenny, Mayo, and other

countier. Fragments of tin-stone occur in the gold

mine of Wicklow ; and porcelain earth, equal to the

finest in Cornwall, bos been found in the same
county. ^

The climate of Ireland is considerably more mild Climau.
than that of England, and the southern and western
part of the island greatly more so than the northern.

The difference in this respect, indeed, is greater than
be explained by the difference of latitude, and

is probably owing to^the immediate vicinity of the
Western Ocean. On the mountains of Kerry, and
in Bantry Bay, the arbutus and some other shrubs
grow in great luxuriance, which are not to be met with
^ain till the traveller reaches the south of the Alps.

The snow in these parts of the island seldom lies for

any time, and frost hardly ever continues beyond a

days, and while it lasts it is by no means in-

v^se* The mildness and humidity of the atmo-
sphere |ir<^UGe a

^
luxuriance and rapidity of growth

in vegetation, to which no other part of the empire
can afford any parjrilel ;

and this appears in the most
remarkable the ivy and other evergreens,

with which the ]^fjjg(lom al^unds. These are nut
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IreUnd. oalv much more pleAtiful, but far more luxuriant,

t>l*niuch quicker growAv.than in die moit fii-

voured parts of Great Britain. To diose who are

ac customed to the dry weather of thia^ island, .the

rontiiHied rains o£ Uie south and west of Ireland are

extremely disagreeable; but^ it is to' thtsp^uliarity
in their dimate, that the lriidi have to attribute the

richness of their pasturage, au advantis^e which,

coupled with the remarkable knu friability

of tne soil, points, unecpiiVocul manner, to a
rotation of crops, in^hich gracing

, should occupy
a principal place.

The tollowing table exhibits the mean tempera-
ture of different places in Ireland, in the intmor and
on the sea coast, taken from very accurate observa-

tions. (Wakefield, 1. 198, }99, 206, 2ia.)

Mean temperature of noitb l

coast, near Bully^castle,
|

Da of Ennisor, west <xuuit.

Do. of the vicinity of Dublin,
Do, of coast of Cork,

Do. ofneighbourhood of Lon* 1

donderry, 100 feet above >

the sea,
^

Do. near Armagh, 5S feet'

above the sea,
.

^

*

Do. of neighliourhocxl of Tul-
lamore, 206 feet above the ^

sea, . , I

Do. of the city of London-

1

. derry,
. f

Do. of Dublin,

Du. of Cork,

Latitude Mm Temp<

55** 12' 4^8° 0'

.$4 48 1^6 6
53 20 49 4
W. 54 51 2

55 0 46 9

54 20 47 5

53 12 48 0

55 0 47 6to49®

53 21 ,50 0 to 52
51 54 52 5 to 53

Ycm. Grratett* Least. Mean.

1796, 68° 60
'

1
30° o' 5278

1797, 68 28 53.83

1

J 798, 70 33 51.05

1799. 68 26 31 51.13

T 800. 73 S3 5 52.29

1801 , 79 35 55.44

1802, 73 23 52.90

180S, 77 20 25
i

52.60

1804, 73 ^ 31 60 55.55

1805, 72 52 32 50 63.01

1806, 73 32 50 53.76

1807, 75 28 51.91

1808, 75 60 27 52.80

1809 .
1

78 SO 3 55.20

The following table shows tlie Quantity of Rain

which fell in a period of dghteen years, at Dublin;

1792 30.700

179f 22.855
!

21

179428.82 Qi

179526.48 I{

179<521.94 2<

179724.45 2]

79820.16 1(

I799j22 U
180023.56 n
1801121.96 l‘£

At Londonderry

;

It would appear that the climate of Ireland has
for some years past undergone a progressive altera-

tion for the belter. (Ibid 1. 214.) The following

table exhibits the changes in this respect, whi(£
have taken place within the last twenty years:

of Ike Thermometer at DnhUn and BeiJhst,Jroni

1792 to 1804.

PUBLIN.

Yean. Inches.

1795 32.861

1796 25.718

1797 30.821

1798 33.231

1799 34.770
1800 29.226
1801 32.197

Average, 31.118

1802 27.97

1805 19.67

1804 30.03

180522.47
180624.49
1807 26.50

180823.182
1 80J) 28.899
181023.663

At Cork.

Yean Inches- Yen* IncliM.

1738 .54.5 1744 33.6

1739 54.5 1745 48.4

38. i 1748
39.S

At Cork, and generally over the south of Ireland,

it appears that the winds blow three-fourths of the
*

year from thfe west and south-west. (Smilles's Sur^

vcy Cork.)
'

4?

An account of the actual population of Ireland, popuUiian.

drawn from a survey Government, is a great de-

sidelriittini'in the statistica of the couijtry. The fol-

loWbig table will show wulh what rapidi^ the niitn-

of the people have increased within the last

50 years. (Wakefield, II. 712.)

Souljt.

In 1754 Irelandxohtained 2,372,634.

1767 .
2,544,276.

1785 2,845,9 .32.

1791 4,206,612.
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irelMA Since that period * very great increase has un-

questionaWy taken place. The present population
does not probably fidi much dMnt of 5,500,000
(Newenhani, 41.)

Without pretending to any accuracy of detail, the
following ntay be considered as an approximation to
the population of its principal cities, accordic^ to

the most authentic accounta^which can be collected.
(Wakefield, II. 712*20.)

i. Dublinjt 167,899.
2 . Cqrkj 90,000.

3. Limericky 00,000.

4s Waterford 40,000.
5n Belfast, 22,095.

6s Drogheda, 15,000.

7e Kilkenny, 14,975.

S. Londonderry, 13,635.

9. Kinsale, . 8150.
10 Wexford, 5922.

11. Colcrain, . 5000.
12 Lisburn, 5000.

Freehold- The number cffreeholder

t

in Ireland is very great.

They are, for the most port, tenants of the landed
proprietors, possessing a life interest in their little

form, so as to entitle them to vote at elections. The
following table* of the number of freeholders, most
of whom are not worth L.10, will be not a little

surprising to the English reader:

Counties. 40s. L.20. L.te.

Antrim,
Armagh,
Carlow,

Cavan,

Clare,

Cork, . , e

—— City,

DcHinegal,

Down,
Drogheda Town,
Domin^
> City, .

Fermanagh, .

Galway,
Keny,
Kildare, •

Kilkenny, .

City, . .

King’s Counly,

Lritrim,

llSu^ck, .

——City, *
1

XiffraMoro,

Louril. • % .

Miteo, .

Blwrih, . .

8074
6053
3249
5720
9290
4605
508
6ISI

14t,6l3

188

1007
12

6869
12,782

9970
1713
1624
27

*

2557
6035

5912
429
9902
2118

756
15,443

iHtJ

152

120
295
177
508
1266
420
128

225

29
229
130
SOI

224
'

336
164
l»6
45

288
211

891
237
194
114

‘ 56

204

69

227
144

359
184
378
1733
215
122
442
10

974
470
233

277
480
545
406
33

235
102

986
206
278
117
71

198
.537

CSoatisi. n 400. b.20.

Monaghan, '
.

Queen's County, .

Botfeommon,

s^, . . >

Tqiperary, .

Tyrone, .. ,

Waterford,

West Meath,
Wo^d,
WfeJdUV, . .

5524

4169
5477
2007

18,896

9854
i646
0n49
5878
1661

146
437

129
114

1602

261
312
131

509
163

162

847
435

75
2370
147

527
421

265
84

1

i AttRK^tUM.

Site Agriculture uif lrdim4 i>i metally.speak,
ii^ in a very baekriurd su^. With a few ex-

ceptions, such as the comi^ pf Meath, and some
other well caltivatsed di8tri|tB,^tbd fttmers are desti-

tute of capital, and labour su^ crafts, which they

hold ofmiddlemen interposiBd between thr n and the

landlord. The feM that the lawHord never, in Ire.

land, lays out any thing upon nq^s or buildings,

coupled with the general maluli^ of the farmer to

do eitherw a substonUal manner, is^ very significant

as to the state of agriculture. {Tighe’s Survey (f
Kilkenny, 412 } llViiikefield, I. 244.) The leases are

generally of long endurance ; ftiree lives or SI years

is a common rate. But the worst features of the
rural economy of this island are the entire want of
capital in the fenners, and the complete indiffer-

ence of the landlord to the character, wealth, or in-

dustry, of his tenant. " Capita]," says Mr Wake-
field, is conridered of so little imptntence in Ire-

land, that advertisements constantly appear in the

newiipapers, in which it is stated, that the pieference

wiU cot^ly be given to the highest bidder. Bar-
gohis «e constantfy^ made with a beggar, as a new
tenant, if h(e offers more rent, invariably turns out

the old my, however induasrious. Even if the un-
fortimate wretch has alittle ready cash to begin with,

it only eerves, in 99 cafeb out yf 100, as a temptation

to the landlord, who, when the fact becomes known
to him, finds means to Obtain it under the name of a

fine for poeseksion." (Vol. I. p. 5S7-) Regard to

present gain, without the least attention to the fiiture,

consrittttes the prindpal (2>ject of the Irish landlord.

{Tbid. h 304.)

The rent of iMid in Ireland feom theee causes, Kcm
couided with the lUtoessiVe competition of the pca-

santiy finr email ferme, as their only means of sub-

sistatce, has risen to a great bright (Townsend's
Cork, 218 ; Wakefidkl, 1. 582.)

feUawing table eofafeitB the average rent in

the ^^rant countiea^ OB they Were taken by Mr
Wsltelteld in ISIO, distingitishing the rent Ibr culti-

vated oma feem that of Uie total area

:

S * ’

* Thie table shows on oggn^jute of 1 84,492 feeeholdem vudlg cm feecholdtof40s. value.
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' CHm or Culti-

vstsd Aoni.
Total Ana.

£. 5. (L j£. it <2.

Antrim, 0 7 (i

Armagh, 16 0 ’

Carlow, .
.

'2 9 6
Cavan, 1 6 0
Clare, ' . 1 17 0
Cork, . 1 5 0
Donnegal, . . 0 7 0
Down, oo

Dublin, . 3 0 b
Fermanagh, 1 5 0
Gahvsy, . 1 10 0
Kerry, , . .

1'

0 10 0
Kildare, « . . 1 8 0
Kilkenny, . 4 0 0
King's County, . ,

1 15 0
Louth, ..

,
1 1 10 0

Leitrim, , ; 0 13 0
Limerick, . . S 8 if

Lon|fford, 1 1 S •

Londonderry, , 0 18 0
Mayo, 1 5 0
hleath, • « r' £ 10 0
Monaghan, . . ! jt 6 0
Roscommon, . 1 15 0
Queen's County, £00 V

Tipperary, • . BOO
Tyrone, 2 0 0 1 .6' 0
Waterfoid, 2 0 0
West Meath, 2 0 0
Wexford, .. 18 0
Wicklow, .

1-

0 12 p
T '

1

Average, L,1 18 8 I-.1 9

is thare forsued, it is obvious bow much the pro-

portion IK the produce of soil in Ireland^ which

'

goesto the ktiolord^ has ehetoached on what should

be left as a remuneration io the farmer. (Wake-
field, T. 5S5.)

; ,

^

The price of land varies itt diflbrent parts of Ire- Price of

lai]id. In the ne^bourhood of Belfast, and thence

^Armagh, it bnngs thirty yeai^' purchase; in the

greatest pait of the island, it does not esceeed twen-
ty, and, in llie richest districts, it may often be
bought for sixteen or eighteen. The expojstire of

landed estate to public tele takes place very #el«

dom, which is perhaps one cause of their not bring-

ing so h%fa a price as diey would otherwise do.

('I&id. 1. 807.)

The whole country is classed by Mr Wakefield Agnculiu-

into nine agricultural divisions, in each of which
mode of culture is somewhat different irom what it

is in the others. The first district comprehends
the fiat paitB of Antrim ; the eastern side of Ty-
rone, Down, Armagh, Monaghan, and Cavan.
Throughout this diatri^ the farms 83*0 extremely
small, and the land ia ^ncrally dug with the spade.

Potatoes, fiax, and oats, are the crops usually culti-

vated, and these are grown till the land is exhanst-
rf, and suffered to “ lie at rest," as they term
it, tUl its strength is recruited by the cow, the
goat, two or three sheep, and the poultiy lying
upon it, for some years. The ploughs usetf in th£
dis^ct are of the rudest structure, and perform
their work in the most slovenly manner. Three or
four neighbour unite their streng^ to each plough,
every one bringing his horse, his bullock, or ms
cow. All Ae other operations of agriculture are
performed in an equally slovenly manner. The
little wheat that is raised is " lashed," as they call

' it, that is, the grain is knocked out by striking the
sheaf across a bom plhced above a doth, .wfajidi,

however, ia afterwanu thrashed with a flail. This
DpOtetion of thrashing usually takes place in the
highway, and it is dressed by letting it fall firom a
kind of sievo which, during a pretty strong wind,
is held breast' high by a woman. Many cottars in

And calculating the difference betwem tibfi green

acres and total area at (ficeoitd^g to Mr
Arrowsmxth's opinion), ^t&ii wiU X.1, 7s. Id. as

the average rent of the to^' area island^ This,

upon 12,722,615 liSdt acr^ gitTte, L.17,^,640, ^ ^ ^

as the total rental of the iditedi^ in Irish Titnoney this district have a cabin with no land ''attached to

(Wakefield, I. 805); or, t^ponl,£0,487,974 f!ngljs\ It. They hire an acre or two, for grass or po-
acres, yields an average *01 about 17s« per 'tatoe land, from some cottar in their vicinity. The
acre.

^
^

^

* caktom of hiring labourers is unknowni the neigh-

The capital laid out in the kapr^vement. of tbb ^bours all assisting each other in their more consider-

soil is extremefy small whra compared able occupations, such as sowing, reaping. The
employed Jn die neighboqring^Jkingdo^ dwellings here are miserably sum; erfm too small

land and Scotland, in 1799i Mr loung cakulatM
that, converting Irish acres into English, it would re-

quire an outky of L.5 an acre to place Ireland on
a footing with England in this respect Tbd whole .

amount, tlierefore, of the sum required Would be
L.88,341,t86. (Young's /mAToHr, it 9.1 promthp*
change in the value of tooney, MrWakefield lias simW

»

colciuated that the sum required to : effect such g
change would be L.120,00<I,(^, xnd^pteuki^ atto-

gethe;: of the capital which ihe

brings to hk farm in order ^
oftlwland. Wlmn it is^ccmidPH^
IS thus sunk the Ifuh sc41, recdtlek^ tittet

the average rent of Epg^d k mxly .flOi aii' aim,
oven under the superior inodc of cumvadon which

to contain the numerous families that issue from
their doors. Land is everywhere divided into the

most minute portions. (Wrikefbid, I. 863 ; Du-
bourdieu's Don^n, 89*)

.

Ufidw the second dktrict may be comprised the

noilhe^ part’C^ Limdonderry, the north

nnd W^ of Tyrone, and the whole ^ Donnegal.

is in a worse state than in the pre-

ening district. There is no clover, and hardly any
wheat C^er is unknown, and the only mill fur

thej^eparatum of grain is in Derry. (/5td I. 372.)

The third dikrict cqmpnehends* the northern

e
rts of Fermanagh. Here die farms are much
ger than in ll)|e former, eitd the agricultural sy^

tem pursued far superior. They plant potatom oh
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ircUnil. a lea, twice reversing the lands, and the course is

osts, and weeds. Some wheat is grown, but
oats is still the prevalent crop. In the neighbour^

hood ol' Enniskillen, the farmers are so rich as to

l>e able to eat butcher meat daily and drink wine.

(Wakefield, I. 379 )

The fourth district comprehends Sligo, Mayo, Gal*r

way, Clare, and parts of iloscotnmon, and Longford.

In sc^me parts of this district the spade culture is

pursued ; but, in general, the land is cultivated by
a plough drawn by four horses abreast. In Ros-

common, the old custom of yoking the horses by
the tail is still continued, idthough, so early as 1634,

an act of Parliament was passed against this ab-

surd practice. {Life of the Duke of Ormond, f,

79.) Oats are chiefly raised in this district, and,

along the coast, barley is cultivated. A large por-

tion of the rent depends on the illegal distilleries,

and much of the district is let on lease to several

persons jointjy, according to the vUtage system.

(Wakefield, 1. 381.) i

In the fifth district, which comprehends Lime-
rick, Kerry, the south side and northern part of

Cork, and the county of Waterford, cultivation is

in a very rude state; little corn is grow'n here, with

the exception of the southern part of Cork. Land
is extremely divided, and the farms very small.

The greater part is a grazing country. {Ibid. I.

387.)

Tne sixth district includes the southern parts of

Cork. The spade culture is here almost universal,

* and the farms unusually small. Hogs constitute

the main support of the poor. (Townsend's Cork,

m-)

A N:3J.
The seventh district includes part of Tipperary, Iwlaftil*

with Queen's County and King's County. Tlie be^t w
farming in Ireland is observable in this district

;
:i

systematic course of husbandry being pursued, liy

which the land is ia'])t in good heart Oxen ami

horses are used in the plough, and hedge-rows anrl

good wheat fallows arc to be seen. Near Roseria

the cultivation of turnips is followed, and they suc-

ceed well. Ninety acres is considered a large farm.

Leases are generally for three lives. (Wakefield, I.

398.Y

Ti)iey.eighth district comprises Wexford and a part

of Wicklow. Beans are here sometimes introduced

into cultivation, but they are sown broad-cast, and
never hoed. The mode of ploughing is very awk-
ward; oiie man holds the plough, another leads tlic

horse, and a third sits on it to keep it down. Not-

withstanding this rude culture, however, the rents

arc enormous. {Jhid, I. 407*)

The ninth district comprehends the northern ])art

‘ of Kilkenny, Kildare, the cultivated parts of West
Meath, Meiftth, and Lowth, Wheat here enters itiio

the system of culture, but the preparatory fallows are

very bad. Clover has been introoiiced into the dis-

trict, but under the bad system of sowing it ujion

land e.xhau8ted, and covered ^y woods. Farms uro

large, and the h\ode of culture similar to what is

pursued in England, though the details are exe-

cuted in a muw more slovenly manner. {Ibid. I.

413.)

The fallowing table exhibits, at one view, the po-
duce of these different districts, according to the

mode of cultivation at present adopted. The seed
and produce is given in pounds Avoirdupois

:

GcnenlOb- The implements of husbandry used in Ireland arc operation is about Ss. an acre. Wheat, as will be
all of the rudest construction. The plough, the seen from the preceding details, is not by any means

bandry, '***?P*'^®j the carr, all equally partake of ^nisrally cultivated. It is unknown in Monaghan,
imperfections and defects. The fallows are not Tyjroije, Derfy, Donnegal, Sligo, Mayo, Leitrim, and

^
^well attended to; three p^^hings are usually Cavan, though it is grown to a considerable extent

deemed suiTiCient, and, from the imperfection of the in Ki^enny, Carlow, Dublin, Meatli, Louth,, and
plough, the ground at tlie end is generally fUH of pans of Limerick; Tipperary, Clare, and Cork. Tt

we^. Trenching land is general; they form is ^nerally^ sowtt kftfer potatoes or fallow. The
it into beds, and shovel out a deep trench between Irish wheat is, for the mo^ part, coarse and of iii-

them; throwing up the eartlt The expense of this ferior quality, and not yield so much saccha-



Treland* rine matter by 20 per cent, as the English. (Wake**
field, I. 429, 442.)

Barley is more generally cultivated than wheat,
and it is generally sown after potatoes. Oats,
however, constilute the species or grain most ex*«

tensively raised; it is calculated, that through*

out the whole kingdom, there are ten acres of
oats sown for one of any otlier species of com. The,
Irish oats, however, are decidedly inferior to the’

English. The potatoes of Ireland have long been
celebrated, both on account of their quantity and ex-

cellent qualities. Tliey are cultivated on every spe-

cies of soil, either in drills or lazy beds. Potatoe

land lets from L.6, 6s. to L.IO, 10s. per acre; and
the expence of culture, including rent, varies from

to L.I6 per acre. The produce is from 800
stone to 1000 stone the acre, at twenty-one pounds
to the stone; that is, fVom 16,800 to 21,000 jj^unds.

(7lnd. I. 450.)

Tlic indigenous of Ireland are not of any
peculiar excellence. Notwithstanding all that has
been said of tlie horiu grass, its excellence and uti-

lity may be called iu question. Their hay is seldom
from seed, generally consisting of the Bpontaneous

produce of the soil. Clover is almost unknown.
Mr Newenham calculates that there are not 5000
acres under this crop in the whole island. (Newen-
ham, ril4; Wakefield, I. 467-) There are few liv-

ing hedges in Ireland ; in the level stone districts,

Slone walls, and, in other places, tuif-baiiks are the

usual fenccsi.

The dairy is the most extensive and the best

m.inaged part of Irish husbandly. Kerry, Cork,

Waterford, Carlow, Meath, West Meath, Longford,
and Fermanagh, as well as the mounvaius of Leitrim
and Sligo, are principally occupied by dairy farms.

Butter is the chief piuduce. The average number
of' cows on a dairy farm is thirty or forty; three

acres of land, of middling quality, are deemed ne-

cessary for the suba|pteuco or each cow. The avo^

rage produce of a cow is eight quarts in twenty-

four hours in summer^ and five in winter; four

good milkers will yield half a cwt, of butter in a
week. The best butter is made in Carlow; the

worst in Limerick and Meath. Generally speaking,

the Irish are very clean in making tliis article, and
it is exported to England, the East and Wjeist In-

dies, and Portugal. (Wakefield, I. 325, el seq.)

The grazing of Ireland is not, as in England, a
part of the regular rotation of crops, but is car-

ried on in a country exclusively devoted to the

breeding of cattle like the Highlands of Scot-

land. Great tracts of the country also are devoted

to tlie grazing of sheep. Rosemmon, Galway,
Clare, Limerick, and Tipperary, arU the chief breed-

ing counties for sheep; and Galway, Clare, Ros-

common, Tipperary, and Meath, are the pieces

where they arc fattened. The^slioep are of the loitg*

woolled kind, and very large; are never kfept

in sheep-folds, and Jiardjy ever fed on turnips;

which IS chiefly ovnhg to the ve^y limited de-

mand for mutton among the laboring p^)|ple. {Ibid,

I. 341.)
Apncuitur- The jlgricHliural of Ireland have in-
ai KxportB. creased at a very rapid rate within' the last forty.

years, owing chiefly to the great demand and near Irdand.

vicinity of Mgland.—-We have given a view of the

Irish i^orts of oats and oatmeal, wheat and wheat
fiour,^ and of all other kinds of grain, in the tables

contained in our article w the Corn Laws ano
Trade, particularly table eleventh, to which we beg
to refer the reader. •
The export of butter to England and Scotland has, Butter,

of late years, been very great.

Year ending
Engbnd,

Cait.

Scotland.

Cikn.
Toul.

5th January 335,761 16,071 351,832
lpl5. 334^856 16,819 351,675
ISlfi, 316,209 21,169 337,378
1817, 286,678 17,286 303,964

To foreign parts, in 18J4, 109,682
• m 1815, 80,479
• 1816, 90,815
• • 1817, 87,154

Of these, upwards of 50,000 cwts. were annualW
exported to Portugal.

The export of beef and pork has increased in the
same striking manner.

Exports of Serf, on an ave-
rage of five years, ending 1782,

1790, isajbifi

J795, 128,598
Of eight years, ending 1796*, 123,877

« 5tti March 1803, 112,0591
. • . Year 1804, 79,8471

Pork Exported from Ireland,

Bullocks.

Barrels, and C'ows.

2,998

17,258

25,494
28,522

On an average of

Seven years,

ending 1770
1777

Five years, end-
ing . 1782!

Seven years,
|

ending 1792!

Year .. 1796
Year 1802 to

Jan. 5 1803
Year

Pork,

Bairds.

Bacon,

Flitches.

liaiDB,

Cwt.
Hogs.

41,649 7,881 233
55,240 1A125

«
624

87,085 5,985 317 280

94,079
114^844

41,418

70444
945

117,676 90,77a
*

119.049 1 14,38S 3955 12,976

To these tables we dudl subjoin a statement of the
agricultural expoi^ of Ireland to Great Britain, dur-
ing the year 18lft which shows equally its ppogres-

si^ increase and fbe invaluable importance of tlie

British market to Irish industry.

ExpbrU qf Trebmd to Great Biftain durhtg the year

I8I9.

Oats, Quarters, 759,608

Wheat, da . . 127,308

Barley, da . . 20,290
Beohs, quarters, . 3^903
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1 relan<1.

Linen !^Ta-

nufacUirc.

r..'‘
''i-} .* ’"r

,

tEElAKD.
Oatmeal, cwts. . *7,150
Flour, do. 99,893
Cows and oxen, number,

^
46,330

Hides, do. 10,71©

Sheep, do, 14,498

Lamb skins, do. 969,201)

CalfdittojI do. 70,918

Lime, tons, , 8,168

Swine, number, ^ 49,212
Bacon and hams, cwts. 234,838
Salted beef, barrels. 59,807
Butter, cwts. 499,614
Bones, tons, 917

Manufactures.

The manufactures of Ireland arc now very con-

siderablCj particularly the linen manufacture. This

great and staple branch of Irish industry was esta*

blished by the Duke of Ormond, in i66’9 ; and, in

the beginning of the following century, Parliament

took it under its protection, and voted considerable

sums of money for its support. , At the same period,

a Board was established, which has since exerted iN
self most vigorously for its encouragement. It en«

bailees the value of this manufacture to the Irish po-

pulation, that the raw material of wliich it is com-
posed is raised almost entirely within the island. It

would appear that the number of acres under dax
in 1810 was little short of 100,000, winch, at 50
stone an acmand lOs. 6d. the stone, will give an an-

nual prc»du^ of the raw material worth L. 1,500,000.

(Wake^eld, I. 085.)

Spinning by the hand was universal till the com-
mencement of the present century; and, though the

use of machinery has since been introduced, yet it

is by no means invariably followed, in consequence
of the very low rate of wagea at which the manufac-
turers can get spinning performed by the wives and
daughters of the labouring population. Tlie Irish

xyomen have long been celebrated for their skill in

this department. The earnings of the weavers de-

pend on their industry, and the fineness of the ma-
terials op which they work. The average earnings

of a linen weaver may bq estimated at 7s^ a-w'cek.

I'heir looms cost > from four to five guineas, but
many bouses will hold throe looms. The weavers
estimate that, when working themselves, they can
make a web a-week, atid a web is, at an average,

worth lOs.

The principal seat of the linen manufacture is in

Ulster; but, with the exception of Wea^ford and
Wicklow, where it is unknown, it flourishes all over
Ireland. In the neighbourhood of Belfast, at Lei-
trim, at Londonderry, in Donnegal and Tyrone, in
Cavan, Louth, Meath, and Dublin, it flourishes in a
remarkable degree. The ouaiitity sold in Dublin,
during the year ending March 1, 1809, appears
from the following statement. (Reports of Linen
Board, App, 18.)

^Average vnlue of 10,227 boxtfV

inwards bound, . L.l,fi36,S20

Ditto outwards bound, 927.9 »fc(oxes, 1,738,590

Total, L.S,874,910

Inwardtj

The linen entered at the Linen Hell

)

in the year ending Ist March > 9,495 j9,0fi0

1808, was, in boxes, I

Ditto 1809,

{

Out-
VaXlift.

i

Increase,

10,277 19,279

782 219

The pieces of linen bleached in the county of

Londonderry may amount to 250,000; and esti-

mating the value of each piece at L.2, 5s. 8d., the

actual value of the linen bleached in this county

alone may be estimated at L.562,500. On the river

Bann there arc twenty bleachflelds, which bleach

annually, at an average, 8000 pieces, giving

160,000 pieces in all, the value of which is certainly

above L.k)0,000. (Wakefield, L 694.)

In the neighbourhood of Belfast and Leitrim,

this manufacture has difiused happiness and prospe-

rity ; but in the remote dij^icts of Mayo and Sligo,

the effect upon the labouring poor has been just the

reverse.
, So strongly does Uiis appear, that Mr Wake-

field gives it as his decided opinion, that the extension

ofthe linen manufacture over the whole island, would

bring with it an extension of poverty and famine^

and would) if continued for any lengtli of time, be

the greatest curse which could be entailed on the

country. {Ibid. 1. 6*99.) is remarkable, too,

that this manufacture is solely the growth of ar-

tificial encouragement; for such is cither the na-

tional aversion to industry in general, or to this

branch of it in particular, that nothing is' done witli-

out the assistance of government. A spinner, to be

industrious, must be presented with a wheel
;

a

weaver, before he will work, must be supplied with

a loom; a bleacher to carry on his work, must be

presented with a house in Dublin, for the purpose

of selling his commodity. {Ibid. 6*98.) The follow-

ing is a table of the sums expended in bounties by
the trustees during the undenrifentioncd years.

Ymi*. L. VeiTtL li.

1802 13,857 1807 . , 16,973

1808 8,861 1808 11,184

1804 13,064 ISO9 7,802

1805 11,423 1810 , 21,768

1806 13,243 1811 . 17,819

The Cotton manufacture was intaoduced into Ire- Cotton Ma-
land by Messrs Joly and M'Cabe in 1785, and seems, nufacture.

from the following table, to have taken a pretty

Strong root*

Cotton Wool. jCottoa Varn.

Cwt. Lbi.

Average importation of)

cotton for three years, >
ending 1799, • j

10,983 460,013

Ditto 1807, 17,782 1,223,081

Ditto 1810,. ,32,257 1,057,115

This manufacture is principally carried on in the

neighbourhood of Belfast, whore, in' the year I 8O9 ,

it appeared, that in a circle of 10 miles it employed

27,090 person^. It has dso spread to Dublin, Kil-
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Irilrtml. Wicklow, Wcxforil, and I^oiilh. At (>)nlon in

lh(‘:T arc i;R)0 looms (‘m|)loyc(l in calico

^\^avin;v. I'jHMi the whole, thi-^ hraiuh o(‘ indiisirv

'•prcadin;; rapidly in Irclanrl, and at no
[>Oi“ind, to hecome a staple artich' of inanu-

lactiirc*. (Wakefield. 1.

'I’he \\(K>llt‘it ni.'inidactiire does imt ^^ist to anv
< eoiisidc ra!)l(‘ (•\l(‘nl. It roriiicrly depre-^'C fl and

cheeked hy the jealous conniKTcial police of I'.nn-

1 ind
;
and, tli()M;;'h the Ihnon has plai'ed the two

eaontries oti an ccpial footin;*; in tins re‘>p(et, the

superior wealth and eornniereial enterpr: (» ot'

land have ]irevented all snccevd’id eonijietilien ]ie-

tween ITfM* and IS(R), the total Tiiimhcr of pieces ex-

jiosoil to sale, in tiic Wo<)llcn Hall f)f ii.ithdrnni, did

not exceed ri.l OOO. I’hc mannf'iclnre of woc lii^n,

luiw'cver, in a coarse way, lor their own eonsmnp-
ti«>n, is can ied ret to a ^’•r<-al extent hy tlie pf'ojde.

In many partv of the co'ii.iry the threat nv.ss of tlie

l :honrin;:j poor man;.:. i. tore their own woollen

( lotli-. In sonic pi ^ the wdnieii tuit only make
stoekinn;'-, pettleoat'^, t\'', lor tlieir ehildnai, hot some
eoar'C w'oolh'ii arti< Ic s for sale. (\Vak( field, I Tin;

yinvi'ffiij r/.'.oe, I'P; t,f KfiLcnnify

1 (s . I il 'I'lie inannfiieture of gloves, especially lliose ealU d,

• ' ll .. ii- ‘‘ Idmeriek ^^loves,” is carried on to a tamsiderahle
^

' extent. lion was formerly wrought to ^uod [irofit

: nd in ;:i’(’at rpi'intitie-^ ; Init all the iniinderies are

now in disusf'. I!;n\lware articles, how e\ or, are ma-
nnlaelun'd at Dnldin, rand eoar-e implements of hiis-

h.iiidiy at tTiilow. {find 1. T-J.)

I 'file I )istilh ri('s of Ireland are very ('x1(‘nsive,

and th(‘ (juaiility of' -nirits made at (fe unlicensed

still'-, ill all pnd'.il'dity. still niori considerable.

In flv(‘ ttai’s, front i soj to Id,1ofl milieensed

•-tdls w’ei-‘ i/ed in Ireland, and 1 1 ,ne,s heiuK, and

h'TTr? \vollll^ The principal lieons<‘d distdlerics arc

cslalili^lu il at lameriek, ( ork, Ross, Dublin, and
Dro^^lied.n In lli

}
ear ISOS, the fp-eate-t liceii'-cd

distiller in l!;e kim^dum made 1 7,d(»0 ^allon> r-w eek.

and kept lus di’-tillery workiii'^ between nine and

ten month.- in the year. TIu' t'ollowinj^- table exhi-

|)iN the (ju.'iniity of corn spirits for which duty has

I'.een ji.iid in Ireland for ten years pre\ ioiis to Ja-

il ii.iry Si, IS Id.

^'ear eiulinp; January i8(n,

UllIll’Tls

<1, k,i(i,(i8:>

Ditto, iso;.. d,(in,d 1^2

Diit/>, 1 S0(), .'i.T.-.O'/tTl

Ditto, 1S07, .'!,y,'!l,82t)

Ditto, ISOvS, .>,707,1.'.8

Ditto, ISO!), :;.()i.';,7;'i

Ditto, IS 10, 72,! Mill

Ditto, 1811, l',71 !),V.-.o

Ditto, ISI'2, (VlOO,..!;!

Ditto, ISl.'l, 4,OS5,i)13

Dnvinp^ the greater part of 1 8 10 distillation was
prohibited. IToin September v?l), ISlb, to I'Vbri.arv

S), I SI 7, ther(‘W(Te J;;d,d47 barrels of corn of IC?

stone each used in distill in:;.

itrcwcricfc. It is but of latc years tliat public brew’eries haxe

been established in Ireland, but tliey have spreail

to a i;reat extent. The princijial breweries are at

VO I.. V. PARI 1.

A N D. 10J

Cork Fermanacrfi, Limerick, Waterford, Uo '

nuiii, J)ub]hi, Iklfast. O.van, .Arma<;h, Done
more, and I)niioarrfn\

; one of tin* lar^ect brev

ill the i-l/md hrew's ofiwards of Iiarrel- j»

,

nuiiUin. j IK* Jonowin;: t jhie hlU)Ws iii(* qnanutv o,

malt ii -ed in the ieeweiics and di'-lllleric^ Ironi

isoi to Is‘i7.

V(\ar ending January I,sol, jATblf)
Ditto, .

^ bSOh 7Id,t7f)

Ditto, ISOh, 70.7, 1 1

1

D:tlo, lSf)7. 717.Vd‘j

l)itl/>, ISOS,

Ditto, isoo,

Ditto, ISJf), 7d ;,o.si

Ditto, jSJ 1, OJ-J.S.TO

Ditto. I.sjo, fiS.hl

Dili//, i'^I-'h Td/Ykfi.; !•

Ditto, I Sib
Ditto,

Ditto, isU), (:;o.ois

Ditto, IS17, 47.o.(idd

d'he r^nnrt nl MinvifiK {'in", has ir creased

ijrtally within the l;e.i pj years l‘he folhuvmlr ^’^be. .la

labh‘ shows the proirre^^h ineic'i-e in l!.“ export
ha/*//, the staple e/Jinmodity of the Kiii'pl/ini, dur-

j
inn the last, and that part of ifjc present eenlury

' ’

whl^.ll ha.s (lapsed-

ix'^v from 1700 to )7;,o.

Y ll r .
>

I.OOii.OOO

1

7

do to 1

7

.‘><>,
1 1 ,7.0'>,.;f)i

J7d7 to l7o:h I 1.71 1.07:'

170’1 to 177<h i:,77().SIhj

1 770 to 1 7 77j

ear ending 2dlh March ISOO, :h'),(i7(».o.is

J
to .‘/th J.in. I SOI, ^-2d,l U.dUi
to dtli Jan. 1 SOLh .'i:.7(i7.077

jso;;. .'.T.ipM J|

ISO!,

ISO'), 1 hpss.()7il

LSOd,

18(17. .!!),010,727
ISfkS, •U',!)()l,l.t2

ISt'P, •i :,:ioi,.';82

And in the year IfJJf), tliere was exported to

Dreat Rritani alone dSJJJS. IS-i yar/ls of plain, and
1S.;7 of damask hnen.

'flu' folh)wii?/t’ t ihh* .sh.ow - llie ollieial \alne (,*f the

linen exported from Ireland in dilferent years, fmii^
} ''()

. to JS'Jj;

Years

is’Oih L.C^.OddjOf) isid.

LSIO, t»,178,8(ip ISIS, HDti

isil, ti,V(/(),dS0
1
isph :{,t,‘;'T-1.D

isic. t2,()p.*;,ii.77
I

i>,:n7.M/

Of this (|uantily, it is (aunjmted that upward.^ ol

lj.t?,0()0,000 annually comes to Cireat Jhatain. Spam
lakes nearly L.l()(>,(a)() annually; the Wc.sl Indies,

in IvSld, received i.jiw'ards of L. lOO.OOi), and the

United Stales, in I, no less tlian L.l>i0.000,

o
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Ireland.

Export of

<.’oilon.

The Official Value of the Cotton Goods

exported in

1811, ivas

1812,

1818,

1819.

JS20,

L.9.'5,482

23,640

68,537

43,751

54,777

Cotton Wool. InpoTtcd.

Cwm.
Expoitcd.

Cwit.

1810, 49,786 11,454

1811, 5.7,13.7 16,148

1812, 47,1^2 4,709

1813, 26,109 6,891

1814, 30,162 16,285

1815, 20,551 12,455

ot fhc export of* Spirits was, on an average of seven
spirits

years, ending

2.5th March 1796',

Galloni.

10,284

Do. 10th Oct. 1802, <).50,180

I80.3, !)yO,89S

1 804, 917,476

1805, 1,121,968

1806, 550,441

The great export of Irish spirits is to 1‘oreign

states. The quantity exported to (ircat Britain, in

1819, was only 107,026 gallons.

Immense numbers of goose quills are annually

sent from Ireland to this country. Those exported

to (Jreat Britain, in 1819, amounted to 9,541,320.

Commerce and SiiirpiNG-

The following tables exhibit a general view of the

Commerce of Ireland from the year 1777 to the

year 1815:

OJpdal Value of Imports.

Average of

Three Years,

ending ‘J5th

March.

From
(rcat

Britain.

Briti.Oi

Colonics.

All other

Countries.

1

Total.

_ 1

I,. L. L. I,. 1

1777, I,9H),42(1 16 1,058 651,820 2 .762 ,298
]

1783, 2 ,334,900 7(i,I«l' 6.31,9,38 04.3,0211

179‘'?, i.75.‘i,96<l! 242,9f)5 1
,
168,020 1, 164,985

1800, 3,727,85fl 116,069 783,88511,657.784'
Year ending

Tith of .)un.

1811, .5,464,9.51 658,071 932,192 7,05.5,214!

181.5, 6,9.'i0,;!70 586,927 652,52;: ,8,170,820]

(loTTimcrro

and Slup-

P*“R-

Official Value of Exports.

25ih Match
To (ircat Bn-

tain.

To British

Colonies.

Other

Countnc.H.

Total Irish

Produce.

Total Foreign

Goods.
General Total.

L. L. L lx. L. L. i

1777, 2,4f)4,4."i5 287,628 401,889 3,153,181 30,791 .3,183,9.92

178.3, 2,.'J(K),671 3Jr‘,79S 4(i0,976 3,054,680 22,766 *>,077,441)
,

1793, 4,0,39.581 .‘:7 i,i ko 71.5,2.59 5,060,040 6.5,9 4

1

5,125,flS4

1800,

.5th Jan.

3,778,520 263,629 .306,491 4,22.5,254 12.5,;»86 4, .3.50,640
'

1811, ,5,159,884 3()4,9.'')4 458,,557 .5,525,606 397,.507 5,923,11.3 ;

5,731,119 443,781 91.3,856 6,614,646 474,110 7,088,756
1

Imports into, and Exports from, Ireland for three Years, crtdmg 5th January 1820.

OlTicial Value of

Imports.

OfliiMal

Produce and Manufuc-

turesof thclJnitcd King-

dom exported from

Ireland.

Value of

Foreign and Colonial

Merchandise

exported.

Year ending 5th .fan. 1818,

181.9,

1820,

L. n. d.

5,644,175 16 5i
6,098,720 2 7i
6,.395,972 17 5j!

L. .y d.

6,412,892 10 2

6,4.36,950 14 n
,]

i .5,708,582 15 7:]

L. s. d.

1.50,.562 7 8J
84,078 9 8i|

61.882 12 2^

IrclADd.

The real value of the produce and manufactures of tlie United Kingdom, exported from Ireland in the

year ending 5th January 1820, computed at the average prices current, amounted to L.9,747,2()6, lid.



I R E LAND.
The follow table? show the ]>rcscnt state of the

Shipping of Ireland :

Ships. 1
Torm.

j

Men.
Number of vos'-els ])elnnginp'--

107
Ships

I

Tons. IrilrtiKl-

Number of vessels built and rcpistcredj

in Ireland, on an average of li year.«,!

to Ireland, with the a-j ending .7tli January iTOo 11
(is I

mount of their tonnage andj JHOl no 11 Jl'S-i

men, on an average of .'I.
, 1811 i'8 J4o:;

years, ending ^lOlh Seji-j 181.7 4.0 !!
I9.ff^

teinber I7f)0 ; 107b ' (it, ) -.7 (i.'j.3r. One year ending .Otb January 181o 4(i i

j

1973
1800 1 KHH)

'

r* J ,^>78 i!>;s7 Do. 1819 48

181(1
1

] 1 1 a ' :>v:o Do. 1 8‘JO ‘57
!

' IfiOO

One year ISIS 1 l.iOO
;

(>N,7!)'; (i'JOi

181!)
!
VJHH i (ivisy

That the trade of Ireland has not decreased since the peace of 181 b evn](*nt from the following table

Inwmid.s.

Irish. 15riti.‘ih. Foreign.

J^hi]i- .Olin. Sliips.
j

Tons. Mm .'^hips. Tonb. Min.

181.

0

•JOf.ij 1 l^J,bOO
j

780(1
j

T07,12:>J l().::7!) i29 (; .7 1,7.7.7 ‘*2990

181 (i 10,170 :<»8I.
;

(if)';, 107 ' 1 .701 fEM74 :7o:{7

1817 ‘JOMi i.0ijii7 9^77 : 78(il. 1 ()9(),l()2i .7!),()y()
1

(i8,()74 J 141

( )l:tw\ui)S.

181.0 9118 : 8bf)0 •10,1 r!0 ' ^74 .70,708
1

1 S 1 fi
1

‘--I.S7 J.O'.b.'J.OI- f)f)l7 778.2 (is k 179 i
.71 I 98,1 1.7 .7007

1817 ; 1!):m 1 ‘If) S J7 flGOS
:
7.^Go (M 1/20.7 i .;fi,l80 ';.7t) '7.7,:74(i

Hrvrniir rt<

IrvlnnJ

Hkvi’nm:, r'YrKNDiTniE, Dfut.

I’lie Ur. VI Nt K ui‘ Jii Kmd princijially deri\ed

from cnstiiir.'-, excise, .stamps, and post odice duties,

and iroiTi ass(’s^f(l t.i\* s on li(‘artljs, wintlow.s, housc^’,

carnai;(’^, s<Mvant^, .I’ld hor^e.s. 'i'iio incorae-Uix

w'asiie\('i iplmdiiec'i inio Ireland.

Ily the treaty of I inon beiwecn Cireat Britain and
Ireland, the laller was bound, In >ides paying the in-

terest of the debt i oiitracteil before that period, and

other si’j)arale iliargcs, to make good ^'-ths of tlie

public expeiulitiir. <^1' the c-iiipire. 'I'iiis proportion

was soon tbiiiid to be niiicli loo great for her inean.s.

Notwithstanding a \iTy gie.it incn’ase of tax.ition,

tile debt of li eland Jiicreased so last, tiiat its interest

generally aniountcil tn about as imicli a^, and fre-

(puMilly exeei'iUd, the total revenue of the country.

In this situation, and ;is the only means of avoiding

n public bankruptcy, a proposition was .submitted to

Uarlianient for ilic eoiisoliilatioii of the F.nglish and
Irish Kxeliei]uci 'JT.is measure was carried into efiect

in ISIti. 'J'hedclit of Ireland was incorporated with

that of Cireat Urit.uii; aiul, since the .'ith of January

1817, llie ineumbrances, icvenues, and expenees (*f

tlie tw'o countries ba\i* been Mended logetlier in one

mass. Tlie produce of taxation in Ireland is now
considered merely as making a ]>avt of the general

income of the (anjiire, without any regard to the ar-

bitrary jnoportion fixed in tlie Iri'at}" of Union.

TheJoUou'iu^ is a I n /r of Ihe Uevcuuc ami Kitwuli-

tifir oj /rdiHid m dfjfrtnf Years.

l\'Tni.uuiil Kv'M-nm*. Expi'iidilurt*.

Gross Drnihio . Nil IVivnuMit. i Tfl-? 1^. J,.01

171)1 L.1,80.‘),(H)1|L. MSI JiS t , SOO 7,201,i\>’l

1 800 1 .1,

7

1 «Sj' !:b 8 ().l,r):>’0
i

1 80.1 8 ,0 'l.J,70‘

I

1800 4,If).S,})Ml t, I .S7J S 10 c),:j
1.8

,
1.7 o

1 8 1 :> (),f).‘>7 .1 ,:)L>.1 JiOO, 1 8 1 .1 1

The tola! ^ross Iln rnne for ihc Year cndni^ Mli Ja-

iiuarii ISI 7 ,
//o' ifC(u prciions (o the (.'unsofuiatiun

id the litehiqucrs, deriitd from theJullutrm^ hrinu h-

i.\, avioinited to

(iisloms, . L.C?,08^^,045

Excise, . :b£OS,.031

Stamps, . (iJ 1,700

Post-othce, "2i^2,71-7

'flic total r,rpc?icc of collecting the various branche? Lxprnce of

of tlie revenue of Ireland lor llu* same \ear amount- rollecting

ed to 1 ..1 ,0M,J 'fhe following is a statement

of tile rale jn t iC?d. at wiiich tbi? ex])enee wxas in-

curred, viz. lor every L. 100 paid into the 'i'reasury

under tlie hcails of

ru.ton.s
'I

,,,,,
f I. 1

1 J
cxpcnccofrullielJ ''

.

Stamps-,

Post-oflicc,

Separate K,

I M.n 10

same Year.

Interest of debt, L.4,399, 1'bO 14

(iiarges of luanagcincnt, .‘J()„‘U).7

.’^inking Fund, 15

Interest on exebequor bills, idfi,::00 0

Issues for the separate service of

Ireland, ; 8\7b,s()0 lb

Do. for local purpose'^, •k'ljifio 1:2

Jurat Ti.ipcmUturc aloa^ a jh Oreat Ih'iiain.

Civil list, pensions, iS.c )S4,0(i(i

Payments in anticipation ot cx-

chequer receipts, 1,7

0Ordnance, M(i,()(K) 0

Army, ^,;J(iS.8‘.’7 15 H
Mi.scellancous services. 8

()i

Vote of credit, arrear of 181 j. 2(),,’Cl 9 9)

Lxpeadi.

luru.

L.l‘f,Cl2,6bU G 4*
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Jrckrjd. The (]c‘l)t of Ireland, wliieh, in 1800, aniouiitod to

Jiboiit millions, had increased in JS17 to about
Debt. K‘>l2 millions, ot which L I 1-1 ,4 1*1 ,180 was funded.

Oppr(«'»sivc- l’c:‘liaj)s no coimliy has snflered so much as Ire-
ru-Ks of land I’mm the o])})rt‘ssivcness of taxation. Since
Taxation, taxes hav(‘ been imposed in that country, which

oLir iiiiancc ntinisters estimated would ])ro(luee //fnr

and n //i///‘inilIiorj*;. In ])oint of fact, liowcver, they
have not produced a single .shillin;*-. The nett re-

venue of Ireland in I SOS ainoiinU'd to L.l, tl T.ppO,

while, in ISxIO, it only amounted to L :;,ri()r>,l Mi,

bein.£r a decrease* of 1. S 1- 1. I'iiis fact alfonK
a strikin;; illustration oi‘ the folly of eniliMVourinir to

raise an additional n^venue from an iiiipoverishetl and
exhausted eoniitry by a mere increase of taxation.

Had Government made any \jiroroiis (‘iroit to sti-

mulate the dormant energies of the people, to .^ive

them a taste lor the eomlorts and luxuries ol’ civiliz-

ed life *, or to remove tlie most obvious of tliose causes
of irritation and idleness wliieli Iiave so lonir dis-

tracted and depressed one ol' the finest countries in

tin* world, tlie result would have hecn very dilferent.

Init they eonlentod tlieiusehcs with adding to bur-
dens which were already too heavy to be borne. 'J'Jie

necessary coiiscqueuees fi)llowed
; consumption waij

dimiiiislied, the revenue declined, and all elas.-.es

have been sunk deeper in the abyss of poverty and
miseiy.

iN/uMf S( iiocLS aNi) CirvniTiKs.

Schools and Notw’itlistanding the universal ignorance of tlie

Claintics Frish poor, fhe vimn.s of' cducalian, w ithin their roaeli,

are by no means ineoiv iderablo. It appears from
tlie reports of the Vm fnimi nlarif Conniiu>si(ncrs\

who liRVe impiired into this intcM'Osting subjeet,

that “ there are 'ITJ classical endowed s»,hools in

Ireland, bcsiiles I t of private Ibundation, which
educate nearly 1 ()()() scholars ; that, exclusive of pa-

rish schools in the city of Dublin, and in other

places, supported hy private endow nienl'^, amount-
ing ill number to 72, tluMa- are 14 ])ublie establish-

ments for the rckuation of tlie lower order-, in

w'hich 4.200 cliildren an* lodged, maintained, clutli-

ed, and educated. The annual cxpciiee of these es-

tablishments is about I i.70,o00.” ( /iC/ o/ L ij'

sioners on Kducalion.^

The following re turns, as to tiu’ number of schools

actually taught, have been obtained from 1 7 out of
the 22 dioceses into wliich Ireland is diviiled.

Dioccaca.

NiimbLM

lidul*

krpt bv

JMiisurs

who lire*

I*rotcM-

aiits.

VuuibfT

'ISlIiOhI'

kf})t by

Masicrs

who lire

Ciitho-

lica.

\ unilitT

<»1 Sittv*-

i.iis who
.ir,‘ I’ro-

lei.taiils.

1

NumbcT
»r Scholars

wlio are

(.'atiiohc.s.

Ardagh, . 21 101. lOfJS 4310!
(dogher. 120 22

1

.0701* .O.'SS

Cashel and Kmly, 31 l‘)l 7Ui 10,81.5

Cfjrk and Ilo.ss, 78 10.3 .5101

Cloyne, ‘id J 13 ‘).W .0347
Dromore, D‘5 /. 1. J710|

DlOCCSl'S,

Number
ol'SchooK

kept b)

M.islers

V lio nre

ProlCBt-

ants.

Number
ifSchool"

Kept I)}

Masters

wlio arc
( ‘nlho-

lio.

Numbc!
(if .Seho-

liira who
ire IVo-

‘cMaiiL**.

Number
'll .Stliolar"

who arc
( 'ttthulics.

jClonfert iS,. Kilmae-
1 du.'igh.

/ f.i 2.72 27*1

1

;Dow'n tS: Connor, *\Slj po 10,2()l) 3()i0

'Di-riy. 1 .'i |. ]
.'{() 5S.;."» .‘:27.‘')

iKlpliin, .
D'f

1 10 1 101 •If).'')!

! Leigh liii,
1

Vi 111' 1 1 121 Tb.OI

ll'erns. 5
'» nil 2 lOfi ffd:;:

iKillaloe Kilfmora, 4.') 17(>’

'

1 l-.'J.- I0,O7T

'Kilinore, .':() 1 1 .2 . 20:: I 1.05()

1
Meath, . .01 221 2 0).'; I2,22."i

jO.ssory, 1.0 (if 2f)p 2S M
lll.iphoe,

1

Til am.
1

'

» 2 :is 1 iS7s:

2;; 1 12 (>07v|

jV\'al(*rfordiS. Lismon* 20
1

l.'.O 1001 10,10*2

1

Tot:)l. i 1271 2M)‘. i.k.'Vio I 10,077

Tnan the-(‘ I’l turns, it aj'pear- lli.it. exclusive of

tlu* chin ilal'k* toinulalions, the mnnber of children

tai.,.Jit in tlif**!* dioet'.i'*, ainmiiils to 20i),()iMi, lint

the seh(»'.)! ('f tJu* Iwi) ridigioiiw an* IfiOO; ami that

tluM’e are, at .in a\eia;,u‘, st-holars to a school. As
tjH‘se retuni.s W(‘M‘ math* in wint(*r, w h(*n many ehil-

dren Crimiot atleml, and tio not, besides, iiulmie the

itiiH'rant scluiolmasttM-s, it is prob.able, lliat the to-

l.d number of eliildron lawglit is more considerable

The imtruelinn, ex(*ej)t in a \t‘ry few instances, goes
no i'artlier than reailing, writing, and the common
rnle*, ol‘ arillmutu*; and the h'cs j)aid, on an a\ (*-

rage Cire \i)s. j)cr tininnn ibr leading, 17 " 1-d. wlu-rt

Avnting, and L. I ,
()*, when aiillmielie is added.

(l-l/// liijnrt oj Conwtisstunct s on r.dncahon.) I’liese

laels prove, that the means of eduealion ;ire ;dfor(l(*(l

to th(* labouring jioor ; l)ut they hy no means show^

that the people gain any useful information, or are .at

all adv.meetl in the scale of moral henigs, hy tins in-

striietitm; nor d > tlie\ supersede the necc'isity of a

ii.’ilional estal)lishinenl eoinpreheiiding every pari.-Ii

in tli(* islaiul.

IrcTind has no jioor's rate; but in its principal

cities a variety of most e.xtensive cliaritles are esta

blished. Many ol them aie maintained by the elia-

rit)^ of individuals^ and oliiers by the miniilieenee of

government.

'i’hc following is a statement fif the sums gninted
by the llrilish government in tlie year ISIS to soiiu*

of the princip.d charilie.s and public e.'lal>lishmeiits

of the country

rrotesl.'int C harier Seliool.s,

h'onndiing llo.spital, . ‘12,51.0

] louse ol Jmliistry,

lliehmond laiii'itie Asylum,
. 7,()S.O

I'eviT exjx‘nees, . . 12,001)

I0i!i(( of Dublin, . 2b,()()0

Wesfmorel.iud Lock Ilo.spita), S,.‘J1)7

]Jul)lin Society, . . M,2J()
Society for Educating the Poor, 5,5,*^^

Irelantl.
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IRELAND.
Chap. II.

General Ohscrvat'wns on the Condition of thr People,

and the Causes of their Dejnessed •Stale.

All travcllcrH who liavc inqiiiiftl into tlio coikIn

tion ()1‘ Ireland, \mite in representing llic redundance

of the population as the mam soiiree of* tiie siifl’er-

of the people.* One cannot pass throu/^h a

sinp^le county, 'without poreeivin^ the most ^ru‘\ ous

eirects resultin»j^ from this caii'.c*. In every town, iii

every village, there are multitudes of whose
importunity testifies the \ieed they have of a».-istarie(‘,

wliili* tlu*ir famished and anxious a-<peet marks, in

lan^^iia^e not to lie ruisun.dei ^lood, tin' an^uiih .and

sun’eriiif^ to vv Inch they have heen siihjeeted. 'J'hc

rich may exclaim ai^ainst th<* iuipoviiions of the poor,

and refuse charity to a Imndied real ohjects of di^^-

tress, because two ( nrei have maMiiified tli(‘ir

Miflcrin^s; hut wile, wj]] s'Tiitmi/,t‘ the ((uidi-

tjon anil appearan c Iri'-li poor will he con-

vinced, th.it tlicn ii iiC'^ can Irirdly he exa^:

rated.

Nor i^ it merely m the incredihle mimhers, tlie

incessant importunity, <md dejilorahle a^-pt'et of the

Irisli hi'^roais, tliat the siiju rahuiul^mee of the po-

jnilalion :ip)a‘ars. It is an evil winch i^ (Ml in eveiy

oc’ciip.'ition, and in ever} cianer of lie' kind. In

eveiy Ime of lilt, in (“\cry hranch of indmtry, lliiua*

is an exc-'-^ivi' C(»mpet itiou for (‘mjiloymeiit. If a

sm.'dl faim lx to he lit, tlie landloid i-. hc'Ct hv niiin-

heis (il'jn'S -ons whlimi; tii lake it
;
and who. in tlieir

aiL\!('y toll' llu nixch (“ somi w liere, oiicr the exorbi-

tant niit ot I.-'k ! 1. ;ind even I^..' jh i Iiish acre

for land, which, n .dcr thou* s^sUm of management,
will h ndlv prodi i ‘ tln^ snai. It ix, from thi'* cause

ih.'il till* inimhcr (*1 Cottars Is sjO Inconci'ivahlv f^reat,

.anil lfi.it mk!i l)':.'h rents are givtii for llu* smalle-l

pit'cC'* of pot.it'/c i'liiil. In (‘Very ollur emplovmcni
the .same s\m]>’.oiiis of a n dundanl po])n].ition ap-

jK’.'ir ; and it is* well known in the .idjoinln^* coun-

tries of I'n^'laiid and Seotl.ind, that wherever any
pnlilic work is miflerlaken, there is ahnoxl in tantly

an inundation of liish ]ioor, scekin;^ that employ-

ment winch lliey cannot ohlam .it home,
1
'.niinr.itioii, as nii^ht he expi'cted, pievall>, and

iuis ion^ jU'cv.nled, to a "real extent in frekmd; hnt

it has been miahk- to lel.inl tlie pro^rO'.s of p-pu-

I. .I 10P lk'lv\ ’cn the \eai> Il)})() and ITkn it is

coiiiputevi that l.'jO/lftO Irihlnnen |)(’risiit*d in tlii-

scrv ice of I'rance alone. (
Xewenliani's Irehnd, .'iS.)

Cvery nation almost ol’ lairojie lias Iri>Imu’n m its

service, and, iiule]u‘ndently of tlie \a>l swarms which

(‘ontiiuiall}' come over to llritain, upwards of t;ii)0

have aiimially. for a lonp: ])ci ioJ hack, emii»iaU‘d. to

America, (//ui/. oh.) Durinii: the year US in', v hen

llu' distress (»f the country was very ^’reat. the

cmii^ranls to America swelU‘il to the t nor nous

mmiher of ,')(). ()(i(). (Newenham, :\h ;
Wakt field,

II. 71‘-) Ihit this drain, "real as it imdouhlevl-

ly is, and materially as it must affect the popula-

tion, from bein" composed cmU loly of per,sons m the

prime of life, U not perceived amid.st the mulutudes

who remain. Kvery employment is siiH ihiontcd '•

to excess; and ll;e departure of tho<>p who (mi{;r,,ic

retards rather than aceeler.'ileslhe pro"re>s of w ealvh .

for tlio.se who ^^o have all aecpiired some lillle e.i-

|.Mtal, and habits of indu'.try, tlie siihdiK lion of v. Iiieh

dries up tlie springs ol‘ national prosperity

'I'he actual pojmkilion in ISdo ha.s heen est.maUi!,

hv Mr Newenham at dd soul.- Mr M ake-

field, after demonstralinin th.it. m ITfM, it ainoim'o d

lo I',”()(),()d(), ohservc'*- that, ‘•ini'c that perin I, a Vf ry

"real increase lia> t.iaiii pl.'iee. ( \\ .d^i kcld, 11.

TliJ.) 'J'hc rate of mcreaM^ In^ hem C'* mated by

Mr Newenliani and Mr W ;ikefie]d at .-in annual ad-

dition of one-furly sixth to the wimle popula-

tion , in other w'oriN, the 1 umherT of llw jxoplt*

double in forty-six years. fNewenli.im, ‘Jji). ( ol-

quhoiin, i21.) Thirty years aim. Mr oiiii" express-

ed his astonishment at the pri v.denee ol' early mar-

riages in tlii> country. (*^' 01111 ". II-
)
Mr New-

enham and Mr W'akdii ltl h.ivc reiterated the sanu

ohN('rv.'ition in ihcii* kite jmblu ation'- Kvery roaii

In lined with cott.iLie‘x, ev(*rv cottage swarms with

eliildn n. I'nder circmii'it.mee^ of unexampled dis-

tress durin" ilu; la'-t thiee vi'ars. tin.- luimber of

marriage**' and the nmUitiuh;. of eliildreu have tuf-

leied ih* (I’lninution.

w\'« mijil.t he e\])(*cl('d m a country where the m-
riT.'ixc i.i the miiuhei’" of' mankind h.is fir (uil-

s!Ti)>j)ed till* pro"i(“xs o{‘ w'e.utli and llu* increase

of Its iiuiusiry, the conflition of tlie peopk’ i- m
every ih’partmcnt maiki'il by extreme iiuli^uuiei'.

(Dewar, fH ; ^'olln^^ 11. VJ ‘iiou^esin wliiih

they dw( II, the furniture iii tlim* iiiti'rior, theireloth-

in", fond, .mil ^eiu'val wav of In’e, all (‘qually inih-

eate die poveily of the lein try. In these rcxpeeti?,

however, some improv euu*nt. wav (>h-ervahle, even

at tile time when Mr Veunu^N 'Jn^f w :i> written,

and It ha^ none on mcre.isinix lo a eert lin extent

since tlial jieriod In the south ol’ Ireland, the

ctHta^e^ have, in m.iny instances, fi'ather-heds , a

luxury wliieli tlu'V owe lo llu* immhors of "ce-e rmd

jionlliy with which tlie ennntry ;i!i umdx.,—aplenty

whuh. in sook' decree. e('mTicn'‘.iti‘- to them lor the

many other privation" to w hieli tluy 'ire "iilject.

('on-itiei.i!>le improveuie-.t in t!ie condition (ff tlie

peas' mtrv w.i- ht'.mniiii; to i*ike }ila*.e in tiu* siuith.

low irils tlie ei.iUn.’.iun of t!u‘ war. ii eoiNCipienee

of tfie iinmen"e m.n’ket and ln<^di prices w hii h the

(’oiisiimption of tlu* army and navy alfordi d ; hut

lhe:}C d.iW'Tiin"" of juawperity have hem .'dmost to-

tally overclouded hy tlic distrc"s of tlu* ki*xt years’.

It .apj-ear.s from evidence* liid bt fore a tdniimt-

Ict* ol llie House ol' C'omm.>U". that, m the \ ear

lS 17 i
tliere were in Nieolsi.n -x ( oiiit, Diihlm, lol

])( I'sons crowded into ‘JS sm.io' rooin> : of these

were unempU>y(*d, and ihori* wt're only /;<o fn

and tiro Idnnlcis m the ir/.a.'i i'nurt. In llarrai k

Street were S.'i Iiouscs, liu* ;ipai tmi'iits in wh.ih

were extremely crowded: houses eontmicd. m
ri[)0 rooms, IdlS ju-r.^ons, of whom ‘.I'AJ weie adultsi

109
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Youuifs IrclaniL U- 197; Dewar’s /yr/awJ, 91 ; Newenham. pUv'in;* ; M’akcfield.
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out of employment, the greater part of whom were
in extreme indigence. Church Street contained 181

houses, which were greatly more crowded than in

llarrack Street.—In 71 houses of this street, and the

adjoining courts, lU) less than 19y7 persons were
lodged in 3f)3 apartments ; of these 123 had been in-

fected by fever within three months. There arc

many cellars in these houses which have no light but
from tile door, which, in several, is closed only by
bundles of rags, vegetables, and other articles. In
these cellars the people sleep on the floors, which are

all earthen.

I'hc dress of the people is so wretclicd, that, to a

person who has not visited the countr}', it is almost
inconceivable. Slices or stockings are seldom to be
seen on children, and often not on grown persons.

(Young, II. 121.) The rags in which both men and
women are clothed are so worn and complicated,

that it is hardly possible to imagine to what article

(if dress they liave originally belonged. It has been
(ibserved that the Irish poor never take off’ their

clothes when they go to bed; but the fact is, that

not only arc they in general destitute of blankets,

but. if they once took off their clothes, it would be
difficult to get them on again. Their dress is worn
day and night till it literally falls to pieces ; and,

even when it is first pul on, it is usually cast-off

clothing ; for there is not one cottager out of ten

wlio (‘ver gels a coat made for himself. A consider-

able trade has long been carried on from the w(\st of

Scotland to Ireland, consisting of tlie o/^/ clothes of

ihc f’orincr country, and to those who know how long

all ranks in Scotland wear tlieir dress, there is no
more convincing proof of the poverty of the latter

country can bo given.

In England, mark(‘ts and shops arc established in

every quarter, where the people may buy their ne-

cessaries and conveniences. In Ireland there is

neither the one nor the other. The Irish poor, in-

deed, have no conception of the comforts of life,

and if they felt tlieir full value, they could not ai‘-

ford them, for though necessaries arc cheaj), con-

veniences of all sorts arc very dear. Owing to the

deficiency of manufiielnring t.ipitrd, the price of the

commonest arlieh^s is fiill3
' as high as in Ihitaiii,

while the money wages of labour arc not equal to Ireland,

half the earnings of the English labourer
; being

in general from 8d. to Is. 2d.; a sum altogether in-

adequate to obtain any portion of the comforts of

life.* (Newenham, 272, 273.)

But while the Irish poor arc in general destitute

of all the accommodations, they harilly ever, except

in years of extraordinary distress, know what it is

to want the nhsolutc necessaries of life. The un-

sparing meal of potatoes, at which the beggar, the

])ig, the dog, the poultry, and the children, seem

equally welcome, seldom Vails the Irish labourer. In

many cottages, tlie potatoe pot is constantly on the

fire, the children help themselves wiien they

please (Young, II. 121); and to this cause, joined

to the general use of milk, is to be ascribed the

Jiealthy appearance of the children in cottages which

would sccni to be the abotle of the most abject

misery.

'I'hc laziness of the lower Irisli is very great

(Wakefield, II. 77(i-) In many places it is so ex

cessive, tliat two shillings a-day in I'lngland would

be cheaper in tlie eiul than sixpence in Ireland

(Young, II. 1 17.) Tins cannot be impntetl to their

potatoe diet, for there are numerous iiislances of per-

severing industry in Ireland. It is owing to llic

habits, the mode of payment, and the occupations ol

the labouring classes. Limited as their wants are

to the mere support of animal life, they do not en-

gage in labour with that persevering indu.stry which
artificial desires inspire ; and tlu‘ mode in wlncli

they are often paid, that is, the giving them a piece

of potatoe land by the year, at once furnishes the

means of subsistence, and takes away every stimulus

to farther exertion. TIu; farm -servants of the Eng-
lish or Scotch farmers, who carry on agriculture upon
the improved system, arc constantly employed in

some species of labour
;
hut after the potatoes of the

Irish cottar are planted, there is hardly any thing to

be done about bis little croft till the season of dig-

ging arrives. During a great portion of the year

he is doomed to idlene.ss, and the habits he aequiics

during these long periods of almost total inaction,

are too strong to be overcome when he is transferred

tu a more regular occupation.

• There is no person who haij visited Ireland who must not be convinced that, gnwra/lj^ speaking, these

observations are strictly true. But, though tlie general aspect of the country is that of poverty and
wretchedness, yet there are particular districts in which the progress of improvement has been so rapid

and striking as to aflbrd the most animating prospects ;
and even over the whole country, the increased

consumption of articles of comfort, during the last twenty years, is very remarkable. That Ireland,” says

Wakefield, '' has made a wonderful progress in improvement, will not, J think, be denied by the gloomiest

politician. In the neighbourhood of Belfast, this change has been peculiarly striking. This town, wdiich,

about a century ago, Jiardly deserved notice, is now, in trade and consequence, the fifth in tlie kingdom

,

hundreds, wliose food consisted chiefly of potatoes, now use whcalcn bread
; thousands sleep in blankets

and sheets who were formerly contented with a covering of straw. Having been frequently in Ireland

during the last thirty years, my own observation has convinced me that a considerable change of habits

has taken pfacc, and that a tas..e for a more refined mode of life is beginning to diffuse itself among the

people.” (Wakefield, II. 65.) From the oflicial return of the imports into Ireland from 1772 down to

1811, it appears that a prodigious increase in the consumption of articles of luxury has taken place in that

period
; far greater than the augmentation during the same time in the numbers of the people. {Ibid.

11. 58.)
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Such is the condition of the labouring classes.

Ireland exhibits the extraordinary example of a

country, in vrhich, under the most distressing cir-

cumstances, population has advanced with the most
rapid pace; in which cultivation has advanced with-

out wealth, and education without diffusing know-
ledge; where the peasantry ore more depressed, and

yet can obtain subsistence with greater facility than

in any other country of Europe. Their miserable

condition will not appear surprising when the nu-
meroua oppressions to which they are subject arc

taken into consideration.

In the foremost rank of their many grievances, the

general prevalence of Middlemen must be placed.

It is dinicult to estimate the extent of the misery
which the system of letting aiid subletting land has

brought upon the Irish cultivators. It has been
observed, that the great cause of the prosperous si-

tuation of the peasai'.t m Japan, is, that lie pays his

rent at onee to the suvcrcign
;

tiiat no person is sub-

stituted between l!io ( ultivator of the ground and
the great landhoidt r. (Thunberg’s 7’/r/n7.v

)
With

truth it may be said, that one great cause of the mi-
sery of the Irish peasant is to be found in the mim^
ber of persons who are interposed between the land-

lord and tlie cultivator; for the whole fruits of their

labour finds its way into the pocketj of this middle
class. (Wakefield, 1. i287.) To absent landhold-

ers, iniddlcineu are almost unavoidable; for with-

out their intervention their estates could not be ma-
naged, and tlie collection of rents would b(' inipf)s&i-

ble. Middlemen have, in every country, been tlie in-

separable attendants of absent pro^inetors: and in

such a country as Irclund, where there are numbers
of disairecled ])crNons in every quarter, the vigilant

eye of a superior irisj>cctor is more particularly re-

quired.

By the Inwr of England, the landlord is entitled

to distr.iin for jjajmient of rent, not only the stock-

ing which belongs to his immediate tenant, but the

crop or st(K'king of a subtenant; on the principle,

that whatever grows on the soil ought to be a se-

curity to the landlord for his rent
;
and in Scot-

land the .same rule holds where the landlord has

not authorised the subtack
;
but if ho has, the sub-

tenant is fre<' when he lias paid to the jirincinal

tenant. 7'here is little hardship in siioli a rule m
England, w here the practice of subletting i^^, generally

speaking, rare; but when applie<l to Ireland, where
middlemen are universal, it bceomrs the souree of

infinite injustice; fur the cultivator being liable to

have his crop and stocking distrained on account

of the tenant from whom he holds, and there being

often many tenants interposed between him and the

Landlord, lie is thus perpetually liable to be distrain-

ed for arrears not his own. Tlie tenant, in a word,

ran never be secure, though he has faithfully ])aid

his rent to lii.s immediate superior ; because, be is

still liable to have every thing which he has in the

world swept off by an execution for arrears due by any
of the many Leaseholders who may be interposed be-

tween him and the landlord. It is obvious that such

a system must prevent tlie growth of iigriciiltural

capital. This, joined to the exactions of the middle-
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men, has been the true cause of the universal preva- ifcland.

Icnce of the cottogc system, and the minute subdivi-

sion of farms.

The mode in which the poorer classes are treau cl

is strongly descrijitive of their depressed Mt na-

tion. The labouring poor," ^ays Mr Young,

are treated with great harshness, and are in every

respect so little considered, that their want oi im-

portance seems a perfect eontra.^t to their situa-

tion in England, where, comparatively speaking,

they reign as sovereigns. The landlord of an Irisli

estate, inhabited by iloinan Catholic'', is a despot,

who yields obedience, in w'hatever cone erns the poor,

to no law but bis ow n will. 1'hc language <jf the law

may be that of liberty, but tlie situation of the poor

may speak nothing but slavery. There too much of'

this contrachetion in Ireland. A long series oj‘ op-

pressions, aided by many very ill judged laws, have

brought landlords into a habit of exerting a very

lofty superiority, and their vassals into that of unli-

mited .submission. Speaking u language which ia de-

spised, professing a religion wkich is abhorred, and

being disarmed, the poor find themselves in many
cases slaves, even in the bosom of written liberty.’

(Young, II. 127 )

In England, the Tithes can hardly be said, in a

national point of view, to amount to a grievance.

The precarious sitiiatron of the clergyman, possess-

ing only a life interest in the bcncfice, joined to the

wealtli and consequence ol' the farmers and land-

hoklers by whom he is surrounded, precludes liim,

in the general case, from exerting his rights to their

full extent, and softens the evils which the abstract

powers with which he is irnested might otherwise

produce. But, in Ireland, the case is far otherwise.

The relative situation of the farmer and of the clergy-

man arc totally different, and a very diflerent sys-

tem in regard to the collection of tithes is pursued.

The clergyman is, in general, tar richer than any far-

mer in Ins parish; and he is connected w ith the l*ro-

testant interest, which has so long exercised an un-

limited sway. Independently of the extreme po-

verty of the farmers, tlie li\ings ii Ireland arc, in

general, miu‘h larger, and more lucrative than in

England; so that ib.e relative situation of the clergy-

man and his pavisliioiuTs is totally ditferent in tlie

two countries. L'rom the wealth and inHiieiici' of

the ckrgv, joim'd to the destitute situation of llieir

parishioneri«, the lillies Iiavc long been ci)]lected

with a severity, of which hardly any European
.state fu rni.^hes an example. They fall, by th(

iaxv of that country, only on the tillage land, tlie

greater part of wdiich is held by cottar tenants;

and thus the rich are exempted iVom bearing their

share of the burden. (Wakefield, IJ. 4iSd.) Almost

everywhere the tithes are let to Titlic Eroctors, who
are acquainted with every man in the parisli, who
know tlie utmost length ft) which extort io*i can go.

and exercise their powers w itfi the mo^t merciless se-

verity. These proctors, besides what they |iay to the

clergyman or lay-improprielor, realize large incomes

to themselves out of the produce of tlicir extortions.

When it is recollected, what ravage ferocity has

always been exercised towards thcie collectors iu
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ircUiHi. every commotion, it may be conceived how deeply

their severity has been felt. {Ibid, II. 486, 487.)

What renders the titliing system peculiarly op-

pressive in Ireland is, that its exactions fall upon
cottars who give the full value of the land in the

rent paid to the landlord. The number of the la-

bouring classes is so great, and the other branches of

industry in comparison so inconsiderable, that the

unfortunate poor are driven to take little spots as

their only means of subsistence. The competition

between them is so excessive, tliat tliey offer the

inghest possible rent for the land; as nuicli, indeed,

as the wliole produce is worth, after their own food

is deducted. The tithe is not considered by these

unfortunate pco])lc; or if it is, they trust to the

chapter of accidents for the means of paying it.

But even if they had all the foresight of tne Scotch

peasant, tliey could not do otherwise ; for having no
other means of living, and being too poor to emi-

grate, they arc compelled to run against each other

ibr little farms; and of this competition the land-

lords too often avail llicmselves to screw the rent

to the highest possible rate which the poor can af-

ford to ])ay. (Wakefield, II. 49.'!.) When the cup
of misery is full, a drop will make it overflow. The
tithes ill Ireland arc this drop. Inconsiderable as

they are when compared wdth the burden which
the tenants have to sustain in their rent, yet, when
placed in addition to it, they operate as the last

and most grievous oppression with which they are

afflicted. To this cause w'e are to impute the re-

markable Diet, that while in Munster, where the tithe

of potatoes is exacted, frequent risings have occur-

red during the last forty years
;
in Ulster, where no

tithe is required, risings are unknown. (Wake-
field, ir. 493; Life of Lord Charkviont^ 87, 88.)

*

What increases the hardship of this burden upon

the people is, tliat it is not only imposed to support

;in CMtablishineiit which tliey detest, which they

consider as the badge of their national suhjrction,

and w hich is soofttn negligent of its duty ; but that

it is an addition to a very expensive ecclesiastical

establi&li,mcnt of their own, which they are obliged

to su])port. The Irish Boman Catholic clergy, a nii-

iiierous and not indigent body, are supported entirely

by tlie contributions of llic people; and tlie greater

part of the income of the Prc.sbytcrians in the north

is derived from a similar .source. On occasion of a

marriage, l!u‘ ])ricst receives from these poor people

from two to three guineas; and the difficulty of

raising this sum is pcrliaps the only check on the

progress of population. (Newcniiara, p. 51.) From
this Jind other sources the income of tiie Irish Ca-

tholic I'lergy is, cxceyit in years of extiaordinary dis-

tress, very considerable; and lliis a burden which

falls solely on the poorer classes. Tims are the Irish

peasantry^ who, of all nations in the world, are

the lea.st able to support it, burdened w ith two se-

parate ecclesiastical estttblishnaijrts, each of which

levies its dues with the most rigid exactness; the

one armed with the terrors of temporal authority,

the other with the still more formidable weapons of

superstition.

Another grievance, though not so extensive, is

the fineimposed Upon a township, for having had
the misfortune to have a seizure for illicit distilla-

tion made within its bounds. Numerous are the

families which have been utterly ruined, in every

5
art of the country, by this most oppressive law.

lany individuals are now languishing in prison who
have been seized for the fine imposed on their town-

ship for an illicit still, of which they were utterly ig-

norant, or which they may have made the roost vi-

gorous though ineffectual, efforts to oppose.

From tlie facts collected by Mr Cliichestcr (Chi-

chester on Still Fines) on this interesting subject, it

appears, that during seven years, from I8O9 to sum-
mer 1816, the still fines levied amounted to L..S56,925,

or L.50,989 n-ycar
;
and the evidence of Sir John

Stewart before the House of Commons shows, that,

from 1809 to 181.5, L.26,825 has lieen levied upon
the county of Tyrone alone, and, on the county of

Donegall, L.72,.54(). It appears, from the same
authority, that the stills are of such a nature as to

be generally incapable of discovery
;

that no provi-

sion is made for the case of absentees, who have, in

more than one instance, been mined by fines levieil

on their estates, wliile abroad on the service of their

country ; that the power thus vested in the hands of

the revenue officers has been the occasion of infinite

individual distress, as yvcll as public discontent; and
that the fines are levied, in general, by military force,

and terminate in the uttcr .ruin of the peasantry on
wdiom they fall.

These evils have been attended w Ith the u.sual de-

prcs.sing effects of oppression. They have prevent-

ed the growtli of any artificial wants, or any desire

of bettering their condition among the mass of the

peo})le. Despised by their superiors, and oppressed
by all to whom they might naturally have looked for

protection, the Irisli have felt only tlie natural in-

stincts of their bi'ing. Among the IVesbylcrians of

the north, and in the vicinity of manufacturing
tow’ii.s, higher notions of comfort may have imposed
some restraint on the principle of population; but

the poor humiliated Catholics, enjoying no respecta-

bility or consideration in society, have sought only

the means of subsistence
;
and finding, w itiiout difli-

culty, potatoes, milk, and a hovel, Jiave overspread

the land with a wretched race.

To these causes of a redundant population, of

which tlie government of the country is, directly or

indirectly, the source, are to be added others, of a

different kind.

'i'he first is the influence of the parish priests, who
encourage marriage in order to increase their own
eniolument.s, and the superstition of the people, who
regard it as a religious duty. (Wakefield, II. 6f)0.)

In a country where the priests possess so much
control over the lower ranks, and where the influ-

ence of artificial wants is so little felt, tin's circum-

stance must have a powerful effect. To this cause,

joined to the degraded situation of the Catholic po-

pulation, is to be ascribed the much greater fre-

quency of marriages among the lower orders of that

persuasion than among the Protestants, (/bid. 11.

578.)

The second cause is the general ignorance of the

frehnd.
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ImOmA pMfde. OatIwlAfltienc««fi>dii(|stian,inre«t^

ti)0 timdenigr to cod ififpradent ntniafc^ ft

inofdd be ti^ifidamu In iftui pftce t^enW uies,
miiUike to hm^oe*lunteter, that tb» alitioct unim-
ttl jgaqranee,« IrhStdi aDljtuiih h«a beea mid, byal-

moat evny writiff on tbe stalb tf tbii countiy, ia tho

reauU either at pay iniqpititude ot tine people to )eatp«

or of any very femailcable ti^dtnry in the meapa
of education. The eaince everywbim the

greateat aiutftlT tbr edveation, whenever the tneauta

are afforded. Itt^the twoto tnoanutna of Kerry,

Beho(da are aojpetimeafound in die wildeat citttatu>n%

-wbere rocha wpply the place of deaks and bendiea.

(Weld'aiS«iim^,lfft.)
Nor ate the meanb^w education cither limited or »

acan^. In every quarter of the country, icfaocda

ore eatabUabed, apd jthe cottagers can, in (nnend,*

get their chibhwMlhttnicted for five or six Milling!

a-year, in reading, yr|jtuia, and antimietic. (Wake>
field, II. jU tilt) dioeesea of Cloyne and Boas-
alme, there ere gUt parochud'qchoola, Mtended dnr*

ing the antnmer by 21,802 adndara. It may, in-

deed, be affirmed, ganeraQy, that^ in point of liter-

ary attaiomente, the peasant^ aie jteatly above the

aame claaa of men in Engtand. (Na^reihani.) Yet ft

is strictly true, that the Irish are ignorant in the ex-

treme. The solution of this seeming paradox is to

be found in the poverty of the peojde, the absurd

books which are put into their hands, and the want
of religious instruction.

The poverty.of the people is so great, that after

they have learned to read, they are in general un-
able to purchase any book, or they jre bred up in

eraployinents where reading ia difficult by reason of

the continued labour in whicli they are engaged.

(Wakefield, II. 898-9.} In tact, it is impossible that

knowledge can make any great progress in a coun-

try where the poverty of the people is so extreme,

and where they arc content with the mere support

of life. In such circumstances,, tliey necessarily

want both the means and the inclination to turn

their education to any good aceount. The books
whidi are put into the hands of the children, so &r
from being such as anvcalculated to train them to

*

habits ehmr of order, virtue, or self-restraint, are

precisely the reverse; being legends of saints, or

histories of thieves. Smugglers, and prostitata, cal-

culated tolead the youth of both aexes into every spe-

dn of violeftee ana-dflpmvfty 1 It has, aceormgly,
been often observed, that m lower Irilit, tiiongb

edocated, are uttmly deficieat in moral and religi-

ous Imowlodge (^Stttvyi tfCark, 714; Wakefield, If.

404): and to dm oiraainstanto mutii of the vkdeDoe

and cmdty wfaidh pravaSs uoagg them is to be

ascribed.

Various other druumstanees have combined, to

multiidy to a great dogfM tbetiuBhAss of populatioB,

and to expand, m thiteoMitm bqyond amost miy
other, the means suhiiitnitoi

an,|3|«. , 11a
' gfttiMexttsegjj^&iafyffnidUty ofthecouii- inisad.

the small axjfimsf at which cuHivation

conducted. Ifdaod coutams 20,437,000

,

„ anree, and of {base above 18,000,000 are

aetoally under tillage. The Imid does not requite

Spy mqiensive mode of eaiuira/ on the contrary,

ft fl In gwersl so ft wiil} yield an alur-

note CR^ of wl^eat and potatoes fyt ever; and can

he taken into cuHiration afr a very small expence.

But ftnr tids rircumsteitoa, the poverty of tito lr<rii

cottars, end the almost total uaift « i^rieitltumL

c^iUal, woaldftave operated as a cooiqd^ bar to a
nomenms.popal«tion.

The aee^ » die introduction of the Potatoe and
fts singubr adaptatimi to the soil of Ireland. That

root furnishes food to the greater part of the .

Irttit poor is univetsaily known ; but its effects in

expanding the means of human subsistence are not

sumdeutly considered. Tin average produce of the

kingdom ii 82 barrela per acre, each bviel weighing

20 stone. This amounts to S2,9fi0 pounds, whuh,
divided by four to bring it to the solid ntmri^ment
of wheat, will tieo740 pounds. The average pro-

duce an Irish acre of wheat is four qusrtets^ which,
at 460 pounds to the (|uarter, is 1840 pounds, not

one-third of die solid nourishment yi^ed by the

same extent of potatoes. (Young, II. 12ft) Mr
Newenluun considers three ponndi of potatoes as

equal to one of wheat; at this rate, the acre will yidd
four times os much nourishment under the potatoe,

as when cropped with wheat
Potatoes mve been introduced into every king-

dom of Eunqie as well as Ireland, but in no other

have they become the staple fcod ofthe poor. It is

the eondftion and habits of the people, as they are de-
termined fay political insdtutkina, a^ other cause*,

whieb fixes the standard of oomfbrt and the age at

which they marry. The introduction of the potatoe,

by expanding die means of subristenoe, removes to

a greater distance the ultimate check whidi the in-

ability of rdring an increase of find must impose

upon the multiplication of mankind; but taken by
itMf, ft has no tendenqr to make the population ad-

vance ftster than Uieircomfort requuvs. ItiacilittoeB

the multiplication of mankind, and increases the ra-

pMfity with vriiich population advmoea; but, unless

tile people are preefispased, from other causes, to

press upon the means of subsistence, it has no ten-

dency to augment thdr redundance^ Under the

govemnient and political fauidCothNu of the Irish,

tile popdation of the oountry wonid have been
equaliv nduulant, tiraai^ uqch emUer tilan it now
H(,iftbey bad lived on Wats or wheatan bread. The
iiftrodaelioii tff the pohftw may be ^ cause why
the pcjpehdian isww dx hi place of three millions:

but ft isawitito cause why, during the whole period

ofthis|acMllie,li|ke nundimofthepeiqile have been

gfestai* titoh, un^ existing cireunutsneest could be

confiRtiddy nuantsined. (I.M.)

Tob. vt Mhrn
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ittMi. Tm jSwt im^Udge p£ lrp% jit 5^ to |i^yito^ a bon^$(j
Haking. was aeriv^ irfcfitxi t& o^ a m«t<a)fic tnisa ores tidi in iron, an|

of this ^ch mM^s^ e9ast|tovin a stateiof con- ofoxym as possihli!

Du^coirr/Qfstdmble pinty, and cspabl^^ni being hapafnered covered vith chaitroa'
Iron. Jnto iqrin, Utoy have c^osod tfen momenta of eplac''^^ na it bccom

thosa viable prope^es ivhich haVt been a^^Hfd ion. The or

vi^ fS^muph ingepukjrMid laboi^i^lib the advance- liea^ and pariod of
niiin^tWhttixuin affairs, t^^on s^ tbat the <6e- muiA as ^sible fror

covexy of iron took n]^e In <irpeM.i^iii conse- the metallic particlei

qnance of the accidental burning of t wt|od. This temperature is then

is certainly « possible case, where there hap- and then exposure t

pen to exist on the surface masses Of welding. Liitnrs of

a'^dnlisiiia^ltance nht very unctkpnon. Perhaps . with itb earthly parts

is a mere probable conjectulre to Si^pose that the state of ona, ar

the discovery may liave tgkeii plaee^ and been and hammered tcoa

brougliitto a comparative state of perfection> in the is subsequently reha

process of converting wood into chfircoal fbr do- shares, or other imj

mestic paipoaes If the i^lvan carboniser happen- ed.

cd to pursue bis art in a forest, occupying the sur- As the facility of t

face 01 the moudmin lime, abounding with ores of in a great nuusure u]

iron common to that formation, the casual Introduc- rent of air. t>caso'ib v

tion of masses of the ore in mixture with the cover- pcriocK of the same

ing matter of the dee would be iitii\ oidablc< Tn a would either not p
fortunate moment, and under a li^ppy ainjimcture When the high teinj

pf circumstances, a kunp might penetrate the ignited plcte bv a union

fuel,—a stvtm cuitant of atr might have arisen ous ck .^ddion, a .

while the ieui|ptnaAj^)ept,—an unuei^al temptiatuie would not onl} ntar

might thushaVctlieetii excited,—and (though nyuri- the proct*?** LiuU

OU8 to the result of his labours) iron might in tins bummer, or in l.ot ( 'i

way have oMained its first artificial existence Sup- would be bailed as a

poung a partial knowledge of its pioperties to have bloomery. Their ap

been dCUved from die meteoric mass, this would probably be confinec

lead td its immediate application to similar puipos- necessary to produce

es. Tim success ^ the mtpaiument would, of course, ex])ericnce and^ obser

depend unoh the '•quality of the product,—Humilau- er and more import

ty ofBurf^ or pdisb, would, for a long time, most end, though they mu
likely be the only propekieil in commoq to lioth,— nite labour and pe^

uniform malleabiiity, aqd e^lenidmi unw the ham- for the additional exj

xner, could only result from a regul^ly constructed The srra of the &
famtuoe, governed by long expermnCCy and certain been the commenofem
establish^ roles of prooeasu a ^ in the art of iron-mal

iUt^bloom- Until the invention and use df beffowi^^the stood by duitrasting

ciy^ ^/oome^s^mB the onlymode by il^ c^ rations rwpectivdy,

have be&fi obtained. To say wtud the l^^weans of

form or ihape of this fuTfiace is jStlOh of
fomaces have -long aince lO^sed to ex# isr wa
oountry^ and it is only by the renkmiBW
in elevated situatfo# thii their fomaer mtbWpcfti
iww be intoned. tlie eb^poo^^ ^

iUt4bloom<

07#

to a beneddal result, it U necessiurto use Iwn-

orea rich in iron, and united with a* dose Mddna

of oxygtn as possible, ^ The ores and —
covered vitii charcoal, which is time
eplac^'^ na it becomes wait# by W pTogim of

coml ion. The ores th^ Wer^d^g^lmof
lieat and period pf deoxyda^i^^ sbewSewl as

much as pwsible from oo&lact vHw the air, yi%eii

the metamc particles are |kn incmased
temperature is then necessary to ttum the msises,

and then exposure to air ^ciiitfttas dla pnieese of

welding. Liimrs of the comesced ore, impr^gnat^
with ith earthly parts, and a portion if the Iron in

the state of oi la, arc *^hen taken from the fomaoe,

and hammered iCo a rough bar ealled o Uomtu This

is subsequently reheated and drawn into {dough

shares, or other implements whidi may be want-

ed.

As the facility of the air bloomery would depend

in a great nu’isure upon a ‘^teiclv and iniiform cur-

rent of air. ftcaso'ib wuiilcl occ ur, and even insulated

periods of the same oprrition, wherein the process

w'oulJ either not p (KccI nt ill, or with languor

When the high teinpc tme as necessary to com-
plete bv a union o^ masse -i, the result of the previ-

ous ck .}(1(tion, A • ng off in the current of air

would not onl} ntard but destroy the economy of
the process LiuUi such pfrcurastances, during
bumincr, or in hot ( 'imates, the inventi k of bellows

would be bailed as a powerful auxUiaiy to the air-

bloomery. Their application, at first, would most
probably be confined to that part of the operation

necessary to produce the welding temperature, but

ex])ericnce and observation would soon lead to high-

er and more important advantage^, which, in the

end, though they must have been the result of infi-

nite labour and pe^verance, amply coinpenaated

for the additional expence ofa bellows Wbwer«
The srra of thjs mttat indeed haveBlait.

been tba commenofemebt ^of on mpoideiA revolution bloomery

in the art of iron-makilfe* This w^be belter under-

the Bmi
ox;

Ibe ore. by iftntu Ol

r^jitrticttiMh cDotein* cwimM liy

Ipw «d- beMxlM ill* im
Ml’Owj^HMsaa.JsiybH, tm. TbinoH

U*^lb i

L met(
U^Aodioii tbetb^
;m (bf Slbtw,«nei* tiw<!irei ot jsamnifs

eslCT*. ••
.

M^MU » %B deoncy^tlriM

,tood by cqntiSBatlng ^ jjkinWAir^ln Ae two ope.

raUooi re^pocUwly, Ittitlp the ore

of from tbe ur-

DWOiBefy, mndfl no iMifV become



l4ii^^\><{nti«|ld ntiW i.jD^'|MiMt4AoiatB^ contab from Itn. ;

litfgg (m4 :oai|M«a|i(pil^|
' '' of hftve; in the lart three >bUaf. .

fo rae. more feMRmt' {^odi^'a deletemcu .tliftlplw 3P«ii1^'1ben CTOw
jj
wely In oae as otcs, for ;

and dim lu^mbeipi'ln, w ItraceM demwdt Hit 'itt^|^';'.l»th#UashUooin«y, iron«Tnaking, Biett.
1 -mMaJlil %Q ‘'‘SiniiiJyiirftmel m ImMataMe'-AimwMAeM nAtir trn^iwn Vi«r luniBCA«,laijfe^funiaoe/:MM^ known by^uratco.lenf

emitb, ibora that, Of van.mKn^^TTusaff

quent new
^ove&i iooQ observe^ or d{sc«nr4rir, mutt have ili««ww Tw vett advantaget of

this might be dmstderaUy iibndb^ r^ttnsibni^ arise tt^aagi the oontStntM •'nAidti of dr^«

e4^ bellows upon the. Auction, M|»mtion &riA\tee^

rtetalfie it was/ in the first instance, ot ileai^/iilV tbe iron origiminy in tlie ore,—

a

^
' furnace. Thus a new form of '** *;««- a ^ tMi:

j, having for its object the
ores, and the sepai'iitlon of

the Irolt'Aam' 19 a -|haid state* Hetm events *

in its most per-
fect and c^perfB^s - form, iniiung in one day as

much irdo as^^me^^W in a weeh, and
in am^thner ^lether the measar-
ed msutt the ores or the abridgment of
labouf^ nrc considered.

^

'

Tliek^ blast-blootnery of tln^ country is still recoU
lected by Some 'v^jy old men. Its form was either

circular or square, its height from three to four feet.

Previous to blowing, it was nearly filled with char*

coal, tiieh A charge oi* «rc.

larger charge of <*hi'u.’ .

means of bellows * ii ',i
•

were thus rapidly lu ;u .

.

upper pari of the fi nu'r
and approached the 1)1:. ••t

the increased tcinjic.,

»

fusion ensued, arid m avi v

were precipitated <mi the

The nose of die bellow?, w:ai

over wh.ich was thrown a
'1 ’if' l‘la^» v :'s urged by

ivt 'I i he ores

d »h ijv v 'renak’d in he
llic (>re dc-cenclcd

jl(< klOll (J| the Aulj by
With the 01 e,

—

.wioiv iTJi'liillic coiUcru^

ijotlom »jf* tl.t nuTiacc

bnet* ami u

rected upo. . surface uf* i.* -com-
bustion and V copious scor tnsued, uhii-h

waa removed from tbe fiui. .ce by n pe/tud lapping.

This operstjod wn.'^ coiu mccl, and ha.stened by fre-

quent stirring^ till the rentaining iron bad, by an ef-

fWtual decaiT^izalion, passed into the state of soft

or malteable iron. It was then broken into conve-

nient masses, caniod to the hammer, and formed, as

in the blomery, into blooms. In a more advanced
and enlightened period the delhets of the air-blooia«

ery are marry arid : stnkitig. The cementatian tie-

cessary to demiyckte tb forion,

must have been, from tne smallnesa of the furnace,

partial atid imperfect, limd acquired at ai« immeuse
sacrifice ofibei The proceasiikras not, as in die mo-
dem bU^t-ibrnacti, Isontinttont; eadi <!harge, com;-
^^loeed ofamtaih mcesm/dfjcjbi^^ KidMil^ Was
smelted* :depam^>‘ wljhre the;ibmaoe * to
was Sited fiir the-ehayge
of fiselttaptietiiMl tq-be-tiw^ sone-
times be'tiie cose*

)y inctwpl' quantity in a fiven time—^and a .

ene&cbfei^ption of fueYinthe manufacture.

Hhe tte ihvpmect reguli of the Wopmery, tbe isurtiit'

of the new furnace was fiuid, couhl be collected tfsid

remain so Air many hdora in the bottom of the fur-

nace, and then be run into channels tbrined' in sand,

“bttt in this state/ from Ae extra dose of carbon,

it did hoi any property .
fitting it for the

hammer, ' or for fl^dering it capald^ of .Imng fom-
cd into a blomft, withotit sub^Kmi^t vopeih^^
The effect proditged in the blast-pto^^ di-

recting the bdto^^LtijMin tW surfi^ of^tbe, separat-

ed iron, moist lik^y Siiggested the idea ofa Si^pfarate

furnace, in which a simitar operation might be per«
Ibrined, without any ^nc^tion with iSe previoua
smelting. The knmt but unerring o|mrations df
chemical causes, acdfdent&ny associate with a larger

furnaer, mid the favourable proportions of ore to
Aiol, would produce a fluid metal/which, along with
tl.e seona flov tinexpectcdly from &e furnace^
might thus 'irsL o.xhibit iron under a new ibfin of
c%is>tcncc. I’fais would directly lead to expmments

bo bloomery, wdth a view to obtain unminn and
rosidt*-. In time it would be found out;, that

- T'> Oir h.-^ii^bt rmd capacity of the furnace iu-

cu'os br I'u.sibiiuy of the iron, and produced it of
siiHicit . . fiuklity to run from die furnace. This
fact once ascertained, would open a new field of ob-
servation and experimetit, mid the dimensions of the
ftimace would only be Jimitied by'the sparing quan-
tity of air, or blast, afforded by the imperfect bel-
lows of the d«y. For a time fm wquld be partial-

ly remedied by the use^a snaspon^idg m^ in

the furnace, mOce cabed ip the end, the

s(d^ntagesiof;|lte lay^^foiMOe ifroo]^^ an im-
croOstruilicmof iNtHows. hand

bellows would give, way to' otmas moved by
greats anmial power^ ahd 'these vat tbtnr turn yield

tolar^ beHbws mbyaA^ flie waterswkeel. The
pow^ tifa dostth 'Ul^^ WOold Ite now concen-

and locality

fl^eoncuirence of

T.j?*

.

'«e|l

qusntiljr

tliis woidd
on iwiitoysWW‘ Oilii; ft{tid''aiMii'iWiAtt(ne time'
iu an' vv.tiaii^nirtei^ mnst bkVe'
fection ^ jy^ :<kyw»dy. erti*"''. "ftn' tlni fArjkne ef-

' -"'

numd tfiga. -After tbeF inv
iron thej''ec)i^n.''^^e a^otim' tbe art meSTiMwe
new found, and wlii^ treiit eurfeat nOiigB and

the hpae ef ages (during

.
dUsible; lalMlilw^iiaeiia} bat xneMnrv^ rela^

Mast thfefb^dmjflwgreirbfWibiatl^ erideot,

i . under the V?*®*
ckvated i

‘

«terfHl .csunreBt.i
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irop- wood riimncled liquid have ita ftu^oes and

Mftkinjj jjjg completion of the blast-farnate jurould onceHlort

remove the site of the manufacture, and the power-

ful blast of the new bellows^ and the sturdy blows

of the forge hammer, would, in the valley, super-

sede the more languid operations otlthe plain.

It is dUficuIt to ascertain the period ^ thA intro-

duction of the blasf-fumaoe into this country^ Even
in Dean Forest, the most ancient iron-making dis-

trict, there exist no facts to show when it was there

introduced, nor does tradition in any way assist us

in the difficulty. In a publication of Dudley's

in the reign of James I., the blast-furnace and other

improved branches of the iron trade are there spo-

ken of as hoi ing been extensive, but now fkllmg

into decay, owing to the scarcity of wood/' The art

of the founder seems, too, at this period, to have

been extensively practised, and judging from 6i)eci-

mens still in preservation, considerable taste and
akill in carving and relief must have been prac-

tised by the model makers of that period ; and
we know the fact of England's exporting, in ilie

early part of Elizabeth's reign, a considerable quan-

tity of such heavy ordnance as was then in demand.

The civil commotions, excited by the long and dis-

astrous contentions of the houses of York and Lan-

caster, were most unfavourable to the introduction

or improvenoent of the arts or maniifacture^t. It is

more than probable, the use of the blast-furnace was
first known in the time of Henry VII. Whellier it

was a native or an imported discovery does not now
appear. On examination, the sites of the first class

of blast-furnaces arc found to have been placed on

small streams near their source. The sappily of

water for moving the bellows was, of course, con-

fined to the winter months, and, according to die

copiousness or permanency of the stream, the fur-

nace would be kept blowing four, six, or eight months.

In an age when the division of labour was litt'c

understood and less practised, the disadvantages of

this partial supply was not so great as they at first

sight appear. The summer months were employed

in procuring a supply of dharcoal and ore for the

winter consumption, and the same class of labourers

passed from the furnace to the mines, or to the

woods, and practised with equal facility their va-

rioQS callings.

From the period above alluded to, up to the pre-

sent time, the only improvement to be traced in the

charcoal blast-furnace is the increased size, and cor-

responding increased power of the blowing-ma-

chine. By the removal of the establishment from a
solitary etream to a greater depth in the valley,

where a larger portion of the drainage of the dis-

trict had united, giving greater po^er and peitusCriF-

ency (£ a^upply to the water-wheel, the weekly prOf

duce in iron fias been increased from IQ to and

JO ton$f and a foriiaee^fmdm the improved system,

has be^i Isept in bMlt fiw vaeSe years toother. In

the plates ^lich aeedmpany this article will be found

dnnrkigsM Aimaces used in the time of James

and Cnms and In our oiv^n time. The farmer are

proportioned fVom^ the hearth of one of the King's

fomaces/ lately disc{npered in Dean Forest, and which

famaoe has not been at work since the ccmuaeiioe^ Im-
mmit of the Civil Wars. iisMiig.

Although in tracing the progress of iron-^nufking

from tim bloomery to^the btast^ftnmee, it is seen,

that, in all cases, the great olgect to be obtaltied
' was soft or malleable iron, yet we see the career of

improvement, as if resting in the completion of a

fomace, for the purpose of making an entirely new
* species of iron, possessing (except in weight) no
properiite in common with the tough iron of the

bloomeries. But in this, as in every department of
manufactures and the arts, the division of labour

and of process have pi'oved the true road to excel-

lence. The division of iron-making, by whomsoever
invented, into two distinct proeesBes, must, at the

timek^ have been marked by great atid^ permanent
effects. The manufocture of crude irim in the blast-

furnace, and its subsequent mallcabiliaation in the

rejinen/, being operations not at all connected with

each other, could be let alone, or carried forward,

as best suited the views of the iron-maker. One man
might smelt, and^nother purchase his iron and re-

fine it In place of obtaining from the bloomei-y

ono-fourth and one-tliird of malleable iron from the

ore, the blast-fumace revived and returned, in a

manner strikingly perfect, the whole iron of the ore,

though in a state of crudeness or brittleness : thougli

tins was afterwards subjected to a loss of 25 per

cent in passing tlirougb the refinery, still, on
the whole, it may be properly estimated, that, by
the invention of the blast-furnace and the refinery,

nearly double the quantity of iron, from the same
weight of ores, was brought to market. The differ-

ence between the scoria of the bloomery and the

blast-furnace would be so striking and manifest,

that comparison onid be succeeded by experiment.
When tile former wcic found to yield an abundant
supply ofjron by being smelted in the blast-furnace,

a new species of property was created in the coun-
try. The spoil of the iron manufactures, from the

time of the tlomans downward, became at once, and
for centuries, mines for the principal supply of the

blast-furnace. Extensive ptnprietorships or Roman
cinders (as they were ealleu) were formed. Forests,

covered with decayed oaks, were upfiexited, and
plains that had slept for ages under a great depth of
soil, were unbarred to pour forth their newly creat-

ed treasures. In Dean Forest, it is computed, that

nearly twenty furnac^ for a period of upwards of
30D years, were suppliM cfoietty with tlie bloomery
cinders as a substitute for iron ore, These were
used in the proportion Of five-eighths of the whole
diar^, the remainder bringmade up of the calcare-

ous ores from the mine^ cc the mountain lime, and
a portion of Jean orgiUaieeptts and silliceotts iron-

atones, accompanying the coal measures.

Dudley says, that in his timo there were in Eng-
land fiOO fornaces for the mann&ctare of pig-iron

;

that each bad forty weeks anpp3y of fiiel, and made,
white at work, fifteen tons weekly, making in all

the incredible total of 180,000 tons annua^fy; and
this, too, at a time when he represents the trade as
in a decaying state, from the failure ofthe supply of
wood. Either bis statement must have been un-
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tlwakinglyexoggenited, or « grwt falling off in Uie
mamifactttre must have taken place in the next
hundred yewat ; for va have it on good Rutht^ty,
that aome time befiiM sit^coal became the fud of

Uoat-Ainiace, about tm year I7i0, the following

qttantitiea were reapectivelymode in the English and
Welsh irotHiBaldng'Oounttea:

Brecon.

Glamoivaa,
Carmartimi,

Cheshire^

Denbigh.
Derby,
CloSter,

Hereford.

Hampal^,
Kent,

Monmouth.
Nottinghian«

Salop,

Worcester.

Sussex,

Warwick.
York.

Fnnacss,

S
5
1

3
2
4

‘

6
3

1

4
2
1

6
2
a
10

59

Xsat,

dOO
400
100

1,700

550
800

2.850

1.350
200
400
900
800

2,000

1,000

700
1,400

700
1,400

17.350

Toes. e*u.qrs.

of air. jUR order that it nay perform proEtably the
fapflljiMii'of amelting and carbonating the roe>

taL it# soon as this was tnsde evident, it not only
admulated the manufoctumr to erect appropriate

blowup ^^paratuB for his coke pig furnace, but it

led to an immediate improveoient in the blowing
oiMhhtery of the charcoal fnmaeea, still suppli^
with wood, to that, in 1778, abdit forty years after

foe collation of foe foregoing table, we find the state

of foe charcoal ng>d(oa manufacture to be aa
lows:

OkcestofoAto.
Iflobeaoafiifoire,

OlamMgalishire,

Carmarthenshire.

Merionethshire,

Salop. .

Derbyshire.

Yorkshire,

Westmoreland,

Cumberland,
Lancashire,

Sussex,

Fumsoes.

4
8
8
1

1

5
1

1

1

1

3
2

Tods.

650
700
600
400
400
600
800
600
400
300
700
150

TenfL

2.600
2,100
1,800
400
400

1,800

800
600
400
800

£.100
800

84 making 18,100

Toul cvts.qiA

Annual average produce from each fur-

nace, . . . 545 16 8
Do. of foe former period (1740), 294 1 1Annual average quantity for each fur-

nace, > 294 11 —
Weekly average quantity for each fur- Annwd increased produce in favour of

nace, . 4 . 5 13 0 foe improved period, . . 251 15 1

PrngrcM Hitherto we have only spoken of foe monufocture
nnd present of iron in this country, as connected with the charrool
ststc or this of Yfood as foe basis of its operations. The gradually

J

**"'’"**
increasing population iff the country had converted to

' other purposes a gvtot portion offoeae woodlands that

hod formerly supplied fuel for the ftimaces, and a
period had arrives, when eitbn a substitute must be

found, or foe mannfociiate of iron cease to be one iff

foe staples tfffoe 'kingdom. From Dudley, we learn,

that James 1. had gaantad mai^ patents in divers

parts of the kingdom for the manufacture of iron

with pit-ceal; that foe attempta tud uniformly fad-

ed, except hi his own caae, in 1619, when Im suc-

cabded to foe extent of three tons wefoly. The
same gentleihan, applyiagf in 1668 to Cbories II. for

another patent fx foe same object, otates, that he
hadnuccetded atqito 6n>e m makiim to foe extent

of eeven tons of coke Idffdfon w«wy. But it was
not till about foe yfor 17dD tiuA {Hbcoal became a
general and profiable aub^tute for diarood of

wood in foe blaat-fiiitiaee. SobMqaenfc experience

shows foe cauee of tina lardy adnmeement to ha\e

arisen from tite vrant m « sltfotently powerful

blowing apnatatus. Title introduction of the steam-

engine, and the eonaequent increase of iron now
made, soon pointed out foe deficiency under which
all fiamer experiments had been made with pit-cod.

The incombustibility of ofoe, cianpaxUd wifo char-

coal, requires a more copious and powerful diadtorge

Average weekly quantity produced in

1788, . . . 10 9 3
Do. in former period, 1740, . 5 13 0

Weekly increase in favour of the im-
provement, . . . 4 16 3

But, during foe same period, it is evident, that an
annual diminution of the mannfaeture of charcoal

pig-iron was experienced to the extent of 4250 tons,

dtoibutable to tiie decrease of wood, and conse-

mently the use of coke pig-iron as a substitute.

Thisdefidency was, however, amply compensated by
foe rapid increase of the manufacture of coke pig, as

proved by the foUowmg atatemmitB

:

Cde JPijg Funxees in England and Wales, in 1788.

SiloDh

^rodahhifl,
Cheshittj ,

Dobyshin,
Yorkshire,

Cumberli^
Glamoagmshire,
Breconshire,

Stafford, abrat to blow

FUnnccs. TonsMcb. Total.

21 1100 23,100

. 6 750 4,500

1 600 600

. 7 600 4,200

6 750 4,500

, 1 700 700

. . 6 1100 6,600

. 2 800 1,600

8 800 8,i00

8S 4M60
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Making.

IKON-M
,

Toot.

Brought forward, 48,200
T<hi^. cVli.

Average annual produce, 907 0
Do. weekly do- 17 9
Annual manufacture, at the same period,

of charcoal iron, . . . 18,100
In the year 1788,rfhere were erected, and

blowing in ScoUaud, the following fur-

naces:

FurnucB. Tons.

Goatfield, 1 700
BunaWe, . .1 700

' 1^400
Coke pig-furnaces, Carron, 4 1000 4,000

Wilsontowu, 2 800 1,600

in 1788, 68,300
Do. in 1740, 17,350

Annual increase of pig-iron, 50,950

About the year 1796, Mr Pitt had it in contem-
plation to add to the revenue, liy a tax upon coal at

the pit. This, of course, led l(» !i powerful opposi-

tion on tlie part of the manuUcluring consumers,
particularly in the iron trade. A committee was
appointed, witnesses examined, facts collected, and
the measure abandoned, as being unwise and im-
practicable. I’be following tabic, while it exhibits

an abstract of the facts collected, shows the rapid

progress of the iron trade in the course of the eight

previous years

:

Counties.

Num-
ber of

Fur.

nacGS.

Excise Re-

turn of [rot

made.

SupjTosed

quantity

the

Trade.
-

Actual

Return.

Chester, 2

Tons.

4,710

Tons.

2,200

Tons.

1,9581
Cumberland, . 4 .0,144 3,000 2,034
Derby, 3 2,158 2,138 2,107
Gloeestershire, 2 380 380 380
Herefordsliire,

j

5 2,850 2,850 2„529
Yorkshire, 22 21,984 21,987 17,f)l'7

Shropshire, 23 68,129 43,860 32.;)69

Wales, 28 45,994 42,606 35,485
Staffordshire, 14 15,820 1.5,256 1.3,2101

Sussex, 1 mi 173 173

104 167,.3211 133,950 108,793

The return from Scotland exhibited a list of 17 fur-

naces, and ap exact return of pig-iron manufac-
tured, . . . 16,086 tona.

Making a whole annual qutfntity of 124,879
" <

Annual average produce from each furnace, which
also includes the chavcciii '%naoeg, . 1032

Annual avofage of 1788, including the char^

coal fani«^fi>es, . . 800

Increase toni^ . 232

In the six following, yeara, Uiere ^ere buili and
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building in England and Wales 40 additional fur- Ito®*'

naces, and in Scotland 7, the collective manufac- ****^!y'

tur^ of which >vas computed at upwards of 170,000'

tons annually. Nor did the trade, at this period, be-

come stationary. Its nnexamjJed increase and pro-

sperity attracted the cupidity of the minister of the

day; and it was reserved for a popular administra-

tion to fail in a financial speculation, which, if car-

tieil, was to cripple oue of the maiit-springs of nu-

tional prosperity. In I806, a bill Was brought into

Parliament, having for its object a tax of L.2 a ton

on all pig-iron made, and of placing the manufac-

ture itself under the supervision of the excise. The
bill itself was an anomaly in legislation, and though

armed with powers and clauses in abundance, could

not possibly have been acted upon.
,
It was framed

in utter ignorance of the nature or details of the

manufacture, and contributed much by its absurdity

to the failure of the cause it was intended to sup-

port. The union necessary, to oppose the bill with

effect produced a new series of facts, regarding the

extent and progress of llie iron trade in the

dom, showing at tliat time its annual amoui# of

product to be at lefust S.lOjOOO tons. Since that pe-

riod, the manufacture has gone on increasing ;
and,

though subject to great depression in 1815 and 181 6,

has, (luring the last three years, resumed iU former

activity. The manufacture of pig-iron, in Wales

only, may be computed at, tons per annum, 150,000

Shropshire and Staffordshire, , . 180,000

Yorkshire and Derbyshire, . . 50,000

Scotland and other places, . . 20,000

Total, 400,000

Having thus narrated the progress and increase ofProcfw

the manulncture of pig-iron, we shall next (Icscribe,®^

as concisely as possible, the economy and order

of the process itself, both in the charcoal and
coke blast-furnace, as at this lime practised. Plate

LXXXfX. fig. 1. represents a charcoal-fiirnace of the

largest dimensions^ blown by three iron cylinders,

moved by a water wheel, and so constructed as to be

blown at either .side, or at the back through open-

ings called twyers. The furnace is filled with char-

coal, which is gradually ignited to the top, when a

charge of ore is put in, with a proportion of flux,

along with a certain number of baskets of charcoal.

The furnace is from time to time opened below^, and
large bars of iron are introduced to serve as a teih-

porary grate, through which the air may pass to the

whole body of materials in the furnace. By the

time the ore reaches the bottom, a considerable tern-,

perature has been excited, indicated by occasional

fusions and scihtitlafions. These are the general

signals for introducing the blast. The furnace is

shut up in front by means of a stone called the dam-
stone, and space is left betweten tiiis and the front-

stone or tymp, which is filled with sand* The twyer
is then opened and the blast ititrodMced., Imtire fu-

sion commences: In a few hours the earthy matter
of the ores accumulate in the state of glass, and are

allowed to flow out at the opening in front, between
the dam and lymp stone* In the meantime the

icob, bjr its superior weight, falls to Che bottom.
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'sTwii- vhere it is allowed to collect for twelve or eighteen
piking, hours. Xhe furnncc is then tapped in an opening

left on one side of the dam-^stone, and tlic uietal
flows along a channel made in sand, called the mv,
into the moulds prepared for it in the pig-hed. The
charge intrwlncm Irom time to time as the smelting
and reduction take place, is, called the burden, and
this burden varies considerably, and at different
works materially, owing to tlje quality and richness
of the ore. For,, many years past charcoal iron has
been made chiefly with the red hematilic ore of
I,ancasbire, the uniform quality and riciiness of this
“ »ii«c’’ rendering the operation of smelting a matter
of grrater certainty.' Four large baskets, containing
about ten bushels of charcoal, will smelt and carbo-
nate theinm contained in four hundred weight of.
ore.

^

With the necessary proportion of an argillaoe'
oils ironstone flux, this qnaiirity will yield 21 hun-
dred weight of iron. In the neighbourhiiod of
Dean Forest, the C^Wmins ores of tliat district have
been superseded t!ic use of, Lancasliire ore, ex-
cept as a flux, for which purpose a lean carbonate of
iron, much mixed with a sparry carbonate of lime,
containing about 20 per cent, of iron, is used in the
proportioii of onc-.sixth to onc-eighth of the ore. A
charcoal furnace will consume from twenty-five to
thirty thousand sacks in a year, each containing ele-
ven to twelve bushels charcoal, ilic protluce of at
least one hundred and twenty acres of woodland.
If tlie wooil replaeJs itself fully in twenty year-s,

then tw'cnty-four hundred acres of land would bo
necessary to keep such a furnace at work.—Coke to
manufacture the sanic ijuantity of irrn is obtained
from less than half an acre of the Slaflbrdsbirc main
coal.

Ihc preparation of the coke blast furnace is sinii.

lnr to that practised with the charcoal blast-furnace,

but its workings and burtlcns are infinitely more va-
ried and complex than that of the latter, which,
from the uniform quiditf of wood charcoal and Lan-
cashire ore, experience lias reduced to u certainty in

every possible change and pr<>portion arising from
burilen. In the coke furnace the case is widely dif-

ferent ;—every new situation ha.s, in the nature of
the coal, and the quality of tlie ore, something novel
and characteristic. The argillaceous ironstones gc-
ncrally used, are not very various in point of rich-

ness; few when roasted are under 35 per cent,, and
equally few exceed 45 per cent., and their composi-
tion generally unite silejq lime, and clay. As it is

the convenient practice at most works to mix lean
and rich ores together, so as, to reach a common
standard of 40 per cenf., there cap be no material
difference occa»ioncd,by, thequantity of the iron used
in the ore, the average produce of .which may lie

correctly taken all over the kingdom at 37 J per cent.

It was long considered a fair harden, if the coke
carried, that is to sajf. smedtwlinnd carbonated the
iron contiuned in an i^ual height of the ore.—This
is now materially cxc^tfed in Wales,and in Sufford-
shire. At Blanavon, in the

|
former, the coke smelts

double its weight, of
,
ores, and in that princqiolity

generally, it smelts 50 per cenf, more ore than its

own Weight The same thing takes place ip Staf-
fordshire and in Shropshire

; but at some fhrpacea
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m Derbyshire and in Yorkshire*, the coke does not Iiw?
smelt above two-thirds its weight of ore. Again,
some coaW in coking yield 65 to 70 per cent., while **«^*v^
^hersr yield not more tJian 3S, Hena* a toji of iron

is made at some furnaces under three ions of coal,

and at others eight «>r nine tom are required for the

same ^rpose. This great variety an the fuel ren-

ders ^neral rules of little or no avail ; a few simple
principles, however, arising out of observaiion and
experience, are understood and practised at all iron
works.

The ironstones of this country, were they fused
under the most favourable circumstances as to coke
and blast, would not, without a mixture of lime or
Hmestone, afford a ju rfcct result,—ihc gljiss or sco-'

ria, from the excess of silex, would be languid and
tougl), the irrin would separate imperfectly, and its

quality be injured by combination with silieum, in

the absence of lime. The latter having a greater af-

finity for silex than for iron, readily unitt'.<i with the
former, and leaves Uie iron to the full action of tlic

carbon, sdul, lii:e .ill mixturc.j, formal a more fusible

cbmpoiind than cither separately. This mixture of
the earthy matter of the ores is culled cinder, scoria,

or slag. Til flowing it indicates, by its degree of
heat, colour, and fluidity, wnth the most accurate
precision, tlie quality of the iron accumulating in the
furnace. Lime, however essential to a proper flow
of cinder from the furnace, is not primarily the cause
of change in tiic ijuality of the iron,—coke is tlic

powerful vital agent,—on its pro)>crly proportioned
quantity and its quality the wliole result depcMids.
Ill vain will it be to harmonise in quality and pro-
portion the other materials, if the pr()|)er quantity of
cokes be not present to reduce the charge into a pro-
per state, of division, and to carbonate the iron to
such an extent as to pass the blast without oxyda-
tion. When the due proportion of lime and coke
are present in the charge, the cinder flows from the
furnace, sometimes trans|)arcnt, ojiiujiic, white,

glassy, variously mixed with fine lints of blue, and
nearly free from oxyde of iron. Thr inctal accom-
panying such a cinder is what is cal ed carbonated,

or grey pig-iron. If a poiiion of ilje coke is with-

drawn from the charge wliichgave out such results,

the cinder instantly changes to o brownisli black, or

entirely black colour,— Uic iron parts witli its car-

bon, becomes wliite in tlic fracture, deteriorated in

the quality, and the whole ojicratioiis of the furnace

become disordered.

Halving thus traced tlie general progress of the iron Mtnufac-
trade in Britain, commencing in a period of conjecture, lure of

and from beginnings tlie most limited and rude, to a lUiT-lron-

statc ofmostunexanipled prosperityand national gran-
deur, during which the object of the iron-maker had
changed from the production of malleable iron, in

the first pi'ocess, to that of crude iron, it is
.
now

necessary to retrace ouy steps, and pursue the sub-

ject as connected witli th^ manufacture of malleable

iron, or, os it is now called;, bar iron. The advan-

toges produced by the inflection of the bellows pipe
in the blast-bloomery, as has already been noticed,

most likely furnished the first idea of the refin^
furnace, or the discovery might have been
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Acciilental. A piece of cast by RaafN|t,.^fmfdre»

eeen^ but possible circumstancey formed in and tap-

' ped ' fifom the bloomery,' wouldj. by its novelty,

arouae turiosi^ and coigecture:;"anu although, by
atmple heating, it would notyield to the impression

of the hammer, yet^ by a second fusion in a common
smithy fire, new properties would be dcycloped, and
in the end, ductile iron would be obtained. ; It is

,

likely that, for a long time, these occasional runnii^s

from the bloomery would be considered as a species

of waste, and from time to time worked up by tlie

common smith, while the bloomery performed its

more extensive functions. As the smith became
more perfect in his art and manipulations, iron pro>

duced in this way would be possessed of superior

Btrmi^h and ductility, and would eventually obtain

a preference in price and demand in the market
Thus a powerful inducement would be lieltl out to

the Bloomery proprietor, to increase, by direct e^ipc-

riment, the quantity of cast iron, and to devise a me-
ituKl by which it could be regularly made; nor
would the manufacturer stop sliort till a fuVnace w^is

constructed, continuous in its operations, and regu-

lar in its results, as to the production of cast or pig-

iron. From that moment the refinery became a fur-

nace of the utmost importance to the iron trade.

The process here performed was bold and philoso-

phical—^nothing short of subjecting the most refrac-

tory of all metals to a violent combustion could free

it from an admixture whid), but for this, must have
remained a perpetual bar to its ductility. The open
cavity of the furnace being filled with charcoal, a

fire, by means of the bellows pipe, more or less

dined, w^as soon created ; the cast iron of tlie fur-

nace was placed upon tlie burning fuel
;

in time it

melted, and, dropping in detail, passed liefore the

current of air issuing from the bellows, and, deprived

of its carbon, sunk under the level of the nose-pipe,

having lost its fluidity, and become sufficiently coa-

lesced. Iron bars were then introduced ; the dot-
ted iron, broken into pieces, and brought a second

or a tliird time up above the level of the blast, till a

sufficient refinement had taken place to enable it to

stand tlie blows of the Forge hammer. In this ope-

ration of refinement, or blirhing out the carbon, the

iron entered into a complete state of combustion, and
considerable portion of it was converted into scoria.

The creation, management, and quantity oftins scoria

were matters essential to be underatood, and properly
practised, both a.s to the quality of tile iron ana the
economy of the process.

- The quantity of iron wasted in tins operation de-
pended u|)on t!ie quality of the cast iron made use
of. If the iron was higlily carbonated, an extra ten-

dency to fusibility existed; and a greater duration

of exposure to the blast was necessary, to render the
irpn tough and ductile^ From So to 35 per cenL of
the wliole iron introduced was, by this process, con**

verted, into a glass o^ieon> containing from 45 to 50

j5«fr cent. The opafatton compared with
after event%>

,
was simple an(r^t*x)>editious, and the

(uiality of tlie irort gocal. It is by a similar process

tnat the aup^ior qualities of iron brought from
Bussia.and Sweden are at this day manufactured

i

and the eame mode is in gj^neral practice all over

the Coiitinent of Europe. In this country, the use Iron,

of the finery continued as the only means by which Making,

iron could be profitably rendered malleable, until

s^e time after the introduction of pit coal in its ma-
nufacture. Wlien coke was first made use of in the

blast-furnace, charcoal was still used in the common
refinery, for tlie decarbonization of the iron to be

mode into bar iron; but it was found necessary lo

Md another prqccss to overcome the deterioration in

the c|OA?ity of the coke pig-iron. The lumps form-

ed in the refinery were afterwards heated, and drawn
out into blooms, and these again into barSn according

to the quality of the iron wanted. As charcoal be-

came scarce, the manufacturer Ventured to add, in

the refinery, a small portion of coke along with tJic

charpoal, endeavouring, in tlie after part of the ma-
nipulations, to overcome the consequont deteriora-

tion of quality; but, as charcoal Was at last entirely

abandoned, and coke exclusively used, a consider-

able variation took place in the process. In place of

forming the product of tlie refinery into lumps,

which expoBdd very little surfiice W’hen afterwards

re-heated, the masses from the refinery were carried

and put under a heavy luunmcr, of four oi^ five tons

weight, and beat out into a ragged sort of plate,

culled stamp iron; these were again broke, by me-
chanical force, into small ])ieces, and their qualities

examined. Those pieces, little removed from the na-

t!ire of pig-irou were called and thrown aside

to be refined. The perfect plates w'cre built into

piles of 50 lbs. to 70 lbs. w^eight; and eacli pile was
placed upon a tile stone, or fire <rlay plate, or incused

m a large rough sort of crucible, called a balling

furnace pot. When a Buflkricnt number of these

were in readiness, a batch was introduced into a

large furnace, heated with flame of pit-coal. When
the temperature had been sufficiently raised to weld
the parts together, each ball or pile was vniovcd
from the furnace in siicccbsion, by a pair of tongs,

exu-ried to the hammer, uthkI formed into a bloom,

being a short thick bar of iron. These blooms were
re-heated in a fire, called the chaffeiy, and put under

a lighter and more active hammer, where they were
drawn into their destined shape.

A considerable waste of iron was in these various

processes sustained^ amounting to ten or twelve hun-

dred weight tor every ton of bars that were finish-

ed ; but the difference of the price of fuel compen-
sated for this additional loss; ami the necessity of

the case^ from the diminution of wood, and increased

demand, bad become imperious, manufacture

of bar iron remained au^ect to the stamping process

many years, and the. quality of the iron s0 4nade was
atrong, and generally tinigh ; but the tardy finish of

the hammer, and the arrangement of the wholurWaa
not calculate .speedily to overcome quantity

; and
it was consider^, a resp^^ble establishment that

could turn out, in one week,, twenty tons of bars fit

for the market llcfin^^ e<^d.not be multiplied

without an additional increato of and this, in

general, could ^ done additional aieam-
engines; and, in atiorti the had become
apparently stationary, when the 'genius of Mr Cort

furnislied the ardent minds of bis countrymen with a

new and interesting field for enterprise." When Mr
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Iton* Cort laid before the public bis new plans, so inade-

quatc was this country to the supply of its own cic*

^^mands, that it imported from IJussia and Sweden
tlie enormous quantity of 70,000 tons of bar-iron

annually. The object of Mr Cort's processes was
to convert into malleable iron, cast or pig-iron, by
means of the flame of pit-coal in a common air fur-

nace ; and to form the result into bars by the uije of
rol/crs in place of hammers. He made many experi-

ments, and expended lar^ sums of money, in the

process of establishing his inventions; but, so long
the various qualities of pig-iron only were the

subject of operation, tlie results in tlio puddling fur-

nace (lus invention) were uncertain, attendeef with
waste, and unequal in quality. These obstacles

were nt last removed by tlic ojiovationa of the coke-
refinery, already alluded to. In refining grey or

, fusible iron, it was in coiiimon practice to tap the

fusion, immediately upnn its being .smelted, into a
flat-box. This plate of iron being so far refined,

was ngaiti thrown up on the fire, and ]\assp(l a se-

cond time before the ' If still too fine to come
into nahtre* it w;n agiLin put on the fire, to com-
plete it3 decarbonixalion. Some of these plates being
taken to the puddling furnace, were^ observed, in^

working, to possess projH'nies, both as to facility"

and quality, very superior to the best pig-iron. It

tlien occurred tliat the finery ouglit to be cmjdoycd,
not a'> formerly, to refine the iron to the extent of
innlicabilixation, but merely to decarbonize it to a
certain cxiiMit, and to fit it more properly for the

oj^cration u\' jmddlin;^, I’liis gave ri se to the very
extensive practice ot’ rumiing vui,’ which gives

complete c<'rtainty t'> the puddling pr-icdss. In this

new refinery, or running out firay* the various

qualities of pig-iron are, by the skill of the work-
man, mixed and reduced to a common standard,

which is now called finer s metal. Ky this nicmis,

the operations of the pudePer are rendered certain,

and he can reckon, within a few minutes, the con-

tinuation of his operation, In the commencement
of thi>', ns in all new things, much difiiculty and
wn.stc of iron was sustained, and only a limited

quantity overcome. The loss now, when the refine-

ment is carried on in one fire to the extent of sixi^

to eighty tone a-week, is estimated not to exceed

cwt. per ton, or 12J per cent.

The puddling furnace, ft||(rhtcfa the refined me-
tal is thus prepared, is, in ita general form and ap-

pearance, not unlike a founder's air furnace. It is

heated by means of piUcoal, on a grate ; and, as may
be seen in the di^awing, has a chimney of considcr-

i^ble height, in which there is a damper, to regukte

tlie degree of heat while puddling. A considerable

portion of the* space between the grates and the

chimney is formed flat, and covered with n ])eculmr

sand, possessing the properties, when heated, of be-

coming very hard and infusible. On this space is

placed *3 or ewts* of finer's metal, and the flame

allowed to pass over it with tlie full force of the

furnace. In twenty minutcK, the iron assumes a

yellowish white colour, and marks of fusion appear

on the angles of the pieces ; the puddler then turns

up new surfaces to the flame, nnd keeps breaking

those which have reached a softened state. This he
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continues^ at intervals, tiH the charge has subsided Tro»-

into a thick clotted .sort of fusion. The f*urimce, at Making,

this period, is rciluced to its lowest temperature

;

part of the furnace bars and fire are withdrawn,
and the damper nearly shut; the puddler kccp?r

stirring and moving the iron, backwards and for-

wards, #hicli now logins to ferment and emit flashes

of a bluish coloured flame (tihe carbon passing off in

the state of carbonous oxyde). This operation is

continued till these a|ipearances pass off, and till the

iron becomes less clotted, and begins, in the Ian-

Se of the workman, to dty. His exertions are re-

led, and soon the wholeVharge is reduced to the

state of the finest saw-dust; it is now said to be dry,

and so totally free from cohesion, that it may be moved
about like as much sand. At t his stage of the ope-
ration the grate bars are re|)laced ; the fire repaired ;

the damper elevated ; and the heat is in consequence

increased, though gradually. The grains of iron

become tipt with a snowy whiteness, resembling the

welding of iron; tlicy no longer repel each other,

but begin to adhere in small masses; thcs(‘ increase

in size as the temperature of the furnace raised.

When tlie charge begins to mark heavy, the puddler

selects a nucleus, and rolls it over and over upon the

coalescing masses, till he has got it of the weight of
tin or 70 lbs.

;
he then places this on the flame side;

of the furnace, and anew he begins the operation of

balling; repeating this till the wdioJe charge is ball-

ed up. A heavy iron instrument, called a DuUy, h
then introilucf'd into the furnace, and with this tlie

balks arc in succession !)eat to give them more cohe-

sion in rolling. When jjroperly heated, they are re-

moved by tongs from tlie liirnace, and slid along

iron plates to the rolling machine. Here tlie lumps
or balls arc each, in succession, passed through roll-

ers, grooved diagonally, acquiring, as they pass, ad-

ditional cohesion and firmness, and assuming the

form of a bloom. This is then presented to another

pair of rollers, with flat openings or grooves, and
rolled into a bar of tlirce or four inches in breadth,

and from half an inch to three-fourths of an inch in

thickness. The whole operation o; rolling one of

the balls is performed in a rainule and a-lialf, and
pleases, wlu’le it astonishes the observer, by the rapid

change which is thus passed upon matter the most

unshapely and refractory. The whole time taken

up to complete a charge from tiic puddling furnace

is only from tw'o to two and a half hours
;
the loss

sustained is from 10 to 12 percent. One furnace

will discharge five or six heats in twelve hours, and

make in one wec'k from ten to twelve tons of rough

bars. A set of rollers, moved by a thirty Itorse

power, will rough doivn in a week 200 tons of such

iron, and keep twenty puddling furnaces at work,

for which three or four refineries or running ouijircs

W'ill be necessary. The material thus prixluccd is

colled mill bars, and requirt' another operation be-

fore they are finished. For this purpose they are car-

ried to a pair of large steel shears, and cut into regular

lengths, proportionate to the bar ultimately intend-

ed to be made. 'Fhese pieces are then piled on

each other in reference to the reejuired thickness,

os the rutting was to the requisite lengLlj-s, and jOre

introduced into the reheating furnace, A wddtpg
Q .
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Iron- heat, by the flame of pit coal, is here brought upon

Making, space of’ twenty minutes; they are then,

one by one, taken to another set of rollers, similar to

the first, and in the diagonal grooves each pile is

brought down to a certain size; they are then put

into the ^finishing rollcra, and rapidly fori|ibd into

bars of the most perfect form, and most accurate

dimensions. At one of the most perfect works in this

or in any country, one bar of iron /icr minute is finish^

ed for hours in succession, and one set of rollers have

fiaishec|^ in twelve hours, twenty tons of bar iron of

the most perfect form. This formerly would have

been full work for a week in any large manufactory

cf iron.

Such has been the extension ofthe iron trade in this

kingdom, mainly owing to the great facility presented

by puddling and rolling. That the Cyfarthfa Iron

Works alone manufacture annually double tlie quan-

tity of pig and bar iron made in the whole kingdom
between the years 171-0 and 17*^0, .and a quantity

nearly equal to one halfof the whole make as it stood

fiolate as 17Sfl. Several iron establishments, on a

smaller scale, finish from 200 to .SOO tons; and few

there are whicih do not manufacture regularly 100 to

150 tons weekly. In South Wales alone, there are

now made yearly upwards of 80,000 tons of bars

;

.and, in the whole kingdom, besides, nearly 120,000

tons more, making in all 200,000 tons. One of the

paramount advantages of the present system is the

facility and cheapness of rolling. Iron of every pos-

sible size and form can now be obtained at the com«
mon price of bars. The labour of the smith, in

forging and drawing, arc now almost unknown, and
the price of his work proportionally reduced.

It is painful to know that, incalculable as have

been, and are likely to be, the national advantages

derived from the puddling process, wliich has given

England the command of the markets of the worlds

Mr Cort, the inventor, after expending an ainp'e

fortune in bringing the system to perfection, died,

and a respectable family survives, without having re-

ceived any public acknowledgment of his services,

or compensation for his losses,

InoN OuES.

To comprehend fully the theory of the separation

of iron from its -ores, it is necessary to examine and
operate upon them in a smaller scale than that of ma*«

nufacture. Ores of iron are in general mixtures of
oxydes of iron with certain earths, in every possible

proportion, which, if fused alone, without any addi-

tion, would be formed into glasses more or less dense,

according to the quantity of iron they contained,

and in which no trace of metallic iron would be
found to exist. The simple principle, therefore, in
reduction, is to add a substance to which the oxygen
will unite, in preference to remaining with the iron,

and such other substancesji^ith which the earthy

matters of the ore woui.^combine, on the same
principle. Carbonaceous matter is found essential

to perforni the former part of this operation; and
opposing earths contrary to each other in their na*

tures, are found suffleient for the latter. Thus, if a

common ironstone of this country is fused alone, in

a common clay crucible^ the result is black glass of

A K I N G.
iron. If charcoal be added in proportion to the Irsn-

quantity, the iron becomes separated. As the iron

separates, it forms itself into a small spherule, under
the gloss. When charcoal is added in excess, that is,

to the extent of one-fifth or one-seventh, the weight

of the ore, three-fourths of the iron, will be fount!

revived. The deficient produce remains in the glass,

or unites to the'superfluous charcoal, forming a mag-
netic carburet of iron. If there lias been an excess

of clay in the ore, the glass will be found black,

opaque, and concave on the surface. If of silex,

deep bottle green, with brownish-coloured cells,

around the metallic button.

If this experiment is repeated with one-third or

one-fourth the weight of the ore of lime, other cir-

cumstances being alike, the carburet of iron will dis-

appear, the glass will be found dense, comparatively

transparent, and the produce in iron greatly in-* ^

creased. If the same ore alone was put into a cru-

cible, mixed with carbonaceous matter in its texture,

or into one chiefly composed of black lead, fully one-

half the produce of the ore would be revived. Or,

if masses of the same ore were deoxydated by a pro-

lon^^ed cementation with charcoal, tlieir sub5C(|uent

/usion, per se^ even in a common crucible, would
yield five-eighths the whole iron contained in the

ore; and, if fused in a black lead crucible, seven-

eighths of the whole iron would be reduced to a me-
tallic state.

When the first portions of iron are extracted from
an ore, with a minor proportion of charcoal, the re-

sulting globule is always in the state of soft or duc-

tile iron ; m the dose of carbon is increasei], the iron

subsequently passes tlirough various states of steel

and common crude iron; and, rf properly conducted,

into that of the richest carburet of iron. The quan-
tity of reduction performed l)y the charcoal is vari-

ous at various stages. In the first place, all the char-

coal is employed to unite w'ith the oxygen, and a

certain additional quantity beyond this must be used,

before iron is produced. After this the rate of re-

duction is increased, till more than one-half the iron

is revived ; it then falls off, upon tlie well-known

f
round that the last portions are always most difli-

ult to extract. Much larger doses of charcoal, in

proportion, are necessary ; and it is essential to per-

fect separation tha^ not only all the oxygen be re-

moved from the ores, that the resulting iron it-

self should take up a considerable portion of the car-

bon so added. The table subjoined will more clearly

illustrate these hitherto unknown facts.

If a calcareous ore is subjected to fusion in a clay

crucible, it will melt with facility, in proportion to

the quantity of iroh united with tlie lime, and form
a black shining lustrous glass. If charcoal is added,

the iron will separate; but. if it is added in excess,

the ore will become refractory, and not melt. The
same, ore, thrown into a black lead crucible, will sink

down into a rough mass, without any separation of

iron. If an argillaceous substance is added, fusion

and a fine glass will ensue; and if a proper quantity

of charcoal is present, the same will be transparent.

If the argillaceous earth is diminished without any
change in the charcoal, a pure white porcelain will

be obtained over the iron, similar to, though inu^h
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\ I«m« more perfect than the cruddley or limy cinder of the

aipking. blast-furnace.

The fusion of a siliceous ore of iron, per sc, atforcls

« a highly polished shining glass of iron, the fracture

of which frequently decomposes light. On the ad-

dition of charconl, an imperfect ropy fusion is ob-

tained. Tiie siliceous matter is then resolved into a

deep brown or yellowisli glass, streaked witli glass of

iron, and the separated iron thrown about the cruci-

ble in a state of small globules of a silvery colour,

which are generally understocKl to be an alloy of iron

and the metal of silex. When the silex exists in small

quantities, compared with tl»e oxyde of iron, as is the

case with the Lancashire and Cumberland ores, the
whole of the iron mny be revived with charcoal alone,

and the cartliy matter remain uni used, but in an ag-

glutinated state.

Ores of iron are in tl^^msel^cs frequently united

with such a mixture of earths, us to render, with the

proper close of carbon, tlic most transparent glasses,

and iron of the rno^t j»cvfect quality. If the ores

are rich, an incnnvcnicncy is sustained, by the me-
tallic button being on its upper surface exposed with-

out a cc#vcring of glass. This not only tends to de-

carbonate tlie iron, hut, if in a state of ebullition, al-

lows it to he projected against the sides and cover

of the crucible, and makes the product difficult to

ascertain.

The follov/ing is a table or abstract of a set of

cxpevimciits, made willi a common blast-furnace

ironstone, in which experiments, lime, dqirived of its

carbonic acid, predominated as a flux, but to which
other siihstances were added, to prove their effect in

facilitating or retarding, with the same or different

])ropnrtions of charcoal, the reduction of the metal

from the* ore. The ore itself had been previously

assayed for Cfirbureted cast iron, and yielded 4G
per cent.

Table of ' the Beducllon Ironstones.

Iron rf-

Weight liriK.ol Parts viveil ioi (iri<i.0J /Vr Cent-

of the Iron in each Iron Ag;e of

Mixture ob- 100. Gram of in tin Iron in

OraiiiK. luincti Charcoal Glass ihe Glass

Ironstone,

Charcoal,

soo ^

10 f

10 5 1.

H
Ironstone, .

Charcoal,

200 i

20 .1

51 25i 2.55

Ironstone, .

1 Charcoal, » .

200 \
.'JO

74 37 2.4()

I Ironstone,

[
Charcoal, .

200
'

40
83 41

1

2.075

i Ironstone, 200

5 i
J
Charcoal, . 10 ^

1

i

3 91

1

45.875

{[
Lime, . 100

\
i Ironstone, 200

;

1

()^
J
Cliarcoal, . 20 V 31 15J l..'5S 61 . 30.5

1
[Lime, . 100

'

1

r Ironstone, 200

f Charcoal, . 30 59 m 1.96 33. 16.3

1

Lime, 100

Weight Grs-of

of the Iron

Mixture ob-

Graina. laioet!

Ironstone,

Charcoal,

Lime,

( Ironstone,

< Charcoal,

(
Lime,

i Ironstone, .

10
-J

Charcoal,

I Lime,
f Ironstone,

|lW Charcoal,

I
Lime,

f Ironstone,

12-| Charcoal,

I
Lime,

i Ironstone,

, . j Charcoal, .

V Fluat,

/ Ironstone,

, . J Charcoal,

Lime, .

I F'uat,

/ Ironstone, .

I J Charcoal,

'•'i Lime, .

t Fluat,

( Ironstone, .

J Charcoal, .

Lime, .

I Phosphat,

f Ironstone,

J Charcoal,

j

'

j
Lime,

I Phosphat,

^
Ironstone,

J Charcoal,

J
Lime,

V Phosphat,

J

Ironstone,

Charcoal, .

Lime,

L}^!!! sand,

i Ironstone,

i,n J Charcoal, .

Lime, .

I Lynn sand,

/ Ironstone,

L, J Charcoal,

vLynn sand,

i Ironstone,

hi£r‘'.'
I Flint,

i Ironstone,

J Charcoal,

I Flint,

18
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I I

of tik-

I Alixturcl

Gruiiiti.

{

Ironstone,

CharcoaJ, .

JLirae,

Flint,

t Ironstone, .

J Charctial,

j
Lime,

( Window -glass,

r Ironstone, ,

,2g J
Cl^rcoal, .

1 -InamOf

I Window-glass,

I

f Ironstone, .

OT J ^"harcoal,

I Window-glass,

K
Iron.-^toiie,

Char..al, .

T.imo,

Bottle-glass, .

f Ironstone, .

jog J Charcoal, .

lame,

I Bottle-glass, .

/ Ironstone,

3 Charcoal,

^^•JLime, .

V Bottle-glass, .

{

Ironstone, .

Charcoal,

Lime,
Borax,

7fiJ

83

HO

8o 42'

77 DSl

87 4.^1 M

iron re-

s vived foi

each

Uraio of

Charcoal

Grs.oi

Iron

tn the

GlasaH
I-9I 151 n

2.07 9 *i

2. 12 6

i.gt) 131 63

,

2.12
\

< SJ

1.92 1/5 7j

1.87 17 81

2.17 5 21

(

Ironstone,

Charcoal,

Lime,

i Borax,

/ Ironstone,

33 j Charcoal,

i]

3*

Lime,

^ Borax,

f Ironstone, .

J Charcoal,

J
Lime,
M uriat of Soda,

f Ironstone, .

J Charcoal,

i^^-jLime, .

I M uriat of Soda,

f Ironstone, .

J Charcoal,

Lime, .

V M uriat of Soda,

i Ironstone, .

J Charcoal, .

]
Lime,

* I’artar,

f Ironstone, .

J Charcoal, ,

I
Lime, .

v Tartar,

{

Ironstone, .

Charcoal,

Lime,
Tartar,

Iron re-

vived for

each

Grain of|

ICharcoal

2.10

Grs-oO

Iron

|in thel

OlOHft.'

11

J o

Jo

21

I*cr Cefly

Bge of

Iron in

Ikbe Gla»s.

7;

10 ',

i:i‘,

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

Plate LXXXVIII.
Fig. 1, Rcprficnts the section of an air-hloomery

fnniace, similar to that used hy the -Africans, as

stated hy Mr Park in his Traveh.

Fig. 2. A horizontal section of tlie same furnace

acrcjss the openings, used for the admission of air,

and discharging the furnace. p

Fig. 5, Represents a section of the old hlast-

bloornery, M'itli its bellows and lifters, which was
universally used for the manufacture of malleable
iron !)efore ihe inv(mtion of the blast-furnrx’c, and
the discovery of the manufacture of pig-iron.

Fig. 4, A ground plan of the same furnace, show-
ing the bellows end blast pipes, and A, the opening
which was regularly broken down at the end of each
heat, to renn^ve the hlmm iron from the bottom
to tlie li^mnicr. These ‘1. were worked in a
very, simple manner, withonnhe assistance of levers,

by a man alternately »Jepressing the upper board of
each, by merely treading thereon, whicli, in its turn,

was again elevated by means of the lifter and coun-
ter weight. The stream of air, in this way, was pro-
longed with but little pause or interval.

Fig. 5, Is a section of tlic building, and interior

of the charcoal blabt-furnacc, about tlie time ol‘ its

first application for the purpose of making pig-iron.

The remains of a furnace similarly constructed were
accidentally discovered, in making an excavation,

about eight years ago, in Dean Forest. This fur-

nace, along with many others in ancient times, be-

longed to the Crown, were called Kind's Furnaces,

and were probably used for the purposes, of smelt-

ing, with the cord-wood of the forest, the King’s

share of the iron ore obtained from tlie mines.

From its situation on the margin of a small stream,

and the remains of the water course, the bellows
mogt have lH.en worked by means of a small water
wheel. The height of this furnace, from A to B,
judging by the dimensions of the lieartli and boshes,

which were found entire, could not have exceeded
20 feet. The height of the hearth, from A to C, 4
feet, and the height of the boslies, from C to D, 2 J

feet. The length ol' tlie hearth, from e, tlie back
wall, tof, the front of the dam-stone, 4 feet*

G, G, The lining, constructed of thin beds of an
infusible species of sandstone.
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li, The hearth, coinposed of licds of the

same species of sandstone, called lanci^xltmr.

Fig. 6, I B a section at riglit angles of that part of

Fig. 5, c^>mprising the space fnan 1) to A, in which
the letters correspond, showing the blowing orifice

called the twyre, the twyrc-arch, and the three CASt

iron bearers called wm,*' for siipp<jrting the same.

Fig. 7} Is a horizontol section of the same fur-

nace at D, the top of the boshes, Figs. .'Hand 6,

showing the quadrangular form of the interior,

which was common to charcoal furnaces at that

time, and in which the letters of refeience also cor-

respond.

This furnace was dciNtroycil at the commence-
ment of the civil coinmolinius in the reign of Charles

the First, and was never afici wards rebuilt.

Plate! XXX JX.

Fig. I, Represents cclion of one of the largest

charcoal furnaces, f^mli 'is are now in use, and which
is also applicable to VI u* making of coke pig-iron.

In this drawing the exterior building is omitted,

and no more retained than is nect:ssnry to give a

correct view' of the inlcritir of the finTiace, and the

arningement of the blowing apparatus.

Fig. 2, Is a grtmnd plan or horizontal section of

the above furnace at tlie top of the twyre openings,

exhibiting A, A, A, the twyre arches.

R, B, I?, 'fhe blast pipes ; the two doUwl lines show-
ing tiicir coiimuinicalion with each other through
the pillars of the furnace, and svitii the blowdng ma-
diinc.

C, TheJ'jid, faukl. or working-arch, bv which the

hcarlli is .')p[)roac))(*d, and the operacioris of work-
ing, flowing the L'inLier, and tapping ofl'tho metal, are

performed.

D, A longitudinal view of the hearth from the

hacl-’ivuU to the front of the dam stone.

I", The dam f>U>ne, about ciglitecn inches high,

over which the cmlcr or scoria flows, and which
closes up the fiont of tlic furnace, wilii the excep-

tion of the space at f, called the tapphi^-hole.

This is opened from time to time to allow the

metal to flow out. The letters in tliis [ilnn ebr-

respond with tliose in the perpendicular section,

Fig. 1.

Fig. o, End view of the l)loA\ing mruhiue, con-

sisting of three cylinders, calculatecl to discharge the

air both w'ays. The pistons are successively moved
by means of\hrce cast iron beams.

K, K, K, 'Fhe three working beams (two of which

only arc seen), connected witli a triphr crank or lying

«haft, I, I, 1. To this crank-shaft is attached a small

pinion wheel G, which is worked by the large spur

wheel H, placed on the shaft of the water wheel.

Fig. 4, Is a grounif plan of the former, showing
the crank-shaft I. The tops of three blowing cy-

linders L, L, L, witli the valve openings N, N. N.

the main valve Ik)Xc.s and blast pipes M, M, M. The
letters of reference coiTcspond wdth those of Fi:; 'J.

Fig. 5, A vicAv of a refinery furnace, or running-

uut-firc, with its blowing a])paratus.

O, The general appearance o.’ the furnace.

P, The front plate of the hearth, with tlie tupping

holes.

Q, The cistern into which tliC water of the tue- '^Iron-

irons empties itself. Waking.

II, A reservoir for the supply of tlie tuc-iroiis

with cold water.

S, The tue-iron which conveys a constant

stream of water to prevent the tue-irons from burn-
ing. The tiie-irons for this purpose being made
double, leaving a hollow space all round for tl>e

water.

T, The nose-pipe, inflected for the purpose of
discharging, when ineltf.d, a current of air upon the

surface of the metal, to produce refinement or de-

carbonization.

U, The blast box, containing the valve for regu-
lating the air.

V, The blowing cylinder.

W, The blast pipes for conveying the air into the

inverted water regulating cistern X.

y, Y, The sj^ace for the ascent and descent of the

water, for restoring the equilibrium, giving smcK^'th-

ncss to the motion of the engine, and rendering the

current of air more equable throughout.

Fig. G, llepresenls a ground plan of the blowing
machinery, and two running-out fires.

Z, Z, 'I'he hearths in which the iron is melted and

refined.

/, /, /, /, The w'aler tuc-irons, two of which are ne-

cessary for each fire. The other letters of this plan

correspond with those of Fig. 5.

Fig. 7, An enlarged section of the water tue-iron,

with its of supply mid discharge, s and r.

Fig. S, End view of the above tue-iron, showing
the two holes for receiving the pipc.s ^ and r, and
the size of the blowing orifice at the smaller end. It

is die same with that referred to under the letter f,

in Figs. 5 and G.

Plate XC,

Fig. 1, A section of a coke pig-iron furnace, with

its twyres and twyre -arches, similar to what arc at

this present time iiswl in South W.ilos, Avherc up-
wards of one bundled ton.s of pig-iron have been

E
roduced w’cekly from one fumacc. Tlic extreme

eight of this surface from the bottom at A, to the

filling place ::t B, is ,50 feet. The height of the

hearth, from A to C', SJ 1‘cet; from C to the top ofthe

boshes at D, 8J feet. The diameter of the liearth,

from A to C, increases from 3 feet to feet. The
extreme width at the top of the boshes D, IS feet,

I’he diameter of t lie charging place, li, G feet.

F., E, E, E, The lining composed of a double circle

of fire brick's, alniut 15 inches long, each, with a

space for an iiitennediatc packing of sand.

F, F, The hearth, constructed o ' large block? of

breccia or plum-pudding stone, from over the moun-
tain limestone measures.

G, G, The tw^yres or openings, by which the bla^t

is discharged into the furnace.

Cubic Fed'

Content R of this furnace, . . oOl.'i

Ditto, the large charcoal ditto, . H'17

Ditto, small ditto, . . 428

Fig. 2, A view of a double pow'cr ^team-engine

for the purpose of blowing furnaces, the steam cy«
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ln»n-^ Imilrr of which is 60 inches diameter, the blowing

Mftkjnis. cylinder 100 inches diameter; length of the stroke,

}) feet; travels 12 double or 24f single strokes per

minute.

Cubic Keel,

Capacity of the blowing cylinder, 486’J
Quanlity of air discharged at the rate

of 24 cylinders per minute, . 1 1 7fi0

Density oF the blast, S pounds per square inch.

This engine is capable of blowing four furnaces at

the rale of .SOOO cubic feet of air per minute for

each, and making from 250 to 280 tons of pig-iron

weekly.

A, The steam cylinder.

B, The blowing cylinder.

C, The cold water cistern, with its ends taken off

to show the air-pump />, and condensing cylinder s.

D, The lever wall for supporting the east-iron beam.
E, The working beam and parallel motions to

which the steam and blowing piston rods are at*

tached.

F, The steam cylinder pedestal of ashlar work.
G, The pedestal of the blowing cylinder, serving

also to load tlic air receiver, ^r, beneath.

H, H, Spaces /or the water to ascend when dis-

placed by the conmressed air within the inverted

cistern, x. The difference of. Jcvel, between the sur-

face of the water in the interior and exterior of this

cistern, when the engine is at work, will always be

in the ratio of the density of the blast, Tn this in-

stance, the surface of the outside water will be near-

ly seven feet higher than that of the water within

the regulating cistern.

I, The brancli blast pipe for communicating with

the water regulator.

Fig. 3, A ground plan of the steam cylinder, pe-

destal, cold water cistern, air pump, condenser, and
lever wall, the letters of which correspond with those

in tile elevation.

Fig. 4, Is a ground plan of the blowing cylinder,

blast-pipes, pedestal, and water regulator.

K, K, K, K, Represent the openings or valve

spaces in the top of the blowing cylinder, fpr ad-
mitting the air during the descent of ilje piston. A
similar number of these openings with valves affixed,

are placed in the bottom of the cylinder for admit-
ting the air during the ascent of the piston.

L, The I)last box, containing tlie upper main valve

for preventing tbe return of tlie air during the de-
scending stroke. A similar box, containing tlie low-
er main valve, may be seen at L, in the elevation

(Fig. 3), for preventing the return of the air, during
the ascending stroke. The oilier letters in . this

figure correspond to those in the elevation.

PlATE XCI.

Fig. If A ground-plan mill for rolling va-

rious sorts iron,

A, The crank by which motion is communicated
to the wften steam is tlie moving power.

B, The ]aTj^;^ar*wheel, tlie teeth of which work
into those of \

C, The pinion wheels to the axis of which tbe rol-

ler pinions are coupled.

A K I N G.
D, The fly-wheel, of csst iron, 94 feet in diameter, Iwn-

,

E, The small spur-wheel for imparting motion to

F, F, F, Three pinions, and their respective shafts,

to which the rollers, or cutters, are occasionally

coupled.

G, G, G, G, The main dUs^ which are heavy mas-

ses of cast iron.

H, The puddling or roughi^-rolls for compressing

into regular form the balls of iron from puddling fur-

nace.

I, Rollers for finishing flat bars.

K, Rollers for forming square bars of iron.

L, Pinion and rollers fot hoops or plate iron.

M, IMnion and cutters for slitting rod iron.

N, N, N, N, N, Roller and cutter cills made of

cast iron.

O, O, Eccentric wheels for working the cutting

sheers. P, (Fig. 2.)

Fig. 2, An elevation of that part of Fig. 1, com-
prising the crank-shaft, spur wheel, fly wheel, and

cutting sheers, P; the other letters correspond to

those in the ground plan.

Fig. 3, An elevation of that part of Fig. 1, includ-

ing the small spur wheel, three adjoining pinions,

fly wheel, and main dll. The letters correspond

with those of the plan. (Fig- 1 •)

Fig. 5, Rollers for sheet, plate, or hoop iron.

Fip, 13, An enlarged view of one of the roller

housing frames, with the rollers, plumnier blocks,

brasses, and adjusting screw, corresponding to /, t, i, /,

in Figs. 1 and 5, and Fig. 4, Plate XCII.

Fig. 15. Ground plan of u water wheel bar iron

forge, with two hammers and anvils.

A, The water wheel and shaft.

B, Forge hammer, with a cast iron helve and sup-

ports, lifted by projecting pieces of cast iron, on the

end of the water wheel shaft, called crtm.v.

C, A forge Iiamnicr, w^ith a wooden helve, lifted

by similar means. Only one of the*hammers can be

worked at a time, and the latter only when the mo-

tion is reversed, and in cases where, insleatl of llie

water wlicel, a steam-engine is the moving power.

Fig. 17, An elevation of the forge (Fig. 15),

showing the water wheel, cam-ring, cams, standard,

hammers,, anvils, anvil blocks, and framing.

F, F, The anvil blocks and anvils.

G, I'hc standard for supporting the end of the

water wheel shaft.

H, I'he spring beam corresponding^ to Fig. 16,

Plate XCII.
Jj The cam-ring and cams. The other letters in

this figure correspond to those on the ground plan.

Plate XCII.

Fig. 4, An elevation of three different sets of rol-

lers, with their pinions, housings, cills, and under-

ground buildings,

a, Rollers for the extension of squai^e bars.

A, Rollers for forming and finishing flat bars.

c. Rollers fur making round or bolt iron.

Fig. <), An enlarged view of the rollers, pillar-bed.

and pillars, with their screws, which are broken off

for the convenicncy of the plate. This figure is the

same as that of r, r, Fig. 1, in Plate XCI. and of

r, r, in the centre rollers. Fig. 4, Plate XCII.
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Fig. T, Plan of the above pil)an>bed, showing tlie

block a, and the brass b. ,

Fig. 8, Screw box which fits on the top of the
pillars.

Fig. 9, Plan of the above screw bo^.

Fig. 10, An enlarged view of a pair of bar iroo

finishing rollers, showing the grooves ibr holding die

coupling boxes.

Fig. 11, Coupling boip, for connecting the rollers

with the pinion shaus and with each oilier.

Fig. 1?, Plan of the coupling box.

Fig. 14, Plan of the bousing. Fig. 13, Plate XCI.
Fig. 16, Represents a view of the wooden helved

hammer, spring bcatn, or rabbit, anvil, anvil blodc,

foundation, and framing.

Fig. 18, Represents an elevation ef'two puddKng
furnaces and chimney in the direction of the grates*

A, A, The grates with the bars.

I T A '

Bt The arched end df the fiirasoes at the CTMt^ Ii
el»Ali«Mewh Avunrt fliAeat distance from the chhnnej^
C, The nhinmey. '

^
a

Vf I), The dampers. ' ^ •’w
Fig, 19, A edition of a piddling Atrnace and

chimne;^; showing th0 of bbidijng the brick
*

'
2?.

work with iron plates.

E, The cavity of the furnace, and Ifa? charging
door, 1^ which the metal is introduced to be pijHldledu

F, The grate whicli sustains the §re, and «hor

opening by which the coal is introdu^^
"

'

,

G, The bottom of sandiresting upon an irsosi

The other letters correspond to uiose of Fig. 15.

.

Fig. 20, A horizontal section of the puddling
nace, showing the grate and puddting cavity wiA
the respective doors. The letws joorrespondmg to

those of Figs. 18 apd 19.

(k. k. k.)
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The History of Italy, down to the year 1789, is

given under the article Italy, in the Eficyclojioidia

;

and the events of importance, which have subse-
quently occurred, will be found under our articles

Austria and France. In the present article, we
shall confine our attention to tlie general features of
the country, its agriculture and manufactures, and the
political situation and manners of its inhabitants. The
limits withiQ which we are necessarily confined oblige

us to exclude all descriptions of the cities, antiquities,

and monuments of the fine arts, in this interesting

country. The recent IVavels of Forsyth, Eustace,
Williams, and Matthews, are so copious on these

topics, as to leave liardly any thing to be added to

what they have collected ; and, without attempting
to abridge what they have written, we shall endea-

vour to give sonic information on subjects which
have not fallen so particularly under their considera-

* tiou.

CHAP. I.

Divisions ^Rivers, Lakes, Mountains.—Populalhn.^
Clhnaie,—Malaria.—Classes into which Society is

divided.—Man ufactures,

Italy comprises four great divisions; in each of

which the face of Nature, in the mode of cultivation,

and the condition of the people, is very difierent

from what is in the others.

PiTisioDi. The ^first of these embraces the vast plain which
lies between the Alps and the Appenines ; and ex-

tends from Coni on the w^st, to The Adriatic on the

east. It is bounded on the south by the Appe-
nines, which, branching off from the maritime Alps,

run in a south-easterly direction to the neiglibour-

hood of Lorretto ; and on the north by the chain of

the Alps which presents a continued lace of preci-

pices from sea to sea. This rich and beautiful plain

as, with thg exception of a few inconsiderable htlls, a

perfect level ; insomuch, that for 200 miles there is

not a single ascent to be met with. Towards its

western end, in the plain of Piedmont, the foil is

light and sandy; but it becomes neber as xyou; jm*
ceed to the eastward, and from l^odi to is

L Y.

composed of the finest black mould. It is watered
by numberless streams, which descend firom the ad«
jacent mountains, and roll tlieir tributary waters to
the Po ; and this supply of water, joined to the un-
rivalled fertility of the soil, renders this district the
richest, in point of amcultural produce, that exists

Mn Europe. An admirable system of cultivation

has long been established in this fertile plain ; and
tiiree successive crops annuallyreward the labours
of tlie husbandman. (Cliateauvieux, 12; Young, 2.

passim.)

The second extends over all the decUvities of the
Appenines, from the frontiers of Provence to the
southern extremity of Calabria. This immense re-
gion comprises above half of the wbde superfirial

extent of Italy, and maintains a very great propor-
tion of its inhabitants. It everywliere consists of
swelling hills, rapid descents, and narrow vatlies, and
yields spontaneously the choicest fruits. The olive,

the vine, the fig tree, the pomegranate, the sweet
chesnut, and all the fruits of northern dimates,
flourish in the utmost luxuriance on the sunny slopes

of Tuscany and the Roman States; while, in Naples
and Calabria, in addition to these, are to be found
the orange tree, the citron, the palm, and the fruits

of tropic^ regions. The higher parts of these moun-
tains are covered by magnificent forests of sweet
chesnuts, which yield subsistence to a numerous po« a
pulation, at the height of many thousand feet above
the sea ; while, at the summit, pastures are to

found, similar to those of the Cheviot Hitts in Scot-

land.

The region comprises the plains which lie

between the Appenines and the Mediterranean,

and catenas from the neighbourhood of Pita to the

mountains of Tarracina This district, once cover-

ed by a numerous popuhirion, and euUivated in the

most careful manner, 'is now almost a desert. It is

the region of imaluhnoua and no nx^ns have>> ^

yet been devised by rvhich it is possible^ to cnafafe y
4;he humacn rat:e to flourish under yts pestilential

^udice. After leaving the highest ^te of urvflSaa*

jb Floreiiuaor iUm, the
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ed to ixv the raulst of wt over siastical state, and^ swelled in its coui^se by the tor-

which ntuilcrous flocks of icattle Wander at large, rent which is precipitated over the rocks of Temi,
under the care^f shepherds moiihted on horse- " and that which adonis the classical scene of Tivoli,

back^ and anne^flcr the fashion of the steppes of winds through the deserts of the Campagna, and

Tartest* This dlvjjjion includes nndifr it ajl the plains flows, in a majestic current, through the walls of

whtdi iie between the Appenincs and the Mediter- «<. f/*

siJ' • 'jlI. . XT^ z-M*

Italy.

rdhean in the Neappl^ain territory, among which the

, Maremma of PesCtun is most conspicuous
; and no-

thing but the vast populdtion of Naples prevents its

celebmted Cainpagna from relapsing into the same
desolate state.

The great divisiin comprehends the plains

which lie to the eastward of the Appenint^s, in the

kingdom of Naples, and is boundeil by the Adriatic

Sea on the one side, and the irrc^gular line of the

mountains on the othei\ It is in some places from

50 to 100 miles broad, and in others the mountains
^proach the sea shore. The country is flat, or rises

into extensive downs, and is cultivate cl in large farms
where it is under agricultural management ; but a
great proportion is devoted entin.‘ly to pasturage.

Immense forests of olive arc to be met with iu this

remote district, and the hills are covered wit^ vines,

and oranges, and other fruits, with com growing un-
der them, (Williams’s Travels', 11. 137, 1.18.)

The principal rivers arc, the Po, the Arno, and
the Tiber. The first of these drains tlie whole
plain of Lombardy, and receives in its course all

the torrents which descend from the southern aide*

of the Alps and the northern front of the Appe-
ixinea. The quantities of sand and gravel wliich the^j'c

torrents bring down during the autinrinal and w-intcr

rains, renders tliem extremely destructive to the soil^

in their vicinity, wliich is generally overwhelmed,
often for tlie distance of miles on each side, by a

load of stone and gravel torn from the higher parts

of the mountains. To guard againpt the devastations

of the Po, in its progress towards the Adiaatic large

mounds have been constructed on «’ach side of the

river, in the Lombard and Venetian territories; and
these mounds have been nrogrea-sively raised as the

channel of the river was filled by the drhrh of the

mountains from which it is supplied. Tlic conse-

quence has been, that not only this great stream^

but also the Tessino, the Brenta, tlio I’agliamcnto,

and the Adige, in many places, flow in a channel
' mnaatly elevated above tlie adjacent country; and
me same may be obsei-ved of many other torrents in

ibeir course from the Appenines to the ocean.

(Young, I.; Chateauvieux, 80.) I’he Lagttmr of

Venice are formed by the sand and earth which
these great rivers have brought clown to the Adria-

tic; and which lias accumulated at their mouth,
from the . combined influcnce.s of the stream and
tide. (Daru, Hisl. de Venlse, I. 10, 11.) Tlic

Amo runs in a north-westerly direction from the

centre of the Appenines towels Pisa, and receives,

in its course^, all the strean. wRch descend from the

western acclivity ol^the Appenincs. Its waters are

gathered with religious ^re by the industrious pea-

santry of Tu^ny, and'- by an infinite number of
small caniaK hiade to fertilize almost jpvery field in

the dcli^tfal Valleys to which it has given its name.
(Chuteauvienx, BL)- The Tiber risps in the re-
«3es8C3 of the mountains in the imrtU the eccle-

Rome. In the autumnal months it is liable to fre-

quent and sudden inundations from the torrents

which fall in the mountains ;
and, even in summer,

its waters ard so discoloured, as to justify the an-

cients in calling it Jlavum Tiherim, The most re-

markable rivers in the Neapolitan territory are the

Gariglionc and the Sele ;
the former of which falls

into the seai near Mola di Gaetn, while the latter

descends from the wooded mountains behind Ebo-
li, and glides through the deserted Maremma of

Pestnm.

There are few countries w'hich can boa.st of a Lakes.
,

greater number of Lakes than Italy. Those of Mag-
giorc. Comb, andliUgano, are assembled at the foot

of the mountains immediately to the north of Milan

;

and combine, perhaps, a greater variety of beauty

than any other lake scenery in Europe. They arc

surrounded by the lower Alps, wliose summits bear

the character of the chain to wiu'ch they belong,

while tlieir sides are clothed Avilli the luxuriant

woods, and rich vegetation, which indicate t!ie

warmth of an Itrilian sun. Jnniimcrahlc \ illages,

each adorned with a spire, arul composed of white

cottages, peep through the \erdant foliage, with

which the steep ilcclivll ies of the mountains arc

covered, or arc j>crchcd on tlie side of nu.ks seem-

ingly inacce.s.sible to lunnan approach. On thc.se

delightful banks, the olive, the vine, and the s\vect

chesnul, flourish in the utmost luxuriance; while, in

the warmer aspects, the orange and the citron arc

nur.3ed by the inhabitants, as a mark of the mildness

of their climate. The J.ago di (iardo is a great

expanse of water, 40 miles in length, tlie lower

extremity of which de.'jccnd.s into the plain of Lom-
bardy, while its northern end is lo.st in the rccc^^e.^

ol‘ the Alps. Its banks exhibit the same singular

combination of extensive woods witli innumerable

.<?})ircs and white villages, which characterize Mag-
giorc and Como; but its expanse is too great to ad-

mit of the romantic beautio.s which have rendered

these lakes so cxjlcbrated. The lake of Varese is an

oval .sheet of water, suiTounded by the sunny hills,

which mark the melting of the Alps into the plains,

and on which the choicest fruits, and the richest

crops, rewards the industry of the husbandman.
.
In

the centre of Italy, the lake of Thrasymenc is in-

teresting, not mor^ from the memorable bottle

fought there, but from the smiling aspect of its

wooded and peopled bonks ;
wliile that of Bolsena

presents a totally different character, being shut in by
dark fore.sts of pine and oak.

The only range of mountains which properly and Moumaiiu.

cxclii$ively belongs to Italy is the Appenines; and
they extend over more than half of 'the country.

Their height is very various ; in the vicinity of Ge-
noa they rise to about 4500 feet; above Tontrimoli,

on the borders of Tuscany and Lombardy, tlicy

reach 5500 or 6000* feet, and the great ridge which
stretches from Bologna by Valombrosn to the south-

^

east, rises in some places to between GOOO and 7000.
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They are not, in general, very rocky; at least, it is

only in their higher eminences that this cliaracter

appears. Their lower parts everywhere almost are
covered with fruit trees, under the shade of which,
in the southern exposures, crops of grain are brought
to maturity, Higher up, tl»e sweet chesnut covers
tlic ascent, and supports an immense population, at

an elevation above the sea, whore no food for man
could be prt)Ciired in our climate. *]'he pine, the
beech, and tlie fir, occupy those higher regions,

in which are Valombro8.i, Laveniia, and (^araal-

doli ; and at the summits of all, the open dry pas-
tures furnish subsistence to nunierout. flocks. (For-
syth, 92 ; Chatcauvieux, I’his great cajiability of
tlie Appenines to yield food for the use of man, is

the cause ot the extraordinary populousne^js of its

slopes. In llie n’lnotest leeesses, the traveller dis-

covers villages and towns; and on the face of moun-
tains, where the eye, at a distance, can discern
nothing but wood, f. finds, on a nearer approach,
every spot of ground carefully cultivated. The
villages and town^ ur * commonly .situate on the
summits of eminnicus, and frequently surrounded
by walls and towers; a practice which began in
the lin-buleiit periods of the Italian republics, and
has been since continued from the tlread of Ma-
l/irid in the bottom of the valleys. It adds great-
ly to the picturesque effect of the mountain sce-
nery, and gives it a character altogether ])eculiar.

In the 'In scan states, the lower ranges of tlie An-
jKTiincs have been the object of the utmost care,
and of an almost inconceivable expenditure of ca-
pital. ‘I'he) are rc'gularly cut in terraces, and,
whenever an opjxjrtnnity (»ccurs, witer is brought
from the adjoining rivers, and di&sciiiinated in little

cover(‘d eanals to t very field, so that tlie whole val-
ley is, as it were, covered with a network of small
atrearns, which eoiuey tludr frcMUiess all around.
The olives and figs wliich flourish in this delightful
region are foreign to the Tuscan soil

; there is not
a tree tliere wliicli is the syiontanrous production of
nature

; they m-c all planted and pruned by the hand
of man.
The Climate of Italy is known to all the world.

Poets and travellers, from the earliest times, have
united in celebrating its enchanting air, and its

cloudless sky. During the spring tl)cse praises are,

indeed, dcscrveil
;
but in summer aiid autumn, the

excessive heats render it disagreeable to venture out
in the forenoon, and foreigners insensibly fall in-

to the Italian custom of taking exercise only in the
dusk of the evening. Even the ,]>easunts yield to

tins universal proiiensity, and for a few hours at

noon repose from their labours. The tlierinonicter,

ill summer, often rises at Florence and Koine to po®
of Fahrenheit; at Naples, it is sometimes as higli ns
96’*^. From 75"* to 85'^ is the usual heat of Italy in

summer; from to 70” in winter. Frost and snow
rarely occur in tlie plains, lliough always on the
mountains. Delightful as it is, how’cver, this cbmate
is not without its disadvantages. In the close of
tlie year immense torrents of rain fall, often with
little interruption for weeks together

; and the un-
healthiness of the atmosphere, almost every where
to the south of the Appenines,, induces such of the
YOU V. 1*AUT I.

inhabitants of the plains as have the means, to Italy,

migrate, during tlie months of summer and autumn,^
to higher situations. Yet, with all this, it may
safely be affirmed, tiiat the clear air and sky of Italy

is a source of enjoyment, which, to those who Iiave

not witnessed it, can liardly be imagined. Indepen-
dently of its other influences, it gives an indescrib-

able charm to the productions of the cartli. In-

numerable plants of aromatic fragrance fill the air

with their sweetness, and seem to flourish best in

those sterile situations, wdicre nature can produce no
food for tlie use of man. Their fragrance in tRe

spring extends to a great distance from the rocks
on w'hich they grow; and the traveller, as he sails

in the night from Fa Spezia to Genoa, inhales the
perfumed air, w^iftcd from the shore by the nightly
breeze of these warm climates. The activity of the
Italians in former times, proves that tlieir climate is

quite consistent with the most energetic and indus-
trious liabits of life

;
while there can be no doubt,

that the delicious air which they breathe, and the

beautiful objects w hich arc continually before their

eyes, have had a material eflect in producing that

taste in the fine arts, by which they arc distinguished
from every other people of modem Europe.

There is one peculiarity of tlic Italian climate Malaria,

which is well deserving of notice, the Malaria,
which, during the autumnal months, renders the
grciiter |xirt of the plains so dangerous to the inha-
bitants and to foreigners. This pestilential air is

little known in the western parts ol’ the plain of
Lombardy, but it is felt in the vicinity of the
rice grounds of Pavia, as w-ell as at the northern
extremity of the Lake of Como. The neighbour-
hood of Ferrara, and the country which lies be-
tween it and Bologna, is, owing to the malaria,
i' .e of the most unhealthy of Italy; Venice ex-
periences its fatal effects in the autumnal months,
and the shores of the Gulf of Commacchio is hardly
habitable during the heats of summer from the same
cau^. But it is principally to the south of the Ap-
penines that this dreadful evil predominates. The
whole plain of Tuscany, between the mountains and
the sea, is neglected, from the insalubrity of the at-

mosphere. In the Roman States, the CartiptiPna of
Rc»itic, and the Pontine Marshes, are absolutny de-
serted

; and the ravage.s of the malaria are so much
dreaded in the city itself, that all the wealthy inha-
bitants migrate during the sutumnal months toFres-
cata and Albano, whose elevated situations place
them above its reach. The Campagna of Naples,
notw'ithsLanding its tliick woods and rich cultivation,

is not exempt from it ; and the shores of Pazzuoli
and Baiae are in some plac'es so dangerous, as to oc-

casion certain death to those who, during the warm
vveather, are exposed to the influence of the night
air. No army has ever yet In^sieged Najiles in sum-
mer without having its ranks thinned by the wa/u-
ria fever. The French army, which capitulated to

Charles V. in 1528, was reduced from 28,000 to

4000 in the course of a few days, by being encamped
before they were embarketl on the shores of Baiae*

I'he beautiful plain in which Pocstum is situate exhi^

bits a deserted waste from the same cause, aru^ the

inliabitants who dwell among its ruins, or on the
R
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Italy, melancholy shores of the Sole, prove by their wan

and emaciated appearance that habit has no tenden-

cy to enable the human frame to bear its effects.

Universally, indeed, to the south of Florence, the

plains and low grounds are more or less subject to

malaria, and it is chiefly to this cause that the com-
mon practice of building villages on the summits of

the ' mountains, by which the picturesque appear-

ance of the country is so much enhanced, is to be as-

cribed.

The fevers which this pestilential air produces,

cAnmence in July, and continue till the heavy rains

of September and October have preci|)itated the

noxious vapours, and restored tlie salubrity of the at-

mosphere. During the intervening months it is in

the highest degree dangerous to be exposed to the

night air
;
and the marshes should not be traversed

even during the day, without taking every possible

precaution. So strongly are the inhabitants of the

country impressed with this idea, that the shep-

herds who tend the flocks in the Campagna, resort to

Rome during the night, and seek under its walls and
houses an asylum from the danger whicli they would
run in the open country. I’he best advice that can

be given to travellers is, to avoid the dangerous re-

gions during the autumn months; but if they are

obliged to visit them at that season, they slioukl

never travel at night, and take care to close the

windows of their rooms from sunset till they rise

next morning. It is advisable to live rather fully

when in the unhealthy districts; and if the Marcm-
ma arc to be crossed, bark and Port wine, and a

few glasses of Laclmpnae Chrisii, should be taken

before setting out in the morning. Intoxication,

however, of the slightest kind, is cautiously to be

avoided, as exposure to the night air when under
its influence is almost certain death. By observing

these precautions, the dangers of the climate may be

effectually guarded against, and the traveller may
visit the environs of Rome and Naples even during

the unhealthy season, without running any consider-

able risk. If he is seized with the malady, bark and

Port wine, as in the English ague, are generally em-
ployed.

Population. The Population of Italy has been ascertained by
a very accurate census, taken under the authority

of the French Government, during tlie sway of

Bonaparte; and it shows an aggregate of iTvI 19,000
souls, or 12J7 inhabitants to every square league,

—

a population more dense than that of France, or tlie

British Isles. When it i^ recollected how large a

proportion of the country is rendered uninhabitable

by the bad air, this shows how dense inu.st be the

numbers in those districts where man is able to ex-

ist. The country is 700 miles long, from the moun-
tains of Aosta to the extremity of Calabria ; in Lom-
bardy, it is cijO miles broad; in the central parts,

about 140; and at the extremity of (>alabria, only 75.

This population is distribute^as follows :

1. Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

Square MilcH. Inhabitant!.

Naples, S 1,000 4,9b'3,000

Sicily, with the lesser 'flies, 12,()00 1,635,000

Total, 13,6(H) . C,Cl 8,000

1 1. Kingdom of Sardinia. *

Square AlilcB. Inhabitants.

1. Piedmont, including

Nice, 7,900 1,750,000

2. Duchy of Montserrat, 900 1 8fi,000

3. Part of Duchy of Milan, 3,300 55G,000

4. Territory of Genoa, 5,300 532,000

5. Savoy, 3,800 450,000

6'. Sardinia, 9,200 520,000

Total, 27,400 3,994,000

III. Kingdom of Lombardy and Venice,

1 . Province of Milan, 8,3 10 2,082,000

2. Province of Venice, 9.9-'iO 1,982,000

Total, 18,920 4,01 1.,0()0

IV. Ecclesiastical State, 1 l-,r)(i0 2,S4C,00()

V. Tuscany, including Elb.!, 8,500 1,180,000

VI. Duchy of Parma, Placentia,

and Guastalla, 2,280 377,000

VI 1. States of Modena.

1. States of Modena, Mi-

randola, and Reggio, 1,740 332,0{)()

2. Duchy ofMassaand Car-

rara, 320 38,000

Total, 2,0()0 370,000

VIII. Duchy of liucca. 420 138,000

IX. Republic of St. Marino, 40 7,000

Grand total of Italian States, 1 17,090 19,044,000

Deduct Sicily, Sardinia, and

Savoy, 25,f)00 2,025,000

Italy Proper, . 9 1,1-90 16/119,000

which is 1 SO to the square mile.

The following is a tabic of the great towns in thcOicai

I talian States :
^

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

Naples,

Inhabitant..

.330,000

l^dlcrmo in Sicily, 130,000

Messina in do. 70,000

Calaraa in do. 60,000

Bari, 18,000

Kingdom of Sardinia,

Turin, 6.';,ooo

Genoa, 76,000

Cagliari, ,35,000

Alessandria, 30,000

Nice,

C.asali,

19,000
16,000

Chamberry, 12,000

Kingdom of Lombardy and Venice.

Milan, 130,000

Venice, 11 6,000
Verona, 42,000

Brescia, .34,000

Padua, .31,000

Mantua, 23,000



Cremona,
Bergamo,

Ecclesiastical State.

Rome,
Bologna,

Ferrara,

Ancona,

Duchy of Tuscany.

Florence,

Leghorn,

Sienna,

Pisa,

T'AL Y.
Inhaliitants.

23.000

20.000

134.000

(34,400

24.000

18.000

the rival fleets of Genoa and Pisa fought at La
loria, in 1284, each bore as many sailors as manned i

the English and I'rench fleets at Trafalgar, andf
11,000 of the vanquished party were carried off tdft

the Genoese prisons. (Sismondi, IV. 22.) Venice,!

at pne period, numhered 43,000 i?ailors in her fleet,

whereas the whole population capable of bearing

arms does not now amount to nearly that number.

The immense extent of the buildings in most of the

towns of Tuscany, as ^iieiina, Pistoia, Ac. which
75,000 are liardly inhabited, prove lipw great the numbers
/)0,000 of the inhabitants were in formtr, compared to what
24<,()00 they are in intKlern limes. The latter of these cities

17>000 formerly contained 40,000 souls;—at present it

States of Moilena.

Modena, 20,0fK)

Reggio, 13,000

Ma.sHa, 9,8(K)

Carrara, 8>500

Duc liy of Parma.

Parma, 28,500

Placentia, 15,000

Lucca, 17,000

.St Marino, 6,000

The comparative density of the population in these

different states is as follows:

hardly possesses 8000. (Chateaiivicux, 82.)

Notwithstanding this great diminution of the poj

jmlation of the Italian towns, there is reason to be-

lieve, not only that the inhabitants of Italy, upon
tJic whole, have gone on progressively increasing du-

ring all this period, but that they arc at this mo-
ment more nun^erouR than they w’ere at any former

period of its history, not excepting the most flou-

rishing ])eriods of the Roman empire. {Ihid. SOO.)

The population of 'J'uscany was calculated, about the

year 1780, at 1,000,000: it is now considerably

above tlmt number. (Paoletli, 58.) In Friuli, the

population, in 1.081, was 1.9(i,541 ;
and 1755 it con-

tained 342,158 inhabitants. In the district of Padua

Inhabit ants. there were, in 1 7 (iO, 240,.S’ 36* souls; in 1781,288,300.

Kingdom of Naples, . ItiO to the square mile.

Kingdtun of Sardinia, . 146

Do of liOmhfirdy and Venice, 21

1

l^cc]esi^K^tical Mate, . l68

I'liscany, . . 13,9

Diicliy of Parmn, . 121

Stali'R of Nhulciin, .t lf)0

Ducliy of Mii'isa, . 118

Duchy of Lucca, . 328

Republic of St M.irino, 175

ri)pulfition That the great tow'ns of Italy were much more

at l)jirurc!iipo])ulous lit former periods tlutn they noware cannot

be doubled. Mr ( Jibbon stales the population of Rome,

in 17 (m
,

at l6l,SJ)9. ((libboifs H'urks, X 11. 429.)

Chateauvieux estimates its ])opulation, in 179L at

] (>6,000. The extraordinary defalcation since this

In short, jf man}' parts of Italy are not now so po-
pulous as they were during the flourishing {leriods

of her republics, it isS more than probable that the
deficiency is compensated by the great agricultural

population in other districts;’ or at least that popu-
lation has advanced rapidly during the last hundred
years, to fill the blanks occasioned by the misfoiiunes

of the sixteenth century.

The cause of this rciiiarkiible decrease among
the inhabitant.^ of the great towns, and increase in
the agricultural population, is to be found in the en-
tire destruction of mnmcrcial and manufacturing
industry, wliich follow^cd the destruction of the re-

publics, and the establishment of the S[)anish do-
minion over the whole country, in the early part

of the sixteenth century. (Sismondi, XVI. 158.)

The w’oalth of all the commercial citie.s was, in con-
periocl, being 3‘?,r)00 iii twenty years, is owing

partly to the iiicrea>e of the malaria; partly to those

causc*^, wliich, during the war, dc.stroyed the sources

of its prosperity. Since tlie peace, it is understood

that its population lias considerably increased, prin-

cipally in consequence of the concourse of travellers,

and the resumed residence of the I\ipal government.

Florence, which now can number only 75,000

souls, contained, at tlic close of tlic fifteenth century,

J.i(),0()0, anil in 1496, ventured to measure strength

with Charles VI I L at the head of all the feudal

power of France. (Sismondi, XII. lf)8.) At tliat

period, and for nearly a century before, it had en-

grossed the commerce of the soutli ol’ Europe, and

its private merchants numbered all the kings of

Europe among their debtors. (Villani, S24.) Pisa,

at a still earlier period, contained 140,000 inhabit-

ants, whereas its ponulation is now reduced to

J 7,000. (Hallani’s Middle Ages, I. 454.) When

sequence, turned to the purchase of land, the only
remaining employment in which it could find any
profit; and so universal was the transference, tliat,

before the clo.se of tlie sixteenth century, the com-
mercial w^as every where converted into a landed
aristocracy.

1 he great quantity of capital which was thus di-

rected from commercial industry to the purchase
ot land, contributed in some degree to prixluce
that minute division of estates which distinguishes
Tuscany, and is observable even in tlie plains of
Lombardy. (Chateauvieux, Si., 293.) So large a

proportion of lier people has, since the loss of Italian

independence, been directed to rural pursuits, tliat

it is now calculated at thirteen out of the seventeen

millions of which her population coii'^ists.

I'hc Italian people may be divided into five Different

classes. I. The proprietors of land, or PossidenUjV^tmtBot
as tliey are called. 2, The merchatns. 3. The^**® People.
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manufacturoTfi and artificers. 4. The professional

classes. 5. The cultivators of the soil.

The ^first of these classes, that of proprietors of

land, is extremely numerous, but by no means
wealthy. The extreme subdivision of land, which,

in all the states of Italy except Naples, and the

Marcmmc of Rome and Tuscany, has been establish-^

cd from time immemorial, prevents the estate of any
one proprietor from being very considerable. Three
or four thousand a-year is reckoned a very great

income. But though estates are not large, they are

numerous ; and it is to this cause that the multipli-

city of the Italian cities is to be ascribed; for the

proprietors universally live in towns. Their estates

are every where let to the peasantry, on condition of

paying half the produce to the landlord; and this

produce is disposed of by the proprietors, as the con-

signments of a West Indian estate arc by an English

{

ilanter. (Chateauvieux, 344. Young, II.) The
ower stories of the palaces are filled with vast

warehouses of wine, oil, and grain, the produce of

the csVites ; and hence lias arisen the singular

custom of each great liousc at Florence, and in

some other places, having an aperture in the wall

beside the door, through which Jiny quantity of

wine, however inconsiderable, is sold to the inhabit-

ants. These proprietors, in consequence, do not

consider their estates as capitals yielding fixed rents,

but as a property, the income of which varies ac-

cording to the seasons, and the state of the markets.

Their sole employment is looking after their estates,

which they visit occasionally, and with the tenantry

of which they arc generally on the best terms,

(/i/d.) After harvest the stewiird visits the farm
to make a division of the crop. I'he farmer en-

gages to convey the landlord's share to the city,

where, as already mentioned, it is deposited in tlie

large magazines appropriated to that purpose in the

palace.

The variable state of the markets renders it ne-

cessary for the landholders to live in the most eco-

nomical manner, in order to avoid incumng debt in

unfavourable seasons. So small is the quantity of

capital in the country, that if a proprietor is obligeii

to borrow, he is ruined in a few years. {IhhL

345.) They never engage in any profession or line

of industry to better tlieir condition. If they can
make their income cover their expenditure it is all

they desire; and it is absolutely necessary that they
do not permit any excess in tlie latter. Hence has

arisen that remarkable disposition. to economy which
characterizes the Italian nobles, and that limited ex-

penditure which has such important effects on the

other classes of society. Their palaces are often

WTetchcdly furnished, and tlu ir domestic consump-
tion very moderate. In one particular only do they
manifest a disposition to extravagance, namely, in

their equipages. Every proprietor, however limit-

ed his income, conceives it a^olutely necessary that

he should keep a carriage a pair of horses, with

which he parades on the Corso in the evening before

going to the opera, lienee in every town, however
small, there is a Cona, and lienee that extraordinary

display of carriages and servants, which strikes a

stranger so much at Florence and Milan, and seems

so entirely disproportiuned to the wealth of these

cities in other respects.

The second class, or that of merchants, is very in- Merchant!,

considerable. Great as was the commercial wealth

and activity of the Republics in former times, hard-

ly any trace of this prosperous slate of things now
remains. Ever since the subjugation of Italy by the

Spaniards, its commercial and manufacturing in-

dustry has declined ; the necessary consequence of
the insecurity of property, and the ruinous monopo-
lies with which the exchange of commodities was
everywhere shackled. (Sismondi, XVI. 237.) The
trade which the Italians now carry on consists

chiefly of the local or home trade of the country

itself. This home trade, however, is considerable,

and by means of the advantages which the vicinity

of the sea shore affords, it is carried on with great

safety and facility. Their foreign trade consists

chiefly in exchanging for colonial goods and ma-
nufactured articles, the fruits, wlieat, rice, silk, wine,

wool, oil, and cotton, of their own country. It has

greatly increased since the opening of the intercourse

with I'ingland. A large class of the Italian artisans are

now constantly employed in manufacturing alabaster

and marble ornaments for the k'nglisli market ; for

the natural taste of the inhabitants, and tlieir proxi-

mity to the finest models of ancient taste, lias pre-

served for Italy her wonted superiority in tlie line

arts, amidst the wreck of every other species of in-

dustry. The bankers, in most Italian towns, have
realized considerable fortunes, in conseiiueiicc of the

advantages which their capitals gave them during tfic

revolutionary war. Universally, however, in Italy,

the capitals whicJi arc acquired in commerce are, as

soon as possible, invested in land. The whole ambi-
tion of the mercantile class is to arrive at the rank,

and to participate in the public estimation of

sidcnli, Henc e a merchant, or banker, is satisfied with

a moderate fortune, and stops short in the career of

commercial enterjirise, in order to extricate liirnself

from a class to which a certain degree of contempt
is attached ; and when lie becomes a landed proprie-

tor, lie generally educates liis sons to idleness.

The third class, or that of manufacturers, is ge-Manufac-
nerally in a poor and depressed state. The main turert*.

cause is, the great poverty of the agricultural clas.ses,

and the .small expenditure of the landed proprietors,

who possess almost the whole wealth of the country.

The I'ourth, or professional class, is very numerous Profession

-

in Italy. 'I'liere is probably no country in Europe in b1 Classes,

which the number of lawyers is so great. Litigation,

indeed, is tlie favourite amusement of the higher or-

ders ;
and the entire absence of every other employ-

ment, or any political interest, makes them enter in-

to it with a degree of ardour which, to a foreigner,

appears very surprising. Tlie multitude of lawsuits

is princij^ally to be ascribed to the minute subdi-

vision ot landed property, and to the variety of

questions constantly occurring concerning those ca-

nals to which so much of the fertility of the country
is owing. (Chateauvieux, 354.)

The clergy have been greatly reduced, both in

point of number and opulence, by the events which
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Italjr, followed the French Revolution. The convents were

everywhere suppressed by authority of the French
^rovernment. (Chateauvieux, 353.) Many of them^
however, have since been restored to their pos-

sessions, but tlie greater part is still in the hands
of lay proprietors. These new proprietors are chiefly

lawyers, bankers, and tradesmen. (Ihid. 347.) The
peasantry and agriculture of the country have gain-

ed hardly any thing by the change. Tlie tenant-

ry remain the same; their condition is unaltered;

tliey only pay their rents to new masters. The old

ecclesiastical proprietors let all their 1 inds at half

produce to their tenantry, like the other landholders,

and they were more indulgent masters than those
who have succeeded in their place. Ilencc it is a
general observation throughout the country, that
agriculture has gainetl nothing by the suppression
of the monasteries. (Ihid.)

The clergy derive tlu-ir income generally from
foundations in land. In the Milanese, Piedmont,
and the Venetian the tithe is so light that
no complaints on tl)e subject are heard : it usually
varies from one-twentielli to one-fiftieth of the pro-
duce, and this extends only to particular lands.

(Young, II. The sujiprcsskm of the Je-
suits in Tuscany was, by Leopold, converted into

the means of relieving the cultivators of that Duchy
from every species of titlie; the fimcls belong-
ing to their order being formed into a fund for the
gradual abolition of this burden. As the subsist-

ing incumbent.s died, tithes were abolished in the
parish, and the .succc''Sor was paid out of this fund,
or by a salary raised by an addition to the land-

tax. At pve*>ent, tlu- patrimony of rlmost all the
parishes in 'J’uscany consists in lands set apart for

them. Of these the rector is the administrator, and
he i.s bound by an oatli, at entering into his office,

to maintain them in good order, and, if possible, in-

crease their prodiue. (Paolctti, .'jO.) In the Ecclesi-

astical and Neapolitan States, the numbers of the

clergy were Ibruieily very great. It was estimated

that the ecclesiastics in the latter state amounted to

200,000 jiersons, who were proprietors of half the

laiuls of the kingdom. Great part of these, how-
ever, have been confiscated during the Uevolutionary

W’ars; but wliiit is the amount of the possessions

which still belong to the church, cannot, with any
accuracy, be stated.

It is computed, that, in the time of Bonaparte,

.300,000 soldiers were raised at one period out of

the Italian States
;
of which 80,000 were from the

kingdom of Naples; 80,000 from the kingdom of

Italy; and 140,000 from that part of Italy which
was incorporated with the French empire, (^’ha-

teauvieiix, 3;VJ.) The amount of the military class

is now greatly reduced.

Class of The Imi clas.s, tliat of the cultivators, is by far the
Cultivators, most numerous, ajul that wliich contril)utes the most

to the wealth of the comlnunit3^ It is in its rural

economy that we find the source, both of its great

population, and of what remains of prosperity in

Manufac- To this sketch of the different classes into which
turesand the population of Italy is divided, we shall subjoin
Commerce.

^ remarks, illustrative of the liistory and present

L y. ist
State of her manufactures and commerce. Her agri-

culture will be treated of at some length in the fol-

lowing chapter.

The main source of the wealth of Florence

during the Republic was its woollen manufac-

ture, which maintained alx)ve 30,00() souls. (Vil-

lani. Chap. XI. sect. At a single fair woollen

goods to the amount of 12,000,000 of crowns were

sold; and Is. a-week on the wages of the woollen

manufacturers alone built the superb pile of the Ca^

theclral. (Young, II. 280.) The woollen and silk

manufacturers at Florence are still of some consider-

ation; and a considerable number of artisans live

by making vases, statues, and other models of the

fine arts, mo:4t of which are purchased by English

travellers. At Venice, the chief manulactures arc

silk, velvets, glass, and beads; the exportation of

which, thirty years ago, hardly employed 200 bottoms,

the poor remains of which at one period were

maintained in the service of the Republic. Its com-

merce is now almo^it annihilated, in consequence of

the sy.stetriatic oppression ofthe Austrian government.

In the VcMonese, it is computed tliey make 100,000

ounces of silk annually. (Young, II. 278.) The
manufactures of Milan, and the cities under its rule,

at one period were considerable. In 1 123, there waa

sent tb Venice alone, from the Milanese States,

cloth to the amount of 900,000 ducats. (Giiilini,

XII. 3()2.) At present this manufacture is very much
decayed, though it still maintains a considerable

number of hands. It is computed that the value of

the silk produced in the Milanese is not le.ss than

900,000 livres, or L.300,000 annually, nineteen-

twentieths of which is exported. (Veri, I. 236.)

Considerable manufactures of mosaic, china, and
other ornaments, arc to be found at Milan. Ber-

gamo had a woollen manufacture of great antiquity,

which is not yet entirely decayed
;
and its export of

silk sometimes amounts to l.,300,0()() a-ycar. It

has a manufiictory of iron and steel, as well ns

Brescia ; but both are of little estimation, and be-

yond comparison inferior to the English. (Young,

II. 278.) On the whole, so inconsiderable are tlie

manufactures of I.ombardy, that nine-tenths of its

exports now consist of the rude produce of the soil.

Ill the ecclesiastical states, a considerable manufac-

ture of mosaics, cameos, necklaces, and other orna-

ments, is carried on, especially at Rome; and Bo-
logna employs 70()d or 8000 persons in the w'orking

of crapes and gauzes, which are very beautiful;

but, in other respects, the national fabrics are not

worth noticing. Piedmont exports annually un-

wroiight silk to the amount of 17,000,000 livres,

or L.748,000 Sterling, and about L.30,0l)0 worth of

damasks; the remainder of its exports consist of

agricultural produce. The velvets and damasks of

Genoa still preserve tlieir ancient reputation, though

the sale for tliem is greatly diminished; anti rich

silk stuffs arc manufactured to a considerable extent

at Lucca, and the adjoining towns. In the Nea-

politan territory, manufactures are few, and of small

importance. Cotton is manufactured in tlic southern

provinces of Sorrento and Otranto. At Nardo and

Gallatona are made coverlets wdiich arc exported

to all ])arts of the w orld. The porcelain of Naples
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Italy, may vie with any in Europe in elegance of form and

beauty of design ; and at Teramo, in Abvuzzo, there

is a considerable manufactory of pottery, which is

sent into Germany by the way of Trieste. Tarento
and Francavilla produce a sort of muslins greatly

inferior, indeetl, to those of England, but of some
consideration in that country. Upon the whole,

silks and velvets are the staple manufacture of Italy,

and in the various states of preparation employ more
hands than all its otlier manufactures put together.

There is one species of manufacture which, though
inconsiderable in point of value, is of infinite import-

ance to a large proportion of the Tuscan population,

that of straw bonnets, which is carried on universally

by the cottagers' daughters in tlie vale of the Arno,

and is one principal cause of the well-being of the

peasantry ip that delightful region. A good worker

can earn from thirty to forty sous a-day. It brings

an annual return of 3,000,000 francs, or L.132,(K)0

Sterling, and this is entirely shared amongst the

young women by whom it is carried on.

CHAP. II.

Agriculture .—7« Lombardy.—hi Tuscavy.—hi the

Campagna of Rome.—In the Campagna tf Nap1c.\'.

—State of the Peasantry in these diffcreM Dis^

iricis.

The mode of cultivation pfirsued in the different

provinces of Italy is as different as can well be ima-

gined in a country whose climate is nearly the same.

This difference arises from the entire difference of

the soil, and natural productions in the mountain-

ous, from what obtains in the level districts of the

country.

Agriculture The great agricultural district of Italy is the plain

of Loro- of Ijombardy and Piedmont. This magnificent

plain is composed every where of a rich and deep

loam. I'here are no gravel liills except near the

Alps. The higli mountains which overlook the

plain pour down an immense number of streams,

which arc collected in canals, and conveyed in so

many various directions, that there is scarcely any
farm or meadow wliich has not the benefit of irriga-

tion. This immense system of irrigation was (van-

plcted at different times during the twelrth and thir-

teenth centuries, by tlie wealth and spirit of the

commercial cities which filled the plain of Lombar-
dy. The Naviglio Grande, which brings the water

of the Tessino to tlie Milanese territory, was begun

long before the date of any authentic records ; but

it was brought to Milan from Abbiate Grasso in

1177, and made navigable in 1271. {Nuovo Raccolia

dell Aii^ucCf VII. 970 The canal of Muzza was exe-

cuted 111 1220, and brings the waters of the Adda to

Marignan, and irrigates the district of Lodi. (Verri,

Uijft. de Milan, 1. 24*0.) The Canal of Treviglio,

which’ carries the water of i?hc Brcnta to the terri-

tory of Treviglio, was made in ISO.'i; and, in 14fiO,

the Gfeat Canal of Martisano was begun, still the

admiration of engineers, for the costly aqueducts

which carry it across the rivers in its course. This

system of irn^pition was completed in 14»y7, by Leo-

nardo da Vinci> who united the Naviglio Grande to

L Y.
the Martisan ; and both canals are so managed as to Italy,

be emptied onc6 a-year, for cleaning and repairs;

the flood-gates being so nicely adapted, that all the

superfluous waters which descend in torrents from
the mountains lire let off with perfect security. In

129fi, a law was passed which gave every one the-

power of carrying water across the public highways,

provided he erected sitone-bridges ; and since that

time the system of irrigation has been gradually

brought to such perfection, by means of little canals,

branching ofll’ from the great ones, that there is now
hardly a field to the eastward of the Tessino which is

not amply provided with water.

Water is sold with as much accuracy as wine, at

BO much the hour, half-hour, or quarter. The usual

price of an hour per week is l.OOO livres. (Young,
II. lf)8.) He who discovers a spring in his ground
has the property of it, and may conduct it wliere lie

pleases, upon paying surface damages. Th(\se dama-
ges are all fixed by law'. (Verri, 239.) Hence every

new spring tliat is discovered becomes the head of a

little canal; and the activity shown in economizing

the water so jmxluci'il is truly admirable. In the Mi-

lanese, a stream twenty-two indies broad and two
dee}), and niimiiig from the 21th March to Septem-

ber 4th, will sell for 1000 livres. (Young, 11. 177.)

Nor u it surprising that these great efforts are

made f*or the diffusion of water over this plain. Such

is the effect of irrigation, that land wdiicli, without

it, will only yield six livres an acre, is raised, by
the ap}^lication of water, to twenty livres. Grass

fields, with an adequate Rup]>ly of‘ water, are mow'cd
four or five times a-yoar. {ibid.) The water is con-

voyed in little rills, jilaiited on eadi side by willows,

allowed to grow only to a certain height; in many
places vines cluster up these willows, and their

branches, spreading from tree to tree, ari‘ trained

in pendent festoons. 'J’hc inelosures arc generally

small, and the fields divided from one another, not

by hedges, but rows of mulberries, poplars, and
oaks. Such is the luxuriance of these woods, that

the country, wlien .seen from an eminence, or at a

little distance, seems a continued forest; and this

without any intermission, from Turin to Venice.

(Chateau vieux, 15.)

I’he peasantry are everywhere Metayers; th.at is,

half the stock requisite for cultivating the farm is

furnished by the landlord, and Iialf by the tenant ;

the former pays the taxes and repairs the Iiouses;

and the produce is equally divided between them.
Few of the cultivators are proprietors of the ground
which they labour. Throughout all l^omhardy the

farm-houses are large and well built. I’hey are al-

ways constructed of red brick, and, uniting strength

with neatne.ss, preserve, notwithstanding the regula-

rity and plainness of their form, a rustic character.

The oflices consist of a court of four equal sides,

in the centre of one of which rises a square
building of two stories. In the lower storey of
this building the farmer Jives; the upper forms his

granary. I’lie stables for oxen and cows lie on
each side of tfie farmer's house, and coinj)leto one
side of the square. On each ol‘ the other three sides

of the court is a portico, from twenty to twenty-four

feet wide, the roof of which is supported from with-
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Italy, in by a range of columns, at the same distance from

each other as from the wall. Half of the court is

paved, and the other half is an area for threshing

out the corn, and is composed of clay. AH the fod-

der, straw, and iraplemoiits about the farm arc placed

under the porticos. The m.iiiure is collected on the

outside
;
and the exterior walls of the whole edifice

are covered by vines. The neatness, cleanliness,

and even elegance, of a Lombard farm-steading, is

such as can hardly be imagined by those who nave
not visited that country.

The meadow part of the farm is let for a money
rent, and this is often forty francs. The produce of
the remainder of the farm is equally divided, as al-

i-cady observed, between the landlord and tenant.

The labour is principally done by oxen, in most parts

of the country. Generally sp(*aking, the farms are

small; from ten to fifty acn‘s. (Chate:iuvieux, 1 7-)

In lilt* Milanese they are l.irgtT, and in some places

extend to 70() or 800 ac. t*s. Some of the farmers
there are possessed of capitals; from /50,000

to 100,000 francs, ami fi ed 100 cows. oung, 11.

1 61.) The farms in the vicinity of Padua are small

;

and the ruinous system of iniddlcmen prevails there

and in the Bolognese t(*rrilory.

Tile rotation usually followed in Piedmont is,

1. Maize, willi luMTip or French beans. 13. Wheat.
.S. Clover. 4. Wheat. The remarkable recurrence
of the grain crops is the cojKseqiience of the abun-
dance of manure procured by nio>viiig the grass

lands three or lour times a-ycar; the whole manure
of which is laid on the arable land. The maize is

considered as a preparatory crop. It planted in

drills, and hoed and earthed up like <'iir potatoes,

and the land k<*pt ]H'rfec:lly clean. It is extremely
productive, and eonsli lutes the principal food of the

jicasaiitry over the whole of Lombardy. A number
of Iheiich beans or hemp are mixed with the maize.

The elo\er is sown in spring wdth the wheat. It is

cut ill autumn after the wlicat is dowm. In tlie

spring follow' ing it is cut again, ami ploughed down,
after which the land is jilonghed three times as sum-
mer fallow. Wheat is sown again in autniun, which
closes the rotation. Thus in the -course of four

years arc three crops for the use of man, one fidlow,

and two crops for cattle. To these must be added
the cro)) of hemp, which is often considerable; that

of silk, wine, vegetables, and fruit, besides the ara-

])lc produce of the meadow land. A farm of sixty

acres, under this management, feeds a family of

eight or nine persons, maintains twenty-tw’o head of

cattle, of which two oxen, a cow', and two pigs, arc

fattened every year. The value of silk amounts
at least to 2.> louisd ors ; it makes enough of wine ibr

the U!:;e of its inhabitants, and nearly the wdiolc crops

t»f wheat, and all the pro<luce of the dairy, is carried

to market. (Chatcauvieux, .SO.)

The soil of the plain of Lombardy becomes rich-

er as you move to tlie eastward; and in the Lode-
san and I’amiesan are found those admirable pastures

which produce cheese celebrated over all the w'tirld.

Every thing connected with the rural economy of

this garden of Italy is interesting. Some of the

farms arc large, consisting of several hundred acres,

and feeding above 100 cows; and so great is the

advantage of making the milk from a large dairy,

that, when the farms are small, the ftirmcrs club

together, to make their milk in common. (Young,

II. 154.) Twice a day tlie milk of fifty or sixty

cows, belonging to a bociety, is sent to t!ic prin-

cipal house, where the dairyman keeps an ac-

count of each perbon's proportion. The cattle in

this district are the Hungarian breed, and of unri-

valled excellence; the defects in that race being

completely extirpated, by a cross with the Swiss, for

which purpose 2000 cows have for time immemorial

annually passed the St Gothard. Tlie cattle are al-

ways fed in the house, upon mown grass, a method

by which great economy, botUin point of fodder and

manure, is efiecled. The manure here is all ajipUed

to the meadow's, and after twelve or fifteen yearji,

they are broken up, and yield a rotation of, 1. Hemp,
followed hv vegetables; 2. Oats; Wheat and \ ege-

tables; 4. Maize; .6. Wheat. In these districts, the

major part of every farm consists of meadow s.

The rotation in the arable districts of this tract of

I.ombardy is as follow's :

Ibt Yivr, wheat, after it maize and hemp—ina-

Italy.

nured.

2d — Wheat.
3d Winter beans.

4th Wheat manured.

,5th Clover ploughed in, after once mow ing.

(ith Wheat.
In the rufighbourhood of Parma, tobacco is culti-

vated, and it comes instead of maize the first year.

This sketch may give a general idea of the hus-

bandry of Lombardy; a country in w'hich a more
admirably system of culture is now pursued than

any where else in Europe, In many places it is, of

course, very diflercnt from what has been above de-

scribed, and, in particular, rice crv>ps ,ire very fte-

qnenl in the neighbourhood of Pavia, and thence

eastward along the course of the Pt>. The rotation

followed in the rice gruiiruls is, 1. Rice ; ‘L Rice
; 3.

Rice; 4. Fallow and dung; 5. Wheat and clover; fi.

Clover; 7. Clover; 8. Clover; q. Flax and millet the

same year, and then rice again as before. So great

is the produce of this hubbandry, ih.il, on the rice

groinuls, ibO francs an acre is a eoinmon rent. In

the Milanese also, two crops of corn are commonly
gained in one year by sowing maize in July, after

wheat, and wheat and millet, or rye, almost always

are reaped in the same year. (Young, 1. 203; Cha-

teauvieux, 27S.)

The second agricultural dibtrict is that of Tus- Agriculture

cany, in which the mountainous nature of the soilof Tuicany.

has rendered a totally dilferent system of culti-

Viition requisite. Nothing can be imagined more
blerilo in itself, or more adverse tt> any agricultu-

ral improvement, than the aspect of nature in the

i'^ppenines. Their sides present a scries of bro-

ken rocks, barren slopes, or arid cliffs. 'The roots

of the bushes, laid hare by the autumnal rains,

arc, by degrees, dried up by tlie heat of tlie fiun.

They perish, and leave nothing behind them but a

few odoriferous shrubs dispersed on the r(X‘ks, to

cover tlic wreck. Tlie narrow ravines between them

present, in summer, only the dry beds of torrents, in

which iidlcn trees, rocks, and gravel, are accuma-
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'is brought down by the torrents into the wider Tal-
lies, and whole tracts of country are desolated by
a sterile mass of stone and gravel. Thus the moun-
tains and the vallies at their feet seem equally in-

capable of culture; but the industry of the Italians

has overcome these obstacles, and converted moun-
tains, to api^earance the most sterile that imagina-
tion could conceive, into a succession of gardens, in
which every thing tliat is most delightful, as well as
useful, is assembled.

This astonishing metamorphosis has been effected
by the introduction of the terrace system of culture,
an improvement which seems to have been unknown
to the ancient Romans, and to have been spread in
Europe with the return of the Crusaders, in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. (Chateauvieux, SOO.)
Nothing could oppose tlie destructive force of the
torrents, but altering the surface of the hills, and
tliereby breaking the course of the waters. This
was an immense work, for it required the whole soil
to be displaced, and built up by means of artificial

walls, into successive terraces; and this, in many
places, could be effected only by breaking solid rocks,
and bringing a new soil from distant places.
The artiffeial land, so dearly purchased, is de-

rived for the cultivation of fruits and vegetables.
The terraces are always covered with fruit-trees
placed in a reflected sun. Amidst the reverbera-
tions of so many walls, the fruit is most abun-
dant and superior in its kind. No room is lost in
these limited situations,—the vine extends its branch-
es along the walls ; a hedge formed of the same vine
branches surrounds each terrace, and covers it with
verdure. In the corners formed by the meeting ctf

the supporting walls, fig-trees are planted to vege-
tate under their protection. The owner takes advan-
tage of every vacant space left between tlie olive-
trees to raise melons and vegetables ; so that he ob-
tains, on a very limited extent, olives, grapes, pome-
granates, and melons. So great is the produce of
this culture, that, under good management, half the
crop of seven acres is sufReient for a family of five
persons ; being little more than the produce of three-
fourths of an acre to each soul. TJiis little space is

often divided into more than twenty terraces. (Ibid*
S02.)

A great part of the mountainous part of Italy has
adopted this admirable culture; and this accounts
for the great population which every where inhabit
the Italian mountains, and explains the singular fact
that, in scenes where nothing but continued foliage
meets the eye, the traveller finds, on a nearer ap-
proach, villages and hamlets, and all the signs of a
numerous peasantry.

Continued vigiliice is requisite to maintain these
works. If the attention of the husbandman is inter-

mitted for any considerable time, the violence of
the rains destroy what i‘ Ipd cost so much labour
to create*.’ Storms and torrents wash down the soil,

and the terraces are broken through or overwhelmed
by the rubbish, which is brought down from the high-
er parts of the mountain. Every thing returns rapid-
ly to its former state; the vigour of southern vege-
tation covers the ruins of human industry; and

there soon remain only shapeless vestiges covered by Italy,

briers. (Ibid. 303.) ^

In the valley of the Arno, the farms are extreme-
ly small

;
generally from three to ten acres. The

peasants' houses are concealed from the eye of the

passenger, by the olives which clothe the lower parts

of the mountains, and by the luxuriant chesnut fo-

rests which adorn their higher ascents. They are

generally, however, not more than 100 paces from
each other, and are built of brick in the most ele-

gant manner. For the most part they consist only
of one storey, with a single door, and two windows
in front. On the wall which surrounds it are often

placed vases of antique forms, in which flowers,

aloes, and change trees, are growing. The houses

arc completely covered with vines, so that, during
the summer, it is difficult to distinguish them from
arbours. The land belonging to the farm lies

round the houses, and is divided into fields by
small canals, or rows of trees, some of which are

mulberries, but the greatest part poplars. The
poplars are pollarded, and eac!) tree supports a

vine, the branches of which are twined round in

various directions, in such a manner, as to give

the whole somewhat the form of the antique Tus-
can vases. These divisions of tJic land are oblong

squares, large enough to be cultivated by means
of oxen, which here, as elscwliere, are employed
in the works of agriculture. (Sismondi, Agric. de

Tosc.; Chateauvieux, 7G.) A pair is kept jointly

by ten or twelve farmers, who employ them suc-

cessively in the cultivation of their farm. They
are of the finest Hungarian breed, and extreme-

ly docile. Every considerable farm maintains one
horse, and a small painted cart, which serves for

all the purposes of draught, and to carry the family

to church. (Chateauvieux, 77*) The farmers have,

in general, no other stock but heifers, which tliey

buy at three, and keep till they are eighteen montlis

old. There is hardly any meadow land, or artificial

grass. The cattle are fed almost exclusively on the

leaves of trees, the refuse of vegetables, and a little

wild clover.

The rotation t)f crops is not uniformly the same

;

but it is, very generally as follows

:

Ist Year, Maize and French beans, or other vege-
tables.

2d Wheat.
3d Winter beans.

4th Wheat.
5th— Clover ; sown after wheat in the spring,

and followed by sorgho, which is a larger variety of

parsnip. (Ibid. 78.) The land is manured only

once in five years
; nevertheless, such is tlie richness

of the alluvial soil in the plain of the Arno, that the
crops ore all tolerably g(x>a.

The system of irrigation in this valley is a most
extraordinary monument of human industry. Placed
between two ridges of mountains, one of them
very elevated, it was periodically devastated by nu-
merous torrents, which were precipitated from the
mountains, charged with stones and rubbish. To
control these destructive inundations, means were
contrived to confine the course of the torrents

within strong walls, which serve at the same time
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Italy, for the formation of a great number of canals. At

regular distances^ openings are formed below the

mean level of the btreain, that the water may run

out laterally, overflow the land, and remain on it

lung enough to deposit the mud w^ith which it is

charged. A great many canals, by successive out-

lets of the water, divide the principal current, and

check its rapidity. These canals are infinitely sub-

divided, and to such a degree, that tliere is not a

single square of land which is not surrounded by

them. They are all lined with walls, built with

square bricks; the scarcity of W'ater rendering the

most vigilant economy of it necessary. A number
of small bridges connect the multitude of little islands,

into which these canals subdivide the country. These

works an; still kept in good repair; l)iit the whole

w ealth of Tuscany could not now' furnish the sums re-

quisite for their construction. That was done by
Florence in tlie thirteen and fourteenth centuries,

ill the days of her Kcpublicuu freedom. (Ibidy 80,

8:i.)

This mode of cuhi\ .'.t!on is followed all over the

valley of the Arno, and on tlie low'cr ranges of hills

which compose the chain of the Appenines. In the

higher regions, the severity of the climate renders a

different mode of proceeding necessary. The moun-
tain pastures, at the suiurail of the Appenines, feed

lunnerous flocks, whicli migrate in winter into the

Marcmma of JSienna, and the Carapagna of Rome.

The cliesnut forests, with which the country abounds,

furnish the peasantry wdth most of their subsistence;

but incessant industry extracts a scanty crop of corn

from the better parts of the soil. Land is every-

where much vSiibclivIdi d, and the cultivators are ge-

nerally, as in the Alp s proprietors of tiie lands which

they cultivate. (Young, II. 1.57, ld2; Sisraoi^,

dc iu.vc.) The case is very diflerent in the plains

and lower regions. A large proportion of the people

(loi ive tlu# suli.ii'itencc from migrating in summer,

to cut down the harvests of Tuscany, Lombardy,

and the Canipagna of Home; and with the money

thus acvpiired they return annually, or after the lapse

of years, to their native hills, where they become

proprietors, and, by strict economy, contrive to

maintain themselves for the remainder of their lives.

(Sismoiuli, J^ric. dc Tosc.) Almost all tlic mountain

pastures are let from year to year, to the shepherds

of the Maremma, who bring their flocks hither in the

summci season. The rent they pay for the season is

:i piastre for a horse, five sous for a sheep, and three

for a goat. These shepherds limit themselves to one

species of animal. Some rear horses, others sheep,

others goats. They have no fixed residence, but live

in sheds in the Appenines in summer, and in the Ma-

remnia in winter. (Cliateauvicux, 58, (il.) The in-

troduction of the potatoe would be a signal advan-

tage to the inhabitants of these mountainous dis-

tricts.

Almost universally in Tuscany land is let to the

peasantry at half produce. The proprietor pays all

uxes, except the capitation tax, wid generally fur-

nishes the live stock, and repairs the liouses. Leases

are not usual; but the peasantry lose nothing by that

circumstance. l>e right to the farm generally de-

scends froJii father to son, the landlords hardly ever
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removing them. (Chateauvieux, 329.) The landlord Wy-
is obliged to aid them in every season of distress

a bud season often reducing them to the utmost mi-

sery. They never quit their mode of life, and hain;

no means of rising in society.

The third agricultural division of Italy is the Agriculture

Maremma, or tlie plains on the sea shore in

cany, and the Roman states, where the prevalence

of the malaria renders it impossible to live perma-

nently. This region is everywhere divid^ into

great estates, and let in large farms. The Maremma
of Rome, 40 leagues in length, and from 10 to 15

in breadth, and which feeds annually 67,000 horned

cattle, is cultivated by rinly 80 farmers. These far-

mers live in Rcim; or Vienna ;
for the unhealthiness

of the atmosphere precludes the possibility of their

dwelling on the lands they cultivate. Each farm has

on it only a single house, which rises in the midst

of desolation. No garden, or orchards, or meadows,

announce the vicinity of a human habitation. It

stands alone in the midst of a vast solitude, with the

cattle pasturing up to the w'alls of the dwelling.

I’he whole wealth of these great farms consists in

their cattle. The farm servants are comparatively few,

and they are constantly on horseback. Armed with

a gun and a lance, the shepherds, as in the wilds of

Tartary, are constantly in the open air tending the

herds committed feo tlieir care. They receive no fix-

ed wages, but are paid in cattle, which graze with

the herds of their masters. The mildness of the

climate permits the grass to grow during all the win-

ter, and so the flocks are maintained there in that

season. In summer, as the excessive heat renders

the pastures parched and scanty, the flocks are sent

to the highest ridges of the Appenines in quest of

cool air and fresh herbage. The oxen, however, and

cows of tlie Hungarian breed, are able both to bear

the heat of summer, and to find food during its con-

tinuance in the Maremma. They remain, therefore,

during all the year; and the sheplierds who tend

them continue ex{K>scd to the pestilential air during

the autumnal months. The woods are stocked with

swine, and the marshes with buflalocs. So groat is

the quantity of the live-stock on these immense farms,

that on one \isited by Mr Chateauvieux were cattle

to the value of L. 16,000 Sterling; and the fanner

had two other farms on which the stocking was of

equal value. (Chateauvieux, 157.)

These farms, however, are not exclusively devoted

to pasture. The most favourable situations for

wheaten crops are selected, and the sheep are folded

tlicre during the winter, in order to ennch the soil.

In spring the oxen which range at large on llie pas-

tures are yoked in the plough by labourers hired at

Rome for the purpose. The shepherds, who attend

.the cattle, arc incapable of any such labour. The

inhabitants of the cities bordering on the Maremma,

and of the mountains, do the whole agricultural la-

bour of the fiirm. These labourers get 40 sous a-day,

and are fumishetl with bread from Rome by their

employers. As many workmen are hired as there

are oxen to plough with, in order tliat the work may

be done as soon as possible. A farmer, in the Cam-

pagna of Rome, often yokes 100 ploughs at once.

When the work is done, the labourers Ifcftum to
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lulj. the citi^ and the oxen are dismiBsed to their pas*

' tures*
‘

This first plou^ihing is only for the purpose of

breaking the earth, and exposing the roots of the

weeds to the sun. In a month the land is again

ploughed, and the roots burned. These two plough-

ings are followed by two others at equal intervals in

a cross direction to the first ; so that, by the middle
of September, the earth has been broken up four dif-

ferent times. I'he seed is then sown, and covered

in by a slight ploughing. The harvest takes place

the following summer, after which the land is left to

rest for many years.

The farmer pays a money rent, which is estimated

only for the arable part of the farm. He lias a lease

for years", and pays 18 francs the French acre, which
is just equal to the Scotch. The land which is not

susceptible of tillage is not estimated in the rent,

although from it the farmer often makes his greatest

profit, as the woods and marshes feed the horned

cattle, pigs, and buffaloes.

A farm, which Mr Chateauvieiix visited, consist-

ed of 6000 acres of arable land, with an equal por-

tion not fit for the plough. For this he paid 22,000
piastres, which, reckoning the piastre at 4s. 2d., is

L.458d, 6*s. 4d. Sterling, being 15s. the acre for the

arable ^ound. The portion of (iOOO arable acres was
divided into nine parts, one of which was annually

under crop, one fallow, and seven in grass. The
land which w^as not arable fed 700 cows, and 2000
pigs. About one-tenth of these, however, belonged

to the shepherds, and constituted the pay they receiv-

ed. The farmer cleared annually about 5000 pias-

tres, or L.1200, besides 5 per cent on the capital

vested in his flocks. From this it appears, tliat the

Campagna of Rome, how desolate soever in appear-

ance, is by no means entirely unproductive.

Great efforts were made by Pius VI., and after him
by the French, for the draining of the Pontine

marshes. His plan was to draw parallel drains at

certain distances from each other, running from north

to south, and falling into the sea, at Boccu di Fuime,

near Terracino. At an angle of 45° with these,

cross-drains were to be drawn also parallel to each

other. Two only of these canals were finished by
this Pontiff, at an immense expcnce of human life

(Eustace, I.); but they drained a very considerable

portion of the marshes; and their complete success

convinced the French engineers whom Bonaparte
employed, that this was the proper mode of pro-

ceeding. Under the skilful direction of M. Prony,

the works were revived with great activity ; but the
overthrow of the empire of Bonaparte prevented any
considerable progress being made. The portion

drained is covered with a beautiful tui-f, and yields

magnificent crops of wheat, maize, hemp, and le-

gumes. Such is the richness of this virgin soil, that

many fallows are necessary jfo clear off the weeds,

which grow with extraoi ^'^ftiry luxuriance. The
inhabitants of Piperno and Serinonetto, and of all the

villhges situate on the declivity of the mountains,

which bound the marshes on the eastern side, rent

portions of this land, and cultivate it without chan-

ging thM dw'ellings ; for experience has shown, that

tike drained land i% nearly as much subject to the

mdaria as that which is still under water. (Cha- Italy-

teauvieux, 173.)

In the Terra di Lawro, or Campagna of Naples, Agriculture

the extreme richness of the soil has given rise to a of

mode of culture different from any which has
^

been described. The aspect of this great plain is,°

perhaps, the most striking in point of agriculturai

riches that exists in tl)c world. The great Jicat of

the sun renders it necessary that the grain should be

shaded by trees; and, accordingly, the whole coun-

try is intersected by rows of elms or willows, which
divide it into small portions of half or three quarters

of an acre each^ A vine is planted at the foot of

every tree; and such is the luxuriance of vegetation,

that it not only rises in a few years to the very sum-
mit, but extetkds its branches in a lateral direction,

so as to admit of festoons being trained from otu‘

tree to another. These trees are not pollarded as

in Tuscany and Lombardy, but allowed to grow to

their full height, so that it is not unusual to see a

vine clustering round the top of a po[)lar 6o or 80

feet high. Under their shade the soil produces an-

nually a double crop, one of which is of wheat or

maize. Melons are cultivated in great quantities,

and with liardly any manure. Thickets of fig-trees,

of peaches, and aloes, grow spontaneously on the

borders of the fields. Groves of oranges clothe the

slopes, and spread their charming perfumes over the

adjoining country; while the rocky eminences art*

covered with vines, which produce fruits of tlie most
delicious flavour.

This rich plain is cultivated entirely by poor Me-
tayers, who have farms from three to seven acres each,

which they hold from the proprietor, on condi-

tion of paying him two-thirds of the produce. Tike

rcduncrimce of the population Ikas so depressed the

condition of the labouring classes, as to reduce tlicnk

to the necessity of giviikg tikis proport^n of the

produce to the landlord, in place of alhlf, as in

the north of Italy. Pioiigiks arc seldom used in

cultivation; the whole is done by means of the

spade. The soil being mixed with ashes is so ea-

sily worked, that even children assist in the digging.

Melons are sown in spring, and, after their fruit is

gatlkered, wheat is sown, which ripens in September,

and when the stubble is dug in, beans or clover,

which vegetate during the winter, and are cut twice

or thrice for the use of the cows or buffalor^s. Most
of the cottagers have a few goats, and one oi* tw'o

cows, which are fed chiefly on the leaves of the

trees. The richer class have a horse or ass to carry

their produce to market.

The rotation generally pursued in this Campagna
is as follows

:

Ist year. Maize, with manure.

2d— Wheat.
3d Onions and legumes.

4th Wheat, followed by beans or clover.

5th Melons, followed by maize.

This course of husbandry yields seven crops in five

years; of which four are leguminous and three ofcorn.

Besides their regular crops, they have the produce
of the vines and other fruits which grow on the same
land, and the leaves of the trees for their c/Utle- A
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Italy, family of five persons is here maintained on a third

--V—^ of the produce of five acres ; being the produce of
one^third of' an acre to each soul. The population

in the Campagna is nearly 5000 to the square league.

No where in the world, except perhaps in India, is

such richness of soil and density of population to be
found. (Chateauvieux, 215.)

It only remains, in order to conclude this sketch

of Italian agriculture, to mention the cultivation of

Cotton, which is carried on to a considerable extent

in the southern provinces of Naples, especially in

the vicinity of Otranto, and in the Abnizzo. But
the district where it is conducted with the greatest

success, is in that fine valley which lies between
Pompeii and Salerno, on the road to Pestum. It

is there intrcKluccd into the regular rotation of crops.

The farmers of this district produced for export, in

the year 1812, 60,000 balei’i of cotton, (find. 22.*?.)

The land intended nn- this crop is turned over

with the spade in Marc!:, and the seeds are sown in

lines at the distance uf three feet. The plants in

the lilies are two fei t asunder. No manure is re-

quired for the soil; it needs only to he kept quite

c lean, and for this purpose women arc cniployc<l du-
ring the whole season in weeding. As sewn as tlie

flowering is over, the ends of the branches arc nipt

in order to direct all the sap to the fruit. The
harvest, wlu'eh is long and tedious, consists in col-

lecting the cap*!iilcs as they ripen. Nothing is then
required but to clear the cotton by separating it from
the seeds. 'J’his operation gives employment to the

women and children.

Idle aljove describc<l course of husba ulry, pursued
in the Terra di Lavoro, h-aves no room for this crop;

and yet none of the crops there raised can be dis-

pensed with. 'J’he Metayer, therefore, Ijcgins with

the cultivation of maize, for which the land is manur-
ed,—wheal lullows it, and beans are planted the same
year for a winter crop. Tlie land on v Inch they

grow is prepared for the cotton seeds by the end of

March in the s])ring follow ing
;

after it is harvested

wheat is .again sown the same autumn, to which
clover succeeds. Melons succeed tiic clover, and
legumes, planted as soon as the melon crop is taken

off’, occupy the ground until the sjiring, and finish

the course, 'flic rotation, thcrclbre, is as follow’s :

1st year, Maize, manured.
2d— W heat, followed by beans.

(ottou.

llli Wheat, followed by clover.

5tli M<?lons, followed by legumes.

This system yields eight regular crops in five

years; besides the grapc.s, fruit, and leaves, which

the j’arac land produces, (/hid. 225.)

Such is the system of husbandry pursued in I he

best parts of the kingdom of Naples. In the Ma-
vemraii of Pestum the same pastoral habits obtain

as in those of Pome and Tusea iy; and the terr.acc

husbandry is to be seen in some- part of the moun-
tains of Abruzzo and Calabria. But, in general, the

Appenines in Naples are ciilliv.ated with much less

industry than in tlie Tuscan states, the natural con-

.sequence of the oppressions of the nobles, and the

despotic nature of the government, (/did. 233.)

L Y.
The land is very much divided, and belongs, in the Italy-

higher. regions, to the peasantry; but their entire

want of skill and capital renders them incapable of
availing themselves of the advantages which their de-

lightful climate affords. The most favoured spots

only are selected for grain and vegetables; the great-

er part of the mountains are left to the olive and
sweet chesnuts, which here grow in the utmo.st luxu-

riance, and constitute the principal support of the

people. They migrate in great numbers to tlie low
country in the season of harvest, and carry back with

them a small pittance for the wunter months. Yet
notwithstanding their poverty, the climate compen-
sates many disadvantages. The little gardens, which
their children manage, furnish fruits, which are es-

teemed luxuries among the rich in northern cli-

mates.

The condition of the peasantry all over Italy, General

with the exception of Tuscany, is indigentand miser- State of the

able. They live, indeed, in the midst of natural beau-

ty; their dwellings are adorned with fruits and flowers;

and the traveller, on a cursory view, is apt to ima-
gine that the inhalfitaiits participate in the riches

with which they are surrounded. But if he enters

their dwellings the illusion is destroyed. He wdll

find them crowded in old and uncomfortable houses,

and living in a manner the roost penurious. In Lom-
bardy, the labouring classes are, in general, ill clad,

without shoes or .stockings, and destitute of everj'

a[>ccics of comfort. InJiabiting a country wdiiJi

abounds in wine, they rarely taste anything but
water. Tlie division of land among the tenantry/'

says Mr Young, leads them to grasp at the least

prospect of mamtcnance for a family; and popula-
tion goes on with unlimited force, in consequence of

the ignorance, the little frugality, and the ah.\cnce of
all arli/icial iranls avions the people'* In the districts

of Padua, Modena, and Bologna, and even a great

part of the Ecclesiastical States, the system of middle-

men prevails, and tlie condition of the cultivators is

uniformly worse than where they hold directly of the

landlord.

The ijitiiation of the people in the Tuscan States

is greatly superior to what obtains in other parts of

Italy. The number and opulent ajqjc.iranee of the

villages, tlie inns and handsome sliop-j, all liespcaktbc'

greater comfort of the middling and lower orders

:

and remind the English traveller of the cheerful and
prosperous aspect of his own country. Nor is the com-
fort of the people less conspicuous in their dress and
dwellings. On ordinary occasions their dress is neat

and substantial, and on Sundays and festivals, costly

and handsome, Tiiis obtains, however, chiefly in the

valley of the Arno, where, as already observed, the

women add to the earnings of the fiiniily by their ma-
nufacture of straw hats. In the remoter districts of

:he country* the pea.santry are in a more depressed

condition; bread and liquorice flam their ordinary

food, and meat is tasted only on Sundays ;
and not

unfrequcntly the Metayers are so poor, that the land-

lord is obliged to lend them corn for food, when the

produce of the harvests has been unfavourable.

(Young, II. 156’; Chateauvieux, 79 )

Every traveller observes that the condition of the

people in the Roman States is worse than in the
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luly. northern parts of Italy. But their situation is stillW more depressed in the kingdom of Naples,—in that

country where the plains annually yield a double
crop, and where the mountains spontaneously pro-
duce the finest and most luxuriant fruits.

The miserable condition of the Neapolitan peasant-
ry is not surprising when the multiplied oppressions
and exactions to which they are subjected are consi-
dered. The Laronx have the right of life and death
within their jurisdiction. They have a legal claim to
one-tenth of the produce that grows within their lord-
ships, and the exclusive right of erecting an oven, an
oil-press, an inn, n mill, and a butcher’s shop, tliat

is, of exercising all the necessary arts. (De Sali's

Travels^ 197.) These privileges are sohl by them by
auction to the highest bidder. Many lordships, in
addition to this, have the right of levying road and
bridge-money, though both are generally in the most
dilapidated state. It the baron be aii oppressive and
unthinking master, or if .lie does not reside on his
estate, and the management devolves on a steward,
the condition of the vassal under these privileges is

truly deplorable. It is with *the utmost difficulty

they are able to pay the charges niade upon them ;

and any appeal against injustice is out of the question,
as the baron is himself the judge, and his decision
can be brought under review only by endless litigation

and at vast expence. {Ibid. 202.)
The mannay a substance which exudes from the

leaves of a certain species of ash, belongs every-
where to the King; and to gather it a certain
number of labourers are furnished b}'^ the lord of
the barony. During the season that the collec-

tion of the manna lasts, which is about a month,
none of the labourers so employed are allowed to
absent themselves even for a day, to look after

their own scanty harvest. If the peasantry are de-
tected burning or injuring any of the trees on which
this royal substance grows, or if tlie smallebl quan >

tity of the juice is found in their liouses, they are pu-
nished with the utmost severity. The taxes are all

farmed, and the mode of ccdlecting ll)em adopted by
the farmers of the revenue is in the highest degree
oppressive.

CHAP. III.

Governmcnt.-^Police—Mamirrs.^Ciistorns.—Charts
table Kstahlishmcvts,

In all the stjites of Italy, the sovereign is vested-
with absolute power. I’he judgments even of the
courts of law are reversed and altered according to
his pleasure. He cuts off the rights of succession
by legitimating a bastard ; and sets aside the provi-
sions made for families by dispensing with the fetters

imnosed on the eldest son. The privileges of public
bodies are 'not less at his mycy than the riglits of
individuals; he changes at .rill the customs and pri-

vileges of cities, and the subsisting prerogatives of
the different orders of the state. As everything de-
pends on the will of the prince, so every measure is

carried into execution by his sole authority, and
without the intervention ofany public deliberation, or
the consultation of any class of men Any public
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criticism on political subjects would be considered as Italy*

a high offence, and instantly prohibited. Modern »

history even is in many places an interdicted subject.

The newspapers are subjected to the most rigid cen-
sorship, and contain almost nothing under the head
of Italy but frivolous details of fashionable life.

The freedom of individuals is abridged to an in-

conceivable degree by the opy)ressivc ])Ower which
is everywhere vested in the police. To those who
have lived only in Britain, it is hardly possible to

convey a conception of the authority which, in all

the Italian States, is thus exercised over the move-
ments of individuals. In the provinces subject to

Austria, especially, they have established a system
of surveillance which makes them acquainted with
everytiling that is going forward in private families.

No Austrian subject is allowed to leave the Austrian
provinces, unless Jus passport is signed by the Di-
rector-Cteneral of tlie Police at Vienna ; and no fo-

reign traveller can enter the Austrian territories un-
less his passport is signed by the Austrian Ambassa-
dor at some foreign court. It may here be observed,

liowcver, that the j)ol ice treat natives in a much
more despotic manner than foreign travellers. To the

honour of the government of Florence, it must be
admitted, that the police throughout all its territories,

like every other branch of the government, is rnucli

less oppressive than in the rest of Italy.

It is of the nature of despotic government, how-
ever, to fail in the attainment of its own objects

:

and while it professes to preserve the public safety

better than any other, it is incapable of affording

that strong restraint upon crime which springs from
the co-operation of all classes in a free country. In
the Roman and Neapolitan provinces, robbery and
murder arc so common, as to have rendered travelling

in many districts higlily dangerous. Robberies arc

committed by largo IjocIu's of ten or twenty jiersons.

If no resistance is made?, they arc not, in g(*iieral,

guilty of acts of cruelty. It is a common practice

with these bands to carry off some individual who is

connected with wealthy relations, and having got

him secured in their retreats, they intimate to his

relations, that, unless he is redeemt^d within a li-

mited lime, they will put their captive to death.

A particular spot is assigned, where the ransom is to

be deposited; and, upon its being found there, the

jrisoner is conducted blindfold, in the night, to the

ligli road, and lliere set at liberty. Instances fre-

quently occur in wbieh 1000 or oOOO crowns are

given to redeem individuals from ibis perilous situa-

tion. The Alban Mount is a favourite haunt of

these depredators. They made several attempts to

carry off Lncicn Bonaparte from his villa at Frescali,

and actually, on one occasion, succeeded in seizing

his secretary. The road from I’crracino to Naples
is guarded by picquets of soldiers, placed at the dis-

tance of a mile from each other; but, notwithstand-

ing these precautions, travelling there cannot yet be
considered as perfectly safe. Such is the weak-
ness of the Roman government, that the Pope, un-
der the able direction of Cardinal (Jonsalvi, actu-

ally deemed it prudent to enter into a treaty with
a leader of banditti, who surrendered himself on
condition of being confined two years in the Castle
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Italy* of St Anj^lo^ on o pemion of about eighteenpence

a-day, at die expiration of which period he is to be
set at liberty. When the writer of this article was
in Rome (in 1819), this noted criminal, known to
have committed many murders, aifd numberless
of robbery, was living much at his ease, in that ce&
bratcd fortress.

In Italy the higher classes reside almost constant*

ly in towns. During a few months in autumn, in-

deed, some of them resort from Milan to villas on
the banks of the Lake of Como

; from Florence to
the baths of Lucca; from Naples to Gastello Mare,
on the adjacent shores; and the Malaria of Rome
drives tlie whole of the wealthier classes to Tivoli,
Frescati, or Albano, during the dangerous season rf
August and September. Many villas, in beautiful
situations, arc to be seen round the Italian lakes, on
the hills which surround the valley of the Amo, and
on the enchanting shores of the Bay of Naples. But
these are occasional, not permanent residences. No-
where is a country house, in the English sense of the
word, to be seen. The idea of building and living
on liis estate, seems never to enter the mind of an
Italian proprietor. Field-sports arc wholly unknown
in tlie north of Italy, as might well be expected
among a people whose habits arc formed entirely

to a city life. What they call going to shoot at

Genoa, is sitting down in a little }mco, or wood,
composed of ten or tw'clvc young trees, in the
corner of a garden, where the sportsman fires at

crows and inagpie.s, as they fly past. In Naples,
however, the love of shooting is very common, and
is particularly faslnonahle at Court; but the mode in

whicli it is practised, by collecting an immense num-
ber ('f wiki aniraak, in some enclosed space, and firing

at them as they issue from an outlet, accords but ill

either with the feeling of fair pUn/ bctw'cen the

sportsman and his game which prevails in England,
01 ' W'ith the active and energetic habits from which
the love of it in this country has arisen.

It is one consequence of this almost entire oblivion

of the country by the Italian landholders, that the
noble youth are bred up in habits of indolence and
inactivity, which, to an inhabitant of the north of Eu-
rope, seem altogether contemptible. They are sel-

dom to be seen before dinner, but trifle away the fore-

noon, or CK'cupy it in the pursuits of gallantry. The
nobles dine in general alone; and invariably drive in

the afternoon to the Cassino, or the Corso, where
every lady is attended by her cavalkre serviente.

The cavalcade proceeds to a fashionable confection-

er’s, where ices and lemonade are procured, and
ihencc moves on to the opera. Here cards or con-

versation supply the amusement^ required by per-

sons doomed daily to witness the same sort of per-

formance. This style of manners prevails alike in

the least as in the greatest towns ; for, however in-

considerable the population of a city may be, it has

its theatre and its Corso.

The universal disposition of the Italian proprietors

to this mode of life, is the cause of the vast number
of towns which are to be met with in every part of

Italy, more especially in the plain of Lombardy; and
of that polish of manners, which has descended so

low in the scale of society. The coarseness which
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in this oduntry too frequently disgraces the mid- Italy,

tiling ebases, and tamishea the sterling virtues they v
possess, is there in a great degree unknown. Tlie

oontiniuil presence of all the higher orders, and
the constant display of their manners in tlie places

of general resort, has given to the middling and
lower classes a degree of elegance, and a taste for

the enjoyments of cultivated life, to which there is

nothing comparable in any other part of Europe.

Intoxication is almost entirely unknown, or, when it

does occur, is looked upon with tlie utmost abhor-

rence. The amusements of the lower orders in the

cities consist of dancing, singing, conversation, walk-
ing, and fretjuenting the public theatres. Even the
peasants in the country participate in those elegant

amusements, which seem natural to this genial cli-

mate. An English traveller being benighted in the

Appenincs, near Garrard, two years ago (1819), not

only met with a most hospitable reception from a

small farmer, who refused to accept any remunera-
tion, but was charmed the whole evening by his three

daughters, who bad recently completed their educa-

tion at Leghorn, and sung in parts in the most
beautiful manner. ‘ Every peasant, in the vale of the

Arno, has a horse and small curt, which is used partly

to convey the family to church, and partly to carry

the daughters to the nistic balls, which, during the

summer months, are frequent in Tuscany. (Chateau-

vieux, 76.) Generally speaking, the Italian peasant-

ry arc a kind, affectionate, and contented people,

who, though poor, enjoy with thankfulness the boun-
ties of nature, without repining at the humble lot

which providence has assigned them.

The taste of the middling and lower orders for

the fine arts, and their capacity of appreciating their

excellencies, is very remarkable. The tradesmen in

towns, the persons whom you meet with in public

conveyances, discuss the merits of poetry, music, and
architecture, with an enthusiasm and a discrimina-

tion, which is hardly to be found in the most polish-

ed circles on the north of the Alps. Even the pea-

santry display a taste in works of design, w'bich no

other country exemplifies. If a Virgin and Child,

are painted on tlie exterior of a cottage by the mean-
est artisan of the village, the work has a grace and
air peculiar to Italian painting. Nor is the taste of

the people less conspicuous in their dress and habita-

tions. The fann-yards in Lombardy are surrounded

with porticos and colonnades, composed, indeed, of

the simplest materials, but chaste and elegant in their

design ;
and some of the most striking features of

It'dian landscape consist of the picturesque forms in

W'bich the village churches and common country

houses are built. It has long been matter of pro-

verbial remark, that the Italians have an instinctive

tiiste for music; and the proof is to be found not

only in the nice discrimination of the beauties of the

opera, which is displayed even by the lowest of the

populace, but in the charming airs which arc sung in

every part of the country.

One remarkable peculiarity remains to be noticed,

namely, the fondness which all ranks manifest for

the exhibitions of hnprovtsatari composers, and th^

singular talent for this species of exhibitii/n which is

frequently to be met with. In the streets of Venke,
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luly. of Rome, and Naples, the attention of the traveller

^ is often arrested by a pjroup of peYsona who surround

some wandering composer of this description ; and
it is difficult to say which is most worthy of astonish-

ment, the ease oi' the language in which the talc is

delivered, or the intense interest which is evinced by
the audience. Nor is it only among tlic lower classes

that this p^^sion is prevalent. It exists equally in

the highest and most cultivated ranks ; ancl the ta-

lent which the performers display is such as can
scarcely be credited by those who have not witnessed

. their exhibitions.

Wlien the Improvisalore is to make an exhibition,

he demands a subject; and after six or eight minutes'

thought begins his song, which often extends to five

or six hundred verses, in which, not unfrequently,

noble bursts of passion and poetical feeling captivate

and astonish the audience. Many of these extem-
pore composers voluntiirily select the most difficult

versification : sometimes the triple rhime of Dante,

sometimes the octavos of Tasso.

Nov is it only among the Italian men that this

singular talent manifests itself. The most admirable

Jmprovisatoris of modem times have been found in

the other sex. The celebrated Gorilla, who was
crow'ned at the Capitol, captivated all Italy by the

brilliancy of her imagination, and the elegance of

her manner; and suggested to the most distinguish-

ed female writer of modern times the original of her

inimitable Corinne. I.a Faulistici of Florence, and

La Bandittini of Bologna, have been celebrated in a

lesser degree ;
the former for the melody of Jjcr ver-

sification, and tlie latter for the vast extent of the

classical and historical information which she in-

troduced into her poetry. The most remarkable

Improvisatori of the present day is Madame Mazzei,

a lady of high rank at Florence, who surpasses all

her predecessors in the fertility of her imagination,

the harmony of her style, and the perfect regulariry

of her versification. She does not sing, and has little

power of recitation ; but w^hen she begins an impro-

visatory composition, her langiunge and manner bear

the marks of the highest poetical genius.

The dress of the peasantry is extremely various,

and, in general, highly picturesque. In Naples,

more especially, and in the mountainous part of the

Neapolitan territory, the colours they wear arc com-
monly scarlet and blue; and the warmth of the cli-

mate obliges the men to throw their coats over their

shoulders in a manner peculiarly adapted fur paint-

ing. When we see the brilliant and varied colours

of the dress of both sexes in the Italian villages,

and attend to the rapid and violent gesticulations

into which the people throw themselves even in or-

dinary conversation, it is not difficult to perceive

whence the Italian painters have drawn both the

conception of drapery, and the extraordinary power
of representing passion w^ch characterizes their

school.

The corruptions of religion in this country arc uni-

versally known ; but it is Imt justice to the Italian

parochial clergy to fay, that their lives are often spent

in tlic most exemplary manner; and that, by a rigid

adherence to the practice of virtue, they not only

present a most salutary example to their flocks, but
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counteract, in a g^t measure, the pernicious effects Italy

^

of some of the religious doctrines wnich they arc ob- *

liged to inculcate. In the mountains, more especially,

which surround the Italian lakes, or which shut in

the delightful valley of the Amo, they live on the

cordial terms with their parishioners; and in

the unnoticed discharge of their duty, present an ex-

ample which may put many northern ecclesiastics to

the blush for the opportunities of doing good they

have neglected, and the great acquirements tliey have

turned to no useful purpose.

In justice to the peasantry, it must also be observ-

ed, that they seem generally to be strongly impressed

with their religious duties, and to join with sincerity

in the exercise of devotion. To them, the Catholic

religion is divested of most of its w^orst consequences

;

and the universal charily which it inculcates has had

a material effiect in softening and liuinanizing their

manners.
In the great Christian virtue of charity, ind<‘C(l,

none of the Italians, of whatever rank or doscriptiorr,

can be accused of being deficient. A population,

which has nearly reached the utmost verge of sub-

sistence, and the continued pressure of (Icspotism,

necessarily occasion a great deal of misery ;
and the

same causes to which the misery is owing, have ma-
terially diminished the ability of the higher orders

to relieve it. Yet, the provi'^ion which is made in

most of the great towns, for the relied* of distress,

and of the poor, is such ns to a fiord a spUnidid ex-

ample of clirihtian beneficence. There are above

sixty charitable founclations in Naples. Of these,

seven are hospitals for the sick
;
thirty arc receptacles

for orphans, foundlings, and other destitute [)crsons ;

five are banks for the occasional relief of such p(K)r

persons as stand in need of the loan of small sums ol‘

money, and the others are schools or confraternities.

(Eustace, I. 4y9-) The income of these establish-

ments is very considerable, and is derived princijially

from grants of land received from the piety of former

limes; but the expenditure is generally gri-ater than

the regular income. But tlie deficiency, however
great, is abundantly supplied by donations, most i»l

w’hich conic from unknown benefactors. (//wW.)

All the other cities exhibit more or less the sanic

amiable concern for human suficring. It is com-

puted that the annual revenue of the charitible in-

stitution.s of Milan amounts to L.87,()()0 a-year.

(Young'a Travels^ II. G45.) In the great hospital,

there arc commonly from 2000 to ;i()0d patients
;
yet

such is its revenue, that the directors are enabled

annually to divide a large surplus of money among
the other charities. The other charitable institutions

of that great city are very numerous.

Without doubt, Yfiany of these charitable establisii-

ments arc attended with pernicious consccpicnccs,

and this has been very forcibly observed by an in-

telligent French writer (Lalande, V^ol. V.

who ascribes to the great number of hospitals in

Rome, and the facility with whicli soup and alms can
be procured at the convents, much of the mendicity

and idleness which prevail in that metropolis. Yet
misdirected and pernicious as this charity may often

be, it is impossible to refuse admiration to the truly

Christian spirit from which it has arisen ; and it
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is not to be forgotten^ that this virtue is strongly

and variously exemplified, even in the highest ranks.

The society of the Misericordia at Florence includes

400 persons, among whom the principal nobility are

to be found. Their duty is to attend the sick and
bury tlie dead; and they permit no circumstance,

however painful, to interfere with this duty. (Wil-

liams's Travclsy I. 143.)

Much of all this is, without doubt, to be ascribed

to the efforts of the clergy, who incessantly incul-

cate charity, as the most efficacious means of aton-

ing for a life of wickedness. But it is not, perhaps,

unreasonable to conclude, that despotism, by en-

tirely depriving the rich of employment or any spe-

cies of political interest, has hud a material influ-

ence in directing towards cliOritiblc and benevolent

ctbjects, those warm feelings vrhich the Italians pos-

sess in a greater degree tiinn any other people of

Europe, and which cannot be batisfied, at least in

advanced years, by the beartleiM gallantry of a fa-

shionable fife.
^

The works chiefly referred to in this article are the

following : Sismondi, llistoire ties llepiifdiqites

eftnes, 16 Vols. Paris, 1809-1813.—Sismoudi, Agri-

culture de Toscancy Geneva, 1802.—Chateauvieux,

Letires ecriles d'llalie, 1812. 8vo.—Young's yVa-

vels in France and^llal^, 4to. Lond. 1796'.—Daru,
Histdre de Venice, 8 Vols. Paris, 1818.-—De Sali's

Travels in Naples, 8vo. 2 Vols.—Denina, Tableau

de Haute Itahe, Paris, 1805.—Verri, Uutoria de

Milano, 8vo. 1712. Milan.—Villani, IRs/oriay Milan,

16*26, Folio.—Paoletti, VAgricuUure tie Toscaue.

—JVuova Raccoha dellc Ague, 9 Vols. Milan, 1786.

—Lalande, Voyage tVIlaViey 5 Vols. Svo. Paris, 1802.

—Eustace’s Travels, 2 Vols. 4to. Lond. 1813.

—

Williams's Travels in Italy and Greece, 2 Vols. 8vo.
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JURISPRUDENCE.
X HE object and end of the science, which is distin-

guished by the name of Jurisprudence, is the protec-

tion of rights.

The business of the present discourse is, there-

fore, to ascertain the means which arc best calcu-

lated for tlie attainment of that end. What we de-

sire to aocomplisli is,—the protection of riglits:

What we have to inf|uirc is,—^thc means by which
protection may be afl'orded.

I’hat rights have hitherto been very ill protectee],

even in the most enlightened countries, is matter of

universal acknowledgment and complaint. That
men arc susceptible of happiness, only in proportion

a.s rights are protected, is a proposition, which, taken

generally, it is unnecessary to prove. Tlic import-

ance of tlie inquiry, therefore, is evident.

It is requisite, as a preliminary, to fix, with some
precision, what wc denote by the expression rights,

'I'hcre is much confusion in the use of this term.

I'hat disorderly mass, the Roman law, changes the

meaning of the word in the two members into w'hich

it divides the subject, Jura Personamm and Jura
Rcrum, In the first of thc.se phrases, the word Jura

means a title to enjoy
;
in the second, it must of ne-

cessity mean something else, because things cannot

tMijoy. Lawyers, whose nature it is to trudge, one

al\er another, in the track which has been made for

them ; and to whose eyes that which is, and that

which ouglit to be, have, often, no mark of distinc-

tion, have translated the jargon into Englisli, as well

us into other modern languages.

I'his is not all the confusion which has been in-

curred in the use of the word right. It is sometimes

employed in a very general way, to denote whatever

ought to be; and in that seqse is opposed to wToug.

Tlicre are also persons, but these arc philosophers,

pushing on their abstractions, who go beyond the

sense in which it is made to denote generally what-
ever ought to be, and who make it stand for the

foundation of whatever ought to be. These philoso-

phers sny, that there is a right and a wrong, original,

fundamental ; and that things ought to be, or ought
not to be, according as they do, or do not, conform
to that standard. If asked whence we derive a
knowledge of this right and wrong in the abstract,

which is the foundation and standard of what we
call right and wrong in the concrete, they speak
dojpnaatically, and convey no clear ideas.* In snort,

writers of this stamp give us to understand, that vve

must take this standard, like many other things

which they have occasion for, upon their word.

After all their explanations given, this, we find, is

what alone we are required, or rather commanded,
to trust to. The standard exists,—Why ? Because

they say it exists; and it is at our peril if we refuse

to admit the assertion. They assume a right, like

other despots, to inflict punishment, for contumacy,
or contempt of court. To be sure, hard words are

the onl}' instrument of tyranny wdiich they have it

in their power to employ. They employ them, ac-

cordingly: and there is scarcely an epithet, calcu-

lated to denote a vicious state of the intellectu-

al, or moral part, of the human mind, which they

do not employ to excite an unfavourable opinion

of those who refuse subscription to their articles of

faith.

With right, however, in this acceptation, wc have Use of ihr

at present no farther concern than to distinguish it^ermHighi,

^.learly from that sense in which the word is employ-

ed in the science of jurisprudence. To conceive

more exactly the sense in whicli it is employed in dencc.

that science, it is necessary to revert to what we es-

tablished, in the article Government, with regard

to the end or object of the social union, for to that,

^ See the writings of Kant and his followers, pasnm; see also Degerando, and others of his school, in

arious parts of their works.
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every thing which is done in aubeervience to the eo-

^
cial union^ must oP*course bear a reference.

Jn that article it appeared, that, as every man de-

sires to have for himself as many good things as pos-

sible, and there is not a sufficiency of good things

for all, the strong, if left to tliemselves, would take

from the weak every thing, or at least as much as

they pleased ; that the weak, therefore, who are the

greater number, have an interest in conspiring to

protect themselves against the strong. It also ap-

peared, that almost all the things, which man deno-

minates good, are the fruit of human labour; and
that the natural motive to labour is the enjoyment

of its Iruits.

That the object, then, of the social union, may be

obtained
;

in other words, that the weak may not be

deprived of their share of good things, it is neces-

sary to fix, by some determination, what shall be-

long to each, and to make choice of certain marks

by which the share of each may be distinguished.

This is the origin of right. It is created by this sort

of determination, wliich determination is cither the

act of the whole society, or of some part of tlie so-

ciety which possesses the power of determining for

the whole. Right, therefore, is factitious, and the

creature of will. It exists, only because the so-

ciety, or those who wield the powers of the society,

will that it should exist; and l^fore it was so willed,

it had no existence-

It is easy to see what is the standard, in confor-

mity with which the rights in question owgA/ to be

constituted; meaning by owgA/, that which perfect

benevolence would desire. It is the greatest happi-

ness of the greatest number. But whether rights are

constituted, that is, whether the shares of good
things arc allotted to eacli, according to this stand-

ard, or not according to this standard, the allotment

is still the act of the ruling power of the communi-
ty; and the rights, about which the science of juris-

prudence treats, have this alone for the cause of their

existence.

The printi- In this complicated term, it is obvious that there
pal ideas in- is involved, on the one hand, the idea of the person

thc^Jut/s
whom a share is allotted, and, on the other hand,

prudential things which are allotted. The one

Unse of the is the owner of the right, the person to whom it be-

vord Right, longs ; the other is the object of the right, namely,

the person or tiling over which the right gives cer-

tain powers.
All Objects All rights of course arc to objects of human dc-

*^^*‘c*—of nothing else need shares be allotted. All

desired"'"**
objects which men desire, are desired, either as the

and desired means. The pleasurable state of the

as Dcan.s to mind is the end ; consisting of the feelings of the
an end, mind. It Avould be absurd, however, to speak of

giving a man a right to the feelings of his own mind.
The objects of desire, therefore, which are the ob-

jects jof right, are not the pleasurable feelings them-

selves, which arc desired i ’Ibe end, but the objects

which ai'c desired as the meansr to that end.

Thp Objects Objects of desire, as means to that end, may be
of Rights divided into the class of pysrsons and the class of

things. Both may be tlic object of rights. In

framing our language, therefore, W’e may say, that

all rights are the rights of persons ; but rights may
be to cither persons or things. ,*

tre twoAdd
viz. either

jd^Tersons or

Things.

All that men desire, eitlicr with persons or things, Jarispni-

is to render them subservient to the end, for which
they are desired as means. They are so rendered by
certain powers over them. All rights, then, when Rights,

the term is closely investigated, are found to

powers; powers with respect to persons, and powersj^g®^'^
*

with respect to things, what any one means when/*,):^,^^—

he says that a thing is his property, is, that he hnslcgali/eil

the pofver of using it in a certain way. Powers—

It is no part of the present inquiry to ascertain

what rights owg/i/ to be constituted, or wh^t rights

?
erfect benevolence would choose to sec con^ituted-and I’owcrs

'hat belongs to the question how government shouldwith rwpect

be constituted; in other words, how the powers Thitn»s.

which are necessary for the general protection ou^ht
to be distributed, and 4;he advantages of tlie union

to be shared. At present our sole endo»/our is to

ascertain the most effectual means which rfic govern-

ing power of the state can employ for protecting the

rights, whatever they are, which it has seen meet to

create.

Rights, it must be remembered, always import ob-KvcryRii^iu

ligations. This is a point of view, which, in the ^

sideration of rights, .has not, in general, attracted

sufficient attention. If one man obtains a right toJ-)fn

the services of another man, an obligation is, at the

same time, laid upon that man to render those ser-

vices. If a right is conferred upon one man to use

and dispose of a horse, an obligation is laid upon
other men to abstain from using him. It thus ap-

pears, that it is wholly impossible to create a right,

without at the same time creating an obligation.

The consequences of this law of nature are in

highest degree important. Every right is a benefit; a"*

command to a certain extent over the objects of

sire. Every obligation is a burden ; an interdiction (V(.atu>n oi

from the objects of desire. The one is in itself a Evil,

good ; the other is in itself an evil. It would be de-

sirable to increase the good as much as possible.

But, by increasing the good, it necessarily happens
that we increase the evil. And, if there be a certain

point at which the evil begins to increase faster than

the good, beyond that point all creation of rights is

hostile to human welfare.

The end in view is a command over the objects of

desire. If no rights are established, there is a gene-

ral scramble, and every man seizes what he can. A
man gets so much, and he is interdicted by the

scramble from all the rest. If rights are established,

he also gets so much, and is interdicted by liis obli-

gations from the rest. If what he obtains by his

right exceeds what he would have obtained by the

scramble, he is a gainer by the obligations which he
sustains.

If it is proposed to create rights in favour of all

the members of a community, the limits arc strict.

You cannot give all your advantages to every one ;

you must share them out. If you do not give equal

rights to all, you can only give more than an equal

share to some, by diminishing the sliarc of others,

of whom, while you diminish the rights, you increase

the obligations. This is the course which bM go-
vernments pursue; they increase the rights of the

few, and diminish the rights of the many, till, in

the case of governments virtually despotic, it is all

right on the one side, all obligation on the other.
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Junsprti. opposed, are not less necessary than the definition

(ence, rights themselves. The reasons which demons
aitrate this necessity are so nearly the same with those

which demonstrate tlu' necessity of the definition of

rights, that we (Jeeni it unnecessary to repeat them,
f'lvii and The definition of rights constitutes that part of law
l^eBalCodcuu^hich has been generally denominated the civil code.
—What,

definition of offences and punishments consti-

tutes that other part of law which has been generally

denominated the criminal ov penal code.

roiieof Pro- When rights are distributed, and the acts by which
'L'jiuro- they may be violated arc forbidden, an agency is re-

^ quired, by which that distribution may be maintain-

ed, and the violators of it punished. That agency is

<lenomindted judicature. The powers, by which that

agency is constituted, require to be accurately de-

fined ; and the mode in wdiich the agency itself is to

be carried on must be fixed and pointed out by clear

and determinate rules. These riilc^ and definitions

prescribe the form and practice of the courts, or

mode in which the judicial functions are performed

;

and constitute that branch of law wliich has been
called tlie code of procedure.

ro}fws Ju~ These three codes, the civil code, the penal code,
r.^ or Body of procedure, form together the whole sub-

ject of jurisprudence. Of the three, it sufficiently

ap|)ears, that the last exists only for the sake of the

preceding. Courts and their operations are provid-

ed that the provisions of the civil and penal codes

may not be without tlicir effect, ft is to be con-

sidered, thercfbi’e, as subordinate, and merely instru-

mental, in respect to the other two. They form the

main body of the law; thisS is an accessary to the

main brjdy, though an accessary of indispensable use.

It would be of great advantage to affix characteris-

tic names to distinguish from one another the main

and accessary parts of law. Unexceptionable names,

however, it is not casjy to find. Mr Benthrim, the

great improver of this branch of knowledge, has call-

ed the civil and penal codes together, by ll’o name
of '' substantive knv,” the code of procedure by tliat

of adjective law;" not, we may be satisfied, be-

cause he aj'proved of these names, but because the

language liardly afforded others to which equal ob-

jection.-. would not apply. In the very in which
cither the term accessary, or the term adjective can

be applied (o the code of procedure, both may be
appl:cd to the penal code, as it respects the civil.

The penal code exists purely for the salve of the
civil; .that the rights which are ordained by tlie le-

gi.dature, and marked out by tlie terms of the code,

may bo saved from infringement. The civil code i.s

thert'for(? the end and object of all the rest. The
code of ]n*ocetlure, however, is auxiliary to imcIi of
the orlier two; the penal code to r.o more than one.

Having now explained the nature of the three

codes which coiv-titute the body of law necessary for

the prelection of rights, it remains that w e illustrate,

as much in detail as oirr li. % will permit, what is

required the perfection ol cach.
%

Wbiii is re- The grand object of tlie ci^ il code is the definition
quircd for righte. Kighls are fjometimes more, sometimes less

tion^f ale
Thus the riglit of a man to a horse may

Civii Codc. jsolcly extcfhd to use him in riding Irom one stage to

another; or it may extend to the powder of doing Junspru-

with him as he pleases. In Uk® manner, the rights

of a man with respect to a person may extend only

to some momentary service, or they may go the

length of slavery. Even slavery itself does not im-
ply rights always equally extensive. In some cases,

Iiowever, it implies rights as extensive over the slave

as over the inferior animals.

All rights, when the essence of them is spoken of,

arc powers; powers to an individual which the go-

verningmembers of the community guarantee
;
powcr^i

^more or less extensive, of making either a person or

thing subservient to the gratification of a desire-

To be made to gratify the desire of an individual, is

to be made to render him a service. Aiul this term
may, fortunately, be applied to both persons anil

things. A man receives a service from the field

when it produces a crop, as well as from the servant

and the horse who ploughed it. In one meaning of

the word service, it implies only active service, or

that rendered by the voluntary operations of sentieni

beings. In the present case, however, it is employ -

ed to denote both active anil fiassive services. It is

evident, that in every case in wliich a being iniini-

mate is rendered subservient to the gratification

a desire, the service is, properly speaking, .a passi\c

service. It is also evident, that even aininaU

beings arc rendered subservient to the gratificatioi;

of desires in a way which in.ay equally be (‘ailed

passive.

It is necessary to request attention to tijc explana-

tion which 5s here given of the meaning in which the

term service is to be employed : as both the English

and tlie Roman lawyers use it in a very restricted

sense. Here it is employed to denote the w hole of

tliat ministration to the gratification of our desires,

ovhich wc are entitled, in consequence of rights, im

derive either 1mm persons or from things. Right'^

are powers, and tlie powers arc means for the ob-

taining of services. Wc have now, therefore, a lan-

guage, by the help of which we may speak with to-

lerable clearness.

Our object is to define rights, and rights are ])n\v-

ers. But these powers can be defined, only by a re-

ference to tlie services which they arc tlie means oi

obtaining.

The first thing, therefore, to be done for the dcfi-ri pt-ratMir'*-

nition of rights is, to make out .a list of all the kinds

of services, which the legislature permits an indi-*‘\^^^‘

vidual to derive, fiv.5l, from persons, and secondly.

from things. This would not be a matter of very

great difficulty. It w'ould be right to begin with the

most simple cases, and go oil to tiie more complex.

Thus, in the services derivable from a person, some
arc limited lo a single species of act, and that with-

in a limited time, and at a particular place. Othor.-^

are services, consisting of various acts, limited or

not limited in sjince and time. And lastly, are tlic

wh6lc services which a man is capable of render-

ing; without limitation as to either space or time

( onsiderablc pains woufcl be nece.S8ary to make
the list complete ; and not only considerable pains,

but considerable logic would be necessary, to clas-

sify the servicfs, in other words, make them up

into lots, the most convenient for the purpose in
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Juriipm- question ; and to fix the extent of each by an exact
dence.

definition. It is obvious, that as soon as all the pos-

sible gradations, in the services which one human be-

ing can render, to another, are exhibited by such

enumeration and assortment, it is easy for the legis-

lature to point out exactly whatever portion of these

services it is its will to give any individual a right

lo.

The same considerations apply to the class of

tilings. In being made subservient to the gratifica-

tion of our desires, llicy also render services. In pro-

(Kirtion as a man has the right to derive those ser-

vices from them, they are said to be his property.

The whole of the services, whicli are capable of be-

ing derived IVom them, may, without much difficulty,

be enumerated and classified ; ind when they arc so,

those which it may be the pleasure of the legislature

to make any one’s property, may be very easily and
distinctly jwinted out.

We may take land frr an example. All the dif-

ferent sei^icea which aiv capable of being derived

from the land may be c.mmerated, and, being clas-

sed under convenient heads, may be referred to with

jHirfect certainty; and any ])ortion of them, which is

made the property of any individual, may thus be
.accurately described. A man may have a right

«imply to pasture a field
; to pasture it for a day, or

a year, or a hundred years. He may have a right

to crop it ; anti that either in a particular manner, or

in any manner lie pleases; for a year, or for any
other lime, He may liavc a right to use it for any

purjiosc, and that during a limited time, or an unli-

mited time, The services which it is c*.pable of ren-^

tiering may belong to him only in common with a

number of other persons, or they may all belong to

himself.

In illustration of this subject w^e may notice a

eJassification of the services derivable from the land,

made, though very rudely, by the English law.

lllackstone, who, like other English lawyers, has on

this, as on all other occasions, no' idea of any other

classification, than that which is made by the techni-

cal terms of the English law, has distinguished cer-

tain lots of the services derivable from the land, un-

der tlie name of ‘‘ Estates therein; Estates with re-

spect to, l.y/, Quantity of interest; Tinw? of en-

joyment; Number and connection of the te-

nants.” These accordingly are, cstoles in fee sim-

ple, comprehending the w^hole of the .services which

are capable of being derived from tlie land, unlimit-

ed in point of time; estates in fee tail, implying

always limitation in point of time, and often a limita-

tion in respect to some of the services; estates for

years ; estates at will
;

estate.^ at sufferance ; estates

on condition; estates in remainder; estates in rever-

sion; estates in jointenancy; estates in coparcenary;

estates in common. The Itoman law has made no

enumeration or classification of the services deriva-

ble from any thing, not even from the land. It

speaks of property in the abstrajit, and in two sUtes

;

property in possession, and property in action. The
English law does the same thing in regard to all

other property but the land. “ Propei ty, in cliattels

personal, is eitlier in possession or i’l .action,’' says

Blackstone. Ik dees, indeed, add, The property
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of chattels personal is liable to remainders, if creat- Jurispru-

ed by will, to jointenancy, and to tenancy in com-

mon/*
Of articles of property, different from land, the ser-

vices derivable from a great number need not be di-

vided under many heads. A piece of plate, for exam-
ple, may render certain services without alteration

of its form
;
others it may be incapable of rendering

without alteration of its form. It is chiefly, there-

fore, by limitation of time, that the various quantities

of interest in such articles need to be determined.

A man’s right may extend to the use of a silver cup,

for a day, or a year, or for his life. During this

time the different services which it is capable of ren-

dering have no occasion to be dirided. 'I’hey go
naturally all together. An unlimited right lo it-’ ser-

vices implies the power of u-'iiig it, either with or

without alteration of its form, and without limitation

of time. In most of the instances the limited right

would be called loan, though, in the case of heir-

looms and some others, there is a limidkl use to

which the term loan is not customarily applied.

In s^>eaking of the rights which a man may have*

to persons ; as master, as father, as husband, and so

.

on; there is one case so remarkable, that it requires

a few words to be added in its explanation. It i*^ that

of one’s own person. In this case the rights of the in-

dividual have no proper limitation beyond the obli-

gations under which lie is laid, in consequence, either

of the rights conferred upon others, or of the means
which are thought necessary for the protection of

those rights.

If we have enabled our readers to form a tolera-

ble conception of what wc desire to be accomplish-

ed, under the title of an enumeration, and commo-
dious classific.ation of the services derivable frt ti\

persons and things, we have performed whi;t we pur-

posed. The enumeration and classifi cation, them-
selves, are evidently incommensurate with the design

of an article in tlie present work. That ilicy .arL

practicable may be confidently taken for graiited.

In fact, they amount lo nothing more than a de-

scription of the different degrees in which the }'rc>-

perty of a thing may be possessed
;
a point which is

decided upon in every legal dispute. If this be dt^ne.

from time to time, for one article after another, it

may be done once lor all.

We have already said, that rights are powers,

powers for the obtaining of certain services. We
have a].so said, that those powers can be defined on-

ly by a reference to the services which the/ arc the

means of obtaining. When those services arc enu-

ineratetl and classified, what remains is easy. A
right to the^e services must begin ; and it must end.

The legislature has only to determine what fact siiall

be considered as giving n beginning to each right,

and what shall be considered as putting an end tt-

it, and then the whole business is accomplished.

It is evident that, for the definition of rights, twv 'i'woThir.a^

things are necesgary, The first is, an exact descrip-

tion of the extent of the right; the second is the'fic

description of the llict which gives birth to it.

extent of tlic right is described by to

lots of servicc.s, in the title to whit i: services, allRcri)Mu;n rf

rights consist. The facts, wiiich the convenient its Eittrt.
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Jurjsjjru- enjoyiment of rights has pointed out as the fittest for

(it'ncc. giving coinnienceincnt to rights, have been pretty

well ascertained from the earliest pefiod of society

;

^oi\hjd)y, Hand there has, in faet, been a very great conformity
IK' .cnjmon respect to ihriii in the laws of all nations,

which
following is an imperfect enumeration of

ii a hcjiin- them :—An (wpn'.^^siun of the mill of the k^klainret

ninfrnr-.danwhcn it makes any disposition With regard to pro-

Y.mL perty ; Ocmpum ify when a man tekes what belongs

to nobody; Labour; Donation; Contract; Success

sion. Of these six causes of tlie commencement of

a right there is a remarkable distinction between the

first three and the last three. The first lliree give

commencement to a right in favour of one individu-

al, without necessarily putting an end to a right en-

joyed by any other individual. The last tlirce give

commencement to a right in favour of one individual,

only by making the same right to cease in favour of

another individual. When a man, by donation, gives

a horse to another man, the hor.se ceases to be. the

property^if the one man, by the very same act by
whicli he becomes the property of the other; so in

the case of sale, or .any otlicr contract.

It is necessary for the legislature, in order that

eacli man may know what are the objects of desire

which he may enje^y, to fix, npt only what arc the

(acts wdiich shall give coinmenccrnent to a right, but

\v!i.it are tlie facts which shall put an end to it.* In

respect to these facts, also, there is a great harmony
in the law's of all nations.

There is first the will of tlie legislature. When it

confers a right, it may confer it, cither for a limited,

or for an unlimited time. In the term unlimited

time, we include the power of tradition, or transfer,

in all its shapes. If tlic time is limited, by the de-

claration of the Icgihlatiivc, cither to a certain num-
ber of years, or the life of the party, the fact which

terminates the right is obvious. If a man possesses

a right, iinlimitcil in point of time, the event;8 are

tlii'cc by w'lilch it has been commonly fixed that u
may be terminated

;
some expression of his own will,

in the way oi' gift or contract ; some act of delin-

quency; or hi', death.

The pos-C'-sor of a right, unlimited in point of

time, may, in the way of gift or contract, transfer

his right cither for a limited or for an unlimited

time. Thus the owuier of a piece of land may lease

it for a term of years. He may also, in this way,

convey the whole of the services v^hich it is capable

of rciuloring, or only a part of them. In this trans-

action, one event gives birth to a right in favour of

tlie man who receives the? lease, and terminates a

right which W'as possessed by the man who gives it;

and anotlier event, iiiimcly, tlni arrival of the period

assigned for the termination of the lease, terminates

the right of the man who had received the lease, and
revives his former right to tlie man who gave it.

Acts of delinqiiency have been made to terminate

rights, by the l;iws of mos<^ ^’^tions, in the various

inodes of r-^rfeitaro and peciiuiary penalty.

The inode in which the event of death should ter-

minate rights has been variofisly regulated. Some-

times it has been allowed to terminate them simply;

and what a man left at his death was open to the first

occupant. All but rude nations, hirwever, have de-
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teimiincd the persons to whom the riglits which a Jurispru-

man possessed without limitation of lime shall pass
^

at his death. The will of the former owner, when
expressed, is commonly allowed to aqttle the matter.

When that is not expressed, it has by most legisla-

tors been regulated, that his rights shall pass to his

next of kin.

What is the extent of eacli right
;
by what event

it shall receive its commcnceraeiit ; and by what event

it shall be terminated ;—this is all which is neoi?ssary

to be pre-determined witli respect to it. To do this

is the duty of the legislature. When it is done, the

inquiry of the judge is clear and simple. Does aucli

a right belong to such a man ? Tin's question al-

ways resolves itself into two others. Did .-iny of the

events, which give commencement to a right, hap-

pen in this case ? And did any of those events which

terminate a right not happen in this case ? Tliese

are questions of fact, as distinguished from law ; and

are to be determined by the production of evidence.

If a nian proves that an event whicli gives com-

mencement to a right happened in his case, and if

another man canuot prove that an event whicli ter-

minates a right happened subsequently in that case,

tbc right of the first man is established.

If we have now ascertained the importance and

pvactiiyihility of a civil code, and liave shown what

is to be done in order to obtain tlie benefit of it, we
shall conclude, with some confidence, that >ve havi*

rendered a great service to mankinil. We ]4rocce(l

to the consideration of the penal code, 'flic ob-

ject oI‘ that code is, the acts by which rights may be

violated.

In the term violation, we include all those acts by Wimi 1

1

-

which the powers, conveyed by a riglit, are prevented ‘

'

from operating according to the will of the owner.

With respect to a part of such acts, all that^^it is
^

found convenient to do, through the instruraentility

of judicature, is, to remove tlie obstruction, which
prevents the enjoyment of tbc right, without inflict-

ing any penalty for creating it. Thus, ii' a debt is

not paid when due, the right is violated of the man
who ought to receive it. Enough, however, is in

this case supposed to he done, if the man, by whom
the debt is due, is constrained to make payment. The
act of secretly abstracting, with a view to appropriate

a property, perhaps, of less value, w^ould be an act

which the laws of all nations would punish as theft.

Of injurious acts, those alone, to tlie commission
of which it has been deemed expedient that penalties

should be annexed, are considered as the object of

the penal code. Of injurious acts so perfect an ana-

lysis has been performed by Mr Bentham
;
so per-

fectly, too, hfivc the grounds been laid down upon
which those act.s which are destined for punishment
should he selected from tlie rest; and so accurately

have the principles, according to which punisliment

should be meted out, been clisplayerl by that groat

philosopher, that, on this part of the subject, the phi-
losophy of law is not far from complete.

As acts arc declared to be offences, and are made Act'i meet

subject to punishment, solely for the protection offt'r

rights, it is evident, that all acts which enter into

consideration of the penal code, are acts which in-
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•lurinj.ru. fringe upon rights, either directly, or indirectly,
dence. Xhose wnicli infringe upon rights directly, are those

by which injury is done to some individual or indi-

viduals
; a blow, for example, an act of theft, and so

on. We include also, under this division, all acts

the e/Tcc/jof which infringe iuiraediatcly upon rights;

dcstwying a mound, for example, to inundate tlie

lands of another man ; iinywrtation of infection, by
which the health or lives of others may bo destroyed.

Those acts by means oftwhich rights are affected ?//-

directly

f

are those which bear immediately upon the

means which the state has provided fur the jirotec-

tion of rights. The means which the state has pro-

vided for the protection of rights, arc the operations
of government generally. All acts, therefore, meet
for nuniflhment, are arts whieh disturb either indivi-

duals in the enjoyment of their rights, or tlie opera-
tions required for the protectirm of those riglits. The
latter, though mcdiateN , jnd not immediately hurt-
ful, arc apt to be nior'* r^\tensiveJy inischievuiis than
tlic former. An aei v. hieh infringes upon a right

immediately, is.cou prjnly injunous only to one in-

dividual, ora small * umber of individuals; an act

wliich prevents any (/f the operations of government
frf>iu proceeding in its natural eourae is injurious to

all those individuals to whose protection the due
foui’sc of that operation is useful. Permit acts which
interrupt all tlie operations of government, and all

rights are |)ructically ilcfstroyed.

If, as it thus appears, acts arc meet for punish-
ment, only liecansc tliey infringe upon a right, or be-
cause they inlemipt the operations <pr<ivided for the
protection of rights, it is evident, that, in the defini-

tion of one part of tliosc acts, must I e included the
specification of the riglit which is infringed

; and, in

the definition of ili.‘ other, must be included the spe-

cification of tlie operation disturbed. Before, there-

fore, an accurate penal code can exist, tlicre must
exist an accurate civil code, and also whnt we may
call a constitutional or political code ; the latter con-
sisting of an accurate definition of the powers CTeated

for the })urposcs of government, and of tJic limitations

ap})licd to their exercise.

\n.iii is n‘- From wdint has been said, it may appear, that the
qtnr,:(l tvu he definition of oflenccs, by which name we shall he^'c-

distinguish punishable acts, consists necessarily
un enct.

parts. The first part is the specification of
the right infringed, or the operation of government
disturbed

;
and the second part is the definition of

th(‘ mode. Thus, for the definition of an act of
theft, the right which the act has violated must be
distinctly marked, and also the mode in which tlie

violation has been made. In the same class of of-

fences; as those against property, for examph? ; the

mode ill which the violation is performed is that

chiefly whicli constitutes the difference between one
offence and anothei*. In a theft and a robbery, for

example, the riglit violated maybe exactly the same;
tlie mode in w hich the violation w'as effected consti-

tutes the difference. ^
For several purposesW the penal code, it is useful,

that, in the specification of the right violated, the

value of what has been violated, in other words, the

amount of tlie evil sustained, should sometimes be
included. It is evident, that the value of lights can

be judged of ultimately, only by a reference tohu- Juriipra*.

man feelings. Of these feelings, however, certain

outward marks must be taken as the standard. In

offences which concern property the modes of Valua-

tion are familiarly known. In injuries to the person,

those majrks which denote injuries, regarded by man-
kind ip general, as differing in magnitude ; the size,

for example, or position, of a wound; in injuries to

reputation, the words used, and the occasion when,

and so forth, are the only means of distinction wdiich

can be employed.

It may be necessary also to remark, that, in that

part of the definition which relates to the mode, arc

to \}Q distinguished the parties, w hen more than one,

wlio engage in the same offence with different de-

grees or criminality; meaning, by different degrees

of criminality, nothing more than demand for differ-

ent degrees of punishment. The cliief classes of

such persons arc those of principals and accessaries

;

and of accessaries both those before and those ai’ter

the fact.

In the definition of the mode, the art is to be de-

scribed in its ordinary shape. The art, however, may
be attended with aggravating circumstances on the

one hand, or extenuating circumstances on the other:

presenting a demand for increased punishment in

tlie first case, and diminished luinishment in the se-

cond. Mr Bentham has logically remarked, that

the circumstances which are to be regarded as ag-

gravating, and the circumstances which are to be re-

garded as extenuating, being pretty nearly the same
in all cases, they may be defined, in a separate chapter,

once for all. This being done, tlie code proceeds

in the following manner:—The definition is given of

the offence in its ordinary wshape, and the .ippropriate

punishment is annexed; then immediately follows

the same offence with aggravating circumstances;

punishment so much the more severe : the same of-

fence with extenuating ciicumstances; punishment

so much tlie less.

Thus far we have spoken of the definition of of-

fences, into which w’e have entered the less in de-

tail, because we do not think there Js much of con-

troversy on the subject. Many persons, wlio doubt

the possibility of framing a civil code, tliough, after

the preceding exposition of the subject, it is a doubt

which could not, we should imagine, very easily

maintain itself, allow, that offences may all be defin-

ed ; and that it is possible to prevent the monstrous

iniquity of punishing men for acts or offences which

they have not the means of knowing to be so.

After offences comes the consideration of the pu- The I)oc-

nishment to be annexed to them. TJiis is a subject tnneof Pu-

of considerable detail ; it has been, however, so ful-
nwhment.

ly and admirably treated by Mr Bentham, that only

some of the more general considerations, necessary

to murk out the place and importance of the topic,

need here to be introduced. a
When a right has been infringed, th^ arc tw o

things, it is evident, which ought to be done : The

injury which lias been sustained by the individual

ought to be repaired : And means ought to be taken

to prevent the occurrence of a like evil in future.

Tho doctrine of Satisfaction is not at all difficult, Satisfac*

as fur as regards the regulating principles
;
the com-
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'Junspru. plication 18 all in the detail. The greater number of

dene*, injuries are those which concern property. A pecu-
niary value can generally be set upon injuries of this

sort ; though it is not very easy to determine the

pretium ajfeclioiiist a matter of considerable import-

ance, which the English law, so much made up of

clumsiness in one part, and false refinement in ano-

ther, wholly overlooks. For injuries to the person,

also, it is most frequently in the pecuniary shape
alone that any compensation can be made. In mak-
ing these estimates, some general marks are all that

can be conveniently defined by tlie law, and a consi-

derable discretion must be left to the judge. Indeed,

the question of damages is always a question of fact,

which must be determined by the evidence adduced
to the individual instance.

It accords with the feelings of every man to say,

that he who has committed an injury, should be
made to repair it. One part of punishment, there-

fore, ought, wherever special reason does not forbid,

to consist in making satisfaction to the party injured.

Pecuniary satisfaction, wdiere the delinquent is rich,

may be a small part of the due punishment; still, how-
ever, there is an obvious propriety, in making it a
part so far as it can go. In the cases in which the
delinquent has no property, there is the same pro-
priety in making his labour subservient to that end.

Hard labour, with tJie most economical fare, till the

produce of the labour equals the amount of the sa-

tisfaction required, is, therefore, a species of punish-
ment recommended by the strongest considerations.

It is not said that labour so limited v^ould always be
sufficient punishment, and there arc many cases in

which it would be too much; but even then it

should go as far as it can in the one case, and as far

as it ought in the other.

When the injury is done to reputation, there is a
manifest propriety in making the injurer contribute

to the reparation, wherever it can be done. In
many of the cases, too, the proper mode is abundant-
ly obvious

;
all those, for example, where the pub-

lication of falsehood is the injurious act. The au-

thor of the injury may, in a way as public as that of

the ofifence, and as well calculated as possible for the

reparation of the injury, be obliged to declare that

he has been solemnly ac^iidged to have profmgated
a falsehood, and is condemned to publish his own
shame.

In the case of those offences which affeci rights

indirectly, namely, by affecting the securities pro-
vided for them, satisfaction seldom can have any
place, because not any determinate individual or in-

dividuals have sustained an injury.

Thus much may suffice, in exposition of the first

thing which is desirable, where an injury has been
committed ; namely, that reparation should be made.
The second is, that measures should be adopted for

preventin||jthe future occurrence of similar events.

Panish- -Acts m performed, only heiiBuse there are mo-
ju’cnr. tives to the performance of Uicfm. Of course inju-

rious acts arc performed, only because there arc mo-
tives to the performance of them.

Corporal re.straint being out of the question with
regard to all the members uf the coiipmunity, it is

evident iliat only two means remain for preventing
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which provoke to them; or, secondly, to apply mo-
tives sufficient for the prevention of them.

From the very nature of many of the acts it is

impossible to take away the motives which provoke
to them. From properly stolen it is impossible t(»

detach the value of the property ;
from vengeance it

is impossible to detach the hope of that relief wliich

is sought by the blow that is aimed.

What is wanted, then, is t sufficiency of motive in

each instance to counteract the motives which lead

to tlie crime. "Whatever the motives, of the allur-

ing kind, which lead to an act, if you give stronger

motives of the same kind to abstain from the act,

the act will, of course, be prevented. The man who
would steal from you L.5 will assuredly not do so,

if he knows that he shall receive L.G fur abstain-

ing.

The question may then be started, Why should

not all crimes be prevented in this w'ay, since reward

is much more desirable and humane than punishment
The answer is most satisfactory, and is built upon a

ground which ought to receive profound attention

on many occasions on which it is treated with the

most perfect disregard. No reward can be given U*

one man, or set of men, but at the cxpence of some
other man, or set of men. What is reward to one is

therefore punishment to others. If L.G be given to

the man who would steal L-.O, it must be taken from

some one or more individuals of the community. If

one man h elevated by any title or distinction, all

the rest arc witfi regard to liim degraded and de-

pressed. This is utterly unavoidable. Tl\e one

event is necessarily included in the other. J’he giv-

ing of rewards, therefore, is a matter of serious con-

sideration. It is not that simple act, that pure effu-

sion of humanity, which it i.s often so fraudulently

given out to be, and so credulously and foolishly ad-

mitted to be.

OtJier reasons, which prove the insufficiency of re-

wards for preventing injurious acts, are too obvious U»

require to be mentioned. We shall not therefore dwel

I

upon this topic. This at least is sufficiently evident,

that, to«counteract the motives which lead to tlir

commission of an act, we have but two methods. If

w'e cannot apply motives, of the pleasurable sort, to

induce the party to abstain from committing the act,

we must apply such motives, of the painful sort, r.*:

will outweigh there which prompt to the perform-

ance. To prevent, by such means, a theft of L./i,

it is absolutely necessary to affix to that act a degrt^c

of punishment which shall outweigh the advantage

of possessing L.5.

We have now, it is evident, obtained the principle

by which punishment ought to be regulated. We de-

sire to prevent certain acts. That is our end, and
the whole of our end. We shall assuredly prevent

any acts, if we attach to them motives of the pain-

ful kind, sufficient to outweigh the motives of the op-
posite kind which lead to^ performance. If wc
apply a less quantity of evil than is sufficient for out-

weighing those motives, the act will still be perform-

ed, and the evil will Ije inflicted to no purpose; it will

be so much suffering in waste. If we apply a greaU
er quantity of evil than is necessary, we incur a si-.
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Jurifiprii- milar inconvenience; we create a quantity of evil
«ience. ^rhich is absolutely useless ; the act, which it is the

tendency of the motives of the pleasurable kind to

produce* will be prevented, if the motives of the

painful kind outweigh them in the smallest degree,

as certainly as if it outweigh them to any degree

whatsoever. As soon, thcrei'orc, as the legislator

has reached that point, lie ought immediately to

stop. Every atom of punishment whicli goes be-

yond is so much uncompensated evil, so much hu-
man misery created without any corresponding good.
It is pure unmingled mischief.

As no exact measure, indeed, can be mken of the

quantity of pain which w’ill outweigh a supposed
quantity of pleasure, it is always necessary to risk

going somewhat beyond the mark, in order to make
sure of not falling short ol* it. And, in the case of
arts of which the evil is very great; of the higher
urdtT of crimes, in sh<?n

; it may l>c expedient to risk

.1 coiioiderable degree oi' excess, in order to make stire

of reaching the point oi' efficiency.

Tn estimating ,juantity of evil which it may
he necessary to m order to compensate the

motive which leads to a mischievous act, two cir-

viinjstances should be taken into the account. These
are, certainty and proximity. It is of the less im-
portance here to enter fiir into the illustration of
tliese topics, that they arc now pretty generally un-
derstood. It is well known that the prospect of an
evil which i.-:. to happen within an hour, or two hours,

produces a much greater uneasiness than the pro-

.•^pect of the very evil removed to the distance

of years, livery man kuow’tb that ho • vill die within

a certain number ol years: many arc rwarc that they

cannot live beyond u few years; and tins knowledge
produces no unea-iiicss. The effort, on the other

haiifl, which enables a man to behave with tnuiquilli-

ty, on the prospect of immediate death, is supposed

lo be so difficult, thru it is this wiiich makes the hero.

It 1 ^, therefore, of the greatest importance, that pu-
iiihliiviciit ghoidd be immediate; because, in that

case, a )iiuch smaller quantity of evil suffices. It is

imperatively required, by the laws of benevolence,

that, if evil is a necessary means to our end, every

expedient should be used to reduce it to the smal-

k'st cpiantity possible. It is cruelty ; it belongs on-
ly to a malignant nature; to apply evil in a W'ay

wiiich demands a quantity of it greater than would
otherwise have been required. Suppose a law, that

)io act of theft should be punished or challrngcd

till twenty years after the commission, or till the life

of the tiiief was ,‘5upposcd to l>e near its end. It is

'^‘viclcnt that all punishment, in this case ;
that death,

in the greatest torture, would be nearly ilestitatc of

power. This is partly the ground of the conipla'nt,

of the little efficacy of religious punishment, tliough

dreadful beyond expression in the degree.

The want of certainty is a defect of equal import

;mce If it is a matter of doubt, wfiether a threaten-

ed evil will take place, the imigination is prone to

magnify the chance of its not happening ; and, by
indulgence, magnifies it to such a degree, that the

opposite chance at last exciter a comparatively fee-

ble influence. This is a romarl.able law of human
nature, from the influence of which even the? most
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wise and prudent of men are not exempt
; and of Jarinpru.

which the influence is predominant in those inconsi-

derate minds which are the most apt to give way to

the allurenoents of vice. To illustrate this law, the*

influence of the religious punishments affords the

most instructive of all examples. The punishments
themselves go far beyond what the imagination can

conceive. It is the complaint of divines, and the

observation of all the world, that, witli the great bo-

dy of men, the efficacy of them is exceedingly small.

The reason is, that to the want of proximity is added
the greatest uncertainty. If a man puts his finger

in the candle, he knows that he wdll be punished,

and immcdialtly, by being burned. If a man com-
mits even a heinous sin, he has no fear of receiving •

the religious punishment immediately, and hr con-

ccive.s that, in the mercy of his Judge, in repentance

and faith, he l.as a chance of escaping it altogether.

This chance bis imagination ex:*ggerates, and most

men c.'iii, in tins w'ay, go on sinning with tranqiiii-

lity, to the end of their days. If all punishments

were ss certain and immediate as that of putting a

finger in the candle, the smallest quantity, it is evi-

dent, beyond what w'ould form a counterbalance to

the advantage of the forbidden act, would suffice

for its prevention. If uncertainty is admitted, tf»

any considerable degree, no quantity of evil will .suf-

fice. It is a fact, which experience has most fully

established, and which is now» recognized in the

most vulgar legislation, that undue severity of pu-

nishment runs counter to its end. This it does by
inci'easing uncertainty; because men are indisp^ised

to lic the instruments of inflicting evil by w^hich their

feelings arc lacerated. That legislation, therefore,

is bad, which doe.s not take measures for the greatest

po.ssiWe degree of proximity and certainty in the

punishments which it applies.

The sources arc three, from which motives of the

painful sort, applicable to the purposes of the legisla-

tor, arc capable of being draw^n.—1st, The physical

;

2d]y, The moral; and, Jdly, Tlie religious.

1. Pains from the physical sourc:? may b*' com-

municated to a man through,

J. Elis person,

2. His connections.

S, His property.

Throiign his person, tliey may be communicated
in four principal ways,—by death, disablement, re-

straint and constr:nnt, simple pain.

A man’s connections are either public or private

private, as spouse, parent, servant, master, iXx.

;

public, as ruler, subject, teacher, scholar, and >o on.

Idle modes in which a man is punished ihrougli

his property need no explanation.

II. Pains, from the moral .source, aic the pain*

which are derived from the unfavourable sentiment *

of mankind. For the strengili of the pains, dci ived

from this source, we must refer to the writtr^s -ivho

have treated of this part of nature. It is

sufficient here to advert to wdiat is universally recog-

nized, that these pains afe capable oi' rising to at

height, with which hardly any other incident

to our nature, can be cotnpareti ; that there is a ccr-
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Juritpni- tain degree of the unfavourable sentiments of his
dence. fellow creatures^ under which hardly any man, not

below the standard of humanity, can endure to live.

The importance of this powerful agency for the

prevention of injurious acts, is too obvious to need
to be illustrated. If sufficiently at command, it

would almost supersede the use of other means. It

is, therelore, one of the first objects to the legislator

to know, in what manner he can employ the pains of

the popular sanction with the greatest possible ef*

feet.
^

To know how to direct the unfavourable eenti*

raents of mankind, it is necessary to know in as

complete, that is, in as comprehensive a way, as pos-

• sible, what it is which gives them birdi. Without
entering into the metaphysics of the question, it is a

sufficient practical answer, for the present purpose,

to say, that the unfavourable sentiments of men
are excited by every thing which hurts them. They
love that W'hich gives them pleasure; hate that

which gives them pain. Those acts of other men
which give them pleasure or save them from pain,

acts of beneficence, acts of veracity, and so on, they

love. Acts, on the other l\and, which give them
pain, mendacity, and so on, they bate. These sen-

timents, when the state of mind is contemplated out

of which the acts are supposed to arise, are trans-

formed into approbation and disapprobation, in all

tlieir stages ana degrees ; up to that of the highest

veneration, down to that of the deepest abhorrence

and contempt.

The unfavourable sentiments, which the legislator

would excite as towards forbidden acts, must,

therefore, in each man, arise from his conception of

the mischievousness of those acts. Tliat conception

depends upon three circumstances; Lvt, The view
which he himself takes of the act; 2d/y, The view
which appears to be taken by other f)eople; Sdlff,

Every thing wliich operates to render more or less

permanently present to his mind liis own and other

mcn*s conception of its mischievousness. From
these circumstances, the practical rules for applying

this great [)owxr as an instrument of the legislator

for the prevention of mischievous acts are easily de-

duced. 1. l^et the best measures be taken for giv-

ing the people a correct view of the mischievousness

of the act
;
and then their unfavourable sentiments

will be duly excited, 2. Let proper pains be taken

that the people shall know eve^ mischievous act

that is committed, and know its adthor ; that, so, no
evil act may, by concealment, escape the punish-

ment wliich their unfavourable sentiments imply.

3.

Let the legislature, as the leading section of the

public, make publication of its own unfavourable
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sentiments; brand the act with infamy. 4. Let the JuHspnt*

same publication of his own unfavourable sentiments

be made by the judge in the shape of reprimand and
other declarations. 5. The legislature may increase

the effect of these declarations, where the case re-

quires it, by symbolical marks; or G, by personal

exposure. 7* The legislature may so order matters

in certain cases, that the mischievous act can be

done only through another act already infamous;

as w^hen it is more infamous to break a vow to God
than to make false declarations to men, a witness

may be made to swear that he will tell the truth.

8. As the favourable sentiments of mankind arc so

powerfully excited towards wealth, a man suffers in

this respect when his property is so diminished as to

lessen his rank. ,

III. In pointing and proportioning the apprehen-

sion of divine punishment the legislator can do
three things

:

Isty He can decLire his owm apprehension, and the

measure of it, which should be as exactly propor-

tioned as possible to the mischievousness of the acts;

2r7/y, He can hire other people to declare similar

apprehensions, and to make the most of the means
which are available for their propagation

:

3d/t/, He may discountenance the pointing of re-

ligious apprehensions to any acts which arc not mis-

chievous ; or the pointing of them to acts which are

slightly, in a greater degree, timn to acts which
are deeply mischievous. Whatever power of re-

straining from mischievous acts may be lodged in

religious apprehensions, is commonly misapplied

and wasted. It would be worth the cost, therefore,

of pretty forcible means to prevent such a misappli-

cation and waste of religious fears.*

In drawdiig from one, or more, of all these sources,

a lot of punishment adapted to each particular case,

the following properties, desirable in a lot of punish-

ment, ought to be fiWadily borne in view. Every
lot of punishment ought, as much as possible, to be,

1. Susceptible of graduation, so as to be aj)plica-

ble in difierent degrees.

2. Measurable, that the difference of degrees may
be duly ascertained.

3. Equable, that is, calculated to operate not with

different intensity upon different persons.

4. Such, that the thought of the punishment may
naturally excite the thought of the crime.

5. Such, that the eonceptuon of it may be natiiraU

ly vivid and intense.

G. Public, addressed to the senses.

7. Reformative.

8. Disabling; viz. from crime..

Nothing which can in any degree interfere with the rights of conscience, including whatever interpreta-

tion any man may put upon of Scripture, is here understood. It is the object of the legislator to

encourage which are useful, prevent acts which are hurtful, to society. But religious hopes and fears

are often applied, not.to promote acta which are useftil, prevent acts which are liurtful; to society ; in which
way, alone, they are capable of condudiig to the view's of the legislator; but to mere ceremonies. And
cases are not wanting in which they are applied to produce acts that arc hurtful, prevent those thid; are use-

ful, to society. As 7ar as religious motives are attached to the useful, instead of t!ic useless or hurtful ob-
jects, society is benefited. It is this benefit which it is recommended to the legislator to pursue.
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.^urigpru. j). Remediable ; viz. if aflerwardg found to be un-

deiicc. deaerved.

10 . Compensative; viz. to the party injured.
11, Productive; viz. to the community, as laboar.

Of all the instruments of punishment which have
yet occurred to the ingenuity of man, there is none
which unites these desirable qualities in any thing
like au equal degree with the Panoptiem PenUen^
t tariff us devised and described by Mr Bentham.
One general rtilc applies in the case of all the lots

of punisliment. It is this: That the private good
whicli has operated as the motive to the injurious ac-
tion, should, in all possible cases, be cut off*, and
tlic expected enjoyment prevented. Where this can
be done completely, all the additional punishment
necessary is only that which would suffice to com-
j)L’iifaale the want of certainty and proximity in the
act of deprivation

; for no man would commit a
enme which he W’as sure he could not profit by;
nt) man would steal, 'S he knew that the property
stolen would that minute be taken from him. The
interests which are capable of being promoted by a
criminal act, may be ?^unnncd up under the following
titles :

] . Money, or money’s worth,
2. Power.

Revenge. *

4. Vanity, emulation.

Sensual pleasure, chiefly venereal.
b. Sai'efy in respect to legid punisliment.

With respect to four of these interests, viz. mo-
ney, power, vanity, and safety in respe.t to legal pii*

nishment, the contcuiplated benefit s capable, in
many cases, of beini; completely intercepted. In
the case in %\liich revenge has operated through the
degradation of the party Buffering, the evil doer may
be disni)})ointed by re-exaltation of U*c degraded
]Jarl

3^ ^iensual ple^isurc, having been enjoyed, is

i)cycnd the reach of this o]Hjration. It is highly
worthy of observation, that, among the advantages
constituting the motives to crime, tliosc which can
be cut off*, and from the enjoyment of which the of-

fender can be prevented, constitute by far the most
frequent incentives to crime.

'riiie must suffice as a summary of what should be
‘‘aid on. the mode of applying pain most usefully for
the prevention of certain acts. It only remains to
add, that the following are the cases in whicli it may
be pronounced unfit that pain sliould be employed
ft)r that purpose

:

1. Where tlio evil to the community does not
overbalance the good to the individual.

2. Where the evil necessary for the punishment
would outweigh the of the act

:i. Wliore the evil created is not calculated to^

prevent tlic act.
*

4. Where the end cuuld be obtained by other
means.

fThe Cod. of We have now, therefore, . stated what th^mits of
Procedure, this discourse enable us to adduce, on the subject of

the main borly of the law; tlie enactments of? the Je--

gislature with respect to rights, and ^vith rc6p<;ct to
'

those acts by which rights are violated* It remaina
YOI,, V. PAIIT I.
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that wo consider that subsidiary branch of law, Jurbpru-

which an agency is constitutetl for the purpcisc of
carrying thf>se enactnionts into eflect. The inquiry

here is,^vhat ai-e tiu* operations essential te th.a’t

agency; by what agiiits are they most likely to be
well performed; and what are the best socuritijs'

that can be taken for the good conduct of these

agents.

It most significantly illustrates the manner in

whicli ignorance gropes its way in the dark, to ob- ^
serve, that the agency, the sole end of which is to

carry into execution the civil and penal laws, w-^as

created first, and W’a.s in operalion for age.'^, before

even the idea of the* other branches of l.iw' w'as even
tolerably framed. It is also w'ortliy of remark, that
the men, whose wisdom rules our affairs, are ir tht

habit of calling the mode in which ignorance gropes
its way in the dark, by the name of exj>erience; the
mode of acting upon a plan, and with foresight, by
the names of theory and speculation.

There is instruction in observingw* the mode iu

which this inverted course of law-making was pur-
sued. Men disputed; and their disputes were at-

tended with the most destructive consequences^

Originally, the king, at the head of the miiiury
force, and his subordinates, twh at the head of a
section of that force, interfered in those dispute?.

*

After a time, the king cippointcd functionaries, under
the name of judges, for tJiat particular service.

These judges decided, without finy rule, by their

own discretion. The feelings of the community,
grounded upon their experience of what tended to

good, and evil ujmn the whole, pointed vaguely to

certain things ns right, to other things as Wrong;
and to these the judge, as often as lie was in //ana

conformed his (lecision. The mode wa.s simi-
lar both in arhitratiivg and in punishing.

As pnniRhing, especially in the severer casch, was
art act which made a vivid impression iijion the mind,
the mode in which that act had been performed in

previous cases was apt to be remcinliered
; of the se-

veral modes, that which was mob.t apjivovcd by the

public would naturally he followed the most fre-

quently, and at last there would be a .srecicN of scan-

dal, Hf it was mineces-sarily departed from. In this

way^a uniformity, more or less prrtect, was estab-

lished, in punishing the more heinous offences; and
in regard to them custom first established what had
some feeble portion of the attributes of a law.

In those cases in which, without a call for punish-
ment, the authoritative termination of a dispute was
all that was required, the experience of what^was
necessary, not only fbr any degree of mutual cem-
fort, but even for tlie means of subsistence, soon es-

tablished 8 few leading points of unilhnnity. Thu?,
when a man had cultivated a piece of ground, which
belonged to noliody more peculiarly than to himself,

it Was evidently necessary that the croph should be

considered as belonging to him
;
otherwise, no crop.s

would be raised, and the community would be de-

prived of the means of subsistence*

These general feelings, with the remembrance,

more or less perfect, of what had been done in simi-

lar cases, were the only guide; and it surprising

to what an extent, over tile surface of the whsle
V
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^obe, law lias, in all age«!, remained in that state of

imperfect existence, if, indeed, with any propriety, it

can be called a ^t<'>te of existence. In every part of

Asia, and in all e./es, law has remained in that state

of existence, or iion-exisleiice. In Europe, where,
at a pretty early period, it became the practice to

reeovti in uni]n» ilie proceedings of the judges, the

natural pr<)|a*nsity of referring to the past as a rule

for the present, begat in lime a species of obligation
* *)I h(»ing directed l)y tlie examples which had al-

ready been set. Tins created a uniforinity and cer-

tainty, which, however imperfect, were greatly supe-

rior to those which attended the arbitrary pnieocd-

inu’s of Asiatic judges. Yet this was a benefit

wh ch had a dreadful alloy. A body, not of law,

but of <k‘ciKsi«>ns, out of which, on each particular
‘ occasion, a law' for that particular occasion, as out

of the crude ore, Avas to be smelted, hammered, and
wire-drawm, wms the natural material out of which to

manufacture a system of chicane. I Tow* accurately

the system oflaw, in the several nations of Europe,

has eoiifornied to the character of a .system of chi-

cane, is matter of ])rpsent and lamentable experi-

ence. The uncertainty, the delay, the ve.Katioii a!id

.
fjxjience, anil that immorality of the worst species

w'ith which they inundate the community, are nt)t
*

tlu* only evils, great as they are, of laws constructed

upon such a plan. A system of law's, ao constructed,

becomes ah instrument of conservation for the bar-

barous customs and ideas of the times in which they
were engenUen-d: and infests society with evils of

another age.

To conceive the operations which are necessary

to give effci t to the enactments of the legislature,' it

i.s necessary to conceive the occasions which call iln*

them,

Wlieu the legislature has established rights, . so

long as there is no dispute about those rights, and
so long as there is.no complaint of any violation <1‘

them, so long there is no occasion tor any agency

to give to the enactments of tint legislature tht'ir ef-

' feet. Tiio moment, liowever, one persjm sav.s. the

right tliat object ir* mine, and another person says

no, but the riglit to tluit object is mine ; or the mo-
ment any man complains that such or such a^'iglit

belongiiig to him another man has violated, lliaf imi-

nient occasion for the agency in question begins.

It is evident, aho, that the operations necessary

to give effect to the enactments of the legislature

are confined to those* tw^o occasions, namely, that

on which a riglit is disputed, and that on which it

Jias*bt;eiii violated. On tlie occasions on wdiieh a

right is disputed, it is requisite to determine to whom
it belongs. On the oeca-'ions on which a right ha.s

been \ iidated, it i ^i sometimes only required to eom-
pei rep.iiatian to the injured party; .surnetimes it is

neeevS^arv, bc'-idCs, to inflict punishmeut upon the

offender. »Tho question is ®ltat are the operations

required these several rci^uJts.?

Where a right is disputed, all possible cases may
be resolved into that of A who affirms, and I? who
denies. That fight is mioe, says A, it is not yourci,

says B.

'fhe first question to be asked of A i.s, tvhich,

among those fiicts, which the Jegislrfure ha.s deter-

mined shall give commencement to rights, happened ./unspru-

in such a manner as to give commencement to that

which is claimed as a right by him.

Ifno such fact is affirmed, the right d|^*.s not exist.

If some such fact is affirmed, it may be met by the

opponent in one of two ways. B either may deny
the fact, and afhnn that the right never had a com-
meneement; or he may allow the fact, and admit

tliat the right had a commencement, but affirm that

there had subsequently happened one of those facts

which put an end to rights; admitting that A Iwught
the horse, and had a right to him in the motith of

July, he might affirm that A sold him again in Au-
gust, and by that transaction put an end to his right.

When B meets the affirmation of A in the ^ir^l

way, that is, by denying the commenc(*mcnt of the

right, he may do it in either of two w ays, lie may
deny tlie investitive fact which A aliiniiii, or not

denying the fact, he may affirm some antcoeih'ut I’lct

which deprived* it of its investitive power. I'lni.'*,

if A affirmed that lie got the property by occupancy,

B may affirm that it was not open to occupancy, but

the property of another perM)M. If A affirmed that

he got the property by sueecssion to his father, 15

may alk)W the fact of the succesaion, but affirm that

tlio property did not belong to tlie lather ol' A at

the time of Jus death.

Whenever the legislature lifts accurately deter-

mined w'hat are the facts wliieh sliall give coniinenei*-

nicnt, and what those which shall give tcriuinatioii

to a right, the w iuffe eon 111 si‘d and intricate ma>s oi'

what in iinglish law* !.•> called Pivadihg, reduces it-

self to these clear and sinqffc elements. A begins,

by affirming some oih* of' liie facts which gives coin-

menectiient to a right. 1^ may diuiy this fiict direct-

ly ; A affinne contract for example, B denies it ; aiul

then, of course, cOmes the evidence: Or, instead

of denying it, B may affirm an antecedent fact wliicii

deprived the fact affirmed by A of its nnestilive

force; or lie iii.iy affirm a subsequent fact, winch pul

an end to the right. In tho.se two cases, in \\ Inc ii i>

affirms a new fact, A must be called ujion f ;r a repiy

,

in other w'ords, asked whether he admits or dc iiic'' n.

If he admits, there is an cud, of course, to the claim

of A. If he deiiies, tlien again wc have affimialinn

and denial upon a nintter of l/ict, uhich i.s to be de

lermined by the production of evidt‘hce.

Thi^ is the first part of the proceeding, rcitln r

intricate nor obscure. I'iie next is, the adduction of

evidence. A fact is rli.^piited; affirmed on the one

side, denied on the other. A prodiicc.s evidence to

prove the fact, B produces evidence to disprove it.

Tlie decision is 'on the one side or tin* other, and

tlie dispute is at an end.

If both parties obey the defcision, ihcro i^ no oc-

casion for another act. If the losing pjjrty di.sobey.s,

force is necessary to compel obedience. 'rhi.s i*-

called execution, and terminates the agency re-

quired.

It is needless to particularize a penal preceding

;

nil the Bpssible varj^Mies of which fall under one or

other or ihe cases illustrated.

p Thus, when a man is charged with a crime, tlie

prosecutor affirms one of the acts violating rights, to

which punishment i.s annexed by the legislator. The
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Juriiipru- defendant can meet this’ affirmation in one of only

denec. two ways. First, he may deny the act, and then

second stage of proceeding, the adduction of

^||||K immediately takes place. Or, not denying

*he act, he may affirm some previous act, which pre-

vented it from having tlie eliect of violating a right.

Not denying the fact of taking the horse out of the

field with a view to appropriate him, lie may affirm

a previous purchase, gift, &c. The adduction of

evidence has nothing peculiar in the case of a penal

proceeding at law. In the lust stage, that of exe-

cution, the peculiar act of inflicting punishment is

required.

Having thus a view, though very suinmnr}', of the

operations recpiircd, we shall he tlie better able to

judge of the agents necesSiiry for llto perft)nnance.

fhe stages, we have observed, arc three. The
/list is that in which the pi Intlff adduces the inves-

titive fact on which he rLlie^J and is met by the de-

fendant either with a denial of the fact, or the affir-

mation of another fact, which, to maint.iin the suit,

the plaintiff must deny. I be xeawd is that in which

evidence, to prove oi' ihsjwovc the fact on which the

allirmation and denial of the parlies ultiinalely rests,

adduced and decided upon, liie //lird is thfit in

which the operations arc performed necessary for

giving effect to the sentence of the judge.

^^'hat is desirable in the operations of the first

rt the .hr - stage is, l.s/, Tliat the affirmations and negations with
ii:il Jhi'-i- respect to tlie facts should be true; and, ild/t/, That

tlie facts tluinselvcs should be such as really to have

the inve.stitivc nr divestitive quality ascribotito them.

For the first of thru- purposes, all tie securities,

which the nature of’ ibc case admits (f, should be

taken, for the veracity of the parties, 'fhcrc is the

same sort of reason that the jiaities should speak

truly, as that the witne.sses should speak truly, 'they

siiould s|)eak, thrrefure, imtler all the sanctions and

penalties of a witness. They canimt, indeed, in iniuiy

cases swear to iJie existenc'e or non-existcncc of the

fact; which may not have been within their coginV

:ince. Ihit they cvui alw-ays swc.ar to the state of

llieir belu'f with respect to it. For the second ot

the above purposes, namely, that it may be known

wlietlier the facts affirmed ami denied are such as to

possess the investitive or divestitive quality nsoribed

lo them, tw^o tilings are necessary; the first is, tliat

iiil investitive and divestitive facts should have been

clearly nrcdetonnincjd by the Icgiskature, in other

words, tliat there should bc' a well made civil code;

the second is, that the affimiations and denials w ith

respifct to them hhould'bc made in the pn\sence of

somebody capable of telling exactly whether they

have the (|ii;ility ascribed to them or not The judge

is n })cri)on with this knowledge, and to him alone

can the power of deciiling on matters so essential to

tlic result of the inquiry be entrusted.

fo have this important part of the business, then,

done in the best possible way, it is necessary that

tlie parties should meet in Uie very first in.sUtncc in

the presence of the judge. A is asked, upon his

.<Mih, to mention the fact Avhich he believes confers

Upon him his right. If it is not a fact cofiahle of

having that cflect, he is told so, and his claim is at

end. If it is a fact capable of having that effect.
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B is a.sked whether he dcflies it ; or whether he ;if- Jarispru^

firms anotlier fact, either one of tho.se, which, li ip- 'k^^^***

|)ening previously, would prevent it from having n*.

investitive efibet, or one of those which, happenin;;

.subsequently, would put an end to the right to wluch

it gave commencement. If he affirmed only a fad

which could have neither of these effects, tlic pro

tension of B wotdd be without foundation.

Done in thi.s manner, the clearness, the quickne.-'s.

and the certainty of the whole proceeding are de-

monstrated. Uemiirkable it is, that every one of the

rules for doing it in tlie best possible manner, is de-

parted from by the Ihiglishjaw, and that to the

greatest possible extent. No security wluitsocvcr is

taken that the parlies shall speak the truth; they

are left witli perfect impunity, aptly by Mr Ben-

thum denominated the mcmlacUtf-Uvancc, to tell ;i.s

many lie.s as they please. The legislature has never

enumerated and defined the facts which shall give

commencement, or put a period to rights ; the sub-

ject, tlierefbre, remains in a .‘^tatc of confii.-^ion, olu

seurity, and uncertainty. And, lastly, the parties (h»

not make their affirmations anti negatioiis before the

judge, who W’ould tell them whetlier the facts whicli

they allege could or could not have the virtue as-

cribed to them ,* they make them in ^^^’^•rct, and in

writing, each along with his att(»rney, who has an

interest in making them not in the way most condu-

cive to tile interests of his client, but in the way most

conducive tt) his own interc.sts, and those of his con-

federates, from the bottom to the top of the profc.s-

sion. First, A, the plaintiff, wn-ites what is called the

declaration, an instrument for the ino'*t part full of

irrelevant absurdity and lies ;
and this ho deposits in

an office, W'herc tlie attorney of B. the defendant,

obtains a copy of it, on paying a fee. Next B, the

defendant, meets the cleelavatiou of A, by what is

called a plea, the fiirni of which is not less absurd

than that of the declaration. The pica is wriiten

and put into the same office, out of which tlie attor-

ney of the opposite party obtains a copy of it on .si

milar terms. I'lie plea may lx* of two M.)rts; I'itliei,,

a dilatory pica, as it is called; or, Idhjy a ]ilea to

the action. To this plea the plainli'i* may make .1

repHraiio/i, proceeding through the ^•anK* process.

To the replication tlie defendant may ]nit in a ;r-

joimkr. The plaiiilitf may answer the rejonidcr by

a sitr-r(joindcr. 'I'his, again, the detendant may fjp-

poso bv a refmilCTj and the plaintiff may answ er him

by a snr-rehuitvr.

All this takes place without being once seen or

heard of by the judge; and no sooner has it come be-

fore him, than some flaw' is pi‘rhaps discovered m it,

whereupon he quaslie.s the wdiolt*, and sentU it to

performed again frotn the beginning.

This niiscfiicvous tnes?., wliich exists in defiance

nd mockery of reason, Kiigli -h law'ycio inform u.-,

is a strict, and piu*e, and beautif ul e.xcmplification ol

tile rules of logic. 'J'liis is a cimntimi hmgunge d
theirs. It is a language which clearly dciuonstratt's

the state of their minds. All that tliey M*e in the

system of pleading is the mode ol’ perlbnning it,

VVliat they know of logic is little more than the

name.

Tiu? agency necc-ssary far the performance of this
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tJtniopru- stiige of the business, is iome person, who, when he

dor t\‘.
.j affirmed or tlt‘nii;d, can tell whether it is

of those facts to wliich ^lie legislature has aU
tached the pow er ol' giving commencement or of put-

ting a period to I'ig'lits. It is evident, that on such oc-

casion, any one* ptM'son, with the requisite knowledge,

attention, and fM'obity, is as competent to the task as

n hundrerh If lie is single, the attention and pro-

bity is likely to be the greatest, as responsibility is

not weakened merely, it is almost annihilated by be-

ing i,hared. There shouhl be one Judge, therefore,

and not more, to superintend that branch of proce-

dun‘ which consists of pleading.

Second The agency best adapted to the business of the

of the second stage of judicature, is that w’liich next de-
Jiiditiul luands our attention. The business ol’ that stage is,

Businc.^s.
taking of evidence; in other words, the doing all

that is necessary to nscertaiu wdicthcr the disputed

fact happened or did not happen.

The subject of eviilcnce is a mailer of complexity

in the detail. And where any thing complex is to

be stated in words, there is always difficult} the

expression, how phiin soever the ideas. Such gene-

ral consider.Uions, how ever, as we can even here ad-

duce, will, we hope, throw' sufficient liglit upon ilie

subject, to Icavii no doubt with respect to the con-

clusions which we have it in view to establish. Tliis

is one of tlic topics, connected with law, whicli Mr
Ikntham has exhausted, though a small ]>art only of

what he has written upon it has yet seen the light.*

With respect to all facts, legally operative, that is,

which give or take away rights, it is desirable that

evidence, amounting to proof, should, if possible, al-

ways cxi'it. With respect to a great proportion of

them, it is in the pow'er of the legislature to take

measures, that evidence of them shall be collected

at llie moment of their happening, and f'hall be pre -

.served. This is the case with all those of w hicli an

evidentiary writing can be made and prcf c: * cd by

registration; all contracts, birtlis, deaths, t(.<irrjage^,

anil so on. TJic proportion is really very gr<‘;;t of

^the whole number of facts, legally operative, in n‘-

gard to w’hieli a legislature, by proper means, iniglit

secure tlie existence of evidence, and to that extent

might either prevent disputes, or render the decision

of them easy. That so little of this most important

and obvious v/ork has any Avherc been done, only

show's iunv ill the legislatures of tlie world have

hitljerto perlurmcd tlie task. It is in the power of

the Icgishiture, by a ])roper classification, to have an

accurate formulary, for the different species of ctwi*

iracls, wifh, and otlier cvidatliari/ rvriliii^s. Those
formularies, properly made am! printed with blanks

to fill up, would render the business of CmnH’ijancin^,

which, in Ihigland, is a boundless, trackless, and al-

most impem frable jungle, abounding with expcnce,

with delay iind vexation to parties, with wealth and

almost boundless power oveii^the fortu nes of other

men to lawyers, a tiling oi' greatest simplicity,

certainty, and ease.

Into the question of wdiat might be, and ought to JariNpru-

be done by the legislature, for making and preserv-.

ing evidence of the principal facts by wliich righttjjj|||tev^^

are made to begin or to end, we cannot enter mKr
length, on tlie present occa.sion. The great import-^
ance which belongs to the subject, is evident from
what wc have thus shortly advanced.

The business of liim who is only called upon in

determine wdiether a disputed fact did or did not

happen, is, to make the best use of all the evidence'

which exists
;
whether it were, or were not desir-

able, that more had been made to exist. For tlie

best use of that which exists, three things are ne-

cessary :

isty That the wliolc of it should be made to bear,

that is, should be taken and ajiplicd.

2iUify Hiat it should be taken in those circum-

stances, whidi are most conducive to trust-w'oitlii-

ncss.

odl^, That the proper value should be set upon
each article, and upon the w liole.

1. That the evidence may i>e taken as completely

as possible, tv/o things arc necessary. The tirst

that the judge should Ivive power to send for, and
to compel the attendance of, all jiersons and things

which may be capable of affording evidence. Thi‘

.••jcond is, that the evidence should all be lal:cri, and
nc'thinij be omitted or lost.

It is not neccwssary here to enter into any dctaib-

with respect to the first of those rc(]ui>iU's. 'J'lu

necessity of* the yiow'crs is obvious, and ih.e end ti'

be attuimd is ^o preci'^e and porsjiicuons, tliat tiicrc

can be no difficulty in conceiving llie mode of put-

ting together and ajiplying the nutans. There is no
limit, it is obvious, to lht‘ pliysical power whieli

should be ])]ac('d at the disposal of the judge. Ih
ought to have the right of calling upon every man.
upon the whole community, to aid him in any at. ^

w hich ih necessary to the performance of any ji.'.n

of liis judicial duty; because any force, oppo rd n

the performance of that duly, there hug hi tf> Ik a

force sufficient promptly to overcome, it c'o:r>t-

nient, however, to the community, iicslead of beinc,

liable to be called upon, individually, for the pe*-

formance of the ordinary services auxiliary to the

biviiuess of the judge, to provide him with a projK r

number of officers, paid for attending to ex^ cnti h,i-

commands. I'fujir principal busitujss, as regard', tlu'

stage of the judicial procecding.s, is, to serve notice

upon any persons who^e own pro.sence, or that of

any writing or (Rher thjj^ig which they may po.-',es?.

is required by tJie judge. Persons or thing ;, sub-
jectetl immediately to the opeTations of jiulicaturej

liavc a particidar name in English. TJiey are sai(l

to be forthcomingj a word which has an exact c<pii-

valent in few other languages, and is exceedingly

appropriate and useful. It is of the great(;st con-
venience, when a concrete term, tlie use of which
very frequent, has an abstract term corresponding
to it; as good, has goodnes-s; hard, hardness, and so

• We are Iiappy to say, there are hopes that this part of Mr Bentham's writings will soon be presented
to the public by xM. Dumont, the first of translators and redacteurs, in that happy foi'm which he has
given to other portions of that philosopher's manuscripts.
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on. There was not any word in tlie language cor-

responding in tliis way to forthcoming. Mr Ben-
' tham, perceiving the great need of it, made the term
f(vi^thcn7nivgness\ r\c^ exceptionable on the score citlier

of harshness or obscurity. I’he small wits thought
proper to laugh at him. We .shal], nevertheless,

sorry at the same time thlt we cjin!)f>t supply a de-

fect iti the language without offending them, make
use of the word, in which we find gn*at appropriate-

ness and great convenience. 'J'his particular branch,

therefore, of the judicial agency is that which relates

to forthcoiningnvss

;

and forthcomingness is required

for two piirpMa, both for evidence and for ju.sticia-

bility ;
for ewlence, tliat a true decision may be

passed ;
for justiciability, that the sentence of the

judge may not fail of its intended effect.

So niiicli with respect to the forlhconiingness of
evidence. The second • *»uditijfni, required to give
tlu' decision tlie benefit ni all the existing evidence,
i-, lliat the wh(»lc should be taken, and that not any
part of it which can i’o taken withotit preponderant
inconvenience shoiiM ‘ excluded and lost.

0^ the ftcvcrul evidence, some w*ill al-

ways be of more importance; sotne of less; and some
may be of very little importance

; but whethcM* of lit-

lli* or of niucli, it is' always desirable that all should
f>e taken, and every the smallest jxwtioii counted
for wdial it is worth. The discovery of truth is pro-

moted by l.iKijig advantage (»f every thing w^hich

U'luh to throw light upfui the su))ject of di-,jiute.

These })rojif)sitiens, it may appear to be iisekvs,

indeed injpcrliucnt. formally to state, 'flicy are too

evident. It iiiry be to be disputed, and too im-
portant to he ovorl(»oked. Imjjortani a,', they are,

and undisfjuted by all thereat ol the uorld, they are

not only disputed, but trampled upon by lawyers,

•t'specially Engli'h lawyers. They liave ’unhappily
e^laV)^^^ht•cl a set ofrule.un direct opj)ositi(in to them.
TIu m- rules they applaud in all lunns of exprcss,iun,

and eclebrate as guards and femx»s of ail that is deiu:

to mankind.

In all causes, they have determined, that persons

^o and .so situated, things so and so situated, thougli

apt to be pregnant with information beyond all other

per^ms ami things, slull imt lx* admitted as sources

of evidence. Thu.s in llngiish law, we have incoin-

petency of witnesses, that is, exclusion of them, Isf,

From want of understanding; 2ilhf, From defect of

religious principle ; Ikih/, From inliimy of character;

‘Ulili/, F'rom interc'^t. 'fheso are undi#jjui.sed inndt\s

of exclusion
;

Iwsides winch, there is an cxlen?ivc

aasortnuMit of disguised modes. Under this title

comC' the rule, tlmt only the best evidence be given

wl.'cli the nature of the case admits of; according

to winch, it often luippens that the only evidence

which can be had is excluded. Under thi.s title al-

so falls the rule, making certc.in kinds of evidence

conclusive, by which proceeding, all other c\ iilcncc

is excluded. I'o the same list belongs the rule, that

hearsay evidence is not admissible. The nil* so

extensive in their application, by which writings arc

wliolly rejected, only becaii.se they want certain for-

mularies, are rules of exclusion ; and so are the limi-

tations with rc.spcct to time, anil to number of wdt-

nesses. Into the very extensive subject, however.
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of the absurdity and iniscliievou&ness of the rules of Jutiipru-

evidence in English law, wc cannot pretend so much
as to enter. A remarkable exemplification of them
was afforded on the trial of Warren Hastings, to

which, for this purpose, the reader may be refer-

red. (See Mill's Jlialorjj of British India^ Book VI.

Cliap. ii.)

The only conceivable reasons for the exclusion of

evidence arc three

;

1. Irrelevancy.

Inconvenience in obtaining and producing.

,3. Danger of deception.

With regard to irrelevancy, the decision is clear.

What ha.s no tendency either to jK'ove or disprove

the point in queslion, it would be losy of time to re-

ceive.

With regard to inconvenience, it is no doubt Im-

ble to happen, tliat wdicn all the good which can be

expected from the obtaining of a lot of evidence is

c«ni*pared witli the evil of the df'lay, cost, and vexa-

tion, insefmrable from the obtaining of it, llie evil

maybe more than an overmatch for 4he good. In

all such cases, it is expedient that the lot of cvitlcnce

should be foregone.

As a guard against the danger of deception, it is

equally certain that no evidence ought ever to be

excluded. An dl^‘ount of all the rea.^wms by wlilch

the ab.'iurdity i.s demonstrated of exclusion on this

ground, and of the wiiJe and deplorable mi'ichief

which, in tiu* vulgar sycteui.-^, is produced by it,

w'ould be i:ir too extensive for tlio ('ontracted liinils

of the prevent discour.«e. llcasonv, however, deci-

sive of the cpicsliou, pre.-^ent tliem.velv(‘s so obvious-

ly, that hardly any man, with an ordinary under-
standing, not fettered by ]>rejLidiee, can look at, the

siibjecl without perceiving them.

If evldciicr is to be received from no source from
which evidence. Ihiblc to produce dei epliou, is ca-

pable of coming, evidence must not ‘Cv.‘lyed at

all. Evidence must be receiveil from ’Onrccs whence
fal.se evidence, as wxdl ha true, is liable to fiow'. 'fo

refuse all information from such stupcc's, i.s not the

by wdiich a knowledge of the t’ ;ith can hrc ob-

tained. This is the way to make sure of not having

that knowledge. The means of o\>taining it arc, to

receive information from every possible source, and

to separate the bad from the good, under all those

securities, and by the guidance of all those marks,

of which understanding and attention know how to

avail themselves. -

It is not enough to say, w^e will receive ini(»rma-

tion from those sources only which are lcaj?t likely

to yield deceptions evidence, refuse to receive it

from thos(‘ winch are most likely. You arc obliged

to receive it from sources differing in ivlinost .all po.s-

.sible degrees of likelihood. Where arc you to dra^^

ihe line of separation? Is not the same discenuuent

wliich guards you against tiie danger of false inioi-

mation from the source.s wliich you deem the least

likely to yield it, sufficient to guard y<ui against it

from those sources which you deem tlic iiibst likely

to do so? In fact it mil be still more? sufficient, be-

cause in this case you wull be much more apt to te

upon your guard. The very be.st information is, in

truth, liable to be derived from the very worst’ of
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Jurispru- source8^-<»»from a man who^ you know, would not
dence. yQ^ word of truth, if he could holp it.

The securities that a man will /vive true informa-
tion, independently of those artificial sc?ciirities which
the legislature can apply equally to all, are, 1st, In-

telligence. Probity. 3d, Freedom from interest.

Suppose that one or two, or all of these securities

are wanting; it only follows that what he states

should be heard with a proportional distrust. It

may still be of tlie utmost importance to the discov-
ery of the truth that he should be heard. It never
can he less than unfavourable to that great end that,

with the proper allow^ances, he should hot be heard
at all. His tt?stiinony may appear; when heard, to
be utterly unworthy of credence. But that could
not be known till it was heard and examined. It

might so have been, that it was not only worthy of
credence, but completed the proof of a fact of the
greatest possible importince. That a man should
not be heard as a witness, on account of hfe religious
creed, is an absurdity which we cannot descend to
notice. Hf

2. The second of the three things which we found
necessary, as above, for making the best use judi-
cially of wliatevcr evidence, to the fact in question,
exists, was, that it should be taken under those cir-

cumstances, which are most conduCve to trust-wor-
thiness. Those circumstances are constituted by
the artificial securities, whicli arrangements can be
made to apply. The following enumeration of them
has been made by Mr Benthara (hdroduction to the

Ralionak of Kvidcncc, p, 54), and appears to be
complete.

1. Punishment.
2. Shame.
3. interrogation, including counter-interrogation.
4. Counter evidence,—admission of,

5. Writing,—use made of it for giving perma-
nence, ^vc. to evidence,

fi. Publicity,—to most purposes and on mo.st oc-
casions.

7. Privacy,—to some purposes, and on some <h’-

casions.

For developing the import of these several secu-
rities, we can afford to say nothing. The principal
operation of the judicial functionary in this part of
the business is, to preside over the interrogation

; to
see that it is properly and com])lctely performed.
The question, then, what is the sort of agency best
adapted for the performance of this part of the task
of taking evidenge, is not diilicult to answer. There
is nothing in it which one man, with the proper in-
lellectual and moral (piul locations, is not as capable
of jierformmg, as any number of men.

3. All the existing evidence being collected and
received, it only remains that the proper value should
be attached to the several portions, and a corre-
sponding decision pronounce !.^

It is sufT ciently evident that; for the performance
of this tiuty, no very precise instructions can be laid

down, xhe value which belpngs to an article of
evidence often depends on m<Biute aiitl almost inde-
scribable circumstances

; ami the result must be left

to the sagacity and conscience of the judge.
At the same lime, however, service^ Sc this end.

and of the greatest importance may be, and, of Jurispru.

course, ought to be, rendered by tlie legislature,
dence.

I'he different marks of trust-worthiness may, to a

certain extent of particularity, be very correctly de-

scribed. I'his being done, the diflcrenc© between

the value of any two lots of evidence, to M’hich those

marks attach, may be ver
3ie^ctly ascertained. Orie

has a certain number of the marks of Irust-worthi-

-ness, laid down by the legislature
;

anollier has

all these and so many more; the result is clear. It

is evident, that as far, in this respect, as experience

and foresight can go, nothing should be left undone
by the legislature. ^

Another important service can be r* dered by the

legislature; and thaf isS, to provide an accurate lan-

guage for the judge; a language in which he can

expi'css precisely the degree of value whicli he al-

lots to each article pf evidence, and to the wliole

Various expedients may be adopted (or this purpose

A very obv^bus one is, to fix upon some particular,

well known article of evidence, the value of which
all men appreciate equally ; tlu* clear testimony, for

example, of a man of tli^onlinary degree of intel-

ligence and probity ; as a standard. Is the value to

be expressed, which the judge attaches to any otiier

article of evidence.*^ Jf inferior to the standard, it

falls below it by so many degrees, one, two, three,

four; If superior, it rises above it by so many.
Having provided an accurate language, the legis-

lature should t'lkc security that it be used ; and ad-

mit of no vague and general expressions in the ac-

count of the value which the judge attaclirs to eaci:

article of the evidence on winch he grounds his de-

cision.

At the same time that the legislature insists upon
the use of precise language in staling tlie value ol*

evidence, it should insist upon reasons; upon rr4l^

ceiving from the judge a precise statement of the

grounds upon wliich he attaches sucli a value, and
no other, to each and every article of evidence

;
that

is, upon receiving a reference, as exact as language
can give, to each of the circumatance.s wliieh con-

tributed to suggest to liim that particular estimate

which he says he has formed.
*

Of the importance of all these expedie^^s we pre-

sume that no illustration is required.

We come now to the third and last stage of tlioThinl si. -e

business of judicature; when all that remains is to®/

carry into effect tlio sentence of tlie judge.

\Vhon tb^, upon whom the sentence operates,

are willing to obey, all that is necassary is to afforcl

them notice of what it requires them to perform.

In well ordered countries, all but a very in,signifi-

cant number will be found to be cases of this de-

scription. Wlicn opposition is to be overcome, a

physical force must be provided, sufficiiuit for the
purpose. As there seems nothing mysterious in de-
termining how this should be formed, and under
what rules it should act, to secure the ends for which
it is provided, with the sniallest possible amount of

collateral evil ; we shall here take leave of the sub-
ject.

We have now' .seen the whole of the operations to

he performed. The parties are received to state be-

fore tjic judge the investitive or divestitive facts ou
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Jini^pru which they rely. If they .state, for this purpose, a
lienee.

i*act which is not possessed of tho.se qudities, tlicy

are immediately told that it is not possessed of them,

and not calculated to support their claim. They
come, hy two or threes steps, at the longest, to a fact

upon which thecjiiestion ullirnatcly turns; and which

IS citl)cr contested, or not contested. In a great

many cases it would not be conle.stccj. When tlie

subject w.ns stript of disguitc, the party who hiid no

right, wimW generally see that he had no hope, and

•would ac(iuie.sce. The suit would thus be teriiii-

iiated without tlie adduction of evidence. When it

was not, the cases would be frequent in which it

might be terminated by the evidence which the

parties highlight along with them. In thc.se cases,

also, the* first hearing would suflice. A vast majo-

rity ol‘ the whole number of suits would be includ-

ed in these two sets^of case.-. F<)r the decision of a

vast majority, thercleic of thtr whole number of

"oits, a few' minutes wi iiUl si^lce. When all tlie

evidence could not U- I'orthcoming at the first hear-

ing, and only then, would a s(?cond hearing be re-

quired. In thi.s mode of* proceeding, justice would

be, that without winch it is not justice, expeditious

and che;q). * A
rii'./u lo.. Ill all this there is nothing which one man, with

fil h- the apjirojiriate inlclleclual and moral qualities, is

lolinu'iit;or
as coinpclent to perform a.s any niirobcr of men.

i!‘l-
chc.ipi'r than any greater number,

j, of that one reason wliy no more than one judge should

Ti«> be allowcil to one tribunal.

' 'fhe next object of impiiry is, to a.'CcrUiiu wliat

-y PCPuritics can i)e proviiled that tlio e who are cii-

tl•u^lcd with the hii-'inci^s of judicature shall possess

the requisite intellectual and moral endowments.

' tAinut’s The iiilellcclual eudowmenlrt depend upon those

/or ilu- 11 .- who iiave tlic power of choosing a^d of dismissing
ullutiiiil judges; and wlio do or do not appoint men

whose knowledge and capacity an* a^certiiilled. The

i>u' Jiu'-’
moral behaviour of the judge.s depends upon the in-

terests w Inch act upon tliem in the situation in whidi
ihcv are placed.

Into the question, who should have the appoint-

ment of the judges, \vc do not intend to enter. The
answer would be difl’ercnt under diifcrent forms of
government; and this is not the place to compare
the difl’erent forms of govcnuijont, either for this or

any other of the. ends of its institution. One thing

only we shall state, because it c.arries its evidence

along willi it. TIukh* who appoint judges ought

to have no interest contrary to the best adminisira-

tion of justice.

5j, As the uprightness (#the judge is ass«ailed by in-

forihcmo- teiT>tN inseparable from his situation; viz. the pro-

rai Quali- fit w hich he may derive from misdecision, it nc-

cessary to counterbalance them by opposite interests,
* ” assuming the character of securities. Several of the

securities, w hich we have already seen applying to

the .situation of witness, apply also to the situation

of judge; Some are peculiar to elfth. The I’ollow-

ing is the list of those apply to the situation

""ofjudge.

1. Punishment.

t>. Shame.

S, Publicity*

4. Writing, for the sake of accuracy and pcrina- Jurispnu

ncnce. <lence.

^

Singleness of' the functionary. *#

(). Appeal,

For the rumshhcni of the several kinds of judi

^al offences, provision ought to be made in the penal

code.

In tlic case of the judge there is particular occa-

sion to point aceura||p]y, and to strengthen to the ut-

most the operation of for in the situation of

judge it is po.ssil)le to be guilty of offences very nu-
merous ancl very .serious, w ithout jiermittiiig so much
of evidence to attach to any definite act, a.s would
suffice to form a gi-ound fbr punishment.

The great instrument for the application of .shame

is Pfiblici/jj, 'I'he importance of publicity, there-

fore, is jiaramount. It is not only the great instru-

nicut for creating and applying the moral .sanction,

the approbation and c1isap])robation ol’ mankind ; but

it is of* es.sentiiil service toward.s the appliadion of

))iinishment, by making known the occasions on
which it is deserved. It is not only • great .security

in itself, but it is t!io principle of life and strengtii to

nil other pccurities.

All other publicity is feeble and of little worlli

compared wdth that of the J^rcss, Not only, there-

fore, ought this to be allow'cd to operate with its ut-

mo.st force upon the judge, but effectual provision

ought to be made to cause it to operate upon him
w'ith its utmost force. Not only ought the jutlg-

luent hall to be rendered as convenient as pr>b&ibh*

for the reception of the public; not only ought the

greatest fn^cvlom to be cjqoycd in publishing the

proceedings of* the judge ; anti in publishing all

manner of ob.*<crv5itions upon them, favourable or un-

favourable ; but iDcasLircsi^ugbt to be taken to make
a public, .and to produce ]>ublication, where there

any chance that a voluntary public, and voluntary

j)ublication, would be wanting. I iR’ ibjs purpose,

unless other very im])orlant considerations inlcrvoiic,

the judgment seat slmuld always be in that place,

witliin the district to which it be1(i||gs, wlicrc the

most numerous ancl intelligent public, and llu* bc:;t

me^ns ofpublication, arc to be hatl

In England, w'here there is no definititui of libel,

and where the judges, therefore, arc .illowed to pu-

nish, under the Jiame of libel, whatever writing

they do not like, the publishing of unfavourable olv-

servations on the conduct of a judge ; nay, in sonic

instances, and these the higluxst in importance, the

simple1*eport of his proceedings—is treated as one of

the most heinous of all possible offence.s. No won-

der! Allow judges, or allows any men, to frame

laws, and they will frame them, if they can, to an-

swer their owm purposes. Who would lu/t, if he

could, make a law to protect liimsclf from een<ure ?

More especially if he w ere a in.in dispoed to act in

such a way as to deserve censure?

Would you allow fa!.^t‘hoi>d to be publi.slicd

against the judge? The word fal.seliood is Jicre

ambiguous. It means both erroneous opinions, and

false statements wdth regard to fact. Erroneous

f
pinions we would undoubtedly permit, because we
now' no standard for ascertaining them, other than

tliat which is afforded by public discussion ; and be^
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Jurispni^ cause this is «an adequate remedy for all the evil
dence. erroneous opinions have any tendency to

prdfcice. Affirmation of facts injurious lo the

judge, if false, and made 'without reasonable grounds

for having been believed to be true, we would pre-

vent.

Allow facts, injurious to the judge, to be publish-

ed, even when true ; allow comments, unfavourable

to the judge, to be made upoi^his actions, you dis-

credit the administration of justice. Discredit the

aministration of justice, to whicli the people arc re-

sorting every day for the greatest of all possible be-

nefits, protection from injury! As well talk of dis-

crediting the business of a •bread-baker, a meat-sel-

ler, if the fraudulent dealer is exposed to tlic cen-

sures of the public! Discredit the administration

of justice, indeed, by taking measures of .cecurity

against the vices of judges; indispensable for its

perfection

!

The importance of recording, in prt'maneni clia^

racters, what takes plac.e before* tlie judge, we must
content ourselves with assuming. We may do so,

it is presumed, with propriety, on account of the fa-

cility with ;wliich the reasons present themselves.
We must also leave it to our readers to draw the

line of distinction between the occasions on which
it is requisite, and the occasions on which it may he
dispensed with; the occasions, for example, where
every thing is simple and clear, and all parties arc

satisfied.

It is a great security, both for diligent and for up-
right condifct ill the judge, that he occupy sing/if

the judgment scat. When a man knows that the

whole credit and reward of what is done well; tlie

whole punishment and disgrace of what is done ill,

will belong to himself, Ml?. motive to good conduct
is exceedingly increased. When a 'man hopes that

he can shuffle off' the blame of negligence, llie blame
oi' unfairness, or fix a pnrt of it on anol!ier, the un-
certainty of the yjunishment operates as we have
already seen, to the diminution, and almost to the ex-

tinction, of preventive force. Certain common,
and even proverbial expressions, mark the general

experience of that indifference, with whicji a duty,

that belongs in common to many, is apt to be perform-
ed. What is every body's business is nobody’s. This
is as true in the finmily as in the state

; as tree in ju-
dicature as in ordinary life. Much remains to be
said upon this topic, which is one of great import-
ance ; but we must pass to the next.

Ofthe use of appeal, as a security against the mis-
conduct of the judge, there is the leas occasion to

adduce any proof, because it seems lo be fully re-

cognised by the practice of nations.

One'thing, however, which is not recognised by
that practice, is, that, if it is necessary in any one
sort of causes, so it is in every other, without ex-

ce|>tion. Not a single reason can be given why it

filiould exist in one set of cases, liluch is not equally

strong to prove that it should t jckt in any other.

It is instructive to observe the cases in which it

has been suppe^ed that It ought to exist, and the
cases ki which it has been siq>posed that it n]ig|||<

be omitted. The cases in which it has been thought
uecessary, are those which concern property of con-

siderable value. Those in which it has been dis- Juiispiu-

pensed with are those which concern projierty of in- denc^

considerable value. The first set of cases are those

which are of importance to the aristocratical class

;

the second are those which are of no importance to

that class. It is the aristocratical class who have

made the laws; they liave accordingly declared that

the suits which were important to them should have

the benefit of appeal; ihc suits not important to

them sliould not nave the benefit of appeal.

We recognise only one standard of importance;

namely, influence upon human happiness and mi8cr}^

The small sum of money for wdnch the suit of the

poor.man is instituted is commonly of much greater

importance to him, than the larger sum* for wliich

the suit of the rich man is instituted is to the rich-

Again, for one rich man there arc thousands anil

thousands of poor. In the calculation, tlicn, of per-

fect benevolence, the suits for the small sums arc not

as in tile calciilatioii^of perfect aristocracy, those of

the least, or rather no importance ; they are of ten

tliousand times greater importance than the suits foi

the largest sums.

If an appeal ought to be hail, how many jfiaget

iiould there be of appeal ? This question, we ima-

gine, is easily answered. If yon go for a second

judgment, you should, if ])ossible, go to the very

best source
;
and if you go at once to the best source,

wliy go any farther?

What is required to be done, in tlie cose of an ap-

peal, isS the first thing which deserves lo be ascer-

tained. An appc’al takes place in ronscipicnce of a

complaint against the previous judge, Wlicre no

complaint, there is no appeal, nor place for apjieal.

A complaint against tlie judge must relate to his

conduct, either at the first, tlie second, or the third

stage, of the judicial operations.

If to his conduct at the first stage, it must be a

complaint of his having permitted a party to rest

upon a fact which had not the invevtilive or dives-

titive quality ascribed to it ;
and this implies either

a mistake wdth respect to the law, or that he allowed

the decision to turn upon a fact which did not em-

brace the merits of the question. It is evident, that

for the decision of this question, all that is necessary

is an exact transcription of the pleadings, and traiis-

inLsfiion of them to the court of appeal.

If the comphaint relates to his conduct at the se-

cond stage, it must tuni upon one of two points ;

either that hMid not take all the evidence, or that

he did not properly determine its value.

If he did not take the evidence properly, by a

failure either in assembling IKic sources of it, or in

extracting it from thorn when assembled, the jiroper

remedy is to send back the cause to him, witli an

order to him to supply the omission
;

or, if' he be

suspected of having failed wdlfully, to send it to the

judge of one of the neighbouring districts, to retake

the evidence and decide.

If the complaint relates to a wrong estimate of the

evidence, the statement ofVt transmitted to the court

of appeal, with the reasons assigned by the judge fof

the value affixed to every j>ortiori of it, will enable

the appellate court to decide.

With regard to the third stage, the only com-
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Junspru- plaint there ran be is, tliat the judge has not taken

ilcntc measures to execute his own sentence. H’ any in-

ii»srt»evi
made, the proper course

- is, that tilt? appellate court refer it to one of the

neighbouring judgi s. When a simple act is to be

done, tin; proper ortler is to bo dispatched, and tile

jn o])er penalties for non-performance exacted.

It thus appears, that for every thing which is re-

(|uiied to be done by the appellate judicature, no-

thing whatsoever is retjuired, as a foundation, but
certain ])a}icrs. The presence is not recpiired, eitlier

of parties or of w itncsscs.

As it ol* no great conscfjuence, in a cjuintry in

winch tiu' means of coiTinmnication are tolerably

pnnided, whether papers have to he transmitted 50
or 500 miles, the distarn even ihoiigli consider-

able. of the seal oi’ ih* MpjielUite jurisdiction is a

matter of very liltU* in)|;M l.n:ce. The object, then,

IS to get tlie best seat t is, the best public. The
liest public, gener.illy jieiking, is in the capitid.

I’Ijc cajiilal, then, is liie proper seat of all appellate

juri'.dielion. Ami that there should be one judge,

and la.e judge oidy, in tach court ol' appeal, is

prt)\ed bv exaetly ihi' same reasons, as those which

ajiply to the courts of primary jurisdiction.

I’lu' (jiK'stiou how many ((wirls there .should be,

:i' w'eli oi’ primary as of .ippellatc juristlittion, is lo

l)e deteiminevl b) one t'rnng, and one thing onl\ ;

n.imily, llu* he<*(l thtie for llieni. The number
of' the courts of prini,iiy jurisdiction must be deter-

mined, in '‘ome by the nuniluT of suits;

in snn'(‘, |i\ I 'cal otcnl. 'fo render justice siiHi-

(icnt!) acce^''ihle, tin ( I i.stunre from the seat of judi-

'Mtiire nni-t not be great, though tlie number of ac-

cruing suits, cither from the paucity or IVimu the

.rood eondiict of the people, should b<' ever so

A - t!ie judgment scat siiould never be empty, fi>r

t!)e lire I of slaying injustice is not confined to limes

.liid '.eas »ns, and a^. one judge may be sonietiines ill,

sometime 1 calhal lo a di.sl;ince twcii by the duties of

hi-^ oHlee, provision ought to be made f('r supplying

Ins place. For this purpose the jiroper expedient is

a (]e})iity. 'Miat lilt' tleputy >h(mlil well perform

ill- iluty, the be>t security is, that he should be

^ii- 'sen and employed by the judge, the judge being

U D E N C li. l(jl

res^nsiblc for the acts of the deputy as his own. Jurmpru-

Whatever it is which the judge cannot do, or cannot
conveniently do, in that he may employ his deputy.

If there is a great influx of causes, tlie deputy may s _
be employed in some of those the least cornj)lcx and
difficult. If there is any bu.sincs.s, not of first rate

importance, requiring the presence of the judge at a
distance, the delegation of tlie deputy or dejiutie.s is

the proper resource'.

Besides the judge and hi.s deputy, tlicre arc tw^o

adjuncts to every tribunal, which are of the utmost
importance; indispensable, indeed, to the due ad-
ministration of justice. I’hesc are a p?/r.vz/c7'-grvf

-

rni and a defnidcr-^eitcral. The business of both
pursuer-general and defender-general is to reclaim

tlie execution of all law's in the execution of which,

the nation has a peculiar interest, though individual.^

may not. The ])eculiar bu.sine«s of the pursuer-ge-

neral IS to act on behalf of the administrative autho-

rity, in its character of plaintiff*, and on behalf of

every plaintiff who is w'ithout the means of enga-
ging another advocate; to obviate any prejudice he
sees likely to ari.se to justice from the conduit ck

plaiiititla, whether in civil inntlerb or penal
; and to

perform in the case of all offences, where no private

prosecutor appears, llu* office of pro.seculor. Tlu
peculiar duty of the defender-general i.s to act on
behalf of the admini.vtrative authority in its capaci-

ty of defendant, and on behalf of every defendant
who has not tlie means of engaging another advo-
cate, and to obviate any prejudice he sees likely lo

result to ju.-^tice from w ant of skill or oilier caiise.s

on the part of a (li l’endant who plead.s Iiisown cause,

or on the part of him wlin pleads it for him.

The courts of appeal, though all seated in the

metropolis, ought to be as mmieroiis as the speeds

hearing ol* all the ajipeals which come to them n
quires. I'he judge.s of apjx*al ought ail to be i h(^-.

sen from the judges of primal y jurisdiction, not on-

ly on account of the education and the expem iKi

received, but as a step of promotion, nul a pn'p*-!

motive to actpiire llie requisite education, and tu

merit approbation in the inferior emplo}inem
There is the same pn»pricty, and fiir the same rea-

son, in choosing the judges of primary jurinhetiis
,

from the ckputics. i

M’S^lEr (Antoinf de), M. 1). IVofcs'W (f

botany in the Iloyal Ciarden at Paris, and a niemhi r

of the Acadiimc dcs Sciatccs, w’as born at Lyons in

n)Sf'\ and educated at Montpellier, where he receiv-

ed his degree of Doctor of Physic, being afterwards

as'iociaU d W'ith the faculty of Paris.

AUhough much occupied in the practice of medi-

cine in the capital, he was ardently ilevoted to the study

of holaiiy, having, in the early part of his life, visit-

ed Spain and the .southern priiv'iices of France in

search of plants. W hen stationary at Paris, he com-

iv.iinicated various essays to the Acailcray, wliich are

printed in its Mihiioiri's. These are chiefly betani-

4'al, illustrating the characters or the (jiuilities of va-

VOt. V. PART I.

riou.s exotics, at that period not well known
;
Inn lu

has given several papers also, on extraneous.

and a few oilier bubjectsof natural history. Me tm-
iiished tlie two Apimidices to rouineforfv Iiislilutio-

Wf’.v }\ei Herharitv, and ctlited tlie iames of llari‘elier.

He also published a historical account of tlie m.igni-

ficent collection of drawings of plants of animals, ori-

ginally begun under the auspices of Mastoii Duke of

Oi:leans, and contintied dowm to the present time.".

When Linn£PUS visited Paris in IToS, ho, in a l(?t*

ter to Halier, mentioned thih, the eldi i, Ju.ssieu^

a.s much engaged in medical practice, well verged

in the knowletlgc of the species of plants, though too

prone to multiply them, and strictly confined to tin
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iclrrn ,Tn(l pnnripU s (»f 'rcninu Tort.' In om* iiu- when it ciim<‘ to lit* wntlmj :i->svnncd llu f«»rni of v,n

portant point, liowcMr, wliieli could liardly escape |•iolls<lislincllan^lla;^^^s,solh^^s^•lwol)t>lani(*alphilo-

laniiuMis, and on^;!it not lo lie for^otlon, he emanci- sophers, w'hen their more intiinaU* intercour'.c had

pated hiniseirtroin the errors of hia master, for he ccaaed, j)iirsued diHerent }>aths. and went lar towards

perfectly understood, and fully admitted, the doc- different conclusions. Janna*us, arter ihrowin/j;- llu’

trine ol’ the sexes of plants. A letter of his, com- whole vegetable creation, more or less completely,

pletely explaining this phenomenon, on the most into natural groupes, heeame more and more p<’r-

correct principles, is given by Bradley, in his P/ulo- suaded, that it was not only impracticahle to connect

\ophicul Account of the f1o/7is of N<iiurc\\i. them by one synojHic clue, or system, but ihal not

Ife died of an apoplectic fit, at Paris, April one of his assemblages, or orders, w'lis capalde ot

aged 72. (j- J.) precise and unexceptionable definition. On ifu*

JUSSIEU (BERNAnn de,) younger brother of other hand, Bernard de Jussieu, to the last, aimetl

tlie preceding, and like Jiim a Physician, and a mem- at a general .selieme of classification, ihnugh he ae-

ber of the Acadnuic itex Sciences, W'as still more de- complished little more than throwing his several or-

voted to the philosophical as well as practical study ders into larger assemblages, and disposing the

of botany, and ranks among the greatest names in xvliole. as indeetl Linnams himself has done, in om*

that science, as having first attempted to form a sys- scries, according to their relationship to c acli other,

tern, according to the natural njjimttcs of plants. J'he French l-otanist is rceordeil to have spokcai

He was born at Lyons in and appears to have xvith great diffidence of his owm performance, and

accompanied, or followed, liis brother to Paris, wlicrc has w ritten nothing of a general ela^sificalion. Bui

he occupied, under him, the place of botanical de- he often gave hints, in lectures fir eonver.sation, hy

monstrator, in the Jardin du Hoi, and at length sue- wliich others perhaps have profitt'fl. I his appears

ceoded Iiim as Professor of Ikitany. If his commiini- from the ])refact' to the iiem ra Planfaruin of Iiis dis-

cations to the Academy were less numerous than tinguished nephew, Antoine Laurent de Jussieu, the

tIio.se of his brother, they were of a rather .superifir present Botanical Professor at Paris, wdio, following

character. Jn one of them, ymblishcd in the il/e- up the itieas of his uncle, and saerilicing sometihiig

?noin’s o\' that body for 17 Li, lie enters on the .sub- to teehnieal eonvenience, at the expence of nature,

ject, then scareely touched by any perMiii, ol’ the ha^ contrived to exhibit a tolerably natural system,

animal nature of cerlaiii marine ja oducti.'us, pre- founded on methodical principles',

vioiisly taken for plants; and we perce.ve in his Jl Wfmid be to little pnrpo.se to discuss, at the pre-

inquiries, dawniiigs of that meridian light, whic/i sent flay, the claims (ff* Linna‘u.s or of IJcrnanI de

our countryman Elh^ ai'tcrw’ards llir<‘W' on these cn- Jussieu to originality in the stuily of natural order.'',

rious tribe-. On other occasions he explamed the Professor De C'andollc has just 13' asserti'd, that thr\

flowers ol' tlic Liflorclia, and, with miicli acuteness, liad the same f>I)jeet in view, anil adopted, in tin*

the more obscure fructification of the Pilufana. maui, the same })nnciplos. B. de .lussieii, in a letter.

He wrote, in eoniunction with the learned C'omte de dated J’cbniary 1.0, I71'J, congratulating Linn«eus on
C'aylus, on the J\tjitjrus, and he gave an Imoioved hi.'> apjiointmeiit to tlii‘ botanical eiiair at I [isal,

edition of 'J'ourneloit’s Ilistori/ of the Plan, ahoul .says^ Flonv devotus {onmuo ]Xitcn\ riatu (piatn

Paris, in 1720. num.strasti lardctn (tmjdiu\ aperire, naiuralcmtptc me-
Liiuiiiu.s became pcr.sonally acquainted with lIi:'. thodiim tfindcni pcr/ucrc, qitain dcsidcrant cl ci])C(-

ingcnioiis man at Paris, n. tT-'H, and mainlaiiieil, fa/if iotanoph^^h oaoo's." In a subsei|ueut letter f»i

for some years, an intimate correspondence with him. .May 7, 17"lb, he telL his ^Swedish friend, “

They could not lie long in each other's eouipaiiy (pinutuni emolunu titain tccvpntttl ijut sccuudinu tua

without discussing the lutural affiiiitio.s of' pl iiits, a jinnupin student; mcincf expcricntia dm inf.” 'J'hi--

study wliieli to have beiui riiucli adv.inced, if is enoiigli to settle the ijiiestion, though great allow-

liot hr." t excited, in the mind of JJniueii.s, hy ln\ eor- anee is, perhaps, due to the modesty of tJussieu,

respoiidencc with ilaller. Bernard de Jussieu had, W'ho was le.ss di.spo.se(l to lionour liiin.self than hi''

about the same tinu*, Ills o\vi. contem])latif»n.s, friend.

probably, lieen led to eonsider it
;

for tin* .-ystem oI‘ JJis biographer, the eelebratcil Marquis de (‘011-

Tournefort, in which he was educated, i.s too artifi- dorcet, records his singularly atuinblc and unaff'ccl-

cial in principle to have given him any .siieli ideas, ed manner.-. J'liese, during his occupation of ar-

]n its execution, indeei!, ilmt great author is led, by ranging, according to natural classe.s, the gardcMi

his own goMfl sense, into .«ome ii.'itiiral and ])hiloso- ol 'I'rianon, attracted the notice and esteem of hi"

phical \iew-., in spite <»f s\st<‘ni; .nul the-e may sovereign, T.onis X\\ to wliom any iiiisophisticat-

possibly have ( aught the attention oi‘ Ju-.ieu. How- ed character, or object, could not but form an agree-
ever tins m.iy b(‘, mulual sali.sfaclion, and reeiy>roeal able relaxation from tlic routine of a court, .lussieii

instruction, could not hut ffv from the converse of obtained plants and seeds to be sent to his friend in

Bernard iL .Jussieu and Linnaeus. They traced out the king's name. He pursued his innocent and use-
together tlie characters and liie limits of variou.? iia- ful studies till Jiis death, which hapyKmod in 1777, in
tural assemblages, or orders. Every day produced, lus 7,9th year.

and every letter commmiicamd, .some new' discovery. A compendious view of his nephew's system, and
But as the rnultifariou.s hordes of the north oppeav a comparison of their Natural Orders with those of
originally to have used one cinnmon tongue, wJiich, Liniueus, may be seen under the article Botany, in
after they were <lisper.-ud, divided, and cultivated, the .second volume of this Supplement, (4, j.)
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Kuicido- K.ALErDoscopR, an optical infltrunient, invented

Kopc. by Dr Brewster^ which, by a particular arrarige-

ment of mirrors, or reflecting surfaces, presents to

the eye, placed in a certain position, symmetrical

combinations of images, remarkable for their beauty

and the infinke variations of which they are sus-

ceptible. The name is derived from the Greek
words xaXofi, heautifiU^ e/dor, a jitrm or appearance,

and to see.

Hi8tt»ry of 'Phe effect of combining two or more plane mir-

tlon^of the
*^^***** pcodiice a multiplication of images,

Kaicido- known and described by writers on

scope. optics. Buptista Porta, in his Magia Naturalis,

gives an account of the con.struction of an instru-

ment, which he culls polyphaionj in which two rec-

lugular specula arc united by two of their sides, so

that they may be opened or shut like a book, and

the angles varied ; and also of a polygonal speculum,

consisting of several mirrors arranged in a polygon,

for multiplying in different directions the images of

objects. Kircher, also, in his Ars Magna Lucit et

Umbra;, describees, as an invention of his own, the

former of tliese constructions, and distinctly traces

the relation between the angle of inclmatirn of the

niiiTors, and the number of images formed. The
very same contrivance war afterwards adopted by
Bradley for the purpose of assisting in the designing

of garden plots and fortifications ; and he states that,

“ from the most trifling designs, we may, by this

means, produce some thousands of good draughts.’*

But the particular application of this principle in the

case where the two reflectors are inclined to one

unuther at a small angle, so as to form a series of

symmetric images, distinctly visible only in a parti-

cular position of the eye, was a discovery reserved

for Dr Brew’sler. The first idea of this remarkable

property occurred to him in the coiuse of some ex-

periments in which he was engaged on the polarisa-

tion of light, during the year 1814. But the only

circumstance which at that lime attracted his atten-

tion, was the circular arrangement of the images of

a candle round a centre, and the multiplication of

the sectors formed by the extremities of the plates

of glass, between which the light had undergone se-

veral 6ucce.s.^lve reflections. In repeating, at a sub-

sequent period, some experiments of Mr Biot on the

action of homogeneous fluids upon polarised light,

and in extending them to other fluids which he had

not tried, Dr Brewster happened, for greater con-

venience, to place them in a triangular trough, form-

ed by two plates of gloss, cemented together by two
of their sides, so as to form an acute angle. The
ends being closed up with pieces of plate glass ce-

mented to tlie other plates, the trough was fixed ho-

rizontally, for the reception of the fluids. J'he eye
being necessarily placed without the trough, and at

one end, some of the cement which had been press-

ed through between the plates at the object end of

the trough, appeared to be arranged in a remarkably
irni ir p * HT TI

regular and symmetrical manner. PoiMng the Raieuici.

bint thus obtained, and investigating the subject op- ncope.
'

tically, he discovered the leading principles of the

kaleidoscope, in as far as the inclination of the re-
*

f)ectors, the position of the object, and that of the

eye, were concerned. He then constructed an in-

strument in simplest form, and showed it to some
of the members of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

who were much struck with the beauty of its effects.

Several very material improvements were subse-

quently made by the inventor in the construction

and application of the instrument, for which be then

took put a patent. But, ip consequence of one of

these instrumentshaving found its way to London, its

properties became generally known l^fore aoy num-
ber of the patent k^eidoscope||jMldbe prepared for

sale. It very quickly became p^ular ; and the m-
sation it excited in London throughout all ranks of

people was astonishing. K^eidoscopel were manu-
loctured in immense numbers^and were sold as rapidly

as tliey could be made. The instrument was in every

body's liancls, and people were every where seen, even

at the corners of streets* looking through the kalei-

doscope. It afforded delight to the poor as well as

the rich : to the old as well as the youn^. Large
cargoes of then) were sent abroad, parucularJy to

the East Indies. They very soon became known
throughout Europe, and have been met with by tra-

vellers even in the most obscure and retired villages

ill Switzerland. Dr Brewster states, that no fewer

Ihan two hundred thousand kaleidoscopes were sold

in London and Paris in the space of three months

;

and yet,” says he, out of this immense number
tliere is, perhaps, not one thousand constructed up-

on scientifle principles, or capable of giving any
thing like n correct idea of the power of the kaleido-

scope
; and of the millions who have witnessed its

effects, there is perhaps not one hundred who have

any idea of the principles upon which it is construct-

ed, and of tlie mode in which those effects are pro-

duced.” To convey a knowledge of these principles

is the object of the present article.

It follows from the optical law of the equality ofopiical pna.
the angles of which the incident and reflected rays ciples on

make with a line perpendicular to the reflecting sur- »t

face at the point of incidence (see Encydopadia,^^^'
Optics, § 169, I72), that rays which diverge from
any object and fall on a plane surface, will, after re-

flection, proceed in the same cours>e as if they bad
immediately diverged from u point situated at tlie

same distance behind the reflecting surface as the

radiant point is before it. This point is called the

virtual focm of those rays ; and the eye receiving

them will have the perception of a reversed image

of the object in this situation. Thus tfae iniror AA'
(Plate XClil. %. 1} will produce a reversed image
of the object R, situated at the point 8, iu the iiule

K/>8, perpendicular to the surface of

and this image wilt appear iu the same irhaU
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KaleiUo- ever be tlic situation of the eye, as E, provided the

reflected rays rE meet it.

' Since the course of the reflected rays is the same
if they had immediately proceeded from a real

object of S, where its image is seen, this image will,

with reMon to another mirror, have all the effect of

a real olgect ; and a second reflection of the rays

by a new mirror at BH', will produce, at the point

T, equally distant from BB' ns S is, but on the other
side of it, an image of the first image, visible to the

eye at E by the twice reflected rays UyvE. As the

first image was reversed with respect to the object,

so the second imago will be reversed with respect to

the first, and therefore direct w'hen compared with
the object. The second image may, it is evident,

by a new reflection from the first mirror, give rise

to a third, which will now again, like the first image,

he reversed ; and so on, in succession, may a series

of images alternately reversed and direct, be pro-

duced on each side by two mirrors only, in conse-

quence of multiplied reflections, provided the mir-

rors are of siillictent extent to admit of them, and
provided the eye be so placed as to receive the rays

w^hich are last reflected.

If the mirrors be parallel to each other (see fig. 2,)
the images of the intervening objects, AA'BB', will

be ranged in succession in a continued line on each
side. If they be somewhat inclined to each other

(as in fig. ;?,) the images will be disposed in the

arch of a circle, having for its centre the point in

which the directions of the mirrors unite. If the

mirrors be of sufficient length, or sufficiently inclined,

so as actually to meet ; and if, moreover, the angle

they form be an even aliquot part of a circle, the

images of all the objects situated in the space be-

tween them, ABC, fig, 4, will together occupy a

circular field, and wiU be disposed in the form of

sectors all round the circle.

fJcncral me. This circular arrangement of tlie images, however

trwin^^the
deduced from the

simplest law of optics, appears to lx so extraordi-

Bays. nary an illusion of the sense, us to call for somewhat
further examination before we can feel perfectly

assured that it is a necessary consequence of that

law. Perhaps the most satisfactory method of pro-

secuting their examination is to investigate separate-

ly the mode in which each of the images results

from the successive reflections hy the two mirrors.

A very simple and convenient rule may he laid down
for enabling us to trace the whole course, however
complex, of the rays whicii form these images ; and
this rule will be best understood by considering, as

an example, ils application to one of the remote
images in the circular field. Thus, in the circular

field, AHL, fig. 5, divided into equal sectors by the

radii CF, CG, CH, See. let S be one of the remoter

images of the object R, formed by fom reflections

from the mirrors AC, BC ; a i let E be the place of

the eye. Draw the line ES, intersecting the radii

already mentioned in P, Q, T, V ;
make Ct/ equal

to CQ, and join Pg

;

urake C/ sequal to C F, and join

gt j make Ci; equal to CV, and join /v, and iiU.

Then PE will be the real courae of the rays, by
which the image of R is seen at S by ti^e eye at £

;

for it is sufficiently apparent, witliout ih^ necessity

of a formalj||||NR^nstration, that by this construction,

the equality^f the angles of incidence and reflec-

tion is every where preserved. The different posi-

tions of the line PS, that is PQ, QT, TV, and VS,

are in fact the images of Vq, g/, ti\ and vU respec-

tively, which nre so many portions of the real course

of the reflected rays. It is evident that a similar

construction will, in every ether case, furnish us

with the actual course of all the rays from which

images result, through all their successive stages ol

reflection; and it has also the advantage of giving

us the exact angles of incidence and reflection

throughout the whole path.

Wc have hitherto, for the sake of perspicuity, sup-

posed both the object and the eye, together wiih the

path ol' the rays, to be in the same plane. But it is

obvious tliat the same method of construction and oi

reasoning may be employed in tracing their course,

if we suppose the mirrors to be prolonged in a di-

rection perpendicular to the plane of the figure, and

tlie eye raised above Ll<at plane. The spaci- between

the mirrors, insto:id of being the sector of a circ)('

merely, is now the i‘^‘Ct()l of a cylinder ;
which cy-

linder may be comj)leted hy supplying the other sec-

tors which compose it, us is represented in fig. S,

where ACoc ami l>C/)c being the min ors, the rest of

the cylindrical space is occupied hy complementary

sectors, I'he course of the rays by ivhich the eye

at E will sec the image S, for instance, of the ob-

ject R, may readily be traced by drawing a straight

line from E to S, which will pass through a.'i many
planes B(v/x, See. as the rays have suffered reflec -

tions. The portions of the line ES, intercepted be-

tween these planes, may, as in the former case, be

regarded as the images (either reversed or direct, as

the case may be) of some portion of the actual path

of the rays between the mirrors ; A w ill occupy the

same position with regard to the complementary sec-

tor it traverses, ns the real path does in the original

sector bounded by the mirrors. By drawing, in this

sector, lines similarly situated with respect to its

sides, at the several portions, P(i, QT» f’l th*'

line ES, arc witli respect to the sides of tlicir re-

spective sectors, wc obtain the real course of the

rays,

Symmetry appears to be the principal constituent C'ri-afioM (i<

of beauty in the forms given to the various works of>vmiTuiric ii

art which have exercised the skill and ingenuity or‘IT‘

man ; and the richness of each individual orn^itncnr,

as well as the pleasing effect of the whuh' assem-

blage, is generally in proportion as this principle has

received a more perfect devcloptnienr. Even nn-

ture, in the multitude of forms w ith which she ha^'

invested the different tribes of the animal creation,

has, with but few exceptions, followed the law oi'

symmetry, in as fur as respects the pc*rfect similarity

of the two sides of the body. In almost ail the

higher classes, or those which nre comprehended

under the great division of vertebrated animals, and

in many of the inferior tribes, as in insects, one half

of the animal form is the reflected image of the other

half. A still higher degree of beauty, derived from

a more extended symmetry of form, has been dis-

played in the structure of objects in the vegetable

kingdom. Flowers, in particular, derive a peculiar

10
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nation, and by the regularity of the relations t!mt Kalcido-

cach part bears to all the others. ^
Having thus given an occount of the

principles upon which the kaleidoscope is construct-

ed, and of the mode in which it acts, we are now

prepared to direct our attention to the conditions

which are required for the perfect performance of

its functions.

If the mirrors of the kaleidoscope could reflect Ecouomy of

the whole of the hglit which fails upon them, thel^sht-

images would possess the same degree of brilliancy

as the objects from which they are derived ; and

ihcir number w ould be limited only by the more or

less favourable position of the mirrors, and of the

eye with relation to the objects. But as a very large

portion of the ii^cident light is, in mo&t cases, de-

stroyed by reflection, it lollows that each successive

image will be fainter than that which preceded it

;

and that in the progress of the reflections we must

very soon arrive at a limit bej^ond which they be-

come no longer visible. It is found, from experi-

ment, that the quantity of light lost by reflection is

in all cases greatest when the rays fall perpendicu-

larly on the mirror, and least when they fall with the

greatest obliquity'. The difference is more conai-

derable in the case of glass, than in that of metal-

lic surfaces. Thus, in a common looking-glass, the

images of objects seen by holding it directly oppo-

site to them, arc produced wholly by the surface of

the quicksilver, those reflected by the glass being

too faint to occasion any interference. If the gla>s

be placed obliquely, so that the angles of incidence

and reflection be large, a greater proportion of light

will be reflected irom the glass, and the images

formed by it w'ill be bright enough to be seen, and
will mix themselves with tlie images from the quick-

silver At a certain angle, both sets of images will

appear of equal brightness
;
and by still further in-

creasing the obliquity, those produced by the quick-

silver will gradually fade away, and vanish, leaving

the images produced by the glass perfectly distinct,

and nearly as brilliant as the objects tliemselvcs.

"ihe following table, abridged from one given by

Dr Brewster, and founded on the experiments of

Bouguer, shows the number of raj’s reflected from

plate glass at \*arious angles of incidence, the num-

ber of incident rays being supposed to be 1(V10.

beauty from their presenting to the eye a symmetri-
cal combination of forms with reference to a com-
mon centre. This is also the general model follow-

ed in the structure of radiated animals, of which the

stur-fish and sea anemone are examples. In those

works of art in which there is the greatest scope for

the indulgence of fancy in the production of pleas-

ing effects, the most perfect and successful kinds of

ornament arc those resulting from a symmetrical ar-

rangement of parts, which is not conBned to a single

lateral repetition, but is extended in various direc-

tions in space, and is multiplied and alternated in

difl'erent lines, and around diflerent centres. It is

the latter of these combinations, more especially,

that is represented by the kaleidoscope, namely, the

disposition of a certain niirnher of pairs of imagCi
symmetrically disposed around one or more centres.

On examining the subject more niiniilely, we find

that the first element oi Jiis symmetry consists in

the union ol any parncular foiiri; or of its direct

image, w ith its l evtT'^'. tl image, hy which a new form
is created, composed '>f two simple forms similar to

each other, and sinni.nly situated with refspect to a

given line. If a .s\](eebsioii oi‘ these compound
forms he now ariangCil around n centre, they will

combine into a perl’ecl whole, le. which all the simi-

lar parts are brought into union, and which must
thus aflbrd pleasure, by enabling (he mind readily to

lake in and comprcherid every part at a single glance,

'riie operaiiun ol' the kaleidoscope is, in thids way» to

create regularily and symmetry out of every form
tliat is prevented to it, liowe^cr irregular in itself

that foim may be 'fliu.^ out of 'he few simple

line* contained in fig. jj, the apneiKance presented
in fig, (i i.s created hy the instrument. It is scarcely

nece.ssary to observe, that the original lines, which
occupy the sector between the mirrors, are seen by
direct vision, and that their appearance unites it-

'^olf on each side with their images seen by reflec-

tion We shall in future designate the wlioJe of the

apjiearance tlius produced by the kaleidoscope, by
the term Sped? uni.

^ If we examine the effect produced by each cle-

?nicntary portion of the compound figure of llic spec-

Mrum, we shall hnd that any straight line reaching

directly across the sector, as/g^ (fig, ()), is formed by

the kaleidoK^-copc into a regular polygon, having as

many sides the numbers into which the circular

lield is divided; if it be at right angles to either (;f

the sides, the polygon will have or.ly half the num-
ber of sides. A line, as m/t, ero>.''ing the field be-

tween the mirrors in an oblique direction, is con-

verted by the instrument into a polygon of the same
number of sides as the former, but with salient and

re-entering angles; that is, into the form of a star,

with a number of rays equal to half the number of

sectors. Anotiior line crossing the field in an o'^ -

positc direction, gives another star, having its rays

intermediate to those of the fortnen Curved lines

form by their union a multitude of beautiful and
elegant figures, of which the variety is inexhaustible.

Each group, taken separately, possesses its peculiar

and intrinsic beauty ; but the effect of the whole as-

semblage is considerably heightened by the combi-

(’oniplcinem

111 the

III' ini^itlence.

Hays n-flecl-j

ed out ot
!

1000.
1

Complement
of the Angle."

of incidence.

Kaya itticLi

ed out of

1000.

O 1*^
584 SO 112

.1 54:S 79

471 40 57

10 412 .00 34

121 356 00 27

15 299 70 25

20 222 80 25

25 I
1.57 90 25

With the help of this table, and the method abovt,

explained of tracing the course of the rays, and on

investigating the angles of incidence, the degree ot

illumination of any part of the spectrum might be
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Kateide- caicmlated, Were it not for a new condition, termed

polarisaiion^ with which the rays of light are affect-

ed reflectioii, and which may also contribute to

the further loss of light, when the reflection is re-

peated at certain angles, and in certain positions of

the plane in which it takes place : a circumstance

whi^ is not without its influence in the case of the

kaleidoscope, especially in those constructed with

glass mirrors.

As the effect which the kaleidoscope is intended

to produce is to be the result of repeated reflec-

tions, it is aU'^object of essential importance, in or-

der that as little light may he lost os possible, that

all these reflections should take place with the great-

est obliquity. With this view, die mirrors should

be of considerable length, and the eye should be

raised above the field of view, and brought as near

as possible to the planes of the mirrors ; that is, as

near as possible to the remote end of the line of their

intersection. From this situadon the remoter sec-

tors will be seen by a greater quantity of light than

from any other; and consequently the illumination

of the spectrum will be more equal in every part.

This position of the eye affords the further advan-

tage of giving to the Spectrum a circular appearance

:

for it is obvious, that if viewed from any other and

more oblique situation, it would, from the laws of

perspective, appear more or less elliptical. It is

scarcely necessary to remark, that the eye cannot be
mathematically in the line of junction of the mir-

rors, for no light would in that case reach it by re-

flection from them.
Proper The essential parts of the kaleidoscope, then, are

the two mirrors ACE, and BC1% (fig. 10), which
c uTors.

inches in length, and from

one inch to an inch and a half in breadth at the ob-

ject end C ; while they are made narrower at the

other end, £. They are kept apart at their upper

edgesi and united along their lower edges CE, so as

to form an angle which must be an even aliquot part

of a circle. The angles 36”, 80", 22° 20°, or

18°, which divide the circumference of the circle re-

spectively into 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 equal

parts, are the only angles which can conveniently be

employed w'ith glass mirrors. The objects to be

viewed must occupy the space ABC, between the

ends of the mirrors, and must be situated in the plane

formed by iluse lines They are to be viewed from

the opposite, or narrow end, e ; the eye being placed

uear to the angular point, E, formed by the junction

of the ends of the mirrors. Jt should, however, be

a little above this point, in order that a sufficient

quantity of light may enter through the pupil. By
trial, the proper distance at which the maximum of

illumination is obtained will easily be found.

Accuracy in It is of considerable importance that the junction

their June- pf the mirrors be a perfectly sj^aight lint, free from

roughness, and from particle^ ST dust. Any irregu-

larity in this line will interfere with the perfection of

the linage at that part most rtmote from the object.

The projection of this line ofjdnetion of the mirrors

on the field of view is a line CO, fig. 4, immediately

oppo5>ite to the middle of the space between the mir-

rors. If tolerable pains have been taken to apply a

straight %nd smooth edge of one mirror upon the

o s c o p E.

surface of the other, and to preserve them clean, Kaleido-

this line will scarcely be seen, more especially as the^

greater part of it is placed much nearer than the ob-.

jects contemplated, and lies, therefore, within the

distance to i^ich the refractive powers of the eye
are adapted ;.it is, therefore, seen only indistinctly.

Any deviation in the angle formed by the mirrors AngU- oi

from that which accurately divides the circle into an tliep Inch-

even number of sectors, is quickly perceived by
eye, from the consequent irregularity which takes

place in the compound figure of the spectrum at the

part most remote from the object. This is illustrated

where the last ray of the star is seen to be

imperfect, from the want of correspondence in the

images which meet in the remote sector. If the

angle be too small, the image is redundant, frotn a

reduplication of one portion ; if too large, the image

presents a deficiency. But, in consequence of the

aperture of the pupil being of sufficient size to ad-

mit portions of the images from both mirrors, re-

flected from the parts immediately adjacent to the

line of their junction, these two images will be, for

a certain space, seen in the same direction, and will

consequently overlap and interfere with each other.

As soon as the angle of the mirrors is rendered cor-

rect, the double images coalesce into one, and per-

fect symmetry is restored to the spectrum. It is

necessary to observe, that the angle must be an even

aliquot part of a circle; that is, must divide it into

an even number of equal parts. If the division were

into an odd number of parts, as in fig. 7, the discor-

dance of the adjacent images at the remote sectors

would be the greatest possible. This will appear

from considering that the images in the succebsive

sectors on each side, being alternately reversed and

direct, those in the sectors immediately adjacent to

the radius most remote from the mirrors, would both

be of the same kind ; the one, therefore, could nor

be the reverse of the other, a relation which, as we
have already seen, is the elementary condition ol

symmetry in each pair of images. The correspond-

ing parts of each, indeed, instead of being adjacent,

would then be the most remote from one another.

This circumstance, namely, the necessity of the

angle of the mirrors being the even aliquot part of u

circle, although it be an essential condition of the

instrument, is not mentioned in the specification of

l)r Brewster’s patent. It was first noticed by the

author of this article, in the Annah of Philnwph
if

,

If we investigate the proportion of light distributed Diniciisiom

over the field of view, by considering the degrees ofof tin*

obliquity with which the rays infringe upon the mir-

rors, and also the number of reflections which they

sustain, wo shall find that it diminishes nearly in the

same proportion as we recede from the edge of the

seoCor bounded by the mirrors,, and is least in the re-
^

mojteftt sector. The line of equal illumination in

each individual sector, or the isophotal line, as Dr
Brewster has termed it, is parallel to that radius of

the sector which is ncat^t to the mirror on that side.

It follows as a consequence, that the light will di-

minish in each sector in proportion as we recede

from the angular point, or common centre of the

field. This last circumstance limits us to the mag-
nitude which it would be proper to allow to the field
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Kak-ido of vicw, and therefore restrict^ iw, in the breadth of
8cr»pc.

^
mirrors, when they are of a given Migth« In

genera)> their breadth should not exceed one-sixth

of their length, and the angle subtended by the cir-

cular field will then be- about The proper pro-
portion, however, varies according to the angle at

which the mirrors are .inclined, ^'be larger this

angle, the greater latitude may be allowed in extend-
ing tlie field of view ; while, if the angle be small,

tlienuiYiber of reflections for completing the remote
parts of the spectrum will be great ; the light will

become too faint to allow the eye to distinguish the

parts at the circumference
;
and the diameter of the

field must be contraoted by lessening the breadth of
the mirrors.

What has now been said relates only to the pro-
portional length and breadth of the mirrors. With
legord to their absolute size, we must be guided in

our choice by other circumstances of convenience.
Ah the length of the inr-trunient determines the dis-

tance of the eye from the field, it should be such as

to ucliuit of the distinct vision of every part of the

spectrum. This may be effected, if requisite, by in-

terposing a convex lens of the proper focal distance,

between the eye and the narrow end of the mirrors.
I'o&ition 0 } The last circumstance we shall notice as essential to
itu- oi)jects

perfect operation of the instrument, is, that the

objects must be situated as nearly as possible in the

plane AH(\ fig. 10, formed by the ends of the mir-

rors. All di viations from this position arc produc-
tive of irregularity in the spectrum. If the eye, in-

deed, were n mere mathematical point, and were it

possible for it to receive the rays whiL* placed at the

very point of the angle £. the distance of the object

from the mirrors would, in strictness, produce no de-

viation from symmetry. Let the plani^. MN be taken

at a little distance irom the ends of the mirrors, and

the planes of the mirrors produced till they meet it

in the lines ac and /ac. It is evident that the space

comprehended between these lines, is the only situa-

tion in that plane from whence rays can proceed so

as to full upon the mirrors; no object, iherefore,

which is not within that space, can have its image

formed by reflection from the mirrors. The lines

nc and he are the projections of AC and RC,as view-

ed from the point E. Rut if the eye be raised to c,

it will be apparent that a space below the former,

and bounded by the lines de and /c, which will now

be the projections of .\C und BC, will come into

view. The (objects situated in this space will have no

corresponding images, and ihoir introduction into the

field of view will produce confusion in every part of

the spectrum. The magnitude of this additional

space, measured by tlie interval cr, which is unrepre-

sented by the instrument, and which may be termed

ihe aberration, is dependant upon and proportional

to two separate causes, namely, the' distance of tlu

eye from the angular point, and the distance of the

object from the mirrors. The deviation from regu-

larity which it produces in the spectrum increases

as the object approaches to ihe centre. An eye ac-

customed to observe and admire the symmetry of

the combined images, will instantly perceive it to

be violated, even when the distance of the object,

Cc, is less than the twentieth part of an inch.

When the object is very distant, the defect of syni-

10
metry is so enormous, that, although thb object is Kaletdo-

seen by direct vision, and also in some of the sectors,

it is entirely invisible in the rest. If the object, on
the other hand, be placed within the reflectors, a

symmetrical spectrum will, indeed, be formed ; but

the centre of this spectrum will not coindde with the

centre of the circular field of view, and its eflect in

producing a symmetrical picture is thereby entirely

destroyed. In order to ensure perfect roainematical

symmetry, the objects should, strictly speaking, be
limited to lines lying in the same plane, which plane

must be exactly in contact with the en^ of the mir-

rors.

We have hitherto considered the effects resulting Polyomtrsl

from the combination of only two mirrors, in which K-dddo-

case, the field of view is necessarily limited to

circle. But, on the very same principles, we may,
by employing a greater number of mirrors, obtain an
extension of this field in all directions, and produce
groups of images around several centres, which shall

be repeated in perpetual succession on every side.

Kaleidoscopes of this description have, on that ac-

count, been called Polyceniral^ and, when properly

constructed, their effects are exceedingly beautiful.

With respect, also, to their utility, as applicable to

the arts, they very far excel the simple kaleidoscope,

inasmuch as the occasions requiring an ornamentaJ

design for a flat extended surface, are of much more
ordinar}' occurrence than those in which we are li-

mited to a circular space. The principles upon which

polycentral kaleidoscopes should be constructed, and
the conditions to which they arc limited, were first

pointed out by the author of this article, in the An-
naU of PhUosophy^ Vol. XI. p. 375, soon afler tlie

common instrument became known in London.
It is evident, that, by joining together a number Only four

of mirrors, so as to compose the sides of a prism, we species ad.

might obtain a succession of images in every possible®"^
direction. But wc must recollect, that for the pro-

duction of symmetrical combinations of images, we
are restricted in our'clioice of a base for the requir-

ed prism to such angles only as will divide the circle

into aq irren number of aliquot parts. This condi-

tion confines us to a very limited range. It excludes,

in the first place, all angles above ; and, there-

fore, all polygons having more than four sides. Of
four-sided polygons, the square and the rectangle,

where all the angles are right-angles, are the only

figures that can give symmetrical combinations. Af-

ter these, there remain only triangles ; and among
all the possible varieties of triangles, we can take

only such ns are formed with angles of 60°, 45°,

or J0°, which are the quotients of .360°, divided by

4. O', 8, and 1 'i ;
all tlie other even aliquot parts of

the circle being excluded the necessary condition

that the sum of those angles must be equal to 180°.

We are, theretore, limited to the three following spe-

cies of triangles, represented in figures 15, 16, and

17:

The first having all its angles equal

to - - 60°, 60", and 60^
The second its angles respective-

ly equal to - - 90«. 45°, and 45°

;

And the third its angle respec-

tively equal to - - iK)°, 60°, qqd 30°.

The sum of these angles, in each case, being iso".
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Kaleido- Let U8 DOW inquire into the effects resulting from

each of these combinations.

comparative effects of these four species of

polycentral kaleidoscopes are illustrated by figures

14, 15, 16) and 17, where A, in each case, repre-

sents the sections of the mirrors, or the base of each

prism ; B, the elements of each pattern ; and C, tlie

pattern itself, resulting from the scries of reflepted

imagt’s.

Square Ka- It will be seen that the square polycentral kaleido-
iciUosrope, scope, fig. 14, produces a less pleasing effect than

the others, because the attention being more parri-

cularly directed to the repetition of the same set of

images in one direction only, the whole pattern ap-

peers composed of an alternation of longitudinal

stripes. The direction of the stripes is determined

by the general direction of the lines, in the elemen-

tary pattern approaching more to one of the sides of

the base, than to the other side. It is scarcely ne-

cessary to observe, that the spectrum produced by

a rectangular is quite similar to that of a square ka-

leidoscope, only that it is more extended in one di-

rection.

Tnascope, The first of the triangular polycentral kaleido'

scopes (fig. 15), which has for the base of its prism

an equilateral triangle, affords very regular combina-

tions of images, disposed in three different directions,

which cross each other at angles of GO^’ and 120® ;

thus presenting what may be called a triangular sym-
metry, The circumstance of each pair of images

being combined in groups of tliree together in every

part of the spectrum, has suggested the name of

Triascope for this species of triangular polycentral

kaleidoscope.

Tetrascope, The second species of triangle (fig. 16), which

may be made the base of the prism, is that compo-
sed of two contiguous sides, together with the con-

necting diagonal of a square
;
or, in other words, of

a right-angled isosceles triangle. The result of this

construction is to produce a division of the field of

view into regular square compartments, having the

base of the above mentioned triangle for their sides.

The very perfect symmetry which results from this

construction is the source of remarkably beautiful

designs ;
the predominant character of which is an

arrangement of forms grouped together by fours at

a time, and symmetrically disposed in squares. Such
an instrument may, on this account, be called a 2V-
trascojie.

and Hextt- species of triangular polycentric kaleido-

»r;ope. scope, or that which takes lor its base the half of an

equilateral triangle (fig. 17), resulting from its divi-

sion by a perpendicular drawn from an angle to the

opposite side, affords olso appearance.s of very consi-

derable beauty. Here the predominant form is the

hexagon, from the circumstance that the smallest of

the angles, which is that of 50 ^jiroducing the great-

est number of repetitions of '.e same image around
one centre, the symmetry is most conspicuous with

reference to that centre, and the attention of the

spectator is immediately directed to the hexagonal

compartments into which the field is thereby divided.

As the pairs of images in these leading objects (such
as the stars in the figure, which, it will be observed,
have each six rays) are six in number, we shall, fol-

lowing the analogy of the other names, denominate Kaicuio-

thi.s varied of the instrument a liexascopc. These
^

names, derived from the circumstance which gives

the chief character of symmetry to the extended

spectrum, will perhaps be considered as sufficiently

appropriate. They will, at all events, recommend
themselves by „their brevity, when we consider the

very compound epithets which would otherwise be

required in order to designate correctly the equian-

gular, triangular, polycentral kaleidoscope; the rect-

angular, isosceles, triangular, polycentral kaleido-

scope
; and the semi, equilateral, triangular, polycen-

tral kaleidoscope.

As Q plane surface of indefinite extent admits of

subdivision, by regular polygons of the same kind,

only in three ways, namely, by triangles, by f*<juaret?,

and by hexagons, so each of iljcse modes of division

is the result of u separate arrangement of tliree plane

mirrors, namely, that of the triascope, the tetrascope,

and the hexascopc. Of these, the two lu.st ajipear

to be those more especially calculated to alford

sistance to artists in the invention of ornamental pat-

terns.

It is evident, that the principnl advantage whicli

the polyccntral kaleidoscopes have over the simple

ones, is the greater extension they give to Ifie fiL-ld

of view. This field might, in theory, appear to be

infinite; but in practice it soon becomes limited,

from the great loss of light attendant on repealed le-

flections. The effects of polarisation, in further di-

minishing the light, is also greater in them than in

the simple kaleidoscope. On botli these accounts,

metallic are preferable to glass mirrors for their con-

struction. The number of reflections required, in

order to obtain any extent of spectrum, being greater

than in the ordinary kinds of simple kaleidoscopes,

llie instrument must be of greater length compara-
tively w'ith the breadth of the mirrors, as in this way
the course of the rays will be more oblique with re

sped to the mirrors, and a larger portion of light

will reach the eye. A greater obliquity is also ob-

tained, with the same proportion between the length

and breadth of the mirrors, by making them taper

at the end next the eye. The instrument will then,

see fig. 18, have the form of a truncated pyramid,

instead of a prism ;
A BC being the triangular base,

to which the objects are to be applied, and ahe the

narrower end at which the eye is applied. It 15 true,

that, in mathematical strictness, this construction is

incorrect ;
for the mirrors, in that case, having ne-

ces.sari]y a degree of inclination to the base, the

spectrum will be composed of portions, not of a plane,

but of a spherical surface, which does not admit of'

the same divisions ; but the field really visible to the

eye is too limited to render this inaccuracy of any
consequence. *

After the detailed explanation which has been ( onstrur-

given, of the principles on which kaleidoscopes act, don ot tiu'

it will not be necessary to enter into any minute
count of the methods of constructing them. A few
practical directions may, however, be useful for the

guidance of such as wish to provide themselves with

this source of innocent amusement. In order to con-

struct the simple kaleidoscope, two slips of plate-

glass, about six or eight indies long, and about an
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Kdiuulo- inch, or an Inch and a half in breadth, must be pro-

cured. . The best form for these plates is that repre-

' seated in fig. 10, where one end of them is only half

the breadth of the other. The newest plate gla^s

should be employed, as that which Is old ha.s fre-

(jiicntly scratches and imperfections on its surface,

which occasion a great loss of light. They should

have been skilfully cut with a diamond, so that at

least one of the edges may be perfectly smooth, and

free from cliips. If this be not the case, one of the

f‘dgc$ must be made quite straight, and freed from

all imperfections, by grinding it with very fine emery

upon a flat surface, such as another piece of plate-

glass. 'riie posterior surfaces of cacli of the plates

arc now to be covered with a black varnish, or with

l)lack sealing wax, so as to lernovc its reflective

power. When this has been done, and the vamibh
IS dry, take the plate of wliieh the edge h.'is been

r(‘iulered perfect, and apply *hi.s edge against the sur-

face of the other plate, a.- near as convenient to the

edge of this latter plate, and keep the edges so ap-

plied in contact, by means of a strip of black silk or

cloth glued along the hack of the plates, so as to

.serve the purpose of a Ijinge, allowing of their open-

ing and closing to a certain extent, like the leaves of

a book, rhey are now to be adj united to the proper

angle,* wliich may be done with the greatest accura-

cy, by directing the mirrors, placed as in fig. 10, to

any line, or the straight edge of any object in con-

tact with the broad cuds, and very obliquely situated

with re-spcct to the edge of cither of the mirrors

;

then looking from the other end, open or shut the

plates till the figure of a star appears, having 6, 7,

or any other number of rays which may be thought

desirable, and observing that the images of the ray.s

in the s[)cctruui most remote from the object per-

fectly coalesce. The mirrors must now be fixed in

their j)osition by small arches of wood or brass, ex-

tending across the open ends of the plates AB in two

or three place.«. These may ut first be attached tem-

porarily by means of sealing-wax ; but they should

afterwards he fastened more securely by otlier pieces

glued to the plates in several places along the edges

Ac, lit. The clearness ofthe ( iVect of the instrument

is much promoted by excluding all light, except what

comes from ilie field of view ; and this is best ac-

complished, by laying a strip of black velvet, previ-

ous to the fixing of the pieces just described, all

along the uppi r side of the instrument, so as to line

the whole of the s|)a( C between the upper edges of

the mirrors. All reflection of light from that quar-

ter is thus eiVcctually precluded.

The plates thus prepared are to be? placed in a

tube, as represented in fig. 1 1, so that the broad ends

of the mirrors shall barely project beyond the end of

the tube ; while iht narrow end is placed so that the

angle formed by the junction of the mirrors, shall be

a little below the middle of that end of the tube.

I'iic plates must then be kept in this position by

pieces of cork or wood, wedged in between them

and the tube ; taking care, however, that they press

but lightly on the mirrors, for a very slight force is

capable of bending and altering the figure, even of

very thick plates of gloss. A cover, with a circular

aperture in the ccntrei is then to be fitted to the end

afjc, which should, in general, be furnisbed witli a Knleido-
'

convex lens, whose focal length is on inch or two
greater than the length of the mirrors, in oidcr to
allow the eye to see every part of the spectrum with
perfect distinctness. Persons who are short-sighted

will of course not require this lens; but it will still

be expedient to close the end abc of the mirrors,

with a piece of plane glass, as a security against the
introduction of dust.

In constructing polycentral kaleidoscopes, where oi* Poiycen.
tJ)ree mirrors are employed, the third mirror occu- tral Kalcido.

pics the place of die black velvet and connecting
pieces already described. Great care should be
taken to have three very perfect edges for the junc-
tions of the plates with each other ; and consider-

able atteniiou should be paid to their being fixed at

the exact angles required by the construction ; and
when once placed correctly, they are to be retained

in their relative position by effectual securities. Si-

milar remarks apply to the construction of square
and rectangular polyccntral kaleidoscopes.

'riie instrument, when so far completed, is now HevoUin-?

ready to be applied to the objects which are to form Object (W.
the spectrum. A case for holding these objects,

and for communicating to them a revolving motion,

i^ fitted to the object end of the tube : the best con-
struction for such a case is the following. Upon Che

end of the tube aM, fig. 12, (corresponding to the

end of the mirrors ABC, fig, 11), is placed a ring of

brass, mn, which moves enMlj* upon the lube, and is

kept in its place by a shoulder of brass on each side

of it. A brass cell, MN, is then made to slip tight-

ly upon the moveable ring ?ftn, so that when the cell

is turned round by means of the milled end at MN,
the ring mn may move freely upon the tube. The
objects are to be placed in a small box, consisting of

two gia'^ses, one transparent, and the other ground,
kept at the distance ol onc-eighih or one-lcnth of an
inch by a brass rim. This brass rim should consist

of two pieces which screw into one another, so that

the box can be opened by unscrewing it, and the ob-

jects changed at pleasure. This object box is plac-

ed at the bottom of the cell MN, as shown at OP;
and the depth of the cell is such as to allow the side

O to touch the end of the mirrors, when the etll is

slippetl upon the ring tfr/t. The instrutuent when
used, is to be held in one hand, with the angular

point K downwards, and the cell is turned round

wMth the other, so as to present the objects in succes-

sion before the aperture .^CB, fig. 11.

The objects best fitted for producing pleasing Sdtvtion of

cffectF, are small fragments of coloured glass, ofproF*®^ Ob-

suflicient size to occupy a certain portion of the in-

terval between the mirrors, but not .so large as to

engross the greater part, or to interfere with each

others motions, us they arc made to full in succession

into thi‘ field of view, by the revolution of the case

which holds them. W ires of glass, both spun and

twisted, and of different colours, and shades of* co-

lours, and of various shapes, both curviJincal and an-

gular, maybe intermixed with the larger masses of co-

loured glass, together witii one or two beads, bugles,

fine ncedieSj bent metallic wires» small pieces of lace,

and Mgaienta of fine sea-weed. Looped curves like

the figure 6, double curves like the letter S> or the
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Kvieido- figune S^ptrcles, ovakii spirals, triangles, or lines

•«*1*«* bent^itito angles, like the letter W or Z, have gene-

a good eflbct, either alone, or in combination

wiln otlier dli|ect8. Care should, however, be taken

not to ohrtsd the case with too miiny objects at a

thne^ os an asecess in this respect produces a degree

(rf complakity totally inconsistent wkh beauty. In

order to obtain a greatoa variety in the styles ^ pat-

terns produced, a number of different cases, wlHi:ob-

jects may be provided, so as to fit on occanpbally,

and be changed at pleasure.

Tdescopic ByDr Brewstdr’s veryingenious contrivance ofsub-

ob^cts above described, and

SdfflwJw"
“ appMedin contactwith the ends ofthe iwirrors,

n convex Jens placed ata certain distance from them,

the images of distant objects may be broi^t to oc-

cqpy the exact place adapted for their reffection by

the kaleidoscope, and may thus afford a still greater

variety of symmetric conbinations. This operation

of the lens is illustrated by fig« 15, where the lens L
forms an image of the object R at F, the space be-

tween the ends of mirrors, which image is multiplied

by the reflecting powers of the instrument, and forms

a symmetric spectrum, precisely in the same way ab

if a^teal object of that size had occupied its place.

The lens may be fitted to the end of a separate tube,

external to that of the instrument, and capable of

being drawn out upon it to the proper distance, which

is known by observing when the spectrum appears

perfectly symmetrical. The instrument in this form

has been called the Tefescoptc or Compound KaUido*
scope; and is applicable to distant objects of eveiy

description, and equally so to those in motion, as to

those at rest. All their movemenu are represented

with singular efect in the spectrum. A blazing fire

viewed by it, gives the appearance of beautiful fire-

works, at One time rushing with great rapidity to-

wards the centre, and at another issuing from it to-

wards the circumference, or darting in splendid star-

riform corruscations over the field of vision. Ihcbc
varieties in the spectrum are occobioned both by
turning the instrument round its axis, and by mov-
ing it forwards in any direction.

The compound kaleidoscope has thus a much more
extended range than the simple kind; and it has

this further advantage, that it admits of the symme-
try of the spectrum being rendered perfectly correct,

since the images may be brought exactly to the ends

of the mirrors ; a condition which can never be com-
pletely obtained, when the objects are confined in a
giOM case, as they must then always be separated

ivom tlNI fliiftTors by at least the thickness ofthe glass.

Tba Ibeal length of the lens should always be
much less than the length of the outer tube, and
ahould in general be susn as to be capable of form-
ing an image at the end of the mirrors, when the ob-
ject is four or five inches from the lens. Its diame-

ter should be such as that, when it is at its greatest

distaocb from the mkrors, it s||gll sUIf occupy the
whole of the field of view which is seen by direct

vision; or, m other words, that the Cye shall not see

any part c( its adge«
^

lu applies. The exhfhitkiii of the effects ofthe kalddoltepe to

^ spectators at the same time, by Wfow-

tiim! images on a waU, after the manneV of the

magic lanthom, or solar microscope, might be easily Koleido-

accomplished, if sufficient light could be procured
for the illumination of the objects. The form of an
instrument for this purpose, is represented in fig. 20,

where L is the lamp, the light from which being
augmented by the reflector M, and concentrated by
the very convex lens N, upon the transparent ob-

jects at the end of the kaleidoscope K, is formed
into an image on the opposite wall by refraction

through the lens P, the local distance of which is

somewhat shorter than the length of the tube. The
brilliant light produced during combustion, carried

on by means of a stream of oxygen gas, is peculiar-

ly fitted for the exhibition of these effects, as was
very successfully shown by Mr William Allan, in

his lectures at Guy’s Hospital, London.
By a contrivance on a similar principle, the pat-

terns formed by the kaleidoscope may be copied, d
thought necessary, by receiving them in a camera
obseura. The readiest mode of tracing them, hou-
ever, is by the use of a camera lucida, applied to the

insirument at the end next the e}e. The kaleido-

scope might also be be applied to the microscope, if

It were worth while to multiply these applications,

for which, however, considering the infinite variety

of designs which the simpler instrume^pts afford,

there appears not to be the least necessity^

Instead of employing the exterior 6urfilcc.s of glass sohd Ka
as the reflectors, we may employ the interior sitzlaces iculohcopch

of a prism of solid glass for that same purpose ; and
we may obtain in tin's way, as was shown by Dr
Brewster, a total, instead of a partial reflection of

light. Tins solid form of the instrument is peculiar-

ly fitted for polycentral kaleidoscopes ; but it is liable

to the objection of its being extremely diflicult to

procure a piece of glass of sufficient sue entirely

free from veins, and also to obtain the perfect junc-

tion of the two reflecting planes.

Simple kaleidoscopes have been variously con- poj^aiipu
structed with reference to the angles of inclination lar, Annu
of the mirrors. In some instruments, called by
Brewster Pol^angular Kaleidoscopes, this angle naay

be varied at pleasure, by allowing the mirrors
’

move on their connecting edges as on a hinge, so as

to open or close at pleasure by means of a screw.
Others admit of the mirrors entirely separating, so

as gradually to become parallel to each other, and
thus give rectilineal or annular patterns, as is seen in

figures 2 and 3. But there is no occasion to dwell
more particularly on these subjects, as the circum-
stances of their construction and effects must be
sufficiently obvious from what has been already said ;

and there is probably more ingenuity than utility in

devising these variations. We shall therefore con-
clude, by merely noticing a convenient mode of unit-

ing several of these instruments, which was suggest-
the author of this article, with a view to com-

pare the effects of the simple and polycentric kaleido-

scopes, applied to the veiy same set of objects. Fig.

20 shows a section of thatuistrument, in wliich mn are
the mirrors of a simple kaleidoscope in the middle of

the tube and which might be set to any angle

;

the mirrors de/m one side forming a tetrascope, and
pqr on the other, a hexascope. Ihe whole was en-

closed in the tube /, at the eye end of which were
il
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Kiileiao- three separate apertures, in order to allow the ob-

server to look througli each in succession. The
- ^ ^

other end was fitted with a case of moveable objects,
^ /as in fig. 12; and was also provided with an addi-

tional tube for the reception of a lens instead of the

case, and capable of being drawn out, so as to con*

vert the whole into a telescopic instrument. The
effect of the whole combination was very striking*

See Dr Brewster’s Treatise on the Kaleidoscope^

Edin. 181 9 . Harris’s Treatise on Optics. Wood’s
Optics. Dr lioget on the KaleidoscopCj in the An^
nals of rhiloiophy, Vol. XI. p. 375 ; and the Comptc

rendu des Travaux dc VAcademic dc Dijon, pour

1S18, p. 108-117. (w.)

KANT (Immanuel), a very eminent metaphysi-

cian, and the author of that theory which has been
distinguished by the name ofthe Critical, or Transcen-

dental Philosophy, was born at Koningsberg, in Prus-

sia, on the 22d of April 1 7 Of his paternal ances-

tors little is known with certainty
;
but tradition re-

presents them, as having sprung from an emigrant

Scotsman, of the name of Cant; and the philosopher

himself, who frequently alluded to this traditionary

extraction, is said to have been the first of his family

who changed the initial letter of his name to K, with

n view to adapt it to the German pronunciation.

The -father of Kant, who exorcised the humble
profession of a saddler, or liarneHS-maker, in the sub-

urbs of Koningsberg, was distinguished rather for

his integrity and respectability, than for his wealth.

His mother appears to have been a .woman of consi-

derable talents, and of a more decided character.

She was exceedingly pious, and much aHached to the

strict religious tenets and discipline of Dr Schultz

;

a divine who, at that period, enjoyed an high reputa-

tion for learning, eloquence, and piety. Kant uni-

formly spoke of both his parents, but especially of

his mother, with feelings of the warmest afiection. \

Although far from being in oiHuent circumstances,

his parents resolved to bestow upon their son, Im-

manuel, every advantage that could result from a li-

beral education. Accordingly, after having been

taught to read and write at the charity school of the

suburbs, he was sent, in the year 1732^ to the Co/-

U’gium Fridericianum, at the suggestion, it is believ-

ed, of Dr Schultz ; who, even at that early period,

had the penetration to discover the talents of the

boy. At this school, he contracted an intimate

friendship with Ruhnkenius, afterwards so celebrat-

ed fur his philological attainments, which was main-

tained by occasional correspondence during the re-

mainder of their lives, and which, in their early years,

may naturally be supposed to have had a salutary

influence on the studies of both. They were both
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indefatigable students

;
and they not only mutually Kmu.

assisted each other in their school exercises, but
read together, during their leisure hours, whatever
books their inclination led them to peruse, or their

circumstances permitted them to purchase. It is

rather a remarkable circumstance, however, that, at

this early period, Kant devoted bis attention princi-

nally to philological studies; while his friend, Ruhn-
KdiiiiNli seemed to be attracted, by an apparejatly na-
tural tendency of disposition, to the cultivation of
philosophy. In their maturcr years, as is well known,
these early predilections were precisely reversed.

Having completed his preliminary education, he
repaired, in the year 1740, to the university of his
native town, where he applied himself, with great
ardour, to the study of the mathematical, philosophi-
cal, and theological sciences. Among the profes-

sors of Koningsberg, several of whom were men of
considerable talents and attainments, he appears to

have attached himself particularly to Professor Mar-
tin Knutzen, well known, at that period, as the au-
thor of several useful works, to whose instructions

in mathematics and philosophy Kant acknowledged
lumsclf to have been greatly indebted. § To the
great diligence and success with which he prosecut-
ed his studies, at this period, his early writings bear
ample testimony. The youth who, at the age of
twenty-two, could boldly and successfully impugn
the doctrines of Leibnitz and Wolf, and skilfully

wield the weapons of dialectics against the authori-

ty of the most eminent metaphysicians of his day,
must have bestowed no common pains in the acqui-

sition of scientific knowledge, and in cultivating the

powers of his understanding. From the earliest pe-
riod of his career, too, he was left almost entirely to

the resources of bis own talents and prudence, and
compelled, at every step, to struggle against the de-
pressing infiucnce of poverty. When scarcely ar-

rived at manhood, he had the misfortune to lose both
his parents, who had not the satisfaction of living to

witness the fruits of their son’s talents and industry.

They, indeed, had never been able to afford him
much pecuniary assistance ; but he was fortunate in

meeting with some relations of his family, who were
in more afBuent circumstances, and by whose liber-

ality, combined with his own exertions and econo-

my, he was enabled to continue the prosecution of

bis studies.

After a residence of about three years at the uni-

versity, he acted in the capacity of a private tutor in

several families, and lived about nine years with the

Count de Hullesen at Arnsdorf. During this period,

he embraced the opportunities which his retirement

afforded him, of collecting a vast store of general

* He was Professor of Theology at the University of Koningsberg, and the author of several works which

were much esteemed in their day : among, others, of a work on the Elements of Metaphysical Science. #
f Kant had several sUters, and an only brother, several years younger than himself, who took orders,

and had a tlving in Courland, where he continued to reside until his death.

X Throughout every period of his life, however, Kant retained a great fondness for classical literature.

He was particularly partial to the atudy of the Roman writers ; an^ even in bis old agei he delighted to

have an opportunity of reciting and applying passages from the works of his favourite authors.

. § Knutzen died idi the year 1756, as extraordinary Professor of Philosophy at Koningsberg. .
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Kant, knowledge in almost every department of science

and literature, and of sketching the outlines of seve-

ral of those philosophical treatises, which were soon

afterwards published in rapid succession.

It is rather unfortunate that no record seems to

have been preserved of the course of his studies dur-

ing this most interesting period of his life ; nor has

he himself, so far as we know, left any memorials

which might enable us to trace the gradual process
of his mind in the acquisition of knowledge. It is

certain, however, that he both read rod thought

much. According to his own confession, he was

not particularly well qualified to discharge the duties

of a tutor; being always too deeply engaged in ac-

quiring and digesting knowledge in his own mind,

to be capable of communicating the rucUmenis of it

to others. Ills mind seems to have originally enter-

tained a strong bias towards mathematical and phy-

sical researches, and he exhibited some specimens

of knowledge^ acuteness, and originality of investi-

gation in the latter branch of science, from wliicli

mucii eminence might have resulted, had his views

been exclusively confined to that department.

It w as probably during the period of his retirement

at Arnsdorf, thvat he was led to engage in a ialiorious

investigation of the various metaphysical theories of

uncieiit and modern times. With this view, he made
himself master of the living languages, especially the

IVcnch and Mnglish, the latter of which he acquired

with out the aid of a master, in order to enable liim

to examine into the merits of the British philoso-

phers, particularly Locke, Berkeley, and Hume. To
the sceptical conclusions of the last mentioned wtI-

ter, according to Kant’s own confession, the world

is indebted for the Critical Thcon/,

Having attained his thirtieth year, and already

distinguished Jiimsclf as the autlior ot several tracts,

exhibiting great originality of thought, Kant re-

solved to devote himself to the profession of a pub-

lic teacher. With this view, he returned to the

university of Koningsberg, and took his degree of

M. A., according to the usual forms, in tlie year

175r>. It was upon this occasion that he produced,

in the form of an inaugural dissertation, his tract en-

titled, Principiorum primorum Cogvitionis vwtnphy-

sicae nova dilucidatio ; the first of his works, it is be-

lieved, w'hich contained any hints respecting his pe-

culiar views of metaphysical science. In the same
year, he published his celebrated treatise on the

Universal Natural Ilislorp and Theory oj' the Hea*
vens ; or an Essay on ihc Constitution and Mechanic

cal Structure of the xvhole Globe, according to the

Newtonian System. In this treatise, by following

out the principles of Newton, he was Jed to antici-

pate, in theory, some of the subsequent discoveries

of the great practical astronomer, HerscheJ.

Soon after he had tak'^n his degree, he began to

K
ail hnnsclf of the privilege attached to the cha-

cter ot' tiDiiciar docensy by delivering lectures pub-

licly on Logic, Metaphysics, Mathematics, and Na-
tural Philosophy ; lo which, at a subsequent period,

he added the Law of Nature, Moral Philosophy, Na-
tural Theology, and Physical Geography, He had
not long commenced the discharge :'f his duties as a

public teacher, when the concourse of students, whom
4
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the reputation of his profound and extensive learning K«nt.

attracted, was so great, that his auditorium^ or lec-

turc-rooin, uUhougli large and commodious, could

scarcely contain the numbers wlio eagerly flocked to

hear him. His alfuble manners and social taleni.s,

at the same time, rendered him a most acceptable

guest at the tables of the most respectable ir.liabit-^

ants of Koningsberg, with several ol‘ whom he lived

on habits of intimate friendshij).

But notwithstanding his acknowledged tah'nts

a philosopher, and his popularity as a lecturer on
scientific subjects, it was long before Kant obtained

any preferment. With a min{l constantly and in-

tensely engaged in the pursuit of knowledge, he ap-

pears to have possi ssed no ambition beyond that of
being usel’ul in the sphere he had cliosen for the ex-

ercise of his abilities
; and he had too niiicli sint])1i-

city of character to resort to any of those arU, liy

which other men, more emulous of distinction, fie-

quently endeavour to advance tlieir worldly interests,

lJj»on the death of Knutzen, in ‘.lie inonlh of April

he solicited the vacant extraordinary professor-

ship of philosopliy, but without suc cess. ^J'he ordi-

nary professor of Logic and Metaphysics, having

died in JSchuItz, who, as we have already

observed, discovert cl at an early period liie talents of

Kant, and continued to patronize him so lon^ as he

lived,—exerted all liis infiuence to obtain that situa-

tion for his protege. But Kant was again disappoint-

ed. Not discouraged, however, by the repealed
failure of his attempts to attain independence, lie

continued to deliver his lectures, and to meditate his

wTitings. In the month of* February ITb'd, he ac-

cepted the unsolicited situation of second keeper of

the royal library, to which a small salary was attach-

ed ; and at the same time he undertook the manage-
ment of a private cabinet of curiosities. But these

offices he resigned in 1771^2, on account of the inter-

ruptions to which he was exposed, in showing the
books and rarities to strangers.

In the year 1770, Kant at length attained I he*

highest object of his ambition, on his advancement to

the ordinary Professorship of Logic and Metaphy-
sics in the University of Koningsberg; a situation,

which, while it placed him far above the fear of w^ant,

afforded him, at the same time, the best o))poriuniiy

of employing his talents in a manner s:Hisfactory to

himself, and advantageous to his country. Upon
this occasion, he produced his celebrated inaugural

dissertation, Dc Mundi Scitsibitis atyur Intclligibilis

Forma ct Vrincipiis; in which he propounded some of

the fundamental principles of that metaphysical theo-

ry, to which he was afterwards indebted for his great
reputation.

prom this period, the life of Kant affords no very
remarkable incidents for the pen of the biographer.

His time appears to have been chiefly occupied in

the faithful and zealous discharge of the duties of

his office ; in the composition of those philosophical

works, by which he hoped to accomplish an import-

ant and beneficial reform in metaphysical science;

and in cultivating the society of a select number of

friends. At this time, too, he maintained a philoso-

phical correspondence with several of the first liter-

ary characters of the age, and particularly with the
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Kant, celebrated Lambert, then President of the Royal He loved company, and was both inquisitive himself, Kant.

' Academy of Sciences at Berlin, whose views of phi- and fond of communicating his own knowledge and
losopliy were, in some respects, coincident with bis opinions upon all subjects. There was nothing, how-
own. His letters to Lambert, indeed, are peculiar- ever trifling it might appear, at first sight, which did

ly interesting, as they contain frequent allusions to not suggest to his mind some interesting reflections

;

die gradual developement of his metaphysical ideas, and he could talk as fluently with a lady on tfie mt-

In theyear 1730, hebecame a member ofthe nutio! of female dress, the mysteries of the kitchen^

Acadcmicus

;

and, in 1787, he was admitted a mem- or the common occurrences of the day, as he could

ber of tlie Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin, with $ philosopher on the most abstruse points of

Never, perhaps, did there exist a mind so ardently science. He was very regular in his habits. He
and so entirely devoted to the cultivation of science, rose early ;

and his mornings were generally devoted
and so utterly divested of all interested motives in to study and professional duties

; his evenings to

the pursuit of knowledge. Having once attained in- society. As he never entered into the married state,

dependence, his ambition, as to worldly objects, he was not encumbered with the cares of a family.

Rcerns to have aspired no higher. Although he re- He used to say, that when he would have married,

ceived, at difierent limes, various invitation?, with he had not fortune sufficient to maintain a wife
; and

most advantageous proposals, to induce him to trans- when he possessed the requisite fortune, he had no
far his talents and his reputation to other universi- inclination to marry. It has been remarked, that he
ties, he could never be prevailed upon to leave his wvis fond of society ; and during the earlier part of

native town ; being perfectly satisfied with the ad- his hfe, when otherwise disengaged, he used to dine

vantages he already er.ioycd,‘and with the sphere of at the ordinary of the principal tavern; by which
usefulness which had been assigned him. For many means he had an oj)porlunity of acquiring an exten-

ycars previous to his death, he was the senior pro- sive knowledge of human character, and, at the same
fessor of Koningsberg

;
and he enjoyed that high de- time, of gratifying his inquisitive disposition, by eli-

gree of respect and verieration, which was due alike citing from travellers of different countries many cu-

to his advanced age, his eminent talents, and con- rioiis and valuable observations on the manners, iTa-

spicuoLis virtues. He died, by a gradual decay of bits, and literature of various nations. He possessed

nature, on the KHh of February 180 1, in the eightieth an intimate knowledge of geography, and even of mi-

year of ins agi . Jlis funeral w’as attended by the nute topography, probably in a great measure dcriv-

inosl respecta!)lc inhabitants of Koningoberg, and by ed from this last mentioned source, as well as from

a numerous train of his friends and disciples ; and, to his private reading of books of travels, to which he

exjiress the pu!)lic ri’gret for the loss of so distin- was always extremely partial ; and he frequently en-

guislied a character^ the whole city put on mourning, tered into local details w^ith a degree of correctness,

On his coffin there wa* placed a sepulcliral urn, with wliich could not fail to astonish those who learnt that

the inscription: Cin<n'cs moHalis inunortulis Kantii, he had never moved fifty miles from his native towm.

A beaiililul coiimiemorativc medal was also executed At a later period of his life, when more easy In his

upon this occasion, by M. Abramson of Berlin. On circumstances, he generally invited a few of his

one bide is a striking likeness of the philosopher, friends to dinner, with whom he relaxed from his

with the inscriplion— Kant, nai, 17J24:. graver studies, frequently enlivening his discourse

On the reverse, the artist has attempted to express with sallies of wit and humour, of which he possessed

the services of Kanl in assigning limits to the pro- no small share, and occasional irony and satire, of

vince of speculative philosophy, by representing a that good-natured species which inflicts no wound

Minerva seated, and holding an owl in her riglit hand, on the object against whom it is directed,

which she prevents from flying, with the inscription— Kant's intellectual faculties wcie of a high or-

Allius voluntem arcuiL • dcr. He had a wonderful power of reflection,

In his person, Kant was rather below the middle which enabled him to unfold the most abstruse prin-

stature, of a slender and delicate form, and with a ciples, and to pursue, in his own mind, a long train

very narrow and flat chest. His bodily frame, in- of conclusions. He possessed great quickness of ob-

deed, did not seem to promise longevity
;
nor would servation, and clearness of conception ; insomuch

he, in all probability, have attained so great an age, that, in conversation, he could describe any object

had not his constitution been preserved by his regu- which he had seen, or of which he had read, with

iar and temperate mode of living. In his external admirable precision and accuracy. Ills memory was

appearance, strangers found nothing prepossessing, exceedingly retentive. He kept no library, but made

or indicative of any uncommon talents ; on the con- a contract with a bookseller to send him all new pub-

trary, his features arc represented by a gentleman lications, which he perused, and afterwards rcturn-

who visited him at Koningsberg, as “ a reproach to ed ; and the knowledge thus acquiied he had alwajs

physiognomy.*’ Others, however, describe his coun- at his command. The most remarkable feature in

tenance as full of dignity, and expressive of benevo- ibe moral character of Kant, was an utter abhor-

lence. His natural disposition was cheerful and so- rence of every species offalsehood, however inifocept.

ciai ; and his manners polite and affable. He ex- and a love of perfect honesty and sincerity, in word

hibited none of that awkwardoes.s or reserve,, which and action, flowing no less from his natural disposi-

is frequently generated, or increased by habits of re- Uon, than from those high principles which he had

close meditation, and which iis uflen thought to be early imbibed, of the value of truth, and the dignity

characteristic of the scholar and man of science, of man. In this respect he was ever consistent with
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Kant, himself; iftd the whole tenor of hts long life may

be regarded as a practical commentary on his writ-

ings, and an exemplification of his moral maxims.

The peculiar doctrines of the critical, or transcen-

dental philosophy, were not the ofispring of impres-

sions accidentally received, and hastily adopted ; but

the fruit of long, patient, and syatcmatic investiga-

tion. Kant, indeed, was well advanced in year6|;^be-

fore he attempted that reform in metaphysical scfMiCe

which he seems to have long meditated. In aaverai

of his earlier productions, and in his Letters to Lam-
bert, he evidently appears to have been dissatisfied

with the prevailing theories ; and his inaugural dis-

sertations, as already mentioned, exhibited some

of those peculiar views, which were afterwards more

fully developed in his great work, the Critik dcr reinen

Vernunft, This work was published in 1781. For

several years, it appears to have attracted little or

no attention ; and the publisher, it is said, was on

the point of destroying the sheets, as waste paper,

when a sudden demand rapidly carried ofF several

impressions. From that period, the Transce'ndental

Theory began to excite an extraordinary sensation,

and to be regarded as a new and wonderful discovery

in metaphysical science; the philosophers of Ger-

many were divided into professed partizans and de<

termined antagonists of the doctrines of Kant ; and

a multitude of publications issued yearly from the

press, for the purpose of confirming or refuting the

new principles.

It was not long, however, before the Critical Pki^

losophy bore down all opposition, and obtained a

complete ascendancy over the theories inculcated by

its adversaries. It was publicly taught in the schools,

to tlie almost total exclusion of the doctrines of Aris-

totle, Descartes, Locke, Leibnitz, and Wolf ; it gave

a fresh impulse to the spirit of metaphysical inquiry;

and men of the first note in the scientific world felt

a conscious pride in being able to comprehend, to

explain, to illustrate, to apply, or to extend its prin-

ciples. It not only effected an entire revolution in

German Metaphysics, but exerted a powerful influ-

ence on works of taste, and the lighter literature of

the country. It is impossible, indeed, to compre-

hend, or to relish, many passages in the works of the

more recent poets, novelists, and fugitive writers of

Germany, without some previous acquaintance with

the doctrines of Kant.

Owing to what has been already said upon the

subject in another part of this work {Dissertation

First

f

Part Second, Section Seventh), we shall avoid

entering into any discussion respecting the merits of

the Critical PFiUosophy in the present article ; but

we shall present our readers with a very concise ab-

stract of its objects and results.

Mr Hume proved very satisfactorily, that our ideas

, of cause and effect are not derived from experience

;

but he rashly concluded, as Kant observes, ** that they

are the spurious offspring of tue imagination impreg-

nated by custom.” Kant discovered, that Hume had

been led to this hasty inference, in consequence of

having taken too limited a view of the great problem,

which he had thus partially attempted to solve. He
perceived that the idea of cause and effect is by no
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means the only one whicli the mind makes use of
with the consciousness of its necessity, yet without

'

being derived from experience ; but that the science

of metaphysics is altogether founded on ideas of a
similar nature. He endeavoured, therefore, to ascer-

tain the precise number of these abstract or tran-

scendental ideas
; and having succeeded in this to

his own satisfaction, he found himselt in po.sse&sion

of the whole of those connecting acts of the mind,

which constitute the very elements of tlie under-
standing itself, which are indispensable to its ex-
ercise, and without which the whole of our experi-

ence would exhibit nothing but a number of insulat-

.
ed facts, without order or consistency.

The three original faculties, tht;ough the medium
of which we acquire knowledge, are Sense, Under
standing, and Reason, Sense is a passive, or recep-

tive faculty. In the objects presented to our senses,

we distinpuish matter and /orw. Tim forms or con-

ditions of sense are space and time. The former of

the external ; the latter of the internal sense. All

our knowledge is limited by space and time
;

for we
can perceive nothing that does not exist under these

conditions.

Understanding is an active, or spontaneous facul-

ty, and consists in the power of forming concep-

tions. In every conception of the understanding,

also, we distinguish the matter and the form. The
matter is the sensible intuition ; tfie form is the uni-

ty, or connection, established by means of the syn-

thetic powers of the understanding, or the catego-

ries. Kant was at great pains in endeavouring to

ascertain the number of these synthetic powers, or

categories ; and he found them to be all compre-
hended under the four classes of Quantity, Quality,

Relation, and Modality, The categories themselves

are twelve in number. Under the first head are

comprised unity, multitude, totality ; under the se-

cond, reality, negation, limitation ; under the third,

suhslayice and accident, cause and effect, aditm and
redaction ; under the fourth, possibility, existence,

necessity.

This synthetic power of the understanding is call-

ed, in the critical philosophy, its original use. The
logical use, both of undeifibutding and reason, is to

be found in the faculty of- Judgment. Logic, how-
ever, has only to do with the form of our concep-

tions, and not with their matter ; which last inquiry

belongs to transcendental philosophy, or Metapliysics.

Reason is the third or highest degree pf mental

spontaneity, and consists in the power of forming

ideas. As it is the province of the understanding

to form the intuitions of sense into conceptions, so

it is the business of reason to form conceptions into

ideas. The ideas of reason are absolute and un-

conditional, and totally independent of space or

time ;
consequently, we can neither obtain nor ex-

tend our knowledge by means of reason alone. For

these ideas are nothing more chan certain represen- .

tations of the unconditional,—of the highest unity

and totality,—which spring from the essential con-

stitution of our reason, which serve to render the

field of experience a comprehensible whole; and
which, therefore, are merely conditions of the exer-
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Kant, cise of our reason, and not real external objects, of

which it is possible to acquire any knowledge by
intuition.

The results of the critical tlieory itfay be stated,

we conceive, in a very few words. The first princi-

ples, or conditions, of all our speculative knowledge,

are mere subjective forms, t. e. forms derived from

the constitution of the thinkingsbeing : First, the

forms of sense, or pure intuitions (space and time) ;

and, secondly, the forms or notions of the under-

standing (the categories). These intellectual forms

or notions, however, only acquire reality by their

application to our perceptions, with reference to

possible experience ; and, therefore, we can have no
speculative knowledge of things beyond the sphere

of experience.

Besides the critical investigation of pure reason,

in its speculative exercise, Kant instituted a similar

inquiry into the nature and Jaws of our practical

reason^ and of the faculty of Judgment; and, in the

spirit of his own theory, he published the Metaphy*
steal Elements of Natural Philosophy

y

of LaWyOnCi of

Ethics

»

His Logic3 Physical Geography, and some
other works, were published, by his friends, from his

papers, and the marginal notes to his text-books.

Towards the latter end of liis life, he meditated a

work, which was intended to be the key-stone of his

whole system^ and which was to have been entitled,

Hie TransitionJrom Metaphysics to Physics; in whicli

he proposed to demonstrate the general ap])lication

of the principles of the transcendental theory. The
decline of his faculties, however, prevented the exe-

cution of this projected work.

We shall close this article with a list of Kant s

publications.

Gcdanken von der icahren Schlilzung der lehendigen

Krdjle, &c. (Theughts on the true estimation of

the animal powers, with strictures on the proofs ad-

vanced by Leibnitz and others.) Koningsberg,

1 7 4?G.

Allgemeine Naturgeschichle und Theorie des Him*
meh, &c. (Universal Natural History and Theory

of the Heavens, Ac.) Ibid, 1755-

Ptincipiornm inimorum co^nitionis melaphysicae

nova dilucidatio. A Dissertation on taking his Mas-
ter's degree, in j 755.

Beirachtungen iiber den OjHimhmM (Reflections

on Optimism.) Koningsberg, 1759.

Von dcr falschenSpitzJindigIceii der vier syllogistis*

chen Figuren. (On the sophistical subtlety of the

four syllogistic figures.) I7f).'i*

Einzig mdglicher Bemeisgrund za ciner Demonstra*

tion des Daseyns Goties, (The only possible evi-

dence for demonstrating the existence of the Deity.)

Koningsberg, 1763-

Bcohachiungen uber das Gtfuhl des Schonen und
Erhahcncn, (Observations on the feeling of the

Beautiful and Sublime.) 1764*. This tract is remark-

able on account of the spirit of humour and pleas-

antry which pervades it.

Traumeeines Geistersehers, crldutert durch Trdume
der Metaphysik. (Dreams of a Ghost-seer, illustrat-

ed by the dreams of Metaphysics.) Riga, 1766'.

This publication was occasioned by the visions of

the famous Emanuel Swedenborg. ^
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De Mundi Sensibilis atque InielligibUis Forma et Kunt.

Principns^ Koningsberg, 1770. An inaugural dis-

sertation on obtaining bis professorship.

These, along with a number of other tracts, in

which the author displayed an intimate acquaintance
with the principles of the sciences, remarkable quick-

ness of observation, great depth of thought and
acuteness of reasoning, will be found incorporated
in .the following collections.

Kaot*B Sdmmtliche kleine Schrifien* (Kant's Small-
er Tracts collected.) 3 Vole. 8vo. Koningsberg
and Leipsic, 1797-

Rant's Vermischte Schriften, mil Anmerkungetiy

von Tiejtrunk, (Kant’s Miscellaneous Writings, with

Notes, published by Tieftrunk.) 3 Vols. Bvo. Halle,

1799. A fourth volume was added, Koningsberg,
1807.

The early and anonymous essays of Kant were col-

lected and published by F. T. Rink, Koningsberg,

1800. Id the following w'orks, his peculiar views of

metaphysical science, as constituting what has been
called the Critical Philosophy, are more fully and
systematically developed.

Critik der Jleinen Vernunjt. (Critical Enquiry

into the Nature of Pure Reason.) Riga, 1781. 3d
Ed. 1791 # 8vo-

Prttlegomena zu einerjeden hiinftigen Metaphysik,

&c. (Prolegomena to every Future System of Meta-
physics, Ac.) 1783. Id the Critik der reinen Ver*

nunfty the author had proceeded synthetically : in

this other work, he adopts the analytical iiietliod,

with the view of rendering his theory more intelli-

gible to students.

MelaphysiscJte Anfangsgrunde der Naturu)issen-

schaft, (Metaphysics Elements of Natural Philoso-

phy), 1786. This is a systematic text-book on pure
physics, in which the author treats of those principles

in natural philosophy of whose truth wc are consci-

ous, a priori, i. c. independently of experience. The
subject is treated under the four heads of Phorono-

my. Dynamics, Mechanics, and Phenomenology.
Grundlegung zur Metaphynk der Sitten, (Fun-

damental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals.)

1785.

Critik der Practischen Vvrnunft. (A Critical

Enquiry into the Nature and Laws of Practical Rea-

son.) 17S8.

Critik der UrtheiUkraft. (A C'ritical Enquiry into

the Faculty of Judgment.) 1790. In this work, the

author dcvclopes his views of the principles of taste-

Aletaphysischc Aft/angsgrunde dtr liecIttsUhrc^

(Metaphysical Elements of Legal Science.) 1797-

Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde der Tugcndlehrc.

(Metaphysical Elements of Ethics.) 1797.

Anthropologic, in Piogwatnichvr Hinsichi. (A
Pragmatical Treatise on Antiiropology.) 179«
The following works \verc published from his pa-

pers by his friends :

Logik (Logic), published by G. B. liiscbe, 1801.

Physische Geographie (Physical Geography), of

which, we believe, there have been several editions]

by different editors.

Pddag(^k (Paedagogics, or the Art of Communi-
cating Instruction). Published by F. T. Rink, 1803.

(H,)
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Kent. KENT, a tnaritime county in England, and, rcck-

oning ita population, extent, and fertility, perhaps

the first in the island. It is. in a peninsular form,
un anes.

bounded by the British Channel on the south,

by the German Ocean on the east, by the river

Thames, which divides it from Essex, on the north,

and by the counties of Surry and Sussex on the west.

Its length is sixty-six, and its breadth thirty-six miles.

The area is calculated to be 1300 square miles.

Divisions divisions of Kent arc into five laths, which are

subdivided into 63 hundreds and 15 liberties, and

contain two cities, 36 towns, and parishes. By
the census of 1811, the inhabitants w'erc returned as

373,095; viz. 183,500 males, and 189,5.05 females.

The baptisms of the preceding year, of 6538 males,

and 6^95 females; the deaths, 5653 males, and

4174 females; the marriages, 5340.7. The families

wTre, 76,235, of whom 27>077 were employed in

agriculture, 27,966 in trade and manufactures, and

21,192 in neither of those branches of industry.

The places containing more than 2000 inhabitants

arc,

Towns. Houses. Inhabitants.

Canterbury, 2,I<)9 10,200
Rochester, 1,551 9,070
Maidstone, 1,745 9,44.3

Deptford, 3,522 19,833
Dover, 3,973 19,128
Woolwich, 2,44G 17,0.54

Green w'ich. 2,381 16,947
Cliathani, 2,221 12,652
Deal, 1,350 7..351

Lewisham, 1,165 6,625

Margate, 1,280 6,126

Tunbridge, 942 .5,932

Sheerncss, 840 .5,318

Tunbridge Wells, (J53 4,.349

Ramsgate, 898 4,221

Folkestone, 784 .3,697

Faversham, 638 3,655

Dartford, 531 3.177
Gravesend, 527 3,119

Cranbrook, 522 2,994
Bromley, 479 2,965

Tenterdcn, 456 2,786
Sandwich, 530 2,735
Ashford, 422 2,532

Milton, 401 2,470
Hythe, 277 2,318

Goudhurst, 277 2,082

Northfeet, 372 2,031

The places whose population is betwixt 1000 and

2000 arc, Ehham, Bexley, Crayford, Lenliam, Lydd,

Westerham, Sittingbourne, Wye, and Mailing. The
inhabitants of towns are 206, 160. Kent returns

eighteen members to the House of Commons, viz.

two from the county, and two each from Canterbury,

Dover, Maidstone, llythc, Roc 28ter, Queenborough,

Sandwich, and Romney,

The appearance ofKent is generally acknowledged

to be equal, if not superior, in beauty, to that of any

other British county. Its surface is gently undu-

lating ;
none of its hills, except on the coast, rise

abruptly, nor reach a great elevation. In all the
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valHes, there are streams of water ; the woods and Kent,

trees enrich the scenery, and the mixture of pasture

and corn land, interspersed with orchards, fruit trees,

and hop plantations, give to its beauties a character

of softness and grace.

The Thames may be considered a Kentish river, Rivert.

as it washes its whole northern boundary, and emp-
ties itself into the tea on its shores. The river next

in importance is .the Medway, formed by the June-

tion of four small streams, one only of which rises

wdthin the county. It becomes navigable lor large

barges at Tunbridge, continues its course by Maid-
stone to Chatham, where ships of the largest size

can approach the shore; and there terminates its

course, by joining the Thames at the Nore, beyond
the arsenal of Sheerness. The Greater Siourc, the

Lesser Stoure, the Rotlier, the Cray, the Darent,

and the Ravensbourne, arc small rivers, none of them

navigable, but all of great benefit, by the 1‘ertility

they communicate to the meadows on tlieir banks,

and by the power they afiord to the many mills

erected upon them.

Kent is almost exclusively an agricultural county, Af^rinJtura;

and though the soil is generally fertile, and though

there arc few extensive tracts of barren or uiiculii-

vated land, yet no part of the kingdom exhibits

within so small a compass so great a variety of soils,

of productions, and of modes of cultivation. It has

been judiciously divided into eight districts for the

purposes of agricultural description. The first of

these, the Isle of Thanet, is in the north-west angle UK of Tim.

of the county. The soil is a light mould, on a chaU^'‘‘^‘

ky bottom, and has been highly enriched by the ma-
rine substances that have been administered as ma-
nure. The whole island contains 23,000 acres of

arable and 3500 acres of rich rnarsli land. I'lie most
common rotation of crops is fallow, sometimes with

sometimes without a crop of peas
;

this is followx'd

by barley, clover, and wheat, and on some soils la-

ther heavier, the course pursued is beans, wheat,
and barley. The barley of this district is very much
esteemed, and sought for as seed in other countries.

Besides the common grains, seeds of various kinds

are raised for sale to the London seedsmen, parti-

cularly canary, radish, spinach, mustard, and onion

seed. The soil in tlie mar«hy parts of the island is

a mixture of clay, sea-sand, and small shells, and
yields most abundant pasture.

The upland farms of East Kent, which surround
Canterbury and extend to Dover on one side, and
Ashford and Rochester on the other, are an open
and dry tract of corn land, intermixed with woods.
I'he soils are very various, all resting on a subsoil of
chalk. Some of them are very heavy loamy clays,

with a great quantity of flint-stones on tlic surface

;

these arc usually cultivated on a four course rotation

of fallow, barley, beans, and wlieat ; when the soil is

somewhat stifter, a variation occurs of fallow, wheat,
beans, and oats. In this district, the harvest usual-

ly commences from twelve to fourteen days later

than in the Isle of Thanet. The woods in this dis-

trict usually supply poles to the hop-planters in the
vicinity ; they are cut down after from ten to four-

teen years growth. There are in this division some
few hop-grOunds, but they are confined to three or
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four parishes. In the vicinity of Sabdwich, Faver-

shaoi, and Deal, a portion of land^ of a rich sandy

famls
loam, receives an almost unilorm cultivation ; it is

nearly all under the plough, and a four course ro-

tation is practised of wheat, beans, barJejr, and oats,

after a fallow, or sonietiroea canary occupies the

place of wheat ; some portions of this land is alter-

nately cropped with beans and wheat, or beans and
canar)'. In the vicinity of Sandwich are many or-

chards, u’lioHO apples arc partly sent to London, and

a part furnishes return cargoes to the vessels that

come laden with coals from Newcastle and Sunder-

land-

'J'he district extending from Maidstone to Canter-

bur}', and 1‘rom thence to Sandwich, is the great

garden tract for the growth ol Imps. The soils on
wliieli hops are produced are very various ; the most
productive arc tliose which have a deep loam sur-

face, witfi a subsoil of deep hiainy brick carth,'^tome

of the^e have a considerabit: quantity of lliiit-stones

ininghid with the soil, when it becomes corn-

1 1ojM.n 111 nil pact almost covering ii Another sod, provincialiy
Division. called Slone .shaken, i very good for ilie growth of

hops
;

it is mixed wj|tli many small portions of stone

luid sandj and rests upon the ha.sir, of the stone cull-

ed Kentish-rag, wl.icli is huinl in*o cxcolle?Jt lime.

The cultivation of hops is a very lluctuating pursuit,

as the produce varies in dillercnt yours from two to

liflcjn hundred weight jio acre, and the prices have

varied from three to lilu eii pounds. 1'hc expence
of cultivation is very gn at. from the quantity of ma-
nure that is required, fiom the great, expeoce of the

j)olus round winch the plants twine, iu»d the labour

of keeping the ground clear and oi‘ (licking the

hops. Besido hopa, the district is very productive

of apples, cherries, lud Alberts, to the growth of

wdiich many liJds, fVom one to ten acres in extent,

an* dcvoteil
;
part of the aivplcs arc made into cider,

the remainder, with the cherries and liiberts, are

principally conveyed to the diilLTCin markets in

I^ondou.

ifak* Ol sIk'. riie l>le of Shepey is separated from tlie rest of

Kent, by an arm ol' the sea called the Swale, which

is navigable for fhi(js ol’ 200 tons burden. Its

lengtii is eleven, and its breadth eiglit miles. About
four-Hfths of the island is either marsh i.r dry pas-

ture land ; on the former many oxen are fattened,

and the latter are appropiiutcd to the breeding and

feeding sheep. About 10,000 acres of this island is

arable land, of great fertility, usually cultivated with

beans and wheat in alternate years, with occasion-

ally a fallow before the heaiih. Tliis land is highly

fertile, the wheat raised on it is considered the best

that is brought to London, a bushel frequcnily

weighing 0 1 lbs. This great productivenes.s may
be in a great measure owing to tlic practice of ap-

plying to tlic natural heavy clayey soil a frequent

dressing of the cockle shells which arc washed on

the beach by the sea. It is not unusual to apply

thirty cartloads of these shells to an acre of land,

glands of jijc Uplands of West Kent are extensive and vari-
Wsrt Kent,

ig ^^oody and in-

closed than East Kent. The ridge of the diaik JiiJJs,

about six or seven miles in breadth^ is a stiff clay,

with many surface flints, and requires six horses fre-
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quently to plough it* On these soils the most com- Kent,

mon rotation U a years clean fallow, then wheat,
clover, wheat, and oats. Many large. flocks of South
Down sheep are kept on this hilly range. The vallies

and the sides of the hills are lighter soil and easier

to work, but do not produce better corn
; some of

this, but not to a great extent, is cultivated to hops.

The district known as the Weald of Kent was, in ,f

former times, an immense forest, desolate of inhabit-

ants, and only occupied by wild swine and deer
;

and though it is now filled with towns and villages,

and well peopled, the woods that remain arc exten-
sive; these exhibit some pleasing landscapes, where
seats, farms, and villages*, are mixed w iili cultivated

flclds, and woods of .spreading oaks. I’lie roads in

this district arc very bad, many of them impassdble
for carriages in the best seasons, and, in winter,

horses can only travel by keeping on the narrow
paved tracts tliat are formed hy the sides of the liigh-

way*^'. Tile soil is principally clay, with a substra-

tum of marl, in some j)Iaces very lieavy, but in

others .Mifhciently light to be ploughed with oxen.
Thl‘^ (li>trict produces wheat, oats, barley, rye-grass,

clover, and beans, but so various arc the rotations,

that it is scarcely possible to generalise them. The
pastures arc very rich and fertile, and I’attcii annual-

ly great numbers of cattle. In the vcsleni part of
this district, and in the adjoining W cald of Sussex,

there were formerly many iron-works
; the ore is

found, and the abumlance of w'ood made the manu-
facturing of it j)rofiiaL)ie, but the substitution of

coke for charcoal in making iron, has put a final

slop to all the iron-works of Kent and Sussex.

The last agricultural division is a rich level exten- liomnry

give tract ol land, on the soutliern coa.st, containing ^*'1

about forty-five thousand u.^rcs of the richest pas-

ture in tlic united kingdom.*^. This level is pro-

tected from the violence of the sea, and from inun-

dations, by u dike of earth of very great thickness,

called Dimcliurcli-wall. The whole is alluvial land,

consisting of a fine .soft rich loam, with portions of

sea-sand and broken shells intermixed. The sub-

soil consists of ulrevnate layers oi’sand and clay mix-

ed with shells, among which are s( niclimes found

large oak trees in \ariou8 positions, tlic wood of

which is as black and a.s hard as ebony. On this

plain there are two towns, Itomney and Lydd, but

scarcely any villages, and few other houses but those

of the shepherds uml herdsmen w ho attend upon the

numerous cattle that graze on the marshes. As
there are no other fences but dikes, or po.sts and
rails, from:. the surrounding heights it has tiu* ap-

pearance of one large verdant field covered with

sheep and oxen. The breeding and fattening of

sheep is the principal purpose to which this level

is appropriated, and the number bred is greater tlian

on any other tract of the same extent in the king-

dom. Tlie sheep take their denomination from the

district ;
they urc larger than the South Dow'iis, but

not of a size equal to the JJncolnshire sheep. Their

flesh is highly esteemed In the London markets, and

their wool is both fine and of a long fibre ;
the aver-

age weight of the fleeces is about live pounds.

The landed property of Kent is much divided
;
Landed Fra

there are some noblemen that have large v but noneP^I’
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such vast estates as to give a preponderating

’political influence. The number of freeholders

exceeds ten thousand, enjoying estates from the

smallest value that can give a vote, and gradually

rising to L.7000 or L.8000 per annum. The copy-
hold tenures are very few, and the peculiar tenure of
Kent, known as gavel-kindj is very much diminish-

ed by various legal operations.

The private manufactories bear no proportion to

the extent, wealth, or population of this county.

"Jlic cloth trade, w’hicli was first introduced at Cran-
brook, has entirely forsaken the county. A few
descendants of French Protestant refugees carry

on the manufacture of the richest brocaded and other

silks. The best writing paper is made in the vicinity

of Maidstone, and some near Westerham. There
are some silk mills at Sevenoaks. At Crayford are

extensive calico printing and bleaching works. At
Dartford are mills for manufacturing iron. Such
arc the few private manufactures, none of which arc

extensive ; but those of govenimefit, in this county,

give employment to vast numbers of workmen. The
greater part of the implements of land and sea war-

fare are prepared in Kent. The establishment at

Woolwich, for the artillery, is certainly the most ex-
tensive and best regulated collection of various

w^orkshops and storehouses in the world. Mortars
and brass cannon arc cast, bored, and mounted,
the diHerent kinds of shot and shells prepared, and
ail the various combustibles used in w'ar completed.

The whole establishment under the Board of Ord-
nance, including the Academy for the instruction of

the cadets, the Artillery Barracks, and the Arsenal,

exhibit the wealth of the country, and the power of

the government, in directing that wealth to the pur-

poses of war.

1'here are four naval arsenals in Kent, viz. Dept-
ford, Woolwich, Chatham, and Sheerncss. In the

three last of these, first -rate ships of war are bu’lt,

and at Deptford the largest two-deckers. In this

latter place is the principal store-house for provisions

for the navy,—the slaughter-house, where, in time of

war, hundreds of bullocks and pigs are killed ; also

possessing proper places for curing their flcsli for fu-

ture consumption. When the w^holc coast of the op-

posite continent was in the hands of a hostile nation,

it was deemed advisable by the government to create

a more considerable arsenal, where a fleet might at

all times be ready, or, if necessary, be repaired,

so as to oppose the force, without w-aiting for any

change of wind, that was collecting in the Scheldt.

A plan was then formed for constructing at Pur-

fleet a naval arsenal upon a most magnificent scale.

It has been begun by excavating the chalk rocks

;

and though the altered condition of Europe may
make such an establishment less necessary, it is still

in progress, though not proceeding rapidly.

One of the proudest ornaments of the nation,

GreenW’ch Hospital, for the relief of disabled or

aged seamen, is in this county
;
and, in the park con-

tiguous to it, the Royal Observatory, to which the

eyes of all the navigators of Europe are directed, as

the place from which issues the nautical Ephemeris,

that all nations depend on when traversing distantseas.

K E R
Though Kent is bounded on three sides by tlie Kent

ocean and the. River Thames, it has scarcely

foreign commerce. The harbours are none of them j^and.

good ; those of Dover and Ramsgate arc formed by

artificial piers, and the former is dry at low-water Commerce,

when the sluices are open. The only trade from

Dover is to Calais, Dunkirk, and Ostend, for such

light goods as can bear the expence of land-carriage.

There is a herring fishery conducted from Folkstone ;

besides wdiich, the principal foreign trade consists in

smuggling those various articles, whose high duties

offer a temptation to encounter such perilous adven-

tures.

The Bca-shorcs in this county invite numerous
visitors, who frequent and fill various towns during

the w'arm months of summer. The principal of these

are Margate, Ramsgate, and Broadstairs
;
but, be-

sides these, many of the smaller places on tlie coast

are resorted to for purposes of health or amuse-

ment. On the western side of the county, the waters

of Tunbridge have been long celebrated ; and thougli

the influence of fasliion has erected into rivals seve-

ral other Spas, yet the company that still resort to

it is both numerous and respectable.

Sec Marshalfs Survci/ ; Tioy&*g Survey ; Brayley's

Beauties oj England and Wales ; and 1 lasted s Ken
(w. w.)

KENTUCKY. Seethe Article United States-
KERGUELEN’S LAND, or Island of De-

soLATioN, an island in the Southern Indian Ocean
(long, east lat. 41/’ 20' south), disco-

vered by Kerguelen, a Frenchman, and visited in

the year 1779 by Captain Cook, who gave it the

latter name, from its appearance. This land oc-

cupies about one degree and a quarter of latitude,

and probably about two of longitude. The Frencli

discoverers imagined it to be the projecting part

of the supposed southern continent, since proved

to have no existence. The following observations

on its natural productions were made by Mr An-
derson, surgeon to Captain Cook ;—Perhaps no place

hitherto discovered, in either hemisphere, under
the same parallel of latitude, aflbrds so scanty a field

for the naturalist as this barren spot. The verdure

which appears w hen at a little distance from the shore,

would flatter one with the expectation of meeting
with some herbage, but in this w'c were much de->,.

ccived ; for this verdant colour is produced only

one small plant, not much unlike some sorts of saxi-

frage, which grows in large spreading tufts, to a con-

siderable way up the hills. It grows on a kind of

rotten turf, which dried, in cases of necessity, might
serve for fuel, and is the only thing w'c met with

here that could possibly be applied to this use. Tlierc

is another plant growing plentifully about the boggy
declivities, to near the height of two feet, and not

much unlike a small cabbage, when it has shot into

seed. Two other plants were found near the brooks
and boggy places, whicli were eaten as sallad ; the

one resembling garden cresses, and very fiery ; the

other very mild this last, though but small, is in it-

self a curiosity, having not only male and female,

but what the botanists call androgynous plants. A
coarse grass grows in some spots, about ine sides of

1



Kefgiielen'a harbou^ and a amailer aoi^,^vtli<iir|ariKrar« fn
^4^^ shorty tlufr a^ho|0 eatal^ae of plairts 4<Malm ipcci^d

aixtoen or eighteeo» liqUNKqg «mo lorp of
_r and a boautiful spodoi iW* 1}cheit> wlitcfb gro#a upon
««« tbo rocka higher up tbw ^ tlB^ptalalc

productions |nor is m
of a ahrob ief%e a^hote Ttwonii^ ||iiiid

her^arealiortheanariiia lun<t#M3 tase tba md i»4y

as a resting ptaee/ and for bUrpmag ; the taot^eop*

sidorabic are i tSi other ottadruped, dlber of

the sea or }and^n|||^ #a4 seen f but a great number
of bird'^, vie. petrels« albatrosses, sliags, gidis,

and sea-swaUows. The bills arcbf^ moderate hcight»

yet many of their tops were covered with snow when
ttie island was visited by Captain Cook^ though it

i^afhn the moa^ answering to our June. Rain must
oe almost constant hercj not only from the marks of

tlie torrents, but from the disposition of the country

;

whidi, even on the hills, is un entire bog. ;3rhe foun-

dations of the bii|||gurc coodposed chieHy of a dark

blue, and very bXr stone, intermixed with||^mali

nlMMUdes of glimmer or quarts*- Another brownish

stone fbjmia Imic soma considerable rocks;

aod one which is blacker, and found in deuched
pigeesj incloses bits of coarse quarU. A red, a dull

ymiow, and a purplish sandstone, arO also found in

small pieces ; and pretty large lumps of semi-trans-

parent quartz, disposed irrej^ularly in polyedral py*
romidal ciystals of long shining fibres. Some small

pieces ofM common sort are met with in the brooks,

made roundly attrition, but none hard enough to

resist a file ; nor were any of tMfither stones acted

on l^y aquafortisi Or attracted% the magnet. No-
thing that had the least appearance of an ore or

metal was seen.—£(b'n/;argA Gaietteer^ or Giogruphi^

cal D%cH<mary,
MiuQtion KERRY, a county iu Ireland, situated on the

south-west coast, between 51® 30 and 52® 24 north

latitude. Its boundaries are the river Shannon on

thb north, the counties of Cork and Limerick on the
L \tLiu east, and the Atlantic on the ^outh and west. From

north to south it extends about 60 English miles

;

from east to west 54; and its area, according to

Smith’s history ot the cotuuyi is 1|030^193 English

acres, or, according to Wakefield, 1763 square miles,

or 1|128>S20 acres. It is in the province of Munster,

1 orcbbisbopric of Cashel. The sees of Ardfert

i Aghadcc, between which it was formerly divided,

Dixisionv/'n^ere united to that of Limerick in 1663. The
present divisions are eight baronies^ andi^hty-four

parishes. ^

^

*

seu.ioast. The sea-coast of Kerry, from the river Kentnarc

On the south, tp the estuary^ of the Shannon on the

north, extOndi'^^out 30 mguea. At both these

places there is a Sufiicient deptbihf water, and good
anchorage. The other bays are, Dingle^ or Cestle-

mtdhi and TroleCi, with a Humber oflmalTer landing

plaCCSi none of wbicb are much frequented. Ken-

maxH| Plngtei and Trdee, run so far up ^to the land

aa to form two peninsulosi which, preiectlag into the

AiUntio^ are terminated by several odd headlands,

ef puflulDnae, on the north of Dingfle Bay, is

perl^ the most westerly land in Europe. Dorsey,

Scatiff, the Skelida* Vaientia, the Blasques, and the

Magbii)thii Ato islands on the ooast. Of these, Va-

VOt. V. PART ti.
^

W X|

m:

{entia jshmds are nohd for tfieir Kcny.

the befi wheatand vtmt kinds of

imiut threc-fif^B » mounUinous Surface

and awe; and, at the thne «f Itoatig’s lour, in

1779, yield to its pcfipriolom more than 3d
at) acre, southern qidiifter, Aom Kemnsre to

]|^ingte Bay, with the eaoeptii^ Of some nasrou
tAM|| on the banks of the fovmiy river, iatdmost

4mm i^omposed of high groilnfl^, amoim; which
|ldc|pTlycttd^*s ReekO^ rise to the height Of^ SOOO
foct, and Mamgerion to about 270Q. These moun-
tains are chiefly occupied with young cattle end
goats ; slieep, apparently the roost profitable animal
jn such situations, are neither numerous nor of a va-
luable kind ; and the little cultivation to be fouiHl

^

here is so generally perfofttied wiA the spade, that,

in some entire parishes, as Mr Young assures us,

there was not a single plough. To the north ot

Dmgle Bay, about Tralee Castle Ibland, the

country becomes more productive, and much of the
land is employed in keeping dairies, the produce of

which, chiefly butter, is sent to Cork and Limerick,
vet here, as in the rest of tbe diatriot, marshes and
bogs occupy a large proportion of the surface.

The prevailing soil in the low grounds is clay, ofWoii^

different qualities ; some of it seems to be q speeieb

of pipe clay, and other sorts might be converted mlo
bricks and earthenware. Marland o<;dire have been
found in several places. Limestone, sandstone, and
marble of different colours, but all variegated, are

very coininon. Slates^ of a good quality, are found
on the side of a mountain near Kiliamey ; and in tbe

same quarter #re copper mines, which were w^ed
with cbnsidgrable success in 1808, but discontinued

in 1811. Iron ofe, though found in great plenty in

the southern baronies, is of little value, owing to
,

tfie want of wood and coal. Lead has been dis-

covered in several parts, but does npt appesr to be
wrought. Tbe Lapts Hi6erfiicu$, df Irish slate, is

found near CUtle Island; crysuls, called Kerry
Stories, many.of them so hard as to cut glass, are got

among the cliffy and rocks of tbe coast; and very

fine aroetliybts near Kerry-head, on the south side ot

the entrance to the Shannon.
'The principal streams are, the Blackwatcr, which, aicr^

for some distance, forms the boundaiy with Cork
;
the

Feal, which rises on tho borders of Limerick, and
unites with the Gale and the Brick to form the Ca-
bhin, which is rendered navigable forsmaU vessels by
the tide ; the Mang, which receives several streams
in its progress, from the moontains on the confines of

Cork, where it has its source, towards the sea, is

navigable to the HNddgn^t Castlemain, a little above
the bay of tliat name ; the Lea is a small stream that

fallsInto Tralee Bay; the Flesk enters the' Lake of

Ktllarney, of which the Laune is the only outlet, ir

the mountain districts, there it a number of brooks,

W{j|ich swell to considerable torrents after heavy rains

,

only stream of any note in this quarter i^

K^m^Hl^hich gives its name to an arm of the seA

near boiindaiy. Most of these and the

other riram of Kerry abound with trout, and seve-

ral 0f them with salmon. Besides the celebiwtatk

Lake» of Killarney, for which see Killaenrt, in the
A a
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Kerry. Kerry contains sgfcral co!P»ider|ble

pieceB water* Lpm^h-QSnlau, on itssoatb^

ern is remarkable for its floating Elands.

Minen^watera have been found;^ Mar the town of

Killarney^ in the barony of Inorlgh on the coast,

in die northern baronyof lraghticonnor, near Dingle,

at Castlemain, and at Tralee, the last of which, ac-

cording to 'Smith, has been found of great bepefltjn

several disordeii.

Kenmarc an# the Bay of Dingle are flre^timldd

by a great variety of hsh, aOlIl oysters and other shell-

fish abound in their creeks and hurbobrs, and at the

mouth of the Shannon. 'Herrings visit the coast in

August and September. The sea-calf) vitulus mari*

/iws, the &epia or cuttle-fish, the urlica marina or

sea^nettlc, are fQund on the coast; the first in great

numbers on the shores of the Kenmarc, where they

are very injurious to the salmon-fishery.

Kerry is divided into estates very large, both in

extent and value, some of them, according to Mr
Wakefield, worth L. 30,000 a-year. Leases are'^ln

genehll for thirty-one years and three lives, and a

considerable portion of the whole county is let to

partnership tenants. Few of the tenants in the

north quarter about Kerry-head occupy so mucli

land as to require them to employ labourers ; they

pay thdr rents by the sale of butter and pigs, and by
turf wnich they carry to Limerkk. It is the practice

for farmers to hire large tracts which they stock with

cows, and these cows are tlieh let out to dairymen,

upon such terms as leave them but a very small re-

turn for their labour. The best corn land is about

Tralee, and towards Dingle, where more flax is rais-

ed than in any other part of the county. In the

neighbourhood of Tralee, land lets os high as 10
guineas the Irish acre.

The principal articles which Kerry affords for ex-

port arc its raw produce, beef, butter, hides, and

tallow* It does not raise more corn than is neces-

sary for its owh consumption, and carries on no ma-

nufacture for sale, but that of coarse linen, whicli is

only on a small scale. It has orchards, from tlie

produce of which cyder is made ;
but little timber

and not many plantations. The towns are Tralee,

the county town; Dingle; Killarney ; Ardfcrt;

Castle Island, and Listowel. Tralee, which con-

tains about 7()00 inhabitants, and Killarney 5000, are

the most considerable. The county, in which Lord
Kenmare’s influence preponderates, sends two mem-
bers to Parliament, and the borough of Tralee, of

which Sir Edward Denny is patron, a third. The

Population, population, in 179^, is stated by Beaufort at 107,000,

but it is understood to he considerably greater at

present. In 1733, the Ca\|^olic8 were to the Pro-

testants as twelve to one ; but according to Mr
Wakefield’s information, the Catholic population is

now one hundred to one. One halfof the non-coin-

missioned officers of the w^ilitia, and five.sixths of

the privates, are Catholics. In 1811, the wages

of coasmon labour were Is. a-day
;
potatoes

had oati lOd. per stone; beef and

poCfnd ; milk Dutter milk, in sumfW^d., and

in ;winter 2d. per quart.
' '

* See Smith’s History of^Kerry, and the works of

Products.
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Young, Beaufort, Newenham, and Wakefield, Quoted Kerry

under tfedifsraief Irish counties. (a.)
.
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KILDARE^ an inland county of Ireland, bound-
ed on the north by Meath, on the east by Dublin

Situation,

and Wfcklour^ on the south W Carlow, end on the

wM by Kfogis and Queen’s Counties. It is about icxtcm.

4i1iiu& lohgi and STVdac], and c<lhtams £4^,245
I4sh nr 392,.397 English acres ; nf which four^ftfas

are! arable, meadoW| and pasture, and the remainder

bogi Kildare forms part of tbe province of Leinster

,

its see is in the archbishoprlck Dublin ; and the

divisions are baronies and half baronies^ of which
there are fourteei| in all, subdivided into 113 parishes.

Part of the Bog of Allen and other similar tracts Suriatt.

occupy u large portion of the western side of this

county. The surface is varied by a number of

hills and gentle declivities, but for the most part it

is flat and nearly level, and when viewed from a com-
mandibgf station, presents a rich, and on the banks of

its rivers, a beautiful lm|dscapej^he Curragh ofKil-

dare; extending to about 50ol^rcs, has been long

celebrated for the softness of its turf, and the flne-

ness of its pastures. But the climate of Kildahs is

said to be more moist than that of any other part of

Ireland, which, if the statement be correct, is a very

unfavourable circumstance, as a clay soil provhilr.

very generally, and much of it is exceedingly tena-

cious of moisture.

Kildare is watered by several streams, of which Kiver*v

the most considerable belong to otlUflr counties.

The Lifley entering it from the county^fDuhlin, to

which it relurnSi traverses its north-east quarter

in a circular dir^^ction. The Boyne, which .rises

within this county, in the Bog of Allen, and washes
it on the north-west, does not become a considerable

stream till it has passed into Meatli. The Barrow,

has its sources in part from the same bog, and flows

in an opposite direction through the south west quar-

ter. Kildare has the advantage of an inland navi-

gation by the grand canal, which entering it from the
north-east, proceeds in a west and north-west direc-

tion, till it passes into King's County. At Lowtoii
a branch of this canal leaves the main trunk, and
advances to tlie^ town of Athy, on the south-west

boundary, and from this the navigation is continued
southward on the River Barrow, which, soon afler

leaving Achy, becomes the boundary with QueU|b:v

!

County. ']1ie Uoyal Canal also passes through w
northern quarter i'rom east to west, and then enteii

the county of Meath ou the nOrth-wcst.

'i‘hcre'%re a few large estates in Kildare, particu- Kstans.

Jarly the Duke of Leinster’s, which extends over a

third of the county ; and several premrietors, accord-

ing to Mr Wakefield, have lYom J^OOO to L.7000
a-year. Yet mariy are less conidlflerablc, and pro-

perty seems to be more divided here chan in most of

the other districts of Ireland.

The common size of larms is Skm 10 Irish acres famis.

to 200, and these farms ore firequently held in picrt*

nership. Larger farms, however, are less rare here
than in the arable tracts of tlie other coubties;’ The
leases were formerly for thirty-one ytars^ but ate

now mostly for twenty-one yean and one life. All

parish ana county taxes are paid by
,

the tenant.
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Kildare With few cxception8> the course of U the

same es it has been for a centuryi vps. wheat,

^oats^ Potatoes are umv^eally cultivated,
;

9xen

.
are employed in p1oughijig» and barsea fqjr carriages

;

but in many instances qtten.^nd horsfa. qre mixdd

together in the plough teami which pmetimea qon-

siata of six, and never Ipsa tliau four anlma)a,^A

number of mules jure also kept on the farms,"
.

^e
rent of the aroble and^sture land^^ 1B07 was esti-

mated at a iitrle ejiiore than 20s» the Irish acre, or

about V2s. the English.
Townb, Kildare has no large towns. Athy on the Barrow

in the south-west, and Kaas on the north-east, are

ah^'rnately the assize towns ; the others arc Kildare,

Mottasterevin, Castle Dennot, on the south and west,

*%nd Lelxlip.Maynooth, and a few others, on the north

and east. At Cellbridgc on the Liffey, a woollen

manufactory was established some yearsj^llgo by a
^atholic^minarycompany from Yod^irc-

' olphOO students are accommj^ted

Ilcprcscnta-

non,

Wiigcs and
J’nccfl.

_ jrt . In the Cathol

at Maynooth, abor_
with lodgings, commooK, and instruction. "^'Each

student pays a small mi'u as entrance-money, which,

with his other expen ces, may amount to L. 20 a-year

;

the charges of the establishment being chiefly sup-

ported by an annual grant from Parliament.

The county, in which the Duke of Leinster is the

greatest freeholder, sends two members to Parlia-

ment, but Kildare has no parliamentary boroughs.

The popul||ion, in 17.00, was 56,000, but is said to

be now neki;]^ doubled. In 1811, taking the inha-

bitants thoughout, the Catholics were in proportion

to the l^rotestants a.s thirty to'^oe. In the same
year wages and the prices of necessaricj were higher

than in most other parts of Ireland, cctminon lalmur

being quoted by Air Wakefield at is. 6d. a-day for

men, and lOd. for women and children • and in hay
and corn harvest 8d. Potatoes wvre 5d, a stone,

bpef and mutton (>d. per pound, oatmeal J Ss. per cwt.

milk per quart 2d., and butter-milk ^d. in summer,
and !}d. in winter.

See Hawsoifs Statistical Survejif ofKildare

^

and the

works already quoted under the Iri.>h counties, (a.)

KILKENNY is an inland county in the Province

of Leinster, in Ireland, bounded on the north by
Queen's County and Carlow, on the east by Wex-

.^rd, on the south by Waterford, afid on the west

Tipperary. Hic Barrow flows along the eastern

'boundary, and the Suit on the southern, forming the

lines of separation between Kilkenny and^>hc coun-

ties of Wexford and Waterford. Kilkenny, the

county town, is in north latitude 5*2' 35^ w'est longi-

tude 9*" 50\ According to the agricultural survey,

its area is. abo#^^6 10,000 English acres, which is di-

vided into nine bai'onies, besides^he liberties of the

towns of Kilkenny and Callen, and one hundred and

forty-seven parishes.

Surface. 6cc. The general ^ippearance or this county is moun-
taiaous, yet tbeVe are some rich and beautiful tracts

on dm banks of the Barrow and the. Sqir, and also

on the Note, which flows through Its centre ; and
severid rom|ntic wooded glens, watered by moun-
tain streams. It is ornamented by a, great many
gentlemen’s seats; and its flat districts, where the

tillage fiirms are more extensive then in most parts

of Ireland, present a prospect very diftrent from

KxtciU.

K J L
what is often t^et^lirith to tjhat country. Much of
the soil it iqcmabent on Inoestone; no pmi por-
tion is ocGUpiedl with bogs, of which, however, there
are some considerable tracts near Urlingford and
Callen on the west side ; and the clknate is said to
be less huinid tlian tliat of Dublin and Wicklow,
which lie to the north-east, although the west winds
prevail for about two-thirds of th^year. During

the thermometer ranges between and

75^

f

and ’^seldom sinks Jbclow the ireezing point in

winter.

Coal has been wroug^ for many }'ears in Kil- Coal, &c.

kenny. The largest colfiery in Ireland is at Castle
Coomer, near the nortJiern boundary of the county.
It is a stone coal, raised in immense pieces, but of a
BulphureouE quality, which render^ it disagreeable,

and sometimes noxious, and it is, therefore, less fit

for being used in families. For this reason, and al-

so from the great expence at which it is raised, Eng-
lish coal is used in preference, even within a few
miles of the works. There arc several quarries of
marble, chiefly of a black colour, of which a few
tons arc exported ; and also i^uarries of excellent

sandstone. Manganese, and iron and lead ores,

have been observed in different parts. Jasper, of

deep red colour, in pieces of 10 or 12 inches long,

and half as broad, has been found On the #tate of
Sir Edward Loftus, near the extremity of the gra-

nite district, between the Nore and the Barrow.
There is a chalybeate spring of some celebrity at

BallyspelJin.

Kilkenny contains several large estates, and many Estates

of a moderate extent, not exceeding a rental of
L. 2000 a year. Tlie principal proprietors are Lords
Besborough, Clifton, and Ormond. The leases are
in general for three lives, and partnership leases are

common, though prohibited on one of the largest

properties. On this estate the tenant is allowed to

transfer his lease to one individual, bitc not to divide

his farm. In the rent 'which might have been
got, if all the leases had then expired, was estimat-

ed at or 428. the acre, equal to about 25s. the

English acre.

Of the husbandry of tliis county, the most im- Dnine-,

portant department is the dairy, which extends over

the greater part of it. The most considerable dairies

arc in the district called the Welch or W^alsh moun-
tains, u tract of dry grassy land fit for tillage, but

still in its natural state, and not inclosed. Above
2000 Irish acres of this land were held in 1800 by
one family, wdjo kept 120 cows. The cattle are not

for the most part housed in winter, and only those

that are about the time of cnJving get a little hay
on I he fields, where the horses also arc kept ail the

They fatten pigs to the weight of five cwt.

The produce of the best dairies, is I J cwt. or three

firkins of butter pa' cow, and each cow requiret.

from to 3 Irish acres. The practice of letting

cl^s to dairymen, which is common in Munster, is

bui littla known in Kilkenny*, the cows belonging to

the dmj^en themselves, who, in some situations,

breed iki&ia on their own farqis, and in others prefer

buying them ut a proper age. Too little att^iiOQ

is paid to cleanliness in these dairies, cspecisdly in

the northern district ; and for this reason, according
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Kjlkentiy. to Mr WaWefield, though Irish batter, wlien fresh,

is prefenilWe to any in Europe, yet it “ is in the)ow*>

est estiointion in the London marked as it is almost

always heavily salted, and very frequently tastes

smoky, fishy, and tallowy.’* The cattle of this

county are a mixed race from the native breed and
the English long-horned, and their sheep have been
in some parts inoproved by tlie introduction of the

Loicesters, The Merinos have been introduced
within these few years by AJessrs Nowlan,' the pro-
prietors of a woollen factorv, who have now (500 of

the pure race, and. they fi^d that both the quality

and the weight of the fleece have improved since the

sheep were imported. The same corn cr<ips are

raised here as in other parts of Ireland, but clover

and other green crops not in a suitable proportion.

It is the custom to work oxen intermixed with

horses, in teams of six, or three pair deep, the oxen
placed foremost. Yet the fallows are better manng-
ed here than in any other part of Ireland. Irriga-

tion has been practised for many years, but not ex-

tensively.

Salmonl'ish. 7'he rivers of this county, the Suir, tJie Barrow,
and the Noro, have been long celebrated for their

salmon, but the quantity, particularly in the Noro,

has decreased very much within the last 50 years.

They aria now sent to Dublin packed in boxes with

ice, as is done in Scotland, for the London market,

a practice said to have been borrowed from the Chi«

nese. The salmon peal, a fish resembling the sal-

mon, but not so large, is also found in the Nore.

Munutac-
,

The most important manufacturing establishment
iiiTcs. in Kilkenny, and perhaps in Ireland, is the woollen

factory of Messrs Nowlan and Shaw, I’hesc gentle-

men not only produce superfine cloths, of acknow-

ledged excellence, but the arrangements which they

liave adopted in carrying on the various processes

are so peculiar, and have been so succ’essful, <as to

render their works, like those of Mr Owen at New
Lanark in Scotland, an object of very general cu-

riosity and interest to strangers. ]NIr Badcliff, tlie

secretary to the Farming Society of Ireland, lia'^ rc-

ccMitly described these in a Report to that Society,

which has been reprinted in the Farmer s

for August 1820. In the town of Kilkenny there is

a manufactory of blankets; and a few years ago

rJiere was a school there for teaching lace-making.

The Suir, on the south boundary, is navigable for

.small vessels to Cionmcli, and the Barrow, on the

east, to Carlow, where it meets a cut from the grand

canal to Dublin, ’Fhese rivers afford great facilities

both to the internal and export trade of the district.

The Nore is also navigable from the Barrow, into

which it flows, to tlie town of Thomastown, within

a few miles of the town of Kilkenny.

'r.;wns. Kilkenny, the county town, contains a population

of 15,000. (See Ku^ke'’^ in the Fva/cloprvfha-)

I’lie otlicf towns are Gowraii, TJiomastown, Calicn,

•puliiiion. Knocktopher, and Inigtioge. TJie population of the

county, in 1 800, was 1 00, 191, of which only 73 1

families, or 488(5 individuals, were Protestants. Five

Catholics are called on the grand jury. Kilkenny is

the only town that returns a member to Parliament,

and two are sent from the county,

•See 'J'ighe's Agricullurtd Survey of Kilkenny

^

and
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the general works referred to under the Irish coun- Kilkenny

ties. (a.)

KINCARDINESHIRE, or, as it is frequently

called, the Mearns, a county in Scotland, situated

between 56** 4^' and 57“ 5' north latitude, and T SiiURtion.

47' and 2" 30', west longitude, from Greenwich, is

bounded on tlie east by the German Ocean, pn the

north by the river Dec and Aberdeenshire, and on K\(cnf

the west and south by the comity of Angus or Fur-

far. It is of a triangular form, extending :i2 miles

from south-west to north-east, and where broadest,

24 miles from south to north, and contains 880
square miles, or nearly 218,444 English acres, be-

sides about two miles of lakes.

About the half of tlie area of this county consists^juriiiiL

of hills and henths, of little value ; soniew hal more
than a Fourth is in regular cultivation, and tlie re-

mainder ia partly impiovcable land, and })art]y plant-

ed. The most productive land iks along the coast

from tlie town of Stonehaven the river North
Esk, which forms the bouiulury with Forfarshire,

and in tlic Hou) (hollow) of the iMeurns, a continua-

tion ofthe valley of Siruthmoic, a district which lies

to the westward ol' the const lands, and iniiiicdiaiely

south from the Grampians, Tlie Grampians, com-
prising a third of the area, stretch through its whole

breadth from west to cast, and, with very ftw excep-

tions, are exceedingly sterile and rugged, and very

thinly inhabited. About three miles Jroin the coast,

tliis tract risc.s to the height of from 500 to 600 lect,

after which a succession of dark brown hills lapidly

increase in alhlude, till, at the western extremity of

the county, about twenty miles from the sea, the

highest ofthem, Mount Battock^ springs to tlie heiglit

of 3500 feet.

The climate of Kincardineshire varies much in its ('inii.iii

diflerent districts, but is, upon the whole, more ri-

gorous than that of other parts of Scotland in nearly

the same latitude. Tliis is chit fly owing to a large

proportion of its surface being occupied with the

(irampians, on some parts of w iiicli snow remains all

the year. According to tables givtui in ilic Agriatl^

tural Slavey, the averages of the ycais 1805, 180(5,

and 1807, a^rd a medium of 43.8 of heal, 127 days

of rain, 50 of snow, and 208 of dry wi‘jther.

'J'here is no coal in this county, and liniealone isiMini/

far from being abundant. Native iron, in detachet|.

pieces, lias been found at Balnakettlc, in the parish

of Feilcrcairn, where there is no indication of iron

ore. Granite, basalt, puddingstonc, and sandstone,

are the prevailing rocks, especially the first, of which,

with few exceptions, the Grampians are composed.

Blocks of granite arc scattered over ijhc surface, par-

ticularly on the north ; and much of the soil in this

quarter lias been formed from the decomposition of

this rock. Along the coaat> south from Stonehaven,

there is a very fertile sai|, consisting of decomposed
basalt, or rotten rock, as it is called; and here also is

a soil remarkably full of small round stones, which,

though on this account a little more troublesome to

cultivate, is nevertheless very prodiMctiv^i Pudding-
,

stone also abounds in this quarter; in the parish of

Kiniieff it is formed into millstones;, in other places,

it is in small pieces, which sometimes falling out of

the precipitous front which much of the sea coast
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Kirrardinc' as9umcB, Icavc convenient recesBCs for the incuba-

^hire. gea-fowls- Sandstone prevails in the tract

^ along the coast, and also in the How of the Mearns^

tlie soil of which is a loam of various qualities, but

generally fertile, and of a colour resembling that of

t he .sandstone, which is for the mo^t part red or grey.

Moss, moor, and beds of barren grave) abound even

in the lower parts of the county. The banks of the

Dec, on tiic north boottiary, are well coveretl with

wood
; iuid in the How there are many thriving plan-

tations ; but much c»f the Coast lands are naked, and

the Grampian district, throughout its whole extent

in this county, has an aspect remarkably gloomy and
di?sohue. 'fhe hill of Cloachnabane, 2370 feet high,

is distinguished by a mass of naked rock upon its

summit, from 80 to 100 feet in perpendicular height,

v>hich, when viewed from a short distance, has much
the appearance of the ruins r»f u fortificatidlb

The rivers arc dto Dt e, whicli flows for about

eight miles througlrlKc northern part of the county,

and is the boundary fn* iourtcen miles more between
this iiiid Aberdeenshiic and the North Esk, which
Ibr about ten miles separates it from I'orfavshiro. Of
the other streams, none of which are considerable,

the principal are the Cowie, the Carron, and the

llcTvic, w’hich fall into the sea ; the Luther, which

joins the North Esk
;
and the Dye, the Avon, and

the Canny, which discharge themselves into the Dee.

file Loch of Drum, partly in Aberdeenshire, and
the Loch of Leys, both in the Dee side or northern
district, each of them bet w ecu two and three miles in

circumference, arc the only lakes worthy of notice.

Ill the Loch of Levs iio re is a small artdicial island,

founded on piles ot oak, on which are the ruins of

an editice, about which tradition is silent.

In 1807, Kincardinet^liire was divided among eighty

jiropnetors, including two communities, filleen or

sixteen of whom held in feu. According to the Agri*

cnltural ^itrvcif of that year, the large estates had

been long in the same families, two of them for

years, and about two-thirds of the wdiolc county had

been thus possessed for more tlnn a eeniury. In

1811, the number of estates was eighty-six, and of

the freeholders seventy-three. The valued rent is

L. 71 .921 , Is. id. Scots, about n fourth of which

U^an belonged to estates held under entail ; nncL in

the same year, the rent of the lands, as returned un-

der the propcrty-tnx net, w^as li. l/)9,895, Die. 2d.,

I iriii and of the houses L. 9285, 2s. Sterling. ITie culti-

vated parts are in general divided into faritis of less

than 200 English aere.'^-, among which there arc ma-
]iy spots, held directly from the landlords, of only

five or six acres. ' In the hilly districts the farms are

nece^sarily large, but of so little value, that some ex-

tensive tracts in the Grampians, from the abundance
ol’game, afford a higher rent, when letoul to sports-

men for the seasblilr, than could be got from farmers.

The rent of corn land may be from 203. to 25s. an

acre, though much of it is higher. I'ew of the leJiscs

are for more than nineteen years, and many of tliem

arc for shorten periods.

A'gnailturc. Modem agriculture has not made such general

progress in Kincardineshire, as ir. the more souther-

ly counties of Scdtland, yet nowhere have proprie-

tors (among whom the late Mr Barclay of Urie was.
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in this respect, tlie most conspicuous) incurred aKincardmo-

greater oiuttay per acre in the improvement of land. *'*”*‘'‘

In some Instances, the removal of stones, preparatory

to cultivation, has cost about L.20 an acre. Ail tlic

different kinds of corn, pube, rcNiu, and herbage

grown in Scotland are cultivated here. Upon the

pastures ofthe arable land the stock of cattle kept

nearly at the rate of one for every Scots acre, but

five acres of the high lands are required for the sup-

port of a single sheep.

The towns and villages of Kincardineshire are but 'i'own-

few in number, and small ia respect to population; Vdlayi-.

and its manufactures arc inconsiderable. Stoneha-

ven, the county town, is situated on the coast, about
fourteen miles from Aberdeen

;
the town, with the

parish of Dunotlar, in which it stands, contained, in

1810, JBSO iniiabitants; who are partly employed in

rope-making, and in the manufacture of canvas and
osnaburgs. Bervie, or Inverbervie, a royal burgh
at the mouth of the Birvie, about ten miles south

from Stonehaven, employs about two-thirds of its pc^-

pulation, amounting, in ]8ll, to 9^7, m the &ame
manufactures, with the addition of a soap-work, a

spinning-mill for lint, a bJc^achHcld, and a thread lac-

tory. Gourdon, the sea-port of Btrvie, about a mile

and a half to the aouth-ea3t» is a small place, chiefly

occupied by fishermen. The village of JohiiAavcn,

four miles south of Bervie, contained about JOOC*

inhabitants partly mechanics, and jiartly seamen.

Laurencekirk has about ]8(X) inhabitants, and is not-

ed for ita beautiful varnished snuff-boxes, made ot

wood. At Inverie there has been a woollen manu-
factory on a small scale for several years. The other

villages are Aucbenblae, Marykirk, Fettcrcairn, St

('yrus, Drumlethie;—a few others for fishing are

.scattered along the coast.

The external commerce of the county, besides

trade in sheep and cattle, consists chiefly in the im-

port of timber, coal, and lime, and the export of grain

and fish, at the ports of Stonehaven, Gourdon. and
Johnshaven. In 1807, Stonelinven had 8 vessels, 01

from SO to 150 tons; Gourdon 6 vessels, carryinir

in all 192 tons; and Johnshaven 12, amounting to

197 tons; and about 30t) hands were employed i.u

the white-fishery, from villages spread over a line of

coast extending from Aberdeen to Montrose, a dis-

tance of 37 miles. 'I’lie value of the fish caught wi\<

estimated at L. bOOO. The sahnon-fishing belong-

ing to this county, on the North Esk and the Dec,

and on the Wmer of Bervie, was then let at about

L.27tK> a-ycar.

Among the anlicpiuics of Kincardineshire the

musl worthy of notice ia 11 Homan camp, remark-

ably entire, near the mansion house of Ibrdoun

.

Fenella's Castle, about a mih' and a half w'cst from
’ ettercairn. where there are the remains of a vitrified

wall ; and Dunottar Castle, long the residence of

the Earls Marischal, about a mile south from

Stonehaven, on a peninsula, projecting into the sc.’..

The regalia of Scotland were deposited in thifi» ca.stic

during thoiittivil wars of the seventeenth century.

Kincardinesliire contains eighteen entire parishes,

and part of three more, two of which are partly in

Aberdeenshire, and the greatei part of the third in

Eorfarshirc. The parishes to the south of the Gram-
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ian09 tbirt^ id number, form tlie Presbytery of

'ordouBi, which belongs to the Synod of Angus and

MearnSi tbe r^t are attached to the Presbyteries oi

Aberdeen and Kincardine O'Neil. In conjunction

mth Abgus, this county furnishes a regiment of mi*

litia, and a few years ago^ it raised two regiments

of volunteers, which were afterwards formed into

one regiment of local militia, containing 816 rank

and file. The county sends one member Parlia-

K I N
mentj and Bervie, its only royal burgh, unites with Kinwrfmi

Aberdeen, Brechin, Arbroath, and Montrose, in
®

electing a member for the burghs. The population King's

in 1800 and 1811 will be seen from the annexed County,

abstract.

See Benulies Scotland^ Vol. IV.; Robertson^s

General Viexjo of the Af^ricuUnre Kincardineshire ;

The General Ueport of Scotland, Vol. I.; and Play-

fair's Description of Scotland^ Vol- II. (a.)
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KING'S COUNTY, an inland county in the pro-

vince of Leinster in Ireland, bounded by Meath on
tlie north, Kildare and Queen's County op the

Tipperary on the west and south-west, and Galway,
from which it is separated by the Shannon on ilu*

west. From cast to wx'st, its general length is .'ibout

seventeen Irish miles, its greatest bieadih, liuin

north to south, thirty- jne, and it conlains. within

an outline of one hundred and thirty miles, M ven

Imndrcd and fourrecn LnglisJi scjuare niili s, or about

'1*57,000 Englisli acres. Almost the half of this

consists of bogs, mountains, and v astc, and the le-

mainder is arable, meadow, and jiasturi* of a medi-

um quality. It is divided into eleven baronies, and
tifty-two parishes, the latter belonging to llie sees

of Kildare, Killaloe, Meath, Clonfert, and O.ssory,

The form of this county is very irregular. Its

breadth on the western side is suddenly contracted

by Queen's County on the south -cast, and further

to the cast, by Kildare and Meath. A small dis-

trict of it is entirely surrounded by Kildare. The
interior is, with few excej^ons, a dead ^at, thougli

considerably elevated. .ne only mountains are

those of Sliebh Bloom on the boundary with

Queen's County, a range which extends for about

fifteen Irish miles, and has but one pass, called the

Gap of Giandine, whicli is steep, craggy, and very

narrow. Tlie Bog of Allen occupies a considerable

tract on the north-east

The soil of the arable land is, for the most part,

either moorish or gravelly, the former tolerably pro-

ductive m dry, and the latter m moist m. uso;i6, bu;

neither of them naturally fertile. Limestone,

limestone j.Tavel, the nru*ans ('f their inqirovemenl,

abound o’* cry where. 'J'he pa-'tures, though in niM

n}’ parts tine, are not luxuriant ; better adapted for

bheep thiin cattle, and very favourable to the grouih
of fine wool. Much of the mountain dihtricc has an
argillaceous soil, thickly interspersed w ith rocks of

fciindstojif, and a dc( p irreclaimable bog often oc-

curs at its base
; but towards tlie centre of tins

range, where limestone prev.ul.'i, there is much good
pasture, and iiere the base of (he hills, which is com-
posed of a stiff clay, produces abundant cro|% of

corn. The only streams worth notice, besides the

Sliannon, on the western boundary, and the Barrow,
which for a small distance separates this from Queen’s
(bounty, arc the two rivulets, Brosna, w'hich fall into

the former. 'I'hc Boyne also touches this district

on the north-east. There is only one small lake,

Lough Paliis : another. Lough Aiinagh, is partly in

Queen’s County. The canal from Dublin to the
Shannon passes through the county from east to

west, along its whole length. The minerals and
fossils, hitherto discovered, are iron ores in small
quantity, manganese, ochre, marl, chalk, and pot-
ter’s clay, with sandstone, limestone, and limestone
gravel, already mentioned. Mmered waters occur
in several places.

King's County is divided into large estates, and Estates,

many of their owners do not reside ; but much of

the land is held on leases, in perpetuity, and the
10
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holders of these form a respectable clas8» The prin-

cipal proprietors are Lords Digby, Ross, and Charle-

ville. Farms were formerly very largo, not unfirc-

quently of the extent of SOOO acres, but their size

has been dtniinished, and such as are considered

large do not now exceed, on an average, 400 Eng*

lish acres. Many are as small as twenty acres,

though the medium size of the smaller class may be

double this. Most of the arable land is tolerably

inclosed, chiefly witH-hedges of whitethorn, which

grows here to a great size. Partnership leases and

subtenancy are less common than in some other

parts of Ireland. Yet the condition of the tenantry

and tlie peasantry does not seem to be materially

more improved. The farm buildings of every de-

scription are generally very hud, the cottages in

particular
;
and yet those w hr liave been long ac-

customed to these miserable cabin?, are said to pre-

fer them to more comforlahii* u^vcllings, which, after

having been erectc^. by '‘ Oh- of the proprietors, were

for some time alloili^ed stand unoccupied. In

other ro<i|>ects, also, ]s little difference to re-

mark between the coi.f:i»mn of the lower claf^scs in

this ami the Irish cuuufiv,' before described. The
English language pretty gi^neral ; the peasants^

speak both timt and the Insli with almo>t etjual fa-

cility.

VVheat. harh^y, a:ui polatu<‘.s, arc the nu'^t

coiiimon ere iudu^ nig tlie acre atul corn

njcMsurcs to U.c avfrag(‘ j)roduco ol‘ vvIiLaf

is stated .i }i:;i ftuif.'oa! l\r)iO)( lo be no more
than sixtu'i. on

,

.ii harh y and oats, if is about

tliirty-tw 0 husl/rh ,
1 jv.iatoes, only four toe.-

at re. i* ,ih <;\ .nd Ijor-es are cmpl(>vfd in

labour, thf ’I'otigh .«tnei*ne s drauit h} only two

oi elf hoi a Ww ^tanec' h^ lieiur-. Vet

thi.s ai'd 'lair oilu
.

pleiiunts .m*' mU g(‘ii<‘!:dly of

^ -'.eid ' ••u.' . meil.' 'The thrashing niachi«ie Iv^-

'f 1.1 I'*, u\ til. «h.'Lrul f’er about lucntv vears.

* cMve! much ubcd as a iiianjro, with

(ih eih’i't-. i»iMh ,;:t tdhijfe and gras- land.s.

him leases were ionaci!} far tlartvoue’ ytarsi*i'

three lives, hill flu muie curueDu j)i ^uod of late i.‘'

twenty-one years, to v\])iel» tlu' hic of the leuant in

ju'issossion at the end of it is rrci[ui'ntly add(.d. Some
tenants hold ti-.' lives rcm'walde for ( ver, paying

a renewal fine to Iialf a year's rent la more on

the fall of cver'x lil'e. Modern lea.-es often contain

a prohibition nuainst alienunng. Noiliiug js so iiiuc Ii

complained of among the tenantry :!.<> the mode ta

which tithes arc collecleii. “ i ready apprehend/

says Sir Charles Cooti
,
the outlior of the kZ/ y-

ral Report for the county, “ ii would be a very difli-

cult matter tomilSlead the lowei orders of the conn ry

folk, was there a reasonable modiiicaiion of tithe ;
and

they seem one and all discontenlod, not so much with

the institution, as the severe mode of collecting the

tax, which is here unusually oppressive.’' The incuni

bent, Sir Charles thinks, is net to blame ;
but lie

lets the tithe to a proctor, and the proctor relefs, or

transfers his lease to anotluM* and so on, till the

person who at last collects the tithe, and necessarily

pays a heavy rack-rent, has every inducement Ko ex-

act it with the utmost rigour.

There is no manufacture carried on here to any
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considerable extent. That of linen is the most go- King's

neral, yet not upon a largo scale. There are brew-
cries and distilleries at which the greater part of the Kinros?-
oats and barley grown in the county are consumed, shift,

little of either being used in the food of the lower
classes. Coarse woollens are made for their own
clothing, as in other parts of Ireland.

The market and post-towns arc Banagher, Philips- Town
town, the county town, Balliboy, Birr or Parsons-
town, 1‘ullflmore, Edcnderry, Shinronc, and Clara.

Philipstowii and Banagher returned two members
each to the Irish Parliament, but none of the towns
are represented in the Parliament of the United
Kingdom. The only members are two for the coun-
ty. According to Wakefield, the Catholics are to
the Protestants as eight to one. In 1801 , the po- Populatioi

pulation was estimated at 76,000 ;
it is f^aul be

now about lfU),000.

See Sir C harles Coote's AjrnculUiral iSVnn/,

ISOi
; and the IVork^ of Young, Beaufort, Xew-

cnhaiu, Wakefield, and the Statisiical Aavunt of

h eland, f ormerly referred to under the Irish counties.

(a.)
K1 N IK).SS-SI JUiI'/ a eounty in Seolhind, bound-

ed (in tiu mirth-ea'^l
, tM>l, and south, by the eounlv

of 1' de, ami on tin* nortii and we.^t by Perthshire, i-

about t'.M'Ue niile^ m ieiiglh from east lo wCvSt. and
ten miles in hrivulth Iroio 'south to north , hut ai-

eonling to the kiie4 survey, contiiin.s oii]\ 7^^ ^fpiare Ejcun'.

miles, t»r Eiiglisii aere-^, being one of tlu'

smallest eoiint'tN m .Seotland. Kinro.s.s, the county
town, .‘‘st'./ated nearl\ in th(‘ icntre, is in north latl-

uide .'(i ) ' , uul west longitude from Cireenwicli
] JO'.

kinross-shire the highest lev el ground in the jie- ^uriaU'.

nin Mila. r<n'm(’() liv the I'ovthaiid theTny, which 'wa^

Utuu i ly C/illed or the promontory, and inclu-
deri the eouiities ol' Fife, Kinross^. miuI Fiiiekmarui;m
1 roj!! ihiv eoiinty the water." flow in c'. er\ direction
I he soil i*- HI o.Mier.il dry, inclining lo gravel, with

( <'n*.ah-) tii'ids oj ino^s, ;ind some clay and loiim,

Tin p!odu(i ve l.rotl may e\ti iid to 1U).000 acres, oi

.'iboui tin e'’"Jt!Mi- <»r tlie whole. It ronuuns several

lakes, of u h.dj l.oeiileven. in the vicinity of Kin- U>diltv

ro'*', i- ilit ii <»s: ronsiderahle. 'FliLs hike, which is

ahovil fiftvecii onus m lireumference, ;uul covers an
area (d' a<.n s, contains fral islands, winch
abound m trout, eels, pikes, perches, and flounder.s

I la ( • lie t.t la>eI U‘veii, in wdiich Queen Mary was'

d. 't.iiuls on oiH? of these islands, about two
aen >v m e\Unt. Several rivuleU floAV intothi.s lake,

of wl.uJj ih,' principal are the (hiiriiy, the Soutli

Queuh, and the No: ih Queich ; and the itiv’cr Le-
v(«n, the onl\ stream of any note in the district, i.s-

sue> Ironi its eastia-n extremity, aiul, after passing

through a considerable ji.irt <fr tlie county of Fife

enter.> the Frith of Forth at the towui of Leven
Tlie ])re\ a#iiig rocks are wbin.stoue, sandstone, atui

limestoiK*. ('o.il has bcTn found on the estate of

Blair Achuu ;
it is wrought at Kelty, in the parish

of rieisli, cm the southern boundary of the county.

Kinross-shire is iliv ided into ii number of small Eatates.

estates. ( )nly about ten proprietors hold of the

Crow'll ; th(' otluM s hold of iliese freidiolders, tlie

lands having been ii t out to them, fur tlm meet part
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jviiitiibi. iibout tlie end of the eeventeoiitli and beginning of

the eighteenth century, for payment of a feu-duty.

Kirkeiul- ^ I^nce, ovcr the greater part of tlie county, every

iinglit. single farm is a separate property, possesNed for the— ^ mobt by its owner, The valued rent is L.20,2o0,

U. 3d. Scots ; and tin* real rent, acconling to the

Agricultural Survey, published in 1814, is L, 14,341,

I Os. Sterling. In 18J1, the number of freeholders

was onJy fifleeii. When the land is let out to te-

nants, the leases are from fourteen to twenty-one
years, except iu the neighbourhood of the villages,

where they are for a shorter period ;
and tlic rent is

paid [)Hrtly in money, and partly in grain, or accord-

ing to the price of grain. I'he size of the farms is

inu- from 100 to .‘iOO acres. A great proportion of them
is ahvays in grass, for whicli both the soil and cli-

nmte arc favourable ; and much of the land is iii-

ci()sed citlicr w ith stone- w’^alls or hedges. The prin-

cipal corn crops are oats and barley, or big; wheat,

ihoiigh partially cultivated, docs not enter into tlie

regular course of cropjiing. Potatoes, turnips, and
cloA ers, with rye-grass, arc raised in every part of

the county. On the banks of the Gairny and tlie

Leveii, there are meadows of considerable extent,

which yield abundant crop.s of hay. The pastures

of the cultivated land are occupied by cattle ; sheep

are kept in numbers only on the Cleish hills, and on
that patrt of the Ochills which belong to this county*

Not much of the disti*ict is under w'ood. The most

considerable plantations are on Blair-Adam, tlie estate

of the Lord ChiefCommissioner Adam, and they are Kinrosn

in a very flourishing state. *1^**^*

The only villages in this county are Kinross and Kokew^
.Miinatbort, the former containing, in ] 81 1, a popu- bright,

lation of about 1300, and the latter 900. At botli

these places sevend fairs are held in the year, but

tliere is no weekly market. Nothing that deserves

the name of manufactures is to be found here, ex-

cept that a few weavers are employed by the manu-
facturers of Glasgow. Asflcttsmeiits are resorted to

for the poor of the villages ; but those of the coun-
try parishes are relieved by voluntary contributions.

Kinross-shire sends a member to Purlxamenl alter-

nalely with the county of Clackmannan. Both conn-

ties arc under the jurisdiction of one shcrilf, who
has a substitute for each. I'liere are only four en-

tire parishes, viz. Cleish, Orwell, Kinross, and Port

nioak^ with portions of other three
; the first three

belong t|» tlie Presbytery of Dunfermline, and the

fourth to ihat of Kirkaldy, both under the jnrisdii-

tion of the Synod of Fife. 'The population in 1 800
and 1811 is given in the annexed abstract. By the

returns for the last of the.se yeai's, tliere aic about

03 inhabitants to the square mile.

Beauties Scotland, Vol. IV.; General Rv~
po7i of Scotland, Vol. 1. ; Playfairs Geographical and
Statistical j^ccourit Scotland, Vol. I. ; Dr (vraliuni'>

Genej'ol Vietc of the Agriculture ofKinross and Clack-

mannan ; and, for its antiquities, iSibbald s History

of Fife and Kinross* (a.)

1800.

HOUSKS. UKUSON8. OCCUPATIO NS.

Inhabited.

I

Ry how
many

Families

occu-

pied.

Uninhabited.
Maleb. Femalefr.

Persofns

chieHy iiii-

ployed in

Agricul'

uirc.

1*1} sons

chiefly em-
ployed in

IVade, Ma.
iiuracture6,

or Handi-
craft.

All other

PerHUH

s

not

comprised

in the two

precciling

classes.

'J’olal of

Persons.

l,f>8G 37 1 3,1 16 3.60<) 667 888 1 5,170 6,725

1811.

HOUSKS.
1

PEKSONS. OCCUPATIONS.

Inhabited.

By how
nwiiiy

FamilicM

occn-

pieil.

1

1
.5

Males. Females.

Famines
chiefly em-
ployed in

Agricul-

ture.

Families

chiefly em-
ployed in

Trade, M»-
nufiM^turei,

or Handi-
craft.

All other
I

Famines not

comprised

in the two

preceding

classes.

Total of
Persons.

1,364 1,6S0 33 3,466 3,779 428 640 612 7.245

Sttuatioii^ KIRKCUDBRIGHT, a comity in Scotland, situ-

ated between 34^ 43' an'l 1
9' north Httitude, and

3° 33f aftd 34' west longitude from Greenwich,

is bounded on the north by the shires of Dumfries

and Ayr ; on the east and soutli by the Solway Frith

and the Irish Sea ; and oh tlie xvest by the county

ofWigtown. It is in length from east to west about

48 miles, varying in breadth from 30 to 1 7 miles,

and contains 882^ square miles, or 364,480 English

acres. This district is commonly called the Sitmiri*
ry, not the shire, of Kirkcudbright, and its judge,
whose lowers and duties are the same as those of
a sheriff^ is called Steviiard* The appellation ol'

stewartry had its rise in the ancient tenure by which
it was held, and the subsequent forfeiture of its lords ;

but tlie distinction between stewartry and sheriffdom
is in this case purely nominal. Kirkcudbright is one
of the two counties comprehended under the general

‘ Extent
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Kirkcud- fiame of Galloway
;
Wigtonshire on tho west being

***^S*'|^ the otJier.

About two-thirds of the surface is inoiint|xunouK.
uTjare, ^ range of mountains stretches along tjle whole

northc?rn boundary in the ftum of a vast amphi-
theatre, embracing nearly half the county

;
on the

bmfndiiry with Ayrshire they are not much inferior

in height to any in the «ontl\ of Scotland. I'here

arc also some considerable mountains on the south-

ern extremity, such as Griffel, 18'Jl feet high
;
(’airns-

imiir, 2;jj;7 /and CJairnba)rrow, 1 1 1 0. 'J'hc high lands

are fipr the most pjtrt e()VCTed w’ith heatli, except on

a part of the northern boundary, wh(Te a narrow
trad of green hills run out between tl'.e slureK of

Ayr ami Dumfries j and many of them are wet
and mossy. In the middle <if the district, the

declivity is so gentle, that the ri\cr Dee, at thirty

miles from its mouth, is only ifiO feet above the

level of the sea
;
yet, even the interior, tflere is no

great extent of l,i5Ve|i. ground, the greater part of tlie

surface being octiipied by ri»elcy knolls, stec}) banks,

and hills of a moderate . levatKoi. On the coast,

also, hills rise almost everywhere. the height of

several hundred feet. Jhc district is stiuhled wdth

a great number of lakes, of whieli there is one or

more in abnoat every parish, though few of them
are cUusiderable. As there is little full grow n wood,

and the plantations are but partial, and for the most

part of not many years’ growth, the gentral appear-

ance of the stewart ry is that of a bleak exposed

country, on wliich labour has been but recently om-
plo3^ed, and where its efforts must always be confin-

ed to a comparatively small field. Yet it contains

ninny spots of great natural beaUt}', ]):ulieuhirly on

the coast, where the sea in several })laecs has form-

ed deeji bays, surrounded with high grounds, some
of w'hich are fringed with cOjipicc.

Tlie soil of the lower grounds is, for the most

part, of a hazel colour, .sometimes inclining to red,

and seems to bt chiefl}' composed of argillaceous

schi.stus in a slate of dccoui])08ition. It is seldom

of any great depth, and the nick, often rising .above

the surface, gives a rugged and sterile appearance

to much even of the arable land. This soil is, how-
ex or, in many instances ])o.ssesse<l of great natural

iertillty, not soon injured by wet seasons, and af-

fords plentiful crops and fine natural herbage. Clay

is of no great extent, and found chiefly on the bank.s

of the rivers. J'he smooth round hills accessible to

tlie plough have, fi»r tlie moat part, a close sui)8oil,

here called /*//, and do not, therefore, admit of be-

ing profitably cultivaled but after Ru interval of se-

veral years’ pasturage. Tracts of moss, commonly
from four to eight feet deep, extend over a tenth or

twelfth part of the whole county.
Mineralogy,

j^uch of tlie moiuitainous district is compo.scJ of

granite. According to the Ap'icultural Survvif, llicrc

are three several districts ofthis rock, which occujiy

nearly a fourth of the surface. Strata of very dis-

similar substance^i, to which Dr Hutton havS given

the general name of schistus, prcyvail in the low er

parts. Some are of a hard compact grain, of a blue

or greyish browm colour, for the most part breaking

irregularly, but often in parUlel plates, of which

coarse slates have been made. With these ai’c in-
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termixed layers of a soft argillaceous stone, which Kirkcud-

readily yielffe to the weather, and is ])opularly known
by the name of slntc hand* These rocks, which al-

so occupy a large part of the district, arc some-

times traversed h^^ dikes of porjdiyry, and also by

granite. In the ncighliourhoo^l of Dumfries, tlic

prevailing rdek is snrulstone. Limestone is foimd

at Kirkhean, on the Xitli, tlie only' jilace in the coun-

ty where it is wrought; and there are aKo promis-

ing indications of coal on the C'-tate of Arbigland,

near Dumfries. In the parish ofColvend, on the Sol-

way Frith, there is a quaviy wliich afl'ords mill-

stones. Lead mines w'cre wn-oughl in MimiigiifT, on
the xvestern bountlary, for many years, hut have been
discontimicd. Iron ore aboumis, but, froin tlit want
of coal and wood, is of little x ahic. On the estate*

of Mr Murray of Ilrouglitorj, near (iiin houNC, cop-

per has been lately discovered, and is iioxv working
by an English company.
The rivers are the Nitli, w inch scyiarates tins ll'vcrs-

county from Dumfrics-.shirc, for about nine iniU s on
the north-east

;
the Urr, which flows souih-cast by

the village of Dalbeaty, and is navigable five or six

miles for small ves«cls
;
the Dee, the largest river,

wl'icli enters I.och Ken, a lake almost in the centre

of the county, about eight miles huig, and in von)*-

jdaccs a mile in lireadtli, and giving its name to tlie

river which issues from tlie lake, falls into the Sol-

wny Frith about fixe mil<‘h below the town of Kirk-

cudbright. It is nnvigfddc for tw’o miles aliove thi^

town for ves'-'cls ol’ 200 tons. In spring tides’ the

water ristS about .80 feet at Kirkcudbright, xvherc

there is a w ell-sheltered natural harbour, of easy ac-

C( ss. For the last seven or eiglit miles of its course

the banks of tlie Dee arc planted. St Mary 's Isle,

near Kirkcudbright, is a highly ornamented spot, aiul

the Little lloss, a beautiful island, is situiitcd at its

mouth. 'I'he salmon fislicry on this river was rent-

ed, some years ago, at L. 900 . The* Fleet is re-

markable for the ]>icturescpie scenery on its banks,

luid is nax igable I'or sniall vessels to the village of

Ctatehousc, four miles from the sea. The Cree, a

more considerable river, .separates this county from

Wigtonshire, and flow s into the bay of Wigtim, from

whence it is navigable to the small harbour of C'ar-

ty, a little below New ton-Stew art. The stewartry

is everyw'here supplied with pure springs and rixu-

Icts. Chalylwate springs are also miineroiis, one c,i

which, l/Oi'hcnbreck, in the parish of Balmaghie,

seven miles from (nitehouse, is said not to be infe-

rior in medicinal virtues to any in the kingdom.
The landed property is not divided into large Estates,

esiatt's. Ovit of lOf.i, their numl>er in 1808, as gi-

ven in the A^ricuhttral Sv^-\)ey, 972 are statwl to

have been below L.500 a year. Tlie x allied rent,

wdiicli was taken in ItiiS, is L. 114.()87, 2^- Scol^

;

the real rent, in 1808, W’as estimated at L. l6’7,12/i

Sterling'; #ml in 181.8 at upwards of LiJ00,00i*.

Many of the smaller proprietor^ cultivate tlieir own
estates. According to tJic work just reierred to.

almost lialf the county is held unaer deeils oi‘ en-

tail, many of which had been executed very lately.

“ Tlie condition of the peasantry, at a period

very remote, seems to lia»Ve been much deprees^,

and tlie state of husbandry rude and baibarous in
D b
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the extreme.” (Smitli's Surueff^) And in both tHeae

respects the stewartry is still behind most of the
^ other southern counties of Scotland. Yet it was

herifc that the improvements of modern husbandry
were adopted, at a time when they were entirely un-

known in the greater part of the kingdom. So ear-

ly as 3750 Mr Craik of Arbigland practised the

drilling and liorse-hocing of the celebrated Tull,

which he ever afterwards continued to follow in the

culture of beans and turnips. He inclosed and
drained his estate, cleaned his fields by fallowing,

applied calcareous manures, introduced sown grasses

into hia course of cropsy and woiked his plough
with two horses. A few of the other proprietors

followed in his steps, but their efforts were not se-

conded by the tenantry at large. It is only since

the end of last century that moclern luisbaiulry has

made any considerable progreSvS, and it is far from
being yet general. A regular alternation of m hat

arc called white and green crops is not always ob-

served, and turnips are not .so extensively cultivat-

ed as potatoes, though the latter must always be a

very unprofitable ero]) in a thinly peopled district.

The chief crops are oats and barley, >vith w'heat on
the better soils. L^nlike otlicv hilly tracts in Scot-

land, the land is almost universally inclosed, chiefly

w'itli stone walls, called Galloway Dikes. These
dikes are built close, or double, as it is called, f(»r

part of their heiglit, and afterwards single, the

stones in the latter part being laid in such a man-
ner as to allow the passjige of the light tlirough

the wall. But it is now becoming a common prac-

tice to build the whole of the wall double, and, af-

ter laying a course of stones that project a little

beyond its breadtli on both sides, it is completed
by a coping of stones laid on edge and closely

pinned.

This county is chiefly celebrated for its cattle,

w’hich form by far the most imporbint [Kirt of its

agricultural produce. They are kiu^wn in every part

dfi Britain by the name of Galloiva\( catllc. (See

Aoricultuiig in this Supplement.) Sheep are con-

fined to the moimtainous districts, where they are

kept in great numbers. They are of the Jie;it!i or

black-faced variety, with coarse wool, and } icld a

very small return for the extent of their pastures,

which, however, are in general of the very M^orst de-

scription ill tlie south of Scotland, some large tracts

being rented so low as (id. an acre, or even lower. It

has not yet become the practice to combine the rear-

ing and fattening of sheep with the culture of arable

land, by which the liglit soils of the other border
counties have been rendered so j^roductive- A small,

hard5^,and active race of horses, culled Galloways, was
formerly reared here and in VVigtonshire, the other
division of Galloway, but a larger breed being re-

quired for the labours of modern husbandry, espe-

cially since two horse n|gughs have become ge-

neral, the old race is vory rarely to be found in

a purC;state. The name, however, is frequently ap-

plied to borses below full siaic, wherever they are

reared.
*

Tlie first road act for the stewartry of Kirkcud-
bright was obtained in 1779- At that period there
was scarcely any thing that deser>^:?d the name of a
road, except the mflitury road from Dumfries to

K I R
Portpatrick, which had been made about fifteen Kitkond-

.,yeara before ; but at present very few districts are bright,

better provided in tlii^ respect. The first good'
roads were made on the estate of the Earl of Set
kirk, under the direction of his son Basil WilUam,
Lord Daer, to whom this county owes many other

improvements. In 1796, by another act of Parlia-

ment, the assessments were allowed to bc increased

and tolls erected, and soon after a new roiii^ Was
made from Dumfries to Castle-Doiiglas, a distance

of nineteen miles, through a hUly broken country,

with so mucin attention to preserve the level, that it

has seldcnrn a rise of more than one foot in forty,

and much of it is nearly a perfect level. All the

principal roads made since have been done with

equal judgment. The district is also well acciau-

modat^ with bridges, of which the most consider-

able is one over the Dee at i'ougland, about two
miles above Kirkcudbright, which luis an arch of f»nc

hundred and ten feet span. It is '^ilt of sandstoni',

brought partly from Annan in Dumfrics-shirc, ;ind

partly from the Isle of Arran, was finished in 180^,

and cost upwards of I -t. 7000 .

Manufactures have matle little progress here. Manufiu -

Those of soap and leather do not supply tlie w'ants turc^.

of the inh£d)itants
;

paper is made at two small

mills ; and there are four cotton mills at Gatehouse,

which have long ago ceased to Ik* in full emplo) -

ment. In some of the towns and villages, a con-

siderable number of weavers are employed by the

manufacturers of (ilasgow and Carlisle. Its com-
merce is confined to tlic export of ciittle, sheep,

wool, and grain, and the import of lime, coals, gro-

ceries, and ra/niufactured goods, witli wood Ironi

America, and occasionally wood and iron from the

Baltic.

Kirkcudbrig.ht, the county town, and a royarf**''^'' ‘'‘ i

burgh, contained, in 1811, a population of 2760. It
^

is pleasantly situated on the Dee, .and is noted for

the , information and urbanity of its inhabitants'.

Societies have been formed liere for a purpose ra-

ther unusual, narnel}', the building of houses, not

for sale, but for the use of the members who com-
pose them. Every member makes a sm.all monthly

payment into a general fund, which is employed in

erecting the houses, and those, a.s tluy arc finished,

are assigned to the members by lot, those to whom
they fall paying 5 per cent, on the money whic;h

their houses have cost, in addition to their monthly
payments; and this arrangement continues till all

the members be supplied, and the societies disjR>lv-

ed. New Galloway, also a royal burgh, is situated

at the head of Loch Ken, and contains only about

650 inhabitants. The principal villages are Cree-

towh, at the mouth of tlje river on thg^ bay ol'

Wigtown; Gatehouse,'^Iwelvc itxfles east ftbin the

former, on the. river Fleet; and Castle-IXouglas,

formerly called Carlinwark, an inland place, abem ^
nine miles north-east ctf Kirkcudbright. ' The Gal- ^

loway Bank was established at Castle-Doi^las in

June 1806. These three villages seem be in a

thriving state; the bouses are for the' most part

of two stories, and, in other respects, they are eu- "
^

perior to villages of the same . extent in 'fhany other

parts of Scotland. The others are Dalbeaty on the

river Urr; Keltonliill, noted for its great cattle fairs

12
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in June and November j and Maxweltonj on the

Nith, which, though in this county, belongs by its

situation to the town of Dumfries, from whtidh it

is separated only by the bridge over that river.

There are lio regular assessments for the poor in

the country parishes, but the ordinary kirk-session

funds have l^n much augmented in some parishes,

by charitable donations. Several sums have been

aisa. destined by individimls to the support of

schools, particularly in the porislies of Borgue, Bal-

maclellan, and Dairy.

The stewartry sends one member to Parliament,

who is chosen by about one hundred and forty free-

holders. In the elections for the burghs, Kirkcud-
bright joins with Dumfries, Sanquliar, Annan, and

K L I m
Lochmaben;' and New Galloway with Stranraer, Kiitoud.

Wigtown, find Whithorn. It is divided into tweu-

ty-eight imrishes, of which sixteen belong to the
Ki,flomcier.

presbytery of Kirkcudbright, and two to that ofv
^

Wigtown, botli in the syruxl of Galloway, and ten Pans^’.'.es.

to the presbytery and synod of Dimafries. An ab-

stract of the census of 1800 and 181! is given in !'c»pulatior,

tlie annexed tables.

8ec Beauties af Scotland-, Vol. IV. which contains

some notices of the history, and a pretty full account

of the antiquities of this county ; Smith's General

View of the Agriculture of Galloway^ 1810; The
General Report of Scotland

;

and Playfair's Account

of Scotland, Vol. I. (a.)

1800.

uorsK.^. PEHSON9. OCCUPATIONS.
1

1
^

1

r*y Ijou

V any
l.imiltcs

WCtt-

pifKl

Uninhabited.

1

1

Mules. Females.

Persons

chiefly an-
ployed in

Agricul-

ture.

Pi'Tgm»
1

chiefly em-
ployed in

Trade, Ma-
nufactures,

or Handi-
crafU

All Ollier
j

PvrtoHs not

'

coniprised

in the two

preceding

classes.

Total of

Persona.

5,600 6,433 161 !i3,619 il5,592!i 5,356 2,552 20,823 29,211

1811.

j

' HOUSES PJiUSONS. OCCUPATIONS.

Inhabited.

By how
niatty

FawUvit

,
occu-

pied.

Uninhabited. Males. Pemalcs.'

i

.1

PninUifs

chiefly em-
ployed in

Agi icuj-

tUTC.

Pdniilii's

chiefly em-
ployed in

Trade, Ma-
mifactUTcs,

or Handi-
craft.

All other

FiWiiHrt not

comprised
1

in the tw'o I

preceding

chesses.
|

Total of

Persons.

1 33.6846,y23 7,380 196 X5,788 17,3‘16. Sf,6G2 2,8.33

KLINOMETF.R, or Cuxometer, (from KXijrw,

which denotes inclination, and I\Urgov,) the name
(»!' an instrument contrived by tlie late I.ord Webb
Seymour, a nobleiwui wdin devoted his life to the

cultivation oi’ science. This instrument is intended

tf) be used by the geologist for measuring the incli-

nation of sti-atifieil rocks, and the azimuth in which

that indinaticni lies.

If a plummet-level be applied to on inclined

plane in that position in which die edge or bore of

the plummet-level is horizontal, avid if the edge of

the plummet-level be then turned round ninety de-

grees in the iiu^yitted plane, the angle formed by the

plumb-line with tike line i^hich is perpembcuhir to

the edge of the plummet-level, is equal to the inclin-

^ ation of the inclined line tq the horizon. On the

same principle the inclination of a plane to die hori-

zon is measured, by the Kltnomctcr.

In tbe Klinomcter, represented at Plate XGIV. Fig.

1, AC is a circular plate, the circumference of which

is divided into 36*0 degrees ; it has three short feet

on its uudfiT surfiice, one of w hich is seen at S.

The feet on the under side of the plate arc of

wood, which is preferred to meUd, as less liable to

slip when placed on an inclined surface. The ends

of the feet are in a plane poi'allcl to the upper surface

of the circular plate, I'he fibre of the wood is set

perpendicular to tlie plate, to diminish the derange-

ment w'liich may liappen by the expansion of the

wood from moisture.

The nYxa CG is moveable round the centre of the

circular plate. D is an oval bole through w'hich is

moveable the catch of a sliding bolt ; this bolt passi's

ojt the uiuler bide of die chcular plate ; the catch of

tlu bolt is made flush '"'ith the surface of die circu-

lar plate. The bolt serves to fix the axis C on the

circular plate : when the instrument is to be used,

C is the axis round which die arm CG turns. When
the three short feet of the circuhir plate are placed

on the iucline<I surface of a stratified,rock, the arm

which bears the spirit level EF is moved dpwm to

die lowcbt point of the quadrant DD, and the arm

CG is moved round till the bubble stands in the mid-

dle of die level ; the arm CG and the level are then

in the intersection of the inclined stratum .with a

plane parallel to the horizon ; the degree m the
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Kiinometcr edge of die circular plate at which die ann CG now

Kodics
noted, and the arm CG is to be moved

’ round throngli J)0 degrees of the ciraibr plate np-

ivardg ; wluui the arm CG is arrived at tills second

position, it is in the line of the greatest inclination

of die stratified rock. The arm which b^ars the

spirit level EFi is then to be raised, liy turning it on

die centre the quadrant, and vvhtMi the bubble

stands in the middle of the level, the arm will indi-

cate, on the limb of the (puidrant, the degree of in-

clination of the stratified im'k- 'flic magnetic needle

in the box OO will, at die same time, sliovv tlic mag-
netic azimuth, formed by the vertical ]ilanc, whicli

contains the angle* of greatest inclination ;
and this

magnetic azininlh is to be converted into true azi-

muth by applying the number rif degrees that the

iic(d1e varies from the true meridian, at tin* partieu-

lar time an<l place where the observation is m;ul(*

Tile box OO has both the lop and bottom made of

glass, so that the needle may lie observed bc^th when
the instrument is placed on the up])er surface, and

when the instrument is applied to the under suriace

of an inclined plane. When the instniincnt is not in

use, the arm CG, with die quadrant and conqiass, are

unfixed, and taken off from the circular plate, by
withdrawing the catch of the bolt which is seen ntd.

'J'he compass box OO is turned round an axis, which
is seen below the spirit level EE, so that the com-
pass-box comes into ]:laiie u ith the quadrant, and
rlien die quadrant, compass-bo\, and arm, CG, pack
into a flat box. The (‘ircular plate ACS is now se-

I>.aratc from the other parts of the instrument, and
lies flat in another part of the box made for packing

the instrument. Lord Webb Seymour’s account of

this instrumcjiit is published in the Ti ausavtionif of
the Geological Socich/f Vol. III. 181 (i. (y.)

KOOKIES, or Lunctas, the name of a barlwir-

ous race, who live among the mountains to the

north-east of the province of Chittagong, in Ben-
gal. They are but little known to tlie inhabitants

of the plains, with whom ilicy rarely have any in-

tercourse, except wlicn they occasionally visit the

markets on the boriki's of the jungles in tju* Ilun-

ganeeah and Aurimgabad districts, to purchase salt,

dried fish, and tobacco.

Of all the various tribes wjiich hate yet come to

the knowledge of the British in these mountains,

the Kookies are perhaps the I(‘ast civilized. Their

chief employments are war and the chace ; and,

like all mountaineers who are of roving habits, and
inured to fatigue, they are of an active muscular

make, but not tall. They liave llie peculiar features

of all the natives of Eastern 7\sia, namely, the flat

iiose, small eye, and broad round face. I’lieir poli-

tical union seems to be extremely imperfect, being

divided into a ntiteiber of distinct tribes, totally in-

dependent of each other, tliougli they all acknow-

ledge the authority of three Cerent Rajahs. . The
power of' these rulers, however, is very limited, ex-

cepting^' in' the tribe with wliicJi tliey live, where it

is absolute. The dignity is liereditary, ajjd it be-

longs to tlie Rajah, in cases of general danger, to

summon all the warriors to arms. Each tribe is

under the command of its own chief, who i« abso-

K o o
lute both in w^ar and peace, and has Uie power of Ki»okfe<i-

AJife and death. I'his office is elective; tliough, hi

general, the chiefliiiii is succeeded by his nearest re-

latloh.

The Kookies are armed w ith bows and arrows,
spears, clubs, and (fan's, a xpccics of hand-hatchet,
which, in close combat, is a most dcj^tfuctive weii-

))on. 'rhey have shields of cow-liide, and use!! va-

rious devices, in order to render tlicra6elv’'es hidonus
to their enemies. '1‘Jieir villages arc built oh the
steepest and most inRCcessiblc hills, by way of pre-
caution against any sudden attack. As a fii5*ther

security, they are stirrtmnded with a thick bamboo
palHsade, and the passages leading into them strict-

ly guarded both day and night, more especially if

there is any suspicion of danger, Bnt, in all cases,

lliey are extremely unwilling to admit strangers

within the limits of tlie fortification. Every village

belongs to a tribe, which consists seldom of le^« than
400 or 500 inhabitants, and sometimes of 1000 or

^OOO.

This barbarous race is involved in perpetual hos-

tility, not only from the (piarrels of their Rajahs,

but from tJie d(‘prcdations committed on eiich other
l)y the different villa.ges, and their cc^nstant refusal

to give up tlu* guilty persons. In theiiie cases a

petty and destructive w’arfaro ensues, wdiich Is car-

ried on with all the secret stratagems and barbarous

devices of savages. Theii* favourite plan is to ap-

proach their enemies .secretly and liy night marches

;

after they conic within sight of their prey, they
lurk in ambii.scado till dawn, w*hen they commence
their attack with a great sliout, striking their spears

against their .sliield.s, and, in all ca.ses where they are

.successful, they massacre indiscriminately man, wo-
man, and child. On some occasions W'hcve they

s])iire the children, they adopt them into their ow'n

lainilios ; and the only sluves among them arc the

captives tlms taken.

"J’hc JG>okics are of‘ the most vindictive disposj.

lion, and, in all case.s, they reepure blood for blood.

To sucli a length tlo they can’y the princijilc of re-

venge, that if a tiger should luqipen to kill any of

them, the whole tribe sots out in ])ur«uit of him,
anil they nc'vcr rc-t until they kill this or some other

tiger in retaliation. They are much (»ccu})i(*d in the

chacc, and as they arc restrainetl by no ])rejiulice of

cast or sect, they shoot indiscriminately all .sorts ofani-

mals. Part of their attention is also directed to agricul-

ture ; hut in this the women perform the chief part
of the drudgery. They have no coins among them,
and their tmle is, in coiisequencc, carried on by
means of barter, 'fhey have an idea of a future

state of rewards and punishments. But their no-
tions are confused and s^perstitiousj and they ima- f
gine that the surest rwid'^to the favour of the iDeity

is by destroying the greatest number of tlieir ene-

mU*s.

I'he Asiatic Researches, Vol VTI. coittaihs an
Accomt of the Rookies, or Lunctas, by JotmMaerae,
Esq. whose infVirniation was derived frohi a Oative

of the iiungaiieeali district, who, when a boy, was
carried off by the Kookies, and succeeded/ after a
captivity of years, in retuming to his fEiU^yi

(o.)
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LACCADIVES, an archipelago oC low islatlcL

j r

' Malabar, or western coaat of India, be-

tw'een tJie 8th and I'Jtli dcgreettof N. laf. There are

uiiieteeu considerable ones ;
but as most of them are

Hiirrouuded with reefs and bteep r(»cks, with a great

depth of water close t(^ them, the approach to them
is very dangerous, lletwecii thest? iftiaiid.s there are

many channels, tlirough which ships from India,

bound to Persia or Arabia, frequently sail. I’he

safest of these is called Mamale, or the Nine degree

diauJiel, which rims between the islands of Scidiili-

]>ar and Kalpenny. The largest of these islands is

about 7 miles in length, and 2\ in breadth. M^>st

of Uiem are inhabited V\ :: rac^‘ of Mahoinotans

eallcd Moplays. They do not yield gram, but pro-

duce all infinite (piflullty m' cocoa nuts, fnim the

husk of w’liicii they form ih..' Coo- cables, which arc

more clastic and durable titan hemp, as the sea-water,

instead of rotting, preserves them. These islands

are w^ell supplied with fish, and carry *>n a trade

with the small shells called (wrriexy which pas^ as

coin all- over India. They are nominally deptnulent

on CanniuiOT'' ; but their poverty has been alw^ays

their chief security. They were discovered by

\‘u8Co de Clama, in 14<)9 ; but liave been little fre-

<iuented by Isuropeans.— GazeUar, or

(geographical Di* 'Uanart/,

LAGIlAKdE (Josfurt Lewis), a mrthematician

and astronomer of the rank, born at 'J'urin, 25tU

January 17d6‘, was the son of Joseph Ijcwib La-

grangCi^ treasurer at war, and Maria Theresa Gros,

only daughter of a rich physician at Cainbiano.

He was the eldest oLeleven children, but nine of

them died young. His family wait of Frencli t xtrac-

tion on bo 111 sides, and his Preneli biograp(icr>> have

dwelt willi pleasure on the minute particulars of their

emigration, in order the more fully to authenticate

their own claim to the honour of calling him their

natural as well as adopted countryman. It was his

great-grandfather that first settled at Turin, in the

service of Emmanuel II., who married him to a lio-

inan lady of the family of Conti. They had at one

time acquired cousiderublc atHuence; but his father

had ruined himself by hisexpeuees and speculations;

and Lagrange used frequently to observe, that he

owed his own success in life to his father's misfor-

tunes, since, if he had been rich, he should never

have applied to the mathematics as a profession. The
classics, were at tirst his favourite study at tlic Fcl-

lege of Turin : ha began his scientific education wiih

reading the works of the ai^ent geometricians, and

at first preferred their methods of investigation to the

more modern analysis ; but being convinced, as U is

said> by a^per of Halley in Philosopfiicaf Trans-

actions^ the superiority of the algebraical mode of

representation, he applied with redoubled ardour, at

the age of seventeen, to tlie study of the. later itn-

provement^ icL the methods of investigation
;
and in

his 8uba0qi||ient works, be abandoned, wherever it was

practicable, all geometrical considerations, and seems

to iiave valtmd himself on having produced a com-
[

pletc system ofmechanics, free from the incumbrance

of any diagram whatever. When he was only nine-

teen, lie was made Professor of Geometry in the Itoyal

School of Artillery, but not before he had exhibit^
in hhs first, publication, a specimen of the improve-
ments wliich he was throughout his life to contribute

to the mathematical sciences.

Thu friendships which lie formed with his pupils,

most of whom were his seniors, Jed to the estubJish*

ment of a society wliicli afterwards received the sanc-

tion of the roj^al authority, and to the publication of

their memoiis, in v/hich Lagrange not only took the

most active part as a contributor of original papers,

but also by niaterlalty a^^isting in the'demongtrations

of Foncenex, and promoting the researches of Cigna
and Saluccs. Foncenex was soon rewarded by being

placed at the head of the maritime establishment

which the king w^as then forming ; and Lagrange re-

ceived in a short lime a still more flattering remune-
ration, in the pancgyricSj'which were liberally bestow-

c*d on him by his great rivals Euler and Daleinbert

:

the former procured him, in 17J9 ; compliment of

being made a foreign member of the Academy ot

Berlin, having become well acquainted with bis me-
rits by an epistolary intercourse, which began as ear-

ly as the year I7a4, when Lagrange coinmuoicated

to him his first ideas of the solution of isoperimetri-

cal problems, which Euler had the delicacy to allow

him time to complete, before the publication of his

own further researches on the subject.

In he obtained a prize from the Academy
of Sciences at Paris for a memoir on the difficult sub-

ject of the libration of the moon, having treated it by
an original method, derived from tire principle of vir-

tual velocities, wdiich he afterwards applied so suc-

cessfully to other branches of mechanics. Soon af-

ter this time he found an agreeable reli^|||to the mo-
notony and retirement of lus life at TiifiS; in accom-
panying his friend the Marquis Caraccioli, who was
appointed Ambassador at the Court of London, as far

as Paris, where he had the delight of becoming per-

sonally acquainted with a number of the most d^istin-

guished mathematicians of the age, who were capable

of appreciating liis merits, especially with Ciairaut,

Dsdembert, Condorcet, Fontaine, Noiiet, and the

Abbe Marie; but indisposition prevented his going
on to England^ as he had intended, and he returned

to Turin after a short stay in France. A second prize,

on the subject of the satellites of Jupiter, was award-
ed him in 17G6 ; and the same tribute was again paid

to bis merit on three subsequent occasions. It was
in tbis year that he was invited to Berlin^ as a succes-

sor to Euler in the place of Mathematical Director

of the Academy, Euler having been induced to re-

move to Petersburg, by a better prospect of provid-

ing for his numerous family- The appointment of

President of the Academy, held by Maupertuis, bod
beep given but in [>art to Euler ; the whole waOiOf-

fered to Dalombert, who declined it
; bill both ho ond
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Li^grangc. Euler united in recommending Lagrange as the fit*

teat person for the situation. It was, however, with

some^iitifiiculty that he obtained his sovereign’s leave

to ^uit Turin ;
and the favour was at last granted to

him partly in pique, on account of the terms of the

invitation, which expressed the desire ofthe great-

est king in Europe’* to have the greatest mathemati-

cian at his court.

At Berlin he pursued his career of study in trail-

quDllty and without interruption, upon a competent
income of about L. 300 a year, with the advantage
of suci) demonstrations of the royal protection, as were
still more important than income to his rank in so-

ciety. The king seems to have preferred him to Eu-
ler, as more tolciant in his opinions, though by no
means joining in all the innovations of the day, and
lather avoiding every discussion relating to them, as

well as any gneat familiarity with his patron. He
wad made, in 1772, one of the eight foreign asso-

ciates of the Parisian Academy. He is said to have
married more for the sake of complying with the uni-

versal custom of his friends and colleagues at Berlin,

than for any desire of female sooiety ; and he invited

a relation of his own from Tuiin, who became his

hi si w'ife ; but she was soon after carried off by a lin-

go i ing disease. lie was about this time very closely

t rnploycd on his greatest and best ivork, the Mu a-

Analyiique / but it was with some difficulty that

the Abbi' Marie found a bookseller at Paris, who
agreed to undertake its publication, and only upon
condition of engaging himself to divide the loss, in

case of failure in the sale. He also procured the va-

luable assistance of Mr Legendre as a corrector of

the* press.

Upon the death of Frederic, in 178fi, Lagrange
no longer felt the same interest in remaining at Ber-

lin, though be was not treated by the new court with

any thing like disrespect. While the miniaterb of

Naples, Sardinia, and Tuscany, were making him of-

fers on behalf of their respective sovereign^, Miia-

be^u persuaded the French amba*^&ador at Berlin to

recommend Mr de Vergenues to invite him to Pai is

;

but it wauD reality through Mr de Bretcuilb inte-

rest, and Iff the suggestion of flic Abbe Marie, that

he was ultimately induced to .settle there, in 17S7,

having received a grant of an income equal to that

which he had enjoyed at Berlin, under the name of

a veteran pensioner of the Academy, with a vote in

its deliberations. He was kindly received fay Marie
Antoinette, on account of his connexion with Ger«
many ; and, until the Revolution, he had the use of
apartments in the Louvre.

It was at this period of his life, when his success

had been the most gratifying, mid his fame had be-

come perfectly established, that he appeared to suf*

fer imder a degree of melancholy or apathy, which
was absolutely morbid. He confessed that all his

enthusiasm was extinguished, and that he no ijonger

felt the least relish for matb^jm^ical researches. He
had not ttven the curiosii^^or two years, to open

the printed ^iime of his Mechanics, which he had
never seen except in manuscript. It is a conso-

lation to thinki that this aonihilation of his energies

was only partial and temporary : he amused himself

in the mean time with metaphysics, Hhe his-
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tory of religion^” and of languages, and with medical 1

and botanical, and especially chemical studies ; and
the alarms and agitations of the Revolutimi, which
soon fellowed, instead of overwhelming his broken
spirits, seem to have roused his dormant powers, and
to have revived his satisfied ambition, excitiog him

to new labours and new triumphs. ^
^

In 1791, his name appeared on the Ibtof^^be fo-

reign members of the Royal Society of London* Mr
Maurice has asserted, that all the scientific bodies of

Europe, excefA the Royal Society, received him with

open arms : if the remark was intended as a censure

of that society, it is right that its injustice should not

pass unnoticed,

Notwithstanding the public embarrassments which
attended the Revolution, Lagrange’s pension was
confirmed by the National Assembly, upon the pro-

position of Mr Dus6jour, in the most flattering man-
ner: and when the depreciation of the currency
materially reduced its amount, be received a partial

indemnification, by being appointed a member of u

comotdttee for examining useful inventions, and af-

terwards a Director of the Mint, in conjunction with

Berthollet and Mongez: but thb employment he

found too laborious, arid resigned it six months af-

terwards. He was greatly interested, at this period,

in the establishment of the new system of weight^

and measures : he was so violently bent on devima-

iion, that he scarcely forgave Borda 101 having made

a measure of a quarter of a metre, and he thought

so little of the advantage of integral subdivtsionf^,

that he sometimes declared he should have prefet red

the number IJ to for the very reason that it ad-

mitted no subdivision at all, and caused all lessci

quantities to be expressed in units comparable to

each other only. This opinion seems, however, to

have been advanced rather as an exaggerated objec-

tion to the introduction of 12, which was suggested

by some more ardent iniMtvators;, than as seriously

attributing a real advantage to the employment of a

prime number.

When the Academies were suppressed, the Jaco-
bins purified the commission of weights and measures
by striking out the names of many of its most djs<

tingubhed members, while they retained that of Ld-
grange, prob&biy because he was of no political

party whatever, and had always been particularly

cautious in expressing his sentiments of the events

of the day. In October l79Si however, a decree

was passed which ordered all persons, not born in

France, to leave the country. Guyton, who was a

member of the Committee of Public Safety, advised

him to claim on exemption from its operation, by a

requisition of that committee, on the pretext of his

being employed in preparing a report on Dr Hut-
ton’s Treatise on Gii/ildl0^ s &nd he actually receiv-

ed an injunction from the committee, requiring hb
stay, in order to complete the calculations which
he had undertaken reepecting the theoiyi^nf projec-

tiles.” He was attempting to reunite tbe experi-

ments of Dr Hutton with a more correct theory

than had before been applied to theta ; but he pub-
lished nothing of importance on the subject* After

the murder of Baiily and Lavoisier, he bad agreed to

return to Berlin, and to resume his former situation
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Lagranig^ there ; and he was cut the point obtaining a nass

port, and even a public misaion from H6rauit dc

Sechelles. But the establishment firat of theJVbr-

mnl School, in which he was a professor, and then

of the Kcolc Polytechnique, induced him to remain

at Paris, and again directed his activity into its an«

cioQt cliannels. In the Normal Schools the masters

were iiHxed wkb their pupils, in order that the faci-

lities of conversation might produce a developcment

of the subjects discussed in the most elementary

manner that was possible : but the conversation was

by no means supported in the form of incessant

questions and answers : Lagrange's explanations were

often interrupted by moments of silence, in whicli

Ills inventive iaculiics w'crc deeply engaged in reflec-

tion, and the whole of his powers were concentrated

on a new train of ideas. It was amidst these dis-

cussions that the Theory of Analytical Functions

originated: a work certain);/ not destitute of the

marks of great mathetnatK^il talent, but which, when
considered as a substittttr for the method of fluxions

and itb kindred doctrines « resembles very mueh the

suggested introduction oi an undecimal in preference

to a duodecimal scale of notation, with whuli the

author bad before amused himself.

Upon the revestublishment of the Institute, La*

grange* was made one of the original members ; and

he was the first on the list of the Board of LongL
tude, u hich was then first instituted at Paris. He
received about this time a compliment highly grate-

ful both to his love of fame and to his filial aflection,

in the person of his father, then past 90. and con-

tinuing to reside at Turin. By the direction of Tal-

leyrand, who was Mini'^ter for Foreign Affairs, the

Commissary of the Directoiy in Piemoot. attended

by the generals of tlw? French army, and .several

other persons of disUnction, went in procession to

congratulate tliis venera!^ person on the merits of his

son, whom he had not for more than SO ycar»,

w hom they declared ** to have done honour to man-
kind by the brilliancy of his genius, and whom Pit-

mont was proud to have produced, and Franct to

possess as a citizen/’ 'Ihe old man lived to the age

of 95, and was sincerely regretted Ins son.

Cndcr the Consular and Imperial government,

Lagrange w'a« made a Senator, u Grand Officer of the

Legion of Honour, a Count of the Empire, and a

Knight Grand C ross of the Order of Reunion, in ad-

dition to the personal marks of friendship and inti-

macy which Bonaparte habitually conferred on him at

die meetings of the Institute, and on other occasions.

He applied with so much zeal to the republication

of the first part of his in 1811, and of

his Analytical Funciims in 181S, that his health is

supposed to have j^flered the fatigue ; which,

in conjunction with a predii^sition, not unoonimcn

in advanced life, may very possibly have been the

immediato cause of a fit that attacked him in the

beginnitfg of the latter }^ar. In the month of

March he was subject to frequent returns of faint-

ing, accompanied by some lover. On the 8th of

April he had a last conversation with I^c6pude,

Monge, mid Chaptai, all riie partitas being aware iliac

it was to be tiie last. He felt the approach of death,

but he declared that it nas in that form neillier oain-

L A b
ful nor even disagreeable. He spoke with proper
gratitude of the favours he had received from Bona-
parte, who afterwards provided very liberally for hit.

widow and his brother. The interview laued more
than two hours, and though his memory often failed

him with respect to names and dates, yet his lar -

guage was correct and energetic. He survived this

effort only two days, and died on the morning of the
JUth April 1813. He was buried at the Pantheon,
or the church of St G6nevieve, and his friendsT l<a-

cepede and Laplace paid the last honours to his me-
mory in a funeral oration.

Lagrange was habitually of delicate health, and
extremely temperate in his diet and mode of hie Ji-

micing his food almost entirely to vegetables, and
taking his exercise very punctually in the open air,

At the age of 56 he married the young and hand-
some Miss Lemonnicr, who appears* to have felt the

splendour of Im celebrity and the goodness of hi^

heart, as affording much more than a compenBation
for the great inequality of their ages. He was*

deeply sensible of her affectionate aitachmei t, which
lie considered as the greatest happiness of his hie

and on account of which alone he regretted ter-

mination. He had no children, and he was perfectly

contented to be without them. In the midst of the

most brilliant societies he was generally abNorbed in

his own reflections ; and especially when there was
music, in which he delighted, not so much for any
exquisite pleasure that he received from it, as be-
cause, after the first three or four bars, it rcgulciJy

lulled him into a tram of abstract thought, and he
heard no more of the performance, except as a tort

of accompaniment a^^isting the march of in's mobt
diflicuit ]n\e&tigation«, Y\luch he thus pursued nit

h

comfoit and convenience. He was less fond of the
tiieatre, from uhich he often rctu’ncd without know-
ing what piece had been lepresenlcd. His manner
m conversation was gentle ard timid: he moie
in the habit of interrogating than of giving hib opi-

nion. and his favourite expreusion was, 1 don't

know” .... He wa& not, however, casi y induce<i to

change his sentiments when they were once n\tv’

having generally adopted them upon mature considc r-

ation. As a writer, whenever any controversy re-

curred, he was always calm in defending himsell,

and respectful in speaking of his antagonists. Not-
withatauding that his person was striking and cha-

racteristic as well a« pleasing, he would never con-*

lient to have his portrait painted, thinking it unwor<*

thy of a man of intellectual excellence to wdsh tc

be remembered lor the external form of his features.

But a sketch of him wab once obtained by stea tli ? r

a sitting of the Institute, and a mask of his fact

was taken after his death. His iiork? hear witness,

that for 54 years he occupied either the first or vt*i}

1 early the first place among all the mathematic
of hif age, and of all ages. Of ail the invciitc r*^,

sap Loplace, w!io have the mo«t contributed to

the advancement of human knowledge, Newton and

Lagrange appear to me to have possessed in the

highcbt degree that happy tact, which enabled them
to disiinguish general principles among a multitude

of objci ts enveloping them, and which is the true

charadleristic of scitntific genin®. This tact, in La-
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grange^ was united with a singular elegance In the

metiiod of explaining the foundatione of the most
abstract truths of analysis." Lagrange wns a great

admirer of Eulcr^ who perhaps excelled liim in the

adroitness with whicli he employed the most refined

artifices of calculntion, though his views and me-
thods were less original and less powerful, Daiem-
bert was highly esteemed by Lagrange, as a man of

abundant ingenuity and talent, though less accurate

in his conclusions, and in his modes of reasoning,

than either Euler or Newton. Newton he envied

almost as much as he admired, for having (bund a

system of the world in existence, and the principles

of its modiBcution not yet understood : but when it

is remembered that the places of the hcuvenly bodies

are now ascertained to seconds more nearly than they

were to minutes during the life of Newton, it cannot

be thought that Newton left too little for his succes-

sors to accomplish.

1. His first publication, at tiie age of 18, was,

Letier io C. J. Fngnunoy ‘J.id June 1754*. It

contains series for fluxions and fluents of different

orders, somewhat resembling the biuoinial theorem
of Newton.

2. The series of his papers in the Mtscelianics

of Turin is continued from 1759 to 1785. The
first is On Maxima and Minima. Mine. Taur. I.

1759, p. 18. It is founded on the principles laid

down by .Maclaurin, and is illustrated by the case of

the successive transmission of an impulse througli a

series of elastic bodies, coiiijirehending the combina-
tion of a number of variable quantities, On an
Equation ofjlnitc differences^ and on the Theory of
recurring Scries, p. JJ. The equation is resolved

by an exponential integral, and the sum of the series

is obtained by the principles of fluxions ; the same
mode of calculation is also applied to the laws of

chance. 4. Researches on the nature and propaga-

tion of Sound, End of the volume. The investi-

gations of Taylor and of New'ton were true and
correct as particular solutions only of the problems

of chords and of iindulalioiib, though mistaken for

general solutions, and as such successfully combated
by Cramer, whose reasoning, though certainly too

far extended, is here approved by Lagrange. Da-
niel Bernoulli very successfully defended them both,

not only as particular solutions, hut as capable of

being rendered universal by jnoper modifications and
combinations. Euler had proposed n more general

construction for the case of cliords ; Daleinbcrt in*

sisted that this metliod required a limitation to fi-

gures exempt from angles and from abrupt changes
of curvature^ and Lagrange is inclined to admit liis

exceptions. But, after all, the question is merely a

metaphysical refinement, since no abrupt changes

can ever occur in the actual form of a cliord ; and
a chord affording a harmonic of unlimited acuteness

will approach without limit to a mathematical angle.

The author begins, in tl '^ssay, with considering

the motions of a finite number of bodies, and then

proceeds to ,
the affections of a fluid, which he re-

duces to the same equatiohi as arc applicable to the

motions of chords, and these be integrates in Da-
lembert's manner. He lastly examines the pheno-

mena of the grave harmonics obai^e4 by wartini.
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and explains them very satisfactorily fk'om the ana-

Jcgy of the beats of discordant sounds. 5. Ntnv

Hesearoftes on Sound. Misc. Taur, II. I76O-I. p-

11. The same subject is here continued, and ex-

tended to the divergence of sound, which had before

been examined by Euler. 'J'he author now admits

that there is no inconsistency in the demotiatratioo

of Newton and Cramer, which deduce,the same ve-

locity from different laws of the supposed motion,

since the velocity is really uniform in all cases.. The
oscillations of a heavy chain are computed, and some
remarks are made in conclusion respecting tbe sounds
of flutes. 6. On the Maxima and Minima of inde*^

finite integrals, p. 17J- This essay contains the

foundation of the method of indej^endent variations,

which has excited so much attention for the univer-

sality of its application and the utility of its results.

It was received with distinguished applause by Eu-
ler, as fulfilling his ow'n wishes for the extension of

a similar method ; and it was Euler who more fully

explained its principles, and gave it tlie name of the

method of variations, wdiich has since been general-

ly applied to it. In fact, however, the foundation

of the method had long before been laid by Leib-

nitz, under the name of diflerentiation from curve

to curve ; and he had proved that the process of in-

tegration, wdlh respect to one kind of variation,

might be applied to the differentials or fluxions taken

in another manner, wdlhout the necessity of first ob-

taining the fluent : and Euler had employed this

consideration in treating of the geometrical proper-

ties of curves affording maxima or minima: but

his method is less simple and less general than that

ol* Lagrange, who first pointed out the universality

of the principle, that the variation of the fluxion is

equal to the fluxion of the variation, and showed its

utility in many cases of such integrations, as leave

the expression concerned $till a fluxion of another

kind : and in the mechanical application of the me-
thod, he made the fluxion of the ordinate of a vi-

brnling chord represent its inclination to the axis at

any given time, while its variation indicated its ve-

locity or its change of place in successive intervals

of time, and the fluxion of a revolving solid to re-

late to the magnitude of its different parts, while its

variation depended on its rotatory velocity. The
steps of the method are generally simple and easily

understood, at least they may and ought to be render-

ed so; but the merit of the invention is not the Jess,

because it admits of a very ready application, and
because it might have occurred to a less distinguish-

ed mathematician ; os indeed something nearly re-

sembling it seems to have been employed by Fon-
taine in J734, under the name of the fluxiodiffer-

ential calculus, in the ioYestigatioD of a tautochron-

ous curve. 7. It was ilmicularly in demonstrating

the I4W, which is called the law of the least action,

that Lagrange completed the theory of variations,

where Euler iiad felt its deficiency ; and the appli-

cation of the method to several Mechanical Problems
constitutes the second part of the Mcmoirl'p. 106-

The author takes occasion also to correct an error

of Dalenibcrt, who had imagined that was no
necessity that the different strata of a given density,

in a body like the earthy supposed to be in a state of

n
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fluuHty, sliould all be level, which, however, i» here

shown to bo a necessary consequence of Dalembert's

own equations, 8. AddUion to the mejnoir on Sounds

p, 82'J ; admit tin;^ the difficulty raised by Dalembcrt,

respecting the continuity of the figure of a chord,

and acknowledging that the initial figure must not be
' supposed angular

;
while, in fact, as Mr J^urier has

lately demonstrated, and as had been remarked many
years ago in this country, an infinite series of harmo-

nic curves may approach infinitely near to two right

lines meeting in an angle, fj. Prafdews eelathfo to

the integral cnladIfs, Misc. Taur. JII. ]T^)2-.7, p. I 79 .

A miscellaneous paper, containing remarks on the re-

solution of equations, containing fluxions of ddferent

orders ; on some cases ol* the motions of fluids ; on
the vibrations of cljords

;
on the properties of small

(oscillations in general ;
on loaded threads ; on cen-

tral forces; ai|d on the theory of Jujiiter and Saturn.

10. An arithmetiral prohle)- Mt.yr. Tniir. IV. 1766—

fh p, 44 . This paper, d ’tvd at llerlin, contains a

complete resolution of ;'l! e jUfttions of the second
degree, having whole r.ut'd)* rs for their roots

; a pro-

blem, likemmst of those jf I'ermat, of more curiosity

tlmn utility, but well calculated to exercise the p(wcrs
nf minds like those of Euler, Lagrange, Legendre,
and Gauss. TJie question, which is the particular

subject' of this paper, was proposed as a challenge by
Fermat to his contemporaries in England, and cor-

rectly answered by Wallis, though without a very sa-

tisfactory demonstration. 1 1. Integration r.f an K(ptn^

tioHf p. A case in which tiie whole equation is

integrable, though its narfs, even wlien properly se.

paraled, are in('apnl)k* of perfect integ’-ation. 12.

On the method of xanofions, p. 168. In answer to

Fontaine, and to Le 8eur and Jnctiuier, who had at-

tacked him in their Integral calculus. IH, On the

motion of n hoJif atii m !t d toj t%vo,/rstd centres, p. 1 88,

216
,
including the etlVcU of diil'erent supposed laws

of attraction. 11. O?' the Jigtfjr of columns, p. 128.

This memoir contains an attempt to demonstrate tlmt

(ho cone /s a mote advantageous tigure for the

•strength of u column than any conoid, und t!)e cy-

linder than any cone. Hut the ral( ulations are

founded on the erroneous supposition, that the co-

liuiin must hend before it breaks; and, even upon
this hypoflu'^js, it appears pos^ilJie to assign a strong-

er form tlian 11 .' vIiikIlt, since the summit and the

base of the cylinder must certainly contain some use-

less matter. 1.3. On the mean of a number of obser-

vations, p. H)"; ;
showing the udvanLage of taking the

mean, from the theory of probabilities. 16. On the

nupulsc of fluids, Mem. Tav.r. !• p. 78- The
aiuhor observes, that this impulse will be metu^ured

by a column of twice the height due to the velocity,

when tbc whole impulse of tbc jet is received by an

obstacle, but of the simple height, whin a limited

surface is exposed to the force of a larger streivti.

17- Onthc inlegralmn oj some irrational jluxions, ll.

p. 218, involving the square root of an expression

ascending to the I'ourtb power of the variable quantity.

18. Some of the later of these papers are subse-

quent in date to tho.'ie which an* iound in the Me-
molrs of the Academf/ of Berlin

;

hut the order of

enumeration is of little consequence. The first com-

munication ol'Lagrange to the Academy, of which he
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w»as made director, is On laniochronom curves^ Mem, Lagronpt.

Bcrl. 1765, p. ,%4. The paper is dated 1767 ; and
it contains a completion of Fontaine's investigation

of the subject. 19 On the expected transit of Venus
1766, p. 265. The author has here analytically in-

ve.stigated the curves of immersion and emersion for

the dilFercnt parts of the earth. Hut, as Mr De-
Inmbre observes, in order to arrive at the very easv
and tolerably accurate solution previously given bv
Delille and Lalande, he is obliged to employ in suc-
cession several elaborate expedients, founded on some
very subtile principles, accompanied by various trans-
formations of his ordinates, while, by a trigonometri-
cal calculation of a few lines, wc may obtain a more
,compietu formula, comprehending even the terms
which he has neglected, and which, although very
small, are not absolutely insensible. At the same
time, he ha.s certainly applied his formula to tlie cal-

culation of the parallax of the sun, in a very conve-
nient manner, which had accidentally escaped botii

Delille and Lalande, tliough it follows readily from
the trigonometrical calculation. 20. On indetermi-
natr Problems of the \pcfnid dpgrev, 1767, p, l(i8.

This is the first of a numerous scries of papers, relat

ing to this difficult branch of analysis, which, not-

withstanding its practical inutility, has afforded suf-

ficient scope for tlie exertion of talent, to give cele-

brity to the names of Diophantiis and Fermat among
the nio>L ingenious of mathematicians. 21. On mi-
mcrictil r(junibms, p. 8J1. This subject was
inucJi cultivated by the author at a subsequenr pe-
riod ; he here finds an equation for tlie differenced ol

the root-., and exhibits the result in the form of a

continued Inaction. 22. Continuation ofthe memotr
on numerical equations,^ 176?, p. 111. The method
of coritinuovl fractions is still further improved. 28.
t)n the resolution of indeterminate problems in iihole

7ntmberAy p. ISl. 24. On the resolution of literal

( fjuat ion s btf series, p. 2“>1. The contents of these

meniolrs have been principally merged in the author >

later productions. 25. On the fore (f springs, 1769,

p. 167. It is demonstrated in this inlt renting paper,

that the force of a liair-spring approai ics to the law

of a circular pendulum, the more neariv as its length

is greater. 2o‘. On Keph rs problem, p, 201. An
application of the methods explained in the Ja.st vo-

lume, especially of a very elegant formula for the re-

version of scries. 27. (limimition, p. J03. A
refined and general method of exterminating a quan-
tity from an equation, which, however, is somcvihat
intricate, even in the simplest cases. 2S. Ixemarhy

an isochronous curves, 1770, p. f)7. Chiefly in an-
swer to Fontaine, who had attackod him, and wiio

had claimed the invention tT the test of integrahllit}

of an expression containing several variable quanti-

ties. Lagrange observes, that he might very possi-

bly have rediscovered it, hut that it was publi«;hed

by Nicolas Hernoulli in 1720; hy Fontaine, not till

1738. 29. On Cirithmeticai ihcorcvis, p. 128, rciaf-

ing to the decomposition of a number into '^quares.

30. On the resolution of equations, 81. On a

theorem respecting piunc fiumlKrs, 1771, p. 125. A
demonstration of the property of prime numbers dis-

covered by Mr Wilson, and published h\ Waring;
and of some other theoreniR o^^Vn^ing. S2. On equa*

e c
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Lagraugr. fton5, p, 1S8« In continuation. SS. 0/* fl fic^ mode

of differentiation and intc^rnlron^ 177^2, p. 185. Ihe

novelty consists in considering tlie characteristic of a^

fluxion as a quantity multiplying the letter to which

it is prefixed, and inferring by induction that the re-

sult of the combinations obtained will in general re-

main unaltered by the supposition. The grounds of

this method have heen of late more fully explained

by Arbogast and others. The results are here ap-

plied to interpolations, and to diflerences of various

orders. .‘)4. On the form of imnginarif roolXy p- 222.

In general reducible to — iB. ^35. On aslro-

nornical refractions, p. 2.09 ; w ithout any practical ap-

plications. 36. On equations of patiinl differences^

p. S53 ; especially on finding multipliers to make
them intcgrable. .37- Onunihsturhed rotation, 1773,

p. 85. A more direct method of investigation than

ihaf of Kuler or Dalcmbert ; hut w ithout any new
results. 38. On the attraction of elliptic spheroids^

p. 121. The author observes, that Maclaurin’s prize

essay is a masterpiece of geometry, comparable to

the best works of Archimedes, though Dalembcrt

had once doubted of the accuracy of some of his pro-

positions. Thomas Simpson’s was the first analyti-

cal solutioji of the problem, but it was indiiect, and

depending on series only. In this paper the method

of demonstration only is varied. Le^gendrc and La-

place subsequently continued the inquiry. “ But

Mr Ivory," says Delambrc, has lately fthown us,

tliai a very simple consideraCion may in some cases

supersede a multitude of calculations, and even af-

ford us theorems to w liich the most prolix computa-

tions could scarcely have conducted us.*’ 39* On
trianpdar pyramids, p. 14g. An analytical detenni*

nation of the content, and of the figures lluil may he

inscribed in the pyramids, wljen tlicir six sides arc*

given. 40. Arithmetical researches, p. 265 ;
on the

integral roots of equations of the second degree. 41.

On j)arlicular intee^ralsy 1774> p* La})lace had

already pointed out the occa.sional occurrence of in-

tegrals, not included in the general and direct ex-

pression obtained by the usual modes of integration.

Such values are here deduced from the variation of

the quantities originally considered as constant,

which often affords us an equation of a difierent

form, and leads to values not comprehended in

llic regular expression of the integral. 42. On
the motions of the nodes of the phmeiary orbits, p.

276. Euler, Lalandc, and Bailly had found some
expressions for the temporary change of posi-

tion of the nodes ; the equations are here integrat-

ed, and the total changes determined. 43. On re-

curring series varying in txco veays, or on partial Ji-

nite differences, 1775, p. 18.3. With an application

10 tlio theory of chances, upon Laplace's principles.

44'. On spheroids, p. 273. A demonstration of Mac-
laurirfs theorem (Fluxions, Art. 053) concerning the

attraction of a compressed i^Seroid or an amygda-

loid ; derived from the formuiic contained in the

former papers. 45. Arithmetical researches con-

tinued, p. 323. Demonstrating some theorems of

Permat with w'hich Euler had not succeeded : yet

leaving others still unattempted, 46. On the mean
motions of the planets, 1776, p. )99» Showing that
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nil their changes are periodical. Laplace had de- 1

tected an error in the author’s reasoning when he
attributed secular etjuations to the motions of Jupi-
ter and Saturn, the expressions, containing the terms
in question, being compensated by otiicrs which Ik*

had neglected. 47- Cases of spherical trifxonomctry

solved by series, p. 214. Without any apparent ad-

vantage. 4 8. On integration by continued fractions,

p. 236. (lives an example of tlic binomial theorem
converted into a continued fraction, wliich, however,
exhibits no particular elegance nor simplicity. 49-
On the number ofima^rinary roots ofequations, 1777,
p. 111. Harriot was the father of the doctrine of

equations. Ncw'lon made great improvements in it,

but his rule remains imperfect with regard to the

higher equations, even with the additions of Mac-
laurin and Campbell. In the present paper tlvc

theorem of Waring is demonstrated, without any
material attempt to extend it. 50: On the Diaphau-
tine analysis, p. 140. It i.s remarked that FonnnJ
left all his propositions undomonstrated, except this

theorem, that the sum of tw'O biquadrate numbers
can never be a square. 51. On escapements, 173.

An investigation of the best forms of' pallets for tin*

dead beat ami the recoiling scapements. 52. Oh
dilerminino the orbits ofcomtls by three observations

,

1778, p. Ill, 121. The liist part of this metnoir i.’^

historical and critical, and the author allo>vs dii(>

credit to the ingenuity of Newton's method; hi?

own doc.s not appear to have been of any practical

^utility. 5.3. On the theory of telescopes, p,

(-’omparing llie general theorems of ('otes and Euler,

and aj)ply)ng the nulhod of rccuriing scries to tlu:ii

demonstration ; with a rule for determining the mag-
nitude of the field. .-5 1, On the ejcjircssion of iht

time in a conic section, p. 181. After I/ambert, who
determines it from the chord of the arc described,

the sum of the rcvol\iiig radii, and tlie great axir:

the theorem is here analytically demonstrated. 55.
On partirular integyaU, 1779, p. 121. Examj>les
from some inechanica! curves. 56. On gccgiaphiad
projections for maps, p. lOl, 7 86. The iiielhoilw

Jicre proposed for llio construction of maps 7iave

been found too intricate for adoption. 57. (tn tlsr

theory of the librrjion of the moon, 1780, p. 203. 1 ji

the prize essay on the moon’s librafion, the author
had made the first application of the method of va-

riations : the investigation is here continued, and it

is obscived that the moon cannot be of homogeneous
matter, nor its form such as w'ould afford equilibrium

to a fluid covering it, since the effects of the ellipti-

city, so determined, would be much less perceptible

than they arc, 58. Report on a quadrature of the

circle. Hist, Ac, Ikrl. 17«SI, p. 17. 'rhis paper
only requires to he noticed os a specimen of the au-

thor’s condescension. 59' Theory qf the motion rf
fluids, MCm. p. 151. An application of Dalembcrt a

principles to the phenomena of running fluids, and
to the motion of waves ; but founded on an arbi-

trary assumption with respect to the depth affected

by the waves. 60. On the secular variations of the

tlcmcnts of the planets, p. 199. 'Jhe theory of per-

turbations is here examined by two methods, either

comprehending the general form of the orbit, or

regarding the local effects only. 61. Report on a
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l^^ige. fnQde offindinfr the form of the earthy Hist* 1732, p.“

" 35. A proposal of no value whatever. t)2. On the

secular variations of the planets, Mem* p. I69. A ^

continuation of tho former memoir, with ail the de-

tails of the application, and a determination of the

chanj^e of the place of the ecliptic^ tofretlier with a

demonstration of the permanency of the general ar-

rangement of the system, depending on tlio exemp-
tion of the mean distances from all variations not

periodical, while the other elements are liable to

greater alterations. 63. On the periadieal variations

of the planetary motions, 1783, p. JGl, A sequel to

the memoirs on the secular variations. 61*. Additions

rcspcchiig (he secular variations^ p. Jf)l. Complet-
ing tlie examination, and extending it to the case of

Jupiter and Saturn, which had belbre been investi-

gated by Laplace. 65- On the correction of the cr-

Tors of astronomical approiunaLiuns^ p. 224*. The
errors here considered o» ;m‘ fri)in the employment
of the powers of the arc^ «i», icribcJ in the equations

concerned, these arcs iriore,; ing without limit; they

may be avoided by mejus of approximations found-

ed uu the suppositioi'i of the variation oi' the ele-

ments. Laplace ha<l befou; emjdoyed a method still

more refined. 66. (Jn a particular mode 0} approxi^

mation, p. 279. Kesembling that which Ihigga ein-

pIoye<i (or making logarithms. (i7. On a new pru^

petty of the centre if praxiiy, p, 2f)0. Uelaliiig to

the mutual distances ot the bodies. (>8. A direct

and 'pfcncnd determination of the motion of o comet,

p. 296. In this third memoir the jiroblem is reduced
to equations of the 81 h or 7 tli degree. (19* Theory

of the pcrindkal vanuiiinis of the planetary motions,

JTSL p. IS7. Coatir.Uiition of the inirnoir of the

preceding year, coiiinining Uio independent varia-

tions of tic* eccentricities and inclmalions, for the

six principal planets; with a numerical application

of the formula; demonstrated in the first [urt. 7f'-

On the intcfiraiioti . equation < of lintar purhu! dtj**

J'etciiccs, 1785, p. J7L Ijiteniig into further de-

tails ol’ the method laid down in a former paper,

which ia here a|)[)Iied to the problem o( trajectories,

a problem once proposed by Leibnitz as a trial uf

strength to Newton, who was not (ully aware of the

nature of the difficulty intended to be combated: it

was, however, solved in lilngland by Taylor, though

indirectly. Nicol.is Bernoulli and IJerniunn gave a

more complete solution, and Euler added still more
to the generality of the investigation. The author

observes that the problem is a mere curiosity ; there

is, howcveri one, case in which a liiijeelory of the

kind here considered is actually applicable to a na-

tural phenomenon of common occurrence, which is

that of a wave diverging from a point in a gradual-

ly shelving shore ;
for the figure or direction of me

collateral parts of such a W'ave may be shown to be

the orthogonal trajectory cutting an infinite number
of cycloids beginning at the given point. 71- On
the motion of the nphdia of the planets, 17S(), i. A
geometrical investigation, in the manner of Newton,

intended as an appendix to the Prineipta* 72. On
the theory of sound and tvaves* This paper is nLo
intended to complete the demonstrations contained

in the same work. The volume, in which both these

interesting niemoirs appear, seems to have been pub-
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iislied out of the re^lar order, from some circum- Ijignuigc.

stances connected with the death of Frederic
; and

it is wanting in many of the British libraries. 7.3.

Note accompanying a m&moir of Duval le Roi, 1786-

7, p. 253. On the secular equations of the Geor-
gian planet. 74. On a question relating to annuities,

1792-3, p. 2S5. The case of an annuity supposed
to commence after a death, and to cease at a given

age. 75. Additions to former niemoirs, p. 247* On
recurring series (n. 43); on elliptic spheroids (n.

36) ; on interpolations, in Mouton^s manner, com-
prehending the inequality of the distances of the ob-

servations ; on the secular equation of the moon (n.

64). After Laplace's great discovery of the cause
of the secular acceleration, Lagrange found that it

might liave been easily deduced from his own calcu-

lations, ahnoat in the same form, if he had not acci-

dcntalJyneglectedthc application, from havingas&ured

himself, in 1783, that the results of a similar compula-
tion w'erc nearly insensible in the case of Jupiter and
Saturn. It wus in 1787 that the discovery of La-
place was announced. The acceleration here com-
puted is 10", 5 for ihc first century after 1800- Mayer
found it 9" from a comparison of observations. 76.

On a general law of optics, 1803, Math. p. 3. A
demonstration of tl^e foundation of the method long

used by English opticians for determining the mag-
nifying powers of telescopes of all kinds, which

form an image of the.objcct-glaoS beyond the eye-

glass, by measuring the diameter of that image. Tlie

author hazards hi this paper, the very singular as-

sertion, that the illumination of the object mu^t lie

the same in ail telescopes w'hatevcr, notwithstanding

the common opinion, that it depends on the magni-
tude of the object-glass

; and his reasoning would be

correct, if the pupil of the eye were always less than

the image of tlie object-glass in question ; since, as

he observes, the density of the light in this image i*-

always inversely as the magnifying pow'cr: but he

forgets to consider that the illumination on the reti-

na, when tile whole pencil is taken in, is in the joint

ratio of the density and the extent ; a consideration

which ju^tltics the common opinion c-i this subject,

and bliosvb that a most profound mathematician may
be grievously mistaken in his conclusions, if ho pro-

ceeds to calculate uiion erroneous grounds. It dt-

serves, Iioivcver, to be remembered, that the bright-

ness of any^ given angular portion of a magnified

image must always be somewhat less than that of an

equal portion oi‘ the object seen by tiic naked eye ;

because it can be no greater if the pencil fills the

piipd, and will be less in pro])ortion as the jicncil is

smaller than the pupil, besides the unavoidable loss

of ligin at tlie relracting surtaecs.

77. The later works of Lagrange have principally

been publi&lied at Parii«, ami most of them in the

,'urious Collections of the Academy. I'he earJiet.t

of these are the prize memoirs, and fir>t tlie cssa^

On the libration of tho moon, vvhich ohtainjd tiu*

prize in l76i-» Ac. Far. IVix. IX. 1772. it is m
this memoir that the method of variations nab fir.st

practically applied to a muclianicaJ problem. 78.

On the Inctjuaiiiics of the satellites ofJupiter, in 1776.

Including the consicleratioii of their inainal pertur-

batioiib, and consequently a case of the problem d'
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L«gtftn{co, six bodies. The author never resumed the subject,

but its invoBtigation was completed by Laplace. 79.

A ?ievi) method o/solving the prMcm. ihrec bodies,

in 1772. 80. bn the secular equation of ike moon,

in 1774f, M. Sav. Etr. VJI. for 177*^* An unsuc-

cessful attempt, with conjectures respecting the exist-

ence of a resisting medium, and even doubts of the

accuracy of the foundation of Halley’s diKcovery.

81. A prize memoir, On the pcriurhafloii of comets

passing near planets, M. Snv, Etr. X. Pur* 1785,

p. Oo. I'inding the path directly, witliout regard to

the conic sections, and employing three different

modes of computation for the different parts of the

*>rbit. 82. On fanning tables by observations onlg,

Mem. Ac, Par. l77-> i- p- 518. The method of re-

curring series is principally employed, and the author

observes that the problem is more useful than diffi-

cult, giving an experimental example in the equa-

tion of time, for which he obtains from the results

of the tables an expression very near the trutli. Dc-
lambre remarks that this is only a continuance <ff‘

the system adopted by Ptolemy and the other an-

cient astronomers, showing what we might have

done in a circuitous manner by pure mathematics,

if Newton and the laws of gravit}^ had not existed ;

and he thinks the paper only valuable as a specimen

ofLagrange’s talent for overcoming difficulties, which

he might more easily have avoided- 85. On the

nodes and inclinaiious of (he planetary orbiU,

p. 97. With details of the calculations for all the

planets. 84. On the variation of the denivnls of the

planets. M^m. Math, Inst, 18()S, p. 1. The object

of thift paper is to show, as Poisson had done before,

tljat all tltc changes of the system arc periodical.

The method is more general, hut less simple than

that of Laplace, who first discovered the principle

by induction. The lunar acceieriition is given as an

example. Mr Poisson has extended liis calculalions

to quantities of the second order, which do not en-

ter into Lagrange’s investigations. 85. On the va-

riation of independent qaantifics in general in vie-

chanical problems, p, 257- The author observe.s that

many of the modern improvements of malliemutics

depend on the doing away the distinction be! ween
constant and variable quantities, which was so valu-

able when it w'as first enforced by DescaiLcs, 8(».

A second memoir on the variation of independent

quantifies, 1 809, p. .545. simplifying the general

,

application of the doctrine.

87- Lectures on arithmetic and algebra. Stances

des Ecoles Normolcs, year 111. J79t-5. Tlie first

lecture relates to the elements of arithmetic, the .se-

cond to the lower orders of equations, and the third

to the higher. All these lectures, under the name
of conversations, were taken down in short-hand by
some of the students, and afterwards corrected by
the professors.

88* An essay on political arithmetic. Roederer,

Collection de divers ' Paris, an. IV. 179.5-8.

89. In the Journal de VEcole Polytechnique, we
find an Essay on numerical analysis, and on the trans-

formation (^fractions, Vol. 11. 17.08, p. 95* It con-

tains the elementary theory of continued fractions^

and the mode of reducing tliem. 90. On the prin-

'iple of virtual velocities, p, 115. Cbio8y relating to
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pulleys* 91. On the object of the theory of analyticul grange.

functions, VL 1800, p. 25^. A detailed explanation v—

of the grounds of the theory laid down in the sepa-

rate publication on this subject. 92. Analysis of
spherical triangles, p, 270. Giving all tbeir essential

properties in a concise form. 9‘j. Lectures on the

calculus offunctions, XII. 1804. Published also se-

parately in 8vo. A commentary on tlie theory of

functions, and a supplement t,o it, contained in twen-

ty lectures. 94. '] wo more lectures, X\V. \H0S ; fxi

the end, chiefly relating to the metlmcl of variatiooK.

.05. On a difficulty respecting the attraction of sphe
joids, VIII. XV, Remarks wliich may serve as a com-
mentary on a passage of the Mccnniyiir Celeste.

96*. On ilie origin of comets. Coiinoissanee des

Tem.s, 1814. 97. On the i d hidofam of cdipsvs, us

ajfected by piiraltax, 1817- I'rom the Ikrlin Alma-
nack for 1782. This memoir, as Delambre observes,

Ls singularly attractive to a person previously unac-

quainted with tlu‘ methods which arc employed; but

though the formula' first introduced are direct anil

rigorously accurate, the wliole investigation ends in

an approximation wliich wants both these proper-

ties.

98. The most important of all the works of La-

grange are tliose which have appeared in separate

volumes ; arid among these we may reckon his Addi-

tions ii r Algchrc diEuler, 8. Lyons, 1774, V^ol. II.

German, I7.9(i. English, 1797- They relate chiefly

to continued fraction.s, and to indeterminate pro-

Wems, and constitute the most valuable j)art of tin*

whole work, which, in its abridged form at least, is

far inferior to Maelanriifs Algebra. 99. Mccanique
analytlque, 4. Par. 1788, 2d edit. Vol. 1. JSl I, Voi.

II. by Prony, Lacroix, and Binct, 1815. This work
exhibits a nmfonn and elegant system of mechanical
problems, deduced from tiie simple principle of vir-

tual velocities, which was well known to Ibriiier au-

thors, but never so cMensively applied. It has been
remarked, that many parts of it may be read with ad-
vantage, even by those wJio are not competent to cu-

ter iino any of the coiujiutation.s, exhibiting such a

history of the progress of the science, as could oulv

have been sketched by^ master. Tlie new^ edition,

begun at the age oi’ 75, comprehends all the improve-
ments contained in the author’s later memoirs on va-

rious subjects. JOO. Thcorie des fonctions analy*

iiques, 4. Par. 1797^ 1818. Tlie abstract theory of
analytical functions has been very fashionable among
modern mathematicians; but the improvements wliich

it contains are cfiicfly of* a metaphysical nature, if

they can with propriety be called iinprovcraents.

The notation is less simple than that which is in com-
mon use, and has been abandoned by the author in

some repubJications of the works in vHiich he had at

first employed it. The calculations, too, are often

more intricate than others which afford the same con-
clusions, lOl. Rtsoluiion des equations numeriques,
4. Par. 1798, I80S. The refined and abstruse spe-

culations, contained in this volume, are more calcu-

lated to promote tlie acWanceraent of the abstract

science of quantity, than to be applied, as the title

would seem to denote, to the purposes of numerical

computation. The methods investigated are in ge-

neral laborious and coiqplicated, though instructive.
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and capable of oiLtcnBivc application ; and for oqua-

tion», of winch all the roots are real, the author him*
self rccoinnicnds Mr Budau’s method^ as preferable

to his own. 'J'iie second edition contains a number
of very interesting notes, which are full of ingenuity

and novelty.

The author of so immense a scries of laborious in-

vestigations must certainly have been a most extra-

ordinary man. lie had acquired the character ofan

illustrious mathematician almost in his hoyisli years

;

and he continued to apply the force of his powerful

mind, for more than half a century, to the almost un-

interrupted pursuit of his favourite* sciences. It

seem'?, however, that his earliest were also his great-

est successes ; and all that foliowod was as little as

could well be expected, from a continued employ-
ment oftljc means which he possessed at the begin-

ning ; for, in fact, the whole taken together appears

to bear a stronger charac*. »f great industry, than

of great sagacity or tale»i«.

It was formerly says Dclambre, for

mathematicians to inqinr i every invchtigation, for

some general consideralivirif. which might be capable

of bimplifying it, or of reducing it to a i)rol)leni al-

ready resolved, and to endeavour by these means ei-

ther to abridge the calculation, or sometimes to su-

persede it altogether. Ilut since tlie discovery of

the infinitesimal calculus, the facility and universality

of this method, which olien renders the possession of

ANY TALKNT IN TllK ( ALCl'LATOR WHOLLY l?NN'E-

( TssARY, has made it more usual for matheinatician^

to direct their cldef attention to tlie perfection of this

all powerful itstrum'-nr. But at the present da},

when researches of llii- Kind appear to b 5 completely

exhausted !)y the labours of ICulor, Lagrange, and

tlieir industrious conti mpornrics, it might jjtrhaps be

more n(lvi>:iblc to return to the ancient method, and

to follow the cxnnq le of'' Newton, surely, and of

Daniel Bernoulli, who, ns Coudorcet observe.^, 'was

entitled to the [irai'^e of moderation in the inlrodur-

lion of hih calculations. Lagrange w'as in the habit

of employing hi.s sublime talents in u dilfercnt man-

ner : he liked to make every thing dependent on his

analysis, though, in some instances, he united botli

methods in the highest degree, ns his invention of

the calculus of variations bears witness. Ilis redu-

cing the ihoor} of sound to that of the vibration oi’

chords, h a specimen of a very ingenious simplilica-

tion ; as well as his mode of computing the planetary

motions by the variation of the elements of their or-

bits, w'hich is also applicable to all other cases of the

operation of small disturbing forces. But it must be

confessed, on the other iiand, that lie has sometime-

created difficulties where none existed, by applying

his profound and ingenious' methods to the solution

of elementary problems, which may be obtained from

a construction of the simplest kind ; and the pow er-

ful agents which be employs, on many trifling occa-

sions, remind us only of the man in the (able, who
came to borrow the club of Hercules, and the thun-

der of Jupiter, for the purpose of destroying a fleaf

or of the modern mathematician, who, without any

fable, or any figure of rhetoric, proposed to adjust a

standard measure, by pladng it at a distance, and

viewing it wdth a good telescope. The habit o< relj'-
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ing too confidently on calculation, and too liuie on Lagrange

common sense, will perhaps account (or the mistakes
of Lfigrange, which have been already noticed, re-,

specting the forms of columns, and the illumination

of optical instruments : nor are they the only instan-

ces of the kind which iiia> he produced from the mo-
dern history of the hciences. It seeiiii), indeed, as n
mathematical learning weie tlie eui/iauasia of physi-
cal talent; and, imlesh Great Britain caii &ucceed in

stemming the tr)rreDt, and in checking the useless
accumulation of weighty materiaU, the I'abric of
science will sink in a tew ages under its own insup-
porUible bulk. A splendid example Ijos already been
displayed by the autlior of the article Aj tiiac tiov
in this Supplement

,

and to do justice! to our neigli-

bours, it must he allowed, that they liuve received
the boon witli due gratitude, ard acknowlitlgcLl it

by merited applause: “ All the analytical diHiculiies

of the problem,” say Legendre and Delainbre (.1/.

/rt/7. i81ii), “ vanisli at once before this method ; and
a theor}^ which bcfoie required the most ab&lru.-c ana-
lysis, may now^ be explaiiu'd, in its whole extent, b’,

considerations perfectly elementary.'' it m indeed oi^

ly when a subject is so simplified, that the investiga-

tion can be considered as complete, since we are ne\ t r

so sure that we understand the process of nature, a*,

when we can trace at once in our minds all the step-

by which that process i.s conducted. It ia not without

some reason that a similar disposition, to revel in the

luxury ol' rnatlji‘n:atical sport-, has been somc‘tiiDt‘&

objected to L:ij)iace, n man of equal anah ticai at -

quirenieiits w ith Lagrange, but possessed apparciul}
of greater sagacity, and certainly more succes^ftil

in his application of rnalhcmaiics to pliysica! rt *

searches, although lie, also, seems, on some occasions,

to have suH'pred his habits ol abstract reasoinng to

had away his attention frtuu the true conditions of

liie problem
;
particularly iu his hr&t supplement re-

specting capillary attraeiioii, whicli concludes wit!,

an equation so erroneous, that he has been obliged t '

abandon it in silence. (See tlie ariicle Cohesioxo
Another insiance of ill applied computJtion has beei'

noticed in tlie article Chuoma ucs; Jien T-.apl.i.v'

attempted to deduce the law's ot extraordin:n’\ iC'

fraction 1‘rom ilie principle of the ininimum of a^.-

tion, beseems to have fornoitcn that the dernonstra

tion of that [iririciple, in lii.s own great work, n;:-
cjcprcsslj/ on a condition which is here wanting, lliai

the forces coiieeriied must be functions of tlie dis-

tances, ’ and of course independent of tlie ilirections

These imperfections, however, would not deserve tn

be noticed as materially afi'ecting the general merit."

either of Lagrange or of Laplace, but they may ive

considered as accidents, which ought to warn
against relying too implicitly on authorit}, how eve j

high, when it ap|years to mil: t:ite against clear siinpit

icosoning, and sound common sen.se.

Delambrc, Mem, Just, 1812, ii .—Journal r/c l\hjm

pirct 28, Apr. 1813.— Vire/ et PoteJ Pruis
yir/tfe,4' Paris, 1 81 3.—«CossaIi Elagioj 8. Padua, J 8 1 d

—Maurice in Biographic Univcncllt ^
X XI 1 1 8 1 *ari^.

18U). (a. m.)_

LALAN DP! (Jos k i* h Jehom f: Le F h a ai .s [^deJ) ,

a most 2caloiis and uccomplisiied astro* lomcr, horn
at Bourg en Bresse, llth July wa,-- the lOn <

‘
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i.a]andc. Peter LefVan^aiB^ and Marianne Mouchinet, hia

Wife.

His parents^^ere in easy circumstances^ and his

education being somewhat too indulgent^
,

the na-

tural quickness and impetuosity of his temper was
too little restrained. His earliest taste^ like that of

most other children^ seems to have for roman-
tic talcs, and he was fond of making little stories

with the materials that he possessed, but their sub^

jects were chiefly religious. He was in the habit of
living inneh with tlic Jesuits^ and he imbibed from
them a predilection for the pulpit; at the age of ten

ho iisecl to amuse himself w'itli making sermons,

and preaching them to a select congregation. The
comet of 1744, however, with its long tail, took

more forcible possession of his imagination, and he
watch(.'d it with the most unremitting attention.

Having beem sent to l.yoas, to continue his studies

luuler the Jesuits there, he acquired a taste for

poetry and eloquence, and was tlicn inclined to de-

vote himself to literature and to the bar; but an
eclipse of the sun reciilled Ins attention to astrono-

iiiy. Ills parents wished him to follow the profes-

sion of a magistrate, and sent him to Paris with
tliat view

; but he accidentally lodged in a hotel

w'heie Delisle had established an observatory, and
this cireumst'ince led him to become acquainted

with that professor, and to attend his lectures.

These lectures were by Uo means popultu* ; and the

want of a more numerous audience made it easy for

the profi‘>st>r to accommodate his instructions to the

fixed attention and rapid progress of his new pupil,

W'ho became singularly attached to his master, and
lo all the methods which he employed. Lalaiide

attended, however, at the same time, the physico-

inathcniatical lectures of Lemonnier, who w as more
in credit as a teacher, and who also took great pains

for his improvement.
In the rueantiiue he had completed his legal

studies, and at the .'ige of eighteen lie was called to

the bar as an advocate. His family was anxious for

his return to Pourg ; but just at that time Lemon-
nier obtained leave to iiunnnatc him as a substitute

for himself on an astronomical mission to Berlin,

where he was U) make observations on the lunar

parallax, corresponding with those which I.ucaillc

Wiifi sent to tlie Cape to obtain. He was favour-

;j|)ly received by Maupertuis, who introduced him
to Frederic and his court

;
and w^as made a Member

of the Academy oi‘ Sciences ut Berlin, wdicii he was
about nineteen.

He remained a year in that city, observing at

night, and passing his mornings in die study of the

integral calculus, under Euler’s direction ; and Ins

C!venings in the society of Voltaire, Maupertuis,

D’Argens, and other men of talents. It was not

likely tliat the intercourse wn’th such persons should

couflnn the principles which he had imbibed from

the Jesuits; his morel condi however, does not

ajjpear to have been influenced by his change of

sentiments. After his return to Bourg, he pleaded

a few causes to oblige his friends ; but the success

of his operations at Berlin obtained him sjieedily a

place ill the Academy of Sciences at Paris; for, in

J 7 Jo, before he was twenty-one, he was chosen to
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fill up a vaeancy in the department of astronomy,

which had been op^ for some yeai’s. He soon id-

ter offended his friend Lemonnier, by rejecting too

harshly an unfounded objection of tliat astronomer

to hia method of computing tlic effect of the eartli's

eUipticity on tlie lunar parallax, which diflereil from
Euler's formula. Lacaillc, who drew up the report

of a committee appointed on the occasion, decided in

Lalaiule's favour
;
but Lemonnier remained dissa-

tisfied, and would not see him for twenty years.

He had some similar discussions, at a later period,

with Dusejour, who was a little too severe in criti-

cizing some of his approximations, as if they had
been intended to be rigidly accuraU' ; but their j>er-

sonal friendship remained unaltered.

For more than fifty years he continued to be a

constant and volLUtiinoiis contributor to the Memoirs
of the Parisiiui Academy, as well us to other scien-

tific collections. His investigations w^ere always

judiciously directed to the advancement of astro^

iioiiiy ; but they can scarcely ever be said to have

exhibited any marked features of talent, or of ad-

dress, beyond what lui^ht be expected from the in-

dustry of a man of good ordinary abilities, confining

himself almost entirely lo one subject. He wOvS al-

ways anxious to call the public attention to astro-

nomy as a science, and to himself as an individual.

Thus, on occasion of the transits of Venus in 17()1

and 17b!)» be addressed a eircular letter to most of

the governments of Europe, on tlie importance of

obtaining a multiplicity of collateral observations,

and he received in reply several invLuitions, from

sovereigns whose countries were more favourably

situated for the purpose than France, to come and
make the observations in ))erson. ,J|de thought it,

liowever, unnecessary to leave Paris on the occa-

sion ; he contented liimself with being the first to

announce to the public the result of the most satis-

factory coiTipjinsous ; and his countrymen .seemed to

give him almost the wiiole credit of every thing that

had been done by otliers, in conformity with his

suggestions. He was mucli mortified, however, in

not receiving from Father Hell an account of the

obHcrvations made at W'ai'dhus : and he was after-

wards greatly inclined to dispute their accuracy, bc-

C4aube Hell made tin* parallax .smaller than he did by

^ of a second : while the mean of both results, which
IS 8, 6", agrees extremely well with the 'most mo-
dern cumputations ; bu4 in the end, he did justice

to the importance of Hell's observations.

lie was constantly in the habit of passing a few
months every year with iiis family in the country,

and he occasionally amused himself, in tlie course of

these visits, with mineralogical excursions, and with
chemical studies. He delivered^ about the year

1758, an oration, before a public assembly at Lyons,
on the advantage ofmonarchy above every other form
of government ; he even adhered to a similar opinion,

and expressed it openly, in times w hen nothing but
his celebrity, as u man devoted exclusively to sciences

c»uld have made it safe for him to declare it

After having publidied tlie Astronomical Tables of

Hallei^, he felt the necessity of a new collection, and
determined to begin with those of Mercury, wdlich he

found the most imperfect. He pursued, for thi^
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Lalamle. p^rpoBe^ a regular course of observfttioiia at the Pa-

lais Royal, wliere he used to ^ before sunrise^ in

the winter morninffBj^ to see the planet in the twi-

light. Having occasion to refer to the observations

recorded by Ptolemy^ he found it necessary to re-

fresh liis acquaintance with the Greek language,

w'hich he had in some measure neglected. Rut, with
all hra labour and diligence, his tables of Mercury
exhibited, in 178b, an error of 40 minutes in the

time of a transit : the circumstince mortified him
extremely; but it led to a revision of the tables, and
lie afterwards succeeded in inking them much more
jKTlect. It must be recollected, that, in the time of
Heveliiis, a transit was anxiously expected for four

wliolc days before it occurred.

He next undertook to improve the tables of
Mars and Venus: his tables of these planets were,
cm the whole, less accurate than those of Mercury,
timiigh more exempt from great occasioned en*ors.

He hadcomputedtheir pc^'Uii'bations in the Memoirs
(if tlic Academy

; but he never thought it worth
while to compare his fomnilaH with observation.

I'he iiTcgiilurities of Jujiiicr and Saturn Avere much
more discouraging; he was obliged to confine him-
self, in discussing them, to the most mexiern ob-

servations
;
and lie did not appear sufficiently to

nppreeikte the ewpiric/il equations of Lftmbert,

though they greatly diminished the errors of Hal-
ley's tables.

When Maraldi had given up the management of

tlie Connahmner dr.s Temst Lalande and Pingre

were candidates for the appointment. Lalande suc-

ceeded in obtaining it ; but he had the modesty

to confess that the work, would have been more
accurately yicrfurmed by Pingre, if his connexion

with the church had not, according to the rules of

the Aciuhmiy, incapacitated him for the situation.

He made the work, however, much more^,. popular,

a.s a miscellaneous publication, than Pingre w'a.s like-

ly to have done ; and he was less prcjiidtped tlian

Pingre in the choice of his tables. lie remained

editor of the work from 176O to IT?.** ; it was con-

ducted by Jeaurai from 177b to 1787, and from

1788 to 179:1 by Mechain : Lalande then undertook

It once more
;
Mecbaiii being engaged in some mea-

surements with I)t»lainbrc, the Academy having

been abolished, and its members dispersed.

Lalande !md been disyioscd to call in question the

a.sa<Ttion of Newton and of Voltaire, that no comet

could possibly come into contact with the earth

;

and he had proved that the effect of perturbations

at least rendered their reasonings somewhat incon-

clusive. A short memoir on the subject, w^hich was

to liave been read at a public sitting of Uie Academy,

was accidentally omitted, as not very important,

fi-om the pressure of other business. This circum-

stance alarmed the sensibility of the public of Paris,

who fancied that LaUmde had foretold some dread-

ful catastroplie, whicli tlie Government was afraid

to announce ;
and when the memoir was publisbed,

tliey insisted that its contents had been modified, tiP

lessen the alarm. Diiscjour made some objections

to tlie author's reasoning : but the w'hole affair was

s<x>n forgiotten.

A meuioir on the length of the year was honour-
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ed with a pri«e by the Academy at Copenhagen.
Helambre, however, thinks the determination not so

good as the' earlier one of Lacaill%' though much
liettcr than Mayor's, w^hich wa.s more commonU
adopted. Lalande took great pains also witli tiu*

subject of the sun's rotation, employing in his com-
piitations of t^<places of the spots an easy approxi-
mation, instead of Dnsejonr's more laborious rne-

thoris
; but being careful to compare with each other

the most distant observations of the same spot.

From the existence of this rotation he thought it

reasonable to infer that the sun had also most pro-
bably a progressive motion, which would naturally

be product by any single impulse capable of occa-
sioning a rotation. He had some cli.sciiKsion.^ with
Dr Maskelyne, re.spccting the mode of computing
the equation of time, in which Maskelyne apix^ars 10

have had the advantage.

In tlic year I7fi2, Delisle resigned in his favour
the Profes.sorship of Astronomy in the College de
France, which he kept for nearly 4fi years. He al-

lowed the most attentive of his pupils to board with
him at a cheap rate, doing his utmost on all tK'CJi-

sions to promote their success in their sudies and in

life. Thu.s he brought forAvards Mi'chaiii and Da-
gelet, and afterwards his own nej)hew, w’ho com-
pletcfl, with so much diligence and accuracy^ thi*

Jkscription of the IIenvoi which he had himself
projected, and which had bt^cn begun by Dagelet
liefore his unfortunate expedition. He wa.s miuie a
Follow’ of the Royal Society of lAindon in ] 7 <5:1

His health w’as generally good, though his consti-

tution was delicate. He had an alteck of jaundice
in 1767, which w’as attributed to intense applica-

tion ; but he completely reco\ ered from its effect.^

by an attention to diet, and by the use of horse ex-
ercise. He then intended to leave all his property
to the Academy ; but he afteu'W'ards gave up his ta-

mily cstatc.s to Ins relations, and lived on his ap-
pointments only» refraining from all kinds of luxu-

ries, in ordtM* to be the more able to do acts of lilw-

rolity^ to his friends, whom he always sought to ob-

lige in the most delicate manner, and often without

making his services knowm. He had a pension from

Russia in the time of the Empress Catherine ; it w as

suspended by Paul, but re.stored in 1 80. > by Alex-

ander.

He w'as not particularly succe.saful as an observer,

but used to refer to the w^orks of his contemporaries,

Bradley and Lacaille, though not exactly according

to the expression of one of hia biographer.s, as Pto-

lemy ha(f done to those of Hipparchus;" for Hip-
parchus must have been dead tw'o centuries before

Ptolemy was born. On the occasion of the disip-

pcurance of the ring of Saturn in 1774, lie went to

Beziers, in order to profit by the superior serenity oi'

the air tlicrc, tlie climate of that country being siip-

po.s€d to be the best in France
;
but his observations

were less valuable than others made at Paris and in

London.
In the year J798, he undertook an Astronomical

expedition to Gotha. He had once meditated an

aerostatical v^jige there ; but his companion took

care that their dangers should terminate in the Boia

de Boulogne. He was received with much interest

21^1

I oilfinde.
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LahTidc. at Ghotha by an asisembly of wtrobomaera, that was

colliected fbam different parts ofGermany. The ob-

ivas perhaps*not unmixcd with

persorial vanit^but it hatl no pdliticnl design to

promote, unless the general ad<4>tion of the new
French measures could be considered as a political

object. Laknde was by no means arlrevolutionist

:

he was sufficiently free from any prejudices of edu-

cation ; but he ojienly condemned the political opi-

nions of the day; and, in 1792, he even exposed

himself to great personal danger, in order to save

the life of Dupont de Nemour, after the 10th Au-
gust ; and he was equally useiul to some of the cler-

gy, whom he concealed in the buildings^f the Ob-
servatory at the College Mazarin, making them pass

for astronomers. He had also the courage to pub-

lish accounts of Lavoisier and Bailly a short time af-

ter their deaths.

The attentions of the German astronomers gave
him sincere pleasure. He was at all times extreme-

ly sensible to compliments, and even to flattery,

though very regardless of satire. He used to cidl

himself a tptmge for praise, and iin oil-clolh for

censure. He professedly believed himself endow-
ed with all the virtues, modesty not excepted. He
was so fond of notoriety, that he once undertook to

exhibit the variations of the light of Algol to the

public of Paris on the Pont Nciif ; but the police

interfered, thinking it f#gbt to prevent a disorderly

assemblage.

I'hough l.nlande can only be classed in the second

rank as an inventive astronomer, or a mathematician,

ho certainly stinds in the first as a professor and a

2>opular writer. His methods of calculation have in

most instances been already 8U2)erseded by others

more convenient or more exact ;
those which re-

lated to particular phenomena for want of sufficient

precision, and those which were more general for

want of being readily applicable, without continual

repetition, to a sufficient number of concurring obser-

vations. It lias been observed, that he may perhaps

have been often too zealous in the pursuit of his fa-

vourite objects ; but that, if he had possessc’d more
circumspection, and less vivacity of character, he

would have been more exempt from critici.sui, but

he would have rendered less important services to

science and to mankind.
His hast illness was of a consumptive nature, and

lie seems to have accelerated its termination by at-

tempting too much to harden himself. He died 4th

April 1807, nearly 75 years old, and in the perfect

possession of his faculties. His last wmrdfl, when he
(lismisfled liis attendants to rest, were, I have need ^

ofnothing more,” and in a few minutes he w'as deail.

Had he survived a few hours, he would have re-

ceived a letter from Dr Gibers, announcing the dis-

covery of a new planet ; lor which that diatinguLsh-

etl astronomer afterwards received the fourth prize

inedftl upon the iuBtitutioii ^nded by Lalaiide in

1802;, for the most important astronomical discovery

madi£ in tbe,sdoui'se of the year.

OfMvvotuininousand diverified pub||ption« aSinn-

pleenfumerationoftfae subjects will perll^sbe thought
too long for perusal, though not improper for inser-

tiem in a.worki whicli ought to comprehend a com-

plete literary Iditory or bibliography of the sciaices.

'

le We find, in the Me?noirs of the Paruian Ac&*

dermf^ Sksiences Jbr j 751, an account of his Obser-^

vaiions ai Berlin ; which also appears in the Afe-

moirs of Berlin for 1749 ; and a I^tin translation in

the Ada Emditarum for August 1752, 2, 5. 1752-

53. An Essm/ on the Lunar Parallax. 4. 1734. A
iiHmsit of Mercury. 5. Elements o/* Mars. 6.

1753* Longitude of Berlin. 7- Lunar Eclipse. 8.

1756. Transit of Mercury. 9. Lunar parallax con-

tinued. 10. 1757. Ohsfrvations at the Luxembourg.

11. Transit of Venus. 12. Secular equations and

man motions. 13. A gnomcnical problem. 14 Meri^

dian altitudes. 15. 17.'>8. Perturbations of Mars by

Jupiter. U). Motions of the planetary nodes. 17-

Change of latitudes of the stars. 18» 1*759. Comet of

1682 and 1759. I9. 1760. Sun’s diameter. 20.

Perturbation of Venus by the earth. Stl. Eclipse of

1760. 22. 1761. Solar paraUax. 23. Interpola-

tion. 24. Transit of Venus ohseroed. 25. Solar

parallax. 26. 2\ansit computed, 27* Observed at

Tobolsk. 28. In Denmark. 29. Compasses, and

Ike variation. 30. Perturbation of Mars hy the

earth. 31. Planetary nodes. 32. l762. Equation

of time. 33. Obliquity of the ecliptic. 34* //a-

rarjf motion in transits. 35. Nodes oj Jupiter’s sa-

tellites, 36. Diameter oJ Venus. 37- Comet of

1762. 38. 1763. Eclipses of Jupiter’s saiclliies.

39. Solar eclipses for a spheroid. 40. Trian^kst

rectilinear and spherical. 41. 1764. Transit of

1769. 42. Lunar libration, 43. 1765. Motion of

Saturn. 44. Eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites. 45.

The third satellite, 46, 47. 1766. Theory of Mer*
cury. 50. 1768. Opposition of JupjUer. 51.

.wf^l769. 52. Orbit of Saturn. 53. 1769. Lu-
nar observations. 54. Comet of 55. Transit

tf Venus. 56- A solar cclipu'. 57. Transit of Ve-

nus. 58, 59» 60. Cornparuons of observations. 61.

1779- Solar parallax. 62, Sans diameter. 63.

Appearances tn the transit. 64. Chappe’s observa-

tion. 65. I77L Theory of Mercury, GG. Astnmo-
wieal observation^ 67 . Solar parcillax. 68. 1772.

Tran.sit of Venus. 69. Tides. 70. 1773. Comets.

71. Saturn’s ring. 72. 1774. An opposition tf Sa-

turn. 7S. Saturn’s ring. 74. Disappearance of tht

ring, at Begiers. 75. 1775. Opposition of Mars.
76. Elements of Mars. 77« Same latitudes and lon-

gitudes. 78 . Opposition of Jupiter and Sahmi. 75^.

An eclipse oJ Saturn. 80. 1776. Spots and rotation

of the .sun^ 81. 1 777. Observations dl Paris ami
Madrid. 82. An observation of Mercury. 83. Lon-
gitmle of Padua. 84. The solar spots, ^Minued.
85. 1 779* Third saiellile of Jupittr. 86. Theory aj

’Vmiis. 87 . Herschcl. 88. 1780. Obliquity of the

ecliptic. 89. Precessum of tht equinoxes yo. Fourth
sateUHe of Jupiter.

^

gl. 1782. Duration of the

yitar. 9^. A tramW of Mercury. 93. 1783. An
eclipse of the sun. g-J. /nclination of the orbits. 95.
1784. Elements cf Jupiter. 96. EUipticily of the

iarih. 97. 1785, Motion of Venus. 98. *1786.

Seci^ar equations of(he sun and moon. 99, Mass of
Venus. 100. Equdlim ofMars. 101 . Mars in qua-
drature. 102, Oriil of Saturn. 103. T^cori/ of
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d()jiS* F0i qJ Hatur^i. 106. 1 787- nmfimre*
meat 107* Henchete, 1Q8. Jujpit&p^e

lUc^ 109. C^tjuw^MUi ^ Vemt. 1)0»

Sahir^, 111. ijtehaflihn of Salumt Anmer
to Lmmnifir, on lunar obstarvai^one. 113. SoLatt

f*c/tjPtfa^l787. 114$^ Eclipee lQf>6* 115. Co#**

pmn9$0.. 116. 1785« Jpc/ywrrf ^ 1765. 117.1788.
Eclipses applied to UmgUudeg. 118. ConjHnctimi^
Venus. 1 19. Lunar poralkmi fourth memoir^ 1^0^

M00V6 diameter^ ISI. Jfujfker^s Jhurth aateUvLe

li^8* SiUdhles of Saiam* Light of AlgoL

124m Height of the &eine. 1789* fpacts. 126.

Observations o/*8000 ^ars, first part 127. Moim^
of Venus. 12^. Astronomical observations, liQ.

Observation of Mcfipts^. 130. Tides, 1 31. Caia^
loguc of stars, second part. 132. 1790. Dimppear*
ante of Saturn's ring, 133. Interior if Africa^

18K Alhu Inst I. 1798. Oibtt of Mercury. 185«
^1* 1797* QeeuUaiums of Aldebaran, 136. Solar

eckpse 1706. 187* Solar echpse of 1748. 138«
V. 1803. Zodiac at St^u^buig, 139. Ellipses caL
ndated, 140. Oj^pmtwn of Mars. 141, 142. Mo*
turn 0/ Venus. 143. Motion of Mercury. 144. VI.

1 806. A tra^wt of Mercury,

1 4.5. The earliest of hi« sopaxate pubUcations &p«

pear to «have been, two little volumes, intended tor

provincial cieeulatioa only, entitled Etrennes Histo*

riaues, 24* Par. 1755**6. 146. Another litUc article

ut Ins miscellaneous voiks was a Ducours qut a
remporte le prta de 1‘Acadimie de Marseille, en

1757. Mors. 1757. The subject was tlie spirit of

liLitice, as tending to the glory and the stability el' a

government. 147* ^Ve have then Three letters an

platima. Jour^ da^ Sav. I'ibS. Jan. Jun. 1760.

Teb. 148. Letter va a new sun dial. Jour. Sao.

Jun. 1758. ii. %39k The lines being Invisible when
the sun does not shine.

149. Tables OLstroucmques de Halley, 2^.8.
Pans, 1 7J9* Containing several new tablesi and an

elaborate history of comet of 17^.% of iHiich the

autlior had computed the perturbatians,«according

U; the theory of Clairaut. 1 50. Cemmafssance des terns,

16 vols. 8vo. Par. 1760-1775. IFtol. 1794-1807.

riiis work contains, besides, the Ephemens, an im-

portant selection of the must ua«sul astronomical

papers. On one occasion, ibr temporary reasons,

these papers were published In asimarate volume.

151. Exposition du caicul astronomtque. 6. Paris,

1 762. A companion to the alnumac.

152. Oratqpn Jimibre de Maurice Comte de Saxe,

8. Par. 17^ 153. Art du Fapetier, f. Par. 1761.

154- PemAcminier, 1762. 155. Carionnier, 1764.

156. CAaj4toissttr,1764. 157- Tflaweiii;, 1764. 158*

Megissiery 1765. 159- Maroqainier^ 1766. 160

Hem;rQyeuT, 1766. I61. Corroyeur^ 176?.

1^. Letter on Hehde’s cakwatimis, Joum, Sax.

Apr. 1761. 164-5. In the 9tti^ytAvaae of tbe Phi-

losophical Transactions for 17^ luid 176*, we find

sevend papers of Lalande ; Chi the transit of
Venus; I66. one On ^aryfooitn nmttirement the

earth; 1^* An Account of d eomOif }m. Am
aocauni afocoultalions of iks fxed stare if the mum-
169. In^ ITrflwrflclions for 1769# anomiBr paper^on

the transit Venus,

VOL. V. PART 11.

& X £
150. mmgtkmt h daumm^ 1763. This esaay

was aaort 06 ^rciae fbr tbe autlmr's

onm moral improveincJit ; mA ho it a mLe to

reid 4 earnmA over every year, to assist

him in emniiuinding his temper. He may po«>ibly

have derived some little advaptn^e from llie practice,

but he never aei|iurcd enough of seh-cmniMid to re-

frain from woili^ng the teelinga of another, by any
pointed remark that miglit sud^nly occur to hiiiaA

171- Astrowmie, 2 v. 4. l^iris, 1764-w 3 v. i771,
1702, Vol. IV. 1780, not reprinted. This conyiik-
tiou far exe^led, in utility, all former works of the
kuid» apd will always be cmtnndered as e\hibit!iig

the moat perfect picture of tbe science, such as it

existed irm I76O to I790, with all the details of
practice and computation. Lemonnier called it, with
some trudi, the great newi^per of astronomy. The
Treatise on the I'ules, which constitutes the fourth

volume, IS chiefly a collection oi* observations, not
sufficient even for tiie basil of a complete tlieory *

an abstract of it may be found in the Mem. Acad.
Dijon, II. 1774. 172. Figure in passage de Venui^

de 1769, Pans, 1764. Together with explana-
tory memoir. 17*3. On the equation of time. Re*
cued pour les astronomes, 1 765.

174. He undertook the matliematical department
of die Journal des Savans, from 1766. 175. Chi

the coins of Piedmont, Journ. Sav, Dec. 1 767- 176^
Voyage d'tin Francois en Msite^ 8 vol. 12. A cor-

rect guide and faitoAfl repertory for travellers, con-
taining some scientific miormatioii, besides maps of

the principal citiea 177* Dissertation yer la cause
de VeUmation des liqueurs dans les tubes c^llaircs, 8
Par. 1770. 178. A dictionary of astronomy, vx the

Encyclopidie d'Yvcfdun, 56 >. 4. 1779-ji I79,
Abifgb d' astronomic, 8. Par. 17TJ, 1795, translated

into \anous languages. 180. Notes on the Mondes
of Fontenclle, 24, Paris, often reprinted. |8|.

Notes on Bouguer's Traite de Navigaiion. 182.

tnoh^e sur le passage de Venus, 4. Par. 1 773 , with a
life of Dr Devis. 183. lUjlexwm sur les comiU^
qui lieuvenl approches de la terra, 8. Par. }778-
184. Lettrc a Cassini sur tonneau dt Satume, h.

Toulouse, 1773 ; a violent attack, which was speedi-

ly suppressed l^y the author. 1 85. Lphewertdes, J

voLVlI. yilL IX. Pans, 1774, 1792. This was
a continuation of Lacaille’s computations, containing
also some detached articles of importance j fur in-

stance, Hampstead's catalogue, in the eij^h volume.
186. A relestuU 12-inch globe. Paris, 1775-

187* The Astronomical arOclesm the 6a/]7»2|ineulof

the Old Encychpidie, about IT?6 : those of Daleni-

bert, in tbe body of the work, haA'ing been Itule

more than extracts from Ltsmonnicr. 188. To the

Encyetofidie MShodiyue Lalande contributed a Dk-
iionary qf nmkmg about one-third of the

Mathmal^ee, 3 vok 4to. They were principally

extracted mnn his own aatronc»n> ; and the ardeJe

Cadran, which is very elaborate, wua originally in-

tendcMl ibr a fifth volume of that work.

189. TraiU des cannaux da moigation, f. Pans,

J778x This vohmie is princiiMiUy descriptive, and
es^9MiIly of^th« ^oiial of kmign^oc. l9€h Eejder

m m vanaUskt qf the cmnfasth mt connected wjUjKIha

temperature of ut$ earth, foum. Sav. 1780*

D d
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191 * Ld^oiiiAviK^ipQovm Bar. 1780.

Lambert l9Si» Ai^fmnet in BibUMtqi^
l||JPitr, 1706, 1795. >' » *

^198« ^hc nam ^ the piMei fferechet,

Joum. Sav. 1789. Objecting to Ursmie.'* 194,

Discrown d*unc machwe «fe MU Uamtdmf 4. Pariai,

1790. The dividing engine, trandeted. 195* Ac*
camt vf nine Ldandes^ Journ, Smh Nov. 1791

.

106. Journey to Mannheim in 1791« Joum* Sav.
179]. 197. On the eotUuc at Sira»burg, Joimi.
Sav* 1791.

J98. AbrfgideNav^tionfAt* Paria, 1793. With
a full catalogue of works relating to the subject,

and many useful tables. I99. A Jourieey to Mont
illaec, mrformed in 1796*. Mag*Encycl* il. iv. 433.
200. Hutoirc Create Frangmse, I. 4. Par. 1801.
Containing the catalogue of stars begu% by Dage*
let, and continuetl by Michel I^tran9ais Lalande,
the nephew of the editor. 201. Continuation of
Montucla 8 Hutoire des'^Mathimaiiques, 2 v. 4. Par.
1 602 ; making the third and fourth of that elaborate
work, but not equsdly well digested and discussed

tke 4^inal part 202. Tables de Logarithmes,
] 8. Par. ^03. Four memoirs on Cem, Journ,
Phys* 1802. 204. borne articles in the Nurologe
des hommee c^ebres. He wrote, at different times^

accounts of the lives of Fiey d'Azyr, Lklisle^ Com~
mereeinjf^*iJPerroH^ Me, LepautCy and Dttbocage; and
he had undertaken a lift of Buchoh, a short tune
before he died : Coniinerson had complimented him
by making u genus Lalandia, trangressing in his
favour tlie classical canon of the Botanists, to reserve
.such honours for the reward of merit in their own
department.

205. BMiographie Astronomiquc, 4. Paris, 1803.
With a history 01 the Progress of Astronoiny iVom
1781 to 1802. This iiseiui volume was printed at
the public exi)ence, under the auspices of Frangois
de Neufchateau. The author possessed a very ex-
tensive collection of ustronomical books, and it ha^
been regretted that he did not insert a more com-
plete account of some of the most rare ; but the
ork is ^eady sufficiently voluminous. Some orfier

productions are attributed to him in the Dictionmti

e

des Anonymes ; but they would probably have add-
ed little to his fame, Jiad they been acknowledged.

(Delambre, Mem, Inst, VHI. 1 807. H. P. .30, and
Biographta Univereelle^XXlll.ti, Paris, 181 9. Ma.
CtdeSalm, Magaz, Encycl, 1810, li. P.288; in-
cluding a sketch by himself, written in 1804.)

(®. X.)

JLAMSfiBT {John Henry), a natural a:^ moral
phdoBoidier great talent and originality, bom
S^lfc^Augiwt 1728, at Mvilhausen in Upper Alsace,

son of a 'French refugee in a very humble
statloHi and jpnei'or a numerous family.

His early studito were only assisted by the in-

stlrnotimS' obtained at a small free school in his

nativf,tow&. His fatiw, '<>%| was a tailor, could
Mcaredly i.\^en aiford him leisure ftom mechanical
iaiiplfv; h^ wm obliged to read and write in the

^ order to prof’iue candles^ he made
little |^ii«gs.for 'Side, awhile be was watching the
cradleWhis Haviqgleiirned to write
^ good hand, he obtained some employment as^

ee/pymg devk in chanoery of the town, wfaidi Lssftfit

ha gate when he was only IB, upon being
painted book-keeper at some iron-works in the
ndpdiWDirhood< At 17, Jie becinne secretary to a
Dootm Isalin, who was the editor of a newspimer at

BAle, and who became his firm friend through life.

He i^d now time to render h&mselC fiuniliar with
the works of Wolf, Locke, and Malehiaakiche, to

whidi he was in a 0reat measure indebted for the
cmxect logical method ftyat he ever after followed in

his researdies ; having, however, conAnned and im-
proved it by the study of the mathematics, to whidi
he devoted himself whh great zeal, and which, after

all, constitutes the best practical school of genuine
logic.

In 1748, he removed to Coire, having been re*

commended by Iselin, as private tutor to the family
of the President Count Peter de Silis, whom he un-
dertook to instruct in history and rdimion, as well
as in languages and science. The library of his

patron was extensive ; he profited by it in all its de-
partments ; and his residence at the house of an ac-

complished statesman, frequented, as it was, by thi

best informed persons of difierent countries and with
different pursiuts, could not but greatly contribute
to tlie extension of his knowledge, and me improve-
ment of his taste. He even amused himself with
some poetical exercises in various languages, which
must, at least, have been of advantage to bsB style in

prose. He felt the importance of his literary and
scientific pursuits to himself and tothe world, and
HI J752, he dett*niuned to keep a journal of all hw
studfts, whicli he continued throughout his life; he
began to publish a variety of fugitive pieces, on
different subjects, in tlie newspapers anti in c^er
periodical works of the day, some of which attracted
the notice of his learned countryiuen , and, in 1754,
he as made a ineinber of the Physico-medical So-
ciety, then lately established at Bale, to the Trans->
actums of which he contributed many interesting

papers. In 1756 he went to Gottingen with two
of his pupils, and in 1767 to Utrecht. The next
year the party Mfamed to Coirc, by way of Pans,
Marseilles, and wrin. At Pans he paid a visit to
Dalembert, who dkws not at tliat time to have
appreciated his iiierit very highly, though he after-
wards rendered him some services wkh die King of
Prussia ; but he became more intimately acqaiuiiteii
with Messier the aatronomer.

In 1759 he quitted the iamily of the Count dc
Salia, and went to settle at Aupburg^ having a email
salary as a member of the Electm^ Academy of
Bavvia From 1761 to 176*3 he was agahM; Coirc
and in its neighbourhood, bemg employearn fixing
the bouiidimes between the country of the Griaons
and the Milanese territory. Towards the end of
1768, having had some dilutes with the Bavarian
academicians, be we^ to Leipaig, and the next year
to Berlin, where he^ mode amember of the Royal
Academy of Sriences, and where he continued to
reside during the remainder of his life, receiving
many marks of favour from the diacrinunating li-
beraHty of Frederic f thus, inthe year 1 770, he was

superior cougadlor of the Board <A Works,
with an additional salary* contributed a numl



Lamtot. btriafvaluable memoirs Utibe eoQa(!ti<m;^4!« Aca*
and in 1774 he undeitgibk die

the Astrfmomiad Mmanac, for whieUhe va8;;ai4a|hr-

aUy qualified. He ivias idiso a
the journal publiAed by Nicolai> '*iiHiito

the Vnwersat ^^rman Library : and he kept up'a
very extensive cormpcmd^f)^ on various sulqects

of litemture and science*

He wee regularly in the hall# of writing or read-
ing ^om five in the mornhiiii;^ twelve ; and .again

irm two till imdiiight ; a Sgree of application un-
questionably far beyond that which would have been
best calculated for producing die maximum of va-

luable effect,-—Perhaps* if he was paid for writing

by the ream, he may have earned as much from the
booksellers as h(t WduM have done by a more jtUh-
ciouB ecanomy of his powers ; but a nervous sys-

tem> attenuated • by the daily study of 17 hourg^

could never .have been capoiblc of being employed
in any very elevated flighti^ of genius* or in th« in-

vention' of any subUme or exquisite novelties either

in science or in literatute : and it is only wonderful
that he did any thing so well, as almost to form an
exception to this gfeneral remark* He was indeed
supposed to have injured Ills liealth by continued

application, and he died consumptive at 49* the 2r>th

September 1777* He had never been married. His
person was ofdie middle sise* with an interesting

and expreSfiive .countenance ; he was anunated and
lively in conversation* and liked discussion* but not

disputation. ‘He had no literary quarrels ; and his

criticisms were not of^ellsivt^, even when they ceased
to he flattering. His morals w'ere strictly cc^eet*

but Kistmanners were net altogether in unison witli

those ol* the sooie^ to which his talents nad clevaU

td him : he ia said to have been timid* awkward*
blovenly* and fond of Ipw company ; bat upright*

patient, unostentatioufl* an<l compassionate ; essen-

tially modest* but as ready to assert his own merits,

as to admit his defects. He hud a iiappy facility in

managing the instruments' of computation* especial-

ly ill the arrangement of converging series ; and he
had a peculiar talent for expressing the results of

observation by an analytical forniula ; having first

thrown them into the fang of a geometrical diagram

to assist his invention ; a process which he employ-

ed with regard to the probabilities of bfe in Lon-
doil'V ikid to the inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn.

In shoit, after Euler, Lagrange, Dulembert* and
Daniel Bernoidli, there are few iBathematlcians and

natural philoaopiiers of any age who can be put in

competition wt^ him* and still fewer who benefited

the pufalpl'by so many diversified labours.

It woukl be hopeless to attempt to pursue bis in-

defatigjUe pen through all its wand«j(il[l|gs; and a

camplete catalogue of his works would be as useless

aa it is unattainal^e. A maii who wrote so inces-

santly must have written m#!iy thlhgs which were

destineil to oblivion tVoiti thoPArat ptroduction. It

will be sufficient to mention Iwwjnieit reknalkable of

his works, without any very «ab#^ regard to the

priority of their publication. \
'

!«' In the Acta I/afv^'ca o^^be fli

1752, we find an Mimuon ihejbri^arttiim^reaim

qf beat, a wbject which the author resumed in the

latter part '^2 somewhat
resemWiig lil. 3. JfeL

jnjpL, A.|||alao.whli8h-
ed a.paper lie ^raJ&m h
cc^lectiqii-

^

..

'

5. ks flwramarqmbles de route
At la pat /es airs, et en gfneralpan pbmeurs
milieux rt^riogenie- 8. Hague* 1759* Germant by
Tempe||kof wl, 177-^. This work doescae^t'to
the ingenuity and maiiiematical abilities of iho au-
thor* though its resultsmay be obtained in a simpler
manner

,by sotne methodsnme recently invented.
C. La perspective Ubre, ,6. Zurich^ 1759. Another

edition* in^erman. The second German edition*

2 v« 8- Zui^idi* 1773^ contains some additional mas-
ter* especially a system of geometry, de{)en(ling* as
it is said* ippon the ruler idone* without any other
instrument. Such a 83^atQm must, however, have
been extremely limited in itiaiqiplication* much more
so than Masclieroni b Geaektftnia del Compauo*

7* Pbotometriu^ doe demeunaraet gradtbuslumnix
colorum et umbrae* 8. Augsb. 1760* This original

and interesting volume indudes and smpersedes the
greater part of Bouguer's experimentaf determina-
tions. It contains the important <liscovery that a
luminctus surface emits its light with equal intensity

in all directions
; together with some improvementa

in the theory of twilight, and an investigatian of the
comparative light of tlie min and moon* and stars

and planets.

8 . Jnsigniores orhitac cometarum proprieiotee, 8 .

Aiigsb. 1761. VVe here find the elegtnt tiieorem
for expressing tlie relation of the area of a sector to

the sides of the triangle inscribed in it. This theo-
rem had lieen dcimonstrated with respect to the pa-
rabola by Euler, iu 1740 ; but Lambert first extend-
ed it to the Ollier conic section^ ; and lie certainly

reinvented the whole, without being aware of whgt
Euler liad done. It may be found, together with a
concise demonstration* and a further account of this

work, in the iransUtion of Olbers s Essay on Comets,
which has lately been published in the JourmU of

the Royal Jnstitution.

9* ComologUche Brie/e* 8. Augsb. 176J« A
French translation of Letters Ofi the Universe

afqieared in the Journal Hehetiaue qf Neuehatd,
17ti3*4 ; an extract was publislied by Merian, with
the title of SystSme du Monde, 8. Bouillon, .. 177O

;

Berlin, I7ft4; and a translation by Daiqiiterj^lip-

peared at Amsterdam, 1 801 • The whole wo!^ is

written iu a papular style* and acbqptal,bathe taste

of general readers. Iwauthor'a was
to make the sun a ^rt of planelaii r#i^Vistg round
some other greatbody ; and he supports

by ail argument <<kriv^ ftom the suppqaed hwaffi-

ciency of the laws of gravity* as reUtteg to the aolar

systeiti* &r explaining some of the kiqqitalities of

the motion of Jupiter and Saturn* whk# have* how-
ever, tince been reduced to the general analogy by

Lagrange and Laplace.

10. Smatze rMm traitf. de Hbfdkmeni Vm Pitqod,

Ifith August 176L explaining some impro^ei&ta

on Picard's level, esMaeuted by Blunder* an i|(

artint whom Lasulksrt abo assisted jinolhr id

ment of Gunter^a sliding H3e. 1 1. He publis
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iwiliirTP>^ i7ffr ^ *

dezniwist^i^ <df*ttie fiicd)Bi8i^

llktiiMijH lilcp ciircuiidArc»c^i(tf « tUtAe its ^a-
has beai adopt^ W m l^s

,It depends on tte inSlSssi^^ irMucmg
to its lowie<vt ttittm, an hid dtitWn by £u«
dn the propettiteB of coiltinual ftiKItions ^m ei^peea^^ ^ dbtah^ for a tan^t in terms of

art of the series for the sine

an^ eetffc^ tnd the emfinual ft^otton thns obtained

itj^ted C6 be infirate. It ia also shown^ that the

ttflShe arc to its tangent can never be expresaeil

1^ any %iite quadratic su%*ds. 1 S. On ike specie

of saiU oad ofiti ioluiimi^ M. BerL 176^.
^ 14 Nomm orgftnuin, 2 v a. LeipaicJi^lTbd In

Cerinan An attempt tp Restore and improve the

Aristotelian methodW syllogisni, in which the au-

thor w fdlemvd to havif^msplayed much ingenuity,

though tts SUcoesd wan liiuited, on the <me
the sober good sfhise of the empiiical tea-

m the school of Bacon and LoAe, and, on the
oftcr, hy'tte vrild enthusiasm of the German inno-

vators, whd were beginning to be intoxicated widi

theingh smmdtng idirases and exaggerated preten-

irtmis of the disciples of Kant A manuscript Latin

of the work, by Pfleidterer, was once in

thO'p^wssion of the late Lord Staidiope.

1/1 A paper On trigonometry appears in the JVbra

jicta Brnditotwfn for I7d3. 16. IntheBer/tn Memoir ti

ibrihe same year, we find an Eesay on aewistic tnstru-

mentil inveStfgatmg the best forms for hearing trtim*

pets 17. Bemarh Oa the poperitee of equations of
alt degrees. 1 8. On dioisore of rqutftions, n htch mAy
ke iovnd yvithovi sof\ ing them. If). On some measuie

mmH rdafivg to the midleciaal voorid ; that is, on
pfffb&bilities and expectations

20 Beyfrage zurmaihematikr 4 v. 8 Berlin, 17(> >

1770, 1772. A Collection of essays on ever> depart-

tattM of nuitheinatical science. The first volume
cofitmhs Remarks on trigonometry, and on the ccr~

Itsrkty of ohserrations; On the dmsors uf numbers,

and On annuities: the second. Tables ofthe moon; An
essay on dttdftng, and On geographkttl projections,

with the Elements ofTettagonamet^, a subject which
was aften^arda resumed by the younger Mayor ; in

the third volume, there is an Es^ay on tnterpolaUon s

Ikv^tlHls on celeeital maps, with otwr articles.

#1. JOilfierMiim of a fable of eotipses, Berl. 17^5,
mode of computing them. 22. In
the Academy ef Berlin fat 1765, v\e

hiv9#'^JW|^dn Pryecides, im^ding the effect ofre-
s
||i|j||^ those ofthe Bavarian Academy for the

riiipyftltf,etmmiBdmmrks On the improvement ofierres^

trwlnedsisrelfi^ntSjmid^ 24. M* ieototogtcolohserveiions.

Adtts Erud. for 17fi5, An attempt to cm-

>tte moraLsciences. 26. On theK*/. 1766. ]3r* Another paper On
S8. A nts^eho ^kM was pub*-

the ^ame vwr. 29. ilmarhe on
re gf iho tieilm* Ac. Berl. 1767.
ti&st^the p^d^m gf fktee iodm
Im. 8h dfi AfcAtK^pAt-

tosopktcAl idgdbra, 1767.

uhmlecemftii attempt m^mm iijm dbftervation ; It dm» rmstred for

^ hadpy JmsAjieistSd^^ to^tmttove

i^^inting. Ibid. 34- Trigond^^djjl^ ^smtwsit^.

35. Be Topicis Sfiikcdias^, ikmrks
Oh tike dmsm/n Abt. iT^p.

S7. AHmerhdOgeHWts>^d^Branderedh mietmrmtem,

Aiigd>. 1769. ^raiMlin micrometan were of gloss.

38. EsiperimentsoH JtygrOmttry. M. Aead. Bert

1769 ; relating to i|b«m(porationi and to the indico*

tiona ofhygrometers, espocitfiy ttaise of catgut.

39. Sfip^emmta tobuldsHtf/l lOgariihmetthim, 8
Berl. 1770 With a valuable totroductiQli in Ger-
man, on the abridgment of com^tiEdaus.

40 Afifnerktmgen Uberdtc krdftiiteiSDMeespuh^^^

8 Berl. 1770. In this investigaliortW the force ol

fired gunpowder, the author iWadtis point^^

in the th^ry of Eobins, puldished a fow ymts be-

fore.

41. Hysrrometnc, 4. Augsb 1770.

42. On directors for the light of lamps. M* Acad

Berl. 1770. 43. On ink and paper Jbtd. 44 Ana^
lytual obsetvattane. /Md. relating to the general

theorem lesembling Tayld/s, which wm further

discussed by Fuler, imd modified by Lagrange
45 On Tareometry, or the fneasurenient^order. Ibid.

considered os comparable m degree/ and expressi-

ble by numbers.
46. ArchiUctontkf^t \. 8. Riga| 1771. A lexical

and ineUph} slcal treatise on the most simple base ^

of philosophical and matliematictd knou ledge, v rit-

teii m 176S. The last part, vihidi relates 10 mag-
nitude, is the most approved i but the whole Work
was never much read, being partly superee^M h\

the more ostentatious novelties Wf the day.

47 In the Beilin Memoirs for 1771, we find pa-

pers on Meteorology 48, Om^ aimoephenc tnjlu-

cnce of the moon. 49. On suMlvmaUc i-tkscopes of

one kind of glass only. 50 On the apparent paths 0/
comets .51 On the grounds of supetshtiaOS belief, a%

compared frith probabdity

32 Uebef das Fari>enj^amide, 8. Berl. 1772. A
description of a pvramKi of vax, intended for the

illustration of all the piossible varieties of cMbma-
tion of the primitive colours.

53. AstrOnomUch^ Jahrhuch, 8. Berl. 1774->9'. An
accurate and extensive ephemens, Mrith many on-
giiial communications annexed to it^

54. In the M A. Berl. 1772, a paper OnprtcHon
supposed to follow the law of^ resistaniim^^

,

with soetm remarks on that resistance The ^itokiion

of the unifornuty of foe force of fHction, was
even id that time general, was somenhat too luistil^

rejected by the author 1 but his computations mav
etulbe of usein stnxt^ 55. On the Jhiidityo/
sand

'

as resisiing ruofSon. 56. On hygrometry
continued. 57. On fhA density ofthe air, with re-

spect to Sound ojtdtoleftactfon.

58. M. A. Berl. 1773 A BaKstic scale: for de-
teniffnh^ foe pathebfproj^dttes in the atmosphere
59. Physical obsefvdtions, relating to Meteorology
and to 'Optics* 60. On ih$ satelbie of Fenu^

:

af-



* LiwiMn ^ remarkable ^
.aUd'^i^ptttmity. 6u A |MODA<e|Mey
68. ^ noie on ihf ttfe^nal^m ^
tiit0ti4ed to €cm6ttlike'4i!^<^it^
cMiMlogricid theaetail #•» -“

vabsequenc imhusat*
J63. M. A S0f(h^ 1774. On the tempernmeiA^

mumd «- On aenal pervpective,

6$. o4k 4t hixh^^d^jfmjnn-s^
66. M*4* Bed. 1776* due^eity yfiie

air. e% 4)n wiydmiflst, 0f4'nn iAe of tie

wind., 6^. On the eaunde ^%aes ^ An elaborate

(nmQMcrieon ol* tbe varioua tenee of u flute witJi 6ie

theory of pani^ IftMlOUllii for detemniiin/' the

amind# ofoomfMXili^ qqjms jnpes.

(K). Afl A f776* On stren^fh ^ wen
fvnjdoyti in Mfdyr. 76. On imperfeci jiuids.

71 M. Am 17*77* O/i Me elasiiattf of the

an.
75i. M*> A* SerU 1779- 7'u o Memoirs on ike

Jnpi^er atut Sdlum.
7b. PyrtmetriCy 4« BeA 1776 s A posthumons

uofk, upon a subj«*ct vKioh had long occupied the

authc^ attention ; ith a Frtfaoe by Karsteii, and
a Biographical Memoir bv Lberhard.

74« A paper on AnnmlteiM Leipz, Magaz. 17SO
7^^* 7^)entecher Geldifier BtitfwecheeL 5 v. 8. lierl.

1781-7. PiAiMthedby Jolm BcrtiouUi; consisting

pi jncipaltyiaf the author's correspondence u itli Hsol-

land, Kant> Knrgt«q)i, Segner, Basedow, Schcibcl,

iTul Hrander. The coiitents are more ftilly describ-

ed liv Lalunde /?/W, Anfr. p 584.

^ 7f}. Jtf* A. Bert. 178^. Onfirdion.

7l^ dLogiSthe md i Fkdmophsclte Ahhandlungen,

U 8. Betl. 1787- Edited by J. Bernoulli.

75. On ikt ifuorp qf paraHel hues. lUndetb. Arch
dn Mailu L ^

(Bernoulli in NoH^>eS0§ Ltil/iatres. 8. fieri 1777
rberhard in Fyromety te Bne/nechse(, HI. Phii Mro
May I SOI-, Aikm'iy^ewcro/ Biography. VI.

4.^
Lond

1807. Senioia in Biegraphie Vnivetsclle, XXIH. 8

Par. 1819) (A‘L.)

LAMB« is a name applied to various contrivances

for furnishing artificial light. We shall, in addition

to urhat is aaid under tins head in the Encyclo’

pcedut, elier some remarks on the various kinds of

l.Ailim4Sbr ordinary purposes, on Lamps 6ir Light-

Hoiiw> on I^mps for StreeU, and on the Safety

Lamp. .•

Lamps are usually fed by estoesaed oils from ve-

getable or mbtuA substances In Britain, vphale oil,

boiled fram the subcuticular fat of the whale, im

ujs^ Wmaunon lamps.
^

Talbw IS one of the most common imbstanccH

cmplmrad &r giving light. The spennstreU, which

IS tbund near the nervous substance of the spinal

marrow i$k a particular kind of whale, is also used

There iea cubatance rescmbliilig speismacoli. fonn-

ed by the decomposition of the i^ipscular flesh of

animals in moist ]daces, whish ha^ been employe 1.

Bees-vivax, a vegetable subaCaaicie collected hy the

l>ce> and which, m 4iime of its qualities, i^eaembles

the essential oils, is oiie^ the be^t inaberiala fbr

giving light.

In no region of the globe are butnau beings f#tnd

'>ub&t.atu i s

iis«cl for

biirnini{

toww^j
M»mm
WtMtil.
esddtnt

tramA

fitmt IfHlM feiile te«ia^

^KieMane
iBiyAir seeds

b be enq^lajjied inXbe on§
food aow valued. Ot the rest tMBm have
the quality whkh fit them for bumtag Ml laaigpja.

At Binris, oil rape-seed, and oil of J^ipjMNMied,
are clarified ftir Ac lamp by fiHttdqg
ton, wool, aftd other processes* in the nMih itf i

France and Italy Ae mfsriair kind of clvfe A is l|

used in bmps, and sometixliea the oil of the pMit
csJbd AtwkU hypogtea, or eai1ii«tiut In Italy, l^bp
oil lias been pressed from the Stones of the
In Pieinont, walnut oil is used for bmps (>n the
eastern asul souA coasts of the Mediterranean, and
in China, the inferior kind of oil of sesamuni In
tropical countries, coocrtSHniit oil, whudi, in the tem-
peiature of heat of Brilaidtb solid and white Iik^*

tallow^ It IS burnt in lamps nmde of Ac Aell of
the cocoa-nut, and of bamboo. Much ofAe nil used
in China is obtained by expression fromAe seeds of
Ae tree called by botanists CamdUa okdfercs which
is extensively bulttvated tor Aat purpose'; as is Ae
Arab called Croton etbiferum, for the ootid ^ or
tallow' Aat the Chinese press from its fruit. Bsadu-
tial uib, extracted from plants by distiibtaoiii SfilAtOfo

volatile, and, in consequence of their voluf^ity, ere
too easily inflamed.

Petroleum «uid naptlia issue from Ae earth in
several places, and these sources are geneiwBy in

secondary strata, and originate fi-om fossil v€|^abk
luattei in a state approaching to Aat iOf pB-coaL A
source of petroleiim existed aome years age near
Colbrook Dale, and at St Catherine's near Edin-
burgh 1 he greatest natural deposits of petroleiuii

and bitumen ore in the Island of Trinidad, and «i
Ac Dead Sea m Judea. Naptha is the most liquid

of the oils proceeding from fossil vegetalde mattes

,

and possesses quiJities vei'y fit for biumiUginbnip*'
It IS employed for Aispurpow* at Genoa, wbiSSeAt
streets are lighted wiA mpAa fVom Atnnuno in At
adjacent temtory. Nap:^, obtained in the *.tatv

of a clear coloiu-less liquid, by distillation from pit-

coal, has of bte been employed for butmug, in strec t

lamps, in London.
Alcohol or spirit of wine, being more ebtti Aan

oil, is convenient Ar feeding a mip that Sefr^ to
heat a liquid in a small vessel ; butAe flame is blue,

and Aerefosp is Hot SSiilalde for giving %hl!.
In a spirit bmp, Ae aitrihce ofAe aiAil most b*

covered to escluds the air, iSor Ae spirit iirould catch

fire if Its surface were exposed^
Sulfurb sAer b too easily inflamed, and bildibst-

ly A be used for feeding lamps.
In a lamp, forAepurpose of giving bght wiAont

^

a considerable quantity of heat, it is voqtiired Ast
only a small portion of Ae oil shall be htflatned at

once; Aerefore, bymeansofAe wiek,a small portion

of oil, minutely dividSed so os to expose a lam tmr*

Ace, is subjected to Ae enbiiMi ofAe heat,^:^ I

decomposes the dX, md Ae gas
decompositioRi b burnt by the atmospb^c
surrounds the wick. In Ae 8*«



Varieties in

tlie Struc-

ture of

Lamps.

imm yrl^^ptmmreol the atmoftpheve is excluded, Umps.
bxiA csitWirjb Btitain, vt^e imd th^ eoliunn is sustemed by the w^bt^ gw «nd,;^flming i^ which pressing on its base, on the same

teke ^ ^ ^iheiple as a bimiMoegeftputaiii.

!I;ho.gasie obtiimed from ^ Oilhi/introdu<!^ into the re^
{nMWr oil, or wood, but best or it off, and holding it with tlie neck uppennost. The

. Pt|» by heiiting th(\se substances strimk'ly iii a retort ; eliding tube Q is pushed so aslouncf^^ the hole /,

ittud when extricated, is conveyed away in. pipes to and the oil is poured in by the hcAe whejf this is

. thij place where it is to be inflated. The capillary dou^ the hole is agjm covered by BUd%g tube,

attraction, of, the filaments of the cotton which coin^ and the reservoir ^yMr^oced in F. When& lamp
pose the raises tip a small porUon of oil into is to be lighted, tha^We / is opened by depressing
a dtiiathm where it ntay be exposed to tlie degree the sliding tube by its handle s, and the oil will

i!i0eat neoetsary for producing flame. flow out of A till it rise in F, and in the anhnlar ca-

In lamps of the most common structure, the wick vity that contains the wick to tlie level of the top of
should not hv elevated too high above the surfnee of tlie hole /. When the oil in F is lowered by the
the oil, for, in that case, the capillary action by burning of tlie lamp, so that the surface of tlie oil

which tile oil rises between tlie fllainents of tlie cot- in F is lielow the uppei' part of the hole ; tlien a
ton will not be able to raise it to so great a height, bubble of air ascends into A, and e,quantity of oil

If the wick is too littlo elevated above the surface descends into F, till the surface of the oil rises again

of tlie oil, there will not be a sufficient quantity of to cover the upper part of the hole. It sometimes
the oil converted into the gas, whose cotnbustion liappens that tlie air in A is heated by the warmth
constitutes the flame, and tlie flame will be too of the room, and then too great a quantity pf - oU
small. descends into F, in consequence of the expansion of

Many lamps used by the Greeks and Romans, the hot air in the upper part of A, so that .the oil,

have been found in tlie ruins ofancient towns. These not being all consumed in the wick, fiills down
<incient lamps are of pottery, painted and sculp- tbrougli the tube g, and may even run over from
tured with voimous ornaments, and of bronze. The tlic cup l\ Tliis is a considerable inconvenience at-

surikoe of the oil in the reservoir is nearly on a tending oil reservoirs of the -construction here men-
level with the lighted part of the wick, which emcr- tioned. 1'he hole t is closed by drawing up the slul-

ges from a projecting beak at the side of the reser- ing tube Q, when tlie lamp is not burning, in order

voir, that the lamp may be inclined, without making tJie

The lamp commonly used in rooms at Florence oil descend from the reservoir-

consists of a round reservoir, with four beaks pro- The cylindrical part, where the flame is produceii,

jectihg from fonr opposite points of its circumfer- is composed of three tubes, d^J', Jf.
The tybe g is

enee : through the middle of the reservoir a vertical soldered to tlie bottom of the tube d, just above o,

stalk passes ; and on tliis stalk the lamp may be and the interval between Uie outer surface of

raised or slid 'down. The stalk is fixed in u foot tube g and tlic inner surface of the tube d, is an an-

that rests on die table. The whole is made of nular cylindrical cavity closed at bottom, containing

brass. the cylindrical cotton wick immersed in oil. The
A lamp, which aflbrds a faint light, is made of a wick is fixed to the wick whicli is capable

w^axed wi^, an inch long, passed tlirough the centre of being moved spirally ; wifSbiii the annular ca-

of a thin round piece of cork, and of a piece of card vity is also tlic tube f, which is capable of being

placed above the cork. Some oil is placed on the moved round, and serves to elevate and depresj<<

surface of water in a glass tumbler, and the cork, the wick. P is a cup that screws on tlie bottom
witli its wick, is laid up<in the surface of the oil. of the tube d, and serves to receive the super-

Tliis lamp, called a veillemcj is commonly used in fluous oil that drops down from the wick along

Pirns for burning in bech’ooms during the night, as the inner surface of the tube g. The idr enters

rush lights are in London. through the lioles o o, and passes up throiigh, the

The lamp with a hollow cylindrical wkk, whidi tube g to maintain the conibuation in tbo intc-

receives a current of air, boUi on the outside and the rior of the circular flame. Tlie air which goes to

inside of the cylinder, is called, in England, an Ar- perfoi'm the combustion on the exterior^ part of* the

gand lamp, from the name of one of the first makers, wick entei’s through the holes »?> with which r » is

The principle of this lamp is described in the Eiic^~ perforated. When the air in the dumney is rarifled

ckptMi* The wick in Argand's lamp, as first eon- by the beat oi‘ the flame, the column of the atmo-
stirueted, was^raised by a rack and pinion ; but tlie sphere, of wJiich the chimney is the base, becomes
method nowenmloyed to raise the wick consists in a lighter tlian the surrounding columns ; and the sur-

Hpiral notch^ whicli goes round outside of the inte- rounding columns, pressing with their, excess of

HiiW tube. The tn^e of the ring to whidi the wick weight, enter the lower port of the chimney, and
is attodied has a iiboth whic'^^s into this notch. pass upward, with a rapid current, to restore the

At fig* Plate XCIV., is a representation ol’ the equilibrium bdween the adjacent columns of the at-

m«isl usual form ofthe Argand lamp. A is a reser- mosphere.

vcnr>^v^ijldd] is airtight at top, and has the neck im- In some lamps, above the orifice of the tube g,
merB^^oU, so that oil flows out of it only when the and nearly at the height of tlie top of tlie flame,

exteiiiial air is admitted to ascend ttwciugb tlie nock ; there is placed a circular plate of metal, of the same
it contains a short column of liquid, iVom the top of diameter as the tube : diis has the effect ofturning the

10 ^



Lamps current of air into that pait of the flame wfael^moke
would otherwise be pa^uced Tlie aame dfect ia

obtained by the contntotion of the c)rlmdrie4

chimney at R G : iSne tmtrMSthn of the tiilUmney

was coxntncmly ein)doyed In Paris before ft was used

in England.

The oil dowtrfoom the reservoir A and F through

N, and occupfeies the entity between the exterior sur-

of die g, and the iniler surface of the tube

d The oil rises in the aiiMlair cylindrical cavity

between these two tubes to the level of the opening

/. The part «» s is a short tube, which receives the

circular wick, and slides freely on the tube The
tube g has ahonow spiral groove on its exterior sur-

face, into which enters a pui ky connect( d vt ith the

wick-tubes iv i. The wiek-tube has a catch, n hicb

works m a perpendicular slit in tlu tube f, and, by
turning the tubejj the wick-tuhe will be raised or

lowered
, rn fits on the tuln* r' r « is fitted to re-

ceive the glass chimney 11 r» one of which la seen

at « ; a wire $ is attached to the tube fy and is bent
over the edge of the tube d, ind descends dong the

outside of die tube d» The pirt n r that supports

the glass chimney, isconneitcd« by four otlur wires,

with the ring y, which sui rounds the tube rf, and
IS capable of being moved round When n f is turn-

ed rouml, it Carries round along witli it the ring y
the wire 9, and the tube/, and thereb} operates the

elevation and depression of the wick
The glass chimney which rests on R V is wider

It bottom, and then is contracted at R Cf, for the

purpose of making the an rush upon the external

D lit of the circular flame in a denser cui rent

In itif most simple coiistructum of lamps thi sur-

luc of oil in the oil rcscivoir is nearly on a level

w ith the flame, be cause the capill try attraction of the
^ K k can only raise Uk oil a little above the surface

of the rescivoir The surface of the reservoir also

!•» coDhiderable, that the l-rnip may burn for a sufh-

cient length of time^bofoie it has conMiined ho much
<11 1 as to reduce the level of the oil below tlie reach

of the action of the capillary attraction of the wiCk
Mech mists have contrived and executed lamps of

various forms, widi the view of removing the in-

convenience of the shadow of the reservoir which
iH inherent in the common lauiji with one lateral

beak.

One cifthe contrivances for diminishing the bulk

of the part in which the wick is immersed, and for

(obtaining n supply of oil, is the bmbeage fountam

reservoir deserfoed above, as being usually applied

to argand bonps. Ihis kind of reservoir i& de-

scribed by Cardan, and* a limip fed by it is men-
tioned by several writers under tlu name of Car-

dan’s lamp.

Baptista Porta, in treating of oil reservoirs oi

the kind just now mentioned, proposes that, tor

large lamps with many wicks, the reservoir should

be placed above and witfacnit the room, imd should

communicate w ith the lamp within by a pipe In

this way, the oil would not be liable to be pressed

out too rapidly by the expansion of tlie air in the re-

servoir occasioned by the heat of the rcnmi , and se-

veral methods have been contrived for the jnirpose

of placing the luminous part of die w ck cm the up-

per end of a Italic diat ten little of the sphere
of fhmi the lighted wick> may be'
mteiwptwby theofiaquepiitef TfaefoU
lowing are some of these method*:

A Imp, called the Amieni Ipfop^ commoidy used
iti Paris 1^ flfie poorer classesy is in the fom of a
candle. The Hgtited part of the wrick is at ttip

;

die
lower part of this cylinder, which is of tift^ has a
Vcilve opening upwards, and is movedhle up send

down in another cyluider, which has a valve open-
ing upvi ards. This valve is {dunged in die reservoir

of oil , when the wick is m want of oil, the oS ts

pumped up by moving vertically the tin cylinder
which contains the wick Lamps of tins kind are
described in tlie Transtacfionw of the Academy ^
Sciences fiyr 1755, p i^()

,

and for 1760, p i >8

A lamp for reading is made by Carcel of Purib m
which the oil is raised to the wick by means of a
pump The pump is moved by watch-work, com-
posed of wheel and piniony and a spring, which i«s

wound up when the lamp is to be lighted^

In the X\th Vol of the Philosophical Tiansaettonsy

St Clan, in a letter to Hooke, desciibes a lamp, in

which the oil floats on water. A iulie passes frpm
the up|>er part of tlie vessel down to the water , and
through this tube water is dropped, by means of

which the surface of the oil is always maintained at

the same level, whilst it is consumed by the flame in

the w ick

.

In th(* lamp constructed by Mr Kier of Kent-
ish lovvn, the oii is raised to the wick, and sus-

tained by a column of a solution of salt in water.
I his liquid, being of a greater specific gravity, a

column of it couiiterbalaiu*es a longer oolunm oi

oil 1 he solution of salt is made of such a speci-

fic giaMty, that it will support a culunm of oil

foiir-thiids of Its own height. This is nearly the

specific gravity of the heaviest salino solution that is

known to exiHt in any great Ixaly of natural water,

nameU, in the Dead Sea, the weight of the wa-
ters ot this sea, of distilled w.iter, and of oil, bemg
in the relative proportions oi 1^0, 100, To have

an idea ot this Lunp, imagine a syphon with two up-

right branches, and the junction of tlie branches at

the bottom. The shortest branch has a bulb at toji.

The longest branch has a bulb near its lower extre-

mity llie shortest branch is filled with a solution

of salt, whose upper suiface is in tlie supenor bulb.

The longer bran^ contains die oil, and in its upper
extremity the wick is placed. In the lower bulb the

surface of the oil rests upon the surtaoe of the solu-

tion of salt.

The bulbs serve as reservoirs, prolonging the ac-

tion of the machine
;
by means of the bulbs and

the greater specific gravity of the scdution, it is ef-

fected, that the abstraction of a oonsiderable quan-
tity of oil by the combustion in the wick occasions

but a small depression in the upper surface of tlic

solution ; tlie height of the siibtaimiig column of

solution will become shorter in proportion as tlu

column of oil which it cowterbalances is consumed

;

but this diminution of the height of the coliiiana c|f

oil will be slow, and therefore the colimii of

for a crmstderable tune be of siiftioient

reach the wick. Suppose an inverted syphbb ^

'<'VK
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^tsssssssisiss^^^
rbiwmMi<« luAma «i|«

in tlMl«|)|9«l^, if now
diekni^ dimimdiied in

iO^ the coiUileg&iiAtfq^ e0im» 0( aohi^

r^nniiush to $7-S, h^kf^ Afi^ than at

iSi^ Bttt i^the syphon^ instep af heinf of equal

dijMgaetar, h«« two Silataiioiia or J^aevvoira, whose
hoflaoniMt eqofekm is tan times ma of the tube
of the of dfe-reservouHi bein^ placed at

the^'topHm' tlte short beni^j so aa to dOkitain die up-
per sttefikte tf the solution of ealtj and the other at

the bottOfeu of the long braxtch, so as to contain the

su£fi|<^ tirhere the otl rests upon &e solution, tlien^

game quantity of ml, as mtheformer example,

IS taken from the top the longer leg of the syphon,

the column of od will only fell one^tenth of what
It did m the undilated smhon of equal diameter^

and the sedution of salt arill duninish one-tenth of
wliat it did in the ^fphon of equal diameteri^

The e|t resenroir and the wick remam sfetiohary^

and ilo not descend as the oO. U consumed. This

desfSdRt tskii^ p^e in two lamps now to be mmn-
tinned, beeause m these two lamps the oil reservoir

swims la bqutd that acts as a counterpoise.

In thfl^hanp contrived by the Cheralier £del«

khtehr^if BtcMskholm, the oil reservoir floats m mer-

eurjr, and die column of oil is maintained at the re-

qtijaito height by the counterpoise of a column of

usereury ; in proportion as tlie oil is consumed, the

oV resiprvoir and the wick which is connected with

It amk*
llie general structure of dus lamp may be un-

deairtnod by conceiving a flask, with a long narrow

mi^ and enlarged at the under part. The flask is

yikff mugh to swim, when it is placed lu mer-

w’idi port its under part luimeraed The
biMtoiB of the flask is open. The flask being placed

m metmu^, is made to float with its neck perpendi-

cular. _Qu is poured m at the neck till the flask is

ihU. fnen the aurfece of the mercury at die bot-

tom of^ AtA and within the flask w3l be de-

pressed by the weight of the column of oil that

rests upon it ; and the siwfece of the mercuiy on

the outside of the btdb or lower part of Uie flask

will stand hkber dum the surfece^ of the mercury

widiin tlie ihsk. The height which measures the

of level of the two surfacwi of mercury,

W«& he the height of a column oi mercury of equal

Wiring ^ column of oil that is ui the flfufe

;

^ ^ jji ^bout 14^0 times the weight of oil,

1 d£ level of the two surfaces ofmercury

j, oftW height of the oil in the fktsk. In
distracted from the upper end

tdbe Jijjt life Combustion in the wtek, the

»dt of oil is tliareby diminisbed,

r«Wo surA|bv of nearer

ij.o’TOr, thd^Hfudc d kttle m the mer-

As fte arew ef the hpnaontal section of the

IdbtrjMU lof.ifhe ^sk la much greater than the

area tlplm MtidR of the iddc, Imd as the i^eCsGie

graiid|htfl^ 4Uid o3 eVe vesy it

felhm, thdb toiNMiW theeoi^ ab»
straodoa of a eefamd^tyf

face gfjhe^wqqry wilhid the lower part of the

wntjdekbyu mudi sbCjlfer^umn
in iM hemp tnv^ted by WH BarUm, Comptroller

of %k Misty's fiKttt, a sduthn^bf s# in ^ater is

umdasgeounleq^ise Ui thedU^ Theqig«idlhm
consists of a light flask, (q»en sit'the boiEtom, float-

iit^ iu a solution of salt, so that^ wlieise^ is poured
into the flnskf the surface of ^ ^ the neck qf
the ftnsk ^nda qt q il^her levd.^Ei|i4^® mCrflice of
the sdme solutuioJli^ the flqsk swuns* The
wiok is at thoupjM of the neck of the flaiak,

and as the area ofdw noriaontal section of the bnlb
or lower part uf thq is much greater, siqspose

20 times greater, tlW the am of the section oi the

nock of the flask, it will bapjp^ When a column
of oil an incli high is ahstraeWd feom the neck of
the flask, the height of the rise of the surface oi* tlic

^Holution in the bulb or lower fiart Ae flask will

be onl} g^th of an inch. This laflm is represented

at fig. 3, Plate XCIV.
T is tlib od reservoir, feom wnicl| the cal juisses

upwards to tlie wicks n*, fo, w The od rcservour is

open at bottom, at /t. This is preferable to die mode
of making the reservoir with a perforated bottom,
tliat screws off, for the purpose of clmbig Uie re-

servoir. The fluid B, in which tlie oU reservoir is

immersed, is a solution of salt in water li-

quid IS contained in a vessel EMO, which dm be^

unscrewed at O, foi the purpose of taking out the

oil vessel. N and Y arc floats fixed to the oil

reservoir and its tube. The column of the solution

of salt r, /i, presses against tiji^ oil at the oi>eu bot-

tom oi the reservoir, and luaintams a column oi oil

m the tube to tlie lieight r ; to thiil point e ths- wit k
descends, and raises the oil to the mime by the ( a-

pillar^ attraction of its fibres. The specific gravi-

ties Qti the oil and the sidution pf salt must be tn-

\ci8ely as the heights c, and A, e, that is, the

specific gravity of the sdUttion of salt must be nude
to bear to the specific gi^avitefor the oil the same
firwportion tlut tlie perpendidHsf lieight c, h, bearh
to mo perpendiculai height c, i A» the oil is lon-
j>iimed, tlie water entci» the hole at the bottom of
the oil vessel , tlm surfece of thg water fit c sinks,

and the oil resnrvmv, with the Ud)0 and widu at-

tached to It, Sink also The upper pW of tlie ves-

sel K should be of a capacity a little less 4jhau tlie

cajiacity of the od rcservmi^so that, whgn llbe water
Ims displaced die (jib and flued die oil reservoir, the
float Y may be atm bottom of the enlargdi part

of the water vessel IL To pre^e^ imp* the
exterior msdi is filled widi solution a^ by the

opening at I

;

the solution passes in^ the oU vessel

by the open bottom k, and die dl vessel rests on the
bottom m the exterior vessel. The oE is thfU]Kiur-
ed in through the tube e. The pU paines 1040 th«'

ml reservfouj, expels the toad floatgthe pU re-

Sfot^ir, raising the stiriWdFlha water in %
Ab mcmymmktk^klScctk^ &prtfm'a lamp is, dial

the solution of salt, by the gamdusl evaporation of
the watery part, hqpomea more dense, and ofi|iable

of SK^povtmg a h||B^,4^ of oil thim it^ at

first The Iiimp4^

cttiy^ m (Sot liable to ifaMf imanvemeiice, because the

moMiiy does not ^uMiar bt /density by evaporsleon.

Lsiupi».
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IJoth these floating langjs have the jncwvenience,

ihat the oil is macle tojpn over at the "Wick by any

Accidental' sliock lyJ^idS aepresscs tl>c floating imrt of

the lamp.

Several lampu have been constructed in which the

oil is raised by die principle of the fountain of Hero,

of Alexandria, wWch is known as being employed to

raise water in the mines of Chemnitz, in Hungary,

In Hero's writings, the applioation of this machine to

raiKse oH to a lamp is described* Lamps of this con«

Btruction were made some yearn ago in Paris by Gi-

rard de Marselle. Ofthis kind is thehydropncumatic

lamp made by Kingj tin and japan manulficturor,of

Snowhill, London. This lamp is formed external-

ly like a column, IS inches high, and 4 inches in

diame ter ; it is mode to contain oil enough to last

for five or six hours. An idea of its general prin-

ciple may be formed by means of the diagram

at fig. Plate XCIV. in which tliereisa descending

tul>e, w^kli a bulb, at A, rt top. 'J'lie upper part of

this bulb is open. The tube, at its lower part, is

curved upwards, and dihiicd into a second bulb, B.

The tube contains oil, the ii]jper surface of which
in the upper bulb A, and its other surface is in

tile lower bulb B. From the top of the lower bulb

15, a tube proceeils to the top of another bulb, (\

plac<^ higher than the iqiper bulb A, <»f the first

lube. This third bulb, C, contains oil, and from the

bottom of this third bulb the oil rises in a tube. At
the tipjier end, W, of this tube, the wick is

2
>laced.

'I'hc whole macibine is closed, and air-tight, except
ill the openings of A and W, and at these openings

^Ik‘ igxssurc of the ntinosnhcre acts. Tl us the co-

bnniiOT oil contained in the first tube and bulbs A,
II, presses, with its om n weiglit, and the weight of

the atmosphere, on the confined air contained bc-

twc*t?n the second bulb, B, and the third bulb, C,

and raises up a column of oil from that third bulb.

TJie top of this column, so raised, is at a higlicrdevel

than the top of the oil in the first tul>e, because the

bottom of trie column, wdiich is raised, is at a lligh-

cr level than the bottom of the column in the m*sl

tube. The whole machine is a syphon, in which a

first column of oil, of the perpendicular height AB,
supports a second column of oil, ('W, not of a great-

tT height than the first column, but, by means of
the column of air, BC, interposed between the tw'o

columns of oil, it is effected that the extremity, \V,

<)f the second column of oil, is much higher tlian the

i.pper surface. A, of the first column of oil. In tlie

lamp constniCled on this principle by King there is

i\ plug and valve, which serve for introducing the

oil, and other particular contrivances. When the

oil is to be poured in, the lamp is inverted.

A lamp, of which the reservoir for the oil is in the

form of a hollow ring, w^as c<»ntrivod by Count
iiiiiiiford, And is described by him in Nicholson,*

Journal, Vol. XIV. 1806, p. 23. The lamp is in

the centre of the ring, with which it communi-
cates by three straight tubes, in the direction of ra-

dii of the ring. The stoppers whicli dose the aper-

tures by w^hich the oil is poured into the ring have
a small hole, which allows tfie atmosphere to press

on tlic surface of the oil in the ring, and thereby

permits it to floiv freely to the wicK. lliis snudl
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hole may also be placed m some other part of the Lamp* fbr

ring, and hot in the stopper. The ring support^;

an hemis^erical shade of glagn, or
gauze. These glass shades are mawlough, not bv''"^
binding, but by laying a coat ofpowdered glass oii

the smooth sur^ oi' the shade, and then exposing
it to the heat of a furiiuce, so that the powdered glas8

becomes adherent, and produces a rough or frosted

surface. This metliod of frosting glasa is practised
in some glass-houses situated in that district of Staf-

fordshire called the Potteries. Lamps of this con-
sU*uction may be susjK^iided from the ceiling, or

placed on a stand, and are now frequently used in
rooms and shops in London and Paris. They axe
called in London French lamps.

H(K>ke, in his treatise entitle*! Lampas, published
in 1677 , dc8cril)ts eight contrivaiiee.s for supjdying

oil to a lamj) equably, and as long as tliere remains
any oil in tin* reservoir. This he effects by diiierent

methods of counterbalanemg the oil. These inven-

tioiih display Hooke’s ingenuity and great knowledge
of mechanics, but require nice workmandiip, and
are not ajiplicable to [iractical purposes. These
crounterpoise.s of Hooke also serve to form a vessel

so that the whole liipiid may be drawn from it in

an e(|uable stream, by tapping llie vessel at tlie top,

and to make the descent of the surtiice of a liquid

and its discharge constant and equable, in a clepsy-

dra for showing the hour.

Porter's automaton lamp, constructed in Lemdon
in 1784, is somctliing similar to some of HookeV
coiitrivaiices for producing an ecpiable supply of’

oil to the wick, as long as there rera^s, any oil

in the reservoir. It does not require such deli-

cacy of execution as his counterjioised lamps. Por-

ter's lamp is a tin box, the vertical and longitu-

dinal section of which is u rectangular iiarallelo^

gram, elongated horizontally, of which caB AB the

two upper angles, CT) the tv/o lower. This pa-

ra]lelopi
2)edal box is suspended ou on axis near the

iipjier surface of the box, at a idace which may be

ilenotcil by X. Tlie axis is nearer A than B ; at A
is the ivick, and a tube going down to the bottom ol

the box, along the side of the box AC. When the

box is full of oil, then the sjvice XB, behiml tlie

axis, being full of oil, counterpoises the shorter

space XA. AB, the lung side of tlie box, is hori-

zontal ; and the line draw n from tfie axis of susjh'Ii-

sion down to the centre of gravity is {lerpendicular

to AB. But, when the surface of the oil falls below

the axis, then the box turns on its axis, the side A
fidls, and B is elevated A being heavier, by reason

of llic WTck and wick tube, and the side AC assumes

a lower position, in proiiortioh as the oil is consumed ;

the line drawn from the axis dc^wn to the centre of

gravity becoming more and more oblique to AB.
T'le operation of this lamp depends upon the posi-

tion of th^ axis X, and the w eight of the wick-

tube, which must be accurately proportion^ the

one to the other, by trial.

Lamps for Liobt-bouses.

Light-houses are now generally %hted
gand lamps, which have hollow

.

placed before refiectiug mirrors* Several of

£ e
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Lamps for lamps are fixed M a frame, ainl protected from tlic

i^ight-
areatlief by riaas window- TUie Jamps of

liousas.

^
fimrith oil, and m apnie places with pit

eod^ gi^ a lighuboaae near Trieste, after-

^.v^^^ IitKxiitny of the light-hooaea on the Britidi coast,

^ tile frame on which the lamps are fixed is made to

revolve by means of clock-wwk, so that to a specta-

tcr; Bftuated in tl» cirdc of which die light-house is

the centre^ die light appears at its brighu^st at the

end a stated perioa^of time, wludi is generally

one or two minutes. TJie revolving of the light

enables leamen to distingfnish the light-house from

the .Uight of lime-kilns or other fires upon die coast.

Thir,! distinction is of great importance, for sbip-

wnecks have happened in consequence of mistak-

ing the light of Hme*kilns for tlic light of a light-

house. The light is, in some lighuhouses, made of

a red tinge to distinguish it from some oilier light-

iiouse not far distant. The red colour of the light

is produced by placing 'windows of red glass before

thelamps. is the only colour that can be given

tothelif^ in this way. When stained glass of other

cedours is placed before the lamp* it is not found to

produce a change in the colour of light seen at a dis-

tance; the blue or green colour of the glass becomes
insensible when seen through a great lx>dy of air

whidi has itself a blue colour.

Lamps for Lionting Streets.

Till within the last six years, the street lamps,

used in London and in odier parts of Britain, con-

sisted almost uniformly of a deep inverted bell-

shaped gUai lantern blown of one piece, and sus-

]ieiided by the edge in an iron ring ; witli a tin

conical cover perforate<l to give issue to the smoke,
and within the lantern, a flat oil ve<«sel witli tw'o

or more wick holders or beaks, projecting from
its circumference. Many districts of London arc

lighted with lamps of’ this form ; other districts em-
ploy several kinds of street lamps of a different forin.

The firet of these new kinds were made under the di-

rection of Lord (’ochrane, and employed to light the

streets in tlie parish of Saint Anne, Soho, London.
'I’he lanterns w'hicli serve to protect the light from

wind and w^eather in tlie new lamps in one district

of London, are composed of four lateral panes and a
bottom of glass, joined togetlier by sheet iron, so

that the lantern is in form of a truncated pyramid,
inverted like the lanterns of the street lamps in

Paris. In lanterns of this form some light is inter-

cepted, and a sliadow is thrown on the street by the
metal that unites the panes, ring defect docs not
occfur in the lanterns of street lamps most common-
ly used in England, and made of one piece of glass
blown into the fortSa of a spheroid. The spheroidal
lanterns deflect the light more, because they are
more unequal in thicknr<>%i)ut this is a smaller in-

* convenience; tlie lanterns blown of one piece of

£ia9» are more easily cleaned. Many ofthe lanterns^ lights are also made of panes in the above
mentionefl form; some are tylindroidB blown of one
piece with a hole in the bottom to admit air. In
some of the new lamps, in London, whidi have lan-

terns of one piece of glass, tJie fonn jf the lantern is

MPS,
nearly cylindrical ; in others^ the lantern is not so

deep as the lanterns of tbe old form. I'he new
lamps have reflectors placecgbove the light, for ^

purpose of reflecting the light downwards outlie

foot pavement. These reflectors are of various forms,

in some of the lamps, tlie four plane surfaces of the

inside of the pyramidal cover ctf tlwi lantern are

made bright, and to reflect the light down-

wards. In other lamps the ceiling of the lantern is

a reflector in form, having a small portion of a large

curved surface with a chimney in die middle to give

issue to the smoke. Others have two, and 6ometime.s

Uiree, concave conoidal reflectors, whose vertices meet

over the light, the axes of two of the reflectors being

parallel to the direction of the street : at the point

where the reflectors meet there is a chimney through

which the smoke ascends. The reflectors require to

be frequently wiped in order to keep them bright.

The oil vessels of the new' lamps in Loudon art*

<»f various forms
;
the beak, or part of the oil vessel

under the wick, is made as narrow' as possible, for a*-

it is very near the flame* its shadow thrown Oft the

street by the rays diverging from the flame is seve-

ral feet in breadth. If tiie beak be mi incli broad,

and situate* an inch uniler the flame, tlie shadow

of the beak on the pavement, under the lamp, wii)

be ten 1‘eet broad, if the flame is situate ten a-

hove the pavement. In some of the new Limps, th<

reflector placed above the light Is made witli its con-

cavity so disposed at tlie edges, that the reflected

light is tlmiwn ujyon that part of the pavement

which is under the oil holder. In Major (’ochraiie’*'

lamps, the oil vessel consists of a bird-cage finuitar

reservoir, which allows a supply of oil coiik*

down to the wick, wdien the surface of the oil in

which the wick is placed ha's sunk to a certain

point. The w'ick is ciouble, consisting of tW'o piccc'^

of flat cotton web ; between die wicks is a slit

tJirough which a current of air ascends to the flame,

and on the outside of each wick is anotlicr slit ; these

slits admit currents to tlie exterior surface of ihf

wicks. Each time that the lamp is trimmed two
pieces of wick are in8erU?d, just sufficiently long to

last the time that the lamp is required to burn.

Naptha dUtiih^d from pit coal is burnt in these

lamps, and the light is brilliant like the light of (xial

gas. But the gas lights liave the advantage of being

unincumbered by the opaque substance of the oil

vessel* which intercepts light, and casts a shadow on

the street.

The street lamps in I^onddn ore fixed at the end
of iron rods which project from the walla of tJic

houses. The lamp is, over the middle of the foot

pavement, ten feet from the groumL There i« a row
of lamps on each side of the street, the principal

street being fifty feet in width. In Paris, where
many of the principal thoroughfare streets are not

above twenty-five £tet in breadth, the lamps are sus-

pended over the middle of the street. A strong ropt^

is made fast to the walls on eadi side of the .street*

and to this rope a smaUer rope with the lamp is at-

tached. The smaller rope passes over pullie.s, and
comes down into an iron box, where it is fixed on a

hook. The iron box is unlocked, and the lamp is

let down and lighted with a candle. The light is
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Lamptfor placed before a silver-tilated inedecto In Vienna
I^htioj? street lamps are we<l chd the upper end of a

IK)st. The lamp is twen out of the lantern by

Sntcty means of a pole, and liglited at the foot of the post.

Lani|j. This saves the inc?cmvenicnce which refollta to pas-

senders from the mode of lighting lamps, by a man
with a ladder and torch, as practised in Britain.

In most of the towns of Italy the streets are but

sparingly lighted. The lathp« «re tixed at the end

of iron rods which project from the W'alls of the

houses. In some of them the is placed in the

focus of a parabolic reflector, or at the meeting of

the vertices of two concave oowoidal divergent re-

flectors situated above the light. The French, when
masters of Italy, made regulations to improve the

lighting of the streets.

Ill Fngland whale oil is used as the combustible ma-
terial inthe streetlamps; of lat« naptha, obtained from
the distillation of pitcoaL has beer us<‘cl in a district

of London which is lighted with Major Cochrane's

lamps. This naptha h vio-ir and colourless liquid,

and is found t<» give a go-xl light ; it requires to be

prepared with partieular attention ;
that marie at

tlie gas light work is said to l>e too easily inflamma-

ble. In Paris ra))e seed oil, and poppy seed oil, are

used ; these expressed oils are made in the north-east-

ern poift of France and in Flanders. In the south of

Furope olive oil of inferior quality and walnut oil

are used. Street lamps lighted with the gas distil-

led from pit coal arc now employed in tlie

principal streets of London, Edinburgh, (Glasgow,

Liveqiool, Manchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, and

itli^ajxities in Britain. The use of coal gas for giv-

ing lij^t had made very little progress in France in

1818, being scarcely employed even in Paris, and we
lielieve not at all at. Lyons, although pit coal is a-

huiulant and commonly iiaed as fuel there. In 1818,

pit C(wil gas was used for lighting a light-hoUM’ on

the Adriatic in tlie dominions of the House of Aus-

tria near Trieste ; the gas being obtained from the

coal wrought in the adjacent country.

Safety Lamp.

This lamp was constructed for the piiipose of

giving light in mines where fire damp prevails.

In many of the collieries of Britain, Flanders,

and ofther countries, fire diunp, consisting of corbu-

retted hj^drogen, issues from dilfereut parts of the

strat^i of coal when the coal is worked ; and when
the fire damp is mixed with a certain lU'oportior.

of atmospheric air, it explodes by the flame of tin-

miner's candle, burning the workmen severely. luid

often depriving tliem of lift*. Vegetable substances,

ill the slow decomposition which takes ])lace in them,

in the process of putrefaction, give emt inflaminnMe

gas. This is seen when the leaves of plants fall into

water andSbecoine putrid, inflammable gas then rises

to the surface in bubbles, and is inflamed if a liglit

be applied to tlie surface of the water. A^egetable

matter gives out inflammable gas also in the rapid

decomposition occasioned by fire*. The flame of ve-

getable substances consists of the inflammable air

resulting from tlieir decomposition, and burning

with the addition of the air of the atmosphere. Pit

coal consists of the remains of large quantities of ve-

getable siibetalieee,' And the fire damp of coal mines Safety

may be crniokbred as the produce of the putrefan-

tidn which the vegetable matter h|#tindergoiie, or
^

of some decomposition that the com it still under-
going. Sir Humphry Davy found that, on breaking
tome mattes of coal uncler water, inflammable gat was
given out III tome jilacet blowers of fire damp
issue out at the surface of the eartli. A qiiarter of a

mile from PietraMala in the Apennines) ontbesmd
from Bologna to Florence, there is a blower of ipk

flammable gas issuing froAa the ground, And pro-
ceeding from strata of schistut, and perhaps of coal

;

Sir H. Davy analysed this gat, and found it to be
carburetted nydrogen, like the fire damp of the coal

mines. Another blower of the tame kind exists on
the tiile of a mountain near the shore of the Gulf of
Adaliu, in Lycia, on the south coast of Asia Minor.
In mines wrouglit to obtain metals and salt, where
there are no strata of vegetable matter like coal, it

does not appear that the fire damp occurs.

'J'he merit of that very ingenious and most useful

contrivance the Safety Lamp is wholly due to Sir

Humphry Davy. After having made many experi-

ments for the })urpose offorming a lamp to give light

incAial mines afl'ected with fire clamp,without occasion-

ing exiilo.sions which frequently prove &ul to the

miners, he found that wire gauxe, of which the i^er-

tures occupy more space tlian the cooling or radiating

surface of the w ire, so as to be permeable to air and
light, offered a perfect barrier against explosion ; be-

cause, although tile gus was inflamed witlun the inclo-

surcs lorineci by the w'ire gauze, yet the heat bein;^;

communicated to the numerous surfaces of the wire,

till' gas on the outside of the wire inclostire was not

inflamiHl. Wire gauze is the best material for

safely lamps, as it aflbrds the greatest extent of

radiating surface, anil by eiwling, prevents all ex-

jilosiuns that require a temperature higher than the

temperature of the atmosphere. An example of the

radiating and cooling action oi' wire is seen in the

fire guarils ifl' wire, which are hung upon the ribs of

fire plact^s in rooms to prevent sparks from being

thrown into the room. Tiicse fire guards, althougii

they are very near tlie fire, do not be :onie hot. The
apertures of tlie wire gauze must be smaller,

and the wdre, ivhich is tlie radiating and cooling

surface, must be in greater quantity ; in proportion

as the gas in which tlie lamp in to be used is mort
inflammable. The fire damp in coal-mines is in al-

most all cases carburetted hydrogen ; and for ex-

cluding explosion from a lamp in that gas, it is

found that the wire gauze ftliouid contain 784 aper-

tures in a square inch.

The wire gauze should be of ii’on or copfwr.

Fine brass wire is im}iiroper, because it is too eaftl)

combustible by reason of the zinc it contains. I'lu^

b*on wire slumld not lie tinned, tin being too eiisil\

combustible. The Inxly of the lamp should be of

copper riveted together, m- of massy cast-brass or

cast-iron. 'J1ic screw^s should fit tight ; no aperture,

liowever small, should be suffered to exist in UiA

boily of the lamp ; and the trimming wire should

move through a long tight tulie-

The tsafety lamp is represented in Plate XCIV.
fig. 4. A is tlie cistern containing the oil ; B the
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Miteiy brass rim to which the bottom of the wire g&aae
Lnnn). cylind^ ia fii8(tenecl by a screw to prevent it from

being separat^j||)(A*om the lamp ; C ia the safe feeder

tiiroiigh ivhicn oil is pniired into the Ifunp ; E the

safe trimmer, a wire which passes through a safe

Mube, tor the purpo^(! of raising and trimming the

‘^wick ; F the wire gauze cylinder. The longitu-

dinal suture wdiere the two edges of the piece of

wire gauze that forms the cylinder meet, must be

well doubled and fastened with wire. Jf the cylin-

der is of twilled wire gauze, the wire should be of

iron or copper, at least ol' the thickness of of

an inch ;
if of plain wire gauze, tlu* diameter

should not be less than of an inch. 'I'hcmnuber

ofapertures in a square inch should not be ic^s tlmn

784. The wire gauze cylinder 1' is closed at top

by a circular piece of wire gauze, and above this

is placed a second top, (/, which fits on the cy-

linder like a cap. In the figure the circular wurc

gauze top of the wire gauze cylinder is seen at (1

through the wire gauze of the cap. Tlie circular

top of this wire gauze ca]) is of an inch alxive the

top of the wire gauze cylinder F. I I are thick

wures surrounding the wire gauze eylinder, to pre-

serve it from being bent by external forc(‘. K is a

ring to hang up tlic lamp, or t(» hold it by. I'lie

most convenient size for the safety lamp is a span,

that is, from 8 to 10 inches high, the wire gauze cy-

linder being 2 to 2j inches in diameter.

The wire gauze, whtai choaketl with coal-dust, rc-

tjuires to he cleaned by means of a brush, in order

to transmit the light.

In figure 4, a lens of glas.s, L, is placed before the

light, sometimes a piece of tin is placed within the

cylinder to act as a reficetor.

The light of the safety lani]), without a reflector,

was found t<» be nearly ecpial to the light of a com-
mon miner's candle.

Flame produced by tlie combustion of explosive

gases may be extinguished by ctdiler metal. The
temperature of ineUl, even when heated to n white

heat, is less tliini the temperature of flame, and

therefore ^-ed hot wire gauze in suflicient (juantily.

and of the projier degree of fineness, will abstract Mif-

(ieieijt heat from the flame of carburetted hydrogen
or lire damp to extinguish that flame.

F'lame, in all cases, is considered to be the com-
bustion of an explosive mixture of inflammable gas

and air. If a piece of wire gauze is held over the

flame of a lamp, it prevents the flame from passing.

'The air that passes tlirougb is very hot, and is in

the sutc of an explosive mixture, for it will be in-

flamed if a lighted taper he presented to it. But it

is cooled below the ex])lo(ling point, by passing

through the wires, even if tlie wires are red hot
;

it

IS also cooled by being mixed with a considerable

(quantity of air comparatively cold. Tlie tempera-

ture of visible flame is very high, as is seen by the

fusion of u small filament ^4hat diflicultly fusible

€etal plaunuiu, which happens when tlie filament is

lid in the flame of a eandh*. A considerable mass

of heated metal is reipiired
,
to inflame lire damp.

An iron wire of of an inch in diameter, and 8

inches long, redJiot, wJien held perpendicularly in a

rttream of fire danip, did not inflame it. But wire of

the same size, when six inches of it w^ere red hot, and SAlety

when it was held peqiendjcwlarly in a bottle conr bamp.

tajning an explosive mixture; so that successive

tions the gas were heated by the wire, productnl

an explosion.

The action of the safety lamp may be exhibited in

the chemist’s laboratoiy, by pouring some ether into

the bottom of a large jar ; the vapour of tlie ether

mixing with the air, produces an explosive atmo-

sphere. When the safety lamp is lighteil and placed

in the jar, the explosive mixture from the ether will

burn within the wire gauze lamp, without inflaming

the gas that is without it.

'J'he workman who has only a single gauze lamp,

and finds the temperature of tlic wure incrcJi^ing

rapidly by the fire damp from a blow'er, can easily

diminish the heat by standing between the current

ami the lamp, that is to say, to the windward ol'lbe

himp, or by sbeltering the lamp from the current by

interposing his clothes
;

or, by bringing the laiuj>

nearer the orifice from w4iich the fire damp issues,

he may extinguish it Tliere never eau be any occii-

sion for the workmen to ])laee the lamp in the exact

place, wdien two currents, one of common almosplie-

ric air, and the other of fire danqt, meet each olh<‘r

When the fire damp is inflamed in the w ire gauze
lamp, coal-dust throwm into the gauze cylinder

burns w’ith strong flashes, but the explosion is m^t

communieRted to the external fire dump by thi>

means.

riKKjihorus, sulphur, pyrites, or gimpow’der, would
pnaluce explosion, by being applied to the outside

of tli(‘ wure gauze eylinder
;
and sulphur, to product-

this eflect, must he applied in large quautit&’s', aiul

hlow^n upon by a current ol‘ atmospheric air. Bur

there is little clanger of these substances being acci-

dentally a])plicd to the safety larnji in mines.

When a w ire gauze lamp is made to burn in a

very explosi\ e atmosphere at rest, the heat of tlu

wdre gauze, when the fire damp is burning w ithin

tJie Jam]), soon arrives at its maximum, and then di-

minishes. 'I'he eoally matter also, from the deemn-
posiliori of the oil, choaks the uyiper apertures of thr

wire gauze, and thus gradually diminiBhes the heal

by <Jiminishing the quantity of gas consumed. Win
gauze lamps which had been used by workmen lot

.several montlis, and which had been often red In it

in ex])]osivc atmos})lieres, were ncverthelw still uii-

inipaired and perfect.

Where the lamp is placed in a current ol’ c‘xplo-

si\c gfifi a greater heat is produced, and in this case

tlic radiating or cooling surfaces should be increast‘<l.

^J'willed gauze, or a double or triple fold of win-

gauze on one sidt* of the lamp, or a skreen of metii

between the lain)) and tlie eurrcnt, or a semicyliuder

of glass or mica within, aiiswTrs the object of pre-

venting the heat from rising to redness.

If the Jieat of the iron wire gauze rose to that of'

a strong welding heat, a circumstance which never
could happen in a colliery, then the iron wire would
bum, and the lamp w'ould he no longer sate.

From a mine of Mr Lambton’s tliere is a violent

blower of fire damp conveyed to the surface, u])oii

wdiicli the follow^’iig exjierimciit was made. A hrH.s.s

pipe was fixed iqion the bluwer-tube, .so as to make
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Safety the whole stream of fire damp pass through an aper-

*"*™P^ture of leas than halfw inch in diameter. The fire

when inflamed Msuecl from tliis with great

violence and iioise^ forming a flame of five feet

long. This blow-pipe was exposed at right angles

to a strong wind. The double gauze lamj)s soon be-

came red hot at the point of action of tlic two cur-

rents ; but the wire did not burn, nor did it com-
municate* explosion. The single gauze lamj) did not

eonniiunicatu cx])lo.sion aa long as it was red hot,

and slowly moved through the currents ; but when
it was fixed at the point of the most intense coinbus-

tinn, it reached a welding heat ; the iron wire l)egan

to burn wdth sparks, and the explosion tlu'u pas.sod.

In other experiments on this blower ol'lire d;uT»p,

single Avire gauze lamps, with of tin-plate on

the ouuidcj or in the iiihidc, to ])n vent the free

pa^>nge of the current, and double lamps, Avore ex-

posed to all the circumst.ini es of tlx* bla.st ;
but the

/leat of the w ire never rj iu oaelicd near the point at

wjfich iron wire burnA, lul tlie ex])loAion was not

cummunicated. The Han*-* of the fire damp flickcT-

ril and roared in the l.inip', but did not er^cape witli-

• Mit the limits of the wire gauze.

'file sparks from a flint and steel mill, a luaebine

wlucli sometimes lias been used to give light in mines

affcKJtpd with fin* damp, would most ])vol)abl^ in-

Hame kucIi a current as the blower aben e uientioii-

etl
, because tiu* sparks elicited fnau sU‘C'] by the

I’ollision ol'hint, are small [lortions of the steel in a

bin-ning state, as may be seen by eollecting tlu^e

sparks on a sliett of paper, and vicAving them wiili a

uneroscoju*.

ns la nip irUhoui Jla-nCi w hich is sold as an ob-

ject of aimisernent and curiosity, consists of a fine

wire oi' platinum of
^

of an Inch in diameter, eoil-

<'d into It spiral, and placed round the wick of a

lain}) fed with the spirit of wint, and a little above

tlio u iek
;
when ihe flame of the lamp js blown out,

tile heat which the Avire lias accpiired is sutrieient to

keep up the slow eoinbustioii ol’tlie vapour of the spirit

ot Avinc, and lliis combustion continues to keep the

platinum ju an igniteil state. The ])rinciple of thiA

lain]) without flame maybe usefully applietl to the

'afi ty lamp, 15y hanging .‘»ome coils of fine Avire

of ])kitinum above the wick ol’ the lamp, it is be-

lieved that coal miner Avill be suj)])licd will)

light in miSttures -of fire damp, Avdiich, from the

small projiortioii of atmospheric air, arc no longer

ex])losive ; and should tlie flatnie ol‘ the lamp lx* ex-

tingiiished by the cpiantity of fin* dani]), the gloAv o|‘

the incandescent platimmi Avill continue to gi. »*

light, and the incandescence a\i11 cca.se Avlien the air

become.^ unrespirable. Sirl lunqdiry Dav a found that

a spiral wire of platinum, of of an ineh

in diameter, susjiended Avitliin the safety liimj), yichl^

light in a mixture of fire damp Avitb atmos])herie

Mir, in which the atmos))heri:* air is in so small a

pro])ortion, tluit the mixture is not explosive. In

this situation the heat is not sufficiently great Xi pro-

duce combustion Avith flame, and combustion vvitli-

oiit flame takes place. The piatmuin wire, hcaletl

!)y the flame of the lamp, retains it> heat after tlie

ilanu* is cxtinguislied, and this lieat is .sufficient to

occasion a slow combustion or combination of the
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elementj of^ Site damp with the oxygen of the Safety

atmospheric air; this stow combustion produces
sufiicient heat to keep the platinimi ip a state of ig-

Lanarkthire
iiition. Platinum and palladium arrf^hc only rnetals

found to produce this effect^ because these two me-
tals are of a slow cotiducting power and capacity for

heat This phenomenon t^es place in mixtures oC
gas where there is common air enough to support
the rcs])iration of human beings.

At Wallsend and other extensive collieries near
Newcastle, in Northumberland, the following regu-
lations respecting t]>e safety lamps arc observed, A
steady man is employetl to tiike charge of the
lamps, and he is resj)on8ible for keeping Uiem in

good order. A cliiimhcr is allotted liim, in which
he keeps oil, cotton, anti spare lamps ; the chamber^
is in a secure part of the mine, as near the w’orkings

as ])ossiblt*. The brass coUar of the wire gauze cy-

linder i*. .secured to the bottom of the lamp by a

lock, which can be opened only by the lamp keeper
;

.so that the workmen cannot separate tJie wire gauze
cylinder from the bottom of the lamp. After finish*

ing iluir day's work, the colliers bring the salety

laj3 i})s to the lamp keeper's cabin. Tlie liunp keeper
unlocks the lamps, kee])s the bottom, and allow's the

i‘olliers to take the w ire gauze cylinders home for

the purpo.se of cleaning them. Vl'hcn the colliers

return to their work next day* the lamp keejier hav -

ing repleni.shcd tlie lamps with oil and cotton, lights

tlie wicks, screAvs on the gauze cylinders, and ex-

amines them carefully ; if any defect appears in tlie

gauze, the* lamp is s(*t aside to be repaired, Thu
lamp keeper's business, during tJu* day, ia to walk
leisurely through the workmen, carrying

some span* lamps with him to replace those which
haj»pen to be* extinguished. (v.)

LANAUK.SHIHK, or CLYPE-sruLt, a county in

Scotland, situated bolw^eon 55^ 20' and ’ 5()' north

latitude, and ^5’ ii.")' and -P 22' Avest longitude ; is

bounded on the north by the counties of Dunbar-
ton .uul Surfing, on the i?ast by those of Edinburgli,

Linlithgow, and Teebleti, by Diimfric.s-shire on the

south, and the shires of Ayr and lienficwr on iht*

Avest, In length, from north to south, it Is about r,.

17 miles
;

its greate.st breadth, from cast to west, i^

:>2, and It cxicjids over 870 sejuare miles, or ooti.SOO

r.nglish acre>, of Avhicli more than a third is fit for

cultivation. It is divided int«> three Wards; tin*

Uppity of which Lanark is the chief town, contains

about two-thirds of its area, on the east, MUith, and
south-west, the greater part mountainous

;
tlu*

Middle, having tlic town of Hamilton in its centre.

Ktrctche.s along the w’cst and north ; and the 7,owvv

,

which conmins the city of CHasgow, and fi sniall

tract around it.

This extensive di.strict presents groat variety

surface. Some of the mountains in the Upper W;u-d,

where it is liounded by DumlVios-shire, arc about

5000 feet higli ; and Tinto, on the nortbern bound-

ary of tlu* hilly district, is nearly 2500. I.e.adhilJs,

a Aillagc on its southern extremity, is T5()4 fef*l

above the k*vel of the sea. But in proceeding altrmg

tlie hanks of the Clyde, north from Tinto, the fact*

of tlu* country sol tens down to gentle elevations and

deprc*ssions, and ibr 12 miles the river winds slowly
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Lanaikslnrc. throuja^, tKlHAifiil meadows. The Middle Watd is

mucnWs deimted, few of the heights being more
than 700 feet sea level ; the tcn^Hfi of Hattd}-

ton is oiify aboiit }20; yet there arc no plains of

any extent except along the banks of the Clyde^ and

^ considerable part of the surface is covered with

«0is.8, in many places of a great depth. Of tht?

Lolrer, the greater part is a highly ornamented dis-

trict, particularly tlie banka of Clyde, which arc

thickly planted with villas, the summer residence of

the wealthy inhabitants of the city of Glasgow.

Uivew. The principal river, and, in* a coramercial point of

view, the
.

greatest in Scotland, is the Clyde, tram

wlii^ thorisounty is frequently cdled Cti/Hcsilale. It

has it$ rise in the ridge of mountains which sepa-

rate Lanarkshire from Dumfries-shire, and flowing

first north and then north-west, through the middle

of the county, falls into the frith of the same name
above Greenock, carrying with it the waters col-

lected from 1200 square miles. The principal

streams which join it on the south are Duneaton,
Douglas, KethM, Avon, and West Calder, and on
the north the Medwin, Mouse, South and North
Calders, and Kelvin which separates Lanarkidtire

ttroni Dunbartonshire. The Clyde is navigable to

Glasg(»w for vessels drawing nine feet of water, and
two miles higher for smaller vessels. Most kinds of

tlie fish found in the other rivers of Scotland are also

abundant in the Clyde, particularly salmon. The
celebrated falls have been described in the Encydo-
ixedto, under the article Clvdjs.

M^rJer^iJ,‘^. Sandstone and limestone are the prevailing roc‘ks

in the lower parts of I^anarkshire, and argillaceous

.schistus in the high grounds. In the Cathkin hills,

near Glasgow, there is a number of basaltic columns,

more than 40 feet high, inclined at an angle of about
70''. Ironstone abounds, and is wrought to a great

extent at several large establishments. On the

southern extremity are the well-known lead mines
belonging to the Karl of Hopclouii, from whicli lot

village of Leadhills takes its name. In tlie saiiu*

quarter gold was discovered in tlie time of Jam<‘s

III., and afterw’ards collected in considerable (jiian-

tities. But coal is by far the most important of

mineral treasures. It is supposed to stretcli tlirougli-

out ail area of about 70,^)00 acres, and including the

different scams to be about five feet thick. TJie

field near Glasgow contains eight seams, one of tlicm

seven feet thick, the wdiole amounting to upwards of
30 feet. There are several good seams of catmel or

candle coal in different parts of the county. This
kind has been long used by the lower classes for

lighting their houses, and it is known to yield more
gas than common coal.

The valued rent of Lanarkshire is L. 162,118,
Ih’s. 10(1. Scots; ffnd tin* real rent of the lands,

mines, and quarrie9, in 1811, was L. 298,01 9, Ss.

Id., and of the houses L. 286,071, 3 3s. 5d. Sterling.

More tlian tlirec-foiirths f'f 3|fie county is the pro-

Ey of great landholders, and almost lialf the va-

rent is divided among estates of upw'nrd.s of

L. 1000; but small properties are very inmicrous,

the far greater number being billow L.lOO of valued

rent. These small estate.**, with nutny of the class

10
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immediately above Ibem, are coltivated by their loaiikihjrc.

owners
;
the large ones are Set emt to tenants on

leases, except tbe inclosed gi^ lands, a great |)art'

of whieh is let out from yeai^td year for graining

only.

The arable land is, for the most part, divided in- Farms,

to farms of a moderate extent, held oil leases for 19

years ; hut it is not an uncommon practice to let the

grazing lands for two or tlifee crops only, for which

a high rent is often obtained. In 179B> according

to the Agricuffitral Siu*tey, the sheep pastures in the

mountain districts ridded arent of from fid, to Is. fid.

the Scots acre, ana tlie arable lend in that quarter 8s.

In the Middle Ward, the wajtes were still less valu-

able than in the Upper, and its arable land was esti-

mated at 14a. an acre. In the Lower W^ard, the

.average rent was computed to l>e 25s. It is probable

that all tliese sums may now be nearly doubhxl.

Much of the arable land in the first division is dry

and fei'tile ; clay prevails in the second and third ;

and along the banks of the Clyde there are consi-

derable tracts f)f an alluvial description.

As this county skipes to tlie west almost through- elm .

m

out its whole extent, the Atlantic exerts a pow'erful

influence on its climate. For about two-thirds of the

year, the wind blows from the south-west and west

;

inten.se fr(»st8 arc of short duration, and snow- oeldSoin

lies long in the lower districts ; hut, from the gene-

ral humidity of the atmosphere, and also of the soil,

s(icd-timc and harvest aia^ often lat('. In regard to

heat, there is a con.siderable diflerence betw'e«ai the

Upper and Middle Wards, the thermometer wi the

same day commonly standing several degrees hhrh-

er in the latter tlian in the former. Its r^fie
from ll® to 85®. The quantity of rain that falls at

(Bnsgow varies from I9 to 3fi inches. Lanarkshire

IS, therd’ore, upon the whole, less favourable to tin*

culture of corn than the eastern counties of Scotland.

I'lie dairy i.s accorilingly an object ol‘ considcnihlc

importance here, and is carried 011 in all its branches.

Besides the dairies ktqrt in and near the city of (ilas-

goM, for .Miqiplying the iiiimbitants with milk, cream,

and fresh butter, a great number of cow.s are kt‘pt

in the Middle and Lower A\’arcls, the milk of which
is applied to the ranking of butter, new' milk,and skim

milk cheese, and the fatting of calves. The be.si

cheese is similar in quality to the Dm||^op (dieese r)f

Ayrshire. Clydesdale has been long fiunous for its

draught horses. See Aeun ri.TriiE and Dairy, in

this Supplement.

Besides tlie grounds in the environs of Glasgow, orcliarch

from w'liich the city is supplied with small fruits and
culinary vegetables, there are considerable orchards

in the county. Most of them are on tlie banks of

the Clyde, from the lowest fall to the influx of the

.South Calder, I'lie trees are chiefly apple, w'ith a

mixture of jiear, and some pluni.9. About 20 years

ago, 300 acres were occujyied with orchards, and
their extent now is said to be greater. I'lic produce
is extremely precarious, but the land, which is for

the most part on the steep banks of the river, is

of little value for any other purpose. A iiiiieh

larger extent of the banks is occupied by coppice ,*

and tlu'Oiighoiit the county a considerable space has
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Uiwkihire. been allotted to plantations^ whiidi eousist chi«i9)r

of Scots fir mul larck,^;
Inland Vav - Lanarkshire is tra^^sed hv «od roads in all di-

i

*

™J, the Cl^de^ the navigation of

\hic:li has been mud improved by deepening and

confining the bed of tlie river, it has Uie advantage

of possessiiig an Inland Eiavigatioii« by means of three

camils. Th^MKS are» the Foflk and Canal, which

enters it on the nortli, in tlie parid of Calder, aiid^

after a course of eight miles, pwes into Dunbarton-

shire at the aqueduct over the Kelvin at Stocking-

fiekh a collateral branch proceeds to Port Dundae, at

Glasgow ; the Mpnilmd Canal, from the c(ial-works

in the parishes of Midland, to tlie Forth and Clyde

at Port Dundas ; and the Ardrossan Canals which
IS completed, from Port Eglintori, rujar Glasgow, to

the village of Johnston, a distance of eleven miles,

and is intended to be continuc*d to Ardrossan, on the

coast of Ayrshire, 22 mile , fariher.

The city of Glasgow, v itli its nianufactures and
< oinmerco, Ivis been de^<criUed in the articles Gi#as-

(iow in the Kncyclo]^ivdt'i and in this Supplement*

'Die other towns are, I.anark, Hamilton, itutherglen,

liiggar, Stratliaveii, and Kilbridg. Lanark, tlie

county town, and a royal burgh, 52 miles south-west

of Edinburgh, and 25 south-east of Glasgow, was a

pliiqjO,of importance so early as the time of Alexan-

der I, In 1811, the parish contamed a population

ol' ,0f)C7. Hamilton is situateii on tlae Clyde, 58

miles west of Edinburgh, and 11 south-east of Glas-

gow, wiU) u population of 5 I,n the iieighbour-

h(K)d is the seat of tlie Duke of Hamillon, and three

miles below U Hotliwell Bridge, noted for tlie defeat

olTl^Covcuanlers, June 22, l(i79 ; we Hamilton,
111 the Envyclopoidw Butherglcn is a royal burgh,

<*11 the Clyde, 2^ miles above Glasgow. See ihi*- also

in the EncifclAjjwdm. Biggnr is a little market town,

on tlie borders of Peeblca-shire, 27 miles south south-

LAN
w««t of fidkilHUMlh, Stralhiiven and Kilbride arc LsnaiMiiitiw

email towns near Hamilton; the former has been long w^v****^
noted for it« veal. 1toe la a number of villages in

the vicinity of Glasgow, which, by tlieir situation,

belong to that city, and several of considerable ex-

tent^ in dikerent parts d the county. Among the
latter may be mentioned, Crawford, Camwath, Aivw
drie, Douglas, Leadhills, Wilsontown, and New
l^anark. At New Lanark, there is the largest esta-

blishment for cotton spinning in Scotland. MrOwen,
whose arrangements for the comibrt and instruction

of bis people have been eminently successful, is the
priiicijMl proprietor. The cotton-manufactuie, the
iron-works, and the collieries, give employment to

the greater part oi' the inhabitants of Lanarkshire.

Every great establishment has a considerable village

in the neighbourlrood, where the workmen reside*

The county of Lanark sends to Parliament one Repre^enta-

meiuher, who is chosen by about 100 freeholders ;ouri, Ac.

and its three royal burghs have a share in the elec-

tion of two members more ; Glasgow and Ruther-
glen }>eing joined with Renfrew and Dunbarton, and
Lanark with Selkirk, Peebles, and Linlithgow, h
has one Sheritr-depute, whose jurisdiction extends

over all die county, and three substitutes, at Lanark

.

Glasgow, and Hamilton. Lanarkshire contains 47

parishes, of which 1 1 belong to the Presbytery of

Lanark, 14 to dial of Hamilton, and 13 to that of

CilaHgow, all in the Synod of (ilasgow and Ayr; and

f> to die Presbytery of Biggar, in die Synocl of Lo-
thian and 'Pweeddale. The iiicrense of die popula-

tion lias been uncommonly rafiid, particularly that

of the city of Glasgow. The tbllowing tables exhi-

bit ail alistract of the census of 1800 1811.

See Naismyth's Cenerai View of the Agriadiurt

of ( h/desdak—Bemties' Scotland, Vol, HI.—The
General Report of Sooiland^^^^ond Playfair’s Acetmtii

of Scotland, Vol. I. (a.)

1800,'

HOUSES. PERSONS.
1

ort:uPATio:VS.

1£
3
"S

By how
many

occu-

pied.

ra

l
pC
c
’a

Males.

i

1

Eemales. I

t

1

Per^ns
chiefly ciii-

ploycfl in

Agricul-

Frnen4
chiefly em-
ployed in

Trade, Ma-
nufactures,

or Handi-
crait.

All other

Perttonx not

compiled
is tiw two

preceding

classes.

-i

Total of

Persons.

32/259 1.511 /JS.IOO 78.599 I5,70t 38,OWi 81,264 146,699

LSIL

HOUSES. PERSONS.
1

i

ocCUPATIONS. II

(

i

*5

By how
many

FamUics

oocu-

pifid.

i
1
1
c
U

Mules. I’cnmles. *

i

1

rumHic-K

chiefly em-
ployed in

Aghenb
tUfV.

Families

chiefly eiu-

pfawecl in

Ttade, Xla-

nafaetum.
or Handi-

craft.

1

All other
]

Familifs not;

comprised

ID the two
preceding

classes.

Total ol

I'enons.

32,040 42,510 lASh 83,688 103064
!

5,387 1
27,672 9.451 191.7,52

*
In the enumeration of 180J, the parish of Dalaerf was not included; the population of which, in l7dL

was 1 1 00'
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Lanctishirc. LANCASHIRE^ a gi*cat cadimerclal anti manu-

facturing county in the north-west of England*

Situation. This district^ which is situated between 53° 23' and

24' north lat. and between 2® 18' and 3° T w^est

long, has Cumbcrlnnd and Westmoreland on the

iprdi-east and nortlij Yorkshire on the east, Cheshire

lii icni. oh the south, and the Irish Sea on the west. Its ex-

treme length is about 74 miles, and its greatest

breadth 44^, but the boundaries being very irregu-

lar, its outline is about 342 miles, which cora])rises

.111 area of 1765 square miles, or 1,12<),600 acres.

Lancashire forms part of the northern circuit, is si-

tuated 'within the province of York, and diocese of

Chester, and divided into (il parishes. 'I'lie other

divisions are hundreds, of which there are six, name-

ly, lionsdale on the north, AmoundernesH, Black-

burn, and Leyland in the middle, and Salford aiul

West Derby on the south. Most of these ;u-e again

popularly subdivided, according to their relative si-

tiiatior, or the names of their towns.

Imitiii nnil The greater part of this county, from Uossall

Siiri:iCL. Point, on the north, to the Mersey, on the south, ex-

cept where it is indented by the estuary ol' the Kib-

ble on the west, lies tolerably compact in the form

ol* an irregiilar square. Ud ilu* north of Hossall

Point, til) it meets the county of Westmoreland, il i.s

very narrow, with a sinuous boundary on all sides ;

and to the north-east there is a considerable tract

called Furness, separated from the rest by extensile

sands, when* the river K<*n, from \^'estniore]and, dis-

charges itself into the Bay of Moreconibe. Op[»o-

site the south jioint of Furness is the island Waliiey,

and otlier seven, of which the largest is Old Barrow.

Oil the north-easi and north much of tlie surface is

occupied with hills and moors, particulai’ly in Fur-

ness, where the . highest groiuuls have tin name of

Fells ; and also on the east, ivhere it is bounded by

Y orkshire; but the south and west (piarU'rs spre.ul

out for the most part into low and fertile tracts,

though not without being interrupted bv pretty

large fields of moss. Chat-moss, near Worsley, and

Pilling-moss, farther to the north, are the most e\-

ten.sive, bet many other though smaller trart.«> occur

in various parts. Along the coast there is also a c(ai-

sklerablc extent of sandy marsh-land, ])articulai Jy lo-

'ly^'U'ds the nortli, near Lancaster and Wart(’n, at the

estuaries of tlu* Leven and Duddon, in the north-ea>t

or Furness district, and about the banks of the island

of Walney.

( Jiniatc. The climate of Lancashire is chiefly distinguished

for its Jiumidity. According to a register kept at

Liverjiool from 1781<to 17P2 , tlie least quantity of

rain yearly was 24J
inelies in 1788, and the greatest

54Jin 171)2. At Lancaster, in the latter year, the

quantity of rain was nearly 60 indies. Four inches

have been known to Ml in the course ofa night. The
mean heat at Lancaster, from 1781 to 1790, was
1^ 8', The prevailing winds are from the south,

south-west, and nortn-east. As fogs are not fre-

quent, nor the stiignant waters of any considerable

extent, the climate is not insalubrious.

BoiK. The soils of this extensive district are necessarily

various. The higher grounds, covered with heath

and broken wdth rocks, have;a sterile moorish soil

;

but towards tlicir base, and in the vallies which they Lancashire,

form, it is for the most part of the nature of' holme.S—^

Lojim and clay of various degrees of consistence pre- J

vail on the flat grounds, u ith {tortions of sand, gra-

vel, and moss; and on the brinks of the rivers, an,i

at their e.stuarlcs, there are large tracts of an allui ial

description. TJie under stratum of the heatliy

j>Touuds is sandstone or freestone of diflorent co-

lours; a blue rock, popularly cfillcd wdiinstone, is

more common in the Fell tracts of' Furness. Lime-
stone })reviuls on the north-west, and towards the

ea.stcrn boundaries. This and the freestone rock oc-

casionally come in contact wiA one another in a ve-

ry rciu.irkable manner, a striking instance of wliicli

occurs near the tow'ii of( ‘hipping, at the tcriiiination

of the high ridge of Longi idge Fell In souit* pla-

ces towards tlic eastern lioiah'r, coal approacht*s so

near tlie surfu'e, as to constitute the .substratum <»f

the soil, and may be seen cropping out at Townh

y

Park, and on the rising groiinds on botli .sides. Marl
IS frequently found below the soil in the low grounds,

and also under the mosses. Much of the vale land

consists of rich })astiircs and meadows
;
what part <4’

it is under tillage i.s vi*ry ])ro(bicli\e, and in many
instances ot' a (jiiality to yield turnips and other

green crops, fi.s -uxll as gi'ain. A strong clayey l(»am.

hoyy c v(‘r, <Mppears to be tlie predominant soil I luxi^ugh-

outlhelow ground.s oil the sonlh and yvest, v Jiich, w^ith

tlie yvetness of the climate, ren(l(‘r.s cultivation more
diflieult and hazardous, than ni many rither districts.

The principal mineral subsUnces are coal, c(q>j»er,
^

lead, and iron. 'J'lie first, and in a manufactunng
district by far the most iinport.ant of lliese, is in ffreat

.ibundaiice in several parts of the county. "J'lu((gre.‘il

c<ial tract eommenee.s beloyv Jha scol on the south,

and, enissing the county in a nm’th-east direction,

passes into Yorkshire
; but coal abounds farther t(!

tlu* south-east, near Manchester, and aUo to tlu* north
:i!)ov( T>.;neiisler. Jt.s quality, as well as the thick-

ness of the beds, and the depth at which il is wrought,
has considerabh* diy ersity ; hut it is chiefly of a bi-

tuminous dcserijition. C'amiel coal is found ncai

M'igan, and at other places, and sometimes in con-
tact with the black coal, or a little mixed with it, a^

at the })its near Laylon-hall. Copper is met yviili in

the rough barren nioimtains, toyy^ards the northern
extremity of tlie liigli Furnes.s, or Fell-ilistrict, par-

ticularly at ('oniston, Muckle Gill, an^ Hartriggs
;

blit has not beiai found to the south of Lancaster
Sands in such (piaiitities as to be WTought y\itli ad-
y’antage. Lead occurs toyvards the north and north-
ea.sl parts of the county, but in no great quantity .

Iron is yvrought to the nortli of Lancaster Stinde^ in

the liberty of Furness. Tlioiigli found in other
quarters, it is not in luueli abundaiiee, so as to make
the yvorking of it profitable. In the northern jiart

of tlie Jiigh Furness tract quarries of blue slate have
been opened. Sandstone is wrought in most parts
of the county south of the Sands, and limestone,

though it is found also in tlie Fiiniess district,

i.s mo.st abundant on the Lancaster side. 'fhe
main tracts of this rock are in the northern division.^

above Lancaster, and near Chipping and (‘lillieroc,

towards the borders of Y^orkshire. More to the
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Tiftncaulim;. 8(i\ith, that is, thi-oiiglinut tlu? larger and more va#

1 liable portion ol’ iho county, it occurs but seldoni^

and not to a grciijt extent.

W'affirv i Lanaifihire is naturally well supplied with waters,

(V which its iuhabitoSpi have industriously availed

tnhrnsclves in their ihanufactming establislnnciits.

• and in lacilitating the transpiirt ol’ their products of

all kinds. The jirindpal rivers are the Mer^sy, the

Jrwcll, the Kibble, ami the Loyue or imne. Thu
Mctscv, after receiving the Ellierolv and the Goyt
fiaiin Cheshire, and the Tame fnan Yorkshire, l>e-

conu's a large river at the town of Stock jiort, and
after a winding Course between tliis county and
Ch('shirc, enters the Sea a little below the town
oi' Ia\er|Kiol. By ni^^kn.s of an artificial cut, it has

been niadi' inn igable for vessels of fiO or 70 tons

from l.ii erpool to the mouth of tlie Irw’cll, upwdiich
river llie navigation is eontiimed to !\Ianchesler.

I’lie Jrwell, Avhidi has soiTce among the hilly

ranges to the south of Ti,’-.iiiigdcn, also receives se-

\t‘nd streams, and llowiie: through a \»art of Man-
duster, w'luM’e it is ad'v.'mageouhly employed by tin*

difl'erent mamilactories es]»ediilly thosi’ (S spinning,

(lv<'ing. and ealieo-priift ing, falls into the Mersey a
Pii .1 little below Clixton. 'i'he Kibble is a large river

wlmh int(T'>(‘ets tin* county from east lowest. It

enters. I.anea?^hire from Yorkshire, abort* the t«)wn

of rlitheriMN and flow ing through the l)(*autiful vale

(»f Hibblesdale, joio' the Irish ISea alittli* below the

town of I'rt ^ton, to wivieli it is navigable lor snnll

vi!',>eU. 'I'he I,oyne or lame, also a large ri\er, ha^

Its source ni ibe l‘< lU of W'oijtniordand, ami comes
into Laneasliin a litlli’ helotv Kirkby I.onsdah*, and

• p.TPwCjSter by the town of Lancaster, afterward'^ ex-

paiu™into a l‘i oad e-ituarj , and enijit.es it.sdf into

the frl^Ii Sea. The All, the Douglas, the Wyer,
the Winster. the Let en, the Crake, and the Dmlden,
ar( also eou.^kltTable streams; and many otlicr'-,

though in a gesura) deserijillou not worthy of notice

for their size, afford the mo.si important facilitie*-

In tile maimfactorie.s e.stablishcd on their eoui>«'S.

riieri* are several pieces of watt'r in the eountt

,

Imiowii by tile name of lakes, waters, meres, and
tjnn>,. di tliese the most eonsiiUu'able is Coniston

lake, or Thtl^ston 'water, and Estirwaile water, both

in Eurncs.<i. With tliese may be mentioned the lake

of Wiudcrmi^;, which, thougli not properly belong-

ing to I^aiwifehirt', enters it by its souUutii point,

and Ibims lU lioumlury for eight or ten uiile.s. Mi-

neral sjuings have been ibun^'^t CarUuel, Eduke-

liorougii, Wigan, l.alham-house, near Ormskirk, and

other jilaees.

Of the caimJii by wliieh a great part of this county

IS traversed in almost eveiyy' direction, it tvouhl be

ddlitult to give an intelligible ileseri))tion without

references to a map, and the limits of thia artiek ad-

mit only of notieing them very generally, d’he

great imjxirtanee of an interior conmiunieatioii by

'Water had been recognized intliis (piarter a consider-

able lime before any atlem])t 'was made to form one

entirely artificial, 'flie fir.>t olijcct 'W'as to render .Mnne

ol’ till* ri\ ers na\ igable, as in the in.stance of thi* Mer-
sey and JrwelLalready mentioned, to effeet which, acts

of r;irliament wvre obtained in 17 If) and 17-0- But
tJic droughts and tides 'svliicli affect the navigation

voj.. V. e\UT rr.
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of these and pther rivers, have been found to oe- Laamhire,

casion so much ihconvenicnce, that more recently i

preference has been given to channels of coimmini-
catimi formed wholly by human labour* "i'he fir-.i

work of this description in Lancashire, and proba-
bly in Englan^J, tvas the Sankey canal, from the Mer-
sey to near St Helen’s, w hich, including its braiicl)e>.,

extends nearly twelve miles. It was finished about
.sixty years ago. Besides this canal., the county is

intersected by nine others, four of which communi-
r*ate 'ivitli tJie populous town of Mandiester. Ol’

these w'e can on^ notice the more considerable.
The Duke of Briilgcwater\> Canal, in so far as it be-
longs to Liincii‘-hire, eoruniences in the suburbs of
Manchester, and terminates at Peniilngtun, near the
town of Leigh, ruder the totvn of Manchester u'

portioji of it passes into arched tumiek, from mu* (*f‘

which coals an* hoisted up out of the barges below

,

through a shaft, and delivered into a large coal-yard
in the main .street. Before it reaches the coal-wurks
at W(irsiey, it i.'* carried under ground for thvet

(jnarters of a mile. Tlie I.auea.!ter canal commen-
ces at Kirkby Kendal in M'estiuorcUuKi, and termi-
nates at We^t Iloughtoin to the f*Astward of Wigan,
aftci a course of 7.7: mdes. The principal object in

exe<*uting this great work was to ojien a ready t*eTin

1‘umieation bctwei’ii the coal and limestone d^^trK‘t .

and between tlu pon of Lancaster and the populous
tt*w'n.s on the north and soutJi. It is on an average
.seven feet deep, and is navigable by boats of liO tons

burden. Tlie Leeds and Liverpool canal is of still

greater length. It extends beUvmi tlie towns of

Liverpool and Leeds, along a line of 107^ mile'-.

.•md eommuni(‘ating at the latter place with the Aire,

w'hieli ivs navigable to the (iermaii Ocean, and at thi

i’ormer 'with the .Mersey, which fail.*'* into the Iri^li

Sea ; tl\c navigation is thus completed between the

eastern and western siv.-^. On tins canal fi.ats of I ~i

tons are employed in the coal trade bt'lwet-n Leei.s

and Wigan, and pass,ige-boat.s are in ein.staniusc

beiv\e(*n these towns. The other canals, thougli

works of great iiri]>ortaiiee when ciicl) is considered

separaU’l\ b\ itself, are much inferior to those wc
have mentioned.

A coiisideiahk' jinrtiou of ih.c territory of tins L.i’

.

county belongs m properly to his Majesty, a.s Diikcr
of l-itiicaAter. 'file greati'r part of this eonsi.sts

what is ealleil yh/rji/ lands, all of whicli are situated

m tlie most nor! hei n parts, it is held in general im
lea.ses lor tliirty years, and yields but an ineonsj^

deiabU* n'\ ennc, A i’ew' other e.states are also of a

eoi' a(l« rahle extent. Imt, generally siieaking. landi'd

))Vopcrty is much subdivided, and hence Lancashire

lias a greater number of huid-owners than any i>iher

county in E'nglaml, Middle.sex e.vi‘eptt'd ; m.iuy of

the estates not atfording a rental of L.i.'()0 a
y
e..r

and not a few being lielow' L. .70.

Liuicashire does lK^t eveil in its* agTleui'ti'J'i . \;»i, ,

Only about a ftxirth of its surface i.s computed to he

under I'orn and other tillage cro])s, the other tfirie-

(’oiirths, .subject to a doduetion for wastes, roads,

being chiefly occupied in gi-cizing ;uid for the pur-

pose.s <if the dairy ; and it has been e.stimated that

it docs not raise corn suflieient for the 'opport of its

population for more liian three montlis lu the year.
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. All the cliffereiH sorts of coni, however, are cultivat-

ed, and where the soil is naturally fertile tlie crops

are often abundant ; but turnips and other amelio-

rating crops are not in general use, iior always,

where grown to some extent, properly attended to.

Potatoes, however, art; cultivated not only upon a

iKtrge scale but with great care and success j this

root) with oatmeal, forming the princi[)iil food of the

working classes. They were introduced into this

county from Ireland, and are said to have been cul-

tivated here long before they had found their way
into most other parts of England. Lancashire was
long noted for its breed of horned cattle, but a v.i-

riety of other breeds have been introduced, particu-

larly tine Holdernesa, or ahort-horned, wliicli are pre-

ferred to the Lancashire in the milk dairies near

the totvn, and sometimes also in tJinsc at some dis-

t;ince, where the piuncipal object is butter. 'J'hc na-

tive breed is the kind more commonly kept for the

.'heest* dairies, farther into the interior. A cow
\ iclds, upon an average throughout the year, from
r’ght to twelve qu.4rts of milk dnily, or from four to

"ix pounds of butter in the ^vcck, or from three to

lour hundred weight of clieese in tlic year. A con-

'ildorablc number til' good luirscs art‘ bred and rear-

ed, l)vit its shec]) stocks arc inconsiderable, and sel-

{' au of a valuable dc*sm])tion. Farms arc in genr-

r.;l small, and held either mi short leases or wi^out
any lease at all, so tliai a tenant has no encourage-

ment to invest capital in the imphu'cment of the soil.

H
. Tliis district, however, is greatly disStinguishod hy

uiiLs.'u d manufactures and commerce, \\ hicli afford cm-
^ ployment to three-fourths of its crowded populatioti.

< H'tho former, tliut of cotton, whicii is here conduct-

< (! in all its branches on the most extensive scale,

l;as long been the most considerable. I'he town of

Manchester, where it seems to have had its <»rigiii in

Fngliind, is still its principal scut, though several of

*,he other towns, such as I’reston, darstang, Black-

hurn, Clitbcroe, Middleton, Ihirnley, Wigan, Bury,

Ijolton, and Ashton, bavi^ a considerable share of it.

;incl, indeed, it is more or less spread over tlie greater

part of the county. (See the articles ( oTTiiN M a n u-

i AC TiijiE and England in this Suppicmcfif,) At lla-

\ enhead, near IVescot, pl.-lc-glass and iiiirror> aic

made to a consideriible extent; brass, pen br, and
copper works, are carried on at Vl'igan and at .St

ilclen’s; Warrington lias manufactures of sail-clolli,

liviens, and checks, M'itli the making of j)ins and
gla>s, and iron-lbunderies

;
and llochrJalc and Ash-

ton furnish a variety of the coar.-cr articles of wool-

len.’

From the great extent ami \jiri(?ty of its manu-
iketures, it is natural to infer that its commerce must

L A
be upon a scale proportionally extensive, and it is Laucasliirc.

so. Liverpool, as a commercial town, is now perhaps

second only to London ; and to this rank it has at-

tained front a Very low beginning little more than I

century ago. In prosperous times, the enterpri^/e

of its merchants cxcliangcs the products of British

capital and industry with those of almost every cli- *

mate ; and, at all times, it carries on an extensive

commerce with America and the West Indies, and
with Ireland ;

to which has been recently added «

large share of the East India trade. The ports of

Preston, Poulton, Warrington, Ulv€»rston, and Lan-
caster, the county town, arc chiefly employed in tiu*

coasting trade. ^
As a considerable portion of the pcoph* of Lan- I/iimii.r

cashire.are empltiytHl in working u]) goods for a fo-^ * '

reign market, tlie condition of’ the labouring classes,

ill particular, is much affected by the changes which
occur from time to time in that market, and whicli

it is not always possible to anticipate. They ari'

sometimes in the receipt of wages more than suf-

ficient for their comi’orlabU; subsistence, and at other

limes many are thrown out of ciuplovment alto-

gether, and tlie rest retained at wages i-onfosi-dU

inadecpuite to their support. I'liis is true in an es-

pecial manner of its great staple, the cotton manu-
facture. From this cause, jind perliaps ahso.owjng

to the ineonsidci*atc habits and want of foresight,

which such fluctuations arc apt to engender, tin

poor-rates of this eoiintv amounted, in ISlo, to

about L. 400,000, whereas, 40 years htd’ore, iht*;. *

were little more than L, .00,000.

According to tlie census of 181 J, the j>o])ulaLioii f’.'; i .
•

of Lancashire was 8iifS,:>0*h winch, taking cn

UN before stated at s(juari‘ miles, gives for e\er’,

scpiare mile nearly 470 inhabitants, 'flic junnhei
of malcii was 3!) 1-, 1 04 ;

of females, 4.1 l-.^O.). 'J'lu i o

were JauidLi S, chiclly employed in agricul-

ture
; 1 14, eluefly employed in trade, manufat

-

tures, and handicraft ; and the not com
prised in these two cla^se.s were S4,07L‘.

The reliirns for Manchester, in 1811, exhibit a

population of <18, .77.1 ; for Liverpcwil J)4,87f> ;
and

Wigan, Warrington, Oldham, Klackburjj, Bollmi,

lloelulale, Preston, and lamcaster, cq«t^‘ned each

10,000 inliabitants and upwards.
TJiis county sends 14 members h9t' Parliament ,

two for the shire, and two for each dt the towuis

Liverpool, Newton, >,Wig!in, Pre.ston, Clitheroe, opd
1vancastor.

See Bmutin of F.n^land and JVa/r.\, Vol. IX.,

Dickbon's (Univra! I lew of the A^riruliurc of Lanca-
shire, IRIT); and the article Lancashiuk in the

K?icijclopa'dia. V
, ( a .

)
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LANGUAGES.
Laii^ruac^eB. Ik the articles Lakguacs Had PiiiLOLoor, of the

ff Encyclopiffdia, a philosophical md critical account of

the origin and structure of the niost'remarkabJe lan-^

guages has been given at lengths and in detail. The
subject will at present be resumed in a point of view

more historicHL and a classification somewhat
more extensive of alrlhc known languages of the

ancient world will be attempted ; some of the

matei iuLs being almost necessarily derii#d from the

MitJif itlfifcs of Adelung and Vairr, and the publican

tiuiis of Jamieson and of Townsend, together with the

eritit isms on those works i:i.M;rted in the Quarterly

Review,

'rh6 study of the affiniljes of various languages is

so far one of the rno^t anportant of all branches of

human knowledge, as it tdlords, wlmn properly ap-

plied, an unerring test oi the truth or falselmod of

Iiisturical evidence, without whicli it would some-

times be impossible to unravel the foysteries of con-

tradictory testimonies, respecting the relations of the

different races of mankind. We have, for example,

no traditional evidence in support of any connexion

iietween the ancient Egyptians and the Indians,

v^liile, on the otiier hand, a number of persons, who
canic with the English army from the East Indies

iiuo Egypt, were so strongly impressed with the rc-

* of the Egyph’an and Indian temples,

which appeared even to excite the religious feelings

of many ^ the natives who werg among the troops

omployeo, that a very general inclination hos arisen

from these circumstances, to consider the Egyptian

iiiyiliology as merely a branch of the Indian. But
if i!u: Egyptian pec^plc had really been ot Indian

origin
; that is, if the Egyptians and Indians Jiad

Tcally been one people, at any later period than that,

ill which the whole of the Indian and European races

were separated from their common stock, the lan-

guages of iSdlland of Egypt could not but have exhi-

bited some V, featured of rescni})lance, which would

havH preserved^lho traces of the connexion ; while,

in fact, there Is much less similarity between the

Egyptian and the Indian, than between the Indion

aiul the Clreck, or the English and the Persian; so

that etymology may here be adduced aa confirming

tlie evidence, or as justifying the silence, of history ;

and the resemblance of the mythological representa-

tions must be considered as in great measure acci-

dental.

It is, however, only with regard to tlic languages

of the ancient world that we can feel much interest

in such an investigation. The Vmcricau dialects

might afford equally extensive subjects of specula-

tion in a metaphysical and critical point of view' ; but

the concerns of barbarians, unconnected and remote

from all contact with literature or civilization, and
destitute of all historical records, will scarcely be

thought to require any great portion of attei|bon

from a philosopliical inquirer
;
and there is ample

scope for the employment of all our facuhies in tbe l
analysis and comparison of the various languages of^
Europe, Asia, and Africa. If, indeed, an extraordi-

nary exertion of enterprise and Industry, which can
be expected from a few distinguished individuals

only in the course of as many centuries, should
make known relations, such as Alexander von Hum-
boldt has appeared to discover, between the Ameri-
can and Asiatic nations, a new field would be open-
ed for the gratification of our curiosity; but it can
scarcely be expected that these points of resemblance
can be sufficiently numerous, to aiibrd any tiling like

demonstrative evidence, until the whole subject has

been much more deeply aud repeatedly discussed.

In the mean time, a very brief enumeration of the

names of the American languages is all ttiac can be
required, on an occasion like the present; except the
insulated thoui^ interesting remark, that the coun-
tries separateuDy Behring’s Straits exhibit, as might
indeed be expected, strong resemblances, in some
of their languages.

Of language in geperal this essay is not intended

to treat, but merely of languages as they are distinct

from each other. It is not, however, very easy to

.say what the definition ought to be that should con-
stitute a separate language ; but it seems most natu-

ral to call those languages distinct, ofi^Ich the one
cannot be understood by common persons in the ha-

bit of speaking the other, so that an interpreter

would be required for communication between per-

sons of tilt- respective nation's. Still, however, it

may remain doubt iul whether the Danes and the

Swedes could not, in gCMKral, understand each other

tolerably well
,
and uherher tlie Scottish Highland-

ers and the Irish would bo able to drink their whi.^ky

together without an interpreter ; nor is possible to

say, if tlic twenty ways of pronouncing the sounds,

belongingto the Chinese characters, ought or ought
not to be con^iderod as so many languages or dia-

iects, though they would reiuier ull oral intercourse

between the persons so speaking the language actu-

ally impracticable. But, whether we call such varia-

tions different languages, or different dialects, or

merely different pronunciations of the same dialect,

it is obvious that they ought all to be noticed in a

complete history of languages; and, at the same
time, that the languages so nearlj^ allied must stand

next to eacli other in a systemaricnl order
;
the per-

fection oi’ which would be, to place ihe nearest logc-

th Y those Jangungt?s, in w hidi the number of coin-

cidences in the signification of words, throughout

the language, arc the most numerous.

It has sometimes been irnagineil, that all languages

in existence present something like a trace of havii:ig

been deduced from a common origin ;
and it would

be difficult fo confute this opinion by very positive

evidence, iinloss ever} separate language had been

very rompJetrly analysed and examined by a person
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(.nnguaji^cs. well ncquaiAti^l Vitli a vAl'i^ty of other languagef,

with which it might be compared. lint, without such

an e)tiliinination, the opinion mast remain conjectural

only, and no more admissible as dcttionstrnted, than

the opinion of some empirics, that there is only one

disease, and that the only remedy for it is brandy.

ah essay on probabilities, Jh^lely published in the

Philosophical 7ramaciions^ Dr Young Jias remarked,

that nothing whatever could be inferred, with re-

spect to the relation of two languages, from the coin-

cidence of the seitso of any single word in both of

them that is, supposing tiie same simple and limit-

ed combinations of sounds to occur in both, but to

be applied accidentally to the same luimber of ob-

jects, without any common links of connexion

;

*• and that the odds would only be three to one

against the agreement fd* two worth
; but if three

words appeared to be identical, it would be more

than ten to one that they must be derived, in both

coses, from some parent language, or introduced in

some other manner,” from a common source; “six

words would give near 1700 chances to one, and

eight near 100,000 r so that, in these last cases, the

evidence would be little short of absolute certainty.”

The author of the /?er/Vto of Mithlidales observes,

that, setting out from the establishment of a certain

number of separate languages as species, “ we may
proceed to comprehend, in the description of one

family, such as have more coincidences with each

other than diversities, and to refer to tlie same class

such families as exinbit any coincidences at all that

are not fortuitous, imitative,” that is, from onomato-

poeia, “ or adoptive. In order, however, to avoid too

great a niimher of classes, which would arise from an

inadequate comparison of languages imperfectly

known, it may be proper, in some cases, to adopt a

geographical distinction, as sufficient to define the li-

mits of a class, or to assist in its subdivision into or-

ders. We are thus obliged to employ an arrange-

ment of a mixed nature and, in fact, the tests uf

affinity here proposed depend so mudi on the pro-

^ gross of our knowledge, in the study of each lan-

guage, that the results must unavoidably be liable to

great uncertainty and fluctuation ; so that mv can

reasonably expect nothing more than an ajiproxiraa-

tion to an arrangement completely methodical.
“ If,” continues the Reviewer, “ the resemblance

or identity of a single word, in two languages, sup-

posed to be exempt from the effects of all later in-

tercourse, were to be esteemed a sufficient proof of

Uieir having been derived from a common stock, it

would follow, that more than half the languages of the
universe would exhibit traces of such a connexion,
in whatever order we might pursue the comparison.
Thus we find in a very great number, and perhaps
in a majority of known languages, that the sound of
the vowel a, with a labial consonunt, is employed for

the name of Father ; and if this be supposed to be
something like ai> onomar^eia, or an application

the first sounds which an infant naturally utters,

the same reason cannot possibly be assigned for the

still tnore general occurrence of the combination

NM in the term Name, which" is by no means likely

to have originated from any natural association of
this kind. But neither these points of resemblance.

nor any other tliat can be assigned, arc absolutely

universal ; Tor besides the numberless varieties refer-

able more or le^ immediaMly to Ahha^ Father^ wu
have at least twenty different and independent terms

for tlio same relation in tha old world ” Tin, Ida,
riar^ Hair^ Jtamay Diam, Binay Kettem, Assafna-

lagiy Medua, Then^es, Siinlr, lot, Anothivn, Messce,

Jndaa, iVw, tlam, Monung, Dcitgal^g, Rap, Tihhoh,

and (ki j and about ns many for Name, besides those

languages, in which the veiston of an abstract term
of this kind is less likely to have been ascertained ;

Mingy Teen, Dianty Sheu, H^ssara, hhem, Tsarship,

Ady Nipta, Luniy Sachcliy Awat Was/a, i^Ia, VVo-

ra, Sminn, Rnuy hlldliy Dit^^ Dhai, and Ingham.
“ At the same time, therefore, that wc vencnite the

traces of dfer common descent from a single pair,

wherever they are still perceptible, we must not ex-

pect to find them in all existing languages without

exception; and an Ktpmologwon Utdvcrsaley con-

sidered as intended to establish such a pei-roqt corn-

inunity of derivation, can only be regardctl a« a vi-

sionary undertaking. Nor must wc neglect to unite,

in some common arrangement of classification, those

languages which have the words here specified, or

any other radical words, in common, as incomparably

more related to each other than tlie (Chinese to the

Cantabrian, of the lrii>h to the Hottentot. . ./*

“ The gradations, by wliich a language i*-. likely to

vary in a given time, seem to be in some measure de-

pendent on the degree of cultivation of the language

and of the civilization of the people cnijdoying it.

From Horner to the Byzantine iiistorians, tlu‘ (iretk

language remained essentially the same for “00i»

years; the German has varied but littlem
and even the English, notw ithstanding its mixture

with French and l^iri, has altered but th);ec rndieal

wordd, out oi' the fifty four w'hich constitute the

Lord’s Prayer, in the same period. On the other

hand, a few barbarians in the neighbourhood of

Mount Caucasus and of the Caspian Sea, of niodi rn

origin, and ignorant of the art of writing, are divid-

ed into more nations speaking peculiar languages, ra-

dically different from each other, than the whole of

civilized Europe. In such cases, little Jight can bo .*

thrown upon history by etymologiitaP^ researches,

while, with regard to more cultivated nations, wo
obtain, from the examination of tlieitJanguogcs, his-

torical evidence of such a nature, aa it is scarcely

possible for either,,accident or design to have falbi-

fied.”

According to the supposition of Professor A de-

lung, it seems not improbable that Tibet, on the cast

of Cashmir, may “ have been the habitation of Adam
immediately after his fall, and the country occupied

by the descendants of Cain. Jn Tibet, and in the

countries immediately beyond it, the languages ol

at least L50 millions of people are still principally

M(yNOHYLi.Aiiic, and from this peculiarity, as well

as from the singular simplicity of their structurtv,

they are supposed to constitute the most ancient

class of existing languages, though it must be con-

fessed tliat much of Adelung’s reasoning on this

subject is extremely inconclusive.” Mr Townsend
re^rks very judiciously, that one of the canons of

Rudbeck is by no means admissible. “ He states,

11



that a lati^iiago, which has numerous pionosyilabic

expressions, is a parent, language. The English has
more than liVOO luonosyllabic expressions, and the

Chinese has none but such; yet neither of them is,

U.r that reason, to be considered as a parent Ian-

gudge- Certuin it is, that all languages, bv abbrevi-

ations, have n tendency to become monosyllabic, and
therefore a languagOi whicb abounds in monosyl-
lables, is ancient, and th«»e commonly are the most

antiquated parts of everyJaoguagc. cornj)Ounds

are incessantly created. These arc abbreviated, and
in process of time become monosyllabic. In deriv-

ing, theWore, a word in one language, from its

correspondent expression in sonjc oUku* language,

wo must ever bear in mind, that, unless in the for-

niation oi' new compounds, the least abbreviated is

commonly the parent, and the most abbreviated its

offspring. Would it be possible for any one to per-

suade us that. Cohiphttg wu j derived from Cttff', ot

niasf>Lcitic from
'

‘‘ A similar instance,’*

suys the lieviowt r, “ la; found in Trachelos

and ffuh of the Circeks and (iermans; fur certainly

Hals is more like Travhdos timn like Cnihimd
The Chinese, however, which is the principal,

and probably the most ancient of the monosyllabic

languages, is distinguished from UmojSt oil others by
a n^e j:narked peculiarity, wiiich iSj that its written

characters, instead of depicting sotind.^, are the im-

mediate symbols of the objects or ideas, and are

oven imperfecily represented by the sounds, what-
< ever difference of accent or tone may be exhibited

by the most refuiod speaker; as indeed it may hap-

accidentally iii oui own language, that wc may
^ f‘)e^.aJ|o&s to explain, v. ithoutcircumloc ition, whe-

ther <ve mean to say 'v>m or Sun i Beer ox Bier

;

Bear or J^nre ; You, Ewe, Vcpfc or U

;

but in the

(Miinese ihc real cause of this cs^ntial characteristic

appears to he, that the symbol was in fact originally

intended as a hieroplyphic or picture of the object,

though the resemblance, coarse as it probably was

fit lirst, has been generally altogether lost by the

modifications which the character lias conventually

undergone. And in tins point of view the Oiiiiese

would rcqub'C to be classed with the old Egyptian

only, since w^'know of no other language which was

habitually expressed in hieroglyphics and their im-

xnediBte derivatives It is not at all uncommon for

tlie same sound in Coptic, as in Chinese, to have

four of five senses all essentiaUy different; as may
easily he observed in turning over a dictionary

;

noou, for instance, means Bad, and Z’Acw, and a

Shojver, in two verses of St Matthew, v. 'KS, 46, and

perhaps several other things.

Another ancient and extensive class of languages,

united by a greater number of resemblances than

can well be altogether accidental, may be denomi-

nated the Indoeuroi’ean, comprehending the In-

dian, the West Asiatic, and altno.^ all the European

languages. If wc chose to assign a geographical

situation to the common parent of this class, wc

should place it to the south and w'cst of the suppos-

ed origin of the human race ;
leaving the north for

our third class, which we can only define as includ-

ing all the Asiatic and Europearx languages n^ be-

longing to the two former ; which may he called

Atactic, or, ^perhaps, without much impropriety,

Tataric; and which may be subdivided itkto five

orders, Sporadic, Cauenmn^ Tartarian, Siberian,

and Instthr^ The AfitiCAN and American lan-

guages will constitute a fourth and a fifth class, suf-

iicicntly distinct from all the rest, but not intencled

to be considered os any otherwise united an)o%
themselves, than by tlieir geogji'apbical situation.

There is indeed little doubi, that some of the Ian*

guages here called Talurie are essentially allied to

others, which are referred to the Indoeuropean
clas>s; but they have been too little investigated, to

allow us to make the selection that would lie requir-

ed for completing the classiiicatjon.

The following tables are copied, with some con-
siderable additions, from the Quarler/p Revitu.

where they stand us extracted, in great measure,

from Adelung’s Mithridaies^ The words Heaven
and Earth are chosen ns specimens, because they

seem to he known in a greater number of languages

than any others, except the nam^ of Father, whicii

is t apposed to exhibit, in socnc vbes, n fallacious si-

milarity. 'I'he (ierman orthography has been prin-

cipiilly employed, except in such lunguages os arc

usually written in the Roman characters, the pro-

niiiic'ialion of the corisonuius being mure uniiorm

than English, and thui ot tiie vowels diiiering

little from the Italian.

Uogqages.

CtA^sEs, Orders, and EanxilicK of Languages.

1 MoN'O'-YM AHIC.

1. Chinese

‘i. Siamese

V). Avanese
4. Tibetan

. Indoeuropean.
5. Sanscrit

G. Median
7. Arabian

S. Lycian

(). Pfirygian

It). Gieek
11. German'
r^. Celtic

16. Etruscan

14. Latin

15. Cantabrian

16. Sclavic

III. Tataric
i. Sporadic

17. Tshudish

18. Hungarian
It). Albanian

ii. Caucanian

!20. Armenian
21. Georgian

22. Abassan

26. Circassian

24. Ossetish

25. Kistic

26. Lesgiau

iii. Tartarian

27. Turtotartarian

28. Mantshuric
2f). Tungusio

iv. Siberian

60. Permian

61. Wogulic
62. Ostiak

36. Tsheremisfiic

34. Morduin
35. Tepijerai

36. Samoiedic

57- Camashic
.38. .Teniseiostiak

39* Jukad.shiric

40. Koriak

41. Kamtshatkan
V, Insular

42. Kurilee

4.5. Eastern Islands

44. Japanese

4.5. Leu Cheu
•K). Formosan

47. Philippine

45. New Holland, E
49. Van Diemen's
.'>0. New Caledonian

51. New Zealand

52. Easter Island

IV. Aprican

V. Amerxcan
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yarijeties ot Dialects, with Spe^Minena.

r. MONOSYLLABIp CLASS.

Heaven^ Sky* Ettih.

, !• Chinese Tien, Li Ti, To
Kkn Tshio Tsliio

Tonquinese Thien, Bloi Dat, Diii

Laos {Maa^ Phu cliai)

Siamese Sa wang Din
[Man, Pho chai,

Ilaml, Mu)
J. Avanesk Mo kaun, Nip ban Lu pu, Mie

Peguan Mo kaun La pri ? Trc
Rukheng (Afflw.Lu; Hand,

4. Tibetan Nam khei [Lak) Dshik ten, Sa

II. INDOEUROPEAN CLASS.

Sanskrit Paramandaie, Vana, Bumi, Stira

Aagaska, Svtirga,

^igunda, Arlha-

I^a, Nibu [Man,
Purusha

Saggo (Man, Pariso)

Saggd {Man, Burut-
sa)

Devamgri Ardwa, Arthaloga Buma

Prakrit

Bali

Sindh

Multan
Gipscy
Wuch
Sikh

Caahmir
Koch

Maldivian

Cingalese

Malayan

Sumatran .

Batta

Rejang
Latnpuhn
Achim
Neas

P*>gS2/

Javanese

Borneo
Andaman

6. Median
Z cn(li>l]

Pehlvish

JieaveD) Sky.

Oilman
Amengiy Tsb^oi

KArtli.

Dzhemi
Puy PhOy Pub^

/

(l.Katk&iS.Tuhm-.
ka ; Afaffy Mipa

;

Father, Fha)
Oiiddou, Uda Bin

Swiirga, Ahazit Bumid^e, Hum!
Surga Bumif^^Dunga,

Tana
[ilk)

{Day, Torangha- Tnna
(/>tff/,Bileytueng) Pihta

[Day, Uaunih) Tamio
[Day, Urai) Xano

Surga, Diliingin Lemmll, Darui
{Sight, Malang)

Miidaino, [Head, Ta- Totongnandthi
bai)

Tsheklirc, Sakhter, Za, Zao,, Zi^^o,

Ei'inene, Sperez6 Zeineno
Tshcrlv, SlimehaySc- Zivanand, Artu,

Assam i-

per Damik, Leka,

Tiperah Bciniih

Kassai Persian Asinon Semin, Zemin,

Bengalee Shorgue, Bclicsht Porlliibit Morto (Utnki, Cliark,

Hindec Bum *

Urdu (Bucharian)

Brijhassa Kurdish Ast^n, Bauta Ard, tiigit, Cha-
Jypura ak, Choii

liinduslanec Afghan Asmo, Asman Sinak, Siu’igo.

Moors Asinuan, Mukuti Sjimien, Dahia- Zmuku
niin, Dunia 7. Arabian

Udaipura
.

Syriac Sliemaio Aro, Areto
Benares Ashaman Terti Assyrian Simmi Dinii

Munipi/ra Pheojician

Goandec Puriic

Orissa Hebrew SliQiiialim AStez

'Felug Paramanda! Bumi, Buniiio Chaldee Sheniaia Ara, Arga
Telinga (King, llaja) Naela Samaritan' Sumiii Aroa
(Carnatic Arabic Semavati Ardi
Marina Modern ^4- SsamvatyShemayTe- Arz, Ardh, Aiif,

Tamul Wana, Mana, Para- Pumii, Nawarg rabic lek Turnp, Aalem
mandal [pam) Marocean Smavat Ord

Maleiam Wana (Dread, Ap- Eth topic

Malabar Asmanu, Agasha Bhumi, Samina Geez Samaiat M ydrni

Kanara Weikunlha, Agasha Pumandala, Pu- Tigri M'idre

ma Amharic Samai, Siimaie Mydrm, Medrc,
Decan Sorgi Pirtumir, Medere

Soumssar, Ilauasa Szeramey [zijet Middrih
Zimmin Mjaltese Serna, Siiieviet, Srae- Art

Kunkuoa 8. Lycian [Son, Tidaimi

;

MahrAtia

Guzurat
Belosheo

(Afghan)
Bikanira

Weikuntham, Suar- Pumandi,Saum-
giy Agasha sar. Puma

Paramanda * Bumi

And, Atbi)

9. Phrygian {Bread, Bek
;
fTa-

ter, Bedii)

10. Greek Ouranos (ic

Rpmaic Ouranos Ge
1 1. (term AN 1C, Himina, Himins Airtha

360

l^iingiiagei.
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LANGUAGES.
(.nnj^uagefl.

Hciiren» Sky. Eartl).

Aleraannigb, 720 Himil Erdu
Classical Geman Himmcl . iBrde

TranstfimmanG, flemmcl Jerde
Jewish German Himal Hard!
Lbw Saxon Htmincl,Hcmel Eere, Erde
Frieelandish Hiemmel Jerde, Yrtrik
North Friesl- HcmnctcA Eerde, WroH
Dutch HemiSf Aerde, Eer-

tryke, 1270
Danish Himmcl Jord
Norwegian Hirtmiel Jord, Jera
Orkney'^ Chimric Yurn
Icelandic Himnc Jord
Swedish HiniiJ, Hirairik .lord, Jordriki

Dakcarlian Hlmblum Jord
Gofhfandish Hymblum 'I'ord

Danish Saxon,880 Heofena Kortha
En^dish, U€o Ileavc)' Forth, Ycarth

1 -. Celtic

Ncainh, Nau Ilaiamh, Thai^

lamb, Tain
Cfielic Ncaoih Talamhi Dtalm-

liiiin

Mank^ Niau Tallu

Walden Neimibh
. Talnahin

CJtnbnc

Welsh Nefoedd, Ncf Ddacar
CnrvUh Neau, Nev Nore
Ihittaiiish Eon, KuH' Duar, Dover

L'l. IvnujscAv {Breadf Piini, Urtu)
U. La i IK Calum Terra, Tellus

Lallan ('’ielo Terri’

^ei'^Kmlcse Sirl Term
JValden^ic l\ Cil Terra
CientH^se Ze 'Ferra

Ouscrnnnr C'ie! 'IVrra

f'enetian Zielo 'I’erra

J'^riiillijn (.‘il. Ciil Tiarra

ytiliU'i t'.cl Terra/

l)olo;![fi€SC Cii Terra

S/cil'hui Celu [Queiu "I'erra

Sritfllnian Cel, Chelo, 'rerru

Spanish

Cnslilian
'

Cielo Tierra

Catnlonian Cl* 1 Terra

GaUician Ceo Terra

Portuguese Ceo Terra

liomanisli Ciel, Tshiel Terra

I’roveiKjal Cel Terra

1‘rencli Ciel Terre

Beamish Ceou Terr?> *

ixnvergne Cel "I'erro

Flanders ('iel Terre

Walloon Cir Ter

Wailachiau

Dacian 'Fsheri, Czelurg Piimentiv

Cnlzowallachian Ceric Pimchita

ir». Caktabrian Sseru Lurre

16. SCLAVIC
Sclavonian

litissian (liurch Nebesi Scnili

Common Jlussian Nchb Semlii

Mnlnrussian Nebo Zemla

m.
Earili. I.angiwg^js.

Jitalian^
nei'ji

HeAveoyAy.

Snsdaliiin Nebo ZcmiU '

Servian

Uskok ' NebesKc Semli
Ragnsan Nebbu Semgii

Transylva^

nian ScL Nibei6flm/d,Liab)
Croatian Ncbi, Nebicsi Semlji
South Wen^ Nebi Semli, Krai

dish

Hujigaro- Nebi Semi
wendish

Polish Niebic Siemic
Kashahish Nebo Ziemic
Bohemian Ndbi, Wnebl Semi
Serbian, Up-Nichm Semi
per Lusatia

Low- Nebu Semi
cr Lusaiia

Po/abishy Nibis, Nebui Sfiime

1691

Lithuanian

Old Prussian Delbes, Datigon Semie, Worsinny
Primuhthu- Debsissa, Danguje Zemes, Sjemes

anlan

PijIonolUhu- Danguose Ziame, Ziamts
auia7i

Criui/i^ian Dangus Zemme
Lettish Pro- Debbea Semmes, Zemmo
per

JJI. TATARIC ( LASS,

i. Sporadic Order.

17. TsinmisH
Finnish Tiiiwas Maa
Olonelzisik Taiwag Ma
CareJish "luiwag, Taivazh Mua, Mnu
Eslhonian Taewas Ma
Livonian Tauwis [Tsiiiitse Maal

Laplandidh A linen, Aimism, Acdi.cmen

IB, IlcKCiAHi- Menny, .Meueg Fold, Fjcld, Mi-
an zun

15). Albanian Kiel, Kitdt Zee, Sje, Ih*

( \ilabroalhan.C\\\ii\ ue De
Siculoalf/an^ Chiex Dec

ii. Caucasian O^der.

20. Armenian Ilicrkins, Girkin, Hierkii, (ierkrii.

Ergink li^rkir, Tap,
a Huoch

21. Georgian Tza, Zata Szc, Miza, Kwu-

ImiretUsh Tsluish Diklia [kara

Mingrclish {Breads Tshkomi) Diclni

Suaftetish Tsali Gim
Tushetic {Bread, Mak) .Fobste

22. Abassam Agiighau, Ashnan Astula, Tshiillah

Kush Hasib {BreadyTshakua, Tula

Makua)
AlliKcsck ( ZFreW, Mikel) Tzula

2J.CniCAssiAN Wuafti Ishi, Jacthae

Cabardinisli Plicnieh, (Brcady Tshach)
^



L'A4^ G U'A‘G :E-S.

24. OSSETISH
Dugorish

25. Kistic
26- Lesgian
Chunsag

.
' Avaric
Dido
Kasi Kuraiik Sur

Andi Tcshin

H^AVi^n, Sky. Eartli.

Arv, Arwi Tshigit, Segh,

Ai'f Cukh QStil

Sigelich, Stuigicy Late, Mezlia,

Ghumm
Zo, Zob llatl

Zuv m Bafc

Zub, Zuv It^hedo

Kcrki

Misa, Ijisa, Tshur

iv. SxBKniAN Ordeu.

Akushan (Bread, Katz, Mussa, Musaeka
Kubeskan Zub [^Zuihe)Muza

Kalalatish Reshlii Unshi

iii- Tartarian Ordru.

27- TurcotA R-
TARIAN

Caspian

Turkish

Bucharian

Crimean

Gug, Kiokler, Chi-

^

ojler

Tclek, A^man,
Kukliar

Gug,Gluogh, Chok,

Kok

Jer, Gyr, Khcr,

licr

Zaniin, Chak,
Junijurd

Gier

Henven, Sky, - Rartii.

30 , Permian Olani’in, Knmar Ma, Mu
Sirjiinish* Jen esh, Nebus Mu
Woliak Wulun, Kuldenju.. Musiini, S

mar, In, linmunjr

Tsiim kud

SI. Wor.uLic ,
Etcrdaruin Mftanku

Tsliussovlc Tarom, Nair Ma
Verchoturic - Numnia Mav
Tshcrdymic Tul Ma’*’

Berezovan W. Sound .Mag

32. Ostia

K

Nopkon jogodj

Berezovan 0. Nomcn, NimitO' Miig, Mu
rem, Saika

Naryniic Nilsunde Mug
Joganic Ninniik Much
LumpokolicO.Kum torom Much
VashuganskaiiToroni, Join I'agai

Tazian Lorn Tblivotsli

Tsheremis* Kiusiulustc, Kiish- lju1min,Mclen-

SJC na jnnia, I*il, Pil

pundasli, Juu.a,

'j'iinja

testa, Ilok,

Mlande, Mu-
lens, Zantiu-

Ick

A'ogaic Kuk, Hcda Er, Toprak Si. Morduin Mnnel, Werepa'^'^
,
Mrtstor, Moda

Cntnanmh Kuk, Kck, Kik JcT Miiacti

Kasanish Kuk, Tcngeri, Sa- (icr, Ars Moktanic Slikai Mastor, Moda
Mcstsherci- fmoh Teptjerai

slcic Kuk Jer 3b. Samojedic
Bashkiric Kuk, Avu Jer, Dzliir Archangel Numilembarti Jao

Tobolskic Auva, Asman Irjo, Gir, Jir Pustozerskan Nunsira Ja

Kirgishic Kiuk, Asman Dzher Oby Ninn, Nomiin .loii, Ma, Moiih

l^arar^ Auva, Asman Jir Juratshic Nub Ja

Tomskic Kok, Asman Jer Alangazeic S. I'odassio

Tawgifth Nuonto, Kuon,
Da

*

Turctish Gkiok, GiocI) Toprak Mamolu
Tshulimic Tengri Jer Ngoii, Noii

Jenueic Tengeri Tobrak, Dzlur Turucanish Na, TiMga Ja, Bad dll

K’uznctic Tengeri Jer, 'I'sher, I'ombkic S. Noni riindc, Lorn Tuotsli

Barahish Asman, Hava Her [^Toprak Narymic S. Tit 'I’uolsh

Vshek, Chi' Asman Jer, Toprak Kctisli 7'itu Tuot^li

x)inic

Telrutic Tcgir, JVngeri Cir, Jer, Toprak

Tim,skic J'it

Caragassic I'it, Tore

1'iiisli

TutJ.h, D.'.ha

Jaknth Tagara, Clialtun SiiT, Jeme, Bor S7 . Camasiiic Num, Ti iirach Dsha, Dzhu
Tshuwashic Piillu, Tilt, Sunda. iSir, Ser Jaigisli Numuidi Dzha
Mongol Tingri [hlk Derc, Gadzar, Koibalic Num Dshu, Dzhu

Buralihh Tingeri

Sliiroi

Gazar
Motoric Orgochalrachan,

Num
Dsha, Dzha

Calmuck Octorgoi

'I'cngn

Gasar, Ertjaj.ize 3 S, Jeniseiosti-

Tagw ian Kauziar ak
I.Mantshu- Abka, Appia Nil Ariilic Oes Bong
Sagallen [^luc Hurara Ki? Kotovic Eish, Eish pa rang Bang

Corean

Jangsey)

Hanel, Tshen
Assanic Oesh
Inbatshic Es

l^ing

Bang, I’aclj

Tungusic Ncgdaii, Nian, Endra, Dunda, J^umpokolic J. Etsh Bnng
Dsbiulbka I'or 39. JuKAWsin- Dsjunga, Zjugo, Loviangli, Bow-

Nertshinic Tingeri, Nengne, Turu Kic kundsliii jk*

JenUeic T, Nengnc
MangazeicT- Nangiia

Bargu^m
skic

Angarian

Ja/cutic T.

(Jcholskic

Lamuflc

l\haio;riric

Nengna

[Nai Dunda
Tukalii

Dunne

Nengnc
Nengnc, Venanc
Nan
Nana
^egie

Tukaiagda
Dundra
Tor
Tuor
Dunda

40. KoiiiAC

Kafi/mic

Tigdic K,
Karaglnic*

Tshutsliic

Kli’igan, Clicrw'v)!, Nutoliit, Nut-
Cliaiin, Kiiian, eichaii

Jan
Cfniiri

Kiisha Nutclcluin

Sliilchcn Niiitiuiiii

Keli'quii), Clicrvo!, Nultenut, Niiini

Cliiternik, Kil-

lak,Ging, KeiJuk

liOrigivigea.



Ltnitnffgci. Kami, Bkf,

LA}}40>ilGES.
Wh.

' .(Greenland

md EskU
maua)

4 I. Kamtshat

V

Niiita

• Kochan, Sitnmt, Nuta
^ RAW
TtgUic K, Keis
Stednisk Kochal, KoUaa Semtiishimta

Joiehnyehic Kogal
«

Siiauiiit

r. IwaoxAR OxoBR.

42. CuRltSE Niss Kotan
43. EAsrBRN iDltak Tshekak

Islands
41 . Japanese Ten Tsatsmo, CinO|

Ci, Tji, Dsi

4.3. Leu Cheu Difiiml Zudshi

40 . Formosan
47. Philippinf

Vullum i uunnoun Nay, Nai

Moluccan Langn .1, Surga Buchit, Dunga
Magindanao Langit Lopd
'I'agalish Lang It Lupa, Tuna
Bissayi'th Langit Yuta
Sidu

Bugis (DflyjAso; Susi,

Mataso)
Tana

Mungharar (Ihiy, AIo ; Sun,

Matalo)
Butta

Pelew

Maiiana
Friendly Isl.

Yangle} {Day^ Koljcufak ; Dad, Mo-

Cooo Islands

Sav'd

Parrjpang

New Guinea Bar
New Britain

Bima
Svmhaxva

4S. Nfw Hol-
land, E.

49, Van Dip-
men's Land

.30. New Cal£<
DONIAN

31 . New Zea-
1 AND
Olahcltc

Lunguit
Elandbhi (Food,

Maa)
([\**id, Miia)

Liruil

Tnno
Tuguta

Cg“U)

(Sttrt, Mataliro)

(Sun, Mutahari)

Kere

(Father, Bina)

Ndaoi'

Kille

Vonii. llai

Labuad
Taar. Bchoul

Nabtipr?

Dana
Bum!
Poapoa, Popo

Guiahse. Do

Bad, Uenua
Kino)

Erai (Food, Maa ;
Hwennua

Bad, Ino)

Marquesas Taliua, Hani Hwenua
Sandwich Isl. ITarani Ino) MotU

3-2 Easter Isl. (Father, Mama) Soupe^ Henua

IV. AFIUCAN CLASS.

Kahi
Egyptian

Coptic, Mem- Phe
phittc

Sahidic, The» Pc
haic

Bashmuric
Oasitic Pi*

Bauadrish Szemma
KensY; Burck- Semeyg (Day^

hardt Ougresk)

YOL. V. FART 11*

Kahe, Kah

Km
lakitta

Aryd

iUlwren, Sky.

B. Sema (1^3^, Al|i) Gourka
BisuAREWy B. Otryk (Day, Toy)

Adareh, Salt (Day, Omc) Tobut
^Aroijbsa (Father, Anathien

; Head, Dira-

^^MASbOWAH (% Killot ; 8, Szalis) [mahn

)

ARKEfiKOy Sait ''dMCur (Sky), (Day, Midur
ITmoiet)

(2, Kiile ; 3 . Selass)

SuAKiN Tebre Wuhoah
Shi HO, Salt Aroan Baru
Takue, Salt (Man, Grua; Ane)
Bahea, Salt (Man, Ookooi; Water, Uraba)
MuTbiiuANA, (o ,

Let chachi, Lehacbi
Salt 3) , Werri) Ifee Decljuana

Briqua, Salt (1. Ooncbela. 3. Taroo, Miraroo)
Shanlai la, Salt

Darmitchcqua Goza, Sky (0 , Wo- Enniah
ka ; 3) , Beja)

Tacazze Quegab, Sky (0, Hugga
Wah; , Tarah)

Makooa, Salt (0,E^oo-ah ; d , E-la-pao

Mare)
Monjou, Salt (0,D”yoo?a; D, Mooze

Mooelze)

['’a catch or click]

Sow AULi, Salt (i,Chemo-je; 3 Ma-da-too)
Somauli, Salt (04 Chur-rah

; d ,
Tai-ya; 1.

K*ow ; 3, Sud-de)

IIuKRuii, Salt Semme
( 0 ,

Eer
; 5 , Di->chc

Werke; 1
,
Ahad)

Galla Ivaq ( 0 , Ad-da; 3> , Laf-ik, S
Dje-d, Ba-te, S.)

Adaiel, Salt ( o ,
Airo , ]) , Al- Ba-ro

biV)

Danakil, Salt Am-boo re, Sky Arde, Barroo
DuNGOLibii Szemma (0, Ayero; Arikha

}) , Al-sa, Berra)

Boknou, Burck- l\rg, Tsedy
hardt

Boiioo, Burck- Sema (Day, Deal- Berr

hardt ka)

Dareur Szemmu (0, Dule ; Suru, Szuru

D ,
Doal, Salt)

( A MHAKK )
Salt ( 0 , Tsai ; j) /Fck- Mider

erka)

(Tigre) Salt (0, Tsai; j), Midre
Werke)

Agow, Salt ( O, Quo-rah
; , Er-wah) Ziv-va

Tshera/ A. Negumani; Song, Mossa-

gan)
Dnmot A. (A'lwg, Negos ; Song, Ma/ena)
Gbfat (Htng, Negus

;
60710, Aedje)

Falasha (O Kuara; Song Baze)

SotTDAN
(
1 , Deja; 3, Oku)

Begirma (1, Kidde; S, Metta)

Fulah Hy^la Lehidy

Phjrllata Szemma Lissedi

Yalofs Assaman Souffe

Berber Ginna, Tigot, Tgna Doonit, AkaJ

(07 Tatbgt)
^

Canary Titogan, Ataman (Aii^, Mousey)

Tibbo (L Trono; 3, Aguesso)

Shilluh Beu

(0, Atfuetjik

G g

imr



Earth.

Sivah (©jitfuet)
SERBBEd Rogue Lancch
SebbaWAllib (1, Bani; S, Sicco)

MANt>(3!afGo Santo Banko, Binku^
Margetangala (IjJfCidding) ^

Bandee (i, K'd^
(1, Enory; 3, Sisajee)

(1, Pin^ 3* Pisaas)

Vallobka
Sbkko
Fclups
TfMMANE\,

Winterb.
1'lllam Foy (I, Bui, Nim-

bul
; 3, Rail, Nin-

raa, Wintf) Upock, Leh
Susu Araiani Bohhc
Fetu Araiani Aruddc

Kakga Nesua (1, Aniandu)
Mangree Tata (Head, Tri)

(ri£y Lam (1, Do)
Quoja {Kingt Dondag

; Head^ Hundc)
Fante Niamc Assassc
\ KRiFON Aduankam ( 1 ,

Ehoo)
Amina Jankombum (L Akkun)
Akkim Jahinne (f/^ac/| Metih)
\kra Ngoi, Jankombum ^ Sipong

Tambt Giom {Father^ Tshiah
; ilead^ li)

^VH'iDA^ (1, De ; 3, Otton)
Papua Jiwel (1, Depoo)
Watje (1, De ; 3, Etong)

Calbka (ijBarre; 3, Terre)

Camacons (1, Mo ; 3, Melclla)

C-LoboGon- Sauepongo ; Bad, Mon-
dello)

Iru (1, Boosse ; 3, Tattu)

Sullo Toto
Maulu, Beulu Boxi, Toto ?

Sambiampungo {\, Omma ; 3, Me-
Julo (I, Moski) Qatu)
Monte Aaniano

Elukwee (1, Otuh)
Tsliukko, Ellu (1, Otuh)
Ibanju (1, Kia)
Barriadad (^1, Baba)
So (1, KuddUm)
(Srfad, Apohae ; Heady Ota)
{Dread, Abodo ,

Hrad, Otri)

Ktnk (1, Obaa)

Dilko Ftung
Szemma Barr

( 1 , Warre ; 3, Koddus)

(1, Kadenda; 3, Atlili)

salvas

Loango
Congo
Angola

Mandongo
Camba
Angola,
Hervas

Kauabari
Ibo

Mokko
Wawu
Tembu
KuLPEEn
As&ianthes
Kassenti
(Bornu)

?

Affadlh
Mobba
Shilluh
(Darfur)
Darrunga
(Gallas)
Shagoat {Soldier, Goii^o)

MadagaeiCAR Danghitsi, Langhitsi Tane, Tanne,
Lainch, Atcmco Zannc

Lagoa Bay (1, Chingea ; 3, Trirarou)

Koobsa iBuhla Umtsllaba

BeetJUANAS Maaro Lehaatsi

Mutshuana (3, Ooncliela ; S. Lebochi
Taroo, Miniroo)

South (1, Enje ; 3; Atatu, Ziotate)

Ca1<FR£6

4 ^
Heaven, Sky*

Hottentots i

Coranas ^ (l, T*"kdey)
SaldanhaBay llomma
Bosjemans T'’gaclutch

Enttb.

Ki, Kdb,au'au'

Hu
T^’kimguh

^

LanguAgei.

(The Hottentots have three particular clicking
sounds, made by withdrawing the tongue fn|HSi the
teeth, the fore part, and the back part ofJ|ie palate *

they are respectively denoted by T*, T”, and T'*'

,

the two first appear to resemble the sounds some-
times used to express a trifling vexation, and to

make a horse go on, or to call to poultry.)

V. AMiaUCAN CLASb.

i. South American.
Hea\on, Sky. iSjirtl).

V. Southern Extremity
1. Terra del Fuego (A PcnguiUy Compoggrej
2. Patagonia, Cliili

Moluchan.Araukan Iliicnu, (y ,
Tue mupu

Antu ; iliU,

Calul)

Tehuelhct (H///, Cahllt

)

PuelcUe {Hid, Casiil

B. E. from R. Plata to

Marahon
3. Charrua
4. Yaro
5. Bohane
ri. Ghana
7. Minuane
8. Guenoa
9. Kangua
10 Guarany I bag, (y, Cuarazi

;
lui

South
W efat

North. Tupi, Brasil Ibaca Ibi

C. E. of Paraguay
11. Brasilian dialects

Common (0, Arassu , J, Gipi,

Busapu; Busapu mu-
nan gipi ; G| Busapu sapu

Arndt.)

Kiriri Arakie Bu
Cnrumare {God, Aunim) Rada
1 ort} -nine others unknown.

D. \V. ot Paraguay
12. Aquiteguedichaga
13. Guato
14. Ninaquiguila

15. Guana
16. Mbaya, Guaikur Titipi guime Jego
17. Payagua
IS. Lenguas
J9, Enimuga
20. Gulcntusc
21. Yacurure
22. Machikuy
23. Mataguaya
21. Molhalae

25. Pitilaga

11



-Tf

xatsouaoes.
l«a«ijlUgef.

S6, Toba
27. Abipon
28. Moa»by
29. Aguilot

Chtti9ipy
^I. A'ilela

32 . IauIg

£. Co9tt of Peru
38. Quic|gui

6ky. Enrth.

Piguem
Tpigetn Aaloa^ Aaloba

Aloba

Cohua [Urakke
Capiic

Numiticy Nup
Aaqui, Quiis

Kiere, Moiehi
Yanlo, Llacamba
Idatii

Nicofinonc ?

Mecbi

34^. Aymara
33. Puqulna Hanigo
36. Yunka Mo* Angmc

chika

F. East of Peru
37. Samuca Guiatc

38. Chiquitos Ape
Moxoa Anarnocii

W. Mobimi lienni'

^l.Cayubabi
42. Itonanu Kamant:?
4 3 Sapiboconi Euocuepana
41. Herrsibocana

4^. Cantbiana

k6'. Pana
47. ifcnia

ts. Pira

(], East of Quito,

on llu Maranon
49 . A.qaai.os, \e-
beros

Mainas Inapa Isst

.^l.Y'anieos Arresiuma PopD
">2. Om.irua, Yu- 1 huatemai Tu} uca

rumagua
33. Yahun; 100
more

JI. Fiom R. Negro
to Oronoco

51. Maipun Lno Peni

>3. Salivi Mume Ada I Seke

56. Guaivi, C iricoa

38. Achagua
J. About Casanarc

38. Wura Ande Dabu

30.

Hctoi Ubu, Tcntucu Umena ^ Ajno ?

(iO. Situfu, (Jiiari Dafibu

ii.

Laue Basic

Zo (Godf Ano) Ama^ A.

Haoaepaeba ; Caypaebay Cay i

Hanac i (0 IntiJ [Allpa
Alapachn, Alai Aca{)hany Aca i

f)l Oltoinak

02 . Guama, Ciua-

ncri

Caga Toga

iu. F

K. Noith Coast Cap A. N.W, of Ncu
(>3. Tamatiac None Mexico
04. Aiawat

03. Carib

Aijumiin, Kas-

sakku

Wunabu 1. Jetany Apache
2. Kercb, Moqui

B. About California

Yaoi Oubccou Monha S* Pericu

Iblands Capou Soyc 4ii» Waicuric

L Mountains in j Men Nonuni

tbeN. W.
\
Women INIonha

.'^1£R1CA^.

Heaven, Sky. Earth

A. Ubmas
1. St Domingo (Field, Conuco; Meadow, Sava-

% na; Houses Boa ;
Bi ea4^ Casabi |

B. Darien to Gua^ ^

timala ^
2. Kiche, Utlatc-

ca

3. Poconchir Taxali (Q, Quih, Acal, VIeu
Head, Na

;

Handy Cam,
Bad^ TsC^ri)

4. Y'ucaian, Ma- (0, Kin ; Hand, Luam
ya, Caanne Cab)

C. Table Land of

Mexico
3. Mjxtecan Andihui, Andi Nuunaiiiui

NUDBl
(>. Totonacan Tiayan, Acapon, Nitiet ?

Acapaian (!y

Tom ; 3, Toto)
7* Mexican, Az- IlhuicaU(©,To- rialli

tekan natiuh; l,Ce;
3, Yei)

5. Hiia-stccan Tiaeb (©. Aqui- '1 /abal

cha; Heady Na)
0- Othomi Mahetzi C lumoIioi,Hov

10. Micitoucan
11. Pjimdan Pininte

IJ. larascan Avandnro (1 , Ma; 3y Tanimo)
D. California to Ri

del Norte

J3 Coran Tahapua C huehti

14. Tepehuana,
Topia

1.5. Tubar Tcgmccariclmi Nuniguatae
)6. Tarahumaran Guami? {Bad, Gue

1 sell , Dogf Co-
cothbi)

17. Zuaquan, Ya- Tevccapo Buyapo
qui

18. Pima Titauacatum ? (/, Inatuburcb ^

Ani ; 1, Mato ;

5. Walk)
19. Eiidevc Tevietze ? Yuhtepatz

,

20. Opata Tequiaca ? Terepa ?

ri.

iu. North American*

louignsg^

66. Muysca
67. Kiminzac

68. Popaya
69. Danen (O Nie; Cupego : 3, Pauquah)

O^TbOylbunga;

]) y Gomma,
Ganehroa)

5 . CochimijLay- Arobayujui, Am- Keammetfe,

mon being Araet, Ame-
teienang
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Earth.

C. N. of California

6.

St Barbara {Head, Nucchii ; Paci ; 3|

Mapja)

7. Efllene

8. Runsien

Imita (QjTomapisaBhi; 1, Pek;^

3. Julep) >
Icrray (0, Orpetuenstmeo; 1,

Enjala; S, Kappcs)

(l, Moukola; 3y Capes)

(1, Pak : 3, Ullef)

g, Achastlien

10. Ecclemach

1). About Nootka
1 1 . Nootka Sound Nas^ Inajhi nns (Q, Opulsthl ; 1,

Tsavrak ; 3^ Catsa)

12. Atnab {JVaier^ Shaweliquoih ,
ILad,

Scapacav)

13. Friendly Vil- (IVaier, Ulkan
;
Fire, Neach)

lage

li. Queen Claar- {F^re, Tesh; 1. Sounchou; 3.

iotte's bL Sloouis)

15. Colushan Ki, Kcu, Kiiwa, Tljaknak, TJat-

Kitanij Kugon, ka, TIckw,

Chaaz Tka, Sliii,

Tlinkitaan*

nn

{Stwie, Te ; Mcx. TetH

IC. Ugaljacbmnzi Koas {Throat, Katkatl; Mex.
Cocotl. Boil, Coatk ; Mcx.
Coxitia”)

17. Tshinkitany {Q, Krane; 1, Clergy Kaikc;

3. Nt>t*Jik, Nctx)

1 8. Kinaizi Jujan, Juon, Jugan An. Altncn,

Alslen

E. W. of Mississippi

19. Blackfooted (1, Tokes-cum; 3, Nohokes-

Indian cum)

Bl&od Indian, Vegan
20. Tall Indian (1, Karci; 3, Narce; 4, Nean)

21. Sussee (J, Dl-lc-gar; Tauke} ; 4,

Tobo)

22. Snake I.

23. Nadowessian Uolita tibi (0, Paetd; ])

,

Oweoli)

Assinopoeluc {Hog\ Shong; 4, Tope)

tiiousi

24. SakijOttogami

Mcnomene
25. Osage ( Wind, Tattasuggy

;
\_Brothers,

Tinaitauna?])

Winnibeg, Maha
Missouri, Oto

Arkansa, Kanze

26. Pani

27. Caddo, Natshi-

totshe

28. Adaize,

hapa

F. W. Of Missisflip-
' ’

pf, to OaUO

29. Floridan,Apa- (^Agreeable', Hitanachi; Priests

;

lache vaoiia)

30. Timaaean

. Sky. Earth.

SI. Natshes (0, Ot» dull)

32. Muskobgs, (0, Uaabseh, Hu- Ecaufiliauh

Creek sd; 1, Hmatnati j

% Tootfihena)

33. Chikkasaw, (0, Hashe, Haa- YMimi ^

Choktawr ce; 1, Cheph-
plia ; 3, Toot-

them) ^

34. Cherokee < (0, Ecotei Anantegut caleata;

Fire, Cheela; 1, Sj^uo)
35. Woccon (0> J » Witapare; Water, Eau;

1, Tonee; 3, Nammce)
36. Katahba (0, ]) , NooteOh ; IVater, Ejau)

*37- Six Nations Karongiagc, Cau- Oo-hon-cha,

rounkyaw’ga, Otihonebeat,

Kauronhiaie, Abunga,
Toendi OlHitijea,

' 'V Ueburunis.-

kia, Ondoe-
bra

{Fnr, OchccKh)Mohawk
Senefca

Onondago
Oneida

Cayuga
Tuscaiota

{Dog, Chiefha)

Kldcr Brother, Ni-

^ha; 1, Minecotaraano ; 3, Na-
hapumiina}

( )) ,
llatOic-nyahah ; Watci

,

Auweau
; Dog, Chcetli)

G. W. oflludsou^s

Bay, and S. W.
38. Chippciva\ of (7w/h, Tibbit, Wibit ; 3, Tag-

Del. lice; 4, N(*on, Nca)

39- Delaware {Tooth, Weepect) • «

40. Algonkin Mo- {I'ooih, Tibit ; 1, Ncou)

*

began

41. bliaw'anno Spimiki (]/oo//r, Assiskic

PanipticoHgh Kepiltalleh

)

42. Miami, Illinois Kechtkouc (Q, Akilikeouf*

]) ,
Kilswna; Tooth, NeepeeialO

43. Kikkapoo (Q, j) , Kishessu)

44. i^ankashair

45. I’ottaw'atatnth {Tooth, Webit)

46. Delaware Acoossagame Acliquidhack-

{ Tooth, Wcepcct ) amicke, Agi

,

Hogkey
47. Minsi {Tooth, Wichpit)

48. Sankikani
( Tooth, Wypyt)

49. New Sweden ** llocque” {^Flesh, Jos)

[Horque
50. Narraganset Keesuck (3, Nisi)) Aucke
Nalik Ke&uk (3, NLsb- Ohke

nob)

51. New England {Tooth, Mepeteis
; 3, Nis)

52. Abenagui

53. Mohegan Spummuck Ilacki, Nolm-
{Tooih, M'eepec- key

ton)

54. Penobscot [Tooth, Wcebcetah)

55. Souriquois Ouajek (0, Kis- Megamingo
sib ; looth, Ncbidie)

56- Micmic Oaiok

57. E. Chippeway Speminkakuin Aukuin
58. Messisauger (0, Keeshoo) Nindohockoe

.59. N. Algonkin Spiminkakuin Ackoain,Ackc

Laagiuign,

12
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60. Kmstenaux {0, Pi«mi; Meiaeanky
Umdy U§-ti-q«ofa ; 4, Neway)

61. Nehetawa (4^ Naou)
62. Skoffie lifotlcbee)

61. Mountanaa {meadf Taekecbee)

64. W, Chfipewy-^ (©, J ,
Sah ; Head, £d-tbic)

^

an Mack«

65.

Nagail (Hmf, Thte)

66. Hudion's Bay {Head, Tenet thie) 4
.

Islands

H. North Coasta

67. Greenland Killang^ Kfflnk Ntina

(©I Ajut, Seckanach; ^ , An-
ningat; 1, Attaufiok; S, Pin-'"

* gaaut)

6S. EskimaCkx Taktuck, Nabugakslic Suk-

kinudi
, ]) , Tatcotk)

G9. 1'shiigasBic Koiltik Nuna
70. Norton Sound {Hnui, Alshet: 1, Adowjack;

i, Pingashook)

(71.) Tahuktslie Ktdak Nana
71. Jakutat

,
Kilag Nuna

"2. Konuge, Kad- Ki'llach {Hand, Nuna
jak, I. or Kikhtak Algct

, 1, Alchallack » 3 , Pin-

.
ga*c)

Ihcse tables will at least scivc, notwithstanding

some imperfections and uncertainties, as a convenient

synopsth ior Ak ilitating the reference to a brief sketch

of the history of the difftront faniil'es of languages

^1. The strongest pi oof of the great antiquity of

the CftiNESE language opptars to he tuc great sim-

plicit} of Us structure, and the want of those abbre-

siations and conventional imprK*ati nib which have

been bometimcs called the wings of languages. It is

natural that, in ul'empting to express ideas at once

by characters^ the lude pit tores of material objects

.should hrst have been principal!}, U not exclusively

traced; thus the Egyptians bad 0, J for the 57/m

and mcfon, and i for a country or Jte/d, and the

C4iine8e have still IE

^ ^ © foi these objec ts

respectively, the characters having been made square

instead of round, which some of them were in their

more ancient forms, llie Egyptians represented a

man by a figure kneeling, and stretching out his hand.

or in the enchorial character, thus ^ . (See die ar-

ticle Egypt, PL LXXV. n. 73.) The Chinese figure

may ortgioaiiy have been of the same form, but at pre-

sent is mort^ like a pair of legs only, wink a

dog seems to have three or four legs
; • or

A thousand, ocoordingfiG Mr Jomard's ingenious con-

jecture, was copied from the lotus, w ith its seed veosel,

having a great m iltitude of seed*), and tho Chinese

^ is certainlynot altogether unlikt the Egyptian ^

(n. 262), nor is the dwfecier for light ^,wliich

seems intended to represent a radiant body, aliogo-

different from the rh^ ^ so often foir cl

*
i''

among the hieroglyphics of Egypt, aldiough it is nut

easy to believe, witli Mr Palin, that the manuscripts

found with the mummies agree precisely witli a Chi-

nese version of the Psalms ofDavid, character for cha-

racter. The successive introduction of figurative ex-

pressions and characters may easil} be imagined, but it

would be useless to enter at present into furdtot de-

tailhof Ibis kind on grounds dmostentirely speculative.

The Chinese arc said to have been, in the nintli cen-
tury, a race of people resembimg die Arabs

; their

phybioirnomy was contaminated, in the thirteenth

and fourteenth, by a mixture with their conquerors,

die Mongols ; but their language remained unalter-

ed. The dialect of Tonkin is aomeiimcs called the

language of Anam, and the Guan ; on occasions ot

state they use the Chinese dliaracter, but more com-
monly a character of their own, probably resembling

that of the Siamese. Dr Le}den obscrics, that at

least twenty diftercnt nations employ tlie Chinese

characters, though they read them quite differently ,

and he coiisideis the Coebmehinese, the Cantonese,

and the Japanese, as all essentially different from tht^

Mandarin Chinese, diough they have all some word*)

in common. He gives us, as the names of the dia-

lects of Chinese, constituting almo>L as many sepa-

rate languages, 1, Kamj;, spoken at Canton ; 2, ;

\ }<am ; 4, C/iw; 5, 6, Lm { 7> Ltmm ; b,

Khnm, or Mandarin; Q, 67« , 10, jfCunng ; 11, f/y-

5a 7% spoken at Macao ; 12, Su/i iahA , IS,

kii ; 14, Pun vgi / IJ, Tong kkkn ; 16, Po hhun ;

or Chinchnv, 1 here is also a language spoken by the

Quan to, between Tonkin and China, a people who
consiider themselves as more ancient than their neigh-

bours. Notwithstanding, however, all tins suppu^td

diversity, wc may trace a considerable resemblance

m the spoken language, even os far as Corea, in

all these dialects, the coovernation is a sort of rtcila-

tive, and the different notes give distinct meanings to

the words; as, in fact, we distinguish in English iht

sense ofM ? from M ' or simply M. ; tones perfectly

understood, though never written. The Chinese are

without the sound of the letter r, and several other

sounds common m Europe ; the only way in which
they express foreign words is, by putting together

the characters of the nearest import, with a symbol
of pronunciation annexed to them ; thus, for Christus

and Cardtnalis they are obliged to wTite Kt lu tu

m and Kw nl fi na li m, widi a mouth annexed to

them. The names of places are generally distin-

guished by a square inclosing the ^aracters which

GXfii^ them, and tho names of men, in some books,

by a line drawn on one side of the characters only.

In this there seems to be a distant analogy to

ring which inclosc« proper names in the Egyptian

inscriptions, bat the names of places were not dm-
tinguihhcd in thi& niaaner by the Egyptians. The
dialects of Cambodia and Laof have recaiPed

some mixture of Malayan from their neighbours

;



in m itiog the former of sometimes called

IChAhmenf Acoordiog to Dr Leytieoj the Bali, or old

Saosorti chAracter, is emjplojrcd; and tbc latter bas

>ome analogy with the SiameW; mdcedi both the
Siamese and tlte Avanese arif disposed to derive

themselves from Laos. It mar seen, fiom tb^^

''peeimens exhibited in the arti4|J^ii^oTOG\ of the

Lm ^cloihcdia, b. 125, tbii^at lew some of the Chi-

nesL dialects have sounds agreeing in several in-

stances with European ^ords of the same import

;

but the agreement is sctjLTCely precise enough to jus-

Mfy our inferring from it an original OAiMiexion be-

tween the la%uages
2. The language of SiA>t resembles the Chinc<;e

jn its sinapllci^ and metapboncal structure, Ihough
not so decidcdlv monos) Ilabic. It is ob\ iou«:, how •

ever, that the drstmetion of monosyllabic and poly-

i>yI1abic could not, in very ancient times, have been

positively laid down as at present, since it w'as

usual, in almost all countries, to write the words con-

tiguous to each other, in a continued series, without

any divisions between them; and, even in modern
pripthg, there is a happy invention, which oBen re-

stoi*es tnis agreeable obscurity, under the name of a

hyphen, by die use of which we avoid the difficulty of

determining whether we wish to employ oncwoid or

several. The Siamese call themselves T'hay

;

and

apart of their countiyis distinguished by the appel-

lation Tai bai, or Great T’hay. The numerals re-

semble the Mandarin Chinese ; several words of the

language are borrowed from the Hali
; it is written

in an alphabetical character, which jssdid to be com-
plicated and refined.

5. The AV vkese or Burmanish has also borrowed

some polysyllabio woids from the Bali, and is writ-

in a peculiar alphabetical character. It must be

considered as an era in the history of tins country

that its Emperor bos employed Mr Ftlix Carey, at

1 lb own expense, to establish a printing pi css

Ava, his metropolis, for printing a iranslation of tlie

Scriptures in Burmanish. A dialect, spoken in the

district called Tanengrari. is said to be of greater

anticjujty. The Mmt or Prgunn is called by Dr
Lteyden a distinct original language; but it is writ-

ten in the Avanese charactci, and Adelungs speci-

men scarcely differs at all from the Burmanish. The
language of Arakan and Rashaan is called RuJcktng ;

It Contains a number of words from the Bah, many
of tbem converted into monosyllables by nn imper-

fect pronunciation. Dr Leyden considers it as the

connecting link between the monosyllabic and the

polytyliabic languages, and he calls it an original

Janguag^j notwithstanding its acknowledged deriva-

tion from its neighbours. It employs the Devana-
gri alphabet, including the lettci ii. Out of 50
wor4t of Rukhclhg, quoted by Buchanan, the seven

w*hioh are not fiurman arc only varieties of pronun-

ciadnn The Kta^n or iSr(V^%and the Kukts^ north-

east of Cliatigong, a<'e mentioned as neighbouring

tribes, speaking languages almost entirely different

irom the Rukheng. We find, in Mr Buchanan's

paper, some speeWns of the languages of the

Burma empire^ wbiclrft is difficult to distribute me-
thodically, without a further knowledge of their pe-

culiar obarActers, but soma of which may, without Unguages

impropriofy, be introduced hero.
^ “

Afgamiunto, io (Hcad^ Kaung^ Mlyoogee

j

Bumia Laa)
t Veiaia, in A* Lee)

^ ^ ^ /

Tan^^or^ *

(Sionth tlOitAiagf
^ ,

; ©I IdfpaSk
Assam Noomeet)

^

Kohuti, or (Head, Multoo
; ©, Dag

Kia^n Konec) ,

Kurayu or Kaloon
*P(issooh Kozobui t 0, Katchaykoo

Modmag^
Mapho (Headt Kohuin

, ©, Moo) Kolanghoo
Play {Head, Kohui, Pokodiui K#ko, Lau-

Moomag) koo
Hindu of Burma
lioointra [Head^ Mata

, 0, Bel) Kool

Ara- (//<»</, Mustek
; 0, Murtiha

kan Sooja)

Banga, orAy^ (Uead^ Teekgo
; 0, l^Iatee

hoba Bayllec)

4. The language of Tibft, or the Tangutisli, has

some words in common with the Chinese, but is less

simple in its structure. It is at least as ancient a*4

the religion of the country, which is nearly cotval

with Christianity. Its character is well known to be

alphabetical, fiom the title of the learned Work of

Father Geoigi on the subject.
^ ^

5. The liidoeuropcan languages have been refemd
to a single clas«?, because every one of them has too

great a number of coincidences with •^ome of tiu

others to be considered as merely accidental, and

many of them in terms relating to obj’cct^ of ‘^uch a

mtuic, that they mu«t necessarily have been, in both

of the languages compared, rather origin til than

adoptive. 7 he Sanscrit, which is confessedly the

parent language of India, may easily he shown to be

intimately connected with the Greek, the Latin

and the German, although it is a gicat exaggera-

tion to assert any^ thing like its complete identity

with either of these languages. Thus we ^fld, with-

in the compass of the Lord's Prayer only, Pida, Pi-

/xr, among the Sanscrit terms fertr Father, Gr. Paler

Nama, or Namadheya for NamCf Gr Onoma, Ono-

mall ; Uadshtam, Kingdom, Lat. Regnim from R(go ,

Manasam, Will, like the Greek Menuo, and the La-
tin Mens; Sltra, Earth, Gf. Em, whence perhaps

the Latin Ten c; and Daitikn, or Devanagff Dia,

Day, Lat. Dies. There are also some singular re-

semblances of declension and conjugation between

the Sanscrit and the Greek, as Dodami^ Dodasii,

Dodati

;

in old Greek Bidami^ Didosi, Dikoti. Jn a

tablet of the date 23 B. C. w^e find Krifica^or a

Judge, Gi. Crites, Criticos. In Mr Tbwnsend's
work we also find some well selected rostances of

resemblance between the SifiBcrit and other lan-

gurges; thus Bhru, is Brow; Poia^ a Boat ; Bad,
a Bath ; Germ. Bud; Dhttm, Terra ; Nava, JVb-

vus; Naha, Node, Night; Pad, Foot, Paiie;



Languages. Prathama or Proiomatjlititf whooce we mft^'deduce
^
both the Greek prtitos^ and the Latin prhiia ; and
Vpa4(^aca^ DmneOf D0eeo, and Disco. We have
also Wntf, In Riisaiap Pkymk: and Tidfia-

i'a, xoiaoWf I^iDi Pi^km^ GedAfllf. IVtttxve, HSkssiao,

P(hva. The irt of the plurafVerb is found in the
Sanscrit SkO^fUt, are^ Dadanti, ihe^ give.

Sir W&iam Jones aod, manjr others have attributed

to Some of the woffcs/Whidi a^ still extant in Sans-
crit, an antiquity of (bar or fiyo thousand yetk ;

but Professor Adelung deiaies the validity of any of
the arguments^ which have been adduced^ in favour
of a date at aH tipproasefalog to this.

The Sanscrit^ even m Its earliest state^ can scarcely
have been alto^etiieVuniform throughout all tlie coun-^
tries in which it was spoken, ahd it has degenerated
by degrees flSifo a great diversity of modern dialects :

the ternu .signifies learned, or p^hed. Beyond the
Ganges, ft is called Sa/i oi which the
ini«;sionarics say ** scarcely" differs from Sanscrit

;

the term Magudha is said to mean mixed or irregu-

lar. In Siam the Sanscrit is still the language of
elegant literature ; and it is often employed through-
out India, with some little difference of construction,

under the name of Devanagara^ tbe divine language.

The Praknt is rather a vague term, meaning, ac-

cording to Mr Colebrooke, common or vulgar, but
Jt is also applied to the language of the sacred books
of the Juinas/’ We find in a little publication,

entitled, a BneJ View the DapHst Missions and
Tf anslations, some useful Informalioo respecting the

l^ian languages and dialects, into a great number
otSvhich these laborious and disinterested persons

have rdade or procured translations of die whole of

the Scriptures, which they have printed at Seram*
poie near Calcutta. The dialects, which tliey enu-

merate, are principally arranged in a gcograpliicdl

order; and beginning witli those which are spoken

towards the middle of India, as the pure Sniisait

and its least modified dialects, we may place next to

them the languages oi the countries bordering on
the mono&yllabic nations, towards the North and
East ; we have here the dialects of Kepal^ Assam,
or Uhumiya, Ttperah, and Kiusai, of which little

more is kilown than that translations into die first

two have beep already executed : the Bengalee is

hpoken in and about Calcutta : the liindee or iftri-

duice is spoken about Agra; it is printed in the Dc-
' anagri character, tbe font of which contains more
than 800 varieties of letters and their combinations ;

the Urdu or Oordoo is a subdialect of the Hindee, as

well os the Brijba^sa, which is nearer to the Sans-

crit than some other dialects: the ./ypifra is men-
tioned as another language* belonging to the same
neighbourhood : the Hindusimee ib spoken in Hiti-

dubtim Proper, or Lower Hindustan ; tlie missionariob

say diametrically different" from die Hinder

:

the Motors or Mongol Indostanhir seems to belong

to this country, being mixed with a good deal of

Persian and Arabic, unless it be rather referable to

the Hindee : the dialects of Vdaipura, Benares, and
Munipura, ore also called separate languages ; tbe

Goandee is spoken at Nagpore, in the Mahratta

country : further eOst is Orissa or UrtyUy the Ian-

guage of which is printed in a charac^ requiring

300 dMereUt types : xWTelug or Warug is spoken
abbot Cuddalore and Madras : the Telinga further

wests the Carnatic has 0^ peculiar language, besides

the Tamul, which is sjMken Hbom Paleacate, near Ma-

^
as, to Cape Comodn, and tbe Mara>a, which ap-

pears to belong to a part of this country. About
Cochin in Travaheore we have the M<deiam\ An-
ther north the languors of Malabar^ Kanara,
and oPthe Decan ; the dialect of Malabar Js of con-
siderable antiquity, being found in two copper ta-

blets as ol^li the eighth or ninth century ; tlien

comes thd^Wmhrna, about Bombay : die Mahraiia
is further inland : the Gnzurut on the coast ; and
yond tha Indus the Beloshee in Bclochistaii : north
of this we find the Afghan or Pushtu language,

which contains more Hebrew words than any of its

neighbours ;
the people are said to have come from

the north, about 2000 years ago, and, according to a
Persian tradition, to be descended from King Saul

:

indeed, tbe language stands somewhat more correctly

under the Median family in the Miihridates, but since

it forms the connecting link between the two families,

it might perhaps be as conveniently arranged andong
the more numerous species of the Sanscrit; it

written m the Arabic character, with some addition-

al letters for expressing the Sanscrit sounds. The
language of Multany north of Sindh, has about one
tenth of Persian mixed with it. The Gipsies were
certainly expelled from some part of India by the

cruelties of Timur Leng, about 1400; and they
were probably some of the Zingans, in the neigh-

bourhood of Multan ; their language having a great

number of coincidences with that of Multan, and
being still more manifestly a dialect of the Sanscrit,

although they have adopted many European, and
especially Sclavonian words. When they first

pcared in Europe, lliey were supposed to amount to

about half a million
;

at picscnt they are less nume-
rous.

Tlie Maldivian is peculiar to the group of sma)!

islauds from which it is named ; the Baptists have

already printed some books in it. The p^ple arc

said greatly to resemble those of Cejljn. The Cin-

galese, which lb spoken in gi eat part of Ceylon, is a

foixture of several of the continental dialects ; and
it has been observed that the proper names in Cey-
lon mentioned by Ptolemy are of Sanscrit origin.

Dr Leyden gives as a proof of the antiquity of the

Malayan, that the Terpala of Ptolemy is derived

from 2ema, tin. The connexion of this language

with the Sanscrit has not been very universally ad-

mitted ; and some of those who have studied it most

are disposed to consider it as wholly original ; but

in the purest part of the language. Dr Leyden con-

fesses that there is a considei^le resemblance to tlu

^.vanese and tbe Siamese; the words derived from

the &nscrit he coiibiders as somewhat less numerpuj?

amd^Dting however to about jOOO , they are gene-

rally less like the Bali than the Sanscrit ,
and a sttil

smaller number are borrowed from the Arabic. The

character of the mono&yllabic languages is in some

measure retained. Sir Wiils^ Jones considered

the Malayan as a derivative of the Sanscrit

;

Marsden supposes it to have received iu Sanscrit

words through Guzurat
; Dr Leyden rather from Ka-
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Liai0iuid«»* liaga er Tflll&M; and it^tfiibka some tfttbei of printed iftem Moqltij and feonti tbe moveabie lOetal F.iflgatgfa*

the dia)ect8 of Tamiui and Malakdam* Besides these types w^hioh hofe been cast at Serampore.

varioua soumss^ it is said to have borroucd some of 6. The connexion of the Mfi]>rAO Aumiiy with the

its simplest steeds from the Ja^ese and the B&gis ; Savtscrit on one si^ and with tM Geeek and <3er-

and it has become nioi'e titfey monosyllabic by^ iimn <n| the other, livafficientiy proved ti^ Hie words

dropping the first syllables some of the words^ Abitap^ Zend. Sm^ Sanscr* Ahitnba\ £>o^, Ter^

which it has adopted. The is said to be Ters. IMr, Sanscr. Dam, TWwartt) Javofnese, Turt,

more ancient than the Malqrao ; the empire oi' Java Gr. Thum, Germ. Jhiir^ Thor

;

Pera» Lmnd
was formerly powerful and fteurishiog : the ancient or Island, Sanscr. Dihp

;

DoeMsTs Bers. Pothre

language was much like the Sanscrit, more so than Zdftd. Daughitr, Or. Tkiigater, Gemu Tochter,

the Malayan, but was vvritten in a peQjHfaf character. Sanscr. Putnj Zend. Sanscr. Jahrany

Dialects of this language are still spmmPhi Bali and Germ. Jahr ; and hhky Zebd. Ltroe^ Sanscr. Itsha.

in Madura. Leyden thinks the Malays iiteie derived To this list we may add, fhhn Dr Leyden, Sirce,

from Java; Marsden rather from Sumatra « though Zend. IVowany Sanscr. Stri; Aat^s Zend. H** n,

he allowa that there are some reasons for conjectur- Sanscr. Asii, Gr. jErfi/ Hoplf, Zend. Seven^ Sanscr.

mg that an old Sanscrit oolony may ha\e settled Saptahj Gr. Htpta. There arc also some coinci-

many hundred years ago in Java, and mixed its Ian- dences with the Chaldee, but the Meditta is certainly

guage with a supposed mother tongue of that Asi- not a dialect of the Chaldee. Sir W. Jones and

atic race. others have said Ulili| the Zondisb was nearest to the

Of the Sumaii4in dialects, the principal, accotding Sau^Lrlt, and the P^lvi to the Chaldee or Arabic

to Dr Leyden, is the Butta, spoken by a people In ancient iMedia, the Zcndi&h was the language* cjI

who^occupy the centre oi the island, and who still, the northern, and Pehlvi, or Parlhian, ot tlie south-

like some other Indian nations, retain the custom oi ern parts ; the word Pehlvi or Palialcvi is supposed

cathig tiieir old relations. The language seems to by Leyden to have been nearly synonymous with

be partly original, and partly connected with the Pah or Bah, though this is said to be derived from

Malayan, and other dialects of the neighbouring Bahhka, an Indoeuropean country. The Zendtsh

Inlands. The Ihjang is chiefly a mixtuic of Batta was moie paiticularly appropriated to lehgions pur-

and Malayan; in the Lampuhn or Lampung, tbeie poses, and the Pehlvi had m a great measure super*

IS also some Javanese. Ihe Acht has admitted a seeled it for common ubc at a very early period .

still further influx of words belonging to all the Mas- under the Sa^^sanideh again, from the third to the

soimati jargons of the neighbourhood, especially to seventh century, the use ol the Pehlvi was discou-

that ot the Mapulas of Malabar. There are other luged, and the old Persian substituted for it. It is

dialects of less note in N4as and the Poggy Islands, said, honevei, that in the lemote parts of the cdhi!^

most resembling tlie Batta. This language is pro- trv, about Shirwan, some traces of the Pehlvi may

vlt^d with a peculiar alphabet, which is remarkable still be lound in existence. The Zendavesia of Zo-

for being written from the bottom of the paper up- loastci, which is stiU extant in Zendibh, is supposed

wards, like the Mexican hieroglyphics: though the to have been written ^0 years B, C and A delung

Battas, as well as the Chinese, sometimes hold their (ollows Anquctil in asserting its authenticity, even

books so as to read horizontally. Jti Borneo there in opfiosition to the opinion of Jones and Rtchard-

appeai to be several dialects, or lathei sepaiate Ian- son. These languages have little or no connexion

guages, two of them, accoi'ding to Dr Leyden, aic with the Georgian and Armenian, which have suc-

the Bii^ and the Tmud. The Andaman language ceeded them in some of the same countries. The
is inserted here ibr want of a better place only , it old Persian, which seems to be much connected

does 4V01 aiipeav to have any connexion witii the with the Pehlvi, has remained lu use eltlier as a

Sanscrit, and may possibly be found to be more like living or as a learned language ever ain^ the time

that of Madagascai : the people seem to belong to of the Sassanidcs ; it was current among the Per-

the Papuas, a dretinct ortginal race, according to sians when they were conquered by the Arabs in

Dr Leyden, black, and with woolly hair. the seventh century
;
and it is the language of the

fiesUes the numerous translations into languages Shah Sameh of Pirdusl, written in the tenth ccii-

of ehe Indoeuropean class, the Baptist Missionaries tury, as well as of the Ayeen Akhery, of which the

have sAm printed some Armenian and Persian works date is about 1600. The mhdern Persian became a

at die sn^atigable press of Serampore, which is cultivated language aboaC the year 1000, having re-

supplied by a letter foimdery and a paper mill, be- ceived a considerable minture of Arabic and 1 urk-

Imiging to die same establishment, enabling' them to ish words. The berm Pursfifi is commonly applied tu

exacate the i4iole business at less than half the a corrupt Pehlvi, spoken by the refugee flue u or-

eicpense of Emmena books of the same magnitude. shi{^ors in Bombay. ^
Tlie little pamphlet, alreadyyfuoted, contains also The Goths are said to have inhabited, for some
apOidimen^ the chvaeters ^the Sanscrit, Assam, centuries, the countries about the Black Sea, and
Bengalee, Mahrotitii, Sikh, «id Cadimirian, which may originally have bordered on Persia: fioan tins

somewhat resemble each other tn the square form of ciromnstance, and probablya^lso from the effects of
their characters* as «vell as of the fiutrman, Orissa, a later irruption of the Goths into Persia, which is

I'elinga, and OhigiHm, vrhicii have a more rounded
and flourished Opplarafnce; of the Tamul, which
looks a little like Armenian

; of the Alghan and the
Persian used in India ; and of the Chinese, both as

recorded in history, we may easily explain the oc-
currence of many J^sim words in German, and in

the other languages of Northern Europe* Professor

Adeltoig tas examined more than two hitndiwd
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Lnnguages. oases of sucli resemblances;^ and has found only one

sixth part of them in Anquetil's vocabularies of the

more ancient dialects \ he hs^, however, omitted to

state what proportion the whole magnitude of these

vocabularies bmrs to that of a complete dictiojO^^T

of the language. It is well known that an Kssay

was published a Tqw years since in London^^Cl/^ the

SimiLftrittf Penian aud Efiglish Lartguages ;

and a more cd^borate work on |be relations of the

Persian languages^ by Mr Le Pili^ur, has since

peared in Holi^d^s Mr Le Pileur attempts to ex-

plain the IS or 8 of the genitive of the northern lan-

guages, by the Persian proposition ez, which seems

(o be Bynonymous with the Creek and Latin ex;
but he has not shown that this kz ever follows the

noun to which it rclateOi

The Kurds speak a corrupt dialect of the Persian;

they are probably derived from the Carduchi of the

Greeks, who inhabited the CioriUl^an hills. TJiey

spread into Persia about tiie year^tboo, and are now
.'Situated on the borders of the Persian and Turki^li

dominions. The languagj of the Afghans^ about

Candaliar, is said to contain about one fourth of

Perhian, and some Tartarian, besides the Sanscrit

which abounds in it.

7. I'lie Arabian family is called by the German
critics from Shem the son of Noah, as hav-

ing been principally spoken by hia deacenthints.

'riiough not intimately connected with the Euro-
pean languages, it is well known to have afforded

some words to the Cjircek and Latin
;

it has also

.some in common with Uic Sanscrit, though apparent-

ly fcwer than either the Greek or tlu German.
Thus we have Accr^ IIcOi. a IJusbnndw^in ; Agcr,

Lat. a Field ; Asthcr^ a Gr. Aster; HarOy Bu~
riy (jrcrni. Uiirg ; Be?i, Hcbr. Sony Sanscr. DnUy
Child ; Rdiy Ilebr. LshtUy Chald. Fire, Sanscr. As^

ter ; and Ishy Hehr. Man^ S&Dscr. hhdy Man or

Lord. Tlie Hebrew Jniy Atwkiy I, lia^ been no-

ticed by Townsend and others as affording an ety-

mology for Ego as well as for JNi or Mi of verbs,

for the A}wlc of the Egyptians, and even for the Ngo
of the Chinese.

The northern nations of this family have sometimes

been comprehended under the name Aramaic^ in

contradisti^tion to tlie middle, or Canaanitish, and

the southern, or Arabian. The Eastern Aramaic, or

old Chaldee, is very little known; it was the lan-

guage of a people situated in the north of Mesopota-

mia, which is now the south of Armenia
;
a part of

them extended themselves further south, and became
Habylonians; of whose dialect some traces arc said

still to exist, about AIosul and Diarbeker, The old

Assyrians, between the Tigris and Media, were a co-

lony of the Babylonians, and spoke a language unin-

teliigibl'e to the Jews. (II. Kings, 18.) The western

Aramaic has become known, since the Christian era,

as the Sjfriac, in which there is an ancient and valu-

able tranMation of the Nnv Testament. It is stdl

spoken about Edcssa and liarran. Tlie Palmyrene
was one of its dialects ;

ihe modern Assyrian of tlie

Russian Vocabularies appears to be another.

The language of the Conaaniles is said, by St Je-

rom, to have been intermediate between the Hebrew
VOL, V. FART II.

and the E^ptian. The p^iaple arc supposed to have Languages,

come originally from the Persian Gulf; the Phill-^^^*^, —
Stines, who were found amon^ them, to have emi-

grated from the Delta to Cyprus, to have been tliencc

expelled by the Phenicifuis, and to have adopted the

language of theCanaanites, when they settled among
them. The book of Job is considered as affording

some idea of the dialect of Edom; it is well known
to contain many Arabisms, besides some other pecu-
liarities. The Phenician is only known from a few
coins and inscriptions found chiefly in Cyprus and in

Malta, and very satisfactorily deciphered,

though AkcrMad is convinced, by some of them, that

it varied but very little from the Hebrew ; of its de-
scendant, the Punicy or Carthaginian, a specimen is^

preserved in the speech of Hanno in Plautu?, as hap-
pily arranged by Bochart ; the objection of Adelung,
respecting the want of a proper name, appearing to

have arisen from a mistake. The last six lines of the

text aie probably either a repetition of the same
speech in the old Lybian of the neighbourhood, or a
jaigon intended to itintatc it.

J’he ifchrcics originated among the Chaldeans;
Teiah, t!u‘ father of Abraham, having been a native

of Ur, or Edessa, beyond the Euphrates ; they adopt-

ed the language of the Canaanites, among whom
they led a nomadic life, till thcir residence in Egypt,
which must probably have had some efflct in modi-
fying their language. After that time, however, it

appears to have varied but little, in a period of 1000
years, from Mo.ses to Malachi, and this circumstance

Adelung considers as so uncommon and improbable,

that he is disposed to believe that the writings of
Mosc.s must have been modernised, at least as late as

the time of Samuel. The old Hebrew became ex-
tinct, as a living language, about 500 B. (’.

; 1000 \

years afterwards, the Masorelic points wcfe added,
to assist in its pronunciation ; and this wa.s done in

some measure upon the model of the Syrochaldaic,

which at that time was still ^poken. The Septuagint

version, which is much older, supports, in the in-

stances of many of the proper names, the reading in-

dicated by the points, but in about as mrny others it

appears to deviate from that system, a.td to agree

with a mode of pronunciation founded upon the text

or principal characters alone. The reading in Greek
letters of Origen, in his Hexnpla, tends, on the whole,

very strongly to support the points. The Chaldee

had superseded the Hebrew at the time of the capti-

vity, and was gradually converted into the Syrockal^

iaic, which is culled Hebrew in the New Testament..

The Targums, and the Talmud of Babylon, are in the

older Chaldee ; and a Syrochaldaic translation of the

New Testameul has been discovered to be still in ex-

istence.

The Samaritan somewhat resembles the Chaldee

;

it .vas formed among the I’henicians and others, who
occupied the habitations of the ten tribes, when they

were carried into captivity by iSalmanassar aud Esar-*

haddon. Its peculiar alphabet is well known as a

mere variation of the Hebrew.

The Rabbinic (Wixlcct was principally formed in the^

middle ages, among the ^)anWi Jews, who were

chiefly dcacendcd from the inhabitants of Jerusalem^
11 h
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Languages,^ while those of Germany tnd Poland were generally

Galileans, and spoke a ruder dialect of the Hebrew
than the fugitives from the metropolis.

The Ara^ have been a distinct, and in great mea-
sure an independent natiofti for more than 3000
years. Some of them were descended from Shem ;

others, as the Cushites, Canaanites, and Amalekites,

from his brother Ham. Their language, as it is

found in the Koran, contains some mixture of Indian,

Persian, and Abyssinian words. Its grammar was
'

little cultivated until a century or two after the time
of Mahomet. It is certainly copiodi, but its copi-

ousness has been ridiculously exaggerated, and ab-

surdly admired. Tlie best Arabic is spoken by the

upper classes in Yemen ; in Mecca it is more mixed ;

in Syria corrupt, and still more so in some parts of

Africa. There arc dialects which require the assist-

ance of an interpreter to make them intelligible ; at

the same time, it has been maintained by Aryda, a
learned Arab of Syria, in contradiction to Niebuhr,

that the Arabic of the Koran is still employed in con-
versation among the best educated of the people, ns

well as in correct writing. The Arabs living in

bouses are called Moors ; and those of Africa are

the best known under tliis name. The Mapuls, or

Mapulets, of Malabar and Coromandel, are a nume-
rous colony of Arabs, who have been settled there

above a thousand years.

The Ethiopians arc descended from the Cushite

Arabs. In the time of Nimrod they conquered Ba-
bylon : before that of Moses they emigrated into

Africa, and settled in and about Tigri ; in Isaiah's

time, tliey seem to have extended to Fez ; and at

present they occupy Tigri, Amhara, and some neigh-

bouring countries. They became Christians in S25,

but retained the initiatory ceremony of the Jews and
Mussulmen. The pure or literary Ethiopic is called

Gecz, or Axumitic, in contradistinction to the Am-
baric, by which it was superseded as the language of

common life in Amhara, about the fourtecniTi centu-

ry, although it is still spoken, without much altera-

tion, in some parts of Ttgri; while, in others, as in

HauasOt a different dialect is spoken. The Ethiopic

was first particularly made known in Europe hy the

elaborate publications of Ludolf. Mr AsseJin lias

lately procured a translation ofthe whole of the Bible

into the Amharic, as it is now spoken at Gondar ; it

was executed by the old Abyssinian traveller who was
known to Bruce and to Sir William Jones, and it is

said to be now printing at the expense of some of

the BrUish societies.

The is immediately derived from the mo-
dern Arabic, without any intervention of the Punic.

The island, having been successively subject to the

Phaeacians, Fhenicians, Greeks, Carthaginians, Ro-
mans, and Goths, was subdued by the Arabians,

in the ninth century ; in the eleventh, the Normans
conquered it, and it remaive^,.united with Sicily, un-

til it became in some measure independent, under the

Knights of St John.

8. The Lvcian is only known from a few short in-

scriptions, copied by Mr R. Cockerell, and published in

Mr Walpole’s colieoftion, together with two or three

longer ones, which have been lately brought from
Antiphellos, by the enterprising and indefatigable

X'#E'S,'
Mr W. J. Bankes* By means of a proper name^ rn Lang:uAgei..

one of Mr Coclcevell's tascriptions, we obtain a part

of the alphabet ; thus i is A I A, p *, ^ *

s ; and probably A, ii ;
and r, l. A farther compari-

son 0%lhe different parts of the atW inscriptions,

with the Greek phrases that almost uniformly accom-

pany them, implying “ for HlMSEtf ard his wife
AND HIS CHILDREN givos US the words A, or

at’hi, himself: sa, his, orfor Mt, hrdi, or perhaps

iiROi, wife i TiDAiMi,5o«/ TtDAiMA, children ; and

ATBi, and. It does not appear that any of these

words would authorise us to place the Lycian lan-

guage as a member of the great Indoeuropcan class

;

but it is reported to have been much mixed with

Greek, and on account of its geographical situation,

it may be allowed to occupy a temporary rank be-

tween the priiic^l Oriental and European lan-

guages. If it has a. shadow of likeness to any other

language, it is perhaps to the Cimbric ; and Ticiaimi

may also possibly be allied to the Greek Titheno, to

nurse.

9. Respecting the ancient Phrygian, we have a

few traditions only, which at least agree in giving it

a high antiquity, as the source of several Greel^

words. Tims, Plato observes, in his Crafylus, that

the terms denoting fire and xmicr are not derived

from any other Greek words, but are Piirygian pri-

mitives. It seems, however, that •usater was called

Bedu by the Phrygians, and the word resembles the

Bada, Bath, of the northern nations, as well as the

Vate, water, of the Swedes ; Moirai, the fates,'de- “

rived from the I^hrygian, is compared to Meynr,

virgins, of the Gothic ; and Bek, bread, is ns much
like our Bake, as like the Albanian Bulc, bread,

10. Tlie Greek has no very intimate or general

connexion with any of the older languages, which

hav^e been preserved entire, although there arc a

number of particular instances of its resemblance to

the Sanscrit, some of which have been already men-
tioned ; it has also many German and Celtic words,

some Sclavonian, and, as it is said, a few Finnish. Il

can only have been immediately derived from the

language of the neighbouring Thracianf and Pelas-

gians, who seem to have come originally from the

middle of Asia, through the countries north of the

Black Sea, and to have occupied not only Greece

and Thrace, but also the neighbouring parts of Asia

Minor, where they probably retained their ancient

dialect to a later period thau elsewhere. The whole

of the Thracian states were%reatly deranged by the

expedition of the Celts, in 278 B. C., which termi-

nated in their settling the colony of Galatia. Tiie

Dacians, or Getae, who principally occupied Bulga-

ria, extended themselves further northwards, and af-

terwards constituted the Roman provinces ofMoesia
and Dacia, which were conquer^ by the firotlis, in

the third century. The Macedonians, in the time of

Alexander, spoke a language which was nearly un-
intelligible to the Greeks in general ; even the Pe-
lai^gi, in Epirus and Ihessaly, long retained a dialect

materially different from their neighbours ; and in

Arcadia still longer. The Plellenes, who emigrated

from Asia Minor into Greece, were not sufficiently

^ 11
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i.unguagei, numerous to carry their, own dialect with thcm^ al-

though the language assumed tbeir name. The
Graeci in Italy were Pciasgians, although Dionysius

of JHLalicarnassua indudea them hi the denomination

Hellenic ; their language must have been Aeolodoric»

and H was in Ihjs form . that tlie Latin received its

mixture of Gred^; Lacedemonian also retained

it tiQ >a late peri^d^ writingi for instance, instead of

PaiSf Poir^ as in Latm Pwer. The Aeolic appears

once to have extended over Atticai and to have le^

some Aeolisms in 4^ old AUic dialect. This dialect

was the principal basis of the Common language of

Greece at a later peciodf which must have been the

most cultivated under ttie protection of the court of

Alexandria, and which continued to he spoken and

written in the highest circles of Constantinople

throughout the middle ages; by degrees it degene-

rated into die modern liomaic^ having received a
mixture of Turkish and Italian^') and perhaps of

^ome other neighbouring languages.

11. The German family is sufficiently connected

with a variety of othors, belonging to the Indoeuro-

pean class, to be admitted into it upon a very short

investigation. Its resemblances to the Greek, within

the compass of the Lord's Prayer, besides Father and

Namey are IVillc^ Wollen, Gr. Buulc, perhaps Brot or

Proat, Irreadf like Arias, and Frcfjeu or Losen, like

Jihiiein and Lu^ehu Dr Jamieson has shown very

clearly, in his Hermes Scr/t/Ucu^, how immediately the

structure of the Gothic languages is derived from that

of the Greeks. Thus the kin of the Greek infini-

tive became in the Mocsogotliic an or ian, in Ger-

man en; the icos of the adjectives, Moesogothic,

AGS, ICS, or BIOS, as mahteigs, mishit/; Germ.
rnachtig; the Sclavonians have the Swedes ska:

the I NOS, Lat. ENus, An^losaxon en : tlie Licos,

Latin, lis, German licHi Knglisli like; thuspe/Zcos

is n'hat like, as least in Scotland ; the Moesogothic

swaleih is our st*ch ; samekiks is similis. Los, his,

LION, of diminutives, in Latin lus, becomes in Moe-
sogothic ILO, as harniloy a little cliild ; in German
mlinnl is a little man. Among the pronouns we have

E(;o in Greek and Latin, Moesogothic ik, Icelandic

EG, Swedish jag ; emou, mou> Gr., Latin mei,

Moesogothic MEiNA, German meineu; emoi, moi;
Latin Mini, Moesogothic mis; Swedish mig, Dutch
my; eme, me, Latin me, Moesogothic mik, Anglo-

saxon ME, Dutch my. Sii, Doric Tii ; Latin ru

;

Moesogothic THU. Is in Latin, Moesogothic is;

EJus, Moesogothic is, izos; id, Moesogothic ita,

English IT ; Quis, cujus, cui, quem ; Moesogothic

Quhas, QUHis, QUHEj QUHANA, thc last having the

N ; as the Greek hon ; uter, whether ; alter,
OTHER, seems to be derived from antuer, entue-
iiA, nicaning one of them, so that in this instance the

Gothic has the appearance of thc greater antiquity,

w'liile the Gfeek a^rds, on the other hand, an ety-

molo^y ^or BKEiNOS, from skei, there, which is

wanting to the Moesogothic gains or jains, the

Alemannic gener, the German jeneu, and thc

English YONDER or yon. Again, among the nu-

merals, DEKA has been derived from deo, as if both

hands were tied together, and pente has a strong

resemblance to panta, as if all the five fingers ware

reckoned : and on the other hand, da cuig in Gaelic,

meaning twice five, has bc6it considered as the origi- Lanauagef.

nal of DECA. But none of these etymologies seems
to be so decisive of originality as that of catervuy

which is evidently related to turba or turma ; while

the first syllabic remaini unexplained in Latin, but
in the Celtic we have cad tarfy or cath tarf, a tvar

troopy agreeing undeniably with the sense. For
another example, we may take ventus and xoind, for

which we find no Latin etymology, while the Ger-
man furnishes us with wehen to bloWy and thence
wehend and tuind

;

the words nodus and knot afford

also a similar instance, nodus having nothing nearer

to it in Latin than neo to spin, necto to unite
;
but

in German we have knullcn to joiny and in English

knit and knead from the same rooL Thc degrees of
comparison are expressed in Greek by eros and is-

Tos; in Anglosaxon by er or era, and ist or ast.
Er seems to mean before, os well as the Latin or.
The Coptic has no comparative, but for better than

/, thc Egyptians said ver^ good before me* It would
seem at first sight natural to make than a preposi-

tion. as well as before

y

and to say better than me

;

but the fact is that in English, as well as in German,
it was usual of old to say then or denn in this sense

;

and he is wiser than I meant only, he is wise betoue,
THEN 1follow, Thc idea of time or place is now
dropped as unessential to the kind of priority in

question, but thc ground of the grammatical con-

struction remains unaltered. In Moesogothic the

comparative termination is izo or ozo ; the superla-

tive LSTS or ISTA
;
thus the Greek meizon becomes

MEizo; and maists is obviously megistos. The
old megalos is iwi/./Ac. mickle or muckle; and f7/i?ior,

minimus

y

became minnizo, minnists ; in Persian mih
is grealy mihtery greatery mihtraSy greatest; better

seems to be from the old German bied or bieder, up*

right, honest, and resembles thc Persian biiiter, bet-

ter* The Moesogothic verbs have also some strik-

ing resemblances in their form to the Latin, thus the

present tense of to //arc is Haba, habais, habaith ;

HABAM, HABAITH, IIABAND; H\BA]T is HABAIDA ,

HABENS, HABANDS; IIABENTIS, HABANDIS ; HA-
BENTEM, HABANDAM ; IIABENTE8. HABANDANS.
The substantive verb singular in Greek is eimi, eis,

ESTi; the plural in Latin sumus, estis, sunt; the

Moesogothic has Im, is, ist, sijum, sijurii, sind:
and sis is szjais; esse, ivisan. The Moesogo-
thic nouns frequently retain the resemblance of the

Greek more strongly than their more modern deri-

vatives
;
thus a tooth docs not seem to point very

immediately to dentem or odonta as its source

;

but thc older form tuntiiu is clearly the intermedi-

ate stage of this modification ; and numberless other

instances of thc same kind might easily be found.

The Germans were known, as early as the lime

of Pytheas, that is 320 B. C. as consisting of the

Jutes in Denmark, the Teutones on the coast to the

east of them, the Ostiaeans next, and lastly thc Co«:-

sini, Cotinh or Goths. Professor Adclung imagines

that the eastern nations, or Suevi, employed almost

from the earliest times a high German dialect, and

the western, or Cirabri, a low German ;
the Suevi he

supposes to have been driven, at a remote period,

into the south of (iormany by the Sclavonians; and
some of the Goths appear to have extended as far as
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Lauguagcs. the Crimea. The Btbh of Ulphila, in the Gothic

or Moeaogothic of 360, is the oldest specimen in ex-

istence of the German language. Besides the Greek
and Latin, ^hich appear to prevail so much in tlm

language, it exhibits a considerable mixture of Scla-

vonian and Finnisli ; the tituislation is far more li-

teral than it could be made in any of the more
modern dialects of the German ; and sometimes ap-

pears to follow the text with somewhat too much
servility.

The modern German^ founded on the higher dia-

lects of Saxony, was fixed and made general by
Martin Luther. There arc many shades of dialect

and pronunciation in the different parts of this diver-

sified country, but none of them of any particular

interest, or established by any literary authority.

There are^still some German colonies, in the terri-

tories of Vicenza and Verona, called the Settc Co-
muni, which retain their language. I'hc German
Jews have a peculiar jargon, borrowed in some mea-
sure from their brethren in Poland, which they

write in Hebrew characters; and another similar

mixture of discordant dialects is spoken by the

llothwelsh, a vagabond people in the south of Ger-

many, v/ho have sometimes been confounded witli

the Gipsies.

The Lozo Saxorti or Platt Deutsch, is spoken

about Halberstadt, and further north, in the coun-

tries between the Elbe and the Weser
; it seems to

be intimately connected with the Friesland ish and

Danish, as well as with the English. The Friesland^

rrs originally extended from the Rhine to the Ems,
and the Cauchi, thence to the Elbe ; these countries

still retain a dialect materially varying from those of

their neighbours. 'I'he Brokmic laws of the thir-

teenth century exhibit some remarkable differences

from the German of the same date; thus wc find in

them Bedieva a judge, or lieevCi instead of Richter ;

Kcnnc, kin ; ^vAsida, side^ as in Swedish, instead of

seitc. The Batavian Frieslandish^ approaches very

much to the English ; it has several subdiaiccts, as

those of Molktver, and llindelop. Some of the

Cauchish Frieslanders remain in the territory of

Bremen ;
the North Frieslanders occupy Heligoland,

Husum, and Amrdm.
The Dutch language is a mixture of Frieslandish,

Low Saxon, and German, with a little French. It

appears, from Kolyn's Chroinclc^ to have been dis-

tinctly formed as early as 1 1 .06.

7"hc Scandinavian branch of the Germanic family

is characterized by the want both of gutturals and of

aspirates, which renders its pronunciation softer and

less harsh; and by some peculiarities of construc-

tion, for instance, by the place of the article, which

follows its noun, both in Danish and Swedish, instead

of preceding it, as in most other languages. The
name of Denmark is first found in the ninth century ;

until the sixth, the people w^rc called Jutes. Nor-

way, in the ninth century, v. J' termed Nordmanland.

A corrupt Norwegian is still, or was lately, spoken

in some of the Orkneifs, which were long subject to

Norway and Denmark. In the eastern parts of Ice-

land, the language is much like the Norwegian ; but,

on the coast, it is mixed with Danish. The oldest

specimen of Icelandic is the Jus Ecclesiasiicum of

1J23. The term Runic relates to tlie rectilinear

characters cut in wood, which were sometimes used Languagcd.

by the Scandinavian nations. The Swedes are de-

rived from a mixture of Scandinavians with Goths
from Upper Germany ; but their language does not

exhibit a^iy dialectic differences corresponding to

this difference of extraction. Mr Tpwnsend has

given m a list, from Peringskioldt of 670 Swedish
words, rcBcmbling the Greek ; but it must be con-

fessed that the resemblance is in mony .cases ex-

tremely slight.

The Saxons are mentioned by Ptolemy as a small

nation in Holstein ; whence, in conjunction with the

Frieslanders, and the Angles of South Jutlandi they

came over to England, about the year 450. The
Saxons settled principally south of Uie Thames, the

Angles north. At the union of the Heptarchy, the

Saxon dialect prevailed, and the Anglish, which
nearly resembled t^ic Danish of that time, was less in

use; but new si^ms of Danes having inundated

the north of England, in 787, the Danish dialect was
introduced by Canute and his followers

;
and it is

about this period that our earliest specimens of the

Anglosaxon are dated. The Saxon dialect again ob-

tained the ascendancy under Edward the Confessor

;

and although some French was introduced by this

prince, and slili more by William the Conqueror,

into the higher circles of society, the courts of law,

and the schools, yet the use of the French language

never became general among the lower classe.s and
the Saxon recovered much of its currency in the

thirteenth centur}^, w'hcn the cities and corporate

towns rose into importance, under Edward the First

;

ill the fourteenth century, it was permanently esta-

blished, with the modifications which it had received

from the French ;
and it may be considered as truly

English from this period, or even somewluil earlier,

at least if Pope Adrian's rhymes arc the genuine pro-

duction of 1156. It is still much more Gorman than

Frencli ; in the Lord s Prayer, the only words of La-
tin origin are Trespass, Temptation, and Deiiver.

Professor Adel ung’s remarks, on the simplicity of the

English language, appear to be so judicious as to

deserve transcribing. “ The language,*' he observes

only received its final cultivation at the time of the

Reformation, and of the civil disturbances which fol-

lowed that event ; nor did it acquire its lost polish

till aflcr the Revolution, when the authors who em-
ployed it elevated it to that high degree of excel-

lence, of which, from its great copiousness, and tho

remarkable simplicity of its construction, it was pe-

culiarly capable. It is the most simple of all the

European languages ; the te^inations of its substan-

tives being only changed in the genitive and in the

plural, and the alterations of the roots of the verbs

not exceeding six or seven. This simplicity depends
in some measure on a philosophical accuracy, w hich

is carried systcmuticalJy Ihrough the whole language,

so that tlic adjectives, participles, and article, arc in-

declinable, being in their nature destitute of any idea

of gender, case, or number
;
and the form of geillBric

.

distinction is |[almodt entirely^ confined to objects

which are naturally entitled to it. The pronuncia-

tion, on the other hand, is extremely intricate, and
foreign proper names, in particular, are much muti-

lated, wlicnever they are adopted by the English.’*

12. The Celtic family forms a very extensive sAd
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htingu^M. very interesting subdivbion of‘ the Indocuropean

r class. It has been asserted, by SOtne writers, “that the

six original Eijiropean languages, the Iberian, Celtic,

Germanic, Thracian, Sclavonian, and Finnish, were

just as distuict as the beginning of their history as they

now are;’* l^t this ^sertion must be subjected to

considerable modification \
the thing is in itself so

improbable, as to re fitr more evidence^han we

posses^ to estaWish it, even if that evidence were of

a more decisive nature ;
and, in fact, it will actually

^

be foundi upon a comparison of the Gothic of Ulphi-'

la with the more ^dern dialects, that the (Germanic

of that day did apjproadh more nearly, both to the

Celtic and to the Thracian or Greek, than any of its

more modern descendants do. 'i he change of tun-

THU into TOOTH, for which the Germans have zahjs,

has already been noticed ; the atta and himina of

Ulphiia seem to be more like the Irish at'air and

Neamh, than the modern Vatei^ and llimmcl arc;

and the Moesogothic V ‘\iu, wllibh answers to the

Cimbric vear, a mail, is not at present found in

German, though its may still be observed in the

Firiobarm of the Franks, in 1020 ; the antiquity of

the root is shown by the Celtic names in C'lUsar be-

ginning so often with ver, and still more strongly by

the testimony of Herodotus, that the Scythian called

a man AioR. At the same time, therefore, that wc
admit the propriety of considering the Celtic and

Germanic as families clearly distinct, with respect to

any period with whicli wc are historically acquaint-

ed, we must not forget that they exhibit undeniable

traces of havlugbccn more intimately connected with

each other, and with their neighbours, in the earlier

stages of their cxisicnce. The resemblances of the

Celtic to the Latin arc too numerous o require par-

ticular notice, the immediate and extensive con-

nexion between these languages being universally ad-

mitted ; but if any evidence were desired on this

subject, it might be obtained in abundance, by a re-

ference to Court de Gebelin’s Monde With
respect to the Greek, the terms Had, sun ; Dur,
water; J)eru, oak; Garaw, crane; Crunn, icc, are

among the Celtic words of tlie roost indisputable ori-

ginality, and their resemblance to Helios, Iludor,

Dius, Geranosy and Cruoen, is equally undeniable.

We find, also, iu the Cimbric, Bas, low, connected

with Bathus, Bara, bread, perhaps with Bora^ food ;

Deyrnas, kingdom, with TUramU ; Hyro, give, with

Doreue

;

and Gogorian!, glory, perhaps with Gan-
yiaon, exulting. With the Gorman it is easy to find

a number of very near approaches to identity, ove n

in that Celtic, which be proved, principally from
the etymologies of prt^or names, to be prior to the

date of any known or supposed secondary intercourse

or mixture of the natives concerned
; thus we have,

either accurately or very nearly in the same significa-

tion, Ap, or Ape; Barra, Barre ; Bleun,

Blume ; Bolgan^ Balge ; Brig, Berg ; Brogil, Brxihl

:

Carra^ Karre ; Doga, Teich; Galb, Kalb ; Caran^

Kjranich ; Gnahat, Knabe ; Lancea, Lanze ; Marc,
'Md/tre; Marga, Marvel Redya, Reifen ; Rii, or

' Rat, Rad

;

and Ur^ Aver

;

,ana it is impossible to

suppose that so numerous a series of coincidences

can have been derived from accidental causes only.

The Celts may be imagined to have emigrated

'V ,, , ,
.

, ,
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from Asia after the Ibtrians, or Oaiiiiihrians, and be-
fore the Thracians, or Pelitsgians, settling principal-

ly in Gaul, and spreading f>artly into Italy, under the

name of Aosonians and Umbrians* In 57ft B. C.,

they undertook expeditions, for the purposes of con-

quest, but they were subdued by the Rumant;.

Their language was current in Gaul till the sixth or

seventh century, when it was superseded by tlie

rustic Roman, which by degrees became French

:

in Ireland and Scotland, it has remaiDed with few
alterations ; in Wales and Britanny, it has been more
mixed. The Gauls must have peopled Britain at

least as earl}' as 500 B. C. The true ancient Britons

are the Highlanders of Scotland only, having been
driven northwards by the Cimbri

; they sliil call their

language Gaelic. The Irish arc probably derived
from these Highlanders

;
they were originally term-

ed Scots or Scuits, that is, fugitives, from the cir-

cumstance of their expulsion from Britain ; so that«

where the Scots are mentioned before the tenth cen-
tury, as by Porphyry, in the third, we are to under-
stand the Irish. Gildas, in 561, sometimes calls

them Scotch, and sometimes Irish. After the retreat

of the Romans from Britain, a part of them re-eiUer-

ed Scotland, about the year 503, and changed it.*?

name from Caledonia to Scotia Minor. In 132, St

Patrick laid the foundation of the civilisation of Ire-

land ; and, in the seventh century, several Irish

priests undertook missions to the continent. At the

beginning of this century, some Scandinavian free-

booters had begun to visit Ireland ; and, in the year

8;>5, they formed large colonies of emigrants, who
established themselves firmly in that country, and in

the Scottish Islands, bringing with them many Gothic
words, which became afterwards mixed with the

Celtic, and which seem to constitute about one fifth

part of the modern Irish and (laelic, lift Gothic
w'ords being found under the first six letters of the

alphabet only. Some of these Normen remained
distinct from the Irish till the year H02. The old-

est specimens of the Irisli language, admitted by the

continental critics to be authentic, arc of the ninth

century; though some of our antiquaries have ima-

gined they have discovered records of a much earlier

date. The Gaelic of tlie Isle of Man is mixed with

Norw'egian, English, and Welsh, A Gaelic colony,

formerly established at Walden, in Essex, has been
placed by Charaberiayne in Italy, as a nation of

Waldcnses.

The Cimbric or Celtogernianic language was re-

marked by C:esar as diifering from the Gallic, al-

though the distinction has not always been sufficient-

ly observed. The Cimbriana seem to have existed

as a nation .?00 or 600 years B. C> ; the Gauls call-

ed them Belgae; they invaded Britain a little before

Ciesar's time, and drove the ancient inhabitants into

the Highlands and into Ireland. Having called the

Saxons to their assistance against the Scots and

Piets in the fifth century, they were driven by their

new allies into Wales, Cornwall, and Britanny.

Their language is remarkable for the frequent

changes of the initial letters of its radical words, in

the formation of cases and numbers ; thus from Den,
a man, in Briiannish, is derived the plural Tud

;

from Vreg, a woman, Groages. Almost half of the

Eangus^.
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LtingaftgcB. Welfifa language seems to be German, and half of

the remaiiuIiBir is perltaps Latin or Celtic ; of the

Britaottlc about half resembles the Latin or French.

Britanny was originally inhabited by the Armori-

cans; w^hether they were prc^ly Belgae or Gauls

is uaeertaih ; the country was named Britannia Mi-

nor firooi the emigration of the British in 449; these

new comers mixed ^ith the ooiginal inhabitants, all

speaking die same language* and in a few years be-

came so numerouBi as to be able to send an army of

12,000 men to the assistance of ithe Emperor An-
themius.

Professor Adelung is disposed to consider the

German portion of the di&rent branches of the Cel-

tic^ which yories from one fifth to one half of the

whole language, as an accidental mixture, and de-

rived through difterent channels. But wc cannot in

all cases find any historical evidence of tlie exist-

ence of these channels ; it is difficult, for example,

to suppose that the Scandinavian incursions were able

at any early period to influence the language of the

Highlands of Scotland ; and wherever it happens, as

it frequently does, that no term is to be found, in

the Irish, the Gaelic, or the Welsh, for expressing

the same idea, besides the word that they all have

in common with the German, it is scarcely possible

to believe that there ever was any other Celtic word,

which has been so uniformly superseded by indepen-

dent causes. We find, for instance, under the two first

letters of the alphabet only, the words Ap^ or Apa
in Irish, Ap in Welsh, Affe or Ape in Gothic; again

Abalf Afal, Apfd ; Afigar^ Aneang, Enge^ Bacaily

Badly Bachn; Barrady Barry Bare; Beoir, Biry

Bier; Btaily Bmally BeU ; Jhcan, Bwch, Bocky

Brathaivy Brawdy Bruder ; Bui, Bwla, BuUe ; and
the same agreement is found in almost all other in-

stances of German words that are detected in the

liish language.

The much disputed question, respecting the an-

tiquity of the poems attributed to Ossian, lias an

immediate reference to the history of the Celtic lan-

guages. It has been observed with apparent jus-

tice, by Professor Adelung, who is not in gcneial

sceptical on such occasions, that if these poems were

leally very ancient, tlieir language could not but ex-

hibit marks of antiquity; there is an Irish Leavre
LecaHy at Paris, written in the thirteenth century,

and scarcely intelligible to the best Irish scholars of

the present day ; the oldest Gaelic manuscripts have
also peculiar expressions no longer in use ; while the

works, supposed to be the productions of a period

so much remote, are found to be in oxcellent

modern ''Gaelic, impressed with all the marks of the

language of Christianity, and of that of tlie Norwe-
gian invaders, whether these conquerors may be
supposed to have influenced the Gaelic language
immediately in Scotland, or by the intervention of

Ireland." It must not, howevc;r* be forgotten that

these marks of Scandinavian intercourse arc some-
what more ambiguous than I'rofessor Adelung is

disposed to admit ; and that a book written in the

thirteenth qentury is more likely to have preserved

the language in an antiquated form, than poems so

inarveliously committed to memory from continual

recitation only, by people supposed to understand

them, and of coarse imperceptibly modifying the ex- Lsnguagci.

pressions without intending to alter them. But sinceW
an invasion from Loefalin, that is, Denmark or Nor-
way, is actually mentioned in FingsHt,'* the author

of the poem could certainly not been older

than the seventh or eighth centuryi Ifwe are to cre-

dit the historical accounts of invasions ; and
since in the poems discovem by Or Matthew
Young, St Patrick is introdiag^ed discoursing with

Ossian respecting the Christian religioni we bare an
additional argument for denying that he was eontem-
porary with Caracalla or Caraufius; tliese Empe-
rors having both lived in the third century, and St

Patrick in the fifth.

14. The Etruscan is only known os the imme-
diate parent of the Latin, but it was written in a cha-

racter totally different, and was read from right to

left. Notwithstanding the industry and ingenuity of

Lanzi, the evideni^ of the accuracy of his interpre-

tations is somcwhflttltnperfect. We^sliould naturally

have expected to find more words of a Celtic or

Gothic origin, and not merely Greek or Latin words,

with the terminations a little varied, as XJitiie for

Usturoy Tribo for Tribus, and Uric or Uria for

Heorte ; still less should we have expected that the

same sense shculd be expresbed sometimes by a

Greek, and sometimes by a Latin word, as Uriu and

Puni for Bread, Capro& and Feres for a Boar. The
Etrurians and Umbrians were originally a branch of

the Celts, from Rhmtia, as is shown by the similarity

of the names of places in those countries, as well as

by the remains of Etruscan art found in that part of

the Tyrol; they arc supposed to have entered Italy

through Trent, about the year 1000 B. C., and to

have afterwards improved their taste and workman-
ship under the auspices of Demaratus of Corinth,

who settled in Etruria about G60 B. C.

15. The Latin language is placed at the head of

a family, rather with regard to tlic number of its de-

scendants, than to the independence of its origin,

being too evidently derived from the Celtic, mixed
with Greek, to require particular comparison. The
first inhabitants of Italy appear to have been Illyri-

ans or Thracians, Cantabrians, Celts, Pelasgians, and
Etrurians. Rome, from its situation, would natural-

ly acquire much of the languages of these various

nations, and at the same time much of the Greek
from the colonies in the south of Italy. In the time

of Cicero, the Italian songs, supposed to be about

500 years old, were no longer intelligible, even to

tbobu who sang them. Wc find, in an inscription

still more ancient, and appr^ching to the time of

Romulus, Loses for Lares ; and for Flores, Pleores,

wliich is somewhat nearer to tlie Celtic Bkun ; in the

time of Numa, for Hominem liberum, we have Hmo^
mm loehesom ; we find, also, a d added to die oblique

cases, as Capiied for Capite, which, as well as the

termination at, in the genitive aulai, pennaiy is taken

immediately from the Celtic, and is even found In

modern Gaelic.

The Latin remained in perfection but a few
turies ; in the middle agei^ a number of barbarcui^
words were added to it, principally of Celtic origin,

which are found in the glossaries of Dufresne and
Cbarpentier. At the end of the seventh century, it
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T^angunges. b^an to acquire the ^^haracter of Italian^ as Cnmpo
,—^ divisum est

;

and, in the eighth century* in Spain,

we find, as ap example of ns incipient conversion

into Spanish, de nostras terras.

The formation ofthe Italian language may be said to

have been obmpkit^d by Dante, in the beginning of
the fourteenth oent^y.f and it was stUl further po-
lished by the classicaVauthors who immediately suc-

ceeded him. contains many (German words, de-
rived from the different nations who occupied in suo-'^

cession the northern parts of Italy, and some Arabic,
Norman, and Spijudih, left by occasional visitors in

the south. It is Spolcen by the common people in

very different degrees of purity. Among the north-

ern dialects, that of Friuli is mixed wit}) French,
and with some Sclavonian. The Sicilians^ having
been conquered in succession by the Greeks, Car-
thaginians, Romans, Byzantine^^ Arabs, Normans,
Germans, French, and Spanii^B, have retained

something of the language of each. Sardmia has
given shelter to Iberians, Libyans, Tyrrhenes,Greeks,
Carthaginians, Romans, Vandals, Byzantines, Goths,
Lombaras, Franks, Arabs, Pisans, and Arragonians

;

and the proper Sardinian language is a mixture of

Latin with Greek, French, German, and Castilian.

Corsica has also been occupied by a similar diversity

of nations ;
its peculiar idiom is little known ; but the

dialect of the upper classes is said to approach near-

ly to the Tuscan.

Spain, after its complete subjugation by the Ro-
mans, enjoyed some centuriefi of tranquillity. The
Vandals and Alans retained their power in Spain but
for a short time ; tlie Suevi, on the nortn coast,

somewhat longer
;
and, from these naMons, the rus-

tic Roman, which had become general in Spain, re-

ceived some words of German origin ; it derived,

however, much more from the Arabic, during the

domination of the Moors, which lasted from the be-

ginning of the eighth century to the end of the fif-

teenth ; and, at one time, the Arabic was almost

universally employed throughout the country, except

in the churches. The Spanish language advanced

the most rapidly toward {^rfection during the height

of the national prosperity, which immediately follow-

ed the conquest or America ; it was afterwards ne-

glected, and again more particularly cultivated by
the Academy of Madrid, in the eighteenth century

;

as far, at least, as an Academy can be supposed to

have any influence in the modifications of a lan-

e-

e Portuguese is supposed to have received a
mixture ofFrench frotf the followers of Count Henry
of Burgundy, under whom Portugal first formed a
B^arate state, in 1109 ; but the language is very

different from that of the confines of France and
Spain

; and the nasal vowels, which arc remarkable
in the Portuguese^ differ materially from those of the

Ffench, or of any other nation* Many Latin words
are retained in the Portuguese, which are not found
in any other nnoderu language ; and it is remarkable
^at almost all the words of the language are con-
tracted, by the omission ofsome of die radical letters

of the originels.

The Rhoetians, in the country of the Grisons, were
subdued by the Romans in the time of Augustus.

They became part of the Alemani||^h kingdom, un- LanguDges.

der Theodobert, in 5S9 ;
their union with Switzer-

land took place in the beginning of the fourteenth

centorjr. Half of the Grisons speak the Romanish

languid immediately derived from the Latin,

tboQgh mixed with some GeMpiOf which has been
particularly made known by MrPkmta's account of

It, in the Philosophical Transaetions^ One third

speak German, with some mixture of Romanish
words, and tlie rest a bad Italian.

France,in the time of the Romans, was occupied
the Gaul^ togetlier with the Aquitamaos, who were
probably Cantabrians, and the Cirabrians or Belgians.

From the rustic Roman, mixed with the languages

of these nations, the Romance was gradually formed.

In the fifth century, the Francs took possession of

tlie Aortb-eastern part of the country ; tliey retained

their language for some centuries, but by degrees it

became mixed with the Romance, and formed

French, of which at least one fifth is supposed to be

of German origin ; though many of the German
words seem to have been admitted through the me-
dium of the Ital'an. In the south of France, the

language remained more exempt from the influence

of the German, under the name of the Provencal

;

and the troubadours contributed, especially from the

eleventh to the thirteenth century, to give it refine-

ment and currency ; but, in later times, the Lan^e
d'oui has prevailed over tlie Langue d*0Cf which is

now spoken by a few of the lowest class only.

The lai»t and least genuine of the descendants of

the Latin is the Wallachian^ about one half of which

is borrowed from the German, Sclavonian, and I'urk-

ish. The original Thracians of the country must

have been in a great measure superseded by the suc-

cessive settlements of various nations ;
in the third

century, seme of the Goths and Vandals; in the

fourth, the Jazyges, after Attila’s death; in the

fifth, some Huns and Alans ; about the end of the

seventh, the Bulgarians, and afterwards the Pets-

chenegers and Hungarians established themselves in

it; and, in the thirteenth century, Wallachia became

an independent state. The Latin part of this lan-

guage has much of the Italian form, und had even as-

sumed it as early os the fifth century. It must have

been derived from Roman colonies, and more lately,

perhaps, from the missionaries sent into the country

by Pope Gregory XL The Dacian or Hungarian

dialect prevails on the nortli of the Danube; the

Thracian^ or Cutzowallachian, on the south ; the

latter is moro mixed with Greek and Albanian.

There is also a small Wallachian colony in Transyl-

vania.

The Cantahrim or Biscayan has many words in

common with the Latin, whether originally or by

adoption, and was probably in some measure con-

nected with the Celtic dialects, which were the im-

mediate predecessors of the Latin, though still suffi-

ciently distinct Irom them. The Cantabrian AitOy Fa-

ther, has some resemblahce to the Irish Afair, and

the Moesogothic Alta; Seru is not wholly unlike

Coelum; Ereenjaa, Regnum; and Borondatia, Fo-

hintas; the coincidence of Gun, Day, with the Tar-

tarian, is perhaps more accidental. But the wOrd
Lurre, Earth, which seems at first sight so unlike any
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Tellure; and this form of the vord affords, also, a

connecting link with the Irish Talu, and may have
been contracted into the more common Latin word
Terra ; a supposition which seems to lessen the pro-

bability of the original connection of this form of the

word with the Greek Era, and the Sanscrit Stira.

The Biscayan is still spoken in the angles of France
and Spain, adjoining to the northern extremity of

the Pyrenees. The same people were called Canta-

brians in the norths and Iberians in the south, and
extended between the Pyrenees and the llhine, as

Ligurians, or inhabitants of the coast. They have

adopted a few German words, perhaps from the em-
pire of the west Goths; and they have furnished the

modern Spanish with more than a hundred original

words of their own. The construction of the lan-

guage is extremely intricate ; its verbs have eleven

moods, among which arc a consuetudinary, a volun-

tary, a compulsory, and a penitiidinary. Larramen-
di*s drammar, published at Salamanca in 1729, is

called El Lnpomble Vencido. A valuable abstract of

the most interesting particulars relating to the lan-

guage is found in the Additions to the Milhridates, by

the Buron William von Humboldt, late Prussian Am-
bassador to the Court of (rreat Britain, printed at

Berlin, Dr Young has lately remarked, in the

PhilofiOphiccd Transactions for 1819, that at least six

of the words contained in Humboldt's vocabulary co-

incide very accurately with the Coptic, or ancient

Egyptian, though they arc not found in any of the

languages of the neighbouring countries ; and he in-

fers that the chances arc more than a thousand to

one, that, at some very remote period, an Egyptian

colon)" established itself in Spain." It may be ob-

served, that one of these words, gncAi, little, appears

to be also Turkish or Tartarian ; so that it becomes

a second instance of a coincidence between this

language and the Cantabrian.

l6. The connexion of the Sclavonian and Lithu-

anian, and of the other branches constituting the

ScLAvic family, with the languages of the Indoou-

ropcan class in general, i? sufficiently establij^hcd,

without exceeding the limits of the Lord’s Prayer,

by the rcscmhlanCe of Ndh or Nebesi to the Cimbric

Nefondd, and the Greek Nvp/ios, and of fVolja and

Chljeh to the Gothic Wilja and Waif, The SclavO’-

nians arc the descendants of the ancient Sarnmtians,

who were situated north of the Black Sea and of the

Danube. They were conquered by the Goths, and
then driven by the Tartars and Huns into the north-

east of Germany, and the neighbouring countries.

Procopius calls them Spori, and divides them into

the Sclav! and the Antes, the latter, perhaps, the

same as the Wends. They formed, at an early pe-

riod, two principal states, Great Russia, about No-
vogorod, and Little Riussia^on the Dnieper, its capi-

tal being Kiew. The Rm ‘Aivere a Scandinavian

branch, unaer Rurik, to whom the Sclavonians of the

former state submitted in 862, whence they were

culled Russians ;
and Rurik’s successor, Oleg, con-

cpiered Kiew, After several vicissitudes, the Rus-
sians were liberated by Iwan Wasiliewitch, at the

end of the fifteenth century ; and this period was the

beginning of their greatness* Their language has LanguHgw.
some mixture of Greek, Finnish, Swedish, Tartarian,
and Mongol. The ecclesiastical dialect was uniform-
ly retained in all literary works, in the former part
of the last century, but now the language of conver-
sation is generally adopted in writing. This language
is more immediately derived from that of Great
Russia

; that of the church, which is called the Sla-
wenish, rather from Little Russia, and especially
from the dialect of Servia. The Malorussian dialect
is sotnewhat mixed with the Polish, and is spoken in
Lkrain and Little Russia ; the Susdalian is mixed with
Greek and other languages, and is spoken in Thrace.

In 64-0, the ISclavonians took possession of Illyria,
w’hich before that time had been overrun by a variety
of other nations, and they still retain it, under the
names of Servians, Croatiuns, and Southern Wends.
1 lie Servians are supposed to have come from
Great Servia, now East Gallicia, on the Upper Vis-
tula

; the Croat tans from Great Chrobatia, probably
situated on the Carpathian mountains. Cyril first

adapted the Greek alphabet to the Sclavonian lan-
guage in Paimonia

;
his letters were afterwards a little

altered, and attributed to St Jerom, in order to re-
concile the people to their use, and in this form they
are termed Cilagolitic characters. The Servian dia-
lect is intermediate between the Russian and the
Croatian. The Bulgarians speak a corrupt SeJavo-
nian, which Boscovich, from Ragnsa, could scarcely
understand. I'hc Vskoks are a wild race of the Bul-
garians extending into Carniolki, and speaking a
mixed language. The dialect of Slavonia and Dal-
matia is nearly the same as that of Servia and Bosnia

;

the churches use the ecclesiastical language of Rus-
sia. ill Ragusa, the orthography approaches, in
some measure, to the Italian. The Servian is also
imperfectly spoken by a small colony in Transylva-
nia. The southern Wends were first distinguished in
(kiO, and were probably so named, like the Vencti,
from being settled on the shores of the Adriatic, the
word Wend or Wand meaning Sea. Thc^y arc now
mixed with Germans in Carniolia, Cariiitliia, and
Lower Stiria. In Hungary, there is a small colony,
who call themselves Slowens, and speak the Wendhh
dialect of the Sctavmiian, The western Sclavonians,
or the proper Sclavi, write tljeir language in the
Roman characters

; but the specimens, coj)icd from
Adelung, are accommodated in their ortliography
to the German mode of pronunciation.

The Poles probably came with the Russians from
the Danube into the countries abandoned by the
(loths ; the name Pole implies an inhabitant of plains.
Their language was partly superseded by the Latin
in the tenth century, when they received the rites
of the Latin cliurch

; but it has in later times been
more cultivated. The Cassubiana, or Kashubians,
in Pomerania, speak a Polish mixed with a little
German. In Silesia, the names of places in the
plains are Sclavonian

; in the hills, more lately occu-
pied, German

; but German has been the language .

of Breslau ever since the year 1300.
The Bohemians emigrated, with the Moravians

’

and Slowaks, into their present habitations, about
the middle of the sixth century, after the destruo-

12
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I.AnBviagcs. tion of the kingdom of Thuringia by the Franks and

Saxons. There is a Bohemian hymn of the date

and a chronicle in rhyme, of 1310. One tliird

of the Bohemians are of German origin, and speak a

corrupt (ierman.

The Serbs, or Wends, came about the same time

into the countries between the Saal and tlic Oder,

from tlie neighhourhodd of the Volga or the Crimea ;

a few of them are still left in Ijinatin, under the

name of Wends or Sclavonians, and some in Misnia.

In Pomerania the Wendish became extinct about

1100; but the Polahcs in Liineburg, on the Lcyne,

kept up till lately a language consisting ofn mixture

ol‘ Wendish and (ierman. The Sorahir of the Riis-

hian vocabulary seems to be the same with this Ser-

bian.

or the Lithuanian or Lettish language, two thirds

are Sclavonlan, the rest is principaliy (icrinan.

When the (ioths had removed from the Baltic to-

wards the Black Sea, thti^' neighbours tin; Acstii re*

roained for some hundred years indepcmlcnt, till in

the sixth century tin Sclavonians incorporated

themselves with them, and formed the Lettish peo-

i

)lc and language. The Old Prussian was “^po-

am, at the time of the Reformation, in Samland and
ils neighbourhood, but it is now lost; it contained

more G(irman than the oilier J.ithuanian dialects-

The Prussian Lilhuauian is spoken from the Inner
to Mcincl, especially in Instcrburg. The Polish

Lliliunmuii, in Samogitia, has a little mixture of

l*ollsh. The proper Lcfhsli is current in Lettland

and Courlaiid
,

it is purest about Mittau and Riga;
the old Courlandcrs having been Fins, this dialect

has received a little I'innish from then.. The fVi-

vintriau is another diaioct, Gpoken by the Krewinsin
C-OLirland.

17 . The 'Jsliudish or Finnieli, the Hungarian,

and the Albanian languages, have some traits of re-

semblance to each titlicr ; they are placed as form-

ing the Sporadic 01 scattered order of the great 7a-
tric or Asiatic class, being in some measure geo-

graphically detached from the rest, and scattered

through diHerent parts of Europe* they immediate-

ly follow^ the Iruloeuropean class, as exhibiting an

occasional resemblance to some of the languages

contained in it, though not enough to make it cer-

tain that the connexion is c.ssential or ongin.al

;

thus the Inmilsh is said to have some coincidences

with the Greek, the LaplandUh with the Hebrew',

the liungariaii with the Finnish, and the Albanian

with all ils neighbours.

The term Tsliudish is employed as comprehend-

.
ing the Fins, Laplanders, Esthonians, and Livonians;

a race of people of unknown origin
; hut in all pro-

bability unconnected with the Huns or Mongois.
I'lieir languages are remarkable for the great com-
plexity of their structure ;

their nouns, for example,
having from ten to fifteen cases, among which are

reckoned, in the Finnidi, a nuncupative, a condition-

al accusative, a factitive, a mediative, a descriptive,

a penetrative, a locative, a priva Jve, and a negative.

The lilsllionian has less direct variety of termination,

but several intricate combinations. There is olso a
great multiplicity oi' dialects, partly from a mixture
of Scandinavian, and partly from other causes ; iu

VOL. V. PART il.

Lapland almost every church lias a peculiar version Language#.^

of the service kept for its use. The is in-'

tcrmodiale between the Laplandish and the Eslho-

nian. Tlie Esthonian.s are the Aestii of the Uo-
raans, the name implying Easterly, and being appro-

priate to the country, and not to the people. The
principal diiilects of their language are those of Re-
val and of Dorpat : some authors also consider the

dialect of the Krewins in Courland as belonging to

iL The Livonian is much mixed with other lan-

guages, and has been almost superseded by the

Lettish. Among the Laplandish words, which Rud-
beck has derived from the Hebrew, we find Acd-
hamc, Earth, like the Hebrew Adamvh ; IJadax,

New, IL Khudvsh ; JIadshCy ihc Moon,H. Jlhadcsh;

Jed, the Hand, H. Id; hr, Man, H. Is/i ; Lolhi,

persuaded, Jbilhchh ; Saedke, law, II. Tzedeh ;

and Snfothi, rested, II. Sabhoih. In the iMnnish,

Kana is somclhing like the English and (ierman
lien.

18. The Ihmgariuns inhabited in the fourtli cen-

turv tlu' counlry of the Bashkir.?, betv^ ct n the 'Uo-

bol, the Volgn, and ihe ,Iaik, [lerhaps as colonists,

since theii nanu; signities strangers; their language

was spoken in tiiis neighbourhood as late as the thir-

teenth century
;
in the sixth they were conquered

by some of their Turkish neighbours; in the end of

the ninth they were forced by the IVt.^clu negers, a

'J'artarian nation, to remove nearer to the Carpathian

mountains. Tlicy were tlicn engaged in the CJer-

man wars, and their country having been ficcupied

during their absence by the Bulgarians, they took

possfbsion of the Bulgarian kingdom on the Theis.s,

a.s well us of rannonia. 7'hcir language is some-
what like the I'inni.'^h, but the people arc very dif-

ferent from the Fins in appearance
; which might

indeed be the eltect of a difference of climate
; but

in fact the language appears to he still more like the

Snlavonian, with a mixture of a multitude ofolhcrs;
it has some w'ords iVom various Tartarian diah'Cts,

German, French, Latin, Armenian, Hebrew, Per-

sian, and Arabic; but it has no traces of the Mon-
gol, nor is it possible that the people can be de-

scendants of the Huns, whose cliarac.cr and ca.st of

features can never be eradicated. The word Coach,

so general in l^luropc, is originally Hungarian, having
been derived from tlie town of Kvts, where coaches
are said to have been invented. The Szccldcrs, in

'rransylvaiiia, speak a language like the Hungarian;
it is uncertain whether they are a Hungarian co-
lony, or remains of the Petschenegers

; but, however
this may be, there is little doubt that the IJungari-

ans are principally of Tartarian extraction, though
much mixed wdth other nations.

Ip. The Albanians speak a language, of which a

considerable portion is (ilreek, Latin, German, Sela-

vonian, or Torkish; but the rest .sclmus to he per-

fectly distinct from any oy^icr language with which
we are acquainted. I’liey are iirohably connceteil

Avith the Albanians between Mount Caucasus and

the river C}rus, who are supposed to he derived

from the Alaiii
;
home of tliem seem to have oiUercd

Bulgaria as late avS l.'JOS. In 1461, many of them
fled from the Turks to Itahf and Sicihi, where they

still exist near Reggio and iMessiiia. The Clemen-
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Austrian army in 1737; such of tliem as escaped
iVom the pursuit of the Turks established tiicmselves

in Syrmia.

20. The languages referred to the Caucadan order

have little to distinguish them from the rest of the

class, except riieir geographical situation, in the

immediate neighbourhood of the Caucasian nioun^

tains. They have a general resemblance to some
others of the languages of Northern Asia, and parti-

cularly to the Samujedic dialects, spoken on the

mountains between Siberia and the Mongols. Ex-
< ept the Armenian and Georgian, they an' scarcely

ever employed in writing ; and principally, perhaps,

from this cause, they exhibit as great a diversity in

the space of a few stjuare miles, as those rtf many
other nations do in as many thousands. It is only

conjectured that most of the inhabitants of these

countries are derived from the miscellaneous frag-

ments of expeditions of various nations, left be-

hind in their passage through them at different pe-

riods.

'riie connexion of tlie Armenian with the Sanscrit

and the Persian is just enough to make it equally

possible, that the coincidences may have been de-

rived from a common parent, or that one language

may have simply borrowed detached words from the

other. We find, in different parts of Mr Townsend’s

work, about ten Armenian words resembling some
other language ; these are, Air^ a man, Air^ Irish ;

Aiamn, a tootli, Odontay (xreck; Chuerk, four,

Chalur, Sanscrit
;
Dor, a Door ; Ey is, AV/, Latin ;

/As, I, Jazcy Russian ; Gas, a Goose, Cans, German

;

Houze, a House ; Laked, to lick, Leichein, Greek;
and Sirt, the Heart. Nothing is known ol‘ the his-

tory of“ the Armenian before the time of Miesrob, who
translated the Bible into it, in 405 ;

the historian

Moses, of Chorenc, was his pupil. Tiic language

flourished till the year 800, and is still preserved in

tolerable purity, in the cloisters. The comnic i

peoj)le speak a dialect more corrupt and mixed.

The bathers of the Armenian convent at Venice

have been very laudable employed in the improve-

ment of the literature of their nation, by the publi-

cation of several very elegant editions of Armenian
books, which have been executed at their press

;
in

particular, of an Armenian translation of Eusebius,

containing some passages which are not extant in

Greek, and said to have been copied from a manu-
script of great antiquity at Constantinople ; it is,

however, very remarkable, that, as they candidly

confess, the copy, when first received by them, con-

tained the corrections and additions of Scaliger, in

conformity with the text of the printed Greek edi-

tion, and the copyist, when questioned, asserted that

lie had merely translated and inserted passages of his

own accord, and in silence, in order to make the

work 7nore perfect. Stil^ the Armenian Eusebius is

a very handsome book, ant ^ry way calculated to

do credit co the Venetian editors and their patrons

;

a Latin translation of it only has been published by

Angelo Mai at Milan.

21. Tlie Georgiavs are supposed to have derived

their name from die river Cyrus or Gur, and to have

extended formerly to Colchis, under the denomination
of Iberians. Moses of Chorene, in the fifth century,

mentions the Georgian translation of the Bible, The ]>anguagi>s.

old language is still preserved in the churches, and
the common dialect of the country is derived from
it, together with the Kartuelish, Imireitish, Mingre-
lish, and Suanetisk, which arc varieties of that dia-

lect ; the Tnshetish is mixed with some Kxstic. The
Georgians have no fewer than thirty seven letters,

and among thorn a variety of aspirates and sibilants,

of no very agreeable sounds.

22.

'i'he Abassic nations seem to be the oldest

inhabitants of the Caucasian country
; (23.) tlie

CiiicAssiANS are situated to the east of them, on
the promontory of North Caucasus; (21.) the Os-
SKTES, on tlie left of the I’erek, north of the moun-
tain

; the dialect of the Dugors is scarcely dis-

tinguishable from this: (25,) the Kistic, spoken by
the ingushans, and their neighbours, at the head of

the Terek, is connected with the Tushetic Georgian.

q6. The Lesgians, cast of Caucasus, on the Caspian

Sea, have a number of distinct dialects, or rather

languages ; thus, the Chunsag, and Avanc, the Di-

do, the Kasi Kunihk. the Audi, and the Aliiislian,

have little connexion with each other, except that

the Dido somewhat resembles the Chunsag, ol which
the Avaric, the Antsng, and the Dzhar, seem to be

subordinate dialects. The Kasi Kumiik appears to

have adopted some words of the Armenian, and tlu*

Andi and Akushan of the Georgian. The dialect

of Kubesha resembles that of Akuslin, and retain.-s

no traces of a siipfiosed hhiropean origin.

27» The languages ol the central and eicvateil

parts of Asia are comprehended in the order Tarta-
rian ; they extend from the Caspian ISca to the

mouth of the Amur, through countries which have *

been, in former ages, the constant scenes of emigra-

tion and barbarism. I’he Turcotartariaus arc siqi-

posed to correspond to the descendants of the Ma-
gog of the Scriptures, and to .some of the Scytljian*^

ol' the Ci recks. The l inks of 'I'urkestan seem to

have been the Massagetm and C'liorasmii of the an-

cients; their country extended North of Persia and
Tibet, from the Caspian to the Altaic mountains. In

the twdltii century, they were brilliant and victori-

ous ; at present, a few of their descendants only are

left in the neighbourhood of the Mongols, and their

language is no longer spoken
;
the 'I'urcomans, scat-

tered in Persia and Arabia, are derived fiom the

same rac(^ The Osmans, now commonly called

Turks, left Turkestan in .545, and succeeded in tlu*

conquest of Persia. They were denominated Os-
mans, from one of their leaders, in the fourteenth

century; their language has been nuicli mixed with

Arabic and Persian. This language, with the neigh-

bouring dialects, has been considered in the table as

belonging to a family called Caspian, the word Tar-
tarian having been previously applied to the whole
order; several of these dialects exhibit a mixture of

words from the language of Ijbc Mongols, which, a.s

well as the Calmuk, has a stifficient connexion with

them to be arranged as belonging to the same Tur-
cotartarian family : it would, perhaps, be equally cor-

rect to consider some of them rather as distinct

languages than as dialects of a single one ; but it is

not easy to discriminate those which are entitled to

this rank; and, on the other hand, some specimens

have been admitted^ from the Comparative Voca-
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separate dialects. The Bttcharians are situated be-

tween the Oxus and Jaxartes, on the river Koly;

they btill retain some traces o(’ a superior degree of

civilization, by which they were once distinguished ;

their language is little known, but it seems to be at

least as much connected with the Median and Ara-

bian families ns w ith the f'aspian. Tiic Tartars were

described by the t(,Tins Scythians. Bulgarians, Avari,

and Ollier afipellatione, before they were conquered

and united by (iengbizkban the Mongo!
;

in the

year ir)r)2, they became subject to the lliissians.

'The most westerly are, the Nogak or Nagaic, and

(‘riruean 'i’artars
;
their language is much like the

'rurki.-li, but mixed wuth some Mongol, 'i’liose of

(.'umania in Hungary have now forgotten their origi-

nal language, and speak the Ilupgariau ; the last

person w'ho understood the Cumanian having died in

1770; they entered Hungriry m lOSfJ, and became
(Christians in LMO. The Imtarian, or rather C as-

pian, is spoken in great piniry about Kasan ; a dia-

lect somewhat differen' iii Orenburg ; and another

by the Kirgishes, who ticcupy part of the ancient

Turkestan. Among tin Siberian Tartars, the re-

mains of the kingdom of Tnran, some arc Mahome-
tans f^others, as the Turalinzic villagers, have been

made (.'hfiatiana ; at least, the Archbishop Fhilophei

performed the ceremony of baptizing them, by or-

dering bis dragoons to drive them in a body into the

river. ' The inhabitants of the hanks of the 'fara, a

branch of the Irtish, arc said to be derived from the

Bucliarians. 'I'he 'L\sfni(imic Tartars enjoy the same

advantage ns tlie Turalinzic, and arc considered as

('hristians by the UnsrPins. 'Ihe 7V7c///c.9, in Son-

jor, are heathens, ncMrly like the Shamanites of In-

dia. The Jnkufs extend along the lAma to the sea

;

tiieir language (‘ontains some Mantshuric and some

'fungusic ; that of the Tshuwashes, on the Volga,

is said to have hoi ii once completely distinct from

the Tartarian or C!aspian, and even at present, though

more mixed w'ith it, may require to be classed as

forming a separate species.

The Motigoh arc marked by their features as a

race very did’erent from the other Tartars ; the cha-

racter of their countenance seems to be easily pro-

pagated from father to son, and never to be com-

pletely effaced; their original habitation appears to

liave been in the neighbourhood of the Altaic moun-
tains. rhe description of the Huns, found in Am-
niian, Procopius, and others, agrees exactly with the

present Mongols, whom the Chinese still call Kiong

nu ; and more particularly with the Calmucks ; the

^ proper names of the 1 luns are also found to be ex-

plicable from the Mongol language. In the first

century they were driven westwards by the Chinese

:

under Attila they penetrated into the middle of Eu-

rope
; and they were little less successful at subse-

quent periods, under Genghizkhan and Timur Leng.

When they were expelled from China, after having

held it in subjection for more than a century, they

carried back no civilization with them ; nor was ei-

ther of the languages permanently aflUected by this

temporary mixture of the nations, although the phy-

siognomy of the Chinese bears ample testimony of

its having once existed. The construction of their
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Mr Townsend has copied from (ientral Valiancy a
long list of words, in Slrahlenberg s kocabu-
/rtr?/, which agree very rei^rkahly with the Irish

;

among these we find Are and ErCt man, Irish Af,
Air, Fear; And, a spindle, Irish Oirlc ; Alcwamu-
do, an apple tree, Iri*-!! Amhalmhaide ; Asoc, to a&k,

Irish Ascadh ; Bnirhu^ J Jive long, Irksh haotli,\ong

life; Bngu, a buck, Irish Buc, a he goat ; Clioy a

ewe, Irish ('hoi

;

and diorama a lamb, Irish Caorog ,

without going any further in tlie alphabet. Tfie la.st

two instances are very striking, and seem to point

very strongly at the part of the east from which the

Celts may be supposed to have originally emigrat-

ed. The CalmucL dialect is somew'haL mixed with

the n#ghbouring I'artarian. 1'lie Tagurians, or

Daurians, between tlie lake Baikal and the Mongo!
hills, are said to be of Mantshuric origin

; hnl their

language evidently resembles the Cahiiuck. The
Buraitish is from the llu.ssian Vocabularies.

lift. The Manishu! iauh are sometimes improperlv

called Kastern Mongolia ; tlii^y are subjects ol the em-
pire of China. Tiieir language is rude, and nut

much like tiie Chinese, though evidently derived

from the monosyllabic class ; it has some lew words
in common with the European languages, as Kiti.

patient
;
Kirrr, (jennan, Cicur, Latin, tame : /' m-

ru. Furor ; Laptn, rags, Lappev, German
; Sengui,

blood. Sanguis : Ania, a year, Annus ; hut consider-

ing the reinotenes'-! of their situation, w e can scarce-

ly form any conclusion from the occurrence of the^e

resemblances. Mr Kemusat has lately been appoint-

ed iVofessor of this Jangiiiige at Paris ; hut it will

prohaoly be difficult for him to render its study very

popular in the midst of so busy a metrojiolis. Whe-
ther tljc language ol' the island of Saga/kn, opposite

lo the roouih of the Amur, is a dialect of the Mant-
sliuric, or totally distinct, and requiring to be class-

ed with the insular languages, appears to be not yet

sufiicienlly ascertained. The ('on an has been sup-

posed to be a mixture of Manlslmiic and Lliinese.

the Coreans do not understand either of those lan-

guages when they are spoken ; but this fact is per-

fectly compatible with the supposition

29. The 'ruitgiisiatis, in the cast of Siberia, sub-

ject to the Cliinese, speak a peculiar language, mix-

ed with some Mongol
;
the Kussian Vocabularies con-

tain specimens of a variety of their dialects, he&ide>

those of the Tsliapogirs on the Jeoiaci, and the La-
muti on the sea of Ochotsk, none of tiiem particu-

larly interesting or remarkable.

SO. 'I'he languages belonging to the Siberian or-

der occupy the principal part of the north of Asia

bctwi^en the mountainous Tartarian territory and

the Frozen Sea. At the commencement of tins

order, wc find a variety of inconsiderable nations in

the neighbourhood of the confines of Europe and

Asia, which have their distinct languages, probabl}

formed in times comparatively modern, out of the

fragments of others. They have almost nil oi' them

some Finnish words, but none a sufficient number to

justify us in considering them as dialects of the

Finnish language, although the people were very

probably connected with the Fins, as neighbours, in

the middle ages, on the banks of the Dwina and
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I anjfiiagcs. tlfcwhere. The SlrjilncSf in the government of Arch-

angel j ppcak nearly the same language with the Pcr»
rniunff^ wlio are partly in the same government, and
partly in that of Kasan. The JVotialcs, on the Wiat-
ka, also in Kasan, have a dialect which seems to be

intermediate between the Permian and the Tshere-

missic. The ITo^iiLs, situated on the Kama and
the Irtish, alford specimens of several dialects in the

Uus>ian collection ; they seem to have borrowed a

low words from the Hungarian, and much more
from the language of the Ostiaks (^12), who are also

divided into several races. .'hS. The T&hcremhscuy

situittcd on the Volga, in Kasan, have a little mixture

of Turcotartarian. 1 he on the Oka
and Volga, have about one eighth of their language

rinnish, and al'.o some Turcotartarian wordl: the

Molclanic is a dialect dilfcring but slightly from the

Mordviiii. S.i. The Teptjerni arc peo])le paying no

taxes, « ho originated from the relics of the 'larta-

rokasanic kingdom in the sixteenth century, and who
are said to speak a language peculiar to themselves.

'J'he arrangement of all these dialects must remain

very iinpcjfcct; for w'ant of a greater number of

specimens of their peculiarities.

'i’he SainojCLlic nations arc situated north of

the Tartars, by whom they may possibly have been

driven into their present habitations. Their lan-

guages seem to have some aflinity with the Caucasian

and Lesgian dialects, and some of them with the

Wogulic and Ostiak families ; the specimens in the

Con)paialive Vocahulai ioe seem to liave been mul-

tiplied somcwliat too liberally. 37^ 'i'hc CamaJies

arc situated on the right of the Jenisei; they arc

Shamanites or nuddists; their language seems to be

a mixture of several others, and is divided into seve-

ral very distinct dialects. 1 he Koihals have been

baptized ; they have borrowed some words from the

'rurcolaitarian family. 'Jhe Motors are situated on

the Tuba. .S8. The Ostiaks on the river Jenisei

atlbrd iis five specimens of languages totally differ-

ent I'roni those of the Ostiaks already meulioned,

but nearly connected with each other, so that they

may properly be called Jenheiosliaks* The Ja-

kngh's or Julndshirs arc few in number; they are

situated between the Jakuti and the Tshutshi
; they

have some Jakutish words mixed with their lan-

guage, and some 'I’shcrcmissic. 40. 'Fhc Koriaks

and the TUnthhi occupy the north-easternmost point

of Siberia ; the proper Kuriuk is spoken on the bay

of Penshin ; the Kohjmic on the river Kolyma, the

Tigilic on the Tigil in Kamtshatka, and the Kara-

ginic on the island Karaga ; the Tshutshic has been
considered as a dialect of the Koriak. 41. The
Kamtshatkans are a little further south ; the Tigilic

Kamtshatka?! is found, however, on the north of the

Tigil ; the Srednish to the west, on the Bolshaia, and

the JozJuiyshiv on the river Kamtshatka^ "and towards

the South Cape. The languages of the neighbour-

ing parts of America, according to Professor Vatcr,

greatly resemble the Tshutshic.

The Insular order of the Tataric or Atactic class

of languages must be understood as comprehend-

ing all the Asiatic islands east of Borneo, 42* The
language of the CarUees is spoken not only in the

principal of these islands^ but also in Kamtshatka,

about Cape Lopatka ; but in some of the islands the LAnguaget.

Japanese is spoken. Tlie Japanese derive them-^
selves from the Chinese; but their language con-

tradicts this opinion ; they have evident truces of

Mongol extraction or relationship. The amiable

islanders of Lac clicu w'ill long be remembered by the

Britisii public for the hospitality they showed to the

Alcestc and the Lyra ; their language appears to be
related to the Japanese, as might be expected from

their situation. Tonnosa was conquered by the Dutch
in l6‘i0, but in i6()l it was taken from them by a Chi-

nese pirate ; the next year some books were printed

in the Formosan language in Holland ; the recap-

ture of the island not being yet known there; in

1682, it was finally given up to the Chinese go-

vernment. 47 . The Moluccfin is considered by
Dr Leyden as an original language ; that of Magin-
danao contains some Malayan, Moluccan, Taga-
lish, and Bugis. The Tagalish or Gain is the prin-

cipal language of the Philippines, and almost as ge-

nerally understood in that neighbourhood as the

Malay and Hindustanee in other parts ; it is allied

to the Malayan and to the Javanese, and was pro-

babl}^ derived in great measure from these languages
;

it also resembles in some measure the Bugis. 'I'lie

Bi'isaj/ish is a ruder dialect of the iagahsh. The
Sulu differs but little from these dialects, lacing de-

rived from the same sources. The Bugis is the lan-

guage of Celebes
;

it is supposed to be more ancient

than the Javanese; it seems to contain no Sanscrit,

but much Malay, J'ugalish, and Javanese, and some
of the old 'J’ernatc or Moluccan; it is written in u

peculiar character, and some good poetry is found

in it; there is a dialect called the Mungliara?\ The
Bma somewhat resembles this dialect; it is spoken

in the eastern parts of Sumbuwa, and the western

of Ende or Flores
;

it is written either in the Bugis

or the Malay character
;

it seems to have a dis-

tant resemblance to the language of Orissa : t!ic

dialect of Sumbawa exhibits some slight variations.

A few single words, as Malta, the eye, and Matte,

death, arc found to coincide in almost all the islands

of the Pacific Oceans the languages of which, not-

withstanding their immense distances, seem to differ

less than those of the inhabitants of some very small

continental tracts ; and they might probably be di-

vided into a few well defined families, if our know-
ledge of them were more complete. The resem-

blance of Matte to the Arabian Moi^ and the Latin

Maclare, is probably accidental.

The number of the Afkican languages is sup-

posed to amount to 100 or 150, and as many as 7O
or SO of them have been distinguished with tolerable

accuracy. The population of Alrica seems to have

been derived from Arabia, and, as some critics

think, rather from the southern than from the north-

ern parts ; a great number of its present inhabitants

are negros, but these cannot^H^e distinguished from
the rest by any infallible criterion. I'he account
given by Ptolemy of the interior part of the country
appears to be wonderfully accurate and extensive^l

although some of his measures seem to be errone^

ous^ and not sufficiently reconcilcablc with the truth,

even by adopting Major Hennell’s hypothesis re-

specting them, it is however remarkable that |)to-

l
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languagcfl* lemy followed Hipparchus in extending tlic eastern
"^

‘ coast of Africa to the Cianges, although more correct

ideas of its form had been entertained at Alexandria

bel'orc his time.

l^\\e E^rffplians demand the priority, in Heating of

tlie inluibiiants of Africa, from their early connexion

with ancient liiKtory, both sacred und profane. It i.s

observable tliat the representations of tliu old Egyp-
tians have countenances more or less ap|)roachiug to

the negro physiognomy, though the dry hones of

the siveloton have that eharucler somewhat less de-

cidedly than they must have had when ('lothed with

the thick lips and fiaitish noses of the generality of

the representations; at the same time there are

sculptures of great antiquity, which exhibit features

not unlike those of correct (irecian or itomari beau-

ty
;
and others have a considerable resemblance to

the Arabian nation ; at present the people of middle

Alrica, in general, are more or le.*"i like negros, but

they are somewhat less d.nk. and their no^es and
lips are less peculiar

; the women sometimes scream-

ed if Burckhardt made Ik.'' appearance on a sudden,

and called him the Devil, because he v\as wdulc.

riic Kgyptian.s are suppo'^ed by some writers to have

received-

i

their civilizaiion from Etliiopia; hut there

are iTT^irAent no traces of the remain-s of liigli civili-

zation fu/lher south than Nuliia, except a few scatter-

ed monuments about Axuin, of no great antiquity,

'fhe Egyptians were first called C’o[)ts by the Sara-

eens, and their language has been commonly dis-

tinguished by tlie ajipt'llation Coptic, that is, as writ-

ten in charaeterij which are jn-incipnlly Dreek, and

frequently iiiLeraiixed with a number of pure Greek
words; but not a single frai^uicnt of C(»ptic has yet

been discovered in tins form that is eaiiior than the

e-Stablishmenl of (diri.stianity in Itgypt ;
and it seems

[nobable that tlie character was introduced by the

early Christians at tlie time ol’ the translation of tlie

Scriptures into C optic, tvhich is certamly of very

high antiquity. The (ircek authors frequently men-
tion an JOgyptiiin aljiliahct of twenty five letters; but

no traces of any such alphabet is found in the inulti-

tudinous inscriptions or manuscripts that have been

preserved by the exertions of the numerous and ad-

venturous travellers wiio have lately visited the coun-

try. (See the article of this Supplemetit.)

The Cl reek w’onls mixed with the C optic are not

considered by the grammarians as incorporated with

the language, nor arc they admitted into the dictio-

naries. The genuine language bears very evident

marksof great nnli(pnty;its construction is simple and

often awkward ; and a great number of its words arc

monosyllables. We have positive evidence of its

having remained unaltered, from the time of Hero-

dotus, Plutarch, and other Cireek authors, and it af-

fords us the etymology of the name of Moses, and of

some other words mentioned in the Scriptures. It

exhibits a few coinc^icnces wir.h other ancient lan-

guages, but not enough to enable us to consider it

either as the offspring or the parent of any of them,

jOXcept that it gives us something like an explanation

of the meaning of some of the Greek particles. Out
of 114> original Egyptian words, which are enume-
rated by the Quarterly Reviewer, in his account of

Mc^i^Townsend’s work, there are fifty two that re-

semble the Greek, twenty seven tlie German and Languages.

English, eighteen the Hebrew, three the Syriac, two''

the Arabic, two the Sanscrit, one the Sclavonian, and
one the C'antabrian. Jt is, however, probable, that a

person more intimately acquainted with the languages

of the Arabian family would have been able to find a

much greater number of coincidences, since nations,

whicli had so much intercourse as the Jews and the

Egyptians, could scarcely fail to have many words in

common. even if their languages had been at firstcom-

pletely different
;
and probably many of tlie Arabic

roots, whicli arc not Hebrew, may be found in the

Egyptian. To the Cantabrian word inserted in this

enumeration, Dr Young has added five others, in his

late essay, already (juoted, the whole six being Bcr^
rut, new; Ora, a dog ; Guchi, little ; O^^uin, bread :

“ Otsoa," a wolf, whence the Spanish Ouza ; and
Sftasfipi^ seven : in Coptic, JJeri, new; Uhor, a dog

;

Kmlshtj little ; 0//^, bread
;

L’un&h, a wolf; and

Shashf, seven ;
whence he infers that “ if we consi-

der tiicse words as suiriciently identical to admit of

our calculating upon them, the chances will be more
than a thousand to one that, at some very remote
period, an Egyptian colony establi&hcd itself in

Spain
;

for none of the languages of the neighbour-

ing nations retain any traces of having been the me-
dium through which these words have been convey-

ed. On tlie other hand/' he continues, 'Df we
adopted the opinions of a late learned antiquary,”

General \ allancey, the probability would be still

incomparably greater, that Ireland was originally

peopled from the same mother country; since he
lias collected more than one hundred words, which
are certainly Egyptian, and which he considers as

bearing the same sense in Irish; but the relation,

whicli he has magnified into identity, appears in ge-

neral to be that of a very faint resemblance ; and
this is precisely an instance of a case in which it

would be deceiving ourselves to attempt to reduce

the matter to a calculation.'’ It may, indeed, be

imagined that the Egyptian dominions may formerly

have extended to tlie htraits of Gibraltar, and that

Spain may have derived a part of its population from

this part of Africa, w hich approaches ao near to it ;

but it could scarcely have happened that no traces of

iOgyptian monuments should ever have been found

at any distance from the Nile, if that active people

had really occupied any considerable portion of the

neighbouring conlinent. The word Chcviistrp, in

Cireok Chvmia, is well known to be derived from the

Egyptian ; it has successively been compared, by

tlie Quarterly Reviewer, to Chim or Ckerti^ heat ;

and to dtem, secret ; the latter is the more probable

origin of tlie two ; and a third etymon might be

found, if it were required^ in the word Ihhcm, or

Chew, to Jiud, or Ltveniion> The Coptic language

lias been netHPly extinct for about two centuries ; but

the service has beeu read in Coptic much more late-

ly in some of the churches ; though it has now been

almost entirely superseded by the Arabic. The

proper Coptic, or Mcmphitic, which was the dialect

of Lower itigypt, is supposed, from a word quoted

Herodotus, to be the most ancient ;
the Saliidic or

Thebaic of Upper 1‘igypt was probably preserved for

a longer time, especially in some of the monasteries ;
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Language},, there is a separate version of the principal part of the

Bible in this dialect, fragments of which have been
published by Mingarclli and Woidc

;
a third dialect,

much resembling the Thebaic, is commonly called

the Bashmuric, and a fourth, the Oasitic, has been
])artially made known by JVIr Quatrcmcre dc Quincy.
The Egyptians have left no traces of their language
among the people who at present occupy the coun-
tries that they inhabited ; the Nubian vocabularies
collected by Burckhardt contain no (’ojjtic words

;

the people arc of different Arab races, but have ac-
quired peculiar dialects, probably mixed with those
ofthe neighbouring negro nations, of several of which
wc find specimens in Mr Salt’s Voyage to AbyRninia.
But one of the most learned, as well as the most ad-
venturous and industrious of modern travellers, has
remarked some coincidences between the old Egyp-
tian language and that of the Barabras, who are
neighbours of the Nubians, and extend to the con-
fluence of the Tacazze and the Nile. The flecz and
Ainharic have already been mentioned as dcscoiul-
iints of tlie Arabian family

;
they seem to have intro-

duced some traces of this extraction into several of
the neighbouring dialects, probably by the transla-

tions ot tbe Scriptures, or by the use of the Koran.
Professor \ater has taken some pains to prove
that the language of Amhara, the Camara of Aga-
tharehidcs, is wholly independent of the I'^thiopic

and Arabian
; but in this he appears to be mistaken.

It exhibits some slight resemblance to the San.scril,

in a few instances ; thus, Tshegure is hair, in Sans-
crit, Tshiciira. Macrizi tells us, that there arc, in

the w'hole, fifty Abyssinian dialects
; but he has pro-

bably exaggerated their number. We have obtain-
ed more authentic information respecting them from
the collections of Bruce, and of his editor, Murray,
and still more lately from Dr Seetzen and Mr Salt.

Of the Mek ofDiingola, the representative of along
race of the Christian Kings of Nubia, little is now
known, except that he is in a great measure depend-
ant on the King of JSennaar on the one hand, and has
been expelled from a part of his territories by the
Mamelukes, on the other. Of the Agows and the
Ciafats, neighbours of the Abyssinians, and situated
on the Bahr cl Azrek, as well as the Jewish 1 alashas,
who are scattered over flie country, especially in

Dembea, we have read much in the historical ro-
mances of Mr Bruce, which certainly give a faithful
picture of the countries to which they relate, not-
withstanding some unaccountable inaccuracies with
respect to tbe personal adventures of the author.
The ndfth of Africa is occupied by inhabitants

not much differing in appearance from the Arabs;
its three principal divisions arc the coast, the coun-
try of wild beasts, and the desert. The later Arabs
have expelled the earlier Africans from the first di-
vision, and partly from the second ; ihe Berbers oc-
cuny the third, inhabiting principally the Oases, or
cultivable islands, scattered *<fh)ugh the desert, from
Mount Atlas to Egypt, and speaking, as Horneman
first ascertained, the same language throughout this

vast extent. I'hey were first well described by Leo
Africanus; they are probably the remains of the
Mauritanians, Numidians, Gaetulians, and Garama-
lians

; there is no foundation whatever for the opinion

U A G E S.

of some modern authors of celebrity, that their Ian- l^nguagc^.

guage is derived from the Funic ; we even find, from
Sallust, that the Numidian language difiered from
the Carthaginian, and from Valerius Maximus, that

it was written in a peculiar character, perhaps the
same with that wliich is found in the inscription.^

from Lebeda, now in the court of the British Muse-
um. The language of the Canaries considerably re-

sembles the Berber ;
thus, Milk is Acho in Berber,

and Aho in the C anaries. These islands were dis-

covered in laso, and afterwards conquered, with

some difficulty, by the Spaniards; the inhabitants

were a fine race of men, and lived in comfort and
tranquillity; and they still present some traces of
their original character and condition.

The country between the desert Zaara and the

Niger is inhabited by a race of people who have a

great resemblance to negros, but arc somewhat dif-

forent from them. In the east are those of Sudan or

Aflirt, and Beoinna : in the west the Fulalis

;

the

PheJhitas are a branch of these, extending consider-

ably to the north cast, with a mixture of negros.

Of the languages of the negros, strictly so called,

many interesting specimens have been collected by
the zeal of the evangelical missionaries in the Carjb-

bee Islands, and published by Oldnidorp, i*n JiiV Ac-
count of the mission

; but they do not alfoKl us suf-

ficient materials to enable us to trace any extensive

eunnexions or dependencies among their multifari-

ous dialects.

There arc some points of coincidence betwc'cn the

language of Madagnscar and those of the Malays,

the Philippine islanders, the Bretjuana C'affres, and
the Coutna I loltentois

; there are also a lew words,

in many of the African dialects, borrowed from llu*

modern Arabic, not, as Court dc (iebclin would
persuade us, from the Flxenician : nor can any other
of the affinities be very distinctly established.

The (V//h's have little of the negro character, ex-

cept the black colour, and less of tliis as they become
more remote from tlie equator; they are supjmsed to

extend across tlie whole of Africa, imnicdiately north
of the IIottenlotB, ns far as Benguela and Quiloa.

The Hottentots, with tlicir neighbours the Bosjemen,

speak different dialects of the same singular language,
in different parts of their country. Of that of the

BammaraSy little or nothing is known. Lichtenstein

has classed them as Hottentots; but Barrow, who was
better acquainted w ith them, considers them as Caffres.

(Gesner, Mithridalcs,de Differentiis Linguarum,hi.
Zurich, 155.5.—Megiser, Specimen XL. Linguaruniy
1592.—Duret, ThrSsor de f’Hutoire des Langucs, I-.—Liidcken (Muller), Spccimina Lingt4arum, Berl.

1680.— Chamberlayne,Grflfm Dotniriica,Ainsit. 1715.—Schultz, Orientalischer und Occidcntalischer Sprach-
wzewffr, Leipz. 1748.—Hcrvas,5flggm. Hervas, Jder/

dell* Universut 4. Cesenn. 1778-87, Vol. XVII.-
XXI, Vocabularia Comparativa^ 2 Vols. 4fo, Peters-
burgh, 1787, 4 Vols. 1790—Bergmann, Specimina,
Kuien, 1789—Marsden’s Catalogue Dictionarittt

and Grammars, 1796.—Marcel, Oratio Dominica,
Paris, 1805.—Adclung und Vatcr, Mithridates, oder
allgemeine Sprachkunde, 4 Vols. 8vo, Berlin, 1806-
17.—Le Pileur, Tableaux Synoptitjucs de mots mni~
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Languages laires, 6vo, Paris and Amst. 1812— Jamieson's

Hermes Sc^ihicns, 8vo, Edin. 1814—'rownaends

!lurT Characterf Moses, Vol. 1 1. 4to, Bath, 1815—Ley-

den, Asiatic Researches, Brief View of the Bap*

list Missions and Translations, 8vo, Lond. 1815

—

Vater, Index Linfruarum totins Orbis, 8vo, Bed. 1815.

—Vater, Prohen Deutscher Mundartcn

;

8eetzeiii)

Nachlass, 8vo, Leipz. 1810’—Arndt, Ursprnni^ und

vrnoandtschpft der EuropaUchen Sprachen, 8vo, Languages

Frankfort, 1818, compared with the KuaBian. VoT .

ney sur VEtude Philosophique des Langucs, 2d edit,

8vo, Faria, 1820—Laments that he has not the hap-

piness to understand German— Qiufrietly RcviciVy

No. XIX. 8vo, Lond. 1813, XXVII. 1816.)

(i. j.)

T'.Mcnr

;

nouiuLi

LEICESTERSHIRE, an English inland county.

It is bounded on the north by Nottinghamshire and

Derbysliire ; on the west by the latter county and

Warwickshire : on the south by Northamptonshire,

and on the cast by Rutlandshire and Lincolnshire.

It is of a triangular form, and few of its limits are

marked by nature, as the rivers Soar and Trent form

only a part of its nortlu in boundary, and the river

Anker a smaller portion ol its western frontier. Its

greatest length, from j.orth to south, is 45 miles, and

its greatest breadth, from east to west, 35 miles. Its

area contains 816 square miles.

It is divided into six hundreds, containing 10

rCrt:)wne, 1<)6 parishes, and 30,649 dwelling-

house.s. /By the census of 1811, the number of in-

habitants appeared to be 150,419, viz. 73,366 males,

and 77,058 females. The deaths, the year pre-

i eding, were, J 366 males, and 1 370 females. The
baptisms ol' the same year were 2034 males, and

2024 females ; the marriages, 12(Xi. The number

of families was 31, 48 (j
;
those employed in agricul-

ture were 11,700; those in trade and manufactures

17,027, and those of neither descripticn 2753.

The to\tns whose mhabitants exceed 1500 are the

following

;

Towns. Houses. Inluibitimts.

Leicester, 4,683 23,1 MS

Hinckley, - 1,123 G,0.5S

Loughborough, 1,140 5,400

Ashby-de-la-Zouch

,

647 3,141

Shcepshead, 547 3,026

Donnington Castle, 493 2,308

Melton-Mowbray, 422 2,U.'i

Wigston Magna, 388 1,901

Lutterworth, 425 1,845

Market Ilurborough, 342 l,70t

Kegworth. 313 1,550

Earl Shilton, 310 1,533

Mount Sorrel, 281 1,502

J "I ill. J'he county of Leicester may be described gene-

rally ag Q \cvg\ district, whose undulations arc very

gentle, and exhibiting but few interesting prospects.

The exceptions to this remark arc the Charnwood
Hills, on the northern part of the county, which rise

in an insulated mass, and from the summit of which

the rest of the couofiiy appears extended in a well-

wooded but even surface under the feet. The most

lofty prominence of this range of hills (commoniy de-

nominated the Forest, tlmugh it is is destitute of trees)

is Bardonhill, whose top is 850 feet above the level

of the sea. The vale of Belvoi.'*, in which the castic

of the Duke of Rutland stands, displays much beauty

of a soft, rather than a romantic and picturesque

character.

None of the rivers of this county are considerable Uivers Jii-n

streams, nor any of them calculated for the convey-
ance of commodities except the Soar, for a short dis-

tance, but they are abundant, and contribute to in-

crease the beauty and fertility of the district. Their

names arc, the Anker, Avori, Blackbrook, Deane,
Eye, Scail'ord, Sence, Snite, Soar, Swift, Trent,

Wiiland, and Wreke. The intercourse oflhe count)

both in its own difl'erent districts and with the sur-

rounding parts of the kingdom, is amply provided

for by several navigable canals. One of these con-

nects the town of Leicester with the Grand Junction

Canal, in Northamptonshire
;
another communicates

by Loughborough with the river Trent
;

another

from the coal mines near Ashby-de-la-Zouch, passes

by Hinckley, and proceeds into Warwickshire
;
and

one is designed to connect Mel ton- Mowbray with

the centre of Rutlandshire.

Though the soil is various, yet, in general, it may '^juI

be classed under the denominations of either clay

loam, for there are jcry few portions of it that are

calcareous, sandy, or gravelly. Tiie best soil is on
the hills, and generally the vallies are a cold clay,

very wet in the winter, and with the turf bo tender as

scarcely to bear the trending of sheep in that season.

The soil is naturally productive of the best and most
abundant crops of grass, and better titled for feeding

cattle than for arable culture. In consequence of

this quality, a very small portion is under the plougli,

but those parts produce most excel ent wheat, oats,

and beaus
;
the latter have great celebrity. There

are few open fields now remaining, and the quantity

of waste land is very small. The productions of the

soil arc principally from the sheep and cows. Mr
Bakewcll, whose fame in improving the breeds of all

cattle is generally known, has been the means ot

stocking this county first, and afterwards many other

parts of England, with a race of she^ produced by
various crosses, that by many farmers is now pre-

ferred to every other, and universally known by the

name of the itew Leicester^* They unite perfect

symmetry of shape with the smallest po.ssible quanti-

ty of bone ,^nd offal, and their wool is both fine and

abundant. The horned cattle were, in like manner,

improved by the lessons of this skilful breeder ; ami

no part of England exceeds Leicestershire eitlier in

its beef or in the produce of the dairy. The cheese Stik^n

commonly made is in great request through all the ^

north of England, and the kind called Stilton, from

having been first sold in that town, though made near

Melton-Mowbra)
,

is perhaps the richest in tlie world.
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LciccBtCT- The procegs of making it was long kept a secret in a

^
few villages, but is now universally known. Its ricb-^ ^ ness arises from onc^hulf the milk being skimmed,

and the cream taken from that added to the other

milk, so that the cheese have double the usual quan-

tity of cream in their composition. Ihikcwell im-

proved, also, the breed of horses to a great extent.

In this line there wa^ less room for any extraordinary

progress ; but his black horses, of the cart kind, origi-

nating principally i’roin mares whicli he brought froni

Flanders, enabled him to introduce the method of

ploughing with two horses abreast, by which mucli

labour in agriculture is saved.
Manufac- The manufacture of most eminence in this county
*“*^‘^*’

is that of Hosiery, which gives employment more or

less constant to two-lhirds of its inhabitants. The
quantity of stockings made here is prodigious, and

supplies the greater part of the British dominions, as

well as many other parts of the world, witli those of

an inferior and middling ([uality. The first frames

were invented about 1.590, but the first introduced in

Leicestershire was used at Hinckley, in l(j4«0. Since

that period, many improvements in the machinery of

them have been rnaile. At each step in advance,

the apprehension of diminishing the labour has occa-

sioned riots and tumults among the workmen, which

have been continued to the present time, and recent-

ly has cnihodied them under the denomination of

Luddites^ to the terror of the peaceful inhabitants,

some of whom have transferred their capitals and

machinery to less turbulent districts. The only other

manufaciures of consideration arc, an extensive one

of cotton-spinning and weaving, at Loughborough,

and some small ones, of stud's, at Market llaiborough.

Minetak In the north-west part of the county there are ex-

tensive mines of valuable coal, which sup[)ly the in-

habitants of the surrounding districts. With them

terminate the mines in the direction of the German
Ocean to the southward. At Bredon, on the con-

fines, the singular rock, called Bredon Hill, is com-

posed of a most valuable kind of limestone, which

forms an excellent cement in water, and which was

used for building the pier of Ramsgate.

Antiquities. The Roman roads are still visible in many parts of

the county, though in many instances they have been

covered by the more recent highways. The \A'at-

ling Street road, the Fossway, and the Via Davana,

traversed the county, and have been traced with

great accuracy by antiquarians. At RadclilFe, on

the Wreke, is an ancient tumulus, generally attribut-

ed to the Celts, .S,5() feet long, and 120 broad. At
Leicester, which was a Roman station, are still visi-

ble the remains of the arcliitecturc of that people, in

what is called tlie Jewny wall, (:onsi^ting of a mass

of stones, brick work, and dilapidated arches, built

in alternate courses of brick in three layers, and of

stone. Near the town is the vestige of a British

Cursus, according to some antiquarians, or of a Ro-

man camp, according to ( ‘hers. Xt different and

distant periods a great numner of coins have been

discovered, with tiie names of Titus, Trajan, Diocle-

eian, Constantine, Constantin.^;, Hadriaiii and other

Roman emperors. Other Roman antiquities have

been found at Kothley, at Wonlip, at Market Uar^

borough, at Burrow, and at Cathorpe. The Gothic Leiewter-

remains are considerable ; those of the Abbey of Lei-

cester, of the Nunnery of Cxracc Dicu, Ulvcstoft

Friory, Lautul Priory, the Castle of Asliby-de-la-

Zoueh, the churches of Hinckley and Mclton-Mow-
bray, and the cliapel of Market llarborough, all re-

ward the inspection oi' the antiquarian.

In the church of Lutlierworth, the puljiit and part

of the vestments of the great reformer Wickliffe arc

still preserved. He was buried there in l'LS7; but,

in 1428, his bones were taken up and burnt, and the

a.shes thrown into the river, by order of the Council

of Sienna. Leict•^tershire has been the scene of two
great military events, which have been the means of

transferring the government of England. The first

the battle of Bosworth, which terminated the reign

and life of Richard III. in H8,>, and the other the

battle of Naseby in K)45, which led to the dcatli of

Cliarles L, and the subsequent elevation of Oliver

Cromwell.

Leicebtershire returns but four members to Par-

liament, viz. two for the county, and two for the bo-

rougli of Leicester.

The noblemen and gentlemen’s seats are very nu-

merous: the moit remarkable arc, BeUojtr (’uslle,

Duke of Rutland; Beaumanoir Park, \V| Ilerru:u,

Esq.; BiiekmiiiMer, Sir William iMaiineis
;
vSiauulou

Harold, Lord IVirer.s; Kirkhy Park, Sir U.

bauk
;
Normanton Hall, George Pocliin, Esep; Rolli-

ley Temple, T. Babbingtou, llsq.
; Sta[)]eford, I'kirl

of llarborougl)
;
Stougiiton Grange, G. A. L. Keck,

Esq.; Donnington Park, ]Mar(piis Hastings; Gospal

Hail, Honourable R. Curzou ;
Stewards Hay, I'.ail

of Stamford.

See Nidiolls's Jlislorij of Li lccslvrsdurv ; and I\u-
hanicit/an/ VopiilaltuH Papers, (w. w.)

LEITRIM is a county in Ireland, in the province' "'‘-’.i.itu.ii

of Connaught, bounded on the north liy the hay ‘

Donegal and the county of Fermanagh, on tin; east

and soiUh-eait by Ckivan and Louglord, and on tin*

south and \ve.‘>t by Ro.scoiinnon and Sligo. It is about

5S English miles long, and from 7 to 20 bioad, and
contain.s GOl Englisli Mpiare miles, or OSGj.jGO Ihig-

lish acres, divided into five baronies, and seventeen

parislics. Half this area or more consists of bog,

waste, and water. Hie centre of the county i:> in

north latitude ^5", and west longitude 7''.

The river Shannon, whieli enters Leitrim on tlie Jiurfrin>, A-,

north cast from Cavan, about five miles from its

source, and soon after flows into Lough Allen,

forms, after issuing from tlial lake on the south,

the boundary with Roscommon, on the south-vie.'^t,

till it leaves this county at the village of Rui-k
3

.

From Carrick on Shannon to Uusky tlie coun-
try is well wooded, fertile, and exceedingly pleasant;

but from the southern side of Lougli Allen to the

northern boundaries, throughout its whole breadth,

the greater part of the surface is occupied with moun-
tains, and presents, though not without several ex-
ceptions, a very rugged and sterile appearance. The
Shannon is the only river of any note ; another, the

Abliain-Naille, is remarkable for having its source in

the lake Kiilowmawn, situated on the summit of a

mountain, called Leacka, into which no streams flow
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ixitrim. The principal lake is Lough Alien, near the middle

of the western boundary, about nine miles long, and

seven miles broad. Lougli Meivyn and Lough Ciill,

though much smaller, deserve to be noticed for the

l)cauty of the scenery on their banks, and the former

tor its wooded islands and ruins. • In these lakes, and

also in Uie Shannon and most of the rivulets, various

sorts of fish, the perch in parliculiir, arc in great

abundance-

There are large tracts of a dark fertile soil incum-

bent on limestone in the low grounds, but the hills

arc for the most part covered with a coarse unpro-

ductive clay mixed with gravel, and very retentive

Mincrfils. of water. Lelow this clay, slate of diflerent colours

sometimes occurs. Ironstone, in some places alter-

nating with Innostone, is very common; and it was

formerly worked to some extent. Coal is found in

the mountain Sliebh-an-Lrin, on the cast side of

Lough Allen, and has ’’i' -ii raised in quantities for

some years, but it is ner i«!'a good quality, and is em-
ployed only in founds riu';. Pipc-eli\y and ochre ap-

pear in the beds of ilir rivulets that descend from

this mountain. Lead and copper arc known to exist

in several places ; and there is a great variety of

'•lavs marls. Mineral springs, both chalybeate

and sulpliureous, are not unfrequent, and have been

used with very beneficial ctfects.

About the beginning of the eighteenth century,

Leitrim is said to have been almost a continued

forest. There is now little wood in it, and no con-

siderable plantations. The proprietors, how'cvcr,

I’.ave of late paid some attention to this method of

improvemenr, and several large iuirse'*ics have been

established for the '»ale of fore.'^t and other trees,

ami county is in general divided into large estates,

and ueaily all the great proprietors are abscnt(‘es.

The leases are commonly for three lives or tliirt}^-

one years. Agrit wlturc is here in a very low state.

The tillage farm.- are small, seldom exceeding tifty

or sixty acres, and these are almost always subdivided

among a number of tenants. The plough is very

little u.scd. The most common implement is the

loy, a kiml of spade eighteen inches long, about four

inches broad at the bottom, and five or six inclics at

the top, where it is furnished wdth a wooden handle

about five feet long. The first two crops are pota-

toes, which are followed by fiax, and then oats fjr

one O'* more years. Clovcis and other green crop,s

are unknown in the practice of the tenantry. The
county raises grain and potatoes sufficient for its own
consumption, but exports very little of cither. Its

cattle have been mucli improved by the introductioii

of English breeds, to which some of those now bred
and reared in it arc said to be not inferior, 'i’liere

are no considerable dairies, yet a good deal of butter

is made throughout the district, and some of this is

sent to the market of Sligo. The sheep are of the

native race, small, and but few in number.

PopulatioiJ. 1802, the number of families multiplied by five,

gave a population of 70,6*30, in whicli, according to

Wakefield, the Catholic.s are as thirty to one. The
principal towns are ( arrick on Shannon, CarrigalJen,

Mohill, Ballinamorc, and Manor Hamilton, none of*

which contains more than a few hundred inhabitants.

Leitrim, from which the county takes its name, has

von. V. PAIIT II.
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been for rtiany years of still less importance, though l-eitnin

it is pleasantly situated on the Siiannon. 'I’liere arc ''

seve ral bleachfields, and some coarse potteries ; and
a number of people are employed in weaving. But
tlie linen made here, as well as the coarse woollcm

goods, is chiefly for the use of tlie inliabitants tlieni-

selvcs. The houses of the lower classes arc of the

worst description
;
even tlie more recently erected

farm buildings, including a little barn and cow-house,
do not cost more than L.IO or L.12. Turf is their

only fuel, and potatoes and oaten broad the chief

articles of food, meat being u&ed on extraordinary

occa.sions only
;
but the people are said to be com-

fortably clothed. In 1802, w^ages were only from 'Vjigt*; .u .

4‘d. to (id. a-day for cottars, and (Jljd. with breakfast
^**'*<^‘'*

and dinner, for occai>ional labourers, and these rates

have not been much altered since. 'I'he price of

potatoes is from I Ul. to 3d., and of oatmeal from Is

to Js. f)d. pcj stone. Even among the old people

the English language is in general use. Leitrim

county sends two members to Parliament. See Mac-
parlan’s Agricultural Survey of Leitrim^ and tin

general works quoted under the former Irish coun-

tie.s. (a.)

LEMONNMER (Peter [Claude] Charles),
a diligent and accurate astronomer, born at Paris,

23d November 171.0, was the son of Peter Lemon-
iiicr, of Si Sever in Normandy.

His father was a jirofessor of philosophy in tht

College d’llarcourt, and a member of the Academy oi

Sciences : he distinguished himself, as a teacher, by

hi'< activity in promoting the introduction of mathe-

matical reasoning into the Cartesian pliiloso})hy.

Under such auspices, the son might have enjoyed

facilities for the cultivation of any of the .«cicnces;

but be soon showed a decided preference for astro-

nomy, and began to be a practical observer befon

he was sixteen. In the month of November 1732,

Mr Pouchy procured him the use of a mural quad-

rant of three feel radius, and he soon applied him-

self w’lth diligence to the determination of the sun’s

g^catc.^t equation,—an investigation which lie con-

tinued for many years ; and in 171*1, he found the

equation to amount to U 5!y' 31"
; a quantity ditlering

only by 7 ' from Dclambre's latest determination.

He presented to the Academy of Sciences, in

173o, an elaborate map of the moon, accompanied

by some remarks
;
and in the month of April of tlu

following year, before be was twenty-one years old.

he was made a member of the Academy, in the cha-

racter of .Adjunct Geometrician. He continued K*

be a constant contributor to its Memoirs for more

than fifty years. The wdntcr of 1736 and 1737

he passed at Torneo, with Clairaut and Maupci-

tui-s, as a member of a committee appointed by

the Academy for measuring u degree in Lapland

.

and lie was not less zealous than any of Ins col-

leagues in the execution of that arduous under-

taking.

He ivS considered as having effected, in eonjiiiu -

lion w'ith Lacaille, a complete reformation in tin

practical astronomy of France. Pic entered very

early into correspondence wdth the English astrono-

mers of the day ;
they had carried t'icir instruments

and modes of observation to a higher degree of per-

K k
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i Linonnicr. fection than their neighbours ;

and Lemonnier was

of [^reat use to the science, in makinj^ known to his

countrymen the practical methods of I'lainstecd, and
in introducing the instruments of Graliam and Bird.

In April he was made a I'orcM'gn member of

tlie Royal Society of London, and for the last tw'elve

or fourteen years of his life, he is said to have been

the senior member of the Society. He was the first

that introduced the cfi'ects of nutation, then lately

discovered by Bradley, into the solar tables
; and he

complained bitterly of Lacaillc’s injustice, in not

giving him due credit for the improvement.
'I'he Due do Noailles made him known to the

King of France, who was fond of his company, and
showed him many kindnesses; in 17‘I2, he gave him
apartments at the Capucins in the Rue St Honore,
where he continued to live till the Revolution : on

another occasion, when he had taken great pains to

fix an accurate meridian at St Sulpice, the king

made him a present of ]5,()()() livres, which he ex-

pended in the purcliase of instruments, as the great-

est luxury that he was capable of enjoying.

The places of the stars, which he determined in

171*0, served Lalandc for the |)urpose of computing
their proper uiotiohs, though they dilfered a little

from the results of Bradley’s observations. About
171*6, he was much engaged in examining the ine-

»|ualities of Saturn, produced by the attraction of

Jupiter : and Euler employed his computations in

the theory, which obtained a prize in 17*18; each

confirming the accuracy of tJie otiicr. He continu-

ed to observe tlic irnnm, without intermission, for

fifty years, tliough a small part only of his observa-

tions was published.

In the year 1 71*8 he went to England, partly for the

purpose of obtaining further information, from a per-

sonal acquaintance with the astronomers and opticians

resident in London, and partly in order to observe the

solar eclipse of that year, in a situation where it would
he very nearly annular. lie proceed(Hl according-

ly to Scotland with the I'lirl of IMorton, accompa-
nied by Sliort the optician, and they observed the

eclipse together at Aberdour, an ancient residence of

Lord Mortons in Fifi‘.shire. I’liey obtained tlieir

time from the College at l^Alinburgli, wlicre tlicic

was a transit instrument, by means of the fiasli of a

cannon fired from the castle at twelve, and another

five minutes after. “ The eclipse was so nearly an-

nular, that at the nearest approach, the cusps seem-
ed to want about onc-soventh of the moon’s circum-
ference to be joined; yet a hrowm light was plainly

observed, both by Lord Morton and myself,” says

Mr Short, to proceed or stretch along llic cir-

cunil’ereiicc ol’ the moon, from each of' the cusps,

about one-third of the w'hole distance of the cusps

from each cusp ;
and there remained about one-third

of the whole distance of the cusps not enlightened

by this brown liglit, so that w'c were for some time

in suspense whether or not - o were to have tlic

eclipse annuL ” with us. During the greatest dark-

ness, the planet Venus was seen at Edinburgh, and

other places, by a great number of people , but 1

did not hear of any other stars being seen. The
darkness was not great, but the sky appeared of a
faint languid colour.” In fact, our mornings and

evenings are alw^ays illuminated by a light, which Lenjounur.

has acquired more or less of a red tinge in its

liqiie passage through the atmosphere ; and when we
have a similar light without the redness, the contrast

bctw'cen the sensation and the memory makes it ap-

pear “ faint,” that is, greenish or grey, instead of

while. Mr Lemonnier was particularly anxious to

measure the moon’s diameter, which he found ‘2.^)*

4*7i",” agreeing precisely with the computed dia-

meter, and not re(juiring any correction for the sup-

posed efil’Cts of irradiation. A similar remark was
made by a very accurate practical astronomer in tlic

eclipse of IS'JO.

Jn order to \erify the position of his mural quad-
rant, which was of eight feet radius, and made by
Bird, Lemonnier felt the advantage of having a
moveable one lo compare with it, and he procured

a block of marble eight feet by six, and fifteen inches

thick, turning on an axis, to which he fixed his

smaller instrument, of five feet radius, in order to

be able to reverse its position. He devoted a consi-

derable portion of his time to the investigation of the

laws oi’ magnetism, and especially to the variation of

the compass
;
and he endeavoured to ascertain the

cttoct of the moons inlluencc on the wimK 'Jixd o*-

the atmosphere in general. \

Lemonnier had long disputed the accuracy of llie

Parisian bast, measured by Cassini and IMiiraldi, but

he was at last convinced that his objections were
groundless. lie was originally a most zealous friend

and patron of Lalandc, but afterwards, having takers

oilencc at some sliglit cause, he refused lo see him
for many years. In fact, he appears to have' been
somewhat obstinate and irritable; but he is said to

have had genius, zeal, activity, and intelligence, a**

well as credit in the world, and rc})utation among
men of science. He was a voluminous writer; he
had much learning and sagacity, but he often want-
ed precision in iiis language and his reasoning. In

November JTbl, he had a paralytic attack, whicli

terminated his scientific career, though he survived

it till the Ud April IJflf), when a second stroke ear-

ned liim oil', at Heril, near Baieux. He was made,
ill the mean time, one of the Mi original members
of tJie National Iristitutc, as a testimony to the me-
rit of his j)ast labours.

He had married, in 17fi3, Mile, dc Cussy, a lady

of very respectable family in Normandy. He had
three daughters

; tlie first married Mr de Parfouru,

who w^as an early victim of the Revolution
; the

second the celebrated Lagrange; and the third her
uncle, Lemonnier the physician, wdio was also a man
of considerable science, and a Member of the Royal
Society of London.

hroni 1785 to 179^^ there are very few volumes
of the Memoirs of the Academy without one or

more ol Lemonnier’s papers ; but tliougli not unim-
portant in the aggregate, they are somewhat unin-
teresting in tile detail, 'filiey relate almost exclu-
sively to astronomical observations : eclipses, occul-
lations, appulscs, oppositions, and conjunctions; sol-

stices, longitudes and latitudes ; with some accounts
of astronomical instruments and apparatus. There
are also some memoirs relating to the sun's equation

and diameter, and on his place, as compared with

8
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Lanonnicr. Arcturns; on the motion of Saturn, and on his fifth

satellite ;
on the expansion of wooden measures

;
on

the transit of Venus, and on the diameter and the

tables of that planet
;
on Euler’s formula for paral-

lax ; on the variation of the needle ;
on lunar alti-

tudes ;
on the tides; on horizontal refraction; on

Saturn’s ring, and on some currents of wind. He
also published separately some extensive works,

which acquired considerable celcbrit\\

1. The first was his Histoirr Celeste, 4. 1711.

Comprehending the interval from HiW to lf)85 ; and

containing an account ot a transit instrument of

(iraham’a construction.

2. Thcoric des Cowetes^ 8- Including a

translation of Halley's work on comets; together

with a method of computing the (uhit from three

observations.

3. ln\iiljitions' Axtrommh.rrs^ 4. 17‘lfi- -An im-

proved translation oi Ktlh '- Astronomy, which long

continued to be the h( f h.mentiOy treatise in the

French language, It '‘Ojitiims also solar tables, and

a variety of other additinnt, derived from observation.

I. Ohserviilions Asti onomujueJi, I. JToJ, II.

17o4, HI. 1759, IV. 177 .0 .

7.
*

Oil the Theorif of the Winds, in Hal-

In '.s Tiinle.s, published by Cbappc.

f). Xoinrau Zodiaque^ reduit a 1705, H. Paris,

1755. Containing thirty-one pages of charts, much
more complete than those of Stnex, and superseded

by some very late publications only.

7. 1 Ihslory of Astronomy \\\ the Trniie d'Aher^

ration of I'ontamc de'-' Outes.

S. Ohserrali/jus jmin la mrsurr di degrv enire

Pciris vt Amiens, H. 175’J.

f). Ahirpf dll rdr)i((gc, par Goubert, 4. 17()b.

With addition^.

10. Astranomir nanliqne lunaire, 8. 1771.

II. Hrposition di's moi/ens tes plus fai des dc /r-

sombe plusinirs q lies' ions dans I’art dc la uaxigntion,

S. I77-- Empkning very generally a table ol* verse

sines
;
and greatly rceonimending the use of Gun-

ter’s scale for nautical computations,

VI. Essai sue Ics mnrevs, S. 1771*. Particularly

describing the eft'oets of the tides at Mont St Mi-

chel, and on the neighbouring flat sands ; including

also some considerations on refraction, and on mag-

netism.

13. ^ivseriptiov et nsa^c des principanx insirumens

d (I strollomii\ fbl. 1774. As a part of the collection

of Artset Metiers.

11'. Atlas cilcstv dr Flamsteed, 4. 1770. Revised.

15, Iahs du magnet isnic, 2 Parts, 8. 177^-8. With

an elaborate chart.

Ifi. Trade dc la construction dc vaisscau.x, par

Chapman, fol. 1779. From the Swedish, Said to

be less perfect than the translation of Vial du (3air-

bois.

17 . Memoircs eoncernant divers'cs questions d'adro'

nomir et de physique, 4 l‘aris, 4. 1781-4-G-8.
18. De la correction introduite pour accourih la

ligne seche du loch de dix-huit pieds.^ 8. 1790.

19 . Lettre au sujcL dune (aiipsc. Par. 1791. To-

gether with some remarks on ruivigation, and on the

currents of the South Seas
;

all apparently from the
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Memoirs of the Academy. The eclipse, which w'a.s I^cmonnier

observed as annular in China, should have been to-

tal, according to the computed distances of the lu-

minarics concerned. (s. i

LEWIS, is the name of an instrument which is in-

dented into a large stone, and has a ring for the pur-
pose of making fast a rope, in order to move the .stone,

or to act as a stay. It is called in Italian Ulivella,

in French La Louie, in German tsiein Znng. The
lewis consists oi three wedges of iron, forming, when
put together, a dove-tail. The wedges arc inserted

into an equal and similar hollow' dove-tail excavated in

the stone. This hollow' dove-tail is made exactly of
the form and size of the Icwds, and is a figure of six

sides ; a pair of vertical sides, wliicli are opposite,

equal, and parallel, and in form of truncated isosce-

les triangles ; a pair of inclined sides, opposite equal

rectangles, equally inclined to the axis of the hole,

and not parallel. The top and base of the hole are

rectangles parallel to each other, the base being
longer than the top. Tiic centre of the base and
the centre of the top are in one vertical line. Tlit

form of the hole, therefore, is that of an inverted

wedge, with the point cut off*; it is like a cavity

fitted to contain the inverted keystone of an arch.

When the iron dove-tail called the lewis is inserted

into this hollow dove-tail made in the stone, the ring

at the smaller and upper end of the iron dove-tail

serves for making fast a rope, for the purpose of raising

tlic stone. The constitution of tlie substance of tim-

ber enables the w^orkman to fix a rope to it by merely

inserting a screw' or a spike into the log
;
stone will

not admit of these, and is made fast by the contriv-

ance of the lewis. Tlie lewis of the most useful

form, and that which is used in Rritain, is represent-

ed at fig. A, IMatc XCIV,; a and /> arc two pieces of

iron in form of inverted wedges. These pieces are

inserted into a (juadrangular hole which is made in

the stone. The two opposite and shortest sides of

the hole are dove-tailed, or, in other words, under-

cut, as represented at fig. B, which is a vertical sec-

tion of the hole
; t is the plan of the hole at top, 0

is the plan of tlie bottom of the hok . The hole, a^

represented in the figure, is five inches long at top.

and six inches at bottom ; the width is one inch .

tlie depth seven inches. Sometimes the vvidtli is ot\

and a half inch, and the depth four or five inclu -

The hole is made of sucli a size that the lewis fi:.-

exactly into it; o\ r', //, are transverse gcomctric.il

view's of the pieces a, r, h : in the transverse view ^

it is seen that the transverse sections of the part^ of

these pieces that enter tlie stone are of the same
breadth from top to bottom. The piece c is repu-

sented with a perforation at top, for the purpose (d

taking out tin’s piece more easily when the lcv\i> is

to be unsliipped, but the Jowns is u:>nally made wiih-

out this upper perforation. Tlie pieces (>, are fiist

introduced into the hole, then is ilrivcn in c, wliieii

may cither be a parallclopiped, or it may be a liitlo

thicker above, in form of a wedge
;
the ring m i>

then put on, and the bolt n h is passed throiigli the

holes of the ring and of the three pieces ; the bolt

enters at g, and forelocks at h. The tacJ^le by which

the stone is to be elevated is booked . n the ling m.
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i.cwib. This ring, in cases where a rope is to be passed

through it, is bound round with cord, to prevent the

rope from being chaffed by the iron of the ring.

Piranesi has proposed and figured some other forma

of this machine in his Antichita di Jlomay but they

do not appear to be so convenient as the lewis of the

common form above described : one of the forms

of lewis given by Piranesi is represented at fig. F.

The two pieces which constitute the iron dove-tail

open and shut by a joint ; is a bolt, which is put

into the round hole at j) after the instrument is in-

serted into the stone ; this transverse bolt serves to

Iceep the legs of the instrument spread out, so as to

retain the form of the dove-tail. The lewis of the

most usual form, represented at fig. A, and a lewis

of anpther form, fig. G, arc figured and described

in Perrault’s Vitruvius^ lib. x. chap. 2, and in the Thefts

irum Machinarnm, tab. XXXV. p. 1 1 1. In the lewis,

fig. G, the iron dove-tail L has a ring at top, r, for

receiving a rope ; L is put into the dove-tailed hole in

the stone, and then the two parallclopipcdal iron bolts

<, M, are put in on each side of the iron dove-tail

;

e and u are of equal thickness throughout. The top

of the hole must not be less than the bottom of the

piece L| to the end that L may enter into the hole.

The ring must not project beyond the lines which

form the prolongation of the inclined sides of the

wedge L ; for if the ring projected, the pieces e, v,

could not be put into the hole. The hole must be
formed so that the machine fit accurately into it.

Uses of the "Tite lewis is used for raising large stones of seve-

Lewis. raJ tons weight, in the building of harbours, bridges,

and other solid fabrics, which, from the forces by
which they are assailed, or on account of the long

period they are designed to endure, require to be

constructed of great masses of stone. Leupold, in

his Thcatnm Machniarum, mentions, tliat in many
churches in Holland the pavement consists of large

blahs of stone or marble, each of them the size of a

grave, and covering a burying place ; these slabs arc

Iflid close to one another, and join accurately, so that

no lever or crow can be introduced into the joint to

raise them ; in each of the slabs there is a hole cut

in form of a hollow dove-tail, and into this hole a lewis

is introduced when occasion requires that the tomb
should be opened.

In the construction of harbours, the lewis fixed in

a large stone frequently serves to make fast the ropes
which stay the cranes. The lewis is commonly used
in the docks at London for fixing mooriiig-rings in

the stone : the ring is easily removed when requisite,

by unshipping the bolt of the lewis ; for this and
other reasons it is found more convenient to employ
the lewis for fixing rings, than to run the ring-bolt

into the stone with melted lead.

The largest stones that have been wrought and
moved by the industry of man occur in the buildings

of the ancient Egyptians, bnt it is not ascertained

whether thrir architects employed the lewis.

Piranesi, in his AMichita di Iioma, describes and
figures lewis liolcs existing in the upper surface of

the large stones of the tomb of Csecilia Metella at

Capo di Bove, near Rome. TUeJbrcipesJerrei guo-
rum denies in saxa forata accommodantiir, mention-
ed by Vitruvius, lib. x, cap. 2, denote a machine in
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the form of nippers, used to effect the raising of

stones in the same way as the lewis ; but the words
^ ^

seem to indicate a machine different in form from the

lewis. Piranesi also observed in some ancient unfi-

nished buildings, stones which appeared to have

been raised by another method, namely, by knobs

lefl on the front and side of the stone, to which knobs

the ropes were attached. The knobs were taken off

when the building was finislicd.

Va^ri relates, in his Account of Brunalesco, that

the use of the lewis was revived in Italy by that archi-

tect, who was well skilled in mechanics, and who con-

structed the cupola of the cathedral church of Santa

Maria del Fiore at Florence, about the year 1

;

the first great cupola that was built in Europe, and

which Michael Angelo had in view when he designed

the cupola of Saint Peter’s. The lewis called Bruna*

Jcsco's is represented at fig. C. Plate XCIV, Leo
Baplista Alberti, a Fiorcntinc architect, who lived in

1 4-40, in his Treatise de Architcctura, mentions the

lewis by the Latin name of Impleola

:

he describes

the side wedges as having the figure of the letter D,
and from that form the machine had its Italian name
Tlivella^ that is to say, Little Olive, l^hilandcr of

Chatillon, in his Commentary on

ed at Rome in 1544, gives a figure of iMe lewis

used at Rome in his time, which resembles that

used in England, and represented at figure A. In

the Archaedogieu^ Vol. X. there is a description of

holes observed in the crown of the keystones of the

abbey church of Whitby, which was built about

L'i70, in the reign of Edward III. as is sufipos-

ed. These holes appear to have been lewis holes ;

they arc of the form of an inverted Y, as represented

at fig. D, where ta is the plan of the top of the hole,

and i t the plan of the bottom ; the lewis that fitted

into these holes would resemble that represented at

fig. E : these keystones at Whitby weigli about 1 ^

ton. (y.)

LEYDEN(.Joiin), a celtbrated linguist, antiquary,

and poet, was born on the 8th of September 1775,

at Denholm, a village on the banks of the Teviot,

nearly opposite to Minlo-house, in the parish of Ca-
vers, and county of Jtoxburgh. His father was able

to trace back his pedigree through a line of shep-

herds and husbandmen who had long occupied small

farms on the estate of Douglas of Cavers, one of

whom, Adam Ledan, in Little Cavers, a stern Pres-

byterian, had been denounced as a rebel in a royal

proclamation in 1684. From his second to his six*

teenth year, young Leyden lived with his parents in

a retired cottage near the bottom of the ** stormy
Kuberslaw/’ wlicre he was taught to read by his fa-

ther’s mother, and where he had no companions ex-

cept the inmates of that rustic dwelling, and no
books except the Bible, and such other volumes as

arc commonly possessed by the Scottish peasantry.

His chief delight in the years of childhood was to

listen to the tales of martial adventure and superna-

tural agency, recited by a blind uncle of his mother,
and to read such works £is the Metrical Histories of

Bruce iind Wallace, the Poems of Sir David Lind-
say, and the Arabian Nights Entertainments

.

In

his tenth year he went first to school at Kirktown, a

distance of two miles from his father's house, and
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Leyden, there, under three successive BchoolmaHters, he iearn-

' ed writing, arithmetic, and the elements of Latin

grammar. After having spent three years in this

manner, he was placed under the charge of Mr Dun-

can, a Cameronian minister at Denholm, and at the

end of two years, not unprofitably employed in this

small seminary, he entered the University of Edin-

burgh in November 1790. Mr Dalzel, then Profes-

sor of Greek, has repeatedly stated to the writer of

this article, that he had seldom known any young

man who at first appeared worse prepared for col-

lege, and who ao speedily surmounted the disad-

vantages of imperfect tuition. He had accumulat-

ed a great stock of knowledge by a process of study

peculiar to himself ; hut he iiad not thought it neces-

sary to make himself master of grammatical rules

;

and, with all his strength and acuteness of mind, he

at this time expressed his meaning in terms exceed-

ingly awkward, and in a tone of voice so dissonant

.«ind loud ns to set hi^ fellow-students in a roar,

11c attended three winter sessions at the classes for

languages and philosupliy ; applying witii extraordi-

nary ardour to every liranch of inquiry connected

with his academical studies, and to many other pur-

suits in which none of his instructors could hove

guided him. The vacations were generally passed in

iiis native wilds among his own relations, with the

exception of the summer 1792, when he acted as as-

sistant in a village school at Whitcbanlvlee, or C’lo-

vcnfbrds, on Cadon Water, a mountain stream which

falls into the I'wced, below AsliiesteeJ, on the skirts

of Kttrick h'orest. The charge of the school was

left almost entirely to him; but the management
of thirty boys and girls, from six U twelve yews
of af^e, appeared to be a task for which he pos-

sessed no manner of aptitude. Tw^o oi' his pupils,

who were learning Latin, looked up to liini with de-

ference and admiration ; one of whom did nut long

survive him, and the other has held various ap-

pointments in the church and the universities
;
but

the children in general were in a state of insubordina-

tion and tumult, which he endured witli a degree of

calmness, of which those who knew him in maturer

life would have conceived him to be incapable. At
this time his ap])earance w'as very prepossessing,

lie was ruddy and fair, wicli a frame rather delicate

Ilian robust, and an expression of great good nature

and gesiLleness in his features.

In November 1793 he entered on the study of Di-

vinity, Church History, and Hebrew, and passed

through the usual course of four years’ attendance,

before he was proposed for trials as a licentiate or

probationer of the Church of Scotland. Much of his

attention was in the mean time devoted to historical

research, to philology, to metaphysical speculations,

and to natural history, and medicine. He wnis a

member of various debuting societies, in all of which
he distinguished himself by the fluency and copious-

ness of his unpremeditated harangues, rather than
by any gracefuf or polished eloquence. In o\ic of
these institutions he contracted an intimacy with Mr
Henry Brougham, and with the In 'e Dr Thomas Brown,
and Mr Francis Horner, as well ns with several other

individuals who subsequently attained no inconsider-

able distinction. About the same time he formed an
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acquaintance with some literary men rariher advan- Uyden.

ced in life, as Mr Thomson, author of Whistf a^
poem, and Dr Robert Anderson, editor of the Bri-
tish Poets, and then supposed to be connected with
the Edindurgh Magazine^—to which both Leyden and
Mr Thomas Campbell, one of his youthful friend^-,

contributed some of their earliest poetical essays.

When he had completed his theological education,

he accompanied one or two pupils to St Andrew'?:
in 1797, where he eagerly embraced the opportunity
of attending the lectures of Dr Hunter, Professor oi

Humanity, and of Principal Hill, one of the Divinity

Professors, He became also a mcm'l)er of the Theo-
logical Society, in which he delivered a number ol

discourses ; one On the Argument a priori for the

Existence of God

;

another On Thanksgiving : and
two On Itegencralion. He also engaged at al-

most every meeting in the discussion of some contro-

verted point in divinity or philosophy; and it cann-it

be doubted that these discussions must often havi

been highly interesting, when such persons engaged
in them as Dr Chalmers of Glasgow, wliosc speeches
diil'ered from most of the others in being generally

read. Among the members at that period were Mr
Duncan, now Professor of Mathematics at St An-
drew’s, and Mr John Cajipbell, now an eminent Coun-
sellor at the English bar. In one respect Leyden felt

and ackjiowledged Ins inferiority to the students at

St Andrew’s, namely, in having paid scarcely any at-

tention to mathematics
;
a study fur which he liad so

little turn, that by his own account he could neve.^

comprehend the definition of a straight line, owing
to some metaphysical difficulty which nobody could

solve to his satisfaction. He appears to have dis-

liked the style of society in St Andrew's, where.,

however, he acquired more than one of his most
valued friends, particularly J)r Hunter and another

gentleman of high intellectual capacity, and scienti-

fic attainments. From the Presbytery of St An-
drew’s he received licence to preacli in May
and on this occasion he was much disgusted by a

vulgar piece of w'Qggcry attempted to be practised at

his expence by one of the members who told him,

that, as he would be called upon to return tiianks af-

ter dinner, it was expected that, according to estii-

bllshed custom, he should give a specimen of his

gifts in prayer, by using a form of words compn -

bending all the leading doctrines of the Christian

faith. Wlien tlic expected signal was given, Leyden
stood up and began to pronounce such u prayer

might have been very suitable for the church ; bur

after liaving proceeded at some length, and in a very

sonorous voice, to enumerate the Divine attributes,

he perceived that the company was astonished by

this unusual cxliibition, and sitting down abruptly in

no very placid humour, he was more than half dis-

posed to inflict personal chastisement on the offend-

ing individual, with wiiom he felt enraged, not mere-

ly on account of the indignity ollered to himself, bin

for the indecent mockery of one of the solemn it io.-

of religion. About this time he returned to Edin-

burgh, where lie frequently preached, not indeed so

as to attract popular admiration, bur In a manner

which satisfied his numerous friendfi that he posses-

sed a serious, as well as a philosophical mind. Hi
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Leyden, memory was retentive; but in conducting the devo-
''*"/**^ tions of a religious assembly, he was apt to be dis-

concerted by circumstances wliicli would have given

him no uneasiness if he had been addressing a learn-

ed society.

In tlic winter of 179s, he attended some of the

medical classes, and at this period nearly lost his

hie, in consequence of his rash and unskilful treat-

ment of a complaint which he believed to be an at-

tack of colic. He sw^allowcd a glass of spirits, in the

expectation of receiving immediate relief; but the

disorder proved to be cnieritis, or inflammation of the

intestines, and his constitution was so much weaken-
ed by venesection, blistering, and evacuations, that

he never afterwards recovered the bloom of health.

In addition to liis duties as a tutor in a family, by
which much of his time was engrossed, he had been

engaged as a writer in the London Revietm,

and among other articles, contributed those on
Horne looke’s Divcrswiis of Vurlvy^ on Dr Thomas
Brown's Observations on Zoonomia^ and on Valian-

ccy's Sartscrif History of Ireland,

In the summer of 1799 he published a volume,

cniillod, A Huloriad and Philosophical Sketch oj

the JJiscoi'crics and Settlements of the Europeans in

Northern and lVcster7i Africa^ at the Close ofthe Eigh^

trcn/li Century, This interesting piece (an octavo of

^42 psigcs) was written in about six weeks, while the

author was in bad health, and at a distance from
books ; but it exhibits proofs of extensive information,

as well as of sound reflection. In the course of the

autumn lie engaged to publish The Complaynt of
Scotlandy a very rare anonymous work in the Scot-

tish language, w'rittcn early in the sixteenth century.

It did not appear for nearly two years; but the pre-

liminary dissertation, extending to nearly 9()() pages,

as well as the notes and glossary, indicated a com-
pass of antiquarian lore, and a depth of research in

various otlier unfrequented walks of erudition, whi'di

could not easily be rivalled. He also displayed great

acuteness and ingenuity in attempting to prove, from

internal evidence, that The Complaynt was the pro-

duction of Sir David Lindsay.

Tiirough Mr Richard Hebcr, to whom he was in-

troduced by Mr Constable, be became acquainted

with the most distinguished literary characters in

Edinburgh, and among others, with Sir Walter Scott,

who at this time was engaged in collecting the an-

cient traditionary rhymes published in the Mm*
sirchy of the Scottish Border; a collection which
Leyden contributed largely to enrich, both by reco-

vering unedited fragments of antiquity, and by com-
municating imitations written in the spirit and man-
ner of the age of chivalry ; as well as by furnishing

materials for many of the notes, and particularly for

the introduction to the talc of Tamlaue, containing a
learned dissertation on the Fairies of popular super-

stition.

In the year 1800, a plan was formed to establish

him assistant and successor to the minister of his na-

tive parish, but it failed in consequence of the re-

luctance of the incumbent to agree to an arrange-

ment on which the heritors and parishioners had set

their hearts. Soon aflcrwards he was anxious to ob-

tain the Professorship of Rhetoric anu Cclles Lettres
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in Edinburgh ; but here also he was doomed to ex- l^ydcn

pericncc a disappointment.

About this time he made tw'o successive tours

through the Highlands, and collected much curious

information, which w^as once intended for publica-

tion. He wrote several poems founded on the re-

mains of Celtic story, two of which have been insert-

ed in the Border Minstrelsy. In 1801 he also con-

tributed to Lewis’s Tales of IVonder.

The year 1802, the last which he spent in Scot-

land, was one of the busiest of his life. About the

beginning of the year, bchad carriedthrough thepress

nearly half a volume of an cnlargc^d Account of the

Progress of Discovery in Africa. At the same time

he engaged to conduct the Scots Mngazhie on an

improved plan, and the volume for that year con-

tains many articles furnished by him and by an-

other eminent orientalist, the late Dr Alexander

Murray. He was also employed in correcting the

papers of the Highland Society for publication

;

and he edited a volume entitled, Scottish Descrip-

tive PoemSy with some Jlhistralions of Scottish Lite*

rary AniiqniticSy containing ClydCy by John Wilson,

schoolmaster of (irecnock,— Albnnidy addressed to

the Genius of Scotland,— The Day Estival

y

by

Alexander Hume, and PoemSy by William Fowler,

Early in tins year, he offered to the African Society to

explore the interior of those obscure and inbospi table

regions in which so many Europeans have perished.

His friends, alarmed at this apparently fatal resolution,

became eager to obtain for him an Indian appoint-

ment, that might give him access to the treasures of’

Eastern learning, which his past attainments pecu-

liarly qualified him to appreciate. Through the in-

terest of Mr William Dimdas, he was nominated As-

sistant Surgeon, and though it was privately stipu-

lated, that, on his arrival in India, he was to devote

himself cliicfiy to literary inquiries, he could not be

permitted to go out as a passenger in that capacity,

witliout producing a surgeon's diploma, and under-

going an examination before the Medical Board. 1 le

had attended many of the medical classes, but he

had iiithcrto paid little attention to the practice of

surgery, and it was therefore necessary to prepare

himself for passing through the strict trials pre-

scribed by the College of Surgeons. It reflects

no slight credit on his capacity and application,

that he accomplished this task within six months.

He was not equally successful in procuring the de-

gree of M. D. from the University of Edinburgh ;

but having gone to St Andrew’s with certifleates

of his character and regular education, and hav-

ing satisfied the Senatus Acadcmicus at a private

examination, as well as by reading several exercises

prescribed to him in the Latin language, that degree

was conferred 011 him there, on the 7th August
1802. While he was occupied in these unpoctical

avocations, he continued at every interval of leisure

to court the inspiration of the Muses, and he gave
the finishing hand to the Scenes of Infancy, de*

scripiive of Tevioldale, a poem which had been partly

written before, but which was now enlivened by some
of its most touching passages, and left for publica-

tion in the hands of Dr Thomas Brown, who, in the

revision of the sheets, suppressed a number of verses
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.c^'iioh. which the author conceived ought to have been re-

Leyden spent the winter in London, having nar-

rowly escaped the misfortune of sailing in the Hin-

dostan, whicli was wrecked in its passage down the

Thames. He sailed from Portsmouth in the Hugh
Ingiis, 7 th April 1H03, and soon after his arrival at

Madras, was attached as Surgeon and ^Naturalist to

the Commission for Surveying the Districts of the

Mysore, in wliicli capacity he was expected to turn

his attention, not only to the natural history of the

country, but to the manners, institutions, and lan-

guage of the inhabitants. His constitution had near-

ly sunk under the labours to which he subjected him-

self, and he was under the necessity of removing to

i’riiicc of Wales’s Island. Here he was befriended

by the governor, Mr Dundf^s, and here too be pro-

cured the chief materials of the Kssaij on the Lan-
and Liicrnture Ihe Indo-Chinese Nations,

contained in the JOtb vuiiune of the Asiatic lie-

ranches.

He removed in LsOii from Prince of Wales’s

Island to Calcutta, ^Ule^e, through the. favour of

the (lOvernor-General, Lord Minto, he was ap-

pointed one of the Professors in the llcngal Col-

lege, iroiri which station he was soon transferred

to the office of a Judge of the Twenty-four Pergun-

nuks of Calcutta. Tlie income attached to this

charge was applied chiefly in purchasing manuscripts,

and rewarding the native teachers wliose instruc-

tions iic solicited; and all his leisure hours were
spent in the eager investigation of the languages,

the laws and history of the East. In ISOJI he was

appointed a Commissioner of the Cou’ t of Reciucsts

ill Calcutta, and in the end of the following year,

having resigned this office, he obtained the office of

Assay Master of the Mint. Soon afterwards he
was re(|uircd to attend Lord Minto upon the ex-

pedition to Java, that he might be employed in col-

lecting information with respect to the learning

and institutions of the native tribes, and that the

Governor-General might enjoy the benefit of his ser-

vices in negotiating with the local authorities, and
in adjusting tJic future government of the country.

After the Hritish troops took possession of the city

of Batavia, he ventured rashly into an ill-aired library,

supposed to CGiitnin many Indian manuscripts,—and
on leaving it, was immediately seized with a fever,

whicli proved fatal three days after its accession,

and a few days before the conquest of the island was
( omplcted. He died on the 2ist August JSli.
A very high tribute to his memory was paid by Lord

Minto, on occasion of a visitation of the College of
I'ort-William, after his Lordship’s return from the
conquest of Java.—“ To speak of all that Dr Leyden
had already performed, especially in the prosecution
ot Asiatic learning,~to compute the treasures which
his incomparable genius, urging and sustaining his

invincible powers of mental laliour, presented the
fair promise of acquiring and accumulating, w'ould
be to relate a history of the slm t, but memorable
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life he was allowed to live, and to expatiate into J

the yet more ample fields of inquiry of wliich he ^
had projected the survey. I need not remind tlioso

who hear riic of the zeal he had long nourisheci,

for exploring the philology of the more eastern re-

gions of Asia; of the first steps he had already

made in the prosecution of that purpose, by thv

construction of vocabularies, but above all, by me-
thodising and reducing into system the classifica-

tion of the various languages spoken on the conti-

nent, intermediate between India and China; the

various kingdoms and districts of wjiich, as they re-

cede from each of these extreme points, aj)pcar, with

some relation to their local approximation, or to his-

torical affinities, gradually to have blended ar\d assi-

milated their respective languages into com] ound
dialects, partaking of both the distinct and primitive

tongues. To this just and authorized tribute to the

literary merits of Dr Leyden, 1 must yet add a per-

sonal testimony, prompted by personal experience,

to virtues of a higher class, neither connected will,

the talents and toils of a student, nor so uniformly

the corn})anions of learned reputation, as it would be
natural perhaps to wish, and to expect. But I speak

it in the presence of many who can attest it with

myself, that, founder as he was of his own fortunes

and reputation, and climbing by many laborious step.-

from the lowest stage of social life, to an eminence

,

which many cannot even maintain, though placed

yet lughcr by their birth
; no man, whatever In^ ^.on-

dition might be, ever possessed a mind so entirely ex-

emptfrom every sordid passion, so negligent of fortune

and all its grovelling pursuits,—ina word, Boentirely dis-

interested,—nor ever owned a spirit more firmly and

nobly independent. 1 speak of these tilings widi

some knowledge, and wish to record a competent
testimony to the facts, that within my experience, Di*

Leyden never, in any instance, solicited an object ol

personal interest, nor, as 1 believe, ever interrupted

liis higher pursuits, to waste a moment's thought on

those minor cares. To this exemption from cupidi-

ty >vas allied every generous virtue v ortliy of tlioM'

smiles of fortune which he disdainec to court ; and

amongst many estimable features of his character, an

ardent love of justice, and a vehement abhorrence ot

oppressioiii were not less prominent than the other

higher qualities 1 have already described.”

yir Jolin Malcohii hears testimony, in terms equai-

ly strong, to the purity, disinterestedness, and in-

dependence of his cliaracter, as vvell as to the indi-

fatigabJe perseverance and ardour with \\hicli he
devoted himself to literary and scientific acquire-

ments; and, after adverting to some rather unplea>i:ii;

oddities of manner, “ How trivial,” he adds, “do tlie^e

appear, at a moment when we are lanu'iiting the los<

of such a rare combination of virtues, learning, and

genius, as were concentrated in the late Dr Leyden.

Sec Kdinburf^h Annual Ucf^isicr for 1811; nnd

The Poetical Remains of the late Dr John
with Memoirs of his Life, by the Rev. James Moi^

ton. 8 vo. London, 181

9

. (c. c. i.}



LIBERTY OF THE PRESS.

ijS

i.iberty ol I HR tisk of poiiitiiipf out wliifh of the acts capable
'\ h ‘ Trcs^. of heinpf eonunittecl by the press it would be cxjie-

dient to prohil>it under penalties, we trust will be
found to l)c greatly diminishedj by what we have
.ilready established in the articles Government and
JemSPHUDENCE.

Nahin a nl 'I'hcre is Scarcely a ri^ht, for the violation of which,
ot scarcely an operation of government, Ibr the disturb-

Ih mirv
the press may not be employed as an

instrument. The offences capable of being committed
by the press are indeed nearly co-extensivc with the

whole field of delinquency.

It is not for tliat reason, however, noceshary to give

i se])arate definition for every sucli violation or di.s-

lurbance, for that would be to write the penal code
over; first describing the violation as produced in

other cases, and then describing them anew' for the

::ise in which the press is the particular instru-

ment.

If, for the prevention of the violation of rights,

it were necessary to give a separate definition for

every instniment w'hich might be em})loyed us a

means oi‘ producing the violation, the penal code

would ])e endless. In general, the rncaus is an im-

material circumstance. The violation itself, and the

degree of alarm which may attend, are the princi-

pal o))jectsS of attention. If a man is put in fear of

liis life, and robbed of his jmrse, it is of no conse-

quence whether he is threatened with a pistol or a

.sw'ord. In the definition of a theft, of a t'rautl, or a

murder, it is not necessary to include an account of

ail tlic sorts of means by which these* injuries may be

perpetrated. It is suflieient if tlie injury itself is ic-

ciiralely described. The object i'j tu prevent the in-

jury, not merely when produced hy one sort <d‘

means or another sort of means, but by any means.

From these illiistralioiis it sulliciently appeal

l!iat if an accurate penal code were conijiosed. defin-

ing the violations of rights, ami disturbances of the

o])erations of government, to which penalties were
to be annexed, cveiy offence capable of being com-
mitted by the press w'ould be defined without men-
tioning its name. It is no less evident, that if we
include in the term hhr/, as, to the great eiicourage-

nicnt of confusion, is generally done, all the offences

capable of being conunitUal by the press, we include

ill tlie definition of libel all tlic definitions of the pe-

nal code.

As far as persons and pro])eny are concerned, the

general definition of the acts by which rights are

liable to be violated, has been held suflieient ; and has

been regarded .as incJud'nnf not less tlie cases in

whicli UiO instrumentality of the press has been em-
ployed, than those in which any other means have

been cmjiloyed to the same end. Nobody ever

rlioiiglit of a ])articular law lor restraining the press

'HI account of the eases in which it may have been

r('n(lcred .subservient to the perpetration of a murder
or a ilu’ft. It is enough that a law i.', made to punish

him w'lio has been guilty of tlic murder or theft, ijUri) <

whether he lias employed the jiress or any thing els<^ tht l*rv.s

as the means for accomplishing his end.

There can be no doubt, however, that the press is

ail in.strument peculiarly adapted for the commission

of injuries against rcputalUm, and for effecting dis-

turbance to the operations of government

,

while it

has no ]»t?culiar adaptation for the commission of'

other offences. Mere, too, it is equally certain there

is the greatest di.sposition to restrain the press wuthin

inqiroper limits. It is demanded of us, therefore, upon
this part of the subject, to enter into greater dcUiil.

We are then to inquire, in the first place, wliat an

the .acts of tlie press with respect to private reputa-

tion ? and next, which arc the acts with respect to

iloverurneiil

^

w^hich it is ilesirable that punislnneni

should be emjiloyed to rcstrjiin ?

Agreeably to the principles which have been

ready considered in the article JnnisrnuDENi E,

act can be regarded as an offence with respect

an individual, which i.s not a violation of some 3

his rights.

In con.sidering tlic rights which ought to be est'i-

blishetl wilii r(*spcct to repuiatkm, one pro])(>sition

may be as.sumcd, that every man should be consider-

ed as having a right to the character which he ile-

scrves
;

in oilier words, to be spoken of according t«»

Jiis actions,

111 what manner the definition of this riglit, wliich

would form a part of the civil code, should be ex-

pressed, Is not now the question
;
but it is evident

that no peculiar difficulty belongs to it. As words,

not thoughts, are the object of legal cognizance, the

right can only liave respect to .security against cer-

t'lin wortls ;
—words imputing to the individual actions

w hich he has not jierforrned, or a disposition to ac-

tions, of wiiich disposition there is no evidence.

Suppose tliat one man has instituted a suit against

another, for tlie ofl'ence of having violated, tlirough

the iiress, his right to all tlie reputation he deserve.^.

In his ground of complaint lie must affirm that tly*

man lias imputed to him cither the performance of

actions wiiich he did not commit, or a disjiosition to

certain actions, of which disposition no evidence can

be given.

The words arc produced ; and the first question

is, whether they do or do not impute the actions

which, in the complaint or bill of accusation, they art*

alleged to impute }

It is to be observed, tliat they who oppose the at-

tempt to define the offences, whidi, for shortness, w e

call tJie ojfhiccx of the. presA', make use of such occa-

sions as this to rai.se their objections. How, they

ask, can jdl the forms of expression be defined, by
which the imputation of such and such actions may
be either more openly, or more covertly conveyed?

It is very evident that the question on such an oc-

casion, w hether the words do or do not impute such
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LIBERTY OP THE PRESS.
l^iberty of or sucli actions, is a question of fact. Tlie law says,

the PresB. such and silcli actions shall not be imputed, dc-
'

hnin/; the actions. Whether such and sucli a man
has imputed such actions, cither by one .set of words
or another, is a question of fact.

'i’iie law, when it said that such and such acts

should not be ini])uted to a man, could not deter-

mine whether A, who is accused by B of havini^

imputed to liim one of these act^, did so or nut.

That is to be determined by (evidence bearing* upon
the fact. One, and in general the main article

of that evidence, arc the words which Inive been
used. What is the inqioil of these Words ; or, which
comes to the same thing, wliat is the degree of proof
involved in them, i.s to be determined, as all ques-
tions respecting the weiglit of evidence are in each
instance to be determined, by the tribunal before

which the accusation is brought. The interpreta-

tion of words rests upon tlie same fooling in this as

in all other cases, that, for example, of a Will. TJie
law determines Uiat tM'uitsoever disposition a man
has made with his property, shall take ef-

fect alter his death. But whellicr A has left liis

manor of Dale to B, a matter of fact to be deter-

mined by evidence applying to that particular fact;

principally by that arising from the words of the
will.

It may still be argued by persons who do not
easily renounce an opinion to which they liavc once
given their support, tluit even tlic actions, the intcr-

prcUUioii of wliich, or that ui‘ the disposition to
whicli the legislature means to proliibit, cannot be
defined.

This, however, i.s a position which it is impossible
long to maintain. Some actions it is lUirtful, others
it IS not luirtlid, to a num, iriie is believed to have
comuiitted, or to have a dispo.sition to commit them.
Evidently it is by imputation of the first sort alone,

that any right vilh respect to reputation can be in-

fringed.

'i'hc acts winch a man receives injury from being
believed to have committed, or to be disjmsed to
commit, are either those to w^hieh tlie law has an-
nexed penalties, or. those to wliich the penalties of
])ul)lie disrepute and dislike arc annexed.
With rc.sjieet to those acts to whicli the law, has

annexed penalties, as theft, murder, perjury, and S(»

on, it will not be pretended that there is any diffi-

culty
; the law has already defined tliem, or ought

to define them, and they may be included with per-
fect precision in a few words.

Tliose acts wdiich it is hurtful to a man, solely on
ac count of the di.srcpute luid dislike wdiich they ]iro-

duce, to have it believed that he has committed them,
may also be with sufficient accuracy determined.

'{ he cuds to be attained by punishment are, re-
paration to tlie individual to whom injury has been
dune, and prevention of similar acts in future.

In the idoti of all yiunishment, effectual reparation
to the injured individual is a necessary and essential
ingredient. Suppose, then, it were declared by tlie

legislature, that the imputation falsely of all acts,

hurtful to the person against tlie imputation
is brought, by reason of the disrepute and dislike
which attach to him by whom such acts are suppo-
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sed to be committed, shall bo punished at least by fabenyof

reparation to be made to the party injured
; the

word hurtful is to this purpose perfectly precise.

would remain with the complainant to sliow what
kind and degi-ee of injury he had received

; which
is a matter of fact, to he estimated in eaeli instance
from the evidence adduced, by the tribunal bclbre
w-hieh the question is brought. If the injury sus-
tained is a pecuniary injury, the question coincides
exactly with the question of damages, decided regu-
larly, ill English courts, as a question of liict hy the

Injuries of the kind "whicli we are now consider-
ing can affect a man only in two ways; either, as
stated above, by le.ssening the pecuniary valiu* w^hich
he might otherwise have enjoyed ; or, secondly, by
lessening the marks of respect and affection which
he would otherwise have received. What the loss is,

in thi.s latter instance, is also evidently a question of
fact. It has nt)thing, therefore, to do with the legal

definition of the offence, the business of the legisla-

ture. It i.s a question, which, like all other ques^
tions of fact, must of necessity be determined upon
evidence by the tribunal before which it is brought.
It is no doubt a question of delicacy, and c-unsider-
able difficulty, because the evidence must often con-
sist of very fine luid minute circumstances, w liich

can seldom hv. >preci.sely nscertiined. But this is not
the only class of judicial questions, the determination
of which depends upon such evidence as it i.s very
difficult accurately to collect and to weigh.
M hat it IS of greatest importance, on this occa-

sion, to reinarl\ i.s, that all the difficulty lies in the
matter of fact. There is no doubt or obscurity in

the law, which says, that for whatsoever hurt a man
h;i« .sustained through actions or dispositions falsely

imputed to him, lie shall receive compensation. Dif-
ficulties, how ever, aiT'ing either from the complexity
of the matter of fact, or the obscurity of the o\ i-

dencc. no legislature enactments can prevent. These
arc eoniinitted to llu; skill and fidelity of the judge.
One (piestion for the legislature we have not yet

considered ; and that is, the compensation which
can be made to a man for the dim nution of tho>(

marks of* respect and affeclion which he would other-
wise have received. Let us suppose that a soldier

has been accused of* cowardice, in such a manner as
to create a general belit'f of the truth of the accusa-
tion ; that a man of lioiiour lias been aeelisod of
meiuliicity, or of some oi‘ tlu>se irregular projien.sities

to wdiich the horror of the public is attac hed ; it is

evident that money is not an ajipropriate compensa-
tion for injuries tluis received.

hen a man, through the offence of anotluT, has

been deprived of a certain amount uf money , or of
numey's w’ortli, we say' that he has received eomjien-
satioii, when he is placed in tlu* .same situation m
which he would have? been if the offence had not

taken ))lacc.

According to tliis idea td* compensation, a m;ir7,

again.st whom an unfavonmble opinion lias heen crea-

ted by the act of anotlier man, ii.is reeei>eil eomjien-

.sation, wdien he i.s ])laec(l in the siune situation with

regard to the opinion of tho.st* with whom he vs con-
nected, as if that act had not taken iilace. Thif?,
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tlierefore, ig the object which it oiiglit to be the eii-

i c ircps.
legislature to effect.

One expedient is perfectly appropriate. It is,

tliat the man who lias falsely propagated an unfa-

vourable opinion with rc'specl to another, should be
made to do whatever is in his power to remove the

iin])ression he has made. To this end, he should

j^ublisJi the sentence of the judge, declaring tlmt the

action, or disposition which he had imputed to the

individual injured, he had imputed to him falsely.

He should at least be made to ])ublish it in every
way m which he had published the imputation.

Frequently a more extensive publication might be

required.

In most cases, it will be allowed, that this much
would suffice. It may, however, he affirmed, that

often the impression would be too profoundly struck,

to be effaced by a mere knowledge of the sentence

of tile judge. In such cases, something more in the

way of compensation would be required. On tliis,

it is of importance to be observed, that if the impres-
sion produced by an imputation, whicli, after solemn
inquiry, the judge has declared to be false, should
not, by tliat declaration, be coiTq)letely effaced, it im-
pli(*.s necessarily one of two things

; either that the

public have evidence of the truth of the accusation,

which WHS not adduced to the judge, and then the

remaining inijiressioii is not owing to the imputation
whicli the judge has condemned, but to the evi-

dence
; or, secondly, that the public mind is in a

state of gross ignorance and imbecility, capable of

forming opinions, even on tlie clearest subjects, not
oiil}^ not according to evidence, l)ut in opposition to

it. If tlic public mind, however, is in such a de-

plorable condition, it is the fault of the legislature ;

and for the rectification of this evil, the best course

undoubtedly is, to take effectual measures for the in-

struction of the people, which instruction would soon

l)lacc them beyond tlie danger of such contemptible

as well as mischievous delusions. In the mean time,

if sonwthing more than the publication of the sen-

tence of the judge were necessary to restore a man
to that degree of consideration of which the false im-

putation had dejwived him, governments liave mi-
iTierous ways of raising the consequence of indivi-

duals
; and no legislature would he at a loss for a

gradation of expedients suit<?d to the .sade of de-

mand.
Vl\* liave now illustrated that part of this cpiestion

which regards compensation to the injured indivi-

dual. It remains to inquire what is best to be done
in this case, for the attainment of tlie other object

of‘piinis{nnent, namely, tlie prevention of similar of-

fences in time to come.

'Fo devise a punishnieiit sufficient to prevent an
offence, is to provide h motive sufficient to counter-

act the motive which lead.s to the offence. We have
lienee to consider what are the motives by which
men are incited to makt %se imputations on the

charactei s of* others. ^

These motives may he of three different sorts. A
inaq may derive preuniart/ profit, he may derive

cmnparaiwv diniinction, or he may satisfy liis desire

of vengeance, by blackening the character of Iiis

neiglibour.

THE PRESS.
In the case in which a man lias by calumny WTong-

fully intercepted the pecuniary receipts of his neigli-
^

hour, the obligation 4if making satisfaction to the '*
'

party injurt'd would, it is obvious, alone suffice, pro-

vided the machiiKTy of the laws were sufficiently

perfect, to render tlie execution of them certain.

Seldom would any man calumniate his neighbour,

for the sake of placing L.20 in his own pocket, if he

were sure tliat next day, or next week, he woidd

have to restore it, with all the profit wliich might

have been made by the use oi’ it, tmd with the dis-

grace besides of hai'ing eoinmitted an action which

other men abhd^.

Sometimes, how'ever, a man may derive pecuniary

profit from calumniating persons wlunn he has not

by that means deprived of any pecuniary advantage

;

by the sale, for example, of a slanderous publication

;

when the satisfaction due to tlie individual may not

he of a nature to counteract the motive which lead<

to the offence. The expedient in this case, also, i-^

fnifficiently obvious, and sufficiently simple. It is

necessary to ascertain tlie whole, .ttf the gain whicli

has been made by the offender, and tf> take it away

from him. This, together %vith the satisfiiction wliicli

he ought to make to the injured individual, would,

if it were certain, creaU^ a surplus of motive to ab-

stain from the injurious act.

In both of these CAses, if the execution of the law

is uncertain, an additional punishment may be ne-

cessary, sufficient to coiiipensati* for tlic chance of

escape. The allowance tri be made on this score

must depend upon the iinpt'ricjction of the law.‘» ;

while tine importiint fact is to be kept in remem-
brance, that as severity of pnnisliment, lieyond a cer-

tain point, is increased, certainty of execution is di-

minished. The true expedient, tlierefore, is to ren-

der the maeliinery of the laws so perfect, that the

penalties which they donounce may always be sure

of execution; and then hardly any thing beyond
comptniNation to tlie individiuil, and tlie ab.straction

of any additional gain wdiich might have been made
by the propagation of slander, would be necessary

to repress ;ill offences against the reputation of others,

Ut which the motive was constituted by [lecuniary

gain.

The two remaining cases are still more simple. It'

a man propagates a falsehood, for tlie sake of inju-

ring the character of a man by whom his own consi-

deration is eclipsed, it is only when he expects to

obbun by that means a permanent advantage. If he
knows tliat immediately the law will take its hold iqv

on him ; tliat he will be compelled to re-elevate the

character of his neighlioiir, and to proclaim his own
disgrace, he will see tliat, to attempt depressing the

character of anotlier man by calumny, is the very

worst of all expedients, for giving a comparative ele-

vation to his own. The same is die result in die

case where vengeance constitutes the motive to in-

jure the reputation of another. To render this pro-

position manifest, die most obvious illustration will

suffice. No man, to gratify his malignity to ano-
ther person, would kill liis ox or liis ass, provided
lie were sure that immediately he would be oblig-

ed to make him full satisfaction ; and instead of in-

juring die man whom he hated, to injure only him-
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Liberty rf melf. No, the rudencBfl and incfficacy of the law,
flit* Preis. {molding out a chance of escaping the duty of making

reparation, is the sole origin and cause of all offences

of diis description ;
and if the law were placed in a

state but approaching perfection, liardly any thing

beside the obligation of making satisbicticm would

U: necessary to repress the whole of tins order of

(Times.

We have now made considerable progr(?ss in this

imjwtant inquiry. We have ascertained, we think,

with sufficient evidence, all tliat is necessary to be

done for preventing injuries to the reputation of* in-

dividuals; provided the rights of rdj[iijtition are, by
Uie civil code, not made to extend bc‘vond the bound-

aries of truth. W'liether or not they ougiit to extend

farther, and individiuds ought to be protected from
the disclosure of acts whicJi they may hjive commit-
ted, is, w^e confess, a question higiily worthy of so-

lution ; upon which, therefore, before we ])roceed

to any of the subs^quoit topks, we sliall offer the

f( >1lowing redectiDljM.

There can be ijjlfe^doub* tlwt tJie fe(»lings of the in-

tiividiuil may be ati painful
,
wdieve aeti<ms of a dis-

repiibdde nature are truly^ as where they are false-

ly imputed to him. It is equally certain that no
painful feelings ought to be wnlfiilly excited in any
man, where no good, sufficient to overbalance that

evil, is its natural eonse<]ueuce.

We have already shown, that reputation is in-

jured by the iinpiibition of acts of two different

descriptimis
;

first, those to which tlie law annexes
penalties ;

secondly, those to which disrepute and
iJie dislike of others are annexed.

With resqieet t<» llufse acts to whicli the law an-

nexes penalties, there is no r(K>m for uiicerUiiiity

m- dispute. Unless the law' is a barl law, which
ought to be rq>ealed (this, we confess, eonstituteb an

exceptioTi, and one, wdiich, in very imperfect codes,

extends a great wa^ ), the Jaw^ ought not t<j be disap-

l>ointe(l of its ex(H;ution. The man who gives iiifbr-

Illation against a murderer, or a thief, by the press,

tw witluiut tlie press, renders a }>ublic service, and
deserves not piinitJuiicnt but reward.

Jt ajipcars, therefore, that tlie question, whether
a man ought to be protected from llie imputation of

actions which he lias really committed, refers solely

to those acts which, witJuuit being punishable by
the law, are atU'nded with disri'pule ; acts, in other

words, which tlie members of the society disapprove

^'nd dislike.

The prospect of tlie immediate and public expo-
sure of all actvs of tliis description, would lx* a most
effectual expedient to prevent tlieir being commit-
ted. Men would obtain the habit of abstaining from
them, and would feel it as little painful to abstain,

as at present it is to any well educated persem to

keeji from theft, or those acts which constitute the

ill manners of the vulgar. I'lie fable of Momiis has

always been understood to carry an important moral.

He founcU grievous fault tliat a window had not

been placed in tlie breast of every man, by avluch,

not his actions alone, but his thouglits, would have
Ixien known. The magnanimity of tliat Unman lias

been highly applauded, wdio not only placed his re-

tsidence in such a situation that his fellow citizens

T H E R E s s. m
might see as much as possible ot* his aetiouR, but de- of

dared a wish that he could render oyien to the eyes
Press,

of all his breast as well as his house.

If the hatred and contempt of the people, there-

fore, were always riglitly directed, and rightly ])ro-

[lortioned ; if they never operated against any accioiis

but those which w’erc liurtful, either to the indivi-

dual himself, or to others, and never, but in tlx* de-

gree in wliich they were hurtful, the case would be
elear ; the advantage which would be derived from
tlie true exposure of any man*s actions of any sort,

would exceed beyond calculation the attendant evil.

The great difficulty of insuring the practice of mo-
rality, in those numerous and highly important eases,

to whicli the legal sanction, or the .srenrity oj'pains and
j}fnafties does not extend, consists in tlie want ol’a mo-
tive always present, and powerful enoiigli to coimter-

act the tem|xn ary motive which urges to the monient-

ary offence, 'J'hat motive almost every man would
derive from his knowledge that the eyes w ere upon
him of all those, the gtxxl opinion of whom it w as

his interest to preserve
;
and that no immoral act oi

his w'ould escape tlieir observation, and a jiropor-

tionate share of their hatred and contempt. It is in

this view' that the aid of religion has been soioetiiiies

regarded as of importance to morality
; suggesting

tlie idea of a higli and constant observer. All mo-
tives, how'cver, are feeble, in proportion as the pains

and pleasures upon 'which they depend are distant,

and vague, or uncertain. Divines agree witli all

other men in complaining of the trifling effect ol' re-

ligious motives u])on the lives of the greater num-
ber of men. From the nature of the prospect on
which these motives deyiend, they w'ere necessarily

as feeble as they have so often been described. Such
is n%>t the case with the motives arising from the

sentiments which we know’ we shall inspire in the

breasts of our felUnv creatures. It is a matter of

ilaily and incontrov ertible experience, that these are

among the most powerful which operate upon tin*

human mind. The soldier riushes upon death, and

endures all the hardships and toils of his cruel pro-

fession, that lu may enjoy the admiration, and e^ca]x

the contempt, of his fellow' men. On what else

founded the greater pari of all the pursuits of maii-

kinrl ^ How few, even of those who toil at the iman-
ost occupations, but exert llieniselves to have some-
thing for show', something to make an impression

upon the eyes of tixvise who surround them ? The
very subject of the present inquiry derives from
lliis source the w hole of its importance. 'Fhc

of reputation is, indeed, but another name ftT the

\alue which we attach to the favoiivabU“ and un-

favourable sentiments of our fellow men.
It is, how'ever, true, that their unfavourahle senlj-

lucntado not always fall w'heve they ought, and thi<,

^ ’c confess, is a con.sidtTalion of the highest inqion-

ance. It very often liappeiis that men’s antipathies arc

excited to actions from which no evil ensues, either to

him who pcrlbrms them, or to any body else. Jf any

man derives a })lcasiire from such actions, it is

limit his s})hcre of innocent enjoyment, to delKir him

from them. And if tlu* press exposes him to the an-

tipathies, the hatred, and contempt oi' Ins fcllow’-

ereatures, on account of tho-c action-?, it produces
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Liberty of an evilj uncompensated by the smallest portion
Uic^Pross. of ^ood. If an Indian Ihahinan were known to

^ have caten^ even when starving, a morsel of fcK>d

which had been prepared by a Christian, the conse-

quences to him would be dreadful. Where the

Itoinan Catholic religion is in vigour, a man who
should inihdgc In'niself in animal food on forbidden

days would be regarded wdth horror. The use of

wine, how'ever moderate, w'oidd render a Mahome-
dan execrable to the whole of his tribe.

I'his misdirection of the favourable and unfavour-

able sentiments ofmankind, in other words, this per-

version and c(»rruj)tion of their moral sentiineiita,

has, in by far the greater number t)f insUinccs, been

the work of priests, contriving the means of increas-

ing their influence. In some very imporhint in-

stances, such, for example, as the prejudices of birth,

at one time so powerful in Ihirope, as to make in-

effable contempt the lot of the low% the highest ve-

nei'ation tliat of the man of elevated birth, tlie per-

version of the moral sentiments, is evidently the

work of the aristocratical class, seetiring to them-

selves a more easy dominion over the rest of their

fellow' creatures. It is, tlierefore, evident, that where

antipathies, religious or aristocratieal, should ])revail,

the press wnmld be hurtfully employed in giving

notoriety to the facts which would expose a man to

the o])eration of cither.

We have now ascertained tJie cases in w'hieli it

would uoi be good that men should be protected

from the declaration of truth by the pres.s, and also

the cases in which it would be good tliat they should

bo so protected.

What, upon this view of the subject, would be

desirable, is sufliciently clear. It w'ould be desirable

that, in the one set of cases, the declaration should

be allowed, in the othei’ it should not he allow'cd.

Are the tw o sets of cases, however, capable of being

accurately distinguished ?

If the comparison is made with any attention, it

will not be difficult to determine that the evil to be

incurred by the loss of truth in the set of eases in

which the declaration of it w'ould be useful, is much
greater than that w'hicli w ould arise from permitting

the declaration in the cases in which it wcadd be

hurtful.

In the fji-st place, the set of cases in which tlie de-

claration w^ould be useful arc rniicli more numer-

ous, and much more important, than tlio.se in which,

in any tolerably civilized state of society, it w^oiddbe

hurtful. 'J’iiosc in wliich it would be useful embrace
the whole field of morality, all those acts, the per-

formance of wliicli, on ac count of their singular iin-

portaiicp, has been elevated to the rank of virtues.

Every body believes and proclaims, that the uni-

versal practice of the moral virtues would ensure

the liighest measure of Juinian happiness
; no one

doubts that the misery wl^ch, to so de])lorable a de-

gree, overspreads the while men injure men,

and instead of helping and benefiting, siipjilant, de-

fraud, mislead, pillage, aiid oppress, one another,

would thus be nearly extoTminated, and something

better than the dreams of the golden age w ould be

realized upon earth. Tow'ard the attainment of this

most desirable state of things, nothing in the w^orld
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is capable of contributing so rnticli as the full cxeN I-iberty oi

cise of tnitli upon all immoral actions,—all actions,

the practice of wliich i.s calculated to lessen the

amount of liumaii liappincss. According to this

view, the justice of wdiicb it is impossible to dis-

pute, the evil inenrri'd by forbidding the declaration

of truth upon all immoral actions is incalculable. Tliat

whieli w^ould be incurred by tlie antipathies of mis-

guided minds against actions innocent in themselves,

nobody, w^e sliould imagine, w^ould so much iis think

of jdacing in comparison.

In our own country, for example, llie classes of

actions wdiich, thougli they injure nobody, ex])ose a

man to the unfavourable simtiments of others, are

not numerous. I’he number of persons who would
be exposed to inconvenience on nccount of the de-

claration of truth, in regard to them, would lie

small in comparison with those w’lio w'ould benefit

by its declaration, in the case of all really hurtful

acts. ^

It is, indeed, important to be observed, that a

comparative srnalliU'ss of numlwr is necessarily im-

plied in the supposition of injury from any unfound-

ed antipatli}-. Those who sliarc in the antijiathy, of

course, abstain from the action. And unless the an-

tipathy were so general us to include almost the

w hole of the 8oeiet3^ it w'ould lose its injurious ef-

fect. Besides, all tlie injury winch can be done to

the individuals against wliom truth would in thi.s

manner operate injuriously, would be, to make them
abstain from the acts wdiich ivere thus condemned.

Another thing to be considered is, that the whole
of the evil arising from tlic exercise of truth is de-

pendent upon an accidental circumstance, capable of

being removed upon a menUil disease, requiring Ut

be cured ;
of which, of course, the legislature ought

to underU'ike the case, and toward the cure of which
truth is likely to operate as the most effectnal of all

ex])cdients. If any considerable inconvenience w^en*

experienced from exposure to unfounded antipatlii«*s

b}^ publications of truth, the groundlessness of tliese

antipatliies could not fail to be so often canva8.sed,

and made to a])pear, that at last it w'oulil become
familiar to the multitude, and the antipatliies would
expire.

It clearly, therefore, appears, that, if the cases in

wdiich the declaration of truth w^ould expose to un-
founded prejudices could not be clearly defined, and
separated from the cases in which tlie declaration

would be salutary, the rule oi’ permitting truth

ouglit to be universiil. But thougli we perceive,

that, to a considerable extent, there arc? cases, in re-

spect to wliich it would be vain to hope for agree-

ment in drawing the line of distinction between
what is hurtful and what is not, we are persuaded
that principles might be laid down in which all

would agree, and which would serve to mark out
certain cases for exception with sufficient exactncs.s.

If any such cases could be separated, either of ac-

tions wdiich, though injurious to nobody, excited an-
tipathies, or of facts, as those of birth, for which,
though a man wag in no respect worse, he might be
regarded as worse, the exercise of truth, with re-

gard to them, might, on the express ground of these

being actions innoxious, or &ctB which ought to bo
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Liberty of of no importance in the estiin£.te of humfui wortli,

the Prcis. be forbidden, when injurious, under the penalty of

at least makin;? reparation for all the injury of which

it had been tlie cause.

oircmc. of VVe liavc now explained, we trust, with sufficient

the Friss clearness for the present occasion, the principles up-
^ on which laws should be constructed for protecting

"
tile riirkts of individuals against violations eonnnitted

by the jiress. The first part of tliis inquiry, there-

fore, we must consider as completed. In the second

part we have to exi)l:iin the i)rinciplcs upon which

they should be constructed for protecting the opera^

lions of governmeuL

This question involves a point which jircsents the

appearance of considerable difficulty. In the first

])lace, unless a door is left open to resistance of the

governineiit, in tlie largest sense of tlie word, the

doctrine of passive obedi^'oee is adopted j and the

consequence is, the universal prevalence of misgo-
venimeiit, with tlie misery mid degradation «)f the

people. In the ittcoiid jilace, unless the operations

ofgovernment, instituted hjr the jirotection of rights,

are secured from obstruction, the security ijf rights,

and all the advantages dependent upon the existence

of government, are at an end. Between thc'ic two
securities, both necessary to obUiin the benefits of

good government, there apjiears to be such a con-

trariety, that the one can only be obtained by tlie

saci-ifice of the otlier.

As this diflicLilty, lH>wcver, arises eliiefly from

the largeness of the terms, a close inspection of the

cases which tliey involve, and which they have a

tendency to confuse, will enable us to discover the

course w liich it belongs to practical ^v’isdom to pur-

sue.

It is necessary, first of all, to ascertain what sort

of obstructions are inconsistent and what are not in-

consisttiit, AviLh the operations of government, which

are necessary for the protection of rights.

The application of physical force to r<*sisL the go-

vernment in applying, to the execution of the laws,

the physical power placed at its disptpsal by the law,

is such an obstruction of the ojierations of govern-

ment as would, if frequent, render it inadequate to

the ends which it is provided to ^ecu:\•. ’J'his ap-

plication of force, therefore, must be treated as an

offence ; and any thing proceeding Ironi the press,

tending directly to produce it, as a similar olfeiice.

This projiosition retjuires to be illustrated. The
application of physical force which is liore describ-

ed, and treated as an evil, is clearly distinguishable

from that resisLince of government which is the last

security of the many against the misconduct of tlie

few'. This is an ajiplication of physical force to ob-

struct the operations of government in deUiil ;
the

prooffcdings, for example, of a court of justice* ,
tlie

proceedings of the legislative organ, or the jiroceed-

ings of any of the administretive functionari<.*s, in

tlie execution ol’ the duties with which tin y are

charged. This is not tlint species of resihtanct*

which is necessary in the last resort to secure tlie

people against the abuse of the powers of govern-

ment. This last is not a resistance to tlie iljperations

of government in diptaih It is a resistance to all
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the iiow'ers of governmciit at once, eitlier to with- Liberty of

draw' them from the hands in whicli they have hi-
tlierto been deposited, or grcntly to modify the
terms upon which they are held.

Even this last sjiecies of resistance it may be ne-
ces.sary to punish, at l(‘ast in a certain degree, w'hen-
ever it is not succe.ssl’ul

; that society iiiav not 1k"

disturbed by frequent commotions, in the motives
to which, the majority of llie people do not partake.
This, however, i.s a (]iu:8tion wdiich belongs to the
penal code in general, and does not concern the iii-

<iuiry into the offences capabh* of being committed
by the press : because we think it may be satisfac-

torily show'n, that no operation of the press, how'-
cver directly exhorting to tlii.s sqiccics of resistance,

ought to be treated as an offence. The is,

tliat no such exhortation can Jiave any immedi ate or
formidable effect; can, indeed, have any effect at

all, excojit through sucli mediums as ouglit lo bt
at all times perfectly free. Suppose that a w^ork
is publislicd, exhorting the people in general to Lake*

amis against the government, for the purpose of al-

tering it against the consent of it-^ rulers. The
j)eople cannot take arms against the government
without the certainty of being immediately crush-
ed, unless there has b(‘en already created a general
consent. If this consent exists in such perfection as

lo want nothing to begin action but an exhortation,

nothing can prevent the exhortation, and forbidding
it is useless. If the consent does not exist in near-
ly the last degree of perfection, a mere exhortation,

read in print, can have no effect which is w^orth re-

garding. In all circumstances, therefore, it is use-
less, and coii.sequcntly absurd, to treat this species

of exhortation as an offence. If, on the other hand,
it were clearly recognized, that every man had a li-

cence lo exhort the people to the general resistance

of the governmoit, all such exhortaticuis would be-

come ridiculous, unless on those rare and extreme
occasions in which no prohibitions and no penalties

can or ought lo pr(‘venl them. I'he doctrine of
this parngra])h, wdiich w'ill appear somewhat start-

ling and paradoxical to minds accu>tomed only to a

certain traiii of ideas, will receive illustration and
we trust will be amply confirincMl as w'c proceed.

Having mentioneil this as a grand exception, we
now' return to the cases in which not only physical

force applied to obstruct the operations of govern-
inenl, but tlie ])i;blishing of exhortations to that ob-

struction, ought to be treated as an offence. These
relate solely, as above remarked, to the njx'rations of

government in detail. Obstructions, it is evident,

may b(* oflered to the operations in detail of a go-

veinment w liieli possesse.s and descr\'cs the fullest

eonfklence of tlie community at large, and the press

may be emjiloyed in directly and efficiently exciting

to tlu‘sc obstructions. A hand-bill, for example,

may be distributed in a morning, which, operating

upon an inflamed state of mind, in a narrow district,

may excite a mob tO disturb the proceedings of* .1

c<iurt uf justice, to obstruct the officers of law. po-

lice, or government, in the execution of their duties,

or to disturb, on this or that occasion, tlie delibera-

tions of the legislature itself.

I’licse arc clearly hurtful acts they may be very
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^ accurately defined ; and penalties^ of moderate seve-

"would be sufficient to deter from the perform-
ance of tliem. The obligation of the offending

party to make satisfaction to the party injured,

would often, in offences of this description, be ex-

cluded, because tJiere would be no definite party to

whom an injury would be occasioned. It would
only bo necessary to ascertain the sorts of motives

by which such offences w^ould be liable to be pro-

(Iticed, ;ukI to apply skilfully, as in other cases, mo-
tives of an opposite tendency, sufficient to counter-

act them. This would not be inure difficult in this

than in other cases, and it is not, therefore, neces-

sary to explain at any length the mode of perform-

ing it. One principle is to be carefully and most
religiously observed, that of not imposing an atom
of punishment for the purposes of vcngea?ice. I'his

is a principle, the justness and importance of wdiich

are so completely recognized, that we might have

expected to be relieved ere now from the necessity

of recommending attention to it. The fact, how -

ever, is, that so long as there are abuses in govern-

ments, so long w’ill the men w'ho liave the means ol‘

])r6fiting by those abuses, exert themselves to mul-
tiply the list of offences against government, and to

apply to tliem punishments of the greatest severity.

l^Inis]unents for contempt of court
;
punishments

lo vindicate the honour of the court, of the govern-

ment, of the magistracy
;
punishments for the sup-

port of dignity ;
punishments severe in proportion

as the dignity of the party offended is supposed to

he liigh, and so on, are punishments almost always

ayipliod for jiui^poses of vengeance, or the protection

of the instruments of abuse. They are punishments,

therefore, which will be rigidly excluded from a

code which wisely and steadily jmrsues the gt‘neral

good.

What the sort of acts are, to which the exhorta-

tions of the press ought not to be applied, has been
so far ascertained. Tlie next point is, to determine

with accuracy w^hat sort of cxhorlation it is that

ought to be forbidden. To all those W'ho jirofit by
the abuses of government, that is, more es])c*cially

to all tliose wlio, in a defective government, wield

any of its powers, it is of great importance to leave,

as undefined ns possible, die sort of exhortation that

ought to be forbidden. Tlie point of greatest im-

portance to them is, to keep the yieople at large from
complaining, or from knowing or thinking that they
iiave any thing of which to complain. If this grand
object is fully atUiiucd, diey may then, without
anxiety, and without trouble, riot in the pleasures of
iiiisriilc. There is no limit to the degree in which
the few may pursue tlieir own advantage at the ex-

))ence of tht? many. There can be notliing, there-

fore, ill which they have a greater interest, than pre-
venting tile yiross from lieing em])loyed in any such
way, fus will lead the peo]>le to think that they have
any thing, on the ywirt of their rulers, of which lo

corii})laiii. All artifices jiosm^ w'ill be sure to be
empl(»yed to effect that^jirev wdtion. And if it is en-

acted, tliat exhortations to acts which obstruct the

o})cratioiitf of government in detail should be punish-

ed, nulhout ilejirnttir occuratelji what sort exhorta~
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lions, they will easily find e]medients wliich, to a

gi*eat extent, will accomplish tlieir purpose.

Under the sort of constructions which it will be

tlieir interest to apply, every tiling which can be done

by the press, to make the people know or believe

that there is any thing in the system of tlieir go-

vernment, or the conduct of Uieir rulers, of which

they have to complain, may be treated as an exhor-

tation to obstruct the operations of government. Of
these constructions, our experience affords inniiiuer-

able examples. Does not die imputing of defects Ui

the government, or misconduct to diose wiio wield

the powers of government, tend to bring both in-

to hatred and contempt And if the people hate

and contemn the institutions luul rulers of their

country, will, they not oppose their operations

?

The imputing of diese faults, therefore, is it not, in

essence and effect, an exhortation to oppose the oper-

ations of government } And are we to be govern-

ed, ill our legislature, by the mere forms in which

a set of words may appear, and Hot by our know-
ledge of dieir nature and consequeiU'es ?

This is not only exceedingly plausible, but almosi

all the propositions wliiclv it involves are ]>ei-fectl}

true. It is thus, therefore, die more easy to esta-

blish such a mode of interpreting an indefiiiile

law ol‘ tlu‘ press, as w ill prevent, or where die pw-
plc cannot yet bear a total prevention, Avill go far

towards ])revcnting what(‘vcr can lead tlui peojile lo

lielieve that any thing is amiss in the manner in

which they are ruled.

There jiro two species of exhortations, one the ex-

plicil and direct, the otlu'r implied and constructive.

In die one, n particular act is pointed out, and tiie

party, or juirties, addres.se(l are called iijion lo per-

form it. In die other, certain grounds only are laid,

from which the i>i)iiiion of die addresser may be in-

ferred, more or less certainly, tliat the act ought to

be performed.

With respect to the first, tliere is no occasion for

doubt. A direct and explicit exhortation to commit
one of those acts described above, as obstructing the

operations of goverinnenl in detail, .sluiuld be treat-

ed as an offence. 'J’lic ])recise question is, whether
any exhortation, wliich is only implied and con-

structive, sliould be considered an offence ? In tlie

answer to tin’s question, almost every thing wJiich

relates to tlie use of die press in matters of goi crn-

ment, will be found to be involved.

We have already divided die subject of resistance*

to government into two parts ; first, that general re-

sistance, the object of which is, some great change
in die government at large ; and, secondly, rcsLsUuice

to this or that of its operations in detail.

We have already adduced an argument, which ap-

pears to us to be conclusive, to show, that no exlior-

tation, whether explicit or implied, direct or

the object or teiulency of which is to prodiij® the

first species of resistance, ought to be subject to le-

gal restraint.

It is necessary liere to enter a little more fully in-

to the grounds of that opinion.

Wc think it w ill appear, with sufficiient evidenexj,

that in w*ay of indirect exhortation to resistancCj

*
'
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l.ibcTtyof tliftt is, in laying the grounds of dissatisfaction with

t!\c Press, tlie government, there is no medium between allow-

ing cve|*y thing and allowing nothing ; that the end,

in short, which is sought to be gained, by allowing

any thing to be published in censure of the govern-

ment cannot be obtained, without leaving it perfect-

ly free to publish every thing.

The end which is sought to be obtained by allow-

ing any thing to be said in censure of the govern-

ment, is to ensure the goodness of the government,

the most important of all the objects, to the attain-

ment of which, the wisdom of man can be applied.

If the goodness of government could be ensured by

any preferable means, it is evident that all censure

of the government ought to be prohibited. All dis-

content with the government is only jSfood, in so far

as it is a means of renioving real cause of discontent.

If there is no cause, or if there is better means of

removing the cause, the discontent is, of course, an

evil, and tliat which produci s it an evil.

So true it is, however, the discontent of the

people is the only means of removing the defects of

vicious governments, that the fret^dom of the press,

tile main instrument of creating discontent, is, in all

civilized countries, among all but the advocates of

niisgovernment, regarded as an indispensable secu-

rity, and tJie greatest safeguard of the interCvSts of

mankind.

For what is meant by a vicious government? or

wlierein do the defects of government consist ? Most
assuredly they all consist in sacrificing the interests

<»f the many to tlie interests of the few. The small

number, in whoso hands the powers of government
are in part directly, in jiart indirectly placed, can-

not fail, like otlier men, t«) have a greater regard for

what is advanUgeouH to themselves, than what is

advantageous to other men. They pursue, therp-

i'ore, their, awn advanbigc, in preference to that of

the rest of the eomnuinity. That is enough. VVhcrc
tliere is nothing to check that propensity, all the

evils of mifigovernnieht, that is, in one w'ord, the

worst evils by whicli human nature is cursed, are

tlu* inevitable consequence. (See the article Go-
\F.HNMENT.)

There can l>e no adequate check without the free-

dom of the press. Tlic evidence of this is irresisti-

ble. In all countries, the people either have a power
legally and peaceably of removing their governors,
or they have not that power. If they have not that

power, they can only obtain very considerable ame-
liorations of their govenmicnts by resistance, by ap-
])lyiiig physical force to their rulers, or, at least, by
threats so likely to be followed by performance, as
may frighten thtir rulers into compliadice. But
resistance, to have tliis effect, must be general. To
be general, it must spring from a general conformi-
ty of and a general knowVedge of that con-
formity? How is this effect to be produced, but by
some means, fully enjoyed by tlie people, of con.-
municating their sentiments to one another ? Un-
less where the people can all meet in general assem-
bly, there is no otlier means knovm to the world of
attaining this object to be compared with the free-
dom of me press.

It is, no doubt, tni& that in countries ^here the

4^

liberty of the press is unknown, evil governments f.ibertyof

are frequently overthrown. 'Ibis is aluiohi al ways
*^ *’'*^'

accomplished by the military force, revenging some'
grievfuice of their owni, or falling iji with some heat
and animosity of tlie people. But does it ever en-

able them to make a new government, in wliich any
greater security is provided for their interests thali

there was before ^ In such cases, the people get

rid of one set of nders, wliom they hate, only to ob-
tain another set, with equal powers of doing them
injury.

There are, however, we believe, some people who
say, that though the liberty of the press is a necessary
instrument to attain good government, yet, if it is

fairly attained, and if legal and peaceable means are
in the hands of tlie people of removing their governors
for misconduct;—if the people of England, for ex-
ample, really chose the members of the House of

Commons, and renewed their clioicc so frequently as

to have the power of removal ailer a short experi-

ence of misconduct, the freedom of the press would
be unnecessary.

So far is this from being true, that it is doubtful

whether a power in the |)€ople of choosing their own
rulers, without the liberty of the press, would be au

advantage.

It is perfectly clear, that all chance of advantage
to the people from having the choice of tiieir rulers,

depends upon tlieir making a good choice. If they

make a bad choice—if they elect people either inca-

pable, or disinclined, to use well tlic power entrusted

to them, they incur the same evils to which they are

doomed when they are deprived of the due control

over those by whom their affairs are administered.

We may then ask, if there arc any possible means
by which the people can make a good choice, but
the liberty of the jncssf The very foundation of a

good choice is knowledge. The fuller and more per-

fect the knowledge, the better the diance, where all

sinister interest is absent, of a good choice. How
can the people receive the most perfect knowledge
relative to the characters of those who present them-

selves to their choice, but by information conveyed
freely, and without reserve, from one ti> another ?

Tliere is another use of the freedom of the press,

DO less deserving the most profound attention, that

of making known the conduct of the individuals who
liave been chosen. This latter service is of so much
importance, that upon it the whole value of the for-

mer depeuds.

This is capable of being rigidly demonstrated. No
beneiit is obtained by making choice of a man who is

well qualified to serve the people, and also well in-

clined to serve them, if you place him in a situation

in which he will have motives sufficient to serve him-

self at their expence.
If any set of men are chosen to wield the powers

ot government, while the people have not the means
of knowing in what manunsr they discharge their du-

ties, they will have the means of serving themselves

at the expence of the people ; and all the miseries of

evil government are the certain consequences.

Suppose the people to choose the members of the

Legislative Assembly, with power of rechoosing, or

dismissing, at short intervals : To what desirable end
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press ? Suppose that any one of those whom

they have chosen has misconducted himself, or pro-

moted, 08 far as depended upon him, the ends of mis-

government, how are the people to know that the

powers with which they had entrusted him had been
treacherously employed i

If they do not know^, they will reclioose him, and
that as cordially as the man who has served them
with the greatest fidelity. This they are under a de-

plorable necessity of doing, even to be just ; for, as

they know no difference b^etween him and the best,

it would be on their part iniquity to make any. The
consequences would be fatal. If one man saw that

he might promote misrule for hia own advantage, so

would another ; so, of course, would tlicy all. In

these circumstances, we see laid the foundation on

whicbi in every country, bad government is reared.

On this foundation it is impossible that it should not

be reared. When the causes are the same, who can

expect that the effects will be different i It is un-

necessary to dwell upon these fundamental truths, be-

cause they have already been developed in the article

Government.
Without the knowledge, then, of what is done by

their representatives, in the use of the powers entrust-

ed to them, the people cannot profit by the power of

choosing them, and the advantages of good govern-

ment are unavailable. It will surely not cost many
words to satisfy all classes of readers that, without

the free and unrestrained use of tJie press, the requi-

site knowledge cannot be obtained.

That an accurate report of what is done by each

of the representatives, a transcript of his speeches,

and a statement of his propositions and votes, is ne-

cessary to be laid before the people, to enable them
to judge of his conduct, nobody, we presume, will

deny. This requires the use of the cheapest means
of communication, and, we add, the free use of th n^c

means. Unless every man has the liberty of publi.^Ii-

ing the proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, the

people can have no security that they arc fairly pub-

lished. If it is in the power of their rulers to per-

mit one person, and forbid another, the people may
heaure that a false report,—a report calculated to

make them believe that they are well governed,

when they arc ill governed, will lie often presented

to them.

One thing more is necessary, and so necessary,

that, if it is wanting, tlie other might as well bew’ant-

ing also. The publication of the proceedings tells

what is done. This, however, is useless, unless a

correct judgment is passed upon what is done.

We have now brought the inquiry to this import-

ant point ; In the article Government, we have seen

that, unless the people hold in their own hands an

effectual power of control on the acts of tlicir go-

vernment, the government will be inevitably vicious.

We have now seen, thrt itthey cannot exercise this

control to aoy beneficial p#pose without the means

of forming a correct judgment upon the conduct of

their representatives. We have likewise seen, that

one of the means necessary to enable them to judge

correctly of the conduct of their representatives, is

the liberty to every body of publishing reports of

what they do. It remains to inquire, by what other Liberty of

acts the press can be made to contribute to the same
desirable end.

,

What is wanted is, that all the people, or as many
of tlicTi as possible, should estimate correctly the

consequences of tlic acts propo^'ed or done by their

representative.-^ and also tliat thej^ should know what
acts might have been proposed, if the best were not

proposed, from which better consequences woulil

have followed. This end would be accomplished

most effectually, if those who are sufficiently enlight-

ened w'ould point out to those who are in danger of

mistakes, the true conclusions ; and showing the

weight of evidence to be in ihcir favour, obtain for

them the universal assent.

How is thisto be accomplished ? In what manner
arc those wise men to be chosen ? And who are to

be the choosers ? Surely it Is evident the object can-

not be attained. There are no distinct and indubi-

table marks by which wisdom, and less by which in-

tegrity, is to be known. And who is to be trusted

with the privilege of pointing them out ? They v;hosc

judgment requires to be directed are not well quali-

fied to determine who shall direct them. And if the

rulers are to choo.se, they will employ those only who
will act in uniformity to their views, and enable them
to benefit themselves by the pillage and oppression

of the people.

As there is no possible organ of choice, no choice

whativer ought to bo made. If no choice is to be

made, every man that pleases ought to be allowed.

All this is indubitable. The consequences of deny-

ing any part of it are so obvious, that hardly any

man, we suppose, will risk the imputations to which

such a denial would justly expose him.

They w'ho say that no choice ought to be made,

say, in effect, that no limit whatsoever ought to be

imposed upon the liberty of the press.
‘

"'iUc oi»e of

these propositions is involved in the other. To im-

pose any restraint upon the liberty of tlie press un-

doubtedly is to make a choice. If the restraint i.^

imposed by the government, it is I lie government

that chooses the directors of the public mind. If any

government choojres the directors of the public mind,

the government is desnotic.

Suppose that, by t(ic restraint imposed upon the

liberty of the press, all censure of the government is

forbidden, here is undoubtedly a choice. The gO'

vernment, in this case, verbally says, the people who
might attempt the tSk of directing tlie public mind
are of two sorts; one that of those who would cen-

sure, another that of those who would not ccn.«urc :

1 choose the latter.

Suppose that not every censure, but only such and
such kinds of censure, are forbidden, here, again, is

still a choice, while confessedly there is no party to

whom tlic power of choosing for the rest can liriUh safe-

ty be given.

If not every censure, but only some censures, are

to be forbidden, what are those to which the prohibi-

tion should extend ? The answ'er to this question

will elucidate nearly all that yet remains .in any de-

gree obscure, of the doctrine of the liberty of the

press.

It will not be said
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Liberty of should be forbidden

;
because that vpould undoubted-

thc Prew.
jy jjg to detract from the means of enabling the

“"-''•^people to form correct judgments; and we have, we
trust, rendered it indisputable that no source of be-

nefit to society is at all to be compared with that of

correct judgments on their government and its func-

tionaries, formed among the peoples and determining

their actions.

But what censures arc just and what are unjust

;

in other words, what are the conclusions which ought
to be formed respecting the properties and the acts

of the government, is exactly the point to be deter-

mined. If you say that no man is to pass an unjust

censure upon tlic government^ who is to judge ? It

ia surely unnecessary to repeat the proof of the pro-

position, that there is nobody who can safely be per-

mitted to judge. The path of practical wisdom is ns

clear ns day. All censures must be permitted cqual-

ly> and unjust.

Where various com uisinns aie formed among a
number of men, upon n subject on v/hich it would be
unsafe, and therefore improper, to give to any minor
portion of them apowiu* of determining for the rest,

only one expedient remains. l ortuniitcly, that is an
expedient, the operation of vvliicli is powerful, and
its effects bonclioial in the highest degree. All the

conclusions which have formed themselves in the

minds of different individuals, should be openly ad-

duced ; and the [lower of comparison and choice

should be granted to all. Where there i.s no motive

to attach a man to error, it is natural to him to em-
brace the truth; especially if pains are taken to

adapt the explanation to his capacity. Every man,
possessed of reason, is accustomed to weigh evidence,

and to he guided and determined by its prepon-

denmcc. \\ hen various concl visions are with their

evitlrci'icc ^rtescnted w'ilh equal care and with equal

skill, there is a moral certainty, though florae few^

may be misguided, that the gretitcr number will

judge ariglit, and that the greatest force of evi-

dence, w'herevcr it is, will produce the greatest im-

pression.

As this is a proposition upon which every thing

depends, it is happy that the evidence of it should

be so very clear and striking. There is, indeed,

hardly any law of human nature more generally re-

cognized, wherever there is not a motive to deny its

existence. To the position of Tully, that if Vir-

tue could be sreen, she must be loved, may be add-

ed,” says Dr Johnson, that if Truth could be
heard, she must be obeyed.” [Rambler, No. 87.)

—

“ Je vous plains, mes Peres,” says Mons. Pascal to

the Jesuits, “ d’avoir recours u dc tels reniedes.

Vous croyez avoir la force et fimpuritC : mais je

crois avoir la verit6, et riniiocence. C’est une
etrangc et longue guerre que celle ou la violence

essdie d’opprimer la verite. Tous lee efforts ue la

violence ne peuvent affoiblir la verity, ct ne eervent

qu'd la relever davantage: toutes les lumicTes dc la

veritc no peuvent rien pour arrrter la violence, et ne
font quo I'irriter encore plus. Quand la force com-
bat la force, la plus puissantc detruh la moindre:
quand Ton expose les discours aux discours, ceux
qui sont veritables et convainquants confondent et

dissipent ceux qui^’ont que la vanity et k men-
VOL. V. TART II.
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snngc.” [LetU Provinc. Reason,” says Burke, JJberty of

“ clearly and manfully delivered, has in itself a
***^**'

mighty force ;
but reason, in the mouth of legal au-

^ ~

thority, is, 1 may fairly say, irresistible-” [Lett, on

Regicide Peace^)

ft is of importance to show how many of the

greatest men, of all ages and countries, have borne

testimony to the prevalence of true over false con-

clusions, when both are fairly offered to the human
mind. Truth,*' says Mr Locke, “ certainly would
do well enough, if she were once left to shift for her-

self. She seldom has received, and 1 fear never

will receive, much assistance from the power ofgreat

men, to whom she is but rarely known, and more
rarely welcome. She is not taught by laws, nor has

she Any need of force to procure her entrance into

the minds of men.” [Letter on Toleration,) Tb<j

following is the cmphatical language of Montdiquitu:

La raison a un empire nature! ; clle a memc un

empire tyranniejue : on lui resiste, mais cette resist-

ance est son tnomphe, encore un peu de temps, rt

Ton sera forc6 de revenir ^ elle.” (Esp» dc Lou\
1. 28, ch. S8.)—‘‘ It is noted out of Cicero, by

Machiavel, that the people, though they arc not so

prone to find out truth of themselves, as to follow

custom, or run into error
;

yet if they be shown
truth, they not only acknowledge and embrace it very

suddenly, but are the most constant and faithful

guardians and conservators of it.” (Harrington ,)

—

“ The labour of a confutation,” says Chillingwort!:,

I have not in an}’^ place found .^uch labour or diffi-

culty, but that it was undertakeable by a man of very

mean abilities
;
and the reason is, because it is Tratfi

I plead for; which is so strong an argument for

itself, that it needs only light to discover it.” (jRf-

ligion (>f Protestants*)
— ** About things on which the

public thinks long,” says Dr Johnson, “ it commonly
attains to think right.” [Life of Addison ,)— The
adversary,'* says Dr Campbell, is both subtile and

powerful. With such an adversary, I should on

very unequal terms enter the lists, had I not the ad-

vantage of being on the side of truth. And an

eminent advantage this doubtless is. It requires but

moderate abilities to speak in defence of a good

cause. A good cause demands but a distinct ex-

position, and a fair hearing ; and we may say, with

great propriety, it will speak for itself.” (Campbell

on Miracles* Introd.)

Wc have then arrived at the following important,

conclusions,—that there is no safety to the people in

allowing any body to choose opinions for them ;

that there arc no marks by which it can be decided

beforehand, what opinions arc true and what are

false ; that there must, therefore, be equal freedom

of declaring all opinions, both true and false ;
and

that, when all opinions, true and false, are equally de-

clared, the assent of the greater number, when their

interests are not opposed to them, may always be ex-

pected to be given to the true. These principles,

the foundation of which appears to be impregnablc\

suffice for the speedy determination of every practi-

cal question.

Ail censure thrown upon the government, all

censure thrown either upon the institutions of the

government, or upon the conduct of any of the func-

M ra
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\he^Prettf
tionariea of government, supreme or subordinate,

V
'

,

bas a tendency to produce resistance to the govern-
^ ment. Of the censures thrown upon government,

some may have a tendency to produce resistance to
the operations of government in detail ; others to

produce that general resistance which has in view
some great alteration in the government.
Of the first sort would be any such accusation

of the conduct and disposition of a judge, as might
excite the people, whose sympathies were roused in

favour of the individual against whom his sentence
was to operate, to rescue him from the officers of
justice. We have already shown that such a rescue
ought to be punished, and any direct exhortation to

it ought to be punished. It will now be evident, we
trust, that no censure on the judge, though capable
of being treated ns an indirect exhortation, ought to

be puifishcd.

I'he reason is conclusive. The people ought to

know, if possible, the real qualities of the actions of
those who are entrusted with any share in the

management of their affairs. This they have no
chance of knowing, without the unlimited power of

censure upon those actions, both in gross and detail.

To see the full force of these propositions, it is only

necessary to apply the principles which have been
already established.

If the people have not the means of knowing the
actions of all public functionaries, they have no se-

curity for the good conduct even of their representa-

tives. Suppose it is the duty of their representatives

to watch the conduct of the judges, and secure the
perfection ofjudicature, the people cannot know whe-
ther their representatives perform their duty, unless
they know what the conduct of the judges is. Igno-
rance of this would of itself suffice to vitiate the go-
vernment. A door Would be left open, through
which the rulers might benefit themselves at the ex-
pence of the people. All the profit to be made by
an abuse of the power of justice, would thus become
the profit of the representatives, by whom it would
be allowed, and encouraged as far as the knowledge,
which the}’ could not withhold from the people, would
permit.

That the people ought, therefore, to know the

conduct of their judges, and when we say judges we
mean every other functionary, and the more perfect-
ly tlie better, may belaid down as indubitable. They
are deprived of all IrusUwortby means of knowing if

any limit whatsoever is placed to tlie power of cen-
sure.

All censure consists in tlie delivery of an unfavour-
able opinion, with or without the grounds of it. This
is the essence of censure. But if the conduct of the
judge deserves that an unfavourable opinion should
be entertained of it, the more perfectly that k known
to tlie people the better.

The conduct of the judge,
^
on this occasion, says a

defender, does not deserve . %bnfavourable opinion

:

A public expression of such an opinion ought, there-

ibre, to be prohibited. But the conduct of some
judge, on some occasion, deserves an unfavourable
opinion. When it is deserved, there is no security
for good government, unless it is allowed to be made
known. How can you allow an unfavourable opinion

4

to be delivered in the one case, and not delivered in Liberty oi

the other ? To have the benefit of it in the one case,

you must submit to the evil of it in the other*

As the real point of importance is, to cstabikli

correct opinions in the minds of tlic people, it is as

mischievous to inculcate a favourable opinion, when
an unfavourable is deserved, us an unfavourable when
a favourable is deserved ; and, in the eye of reason,

it is incontrovertible, that, if the one deserves to be
prevented by punishment, so does the other. But,
if an unfavourable opinion is pronounced of any
public functionary ; of a judge, for example, would
you have it left uncontradictod ? Would you not
grant the liberty of calling in question the truth of
the allegations, and of supporting a different opinion ?

In that case, it is abundantly evident, that the cha-
racter of no public I'unctionary would be safe, and
that any man, however deserving, might be made U^

appear the proper object of tlie most unfavourable
sentiments.

It is perfectly certain, that it is not in the power
of law to mark out, by antecedent definition, any
sort of men, of whom it can say, all opinions favour-

able to such men shall be punished. It can never be
affirmed of any men beforehand that they will cer-

tainly perform such and such injurious actions. Jf

tJicy do perform them, all declarations conformable
with the matter of fact arc good. But the question
is, whether they have performed them ? One man
affirms that they have. Is that to be taken for grant-

ed ^ And is no man to be allowed to affirm the con-
trary, and to sift the grounds upon which the allega-

tions of the other man are supported ? 1 1 is by
weighing well the evidence on both sides, that a well-

founded opinion is capable of being formed. This is

perfectly certain. It is equally certain, that the best

security for having the evidence on both side,': iVliy

adduced, and the strength and weakness of it perfect-
ly disclosed, is by permitting all those who are at-

tached to different opinions to do what they can for

the support of their own.
If it is evident that it ouglit not to be permitted to

speak evil of public functionaries witliout limit, while
any limit is put to the ])ovver of speaking well of
them ; it is equally evident that, for the purpose of
forming a correct opinion of their conduct, it ought
not to be permitted to speak well of them, and op-
pose any limit whatsoever to the power of speaking
ill of them. It ought not to be permitted to speak
evil of them without an equal liberty ofspeaking well

;

because, in that case, the evidence against them
might be made to appear much stronger than it was.
It ought not to be permitted to speak well of them
without an equal liberty of speaking ill; because, in

that case, the evidence in favour of them might be
made to appear much greater than it really was. In
either case, the people would be misguided, and de-
frauded of that moral knowledge of the conduct of
their rulers, the paramount importance of which has
so fully appeared.

It may be said (as by the* short-sighted, if we did
not anticipate them, it would bo said), that if, by li-

miting the power of censure, the people are made to

judge more favourably of their rulers than they de-
serve, the evil is small ; but if.^ey are permitted to
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liberty of form a very unfavourable opinion, the consequences

ihc Press, alarming.

We believe it may be rigidly demonstrated, that

no evils are greater than those which result from a

more favourable opinion of their rulers, on the part

of the people, than their rulers deserve ; because just

as far as that undue favour extends, bad government

is secured. Hy an opinion of their rulers more fa-

vourable than they deserve, is implied an ignorance

on the patt of the people of certain acts of their

rulers by which the people suffer. All acts by

which the rulers have any motive to make the people

suffer, arc acts by which the rulers profit. When
the ignorance of the people extends to material

points, all the evils of bad government are secured.

These are the greatest of all possible evils. To this

it will not be said that the ignorance of the people

ought to extend. On all material points, it is ad«

niitted, then, that the frc. dom of censure ought to

be complete. But if >t to be allowed on great

points, on those who e it is calculated to exact the

greatest disapprobation, what can be thought of their

consistency wlio would restrain it on those where it

is only calculated to excite a small ? If it is proper

to protect the people from great injuries at the hands

of their rulers, by exciting a strong, it is good to

protect them against small injuries by exciting a

w'eak disapprobation.

To public functionaries may be imputed either arts

which they have not performed, or a want of certain

qualifications, moral or intellectual, which they do
possess.

With respect to acts, and even dispo-^itions, which

do not, cither directly or indirectly, concern their

public function, the same protection may be safely
‘ (^xtended to them ns to private men.

llieir public capacity wliich they have not

performed, may be imputed to them cither by mere
forgery, and without any appearance of ground, or

they may be imputed with some appearance of

ground. From permitting the former, no good can

be derived. 1'hcy ought, therefore, to be prevented,

in the same way as false imputations, injurious to in-

dividuals in their private capacity. That there should

be no restraint in imputing actions to any public

functionary which he may appear to have done, flows

immediately from the principles already established,

and requires not that any thing should here be add-

ed to its proof. Any appearance sufficient to lay the

loundation of the slightest suspicion, renders it use-

ful to call the attention of the public to the suspected

part, which can only be done by making the suspi*

cion known. A man may, indeed, publish, as a mat-
ter of fact, what is supported by appearances which
wouid only justify t?he slightest suspicion. In that

case, he is sure of incurring the disgrace of temerity,

if not of malignity ; and this is all the penalty which
needs or can safely be inflicted upon him.

In imputing inaptitude to a public functionary, on
the score cither of intellectual or moral qualities,

scarcely any limitation would be safe. Every man
ought to have liberty to declare upon this subject
any opinion which he pleases, arid support it by any
evidence which he may think adapted to the end.
If, in supporting his^'^piniun of the inaptitude of any
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public functionary, he imputes to him actions which Liberty of

there is not even an appearance of his having per-
formed, that limited prohibition, the propriety

which we have just recognised, will strictly apply.

With this exception, freedom should be unimpaired.
We have now, therefore, explained, we hojie suffi-

ciently, in what manner the principles which w^e have
e.stabltshcd require that the use of the press should
be regulated in speaking of the action of j)ubli(;

functionarieH, and their fitness for the duties which
they are appointed to discharge; whether those func-
tionaries arc the immediate representatives of the
people, or others whom it is the business of their re-

presentatives to control.

We have next to inquire in what manner those
principles require that the use of the press should be
regulated in speaking of the institutions of govern-
ment. The illustrations already adduced will super-

sede the use of many words upon this part of the

subject.

Institutions of government are good in proportion
as they save the people from evil, whether it be
evil created by the government, or not prevented by
the government. Institutions of government are

bad in proportion as they are the cause of evil to the

people, cither by what they create, or fail in pre-

venting.

According to this statement, w^hich it is impossible

to controvert, institutions of government may, in

strict propriety of speech, be said to be the cause of
all the evil which they do not save the people from,

and which any other institutions would save them
Irom.

It is therefore of the highest importance that the

people should know what are the institutions which
i-avc them from the greatest quantity of evil, and how
much their own institutions want of being conform-
able to tliose best institutions.

Institutions of government are bad, either because
those in whose hands the powers of government are

placed do not know that they are bad, and though

willing, cannot improve them ; or they arc bad, be-

cause those who have in their hands the powers of

government do not wish that they should be im-

proved.

Where the rulers are willing, but do not know how
to improve, every thing which lends to a knowledge
of these defects is desirable to both rulers and peo-

ple. That which most certainly leads to such know-
ledge is, that every man who thinks he understands

any thing of the subject, should produce his opi-

nions, with the evidence on which they are support-

ed, and that every man who disapproves of' these

opinions should state his objections. All the know -

l^c which all the individuals in the society possess

upon the subject is thus brought, as it were, to a

common stock or treasury, while every thing whicli

has the appearance of being knowledge, but is only

a counterfeit of knowledge, is assayed and rejected.

Every subject has the best chance of becoming tho-

roughly understood, when, by the delivery of all opi-

nions, it is presented in all points of view; when all the

evidence upon both sides of every question is broug^
forward, and all those who are most inte tested in

showing the weakness of what is weak in it, and tlie
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liberty of strength of what is strong, are^ by the freedom of the
the Press, permitted, and by the warmth of discussion ex-

'**^“"*^ cited, to devote to it the keenest application of their

faculties. False opinions will then be delivered,

'fruc ; but when arc wo most secure against the in-

fluence of false opinions ? Most assuredly w hen the

grounds of these opinions are the most thoroughly

searched. When arc the grounds of opinions most

tlioroughly searched ? When discussion upon the

subject is the most general and the most intense;

where the greatest number of qualified persons en-

gage in the discussion, and are excited by all the

warmth of competition, and all the interest of import-

ant consequences, to study the subject with the

deepest attention. To give a body of rulers, or any

otlicr body of men, a power of choosing for the rest

opinions upon government without discussion^ we
have already seen, upon good evidence, is the way
to secure the prevalence of the most destructive

errors.

Wlicn institutions are bad, and the rulers would

gladly change them if they knew they were bad, dis-

cussion, it w’ill not be disputed, w'ould be good for

both parties, both rulers and ruled. There is, how-

ever, another case, and that by far llie most com-

mon, where the rulers arc attached to the bad insti-

tutions, and are disposed to do all in their power to

prevent any alteration. This is the case with all in-

stitutions which leave it in the power of them who
are entrusted w'ith the powers of government, to

make use of them for tlieir own advantage, to the

detriment of the people; in other words, which enable

them to do injury to the people, or prevent the peo-

ple from good. This is the case with by far the

greater number of those institutions by which the

people suffer. They are institutions contrived for

benefiting the few at the cost of the many.

With respect, therefore, to the greater number of

defective institutions, it is the intercut of the rulers

that true opinions should not prevail. But with re-

spect to these institutions, it is of still greater import-

ance to the people that discussion sliould be free.

Such institutions as the rulers would improve, if tliey

knew that they were defective, will be improved as

the rulers themselves become sensible ol' their defects.

Such deleclive inKtitutions as the rulers would not

wish to see improved, will never be improved, unless

the knowledge of these defects is diftused among the

people, and excites among them a disapprobation

which the rulers do not tliiuk it prudent to disrc-

gard.

That tlie prevalence of true opinions among the

people, relative to those defects in their political in-

stitutions, by which the rulers profit at their expence,

is of the utmost importance to the people, is there-

fore a proposition which no improbity will dare

openly to controvert. That freedom of discussion is

the only security which the can have for the

prevalence of true opinionb already been proved.

It is therefore proved that freedom of discussion, in

its utmost perfection, they ought to enjoy.

What is included in the Xttmjreedom of discus^

sion^ is evident from what has already been said.

Freedom of discussion means the power of pre-

senting all opinions, equally, relative to the subject of
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discussion ; and of recommending them by any me- Liberty ot'

dium of persuasion whic h ilie author may think Prewb.

per to employ. If any obstruction is given to the

delivering of one sort of o])inion, not given to the

ddivering of another
;

if any advantage is attached
to the deliver! g of one sort of opinion, not attached

to the delivery of anollier, so far equality of ireat-

ijieiit is destroyed, and so far the freedom of discus-

sion is infringed ;—so far truth is not Icl’t to the sup-

port of her own evidence, and so far, if the advan-
tages are attached to the side of error, truth is de-

prived of her cljanco of prevailing.

To attach advantages to the delivering of one set

of opinions, disadvantages lo the delivering of an-

other, is to make a clioice. Jiul we Jiave already

seen, that it is not safe Ibr the people to let any body
choose opinions for them. I f it be said, that the poo
pie themselves might be the authors of this prefer-

ence, what is this but to say, that the people can

choose better before discussion than after; before

they have obtained information than after it ? No, d

the people choose before discussion, before informa-

tion, they cannot choose for themselves, They must
follow blindly the impulse of certain indi\iduals, who,
therefore, choose ibr them, 'fhis b, thercl'ore, u

pretence, for the purpose of disguising the truth,

and cheating the people of that choice, upon winch

all their .stctirily for good government depends.

If thes’c deductions are as clear and incontrover-

tible as lo us they a))pcar to be, the inquiry respect-

ing the principles which ought to reguLite tlio utH)

of the press is drawn pretty nearly to its c lose. We
have shown, that as far as rc'gards the violation of

the rights of individuals in respect to both persons

and things, no definition on account of the prc.ss is

required. We have shown in what manner the

rights of individuals, in regard to rej)Utarii)n, slioa’fd

be defined by the civil code, and the violation oi‘

them prevented by the penal. We next proceeded
to what may be considered as the main branch of
the inquiry, namely, the use of the press in speaking
of the institutions and functionaries of government.
We have found, that in this respect the freedom of

the press is of such irnpoiTance, that there is no se-

curity for good goveruniciit without it. We have al-

so found, that the use of it, in respect to these sub-

jects, admits but of two useful restrictions that of a
direct exhortation to obstruct any of the operations

of government in detail, and tliat of imputing to a
functionary of government a criminal act, which
there was no grounil, nor even any appearance ol

ground, to impute to him. Tiiese restrictions, of
course, it would be very easy to define in the crimi-

nal code, and to find appropriate motives to sanction.

In all otlu r respects, we have seen that the press

ought to be free
; that if there is any limit to the

power of delivering unfavourable opinions, either of

the functionaries or the institutions of government,
and of recommending those opinions by any media,
with the single exception of false facts, under the

circumstances mentioned above, the benefits which
may be derived from the freedom of the press are so

greatly infringed, that hardly any security for good
government can remain.

In the administration of English law, or rather of

1
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l.lberiyof what is Called law, upon this subject, without being
the Trchs. thing better than the arbitrary will of the juUpes,

is said, that though discussion should be bee, it

should be decent;*' and that all “ indecfMicy” in

discussion should be punished us u libel. It is l

our object in this discourse to give an exposition of

liie manifold deformities ol’ the l:^iigli>Ii law of libel.

i4^we have been successiul in developing the true

pnitivipit's wiiich ought to regulate tin,' freedom of the

press, every readei may, hy an aj)plIeaUoii of tliosc

princi[)les, detcriDii'i: wlial h^ oiiglr to think of the

several particulars which may there attract his atten-

tion. sliul) confine (‘uim I' cs to a short notice of

those dicta, or doelrines, which seem most likely to

be pleaded in opposition to the principles which wc
have endeavoured t.) e^iablirh.

I'he cp-iestion is, whotheT nulcccnt di'icu^.sion should

be prohibited i 'i'o answer this (piestion, we must,

of course, inquire what meant b}’ indecent. In

English libel law, vvlie-^ This term holds so distin*

[UUhhed a place,—is \\ mn deOned ? English legisla-

tors hu\c not hitherLi In.eii good at defining; and
Engli.^li lawyers have always vehemently condemn-
ed, and grossl}'^ abused it. The woid indecent,*’

therefore, has always been a term under which it

wu'^' not difficult, on eacli occasion, for the judge to

ineUuft? whatever he did not like. Decent,’* and
“ what the judge likes/’ have, therefore, been pretty

.nearly sj nonv inous.

Inducenty of discussion cannot mean the delivery

i.ither ol'ti'ia nr of faEc opinions, because discu.'asion

hr.plies boll.. In all discus.^ion there i.s supjiosed at

leu',' wo parties, one w iu) ai!i*:n ^ ;»’• J vin ' wlio denies.

One of rhem inu.sl t)r . > rl <• .vrong.

'j'ne dei.vi-i v, th.". .f ’k t ot' oil uj in'oi's, el

\^>f i-;'.)
’

•
;
be <1.: In i)v' i All opii,io»>s'

.•\iA ^ .i' ‘ •
,1 / iv(*iir.tble. 'I rue opi-

' O' h . :ne fax 'Uir.ibie to gu’.ei ament and itsfune-

li'/'Mi ;ll no! i,'i ''id t<» be inileeonl, nor will all

-'iniiit)n:> tliat art iiuu' and unfavotiruble be marked
out for ])rohibition under that nninc. Opinions un-

lavourabie may either be greatly unfavourable or

-digbtly unfavourable. If any unfavourable opinions

me exempted from the charge of iiuleeeney, it niLu^t

be those which are slightly so. Hut observe, wJiat

wmuid be the consequence of prohibiting, os inde^

cent, those whieli are greatly unfavourable. A true

o])inion, greatly unfavourable to a functionary, or in-

slitution of government, is an opinion that the fuiu'-

Uonary» or institution, is greatly liurtful to the pet>-

ple. You would permit the slight evil to be spoken
of, and hence removed

;
you would not permit the

great evil to be spoken of.

If no /rue opinion can be regarded as indecent,

moaning by indecent, requiring we must
inquire if wny false opinion on matters of govenmicnt
ought to be treated as such. Ji all false opinions

are indecent, all discussion is indecent. All false

opinions, therefore, arc not indecent. The English
libel law does not treat any favourable opinions hovv

much soever false, as indecent. If all opinions that

are false and unfavourable arc said to be indecent,

who is to judge if they are false * It has been already
proved, that the people can confide the power of de-

termining what opinions are true, what are false, to
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none but themselves. Nothing can resist this argu- liberty of

ment. J'.^ither the people do know, or they do not
kr '»v, that an opinion is false. If they do not know,
tlicj can jierrnit nobody to judge for them, and must
leave discussion its free course. If they do know,
all infliction of evil for the delivery of an opinion

which then can do no harm, would be purely mis-

chievous and utterly absurd.
If all opinions, true and false, must be allowed to

be delivered, so must all the media of proof. V\ e

need not examine minutely the truth of this deduc-
tion, because it will probably be allowed. It wdll be

said, how'ever, that though all opinions may be deli-

vered, and the grounds of them stated, it must be
done in culm and gentle language. Veliemcnt cx-
pression.s, all words and phrases calculated to in-

flame, may justly be regarded as indecent, because

they have a tendency rather to pervert than rectify

the judgment.
*J'o examine this proposition, it must be taken out

of that state of vagueness in w hich so many things

arc left by the English law^, and made, if possible, to

speak a language, tlie meaning of which may be pre-

cisely ascertained.

We have just decided, as appeared, on very sub-

stantial grounds, tliat the statement of no opinion,

favourable or unfavourable, true or false, witii its

media of proof, ought to be forbidden. Ko language,

necessary for that purpose, cun be indecent, mean-
ing here, as before, nothing by that term, as nothing

cun be meant, but simply punishable
^
or proper for

punishment.

Hut the only di/I’ercnce between delivering on opi-

nion one way and another way is, that in the one
CUM' it I*; simply delivered, in the other it is delivered

wjtli indications of passion. The meaning of the

plira^'C in question then must be, that an opinion

must not be delivered with Indications of passion.

What ! not even a favourable one \ “ Ob, yes ! a

favourable one. Merited praise ought to be deliver-

ed with warmtli.” Here, then, is inequality, and
therefore mischief at once. An opinion, mooning
here a true opinion, if it is favourable, you allow—if

unfavourable, you do not allow—to Ijie delivered m a

certain wa}'. Wiiy : Hecausc in that way, you say,

it is calculated to make an undue impression. Opi-

nions favourable, then, you w ish to make an undue
impression, and by that confe^s the wickedness of
your intention. You desire that the people should

ihink better of the institutions and functionaries of

their government than they deserve; iu other words,

you wish the government to be bad.

If opinions, to what degree soever unfavourable,

may be freely and fully delivered, there are two con-

clusive reasons why the terms in which they are de-

livered should not be liable to punishment. In the

first place, the diilcrence betw'een one mode of deli-

very and another is of little consequence. In the

second place, you cannot forbid the delivery in one

set of terms, without giving a power of preventing it

in almost all.

1. The difference is of little consequence, if I say

barely that sucli a functionary of government, or

such an institution of government, is the cause of

great injury and suffering to the people, all that I
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Liberty of can do more by any language is, to give intimation,
the Press. the conduct of such functionary, or the exist-

cnce of such institution, excites in me great con-

tempt, or great anger, or great hatred, and ought to

excite them in others. But if I put this in the way
of a direct proposition, I may do so, because then it

will be a naked statement with regard to a matter of

fact, and cannot be forbidden, without overthrowing

the wliole of the doctrine which we have already

established. If, then, I give indication of certain

sentiments of mine, and of my opinion of what ought

ot be the sentiments of others explicitbj, I ought,

you say, to be held innocent ; if wiplicitly^ guilty.

Implicitly, or explicitly, that is the difterence, and the

whole of the dill'erenco. If 1 say, that such a judge, on

S4ch an occasion, took a bribe, and pronounced an

unjust decision, which ruined a meritorious man and

his family, this is a simple declaration of opinion, and

ought not, according to the doctrine already esta-

blished, to meet with the smallest obstruction. If I

also state the matter of fact with regard to myself,

that this action has excited in me great compassion

for the injured family, and great anger and hatred

against the author of iheir wrongs, this must be fully

allowed. I must further be allowed to express free-

ly my opinion, that this action ought to excite simi-

lar sentiments in other members of the community,

and that the judge ought to receive an appropriate

punishment. Much ot all this, however, I may say

in another manner. I may say it much more shortly

by implication—Here, I may cry, is an act for the

indignation of mankind ! Here is a villain, who, in-

vested with the most sacred of trusts, has prostituted

it to the vilest of purposes 1 Why is lie not an ob-

ject of public execration ? Why are not the vials of

wrath already poured forth upon his odious head ?

—

All this means notliing, but that he lias committed

the act ;
that 1 hate him for it, and commiserate the

sufterers ; that 1 think he ought to be punished ; and
that other people should feel as I do. It cannut

be pretended, that between these two modes of ex-

pression the difference^ in point of real and ultimate

effect, can be considerable. For a momentary warmth,
the passionate language may have considerable power.

The permanent opinion formed of the character of

the man, as well as the punishment whicli, under a
tolerable administration of law, he can sustain, must
depend wholly upon the real state of the facts ; any
peculiarity in the language in which they may have
been originally announced soon loses its effects. If

that language has expressed no more indignation

than what was really due, it has done nothing more
than what the knowledge of the facts themselves

would have done. If it has expressed more indig-

nation than what w'as due, the knowledge of the faults

operates immediately to extinguish it, and, what is

more, to excite an unfavourable opinion of him who
had thus displayed his intemperance. No evil then

is produced ;
or none bu^ *

1l^at is very slight and
momentary. If there should be a short-lived excess

of unfavourable feeling, we have next to consider

what is the proper remedy. Punishment should ne-

ver be applied, when tlie end can be attained by
more desirable means, fo destroy any excess of
unfavourable feeling, all that is necessary is, to show
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the precise state of the facts, and the real amount of Liberty of

the evil which tlicy import. All excess of feeling

arises from imputing to the facts a greater efficacy in

the way of evil than belongs to them. Correct this

opinion, and the remedy is complete.

2. You cannot forbid the use of passionate Ian*

guagCy without giving a power of ohsirvcling the use

of ceiisorial language nttogeiher. The reason exists

in the very nature of language. You cannot speak

of moral acts in language which does not imply ap-

probation and disapprobation. All such language

may be termed passionate language. How can you
point out a line when passionate language begins,

dispassionate ends I Tlic effect of words upon the

mind depends upon the association which we have

w ith them. But no two men have tlie same associa-

tions with the same words. A w'ord which may ex-

cite trains of emotion in one breast, will excite none

in another. A word may appear to one man a pas-

sionate w^ord, which does not appear so to another.

Suppose the legislature were to say, that all censure,

conveyed in passionate language, shall be punished,

liardly could the vices either of the functionaries or

institutions of government be spoken of in any lan-

guage which the judges might not condemn as pas-

sionate language, and which they would not have an

interest, in league with other functionaries, to pro-

hibit by their condemnation. The evil, therefore,

which must of necessity be incurred by a power to

punish language to which the name of passionate

could be applied, would be immense. The' evil

which is incurred by leaving it exempt from punish-

ment is too insignificant to allow that almost any
thing should be risked for preventing it.

Jteligiorif in some of its shapes, has, in most coun-
tries, been placed on tlie fooling of an institution of

the state. Ought the freedom of the press to be
complete, in regard to this, as w'c have seen that it

ought to be, in regard to all other institutions of the

slate? If any one says that it ought not, it is in-

cumbent upon him to show' wherein the principles

which arc applicable to the other institutions fail in

their application to this.

We have seen, that, in regard to all other institu-

tions, it is unsafe for the people to permit any but

themselves to choose opinions for them. Nothing
can be more certain, than that it is unsafe for them
to permit any but themselves to choose for them in

religion. If they part with the pow'er of choosing

their own religious opinions, they part with every

power. It is well known with what ease religious

opinions can be made to embrace every thing upon
which the unlimited power of rulers, and the utmost
degradation of the people, depend. The doctrine

of passive obedience and non-resistance was a reli-

gious doctrine. Permit any man, or any set of men,
to say what shall and what shall not be religious opi-

nions, you make them despotic immediately. This is so
obvious, that it requires neither illustration nor proof.

But if the people here, too, must choose opinions
for themselves, discussion must have its free course

;

and the same propositions which we have proved
to be true in regard to other institutions, are true in

regard to this.

(f. f.)
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J^inicrick. LIFE PRESERVEES. See Preservers.

limerick, ir county in Ireland, in the province
Situauoii Munster, is bounded by the river Shannon, whicii
and Kxtent.

it from Clare on the north ; by Tipperary

on the east; on the south Hjr Cork; and on t^e

Bouth-west and west by Kerry. Its greatest extent,

from cast to west, is about .51 miles, and from north

to south 32; and its area is about 104^5 English

square miles, or 6S8,800 English acres; wliich is

divided into nine baronies, besides the liberties of

the towns of Limerick and Killnialloch, and ]2()

parishes.

'-urina. This is, in general, a low lying fertile district, sur-

rounded by high grounds on the south-east, south,

and west, from which the country has a gentle de-

clivity towards the Shannon. The mountains on the

south-east, called the Galtees, extend into Tippera-

ry
;
and, on another range, very steep but less ele-

vated, on the west, is the Iioundary with Kerry. On
the banks of the Shannon lliere is a tract of low

grounds, extending to more than 100,000 acres,

chiefly alluvial, and of the richest quality. Besides

the kShannon, this county is watered by several con-

siderable streams. Oi’ these the largest is the Maig,

which has its source in the mountains on the south-

east, and flowing through it from south to north, falls

into the Shannon below Limerick. The (laic, and

the Fcale, which pass into Kerry, rise in the western

mountains, and also the Blackwater, which flows

eastward through the county of Cork on the south.

The principal lake is Lough Gur, about five miles in

circumference, in which there are three small islands.

At the city of Limerick, rain falls for about two-

tiurds of the year; tlio barometer ranges between

2S and 30.5, and flic thermometer between 28® and

74®. A great numher of villas; near this city, the

'’^"•unmer resideuce ol its wealthy merchants; several

genilonien'fi seats in different parts of the county,

and some venerable ruins, both religious and milila-

ry, give variety to a landscape which is not remark-

able for its natural scenery.

N. Much of tlie county is divided among a few great

proprietors, whose rentals are from L.2000 to

L.‘10,0()0 a-year. The land seems to be of greater

yearly value than in most parts of Britain at a dis-

tance from large towns ;
for, according to Mr Wake-

field's information, the green iicres would have let,

in 1808, for three guineas tlic Irish acre, or almost

lOs. the English. Considerable farms brought five

guineas the Irish acre, and in some instances more,

llie rent of the mountain-land had increased in a

still greater proportion than the grazing and corn

farms. One grazier held land of the value of L.l 0,00()

a-year, and in one season, slaughtered, in Cork, 800
head of cattle. Many of the best long-horned cattle

of the united kingdom are fattened here, and also a

considerable number of sheep. Two year old wethers

sold then, without their fleeces, at from Lt2, 10s. to

L.3. Only a small proportion of the land is in til-

lage. The produce of this, and some of the adjacent

counties, in proportioa^o the seed, is stated by the

same author to be at a medium,—of wheat 10, bear

17> barley 12, oats 9, and potatoes 10. Hemp was

formerly cultivated extensively on the rich low

grounds, called the Caucasses, on the banks of the
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Shannon, but this tract is now occupied in grazing, lamenck

Flax of an excellent quality, ft)r sailcloth, is still .

"

grown in several parts. The common terni of leases

is 31 years and three lives.
"

The towns and principal villages are, Limerick, Towm.
Askeyton, Newcastle, Abbey-FcaJe, Adair, Killmal-

locb, Bruff, and Castle Connd. Thil last is a fine

village, much resorted to for its mineral springs.

Limerick is the only considerable town; and, next i.nuLnck

to Dublin and Cork, it is the most populous and^ **’*

commercial town in Ireland. Though situated on
the Shannon, flO miles from the sea, vessels of 30()

tons come up close to the Custom-house : and it has
a communication with Dublin by the Grand Canal.
A large share of the provision and corn trade of Ire-
land is, accordingly, possessed by this city. In 1810,
Limerick exported 50,998 barrels of wheat, 173,793
of oats, and 74,(i80 of barley, the value of the wholi*

being little sliort of L.S00,00(). It is said to contain
about 60,000 inhabitants. See Limerick, in the

Knci/cfopccdiu.

In 1811, the wages of common labour throughout
the county were, of men, the year round, Is. 2d. a- 1 rni-.

day, and of women, 9d.
;

in hay and corn harvest,

Is. 10,̂ d. Potatoes weie 3*^d. per stone; beef and
mutton, (id. and (i^d. jicr pound ; wheat, per barrel

of 20 stones, 39s.
; and oatmeal, Ifls. Gd. the cwt.

Two members are returned to Parliament for the
county, in which tl)ere are more than 3000 freehold-

ers, and one for the city of Limerick. According to

Mr Wakefield, two individuals have influence enough
to return tlie member for the city and one of llie

county members. A colony of Palatines was csta- Popuhinon,
blished here more than a century ago, who still form
a distinct race of industrious small farmers. The far

greater part of the inhabitants arc Catholics. These
hold much of the leasehold and personal property,

but few' large estates. Of the militia for the city of

Limerick, consisting of GOO men, only seven of the

privates were Protestants, at the time when Mr
Wakefield wrote, and all the privates of the county
militia wxre Catholics, excepting 50. Not a twelllli

of the inhabitants of the city were Protestants. The
population, in 1790, according to 1 r Beaufort, was
170,000 ;

it has been lately computed at 250,000.
—Sec the general works referred to under the former
Irish counties. (a.)

LINCOLNSHIRE, an English maritime county. Extent and

It is bounded on the north by Yorkshire, on the east 8<>undaTu-^.

by tlie German Ocean and Norfolk, on tlie south

by Cambridge, Northampton, and Rutland sliires,

and on the west by Nottinghamshire and J^icester-

shire. Its greatest length is 7:i miles, and its great-

est breadth The area is 2814 square miles, or

^out 1,800,000 acres.

?pThe county is divided into three districts or pro- OAiMon;*.

vlnccs. 1'he largest of these, Lindsey, is more ex-

tensive than the other two, containing more than

1,000,000 acres, and stretching from the shores oi

the German Ocean to Nottinghamshire. It is ratlier

an elevated tract of country, but the whole so level

as scarcely to contain a single hill. The north-east-

ern part of this division is a very extensive district

of heathy land, generally very poor, especially the
northern part oi it| and denominated the Wolds.
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Lincoitt- Tliotigh lomc have recently been brought

j
cultivation, yeflb^^cat portion has scarcely any

other live WoA than the numerous rabbits, which

multiply in extended warrens. A small part, how-

ever, of this division, contains a rich track of low

land, formecyby the rivers l>eiit» Dun, and Idle,

where homedf^ttle arej^tured, and some excel-

lent flax is produced. Tne province of Lindsey is

subdivided into fifteen hundreds and two sokes.

The province of Kesteven extends along the west-

ern side of the county, from its middle to its south-

ern extremity ; on Which latter part is a portion of

the fens. Notwithstanding there are many extensive

heaths, especially near Lincoln and Ancaster, and

though the soil and elevation is various, yet, on the

whole, it may be properly described ns a fertile

country. Towards the west, a ridge of hills, which

forms an abrupt boundary, extends from Grantham
nearly to Lincoln ; but none of the points attain a

great elevation. This province is subdivided into

nine hundreds and three sokes.

The third province, Holland, contains the greater

part of thkt unhealthy division of Lincolnshire usual-

ly culled the Fens. It is subdivided into three

hundreds, sometimes denominated Sokes, sometimes

Wapentakes. The character of this province is

similar to the province of the same name in the

Netherlands, after which it has been called. Near-

ly the whole of it ap[)cars, at a remote period, to

have been covered by the sea, and only brought to

its present state of productiveness by the active and

persevering labour of the inhabitants. The embank-

ments and the draining have been expensive, perpe-

tual, and progressive, and the soil that has been re-

deemed has conferred a most abundant remunera-

tion. Excellent pasture land has been formed out

of the swamps and bogs, and some of it produces

extraordinary crops of corn, especially oats. Even
in those parts that have not been reclaimed, the reeds,

which abound, are converted into good covering for

houses and barns, and they arc well stocked with

Willi Fowl, aquatic wild fowl. The taking of them is a profitable

eiDplo
3
m]ent to many persons, and the markets of

London arc principally supplied from thence with

those delicacies. The decoys in this district arc

more numerous than in any other part of England.

Tlicy are commonly formed around quiet pools, to

which pipes made of bent willows, and covered with

nets, gradually enlarging as they approach the water,

are conducted. Into the large orifice of the pipes,

the wild birds arc enticed by tame ones trained

for that business, and who conduct them into the

funnel, when the appearance of a man or his dog
behind, drives them to the most contracted part,

where they are taken. The quantity of birds

ken in some seasons is prodigious, amountin^il
some hundreds of thousands. They usnally con-

sist of teal, widgeon, and wild ducks, but occasion-

ally wild geese, godwits^ reeves

and wfaimbreb are caught, m these atberwise un-

I)roduCtivc fens, the keeping of geese, principatly

tbr the saSce of the feathers, is a considerable branch

of rural indnstiy, -and supplies a latoe part of the

demands ofthe Idngdom, both for^eds and for pens.

The ibaitbeia are plucked frem the binds at three, Liacoin-

four, sometimes five different periods in the ooune of

a year. This is thought to 1^ a barbarous custom,

but the charge is denied by the breeders, who assert,

that, for their own pdnflt, they pluck only those fea-

thers which are so near felling off as to occasion little

pain ; those more firmly fixed, and which have some
portion of blood at their end, being of very infe-

rior vahie. The young ones are plucked as well as

the old ones
; experience having taught that, when

plucked early, the future growth of the featbm be-
comes greater. During the breeding season, the

birds are lodged in the same houses as their owners,
in wicker pens, which are arranged in rows, fre-

quently in the bed-chambers. A gooseherd in at-

tendance on the flock leads them daily to wa-
ter, and assists them, on their return, to get into

their several cells. The attendants are acquaint-

ed with each individual goose in the flock, and can
commonly distinguish them by the tones of their

voices. Near Spalding, there is a considerable he-

ronry, and a smaller one near Surfleet, where the

herons, like rooks, build tlieir nests on high trees.

The air in the fens is generally insalubrious, and the

inhabitants suffer much from the nature of the water,

which is generally of a brackish quality
;
and though

they make reservoirs to preserve rain water, in dry
summers, they experience very great distress. In

warm weather, vast swarms of insects add to the an-

noyances of this district.

By the returns of 1811, the inhabitants of Lin>

colnshire were 237,891, viz. 117,022 males, and
120,869 females. In the preceding year the bap-
tisms were 3963 males, 3857 females ; the deaths

2736 males, and 2764* females. The houses were

47,467, which were inhabited by 50,904 families

:

of these 29,881 were chiefly employed in ogrio^l-

ture, 13,184 in trade, and 7839 in neither.

The towns containing more than 2000 inhabitant r.iwn-

are the following

:

Lincoln (city),

Boston,

Gainsborough,

Lowth,
Stamford,

Spalding,

Grantham,

Holbeaeb,

Great Grimsby,

Homcastle,

Barton,

Houtci. Inhabitant

1S39 8861
1837 8180
1227 5172
1035 4728
820 4582
9M 4330
683 3646
617 2962
668 2747
571 2622
486 2264

The towns whose population is betwixt 1000 ami
2000 are Sleaford, Crowland, Bourn, Swineshead^
Donnington, Epworth, Crowle, Brigg, Alford, Wain-
fleet, Kirton-m-Lindsey, and Caistor.

Lincolnshire returns twelve members to the House
of Commons, viz. two for the county, two for tl)e

dty of Lincoln, and two for each of tbe boroughs of
Boston, Grantham, Great end Stamford.
The titles derived from plaHl in this county are, of
Baronsj Brownlow, Bolmgbroke, Boston* HoHand,
Grantham, Harrowby, Imhatn (trish)

; of Earls, Lin-
coln, Lindisey, Stamford, Yarborough, and Digby.
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TIte ca{»ta! of tbil^iinty is the see of a Bishop,

vhoBe jurisdiction is the largest of any in England,

^exteiujing over the counties of Lincoln, Leicestei,

Huotragdon, Bedford, and l^kingham ; over one

half of Hertfordshire, and ffllbral portions of Oju
fordshire, Berkshire, Rutlandshire, Northampton*

siiire, and Warwickshire; and including 1517 parishes

under the superintendence of six archdeacons.

The fens of Lincolnshire have through them wide

ditches, which serve to drain the water from the

land, and which, when united and extended, be-

come navigable, and highly beneficial as means
of conveying the productions to the various mar-

kets. The Foss Dike^ the earliest canal made
in Britain, was constructed in the year 1121, to

form a connection between the city of Lincoln and

the river Trent; and though, from the nature of the

soil, it has been often obstructed, and the expence
of keeping it in order has been great, it has conti-

nued to be used from that time to the present day.

The river Trent, though rising in Staffordshire, may
be considered as a Lincolnshire river, from the prin-

cipal navigation upon it belonging to this county, it

receives the Dun and the Ouse, and, before reach-

ing the sea, unites with the Humber. It is navigable

for large barges to Gainsborough. It has, on the

influx of the tide, a most extraordinary bore^ or, as

It is provindally termed, eager

^

when the waters run

up resembling a wall with a rapidity that has no equal

in any of our English rivers, except the Wye at

Chipstow. The Witham rises within the county,

about tea miles from Stamford. The early part of

its course is through a beautiful district till it reaches

the fen country, when its course becomes sluggish

;

but being navigable to Boston, is highly beneficial

both for draining and for commerce. The other ri-

\prB are the Ancholme, the Welland, the Glen, the

Grant, and the Ouse. The Humber, indeed, is

its boundary on part of the northern side, but

is more commonly and properly considered as a

Yorkshire than a Lincolnshire river, from Hull, its

principal port, being in that county. Two small ca-

nals communicate with the river Witham, one from
Horncastle, the other from Sleaford.

The great bay or estuary into which the different

rivers and dikes that drain the fens are disembogued,

13 very shallow, and filled with drifting sands, that

make the approach to the shore highly dangerous.

The rivers are constantly loaded with mud, and, in

times of flood, encounter the tide, equally charged
with its floating silt, which causes a stagi^tion and
deposit that is constantly shifting its position, as the

strength of the rivers or of the tides happen to be
the moat powerfbl.

The face of the country in the fens is generally

uninteresting,exhibitingextensive plains,with nothing

to break the continuity of the line of viskm, and on-
ly rendered less monotonous by the vast numbers of
cattle with which the ^een meadows are covered.
On the wolds a more and dreary prospect pre-

sents itself, but the weNvn divisioii of the oouatry,

near Stamford and Grantham, is variegated, woody,
and undulating, and presents generally pleasing pic-

tures.

The agriculture of the fens is of the simplest

VOL, V. PART II.

kind ; for where nature has created such a produc- Lmcala-

tive soil, little remains to be desie by the operations of

man. In the more elevated parts of the county the

cultivation is conducted with various, but, on the

whole, good judgment ; and the land produces ample
crops of wheat, oats, barley, and beans, and, in some
parts, hemp and flax. 'Ihe attentiofl, however, ot

the whole county is more turned to derive profit

from cattle than from the use of the plough.

The oxen of Lincolnshire are proverbial for their 0\cn

goodness. The original race were of a great size,

with large heads and short horns, thick in the bone,

deep in the belly, short on the neck, high on the

rump, and bare on the shoulders ; but these have
been improved by such various and judicious cross-

ings of breeds, that their symmetry and excellent

qualities render them the best in the island. Many
cattle bred in other countries are fattened here on
the rich natural pastures, but a portion of oiUcake
is very commonly given, to fit them earlier for the

market of Smithfield, to which numerous droves are

weekly dispatched. This fattening of cattle for the

supply of London is so advantageous, that the dairy

is almost everywhere considered as a secondary ob-

ject.

The sheejp of this county are almost peculiar to it. M <.

,

They are of a large size, have horns, and produce
heavy fleeces of long wool, highly prized in the ma-
nufacture of stuffs and some kinds of baizes. The
flesh is, however, rank in flavour, and, unless the

animals are improved by crossing with ocher races,

is not generally relished. As the foundation of an
excellent breed, they were selected by the late ju-

dicious Mr Bakcwell, who, from mixing them witli

other races, produced those excellent sheep known
by the name of the “ new Leicesters." The fleeces

of the pure Lincolnshire sheep in general weigh from
ten to twelve pounds, but extraordinary instances

have been known in which they have attained more
than twenty pounds.

The live stock, in which this county exceeds every t, ^

other, is rabbits, which the numerous warrens on
the wolds produce in vast numbers. From their

prodigious quantity the flesh is of bmall value, and
Uie B^e of the skins for the use of the furriers and
hatters is the principal source orprofit. The num>
her of warrens has considerably diminished of late

years, and the land they occupied impropriated tn

tillage ; but they are stUl very extensive.

Lincolnshire is not a manufacturing county : be- TrjUc and

fore the extension of machinery, the spinning

their native wool gave occupation to the female part
^

of the pc^uIaUon, but that employment has been
nearly discontinued of late years, and no other has

substituted in its place. In some parts the

is spun for domestic use. The nature of its sea-

shores operate to prevent foreign commerce, and
there is little or no intercourse between Lincolnshire

and the ports even of Holland and Germany, that

are ofmosite to it. The county produces neither

minerals nor coals.

The antiquities of Lincolnshire are numerous. Antiquities.

Almost all the churches are fine specimens of ancient
architecture, a singularity which distinguishes diem
from those in every other county of England. The

N D
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remake of Crowi^ipii}^ founded in 716, the seat

of a Mitred Abbol||)i|ld anciently a place of great

Linlithgow- ^ visit^ by every antiquary ; and near

shire, them, is the triangular bridge over three streams^ in

good preservation. It is^ however, so lofty and precipi*

tons, that it k only useful to horse and foot travel*

lerSj as carriers usually pass under it. The other

most prominent antiquities are Torksey Castle, at the

junction of the Foss Dike with the Trent ; Thorn-
ton Abbey, near the Humber ; Bardney Abbey, on
the banks of |he Witham ; Tattershall Castle, on the

i»ame river; and Somerton Castle, in the parish of

Bootbby.

Sir Isaac Newton, Lord Burleigh, Lord Boling-

broke, Stukeley the Antiquarian, and Wesley, the

founder of Methodism, were, among many other emi-

nent men, natives of this county*

The most remarkable seats of noblemen and gen-

tlemen are, Blnnkney, Charles Chaplin, Esq. ; Brock-

lesby Park, Lord Yarborough ; Coleby Hall, Earl

Lindsey
; Gautby, llobert Vener, Esq. ; Grinsthorpe

Castle, Lord Gwydir ; Hanby Uall, Sir Wm. Man-
ners ; Harmston, Sam. Thorold, Esq. ; Hainton

Park, G. Ileneage, Esq.; Nocton Park, Earl of

Buckinghamshire ; Belton House, Lord Brownlow

;

Normanby Hall, Sir Jk Sheffield ; Reevesby Abbey,

Sir Joseph Banks ; Subton, Sir Robert Heron ;

Summer Castle, Lady Wrey ; Syston, Sir John

Thorold ; Thurgunby, Lord Middleton.

See Young’s General Agricultural Vieto of Lin*

colnshire ; Brayley and Britton’s Beauties ofEngland

and Wales; and Stone's Agricultural Survey*

(w. w.)

LINLITHGOWSHIRE, or West-Lotuian, a

county in Scotland, having the Frith of Forth on the

north, Edinburghshire, or Mid-Lothian, on the east

and south-east, Lanarkshire on the south-west, and

Stirlingshire on the west, is situated between 55'W
and 56^ I' north latitude, and 18' and 3^* 51' west

longitude from Greenwich. It is of a triangula*'

Lxtent. form, about miles long on its eastern boundary,

and 13 on its western; but at a medium it is only

about 7 miles broad and 16 long, according to the

Agricultural Survey, end its area is therdbre 112

square miles, or 71^660 English acres.

Suriacu. So large a portion of tlie surface of this county

is either level, or gently undulating, that only a fifth

part of it is stated to be unfit for cultivation. Yet a

considerable space is occupied by hills. A ridge ex-

tends across it from north-west to south-east, of

which Cairnpapplc, the most elevated point, is about

1500 feet high. The highest ground is in the mid-

dle, and towards the west
; on tiie south there is

much moor and moss; but the hills for the most part

yield good pasturage, and some of them arc planMfc

( liniatt. The climate, though variable, is not severe,

prevailing winds are from the west, which blow for

about two-thirds of the year. According to a re-

gister of the weather, kept *<^||^uddingston on the

coast of die Frith, about the middle of the northern

boundary, the greatest number of rainy And snowy

days, in any one year, for a fijeriod of thirty years,

from 1778 to 1808, was 11 1 (in 1780), and me small-

est number 22 (in 1803); but days on which slight

showers fell are not included. The greatest heat in

L' i' Ji
•

that period was m June 1785^ ;|l|jban thipi. tbermome- Lulitligow-

ter stood at 87^ in the shade, in a northern exposure.

In June 1787, there was a week of frost, with ice

Qne-SLxtccnth of an thick.

Though tliere is a'freat variety of soil in this dig- Soil,

trict, and considerable tracts of gravel and sand, yet

clay is the most general. The better kinds of clay

extend over a fourth of the area; but the inferior

sorts, incumbent on a close bottom, are still more
extensive.

The only streams of any note are the Almond,
which rises on the border of Lanarkshire, and flows

north-east for about 24* miles between this county
and Edinburghshire

;
andUltd Avon, which forms the

western boundary for about 12 miles. Botli these

rivulets fall into the Frith of Forth. On the north

side of the town of Linlithgow, there is a lake about

a mile long, and half a mile broad, which contains

pike, perch, and eels ; ami asmaller one on tbesoutl],

stocked with the same kind of fish. In the parishes

of Linlithgow, Ecclesmachun, and Abercorn, are se-

veral sulphureous springs, and a strong chalybeate is

found in the parish of Torphichen ; but ncme of them
are much resorted to.

Silver and lead were at one time got in the hills ol

Bathgate, in the parish of Linlitl^ow, and in the

neighbourhood a small vein of silver ore was found

several years ago in a limestone quarry. Ironstone

is wrought occasionally in the parishes of Borrow-

6touDnc5<i and Carriden. Sandstone, in some places

of an excellent quality, prevails along the coast oi

the Forth, and also in the interior ; and there is an

inexhaustible store of limestone* But the chief mi-

neral production is coal, which abounds in almost

every part of it, and is wrought in the parishes ol

Borrowstounness and Carriden on the Forth, in Up-
hall and Whitburn on the cast and south, and in tlu*

parish of Bathgate in the middle. An excellent kind

of coal has been wrought within these few years near

Cultmuir, on the south-western border. The Union

Canal, which passes through this county, will aflbri!

the means of transporting the coal of the interior to

the city of Edinburgh. (Sec Edinbuiighsuike in

this Supplement,)

Linlithgowshire is for the most part divided into i bUu

estates worth (rom L.200 to L3000 a-year; bin

there arc a few above, and several below these ex-

tremes. In the neighbourhood ofthe burghs of Lin-

lithgow and Queensferry there are properties of only

a few acres. Four of the greatest estates, rented at

from L.4000 to L. 10,000, belong to as many nobte-

men. In 1 806, the number of freeholders, entitled

to vote ia the election of a member for the county,

was 67. The valued rent, taken in 164*9, is L.75i027^1||U[ii

128. 2d. Scots; in 1806. the real rent was L^64,518,

18fl. 7d. Sterling; and, in 1811, the real rent of the

lands void mines was L.82,947, i^s., and of the houses

L.5,798, 8s. Almost half the county is entailed.

The principal seats are Hopetoun House, Earl ofSiais

HopetouD, two miles we^t crijMeensferry ; Barnbou-

gle Castle and LivlngstoifflKuse, Earl of Rosebe-

ry; Craigiehall, Mr Hope Vei()e; Duddingston, Mr
Dundas; Hullyards, Mr Ramsay; Houston, Mr
Sharp; Kinneil, Duke of Hamilton, near Borrow-

stounness
;
and Polkemtnet, Mr Baillic.

10
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j^inlithRow- The size of farnis i» from 50 Scots acres to (>00,

shire, but the greater part are between 100 and 300 Eng-

acres. The rent of the better soils, which ex-
ramis.

^be county, varies from L.2 to more

than L..5 the acre ; that of tlWhferior clays is from

14*6. to 208., and of the high grounds from 6d. to

lOd. ;
the average rent of the whole, in 1811, being

rather more than 23s. the English acre. The com-
mon term of leases is 1$ or 21 years; but, in some

instances, they are for 24, 38, and even 57 years

;

grazing farms are let on short leases, (Vom one to

tour years. The crops raised are the same as in the

other counties in this qt^
|||

ter of Scotland, which have

been already describedTrod the general system of

husbandry is not materially different, except that the

dairy is more an object here than in the counties to

the east and south-east.

.\r. The towns arc Linlithgow, Borrowstounness, and

'iueensferry ; and the principal villages arc Whit-

burn and Bathgate. Linlithgow, the county town,

and a royal burgh, sixteen miles v/est from Edin-

burgh, contained, in 1811, 2557 inhabitants. It was

formerly a place of considerable trade, but is now in

a decaying state. The manufacture^ of the town and
parish are paper, leather, stockings, malt, and spi-

rituous liquors, calico printing and tambouring.

The standard dry measures of Scotland were com-
mitted to the charge of this burgh, and still bear its

name. These are tlic firlot of2199 cubic inches for

wheat, rye, bcan.s, peas, meal, and salt ;
and another

of 3208 cubic inches for malt, barley, and oats. The
Palace, situated on an eminence overlooking the lake

on the north side of the town, was founded by Ed-
ward I. of England. Tlic Regent Murray was assas-

binatcd on the streets of thin town, by Hamilton of

Bothwellhaugh, on 22d January 1 569- Borrowstoun-

ness is a port on the Frith of Forth, eighteen miles

west from Edinburgh, containing about 2200 inhabit-

ants, who are partly employed in shipbuilding, and

in the manufacture of .salt, earthenware, and soap.

I ;N sfr
Queensferry, a royal burgh, is laine miles west from Linlithgow-

Edinburgh. The width of Frith of Forth here shire^^

is only two miles, with convenient landing-places on
cither aide. (See Qubsnsferry in the Encych*
padia,) In the middle of the Frith at this place

is the small island of Inchgsrvie, surmounted by
a ruinous fort. The village ot Bathgate is eighteen

miles west, and Whitburn twetity-one south-west

from Edinburgh. Borrowstounness is the only place

which carries on some external commerce, but

its trade has declined since the Forth and Clyde
Canal was opened. The chief exports arc coal, satt,

and soap, and the imports timber, hemp, flax, d:c.

The herring fishery in the Frith is prosecuted with

various success ; the usual season is from November
to February. There Is also a salmon fishery on some
parts of the coast, particularly between Queensferry

and Blackness.

Linlithgowshire sends bne member to Parliament ;
Utprcb.nu-

and, in the elections for the burghs, the town of Lin-

litbgow unites with Selkirk, Peebles, and Lanark

;

and Queensferry with Stirling, Culross, Inverkeith-

iiig, and Dunfermline. It is mvided into twelve er-

tirc parishes, and contains portions oi other three, the

rest of \vhich belong to the county of Edinburgh.

With the exception of the paftsh of Cramond, of

which only a small part is situated in Linlithgm-

shire, all these parishes belong to the Presbyteiy^
Linlithgow, in the Synod of Lothian and Tweedclale.

The poor arc relieved for the most part by the rent^

of land and interest of money, the donations of indi-

viduals, and from the ordinary funds of the kirk-ses-

sions ; but in some parishes poor-rates are raised bj

assessment. The annexed tables contain an abstract

of the census of 1800 and 1811.

See Beauties of Scotland^ Vol. III.
;
Trotter’s Ge-

7ieial Vievo of the Agneuliure of West Lothian^

1811; The General Report ofScotland, and Playfair’s

Description of Scotland, Vol. I. ; and for history and

antiquities. Chalmers’s Caledonia, Vol. II. (a.)

1800.
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liy how
many
Families
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0)
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s
D

Males. Females.

Persons

cliiefiy em-
ployed 10

l^ricol-

tine.

Persons

ctuetly em-
ployed in

Trade, Ma-
niilactnres,

or Htiidi-

crafl.

All other

Penom not

comprised
111 the two
preceding

classes.

0

Total of

Persons.

9,7% 3,832 160 8.129 9,715 4<,166 8.829 9.849 17,844 I

1811.

HOUSES.
1

PERSONS.
1

OCCUPATIONS.

luliabited.
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pied.

g

1

'

c
D

Males. Females.

1 amilies
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tiire.

FwnUies
cluefiy em-
ployed in

Trade, Ma-
nidactnres,

or Handi-
ci-aA.

All other

familiMiiol

comprised
in the two
preceding

classes.

Total of

Persons.

3,098 4.404 186 8,874 10,577 1,132 1,506
1

1,766 19,451
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LITHOGRAPHY,

Liciio- Xhe art of taking impresiions from drawinga or
graphy. citings made on stone*

Tlic principles on which this art is founded are,

The quality which a compact granular limestone
has of imbibbg grease qr moisture; and, The
decided antipathy of grease and water for each other.

A drawing being made on the stone with an ink

or crayon of a greasy composition, is washed over
with water, which sinks into all the parts of the

^ btone not defended by the drawing. A cylindrical

roller, cliarged with printing-ink, is then passed all

over the stone, and the drawing receives the ink,

while the water defends the other parts of the stone
from it on account of its greasy nature.

This process, therefore, depends entirely on che-
mical principles, and is thus distinct from letter-press

or copper-plate piinting, which are altogether me-
chanical. On this account it has in Germany been
called chemical /jriWtfng ; and, as metallic plates can
be prepared to be printed from in a similar manner,
liHmography is considered only as a branch of che-
niical printing.

I. History op Lithography.

Hibcory The invention of Lithography was the result of
^ accident. Its inventor, Alois Senefelder, the son of

a performer at the Theatre-Royal oi Munich, was
placed for education in the University of Ingoldstadt,

as a student of jurisprudence ; but, after his father o

death, he attempted a theatrical career. Not suc-

ceeding in this, he became an author, though his

poverty prevented him from publishing his works.

He now tried many plans with copper-plates and
compositions, as substitutes for letter-press, in order

to be his own printer. He found, in the course of

his experiments, that a composition of soap, wax,
and lamp-black, formed a good material for writing

on his plates ; that; when dry, it became firm and
solid, and that it resisted aquafortis. Wanting fa-

cility in writing backwards on the plates, he got some
pieces of Kilheim stone, as cheap materials, on which
he could practise after polishing their surfaces. One
day being desired by his mother to take an account
of some linen about to be sent to be washed, and
having no paper at hand, he wrote the account OR a
polished stone, with his composition ink, intending
to copy it at his leisure. When he was aflerwaqds

about to efface tiiis writing, it occurred to him
he might obtain impressions from it; and, having

eaten away the stone with acid for about the hun-
Jredth of an inch, he foun ^^at he could charge the

lines with printing-ink, and take successive impres-

sions. This new mode of printing appeared to him
i^ery important, and he persevered tnrough all diffi-

culties in applying his discovery to practical pur*
poses, and in improving it.

In the course of manv experiments, he found that
it was not necessary to have the letters raised above

the surface of tlie stone, but that the cbeaiical priu-

ciples by which grease and water are kept from grapiiy

uniting, were alone sufficient for his purpose. This
oint obtained^ Lithography may be said to have
een fully discovered. All that was required was

Uie improvement of the Mterials. and the mode of
working with them, and liplonstructioa of a proper
press for taking the impressions.

The perbeverance with which he followed up his

experiments, in order to overcome the difficulties

which successively arose in his progress, is astonish-
ing, and the more so, considering the total want of
method in his proceedings. Often has he wasted
months in surmounting a difficulty which a little

knowledge, or a very little reasoning, would have
enabled him to conquer immediately. His uniform
plan seems to have been, to try the first thing that

came to hand, and so on in succession, till chance
rewarded his assiduity by presenting to him the ma*
terial suited to his purpose.

The first essays to print for publication were some
pieces of music, executed in 1796 ; afterwards he at-

tempted drawings and writings. The difficulty he had
in writing backwards led him to tlie process o^tram-
fert and the use of dry soap, which was found to leave

permanent traces, which would give impressions, na-
turally led to the mode of chalk drawings.

Having made considerable improvements, ‘Mr St-
nefelder obtained, in 1799, a patent privilege for

Bavaria, when he made known his process, and af-

terwards entered into partnership with Mr AndrCs of

O&nbach, who proposed to establish presses, and
take out patents at London, Paris, and Vienna. For
this purpose Senefelder came to London with a bro-
ther of Andre’s, and the invention having been much
spoken of, under the name of Polyautography, most
^f the principal English artists made trials of it. Un-
TOrtunately, however, the art of printing from the
stones was not then fully understood, and tire difer-
euce between the materials of Germany and those
of England, used both for the purposes of draw-
ing and printing, caused constant failures, and the
artists in succession abandoned the practice oi

it. To this cause is to be attributed the Un^»
pularity of Lithography till recently in England,
as it was left entirely in the hands of amateurs,
whose productions, pnerally speaking, did no
dit to the art, and whose^feults were in some degree^
supposed to be those of the art itself.

In August 1 800, Senefelder, who had now sepa-
rated from Andr6, went to Vienna, where, after much
difficulty, a patent was obtained, aqd extensive pre-
parations were made, for bis process to print
cottons ; but bad ma&agejiH some unfortunate
circumstances, prevent^ Btssuocess, and he return-
ed to Munich in 1806, leaving the estabUsbment in

other hands.

Mr Mitterer, Profenof of Drawing at the Public
School at Muuich, now (1806) practised Lithography



lithography. m
Litho- to multiply copies for the pupilsi and is said to have
graphy* invented the chalk composition in its present form^

or at least to have iaiproved kj^reatly.

From this period praimie of the art has ex«

tended and improved rapidly^ and more particularly

at Munich) where several establishments were form-

ed) for the purpose of applying it to the fine artS) as

well as for printing writiiM and official forms, for the

different departments of the government.

In Octolm 1 809, Senefelder was ^pointed Inspec-

tor of the ftoyal Lithographic Establishment at

Munich) for printing fijpi stone a complete map and
survey of Bavaria ; 8infl|liich period he has devoted

his time to experiments, and to writing the history "of

his invention. Among other points of improvement
to which his attention has been directed, is a substi-

tute for the stones, which are inconvenient to use on
account of their weight, and they are also liable to

break in the press, when used without due caution,

or when they contain flavis. For this purpose he has
made a composition of drying oil, finely ground earthy

and other substances, which is thinly spread over

pieces of parchment ; but it has not hitherto been

found to answer. The surface cracks oiler repeated

wetting and exposure to the power of the press, and
the printing-inlc is then taken in the cracks, and
spoils the impressions. Thus a very small number
only of good impressions can be obtained. A public

exhibition of printing from this stone paper was

made in London, on the 2Sd July 1821, by a partner

of Mr Senefelder ; but the result was not such as to

induce much confidence in the ultimate success oi

the trials to form tliis desirable substitute of a light

material for a heavy one.

In England Lithography can scarcely be said to

have been entirely given up since its first introduc-

tion in 1800, although it was but little practised or

thought of ailer 180S, till its revival at the latter end
of 1817; since then it has been more generally at-

tended to, and some of the establishments having now
become well acquainted with the process of printing,

specimens liave been produced in England equal to

fracture is perfectly conchoilaL The beds divide
into thin portions of considerable size, with perfectly srspby-

flat surfaces, and were on this account carried
Munich and other places for paving kitchens and
halls, and thus came in the way of Senefelder, when
he discovered the chemical process of printing.

The stones of this quarry vaiy in their quality, but
the best are in great abundance. Generally speak-
ing, the hardest are the beat, provided they are quite
uniform in texture. Such are necessary for fine chalk
drawings, softer ones may do for ink, or for coarser
drawings in chalk.

In France, stones have been found near Chateab-
roux (De^rtemcnt de Plndre), of a similar colour to

thoM of Solenhofen, and even harder and of a finer

grain, but they are so full of large spots of a softer^
nature, that it is scarcely possible to get one perfect
of a greater size than twelve inches square.

In England a stone has been used for Lithograpliv
which is found at Corston near Bath. It is one o\

the white lias beds, but not so fine in gram or eo
close in texture as the German stone, and therefore
far inferior. But it is good for transfers, and doc^
tolerably well for ink drawings or writings. Anotiicr
stone, found near Stony Stratfoid, is also used ; but
it is of a brownish grey tint, and too dark in colour

to show the effect of tlie drawing with sufficient dklip> -

ness.

To bear the pleasure ubcd in taking the iii)^>i«. -

sions, a stone twelve inches square should be at Ica^t

one inch and a quarter tliick. The tliickness mu>t
increase with the size of the stone, but two inches

and a half are a thickness sufficient tor stones ot three

feet by three feet and a half.

The stones, when sawn to a proper size and thick-

ness, are ground level by rubbing two of them face

to face with water and sand, and very carefully ex<i-

mined with a straight-edge, to ascertain tliat they arc

perfectly level in di directions. This applies only tn

the side which is aflerwards to receive the drawing,

as the natural division of the stone is sufficiently true

for the back.

those of any other country.
^ ^

In France but little was done in lithography ma
1815, when it was established at Paris by Lasteyrie,

and l^ing taken up by good artists, it soon attained

great excellence. About the same time it extended

to Russia and other parts of Europe.

|I. Description of the Materials, and the
Moj>e of Preparing them.

1. Ofthe Sioness and the manner in tvhich they a? e

^ prepared to rec^ve the Drawmgs-

As calcareous stones will all imbibe grease and
moisture, and efiervosoe with an acid (the use of

which will appear when we speak of the process of

printing), they are all capable ofbeing used for Litho-

graphy. Those er^jjpt adapted to the purpose
which are very compKef amiAand equal grain,

and free from veimb or imbedded fossils or crystals.

The quarries of Solenhofen, near Pappenheim in

Bavaria, furnished the first plates, and none have as

yet been found to equal thiMn in quality. They are

of a very uniform pde yellowish white colour. The

To prepare them for chalk drawings, two stonco,

which have been perfectly levelled, arc well w*a^hcd

order to free them from any of the coarser grains or

sand which have been previously used upon theiii.

They are now to be placed on a board over a trough,

and a small quantity of w'ater and very fine sand being

strewed over the surfaces, they are to be rubbed face

to face, adding occasionally a little fresh sand anrl

water. The best soft of sand in England is thai

caUed silver sand, for preparing tb.e stone, and tht

common brown sand for giving a fine gram. Ihe
jwds must be passed through a sieve of the fincnc^c

Squired, which will vary with the nature of the clra>A-

ing ; and the greatest care must be taken to have the

sieves perfect, and to prevent any coarser particles ot

sand from being mixed with the rest. A single grai .

would fill the stone with innumerable scratdicb, nine h

would all appear in the drawing. The upper stone is

in this operation moved in small circlp, carefully

and equally all over the under one, taking care not

to move the one beyond the edge of (he other, or the

faces would become rounded. When the grain is

equal, and sufficiently fine, the stones are carefully
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Utho- iraahod, and wiped^.|i|^ a clean cloth. The stone,

5
;rBiiliy. prqiared, should have, when dry, a perfectly

* uniform appearance in the colour and grain, and rc-

setpble a sheet of vellum. It should be free from

scr^ches, and have no shining parts. The upper

stone is always the finer grained of the two.

Sometimes dry sand alone is used, but it is better

to use it with water.

To prepare the stones for ink drawings or writings,

the process just described is first followed ;
they are

then well washed to get rid of the sand, and the same
operation of rubbing two together is continued with

powdered pumice-stone and water. When perfectly

Miiooth, they are again washed, and afterwards sepa-

rately polished with a large piece of fine pumice-

%tone with a circular motion. The polish now given

10 the stone should be such as to show the reflection

of objects to the eye placed close to the stone, and

looking along it towards the light.

When a writing or drawing has been fully used, and
the stone is to be again prepared, sand is strewed over

the surface, and it is sprinkled with water, and rub-

bed with another stone as before described, till the

drawing has disappeared. It must then be washed
wdth aquafortis diluted with twenty times its bulk of

water, "i’his is absolutely necessary to destroy the

lintti which would otherwise partially re-appear in

printing a second drawing from the same stone. Af«

rcr this the stone is again prepared for a new drawing

with fine sand in the manner before described.

Ink drawings sink deeper into the stone than the

chalk, and require the stone to be more ground away
to efface them. The longer drawings remain on the

.>t()ne, the deeper the ink or the chalk penetrates.

2. Lithographic Ink and Chalk.

I'or these materials the union of several qualities is

required, and as no single substance possesses them
all, it is necessary to combine several substances toge-

ther.

Lithographic Ink,

• A great many different receipts have been given,

but as only two sorts arc wanted, namely, one for

w riling on the stone, and one for. transfer, it will be
sufficient to give one of the most approved of each
kind, and to point out the cause of any dcfcc.t, with
the means of remedying it. These defects are gene-
rally ta be attributed to some fault in the prepara-
tion.

Composition ofLithographic Ink for Drawing on the

Stone,

Tallow candle, . . 2 oz.

Virgin wax, 2 oz.

Slicll lac. . . 2 oz.

Common soap, . . 2 oz.

Lamp-black, about one-twentieth of

the whole.

These materials are prepared in an iron saucepan
with a cover. .^The wax and tallow are first put in

and heated till they ignite
; while they are burning

the soap must thi;own in in small pieces, one at a
time, taking care that the first is melted before a se-
cond is put in. When all the soap is melted, the in-
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gredients are allowed to continue burning till they

,

Litlio.

are reduced one-third in volume. The shell lac is now «f®phy-

added, and as soon asJt is mel^, the flame must be
'

extinguished. It is |pen necessary in the course of

the operation to extinguish the flame, and lake the

saucepan from the fire, to prevent the contents from

boiling over ; but if, after the process above describ-

ed, any parts are not completely melted, they must

be dissolved over the fire without being again ignited.

Sometimes a larger proportion of wasfris used, when
onl}*^ half of the soap is put in, and the burning goes

on till the quantity is reAmd onejialf. The re-

mainder of the soap is thl^Kdcd over a fire w^hich

keeps the moss melted without igniting it*

If the ink, in this state, is broken when cold, the

pieces should adhere very slightly when pressed to-

gether between the fingers. If it works between the

fingers like wax, it must be again burnt for a short

time; if it is too brittle, and the broken parts will

not adhere at all together by pressure, some more

soap must be added in a second burning.

It should now dissolve, though with dii|jiculty, by

rubbing with warm water. The lamp-black, of the

finest quality, must now be mixed with it, which is

done while it is melted over a slow fire, adding small

portions of the black at a time, and stirring tlieiii

well together. The black increases its solubility for

use, but too much is detrimental. When complete,

it should, in its fracture, have the appearance of In-

dian ink, though it is softer. When the black is

mixed with it, it must be cast on a marble slab and

pressed with a heavy weight. The following rules

for remedying defects in the ink are given by M. de

llaucourt in his Manuel dc la Lithographic

,

whicli

is the most useful book yet published on the subject.

It has been translated into English by Mr Hull-

mandel.

D^ects oj the Ink. Hemedus,

The ink is not soluble. Add soap.

It is soft and attaches Burn it more,
itself to the fingers.

Some time after dis- This is the defect of

i^ving it in water it be- almost all inks ; it pro-

comes thick and slimy, cecds from its not being
and requires a continual sufficiently burnt. Burn
addition of water in order it more,
to be enabled to draw
with it.

The ink is not com- It has been cost tOii||

pact, and is full of bub- hot on the marble slab

;

blcs. cast it again when it is

less hot, and lay a hca-

,

.vier weight upon it.

The ink has no tena- Both these defects may
city. It seems compos- proceed either from its

ed of scorias. being too much burnt, or

from its containing too

t
;h black; in either

^ add equal portions

ax and soap, and melt
bn a slow fire.

Keeping in view the principles here pointed out,

any one can, after a few^rials, make good Lithogra-
phic ink.
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Litho- IfAJbr Transfers.
giaphy.

^
compoged of the same materials as the pre-

'
ceding, but must be less burned. Jt will therefore

be softer, and it musralso be^ljlfterwards melted and

mixed with a little more wax ^d thick varnish, su^
is described hereafter in speaking of the printing inks.

Lithographic Chalk,

Chalk. This should have the qualities of a good drawing

crayon, it shoMPd be even in texture, and carry a

good point. It is, however, difficult to avoid making

it too soft and^easy ooq^hand, and too brit*

tic on the other. ForMto as for the ink, more
or less of the soap, wax^%d tallow, may be used as

the extent of the burning may render necessary, and

tile remedies pointed out for defects of the Ink will

enable the operator to judge of what is wanting.

The following proportions are the best

:

Common soap, . ] J oz.

Tallow, • £ oz.

Virgin wax, . , 2j oz,

Mhcll lac, 1 oz,

The manipulation is
.
similar to that fur the ink.

It is well, however, to throw in a little of tiic wax
just before the flame is extinguislicd. Less black

must be mixed with the chalk than with the ink, its

only use being to colour the drawing, so tliat the

artist may see the lines he traces.

When the whole is well mixed, it should be pour-

ed into a mould, and very stropgly pressed to pre*

vent any bubbles, which would make the texture ir-

regular.

% Mode of Dravoing.

^Vith these materials the artist proceeds to work
on the prepared stone, taking care first to wipe the

stone with a clean dry cloth. The ink being rub-

bed with warm water like Indian ink, is used on the

jmUshed stone ; and it is to be observed, that a gra-

dation of tints can be obtained only by varying the

thickness of the lines, and the distance at which they

are placed apart ; as the line traced by the ink being

sound and unbroken throughout, receives the print«^

iiig ink all over. Hence it follows, that the artist

cannot gain any advantage by diluting the ink for

the lighter tints of the drawing, as the printing ink

will take equally upon all the lines, and at once ren-

der all of them equally black. The object of the

artist is to mix the ink to that consistency, which,

it works freely, shall yet be strong enough to

stand perfect through the process of printing. A
('onsistcncy, a little stronger than writing ink, is suf-

for this purpose.

The chalk will not hold upon the polished stone.

grained stone, prepared for chalk, being care -

fully wiped to free it from dust, must be drawn uj)-

on with the crayon as common drawbg chalk is used
on paper. The subject m^y be traced on the stone
with lead pencil or but ^^are should be
taken to do this very bo vli' to fill up any
of the grpun of the stored In dravmg, the degree
of pressure of the hand will vary the strength of ihe

tint, and it is desirable to give the requisite strength

at once $ as the surface of stone is a little alter-

ed by receiving the chalk, andrhence it does not take Lith4»-

any additional lines with the altae equality. Frac*
tice is necessary to give a command of the material,

^

as it does not work quite like ttie common crayon,

there being great difficulty in keeping a good point.

There is also much difficulty in obtaining the finei

tints sound in the impression ; and for the light tints,

it is necessary to put the chalk in a reed, as th(

metal port-crayon is too heavy to draw them, even

without any pressure from the hand ; and theroforr

the artist cannot draw them with freedom, as his

touch will be unsteady, by being obliged to support

the pencil from the stone. v

It is necessary to observe the grain with which
the stone is prepared, which should vary witli the

fineness of the drawing. Several pieces of chalk

should be prepared to use in succession, as rhc'
^

warmth of the hand softens it.

It is useful to cut the chalk to the form of a wedge
rather than a point, as it is less likely to bend in that

form.

Small portions of the point will break oif during

the drawing
;
these must be carefully removed with a

small brush.

4. Printing Press and Roller.

The best sort of printing press for Lithography is Pm
represented in Plate XCV. the drawings being taxim Pre

from one used by Mr Hullmandcl.

Fig. 1. Is a side elevation of tl^e press, with the

scraper partly down.

2. A cross section through the middle.

3. A horizontal plan of the upper part.

4. Detail of the manner in which the scraper is

held down during the impression.

.5. Fad elevation ot the press.

(i. To explain the manner in which the centre ot

motion of the scraper is raised and lowered.

The press consists of a strong frame, having on

the upper part a plattcn, or bed, o, to receive the

stone, and which is moved along grooves in the upper

part of the frame by means of a star-wheel, h, to tlu

axle of which is fixed a cylinder, r. On this cylin •

der the straps, ddj are gathered, which work over the

pulleys, c, fixed to the bed.

When the stone is placed on the bed, and ready

for the impression, the frisket, or cover, /I of the bed,

is brought down from the position markecj by the

dotted outline in fig. 1,'and shut over the stone, as

shown in tlie same figure. This cover consists of v

strong piece of calf’b skin, stretched by scr(?ws v^ith

nuts and hooks, which catcli hold of an iron rod

sewed along one end of the skin. I’he otlici t nd o:

it is fixed to the opposite end of the frame. (Sec tig.

3.) The cover is fixed to tlie bed by hinges, g
which can be screwed at different heights, according

to the thickness of the stones. When tlic cover

epened, it rests against the frame, //, which can bi

adjusted to different heights. (See figs. 1 and 5.)

The cross piece, having the scraper, /f, fixed in

it, is now brought down, and the catches, /, lock in-

to the upper part of the piece, 7/, slijjing between

the grooved upright, w. rhis is shown 'more in dt -

tail in fig. 4, the upper part, where the’tatches lock,

is of iron, and has a joint and handle to pull it out
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^vhen the scraper is io be unlocked. A springy, o,

keeps it generally iH.lto upright position to be ready

to hold the catches; IL

When the scraper is locked down, the printer sets

his foot on the treadle of the lever, which presses

the scraper with great power on the stone. The
pressure is by a double lever, having a connecting

rod, which can be adjusted so as to bring the up-

per arm r nearer to the treadle, when an increase of

pressure is required, or a thinner stone is placed on

ihc bed, which makes it necessary to bring the scra^

per lower down. The arm r passes through an iron

frame on the sliding piece ;i, and thus brings it down
when the treadle is depressed. The hook s holds

flown the treadle during the impression.

The star-wheel b is now turned round, and by this

motion the bed is drawn under the scraper, and the

impression ts taken. The bed passes over a roller,

which is placed with its centre directly under the

scr/ipcr. See fig. 2.

As the stones are not always of the same thick-

ness, the scraper must be brought to different heights,

rig. 6 shows an adjusting screw for the purpose of

regulating the end farthest from the catches, there

being a sliding piece between the grooved uprights,

ji, in which the centre is fixed, on which the cross

piece i turns. The iron v, fig. 2, stops the cross

pl^e and scraper from falling back.

When the bed has been drawn out, the printer re-

leases the treadle, which is raised up by the balance

weight, w, and the scraper being unlocked and thrown

bad:, tlie bed is drawn to its first position by the

w^eight, a:.

As the surface of the stone is not always quite pa-

i allel to the bed, a simple contrivance has been adopt-

ed to allow a self adjustment of the scraper, which is

allow^ed to turn on the centre, and pressed down by
a spring acting on each end, but yielding if necessa-

ry at cither. It is shown by the dotted lines in fig. 2.

The screw y presses the scraper lower, or raises it

if required.

The scrapers are made of beech wood.

IVie Roller,

The roller for inking the draw'ing is of the form

represented, Plate XCV. fig. 7. The length may
vary, but it ought to be full four inches in d^iameter.

It is covered with flannel, rolled tightly three or four

times round, and nailed at the ends. It is then co-

vered with a stretched calf-skin, fitting quite tight.

The seam must be made neatly with the boot-maker's

,
closing stitch. The ends of the leather are gathered

with a string, and tied round the projecting ends of
the roller. Loose handles A, A, made of thick lea-

ther, are put on these ends when it is used. The
leather must be put on the roller with the rough side

outwards.

5. Printing InL

The printing ink is compose as otherjointing
inks are, of oil, varnish, and very fine lai^-black,

well mixed together. To prepare the varnish, a

saucepan is ^bout half filled with pure linseed oil,

and heated o^r a fire, till it ignites from the flame

of a piece of burning paper. It should then be al-

lowed to burn till it is reduced to the degree re-
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quired ; and if, during the operation, there appears Litho.

danger of its boiling over, it must be immediately
taken off the fire, and the cover, which ought to fit

quite close oq the saucepan, numt be put on to ex-

tinguish the flame. Yhis is to prevent accidents

;

^nd the operator cannot be sumciently cautioned

against the danger attending the burning of the var- ^
nish, which ou^t never to be performed in a room
with a boarded floor, or indeed in any part of a house.

Wet sacks are the best things to pq^ut the flame

in case of accident.
^

Several inks must be prepared, differing in the de-

gree of viscidity, of thicljg|gjp of the varnish from
which they are made, anc^jp^quantity of black mix-
ed with them. The longer the oil is burned, the

thicker the varnish becomes.
The thinnest varnish is burned till it has lost near-

ly onc-fourth of its volume.

The next till it is reduced one-third.

The thickest till it is reduced one-half.

These directions are to be considered as very ge-
neral ones; and the state of the varnish is best judged
of during the burning, by taking out Sj^e with a

spoon, and letting a drop fall on a cold earthenware

plate, and trying its degree of vicidity with the fin-

ger. The thinnest sort should be like common lio-

ncy, the other should draw out in strings, wliJch will

be longer as the varnish is thicker. The thickest

will draw out in strings two or three feet long.

It is quite essential to have the oil pure, and the

saucepan perfectly clean, and to keep the varnish in

clean close jars in a cool place.

It is best not to make the varnish long before it is

wranted ; for if any decomposition takes place in it,

the drawing will be spoiled by the printing ink.

The black is mixed with the varnish on a grinding
stone with a muller, in small successive quantities

;

care being taken that the first portion of black is

equally mixed with the varnish before a second is

added. In the thickest inks this requires consider-

able labour.

By mixing the varnishes together, any degree of

stiffness of the ink may be obtained
; and by ptjiting

,more or less black, its thickness is regulated.

The printer must always have by him several small

pots, each containing a different printing ink, to be
used as occasion requires. A small quantity, not
more than the size of a hazel-nut, should be used at ^

a time, for it is desirable to charge the roller with as

small a quantity as possible. It must be worked weU

,

on the colour table with the roller in all dircctliH,

that it may be equally distributed all over the roll^.

Ink drawings are generally printed with a i^tiffer

ink than chalk drawings.

6. Preparation ofthe Stone for Printing, v

The drawing being finished on the stone as before Etch]

described, is tent to the Lithographic printer, on
whose knowledge of his art the success of the impres-
sions entirely depends. Jjlyprst process is to etch
the drawing, as &js callqfl^pjhis is done by placing
the stone obliqmy on onl^Wge over a trough, and
pouring over it very dilute nitric acid.^ It poured
on the upper part of the stone, and runs down all

over the surface. TM stone is then turned, and
placed on the oppositeldge, and the etching water.
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Litho. being collected from the trough, is again poured over

grapliy. it in the same manner. The degree of strength,

which is little more than one per cent, of acid, sliould

he such as to produce a very slight tjffervesccnce

;

after the etching water has lain on the stone for a se-

cond or two, its strength must vary according to the

heat of the atmosphere, and the degree of fineness

of tlie drawing. It is desirable to pass the etching

water two or three times over the darkest parts of

the drawing, a$ they require more etching than the

lighter tints. Some stones also, and different chalks,

require different degrees pf strength of the acid, and

experience alone can the Lithographer in his

practice on this point. Cnalt drawings require weaker

acid than the ink.

The stone is now carefully washed, by pouring clean

rain-water over it, and afterwards with gum-wiitcr

;

and when not too w'Ct, the roller, charged with print-

ing ink, is rolled over it in both directions—sideways,

and from top to bottom, tili the drawing takes the

ink. It is then well coveicd over with a solution of

gum-arabic in water, of about the consistency of oil.

This is allowed to dry, and preserves the drawing

from any alteration, as ihe lines cannot spread, in

consequence of the pores of the stone being filled

ivith the gum. After the etching, it is desirable to

leave the stone for a day, and best not to leave it more
than a week, before it is printed from. In some esta-

blishments a few proofs arc taken immediately after

M)e drawing is etched, but it is better not to do so.

'J'hc operation of the etching requires great nicety,

and must be done quickly. If the drawing is etched

loo strongly, the fine tints disapi)ear; if too weak,

the printing ink mixes with the darker pn Is, and the

drawing runs into blots. A t:oft stone req\ ires weaker
acid than a hanl one, if they are equally pure in

quality. The diHcrcncos in the composition of the

stones also require differences in the strength oi the

etching water, so that no strict rules can he given.

The effect of the etching is. //est. to take away the

alkali mixed with the drawling chalk or ink, which
would make the drawing liable to be affected by the

water
; and, secondly, to make the stone refuse more

decidedly to take any grease. The gum assists in

this latter purpose, and is quite essential to the per-

fect preparation of the surface of the stone.

7. Printing.

When the stone is to be printed from it is placed
on tbe bed or plattcu of the press; at this time a
proper sized scraper for the jirinting is very care-

fully a4j lasted to the surface of the stone. The gum
on the stone is now sprinkled with rain-water, and
^eing gradually dissolved, and a wet sponge passed
lightly oil over it, the printer works the ink which is on
the colour table placed beside him, with the roller in

all directions till it is equally spread and thinly all

over the roller. He then (the itonc being wet)
passes the roller all over stone in both directions,

observing (as his experWj^'enablesllim to do) that
all parts of the drawing the ink^Jp due propor-
tion. The roller should be applied with an equal
motion and pressure, which must be regulated ac-

cording to the mode in which tlie drawing takes the

ink
; if it docs not take it readily, the pressure must

be increased, and the roller moved more slowly.
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The roller should turn freely as it passes over the Litho-

stone
;
if it slips, the cause is either that the stone is P^apliy-

too wet, or that too much of the gum remains upon
the stone ;

in the first case, a drier sponge will cor-

rect the evil ; in the second, the stone must be again

washed wuth a little water ; but this must be done
with caution, as the gum should not be entirely

washed off the stone.

At first the drawing receives the ink with some
difficulty, and it is frequently necessary to wet the

stone and roll it in several times, before it will take
the ink readily. Care must now be taken not to wet
the^tonc too much; the less dampness the better,

provided it is sufficient to keep the stone from tak-

ing the ink in the parts where there is no drawing ;

at all events, no drops of water should be seen on the

stone, as they spoil the printing ink, and also arc im-

bibed by the roller, which tlicrofore becomes unfit

for use. After the drawing is thus rolled in, the

sheet of paper is placed on the stone, and tlic im-

pression taken in the manner described in the ac-

count of the press. When, after the imprcfcsion, tlie

paper is taken up, the stone appears dry, the mois-

ture having been imbibed by the paper. It must be
again wetted with a damp sponge, and rolled in with

ink as before, taking care to work the roller well on t!ie

colour tabic each time before applying it to the stone.

Generally the first few impressions are imperfect,

from the drawing not taking the ink fully, but

is gradually corrected.

During the printing some gum must always remain
on the stone (though it will not be visible), oiher-

wisc the ink will take on the stone, and also spoil the

drawing. If, by too much v\ctling or by rubbing too

hard with the sponge, the gum is entirely removed,

some fresh gum-water must be laid on. If the stone

has, in the lir?^t instance, been laid by with too small

a quantity oi’ gum, and the ink stains the stone on
being first applied to it, gum-water must be used to

damp the .stone instead of pure water. Sometimes,

however, thj^ may arise from the printing ink being

too thin, as will appear below. If some spots on the

stone take the printing ink, notwithstanding the

above precautions, some strong acid niu^t be applied

to them with a brush, and after this is w^ashed off', a

little gum-water is dropped on the place. A steel

point is here frequently necessary to take oft' the

Spots of ink.

1'he edges of the stone are very apt to soil, and
generally require to be wiped with an old sponge or

rag after the rolling in. They must also frequently

have an application of acid and gurii, and sometime^'

be rubbed with pumice-stone.

Chalk draw ings arc much the most difficult to print.

After this general description of the printing the

following dcvelopcment of the principles on w hich it

is regulated, and notice of the difficulties which

arise in its jirogrcss, will be found usefu).

An iuk vi^fiich is too thin, and formed of a varni.v!i

not sufficiently burned, will soil the stone, not with-

standing the proper precautions are takcMi of w etting

the stone, and preparing it properly with acid and gum.

Ink x<ohich U loo si i//' will te.n- up the lighter tints of

the chalk from the stone, and thus destroy the draw ing.

Tlie consideration of these circumstances leads

us at once to the principles of ilic printing. These
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accidents arise at the extreme points of the scale at

which the printing inks can be used, for it is evident,

that the only inks whiclt can be employed are those

which are between these points, that is, thicker tlian

that which soils the stone, and at the same time

thinner than that which takes up the drawing. Li-

thographers ore sometimes unable to print in very

hot weather, the reason of tliis may be deduced from
tlie above. Any increase of temperature will diminish

the consistency of the printing ink ; the stone will

therefore soil with an ink which could be safcl}'' used

at a lower temperature ; hence a stiffer ink must be

used. Nowj if the temperature should increase so

much that the stone will soil with any ink at all less

thick than that which will take up the drawing, it is

evident that llie printing must cease till a cooler tem-
perature can be obtained ; for, as the drawing chalk

is alfectcd equally with the printing ink, the same
ink will tear up the di awing at the cliHerent degrees

of temperature.

This, tljough it sometimes occurs, is a rare case ;

hut il shows that it ivS desirable to draw with a chalk

or ink oi‘ less fatness in summer than in winter
;
and

also, that if the ])rinting-room is in winter artificially

heated, pains should he taken to regulate the heat

iis equally as possible.

Wc will now enumerate some other difficulties

which are not referable to the above general principle.

It' the pressure of the scraj)er is too weak, the ink

mIII not be given ofI‘ to tlie paper in the impression,

alibougli the drawing iias been properly charged
with it. Defects will also appear from the scraper

being notelicd, or not correctly adjusted, or from

any unevenness in the Icatlicr or paper.

Inequalities in the roller will cause the drawing to

receive the ink unequally, and if the roller or its lea-

ther is too liard, it will not ink the drawing clearly.

After printing a considerable number of impres-

sions, il sometinie.s happens tJiat tlie drawing takes

the ink in dark spots in different parts. This arises

from the printing ink becoming tn > strongly united

with the chalk or ink of the drawing, and if I he

printing is continued the drawing will be spoiled. A
little consideration w ill show us the reason of this ac -

cid' nt. The printing ii^k readily unites with the

drawing, and being of u thinner consistency, it w'ill

by repeated applications aceumnhue on the lines of

the drawing, soften them, and make them spread.

In this case it is necessary to stop the printing, and
lot the Slone rest for a day or tw'o, for the drawing to

recover its proper degree of hardness. If* the draw -

ing should run smutty from any of the causes before

enumerated, the following mixture will clean it.

Take equal parts of water, spirits of turpentine,

and oil of olives^ and sliakc them well togetlier in a

glass pliial, until tJie mixture froths, w^et the stone,

and throw this froth upon it, and rub it gently witli

a soft sponge. Tlie printing ink will be dissolved,

and the whole drawing also wdJl disappear, though,

on a close examination, it can be distinguii^ed in

faint white lines. On rolling in again with printing ink,

the drawing will gradually reappear us clear as at fiist.

Accidents sometimes '»ccur in the printing, from

the qualitws of tlie paper. If the paper has been

made from rags which have been bleached with oxy-

muriatic acid, the drawing will be incurably spoiled

after thirty impressions. Chinese paper has some- l.itho-

times a strong taste of alum; this is so fatal as some-
times to spoil the drawing aflor the Brst impression.

When the stone is to be laid by after printing, in 1’rt‘srrvini^

order that it may be used again at a future period,

the drawing must be rolled in with a jprcscrvwg twA-,

called by Senefelder, Actzfarbe, as the printing inks

would, when dry, become so hard, that the draw ing

would not take fresh printing ink freely. The fcllow -

ing is the composition of the preserving ink.

Thick varnish of linseed oil, 2 parts.

Tallow, . 4- do.

Venetian tiirpentinp,v|i- . 1 do.

Wax, . , . 1 do.

These must be melted together, then four parts ol

lamp-black very carefully and gradually mixed with

it, and it must be preserved I'or use in a close tin box.

Very good effects are produced in Lithographic

prints, by printing from two or more stones with

different coloured inks. This is managed by prepar-

ing a composition of

Wax, . 2 parts.

Soap, 1 do.

A little Vermillion.

Melt them in a saucepan, and cast them into

sticks. 1‘his must be rubbed up with a little vvaiet

to the thickness of cream, and applietl to the sur-

face of a polished stone. An impression is taken in

the common w‘ay from a drawing, and applied to a

stone pii'pared in this manner, and passed througft

the press, taking care to mark, by means ol* this im-

pression, two points in the margin corresponding on

each of the stones, 'fhe artist having thus on the

second stone an irnpres.sion 1‘rom tlie first drawing to

guide him, scrajX'S away the jiarts which he wishes

to remain white in the tiriislied impression, 'flu

stone must now he etched with acid stronger than

the common etching water, having one pan oi’ acid

to twenty of water. The whole is then washed otl

with turpentine.

I'his plan liiis been very much followed at Munich,
It i.s generally used to print a middle tint froin lhe

second stone. The black impression being given

from the first stone, a flat transparent brown ihli lint

is given from the second, and the white liglits are

where the paper is left untouched. Tlie dots are

necessary to regulate the placing ol tlio paper on the
^

corresponding parts of the two stones.

The coloured inks for the tints are differently

made, according to the tint required, but the v^-
,aiishe8 alone make very good light browns.

The paper for Lithographic Printing sliould n®t he

so damp as for Copperplate Printing.

8. Different rnatniers of Lithograph ij.

Besides tlie manners already described of draw-

ing with ink and chalk, Lithography is pructiscxl in

various other ways.

The most us$f|>l of la the transfer, before Tran^fi rb

alluded to in speaking of the inks, as it aaves the

labour and inconvenience of writing backwards. 'Ihis

is performed by writing with the composition ink on
a prepared paper, and 1|fien transferring tlie writing

TO a stone, by passing it through the press.
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Litho- The paper is prepared as follows. A paste is made
praphy. dissolving, with heat, glue or starch in water till

its consistency is such as to fix like a thin jelly when
cold. iF must then be mixed with gamboge and a

little alum, in the following proportiors :

(iluc, . . . () purtt.

(iamboge, • . 1 do.

Alum, . . . do.

Tht'se must be ,mixed togetlier over a fire, and

applied wliiie lukewarm in a thin coaling on one

.side of a sheet of soft or unsized paper, wlncii,

when dry, must be rubbed over with a little powder-

ed ^um-sandarae. TW writing is to be made with

the fatter sort of ink on the prepared side.

When the transfer is to he made, a poli.^hed stone

IS warmed to about l:iO'^ Fahrenheit, and placed in

the pi ess. 'I'he paper is then carefully damped at

the back with a sjionge, and placed between some
feheers ot soft p)aper. It is next placed on the stone

witli the writing towards .oul passed through tlie

piohs as in printing an .mpression. This must be
lepeated four or five times vvitliout raising the lea-

ther cover of‘ the bed of press ; beginning with a

slight pressure at first, and incroasiug it every time,

'i'he press is now to be opened and the paper taken

oil', when the writing will ap])ear to have come off

the pa})or on the stone. If iiLce.ssary, tlie pa[>CT

may he a liltle damped, to raise it from the stone,

bur it sliould be done with care.

\\ hen the stone is quite cold, it is etched and pre-

pared I'or printing in the usual manner.

'fliis mode IS of great use fur circular letters and
wiitten forms, but doe^ not do so well for works of

art, as the liner. lose timir sharpness by spreading a

little at tlie edges, lioin the vvarnitli of the stone.

'J'o obviate this, iSeneielder haj proposed a fatter ink,

which may be taken oil on a cold stone.

Imitaiion of Wood Cuts.

Tills is a very ea^y mode, though not much prac-

li=ied. A polished stone is covered all over with li-

tiiographie ink, and the parts which are to he left

white are scraped away v\itli a steel point, \Try
fine lines are most easily ohiained by j)ulting tliem

in with a hair pencil. The stone is elelicd as be-

I'ere described.

T'tcJiiiiiis on Stone.O
f fluigK^phi' A polished stone is jirepared for this mode by

washing it witli diluted acid as weak as the water

used for etching a drawing
;
and after that i- wash-

ed off, and the stone is dry, it is to be covered with

weak gum-water and a little lamp-black. Tliis forms

a coating to the stone, and tlie artist vvork-s on it

with an etching needle, its in etching on copper.

The lines he traces appear wliit.c, but look stronger

than they wdll appear afterwards, 'fhe stone should

be a little warmed, for the needle to work freely

through the coating, and care must be taken not to

breathe upon it. When the etching is finished,

the surface is to be rubbedvall over with linseed oil,

which penetrates into the lines drawlti by the needle.

After this the coating is to be all washed off with w ater.

In this mode lines can be drawn as fine as on cop-

perplate
;

it is, howcv(‘r, hut little jiractised in Kng-
iaiid, though it is often employed in CJermany.

The great distinction of Lithography from Engrav- l.nlio-

ing is, that it gives a fac-simile of an original draw’-

ing, which retains all tlic freedom and touch of the

artist’s own hand
;

vvliilc, on the contrarv, an en-

graving must be a copy. J Ins character ni a liifi ). ,.n ilm \ri.

graphic print arises Iruiii tlie facility with which the

drawing is jiroduced
;

as the process is exactly that

w’hich the artist would follow m making a common
drawing ; and tlie farther advantage of a great sav-

ing of ex[)ence is derived from the same cause
;

for

the drawing being made at once on the stone, tlie

whole exiience of the engraving is saved. I'liis is

particularly the (!ase with drawings in chalk, or with

outlines or slight works in ink
;
anti thus the door is

opened to the production of many works w hich could
not otlierwise be puhlithed on account uf the (‘X-

pence of engraving.

The more fini>hcd drawings in ink, howevi'r. l.ave

not the .samt‘ advantage>, lor the gradation'." in tint

can be obtaiiU‘d only by the varimiuns in tlu* hreadih

and distance of the lines, vvliieli is tho same ]inii-

eiple astliat on which tlio engraver works
; and hence

tlie labour is more nearly equal in liie two nietiiod.s

It must be admitted, that tltere is much les*- d:diciil-

ty, and conseijucntly les> eilucation, required to tlvaw

the lines on the stone than to cut them on the cop-
per, but no superiority is obtameil in the iinpre^-

hion ; nor is there aay other advantage an ending the

substitution of llic stuiu: for the copper tlian a sav-

ing of cxpence, whieli, fiom there hoing but few’

artists who have [iraetised this mode of latliogrupli}

,

is not considerable at tlie [iresent time.

'File number ol’ iinjnes'^ioiis wliiidi can be taken
from a chalk drawing will vary according to the

fineness of* the tints. A fine draw'ing will give K)(i

or .000 ; a strong one from 1000 to loOO.

Ink drawings and writings give considerably moie
than copjierplates. 'The finest will give fiOGO or
SOOO, and strong lines and wnlings many mo^e^
Upwards of KO.OOO impressions Iiave been taken at

Munich from one waiting of a Form i'or regimental

returns.

If, liowcvcr, we compare lithogra[)iiic prints w'ith

fine line engraving-, or more partienlarly w’ith en-

gravings in iMezzotinro, we shall of) erve. that the

latter are more rich in iheir ellVei, and that the sha-

dows have, in some places, more depth ami brightness.

This is in part obtained by cutting deeph into the

copperplates, so as to lay on in tiie iinjiression a

mass of ink of a rieii and deep black colour in the

parts where it is wanted to increase the ellvct, and
by this means tlie engraver extends the limits of iii«

tint.-.. LithOj. 'uphy will, perhaps, alwavs rcniain in-

ferior in this respect to hue and iiie/zolnito engrav-

ing, as the principle on wdiieli it is founded i? t('

print from tlie surface only. Some of the modes of

engraving, such n.s soft ground etching and aijuatinr

arc inferior to Liihograpliy.

Such raa}’ be said to be tlic present state of Jatlin

grapliy ; but it must be recollected, that it is a.s yei

but a new’ art, and doubtless susceptible of great

improvement. It is very much in w’ant of tlu at-

tention and practice of belter artists, who would not

only produce better performances w ith the present

materials, but would also be able to point out in
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what respects the materials might be improved. This gravers, who consider it as a rival art ; and partly I-uho-

S'ap ly want is more particularly felt in England, where Li- from its having fallen into flic hands ofamateurs whose
London, thogttiphy has had to contend with many prejudices

;
performances have brought it into a discredit, from LoJji„n.

partly from the opposition it lias met with froinNin- which it is but now gradually recovering, f l. l. l.)

LONDON. Since the article London in the En- state of affairs, the operation must remain siispcnd-

I'ljclopeedia was written, the extension and improve- ed, till some new plan for supplying the pecuniary
nicnt of the capital of the Hritish Empire liave pro- means is adopted by the Legislature. The Prison
c'.ecded with a rapidity equal, if not superior, to what in the Poultry, called the Counter, has ‘been rciiiov-

Iias been witnessed at any former period. cd. A new and more commodious edifice has been

Improve- In the city, or that part properly called London, the constructed near Cripplcgat^ capable of containing
uieiits in the increase of buildings and their improvement have not 250 delinquents, to which We prisoners have been

proceeded with an equal pace to what have been ex- removed, and the site of the ancient building is now
iiibited in AVestininstcr,aniI the other adjuncts, which covering with a spacious dissenting chapel. Among
form a large portion of the metropolis. The private the public edifices of an inferior kind within the city

dwellings have been, indeed, much improved andaiig- that merit noMce, may be mciuioncd the new house
nicntcd, principally in the environs of Moorfields, and built on Mooi fields for the l.ondon Literary Institii-

tlie site which was formerly occupied by the buildings tion, to which its valuable library and ^^ppal•atll^

of Bedlam Hospital are now (1S‘21) about to be cover- have been removed. Near to it, on opposite corncis

ed with good dwellings. The most extensive public of what is intended to form a new square, a very

building recently erected within the city is the new sumptuous Roman Catholic chapel, and an elegant

Custom-house, with one front to the river Thames, chapel for a congregation of seceders from the

It is upon a much larger scale than the building de- CImrch of Scotland, have been built, the effect of

htroyed by fire in 1812 ;
its interior is far better ar- which on the whole of that mass of buildings will he

ranged for the dispatch of business, and the simple very good, when the plan is completed. 'J'he ancient

elegance of its front is an addition to the beauty of building originally appropriated for a cloth market,

the banks of the river. The clearing away the an- known as Blackwell Hall, is now pulling down, and
cient and vulgar erections which covered the le- the corporation design building on the spot a range

gal quays between the Custom-house and London of offices for the Commissioners of Bankruj)ts, and
Bridge will, when completed, add much to the for other purposes. One of the most striking im-

bcauty of that part of the banks of the Tliames. provements, because in Holborn, the broadest of all

The New Mint, on the north-cast side of Towcrhill, the streets in the city, is that which lias been reccni-

has been completed, and displays much simplicity ly effected by removing tlic cumbrous front of Fur-

and taste ; Imt from being crow'ded by surround- nival’s Inn, and replacing it with a more modern pile,

ing buildings, its full effect is lost. Though atten- covered with Bcrnasconi's composition, which has

tion has been paid to the exterior of this Institution, the appearance of Portland stone. AN'aterloo Briilgt

.

yet its great excellence consists in the curion.s,valu- Southwark Bridge, and Vaiixhall Bridge, have all

able, and accurate machinery by which its operations been completed, and opened for the public. As
are effected ;

for a full account of wb id), wc refer to the particulars of llicir construction Iiave hcci;

the articleCoiN ACE in this Thcinconvc- amply detain 1 in this work under the arlicli*

niencies of the situation, andot the scattered buildings BniDOE, wc must refer to it; only adding, -that,

which form the General l^ost-Officc, have been long from want of advantageous approaches, the toll-

subjects of complaint, and at length measures liave collected at Waterloo and Southwark Bridges arc

been taken for erecting a new Post-Office on a regu- very inadequate to pay any interest on the capita!

lar plan, in a more central part of the metropolis. A that has been expended. The ruinous condition or

piece of ground situated between St Martin's Ic London Bridge has been a subject of complaint foi

(Land and Forster' Lane, at the north-west corner many years, and a Committee of the House of Com-
of ( hcapside, has been selected for the jiurpose, and mons lias been appointed, to investigate and report
the houses and warehouses w hich stood upon it have on its present condition, and on the steps necessary
been purchased and pulled tlowm

;
by which a good to be taken to remove the inconvcniencics suffered

access to Aldersgate Street, and the nortlicrn roads as well by those who pass over as by the barges and
from the city, has been formed. The work is at pre- boats that sail under it. Among the imjirovcments
sent languishing on account of sonic differences be- to the facilities of the commerce of London must
twixt the Corporation ofLondon and the Postmaster- be noticed the docks of the East India Company
General. The estimate of the value of the ground (see the article Docks) ; the West India and Lon-
and buildings to be purchased was made to be don Docks, and the admirable commercial road
L.2 4*0,000 ; but tlie actual cxpences incurred on leading to the two former, by which the goods from
those purchases has already exceeded that sum ; and those deposits are conveyed to the warehouses in

,^.87,000 more is required to -«Mnplete the payment the city. J’hough not strictly speaking a part oi

for the whoie of the ground and houses. An appli- London, yet the East Country Dock, and the Surry
cation was made to Parliament in July 1820, for the Canal, on the southern bank of the Thames, form a
additional sum of L. 1 00,000. The committee to vast addition to the facilities of the metropolis, and
whom the petition was referred did not approve of are now in a complete state to receive shipping,
the prayer for the grant, and, in consequence of this Though the private dwelling-houses within the cit'.
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London, do not appear to have increased in number within

the Just ten years, nor have the number of windows

increased, yet the value of them must have become
considerably greater, as the house tax has advanced

from L.86,2()(), in 1810, to L. 108, 142, in 1820.
impro'.o Xlie improvements in Westminster that have been

IJJ
made, or that are now (1821) in progress, are very

numn ous and extensive, both ns regards the public

erections and the dwellings of individuals. The new
cluirches, whose crc«tion has commenced since the

vote of Parliament has destined a large sum to that

object, have contributed much to increase the beauty

of Westminster. The parish cTiurch of St Mary-le-

Hone, begun indepcndei!||y of the assistance of go-

vernment, has been completed, and exhibits a very

striking specimen of the architectural taste ol' the

present age. Many otliers arc in a state of great

forwardness ;
but, as these new temples want the

elegant towers wliich arise from the clnirchcs built by

Sir C'hristopbcr Wren, they preseot, at a distance, less

ideas ol'inagnificcnce than llu* l)iiildings of that great

architect. The completion ol the Opcia-house and of

the adjoining nreade has tonoed one part of the many
additions that have been recently made, and are still

proceeding, in the vicinity of the royal palace of

C arlton House. Among them the most striking arc

Regent Street and Place, terminating with the splen-

diil insurance-olfice which faces the palace. A cir-

cular street of uniform houses, with balconies sup-

ported by lolly pillars, sweeps round the insiirance-

r.;'ice, and connects itself, at the northern extremity,

w ith I lie magnificent piles of buildings on both sides

ofa new and wide street, w'liicli crosses Oxford Street,

and terminates in the Regent’s Park. When this

plan shall be completed, tlic mass of buildings will

present a group cf private dwellings far superior to

any thin^. that is to be seen in any of the other capi-

tals of Europe, d’lie new scjuares and tlie streets

connected with them winch Imvc recently been con-

.^tructed in the parishes of Mary-Ic-hoiic and Pad-

dington, especially Montague and Brianston Squat cs,

exhibit neat and elegant dwellings ou sj)ots either

disfigured previously by being receptacles of the
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filth of the metropolis, or by houses of mean and London,

dirty appearance. The estate of the Duke of Bed-
ford lias been covered wdtli handsome streets, and
that of the Foundling Hospital, near it, is now con-
verted into Mecklenburg Square and several new
streets. On the .south-western side of the raetropo-

lis the same spirit of building is displayed, and Tot-
hill-fields is being covered with houses, whilst to-

wards Chelsea, between Grosvenor Place and Sloane
Street, the ground is marked out for the construc-
tion of spacious squares and wide streets. These im-
provements do nor, however, appear to have increas-

ed the number of the dwellings. In fact, the smaller
houses have given place to larger

; one of which, in

many instances, has occupied tlie space formerly co-
vered by several. The space covereil by houses has
thus been extended, and the number ofstreets increas-

ed, rather by the demolition ofsmall courts and alleys,

and by the new' being larger than the old habitations,

than by any remarkable augnientsition in tlie number
of residences. There cannot, however, be a doubt,
that the improvements have tended much to the

liealth of the inhabitants of this extend d metropolis.

'fhe portion of the metropolis usually coiupre- In.pr.vc-

hended under the name of Southwark, though itnicne m
forms no part of that borough, hut is within the pa.

risb of Lambeth, has ])artakeu of the general spirit

of improvement winch is displaced in the other por-

tions of the capita). The mo>t remarkable public

building is that of Bedlam, a massy pile, cou-

.'^tructed w'itli great regard to the nature of the ma-
lady ()f those for whom it is destined, and not desti-

tute of architectural taste. The ('obourg Theatre
for performing musical pieces, the Asylum for the

Destitute, and the School for the Deaf and Dumb,
are among the new public edifices, whilst several

streets have been cither built, or are now building,

connecteu w ith the new' bridges.

The annexed table exhibits an account of the num- Hoire

her of Iiouses charged to the window and inhabited Wnulow

bouse duties, w ith the amount of the duties in Lon-
don, Westminster, and Southwark, for the rears 1810.

1812. 1814, ISlb, and 1818.

Years. P laces.

NuiiiIkt ol

House.')

iliarpcd to

VN iikIow.

Duties.

Amount of Duty
tlicrcon.

NuinbiT ol

llousi'it

ilmrged <o

Inhabited

House-

Duties.

Aniouiu ol' Duty
tberton.

f
1

1 T.ondon, ll'.47S L.1 08,881. 17 11 1 1,880 L.86,207 18 7

1810 Westminster, 18,518 18;i,882 14 {} is,r>is 1.37,201 7 0

1

iSoutluvark, r),()o.> 13 6 0,431 10,035 10 11

i
lauulon, 11,175 a G n,i75 S(>,83() 12 G

1 S 1 2 ' Westminster, 18,08() 17S,U)2 o 3 18,080 141,722 5 7

Southwark, S.TW 17,070 Hi 0 5,380 11,773 Hi J

r London, 1 1,195 i;i5,i.;i7 6 G H,193 07,30

1

0 6

1814 Westminster, 18,152 177.077 10 10 18,152 M(),i>52 18 0

Southwark, 5.750 Di,fl30 14 1 5,251 1 1,812 18 10

London, 1 1-,079 5 o
1 1.037 10L',.J.2() J G

18U>- Westminster, . 18,019 17.';,2;22 12 6 18,019 1 4:3,247
n 10

Southwark, 5,809 J 8 1 5,21.1 I1,0S7 5 10

r London, IJ.,070 1.7 11 14.,Of)9 103,442 IS 1

1818 ]
Westminster, i7,()G5 1 79, 1 88 Hi 1 17,07>0 J 48,G:30 1

J

.3

( Southwark,
1

fJ.'ifil'
j

17.887 Iff 4 5.808 1.3,464 1,7 2
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Otts Liglits.

The introduction of gas lights into the streets
coffee-houses, and shops, has added much to the
briHiant appearance of the metropolis at night.

An incorporated company has hitherto furnished
this substance, and is now increasing its establish-

ments, whilst a new corporate body has been formed
for the farther extension of this mode of light-

ing. Some late improvemcnis, by which the gas
may be produced from oil instead of coal, will tend
to lessen the cost of the machinery, to simplify its

preparation, and to adopt it for more general, if not
universal use.

The consumption of fuel may he consiLlered as fair

a criterion as any other, of I he increase or decrease
of the prosperity of a city. In London coal is al-

most exclusively used for bring, and, with the ex-
ception ol'a small portion brought i'rom Sfaffordshire

by the Grand Junction Lanai, passes through the

Custorndiouse, whose return of iuiports i^ as fol-

lows :

'S ears. Chaldrons of

Coals.

chaldrons

of Culm.

ISIO 1,10'2,747 IIH'I'

1811 1,109,873 .‘’929

181*: l,0()()j287 78'12

1813 1,020,187 4G53
181i 1.119,788 1 89(>

18L5 l,M4,3(i3 427‘J

181G 1,217,1-33' 5S]r,

1S17 1,119,871 .LS7f)

J8KS 1,,20,‘J,707 4738
18 If) 1,170,618
18520 i,;i2t.9o.'> 41 Gl

1'lie general suite of the foreign trade of tlie poii

of London may be gathered I’rom the I’ollowing table,

which shows the number and tonnage of Ih itisli and
foreign ships that enleied inwards and eleared out-

wards from and to all parts ol' the' world (exclusive

o.f coasters) since the conclusion of tlie w'ar.

1

IXWAIU)..
i Oin WVIIDS.

i

1

j

Briti'jli.
1

lorLign.
1

Biitibh.
1

h’drcigii.

Y car.

1

Shijis. ! 'J'oii.s. 81nj»s. 'I’on^.
I Ships. ’I’ons. ship-. ‘I'onjj.

18J1

LSlG

1817
1818

J 8 1 f)

1820

2,773
' 2,718

2,307

3,.526

.3,701

3,77 1'

549,307
.Hl.727

512,374

()7 1 ,700

785,173

f)9S,73(i

' G99,130

2,297

L717
792
881

2,198
I,01S

85G

2G9,S:;i.

275,375
1 1 '>,U)‘3

131, (it; i

272>)5G
15S8^;2

122 (il()

2,2 |.8

2,442
2,ttS

2,GG 1

i 2,974

j

2,G‘35

: 2, .'189

4.

';,'f,099

.526,021

.50(;,4.53

5.

')0,270

.588,81!)

.511!, 6;",.

5

.522,.57.3

2J0-I

L9K)
780

90?
2,0()S

J.I 1.)

7S9

2S5,«1G

:n 0,084

1

120,722

143,339

2G9).78.7

ISLOtiO

1 22.505

Pnlicc L
I'lislinjei]

Whilst the Police oi’ the city cd’ London has been
left to the care ol the municipal magistrati % all of

the aldermen being justices of the peace, llu vaM in-

crease of the subinhs Las rendered it ncces.viry to

have establishments of a permanent nature in diilu-

ent quarters to jnevent dejiredation.s, to delect of-

fenders, and to protect the laws and property of the

industrious and peaceable. These police olhces,

which have been of late years increased, are esta-

blished in How Street, IVlailhorougli Street, Hatton
Garden, Worship Street, Whileehajiel, Shadweil,
Gueen’s Square, Westminster, and Lnion-hall, in

SoLitliwaik. 'I'o these must be added the Thames
police, having hulks in different parts of the river, lil-

ted up as occasional prisons, from whence boats are

manned, which row aa guard boats through the night
in the whole extent of the river, to watch the pro-

perty on board the different ves.^els, and on the
wharfs that border tlie water. The principal police

office, that in How Street, is under the superintend-

ence of a magistrate, with a salary of L.PJOOpc/
annuin^ who is in direct coi. .nunicatioii with the Se-

cretary of State for the Home Department, and of two
other magistrates with salaries of L.GOOyicr munnn.

There are three clc/ks at salaries of from L.150 to

V2

[i()0 pn luniiiw. The ollltxr." aie eight i!i numhi i

at one guiiua po week, ol whom three have an ad-

diiional salary of L.20() pir annHUi each, for iiUenil-

ance on the loyal family. There me thiitocii eon-

duclors of the palroles at .Os. per night, and eight^-

sevtn men under their oiders ami in.^pecl ion, at LN.

Gd. per night each. Tlie whole expence ol' tlii.s (;f.

lice amounts to about L.LJ,0()() annually. 'J'hc otlic i

seven offices arc upon a lower establishment than that

of How Street; consisting ol three magistrates, with

salaries of J...t}0() per tuinum each, ol tvvo ekiks, and
a less number of constables and patroles. 'I'he ex-
ponecs of them vary from L.a^OO to L.37()i) each
annually. The Thames police office has three pre-

siding magistrates at L.GOO per (mnum each, two
clerks, seventeen river surveyors, forty-three river

constables, live land constables, and a few^ inferior

persons. The exjjcnce of this valuable branch of
the police amounts to about L.7000 per annum. The
remaining division of the police of the metropolis is

the horse patrol e ; a body of mounted and armed
men, w'ho pass the nights in parading the dilfercnt

roads in the vicinity of the metropolis. The num-
bers of this body are now about to be augmented,
and the whole establishment to be placed on an ex-

London.

I'O ft i|.'r
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London, tended and improved principle. The expcnce of

this department lias usually been from L.GOOO to

L.SOOO jnir annum ; but what the increase may be

under the new system about to be put in activity

cannot at present be ascertained. The important

branch of the police, which consists in licensing pub-

lic-houses, is conducted by the county magistrates,

who act gratuitously ; and to them, at the petty ses-

sions, is committed the superintendence of church-

wardens, of overseers of the poor, ofsurveyors of the

Iiighways, and of the appointment of constables;

whilst, at the (juarter-sessions of the counties that

touch upon the raetropolja, the trials of offenders

li' i\ minor description arc allotted.

L O N 289
The returns of crimes and puniabments in thecity of

London and the county of Middlesex arc combined,
so as to be incapable of being exhibited separately

;

and those in Southwark and the hundred of 13rix-

ton^ in the county of Surry, though they form a por-

tion of the metropolis, and contain one-iifth of its

inhabitants, are not separately stated in the Parlia-
mentary Reports, but arc included generally in the

list of the crimes and punishments on the Home Cir-

cuit of the Judges. We give the returns, there-

fore, of the trials of London a^d Middlesex ; only
remarking, that those ol' that portion of Surry which
forms a part of the -capital may be estimated at about
one-sixth of the numbers that appear in these tables.

London.

Crimes and
Punish-

nienth.

Number of Persons Committed, Convicted^ Sentenced, and Acquitted in the Years

1
ISliJ. l8i;}. 1814. 1813. J«iG. 1817. 1818. Total.

Males. ll.Dil 1,22^1 i,2ir. I,.7U 1,729 2, 1.07 2,108 1 1 ,074
I’einalcs, oVJ! i7^ 4-91 l!)7 329 537

.

.3,521

I'olal, l,bh:; 1,707 1 ‘-'.OOj 2,220 2.(i(j.'; 14,5!)8

Sentences.

is- •I3H 13B *
1 3.0 *227 *208 *201 li.JO.'?

'rranflpm-tation for Lih', oo •1<S 30 32 83 08' 36'4

Ditto tor 1
1
years, . 2() !U) .22 31 30 JU SQJi

Ditto for 7 years, . 2:5() 2 1 :i 2.3;; .‘il7 .312 431 312 2,807
I'ive years, 2 Lt

InHiri.^ionrruMit, jukI se- Three ycar«:, 1 > o 4
veral to be whipjK’d, 'fwo years, and above ont

fried, pilloried, Tml i year, 1- :;t)
(> J' W

j

30 25 11 ISO
kept to hard lahorr. One year, and above six

Sc. lVc months, irj iSS ns 11)1 1.31 1^3 1 If) ooo
Six months, and under. :;()(> 20S 310! 412 4(i0 525 44 >2 2,8 IS

Whipping, . 21 21 21 HI, 1.0 43 30 107
Fine, . 102 102 01 off 1 10 107 03 034

(’onvicted, . . 1,012 1 ,027 1,;!80 1 ,()0‘J l,()()7 8,f),84

Acquittedp . :37o G7S 287 -141 .>00 Ol:; 33

1

.'{.21(1

No bills found, and not prosecuted. ,

.

j

203 "K 232 323 3,‘J7 1*1 417 2,421

Total, 1 1, 707 2,220 ‘j.esf:. 2,003 14,.598

^ Of whom were executed,
j

1 J 17 21 n 20 10 «i, l;{4

Nfitnic of (tie Crimes of the Total Number oj Persons committed for '1'rial in the Years

Arson,

lligariiy.

Riirglary.

Tattle stealing,

maliciously killing,

Toin, counterfeiting the current,

putting off and uttering counterfeit,

(’hild stealing,

Embezxlectient by servants,

Forgery and uttering,

('arry over.

1812. IS13. LSI k lvSI5. ISIO. 1817. 1818.

;

,s 1 o
1

!

7 fj 7 8 4 6 3

22 38 57 73 Ol- 103 48
]• o 3 o o 3

1 1

3 fj 4 0 16

52 t7 32 77 59 60 87

3 1 5 2

13 19 If) 22 18 34 24

19 26 11 11 13 15 55

122 174 151 200 211 227 223
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London. 1812. 1813. 1814. 1816. 1816. 1817- 1818.

Brought forward. i 22 174 151 200 211 227 223
Forged bank-notes, having in possession, 19 27 21 18 19 34 97
Fraudulent offences, •H 38 27 47 42 48 48
Horse-stealing, 6 5 7 5 9 11 16
House-breaking in tlie day-time, and larceny to the

26value of 5s. . . . 10 9 11 12 30 23
Larceny simple, 1002 1002 896 1197 1229 1554 1502
Larceny in dwellings to the value of 40s. 71 69 73 80 98 93 109

44 37 34 35 22 25 35
on navigable rivers to the value of 40s. 7 1 3 .3 5 4 4

16*3 182 230 207 320 395 403
Letters containing bank-notes, secreting and steal-

ing. 2 3 J 1 2 2
- - sending threatening, 2 1

Manslaughter, 2 4 11 5 5 7 12
Murder, 11 12 23 13 17 11 0

shooting, stabbing, and administering poi-

son with intent to, 5 •4 13 7 7 5 4

concealing the birtli of an infant. 1

I’crjury, 9 7 3 7 2 9 8

Piracy, 0

Rape, 7 6 2 7 0 5 2
assault, with intent to commit,

Robbery on the person on tlie highway and other

3 1 4 4 4 5 1

places. 56 51 53 04 104 104 65
R,iot and demolishing buildings, 3

Sacrilege, 1 1

Sheep-stealing, 1 6 2 5 5 2 10
Sodomy, .... 2 1

it
xt 1

1——— assault with intent to commit, and otlicr

unnatural offences, 11 11 () G 15 12 8

Stolen goods receiving, 33 34 30 34 42 54 54
Treason, high, 1 1 1 4

Transports, being at large, 5 4 3 4 1 2 1

Felony and misdemeanour, not otherwise described. 28 1.9 34 3S 25 40 34

Total number of persons for trial in each year. j ()(;,'} 1040 200,1; 222G 2GKG

London.

Nature of the Crimea of the Persons Convicted in the Years

Ar.^on, ...
iiigiuny, ....
Burglary, ...
Cattlo-stcaling,

Cattle nialiciouisly killing,

Coin (counteifciting the current^,

Ditto (putting oflP and uttering counlerfeit),

Ditto (having been convicted as cuiiiinon uttcrers),

Cliild.stcaling,

Embezzlement (by servants),

Forgery and uttering,

Forged bank-notes (having in possession), &c.

Fraudulent olibnccs,

Horse-Stealing,

Hpuse-breakiiig in the day- lime, and larceny,

Larceny, simple, . ...
Larceny in dwelling-houses, to the value of 40s.

Ditto in shops and privately, to tlie value of 5s.

1812. 1813. 1814. 181.5, 1816. 181 7. 1818.

0 4

1

6 5 2 4 y
15 00 29 41 51 44 24
3 1

I

2 2 2 1

3 2 4 6 11

39 72 38 70 51 55 71
3 1 8

3 4 1

7 8 9 14 9 15 9
11 16 7 5 8 8 29
18 27 20 18 19 S3 96
24 24 21 22 24 28 27
2 5 4

!

4 7 5 11
4 3 5 3 14 20 15

665 G07 615 809 833 1007 1027
28 38 40 31 52 57 62
19 18 12 22 10 12 IG

817 849 821 10.5.‘i 1 0!).S 1294 1391Carry (»vcr,

11
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Brought forward,

Larceny on navigable rivers, to the value of 40s.
Ditto from the person,

liCtters containing bank-notes (secreting and
stealing), . . . ,

Letters (sending threatening),

Manslaughter,

Murder, . . . ,

(shooting, Blobbing, and administering
poison, with intent to),

(concealing the birth of an infant).

Piracy, . . . . ,

Perjury, ....
Pape, . ,

(assault, will) intent to commit;,
Bobbery on the person on the highway,
Sacrilege, .

. ^

Shcef)-stcaling,
. . . c

Sodomy,

“ (assault, witii intent to commit),
Stolen goods, receiving,

Treason, High,
Transports being at large, &c.
Felony and misdemeanour (not otherwise de-

scribed), • . . .

i otal number of persons convicted in each year,

Crimes of Persons Executed who r

Arson, ....
Burglary, .... *

Cattle-stealing,
. . , ,

Forgery and uttering,

Larceny in a dwelling to the value of 40s.
on a navigable river to the value of 40s.

Letter containing bank-notes, stealing,
Murder, . ,

— , shooting and stabbing with intent to,
Piracy,

Jlape, . .
, ]

Robbery on the person on the higliway
SodomV; - . ,

•

Treason, High . .

*

K.stal>lish.
^ Penitentiary Establishment at Millbank, o

nirntat 6*™ly projected by Mr Jeremy Bentham is n
MiiJbank. nearly completed

; and the experiment is Vairly
progress to ascertain the practicability of produci
leforraation in offenders by a rigMI seclusion fntne scenes and companions of their crimes, by cc
stont and regular employment, by the aid of mo
nstruction, and by the prospect of terminating tb
rnprisonment at an earlier period, as a reward 1tneir godd conduct during confineTicnt.

J he plan of the institution is calculated for t
reception of 1000 prisoners, viz. 6G0 males, and 4
emalcs

; but from the whole of the buildine nof t
VOL. V. PART II.

^

reeived Sentence ofDeath in the Years

ing completed, the numbers, when the last report
was laid before Parliament (30th May 1820), were
only ibo males, and 213 female?- It is expect-
eJ by the committee, that the whole will be com-
pleted in the year 182L The utility of instruc-
tion and discipline is considered, by the committee,
to be evinced in the moral improvement and religi-

ous impressions which the prisoners have received.
As a proof of this, they have given the numbers of
those who, at their own request, have been admit-
ted to the holy sacrament, amounting, in 1819, to
40 males, and 89 females ; and at Easter 1820 to
143.

pp
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London. The estebUihmenl^f officers for the Penitentiary

is upon a footing nearly equal to what will be neces*

sary when the building shall contain the full comple-

ment of 1000 prisoners. The only additions that

will be required will be some few inferior turnkeys,

matrons, and taskmasters.

The whole amount of expences, from
the Ist January to the Slst Decem-
ber 1819, was . . L. 16,023 S 10

From which are to be deducted the

following sums

:

Amount of stores remaining on hand
in the steward’s department on Slst

December 1 81 9, L. 1030 14 4
Amount of stores in the

master manufacturer’s

department, . 1135^9 10

Monies received and out-

standing,for work done
by the prisoners out of

the prison, . 2057 J 6

Value of the woric done

by the prisoners for

the use of the estab-

lishment, . I894 7 5

6,118 3 1

L. 9,905 0 9

The males are employed chiefly as tailors and

shoemakers, in making great coats and shoes for the

military depot ; but a large portion of the sheeting

used in the prison, and some articles of clothing, are

manufactured in it. The females are employed in the

manufacture of straw bonnets, and in needlework ;

and they have nearly, from their first beginning,

been in constant employment, though,.from the low

price which women in general receive for their work,

their earnings are but inconsiderable. It appears,

though the females exceed in number the males, the

produce of their labour is very much less, whilst the

amount of that for their domestic labour is greater.

Earnings of the men for external de-

mand, 1819, - - L.1167 9 6
Earnings of the women for external de-

mand, - - - 632 S 11

L.1799 12J 5

Earnings of the men for

domestic work, L. 129 S S

Earnings of the women for

the same, - 267 18 0

397 1 3

Total value of the kbour of the pri-

soners in 1819i * - L.2196 14 8

As an encouragement to i. ^istry among the pri-

sOAcrSf ail exact account is kept of all the work they

perform ; the wages are divided in the following pro-

portions, and the prisoners, at the expiration of their

confinement, are paid what is due to them on that

account

:

LON
^

Three-fourths, or fifteen shillings in the pound, or tondon,

nincpence in the shilling to the establishment.

—

eighth, or two shillings and sixpence in the pound, or
j

three halfpence in the shilling to the prisoner.—One
twenty-fourth, or tenpence in the pound, or one half-

penny in the shilling to the master manufacturer, cf,
the matron of the females.—One twenty-fourth,

tenpence in the pound, or one halfpenny in the sbK
ling to the task-master or task-mistress.—One twei?*
ty-fourth, or tenpence in the pound, or one halfpen-

ny in the shilling to the turnkeys and tlic assistant

task-master or mistress, to be equally divided among
them. Those prisoners who are appointed to the
inferior offices of the prison, or are employed in do-
mestic occupations, are entitled to one-fourth of
their earnings, the officers having no per centage on
their labour.

The daily allowance of food for the male prisoners

is one pound and a half of bread and six ounces ol

meat, on four days of each week, with a less propor-

tion for females and boys. On the days when no
meat is allowed, a portion of broth is distributed,

and every evening a pint of hot gruel or porridge is

dispensed to them.

From the marshy nature of the ground on which
tlie building was erected, much apprehension was
entertained that it w’ould be injurious to the health

of the residents, but the reports of the commit||be have
dispelled such fbars. From February I8I9 to Febru-
ary 1820, only three deaths occurred, one of which was
from fever, and tw^o from consumption. No case of

ague had presented itself since the commencement ol

tlie establishment, and, at the date of tlie last report

to Parliament, not a single patient in the infirmary was
confined to his bed. This healthy state of the pri-

soners is, by tliC committee, ascribed to the whole-

somcness of tin; food, to the comparative regularity

of their habits, as well as to the warm, though
coarse, clotliing with wdiich they are supplied, and
the care taken of them during sickness.

I'he number of Fires which lake place annually in Niimhi r oi

so vast a city, and the losses and deaths thereby aud

occasioned, present a curious subject of inquiry.

The only information upon this subject that we have
-

'

been able to procure, is contained in the Minutes

of the F.vuknce taken before the
,
Parliameniary

Committee appointed to inquire into, and report upon
the state of the Police of the Metropolis. “ It was
lately stated in an advertisement in the newspapers.,”

says Mr Wilkinson, a gentleman examined by
Committee, that in the last twelve years six

lions of property have been destroyed by fire : I

thought it a large estimate, but I mention it to the

committee, because it is among the few data that 1

have upon the subject. I have met with another
document with regard to the number of fires that are

yearly in Lond||p
; it is an extract from an article

in the Gentleman's Magazine for 1807, by a person
who says, ^ That the Insurance Companies calculate

upon an alarm of fire every day, and eight very se-

rious fires every quarter; and from Michaelmas
1805 to Michaelmas 1806, the different %e offices

in London experienced three hundred and six

alarms ^of fires, attended with little damage ; tj^irty-
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l^ndon. one serious fires, and onifc hundred and fifty-five

alarms, occasioned by chimneys bcfng on fire ; amount-
• ing in the whole to four hundred and ninety-two ac-

cidents in the course of twelve months.’ Having

given some idea of the quantity of property destroy-

fu in London by fire, as far os I was able, 1 now beg

imve to state the loss of lives -It was stated lately

''Mihe papers that seventy lives were lost in the last

twelve years, of course limiting the observation to

the metropolis. In order to obtain some idea of the

number of lives that have been lost in the last eleven

years more particularly, 1 examined the Genilcmaii's

Magazines^ which I thought a good book of reference,

and I now state the numbers that suffered from 180G
to 1^16. In 180G five persons suffered, three of

whom were children
;

in 1807 six persons suffered

;

in 1808 one person was killed, and one was injured;

this was the year in which Drury-lane was burnt,

and twenty-four persons suffered by an accident, the

ruins falling in upon them; in 1809 four persons

were killed; in 1810 ten persons were killed, and
three injured; in ISJl three persons were killed,

and one injured; in 1812 none, at least none ap-

peared in the Magazine ; in 1813 five were injured;

in 1814* three were killed; in 1815 fifteen were
killed, and one injured; in 1810 four were killed,

and eight injured
;
making a total of seventy persons

killed^and seriously injured from 180G to 1816. 1

have no doubt but several were omitted in the ac-

count, for of course they did not profess accuracy as

to the number of accidents by fire where persons suf-

fered.—After some consideration on the subject, it

is my opinion, that annually in London tiiere arc upon
an average thirty-five serious fires, and that property

to the amount of L. 100,000 is annually destroyed,

and that there is a loss annually of five lives. I have

made numerous inquiries as to the number of wilful

fires in London, and every one seems to concur in

the idea that one-hulf of liie serious fires are occa-

sioned by incendiaries. I beg leave further to state,

that upon no occasion has any fire-escape been used

at a fire, though I have no doubt, had proper fire-es-

capes been used, but many lives would have been

saved.”

JJfw IS. The number Nevospajpers published in London is

as follows : nine daily morning and six daily evening

journals. Seven papers arc published three times u

w’cek. The London Gazette, and two journals in

French language, are published twice in each

^Week. The number of Sunday papers is at present

seventeen, and there are eleven other weekly paper?.

7Vo journals are publislied weekly, whose chief de-

sign is to criticise and give extracts from new liter-

ary works. The whole number of copies of the dif-

ferent journals thatare distributed every week, is calcu-

lated to be about five hundred and seventy thousand,

aritifih The last accounts presented to flftliament, relative

to that splendid national establishment the B/'ilish

Museum, furnish the following results :
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Receipts of all kinds, including Parliamentary grant

of L. 10,000, for the year ending 25th March
1821, . . . L.11,789 2 9

Payments of all kinds for the year

ending as above, - • 10,699 8 6

London

II

London-
derry.

Leaving a surplus in hand, applicable

to the cxpences of the year ending
25th March 1822, of L.1,089 H

The number of persons admitted to view the Mu-
seum, from 27th March 1820 to 25th March 182J,

was 62,543. +

Including those parts of Surry usually termed a Population,

part of London, the population, according to the

returns made to Parliament in 1811, was 1,009,546-

l)y the returns froai^leveral districts of the metropolis

which we have seen, under the census now in course

of being taken, it appears that the increase in the

last ten years has been at the rate of rather more
than 15 per cent. (w. w.)

LONDONDERRY, a county in Ireland, situated 8iTUiition.

betwxen 54^ 56' and 55® 12' north latitude, and iV'

18' and 7® 21' west longitude, is bounded by the

ocean on the north, by the county of Antrim on the

east, by Tyrone on the south, and by Donegal on
the west. Its area, which is of a triangular form, is

798 English square miles, or 510,720 English acres, p:.aciJL.

contained within an outline of about 158 miles. It

has Lough Foyle on the north-west, and Lough
Neagh on the south-east, llie river Foyle, which
flow's into the first, and the Bann, which issues from
the second, arc its natural boundaries on the w'esi

and cast ; but the city of Londonderry, with a small

district around it, is on the west side of the Foyle,

and the town of Coleraine, with a similar tract, is on

the north-east of the Bunn. The northern side, be-

tween the Bann and Lough Foyle, is very narrow,

so that the line of sea-coast does not exceed 14
miles. The boundary with Tyrone on the south

and south-west is irregular, and much more exten-

sive. Londonderry forms part of the province of

Ulster, and is divided into three ba"onics, viz. Tyr- r)ivisKjr>.

kccrin, Kenaught, and Loughinsholin, and the half

barony of Coleraine, with the towns and liberties of

Londonderry and Coleraine. It contains thirty-one

parishes, of which five belong to the primacy of Ar-
magh, and the others to the diocese of Derry, which
also extends into tlic counties of Donegal and Tv-
rone and a small part of Antrim.

On the south and south-west the surface is gene- ^^urfac< nd

rally mountainous. Another range of high grounds

intersects it from south to north, in which last direc-

tion the principal rivers have their course. In the

valleys through which these rivers flow, there are spots

of great beauty and fertility, but of no great extent.

Among the mountains which enclose these vallics,

the small glens, here called slacks, are, for the most

part, wild and desolate
;
yet Samhuil, the highest

* See Second Report from ike Committee on ike Police of the Metropolis% ordered, Ay the House cj

Cdikmons, to he printed, 8th July 1817, p. 54.3.
^

f See the Account, &c. ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 17th April 1821.
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Londw. mouDtaio^ doBft not exceed l600 feet. Every varie*

"od ia found in thia county, but the most valua-

ble kinds, which altogether occupy no great pro*

portion of the surface, arc scattered over it in smali

tracts. Rich loam occurs on the shores of Lough
Foyie and Lough Neagh ; clay, but not fertile, on
the banks of the Bann, and sand in the north-west

between Lough Foyle and the sea. Gravel extends
over a great part of the eastern side, and also along
the river Faughan on the west, and clay and gravel,

which are the most common soils, along with bog,

occupy a great part of tbe interior.

The principal rivers are the Foyle, which enters

this oounty from Donegal, and, after a short course,

passes into the lake of the same name* It is navi-

gable for large vessels to Londonderry, and to Lif-

ford, in Donegal, for boats 20 tons. At the

Rosses bay, on the east side of tlie harbour of Lon-
donderry, there is a considerable salmon fishery.

The Bann, aRer a course of near 40 miles, enters

Lough Neagh, and then Lough Deg, and forming
the boundary with Antrim for the greater part of its

course, and aReri^ds, having the district of Cole-

raine on the east, falls into the sea four miles below
that town. On this river also there is a valuable sal-

mon fishery, and eels are so plentiful, that a few
years ago they yielded a rent of about L.^iOOO.

The Roe, which has its source near the centre of tlie

county, flows north, and enters Lough Foyle through
a tract of low land, which it often inundates. The
Faughan rises on tlie south-west boundary,. and tak-

ing a direction, during the latter part of its course,

nearly parallel to the Foyle, falls into Lough Foyle
a little to tbe eastward* Moyola, a considerable

stream, enters Lough Neagh on the south-east. Ex-
cepting the Foyle, none of these rivers arc navigable.

Chalybeate springs are common, but none of them
have acquired any de^ee of celebrity.

Mineral!. The mineralogy of Londonderry has been particu-

larly described by Mr Sampson, the author ofthe Sta~

tisticaf Survey of the county, to which we must re-

fer. The Vale of the Roe separates two districfs

totally distinct. On the west lies the region of

schist, and on the east that of basalt.
,

Flag-stone,

blue and white limestone, slate and sandstone, are

tho only rocks worked. Iron, either in an ochre-
ous state, or mixed with manganese, abounds, but no
coal worth notice has yet been discovered. Very
fine crystals are found in the basalt, and rock crystal,

said to be harder than the Kerry stone, in the schis-

tose region. The lichen, from which cudbear is

made, is found on the rocks near Londonderry,
and has been long employed by tlie country people
to give their fiannels and other woollen fabrics an
orange red colour.

(.limute. The range of the barometer, in seven years, from

1795 to 1801, was from 28.87 to 30.84;—of the

thermometer, from 17° to 81^; mean temperature

49^; the guaiUity of rain wa^ 4^*0^ 25.7 to 34.7
indies. In the same period the number of fair days
was 1S9 yearly at a medium. The principal winds
arc from the west and north-west, which blow for

more than half the year. The general character of
the climate is humidity, but it deserves this charac-
ter rather from the frequency of the siiowers tint
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fall, than from the quantity of rain indicated by tbe London-

rain gauge. deny.

With the exception of lands belonging to
church, and the towns of Londonderry and Cole-
raine, and certain portions reserved by the Crown to
be afterwards erected into freeholds, the whole (0
Londonderry was granted by James I. to the tweliE;
companies or guilds of London. The estates qy
therefore held from these dlltnpanies, either in perpe-
tuity, or on determinable leases. The principal pro-
prietors or leaseholders are Lords Waterford and
Londonderry, Mr Conolly, Mr Ogilby, and the, fa-

milies of Beresford and Ponsouby.
The average size of farms is from five to twenty h'urwK.

Iriah acres, or at a medium little more than ^teen
acres English. Whole districts are subdividea into

patches of seven or eight acres ; but in a few situa-

tions there are farms of upwards of 300 acres. The
leases are for a great many diii’erent periods, though
most commonly for 21 years and one life.

The principal crops are potatoes, barley, oats, and Agriculture,

flax. Wheat is not In general cultivation; turnips arc
very rare, and sown grasses and clovers far from being
common. No uniform rotation of crops is recognis-

ed in practice, but it is usual to take two crops of
oats successively, and sometimes flax the year fol-

lowing. Fiorin is tlie predominating plant in the

meadows, where it grows spontaneously witHi great

luxuriance. The live stock presents nothing worthy
of particular notice. Grazing grounds are not ex-
tensive, and there are few dairies. On the east side

of the Bann there arc two extensive rabbit-warrens.

I1ie principal manufacture is linen. According
to Mr Sampson, the value of the linen bleached in

this county exceeds half a million sterling, and brown
or unbleached linens arc exported in considerable

quantities. The flax-seed is chiefly imported from
America and Holland. They sow about nine pecks
the Englisli acre, if the object be to have fine flax,

and little more than half that quantity when the seed
is to be saved. The produce is about 160 pounds ol

rough flax for every peck of seed, which yields from
40 to 48 pounds of milled flax. By the hackle this

is divided into nearly equal portions of dressed flax

and tow. Hence the produce of an English acre
may be about 180 pounds of flax and the same weight
of tow, which, according to the prices given in the
Statistical Survey, would be worth about L. 18. Tbe
weavers, who are also small farmers, work at the loom
little more tlian half the year. The finer qualities of ^

linen are sold in the Coleraine market, and the coarser
at Londonderry. In 1802 there were sixty register-

ed bleachers, who were supposed to finish altogetlier

about 250,000 pieces.

Londonderry imports iron, hemp, flax and flax- Commerce,

seed, tallow, and tar, from' the north of Europe ; flax-

seed, tobacco, tar^ and timber from America
; wine

from Portugal, and coals, herrings, and pther articles

from Britain. During war it has sometimes had a
considerable share of the provision trade. The prin-

cipal Articles exported are liaeo, beef, butter, ai)d

hides, of which the first is by far the most consider-

able. The trade by sea is carried on at the ports, of

Londonderry and Coleraine, but chiefly at the fouler.
The chief towns are Londonderry, Coleraine, Nw- Towns.
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London- town-Limavady, Maghem&lt, and Castle-Dawson.
‘Icrry

^ Londonderry has a population of about 12,000, and

) on^iford.
^^olcraine near half that number. The villages are

^ Ballftghy, Moneymorc, Kilrea, and Dungiven.

Waj;cs aud The cabins, clothing, food, and fuel of the low-

I'rucb. class of labourers, the cottiers, who form a great

wt of the population, arc much the same as in the

fpjih counties already d^ribed. As the turbaries

are fast exhausting, fuel n becoming scarce in the

low country. In such situations, when the turf no
longer bears to be cut, it is collected into heaps In

the state of mire, baked and shaped with the band,

and afterwards spread to harden, but it makes very

bad fires ; and in some places, even this miserable

substilj^te can no longer be procured but from a dis-

tance.^ 'Hie poor inhabitants of the coast, and in the

vale of the Roe, employ three months of the year in

providing fuel ; coal, which is brought from Liver-

pool and Scotland, selling at a price beyond their

means of purchasing. The wages of common labour

all the year round may be from 8d. to lOd. a day

;

in hay and corn harvest Id. 6d. In 1800, oatmeal,

at one time, sold at 4s. Gd.^jcr peck of 10 lb. avoir-

dupois, and potatoes were proportionally high. In

1811, potatoes were 3d. per stone, beef G^d. and
mutton 7d. ;?cr pound, oatmeal 18s. per cwt. Milk
2d. andj|;)Uttcr-railk| in summer, ^d. and in winter Id.

per quai^.

I’iPprcscnta- The County of Londonderry is represented in Par-
fmn, liament by two members, and the towns of London-

derry and Coleraine by another for each. The popu-
lation in 17.90, according to Dr Beaufort, was

Population. 125^000; in 1813 it was 186,000. The inhabitants

of the mountains are all Catholics, an i also one-

third of the people of the low country. Of the

other religious denominations, the Presbyterians are

the most numerous. Their clergy have sjilaries of
from L. 40 to L. JOO from government, the dissent-

ers from the Presbyterian church, as established in

Scotland, as well as those who belong to that church.

See Sampson s Statistical Survey ofLondonderry ;

Mason’s Statistical Survey of Ireland^ and the works
quoted under the former Irish counties. (a.)

Situation LONGFORD is a county in the province of Lein-
aiul Kxtent in Ireland, bounded on the north by the coun-

ties of Leitrim and Cavan, on the cast and south by
Westmeath, and on the west by the river Shannon,

which separates it from the county of Roscommon.
I^ its greatest extent it stretches about 25 miles

from north to south, and 20 miles from east to west

;

and its area is 366 English square miles, or 2.34,240

English acres, which is divided into six baronies and

twenty- three parishes. Twenty-two of the parishes

are in the diocese of Ardagh, which is now united to

Tuam.
,

Surface. A great part of this district consists of bog, moun-
tain, and waste. Oi\,the south, near the river Innys

there is a tract of boc extending to 36,000 acres,

and towards the nortn the county is particularly

rugged and sterile* The Inny is the only river of

any note which passes through it, and that onlf for

a short dbtance on the south in its progress towards

the S^nnon. At its conflux with the Shannon, the

latt^^kxpands into a lake called Lough Reagh ; the

only other considerable piece of water Is Lough
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Gawnagh, on its northern boundary, near which there Longford

nre rocks of ironstone and some indications of coal. , Jl

The line of the Royal Canal, from Dublin to Tar-
inonbarry, on the Shannon, enters Longford on the
south, and passes through its south-western quarter.

The climate is not more humid than that of other
parts of Ireland. At Edgeworthstown, about mid-
way between the Inny and the Shannon, the medium
number of fair days, for a period of twelve years,

was 140.

Here, as in many other parts of Ireland, much of Ebtatts,

the land is divided into large estates of from L. 3000
to L. 7000 a year and upwards. Leases are com-
monly for twenty-one years and a life. Farms are,

for the most part, very small where tillage is the princi-

pal object ; but only a small proportion of the dis-

trict is under the piiugli. It is chiefly occupied in

grazing, in which the resident gentry almost exclu-

sively employ the farms which they retain in their

own hands.

Longford, in common with almost every county
in Ireland, has a share of the Upen manufacture.

Being an inland county, it carrab on little other

commerce than the exchange of the raw produce of

its soil, chiefly oats, with cattle and sheep, for arti-

cles required for the. use of the inhabilants. The Towns,

towns are Longford, the county town, W'bere the as-

sizes are held, Haliymahon, Lanesborough, Killashee,

Edgeworthstown, the seat of the distinguished fami-

ly of Edgeworth, Granard, and St Johnstown. None
of these is so considerable as to be represented in

the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
In J 810,

the wages of common labour were 8d. Wiige.-* and

a-day the year round ; in hay and corn harvest

Is. Id. Potatoes were 3d. per stone, beef 5d., and
mutton per pound, oatmeal 15s. per cwt., and
herrings 9s. 4d. the hundred. These wages and
prices seem to prove that the ' condition of the la-

bouring classes is still worse in Longford than in

many other parts of Ireland
;
and it is not easy to con-

ceive how they find the means of rearing families.

The county sends two members to ParltamenL Population.

The population in 1790, according to Dr Beaufort,

was 50,100. In 1808, the Catholics were to tlie Pro-

testants as eight or ten to one.

See the general works referred to under the for-

mer Irish counties, and Longford in the Eticych-

ptvdia. (a.)

LOUISIANA, an independent state of North Boundaries.

America ; the inhabitants, since its cession by FVance,

having formed a constitution, and been admit-

ted a co-statc of the Federal Union. The west-

ern boundary of this state, whicli threatened to be-

come an object of serious contest between the Spa-

nish government and that of the United States, has

b.?en at length finally settled, by the same treaty

which stipulated the cession of the Floridas. The
river Sabina is now fixed on as (he boundary be-

tween this slate and Mexico, in the centre of which

is the line of division. This line, including all the

islands in the river, proceeds to the thirty-second

degree of latitude; from thence, quitting the river, it is

continued due north to thethirty-third degree ofnorth

latitude ; from thence it extends due east, crossing

the^Red River, till it strikes the Mississippi. That
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Louisiana, river continues to be its eastern limits till it reaches

the Iberville, when the line passes through the mid-

dle of it, and of Lake Ponchartrain to the Gulf of

Mexico ; which bounds it on the southern side to

the mouth of the river Sabina. All the islands in the

(julf of Mexico^ within three leagues of the shore,

are included in this state.

The boundaries thus defined arc those over which

the state of Louisiana^ according to the decision of

Congress^ and the definitions of its own constitution

extend, but is far from including the whole of that vast

tract of country which was ceded to America. When
first ceded, that portion which is now the state of Loui-

.siana was denominated the ** Territory of New Or-

leans and that portion which now is d'enominated the

state of Missouri was called the Territory of Loui-

siana but the rapid peopling of these vast districts

has made it necessary to adopt more definite descrip-

tions
;
and as the settling of the waste increases, and

new states arc created, the subdivisions, which will

be necessary, will give birth to new names for those

various districts^ich were once called by the ge-

neral name of Louisiana.

J .xuntriml The State of Louisiana, as thus defined, extends
I'npulanon. Qver 49,000 scpiare miles ; and though it has rapidly

increased since the union with the Federal Govern-

ment, the population is much thinner than in any of

the other states. By tlic census taken in the year

J810, the whole number of souls was only 76,5.56,

of whom 34,660 were negro slaves, and 7585 free

persons of colour.

Since that period no accurate accounts have been

made up, but in the latter end of 1818, the inhabit-

ants were estimated to be about 110,000, though,

whether the white or the black race lias experienced

the greatest proportionate increase, is not ascertain-

able by any returns we have seen.

Hevenue The revenue of this, likelhe other states of Ameri-

ca, is divided into two branches, that destined for the

support of the local, and that for the support of the

general government. The first of these is not known
beyond the limits of the state, but the latter will suf-

ficiently show the relative wealth of Louisiana, as

compared with the rest of the union. During the

war with England, internal taxes were levied through

the states; in 1814, these in the whole produced

'^^^^73,990 dollars, of which Louisiana furnished

33,522 ; and in the following year, when the whole
sum was 6,369,272, the share of this state was only

59,150. The whole net revenue which was produ-

ced by the custom-houses of the United States, in

1815, was 37,656,486 dollars, of which Louisiana

supplied 984,909.

The whole shipping of the United States cmploy-
and Ship- foreign trade, in 1815, was 854,294 tons, and that

of Louisiana' was 13,766 tons; the whole shipping

employe^ io the coasting trade was 435,065 tons, of

which only 2577 tons belonged to this state.

This view of the statistics c.Xouisiana shows most

clearly ibat it is chiefly an agricultural country,

whose inhabitants, though possessed of abundance of

land, have no more capital than is barely sufficient

to enable them to produce as much as they them-
selves consume. It will appear singular, that

the foreign trade has produced one thirty*sevenm of

the whole of that branch of national revenue, the Louisiaiui.

internal taxes have amounted to less than one hun-

'

dredth. This is to be accounted for by observing, that

the city of New Orleans, the capital of the state, is

the entrepot for the foreign commerce of all the west-

ern states ; and that the exportable productionajj

Kentucky, of Ohio, as well as of the other

formed communities, whfpa population amounts"!

nearly one million, have no other place of export.

Whatever of European, of West Indian, or of Asia-

tic commodities, arc required by the inhabitants on

the banks of the Mississippi, of the Ohio, or the Mis-

souri, must pass the custom-house of New Orleans,

and pay there the duties that are imposed by the ge-

neral legislature. Without this view of com-

merce of Louisiana, it would appear that the sums

collected by the custom- house alone, independent of

the state taxes, would amount to a larger sum per

head than is paid by the inhabitants of the richest

country in Europe. If, from the population, the

slaves are deducted, the taxable inhabitants cannot

exceed 70,000 ; and as the general and slate taxes

amount to at least 1,250,000 dollars annually, each

of the individuals would contribute L. 4 sterling pa
year for the maintenance of government, which is

nearly double as much as is paid by the inhabitants

of Great Britain and Ireland, four times as much as

is paid in I'rancc, and six times as much as is paid

in the other kingdoms of Europe.

The state of Louisiana is divided into twelve l on^iruih.

counties, for the better arrangement in the choice nivi-

the legislature ; these are,

The County of Orleans, Rapides.

—— German Coast, Natchitoches.

- I Acadia, Concordia.— Iberville, Ouachita.— Lafourche, Oppelousas, and

Pointe Coupee, Attukapas.

This division was made in 1812, when the consti-

tution by which the state is governed was first framed.

A majority of the convention by which the consti-

tution was enacted was of French and Spanish ex-

traction
;
but the system decreed assimilates very

much to that of the other states in the union, hav-

ing a governor and two assemblies, of different de-

grees of duration and property, all elected by those

inhabitants who pay taxes. The judiciary depart-

ment consists of subordinate courts, and a supreme
court, with only appellate jurisdiction; the judges,

of which hold their office during good behaviour^

and are only removable on the addresses of the le-

gislative bodies, three-fourths of whose members
must concur in the vote. All the ' elections, as well

as the resolutions of the legislative bodies, are de-

termined by ballot. The press is free, but the print-

ers and publishers are accountable for what they

issue. No religion is established, nor any provision

made for public worship, nor is there any law to pro-

hibit theatrical performances, or the open exercise

of irades on the Lord's day. Clergymen, priests,

and teachers, of whatever religious sect, are exclud-

ed from the legislative assemblies, nor ar^ they eli-

gible to any office of profit or trust under thftjtate.

The city of New Orleans, the capital, conttalf be- Or^

tween 25,000 and 30,000 inhabitants, more than halficnnb.
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Louisi»n». of whom are negroes, or people of colour. It has

^ vastly incraasad sinca tha cesbion to the United States^

and Its growth of population is rapidly advMcipg.

It Blands on the eastern bank of the Mississippi,

about 110 miles from the sea, and is in 30“ north lo-

Though it is unfortified, yet it is capable of

^fflenting formidable obstacles to the progress of an

iwling enemy; and it is most favourably situated for

. enjoyment of commeHl^ Being built on a nar-

row isthmus, bounded on one side by the river, and

on the other by impassable morasses, it is difficult to

be approached. The mouth of the river is defended

by an almost impregnable fort ; and, higher up, where

the river describee nearly a circle, called Detour des

Amlois, two strong castles are constructed on the

opposite banks, which can effectually impede the pro-

gress of a hostile fleet. The direct passage by wa-

ter to the city is through several channels, which the

waters of the Mississippi have forced through the

land at ito mouth. The most considerable of these

is obstructed by a sand-bank, over which no vessel

can pass with safety that draws more than seventeen

feet of water ;
and though, when this bar is passed,

the depth of water is sufiicient for the largest ships,

yet it is so encumbered with the huge logs constant-

ly carried down by the stream as to be a navigation

of considerable peril. The danger is increased by

the number of trees, of the heavier kinds of wood,

that are sunk to the bottom of the river, which ren-

der the anchorage everywhere insecure, and in coii-

senuence of which the vessels that are detained

waiting for a favourable wind prefer being moored by

cables, attached to the trees on the shore, to trust-

ing their security to anchors on the ground. Besides

this passage through the mouths ol the Mississippi,

the city of New Orleans has a communication with

the ocean, by the Lakes Borgne and I’ontchartrain.

A natural canal, called the Bayoute of St John, ex-

tends from the morasses within two miles of the city,

to the latter of those lakes, but it is only navigable

for vessels drawing less than six feet water.
^

It is,

however, through this channel, that a communication

is maintained between New Orleans and the northern

parts of West Florida. The only other towns yet

known as such in Louisiana arc Natcluoches, with

about 600 inhabitants, on the Bed River ; Natchez,

on the east bank of the Mississippi, in latitude 31“,

33', with 2500 inhabitants ; and Washington, about

six miles to the east, with 1000 inhabitants.

Migu,6,i>pi. The Mississippi usually overflows its banks for

about one hundred and fifty miles above New Or-

leans. The floods commonly begin in April, when

the meltings of the ice from the Missouri make tlieir

appearance. The increase continues till the end of

June, when the Craters gradually subside; and, in

August) the itream is confined to the ordinary chan-

nels. Artificial embankments have been constructed,

and ere vigilantly watched during the increase of the

river ; but, iii spite of all efforts, the force of the

stream sometimes opens a passage for it, and the

country becomes inundated to a very considepblc

extent. It is remarked by those well acquainted with

the peculiarities of this river, that whenever an inun-

dadif takes place, as it generally covers a tract of

coXy from one of the sinuositiw of the river to

another^ the quantity of mud which is deposited r«i-

scs the surface of tlie land several feet, so that it is

less liable to be overflowed in succeeding years, and

the deposit becomes the most fertile of soils. The
right banks of this stupendous river are liigher than

the left, and the land on the western side is Jeast sub-

ject to extensive inundations, but it is also the least

fruitful.

The country to the westward of the Mississippi, of tin

between that river and the Colorado, or Hed River/

and to the westward of that last stream, is intersect-

ed with numerous lesser rivers, which in some parts

form extensive lakes. In the valley through which

the Red River runs is the best land in the slate. To-
bacco and indigo arc cultivated there with great suc-

cess, and the cotton grown is of the best quality of

any produced within the United States. The prin-

cipal settlements, for they are undeserving the name

of towns, are Natchioches, Bayou-Ilapid, Bayou-

Boeuf, Bayou-Robert, and Atchafalaya. Opelousas,

separated from Attakapas by a natural canal, which

connects the rivers Teche and Vermillion, enjoys a

good but very tenacious soil, on cotton is cul-

tivated with success, and some sugitr is raised. Maize

is grown for the inhabitants, and vast herds of cattle

are bred on the extensive natural meadows. The

number of the cattle belonging to some individual

proprietors is very great ; several mark annually froiri

one to two thousand calves.

The settlers of La Fourche are usually that class

denominated by the FVcnch peiitx hahitaniSy small

proprietors who occupy their own lands ; but then

arc some extensive plantations belonging to richt i

individuals, to whom the smaller cultivators are giv-

ing place, and are removing to new and unexhausted

soils. Sugar plantations, which can only be esta-

blished advantageously by capitalists, have of late

increased considerably. The^ settlers between La
Fourche and the canal are principally of Spanish ori-

gin, and speak but little French. 1 hey arc a inori-

indolent and less enterprising race than the French

Creoles; are careless about the conveniencies of lile,

and their dw^elJings display a much greater appear-

ance of poverty than is exhibited by their French and

English neighbours. That part of Louisiana called

the Coast, or more properly the German Coast, be-

tween Pointe Coupee and La Fourche, ib the most

pleasant and most flourishing portion of the state.

For near JOO miles on the banks of the river planta-

tions are to be seen, with only short intervals between

them. These present to view some beautiful woods

of evergreen oak, of laurels, firs, pines, and prodi-

gious weeping-willows, and are intermixed with ex-

tensive groves of orange-trees. In descending the

river, the smaller proprietors and the white inhabit-

ants gradually diminish in number, so that neai

tje capital the traveller sees ten negroes for one

white man, and remarks that the appeara|acc of the

country more resembles the islands in the West In-

dies, than the other parts of the United States. The

dwellings in this district are generally wooden frame

work of one story, but tolerably furnished with con-

veniencies; and the sugar-houses, at distant inter-

Tala, are disUnguishable by the columns of dfick

iptpke which continually issue from them.
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Louisiana. The ptoivLCiions df the of Louisiana capable

V^ 0f fomijgiihgthe materials ofcommerce, are So similar

t'o dK»e df tbe A^est India Islands, that, like them,

tfaefutdirettroertb of the state must depend on the ih-

create cfl£e negro popotation. As the slave trade

is prohibited la the United States, as well as in the

Bnglisti, Frctidi) and Ddftch settlements, the natural

increase of the blacks is the only dependance on

which the agriculture can rely
;
and whilst the in-

eauality ttf the Sexes continues, such increase cannot

taite Sugar cannot be made in
^
Louisiana

d}lie^»er the setflements on the coast of Gula-

tiur 00 ^eap as in the viceroyalties of Mexico
, Hbd NewtStanada^nr in the extensive dominions of

Brazil. It is not, therefore, very probable, that

Lodtsiema, notwithstanding the sanguine speculatibUs

of'idle North Americans, will be able to contend on

equal terms id the markets of Europe, with the nu-

merous competitors they will have to encounter. The
climate, though it admits of the growth of wheat,

and the other grains of Europe, at the most northern

parts, yet does imt produce it with that uniform in-

crease which is^perieticed in Kentucky, and the

newly erected States of Illinois and Missouri ; and as

the transit by steam-boats to New Orleans is very

ffsy, the corn wanted for the consumption of Loui-

siana can be drawn cheaper and better from these

districts, than it can he cultivated at home. Maize
and rice are raised with facility, sufficient for the do-

mestic consumption, and furnish the principal ali-

ment to the negro slaves.
'

inliabitAxitf. The basis of the population is French, Tlie inha-

bitants speak that language, though very corruptly ;

and in spite of the absence of intercourse with Eu-

ropean France during the lapse of three generations,

they still retain the quiclmess, the cheerfulness,

and a portion of the politeness of the country from

whence they sprung. There are, however, con-

siderable mixtures of Spaniards and Germans amal-

gamated with the French families, and the whole

formed a race, who, with little to stimulate exertion,

with very imperfect means of instruction,* and with

no attention awakened to political investigation, were

very ill prepared to receive the republican regimen

of the United States. Their religion was the Roman
Catholic, to the fasts, and festivals, and ceremonies of

which, at least, they were rigidly attached, and the ne-

glect of which, among the Anglo-Americans, made
their incorporation with them verytardy and reluctant.

At'thejpresent day, even according to the accounts of

the citizens of the United States, they are murmur-
ing against the government, and indulging sorrow at

the dange. Much difficulty has arisen from the

claims on the land made by the Commissioners on the

part of the Federal Government. Under the govern-

ment of Spain the land was of small value, extensive

grants wm easily obtained, and as the titles were

not disputed, the evidences of those titles

were not very cardfuliy preserved. The comtnis-

sioners appointed' by the to ascertititi those

rights are gdnemlly accused of great want ofllbcr-

ainy, and of discovering a leaning against the clahn-

ants. The hani^eSt to the AaieviGan Javiers, ftbm
these disputed titles, has dtawn to Loiiisiana

members of that profession ; and as'^the cerntmem |iw
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of England, as adopted in the United States, is not

easily reconciled to the laws of Spain, which befol‘e
'

“

regulated property in Louisiana, few decisions are

made without much delay, great expence, and the

bitter complaints of the ancient proprietors, who had
been accustomed to a more simple and speedy mo4e
of administering iustice. The trial by jury, valu^"*

‘

as it is to a people whose customs and manners h

been formea by it, is not easily introduced to

practical advantage among those who are unaccus-

tomed to it ; and Uie inhabitants of Louisiana neither

comprehend its importance or utility, seeing it, as

they do, administered by judges who are equally

strangers to their language and local customs*

The number of the Aborigines bordering oq Loui-
siana, though much diminished, is still consiwrable.

About thirty-five years ago, the ravages of the small-

pox extended to some very distant tribes, and pro-

duced an enormous degree of mortality, but since

that period they are stated to have been again on the

increase. The conduct of the government of the

United Stattes towards these uncivilized people has

been almost uniformly cruel and unjust, according to

the testimony of their most decided panegyrists. The
transactions with the Osage Indians may be taken as

a specimen of this conduct, and we have the autho-

rity of Mr Brackenridge for the narrative. A pur-

chase was made a few years ago by Governor LewiF,

of the greater part of the country claimed by these

people (the Osages), reserving to them the privilege

of hunting on it. Great dissatisfaction has been ex-

cited among them in consequence of the purchase,

which They allege not to have been fairly made. In

fact, this is not a matter easily effected with strict

coirectness, and it is doubtful ifany of oui* extensive

Indian purchases were conducted in the fairest man-
ner. A desire of doing something meritorious may
hove induced our agents to go too far in procuring
the consent of the chiefs of the nation, and pefhiips

of chiefs created Ay iheimelves for tlie express pur-

pose. This purchase was sanctioned by the GoveiTi-

ment of the United States, but the money stipulated

to be paid to the Indians was not paid to them. At
the end of two years they were informed that the

payment was soon to be made. Upon this or

forty of the Indlarn chiefs repaired to the American
Governor, and in council remonstrated against the

purchase, declaring it to htive been unfair. The
principal speaker, with much natural eloquence, stat-

ed, * Ibat he was much surprised to hear of thft

purchase, which iTad been ibrgotten by his nation,

and, he supposed, had also been forgotten by his

great father (the ftesiderrt). The sale was made
by those who bad no authority, and his great fa-

ther not having complied with" his part of the
bargain, by delaying two years the .payment, a»d
not pciforming the other parts of the treaty, bis

nation oo^t not to be held to their part 'bf %
wen if fairly errtered into* But,' said he, *'

flie

Osaee nation has no right to sell its country, much
less nave a few chiefk, who have taken it on them-
sdves do so : our country belongs to our pos-
terity well as to ISfin^lves ; it is not absolutely
ours, we receive it only for our lifothnes, and9|b to

transmit it to our flescondanta. Our great f^er is
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! ouiflianA. good and just viil he permit his ohiiJren to sell the

bones of their fathers, to s^U the inheritance of tbeie

children ? No, keep your goods, and let us keep pur

lands.’ The American Governur coolly told the In« j
dians that the President did not compel them to

^

their lands, but when they sold them, the bargain

ast be kept ; that payment had been unaroidabl

j

itayed ; that part of the purchase wae ready, which,

^they chose, they micht accept, if not, it was of no

consequence, Uie lana would still be considered as

purchased, and their i*esistancc wonld liare no other

efiect than that of dispieabhig the President. Find-

ing that opposition was useless, they finally promised

to use their influence to induce their nation to ac-

cept/' Mr Brackenbndge reluctantly confesses that

these purchases are not less unjust than the French
and Spankh mode of taking the land without saying

any thing about it, and then keeping these people

quiet by presents, more pleacing to them ^an if

given as the payment of a debt, for which an equiva-

lent hau been previously i eceived.

The whole of die trade with the Indian tribes

may, cofimumbm anmsy furnish peltry to the amount
of 156,000 dollars; u is divided between the Bri-

tish traders of Canada and the traders of America,
and is the cause of more jealousy between the two
nations, tlian the whole, if undivided, would justify.

It is worthy of remark, that these Indian tribes have
names, which seem either to have been recently

given to them, or perhaps known to the wdiite race

rather than to themselves. The names are alto-

gether different from those by which they were dis-

tinguished when the firsl Europeans traversed the

countiw. Monsieur de la Sale, and the survivors of
his unfortunate expedition, who penetratedIrom the

Gulf of Mexico to Canada, in the years 1685, 1686,

l687f and 1688, and visited most of these tribes

wbose names they registered, have mentioned scarce-

Imfmngle nation by the name it now bears ; neither

the same or similar names be found in the writ-

the year,1807» it continued oi* the ground more Loubiaas.

than a week, though it is only In latitude y Mr
being on the banks of the river in which the fell of
water does not exceed one foot in a mile ; Us ele*

vfttioD, allowing for the sinuosHi^s of the siream,
cannot be more than sixty or isventy feet above
New Orleans, where, at the aame time, the cloods
discharged their waters in the form of rain. In the
upper part of Louisiana, th3 wtntersare more severe
than In the hamc latitudes in the Adantio states.

The thermometer, even In latitude it eften for
weeks tiigetlier from 12® to 15® below aero., The
heat of summer is equally excessive, tbe thermo*
meter frequently from June to August remaiiuifg a}-

^

most stationary, during some fiours of each day^ Os
high as 96®. The sudden changes, from the ex*
tremes of heat to those of cold, are so rapid, that in

p few days froi ' 78 above to 10 below 0, have been
remarked as the variations in the thermometer. Tbe
north-western port of Louisiana, as it approaches
nearer to the rocky mountains, su&rs the most se-
verely by the cold of winter. From these excessive
variations of climature, combined^ith Uie miasmata
exhaled from the mviJiy delta, wnich extends from
the bounds of Florida to the limits of Mexico, tbe
whole of this state may be consideitA as very un-
healthy. Diseases of the iotermittoo kind every-
where prevail, and in New OrleiiDS, a bftions fevef,

highly infiammatoi^, is, if not c.'^maantly, yet period-
ically experienced.

Althoi^h tlie exportable ctutmoditicsof Louiibuia Producttoiia.

are but of small amount when compared with the
great extent ofcountry, and tliernumesous people that
have no other maritime outlet; yet it is natural|j ca-
pable of furnishing productions of various winds,
which will cootribme to the comfort of its inhabit-

ants, and might be made the means of beneficml
commerce. Sugar, cotton, and rice, have already
been noticed among its productions. Indigo hOe
been cultivated and manuwtiired, but cannot com-

ings of the other early French travellers, Le Clerc,

Torty, and Hennepin. The manners of these In-

dians seem to be but little changed by their inter-

course with the white race, and though fire arms
hate been very generally diffused among thcA^,

they have made no other alteration in their mode of
cc^rJi^ing on war with each other, beyond that of

substituting muskets « in the place of bows and
arrows.

( iim«. The climate of Louisiana partakes, in an excessive

degree, of those great variations which seem to

characterize the whole of North America. The ex*

tremes of heat and cold are greater than in the same
latitude within the Atlantic states^ At New
Orleans, the difflSrent degvees of cold experienced
in two sucoeeding winters, is frequently greater than
is felt in the old continent in a difference of latitude

of six or ei^t degrees. The 90di degree seems,
however, to be tbe boundary of snow its this eoua-
try, which is a perfect level, fn orQinary winters, the

ponds an^ stagnant^ waters lo that limit are rarely

frozen, though froal in. a flight degree is es^^ienced
almost every year at New Orleans. A to the

ndd|||0f the 30th degree, on lands soarody more
ele^flRd, anew frequently fells, and at Opciauraa, in
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pete with what is now bro*'gbt from Bengal and from
Guatimala, to the mairkets of Europe ; so that there

is no ground to calculate on a great iacreaae. To-
bacco seems to be an indigenous plant, as the use ot

it generally prevailed anwing the natives when the
first Europeans visited tbe country. What is pro-
duced has, when cored, a peculiar flavour whidh bus
not been yet rdisiied by those who either smeike
chew, or take apuff. la tbe capi .k.ioub rule ef fancy,
it may however at some time prevail^ and if ee, will

be of vast consequence to^ oountry, as it cum be
grown with comparatively mlAe expence. Very lit-

tle wine yet made in this state; act enough for

the conaumpUon of the eapitaV though most of tbe

plaftters provide it for tbelr own fainlfles.i^ Hie
mdigenouf grapes are much improved by cidtiva-

t.on, especially two species which feund
in ^ ether K^rt cf the Umced Stalet^we
aftkalirvoA the Vih$ r^riSa, the latter ofwhich w a

very fine grape. 0» the borders of theeavawnahs a

is found resenbifeg tbat of Bnvgisidjr. A wm
from it, if exposed to tlie sun in smkimer, mA

totfaowcold in winter, be^potnes nittoh improved, hlld

is not liable to tiva sour. FraHs of varans hMs
g||wnL Tbe andberry grows spoittaiituuiiy, Md

<5 q
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LouMiuna. from experiments made upon a small sgale, it is

clearly ascertained that silk-worms might be easily

rearedi if the high price of labour did not operate as

an impediment Hemp and fiax arc found wild, of

great length, and of tenacious fibre, but little or no
attention has been paid to the cultivation of those

plants. Hops also are very abundant in a wild state,

but have scarcely received any attention. Plumbs
grow in vast quantities, and some of most exquisite

flavour. Among other species, one known by the

natives as the prairie plum {Prunus chiclasa), literally

covers tracts of ground of many acres in extent, and
produces fruit so abundantly as to bend the trees

down to the ground with their weight. The persim-

mon, or, as the French call it, the placminier, is abun-

dant; it somewhat resembles our medlar, but its taste

is sweet, and more delicate. When quite ripe, the

natives squeeze the fruit over a fine sieve, to separate

the pulp from the kernels and skin. The pulp, which
is a kind of paste or pa{s is then dried in ovens, or

in the sun, and is formed into cakes a foot in length,

about half a foot broad, and half an inch thick.

This bread is very nutritious, will keep good a

long time, but being of a very astringent quality, can-

not safely be eaten in large quantities. The papaw
trees arc found in abundance, and loaded with fruit

to a most excessive degree ; the bark is highly acrid,

but the pulp is bot)i pleasant to the taste and very
wholesome. Oranige and citron trees were long ago
introduced from the island of St Domingo, and }>ro-

duce ns good fruit as in their native soils ; but the
rind of the orange being very thick, it is better cal-

culated for preserving; which is performed to a very
considerable extent. Peach and fig trees were early

introduced from Carolina. The peaches are of the

kind called Albcrgers, grow as large as the fist, and
yield a juice from which both wine and brandy are

made. The peach stones are planted in February,
and without any farther trouble the trees yield, at

least, two hundred peaches the third year, and
double that number the six or seven following years,

when they cease to bear, and then decay. As new
trees are so easily raised, the loss of the old ones
causes no regret. The figs are of two kind®, blue

and white ; they grow to a large size, and are of a good
flavour. Wild apples, pears, and cherries, are found,
but they are observed to run more to wood, and to

produce less fruit than in colder climates. The olive

trees grow to a la. gc size, and arc sometimes thirty

feet from the ground before their brunches shoot out

;

chough they are thus more beautiful than the olive

trees of the south of Europe, they bear less fruit, and
no oil is yet made from them, only the fruit is ga-
thered to be eaten green. Walnut trees, hicory nuts,

filberts, and chesnuts, are found in many parts of
the country, and with a little attention the fruit of
them niigfal be easily increased.

The fomt trees most common in Louisiana are

white and red cedars, the durable nature of whose
wood lias induced the sett \ to use it generally in

building their houses. Tiie cypress is still more dur-

able, and grows to a very large size, so that canoes
arc frequently made from a single tree, which will

carry sixteen or eighteen tons. The bark of the large

trees of this species is very valuable os a cover^
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for the houses of the poorer people. The magnolia, Louisiiimi

the maple, I'rom which sugar is made, the cotton wood
tree, the locust, the holm oak, four kinds of live ouk,

the elm, the ash, and the beech, arc abundantly

spread over the country. On the sandy soils near

the coast, there are extensive tracts covered with

pines, which arc used, but not to a great extent,

the purpose of extracting turpentine, tar, and pitc^J^i

which may become valuable articles of commerce
the population increases. The myrtle tree, affording

wax, is one of the most valuable of the forest trees of

Louisiana. It resembles the laurel in appearance,

but grows to a much larger size, and its leaves of the

same form are of a deeper green. Its fruit grows

in bunches, on a stalk about two inches in length.

A small pod, containing a kernel within a nut, is co-

vered with the w^ax, which is separated by the simple

process of pouring boiling water upon it, w hen the

wax floats on the top of it. The wax is of two kinds,

one a yellowish white, the other a dark green. It

may be bleached in six or eight days, is harder than

biics-wax, and therefore better fitted for the w’arni

climates, where, in the Catholic churches, it is much
used for the large tapers that decorate the altars.

When the Spaniards held Louisiana, considerable

quantities of this wax were exported to the islands

of Cuba and Hispaniola.

As the mineral productions of Louisiana have Man

hitherto been but slightly examined, we must receive

with much hesitation the report of their riches. San-

guine speculators in every unexplored country anti-

cipate the discovery of gold and silver mines, and the

slightest reports of indications of these metals are

readily converted into convictions of their existence.

It is very probable that in the district to the north-w'e&t

of tliis state such mines may be found, but it is not

probable, whilst human labour is so dear, that they

can be worked to any profit. Copper, zinc, iron, sal-

gem, and coal, have been sufficiently ascertaine^to

exist, but none of them are worked. The only iiii-

neral actually produced is lead. The most consider-

able mines aie worked by the two Indian tribes the

Saukees and the Foxes, in a very imperfect mode

;

but in some years they have produced from 250 to

300 tons of lead. These Indians are ill provided

with the proper implements, using generally the

common hoc, with which they clear away the soil foi

a few feet, when the ore is found resembling the state

of stones in a quarry. It is smelted in the rudest

manner, being laid on piles of wood which are kind-

led, and the lead, as it is melted, runs into various

forms. It is then siiflfercd to cool, and in that state

sold to the American traders, who make it into pigs

by using the proper moulds for that purpose. The
principal district for the production of lead is, how-
ever, to the north of the boundary of this state, on
the banks of the Mississippi, and within the newly
created state of that name. In 1814, those mines
employed about 350 persons, and yielded between
700 and 800 tons of lead, so that they are worked
to very little advantage, when labour is so^igh as in

the United States.

Among the wild anitpals of Louisiana, the bears Wiid ap.

are very numerous in the winter season, whe^ydiey
come from the north in a very lean state, as tnly do
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T.ouisiHna. not quit these regions till they are covered with snow.

After remaining some time in this country, where

the abundance of nourishment soon fattens them,

they become very indolent, and take up their resi-

dence in some hollow tree, where, when disco-

vered, they are easily taken by the inhabitants,

. highly value the oil which they extract from
' These bears are not carnivorous, and, unless

wounded by him, will not attack a man, but when

they have been assailed and hurt, they have pur-

sued the assailant and squeezed him to death, though

without attempting to feed on the body. The grizzly

hear is seldom seen so far south as this state, nor does

tlie race appear to be very numerous, even in the

more northern parts of the continent. It is the enemy
of man, and appears to thirst for human food. It

grows to an enormous size, and has the property of

scenting his prey, so as to pursue a hunter for an
hour after he has passed. The American travellers

Lewis and Clark give the dimensions of one killed by
their party, in crossii^g the continent. Its length

was 8 feet 7 J inches, round the neck 3 feet 11 inches,

roundvthc fore-leg J mot 1 1 inches, and the length

of the talons 4<g inches. This animal, when full-

grown, commonly weighs irom 800 to 90O pounds,

and iuis been known to attain the weight of 1200
pounds. He does not, like other bears, climb the

trees, and thus the Indian hunters find a means of

escape, when pursued by him. Wolves are found in

the northern and western parts of the state ; they

arc of much smaller size than the same animal of the

old continent, and arc not ferocious; they more re-

semble the native dog of America, and differ but

little, except in not barking. The buffaloes have

withdrawm towards the interior, and are aow rarely

found in Louisiana. Deer of various kinds are abun-

dant on the borders, and arc hunted by the Indians

for the sake of the skins than of the flesh, but

iop value of skins having lately declined, the hunting

has consequently much diminished. The prairie dog,

or squirrel, is a gregarious animal, occupying large

tracts of land, which arc filled with its burrows. It

has a cloven lip, like the rabbit ; the hair is short,

and of a light grey colour. It makes a noise not un-

like the barking of a small dog, and though, when
first taken, it is extremely fierce, it is easily domes-
ticated. The habitations of these animals are in ele-

vated situations, as it wants no water, but subsists

on the grass that grows near its burrows, where it

passes the winter months in a sleeping state. The
Gopher bears considerable resemblance to the mole,,

but is twice as large ; its jaw has a bag, or pouch, in

which it carries its food, and removes the dirt when
he makes his habitation. The mounds thrown up by
this little animal are frequently three or four feet in

height. The cameleon is very common, os well as

various other lizards, and the scorpion and tarantula

are sometimes found.

The most common of the featliered tribes in the

woods are the wild turkeys, which stalk about in nu-
merous ftocks, but avoid the open tracts of land. A
beautiful bird, called the Prairie Hen, is sett in large

fli|;ht8. It comes to the barn yards, and mquently
ahjfiite on the houses of the villagers. It is larger

than the pheasant of the United States, though re-
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semblin^ it in its colours ; it differs, however, from I^ui***®**"

it in being much more easily domesticated, nor is the

flesh of so good a flavour. Another bird, which has

not yet received a name, bears, in appearance, a
great resemblance to the pheasant, but is nearly as

large as the wild turkey, which is generally double

the weight of the domestic turkey of England. Par-

tridges and quails arc met with in great abundance

;

and, in the autumn and winter, the lakes arc covered
^

with wild-fowl, ducks, geese, swans, cranes, widgeon,

teal, and fi variety of others.

The river Mississippi abounds with fish, but the

lower part of it is of such great depth that they can
only be caught with hook and line. The carp of this

river grows to an enormous size, being seldom less

than two feet, and sometimes exceeding four feet in

length. The higher up the river they are caught,

the more they are prized. Barbel are sometimes

taken four feet long
;
the flesh is delicate and good,

and in taste resembles the cod of the Batiks of New-
foundland. The whole of the rivers abound with

Cray fish, and the dikes constructed to impede the

inundations are frequently so perforated by them as

to be exposed to destruction. The shrimps, a dimi-

nutive shell-fish, is found on those lakes which some-
times communicate with the sea, as thick as a man's

little finger, and three inches in length, and is

highly esteemed by epicures. The Burgo-Breaker,

an excellent fish, is usually a foot or eighteen inches

long, perfectly round, with scales of a gold colour.

In its throat are two bones, with a surface like that

of a file, with which it breaks the coats of the shell-

fish on which it feeds. The (%oupic, of the trout

species, the Sardine, a kind of pilchard, and the

Patassa, a sort of mullet, are very abundant^ and
much esteemed. The sea-coast abounds witii all the

varieties which are known in the tropical regions,

especially turtles of all the different species, and
oysters in great abundance.

The country of l.ouisiana was first visited by the Hifiiory.

Spaniards, who included it under the general deno-

mination of Florida, in the year 1512. Ponce de
Leon, who was the earliest explorer, seems not to

have been informed of the magnitude or connections

of the river Mississippi, first made known in France
by Verazzani, a native of Italy, who visited that

country in 1523. No attempt was made to set-

tle it till 1562, when Admiral dc Coligny deem-
ing it a suitable place of refuge for the perse-

cuted Protestants of France, equipped an expe-
dition, under Jean de Uibaut. It proceeded only to

the spot now known as Savannah, in Georgia, was
revented by the Indians from penetrating to the

Mississippi, and, after great disasters and sufferings,

returned to France. A second expedition, ' under

Iten^ de Laumadere^ was dispatched to the same

point by Coligny, in 1564, which, aftar enduring

hardships similar to the former, was on the point of

reimbarkrng for Europe, when the former command-

er, Rtbaut, made his appearance on the coast, with

new recruits, and abundance of supplies. The at-

tempt of the French to settle that country exdted
the jealousy of Spain, and a force was dispatched to

dislodge them. The Spaniards, aflcr taking a fort,

liixecuted all the garrison, and affixed, on the scaffold
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wliQ^-c tjb© barbariries were perpetrated, aji inscHp-
tion thet V\2 -’ictims were killed not as Frenchmen,
but as heretics and cremies of God, A French of-

ficer De Gourgucfi, afterwards recaptured the fort,

and executed siinilar cruelties on the gL^rrison, with

the inscription that they were destroyed not as Spa-
niards, but as murderers and cut-throats. The at-

tention cf France seems to have been withheld from
this colony till about the year 1672, when it was first

known in Canada that the river of Foxes ran into a
mighty stream, which emptied itself into the Gulf
of Mexico. Little, however, was done to explore

the course of the river from Canada till the voyage
of La Salle, who, after descending the Mississippi,

returned to France. He procured the direction of
u force, which left Rochelle in 16S4, reached the

mouth of the Mississippi, and, after building a small

fort there, fell a sacrifice to the mutinous dispositions

of his own followers. No further notice seems to have
been taken of this country by France till about the

year l699, when Iberville reached the river, and as-

cended it as high as the Natchez. The name of

Louisiana was given to the country by that com-
mander, instead of the name of Florida, which both
.sides of the Mississippi had before borne. The
settlement and cultivation of the colony made a very

languid progress from the return of Iberville in 1700
till the year 1712,. when the government and a mo-
nopoly of the commerce of the country was grant-

I'd to Crosat, who, finding it unaccompanied with

profit, relinquished his privilege in 1717* It was
thus again at the disposal of the crown, and became
the foundation or rather pretext for that project ofthe

colehreted Law which uitirnatelv involved France in

such calamities. M. Bienville wab '>nointed governor

iirder the company of the Indies, and bw'^cted the spot

on which the city of New Orleans stands for the ca-

pital of the colony. The war from 1719 tt) 1721 be-

tween France and Spain was extended to this part

of the globe, and various events of that warfare tend-

ed to check the progress of itie settlement, and when
peace was restored, the internal dissensions and the

animosity of the warlike Indian tribe of the Natchez

prevented a rapid increase of prosperity. As late as

the year 1736 the establishments were few and in-

considerable, being confined to some settlements at

New Orleans, Beloxi, and the Mobile. The war
with England, which terminated in 176% had depriv-

ed France of Canada, and Louisiana having thus

became of comparatively little value, was ceded by
Franco to the crown of Spain, which, with the great*

est reluctance on the part of the inhabitants, obtain-

ed possession of it in 17G5. It remained under the

governtrent of Spain till it was ceded to France by
the treaty of St Ildefonso, confirmed by that of Ma-
drid, in 1801. As, from the war between France and
us, she coi^ not avail herself of the cession, it re-

mained unllfer the Spanish government till Bonaparte

sold it to the United State^ Commibsioners from

France received it from the !)paniards, and instantly

delivered it over to the Anglo-Americans in 1803;

a short time nfter which it was formed into an inde-

pendent state of their uniom
The war between Great Britain and the United

States having given rise to a variety of predatory in#
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cursions on the Atlantic side of America, which com- Louis

pellcd the government to adopt a most watchful and
expensive state of preparation, was i\t length direct-

ed to Louisiana. The capital, New Orleans, com-
manding the only channel of communication between
the newly-founded and rapidly increasing communi-
ties in the western territories, was deemed by tb|V:

British government a place of sufficient value
^

warrant the equipment of a most formidable expedi-

tion to secure its possession. It is situated on an ob-

long island on the left bank of the Mississippi. The
approach to it was by a pass, about one thousand yards

across, below the city, which was defended by the A-
mericans, who had thrown up a hasty line of entrench-

ments upon it, supported by batteries, and having its

flank defended by a fort on the opposite bank of the

river. As the fortifications at the mouth of the river

forbade the cntra?>ce of our fleet, there was no ac-

cess to the American lines but by passing the army
through a series of lakes In open boats. These lakes

Avere defended by a small flotilla of Americans, which
was captured or de.stroyed by a supe/ior force of

armed boats from our fleet, and thus a passage was
opened for the army to the point to be attiicked.

'J^he American forces, under General Jackson, wer<‘

at first very few in number, and for the most part

consisted of militia
;
but during tlie continuance of

the operations, tlie o’*ganised inhabitiints ol‘ Ken-
tucky and of the other districts bordering on the

Mississippi, gave them a mimerical superiority, and
in the effect of their fire demonstrated tliat the}'

were equal, if not better markmen tlian tlieir assail-

ants. With the British every thing depended on
])romptitude and decision, withtlie Americans every

delay was of vast benefit. During the preparations

for the grand attack the command of the British ar-

my had ()assed from General Keane to General

Gibbs, and from him to General Sir Edward Faklin-

ham, from wdiich changes some delay seems to hive
arisen. The British troops arrived before the Ame-
rican lines on the 24th December 18i4, after fatigues

and privations of the most severe kind. A continu-

ed skirmishing was kept from that period till the

8th of January, in whicli tlie British, from their

more exposed situation, suffered move severely than

the Americans. The attack on the lines of the Ame-
ricans was made with great vigour in fi-ont, wliilst a

detachment of the army was passed over the Mis-

sissippi. and captured the fort that flanked the line

of defence. Owing to some confusion in the party

appointed to convey the fascines and the sciding-

ladders, delays occurred of which the Americans
behind their entrenchments most ably availed

themselves. Two British generals fell in the at-

tack, the carnage among the troops was dread-

ful, and at lengtli a retreat was ordered. The
officer on whom the command had devolved, see-

ing but little hope fiom a renewed attempt, deter-

mined on abandoning the enterprise. The forces

wore withdrawn from the island by the same pas-

sages through the lakes by which they ha4 reached
it, and liaving joined the fleet on the coast, were very
soon after'rihade acquainted with the termination of
the war between Great Britain and the Ufiited

States. The loss to the British army was very
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t.ouisiana ^rciit, for out of betwixt pe^en and eight thousand

II men brought into the field, not fewer than two
i.outli.

IV^ll. The loss on the American side ap-

pears, by their accounts, to have been very incoii-

siderahle.

See Pitkin’s Sla’utical Viem of the United States.

> JJuyckinck's Lowi-

jnlma, par M; 1c Pago du J^ratz. llrackenridge’s

riexes of]Louisiana* James’ Hision/ of the American

War, Stoddart’s Louisia7ia, (w. w.)

^.tuafum I.OIJTH is a maritime county in the province of
jihI r:\tcnt I.einster, in Ireland, containing li29 Knglisli square

miles, or 210,560 English acres, dividefl into four

haroniefif and sixty-one parishes. It has the Irish

Sea on the east, the counties of Armagh and Down
on the north, Meatli on the south, and Monaghan
and Cavrn on the west. From Carlingford bay on

tlie north to Drogheda bay nn the .sculh, tlie dis-

tance is about 26 miles. P^tv'ecr these two points,

the inland boundary describe s the .segment of a cir-

cle, the greatest distance of which', from the coast,

is about 20 miles. DundulK bay runs up towirds

the centre of tiie countv, aiul diminishes its breadth

one-half at the town of that name.

Nuif.iLt Louth has mountainous tracts towards the north,

.n 1 Soil. between Dundalk and Carlingford, and on the con-

fines of Armagh ; but in other parts the surface is

ma»*keil by only gentle inequalities, or hills of no
great ele-'ation. It is in general fertile, with but

.it tic waste land, and no cMisider.ible lakes; end is

(Miibellished by a number of gentlemen’s seats,

among which, that of Mr John Foster, on bis do-

main of Collon, is the most magnificent. No place

in the ishuid,” says Mr W ikcficld, “ is nmre worthy
of notice." The Flurry, the Lagan, the Fane, and
the Dec, arc the principal streams that flow through
it, all of them from west to cast. The Boyne, for ft

sho]^!^ dii-'tancc, washes its south-eastern boundary.

LintiJstone, marl, and .slate, are the only fossil sub-

stances work.nl at present ; the first is far from be-

ing general. Lead was formerly worked on the

T^agan, near the sea-coast, and is supposed to exist

in tlie mountains which separate this county from
Armagh.

i.suiksftnd This district is divided into estates, worth from
kMrni^

I j ^Oo to L. 2000 per <i«7Kam. Only two or three

arc of greater value. Farms are, in general, larger

than in mo.st other parts ai' Ireland ; hut there are

still many very small ; in some parishes, scarcely

one above 25 acres, and in others they ftcldom ex-

tend to 80 acres. The average rent, in 1 809, was
from 30s. to Sis. the Irish acre, or :iboat 18s. 6d.

the English ; but it lias increased since, several con-

siderable farms having been let within these fi>e

years at from three to five guineas tlie Irish acre.

As the land is chiefly occupied in tillage, little atten-

tion is paid to tlic improvement of cattle and sheep

;

of the latter, thpu^ a few are ks^pl on most farms,

the number is inconsiderable. W heat and oats are

the principal corn crops, barley being very little

cultivated. The other crofia are potatoes, fiax, and
a little hemp. Clovei* and turnips are cmi-

fined to the farms of proprietors. It is onl^^thesc
that Ae general management is good ; tbttt of the

common fumers being, for the most part, slovenly.
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and their land^ requiring heavy dressings ol' lime Louth;

and marl to keep them productive, ^'cl many
the tenants are in easy circumstances, well clothed,

use meat in their families, and in every thing but
their houses and farm buildings are in a condition
superior to that of their brethren in most other part>
of Ireland. It is common to renew the leases some
time before the old ones expire, so that the tenants
arc not often changed

; but fines are frequently paid
on tliesc renewals, which carry away much of the
capital that should bo applied to the soil. Titlies

are very seldom taken in kind ; their value is ascer-
tained about the end uf‘ harvest, and the tenants
grant tlieir notes for the amount, which, tliough pay-
able ill November, is in some cases not exacted till

almost twelve months after.

In I8l6, the wages of common labour wxre about 'Va;;cs and

Is. a day, mul from Js. fid. to 2s. in hay and corn
'

harvest. Cottsrs had only 6jd. but they had a ca-
bin, half an acre of land, and gross for a cow, for

L. 2, 10s. It is to be '•egretted, that the writers of

Mason’s Parochial Survey, from which these rates

arc taken, do not also give the prices of provisions.

In 1811, according to Mr Wakefield, potatoes were
Jd. per stone, oatmeal l^s. fid. per cwt. and beef 6d.

and mutton 7d. per pound. Coid is used among the

better so’-t of fmners but the most common fuel U
tu^*f, ;ind lunong son.e of the poorest cottars only

furze. Mr Wakefield saw a number of women up-
on the fields, betw’cen (.'ohon anil Dundalk, gatlicr-

iiig dry dung to serve them as fuel ; and this prac-

tice, he adds, is common ovc’* all the county.

Louth carries on tJie linen Huuiufacture to a con- MamiM--

siderahle extent. About 2000 acres have been under
flax in some years, and In one year 1 1,590 bushels of

seed have b^^en wived. This quantity of seed ib much
greater tlian is produced in any other county of

Ireland. Dow' las, slieetiiigs, and other fabrics, are

made to a great aniouiit, and sold at Drogheda,
from w hence they are sent, partly in an unfinished

.state, to the English markets. At Colloii they make
linen of various qualities, part of which is also sold

unbleached. The weavers cam about ‘!s. or 2s. .fid.

a (lay. Cambrics have long been manufactured at

Dund;ilk. The cotton manufacture, also, was in a

flourishing condition at Collon when Mr Wakefield

wrote ; IfiOO looms being employed in calico weav-
ing by two individuals in that neighbourhood, at

wages nearly the same as tlmse of the linen weavers.

A stocking factory lias also been established at

Collon.

’('he town® are Drogheda, Dundalk, ('arJingford, To»n^

Dunleer, Ardee, and (JoUon. Drogheda, situated on

the noHh bank of the Boyne, which is navigable tp

the town, its liberties extending into the county m
Meath, is a place of considerable ti*ade., with a po-

pulation of 15,000. Large quantities of corn are

shipped here for the English market, particularly

for Livorpo;.], which I’cs nearly on a line with it on

the opposite coast. The battle of tlie Bo3mp is

commemorated b}'^ atM>belisk erected on the banks of

the river, at the second milestone from this town ina

the road to Slane. Dundalk, the shire and osabe

town, though its harliour is not so good as dial; of

Droglieda, is a place a£ importance both for ils
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trade and population. At Dundalk, Edward, the

brother of Robert Bruce of Scotland, was proclaini-

.
ed King of Ireland, the last of its resident inonarchs,

if his snort and precarious dignity entitle him to the

name. Carlingl'ord, situated on the bay of that

nanie;^8 an inconsiderable place ; its harbour being

unsafe in roiigli weather, is little i'n*fjuented by
,sliij)j)ing except for the ex])ort of butler. Diinleer

and Ardee, tiiough parliamentary boroughs before

the Union, have been many years in a state of decay.

Collon, which ow es much of its increase to Mr John
I'’ostcr, is now a considerable village, pleasantly si-

tuated on the higlily ormimented domain of that

gentleman.

Louth county returns tw’o members to Parlia-

ment, and the towns of Drogheda and Dundalk
one each. Lord Roden and Mr John Foster liave

a commanding influence both in the county and* in

tlic borough of Dundalk. In ] 790 the population

was .')7,7.^i(), in which, according to Mr Wakefield,

the Catholics are to the Protestants as fifteen to one.

Mucli of the ])cr.sonal property belong.s to the for-

mer, and considerable estates are held by Lord
Southwell and other Catliolics. Two Catholic

gentlemen are called on the grand jury. From the

increase in some of the parishes, described in the

Parochial Survey, it is probable that the population

of' tliis county had increased considerably, perhaps

one third, since 1790.

See the general works referred to under the for-

mer Irish counties, and the articles Louth, Drog-
heda, and Dummlk, in the Encyclopccdia. (a.)

LUC (John Andrew he), a natural philosopher

of great merit and celebrity, born at Geneva, 8th

February J727, was the son of Jame.s Francis de
Iaic, descended from a family who had emigrated

from laicca, and settled at Geneva, in the hfteeiitli

century.

His lather was the author of some very respect-

able publications in refutation of Mandeville, and
otlier sceptical writers ;

and he bad the meaiih of
giving Jiis son an excellent education, although he
found it convenient to establish him in a commercial

engagement, w'hich principally occupied the first

forty-six years of lus life, without any other inter-

ruption than that which w^as occasioned by some
juurnics of business into tlie neighbouring countries,

and a feAv scientific excursions among the Alps

:

during these, how^ever, he collected by degrees, in

conjunction witli his brother William Antony, a
splendid museum of mineralogy and of natural his-

tory in general, w^hich is still preserved at Geneva
by the younger Deluc, his nephew. He took, at

same time, his share of the public business of the

Sate, as one of tlic council of 1^00, and he is still re-

membered witli respect by his fellow citizens, though
he revisited them but once, and tliat for a few days
only, after his emigration, which was the consequence

of some unexpected misfortunes in commerce. Fie

bore them with fortitude, ^ he rather rejoiced

than lamented at the change his pursuits, when
he Memoved to England in 1 77^* .

He was made a

Fellow of the Royal Society inthe same year, and was
appointed Reader to the Queen ; a situation which
he continued to Jjold for forty-four years, and which
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afforded him botli leisure and a cornjietent income. Luc.

In the latter part of his life he obtained leave to per- ^
form several tours in Switzerland, France, Holland,

and Germany ; in this last country lie passed six

years, from 17()8 to 1804; and after hi.s return

he undertook a Geological Tour through Fingluiul.

When he was at Gottingen, in the bj^nning of li^.

German Tour, he received the complmient of being

appointed Honorary Profesisor of Geology in that

University; but he never entered on the active

duties of a professorship. lie Avas alhO a Correspond-

ent of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and a mem-
ber of several other scientific associations.

His favourite studies were geology and meteoro-
logy. The situation of liis native country Jiad na-

turally led iihii to contem])latc the peculiarities t>f

the earth's structure, and the pro]>crtii*s of the at-

mosphere, as particularly displayed in rnoinilainoii^

countries, and as subservient to the measui cmcnt of

heights. He inherited from his father a sincere ve-

neration for the doctrines of Christianity^ and a dis-

position to defend the Mosaic account of the date of

the creation, against the incredulity of the age. Ili*'

royal patroness was most anxious to encourage and
promote his labours in this field

; and be is univer-

sally allowed to have bad great success in removing
the specious objections which had been advanced by

his antagonists, against the comparatively recent for '

mation of the present continents. The testimony of

Cuvier is sufficient to establish his cliaractcr in this

capacity, and to place him, at the same time, in tlu*

first rank of modern geologists. His original ex-

periments, relating to meteorology, arc, liow'evcr, not

less valuable to the natural philosoplier ; and he dis-

covered majiy facts of considerable importance re-

lating to heat and moisture. He noticed the disap-

pearance of heat in the thawing of ici‘, about the saiiu'

time that Black founded on it bis ingenious hypotlic-

mi of latent heat: lie ascertained that water was more
dense about 4()‘^ of Fahrenlieit than at the tempera-
ture of freezing, expanding equally on each side ol‘

the maximum : and he was the original author of

the opinion lately readvanced by Mr Dalton, that

the quantity of aqueous vapour, contained in any
s])acc, is independent of tlie presence or (h'lisity oi*

the air, or of any other clastic fluid ; though it ap-
jietirs difficult to reconcile this opinion with some of

the experiments of our author's great rival, Saiissure,

a philosopher who, as he very candidly allows, made,
in many respects, more rapid progress in hygrome-
try than himself. Dcluc’s comparative experiments
on his own hygrometer, and on Saussure's, show on-
ly tlrnt both are imperfect

; but it may he inferred

from them, that a mean between both would in ge-
neral approach mucJi nearer to the natural scale

than either taken separately. It appears also pro-
bable, that Saussure's is rather less injured by time
than Deluc's, whidl has been found to indicate a
greater degree of mean moisture every year than the
last.

He was a man of warm feeling.s, and of gentle
and oblong manners, fulfilling on occasions the
variousf'Wuties of a husband, a father, a master, and
a friend

; at the same time, that his literary and
scientific merits, and his unremitting attention to
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Lu(’. tiic service of the Queen, ensured her respect and

kindness; he saw her daily for many years, and

in his last illness, which was long and painful, she

showed him repeated marks of benevolent regard,

lie died at Windsor, on tlie 7th of November 1817,

leaving a variety of works, which will long be re-

memhered in die scientific world.

'"'1
, Jkcherchi^^ur les modi/ications da Vatmosphere,

l \r. 1. Geneva, 1772.'\4 v. 8. Par. 1784. Con-

tuining many accurate and ingenious exjicriraents on

moisture, evaporation, and the indications of hygro-

meters and thermometers, applied to the employ-

oiient of the barometer in the measurement of the

height of mountains.

2. delation de dijfvrens *i'Oi/a^€s dans leu Alpes de

Fandpny, 12. Maestricht, 1771* Written princi-

pal!}' by Dentand, wlio accompanied the two Delucs

ni these exjiedilion'i.

.1. Acvounl ofa new hmromcicr Phil, Trans, 1773,

p. 4()i. Like a mercuriarihcniiometer, with an ivory

j)iilh, which expanded by moisture, and caused the

mercury to descend.

I, Buies for mcasuun;^ heights hy the barometer,

Phil. Trans. 1771
,

p- *Pho first correct rules

that had been made public.

ri. Barojneirical ohservations on the drpth ()f the

viines in the Harz. Phil. Trans. 1777, p* tOl. Ex-
.im])les of the application of the rules.

(i. An essay on pyrometry and areomelry* Phil,

Trans. 1778, p, 11 A paper containing maii}^ va-

luable reniarlvs on physical measures in general.

T. Letlrcs physirpies et morales sur Vhistoire de la

ierrey G v. 8. J Ingiie, J77H. Dedicated to the

(Juecn ;
relating) particislarly lo the app<'arances of

mounlaiiis, and to the anticpiity of the h iman race ;

i‘Xj)laining tiu* six day*, of the Mosiiic creation as so

many perituU, preceding the epoch of the actual

stale ol'tlie globe
;
and attributing the deluge to the

fillip up of cavities, supposed to have been left void

m the interior of the earth. The whole work is in-

termixed with interesting observations on men and

manners.

S. A second paper concetiiing some barometrical

measuremenls in the inines of the Harz- Phil. Trans.

1779, p. 485.

9- Leltr^s sur quelgues partie.t de la Suisse. 8.

1781- Also addressed to the Queen.

] 0. 'Nomelks idees sur la ineteorologic. 2 v. in 3.

8. Loud. 1787. A very valuable collection of ob-

servations and experiments, including some original

remarks on electricity.

II. Several papers on hygromeiry, on vapour, and
rain, on meteorology in general, oji expansion, and on

refraction, in Rozi^?f's de Phusique, XXX.,
xxxn., xxxvL, xxxvii., xlh'i.

J2. Some letters On the physical history of the

earth, in the Monthly Review, enlarged, especially

June 1790, and Vol. ll. Appendix.
13. On hygrometry, Phil. Irakis, 1791, p. 1,

38.9. In one of these very important papers, the

'whalebone hygrometer is described.

14. On evaporation, Phil, Trans, 179?, p. 400.

Among the fundamental principles laid do^in this

}mper, the independence ofvapour and airia aiflcrted.

15. Lettres sur Vhistoire physique dc la ierre. 8.
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Ear. 1798. Addressed to Professor Blumenhacli, lau*.

and publi.shed by Mr Emery, a clergyman at Paris. '

'fhe substance had already appeared in the Journal
dc Physique for I79O, 1791, and 1798. We find in
this volume an essay written lor a prize at Haarlem,
in 1791, but without success, On the existence of a
general principle of viornlily. It coj^taiiisan interest-
ing account of some conversations of tlu? author witli

Voltaire and Pousscau.

If). Lcltic.s .mr ['education religieusc dc Venfance,
8. Berlin, 1799.

17. Bacon tel qii il cst, 8. Berlin, 1800. Showing
the bad faith of the French translator, who had
omitted many passages favourable to revealed rcli-

gion.

18. Precis dc lu philosophic de Bacon. 2 v. 8. Par.
1802. Giving an intere.sting view of the progr .ss

of natural .science.

19' Lettres surle Ciiristianumc, Berlin and Hano-
ver, ISOl, 1803. A correspondence with Mr Tel-
ler.

20. f0roduction a la phy.siquc tenestre par Ics

Jiuides expansiblcs. S. Par. 1803*

21. Trailc etemcntaire sur le flitide galvanique. X.

Paris, 1801.

22. A pajfcr on lams. Jownat des Mnies, cxv.

Nicliolson, XX.
23. 24. Several articles in the British Critic, and

in tile Monthly Magadne.
2,5. Trailc clementa ire. de geologie. 8. Paris, J8O9.

Also ill English, by Delafite, the same year. I'his

voluiiH* is less strictly introductory to geology than
the Letiics sur la tc?te. it is principally iiiti'uded as

a refutation of the ^^llcallian system oi* Hutton and
Plaj'fair, who deduced the changes of the earth’s

structure from the o})t'i ation of fire, and attributed

a higher antiquity to the present state of the (‘on-

tineiits than is required in the Neptunian system,

adopted by Oeliic <il‘ter Dolomieu.

2b‘. Me .sent to tJie Hoyal Society, in 1809, a long

paper On separating the vhemiad J'rom the electrical

effects of the pde, with u description ol’ the Elcctrti

column and aerial electroscope

;

In wliicl) h(‘ ad\’an-

ced opinions little in unison with the latest disco-

veries of the day, especially with those of the pre-

sent President of the Society, that the council pn»-

hably thought it would hi* cillier encouraging erroi

or leading to controversy to admit llicin into the

Transactions. He had, indeed, on other occasions,

kIu»\^ n somewhat too much scepticism in the rejec-

tion of lurw facts ;
and had never been convinced

iweu of Mr Gavendish'.s all important disco*, cry ol

tl’e conqiosition of water. The papi'r uas after-

wards published in Journal (XXVI.)
,

and the dry column described in it wms constructed

by vai*ious experimental philosophers. U exhibited

a contiiiual vibrating motion, w*hich was made meuf

sensible by the sound ofa little bell, struck by the ]>t'n ^

duliuu ateach alternation ; and the.vihration W'as more

or less rapid, aeeording to the state of the atmospheri-

cal electricity, and ^cording to other circumstanet s

affecting the coliuntflf but the motion ceased at last,

after a continuance of several months, or perha|hs

3''ears. Tliere are also papers in Volume.^ XXI.
XXll XXVIl X> VHI. XXXII. XXMII, and
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Ia\c XXXV., mostl; 0/i chclricii^ (i:id geilvaniswif toge-

Jl tlic livitli une or. hvgrolo^y, a Letter to Bode on
.uLimeter,

fanci:^! theory of the origin of the

Heat derived from compremon ; some of them are

dated from Aslifield, near Honiton, in Devonshire.

‘27.iii ihePhilosoplikalMagazine, Volumes XXXV.
XLli. XLIII. and XLV., there are also some papers

On electricity and geology

y

especially on tluit of St

Michaels Mount, of Vesuvius^ and of Norlhumbet-

land

;

and a note On the sympathetic vihraiions of

the pendulums of two clocks, placed near each otlier.

28. Geolopcal travels in the north of Europe^ 8.

Lond. 1810.

29. Geological travels in England. 2 v. 8. Lond.

1811.

30. Geological travels in Siviizerland and Ger-

many. 2 V. 8. Lond. 1818.

31. An “ Abridgment of geohgyi published in

1817/* when he m^us in liis ninetieth year, is men-
tioned as one of his best works

;
but it seems to

Iiave been only a repiiblication or a traiu^tion of

some funner treatise, ]ierhap8 the Traite Btfitentaire.

{Philosophical Magazine

^

Nov. 1817. Monod
and Weiss, in Biographic Universellc, XXV, 8,

Wavis, 1820.]
' {o. n.)

LUCIMETEIl.—rhis name has been given to an

apparatus employed by Bouguer for measuring the

intensity of the light wliitli proceeds from dift'erent

bodies.

In the case of two Jamps or candles burning near

to each olhey, the intensity of the light may be com-

piU'wl, by comparing tiie intenbity of the shadows ol*

.in adjacent bixly. The shallow produced by inter-

lasing the body in the stronger light is darker than

its shadow, formed by the interposition of the body
in the rays of the weaker ; because the first shadow
is enligliteried only by the light it receives fi’om the

weaker light, whilst tlie other shadow is inorestrung-

iy enlightened by the light IVom the stronger light,

liul tills irietliod will not serve for comparing the in-

tensity of the light of the sun and moon, for the

light of tlie sun so greatly exceeds the other, tliat

when botli sun and moon are visiblt* at the same

time, tile light of the moon is ftu’ ttxi weak for any

sliadow to be formed by intercepting it.

For iJie purpose of measuring and comparing the

intensity oi’the light of the sun and moim, Bouguer
reduced the light ol'tiie sun and of the moon till the

light aptieaved to be equal to that of a candle. The
eye is able to judge w'helher or not two lights are

I'lpuil ; but if tlu‘ lights arc unequal, it is impossible

to esStiniate by inspection how much the one exceeds

the other. Being able to calculate how inucli he had
reduced the light of the sun and of the moon, lie was
enabled to say what pro^Mirtion their light bore to

that of the candle.

For tlie former, Bouguer, when the sun was at an
elevation ol‘ "1 degrees above the horizon, received

tile light into u dark room, through a hole of

/g of an inch in diameter. ,Jn this hole was placed

a concave glass to weaken ti&^liight, by making the

rays diverge more than tliey wowta in passing through

the hole witJiout a concave glass. He received tJie

image formed by the divergent rays at a distance of

live or six feet, by interposing a skreen, which form-

L u e
ed a right section of ctme of divergent rays: this Lucimetcr.

right section was a round image of the sun, of
‘ “ “

of on inch in diameter ;
therefore the; light was di-

niiiiisheJ by the square oftliat nuuil)er 1 l,fi64, since

tliL light received dirough a hole of one line in ilia-

meter was diffused over a circle of 1 08 lines in dia-

meter, and of 1164 times the are**. This light he
found equal to that of a candle pitted at u dlstafte

of l6‘ feet.

He employed the same concave glass to rt'Ceivo

the liglit of the full moon ; the 1 luon being nearly

at its mean di.5tanre from the earth, and at 31 de-

gi*ees of JLltitude; the same altitude as Mi* sun had in

his observation of that luminary. Tlie light of the

moon being weak, he received tlie image at of an
inch from the concave glass^ and then the light of
Uie image was so weak us to be equal to the light

of a candle at the distance of 50 feet.

Now tlie light of the moon was dinunlslied in the

proportion of the square of oi»e Lo sixty-four, which
is the square o^the diauieter of its circular image. If

the light of the moon had been diminished 11,66

1

times, it w'oiild have been equal to tlie light of the

candle removed to a distance of 67 J feet; for as 8,

the diameter of tlie image, is to 50, the distance, st;

is 108 the diameter of the image when the light i."

reduced 1 l,()r)4 times, to 075 feet, distance of the

candle, wliich would proiluce that degree of liglit

Therefore the light of tlie sun being equal to tluit oi

a caiidJ ' placed at the distance of lO inches, ami tlu

light of the moon being cejufj to the light of tlu‘

same candle placed at the distance of 075 fee;, that

is, 8 1 00 inches, it follows that the light of the sun is

to the light of the moon as 05,0 10,000, the squart

of 8 KM), is to 256, the square of 16. This experi-

ment gave the liglit of the sun 256,289 times great-

er than the light of tlie full moon. Ifouguer lu.d re-

sults somewhat different from otluv experiments,
and taking a mean of tliese results, he condudes thai

the light oi* the sun is 300,000 times gre.'iter than
the light of tlio full moon. The light of the moon,
Avhen collected into a focus by a concave minor,
wdiicli condenses the liglit into a space 3C6 times less

tJian tlie natural state of tlie liglit, produces no sen-
sible heat.

Bouguer found, by a process similar tq that above
described, that the light ofthe full moon, 'when elevat-

ed 66*^ 11', w’as to the light of the full moon elevated

19® 16' above the horizon, as 2500 tlie square of 50,

to 168 1 the square of 41. The sun at the harbour
of Croisic in Brittany, where Bouguer made his ex-

periments, has the same apparent altitudes of 66® 1
1

'

and 19® 16' at the summer and winter solstices ; and
he concludes that the intensity of the light of the sun
at the summer solstice is to the intensity of its light

at the winter solstice, in the above mentioned ratio

of 2500 to 1651, or about three to two- He found
that the light of the moon when neai* tlie hoiizon,

and about to set, was 2000 times less than the light

of the moon elei^ed 66® 11'. This difference in

the light of heavenly bodies, when at different aJti-

tudes, proceeds from the want of tran^renee in the

air ; when the heavenly body is not mudi ele-

vated swve the horizon, the rays proceeding from it

have a greater distance of atmosphere to pass through

1
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Lucimetcr than the rays from the same body at a greater a3ti-

tiule ; and the rays from a heavenly body in the zc-
Malus.

^
proceed in the direction of a diameter, and there-

fore traverse the atmosphere by the shortest path.

Bouguer calculates that the mass* of air passed

through by the rays from a heavenly body at

ly, is cc]\iaL to a supposed mass of air ol‘ the uniform

density of die^'ildr at |j^e surface of the earth, 4275

toibcs in thickness ;
and that the mass of air passed

through by the rays from a heavenly body 19^ lb' in

altitude, is equal to a supposed mass of air of the

density of the air at the surfacCj and of 1 1,7‘i4f

toises in thickness.

He concludes that light is diminished o’*

about by passing througli a mass of air of the

uniform density of the air at tlie surface, and 7 tbf)

toises in thickness. The rays iVoni a heavenly body
near the horizon are likcAvise impeded by the ter-

rc'strial vapours, which v;u y in density^ and render

the intensity of the light a hcavtuily body at the

h(n*izoii various at diffn c ni tiiiu‘S. The same cause

renders the quantity <* ilu’ letraction of tlie heaven-
ly bodies at the horizon inucrtaiu.

In certain states ol‘ the air, the discs of the sun

and moon, when nl the horizon, aj»pear somewh.at

elliptii* ; the apparent vertical diameter being less

than the horizontal. This is occasioned by the greater

refraction of tlie air thrcnigli which the under limb

is seen
;
which refraction elevates the a})parcnt place

*.f tlic under limb, by a quantity sensibly greater

tlian that quantity of rcTraetioii by whicli the upper
limb is raised. This alteration of figure, and the

colour of the’ rising aiul setting sun and moon, indi-

cate the greate r or le.^s cjuaiitity of vapour ditiii.scd

in the air, and arc ii^fully referred to by the sea-

man and farmer a> jirogiKi-stlc indications of the

wciathcr,

i, tj. s-

The existence of a ipeater or le.ss quantity of va-
pour mixed with the air is also indicated by the dif-
ferent degrees of intensity of the blue colour of the,
sky. Some are of opinion, that this colour depends
on the colour of the mass of air which forms the
atmosphere ; others maintain, that it arises from the
darkness of space seen through the interposed atmo-
spliere. Tlie blue? colour of the sky increases in in-
tensity from the horizon to the zenith, and is parti-
cularly intense when sc*eri from the elevated parts ol
tlie Al)>s, beciiuse in that situation there are few
terrestrial vapours mixed witli the air, and it is the
white colour of these vapours which renders the blue*

less intense in lower situations. For the purpose of*

estimating and noting its intensity, it is compared
with diflerent tints of blue painted on a card, as de-
scribed under the article C van o meter.

See Es&ai d\jj4iipfe sur la grcidation de la lumiere,
par Bonguer ; and Voyage de Huinboldt^/^c/c/fioa
hisloritjuv, Chaj). III. p. 2.^31. fy.)

a district in the eafstern part of the Persian
pr»)\ince of Mekran. It is of a circular form, and
bouiuled on tlirec sides by an immense range of
moimUiins. The face of the country is fiat and
sandy, ])rodiiciiig abundant crops of every species of
grain. There are four passes through the moun-
tains, two of which lead into Sinde, one int(» Mekran,
and one into Baloueliistiin. 'fhe present chief, Jani
Meer Mahomed Khan, ean bring into the field 4000
irregular troops, and drawa a revenue of o0,000 ru-
pees. The dilferent towns and districts arc goveni-
ed by petty e)iii‘fs, independent in their district,

though owning tlie supremacy of Mahomed Khan.
'Pile capital is Jiayla, but tlie chief maritime port is

Somnieany. Lus is sup})osed to be the country of
the ancient OriUc.—A’c/^a/mrg/e Gazetteer, or Gcogra^
pfiical Dictionary^

M AL
MALUS (Stephen I>«f.wis), the discoverer of

the Laws of the Polarisation of Light, born at Paris,

2.3d June 177.'), was the son of Anne Lewis Malus
dll Mitry, and of Louisa Charlotte Desbov'cs, his

wife.

Tlis father had a place in the Treasury of France,

and gave him an excelli'iit education at home in ma-
thematics and in the fine arts ; as well as in classical

literatan*, wdth which he rendered himself so fami-

liar, as to retain many passages of the Iliad in ino-

raory throughout his life?. At seventeen he w'as ncK

mitted, after a severe examination, as a pupil of the

School of Military F4ngineers; and about the same
time he amused himself with writing a regular tra-

gedy in verse on the death of Cato. He soon dis-

tinguished himself in his militiiry studies, and he was
about to obtain a commission as an ofl5cer,‘/3l(®ien an

order of the minister Rouchotte imputed to Kim the

offence of being a suspected person, probably on ac-
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count of the .sitimtion held by his father, and he was
di.smis.‘?ed from the school. He was then obligeil to

enter the army a.s a private soldier in the 5th battalion

of ParLs, and lie was employed in this capacity on the
fortifieatioii.s of Dunkirk. Here he was soon distin-

guished by Mr Lepere, the director ol‘the uorks, as

superior to his accidental situation
;
and he was- hcleet-

ed as one of the young men who w ere to constitute

the members of the Kcole Polytechnupie, then to be
established upon tlie roeommendation and under lh(‘

d roction of Monge, who immediately chose liini,

from a previous knowledge of his merit, as one of

the twenty that were to be made instructors of the

re.st. This body constituted, at tliat moment, the

only refuge of the ,ti|j|j|(nces in France, anil tlie en-

thusiasm of its mefiioi^s was proportionate to the

advantages which they enjoyed, and to the import-

ance of the trust committed to them. In the three

years which he passed in this institution, he was
n r
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much employed, among other applications of the

highergeometry, in pursuing the mathematical tlieory

of optics, a department of science in which he was

afterw^arcls so eminently to distinguish hi)nscir by

experimental discoveries. He was then, how'ever,

obliged to abandon for a time the pursuit of scienti-

fic investigations, and he was admitted into the

corps of engineers, with the seniority of Ins former

rank in the school. He served in the army of the

.Sombre and Meuse ; he was present at the passage

of tlie Rhine in 17.07, and at the affairs of “ Ukratz**

and Altcnkirch. While he was in Germany, he

formed an engagement wnth Miss Koch, tlie daughter

of the Chancellor of the University of Giessen, and

he was on the point of marrying licr, when he was

obliged to join the Egyptian expedition. He was

present in tliat eamj)aign, at the battles of CliebreVs,

and of the Pyramids ;
he was at the affair of Sabish,

at the siege of El Arisli, and at tliat of Jaffa. After

tlie surrender of that plae(', he was employed in the

repairs of tlic fortifications, and in the establishment

of military hospiUils. Here he was attacked by the

plague, and fortunately recovered from it without

any medical assistance, lie was then sent to fortify

Damiclta ; lie was afterwards at the battle of He-
liopolis, at tlie affair of Ccniim, and at the siege of

Cairo. After the capitulation with tlie Engli.sJi, he

(‘luliarkctl on board of the transp<irt Castor, and ar-

rived in h'ranee the 52f)th OctobeT ISOl. His liealth

uas cxliausted, and his spirits were broken, by ia-

ligue and anxiety ; but Iiis attachment to Jiis be-

trothed bride was undiininishod, and ho hastened to

Germany to fulfil his engagement : his fidelity w'as

rewardetl, during the eleven years that he survival,

by the most constant and affectionate attention on

t!u' part of his wife; and she died a year or two
al’ter him, a victim to the same disease which had
l)i‘en fatal to her husband.

He bad, however, enough of strength and vigour

oi* constitution remaining, to enable him, besides tlie

ofiieial siiperiiitondenee of the works carrying on a»

Antwer}) and at Stvasburg, to pursue the stiuly of his

fivoiirite sciences ; and upon occasion of a prize ques-

tion, ])roposrd by the Institute, he undertook the in-

vestigation {jf the extraordinary refraction of Iceland

crystal, whidi the experiments of Dr Wollaston had
lately show n to agree very accurately wnth tlie law\s

laid down by Huygens
;
and besides completely

confirming all Dr Wollaston's re.snlts, he had the

good fortune greatly to extend the Huygenian di.s-

eovTry of the ])eeuliar modification of light produced
by the action of sueli cry.stals, which New^ton had
distinguished by the name Polarity, and which
Mains now found to bo pr<i(luced in a variety of

circumstances, independently of the action of cry-

.stallized bodie.s. It seems natural to suppose that

the investigation of the law's ol’ the internal reflection

of light, at the second surface of tlie crystals, must
Iiave led him to the discovery of the effects of fiblique

reflection in other circumstances ; but according to

Biot, there was more of acci in his actual pro-

gress ;
for ho informs us that had been look-

ing through a piece ol* crystafw the image of tlie

‘iun, reflected from tlie window ^ of the Luxembourg,
to the house in the Rue d’Enfer, where he lived.

.and that he was much surprised to find one of the

double images disappear in a certain position of the
crystal ; although the next day, at a different hour, he
could no longer observe the phenomenon, from tlie

;dtcration of the angle of incidence.

'J'he merit of his discovery was soon acknowdedg-
cd by Ins election as a Member of t])i^/|nstitute, as

well as by the adjudication of a BieiogE^^Medal from
the Roi al Society of Londoi1j‘'on the^Toundation of
Count Rumford. It lias been thought creditable to

the Royal Society to have conferred this distinction

in the time of a war between the tw'o countries

;

but if any credit were due for only doing justice

conscientiously, it wmuld attach, on this occasion, to

those members of the Council, who saw their own
optical speculations in great clanger from the new
mass ofevidence, W'hieh appexired likely to overthrow
them, at least in the public opinion, and w'lio were
still the most active in offering this tribute ofapplause
to the more fortunate labours of a rival.

Nor w as the rcanuneration of Malu.s confinc'd to

empty lionours only
; he obtained promotion, from

the liberality of the rrcnch government, in his own
profession Afi a military AfAN ; and this not for

services performed in the field, nor even in a diflicult

and dangerous expedition to unknown regions, but
for experiments made with safety and tranquillity

in his owni closet. That government had not carried

the refined principle of the division of labour so far,

as to iiave resolved that all ])nblic encouragement
.should be limited to the preeise de})artment in which
a public service bad been ] lerformed ; and a mark
of distinct ion, wliieli a gentleman could accept with-
out degradation, w'as not deemed an incommensurate
remuneration for a di.seovery in ab.straet science,

.Such a refinement, which has been practically intro-

duced in our own matchless country, might a])pear,

to a m<an v\lu) had a lieart, something worse than
sordid

; he might fancy that a great nation, as well
as a grc»at individual, should trcMt its dependents,
“ not according to their deserts, but after its own
honour and dignity if, howeviM-, a ])erson in office

happened to have any thing like a heart about him,
the outcry of an indiscriminating opposition would
soon teach him to silence its dictates.

AfttllM-

1. Mr Malus's first jmblication appears to have
been a paper ()?/ an unknown branch of the Nile, in

the first volume of the Decade Egyptienne. 2. He
jn-csonted to the Institute a mathematical Traits
d'opfiquc, before the completion of his experiments
on doulilo refraction ; it was published in the Mc-
inoircs prescnlcs a VTnstitvt, 1 1 . 4. Paris, 1810. 3, His
more inqiortant discoveries were first made known
in the second volume of the ^]^:7m)^rrs d'Aicueih 8.

Paris, 1800 ; and again, 4. in the Theory of double
refraction. Mem, prds. a I'Inst. II. a paper which ob-
tained a prize the 2d January 1810. 5. In a short
Essay on the mrasurement of the refractive force of
opaque bodies, contained in tJie same volume, he em-
ploys the method, before made known by Dr Wollas-
ton, for conducting the experiment, and computes the
tbrce.s concerned upon the Newtonian hypothesis ; #
applied,.^however, in a manner somewhat arbitrary
to the drcumstaiices of the problem. 6. Remarks
on swnc nciv optical phenomena- Mim, Inst Sc. 1810,
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p. l05, Paris, 1814, read 11th March 1811. This

xVlXalu l>*iper is priiiciiwilly intended to prove that two ])or-

tions of lijfht are always polarised together in oppo-

site directions, and that no part of the light con-

cerned is destroyed, as Dr Young had been inclin-

ed to suspej(?t^;” the author found that ligJit transmit-

ted ohliqueM^ough a number of parallel glasses at

:i proper any^becon^ at last completely polarised.

Mr Aragohad discovered a case which appeared to be

an exception to the general law of the ])olariKatioii of

transmitted light, but it wa.s afterwards readily ex-

plained from tlio theory of the production of co-

lours by interference, as applied to transniilted light.

A letter, containing the substance of this paper, was

published in Thomson's III. 53.07, Apr. 1814,

on occasion of some discoveries of Dr Prewstcr,

which had been sujiposed to be wholly new. 7- On
phenomena acrompainjing rcjVaciion and jTjkdion, p.

llii; re.id 27th May, showing the universality of

pol.irisiitioii at a proper iinglc, and examining the

etfect of a metallic surface. 8. On ihc ru ix nfrejrac^

fion of cn/.\ials, p. 143 ; < Inscribing an apparatus for

tinding the properties of bodies with res})cct to po-

larised light, np]>lic(l to the determination of thi*

axis of crystals, and to the exuniination of the struc-

ture of organized bodie.s, which appear in general to

have certain axes ot' polarisation, as well as those

whicli are manifestly cry stall i zed.

The zeal and energy of Mains supported him to

the last, not only in tlie continuance' of these inter-

esting investigations, but also in bis duties as an
examiner at the Lro/c ralj/icchnitpir. He died,

21th February 1812, universally regretted by tJie

lovers of science in all countries, and deeply lament-

ed by bis colleagues, who said of him, as Newton
tlid of Coles, that if his life had been prolonged, we
.should at la.st “ have known .something ” of the lau ^

of nature.

(Delaiiibre, M. Inst. I8](), F. XXVfl. Biot in

Biographic Zhiivcr.\dlCf XXVI. 8. Bar. 1820.)

(t. V.)

MALWAH, an extensive province of llindosLaii,

situated principally between the 22d and 23d de-

grees of northern latitude. On the north it is bound-

ed by the provinces of Ajnieer and Agra, on the

east by Allahabad and Gundwancli, on tlic south by
Khandeibh and Bcrar, and on the west by Ajmeer
and Gujerat, being in length about 250 miles, and
in breadth 150. 'I'ill very recently, the whole of this

territory was in tlic occupation of the Mali rat tas,

the capitals of Dowiet Row Sindca and lioikar

being both in it, and within 80 miles of each
Ollier. Malwali is a very elevated region, us nu-

merous rivers have their sources in it, and descend
in every direction. The principal of these are the

Narbudda, Chumbul, Sopra, and Cune. The land

is, however, extremely fertile, the soil being in ge-
neral a hue black mould, which produces cotton,

opium, sugar, indigo, tobacco, and all the vuricus

grains of India, besides furnishing pasture for nu-

inerous herds of cattle, (locks of sheep, &;c. Like
Bengal and some other provinces, it has; two liar-

vests, the first or superior ending in Aprif^ the se-

cond or inferior in October. The tobacco, particu-

larly that of the district of Bilsali, is highly esteem-
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ed, and carried to all parts of the country. The
other articles of its produce are sent to Gujerat, I'

Broach, or into the eastern provinces, by the rivers

which communicate with the Jumna. Bickermajeet,
one of the most celebrated rajahs of Hindostan, of
whom there is any authentic history, reigned over
Malwah ; he overran many of the other provinces,

and compelled their princes to pay him tribute, and
acknowledge him as their lord paramount. Such
was his fume, that the Hindoos have adopted his

reign as one ot their eras. It commenced 57 years
before the birth of Christ. His capital was situated

about a mile to the northward of Oujain, and bore
the same name*. This province was conquered by
the Mahometans in the middle of the thirteenth cen-
tury ; but on the death of the emperor BaJin, in

128fi, the governor DiJavur Khan rebelled, and laid

the foundation of an independent kingdom, which
lasted upwards of 170 years. Their ca[iJlal wuk
Mundu, a very extensive cily, .situated in the hilL,

20 miles south of Oujain. Malwah w^as subdued,
and its capital taken by the Mogul emperor Homa-
yon, in the year 1534, and remained annexed to the

empire of Delhi till after the death of Aurungzebe
in 1707, when it w’as invaded, and by degrees taken
possession of by the Mahruttas ; by w hom it was di-

vided into several portions among the chiefs, accord-

ing to the gradual progress of their arms, which has

caused such an intermixture of their territories, that

it is extremely difficult to discriminate them. Tlie

ancient landholders, called Grassiaii, still retain pos-

session of some of the hill forts, and exact contri-

butions from the adjoining districts
; and a portion

of the southern part of the province was till lately

held by the Pinduree chiefs, whose incursions into the

British dominions brought on the late Mahratta war.-—
Edinbiugh Gazetteer., or Gcoorapfncal JJictionaiy.

MARiMONTEL (Jkax FiiAN^oxs), a celebrated

French writer, w^as born in 1723 at the picturesque

village of Burt, in the Limousin, in a family little

removed above the rank of peasantry. Like many
other distinguished literary men of France, lu'

owed the early part of Ins cducuti m to private

charity and gratuitous public institutions. IJi.s

parents destined him for trade; but his love Ibr

study induced him to assume the' clerical Jiubit.

and to obtain admittance into tlie Academy of Bit

Jesuits at Clermont. While there he procured a

subsistence, by acting, during bis leisure hours, us a

private tutor to some of the more opulent student.s.

He then went to Toulouse, where he delivered lec-

tures in philosophy will) considerable reputation, and

gained an academical prize^ His disappointment as

to another prize opened i'or him a correspondence

with Voltaire, which finally led to hi.s depurturc from

'I'oulouse for Paris, where he obtained the personal

acquaintance of his illustrious cui respondent, who
at that time extended the must friendly encouragt-

aient to all yiuing men posscs.scd of any talents lor

poetry.

At the time of Mptoontel’s urriva! in the c^ipitul,

in 1745, the prizeS^^roposed b)^ the Aeadem} open-

ed up one of the sliortest roads to liiciarv distinc-

tion, and one eagerly pursutd b} thus., who were

ambitious oi celebrity. Marmuntcl, like many others.
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Marmontcl. commenced his career of letters by gaining a prize

• for a poem on a subject proposed by the French

Academy—The glory of Louis XIV. perpetuated

in his successor. But in that age the theatre af-

forded the most ample field for the acquisition of

wealth and eminence. All talent was in n manner
forced into that direction, and was often recompen-

sed with extravagant liberality. In order to qualify

himself fur dramatic composition, be commenced an

assiduous study of the best critical works on the

subject, which he borrowed from Voltaire; he ob-

tained free admission to the French theatre, which

he regularly attended ; and he frequented the

cope Coffee-house, which w^as then the tribunal of

criticism, and the school for young poets to. ^tiidy the

humour and taste of the public. 11 is firf-t tragedies,

Diovysius and Aristomctics^ obtained a reception suf-

ficiently flattering for a youlliful poet ;
but they did

not keep their ground on the st:ig(\ and his succeed-

ing ones, Cleopatra, the Ifcraclidcs, and

tor, had no success whatever. La Harpc, who was

a great dramatic critic, condemns them all as bad,

except the ticraclidcs, which be calls a tolerable tra-

gedy of the second rank. In fact, Marmontcl does

not appear to have been endowed with any talents

for poetry, at least of the higher order, oitlur in

point of poetical conception or tlic mechanical con-

struction of verse. It is also evident, from his Re*

Hexions sur la 7'ragcdir, published at the end of his

Aristomenes, that he had formed, at least in the early

period of his life, the most uiifouiuled ami paradoxi-

cal theories wa’tli regard to the rules of cirumatic

composition. Hence his plots have, for the most

part, but little intercut
;
his dialogue is full of puerile

common-places ; and his versification is cold and

constrained. The plot of Dio/iydus liinges on the

conspiracy of Dion against tlie JSieilian tyrant, and

the love of the younger Dionysius (who, in defiance

of all hislorical truth, is represented as a paragon of

virtue) for the daughter of Dion, whose character is

formed on the model of the heroines of C-dprenedc

and Scuderi. The plots of Aristovievcs and A’aw/-

tor arc, for the most part, o»' his own ie.vention, and

are both sufficiently cxlruvagant. In llie Ilcrjclides

he has followed the well-known tragedy of Euiijddcs

as his guide. At his first interview with Voltaire, Mar-
inomel had been assured by him, that b} the stage

lie might in one day obtain glori* and fortune, and
that one successful piece would render him at the

same moment rich and celebrated. The prediction

was verified ; and from the instant at which his first

tragedy appeared, he, wlio had not money to pay the

person who brought water to his lodgings, and who
lived on credit with his baker and green-grocer, ivas

at once plunged into all the bustling intrigue of the

first literary circles, and into all the glare and dissi-

pation of fashionable society. Ilis time w'as occu-

pied with rehearsals and parties of pleasure ; he w'as
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received as the favoured lovsr of the most celebrat- Marmontel.

cd actress of the age. Mademoiselle Clairon ; and in

another intrigue in wliich he engaged ho became the

rival of Marshal Saxe. In order to shun the re-

sentment of so formidable a rival, he retired for

some time to Passy, the country seat; of the rich

and sumptuous financier, Popliriicri^ 9y]bo had mar-
ried hi.s mistress, and kep^open for all the

idle and dissipated Uteratcuri of the age. By flat-

tering the king in some occasional verses, which he
wrote while residing here, he obtained the powerful

patronage of Mad. dc Pompadour, who procured for

him the situation of Under Secretary of the Royal

Buildings. This cmplo3
'ment fixed his residence at

Versailles for five years, which were passed wholly

free from inquietude, und are often alluded to by
him as the happiest period of his life. The duties

of his situation occupied him two days in the week,

and tlie remainder oi his time was employed iu con-

tributing articles to tlie EmyclopCific, of wliich his

friends D’Alembert and Diderot were the Editors,

These articles, which contain many ingenious theo-

ries, mixed with strange paradoxes, were afterwards

printed together, in alpliabetical order, under the

general title of l]limcnl6 dc LilIn nturc,*

Having been engaged about the .same time in writ-

ing on the su!)je(*tofcomedy, undsearching into nature

for the rules and means ol tlie art, this study led him
to examine if it w ere true, as was then often saitl, that

all t!ic great strokes ol' ridicule had been seized by
Molitrc and the dramatic poets who lullowed him.

In running over tlie canvass of society, h(‘ perceived

that, in the inexhaustible iv^mbinations of lollies and
extravagancies of all conditions ol life^ a man ofgcniii!?

might still find .sulricicn! eniployment. He had even
collected sonic o^’servations lo propose to young
pools, wlu n his friend M. do Boissi, who at the time

conducted tlic ^Innnc dc France, requested him to

snppjj^ some pie ces in prose, to insert in that literary

Journal, from whirdi Marnumtid derived a eunsidcr-

ablc pension. It occurred to hirtj to employ, iu u
tale, one of tlic touelus of ridicule in his tolle^tion

;

and be chose, b\^ way of essay, llie absurd pretension

of being loved merely for one'^ sell'. This was exhi-

bited in the first of his Mortd Talcs, entitled Alcihiade

OIL l^c Moi, The story was much admired, and was
by some attributed to Montesquieu, and by others

to Voltaire. Its success induced him to write other

tales of a similar descrijition ; and thus commenced
tlic Contes Moraux, whieli were subsequently collect-

ed and printed by lliciiiselvcs* Many of these talcs,

on which the fame of Marmontcl principally if not

solely rests, bear reference to tlie original idea witli

which they commenced, being for the most part in-

tended to expose some absurdity or extravagance of
cliaractcr. Thus the second displuys the folly of
those wlio exert authority in order to bring a woman
to reason ; and he chose, for example of this, a aul-

• M. de Chapsal has cx tractiljPf^rom the Elements dc Liiicraiwe every thing that related to eloquence,

and placed the remarks not ip alphabetical order, but in that of the subject. This work, which is intended
to form a manual of French rhetoric, is entitled Principcs d'Eloquence de Marmontcl extraits de ses Elemens
de Littcrature et mis en ordre^ Paris, 1 809.
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Mftnnontcl. tan and his slave, as being placed In the two extremes

of power and dependence. In most of them he has

reached a very happy imitation of nature, in the

manners and ianjjuagc ; and it is only to bo regretted

that he has occasionally thrown a too glittering var-

nish over conceptions of the most beautiful simplicity.

As lively of French manners, both simple

and fashiona^ they;«re admitted to be unrivalled.

The early part of the life of Marmontcl was passed

amid scenes of rural innocence, with a family which

lodged in a cottage, and subsisted by the labour of

their hands ;
the remainder of his days was spent in

the most brilliant and refined society which Paris or

the world afforded, exhibiting the most splendid union

of literary talents, with all the polish of exalted rank,

and the graces of female elegance. This enabled

him to succeed in scenes and cfiaractcrs which were

extremely remote, and, indeed, contrasted to each

other—-in the dclincatior of the innocent pleasures

of the country, as well us liie rival dnps, whims, and

ieviiics, of gay or spleiwlij life. The Shepherdess of
ilic Alps, which has been the most popular of them
all, and Lesdeux arc as distinguished for

simple and touching pathos as the great proportion

arc for liveliness. The style is remarkable for faci-

lity, and the ease with which it inclinos, in pnrsuing

the course of events, to the ludicrous or patlietic.

After the death of M. de Boissi, Marmontcl ob-

tained the patent and sole management of the ii/rr-

eurc, of which he had long been the chief support.

On receiving this appointment, he resigned tliat

which he held at VT^rsaiilcs, and fixed his residence

at Paris, in apartments assigned to him n the house

of Mad. Geolirin. He appears to liav:* conducted
the Journal of which he had charge witli great abi-

lity and judgment, l ew periodical wmrks have ap-

peared more diversified, more attractive, or more
abundant in resources

; and many who afterw^ards

came to hold the highest rank in French literature

were first introduc^^d through it to the favour of the

])uhlic. After he had conducted it, however, for two
years, he became suspected of writing a satire against

some powerful nobleman. He was, in consequence,

shut up for a few days in the Ihistile, and on his

release, was deprived of his agreeable and lucra-

tive situation. But this misfortune did not dis-

courage his literary exertions. Soon after he had re-

covered his freedom, he translated into prose the

Fliarsalia of Lucan, of which he was a great admirer.

He also added to it a supplement, in which he details

the events of CirsaFs war in Africa, and concludes
with his last campaign in Spain, 'flic French have
at all times been great dealers in prose translations

of the Classics. But though the shape in which Mar-
montel exhibited the Pharsalia can never convey an
adequate idea of the original, his w ork is more agree-
able to read than the turgid poetical version of Brc-
beuf, by which it was preceded.

About the same time at which he completed
the translation of the Pharsalia, he published his

' Poetique Frangoue, containing observations extract-

ed from the various articles which he had i^ished
for the Ena)clopcdie. It is divided into two parts,

the first expounding the elementary principles of
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ent sorts.

Being about this period seized with a disorder in

the chest, which had proved fatal to both his parents,

he resolved to devote his remaining days to the coin-

position of a Bomance, or fiction of the higher or-

der. The subject he chose was Belisarius, suggested
to him by a print he possessed from the celebrated
picture of Vandyek. The fact on whicli his talc is

founded was rather a popular tradition and opinion
than a historical truth. But the belief had so univer-
sally prevailed, and the idea of a blind old nun re-

duced to beggary had been so closely associated wdth
the name of Belisarius, that it possebsed all the ad-
vantages essential for the purposes of historical ro-
mance. In otlier particulars, the author relied on
tl»e faith of history, and Procopius chiefly was his

guide. On its first appearance, in 1767, BcL&aire
attracted universal attention. The first seven chap-
ters, describing the journey of the old blind hero ti)

the village where his family resiiLd—liis arrival

there, and the visit paid to him by Justinian, ip bis

humble habitation, are possessed of an interest alriiobt

dramatic, and are composed in a higher tone of clo-

(juence than any thing else which he has written,

But those which follow are almost entirely destitute

of incident, and are just so many separate lectures on
different branches of government and politics deliver-

ed by Belisarius to Justinian. In the course of these

dissertations, there are evidently many references to

political incidents, and the system of French politics

pursued in the middle of the seventeenth century.

The last chapter, on religious toleration, involved

the author in a dispute with the Sorbonne, who pub-
libhed a censure on it, vvhicli w as opposed by the ar-

gument!: of Turgot, and by the epigrams and squibs

of Voltaire.

Though Belisarius cost its author many tslccplesB

nights, lie recovered during its composition from the

disorder which hud excited him to the undertaking,

and he sometime after produced his Incas of Peru,
dedicated to Gustaves King of Sweden, Irniated as

he was by tlie recent anathemas of liie Sorbnnnc,

his great object in this new romance was to show,

that all the evils inflicted by the Spaniards on the

Indians Imd ilieir origin in that fanaticism which
ho w as desirous to bring into still deeper detestation.

In Fernando de Lmjucz and Vincentio Requelme
he has given a sort of personification of fanaticism

in its most hideous form, and has contrasted their

characters with that of Las Casas, wliich is intend-

ed as a model of the exalted piety and tempci ed zeal

most becoming in a Christian. In the liistory on

which this romance is founded, Lus Casas hud given,

a tremendous picture of the atrocities committed b)

the Spaniards in Peru, and of the sufferings of its iu-

ctfensivc inhabitants. Tlie pencil of Marmontel had

scarcely sufficient strength to paint the determined

courage, rapacity, debauchery, and remorseless cruel-

ty of the soldiery letr, loose on the Indians, noi the

desperate characters^^fS^he adventureid at their head,

who knew no law but tlm sword, and whose sole ob-

ject was plunder. In painting Indian scones of in-

nocence; tranquillity, and peace, he has been more
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MaroouteL fortunate. But he has unluckily abandoned the

simplicity, which charmed so much in his Moral Tales^

for a tone too highly rhetorical ; and there is a want

of unity of interest from the multiplicity of episodes.

The longest is that of the Conquest of Mexico^ re-

lated to the Inca by some, refugees from that coun-

try, and who had come all the way to Quito, appa-

rently for no other purpose than to tell their long

story.

[n 1763 , Marmontel had been admitted, though
after considerable opposition, to the much envied

place of a member of the French Academy, and, in

17B3, he succeeded D'Alembert as its perpetual se-

cretary. The situation of Historiographer of France,

and the Chair of History in tlie Lyceum, which he

successively obtained, fully indemnified him for the

loss of the AJervurc. He was in the full enjoyment

of affluent circumstances, domestic felicity, and liter-

ary reputa^n, when the French Revolution sud-
^ denly chan^d the scene. During its alarming pro-

gress he led a retired life, and though reduced to in-

(iigent circumstances, remained secure amid all the

violent events of the period. In 1797, he was chosen

a deputy to the National Assembly by the depart-
'

' ment of Eure, but died soon afterwards, of an apo-

plectic attack, at his cottage near Abbeville.

Several of his pieces were published after his

death. The Nouveaux Contes Moraux, which were

inserted in the Mcrcure, had been extracted from

that journal, and translated into English soon after

their first appearance : but they were not printed

apart in their original language till after the demise

of the author. This second series is inferior in de-

licacy, grace, and beauty of style, to the former; but

the scope and tendency of the stories is more strict-

ly moral. On account of his situation as Historio-

grapher of France, Marmontel had thought it a duty

incumbent on him to write some historical work.

Tlie period he cliosc was the Regency of the Duke
of Orleans, which he commenced in 17b4; l:ut

though he completed it four years afterwards, it

was not given to the public during liis life. This

work is not such, either in point of accuracy of facts,

or enligluened general views, as might liavc been ex-

pected from the time occupied in its composition,

the materials which his situation opened up to him,

or the pompous account whicli lie himself gives of

his access to information : “ All the great men,” says

he, ** of the age opened to me the repositories which
contained documents on my subject. The Count de
Jii'oglio initiated me into the mysteries of his most
secret negotiations, and Contades traced to me,
with his own hand, the plan of his campaigns, and
particularly of the battle of Minden.” The most in-

teresting part is the last chapter, containing the re-

lation of some particular incidents which occurred

during the regency, as the plague at Marseilles, and

the visit of the Czar Peter to France.

The Posthumous of Marmontel, drawn

up in his declining years for tjie instruction of his

children, and edited in I804»v<l|^m a MS. in his ow'ii

liand-writing, are among the most amusing volumes

of the description ever presented to the public. They
commence witli the author's earliest youth : the por-

tion which comprehends this period of his life is

MAR
written in the happiest style of his Moral Taleif and Marmontel.

cODtains many interesting anecdotes of bumble
nocence, many animated sketches of domestic hap-
piness, and many agreeable traits of village society.

In the succeeding part, the portraSs of the most dis-

tinguished characters, in the most bjulliant age of

France, are delineated with so muc^V^lic, discrimi-

nation, and delicacy, and every thlK% is sketched

with a colouring so light and aeriaJ, that the whole
representation is exquisite. There is scarcely a single

person of note in France whose likeness is not ex-

hibited in this vast gallery,—the pictures of Voltaire,

D'Alembert, Marivaux, Thomas, St Lambert, and
Helvetius, are all excellent. The society which Mar-
montel frequented was probably the most refined and
brilliant that bad ever assembled together

; but there

was evidently a restraint, a desire of exhibition, and
want of ease in its intercourse. “ Every guest,’*

says Marmontel, “ arrived ready to play bis part

;

in Marivaux, impatience to give proof of acutene$}<

and sagacity was visibly betrayed ; Montesquieu,

with more culm, waited till the ball came to him,

but be expected it ; Helvetius, attentive and dis-

creet, sat collecting for a future day.” Literary

fame was enjoyed in France in its greatest extent,

but also in its greatest anxiety. Of all the otliers,

Voltaire bud gained the most brilliant literary suc-

cess
;
yet of him Marmontel remarks, that his glo'^y

w'as too dearly paid by the tribulations to which it

had exposed liirn. It had been said by Mad. Genlis,

that Marmontel, in his Moral Tales

^

showed gross ig-

norance of the French manners and character, in re-

presenting the higher classes, particularly of females,

as so voluptuous, and in many cases abandoned

;

but the Memoirs, if they record the truth, unliappi-

ly confirm his vepiesentations. Wlien so much
amusement is derived from his minute descriptions

it is perhaps hypercritical to remark, that some petty

circumstances, of no general interest, and which might
have been better thrown into the back-ground, are

brought too much out on the can^ss, and arc drawn
ill disproportioned magnitude. But for these details,

he states a.s his apology, that it is for his children he
writes the liistory of his life, and that those things

whicii may appear too minute to strangers, will prove
interesting and useful to them. The concluding vo-

lume, containing a sketch of the first events of the

Revolution, is confused and imperfect. Its inci-

dents were too gigantic for the grasp of his mind,

and he appears to have been dizzied and stupified by
tlie rapid whirl and total subversion which he wit-

nessed.

An author by profession, the literary character of

Marmontel may be fully appreciated from his va-

riou.s and numerous productions. Though he ad-

mits that, while he has given the portrait of others

at full length in his Memoirs, he has only painted

himself in profile; yet from them his private cha-

racter may be correctly enough estimated. On a re-

view of these, it has been remarked, “ That without

great passions, or great talents, he seems to have ha^;^
a lively imagination, a pliant and cheerful disposi-

'

tion, and a delicacy of taste and discrimination, of

still greater value in the society which fixed his re-

putation. Although good tempered and social, he
8
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Murmontei seemB to have been, in a good measure, without

II heart or affection; or rather the dissipated and aen-
Maskciyne. which he dcvoted himself after his re-

moval to Paris, a^^ars to have obstructed in him

the growth of an generous and exalted feeling. In

society he was joyous and easy
;
gay, without affect-

ing to dazzt^^pd ingenious, without intolerance or

fasiidiousnesSF^^< (m.)

MASKELYNE (Nevil), a most industrious and

accurate astronomer, born in London, 6th October

1732, was the son of Edmund Maskelyne, Esq. a gen-

tleman of respectable family of Purton in Wiltshire.

He was sent at the age of nine to Westminster

School, and continued to apply with diligence to the

usual pursuits of that place, until the occurrence of

the great solar eclipse of 1748, which made a strong

impression on his mind, and which was the immedi-

ate cause of his directing his attention to astronomy,

and of his beginning the ^ludy cf the mathematics

with great ardour, as suhsu) vient to that of astrono-

my. it is remarkable, that the same eclipse is said

to have made an astroiKtmr.r of Lalande, wlio was only

tltrce months older than Maskelyne. Pie soon after

entered as a member of Catherine Hall, Cambridge,

but shortly removed to Trinity. He took a degree

as Bachelor of Arts with great credit in 175 Is and

proceeded regularly afterwards through the succeed-

ing stages of academical rank in divinity. He was

ordained in 1755 to a curacy at Barnet, and the next

year obtained a fellowship at Trinity. In J758 he

was elected a Fellow of tlie Royal Society, having

previously become intimate with Dr Bradley, and

having determined to make astronomy t ie principal

pursuit of his life, feeling its perfect rompatibility

with an enlightened devotion to tin* duties of his own
profession.

In 1761 he was engaged by the Royal Society to

undertake a voyage to St Helena, in order to observe

the transit of Venus. He remained ten months in

the island, but the,, weather prevented his observing

the transit to advmtage, and the faulty attachment

of the plumb-line of his quadrant, which was of the

construction then usually employed, rendered his ob-

servations on the stars less conclusive with respect

to anrtual parallax than he had expected. His voyage

was, however, ofgreat use to navigation, by promoting

the introduction of lunar observations for ascertain-

ing the longitude
;
and he taught the officers of the

ship which conveyed him the proper use of the in-

struments, and the mode of making the computa-
tions.

He per^di^ed a second voyage, in 1763, to the

island of Barbadoes, in order to determine the rates

of Harrison's watches, and to make experiments with

Irwin's marine chair, on board of the Princess Louisa,

Admiral Tyrrel, acting at the same time as chaplain

to the ship. The chair he found of very little use for

observing the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, and the

maker of the chronometers was not satisfied with his

report of their performance ; fancying that he was too

;

^lilpartial to the exclusive employer! of lunar observa-

tions for determining the longitude. The liberality

of the British Government, however, bestowed on
Harrisom the whole reward that he claimed ; and

Maskelyne, having been appointed to the situation of
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Astronomer Royal, and having thus become a mem- Maskelyne

ber of the Board of Longitude, was extremely active

in obtaining a few thousand pounds for the family of
Professor Mayer, who had computed lunar tables, and
a compliment of L.300 only for Euler, whose theo-

rems had been employed in the investigation.

The merits of Mayer’s tables having been fully es-

tablished, the Board of Longitude was induced to

promote their application to practical purposes, by
the annual publication of the Nautical Almanacky
which was arranged and conducted entirely under
Maskelyne’s direction for the remainder of his life.

He was also actively employed, without any other
motive than the love of science and of his country, in

almost every decision which was required of the
Board of Longitude ; and he had to give his opinion
of the merits of an infinite number of fruitless pro-

jects which were continually submitted to his judg-
ment. He must of course have made many enemies
among the weak and illiberal

; but the universal im-
partiality, and the general accuracy of his determi-

nations, were acknowledged by all candid persons ;

and it must be admitted that the longitud inary spe-

culators of Great Britain do in general submit to dis-

couraging remarks from persons in authority with

wonderful fortitude, and with great personal civi-

Hty.

During the forty-seven years that he lield the si-

tuation of Astronomer Hoya), lie acquired the respect

of all Europe by the diligence and accuracy of his*

observations, wiiich he never neglected to conduct in

person whenever it was in his power, and he requir-

ed only one assistant. The French liad^^a handsome
building to amuse the public by its exterior magnih-
cence, but the establishment of the observers was
never arranged in so methodical a manner as that ol

the Finglish National Observatory, and the fruits of

their labours were never systematically made public ;

the attempt which was once made by Lemonnier, in

his Hisloirc Celeste^ having been interrupted and dis-

continued. Dr Maskelyne, on the other hand, ob-

tained leave from the British Government to have-

his observations printed at the public cxpencc, under

the direction of the Royal Society, who are tlie legal

visitors of the Observatory, appointed by the King's

sign manual. The early observations of Flamsteed
and Bradley were considered as private property

:

Flamsteed published his own, and Bradley's were very

liberally bought of his family, and afterwards printed

by the University of Oxford, who are still as liberal

in bestowing them where they are likely to be em-
ployed for the benefit of science. Flamsteed was the

Astronomer Royal from 169O to 1720; then Halley

to 1750; Bradley to 17()‘2, and Bliss to 1765, when
Maskelyne was appointed. He took his doctor’s de-

gree in 1777-

He made several improvements in the arrangement

and employment of the instruments, particularly by

enlarging the slits through wdiich the light was ad-

mitted ; by making the eye-glass of his transit tele-

scope moveable to^ place of each^ of the wires of

the micrometer; and above all, by marking the time

to tenths of a second, which had never been attempt-

ed before ; but which he found it practicable to effect

with surprising accuracy, as the comparison of the
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Mo^kfilyns. observations at the different wires sufficienUj demon-

' strated.

The object of his expedition to Shchallicn is well

known. Bougucr had made an unsuccessful attempt

to measure the attraction of a mountain in South

America, and had been obliged to conclude that the

mountain was hollow, in consequence of the eruption

of a volcano, the attraction being too little sensible.

Dr Maskelyne's results, on the other hand, as com-
puted by Dr Hutton, made the mountain more dense

than could well have been expected ; but those who
are acquainted with the difficulty of executing astro-

nomical measurements witliout, an error of a single

second of space, will be ready to allow that the de-

viation of 5" or 6", attributed to the effect of the

mountain, is liable to a much greater proportional

uncertainty than the results obtained by Mr Caven-
dish with the apparatus invented by Mr Michell.

(See CAVriNDisii.) The geodetical operations which
were soon afterwards performed with his concurrence
and assistance, for determining the relative situations

ofCjrecnwich and Paris, were equally creditable to

the English artists who constructed the instruments,

and to the astronomers and geographers who made
the observations wdlh them ; and they excelled, even
by the confession of their rivals, every thing that had
ever been ctfeclcd in former measurements of the

.same kind.

As no man had done more for practical astronomy
than Dr Maskelyne, so there was none whose merits

were more justly appreciated. He made every as-

tronomer his friend, as well by his personal kindness,

as by his professional labours
;
and he obtained the

rare distinction of being made one of the eight fo-

reign associates of the Parisian Academy of Sciences.

Ills example and encouragement contributed to the

establishment of several private observatories, which
must always be, if not immediately, at least remotely,

beneheial to astronomy, as tending to promote the

improvement of instruments, and ox" the methods of

employing them.

lie was modest, and somewhat timid, in receiving

the visits of strangers ; but his usual conversation was
cheerful, and often playfuli with a fondness for point,

and for classical allusion. lie inherited a good
paternal property, and he obtained considerable

preferment from his college; he also married, some-
w'hat late in life, the sister and co-heiress of Lady
Pootli of Northamptonshire. His sister was the
wife of Uohert Lord Clive, and the mother of the
present Earl of Powis. Jlc died the pth of February
J8J I, in his 79tli year, leaving a widow and an only
daughter.

1. Dr Maskelyne fe first communication to the Roy-
al Society is A proposal fur dheoverin^ the annual
parallax of Sirius, rhiL Tians, IJ. 17()0, p. 889
Jt is founded on Lacaillc’s observations, made at the

Cape of Good Hope, which ap])eared to indicate a
maximum amounting to 8" A theorem for sphe^

rkal abcrraliort. Lit. 17fiL p. 17. Dated from the

Prince Henry, St Helen's Roads*: the calculation is

adapted to the qbject-glassqs of achromatic tele-

scope.^. 3. The next article, p. i*l, is a letter from
Lacaille, recommending him to make observations at

St Helena on the lunar parallax, and to remain some
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time in the island for that purpose
;
promising, on his Mntkelyae

own part, to make corresponding observations. It'*

is followed by a Letter from Maskelyne, proposing

some additional joint observations, 4. Observation

the transit oj 17G1, p. I96. The sfin was lower than

bad been expected, and the instant of contact uncer-

tain, from a tremulous motion in tlite Q^arent discs.

5. Observations on a clock of SheUe^i X762, p. 434.

Giving the proportion of .99754 to 1 for the com-
parative force of gravity at Greenwich and at St

Helena. 6. A letter on the mode ^ observing and
comptiiing hniar distances, p. 558. Dated from St

Helena : the first demonstration of the practicability

and utility of the method. He found the error of

observation not to exceed half a degree of longitude,

an error wdiieh was very strangely suffered to remain

as a fair allowance lor the uncertainly of observa-

tion, in the acts for encouraging the perfection of the

lunar tables, only very lately repealed. 7. On the

tides at St Helena^ p. 58G. Observations made in a

harbour, for about tw'o months. 8. J^^oleto Lalamh\

p. 607. Ou lunar distances and occultations. 9.

Rules for correcting lunar distances, Phil, Trans,

1764, p. 263. A demonstration of the lulcs before

published in the Transactions and in the British Ma,,

riners Guide, 10. Remarks 07i the equation of time,

p. .336. Correcting a mistake of Lacuille, and an

inadvertence of Lalunde, and giving a formula, which,

though not geometrically perfect, is abundantly ac-

curate for all practical purposes, 11. Astronomical

observations made at St Helena, p. 348- The obser-

vations for determining the lunar parallax wcic too

few to afford a satisfactory result. The author sug-

gests, that the figure of the earth might be ascertain-

ed by repeated and comparative observations of the

apparent distance of the moon from neighbouring

stars. 1 2. Observations made at Larhadocs, p. 189.

Especially on Jupiter’s satellites. 13. Introduction

io Uvo papers of Mr Smeafon, LVIIl. I768, p. 15‘1-.

The one on the menstrual parallax^ the other on ob-

serving stars out of the meridian. ' 14. Introduction

to the observations of Mason and Dixon, p. 270. 15.

Conclusion respecting the length of a degree, p. 325,

325. Mr Charles Mason had been sent with Mr
Dixon to observe the transit of 1761, at Bencootcn,

but their voyage w^as interrupted by accidental cir-

cumstances, and they made their observations at the

Cape of Good Hope, with tolerable success. They
then proceeded to join Maskelyne at St Helena, and
to assist in his operations there. They were after-

wards engaged by Lord Baltimore and l^^Penn, to

determine the boundaries between Mtfl^and and
Pennsylvania ; and having completed their survey,

they suggested to the Council of the Royal So-

ciety the eligibility of measuring a degree in the

country bordering on tlie Delaware and Chesapeake.

Their proposals were readily accepted, and the re-

sults of their measurement arc here recorded. Dr
Maskelyne afterwards employed Mason, in his opera-

tions on Shehallien, and in computing Bradley's ob-

servations, and in improving Mayer’s tables, by a

comparison with them ; but he was so fearful of ad-

mitting ahy empirical corrections, not founded on the

most general principles, that he would not allow some
of the equations, discovered by Mason, to be intro-

12
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AUskelync. (luccd into the computation of the Nautical AU

mapaCi UDtil Laplace had proved their depends

anco on the theory of gravity. Lalande tells us,

that Mason was dissatisfied because he did not re-

ceive a public reward for the success of his labours;

but he was, in^fact, little more than the agent of

Maskelyne, add of the Board of Longitude ; and he

was fairly repaid for the time and labour which his

computations had required. Delambrc says, that he

died ill Pennsylvania in 1787- Dixon is said to have

been born in a coal mine ; and to have died at Dur-
ham in 1777^ 15. Postscript respecting French and
English measures, p. 325. The result of this com-
parison agrees admirably well with the later measure-

ment of Pictet, Prony, and Captain Kater. 16. OA-
scrvalion of^e transit o/J 76,9, wade at the Royal Oh^

servatory^ p. 555. 1 7* Eclipses and occuUations, 1 76‘9,

P-599, cliiefly for the lougitude of Glasgow. 18.

On the tise of Dolland's micrometer, 1771, p. 556. On
the application of the divided object-glass microme-
ter to determining diff’ji cnees of right ascension and
of declination, e6peciaU\ in the case of transits. A
part of the instructions sent with the observers to the

South Seas. 19- On the adjustment ofHadley s qua-

drant, 177~> P- Especially for the back obser-

vation
;
and to insure the parallelism of the glasses.

20. Dchics rule for measuring heights, 1774, p* 158.

Adapted to Englisli measures, and rendered some-
what more convenient. 21. Observations at Chccn-

wich and in America compared, p. 184, 190. 22.

Proposalfor measuring the attraction of a hill, 1775,
j). 495. Read in 1772. 25. Observations made on

ShehaUien, p. 500. A jiaper which obtained its au-

thor the honour of a Copleian medal. Mason had
been sent to examine the hills of Scotland, and hud
recommended ShehaUien ; the funds were supplied

by the rcmRindcr of the royal grant For observing

the transit of Venus. Mr Reuben Burrow' and Mr
Menzies were principally employed in assisting the

Astronomer Royal in his observations luid surveys

;

and Dr Hutton aftenvards made the neccss**; 7;'' 'm-

putations for determining the attraction of tKe moun-
taiti* 24. Description oj a prismatic micrometer, 1777>

P* 799' Consisting of one or more prisms sliding in

the axis of the telescope ; and resembling in its ope-

ration that of Rochoii, which has in great measure
superseded it. 2.0. On the longitude of Cork, 1779>

p. 179- Observations for correcting the computed
times of the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites. 26. On
the comet expected in 1789» Ph. 7V. 1786, p. 426.

Supposing,itb0w? of 1532 and 1661 to be the same.
(See MecKain.) 27- On the latitude and longitude

of Grcenmch, 1787, p- 151. With Cassini's memoir
on its uncertainty, which he states as amounting to

H" in longitude, and 15" in latitude. Dr Maske-
lyne, however, shows that it is confined within much
narrower limits, though he approves of the object of
the memoir in promoting a survey. 28. On a dijfi,-

cidty in the theory of vision, 1789, p. 256. This pa-
per sufficiently proves, that Suler was mistaken in

thinking the eye achromatic; and that any appear-
ance ol‘ colour which it could produce, according to

the common laws of refraction, would be impercep-

tible in ordinary circumstances. But that there are

circumstances, under which such appearances may
VOL. V. PART II.
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be observed, has been more lately shown by Dr MjwkcivLc

Young and Dr Wollaston. 29. Account of an ap- ^

pearance oflight on the dark part ofthe moon, 1 795, p.
'

429. Seen by Mr Wilkins, and by a servant of Sir

George Booth, and sujiposed to have arisen from a

volcano. SO. Observations (fthe comet o/'l79:>, PL.

Tr, 1794, p. 55. Discovered by the Rev. E. Circ-

gory of Langar, in Nottinghamshire.

51. The earliest of Maskelyne’s separate publica-

tions was his British mu) irntrs guide, 4. Lond. 1765-

A small volume, which has become scarce, having

been superseded by later works.

32. The nauitcal almanac and astronomical ephe*

meris for 1767 appeared in 1766; and the publica-

tion has been regularly continued upon the same
plan to the present time, bj the computers and com-
parers whom Dr Maskelyne had trained by his in-

struction and example. Hh’ successor in the Obser-

vatory, though admirably qualified to equal, and per-

haps to excel him in the practical department, had it

not in his power to devote so much of his attention

to the publication, as Dr Maskelyne's paternal aflec-

tion for a child of his own had induced him to bestow

on it : and the Board of Longitude was very liberal-

ly furnished by the present ministry, with the means

of obtaining some further assistance to supply his

place.

33, Tables requisite to be used leith the nautical al-

manac^ 8. Lond. 1760’, 1783, 1802. Now' partly su-

perseded by ProfcEsor Lax’s new edition.

3k. I'he volume of Selections, from the additions

tliat have been occasionally made to the Nautical al-

manac, 8. Lond. 1812, contains several papers of Dr
Maskelyne. For example, Inslruciions relating to

the transit of Venus in 1769, N. A. 1769. Elements

of lunar tables, and Remarks vn Hadley^s quadrant,

N. A. 1774. Advertisement of the comet expected in

1788, N. A. 1791. On tin disappearance of
turn's ring in 1780, N. A. 17S)1.

35. The Astronomical observaf ions made at Green-

tvich, from 1765 to 1811, were published annually

in folio; making tliree volumes, and [\>rt of a fourtti

Lond. J774. ... They are allowed to constitute the

most perfect body of astronomy in detail that was

ever presented to the public. The first volume con-

tains a variety of useful tables, accompanying the ob-

servations for 1772; and principally serving for thi‘

correction of the places of the stars, and for facili-

tating the solution of other astronomical problems.

Many of them have been reprinted in Vince’s Astro-

nomy ; but, in some cases, without the necessarv ex-

planations.

^(Kelly in) Rees’s C^lopccdia, Art. Maskelyke.
ChahuoYfi, Biographical Dietionaiy, XXL S- Lond.

1815. Delainbre, Mem. Jnst. Sc. ISH, H. lix.
;
and

Li Biographic Universellc, XXVI 1. 8. Par. 1820.]]

(n. a.)

MASON (CiiAULEs), an able astronomer. Set

Maskelyne.
MAURlTirS. We hove little K* add to the ae-

count of this island contained in tlu* Idicychpivdia.

except what is derived from the Hccount*^ given of

it by Captain Flini'er-*, and the oflieia^. df>cinnent^

from ll)e public ollices since Jt become a British

jiossession.

b b
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The expedition for its ronqiiest wat’ planned

ill India, and executed with considerable talent

and arraiif^emcnt. The forces were collected from
various parts of India in the middle of the year

liSlO; they rendezvoused nt the island of Rodri-
guez in October of that year, and landed on the

liastcrn side of Mauritius the latter end of De-
cember, ’without any opposition. The capital is

htron^vly defended on the sen side, but towards the
land its defences are W(‘ak, from their p^reat exten-
sion. When the troops were landed they were not
opposed on their niar(!li by any corps ol’ the enemy,
and had only the asperities of a monntainoiis coun-
try to overcome. On reachinp^ the cajiltal, in which
all tile military strength of the colony was concen-
trated, and whi're a respectable delence w^as expect-

ed, jireparations were made for storm iii" it, w’hich

were rendered needless by a flui^ ol‘ truce beinp
sent. A oftpitiilation followed, and the surrender
of tlie capital, tlie forts, and the w hole ishiinl, was
executed on the 4th .lanuary 1811.

IJy the peace of Paris, in 181 I, th(‘ full and per-

petual sovereignty of this valuable settlement was
ceilt'd to (Treat Britain, and has eoiitimied under the

colonial system of his Majesty's other distant pos-

hc'ihjons, independently of tlie control of the Kast
iiidi.'i (’oni])any.

The extent of this island is about .SI Ica/^ues in

circunifereiiee, being 1 1 leagues in length, and 7 in

breadth. Its surface contains 4‘i2,()00 Jiritfsh sta-

tute acres. 'IJie north-west part is level, but the
nortli-east is i-overed witli mountains ol‘ various

Jieightfi, from 2700 to ‘i 1 HO Icet. 'Phe scenery in the
mountainous parts is hif;}ily pieturcscpie, exhibiting
lofty rocks, dccji ravines, and iin[)etuoiis cascades.

The south-west ])art is an extended mountain plain,

w’hose mean lieight above the level of the sea is about
loOO feet, and where a more mild and teni])erate eli-

malo is enjoyed, than in the eapitjil or the other parts

on the sea-coast. 'Phis elevateil jdaiii (Wilhemi's
Plain) occupies a considerable ]>ortion of tlic interior

oi* the island, extending from near tlie sea on its

northcni extremity, to near Port Bourbon on the

south-east coast, and its surface is alxjut 90 sipiarc

miles. On this plain are .several lake.s, Irom whicli

issue the numer<m.s rivers and rivulets that water
lh(‘ island.

One of tlie lakes, the Mareaiix Vacouvas, is one of
the natural curiosities of the country. It is an irre-
gular piece ol Iresli water, about one mile in length,
surrounded with many Imiidreil acres <il’ .swampy
Imid, througii which it recciws several .stream .s from
the neighbouring Jiills. It is said to be from 20 to

2.1 fathoms deep, is well .stocked with eels, prawns,
and a small rc^d fish called clame-cerx^, brought ori-

ginally frohi (Jhina. The eels and praw^ns are in-

digenous, and attain n large size; tlie latter are

sometimes found six inches lojig without tlie beard,

and tJie eels are comm iij' from six to twenty
pounds 'veight, and are said occasionally to attain

the w eight of eighty pounds ; they are delicious food,

and the larger they are the more highly is tlieir fla-

voui* esteemed. Its form has more affinity to the
conger than to the fipesh w'ater eel, and nearl}" re-
Bemldes the species caught in the small stream.^ on

8
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Norfolk Island, in the Pacific Ocean. About six

miles fi*om Vacouvas lake, another lake, called the

Orand Basin, greatly exceeds it in deptii. This ba-

sin is nearly li.df a mile in diameter, of a circular

form, and said to be more than eighty fathoms in

dejith. The banks are rocky, and have the appear-

ance of a mound, thrown uj) to prevent the waters

from overflow ing, and the surrounding laud, c.s)k*-

eially to the southward, being considerably lower,

gives the basin the a])])uaraiice of a cauldron, about

tw‘o-thirds filled. No perceptible stream runs into

it, but several issue from it through hollow jiarts oi‘

the rocky bank. These, by various additions, form
three rivers, that run into the sea on the south and
south-ca.st sides of the island. No great difl’ereiicv

takes place in the level of the water,4iexcept after

heavy rains, w^hen the supply, which must come
chiefly from the springs in the bottom, so far exceeds

the quantity discharged as t<» raise it sometimes
much as six feet. Phe elevated hank round tins

basin consists of stones IcMiscly thrown together,

Avhich, though porous, are heavy and hard, of a dark

grey colour, and contain immeroiis specks, wintii

apiiciir to be feld-spath, with some particles of mica
and olivim*: it is more or less fernigiiioii.s, and in

some jiarts appears to run in the manner of lava.

It is natural to infer, that, if‘ the whole island does

not ow'c its existence to siil>t(‘rraiieons tire, it has

been siihji'et tt» volcanic eruptions, and that the
(Tj-and Ba>iii is tlie remains of one of them.

'J'he climate, on these elevated plains, is remark-
ably moist. A day seldom jiasses in the whole year
without rain ujion them, whilst on tlie low' groundi?

very litth; falls, except from December to .March.

This moisture creates an aliundanee of \egetation,

and would r(‘nd(T the middle parts of the island ex-

trtJincly fertile, if the soil w’ere not washed down
by the violent rains into tlic low' lands, and into the
.sea as soon as it is formed. "J'he little .soil that

accumulate is good, and increases, though slowly
,

for tile decayed w'ood adds something to its (pianti-

ty every yem*, whilst tlie trunks and roots of the
trees save a jiart from being w ashed aw'ay. A plan-
tiition coveix^d with loose rucks is found to retain its

fertility the Imigest, apparently from the stones pre-
serving the vegetable mould from being washed
away. The jiruduce ol’ the difreront districts in

Mauritius varies according to tlieir elevation and
climate. Tlie chief food for the black j)opulation,

consisting of maizes, rice, manioc, and sweet potatoe.s,

is raised with great facility in differeijt/pirts ; but
owing to the want of roads, and the '.scarcity of
beasts of burden, which renders it necessary to em-
ploy human labour in conveying productions to mar-
ket, tlie jii iee.s vary very much in difl’erent parts.
The articli's cultivated fcir exportation are by no
means profitable, as the planters of the neighbour-
ing island of Jkmrbon can raise coffee and cotton
much cheaper, and ol’ better qujdities. The spices
of Ceylon have been ^i|tempted to be cultivated, but
hitherto with little success. There are few indige-
nous fruits, and none abundant, except the plum
wJiich grows on the ebony tree ; but the banana,
tlie pine apjile, tlie melon, tlie jack, the orange, the
lemon, the Avogada pear, the mangosteen, and the
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Mauritius, cocoa tree, have been introduced, and piopagated

^ith various success. The most valuable of its trees

was the ebony, tlie heart of whose timber is u.sually

sold by wci^?ht. It is a slender and lol^iy tree, hav-

ing only a few brandies near the top. It produces

clusters of an oblong fruit the size of a plum, full

of a viscous flweetisli juice of rather an agreeable

taste, 'fhe usual circuinfcrenci* of a good trc-e is

from tliree to four feet ; when the exterior wood is

dn])ped away, a black log remains of about six

niches in diameter, and from twelve to fifteen feet

long, whose weight usually exceeds three hundred

pounds. It is ))rincipally cxjiortccl to tlic China

market. At one time, the plantcis were induced to

cut tliose trees that had not attained a .sufficient size,

and as its growth is very slow, there is not the same

abundance of them as was formerly found on tlie

island.

M.'im itins seems mori’ i ^[lo&efl to the visitation of

hurricanes than any mh(‘v ^pot on tii#’ globe. 'I'liese

n.siially occur between tin months of December and
May. 'riieir force is i* resjstil)lc, and in their course

they lay fiat the productions of the fiidds, di>.sipate

most of the marks of industry, scatter the lioiises,

and com))(‘l the ships in the roads to abandon tlunr

anchorage and fly to tlie open sea for safety. The
only town in the island is Ikn t Louis ; the rest of tlie

inhabitants live in scattered jilantitions, and though
sometimes six or eiglit houses may be found con-

tiguous, yet generally the nearest neighbour isS a

mile distant. The entranee to tlie harbour of Port

Louis is defended by strong forts on the island of*

Tonneliers (»n one side, and by Fort III me on a pen-
insula opposite to It. hroin these ])oints to the

city ihi* ebaniiel is narrow, and when the buoys are

removed, difficult t(» pass. Near the city the an-

chorage Is good, if care be taken to avoid the nume-
rous wrecks tliat are at the bottom, with a depth of
waU'i- varying from six to fourteen fathoms* I’he

entrance to tlie harbour is nearly a course from
iiorth-north-ia.st to .soutli-south-w'est, by which all

the slioals are avoided. "Idle tide risc.s ordinarily

aljout two feet, but at the ecpiinoxes about three

feet, llie time of high water, at new and full moon,
is noon. The only other harbour, called Grand
Port, on the south-east side of tJie islanil, is but lit-

tle fre(|iienfed. It has no town near it, and though,
from tlie prevalence of soutli-east winds, it i.s easy
of* access, from tlie same cause it is diflicult of de-
parture. The Dutch, when in possession of thi.s

island, er6Gted a new town near it, but it is gone to

decay, aiid only tlie vestiges of the buildings are
now visible.

'I'i.e eommevee of the island, either with Europe
or India, is by no means extensive. 7'he whole of
tlie necessaries of life are supplied to the great mass
of the inhabitants from their o^vn cultivation, and
the European articles that are wanted for the high-
er classes re(|uire but small imjiortatioijs. No ac-
curate accountsS of tlic imports and exports are
returned to any of tlic offices of government in

Great llritiiin. have no accounts of the whole
population; and the hearsay reports of travellers

differ so much as to merit little confidence. The
only authentic document is the return of slaves to
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the eolojiial register office for slaves. The latest re- Mawtitiiw

turn is tluit of 1817, when tlieir numbers \Ncre

'J'he free inhabitants are not suiijiosed to ,

be more than as three to tw’o of the slaves ; .'ind the

wliole number of inhabitants may be about i.^0(),0()0.

(w. w.)

MA'^ O, ii maritime county in Ireland, having the Situation.

Atlantic Ocean on the north and w(‘st, and the coun-
tie.s of Galway, Roscommon, and Sligo, on the south

and east, (’astlehar, the principal town, is in north
latitude 53 ° 50 ', west Itingitude ()° S'. It conUiins Kxitnt.

233 () stpiare miles, or 1 ,4f)6',9()0 English acres
; and

i.s divided into nine baronies, and parishes. Mayo
is situated in the province of ('onnaught; and tlie

see of Kdlala, whose bishop resides at the town of
that name? in this county, is within the archbishopric

of Tuain.

A large ])roport!oii ol’ the surface of Mayo con- SurUt
si.sts of mountains, hogs, and lakea. More than

half the county, ])artienlarly on tlie w'est and riortli-

west, may be described as mountainous ; and much
of* this tract is eovert‘(l with heath, though the sides

of many of tlie hills are green, anti the vallies in

some places remarkably fertile. Crongh Patrick is

feet high, and Mount Xephin 2();K) feet. On the

west coast, w hich is exceedingly irrt^gular, are Broad

Haven, Blacksod Bay, and Newport, or Clew Bay,

arms of the sea ; and a number of small islands, of

which Clare, at the entrance to Newport Bay, is the

most considerable ;
and on the north is the bay tif

Killala. I'Vom C^astlcbar to the inland boundary on
tile east and south, the country is in general Jess

rugged, and contains a great number of small tow ns

and villages. There is very little full growm wockI

in Mavo, and the greater part is without plantations.

With the exception of Lord Sligo’s grounds, on the

south-west, and the demesnes of a few other pro-

prietors, Uie country is naked, and exposed to every

btonii.

The principal lakes are Lough Carra, Lough Water?.

Mask, the Lake of Rabins, and Lough Conn ; the

latter is about nine Irish miles long, , ml four broad.

The rivers are, the Robe and Black river, the Lr-

riff, the Deel, and tlie Moy, wdth several smaller

streams. 71ie Moy is navigable for boats of oO Ions

a few' miles from it-? month.
Iron-ore, slate, ochre, niangane.^e, sarukstone, and Mina a! i>.

jiijie and brick clays, are plentiful. Iron works
w'cre formerly carried on to some extent, lint, as in

many other parts of Ireland, have been discontinu-

ed, from the want of fuel. Near Westport tliere is

a (piarry of slates of a (puility equal to iiny brought

from England. Here also are great rocks of the

Pclroxilejr Jtnnilu('idN.\, similar to that w liich is used

in the Engli.sh potteries.

Mayo is divided into e.slaies w’orth from L. 7b(KU>t.itu.

to li.SiOjOOO a year
;
but their extent, ow'iiig to their

containing a great proportion of waste land, is still

greater than in the ratio of their value. If a qu;i-

lification of Ij. 1000 jwr annum were required, two

grand juries might be formed in this county.

Agriculture is in a very backwiu'd state. The Agriculture,

plough, commonly drawn by four horses .ibreast, i.s

of the worst de.scription, and the Jiarrow s are often

furnished will) tines oi* W'ootl, instead of iron. It is
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.>till tile practice, in the I’liuiiiU.'iin districlJ^ to yoke
'

till- hoi iscs by the But, in some of the baronies,

the plough is seldlbin or never (‘m])loYcd at all, the

lilhig(j beii\g perforuied by the spade, and in others

lliey ust* the* spade in cultivating pot.itocs, and the

plough only <br corn. Yet potatoes, oats, and on
liie M‘a coast, barley, are sown to a coiusidernblc

extent, and also flax. Wheat is cnltiviit(‘d only in

]),irti( ular spots, and chiefly by pro])n(’toi\s, a few
ol’ whom have also introduced turni])s, pease, beans.

ja])c, and cabbage. There is some cxccllenl grazing
1 uid for cattle in tlie barony of 1'yrawley, and gootl

.slieej) pastures in Kilinain. Some graziers hold
ilOOO Irish acres. The English long-liorned cattle,

wliich were imported by the jirincipnl proprietors,

have greatly improved the native breed.

The size of farms varies t lie nature of the

soil and surface, but, though sev(;r;d hundred acres

arc somctinlep let out in ont* i'ann, yet, as the farms

are commonly held in partnt'r.diip, the space allotted

lo (vuh tc'iiant is generally only a few acres. As each

j)f them kt*eps a hor^e, it is comjnited that there is

one for every ten or twelve Irish acres. The leases

are for different periods, ir> years, 21 years, undone,
two, and sometimes three lives, or .11 years.

Dr Macj)arlan, the author of the Sfnii.u'ical Sur--

voj uj MuijOy eiiuraeratcs forty-six towns at w'hieli

biirs are lu ld, but mo.-^t of tlicm are otily .small vil-

lages. Th(‘ jwincipal towns are (.'astiebar, Westport,

nailiii.i, Killala, (’lare, Ballinrobe, and Newport.
N<)n(‘ of them are ol' such imjxutance as Uj be re-

])V(Nenled in Parliament. I’lie assizes are held al-

leniatcly at Castlejiar and Ballinrobe.

Th(*habitati(ms of the labourers, or cottiers, are in

general V(jry wri’tehed, and shared by therti with
th(‘ir cow and pig. The cost of a cabin is from L..1

The fuel is almost univcrHally b(»g-turr.

Potatoes, oatmeal, milk, and herrings, are, with few

cxceptiuiis, their only article.s oi' food, the lowc.’

< l.isses seldom tasting meat. 'l'h'’y are clothed in

their domestic niamifaetures, IVizes, druggets, flan-

nels, and linen
; a man'.s complete .suit, including

hat, shirt, ‘•toekings, and shoes, with a great coat,

costs about L.2, IT-. Id. Irish currency. . The suh-

't^t(‘ncc (*l' .'i family of six is said to be worth from
L.i • to L.'JO. 'J'lic common price of labour, in

v.;n Sd. a-day
;
potatoes, Js. id. per ewt.

;

beef, ;>d. and nuitUm ibUi* pound. In 1811, ac-

cording to Mr Wakefield's information, the wages of
common labour were T..1‘J for the hali-ycar

;
and,

ill hay and C(»vn harsest, is. Sd. per day : the price

of p(?tatoeH ‘>d. per sloiic
; beef and mutton, 7d.

pe?' ]u>nnd ; oatmeal, itN. (id. y»tv ewt.; milk, 2d.

and buLtev-niilk, Itl. per quart. The English lan-

guage, iicctti’ding to Dr Macp.irlan, i*- general, though,

in the mountain barony of Erris, many arc entirely

ignorant of it ; but Mr Vvakcfichl foniid tlie Irish

iini^ ersally spoken.

Killala, in some seasons, cn .toy, fifty boats in tlu-

bci'nng-fishory . At Killery Bay , on the .soutb-we.sl

,

.md Ballijia, on tiie north-cast, fhere arc coii.sidcr-

almon-fiBherics, and siri.ilicT ones at Newport,

iiul o'lier places.

'I'Im linen inanufacture i.s the <mly one that af-

f'o.- ' Mirpliis beyond the wants of the population ;

Imt, though it is general throughout the county, it is Ma>(.

not conducted on a great .scale by individuals. At i'

Castlebar there is a linen-hall. I’lie other articles
^

Mc .i ih.

arc coarse wciollens for home consumption. At
Newport a number of girls are employetl in making
straw bonnets.

The county of Mayo sends two members to Par- Kci>rcscnt.i-

liament; the Manpiis of Sligo and Lord Viscount tion nml

Dilion have the greatest influence, (hi the estate of

tlie latter alone there are 2100 registered freeliolders.

The number of inhabitants, in 17p(h is stated by Dr
Beaufort at 140,(i0(). The great majority are Ca-

tholics; throughout acme districts, of fifty miles in

extent, there i.s not one Protestant church.

See Dr Macparlan's Stnlhtical Survri/ of Ma^o,
and the works quoted under the former Irish coun-

ties. (a.)

MEATH, a county in Ireland, in the province ofSuuntion

Leinster. Its boundaries arc Louth, wdrh ;i small

portion of Monaglmn and ('av.in on tlie north ; the

Irish Sea and the county of Dublin on the* east

,

Kildare on the south
;
and West xMendi and Long-

ford on tlie west. From east to west it exteiulM

about 44* English miles, from north to south .17, anil

contain.s <)().'‘) iMiglish sqiuirc miles, or f)I7,(j()() Eng-
lish acres, of which only about a iw^elflli part eon-

.sists of bogs and wastes. This county, which gives

the name to its diocese, is situated in the ecclesiaKti-

cal province of Armagii
;

its divisions being Iwelvi

baronies, and 1 17 parishes. The river Boyne, whiefi

intersects it in a north-eastern direction, forms a line

of se))av.'ition between its nortliiTn and southern

parts, the former being called tlK‘ Kells, and the lat-

ter Diinshaiiglin. Having but a few mill's of sc,i

coast to the south of the Boyne, and no otlier rivers

of any size, it has no liarbours of its imn, but eas'^

access to Drogheda, the greatest corn-market in Ire-

land, situated on the Boyue, in the contiguous coun-

ty of Louth.

Meath is, in general, a low*, flat, rich tract of eoun- surr.ir.

try, wdth a soil of clay or strong loiun, incumbeni

upon limestone or gravel, not reinarkable for natural

scenery, and having little wood, but containing a few

splendid mansions, extensive plantations, and the re-

mains of man}^ religious and military buildings. In

its climate it differs little from that of the adjacent

counties of Dublin and Louth already deseribeiL

Till; principal river i.s the Boyne, which enters tlu.snuti

county from Kildare on the south-west, and pas.sing

by llie town of Trim, northward to Navun, meets

there the Blackwater from the county o^Ciin an, and
from thence flowing westward by Slane and Drog-

heda, falls into the sea a little below the latter town.

It is navigable for small craft to N avail, and for ves-

sels oi’ considerable .size to DroghciLi. The oilier

.streams arc inconsiderable, sucli as the Athboy anti

Maiinoch, which fill into the Boyne, and the Nanny
water, wJiich discharges itself directly into the sen.

Meath does not, as far as known, abound in minerals. Muu raJ .

Cojiper is wTought nt Walteratown, south-west of the

Boyne. A coarse pottei*y has been cunded on near

Knock, in the barony cif Morgallion ; and in the ba-

rony of Navan, on the lands of Ardbracenn, is what

called tlie “ White-quarry,’* wdiich furnishes ii

limestone oi’ a beautiful whitish colour, but wdiich
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Meath, becomes almost black by exposure to the atmosphere

;

^ it is .su})posed to have been worked i'or feoveral cen-

tiiries.

Fstiji:- TJie landed property of Mcatii i*. divided into

liiri>e estates, a /ifreal many of winch yield an income

of upwards of L.^OOO a-year. These are for the

most part let out on leases of 5il years imd a life ;

btit on some oi‘ them tliere arc leases in perpetuity,

winch have now become more \alijable than the free-

hold property. In 1818, tlic rent was from L.y to

li.d the Irish acre.

Grazin/f is or was, till very lately, a more import^,

ant object in this county than tilla/rc*. Many per-

.'.ous lattened from 800 to .^00 cows iji a stiafion, be-

sides bullocks and slieep. 'fhese tJjcy purchase at

the be/fiiming the grass sciisoii, and dispose of

during the summer and autumn as they .are ready,

instt!.icl ol' kec]n‘ng a regular stoi k all the year. The
pasture', are considered toit ’..!iii;ibie to be ajiplied to

the rearing ofsUx'k. Dairving is not carried to any

extent, and the butter icad* liere is said to be held

in little estimation. In some insUinces, wJicre farms

are let out for the dair}-, the landlord supjdies asuc-
eession of cows in milk, liorses, and hind, and thete-

imni furiii.-]u‘s labour, utensils, iSsc. paying at the rate

of Irom L.b to L.7, 10s. per annum for eacli cow.

'I'lie J’inglish long-liormsl eattlc w(*re introduced

many years ago into thi . district, which now con-

tains some of the best specimens of the breed. 'J’lic

shoe]) ar(‘ brought Irorn <itliei* counties, and, like the

cattle, tile same stock is kept only for a sciison.

/'liJ.u Tillage farms .are larger lu'.re tlian in most j)art«

f>f Ireland ; but, accmding toMr Curwtii. who visit-

ed Meatli in IS 18, the systi'in of nuinageinent is

liuU‘ 1^ Her lli.ui on tlu* suudl larms of otlier districts.

I'lu* houses and fences arc for the nu»sl part of tlic

worst descrijition, es])ecially the cabins of the farm

labourers, which an nnstu*al)le inuil-walled hovels,

slink below 1hc‘ level of tiu ground adjoining, and
• iccupietl by cows and pigs, in coumioii with the

family. I'he jirineiyial food of tin's class is potatoes

with churn-milk, and occasionally oat-meal, butchcr-

ineat being rarely used even among the fanners

;

and, to add to their privations, fuel is very scarce

in diderent parts of the county* An uninterrupted

succession oi‘ oat*? and other corn crops lor several

y»Mrs is common
;
in a few instances even for twenty

years. The common rotation," says Mr Curwen,
"" is wlieat, oai», fallow', ])otatoes, clover, all w'ithoiil

the a])])lication of manure." It is customary to w'ork

horses nMibrnixed w itli oxen, of whicli six are gene-
rally yolud together, three pair deep, to a very ill-

constructed plough
;

yet, notwithstanding this ma-
nagement, the wlieat crops arc in some parts ex-

cellent.

Mmhwi; Manufactures do not afford employment to any
considerable part of the population, though here, as

in most parts of Ireland, that c-f linen is ciuTied

on to some extent ; and also the weaving of cotbm.
On the Hlackwak*r and the Koyne there are scve’"iil

extensive flour mills, at which much of the wheat
grown in the county is made into flour Ixifore being

sent out ol‘ it. 'IMie towns and villages are Trim, w'hert'

tile county assiees are held, Kells, Ouleek, Riitoath,

Athboy, Slant', Navan, wdiich has a coinmunicution
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by watqr w ith Drogheda, Newcastle, Dunsbaugliliii,

Moynidly, and Clonard ; none of tlu^se return mem- .

bers to tlie Parliament of the Suited Kingdom. Of.
the tw'o members for tlie county, the Catholic inter-

est, according to Mr W akefield, is jiowtriij] enougii

to return one. The same author e.stiniates tiiat tlu‘

Catholics are to tlie Protestants as 40 to I, whidi,

from other parts of iiis work, .seems to be iimcli

too large a jiroportiou fur the former. Tlie lea'll -

hold, and nmcb of the jiersonal projierly, belongs tc

Catholics. According to Dr Beauibrt, tlie popula-
tion, about 1790, was 112,400, and it is known to

have increased considerably smcc.

See the IVurks of lieauibrt, Neweiiham, ami Wake-
field, as onoted under tile former Irish counties;

'I'homsoifs SnriHy u)' Mmih ; Tftr Parochial iS’/n in/

of Jrvlaml

;

Ciirwen’s OhacrcatIons on ihc State of

Ireland^ 1818; and, for antiquities, the article M eat it

in tlie Enn/chfxvdia, (a.)

MPCHAIN (Petek Francis Andrew), a well

known ])racticiil astronomer and geograjilier, was
born at Laon, Kith April J7M-

III^ father was an architect, and educateil him
with the intention of making him his successor in

bis business, lie was afterwards obliged to take

charge of tw'o young men at Sens, a.s their private

tutor
;
and he aceidentally became aequaiiUctl w iti'

Lalande on occasion of tlie sal(» of a fine iiistriimi'iit

whieli hi’ had procured, and of which Lalande be-

came the ]mi‘c]iast‘r ; am! it w'as under Lalande's jia-

troiiag(‘ that he w as brought fonvard as an observcj'.

siirvi'yi'r, and computer. He made two voyages

with Mr de l;i Hretminiere, mid assisted Jiim 111 .sur-

veying .some parts ot‘ tlie coast of France, He un"

afltM'w.ards employed i u various computations by tin*

MaiTjuis dc Clubert and the Due cfAyeii.

Ha\ing obtained a ])rize IVom the Academy oT

Sciences in 1782, torn j\Jrmoir on iometh, he becaim-

a member of the Academy the same year. Havin/:

j)vuved tliat the hopes entertained by some astrono-

mers of recovering an old comet were unfounded, hi

made u]) ill somi‘ measure for the di^ qipoinlinem.

by finding them chneii new' ones in the course ot

eighteen 3'ears ; and he coiiijmted the orbits not onl\

of all these, but of thirteen other.s, wlncli li.ul been

cb.scoi'ered by oilier observers ; emulating in this dc-

jiartimuit tlic labours oi’ both his preclucessors, Mes-
sier ami Piiigre.

About 17^0, he undertook the publication of tin

Connai&sancc df‘,\ Tvms. and continued it till lie wa^

employed in geodetical operations at a (listance froi'i

J\tit.s. He w as appointed, together with ('.lssjuj, tic

Tlmry. and Legendre, to make a eomuiittee to iiie(‘<

tlie English astronomers lor the determination ol tin

relati\e .situation of the obserA atone.*^, wliicJi h ut

been proposed b}' Cassini, it was in these oper.»-

lionstliat he first brought Korda’s circle into gener.i*

use. He Aias soon after, in 178.9, made a I'ori'igo

Member of the Royal Society ol’ l*omlon.

Ill I 7 f)l, he AAas apjiointed, in eonjunetioii uiiii

Delambre, to execute the uitention.softIie(’on''i.-

tueut Assembly, wdth regard to tIu* detenmnation m
a basin of hneoi- measures. A Aariety 01 d«'lfiys and

difficulties oirurred in these opcr.itious ;
iu Spain be

was woiimled in the liead and in the side, by an ac-
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Mpdiain. clclent which occiirreil w hile he was inspecting a w a-

ter-wheel ; and tlie political circninslances of the

times produced niai^' enil)aiTiissmcnts, whi(*li caused

Jiiiii to linger in Italy perhaps a little longer than

was actiiiilly neci ssary ; hut the establishment of the

Bureau drs I.nn^ittide^, and his nomination as a

member of it;, deternuned ins immediate return to

i*aris. He was now director of the Observatory^

and lie entered with great zeal on a series of obser-

\ ations^ which w'ere to rival those of Flarasteeih of

Jh adlcy^ or of Maskelyne; but lie seems to have been
a little tired of the ronfinement, and Ik* readily ac-

cepted, or rather solicited, the apjiointment to take a

part in the measurements required for the still fur-

ther extension of the .'Kc of the meridian to the south

of Barcelona. But the secret motive for his seeking

this humbler employiTicnt apjiears to have been a de-

sire to remove some doubts Avhich he entertained re-

specting the V^itude of Barcelona, as it ajipeared af-

ter In's death from his ])apcj’s, that there had been a

dj'^cordance of 3" in some observations which he liad

not mafic public In tiiis unfortunate undertiiking,

lie paid a heavy penalty for any want of candour

w'hicli may have been attributed to the conceabnent
;

shipwreck and disease awaited liim
; and he died at

last, at his post, the iiOth Septciidier ISOO, of a le-

^ el^ w hich fatigue and a bad climate* ha<l brought on.

I’iu severe stage of his illness was so short, that his

son, who accompanied and assisted him in the sur-

vey, liad not time to joiji Jiim.

I'Voin the time of his accifJent in Spain lie liad be-

come habitually rnelanciioly and timid, lliough re-

gardless of ])crs()nal danger in the pursuit ol* his pro-

fessional objects. His wdiole time was occupied in

obsen iiig and calculating : he published little; anil

never hazarded to advance any reflections on the

subjects w'liich employed liim, being probably more
in tile habit of acting than of s])eculating. He mar-

ried, in 1777, Miss Thcrcac Murjoii, witli whom lie

had bccoiTK^ acquainted at Versailles. This con-

nexion w as in every respect hajipy ; lie was indebt-

ed to it ibr a competent fortune, and he left a daugli-

Ut and Uvo sons.

1. Of his publications we find the most important

m the Memoires dcs isaxmns tdrav^ers ; Uiat is, he-

sj(li‘s some Ohservafions of eclipses a?id ovcuUatums, a

Memoir on ihe comets (y and 1()()1 ; showing
tliiit they arc not the same

;
and their iion-uppcar-

aiici* seven or eight years aiterw^ards fully justi-

fied his conclusions, and tlie adjudication of Uie

prize.

il. In tlie Memoirs of the Academy, from 1782 to

J781-, there are several of liis a-,

eclipses, oeridialions, and coincls.

o. I’liere are also some U'ttcrs of Mechaiii in Zaclfs

Geographical ephemerides about 1800, on the instru-

ments of the Parisian Ohscrcalory

,

;uid on otlier sub-

j
ects,

4. He edited tlie Connaisst dcs temSf from 178C
to I7<14r See Lalande.

5. Base dn sysieme mc/rique, decimal. 3 v. 4. Paris,

J 80(), 1 8O7, 1810. The joint w’ork of Mechaiii and
liis resp(*ctable and indefatigable friend and colleague

Helunibie.

M E R
[Delambre, Menu Jnslii. Sc, VT. 180(), p. i. ; and AXcrionetii-

in Biographic Universdle, XXVUI. 8. Paris, 1821.]]
®*'*^^‘*

MERIONI/rHSlIIllE, a maritime county of RoiitkIruci

North Wales. It is bounded on the north by Car- and

narvonsbire and Denbighshire, on tlie east by the

latter county and Montgomeryshire, on tlie soiitli

by Cardiganshire, and on the west by the Irish

Channel. It is of a triangular shape, contracting

towards the south. Its length from nortli to south

is :i(), and its greatest brcadtli miles. Its area is

estimated at 60I miles.

There are lew parts of the British islands on w'hich Eacf of liir

the scenery is more varied, the surface more irregu-Coumr).

lar, or the prospects more romantic. Many of the

])(‘:iks of tlie lofty immiitains are ni'ai; to eacli other,

w ith deep valleys, or ratlicr chasms betw^een, and in

other parts, the variety of objects forming striking

contrasts w'ith the vicinity of the sea, giM* a most
]ucturesque collection uf jileasing, thougl) sometimes
li rrific view's. The principal mountains, and tlieir

Jieights above the level of the sea, are Catler Idris,

2f)l4 feet, Arran Powcly, 2f).0r> feet, Avrening, 280<)

feet, Cader Ferwyn, feet, .'iiid Pengarn, 1510
feet. These mounlains consist jirincipaliy of granite,

porpliyry, and other unstratified rocks, w lule the se-

condary hills arc comjioscd of different kinds of

schistiis,

file ])rincipal rivers are the Dec, whieli runsrincr^

throiigli this county, and alter passing the beaiitilul

low n ol' Corw'in, enters Denbighshire; the Maw' or *

Mawdilaeh, which rises in the middle of the couiitv,

and empties itself into the Irish Channel; the Do-
vey, which rises near a jiass in the mountains lead-

ing to Montgomeryshire*, and forming at last a largi*

estuary, enters the sea at Aberilovey ; and the (ilcs-

lyii and Dwyrid, wliose stri*ams unite before eiitcr-

iiig tlie ocean. These rivers n*ceive the waters of

mimerouh brooks and rivulets w hieh trickle from the

mountains, and in llieir course fertilise the valleys

througli wliich they run. There are several lakes, of

whieli, tlie most considerable for extent, as w ell as for

beauty, is Llyii Tegid, near Bala, sometimes called

Pimblemere. It is aliout l our miles in length, and three

([u.'irters of a milt in breadth, its lianks are most
beautifully adorned with slojies, jiartly covered with

woods, and partly exhibiting verdant pastures. Lynn
Talyllin, at the foot of Cader Idris, is less extensive,

but scarcely less beautiful. Some fine cataracts add
tlieir beauty to tlie otlier romantic sceuerv of this

county ; of these Uhaidr Ddii and tj;]^j|pl of tlie

Glyn near Port Llyn Dyff’ws ore the remark-
able ; but several smaller ones.w'ill w^ell rewai’d the

labour of tiu* traveller who delights in tlie pictur-

esque.

The agriculture of the county is in a very imper- Agriculture

feet state, though the spirited exertions of some
large ])roprietors have recently exhibited speci-

mens of great improvement. Nearly three-fourths

of the county is iinincloscd, and much of that part is

unproductive w^aste. Large portions of the niarsli

lands on tlie coast have, by inclosing, embanking,
and draining, been converted into rich pasture, fuid

much more requires only the application of capital to
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Alcrioiurh- brill/? it into the same state. Very little of the land is

aiiapted to the plough, and the principal pursuit of

Muiu'r
farmers is breeding and rearing cattle. The

\ lieilcrs from this county arc si nt in dro\f‘s to the

fairs in the soutli of England, and yheii improved

by good jiasture, are found very valuable beasts,

'file sliecp are of small size, the flesh of wJiieh is

highly prized, and their a^ooI forms tlie material for

the tiomestic manidactures.

I radi' and I'here are scarcely any manufactories that can be

M.iniit.u- noticed, except a few coarse woollens; the females

of all the families, hoviever, employ themselves in

hnitting hosiery goods iVoni the nati\e wool. These
furnish ccaisiderable quantities <if the caps culled

W elsh wigs; and gloves, and stockings, tlie only goods
that are sent out of the county, and tlic animal va-

lue of which is estimated at L/J.'),()00. The only

trad(‘ is from the harbour n*' Ijarmoiith, situated on a
small arm of the sea, hit/, wliieh several rivulets

enqity themselvt's. The ^^urt is diflicult of ontraiiee,

aiul but little frecpienU'd. It is chiefly devoted to

coasting trade; exporting; oat.s-, barley, butter, cheese,

oalv-hark, and timber, aihl importing coals, culm, and
groceries. On account of ihc excellence of tiie beach,

and the romantic beauties of the surromiding coun-

try, it lias been much frequented of late jears for

sea-bathing.

il.itioii, Hy the census of 1811, the population amounted
io I- jiersons, of whom 1 E:h).S were males, and

female^, ft has increased les> between the

enumeration (»f ISOl ;ind ihatoflSJl than any

other county of rngland (»r Whiles. 'J'lie only town
is Dolgellen, where the arc held, which con-

tained .80f)l- inhabitant-

The must remarkable seats are those of Sir Hubert

Whlliams Vh'uigliaii, at Nannaii
; of Mr O.ikley, at

Ttaiiy Iiwleli Hall
;

Sir ThomaH Mostyns, at ( ors y
fiodel, and Mr Chirb/ t, at Ynysymaengwyn. It re-

turns to Ihirliauunt one member for the county.

See Evans' North JValcs; Davies' Jg/hca/Z/oY: o/
North Wales; and Aiken's Tour in Walcs^ (w. w.)

MESSfEIt (CiiAHT.Ks), a celebrated astronomer,

born at Hadonviller, in Lorraine, ‘i()tli June 1780.

He w’as tlie tenth of twelve children, and lost hia

father w^hen he w as 11 years old. He came to Jhiris

at ‘20, and Inid then to seek his fortune, having only

learned to write a good liand, and to draw. Dclisle

employed him as a copyist in tlie observatory. Li-

bour, his secretary, taught him to make use of the

common imtriimentsofastronomy, to observe eclipses,

fuid to for comets
;
and this was the princi-

pal busj|jjipf%f his subsequent life
;
for he was never

much of a theoretical or philosophical astronomer.

Del isle obtained for him an appointment as clerk in

tlie Hydrographieal Department of the Navy, and
gave him his board and lodging in his own house :

and he claimed in return the singular gratification cf

keeping all Messier's observations of comets secret

for his own private amusement, until their novelty

was completely lost.

Messier had already discovered 12 comets when
he lost his wife

;
his attendance on her sick-bed pre-

vented h:s discovering a 13th: ami it is said that

the circumstance added not a litttle to his gi-ief for
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lier loss. He afterw^ards became Astronomer to the Messior.

Navy, instead of being only a clerk in the depart-

menl. He obtained a scat 8it the Academy with

some difficulty, and not till 1770; being eonsulcrctl

as too ineclmnieal an observer to have a very stiong

claim to that distinction. He was fond of drawing
charts of the paths of comets; and of otJier astrono-

miciil phenomena
;
one of these procured him the

honour of being made an Academician of Ilerlm,

and another, with Jjuharpe’s interest, obtained him
the same distinetioii from PetiM-slmrgli. lie wyis hKo
made a Fellow^ of the Koyal Srn iety of London, in

1 7fi E l i e higliest compliment that he ever received

was paid him, ])crhap.s without sufficient reason, f)v

Lalandc, who inserted, in fiis celestial globe of 1773,
a constellation w'ith the name of Messier, or Messiuw
ciLS'tas, The Harvest Man

;
in the neighhourlKKxl

of Cepheiis. WJien Heriicliel had di.seov(*red the

(Georgian planet, he was very diligently engaged in

observing its motions ;
but, in tlie mean time, Ins

studies were inUMTupled by an unfortunate accidei:t :

he fell into an ice-lionse, in a garden, which lie mis-

took for a part of a grotto, and fractured an arm and
a tliigh. He was long in recovering, and he obtain-

ed a small pension on ilie occasion, from the rova!

bounty, by tlie solicitations of Mr Sage and some
others of liis friends, who had interest. He wius,

however, ‘joon deprivwl of it by llie Revolution
;

but he continued his pursuits as a private inditidii-

aJ, and he amused the last days of the JVe.sideiit de
Saron by coinmunieating to him his observation.s,

winch S.irori eontiniicd to compute during tlu* ini-

prisoniiumt that was terminated by his barbarous

execution. Messier was in some measure eoinpeii-

. sated for his pi‘euniary losses by being made a Mem-
ber of the Institute, of thi‘ bureau des Longitude^,

and of the Legion of Honour. He lived, without

discHNC or materia) infirmity, to tlie age of 82,

wdien his sight began to fail him, and Jie required a

deep glass, which lie found it fatiguing to use. He
had afterwards a paralytic attack ; but he lived U> he

near 87, and died of a dropsy, or proludily rather oi

old age, the 1 Itli of April 1817-

1. A variety of his observations, esjieeiiiHy of

Lowc/.v, are published in tlie Mrmoires tics Srnan.'i

i‘trankercs, V. \T.

2. Aller ills admission into the Academy, he was

a constant contributor to its Mnnoirs from 1771 to

npO. His papers consist almost entirely of Ohsvr-

vations of comets and eelipscs, wnth some Aenmnis

of Aurorae Horailes. There is al.so a Catalai^Ui of

in 1771 ;
An Account ofpoints of U^ht snn

on Saturn’s ring in 1774* ;
and of An apparent fad of

globules over the stni’s disc, 1 777*

3. Ill the Connaissance des terns, there is a collee-

ti^m of his Observations of the eclipses of Jupiter s

satellites- He had an excellent sight, and excellent

telescopes; and hematlethe duration of the eclipses

almost always shorter than other astronomers.

4*. He contributed some articles to the Astronomic

cal Ephcnicrides of l^rofessor Hell, published at

Vienna.

5. The Voi/age ds Courtanvaux sur lu fregattc

VAurorc, 4*. l^aris, J7<)8, was written by Pingre;
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Messier the observations are Messier's: the purpose of the

voyaffe was to make trial of several astronomical iri-

o]().ry.
strimients.

. j- (). His only separate publication was entitled

Grande romcle (jui a paru a In nahsancc. dc Napoleon
Iv Grand

j

!. Tan-., I«()8 . It was probably not eal-

eiilated for inmiorlalityj even if it was a genuine
work of Messier.

M E S

7. Delambre is in possession of a number of his Messier

ww/jai/iA'/ied observations of the solar spots ; but he
found their results, when computed, somewhat un- '

olojy
satisfactory. ^

[[Delambre ij^n Biographir XJniversellc, XXV’^JTI,

S. !*aris, See iiho Blogc dc Dclisle, by lai-

laiulc, in Na rologc des hommes cUlvbrex de France.

Paris, 1770.] (x. .A.)

METEOROLOGY,

jioM /ursoj^fi^y sablimk, is that science whicli de-

scribes and explains tlie various phenomena which

occur in the region of our atmosphere. It has deep-

ly engaged the attention of men in every state of

society, from the roving savage to the refined votary

of wealth and })lcasLire. The moment w'c cross our

doors, we commit ourselves to the influence of the

weather. Put the hardier classes of the communi-
ty, the shepherd, the ploughman, and the mariner,

whose labour ci cates or procures the sfaiile articles

of life, are always exposed, by lluir oeeiipation, to

the mercy of the elements. The y were hence led,

by the strongest inolive?, to examine clo'^ely the

varying appearance of the sky, and to disiinguiah

certain niiiuite alterations which commonly precede

the more important changt's. No doubi they woulil

often mistake the indications of those a^pect.s, and

w'ould infer conclusions from mere casual circum-

stances. 'I'hose tokens which portend the more vio-

lent convulsions of the aimo>plieie— tiie pelting

storm, or the careering tempest—ai'(‘ generally ol a

decided character; but the symptoms w'hicli go before

the ordinary fluctuations of the weather can only be

dimly conjectured by long experience and sagacious

observation. This bluidowy knowledge, thi" d.uhioiis

and very limited anticipation ol‘ tiie chan; es which

arrive in tlie me'dium we brcatlie, is merely the fruit

of personal a^s-iduity and application Like the con-

clusions which men of disccnimcut fo.m to them-

selves on the subject of physiognoiny, it is scarcely

coiiimuiiicable
;

if receives, therefore, no accessions

in the progress of ages, but peli^lles wuth the indivi-

dual.

on^rin of 'I’he vague rules which experience had formed on
ihc Siiuiicr. tlic subject of almosjihcric changes WTre adopted

by the philosophers of antiquity, and incorporated

into their cosmological systems. Put in attempting

to explain the phenomena, they sought merely to sa-

tisfy tlic imagination; and the svij)po.sition of certain

elements, each endued willi peculiar properties, ap-

peared, on a superficial view, to connect harmoni-

ously the general facts.

In the infancy of science, however, it was very dif-

ficult to distinguish hetw^een ^uch appearances as arc

only incidental, and those co...,tant presages w hich in-

variably anticipate their effects. The different fliictuu-

lions that happen in the low'cr atmosphere seemed de-

pendant on the influence oi’ the heavenly bodies,

which are continually altering their places. Not only

the sun ami moon appeared to rule the seasons, but

the planets, and even the fixed stars, were conceived

to retard or accelerate, by iheir feebler action, the

revolution of tlie grand cycle of changes. The ap*

plication of tlie term aspect to the positions of those

remote bodies implied a principle of intelligence,

and the stellar lujlucn c shed by tliem might, there-

fore, be deemed capable nl’ producing all the variety

‘if effects, 1 fence llie «)iigin of PhyiLat Astrology

^

which has, dining s(» many ages, muintained ascentl-

aney in the wni ld, and still colours the verses oi‘ our

polls, and pervades tlie eieid ol’ tlie vulgar.

The h(‘iil evolved h^ the luninu'us particles trims- In'. u ;

mitlcd from the sun, a*, they lose themselves among
the lower sir.ita oF mir ainuisplii re, or undt r the sur-

face of ihc l.aid and the sea, \ar3'mg in its intensity,

accurdiiig to the obliquity of their incidence, and the

extent of me<ljum whicdi tliey traverse, produces tin-

most imj)ortant effects m (iie great economy of the

globe. Ihit the v‘oirect kiu.w ledge we have at length

acquired concerning the mutual action of bodies, con-

tiaets the limits of the supposed ceJeslial inHucnce
aiinost to a point. The hglit of' the moon doe.s not

iiniount to llie i()(),()(K)lh [larl of that ol'ihe sun, and
the iieat wliieh this rery feeble illuminal.dn ('Xeites or

coinmiinieales, lias never hoiri <lelected hy llu' . ost

(lelic att instruments, or the best devisi d experiments,

13 iit ;ill ihe rays shot from (lie jdanets. and Ironi the

whole const '_il:Uious of lixed stars, are quite lo.st in

llie contras!: with those lunar l)e.ams. 'Iheir com-
bined impression.^, during tlie la[)se of countless ages

on the atinusphtric tcrnjierature, would hence elude
the utmost powers of calculation.

It is only hy their aitiaclive force that the heavenly ui

bodies, c.xcepL the warming energy of the sun, can ever

affect the constitution of this globe. As by their ac-

tion unequally exerted over iu surface, they raise tides

in the ocean, so tiiey must likewise agitate the atmo-
sphere with a corresponding rcciprocaticwfi; This ef-

fect, however, depends much more on tbi 'proximity

of the disturbing body, than on its magnitude or den-

sity. Thus the sun, with twenty-three million time?
the mass of the moon, yet being about four hundred
times more distant, has only about the third part of

her influence in causing the tides. But, according to

the computations of Laplace, the joint action of the

sun and moon is only capable of producing a tropi-

cal wind, flowing westward at the rate of about four

miles a-day
;
a quantity too small evidently to be

tve^ subjected to observation, and certainly insuffi-

cient to occasion any immediate and practical re-

sults.

It may be calculated, that Jupiter and Venus, in

10



Mcteor^ tliosc parts of their orbits which approach the near-

eet to tlie earth, affect the aerial tides by a force

76,000 and 82,000 times less than the son. Those

planets could, therefore, excite a most minute shift-

inf^ in the atmosphere, limited to a foot in the space

of 14 or 15 days or about a single mile in 20 years.

As the mass of Mars is unknown, its disturbing force

cannot be estimated, though it is less than that of

Jupiter. But the combined influence of all the rest

of the solar system is, from their great distance, in-

comparably smaller.

l.jLfliLafy or Nothirrg can be so utterly groundless, tlicreforo, as

thr .sull.ir the disposition to refer the ordinary changes of the
iniiuviicc. weather to the influence of the moon, Bui, compar-

ed with this, the fancied efficacy of the stellar as-

pects, which was for ages firmly believed hy the

learned world, vanishes into rl-e sluidow ol‘ a vision.

Nor has the most elaborate e immation of numerous

registers of the weather /'^tiosed any precise and

constant connection betw cco the phases of the moon
or the j)ositions of the

,
and' the succession of

.'innospherical phenonii 'J'he inferences whii h

SL\':n 10 indicate a diHi*uM-i nnclusion, may hr fan

ly tii.^rcgarflccl, as drawn only Irom a loose jmvI iii--

j)iTl\‘Ct iiibjieci '' m; oi ta- ts.

If ^'annot disputed, I'owever, (liut all i;»e

utnges vhic.i ^''aopen in the mass of ‘'jur .no-

..p/KM'e,—involwcl, ca[)nc’oi!s, and irregular as they

are yet ihe necossury r(‘sults of priiici

pieC' a.', ^l^ed, a-n! ;jerliaps as simple, as f/)os{‘ which
viiio'-i t he rcvoloi.ions d' ih- solar system. Could
'.M- i-mavel tl’.e infricai maze, wc might trace the

'U’tion o.^eaLti 0,'Siiiu‘t ease, and hence deduce the

jltimide » ifet !s //lidng, loui their combined opera-

ti('n. i K posse? 'ion of such data, we might

safely [irti ilie stale ei’lhe w'catiier at any future

penod, a oe now' cai(,ujat(i a,n eclipse i*f the sun or

lioop, or idietcll a e- ''jiinciiun of the planets. Af-

' dm protr.’cLcd c laiii ol combinations has been
p'ctef.l. the same series of events must again be

'.U'd through tlic boundless lapse ol* ages. As
<:1 the anomalies of the planets arc periodical, so

likewise the successive, varieties follow some cycle of

vast extent. In the remotest annals of atmospheri-

cal phenomena, wc might descry a gleam of futurity,

and read the changes which still lie hid in the womb
of time.

But, bcaides this great cycle, there probably are

much shorter interior and subordinate periods, in

which the weather nearly, though not absolutely, re-

turns after the $ame order. Whatever principles con-

cur to modify its succession, the revolutions of the

sun and moon are certainly the primary and predo-

minant causes. The character of the w'callier is ac-

cordingly strongly marked by the vicissitudes of day
and night, and by the annual repetition of summer
and winter. The menstrual action of tlie moon es-

capes correct observation ; but, accumulated during

a sufficient time, it may possibly produce a decided

influence. Every 19 years the motions of the moon
come to coincide with those of the siin, and her nodes

perform their revolutions in nearly the same time, or

about 1 8 years. This period, or the half of it, has

therefore not improbably some slight connexion with

the usual scries of the changes of the weather.
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If the sages of antiquity be justly blamed for Meteor-

adopting implicitly the notions and prejudices of the

vulgar, those of modern times may be charged with
too eager a disposition to reject whatever savours ol*

popular opinion. A collection of the numerous rules

and remarks foraied in the course of ages among dif-

I’erent orders of men, deeply interested by their oc-

cupation.s in watching the changes of the sky, w ould
undoubtedly contain some important truths, which
the diligence and sagacity of the philosopher miglit

discriminate, and employ for the basis of beneficial

speculations. The most sanguine can hardly uphold
the prospect that mankind will ever arrive at such a
pitch of knowledge, as to be capable of prognosti-

cating the future modifications of the atmosphere,
with the same precision w'ith which they can fortiel

the successive rcvolulioiib of the heavenly bodies

;

yet the motions, Jiovvever irregular in appearance,
which prevail in the clement that we breathe, are,

e(|ually witli those performed in the regions of space,

the result of certain fixed laws. The variable aspect
of the sky proce(;ds partly from the direct action of
the sun-btamh, but principally from the winds which
llieyexe r- and maintain. The unequal gravitation

•if the d.lfcrent portions of our atmoS|>hcre to the
and to the numn especially, must occasion some

small lIIccI in producing or altering the aerial cur-

rents; and even the disturbing forces ol* the planets

have a ri'inote share, how minute soever, in tlie for-

mation e« niehors. Nor can wo hesitate to con-
clude. with ihc iiitc ingenious and eloquent M. Bail-

ly, whose fate demands the tribute of a tear, that

the notions, so w ulely spread among men, of the as-

pects and influences oi tlie celestial bodies, are only
the corrupted remains of astronomical science, al-

ready advanced to high perfection in .some ilistant

age of tlic world. If motions were to rise and cease

insiimtaneously w ith the operation of llicir causes,

the same sureession of seasons would exactly attend

on each revolution of the sun; but the currents of

air act|uirc velocity by degrees, and thenceforth con-

tinue to flow till their force is spent. The varied

face of our terraqueous globe will, thcicforc, modi-
fy the direction, the powder, and the duiation of the

winds, raised by the action of the solar rays. Hence
an extreme complication of causes?, which will pro-

duce an immense series of fluctuating events. That
profound geometer, I\l. de In Cirange, has established

by denion.stration that all the changes arising from
the disturbing forces in the planetary system are

Fubjotied to certain vast cycles, on the return of

which the same motions are perpetually renewed.

Similar periods, but of an extent that affrights the

imagination, probably regulate the modifications of

the atmosphere ; for, whenever a coincidence of cir-

cu nstanccs prevails, the series of appearances must
inevitably recur. The aggregate labours, indeed,

of men continually transform the face of our globe,

and consequently alter the operations of natural

causes :—but, if the agency of animals be stimulated

and determined solely by the influence of external

objects, it follows that the re-actions of living beings

are comprehended in the same 060066317 system, and

that all the events within the immeasurable circuit of

the universe are the successive evolution of an ex-
T f.
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bcrvatioiis:

Meteor- tended series^ which, at the returns of some vast pe-
riod, repeats its eternal round during the endless flux

' ^ of time. Hesidcs tlio grand cycle, there must evi-

dently be many intermediate sinallcr periods, at the

lapse of wliich our atmosphere will present nearly,

though not exactly, tlie same fleeting aspects. Whe-
ther these bear any decided relation to the lunar revo-

lutions, cannot with certainty be aflirmcd. A copious

collection of registers formed in the course of ages

Will pr.ibably, at some future time, lead to the disco-

very of certain remarkable periods, which will enable

men to conjecture, with tolerable precision, the suc-

ci'cding changes of the weather. It would be most
advisable, perhaps, to begin the inquiry with the tro-

pical countries, in which the seasons arc more Uni-

term, and to advance by degrees into the temperate

climates. In the mean time, our prognostications

may be greatly assisted by observing and studying

the concatenation of •phcnomencu Certain coinci-

dences of aspects mark the near recurrence of some
small portions of the general series, and aiford scope

for the doctrine of chances.” (Monthly Ueviar for

September 179^^ Art. I. p. 14.)

NcccHbUy oi‘ Such views of the cyclical returns of the varied
rwumng to ge^gons may expand the imagination, but will be con-

sidered rather as curious speculations, than as definite

conclusions which can ever be reduced to real and

actual application. To improve meteorology wc
must subuiil to tread a humbler path ; w e must study

closely, and by the .‘tid of delicate instruments, the

constitution and modflications of tlic atmosphere,

and pursue, under various circumstances, and in dif-

ferent parts of the globe, u lengthened train of care-

ful and precise observations. The ordinary registers

of tlic weather are of a very modern date, and be-

sides being fur the most part unskilfully kept, they

seldom record more than the state of the barometer

and tliunnonicter, wliicli aflbrd not any complete in-

dication of the disposition of the atmosphere. No
wonder that meteorology, though cultivated fromilie

earliest times, has advanced the most slowly to the

pcrfec'ion of science.

To prepare the way for estabJihliing meteorology

on a solid basis, w^c s\m\\Jirsf inquire into the ex-

tent and constitution of the medium which we
breathe ; and shall ueait review the different philoso-

phical instruments which assist external observation,

and indicate at all times the exact condition and
qualities of that mutable fluid.

The ancients imagined tbat our atmosphere, the

sent of care, mortality, and corruption, reached as

fill- as the moon, beyond wliicli was a boundless ex-
panse of resplendent iclher, the abode of celestial

beings, exempt by their nature from all anxiety, and
absorbed in the enjoyment of eternal bliss. But the

discovery of the weight and pressure of the air de-

stroyed at once this magnificent vision. Comparing
the length of the mercurial column with the density

oi tiic ual medium, it fullowcd, that if the atmo-

sphere had been an uniform fluid it could not ex-

ceed the elevation of fue miles. the air being

very dilateabJe, t?^e higher portions of the mass which

covers our globe, sustaining a diminislied pressure,

must swell upwards, and occupy a proportionalJy

wider space. This property hence removes the bound-
jiry of thu atmosphere to a much greater elevation.

1 1 . •>!

till- Atm«
li-

By means of an excellent pneumatic machine, air can Meteor-

be raritied about a thousand times
; but this degree

of rarefaction would not occur below the hei'ght of

forty-two'miles in the atmosphere. Such is nearly

the limit deduced from another consideration, first

proposed by th« famous Kepler. 'Ihis most original

and inventive philosopher conceived, that the de-

pression of the sun below the horizon, when twilight

closes around us, might furnish the data for disco-

vering the altitude of the portion of sky which reflects

his latest parting rays. Let C(seefig.2,PIateXCVTf.)
be the position of a spectator on tlie surAtce of the

earth, and A represent the pointwdieie the sun sets, the

tangent AB will mark the track of his lowest ray,

which illuminates the upper part of the atmosphere
at B, whence the emission of a secondary ray BC
will barely reacli the ground at A. But assuming
the mean estimate of astronomers, that twilight ex-
pires when the solar depression or the arc CA
amounts to eighteen degrees. In the right-angled

triangle COB, the base OC, or the radius of the

globe being 3956, and the acute angle COB nine

degrees, or the half of AOC the hypotenuse OB is

easily found, and hence about 49 miles is the excess

BD of CB above CD, or the elevation of the boun-
dary of the atmosphere, illumined by the latest beams
of the sun. A correction might be required for the

deviation of the rays from their rectilineal path, in

consequence of the unequal refraction of the difl'erent

strata of the atmosphere; but in a ({ucstion of this kind,

resting on rather loose or doubtful observations, it

seems superfluous to affect any delicacy ofcalculation.

The inference draw'n from the limits of twilight isUiinh if

not so conclusive as might at first appear. The fee-

hie slanting rays, shed from the higher regions of the

atmospheri*, may not have been received directly

from the sun, hut derived, after repeated reflexions,

from the more distant parts of the sky. The very
ingenious Lambert attempted to distinguish, besides

the primary twilight, a secondary, and even a ternary

crcpuxciiltnn. It is easy to sec, tliat the solar ray SA
(Fig. 3, 1’latcXC VII.), after grazing along the surface,

will illuminate the upper atmosjdiere at B, from which
some light will be darted in the direction of the tan-

gent BCD, to tinge another elevated portion of the sky
at D, which may cast a few expiring rays to the spec-

tator at E, or shoot onwards to the opposite sky at

E, and thence reach in a state of almost extinction

the ground at G. While the first cr€pusculu7n, there-

fore, sets in the west, the second will travel like a bow
over the heavens, followed at a regular di^nce by the
dusky veil of the third, or the \anishio|g^jain of the
fourth. But it may be computed, from* tlie vast

length of the tracks which the light would have to

traverse, that those shades w ould in succession be
ten thousand times darker. The clearest sky, how-
ever, on tlie close of evening, never appears marked
by sueli contrasted boundaries. The vault of heaven
seems to darken by insensible transitions, frona the
western to the eastern horizon. It is most probable,
tlierefore,tIiatthediminution of light, after the closeof
evening, is ow ing to the prodigious rarefaction of much
higher portions of the atmosphere, which still catch
some faint rays of the sun, without being able, from
excessive attenuation, to reflect them efficiently to tlie

earth. But since, unless tlie sky be overcast, there is
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Meteor total ckrkness in no climate, even at midnight ; we

may, therefore, infer that the body of air extends to

such an altitude, as to receive the most dilute glim-

mer, lifter the sun has attained his utmost obliquity,

and sunk ninety degrees below the horizon. It would
thence follow, that the elevation of the atmosphere,

must be equal at least to 16'J8 miles, or the excess of

the liypotenuse ofon isosceles right*angled triangle hav-

ing S95b miles, or the radius of the earth for its base.

L xtiiUM This very great extension of a rare expansive
Mcvniinn atmosphere appears conformable to the general pho-

N])l')rr<'
' nomena. But the thin inveaturc of our globe, at

least, near the equator, may stretch out much fur-

ther ; and yet its elevation can never exceed a cer-

tain absolute limit. The highest portions of the at-

mosphere, which is carried round in hours and
ri6 minutes, by the rotation of the earth about

its axis, would be projected into space, if their

centrifugal force at that distance were not less

than their gravitation towards *he centre. But
the centrifugal force is directly as tlie distance,

while the power of gravity is at its square. (Conse-

quently, when the centrifugal force at the distance

of 6.b radii of the earth is augmented ns many times,

the corresponding gravitation is diminished by its

square or 13.7 times, their relative proportion being

thus changed to 2Sp. Now, the centrifugal force

being only the 28.qth part of gravity at the surface of

the equator, it will therefore just balance this power
at the distance of b’.(> radii from the centre, or at

the elevation of 22,2o0 miles. On lliis hypothesis,

fig. 7, Plate XCVII. will represent our globe encom-
passed by its atmosphere, of which the equatorial

diameter extends from A and B.

Such is the cxtjcme boundary of atmospheric ex-

pansion. Though it su) })as8cs all our ord nary con-

ceptions of the space occupied by that ddateuble

fluid, it yet scarcely exceeds the twentieth part of

the distance of the moon, which was held by the an-

cients to communicate with our atmosphcie. If it

really spreads out to tlic limit now assigned, it must,

in its remote verge, attain a degree of tenuity which

would utterly baffle imagination to conceive. Per-

haps the fluid itself may change in those lofty re-

gions, and pass into a sort of aetherial essence, more
analogous to diffuse light than to a nia.ss of air.

• ithiiiiiiion The constitution of the atmosphere forms the

next object of inquiry. The analysis of that rare

metjium is one ot the finest discoveries of modern
chemistry. It appears to consist of two distinct ex-

pansible combined in different proportions,

a single pi^ppl of oxygen gas being united to three

parts by we%ht, or four parts by bulk of azote.

There is also a very slight admixture of carbonic

acid gas, amounting to perhaps the thousandth part

of the vriiolc. it may be doubted, however, whether

this analysis be complete. The combination of those

gases obtained artificially generates a fluid in which

we can hardly recognize the ordinary qualities of at-

mospheric air. Some fugacious elements must there-

fore escape during the prdeess of decomposition,

indeed, the air may be considered as an universal sol-

vent. It is the medium of all smells, and must there-

fore dissolve the diiferent odorous effluvia, and trans-

mit them to the olfactory nerves, Tlie presence of

moisture may perhaps assist the solution, but the

mass of air is still the great receptacle of those dif- Meteor-

fusive emanations. We can readily distinguish se-

veral earths and stones by their ^difference of bmcll,

Nay, the metals themselves, especially when rubbed,

emit peculiar odours. What can be more variously

contiBstcd, for instance, than the .smells of iron, t/i (..i,

and of copper f 'J'be air nuist hence actually dissoKe

some traces of those metals, highly attenuated indeed,

and almost evancsccni. If a lump oi' assafeetida loses

but a grain by exposure for several weeks, a bright

surface of copper may, in similar circumstances, suf-

fer the waste of only the thousandth part of a grain.

The metal, li' not encrusted by oxydation, would
consequently ex[»'jricrice a certain diminution, how-
ever small, in the course of ages.

The atmosphere is thus charged with emanations It

of aii the various sub'.tnncos wliich it sweeps. Xo *

detect such dilute corpuscules wholly transcends the
^

powers of chemical analysis. It bcems probable,

that tlio air holds some matters in more copious so-

lution tlian others ; and the phenomena of the aero-

lites lead u.s to suspect that it nttracts iron and
nickel with greater force than the rest of the metals.

'J’he quantity of those adventitious particles contain-

ed in a given mass of air may be exceedingly small,

and yet the aggregate weight difidsed through the

whole atmosphere w'ould form a considerable amount.
It appears from numerous endiometrical observa-

tions, which agree tolerably well when perform-

ed in a siiiiil.i way, that the constitution of oiir at-

mosphere is the same in all places on the surface of

the earth, and at every elevation which has been yet

explored. Such experiments have hoen made at

very distant points, repeated on the summits of the

loftiest mountains, and applied to portions of an

brought down by balloons from the altitude ol’ live

miles. The result is what we should expect from
the perpetual agitation and commixing of the lower

strata of the atmosphere.

But a variety of circumstances render it extreme- fi‘»

ly probable, that an expanse, fur above the region

the clouds, is filled by some peculiar fluid, very difler-
* ^

ent from the grosser element spread below. The
shooting stars wliich are seen every clear night, the

hnladcSf or fire balls, and the luminous aiches which
not unfrequcDtly occur, and wliich must traverse the

sky at the height of several hundred miles, all seem
to indicate the existence of a very ignitiblc medium.
Nor is it diflicult to conceive how such a collection

of highly inflammable fluids could be formed. Nut
to mention the multiplied processes of art which
emit those products, the great laboratory of nature

incessantly at work in generating and pouring forth

hydrogen gas, and its various compounds. Tlie vol-

canic mountains cover a considerable portion of ihe

surface of the globe, and their innumtralilc spiracles,

with scarcely any interruption, continue to discharge

immense streams of inflammable aerial fluids, a great

pert of which esc.'ipe conflagration. But, as hydro-

gen gas has little attraction to common air, it rises

upwards by its buoyancy, without suffering much
loss in the pas.sagc through that fluid. The large-

ness of their volume, and the celerity of their f»ro-

jection, conspire to favour the ascent of those inflam-

mable gases to the loftiest regions of the atmosphere.

A comparison of the several quantities of uitrono-
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Meteor, mical refractioD, at different altitudes, points to aai-

miiar conclusion. The refraction which the rays of

light suffer in slanting across the higher regions of

tlie air, is greater tlmn what calculation assigns to

the corresponding density of the ntedium. But the

discrepancy would entirely disappear, if we suppose

those strata to consist oC'^hydrogen gas, which is

known to possess, in a remaiwle degree, the power

of refracting.

It seems very probable, that the higher range of

atmospliere has a sort of phosphorescent quality, or

shines with a certain feeble light, for some time, after

it has been heated or excited by the incident rays of

the sun. Such may be the principal cause, and not

any reflex illumination, of that lucid glow which,

even at midnight, is diffused over the clear canopy

of heaven*

'/oihacal The phenomenon of what is called the zodiacal

1 'uht. Ughti might, perhaps, be traced to the same source.

That remarkable appearance, which is more conspi-

cuous in the finer climates, and near the vernal equi-

nox, on the approach of evening, has often been

ascribed to the extension of a supposed luminous at*

mosphere about the sun. But Laplace has shown,

that such an atmosphere, far from stretching to our

earth, wauld not even reach the orbit of Mercury.

The zodiacal light must therefore have only a terres-

trial origin. Supposing the uppermost regions of

our atmosphere to consist of diffuse inflammable

matter, wc might infer from analogy, that like the

calcined sulpliate of barytes and other incinerated

substances, they are endued with a phosphorescent

quality, and capable of scattering a lambent gleam

on being excited by the beams of the sun. But this

luminary darting perpendicular rays, will evidently

affect most powerfully the range of atmosphere which

occurs in his diurnal track. The expansion of the

gaseous investure of our globe above the equator,

will hence, from its vast elevation, be descried in

places even beyond the tropics, glowing with a gen-

tle flame. The luminous cone which converges

from the sun to the distance of perhaps 30 or 40 de-

grees in the cii«le of the equator, gradually con-

tracts and grows fainter in proportion as that body

sinks further below the horizon.

It thus appears, that the opinion entertained by

the ancient philosophers concerning the existence

of a vast shining aethereal expanse beyond our at-

mosphere, is, with some modifications, consonant to

the principles of sound philosophy. This is not the

first occasion in which we have to admire, through

the veil of poetical imagery, the sagacity and pene-

tration of those early sagos. It would be weakness

to expect nice conclusions in the infancy of science

;

but it is arrogant presumption to regard all the

efforts of unaided genius with disdain. Seldom has

a discovery been made without some distant ray

of anticipation.

Air niRv oc- Having ventured to state that the highest region

cupythcBcdof the atmosphere is probably occupied by some very

of the Ocean, diffuse pliosphorescent gas, we shjjy[l hazard a conjec-

ture which will appear bolder, anJeven paradoxical,

—that perhaps air, in its most concentrated state,

occupies the bottom of the ocean, and forms a vast

bed, over which the incumbent waters roll. Air has

OftOGV.
actually been condensed above a hundred times, and Meteor,

during this process it betrayed no deviation from the

fundamental law, that its elasticity is directly pro- ^
portional to its density. There seems no reason,

therefore, to doubt, that 4' an adequate oompros-

sivc force could be exerted, air might be reduc-

ed to the thousandth part of its ordinary volume*

But this elastic fluid would then be denser than

water, and, consequently, instead of rising, would

fall through the liquid. Suppose, for instance, a

bladder filled with air, and having a small bullet

attached to it, were thrown into the sea
;
in con-

tinuing to sink, it would reach a depth where the

enormous weight of the column of water would com-
press it to the same density with the surrounding

mass ; and if the bullet were uow disengaged, the

bladder would remain suspended in that stratum, or

if carried a little lower, it would precipitate itself to

the bottom.

To form some estimate of this singular event, a iiypotiiLtN

simple calculation will be required. Air, of the ordi- wlEstiinotr

nary temperature, is 840 times lighter than distilled

water, and is therefore 865 times lighter Uian sea-wa-

ter, assuming the density of this to be 1*03. But the

mean pressure of the atmosphere being equal to that

of a column of 34 feet of distilled water, is hence

equal to the weight of a column of feet of sea-

water. Wherefore J X B64, or 28,296 feet, is the

depth of the ocean where the necessary compression

would obtain. But a small correction must be ap-

plied, on account of the augmented density of the

sea-water itself under the load of such a column.

The logarithm of this density is found very nearly

by multiplying the height of the column by six, and

striking off seven decimal places ; whence the moda~

lus of the compression of water may be reckoned

723,824 feet. Of this large number, the former

deptli is about tlie twenty-fifth part
; consequently,

to procure an equilibrium between the condensed

air and the corresponding stratum of sea-water, it is

requisite that the air should be contracted one twen-

ty-fifth part more, or reduced to 901 times less than

its ordinary volume. But 32^x900=29,475 feet,

from which deduct the fiftieth part for the mean
condensation of the column, and there remains

28,885 feet, the correct depth.

Tliis computation is to be considered as only a

near approximation, yet sufficiently accurate for the

object in view. Nor shall we fatigue our readers by
the investigation of a strict formula, including ex-

ponentials. It is enough to mark the coMusion, that

any portion of air carried five miles ana|||ka]f below
the surface of the sea will never ascend again. Now,
this limit is only half the depth which the theory of

tides assigns to the waters of the ocean. There is more
difficulty in conceiving, by what process air can be
conveyed to its abyss. Increase of pressure, however,
enables water to hold a larger share of air ; and the

efiect is hence the same as an augmented attraction.

The minute globules of air may therefore be gradual-

ly drawn downwards fronl stratum to stratum, till they

are at last detached from the body of water by their

own superior density. The precipitation and accumu-
lation of concentrated air under the ocean would thus

bethe results of some unceasing operation. Such a pro-
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cess may perhaps constitute a part of the great eco-

nomy of Nature. It seems probable^ that the exist-

ence of a subaqueous bed of air is necessary to feed

the numerous nres which continually ragb in the

boweis of the earthy and occasionaily burst forth on
the surface in volcanic spiracles.

The variable disposition of the atmosphere is the

-main cause of all the meteorological phenomena. It

is of importance, therefore, to examine the theory

and application of the different instruments which

can be employed to explore the state of that medium.
Some of these have been long in common use

; but

others of a more delicate and refined construction

are only beginning to be known, and promise, when
generally adopted, to expand our views, by opening

a store of new and ulterior prospects. The ordinary

observations are confined to the weight and tempera-

ture of the air. There are other data still wanted,

to determine at any time the actual condition of that

medium. The dryness or humidity the atmo-
sphere, its brightness or degree of illumination, the

different depth of the cerulean hue of the sky, and
the variable disposition to chill the surface of the

earth, by impressions of cold transmitted from the

higher regions,—these objects of inquiry should be
conjoined with others of a more practical tendency,

depending immediately on the mutable state of the

weather. Such arc the attempts to measure the daily

evaporation from the ground, to register the quanti-

ty of rain which falls, and to mark the direction and
indicate the force or velocity of wind. A complete

apparatus of meteorological instruments will, there*

fore, include primarily the Barometer, Thermometer,

Hygrometer, Photometer, Mthrioscope, Cyanometer ;

and comprehend likewise the Atmometer, Rain-gage,

Drosometer, and Anemometer^ We shall review this

series in the order of enumeration.

I. Barometer,-^Hhe capital discovery of the weight

and pressure of the atmosphere achieved by Torri-

celli in 164<3, was the first step in the progress of

meteorology to the rank of a science. Prior to that

memorable period it rested on principles altogether

loose and conjectural. But the construction of the

barometer, as an accurate instrument of observation,

soon disclosed what was passing in the more elevat-

ed and distant regions of the atmosphere. The co-

lumn of mercury, it was perceived, seldom remain-

ed long stationary, but rose and fell through a sen-

sible space, according to ,the different state of the

heavens, la fine calm weather it generally stood

high, butf'Mj|monly subsided a short while before

rain or wW^T The barometer came, therefore, to be

regarded announcing the proximate

chan|^e8 of the sky, and owed its general reception

to this belief. Its indications, however, were found,

by farther experience, to be liable to much uncer-

tainty. Though the extreme depression of the mer-
curial column appears invatiably to foretell the ra-

vage of a hurricane, yet its partial variations often

pass away without being followed either by rain or

wind. The barometer, evidently can mark only the

pressure of the atmosphere, and intimate, by conse-

uence, the state of the weather, in as far os it de-

^
Hds on that cause.

'hilosopliers have eagerly sought to explain tlie

M £ T E ©'U'O I 0 G T.
fluctuations of the mercurial column. They have Meteor-

tried every principle that might appear to exert any ^7*
influence in modifying the local weight of the at-

mosphere; but their very numerous attempts, it

must be confessed, have hitherto proved singularly

827

unsuccessful. It was requisite to show that such
causes would not only giv^fesults of the kind expect-
ed, but were besides fully adequate to the production
of the phenomena. In most instances, however,
cither none of those effects could have followed, or
they would occur in a very inferior degree and dis-

proportionate extent.

All the proposed explications of the changes of the Intluencc of

barometer may, perhaps, be referred to three distinct

sources ; 1. The action of heat on the atmosphere; 2.

vThe influence of moisture on that fluid
; and, 3 , The

impression made by its rapid motion in wind. Now,
the heating or cooling of the air above any given
place, could in no way affect its pressure. The only
change occasioned would be in the density of the
fluid ; and by the influx of the portion below, or the
efHux of a similar portion above, the pressure of the
atmospheric column would soon become adjusted to

an equilibrium with the surrounding mass. The
diunial variations of the barometer within the tropics,

seldom exceeding the twentieth part of an inch, as

they follow a different course from the progress of
heat, are obviously not derived immediately from
this cause. According to the accurate observations

of Humboldt in South America, at all seasons the
barometer falls from nine o'clock in the morning till

four in the afternoon, it then rises till eleven at

night, and from this time it again descends till half-

past four in the morning, and next mounts till nine

o'clock.

The transition of the air, from a state of dryness to and of its

humidity, seemed to furnish the most plausible expli- Dryness

cation of the changes of the mercurialcolumn. But the

indication of the barometer was, in this case, distinct-

ly at variance with the ordinary feelings of men.
Those who suffer under a delicate or enfeebled consti-

tution are accustomed in damp weather to complain
of the air as heavier and less elastic. This language

is, no doubt, metaphorical only, ai^ descriptive of

the disordered state of the nervous system ; but it

shows the utter fallacy of trusting in philosophical

matters, to the loose results of vulgar observation and
experience. Moisture, so far from loading the air by
its weight, communicates, like heat, increased expan-

sion, and elasticity. But, even supposiiig a column
of air to become suddenly charged with humidity,

before its subsequent dilatation had, by diffusing it,

produced an equilibrium, still the additional pressure

would have been extremely small, not exceeding, at

a moderate computation, the fifteenth part of a mer-

curial inch. Any transition of that medium, from

dryness to humidity, would be quite inadequate,

therefore, to the production of the effects actually

observed.

Some philosophers imagine that moisture, in sepa-

rating from the air, ceases to press that fluid by its

gravitation, and would hence explain the fall of the

barometer on the formation of clouds and the preci-

pitation of rain. But when the aqueous particles

arc disunited in their solvent, whether dispersed in
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Meteor- i][iinutG globulcs, or collected in large dropsi Ib^
Wogj^

Baust evidently descend till they acquire the celerity

sufficient to maintain a resistance in the medium
equal to their weight. The pressure of the whole

atmospheric mass upon the surface of the earth must

therefore continue exactly the same under all the

changes of the constitution of the medium.

A ( lion oi The combined action of winds seem at first to pro-

W iiuls. niise the most satisfactory explication of the varia*

tious of the barometer. It is evident, that opposite

currents rushing to the same quarter, will occasion

un accumulation of the air; and on the other hand,

different streams flowing from any point must reduce

the vertical column. But such conclusions are quite

vague, without being subjected to the ordeal of cal-

culation. Now it is easy to compute that a con-

course of winds blowing at the rate of 50 miles an

hour, and hence approaching to the violence of a

hurricane, wpuld be required to raise the barometer

only the .tenth part of an inch. The utmost power

of a tempest could not, therefore, affect the mercu-

rial column the twenlieth-part of what is frequently

remarked in such circumstance.^. But trifling as

this influence appears, it would be still at variance

with actual observation. So far from rising in strong

winds, the barometer almost invariably sinks ; and

instead of continuing depressed in the place where

those currents originate, and where a calm must

prevail, it generally stands high,

iijiuksbcc'.' To explain the descent of the barometer during

I xpcr'incnt. wind, a very ingenious idea has been proposed, which,

being apparently confirmed by experiment, has ob-

tained general reception. It is conceived, that a

current of air, in sweeping over the surface of the

earth, must cease to exert any vertical pressure.

But this assumption can liarclly be reconciled w'ith

any strict principle in science, for the particles of

air will not for a moment cease to gravitate, nor will

any horizontal motion of them produce the slightest

derangement in a perpendicular direction. A re-

markable experiment, however, w'as made by the

ingenious Mr Hauksbee about the beginning of the

eighteenth centuiy, showing, as he says, the cause

of the descent of the mercury in the barometer, in

a storm.’' Having connect(‘d the square box cis-

terns of two barometers by a horizontal brass pipe

of three feet in length, he inserted in the side of one

of the boxes another pipe opening outwards, and

connected the opposite side with a pipe attaciicd to

the neck of a large globular receiver, into which

three or four charges of atmosphere had been com-
pressed. On turning the stop cock, the imprisoned

air rushed w'ith vehemence over the surface of the

mercury in the cistern, and ellectcd its escape, while

both columns fell s imultunc ously about two inches,

and gradually rose again as the force of the blast di-

minished. From tliis experiment Mr ilauksbeo for-

mally derives four distinct corollaries : 1 .
“ I'hat we

liavc hence a clear and natural account of the de-

scent and vibrations of the mercury in violent storms

'and hurricanes;" 2 . “ That not,, only the different

forces, but also the different directions, of the winds,

arc capable of producing a difference of the subsi*

dunce of the mercuFy 3 . “ That strong winds may
affect the animal economy, upon this very account,

of their altering the pressure of the atmosphere;” Meteor-

and 4*. That the weight of the atmosphere being
s

^logy-

diminished in one place, it is also as much diminish-

ed at the same time in another place, which holds a

communication with the former.^

This experiment has a specious appearance, and ^

might seem to warrant the conclusions drawn from

it. But a closer examination dispels the illusion.

Since the air had been condensed four times, it must
issue from the receiver with the immense velocity of

2700 feet in a second, or the double of that with

which air of the ordinary density would rush into a
vacuum. This is a rapidity, however, twenty times

greater than the most tremendous hurricane. The
very small change of the four huudredlli part of an
atmosphere would 4101100 have been sufficient to pro-

duce the strongest wind ever observed, and there-

fore its influence in passing over the mercurial sur-

face must have been quite insignificant.

But the cjdperimcnt itself was absolutely fallacious.

The peculiar result proceeded from a mere casual

circumstance, the exit pipe from the mercurial cis-

tern being wider than the pipe which introduced

the current of air. 'Fhis incidental arrangement is

not mentioned in the description of the apparatus,

and wc have, therefore, caused the original figure to

be engraved on a reduced scale, not only to prove the

fact which we liave just stated, but also to warn ex-

perimenters of the necessity of noting scrupulously

every accessary circumstance blended in their opera-

tions. (Sec Fig. 2, Plate XCVI.) It is easy to

pcrceivu that the tube G, which discharges tlie air

from the box l'\ is much wider than the tube B,
which conveyed it from the receiver A. This air,

previously condensed, and still restrained in its pass-

age through E, on entering the cavity of the box,

immediately expands beyond the limit of equilibrium,

and finding an easy escape through (j, allows thaf

state of dilatation over the mercury during the tinit

of the horizfintal flow. But the air contained in the

other cistern K, must, from its communication by the

slender pijie I, sufl’er a like expansion, and, conse-

quently, yie columns L and H will, in the same time,

subside equally.

Such is unquestionably the true explication of this^'^x^'^kkr i >

curious fad. Were any confirmation needed, it could
’

easily be derived from a very simple experiment. Let
^ (i'iK- 3 , Plate XCVI.) be any cylinder of tin,

sujipose three inches long and two inches in diamc-
Ur, liaving an open pipe inserted at B, a quarter of

an inch wide, and perhaps two inches i^qg, and an-
other opposite pipi^ inserted at C, abouti^ee-i ighths
or half un inch wide, and one inch long ; at right

angles . 10 these, a recurved glass tube or syphon,
GIIE, of the tenth of an inch bore, is cement-
ed below, descending 12 inches, and rising again 6
inches to the open swell at E, which contains coloured
water terminating at F. Holding the cylinder in a ho-
rizontal position, and applying the mouth at B, let a
sudden blast be injected into the cavity, the water
will rise instantly to G, thus showing the diminished
pressure, and, consequently, the rarefaction of the
air above it. But if a cap D, with a narrow projt^--

tion of perhaps only the eighth part of an inch, Ik

adapted to the exit pipe C, on repealing the exp('^

6
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Mcioor- ment, an opposite effect will take place, and the

column of water, so far from mounting to (j, will

now sink to H. It is evidently the difficulty of the

escape through D, that occasions the accumulation

of the air within the cylinder, and the consequent

depression of the water in the syphon. These dif-

ferent results are perfectly analogous to the local

fall or rise of the surface of a river occasioned by the

widening or contracting of its channel.

New TJitory After the complete failure of so many theories for

ot' the Viin- explaining the variations of the barometer, -which it

jvirll
would be tiresome to enumerate, we may be charged

.iriMiK <.r,

presumption in attempting the solution ofa pro-

blem that has racked and exhausted so much in-

genuity. Yet in all these various efforts, a principle

seems to have been overlooked, of extensive indu- -

once, accordant with the general phenomena, and
sufHcient, we think, on a close investigation, to pro-

duce the measure of effect which is required*

It is obvious, that a horizontal current of air roust,

from the globular form of the earth, continually de-

flect from its rectilineal courso. But such a deflec-

tion, being precisely ot liie same nature as a centri-

fugal force, must hence diminish the weight or pres-

sure of the fluid. The only question is to determine

the amount of that disturbing iiiBuoncc. Though it

should appear quite inconsiderable in the interval of a

sliort space, it may yet accumulate to a very notable

quantity through the wide extent over which the same
wind is known to travel. Suppose a current to begin

10 flow from A (fig. 9, Plate XCVIl,) in the direction

of a tangent, it will successively bend from a rectilineal

track at the points B, C, D, F, G, <ic. on the sur-

face of the earth. The particles of the fluid arc,

therefore, drawn incessantly from their course by the

action of gnlvit 3^ Their vertical pressuic is conse-

quently diminihlied, by the force spent in producing

this deflection. Wherefore, during the prevalence

of the wind, the atmospheric column will press with

inferior weight at B than at A, at C than at B, at D
than at C ; thus gradually decreasing through the

whole chain. Suppose the intervals AB, BC, CD,
l)E, &c. to be each of them a mile, and that the

current reaches the points B, C,D, E,^:c. in successive

minutes, a celerity which frequently happens
; the

deflection at B, owing to the curvature of the earth,

would be eight inches, or two-thirds of a foot

;

but the space through whicli a body would de-

scend in a minute, by the action of gravity, is

GOxb'Ox 16=570'00 feet, or 86400 times greater

than the dayif|tion from the tangent. Wherefore the

atmospheric'^ pressure would, on that hypothesis,

be diminished by the 86400th part for each inter-

val of a mile, from A to G. In the space of iiBS

iniles this diminution would, consequently, be the

flOOth part of the incumbent weight ; and over an

extent of S2880 miles it would amount to the SOtli

(Mirt. If we assume the very probable estimate, that

storms involve the whole region of the clouds, or

attain an elevation of near tliree miles, the dimi-

nution of pressure, occasioned by a long series of dc-

flections in the stream, would affect one-half of tlie

atmosphere. Wherefore, a wind which has blown
over a track of 2880 miles, at the rate of 60 miles

an hour, might cause the mercurial column to sub-

side half an inch. If the velocity of the wind were

doubled, which is probably the limit of the most tre- Meteor-

mendous hurricane, the fail of the barometer would
be four times greater, and amount to two inches.

That the same powerful^ wind can sweep over an im-
mensetrack ofsurface is well ascertained. The effects

of a hurricane originating in the West Indies, at the
distance of 5000 miles, Imve often been felt on our
shoref. But a wind arising at A must evidently be
followed, at succeeding intervals, by a current from
K, L, M, Ac., the range of influence being thus ex-
tended over a larger track. During the flow of the
air, the depression of the barometer at G will be
maintained, or rather augmented.

These conclusions are perfectly accordant wdth Varuuion ot

the facts observed. It appears from comparing the
most accurate registers, that the pressure of the at- a
mosphere is subject to very nearly the same varia- great oxwnt.

tions through a vast extent-. A barometer may be
considered as in unison with another placed at the

distance of perhaps 200 or 800 miles, and the mer-
curial columns in both of them rise and fall by an
almost simultaneous movement. But, in stormy
weather, the separated barometers, however they may
approximate in their indications, cannot absolutely

correspond- The gradation of atmospheric pressure

from G to F, from F to E, &c. may be very slow

;

and yet the minute difl'ercnces may accumulate to a

very sensible amount in the long range from G to A,

or to M. Thus, though a barometer may stand only

the twentieth part of an inch lower than another se-

parated 200 miles, it would be half an inch below a
barometer at the distance of 400 miles.

I'hc theory now stated .^cems to furnish the most
satisfactory explication of a great variety of pheno-
mena. Thus the minute diurnal alternations, to

which the barometer is svihject within the Tropics,

arc caused by the influence of the land and sea

breezes. During the heat of the day, those gentle

airs blow from tlie ocean, and, thereibre, near the

shore, and in the interior of the islands, the mercu-
rial column subsides. But after the vigour of the

sun's beama^ius declined, they flow in an oppo-

site direction, and consequently ffie mercury rises

again. The fluctuations aie only partial, however,

because such breezes hold a very short, and do not

perhaps extend beyond 100 or 200 miles.

The common remark that a north-east wind, so

far from depressing the mercurial column, generally

causes it to rise, might appear nt variance with the

principles which wc have advanced, Bui that wind
which really comes from the north has probably a

short course, and may be dependant on a more ex-

tensive current whicli maintains a flow in the higher

regions towards the poles. The existence of oppo-

site streams, though incompatible with the supposi-

tion of a wide spreading hurricane, may yet be ad-

mitted in local and partial derangements of the at-

mosphero^

Hitherto we have contemplated the winds, as de-

scribing only arcs of great circles about the earth ;

but they may be constrained to bend in smaller cir-

cles, and perhaps trace the parallels of latitude.

Their flexure from a rectilineal course, being in

tlii^ case augmented, they would in the same exteDt

c?cert an influence proportionally greater on the

barometer. '?ach, near the arctic regions, may
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be the effect of ^ westerly wind of no very dislant

origin.

The same principles will explain the phenomena
of eddies, whirlwinds, and tornados. Suppose (Fig.

4, Plate XCVll.) a horizontal stream of air, rushing

from A to meets a contrary current blowing from
C to D, and that some obstacle, E, occurs in their

line of separation*' The flow will evidently diverge

on both sides of E (see Figs. 5 & 6, Plate XCVll.),
till it swells by degrees into a vertiginous revolution.

Such is the origin of the famous malstroem^ or whirl-

pool, on the coast of Norway, occasioned by the

meeting of opposite tides. The aerial vortices are

evidently produced by a similar cause. If the oppo-
site streams have equal force, the circulation will be

maintained in the same spot
; but if the one current

flows with greater rapidity than the other, it will

transport the vertiginous motion by the excess of its

celerity. A motion of progression and revolution is

thus upheld at tlie same time' Such appearances
arc frequently witnessed in summer, especially in the

hotter climates. A whirlwind arises on a sudden,

and runs over the surface of the ground, drawing in-

to its vortex tdl the light substances which occur in

the track. Immense havoc is often thus produced
in the fields of rice and plantations of sugar-cane.

It is easy to show, that if r denote in feet the ra-

dius of the extreme circle described by the whirl-

wind, and t the time of circumvolution in seconds,

the elasticity, or pressure of the column at the verge,

will suffer a diminution corresponding to the fraction

The amount of this diminution over the whole

baife^would be reduced to three-fourths
; and conse-

quently h expressing the height of the revolving co-

' . 1 5yh
lumn of air, ^ would represent the mean effect

of centrifugal action. Suppose the whirlwind to

have an elevation of 200 feet, and a radius of 50,

and to circulate in three seconds, the diminished

pressure would be equal to the weight of a column of
15.50.200
—jjg-g—, or 1040 leet. This example, assuming a

celerity of 65 miles an hour, might be reckoned an
extreme case, but it would occasion the mercury to

sink in the barometer more than an inch, or 1.12.

The formula for the depression of the barometer
caused by a rapid whirl or tornado in the lower at-

mosphere, may be changed into an expression that

shall embrace the velocity instead of the time of re-

volution. This velocity in miles etich hour being de-
noted by t;, the diminished pressure of the vertigi-

nous column will be It thus appears that the

effect is directly as the square of the celerity, and
inversely as the radius of circumvolution. And since

the rapidity of whirl can never exceed certain li-

mits, the action of a tornado must diminish in

proportion to the extent of surface which it oc-

cupies. Suppose the heightW the cylinder of air

to be 300 feet, the radius of the sweep 500 feet,

and the celerity of its extreme circulation 80 miles

an hour : Then sg30 feet, which eHr-

responds to a descent of 14247, or about a quarter of Meteor-

an inch in the mercurial column.
^

,

II. The Thermometeeh—The invention of this

instrument has not only dispelled the illusions which

formerly prevailed on#€ subject of heat, but has

mightily contributed to extend our acquaintance with

the actual condition of the atmosphere. A lump of

iron brought into die house, from its exposure during

a frosty night, feels intensely cold, yet becomes

gradually -warmer ; and if it be put into the fire, it

will soon grow extremely hot, till it acquires the

faculty of burning ; on removing it from the fire,

and laying it again out of doors, it will, through all

the steps of a contrary progress, relapse impercepti-

bly into ils former state. This obvious fact, and many
otMrs ofa similar kind, might have been suiBcient to

show that hot and cold are nearly relative conditions

which every substance is capable of assuming. The
schools upheld very difierent notions, which, after a

long series of descents, have at last found shelter

among the vulgar. It was maintained that, of the four

elements, air and fire are hot, and water and earth

essentially cold ; and that the compound bodies, from

their constitution, partake of those qualities in differ-

ent degrees. While the senses were the sole arbiters

of heat and cold, substances became classed accord-

ing to the sensations which they excited. If a body,

such as lead, rapidly abstracted heat from the touch,

it was reckoned cold. But the same quality was

likewrise bestowed on other substances of a very dif-

ferent kind, for instance, on vinegar and hemlock,

because they affect the stomach with a sort of chil-

ling sensation. Soft wood and feathers might be

deemed warm, since they draw off heat feebly from

the touch
;
but pepper was also ranged in the same

class, because it stimulates the organs of taste. Such

a confusion of ideas disfigured physical science, and

perverted the practice of medicine.

The construction of the air-thermometer, by the Invention oi

famous Sanctorio of Padua, in 1590, was the com-
mcncemcnt of a salutary revolution. As it was at

first intended for exploring disease, it has ultimately

rendered signal service to the medical practitioners.

About twenty years afterwards, those instruments

were manufacturedbyDrebbel, who carried them from
Holland into England. They were very rude, how-
ever, and adapted to no constant scale, but re-

garded merely as weather-glams. The discovery of

the barometer opened new views, and showed that

the former instruments marked the conjoint effects

of heat and pressure. To distinguish separate

influence of heat, it became hence requisite to em-
ploy some different fluid from air. Alcohol was pre-

ferred, as being very expansible i and from the year

1 655, thermometers consisting of rather wider tubes,

terminating in balls or large bulbs filled with that

liquid, were manufactured by Italian artists, who imi-

tated an arbitrary standard adopted by the Academia
del Cimento, Such thermometers were clumsy, and
susceptible of only a low range. Romer, who made
the fine discovery of the progressive motion of light,

proposed mercury as a fluid, sufficiently expansible,

and capable of bearing an intense degree of heat.

The origin of the scale was then fixed at the melting

point of ice or snow, and the scale itself divided iuto

8
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Meteor- degrees corresponding to the ten thousandth parts of

“K'y- the capacity of the bulb. Yet this mode of construc-

rk)n SL'eraed tedious, and liable to some inaccuracy.
iTrprnvtc

Capital improvement was made in 171^1' by Fah-

renheit, w ho took another grandard point from the

boiling of w'atei* under the mean pressure of the at-

mosphere. For many years that ingenious artist ma-

nufactured thermometers in Amsterdam on correct

principles, very neat and small, adapted especially to

medical purposes. The multitudes of young physi-

cians who at that period studied in Holland, quick-

ly dispersed them to every part of the globe. Tlie

observations thus obtained gave justcr ideas of the

comparative temperatures of diflerent climates, and

in many cases reduced the exaggerations oftravel-

ler.i to moderate bounds. It thence appeared fliat

the heat of the torrid zone was not so excessive, nor

the cold of the arctic regions so intense, as had beeo
commonly represented. The tropical plants could,

therefore, enjoy in our hnt-^ houses all the warmth of

their native climate. Ti e tln rmonu’ter was first ap-

plied to direct the opciMti -iis of horticulture, and af-

terwards extended to n'guliitc the process of brewing

and otlier arts more inimcdialcly depending on prac-

tical ehernistry,

Quiclisilver was deemed preferable to alcohol in the

filling of the thermometers, not only because of tlie

wide range which it embraces, but on account of tlie

remarkable property wliich it 'vas aftei wards found to

possess, of expanding equably with c(|ual accessions

of heat. Hut it failed in the lower part of the scale,

file reported sinking of the mercurial thermometer
ill Siberia appeared to indicate an intensity of cold

beyond ail conception. Hut the discove y made by
Professor Braun, in I7v'39, of the Actual congelation

of mercury ii.sclf, reduced the extent of refrigeration

to moderate limits. fhls fluid metal suiftTs a large

contraction in passing into the state of solidity ;
and,

therefore, though it freezes about ^39 degrees below

llic zero of Fahrenheit, it yet shrinks through a space

of more than a hundred degrees before it becomes
fixed. As alcohol has never been congealed, though
brought, in some experiments we could mention, to

below zero, thermometers filled wdtii it are now
employed to explore, if not to measure, intense cold.

iSletullic thermometers are likewise well adapted
i iif'iinonu*

examining the state of the atmosphere. They
are commonly constructed on the principle of the

compensation balance of a chronometer, a spiral or

circular spring being composed of two soldered op-

posite plates m distinct metals, for instance of brass

and steel, or of zinc and platinum, which expand very

di/lerently under the action of heat, and therefore

Continually change their incurvation. Some instru-

ments of this kind, made by Breguet at Paris, are re-

markably elegant, and those more lately manufactur-
ed by that ingenious artist with a very slender form,

surpass all other thermometers in the exquisite sensi-

bility of their indications. Fig. 9, Plate XC VI. repre-

sents the first form, reduced to about the fourth part

of its natural size. The main piece of mechanism is a

circular spring, fixed at one end, and composed of
steel and brass soldered together. The other end car-

ries a clip, that acts on a short train of wheels, which
turn an index on the dial plate, the extent of the scale,

including the range of atmospheric temperature* The
VOL. V. TA/IT II,

dial w*ith its index are shown by A ; and B exhiliits gc- Alcieor-

nerajly the interior mcchunism. Fig. 4^, Piute xcvi.
delineates the latest improvement, 'lo prevent tlie

cracking, or dislocation which a large motion of

the spiking sometimes occasions at tiie junction of

the two metals', a thin plate of a third metal is inter-

posed. Thre<.* plates, consisting^ of platinum, gold,

and silver, arc united by the rolling press into a single

ribband, of the thickness of only I 'JOOth part of an

inch. Tiie instrument is formed with about twenty-

seven spires or circumvolutions ol this very slendtu*

spring, bearing an index which travels in its circle

over 50 centesimal degree'^, or fjO degrees b) Fahrtn-

hcil’tt scale. The metallic film is, trom ii» extreme

tenuity, almost instantly penetrated by the impres-

sions of heat or cold, and the sensibility of this tlier-

mometer accordingly surpasses all conception.

It IS of much importance in keeping meteoroiogi- Uc'i^ificnnjr

cal journals, to iiave thermometers that shall indicate

the exireme diangcs which occur during the absence

of the observer, such us llu; greutest; heat of the day,

and till* lowest cold of the night. I'or this object, the

metallic thermometers are easily adapted, since tlicir

index may pusli forward or draw back any moveable

mark, and thus indicate the limits of its \ariatinn.

Large mercurial thermometers also, if mounted like

the wheel barometers to turn an index, will answer a

similar purpose. But smaller instruments, though of

a more complex construction, have been generally

preferred. The Ihin/c/o/taduf contains a sufficient

account of the SeJi-registering 1 liermometer propos-

ed by J.ord Charles Cavendish in 1757, and of the

moie complete iiistrunient described by Mr 8ix in

1782. The latter has now come into pretty geiuhral

use, though we are sorry to remiuk, that it seems to

have fallen into the hands of vciy inferior artisb, tlie

scale consisting merely of boxwood, rudely and in-

accurately subdivided.

Doth these infetiumente have been employed to as-

certain the coldness of the ocean at great depths. It

becomes requisite, however, lo make some alJow’ancc

for the contraction which the glasi bulbs must suffer

under the eiionnous compression of the superincum-

bent columns of w'aler. This cau cusiiy be com-

puted, from tlie efiect of perhaps ten aimosphcies in

a condensing engine
;
and such corrections were ac-

tually applied to the observations made in Captain

Phipps’ voyage in 1773 towards the Kortli Pole. It

is a matter of equal surprise and regret, ihetall such

iijceties were overlooked in the laic expeditions of

Captain Iloss and Captain Parry to the arctic regiems.

The simplest, raid by far the best self- registering Those ot

tlicrmometerH, though barely noticed in the Knajeo- Itmhcrford

jjivUtar are those invented and constructed by the

late Dr John llatlierford, of Middle Balilisli, and

first clesciibed in the Trn 7isarlwu.\' of the llojjiO

Soncty of Kdiiihnrt^h, for the year 179^*

vvhich raarkis the initninum is filled W'iln alcohol, and

the other which indicates the tnaxhmnn is filled with

quicksilver; and they are both attached to the sanie

frame, or, what is still better, affixed to Si’parate

frames, placed nearly liorizontal, or rather elevated

about five degrees, to prevent the separation ol the

thread of liquid. The lubes have bores from the

to the l5th part of an inch wide, and include a

minute tapered or conical piece of ivory, or of white

u u
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Meteor- or blire enamel^ about half an inch IcWJg. This ttiark

having in either thermometer its bdse turned towards
tho bulb^ is drawn to the lowest point by the alcohol,

which again freely passes it ; but it is always pushed
forward to the highest limit by the mercury, which
afterwards leaves it. These marks, however, are now
miitle cyiindrical, i||iittle thickened at the ends, and
about i|ths of an iheh in length. (See fig. 7 and 8,

Plate XC VI.) Fig. 7 exhibits the alcohol or minimum
thermometer; and fig. 8 the one which indicates the

maximum, and is fill^ with quicksilver.

I'liis instrument was first employed by Dr Ruther-
ford in some interesting experiments, to ascertain

the temperature of germination, and determine the

d'^pth to which frost penetrates into the ground in

different soils and situations, at the suggestion of his

neiglibour. Dr Coventry, the very able and intelli-

gent Professor of Agriculture in tlie University of

Edinburgh, both of them proprietors in the small

county of Kinross. The few instruments of this

icind, for some time circulated, wfere made by the

hands of the inventor
;
but artists have since learn-

ed to imitate and improve the original construction,

and nothing is wanted now but to promote their

diSusion. We regret that this very useful register-

thermometer seems yet to be not so well known iu

London as it deserves.

1 )ia'crciui.il The minutest changes which take place in the con-
J'hcrniGmu- stitution of bodies are for the most part attended by

corresponding alterations of temperature. To ex-

plore those abstruser operations of nature, which of-

ten betray the influence of more^ extensive princi-

plcjii it was now requisite to improve the delicacy of

the thermometer. To this object the writer of the

present article had early turned his attention. At
first he enlarged the capacity of the bulb, and thus

procured degrees of such a size on the stem as to

be capable of a very distinct subdivision. These in-

struments, however, received their impressions very

slowly ; and, therefore, tubes of extremely fine bores

being selected, he had small bulbs blown, and filleu

with quicksilver, ^pt in the ordinary way, but by the

aid of a compressing force. With such exquisite thcr-

mometers, it was easy to procure much nicer observa-

tions, and to detect oven the finer modifications of cor-

puscular action. But to include the usual range of

temperature, it was necessary to draw the stem to an
immoderate length. The attempt to remedy this in-

convenience led to the construction of the first kind
of differential thermometer. The main object w'as evi-

dently attained, if the mercury should always be made
to start from some given point. The tube was, there-

fore, left open, and a cap adapted to the top contain-

ing a surplus portion of the fluid. When the thermo-
meter was kept inverted, this mercury closed round

OliOGY.
the orifice; and joined the thread in the stem, as in fjlg.

-

I7i Plate XCVl. But when the instrument was re*

versed, the excluded fluid instantly separated, and

sunk into the cavity under the top of the tube, as in

fig. ] G. In this situatiofi, the descent of the mercurial

thread in the stem marked the depression of tempe-

rature.

A differential thermometer of this construction

was used for three or four years, in a variety of ex-

periments, without ever failing. But an open ther-

mometer must be liable to some uncertainty, and un-

avoidably subject to a continual deterioration* The
loose mercury will undergo a slow oxydation, while

the bore of the tube is apt to be soiled and tarnished

by the insensible introduction of moisture. Such an in-

strdhienr, however, is well adapted for many researches.

In the beginning of the year 1795, another form its Smu.k?!

of the differential thermometer was devised, which, I'orni.

from its simplicity, its delicacy, and extensive appli*

cation, has contributed essentially to the progress of

physical and chemical science. This instrument is

now so generally known, that a few remarks on its

general construction will be here judged sufficient.

The dfferential thermometer is a modification of the

air thermometer, hut susceptible of the impressions

of heat only, and exempt altogether from the influ-

ence of the variations of atmospheric pressure. The
tube to which the scale is applied has a bore of equal

calibre, from the 50ih to the 15th part of an inch

wide, the other branch being commonly wider
; the

terminating balls are not less than four- tent Iis of an

inch in diameter, and seldom exceeding an inch and
a half. A glass tube, terminated by a ball contain-

ing air, is joined hermetically, or by the flame of a

lamp, to another longer tube, terminated by a similar

bail containing air also, but including a small portion

of some coloured li(|uid. The tubes are then bent,

generally into a recurved or double stem like the let-

ter U, and the liquid is adjusted to the proper height,

by making bubbles of air pass from tlie one ball to

the other, from the little enlargement of the bore

left at tlie junction of the tubes. If both balls have

the same temperature, the liquid must evidently re-

main stationary, but if the ball of the shorter tube

be warmed, the air, expanding and exerting more
elasticity, will depress the liquid in the stem

;
or if

this ball be cooled, tlie air, by ka 'Odntraction, allows

the liquid to ascend, from the superior elasticity of

the air contained in the opposite ball. The fail or

rise of the liquid will, therefore, mark the excess of

heat or cold in the adjacent ball, and the space

through which it moves will lAoasure the precise dif-

ference of temperature.^

Alcohol and other volatile fluids were avoided Its pr<)^les-

in filling the tube, lest their vapour should affect
*‘'*''*‘

provtiiitnt.

* It is not difficult to compute, in general, the size of the scale of the differential thermometer. Let ihc dia-

meters of the two balls be expressed in inches by.a and 5, the diameter of the bore oCthe tube being denoted

by e/, and the measure of a e "Hesimal degree by x. The capacities of those balls, nr representing the ratio of
nra^

. « • n 1* . i- -..i. iii ““ m nu 1.1 .• Ml. .1
the circumference to the diameter of a circle, would hence be and -g- ; and the portion of liquid rais-

ed through the space x would be Consequently the opposite elasticities exerted are and
,

or expressed by the altitudes of a column of sulphuric acid, of which 220 inches may be reckoned equiva-
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hjfteor- uDeqtially the elasticity of tlie air contained in the

;‘*^Qgy^balls, and thus disturb the accuracy of the indlca-

Linseed oiJ, tinged with aJkanet root, was jgrat

used ; but it was found to be slugeish in its naove-

mentfi, leaving along the iniide of tlie lube a sort of

trail, which scunetimes collected into globules. But
the great objection to this and other oils was, that

they did not remain at the same point of the scale,

but slowly shifted ilieir place» owing, apparently, tp a

partial absorption of air in one of the halls, while their

orange tint was found tp fade away by exposure to

the light. Deliquiate .potasl), coldUced with arcluJ,

was next employed, and with tolerable success. By
degrees, however, it deposited the colouring nsigtter,

and became akno&t limpid. Hydrogen gas, instead

of common air, was then adapted for filling the balls.

This mode of construction prevented tlie deposition

of the colouring matter ; but it was experienced to

be troublesome, and attended with otlier impedi*

ments. After numerous discouraging trials, it was
at last discovered, that strong sulphuric acid, tinged

with carmine, fulfils every condition, remaining per-

manently stationary in contact with confined air,

and never losing in t1)c slightest degree its colour

from the action of the strongest light Since the

year 1801, this liquid has been constantly used in

the construction of the differential tliermometer.

When the exhibition of striking effects, rather than

scrupulous accuracy, is sought for. tinged alcohol,

indeed, has In a very few cases been preferred, on
account of the great facility and amplitude of its

motions. But in every instance, a column of liquid,

terminating in the cavity of one of the balls, or in

a small cylindrical reservoir under it, was preferred,

and not, as proposed by some e^periir enters, a sin-

gle drop of the liquid, which forces its way through

ti)C bore by sucoessive starts, and is therefore liable

to much uncertainty aud derangement.

Tlie diSer/mtM tliermometer is capable of some di- Meieor.

yersity of form. It may consist either of a single
branch, pendant or horizontal, or it may be bent into
two perpendicular branches, whether contiguous
placed at a short distance. Since the motion of the
column in the tube is occasionedhy the difference of
liie elasticity of tlie air cootai|i|||^ in the two bails,

it is not essentia] that tlipse tiafis should be of equal
dimensions, for an equipoise must obtain .whenever
the augmeotod elasticity of the air of the hotter Wl
is balanced by ks expansion, on the one hand, and
tbc corresponding contraction in the opposite ball,

joined to the pressure of the ascending column of
the sulphuric acid. In general the balls are blown
to a certain degree unequal, either to suit the paiti-

cular instrument, or to please the eye ; but in making
observations, it must be kept invariably in the posi-
tion for which it was designed, whether vertical or
horizontal, since the pressure 6f the balancing co-
lumn would be affected by an obliquity.

The diffi^rential tliermometer, in its pendant formit

and extended to a suitable length, from one foot,

perhaps, to three or four feet, may be employed with
great advantage in comparing the different tempera-
tures of adjacent strata of air near the surface of the
earth, during the progress and decline of the day ;

and to detect the variations in a cloudy or a clear

sky, and those occasioned by winds, as modified by
the quality of the ground, whether naked or clotlied

with vegetation. But the main use of this instru-

ment in meteorological researches arises from the va-
rious modifications of which it is susceptible. I'he

minute changes oT temperature which it marks dis-

cover the existence and intensity of other dftiturb-

ing causes. It is thus found, that fresh ploughed
ground is more affected by the solar rays than a
green sward, on wiiich also the breeze has little in-

fluence.

lent to the weight of the atmosphere, they become
GGOd^je

,
(JG0/3^Jr

,
380d»w

or -f- wherefore, since

air expands one 250th part for each centesimal degree, reduction

4-2" V ' corresponds to ten of the millesimal degrees adopted for the drffc-

reotkl thermometer, but the length of an hundred of those degrees which may be preferred as a larger

basis for the ^ scale will be
S 4 1

f Suppose ac=“, 6=-, and dr:—, of an inch; then
lG50(dV+ d*/r’)+ 5a’6- 4 3 .^5’

27^64
^M ^ 37 44

ViSSS/ 04"^ 27/ "^^^64 ^37
’1G5U 4835

r235^

3 76+5
^^ inches. Ifthe balls be ofequal

diameters, this expression for the length of an hundred degrees in inches will become simply
44a*

3300rt--f5«''

4 1 44 X ‘512
Thus, suppose and d-=z~ of an inch ; then —— =3.62 inches. If the density of the sul-

* ^ 90 -TTallfl3300

900
f5X.512

phuric acid were reduced from L85 to 162, < tlie expression for tbe.length of ten degrees would pass into

thi. Tery •imple form
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III. The Mycrometer.^—The mutable condition

of the atmosphere, as it inclines to dryness or humi-
^
dity, is the main source of all the variety of mete-

orological phenomena. The changes which it un-

dergoes with respect to muisture liavc a marked in-

fluence on a very numerous class ^f substances, and
evdh on the anirnal^rame. But unfortunately those

indications are alway.^ vague, and oi'tCn fallacious.

'J’o ascertain the portion of humidity which a given

quantity of air holds, or is capable of sustaining, is a

problem of the first importance; but our advances

to the constructing of an instrument fit to measure
ivilh accuracy that disposition have been extremely

slow.
^
Most substances of a loose and spongy texture, or

possessed of an absorbent quality, arc affected, though

in very diirerent degrees, by the presence of humidity.

Accordingly the variations, both in weight and bulk,

w'hich abssorbent bodies undergo, have been employed

to indicate the disposition of the air with respect

*to moisture. Tor this reason, such substances arc

likewise termed since they are always

aflected by the stali; of the ambient medium, though

they may not precisely measure its degrees of humi-

dity or dryness. But neither heat nor moisture is

passively diffused, or yet shared among different bo-

dies in equal jiroportions. From some experiments

made by Professor Leslie, it appears that, under a like

change of circumstances, 100 grains of ivory will at-

tract 1‘roni the atmosphere 7 grains of humidity
; the

same weight of boxwood, 1
1
grains ; of eider down,

J(); of wool, 18; and of beech, 28. Other sub-

stances, in their respective measures of absorption,

exhibit still wider differences.

The dry or humid state of the air is therefore dis-

covered, from the variable weight of certain bodies

exposed to its influence. Rock salt has been applied

to that purpose ; but potash, the muriate of lime,

sulphuric acid, and most of the deliquescent sub-

filanccs, whether in a solid or a liquid form, act the

most powerfully. Other materials of a firm or ad-

hesive consistence manifest the same properties,

though in a lower degree. Flutes of slate-clay or

of Linglazcd c^rthen-warc, the shavings of box or

horn, paper or parclunent, wool or down,—all act as

hygroscopes. iRit these substances, especially the

harder kinds of them, unless they be extremely thin,

receive their impressions very slowly, and hence they

cannot mark \Nith any precision the fleeting and mo-
mcniary slate of the ambient medium. Nor is the

weight which tlioy gain by exposure proportioned

to file real dampness of the air
;

for the measures of

their successive absorption are found to increase in

a most rapid progression, as they approach to the

point of absolute humidity.

But to weigh the substances with the accuracy be-

fitting such experiments, is a very delicate and

troublesome operation. Those thin bodies arc lia-

ble, besides, to become in time covered with dust,

which, while it must evideni'^^flugmcnt their weight,

cannot be detached from them without injuring their MetcOi

slender texture. The increase of bulk which they

acquire from the portion of moisture attracted

their substance, furnishes therefore a more certain

and convenient indication of the state of the atmo-
sphere. The solid vegetable and animal fibres are

connected by u fine soft netting, in which the power
of absorption appears chiefly to reside. Hence tlie

presence of moisture always enlarges the breadth of

such substances, without affecting in any sensible de-

gree tlieir length. This effect is visible in the swell-

ing of a door by external dampness, and in the shrink-

ing of a pannel from the o|)posite cause. But the

substances, such as paper or parchment, which have

a difiusc or interlaced texture, arc extended, by the

absorption of liumiditj, almost equally in every di-

rection. On the contrary, twisted cord and gut, be-

ing swelled by moisture, suffer a corresponding lon-

gitudinal contraction, accompanied likewise, if not

confined, by some uncoiling of their fibres.

All these properties have severally been employed
in the construction of hygroscopes. ’^I'he expansion

of the thin cross sections of box or other hard wood,
the elongation of the human hair or of a slice of

whale-bone, and the untwisting of the wild oat, ofcat-

gut, of a cord or linen thread, and of a species of

grass hrouglit from India,— have at different tinuHJ

been used with various success. But the instruments

so formed arc either extremely dull in ihcir motions,

or if they acquire greater sensibility from the atte-

nuation of their substance, they are likewise render-

ed the more subject to accidental injury and derange-

ment ; and all of them in time appear to lose insensi-

bly their tone and proper action.

An attempt was lately made by Professor Leslie Ivoi} liv

to revive the method of measuring thi‘ expansion
absorbent cohesive substances, by their enlargement
of ca])acity uhen disposed into a thin shell

; and, by
successive steps, he carried ilichygroscope thus form-

ed to as higli a state of improvement as |)erhups such
an imperfect instrument will admit. A j)iece ot fine

grained ivory, about an inch and quarter in length,

was turned into an elongated spheroid, as thin os [los-

sible, weighing only 8 or 10 grains, but capable of

containing, at its greatest expansion, about 800
grains of mercury; and the upper end, which was
adapted to the body by means of ft delicate screw,

had a slender lube inserted, G or 8 inches long, and
with a bore of nearly the 15rh part of an inch in dia-

meter. (Sec fig. 19 ,
Plate XCVII.) The instrument

being now fitted together, its elliptical shell was dip-

ped into distilled water, or round with a wet
bit of linen, and after a considerable interval of time,

filled with mercury to some convenient point near the

bottom of the tube, where is fixed the beginning of the

scale. 'J’he divisions themselves were ascertained by
distinguishing the tube into spaces whioJi correspond
each of them to the thousaiidth part of the entire ca-

vity, and equal to the measure of about three-tenths

of a grain of mercury. The ordinary range of the

• From *Tyoog, tvei, or humid, and fisl^ov, a measure. Hygrometer is distinguislu d from Hygroscope ; the
former measuring the humidity of the air, and the latter only vaguely marking its presence.
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scale included about 70 of those divisions. To the

upper end of the tube was adapted a small ivory cap,

allowed the penetration of air, but prevented

the escape of the mercury, and thereby rendered the

instrument tolerably portable.

rmiliarity This hygroscopc was largely, though rather slowly,
ofitfc Cem- affected by any change in the humidity of tlie arnbi-
iratrioiis.

medium. As the air became drier, it attracted a

portion of moisture from the shell or bulb of ivory,

which, suffering in consequence a contraction, squeez-

ed its contained mercury so much higher in the tube.

But if, on the contrary, the aif inclined more to

dampness, the thin bulb imbibed moi.sture and swell-

ed proportionally, allowing the quicksilver to subside

towards its enlarged cavity. These variations, how-

ever, were very far from corresponding with the real

measures of atmospheric dryness or humidity. Near

the point of extreme dampness, the alterations of the

hygroscope were much augmented
; hut they dimi-

nished rapidly, as the mercury approached the upper

part of the scale. Th<i contraction of the ivory an-

tweririg to an equal rise in the dryness of the air, was
found to be six times greater at the beginning of the

scale than at the seventieth hygroscopic division

;

and seemed in general to be inversely as the num-
ber of hygrometric degrees, reckoning from 20 below.

Mr Leslie placed, therefore, another scale along the

opposite side of the tube, the space between the zero

and the seventieth division of the hygroscope being

distinguished into 100 degrees, and corresponding to

tlie unequal portions from the number 20 to 12() on
a logariilmiic lino. This very singular properly will

be more (?aflily conceived from the inspection of tlie

figure, llie scale might probably be extended far-

ther by continuing the logarithmic divisions. Thus,

320dfigrei’S by the hygrometer would answer to 108

of the hygroscope, or to a contraction of 108 parts

in a thousand in the capacity of the bulb. But at

the dryness of 300, the contraction of the ivory seem-

ed never to exceed 105.

Boxwood was likewise formed into a hygroscope,

of the same shape and dimensions
;
but this absorb-

ent material swells twice as much with moisture as

ivory does, and therefore requires its inserted tube to

be proportionally longer or wider. Its contractions

are still more unequal than those of ivory. For, near

the point of extreme humidity, those alterations in

the ca{)acity of the bulb appeared to he more than

twenty limes greater than, under like changes in the

condition of the atmosphere, take place towards the

upper part of the scale. The space included be-

tween the commencement and the hundred and
fortieth millesimal division of the scale, might hence
be marked with 100 hygrometric degrees correspond-

ing to the decreasing portions of a logarithmic line

from 5 to 105.

In noticing the rapidly declining contractions \\ hich

ivory and box-wood undergo, Mr Leslie did not mean,
however, to state the quantities with rigorous preci-

sion. Much time had been consumed in attempting

to trace out the law of those gradations
;
and such

experiments are rendered the more tedious, from the

protracted action of the hygroscope, which often

continues travelling slowly for the space of a quarter

or even half an hour. This tardiness is indeed the

.

•
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great defect of all instruments of that nature, and
uiterly disqualifies them from every sort of delicate

observation.

The very large expansions which the hygroscope

shows on its approach to extreme humidity, explains

in a satisfactory manner the injury which furniture

and pieces of cabinet-work sustain from the [preva-

lence of dampness. On the iMier hand, the slight

alteration which the instrument undergoes in a me-
dium of highly dry atmosphere, seems to have ltd

most philosophers to believe that there is an absolute

term of dryness, on the distance of which from the

point ofextreme moisture, they have generally found-

ed the graduation of the difterent hygroscopes pro-

posed by them. This opinion, however, is far ^oni
being correct, and might give occasion to most er-

roneous conclusions. No bounds can be set to the

actual dryness of the air, or the quantity of moisture

which it is capable of holding, which, by the joint

application of heat and rareiaction, may be pushed

to an almost indefinite extent.
^

The ivory hygroscope, after being for several hours

immersed in air l emarkahly dry, was apt of a sud-

den to split longitudinally. Hut if the bulb endured

such a range ot contraction, it appeared in some in-

stances to take at least, another set, or to accommo-
date its constitution, by imperceptible clmnges, to

the state of the surrounding medium.

But though the bulbous hygroscope is, in extreme

cases, liable to much uncertainty and some risk, it

may yet he used with visible advantage, in certain

peculiar situations. I'lie very sluggishness of the in-

strument, when the value of its divisions has been

once ascertained, fits it so much the better for indi-

cating the moan results. After being long exposed

in situations hardly accessible, it may be convenient-

ly transported for inspection, before it can suffer any

sensible change. The hygroscope could be, there-

fore, employed with success, to discover the degree

of humidity which prevails at considerable elevations

in tiic almospheie. It might be likewise used, for

ascertaining readily the precise condition of various

good.s and commodities. Thus, if the bulb were in-

troduced, for the space perliaps of half an Iiour, in-

to a bag of wool, a .sack of corn, or a bale of paper,

it would, on being withdrawn from their contact,

mark the dryness or humidity of tliose very absorb-

ent suhslances.

Other hygroscopic substances have at different

times been proposed, which, though pqsscssed of

greater sensibility, are yet liable to the same gene-

ral objections. Thus, quills, reeds, gold beaters’ skin

or pellicle, the skins of frogs, or the l)kui(K‘r.s of rat.s

were made to act like the bulbs of theimomcters,

and to cause, by their contraction or dilatation, as

they inclined to drync.ss or liumidiiy, the included

quicksilver to rise or fall in rather a wide tube.

These instruments, however, being subject to injury

or derangement from the smallest accident, can

scarcely be applied to any practical use.

The hygroscopes wliich depend on the elonga-

tion of the fibres are perhaps on the whole prefer-

able. The slice of wdialebone proposed by M. De-
luc, and the human hair afterwards employed by M.
de ISaussure, are both of them sufficiently Bensible to
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Meteor- external impressions; but the difficulty is to deter-

mine the precise relation subsisting between those

impressions and the state of the atmosphere. Humi-
dity is not distributed in equal shares through the

air and among the several absorbent substances ex-

posed to its penetration ; nor are the degrees of ex-

pansion which it eommunioates ^ther uniform or

proportional to its quantity. The graduation of sucli

instruments, being thus in a great measure arbitrary,

can furnish no correct data of the hygromeiric atatc

of the atmosphere. The aw^umption of two fixed

extreme points as the basis of the scale is evidently

erroneous. Air contained within a glass receiver may
be rendered as damp as possible, by the copious asper-

sion of water on the sides ; but it can never be abso-

lutely deprived of its moistune, which adheros the more
powerfully in proportion as it becomes diminished.

Caustic alkalis, concentrated acids, and some of the

deliquescent salts, aided by the action of heat, all ren-

der the air drier, but without being able to complete
the desiccation. By the combined application of other

agents, and even by mechanical pressure, the driest

air can always be made to deposit some fartlier por-

tion of moisture.

M. de Saussure directed all the resources of his

ingenuity to correct the anomalies of the instruntent

which he proposed, and at (last succeeded, by multi-

plied precautions, in rendering it as perfect, perhaps,

as its nature and composition will admit. The hair-

hygroscope (for it is not entitled to the name of h}'-

erometer) certainly sliows mobility; but the degrees

which it marks can afibrd no steady or tolerably cor-

rect estimotc of the dryness of the atmospherc.*^
I'xpanwon To arrive at an accurate measure of the dry-
irygromc-

jg necessary to pursue a different

POute. Steam, in wdiatever way it be formed, whe-
ther by the application of heat, or the diminution of

atmospheric pressure, has nearly the double of the

elasticity of common air, or it would, under the

same compressing force, occupy about twice as much
space. In uniting with that fluid, and forming va-

pour, it must hence communicate an expansion ex-

actly proportional to the quantity dissolved, or to

the share of moisture required for the complete sa-

turation of tiie air. This principle suggested to Mr
Leslie the means of constructing an accurate hygro-

meter, Id which his researches had been early di*

reeled. Inverting a barrel-tumbler, he ground the

mouth perfectly flat, and having drilled a bole through
the bottopi, he cemented into it a syphon-gage, or

slender recurved tube, with a narrow bore, and an
intermediate swell or cavity, passing through a per-

forated cap of lead, and holding a portion of nut oil,

tinged with alkanet root. (Sec Fig. 6, Plate XCVL,
where it is repveiented half the natural size.) To
form the scale, he divided 4.2 inches into an hundred
equal parts ; so that each degree corresponded to the

ten thousandth part ofAe air's elasticity, the whole

atmospheric pressure beirfg equal to that of a co-

lumn of the oil 420 inches in height. Having now

,

spread a few drops of water over a surface of platy

glass, and slipped the tumbler upon it, the included

air quickly dissolved as much moistune as was suffi-

cient for its saturation, and marked the expansion

thence acquired, by forcing the oil to rise propor-
tionally. The quantity of effect varied much, but

was often very considerable, amounting, in fine wea-

ter, to 110 or 120 degrees. This little apparatus

appeared to answer the purpose intended, but it wm
not portable, and it always required some address.

It soon gave way, therefore, to other instruments,

which promised to be more easilyand readilymanaged-
As an hygrometer of this kind exhibits the actual

expansion or increase of elasticity, whicli the air ac-
quires from complete humifactitm., it seemed chIcu-

lated for indicating the variable power of a drier or

a moister atmosphere in fefcacting the rays of liglit.

The barometer and thermometer had long been em-
ployed to correct the quantity of refraction ; but the

application of an accurate hygrometer seemed no
less necessary for delicate observations. An instru-

ment of the CQoaposition now described was accord-

ingly entrusted, in the course of the year 17dL to

the late Dr Maekelyne, and deposited in the Jir^yal

Observatory of Greenwich. Other objects, however,

interfered, and an investigation, which promised im-

portant results, was never prosecuted on a regular

and digested plan.

This instrument might be rendered still more nc- Us Com.

curate, by combining it with the principle of the dif-

ferential thermometer. Let two similar tumblers

(sec fig. 5, Plate XCVL, where it is contracted to

about the fourth part of its size). A and B, invert-

ed and loaded, have their mouths ground to fit a

glass plate, the air contained in each of them act-

ing by its elasticity on the column of a recurved
tube, C, which connects their cavities. Slide both
of these tumblers in a dry ^state upon their bases,

dip a hair-penoil in oil, and pass it round the out-

side of the mouth of A, to make it quite tight;

then having removed B, and spread a few drops of

water over its place, slip it on the plate again. The
air included in B, now absorbing moisture, will con-

tinue to expand and to press upon the liquid column,
till it has become absolutely saturated. Should any
change take place in the temperat^e of the room
during this process, it can have no effect in derang-

ing the indication of the instrument, since it must
influence precisely in the same degree the elasticity

of the air contained in both and thus produce
an exact counter-balance.

This compound instrument is adapted to various Mode of as.

delicate physical inquiries In the union of different

substances, a certain alteration of volume, however
minfite, almost invariably takes place. To ascertain”

”

fiu^ changes under various circumstances greatly ex-

.1, - ii,
y

, —

.

From the &w observations which we have yet had time to make with an instrument ot this kind re-

oently brought from Geneva, wc are sorry to say, that it falls much below our^^pectations. Its motions
are slow and irregular; and it jeems to he little affected by very considerable al^^ations.of theaUtc oLthe
encircling medium.
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Mrtfor- tends our view's of (he empire ofchemical affinity. For

'

'^nstance, a small bit of fresh charcoal introduced un-

one of the tumblers will mark its absorption of the

air, by the consequent rising of the coloured liquid.

But the tumbler being wetted over the inside, and u

portion of dry, though not recent, charcoal, with a

pared surface, placed within it, after thcv^Jtir has

ceased to dilate from humifaction, if the charcoal be

brouglit in contact with water, the liquor will again

rise, and continue for some time to indicate a renew*

ed expansion. As the water is imbibed by the char-

coal, minute globules of air will appear to escape.

But if the water, by its insinuation, had merely dis-

lodged the air from the pores, there would have

been no change of volume, and consequently no al#

tcration in the height of the liquid on the scale.

Those aerial globules must have, therefore, expand-

ed as they emerged, or they had existed in a state

of condensation united to the charcoal.

On the other hand, if a roil of unsized paper, linen

rags, slips of wood, or &aw>dust, be successively in-

troduced under a tumbler in which a little water is

easily blied, the coloured liquor will sink rapidly in

proportion as the moisture is absorbed. In this

case, there is an obvious diminution of volume, and
an Mnion produced between a liquid and a solid,

quite analogous to chemical solution ; whereas ca-

pillary action, sudi as the ascent of water through

sand, is attended by no change whatever of the

space occupied by the compound.
Another application of this instrument was to

place under the tumbler separate capsules^ contain-

ing different substances, liquid or solid, which exert

a mutual attraction. The included air in this case

served as the vehicle of transfer, and a sort of distil-

lation was supported, of a peculiar kind. The indi-

cations of this invisible process were variable, and
dflen striking. But to enlarge on this subject would
be foreign to our purpose. We have only taken the

opportunity of noting a few of the results of an in-

E wliicli was not pushed to any extent, but which

ves to be resumed, as likely to open new paths,

and to unfold the more abstruse relations subsisting

among diflerent bodies.

< Piiilosophors have long entertained very crude no-
)iioah or ill tions respocting the union of moisture with air, and

liV*;
the different circumstances which regulate or in-

process of evaporation. Dr Halley oup-

posed that fire, uniting with the particles of water,

communicates a vesicular constitution, which enables

tliem to rise and spread through the atmosphere.

A similar idea was entertained by Leibnitz, and was
extended still farther by Musschenbroek and Desa-
guliers. Kratzenstein adopted the vesicular system
in 174s, and endeavoured to calculate the attenua-

tion of the fluid which should produce the requisite

buoyancy. Hamberger, in 1750, advanced, however,
a capital step, by rejecting that hypothesis entirely,

and attributing evaporation at once to a real solu-

tion of moisture in the air. This simple theory was
in the following year explained at large by Le Roi of

Montpellier, and fortrfie^ by some striking argu-

ments drawn chiefly from analogy. In pursuance of

his theory, he proposed to pour ice-cold water into

a deep glass, and to ascertain the dryness of the air,

by noting the depressed temperature at which the Meteor-

dewing or deposition of vapour began to form on the

outside of the glass, or was again about to disappear.

Could this method have been easily and nicely re-

duced to practice, it might certainly have furnished

an accurate cstia:^ite of the hygrometer and state of

the atmosphere.

Wallerius, in his researches, was drawn aside from
the right path, by a fact first noticed by Musseben-
broek, who asserted that evaporation is always more
copious from a deep than from a shallow vessel ; and
this curious and apparently anomalous fact has been
confirmed by other subsequent experiments. But he
found from a series of careful observations, that the
quantity of water exhaled in the same situation is

exactly proportional to the extent of surface expos-
ed. He likewise made some experiments which
seemed to furnish an explication of the peculiarity

remarked by Musschenbroek, though their force

was not generally perceived at the time. But Rich-

man rather darkened the subject by his strange con-
clusion, tliat the measure of evaporation depends on
the diflerence merely between the temperature of the

air and of the water, whether in excess or defect.

It was not difficult to perceive that evaporation is

promoted by the application of heat, and the agita-

tion of the aerial medium. No attempts, however,
were mode to determine the relation of that augment-
ed eiFcct to the actual velocity of the wind. But
experiments on the influence which an increase of

temperature exerts on the quantity of evaporation

have been prosecuted w ith various success, by Lam-
bert, Suussure, and Kirwan. The results thus ob-

tained unfortunately differ very wddely ; and though
the researches of the celebrated Naturalist ofGeneva
were those conducted with the most care and ad-

dress, yet they seem, from the vagueness of their

elements, not entitled to much confidence.

If the estimate of the causes which regulate the Va^ue lx

quantity of evaporation was unsatisfactory, still morephLatii n >

perplexing appeared the ordinary account of the ^

source of that depression of temperature which
ways accompanies the process. It was commonly
referred to the opera^on of different concurring cir-

cumstances, among which the agitation of the air

was conceived to perform the principal part. The
dryness of that medium, on which we shall Had the

cfiect alone to depend, was in a great measure over-

looked, or was confounded with other occasional

agents. An evident confusion of ideas prevailed.

The celerity of evaporation was mistaken for its in-

tensity^ and the coldness induced on the cxlialing

surface was viewed as the accumulated effect of a ra-

pid dissipation of 'moisture. It was not {>ercciv(d

that in a free atmosphere, vaporization proceeds

with unabated energy, while the corresponding de-

pression of temperature must advance by a relaxing

progression, since otherwise the accession of an ac-

celerated movement might push it to any extent.

A little reflection, indeed, should have convinced

philosophers, that the reduced temperature caused

by Jvaporization must, in given circumstances, have

a certain limit beyond which it cannot pass* But ,
simple os this conclusion may now appear, It had
escaped the most sagacious inquirers. Even Saqs-

3
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sure, a patient and accurate experimenter, per-

suaded himself that, when water evaporates slow-

ly, the cold produced is scarcely perceptible. To
render this sensible, therefore, he thought it neces-

sary to accelerate evaporation. Inserting the ball

of a thermometer in a wet sponge, and attaching a
cord to its stem, he whirled it briskly round his

head, and thus produced a cold of 18 degrees by
Fahrenheit’s scale, which he considered as much
greater than could be obtained by other processes.

'I’o prosecute the inquiry, he had a sort of whirling

table constructed, of about five feet diameter, by
means of which a lliern^omelcr witli its bulb incased

in wet sponge, could be made to revolve w’ith the

velocity of 40 feet in a second. This machine he
was at the trouble and ex pence of having carried

up to the summit of the Col-du-Cieant, w here, during

ii residence of several days, he performed a series

of interesting and valuable experiments. It did not

occur to this philosopher, that by such a contrivance

lie was only creating to himself a vast deal ol' unneces-
sary fatigue, and that his vvcL the rmometer, if left sim-

ply at rest for the space of two or three minutes,

would have indicated exactly the same results. By
.oil his exertions, he merely shortened the very mode-
rate time required for attaining its extreme limit of

depression.

Such were the imperfect notions which still pre-

vailed on the subject of evaporation, so late as the

year ITfXi, the date of the publication of the last

volume of the Voyages tlaits h's Atpes, It is curious

to remark, that Dr Black, in his Lectures, never

mentions the dryness of the air as any way promoting

evaporation, but ascribes the acceleration ol’tlie pro-

cess entirely to the w armth and agitation of that me-
dium. His fiicnd, Dr James Hutton, whose acuteness

and penetration were conspicuous, had probably stu-

liied tlie phenomenon more closely. I never had a

hygrometer,” he says ; but I used to amuse myself

in w^alking in the fields, by observing the temperutnre

of the air with the thermometer, and trying its dry-

ness by the evaporation of water. The luctfiod I

pursued was this: J liad a thermometer included

within a glass tube, hermetically scaled ;
this 1 hchl

in a proper situation until it acquired the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere, and then I dipped it into a

little water also cooled to the same temperature I

then exposed my thermometer, with its glass case

wetted to a current of air
;
and I examined liow

much the evaporation of the atmosphere, by holding

the ball of the thermometer, or the end of the tube

m w'hich the ball was inclosed towards the current of

air ; and I examined how much the evaporation from

that glass tube cooled the bail of the thermometer

which was included." lie then proceeds to relate

some hasty and very inaccurate observations made in

this way. The passage now quoted occurs in a quarto

volume, published in 1792, buried in a repulsive mass

of diffuse reasoning and paradoxical speculation, un-

supported by any definite ex^ ''timent. But Dr Hut-

ton had evidently considered it ns a conjectural hint

on which he laid little stress ;
for he speaks immedi-

ately afterwards of our poss(?ssing accurate hygro-

meters, which could not Be admitted if the assump-

•ion he seemed to make had been strictly true.

0 L 0 G Y.

While such loose and imperfect notlona prevailed Metebir-

rcspccting evaporation, it was expedient to review *

the process with attention, and analyse the several

changes which accompany it. The depression

temperature which it always occasions had been
‘

hastily supposed to be proportional to the rote with

which the moisture is dissipated, and to be therefore

augmented by every circumstance that can acccle^

rate this oU'ect. But if water contained in a porous

vessel expose on all sides its surface to a current of air,

it will cool down to a certain point, and there its

temperature will remain stationary. The rapidity of
the current must no doubt hasten the term of equili-

brium, but the degree of cold thus induced will be
ibund still the same. A little refiectioii may dis-

cover how this takes place. It is well known that

the conversion of water into steanw is, in every

case, attended by the absorption of the heat requi-

site to support a gaseous constitution. Though the

humid surface has now ceased to grow colder, the

dispersion of invisible vapour, and the corresponding

abstraction of heat, still continue without intermis-

sion. Tlie same medium, therefore, which trans-

ports the vapour, must also furnish the portion of

heat required for its incessant formation. In fad,

after the water has been once cooled down, each

portion of the ambient air which comes to touch the

evaporating surface must, from its contact with a

substance so greatly denser than itself, be likewise

cooled clown to the same standard, and must hence
coniniunicute to the liquid its surplus heat, or the

dilFcrence between the piior and the subsequent state

of the solvent, which is proportioned to the diminu-

tion of temperature it has suflered. Lveiy shell of

air that in succession encircles the humid mass, while

it absorbs, along with the moisture which it dissolves,

the measure of heat to convert this into steam does

at the same instant thus deposito an equal measure
of its own heat, on the chill exhaling surface. The
abstraction of heat by vaporization on the one hand,

and its deposition on the other, at the surface of con-

tact, are, therefore, opposite contemporaneous acts,

which soon produce a mutual balance, and there-

after the resulting temperature continues without the

smallest alUratioi). A rapid circulation of the eva-

porating medium may quicken the operation of those

causes
; but so long as it possesses the same drying

quality, it cannot in any degree derange the result-

ing temperature. The heat deposited by the air on
the humid surface becomes thus an accurate measure
of the heat spent in vaporizing the portion of mois-

ture required for the saturation of that solvent at its

lowered temperature. Tlie dryness of the air is, there-

fore, under all circumstances, precisely indicated, by

the depression of temperature produced on a humid
surf^e which has been exposed freely to its action.

It may insure j>erspicuity, however, to recapitulate

the great principle on which the formation of the h}'-

grpmeter depends.—When water passes into steam
or vapour, it enlarges its capacity, and absorbs a very

large share of heal. Any body, therefore, having a
wet .surlhce, becomes genially colder, if exposed to

the access of air. But this decrease of temperature

soon attains a certain limit, where it continues sta-

tionary, though the dissipation of moisture still pro-

S
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ceeds with undiminished activity. The same me-

olo^'Ndium which transports the vapour must hence fur-

rtsh also the portion of heat required for its inces-

sant formation. In fact, after the humid surface

has been cooled, each portion of the ambient air

which comes to touch it, must likewise be cooled

down to the level of the dense substratum. '#he ad-

dition of heat at the surface of coni act is thus a

contemporaneous act with its subtraction by the

process of vaporization ; and it quickly advances to

the same dcj^rce of intensity, niter which a mutual

balance of opposite elfects is niainiained, and the

coldness hence induced continues iirndtercd. An
augmented circulation of the evaporating medium

may hasten tlie process; but while it has the same
diying quality, it cannot in the leie-t afi’oet the dc-

|)rcssion of temperature. As soon ns such an equili-

brium is attained, the deposition of heat on the hu-

mid surfuce must become jn<i equal to its alistraction.

But thi^ deposition is f 'vdently proportional to the

diminution of temperatioi . which is hence a measure
of the share of heat ahj r ieted, and therefore of the

dryness of the air, or its distance from saturation.

OnWiTiiR'd This analysis of the process of evaporation ap-
hy Mxperi- pears SO conclusive, as to banish all doubt and ob-
nunt. jection. But it W'as desirahle to confirm the deduc-

tions of theory by an appeal to direct observation,

Accordingly, on setting the h
3
>'gronieler upon n tabic

in the middle of a loom, and blowing from some dis-

tance against the wet ball with a pair of bellows, which
had acquired the temperature of the apartment, the

instrument -otill indicated the same measure of dr}'-

ncss. The experiment was repeated more accurate-

ly on a larger scale, by exposing the liygrorneteT

out of doors to the aclioii of a strong and arid wind,

a sni.ili screen being interposed and again removed,

at short intervals of time, during winch alterna-

tions no change whatever could be perceived in the

quantity of the depression of temperature.

Having, therefore, ascertained the great law of eva-

poration, and proved that the coldness occasioned by
it IS not, in any degree, affected by agitation or other

extraneous infiuencci nothing seemed wanting to

construct an lli^groincicr on just princijdcs, but to

contrive a thermometer that should mark the small-

est alterations of temperature. At first Mr Leslie

employed a very delicate thermonieler with a short

range, open at the top, where a small cap of glass

or ivory was fixed, containing a small portion- of sur-

jdus quicksilver. (Sec fig. 16 and 17^ Iffate XCVI.)
When this thermometer was heated by the Iiand, till

tlic thread of quicksilver filled the whole of the stem,

and formed a little globule at the top
; it was invert-

ed as in fig. 17 , and all the quicksilver united into

one mass; but when it was restored, as in fig. 18, to

its first position, the quicksilver fell back iVoiii the
cap, and lodged about the end of the stern, leaving
the bore completely filled. A cup (see lig. 1, Plate
XCVJ.) made of thin porous carthen-ware, nearly of
the shape of a lady’s thimble, but somewhat larger,

and filled with water, was exposed to the air, while
the thermometer lay beside it in a horizontal posi-

tion. Affer a few 4iainute6, the thermometer was lift-

ed up and plunged vertically into the cup ; and the
thread of quicksilver, which had extended through
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the whole length of the horc, being, by this change Mtuor.

of position, cut off at the top of the tube, immediate-
ly contracted, and marked, by the space of its descent,

the diminution of temperature in the liquid.

The very severe winter of l791-.'5 afforded I.

Mr Leslie an opportunity of making experiments
the evaporation of ice ; in the course of which, he
was led to the construction of the differential ther-

mometer, now so generally known. At first he em-
ployed it merely as an hygrometer, the one ball be-

ing always naked, and tlie other covered with cam-
bric, wetted as often o'- occasion required. These
balls were about an inch and a half in diameter, and
blown to the ends of the same tube, one of them
having a projoding point or aperture, which was
sealed, after the branches had been bent and a por-

tion of coloured oil introduced. The graduation of

the scale determined, by placing the instrument

erect betueen two boxes, eacfi containing a body of

water, wliich cncompasstd one of the balls, and by no-

ticing the viisc of the oil on changing the relative tem-

perature of the bath. An hygrometer, thus formed,

was sent to the late Sir Joseph Banks, in the siimnicr

of 179vi; and Mr (jilpin, clerk of the Royal Society,

depo^i^cd a copy of it in lluur cabinet. But this

model is so rude and clumsy, as hardly to recall the

original. In the hands of the inventor, however, the

instrument was soon improved, and reduced to a con-

venient and jior tabic size. He had the satisfuctioa

of showing an hygrometer of this construction, in

January J796, to Dr James Hutton, only a few

monliis before the death of that very ingenious phi-

losopher, >\ho was deliglited nith seeing the npjdi-

cation of a principle which In. readily comprehend-
ed, am! wliicli his sagacity had obscurely anticipated/

IiUt (he sluggishness of the oil, and its tendency

to deposite its colouring matter, on exposure to the

influence of light, still opposetl obstacles to the per-

fection of this hygrometer, ff'liese were entirely re-

moved, liowever, about tlie year 1 SOI , by the sub-

stitution of concentrated sulphuric acid, tinged by
carmine, ff'he most jicvvciful and continued action

of the solar beams was found to piuduce no change

whatever on that purpurine liquid, when precluded

from the access of the external air. Any improve-

ments whicli have since been effected on this in-

strumenf consist chiefly in ito mechanical arrange-

ment, ill the selection of the tubes, the better pro-

portion of the balh', and the elegance and concise-

ness of the general shape.

The hygrometer has two distinct forms ;
the one Its ( on-

and the other stutionau/. Tlie former (sec

lig. 13, Plate XCVI.) having its balls in the same

perpendicular line, is protected by a wooden or me-
tallic case, and fitted for carrying m the pocket ;

two

or three drop.s of pure water, from the tip of a quill

ur a hair pencil, being applied to the surface of tlie

covered ball, and the instrument held exactly in a

vertical position whenever it is used. Tlie latter form

(see fig. 1
*

3 ) is susceptible of rather gi eater accu-

racy, having its balls bent opposite ways at the same

height. In some instances, it is preferable to retain

merely the sinijilcst Ibrm of the differential thermo-

meter, the vertical stems being more distant, and the

balls not reflected, lii both these constructions, the

X X
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two balls, since they occupfjr the same level, cannot

be affected in the smallest dci^rcc, by the unequal

temperatures of the different strata of air in a close

heated room. AOer the covered hall has been

wefted, tlie instriimcnt will continue to perform un-

impaired, for tlie space, perhaps, of two or three

hours. The addition of a few drops of water will

then restore its action. But the hygrometer may be

m.'ulc to supply itself with moisture. It is only want-
'll! 10 pass some fibres of floss-silk close over the hu-

mid ball, and immerse them at the distance of a few

inclics in a tall glass dcc.inter, full of water, with

a stopper which leaves open a small projecting lip.

I’hc Iiygrometcr has its opposite balls made to ex-

hibit nearly the same colour and opacity, in order to

exclude the admixture of photnmclrical influence, or

prevent an}^ derangement which the nnecjiial action of

light might otherwise occasion, 'fhe miked ball is

blown ofred, green, or blue glass, and the papered one
is externally covered with thin silk, of rather a fainter

shade, as it takes a deeper lint when moistened.

'j'ho theory which we liave given of the liygromc -

trr, corroborated hy it^ aecr.rate performance, might

apjiear complete in every part. But the progress of

science commonly detects the existence of some col-

lateral causes which come to mingle their influence

with the action of the great dominating principles.

Ill our explication ol'ilie hygrometer, we stated that

the same air which ahfiac/s‘ moisture, and consc-.

quenlly the portion of heat ncces.sary to convert it

into the gaseous form, must likewise commitukate to

the wet ball another [lorlion of heat equal to its de-

pression of tcmperaliiic, which is hence maintained

at a constant point. This analysis, liowever, in-

volves the supposition that the air conveys heat from
bodie.s, merely by its actual transfer. But having

discovered that air transmits a certain share, at least,

of the heat by a sort of [lulsation, or internal tremor,

depending on the (juality of the surface from w hich

the impression originates ; it was requisite to cxh-

niine anew' the process of evaporation. The effect

cannot be produced solely, by the quickened re-

cession of the contiguous portions of the ambient

medium. The conterminous air must communi-
cate heat to the humid .surface also bj' pulsalion ;

and hence the balance of temperature would be li-

able to incidental variations, if moisture, with its em-
bodied heat, vvere not likewise abstracted by some
corresponding process. And such is the harmoni-
ous adaptation of these elements : Tlie discharge of
vapour appears to be subject precisely to the same
conditions as the emission of beat, and in both cases

the proximity of a vitreous or a metallic surface pro-

duces effects which are entirely similar. Let two
pieces of thin mirror-glass, or what is called Dutch
plate, be selected, about four inches and a half

square ; and having applied a smooth coat of tinfoil,

four inches square, to one of these, cover them both

with a layer of the thinnest iroklbeatcr’s skin, which

will adhere closely on being wetted
;
and after it has

again become dry, cut it on each into an exact

square of four inches and a quarter : Now place the

two glass plates horizontally in the opposite scales of
a flue balance, and adjust them to an exact counter*

poise: then, with a hair pencil, spread two, grains of

water over the surface of each pellicle : in a few sc;'

conds, the plate which is coated wdth tinfoil wdll pcij-
'

ponderate, and after the former has lost all its mois-

ture, this will be found to retain still thrco-lenths of

a grain. The proximity of tlie subjacent metal to

the Ittenid surface, ihcrcl’oro, impedes the process oi

evaporation, in the ratio of 17 to ‘JO; the very sapie

a«, in like circumstances, liad been ascertained to be

the retardation of the efflux of heat. From this ami

other expeiiments, we learn, that some constant por-

tion from a humid surface is always abstracted by
tlie pulsation of the aerial medium. The steam ex-

haled, in uniting with the air, communicates to this

elastic fluid a sudden dilatation, which will contirni

to propagate itself in successive w aves.

In farther illustration of this matter, cover with

thin pellicle of goldbeater's skin, both the balls of

the pyroscopcy or that form of the differential ther-

mometer wliicli has one ball naked, and the c tber

enamelled with gold or silver, and wet them equally.

The coloured liquid will remain for several minutes

stationary at the beginning of the scale, and will

then mount slowly, perhaps 10 or J,") degrees. Eva-

poration had, there! ore, })roduced the same cold 01

depression of temperature upon the surlkce of ihi.

metal us upon that of the glass ; from the gl.'i?^

,

however, it was more eojnous than from the metal,

having left the former dry, while the latter still ex-

haled some portion of moisture. But this aciiim

soon ceased, and the liquid fell back to its fornu r

level. On applying anotliei* pellicle, the liquid con-

tinued longer stationary, and rose only about five de-

grees. With repeated pellicles a difference was per-

ceptible in the time of drying the two balls, till tlie

thickness amounted to the (iOOth [lart of an inch.

The method employed for the graduation of the The

Iiygrometcr is not only very convenient, but suscep- ofCrjuluji*

lihle of great accuracy. The instrument, with

temporary scale affixed to it, is introduced into a

magazine of dry air, and compared with a .standard

then put in action. To procure the dryness of tlie

included medium, a flat saucer of thirteen inches m
diameter, and liolding a body, about half an inch

deep, of concentrated sulphuric acid, and set on a

ground plate of glass or metal, is covered by a very

large inverted receiver, containing more than 1500 cu-

bic inches of air, and having at the top an opening of

three inches wide, on which rests a smaller plate,

with two or three hooks projecting down from it.

The scale of the standard instrument was determin-

ed, by suspending beside it under the receiver two

delicate thermometers, one of which liad its bulb

coated with several folds of wet tissue paper. The
descent of the coloured liquid of the hygrometer,

corresponding to the difference of ten centesimal de-

grees of the parallel thermometers, was hence com-

puted, and this length afterwards divided into an

hundred equal parts, to form the standard degrees.

To graduate any other instrument, it was only re-

quisite to attach a scale of inches, and mark the si-

multaneous measures, when a steady equilibrium had

at last obtained. The space of half an hour is gene-

rally sufficient to bring this about. A simple pro-
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Mcyor- portion, therefore, diicovers the length answering to

an hundred millesimal degrees, from which the sub-

livisions of each particular scale are derived.

The condition of the atmosphere with respect to

dryness is extremely variable. In our climate, the

liygvometer will, during winter, mark from 5 to S.'S

degrees ; but, in the summer months, it #511 gene-

rally range between 1.5 and degrees, and may
even rise, on some particular days, as high as 80 or

90 degrees. On the continent of Europe, it main-

tains a much greater elevation
; and in Upper India

it has frequently stood at IGOdjjgrees.

When the indication of the hygrometer docs not

exceed L5 degrees, we are directed by our feelings

to call the air damp
;
from 80 to 1-0 degrees we be-

gin to reckon it dry
;
from ,50 to ()0 degrees wc

should account it very dry
;
and from 70 degrees

upwards, we might consider it as intensely dry. A
room is not comfortable, nr perhaps wholesome, if it

has Jess than 80 degree c. ot' dryness ; but the atmo-
sphere of a warm occupied apartment will commonly
produce an effect of u|)wards of .50 degrees,

its rfr,rni- this hygronu to. M'ill perform its office even if

(Uiniig it be exposed lo frost. I'he moisture spreads over
I the surface, and imbibed into tlie coat of the paper-

ed ball, will first cool a few degrees below the freez-

ing point, and then congeal quickly into a solid com-
pound mass. The moment in which congelation be-

gins, a portion of heat liberated in that act brings

the ball back lo the temperature of freezing, and tlic

coloured liquor, in projmrtiori tothecoldncss ofthe ex-

ternal air, .st.'irts up in the opposite stem, where it re-

mains at the same height, till the process of consolida-

tion is completed. AOer the icy crust has been form-

otl, evaporation again goe.s regularly forward ; and if

new portions of wafer be applied, the ice will, from

the union of tlio.ve repeated films, acquire a thickness

sufficient to last for several days, 'fhe temperature

of the frozen coal becomes lowered in proportion to

the dryness of the atmosphere. The measure of

Jieat deposited on the chill surface by the contact of

the ambient air is then counterbalanced by the two
distinct, tliough conjoined mcasuresof heat, abstract-

ed in the Hiiccessive acts of converting the exterior

film of ice into water, and this w'atcr into steam

;

which transformations that minute portion must un-
dergo, before it can unite with its gaseous solvent

Uut the heat recjuired for the melting of ice being

about the seventh part of what ia consumed in the

vaporization of water, it foHows that the hygrome-
ter, when the surface of its sentient ball has become
frozen, will, in like circumstances, sink more than

before by one degree in seven. This inference is

rniirely confirmed by observation. Suppose, in

Irosty weather, the hygrometer, placed on the out-

side of the window, to stand at degrees ; it may
C(mtimie for some considerable time at that point,

until the congelation of its humidity commences ;

but after this change has been effected, and the

equilibrium again restored, the instrument will now’

mark 82 degrees.
I siinurti' of 'J’hc theory of this hygrometer will enable us to

I

relative, but even the abso-

rr/liT
' dryness of the air, or tlie quantity of moisture

which It can obi-orb, by comparing the capacity of
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that solvent with the^meabure oi‘ heat required to

convert a given portiq|i of water into steam. To
discover the capacity of air is, however, a prt>blera of

great difficulty, and it has not, perhaps, even yet

been ascertained with much precision. It wa.s for-

merly estimiucd, w e are convinced, by far too high .

Thus, Dr Crawj'ord made it to be 1.85 times, or near-

ly double that of water. But from several concur-
ring observations, w'c should reckon the capacity of

air to be only three-tenth parts of that of water.

But noo centesimal degrees, or (JOOO on the millesi-

mal scale, being consumed in the vaporization of

water, this measure of heat w'ould prove sufficient to

raise an equal ma&s of air 20,000 millesimal degrees,

or those 0000 degrees augmented in the ratio of !(>

to 3. Now, iit the state of equilibrium, the (juantitx

of heat that each |)oition of the atrial medium do.-

posites in touching the dull exhaling surface, <r

w'hat answers to the depression of temperature which
it suffers from this contact, must, as we have seen,

be exactly equal to the opposite measure of heat ab-

stracted by it in dissolving its corresponding share (>1

moisture. Wherefore, at the temperatme of li.t

wet ball, atmospheric air w'ould lake up moisture

amounting to the 20,()0()l1i part of its weight, for each
degree marked by the hygrometer. Thu.'-, suppos-

ing the hygrometer to mark .50 degrees, the air w'oiiid

then require liumidily equal to the 820lh part ul

its weight for saturation at its reduced temperatur*..

When the papered ball of the hygrometer is frozen,

the degrees of this instrument must have their value

increased by one-scventli, so that each of them vvijf

now correspond to an absorption of moisture equal

to the 17,000th part ol' the weight of the air.

But the value of those degrees becomes augmeut-
ed in a much higher proportion, if the hygromeic!
be immersed in hydrogen gas. This \ery dilute me-
dium appears to have about eight times the capacity

of common air, and the quauliiy of heal which, u:*-

ler similar circumstances, it will deposite on the eva-

porating surface, must likewise, frum the same jiriu-

ciple of mutual balance, be eight timc.< gi caicr, jue

consequently, each hygrcinetric dcgu-e will iiidituU

an absorption of moisture equal ir ueigiit to liic

750tli j)art of the solvent. Tlie eiicigy ot‘ indiogcn
gas is therefore scarcely less rcinaikahle intlii^soj\-

ing moi.sture than in containing heat. Confined wiiij

a powerful absorbent subslanee, while common .ur

niaiks 80 degrees of dryness, hydrogen gas w ill indi-

eate 70- This gas must, in .similar circutusiaiuc-,

therefore, hold in solution seven times as mueh uji-J:-

tuie as the atmospheric medium.
To discover tlie precise law by wli Ji equal addi-/. vw u/

tions of heat augment the dryness oi .u; or its powtr^

to retain moisture, is a problem ol d^:licacy and^
importance. Two different modes were empUMt-
in that Investigation, bat which led to the same it -

suits, Tiie one was, in a laige close loom. to brie.;

an hygrometer, conjoined witli a ihermonu'tcr, kic-

eossively near to a stove inUnscly luated. and ic.

note the simultaneous indications <8 boiii in.^nu-

iulmUs; or to employ tw'O nice thermometer.'', placed

beside each other, and haying their bulbs covered re-

fipL'Ctively with dry and with wet cambiic. By tak-

ing the uicau of numerous obscivalious, ar.u inter-
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polating the intermediate quantitiea» the kWof aque-

ous solution in air was laboriously traced. But the

other method of investigation appeared better adapt-

ed for the higher temperatures. A thin hollow ball

of tin, four inches in diameter, and having a very

small neck, was neatly covered with linen ; and,

being filled with water nearly boiling, and a thermo-

meter inserted, it was hung likewise in a spacious

close room, and the rate of its cooling carefully

marked. The experiment was next repeated, by
suspending it to the end of a fine beam, and wetting

with a hair pencil the surface of the linen, till brought

inexact equipoise to some given weight in the opposite

scale ;
ten grains being now taken out, the humid

ball was allowed to rest against tlic jioiiit of a taper-

ed glass tube, and the interval of time, with the cor-

responding diminution of temperature, observed,

when it rose again to the position of c(|uilibrium.

Tlie same operation was successively renewed
; but,

as the rapidity of the evaporation declined, five, and
afterwards two, grains only were, at each trial, with-

drawn from the scale. From such a series of facts,

it was easy to estimate the quantities of moisture

which the same air will dissolve at dift’erent temper-

atures, and also the corresponding measures of heat

expended in the process of solution.

By connecting the range of observations, it would

appear, that air has its dryness doubled at each rise

of temperature, answering to \5 centesimal degrees.

Thus, at the freezing ])()int, air is capable of holding

a portion of moi^ture represented by 100 degrees of

the hygrometer ; at the temperature of 15 centigrade,

it could contain 200 such parts
; at tliat of 30, it

might dissolve 400; and, at 4-5 on the same scale,

800. Or, if we reckon by Fahrenheit’s division.s, air

absolutely humid holds, at the limit of congelation,

the hundred and sixtieth part of its weight of mois-

ture ; at the temperature of degrees, the eight icth

part; at that of S(J degrees, the fortieth part; at

that of 113 degrees, the twentieth part; and at that

of 1 1'O degrees, the tenth part. While the ti mpera-
(Lire, therefore, advances uniformly in arithmetical

])rogrcsBion, the dissolving power which this com-
municates to the air, mounts with tlie accelerating

rapidity of a geometrical .series.

It lieucc follows, that, wliatcvcr be the actual con-

i- dilion of a mass of air, tliere must always exist some
temperature at whieli it w'ould become perfectly

damp, as M. Lerni had first advanced. IShir is it

difficult, from what has been already stated, to de-

termine this (Icintio point in any given case. Thus,
suppose the hygioiiietcr to mark 52, while its wet
ball bas a temperature of 20 centesimal degrees or

(is by Fahrenheit; the dissolving power of air at

this temperature being 252, its distance from ab-

solute humidity will therefore be 200, which is the

measure of solution answering to 15 centesimal de-

grees or 59 by J'alirenheil. The same air would

consequently, at the Jeprcss;cd temperature of 5.9

degrees, shrink into a state absolute saturation;

and If cooled lower, it would even deposite a por-

tion of its combined moisture, losing the <‘iglitielh

part of its weiglit at the verge of freezing.

Annexed is a small table of the solveni power of
air, from the temperature of 15 centesimal degrees

below zero to 44 above It, or from -5^ of Fahrenheit's MetMr-

scale to 11 16^.2.

Quantities ofMoisture dissolved in Atmospheric Air
ai different Temperatures by the Centesimal Scale^

Temp-

Moist.

Temp.

Moist.

Temp.

o
Temp.

Moist.

0 0 0 0

-15 50.0 0 100.0 15 200.0 30 400.0

-14 52.4 1 104..7 16 209.5 31 418.9

-13 54.9 2 109.7 17 219.4 32 438.7

-12 57.4- 3 114.9 18 229-7 33 459.5

-11 601 4 120.3 19 240.6 34 481.2

-10 63.0 5 l2ti.O 20 ar/j.o 35 504.0
- 9 60.0 () 132.0 21 263.9 36 527.8

- S 69.1 7 138.2 22 276.4 37 552.8

_ Y 72.4 8 144.7 23 289.5 1 38 578.9

- 6 75.8 9 151.6 24 303.1 39 60G.3

- 5 79.4 10 158.7 25 317.5 40 (:35.()

- 4 83.1 11 166.2 26 332.5 41 f)G5.0

— 3 87-1 12 174.1 27 348.2 42 G96.4
_ o 91.2 13 182.3 2S 3(i4.7 43 729.4

- 1 95.5 IV 191.0 29 3S1.9 41- 7G3.9

These temperatures, and the correspoiidmg quanti-

ties of moisture dissolved, may be represented by the

abscissae and ordinates of the logarithmic curve, as

in fig. 8, Plate XCVII., where some of the princi-

pal terms are marked.

The influence of warmth in augmenting the dry-

ness of the air, or its disposition to absorb moisture,

alibnls also the most satisfactory explication of the

singular fact already noticed. If two etpial surfaces

of water bo exposed in the same situation, the one

ill a .'•liullow', and the other in a deep vessel of metal

or porcelain ; the latter is always found, after a cer-

tain interval of time, to have suffered contrary to

wdiat we might expect, more waste by evaporation

than the former. Amidst all the changes that hap-

pen ill the condition of the ambient medium, the

sliallow pan must necessarily receive more complete-

ly than the deciier vessel, the chilling impressions

of evaporation, since it exposes a smaller extent of

dry surface to be partly heated up again by the con-

tact of the .'lir. The larger mass being, therefore,

kept invariably warmer than the other, must in con-

seijuence support a more copious exhalation.

I'rom the principles w'liich have been explained, it C^rrcrinu

likewise results that the hygrometer does not indicate

theactualdryness of the air, but only the dryness which

it retains, after being reduced to the temperature of

the humid ball. The real condition of the medium,
Iiowever, could easily be determined, from the gra-

dations already ascertained in the power of solution.

Suppo.se, for example, that the hygrometer should

murk 42 degrees, while the thermometer stands at

16 centigrade; tlie moist surface has therefore the

temperature of 11.8 centigrade, at which the dis-

solving energy is less by 37 degrees tlian at 16 cen-

tigrade
; and iieiiee the total dryness of the air, at its

former temperature, amounted to 79 degrees. The
following table will greatly facilitate such reductions.

It is computed for as wide a range of dryness and

temperature as will probably occur in any climate.

11
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- i eompurc' thot a cubic mass ol* air 4*0

incites cvrrv wav. or ;i livilc njorc than the standard
il u! in iMt, ^

1 f 1 T 1

s;, 01 1‘rcnch measures, au(\ ol the onunary tlensity,

wci^dis*! ^OjOOO grains. 'Fhe tabh) v.o\v given exhi-

!u‘ts, fliererarc, in graie.s, tlio wcij.-.lit of moisturi*

uliich a inclrical culio of air is capable of liolding at

dinerint temperatures. Tliin’, at L’O'’, whicli cor-

ruspontls to (iS*-' of 1 alirenlieit, lliis hotly of air

could retain ^2.V2 grains of liumidity. But if a larger

scale be prel’eired, the same numbers will express,

in pounds Troy, the quantity of water required to

I'.it urate a perfectly dry mass of air constituting a

cube of twenty yards in every dimen.sion.

It IS remarkable bow small a portion of theaipicous
' clement is at any time suspended in the atnio.splicrc.

l^cckoning the mean temjicrature over the surface

of the globe to he 19 centesimal degrees, the air

eoLiId only hold 210.G parts of humidity for 20,000
times it.s whole weight ; hut this weight is nearly the

same as that of a cohimn of water of 400 inches in

aitiiude; and hence, if the atmosphere, from a state

of absolute dampness, were to pass into tliat of ex-
treme dryness, and discharge the whole of its watery
srore, it would form a sheet of 4.8 12 inches, or some-
what k'Mi than .5 inches in depth. To furnish a suffi-

cient supply of rain, the air mu.st therefore undergo
very fretjuent changes from dryness to humidity in

the course of the year.

Diicrmn. d But it was requisite to subject theory to the test
/'xiini- of accurate experiment. For this purpose, a globe

or glass balloon was procured, of very large dimea-
sions, containing nearly 4000 cubic inches, ter-

minated by a neck ofabout three inches wide, having
its mouth ground flat. The balloon was supported
from the floor by a light circular stand or rim, and
a round piece of plate glass perforated through the

centre by a hole of about the Twentieth part of an
inch in diameter, through which passed a slender

silver wire suspended Irorn the end of a fine beam
placed on the tabic. This wire was fastened to the

f top of the scale of a delicate hygrometer, from the
' lower part of whicli hung a bit o.^ wet paper nearly

three inches in diameter. The whole was balanced

by a coiinlerpoi.M' in the opposite scale, .so that the

instrument occupied the middle of the balloon. As
the moisture gradually evaporated from the wet ball

of the hygrometer, and still more from the larger
surface of the paper attached below it, a Jos.s of
weight be'came vi.xjbk‘, while the asctuir of the co-
loured liquid in its tube indicated the corresponding
diminution of the dryness of the included air. The
progress of humefaction wavs observed from 50 to 10
degrees of the hygrometer, after eacli suc:ce.ssive

grain of water, amounting in all to five, had exhaled
and dispersed itself through the medium. Having
rectified the hygrometric degrees according to the
princij)ic already explained, it w^as easy to compaie
them w'ith the weight of the whole mas.« of air con-
tained within the balloon. The conclusions wxtc,
perhaps, as satislactory as such a nice and fugaciou'^

inquiry will admit: and if they be not ab.solutely

correct, they must, at lea^t, approximate very i^ear-

!y to the truth. It would be superfluous, however,

to engage in the details of the experiment, and of

the calculations drawn from them ; especially a> it is

intended to re[)eat the operation under more favour-

able circumstances, ami with every piccaution for

assisting the equable dispersion of the moisture
through the encircling medium.

The table given above is in strictness applicalih' ^rodiin.iti'on

to air only of the ordinary dcn.sity. Since this fluid

lias its capacity for heat enlarged by lare/action,

the same depression of temperature must intimate a

proportional augmentation of dryncs.s. Thus, for

air at the elevation of three niile.s and a half, mid
consequently twice as rare as at the surface, it would
be requisite to add the sixteenth part to the num-
bers in the first column. For the lower altitudes,

the correction will be, to multiply those niimberN

by triple the height in feet, and cut off six decimal

places. Thus, suppose, while the thermometer stood

at 28 centesimal degrees, that the hygrometer mark-
ed 110” on the plains of Mexico, at the elevation of

8000 feet above the level of the sea ; then ;j x 8000
X255=612(K)00, which, being divided b^ a million,

gives (i to be added to 255, increasing the actual
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Meteor- dryneBS to In most cases, therefore, this modi-

fication may bo neglected.

But, in estimating the distance of the point of sa-

turation in rarefied air, a greater correction will be

required. 'I'hc solvent power of that medium is ex-

tended about 50 hygromctric degrees, each time it

has its rarefaction doubled. Hence, it may be calcu-

lated, that our atmosphere would at the same tem-

perature become a degree drier for every 3b‘() feet of

ascent. Thus, on the preceding supposition, the air

on the plain of Mexico would have its distance from

the point of saturation enlarged degrees, its

whole range being thus degrees.
f>ifrcunt If papered ball of an hygrometer be suffered

to become dry, tlKM'nstrument, even in that state,

gM>nir!fr. will mark, though for a short time only, the different

condition of the media into which it is transported.

Thus, the air of a room being supposed to have 50
degrees of dryness, on carrying the quiescent hygro-

meter into anoilicr apartment of 70 degrees, the co-

lumn of liquor will fall near qo dogroes, from the

renewed evaporation of that portion of moisture

which had still lullicTcd to the coats of paper. But

if the same instrument were carried into an apart-

ment of only 30 degrees of dryness, the coloured li-

quor would actually rise near qo degrees above tlie

beginning of* the scale, the paper now attracting the

excess of humidity from the air. This vapour, in

cuml)ining wu’tli it, pa'*scs into tlic state of w'atcr, and

thcrolorc evolves a corresponding share of heat. The
equilibrium, however, unless the coats of paper have

a considerable thickness, is again restored in a very

few minutes.

Those changes are most readily perceived, on

immersing the quiescent hygrometer alternately in

two receivers containing air drier and damper than

that of the room. If a pyroscopc, having both its

bulls covered w^itli goldbeater’s skin, be treated in

the same way, it will indicate an effect, though ino-

mt?niary indcjod, ol* u similar kind : For, in eir

which is dritM-, the pellicle of tiie naked ball wall

tlirow off its moisture more freely than rliat of the

gilt ball ; and in damper air it will, on the contrary,

imbibe the surplus humidity with greater eagernes.s;

lliu^ losing some portion of heat in the one proces.s,

and gaining a minute accession in the other. The
quantity of moisture concerned in producing such

fleeting allcrdtions may not exceed the thousandth

part of a grain.

If a large receiver, having a delicate hygrometer

suspended within it, be placed on a brass plate and
over a metal cup containing some vvater

;
the includ-

ed air will, from the solution of the mcisture, become
gradually damper, and this progressive change is

marked by the instrument. Yet the mass of air wdll

never reach its term of absolute humidity, and be-

fore the hygrometer points at five? degrees, the inside

of the receiver appears covered with dew. While

the humifying process, iL ^forc, still goes on, the

close attraction of the glass continually robs the con-

tiguous air of a portion of its moisture ; so that, a

kind of perpetual distillation is maintained through

the aerial medium ; the vapour BUcoeBsively formed Meteor-

being again condensed on the vitreous surface. But "logy-

if, instead of the receiver, there be substituted a
vessel formed of polished metal, the confloed air will

pass through every possible degree of humidity, and
the hygrometer will, after some interval, arrive at

the beginning of its scale.

The contrasted properties of a vitreous and a me-
tallic surface, in attracting and repelling moisture,

may be shown still more easily. In clear, calm
weather, let a drinking glass and a silver cup be
placed empty near the ground, on the approach of
evening ; and as the dampness begins to prevail, the
glass will become insensibly obscured, and next
wetted with profuse dew, before the metal has yet
betrayed any traces of humidity. The effect is, in-

deed, augmented by the cold pulses darted from the
sky, which act more powerfully on the glass than on
the metal.

The hygrometer is an instrument of the greatest its

utility, not only in meteorological observations, but rnluy.

in aiding domestic economy, in regulating many pro-

cesses of art, and in directing the purchase and se-

lection of various articles of produce. It will de-

lect, for instance, the dampness of an apartment,

and discover the condilion of a magazine, of an hos-
pital, or of a sick-ward. Most warehouses rcqui'*c

to be kept at a ceitain point of dryness, which is

liigher or low er according to the purposes for wliich

they are designed. The printing of linen and cotton
is carried on in very dry rooms ; but the operations
of spinning and weaving succeed best in air which
rather inclines to dampness. The manufacturer is

at present entirely guided by observing the effects

j)roduced by stoves, and hence the goods are often

shrivelled or otherwise injured before he can dis*

ecru any alteration in the state of the medium.
Wool and corn have their weight augmented sometimes
as much as 10 or even 15 per cent, by the presence

of moisture. But the condition of these commodi-
ties could be nicely and readily examined, by heap-
ing them over a small wired cage, within which an

hygrometer is placed.

V. The Atmometer. *—This instrument is an Atmomcui
useful auxiliary, and might with some attention serve

as a substitute, of the Hygrometer. It does not mark
the mere drync.ss of the air, but it measures the quan-
tity of moisture exhaled from a humid surface in a

given time. The atmometer consists of a thin ball of

porous earthcn-w^arc, two or three inches in diameter,

w ith a small neck, to which is firmly cemented a long

and rather wide glass tube, bearing divisions, each
of them corresponding to an internal annular section,

equal to a film of liquid that w ould cover the outer

surface of the ball to the thickness of the thousandth
part of an inch. (Fig. 8, Plate XCVII.) The divi-

sions arc marked by portions of quicksilver introdu-

ced, ascertained by a simple calculation, and they

are numbered downwards to the extent of 100 to

200 ; to the top of the tube is fitted a brass cap, hav-
ing a collar of leather, and which, after the cavity

has been filled with distilled water, is screwed tight.

* From Ar/xo;, exhalation, or vapour, and jaer^ov, a measure.
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Meteor- The etiteide of the ball 1>eing iiow wiped dry, the
dNgp instrument is suspended out of doors, exposed to

the free aecess of the air. In this state of action,

the humidity transudes through the porous substance

^t as fast as it evaporates from the external sur-

face ; and this waste is measured by the correspond-

ing descent of the water in the stem.

Quantity of If the atfuometer had its ball perfectly screened
Moisture agitation of wind, its indications would be
exhaled.

proportional to the dryness of the air at the lowered

temperature of the humid surface
; and the quantity

of evaporation every hour, as expressed in thousand

parts of an inch, would, when multiplied by 20, give

die hygrometric measure. For example, in this cli-

mate, the mean dryness in winter being reckoned

15'\ and in summer the daily exhalation from

a slieltefed spot must in winter form a thickness of

•01 B, and amount in summer to .048 decimal parts

of an inch. %ipposG a pool for the supply of a na-

vigable canal exposed a suri'ace equal to ten Fnglish

acres, and that the atmemeter sank 80 parts during

die lapse of 24 hours ; the quantity of water exhaled

80
in that time would be x660x6()Xl0, or

*904' cubic feet, which corresponds to the weight of

81 tons.

Velocity of The dissipation of moisture is much accelerated

Wind. by the agency of 8weef»iiig winds, the clfcct being

sometimes augmented 5 or even 10 times. In ge-

neral, this augmentation is proportional, as in the

case of cooling, to the swiftness of llie wind, the

action of still air itself being reckoned equal to that

produced by a celerity of B miles each uour. Hence
the velocity of wind is easily computed, from a com-

' parisoii of tlie indications of a hygrometer with an
atmometer, or of a .sheltered, with those of an ex-

posed, atmometer. Thus, suppose the hygrometer

to mark 40 degrees, or the column of water in a
sheltered atmometer to subside at the rate of 2 di-

visions every hour, while in one exposed to the cur-

rent, the descent is 12 divisions; then as 2 is to 10,

the superadded effect of the wind, so is 8 to 40 miles,

the distance through which it has travelled in that

time.

Utility of the The atmometer is an instrument evidently of ex-
Atiiionicter. tensive application and of great utility in practice.

To ascertain with accuracy and readiness the quan-

tity of evaporation from any surface in a given time,

is an important acquisition, not only in meteorology,

but in agriculture, and the various arts and manu-
factures. The rate of cxiialation from the surface

0^ the ground is scarcely of less consequence than

the fall of rain, and a knowledge of it might often

direct the farmer advantageously in his operations.

On the rapid dispersion of moisture depends the (d-

ficacy of drying-houses, which are too frequenily

constructed most unskilfully, or on very mistaken

principles.

It is obvious, that though the atmometer should

be exposed to the free air, it must be sheltered

347
from rain, which, by wetting the ball, would derange RTcteor-

the proper action of the instrument. This could eas- <’k)gy.

ly be done, by fixing a small canopy over it
; or, in

the case of drifring showers, to have a sort of shelved
open screen, like Venetian blinds, turned by the wind.

The only objection to this atmometer is, that it can-
not be used during intense frost, since the expansion
of the included water, by a sudden congelation,

might burst the ball and even the tube. But the

instrument could still be made to act in another
way : Let it be emptied, and a certain portion of
the water, measured in the stem, be spread over the
outside of the ball, by successive layers, to form a
coat of ice. The time is to be noted when the whole
of this crust has disappeared, or, if any portion should
remain, it may be deducted from the whole, and thus
the hourly quantity of evaporation ascertainecL

VI. .Photometer.*

—

This instrument, which wasconstrur-

contrived to indicate the power of illumination, by of ihc-

the slight elevation of temperature which it occasions,

has been shortly noticed in the article Climate of
this Supplement, It consists of a differential ther-

mometer, having one of its balls diaphanous, and
the other coated with China ink, or rather blown of
deep black enamel. (Sec fig. 17 and 18, Plate

XCVl.) The rays which fall on the clear ball pass

through it, without, suffering obstruction
; but those

which strike the dark ball are stopt and absorbed
at its surface, where, assuming a latent form, they

act as heat. This heat will continue to accumulate,
till its farther increase comes to be counterbalanced
by an opposite disj)i ri)lon, caused by the rise of tem-
perature uhich the ball has come to acquire. At the

point of equilibrium, therefore, the constant acces-

sions of heat derived from the action of the incident

light, are exactly equalled by the corresponding por-

tions of it again abstracted in the subsequent pro-

cess of cooling. But, in still air, the rate of cooling

is, within moderate limits, proportioned to the ex-

cest of the temperature of the healed surface above

that of the surrounding medium. Hence the space Tlicon o.-

through which the coloured liquid sinks in the stem, opem-

wili raca.sure the momentary impressions of light or

its aqtual intensity. To prevent any extraneous agi-

tation of the air from accelerating the discharge of

heat from the black ball, and thereby diminishing

the quantity of aggregate effect, the instrument

is alw^ays sheltered, and more especially out of

doors, by a thin glass case. The addition of this

transiucid case is quite indispensable. It not only

precludes all irregular action, but maintains, around

the sentient part of the instrument, an atmosphere

of perpetual calm. Under the same force of inci-

dent light, the temperature of the black ball must

still rise to the same height above that of its encir-

cling medium. The case will evidently have some
'nfiuence to confine the heat actually received, and

hence to warm up the internui air. Wherefore, cor-

responding to this excess, the black ball will acquire

a farther elevation of temperature ; but the clear

ball, being immersed in the same fluid, must expe-

YyVOL. V. PART II.

* From fiiJc, light, and a measure.
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Meteor- rience a aimilar effect, which will exactly counter*

balance tbe former. The difference of tempera-

ture between the opposite balls thus continues un»

altered ; and neither has the size or the shape of the

case, nor the variable state of the exterior atmo-

sphere with respect to rest or agitation, any sen-

sible influence to derange or modiTy the results ex-

hibited by this delicate instrument.

The photometer has, like the hygrometer, two ge-

neral forms : The stalionari^, represented by fig. 15^

and the portaUe^ delineated in hg. 18. But they

are both of them easily transported from one place

to another. Their glass cases can be screwed off,

and the former instrument, being cemented itUo a

small slip of brass, which slides with a spring into the

bottom, may be packed separately, if required, while

the latter is protected by an external wooden case, in

which it is carried in the pocket as safely as a pencil.

This cose, ii' screwed below, serves also as a handle to

hold the photometer in a vertical position out ofdoors,

iti Uitc. The photometer, placed in open air, exhibits

distinctly the progress of illumination from the morn-
ing’s dawn to the lull vigour of noon, and thence its

gradual decline till evening has spread her mantle;

it marks the grow^tli of light from the winter solstice

to the height of summer, and its subsequent decay

through the dusky shades ol' autumn ; and it enables

us to compare, w'ith numerical accurac}', the bright-

ness of different countries,—the brilliant sky of Italy

for instance, with the murky atmosphere of Hol-
land.

In this climate, ilic direct impression of the sun

about midsummer amounts to about 90 degrees ; but

it regularly declines as his rays become more oblique.

The greatest force of tlie solai' beams with us in the

depth of winter reaches only to 25 degrees. At the

altitude of 17 degrees, it is already reduced to one

half; and at 3 degrees above the horizon, the whole

cffocl exceeds not one millesimal degree,

of the The quantity of indirect light reflected from the

Sun. sky, though extremely fluctuating in our climate, is

often very considerable. It may be estimated at 50
or 40 degrees in summer, and 10 or 15 in winter.

This secondary light is most powerful, when the vsky

is overspread with thin fleecy clouds ;
it is feeblest,

cither when the rays are obstructed by a mass of

congregated vapours, or when the atmosphere is

clear and of a deep azure tint. On the loi'ty sum-
mits of the Alps or Andes, the photometer, screened

Liglit of the from the sun, and only exposed to the dark hue of

the broad expanse, would indicate a very small effect.

During the late solar eclipse of tlie 7th of Septem-
ber 1820, the sky being completely overclouded, it

showed, both before and after the passage of the

moon’s disc, only 12 degrees cf light ; but when the

obscuration was the greatest, it marked not more
tlian a single degree.

v^iriousAp- delicacy of this instrument renders it a valu-

plicationb of abic auxiliary in various scientific inquiries. It as-

the Photo- certains the diminution w ’%Ji the rays of light suffer
meter.

jjjj reflection, and during their passage through dif-

ferent transparent substances. By combining it with

the transferrer of an air-pump, it likewise detects the

comparative powers for conducting heat of the seve-

ral gases, whether in their ordinary state, or when

variously attenuated or condeotad. Hence we loarOi MaUarr

tliat air expanded 256 times conducts, heat nearly

twice as slow, or in the ratio of 7 to 13; but that

hydrogen gas transfers it with gacMre than redoubled
celerity, or in the ratio of 9 to 4. But the photome-
ter will measure also the conducting powers of dif-

ferent liquids. It Is only wanted to remove the ca8e>

and plunge tho instrument erect in a wide metaUic
vessel, bright on the outside, but blaipkcned withiOf

containing the liquid to be examined, and exposed
to the sun’s rays. In tins way, it was found that wa-
ter which conveys heat about 30 times faster than
air of the mean temperature of our climate, trans-

fuses it with still greater rapidity if warmed to a
higher pitch. If the photometer, inclosed within its

case, be immersed under tlie surface ofwater, the im-
pression of the light will be much stronger than when
the balls were encircled by the actual contact of tlik

liquid. Yet will the effect be less tl||n if the case
had been surrounded externally by a body of air in-

stead of water, which, by its powerful action in draw-
ing off the accumulated heat, hastens the transmis-

sion of it through the internal medium, and reduces
the elevation of ihp temperature of tlie black ball to

nearly one- third part.

From observations made with this instrument, we
likewise discover that, in the clearest and most serene
skj^, one-half only of the sun's light, sloping at an
angle of 25'^ will reach tho ground ; and that at an
angle oi‘ 15^ the proportion is reduced to one-third

;

but with an obliquity of 5^ the length of track being
then extended ten times, one- twentieth part only of
the whole incident light can reach the surface.

When the sun has approached within a degree of
the horizon, and his rays now traverse a track of air

equal in weight to a column of about c)05 feet of
water, no more than the 212th part of them can pe-
netrate to the ground.

Tho photometer discovers tlie relative density of
different artificial lights, and even contrasts their force

of illumination with that of the solar rays. It may
be nieiuioncd us a curious inference, that the light

emitted from the sun is 12,000 times more powerful
than the flame of a wax-candle ; or that, if u f>ortion

of the luminous solar matter, rather Jess than an
inch in diameter, were transported to our planet, it

would throw forth a blaze of light equal to the effect

of 12,000 candles.

To compare the illumination of candles or lamps,
and of the flame of coal or oil gas, the best form of
the photometer, is that of fig. 15, Plate XCVI.
guarded both .in front and behind by a pair of tliia

spreading plates of mica, set parallel at the mutual
interval of about half an inch. It may be sufficient

to notice at present, that the flame of coal gas has
more than triple the brilliancy of that of a wax-
candle ; but a scries of experiments on this subject
will be soon given to the public.

A photometiT of tlie branched form is easily adapt-
ed to measure the diminution whfth light suffers in

penetrating througli a body of water. The scale may
then be shortened, and the balls enlarged. A bot-
tom of lead is turned to receive tlie iiistiiMSnent, witli

its case, which arc cemented to it. Thus loaded,

the photometer is suspended vertically by cross silk-



MeteM- thredd«» to a eM of' some definite length ir
elx«7- attachedi terminating hf a Bmall Madder. The aky

being deati and the snn shioing bright, the instru*

meet is, by help of a long pole, stretched from the

tide of a boat, held a few minutes suspended about

fdur inches bdow the surface of the water, and then

deawn up, and the number of degrees marked. When
tM direct action of the solar rm amounted to 90 pho-

tometric degrees, tlidr enfeebled infiuence on the in-

etrumeht, while thus encompassed externally by a

dense chilling body of water, was commonly found

to be reduced to SS degrees. From this point, there*

fore, the subsequent diminution, occasioned by the

descent of the instrument, was computed. The pho-

tometer, being let down, was led to float near a quar-

ter of ap hour at the depth of perhaps three or six

fathoms. On drawing it up, the diminished action

of the light, occasioned by the length of oblique pas-

sage, was at oftce perceived.

From experiments performed In this way last sum-
mer, it follows that half of the incident light which
might pass through a field of air of the ordinary densi-

ty find 15 J miles of extent, would penetrate only to

the perpendicular depth of 15 feet in the clearest sea-

water, which is, therefore, 0*00 times less diaphanous

tlian the atmospheric medium. The light is hence
diminished four times for every five fathoms of ver-

tical descent
; and, conseque iily, the G4th part only

could reach to the depth of 15 fathoms. Supposing

the bottom then to consist of a clear white sand, the

portion of light reflected, and sent back to the sur-

face, would be attenuated more tlian ()1 X 64* or 4096
times, and would thcrcl’ore hardly be perceptible to

the most acute eye. Dut the water of shallow lakes,

tliough not apparently turbid, betrays a still greater

opacity, insomuch that the perpendicular light w'ns

diminished one-half, in descending only through the

8{iacc of six feet in Loch Leven, or even two feet in

a fine artificial sheet of water at Rnith, near Kirkaldy.

These results, however, are to be considered as mere
appro7:imations, the state of the weather having been
very unfavourable for such experiments.

It would be easy, by a small modification, to

adapt the photometer as a diaphanometer, for mea-
suring the comparative transparency of different col-

lections of water. The black and the clear ball

might be blown larger than usual, and the instru-

ment covered w'ith two thin parallel cases of glass,

separated by an interval of about three-eighths of

an inch, xlie transparency of a lake, or of the sea,

would be inversely as the length of passage traversed

by the light, wheti it had suffered a proportional di-

minution of intensity.

Construction VII. i^THRioscoPE.*-—Such js the name ofanother
(rf’ the ilSth- very delicate modification of the differential thermo-
noscope. meter, intended to measure those frigorific impressions

which are showered incessantly from the distant sky.

The history ofthis invention, and of its progressive iui-

prbvcment, has been given already in this Supplement
(Art. Climate). ' Since that time, few- good observa-

tions have been added, owing to the very cloudy and

— i#-,

windyweatheri^cbhas prevailedfor almosttwoyears. Mstwr-

The chief objeot then was to render the (cthrioscope

more portable, in the hope of obtaining, through it,

scHne correct information regarding the state of the

atnH>sphere in other quarters of the globe. The upper
ball is now scarcely half an inch in diameter ; but to

o^pensate for this dimmutton, the lower ball has a
diameter of about four-fiflhs of an inch. The tube,

which exceeds not four inches in length, has its bore
contracted a little above its junction to the my
short cylindrical cavity that holds the coloured li-

quor ; this simple contrivance, augmenting greatly

the capillary action, prevents the descent of the
column into the ball from any sudden change of
temperature, while it only retards the motion of the
fluid, without afiecting the accuracy of its play.

Fig. 10, Plate XCVll. represents the instrument in

this abridged form, and fig. 11 shows the way of
packing it, the bottom being merely screwed to the

top of the case. The only precaution needed, is not
to shake the sethrioscope or invert it ; and as it

takes very little room, it may easily be carried by
the traveller in his pocket. We may soon expect
information, at once curious and interesting, from
remote climates.

In ordinary cases, the hot or cold pulses props- Throry of

gated through the -air only assist tlie energy of L)stu»-

transfer of the different portions of the fluid, in pra-“‘^^‘

rooting an equilibrium of temperature. But the

mthrioscope proves that those pulses are incessantly

forwarding kSUcIi h balance, even while the mere trans-

fer and commixture of the medium would not contri-

bute to the effect. In the article Climate, it was
shown that the rapid intei change which takes place

between the higher and lower strata of the atmo-
sphere, maintains an equal distribution in the ^uan-

titp, and not in the intensity, of heat. Since air has
its capacity for heat increased by rarefaction, it roust,

with tiiesame igneous infusion, indicate a proportional-

ly depressed temperature. But this inequality oftem-

perature, resulting from the internal commotion pro-

duced by the sun's rays acting more powerfully near
^

the surface of the earth, is partly corrected by the

influence of the cold or hot pulses, which are at all

times darted and in every direction, unless obstructed

or absorbed by the interposition of the clouds. While
the cold pulses from the upper strata of the ’atmo-

sphere are constantly chilling the lower strata, the

warm pulses again from below are exerted in warm-
ing the higher regions. In most cases this mutual

influence, indeed, is comparatively feeble ; but if the

rays of the sun were withdrawn for any considerable

time, a great progress would be made by such a

mutual interchange of the pulsations towards an equa-

lity of temperature through the mass of atmosphere.

The lowest strata would become unusually colder,

while the highest regions would grow warmer, and

sparkle with augmented clearness and lustre. Sucii

are some of the efiects of the long protracted nights

within the Arctic Circle.

Much yet remains to be explored in the higher Its Invetled

Form.

• From which signifies at once e/tar, dry^ and cold.



Meteor- strata of our athiosplierc. If the diffiireniial thermo*
meteiy included within the sBthrioscope, had its posi-

tion revci'ed, that instrument would become aaapt-
od to mcasuic the hot pulses^ ytrhich are, no doubti

fihot incessantly upwards with various obliquity from
the w^armcr beds iocumbent over tlie faurfucc of the

earth. It would bo most interesting to obtain the

reports of both the erect and the pendant oppo.
site acthrioscope; when carried up in the car of a
balloon to the elevation of four miles. In that re-

gion of mid-air, wc might expect the hot and the

cold pulst's, as they crossed in opposite directions^

to act with nearly equal energy. Tlie measures of

those eiiects, compared witli the simultaneous indU
^dtions of tlie photometer, could not fail to dispel

much obscurity, and to open new views of the dis-

position of the elements, and of the economy of na-

ture.

CcmbtTuction VIII. Cyanomlier. *—This instrument was con-

^non^tcr'
Saubsure, to measure the variable

intensity ot the cajrulean hue, which the sky assumes
in different climates and elevations, according tp the

progiess of the day or the advance of the season. It

consists of 53 slips of paper of about a quarter of an
inch broad, stained with the successive shades of

blue, from the palest sappliirc to the deepest a/.urc,

which are pasted around the circumfeicnce of a

circle of pasteboard of about four inches in diame-

ter. The colours weic obtained (roin fine Prussian

blue, diluting it witfi white chalk, or darkening it

with a mixture of ivoiy black. He likewise com-
pared chose coloured spaces wuth the pure tints of a

solution of copper in ammonia, which resemble most
the soft transparent hues of the atmosphere. To re-

present the effect of clouds, and diffuse aqueous va-

pours, he dropped into that liquid a portion of very

hue divided uigilluccous earth, precipitated by am-
monia from a solution of alum.

In observing with the cyanometcr, it should be
held out of doors, between the cya and the pait of

the heavens which is to be compared, and, with a
little practice, tlic corresponding tint is casil) distin-

guished.

In this way, Saussurc found, that the deepest blue

of the zenith on the summit of Mont Plane, at his

station on the Col du Geant, at Clmmouni, and at Ge-
neva, con esponded respectively to the shades, denoted

39, 37, 31 , and 20 From morning till noon, the co-

lour of the vertical sky daikcncd, but became lighter

again as the evening advanced
; and this transition

was wider and moic lapid in great elevations. On
the Col du Geant, the tint of the horizontal air at

sunrise was 5, it deepened to 1
1 ^ at noon, but again

relapsed to 5 towards night. On the 15th of July,

which was a very clear day, the atmosphere at the

horizon had the llth shade; at the altitude of 10^,

the 20th
;
at that of 20^, the 31 &t; at that of 30*^,

the 34th; at that of 40^, the 37th ; and thence with

any sensible variation to tlie zenith. Baron Hum-
boldt, in his voyage from Co to Cumana, found

the tints of the sky to vary by the cyanometer, from

13 to 24, and to 16, white the letoteur af ite

ocean fluctuated between 34 and 44^

The misfortune is, that we cannot annex any very

distinct ideas to these numbers. We are not infona-

ed even of the proportions of the ingredients of the

series of colours. The manner of composition like*

wise will modify the colorific effect; afid most of iJte

pigments, and especially the I’russian blue, not oidy

want uniformity of^one, but are subject to threat al-

teration. It would be quite impossible to paint wilth

any water colours two cyanometers that should con-

tinue to agree, after being exposed for some time to

the action of the air and the sun.

If an accurate method could be devised to discri- CoropoBUioi

xninate colours, and mafk their different tints with a of (Colours

sort of numerical precision, it would prove a valu-

able acquisition to philobophy and the arts. This

was first attempted by the famous painter Leonardo

da Vinci. Zahn proposed, in 1702, to accomplish

it, by the graduating mixture of primary colours dis-

persed over the surface of a triangle ; but he rec-

koned five of those colours, including Mac/c and white,

Yilih red, yellowj blue. The celebrated Profes-

sor Mayer of Gottingen, after various trials, simpli-

fied the procedure in a posthumous work, published

by Lichtenberg in 1775. Having distinguished each

side of an equilateral triangle into 13 equal parts, he

subdivided the wliolc space into 91 small triangles,

which he painted with the successive mixtures of

\)C} million, ulhd-marine, and bright orpiment, Lara-

belt assumed three colouis, catmine, Pruuian blue,

and gamboge, to cover a triangular base, upon which

he erected a coloured pyramid, having white planted

at its apex. But Dr Thomas Young, whose autho-

rity in those matters has deservedly great weight,

prefers the simple triangle, and adopts red, green, and
viokt for the piimary colours. Their binary com-
binations arc yellow, formed by mixing red with

green; uimison, consisting of led and violet; and
blue, pruduced by blending green with violet. The
difficulty, however, is to regulate the intensity of the

compounds ; nor can the powders be safely mixed
except in a dry state, lest some chemical action

should be introduced which might alter their tints.

But the colours thus combined must evidently want

the freshness and brilliancy of those which nature

paints, or which the prism reveals.

Air, like water, is no doubt, by its constitution, a

coloured fluid. The former is naturally blue, as the

latter is green ; but these colours acquire intensity

only from the depth of the transparent mass. A
small body of limpid water has the appearance of

crystal, but in proportion as it accumulates, it as-

sumes all the successive shades till it rivals the tints

of the emerald and the beryl. This gradation is dis-

tinctly seen in the profound lakes of Switzerland,

whose lustre is never stained by any Tegetable in-

fusion. The same series of colours emerges, on re-

ceding from our shores and approaching the vast

abyss of tlie Atlantic Ocean. At first» the water on
the shelving banks is merely translucid ; at the depth

From Kuam) carulean or Ay^hlue^ and a measure.
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Meteor, of ten Aitboms, it ftppettitf grechioh, and tho tint, by

degrees, becomeo mofb intenee tiH it passes into a

full green, at the depth of fifty fhthcmiB ; but beyond
soundiogis, Jt darkens almost into azure.

In like manner, the blue shade of the air becomes
more intense in proportion to the length the tract of

lights This we perceive in viewing distant objects,

whose colours are always tinted by the deepening hues

of the interiacent range ofatmosphere. ' The remotest

hilts seem lost in a ceerulean vesture. The mixture

of aqueous vapours only diffuses a mist, which tar-

nishes rather than dilutes the fine blue.

It must be observed, that no substance can dis-

close its inlierent colour, but by a sort of internal

secretion or dissection of the rays of light. The mere
reflexion from the surface of a solid body could never

betray its tints, for when rendered most perfect

by polish, it would only, like a mirror, send back
unchanged the incident beams. To detect the sub-

jacent colour, it is nec<'s‘iary that the particles of

light should at least penetrate under the surface, and
after suffering a sort of chemical separation, should

be again emitted. In transparent substances, whe-
ther solid or fluid, the penetration is greater, but

tile mode of evolving the native colours must be
still the same. The atmosphere, besides dispersing

internally the blue rays, likewise reflects in various

proportions the white light unaltered. This fact is

established by some experiments of jwtarizationy

which show that such simple reflexions arc the most
copious from the portion of the sky which is 90 de-

grees from the sun, and regularly decline on either

side to the opposite points, where they cease alto-

gether.

The white, or compound beam of light, buffering

in its passage through the air, a continual defalca-

tion of the blue rayb, must, as it advances assume
tlic complemcntaiy colour, or the tints of the rc-

tnaining portions of the spectrum, and therefore

merge buccessively into yellow, orange, red, and
crimson. Such, accordingly, aie the graduating

colours of the solar rays, as they approach to their

extreme obliquity. Near sun-setting, the shadow of

a pencil along a blank card appears a bright azure

on a lilac ground. When a diffuse attenuated va-

pour reflects the incident light unaltered, the west-

ern sky, as the sun declines from his altitude, glows
with the successive shades of yellow and orange,

which deepen finally into a blush red. These co-

lours again may, under certain circumstances, come
to be blended with the natural blue of the atmo-
sphere. Hence the explication of a curious pheno-
menon, which rarely occurs in this climate,—the ex-

istence of green clouds. This happens in the morn-
ings and evenings, when a thin cloud is illuminated

at once by the yellow ravs of the sun and the bright

azure of the upper sky, these contrasted colours pro-

ducing a grtm by their mixture For the same rea-

son, somethues a portion of the bright sky appears, in

the finer climates, tinted with violet* This was re-

marked by Humboldt in his voyage to America and

-- m iiirnlhru . II ^

we have tiad dittbesion to observe the same at Avig- Metao?-

lion. It waa no doubt occasioned by the reddish

xtyt of the declining sun djeing the intense blue of

the higher atmosphere.

The easiest and readiest way of ascertaining the Auotiicr

tirits of different portions of the sky, is perhaps to

'

employ a sharp wedge of blue glass, of which

base and the parall^ sides are painted black and

cased with thin brass, and the slanting sides are

ground to true planes and highly polished. To
these angular surfaces two slides might bit adapted,

having each a broad slit, or intermediate opening, to

permit the entrance and transmission of white light.

Such rays having a greater length of passage to

verse, according to their distance from the top bf
the wedge, must emerge with a proportional intensi-

ty of blue. The scale would hence be determined

by dividing the slides into ten or twenty equal parts,

which might probably be sufficient.

To examine the orange and crimson tints which
gild the east in the morning, or suffuse the western

sky on the approach of evening, it would be neces-

sary to combine a series of the complementary or ac-

cidental colours. A wedge of glass, stained of a

gold- red or deep orange, might answer the purpose

;

or perhaps a nearer approximation would be obtain-

ed by joining two reversed wedges, one of an angle

of 8 degrees, and crimson coloured, and another hav-

ing only 3 degrees, but of a yellow body.

These inttruments might be reduced to a very

convenient size, not exceeding four inches in length
,

but they would lequire to be formed out of the same
mass of glass, and exactly after the same pattern

With some skill in the execution, they could be
made to unite elegance and correctness.

IX, Anfmometfu.*—Various attempts have been AncmoniL-

made to construct an instrument that should readily

indicate ilie loice and velocity of the wind. One
method was to employ a very small model of a wind-

mill, and cither to reckon its revolutions, or to esti-

mate its power by the application of a weight to a

conical barrel or axis. But a more direct and accu-

rate proceduie consisted in measuring the impulse

of wind against a vertical plane, us intimated by
the contraction of a spiral spiing. All these instru-

ments, however, act with such extreme irregularity,

as scarcely cvei to furnish any defiuite results. They
arc, besides, racked by incessant motion, and soon

put out of order.

Wc may notice, however, a material improvement

made in this construction of the machine, by Mr
W’^addel, of the Trinity-House, Leith, who, amidst

other objects of useful experimental inquiry, has

long directed his ingenuity to ascertain the force

and velocity of the wind. A circular plate, of four

niches diameter, is opposed to the blast ; but instead

of pushing against a spring, it presses a fine cylin-

drical bag, of about an inch long, and the thud part

of an inch diameter, filled with quicksilver, and

joined tight to a vertical tube of glass, a foot or 15

inches high
; but having a bore only the £20th part

From ihe wind, and a measure.
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ology«
of an inch wide. The comprefidion iTthe bag caaa^

^

by the impulse of the wind upon the plate^ snueezef
the quicksilver up into the tube^ carrying with' it a
small steel mark, which slightly adheres to the sides

of the bore. The height of the mercurial column,
diminished in the ratio of the Surfece of the plate to

the section of tlie bag, must evidently give tlie mea-
sure of the force of the wind. in the actual ex-
posure of this anemometer, the quicksilver oscillates

excessivdy^ so that the extreme effects only are in-

dicated. < The instrument, however, is very sensible,

and may continue to act for a long period without
haing impaired.

Its Improve d^ect action of the wind in supporting a co-

Uon
**”*”***'^^*^ of water appears to furnish the best and simplest

kind ofanemometer. Ttiis principle was first employ-
ed, in 1731, by Pitot, the French engineer, in his re-

curved tube for estimating the force of the current of

a river
;
and, forty years afterwards, it was applied by

Dr Lind, to measure the impulse of a stream of air.

With some modifications to correct, or at least to di-

minish, the oscillations of the liquid, this instrument

is rendered quite manageable. The tube may con-
sist of two pieces, each about a foot in height, hav-

ing bores of the fiftieth and the fifth parts of an inch,

the narrow piece being swelled out into a cylinder

perhaps an inch wide, and two inches long, near the

end where is joined hermetically to the other piece.

The top of the narrow tube is bent horizontally, and
cemented into the centre of a vertical circle of plate

gloss, of about three inches in diameter ; or, instead

of this plane, a hollow segment of a sphere of the

same expansion, but including only 30 or 40 degrees,

is substituted. The top of the wide tube is likewise

bent horizontal, and drawn to a point at the same
height as the minute central orihee of the cavity,

and bent in the opposite direction. A portion of nut-

oil, tinged by the alkanet root, had been previously

introduced into tlie cylindrical cistern. On turning

the small plate, or bason, to front the wdnd, a con-

densation, corresponding to its force, is immediately

produced on the opposing surface, a small portion of

air enters tlie orifice, and continues to press upon
the oil, till this rises to form an equiponderant co-

lumu in the wide tube. As the air can with difficul-

ty penetrate through the very narrow bore, the irre-

gular action of the blast is, in a great measure, cor-

rected, and the oil moves rather tardily.

A scale is adapted bearing two sorts of divisions,

the one indicating the impulse, and tlie other the ve-

locity of the wind. Kcckoning the weight of the

atmosphere equivalent to a column of oil of 400 in-

ches in altitude, this space is subdivided into 10,000
equal portions, each degree thus corresponding to

the 25th part of an inch. It would hence be easy

to show, that the pressure of the wind upon every

square foot of surface is expressed in pounds avoir-

dupois, by dividing by five the number of degrees

th|^ugh which the oil ascen4|.

But we may place an adju!^nt line of subdivisions

that shall mark the velocity of the wind in miles each

hour. Since air wilt i^usb ttt ratie

of 1350 feot in a s^ond, it 'wbuH) wAot predomi**

nating pressure of the 100th part of da Mifoospherei

or at 100 degrees, Sow with a ten .times ]eaa»

or 135 feet in a second, which corresponds io 92
miles in an;,|^our. Wlierefore, 25 dejgrcel of the

scale of impulse would be marked by e ^blocityj^f

46, and 6{ degrees by that of 23 miles an hour,

subordinate divisions could hence be easily foriodl.

Such are the velocities which theory wdUld adigii

to the different altitude of the columns supported

by the force of the windi But the actual resistance

of fluids^ owing chiefly to their detention at the ob-

structing surface, generally exceeds the result of cal-

culation. In the case of water and air, the ratio of

excess appears from experiment to he nearly that of
8 to 5. We may therefore modify the velocities af-

ter this proportion above stated. The relations of

celerity and impulse will stand thus

:

Telcrity in

Milcfe per

Hour.

Impulse in

10,000th PaHi
of ihc Woight
of the Atmo-
splicrc.

10 1®.9

20 7®.6

30 17M
40 30^4
50 47^.5

GO (>S«.4

70 93^

80 12 P.5

This anemometer, being furnished with a vane to

make it always face the wind, might also, by an index,

point Out the direction. Nor is it absolutely requi-

site that the instrument should be exposed out of
doors. The funnel, with its vane, may have a socket

of bell-metal, nicely fitted to the top of a long per-

forated brass tube, which descends from the roof of
the house, and terminates below in the recurved tube

and its double scale. The impressions of the wind
would thus be conveyed with great regularity and
undiminished effect to the surface of the oil. Still,

however, it would be impossible to avoid entirely the

oscillations of the liquid column. Even the steadiest

wind will be found to blow with a reciprocating

force, now sw'elling and again relaxing, and, at cer-

tain short intervals, epneentrating all its vehemence.
X. Ombuometer, * or Rain-Gauge.—oA very Ombrouie-

simple instrument, contrived to indicate the quanti-^r.

ty, or rather the depth, of the rain which falls upon
any spot. It is likewise named Hjjetomeler, and has
been sometimes called by the barbarous compound
Pluviameier. It is composed generally of a circu-

lar bason of tinned iron, soldered to the top of a
vertical cylinder, which « contracted in sotne given
proportion and closed below. A spaall float is in*

troduced, bearing a slender rod, distinguished by the
corresponding divisions. In the most ordinary con-

* From Ofd^^pof, rairi} and ^ergov, a meafure^



MMeor- etruciion, § foot wide, the attached

olpgy- cylinder hm S|.i^eiJo its section^ \ coneequenUy ten tiiiteif. epnaller. The inches on

the rod-are hence, only tenth parts.

Thii method. of iheasqring the fall of rain is cvi.

dently not sasceptible ofmoch accuracy
;
and it would

require tlte gouge to be very frequently idsitcd, on ac-

count ofstho loss of the water by continual evapora-

tion. The more correct ombrometers have their

bason made of brass, and turned to a fine sharp edge

;

the rain^ as it iaUs, runs chougli a small orifice into

(he vertical li^^der, whieh has only about the fourth

part of the diameter, and communicates, by means

of a cock, with another perpendicular tube still nar-

rower, and consisting of glass having a scale affixed.

The divisions of this scale ore determined from the

proportion of the joint sections of the cylinder and
tube to the horizontal surface of the bason. In

making an observation, the cock being turned, lets

the collected water rise to the same level in the glass

tube, and thus indicat(5 itn quantity, which, by ano-

tiicr operation, is x>ow drawn oE In the time of

frost or snow, it becomes necessary to warm the in-

strument gently, and make the water flow.

We may suspect that the measure of the rain, hail,

or snowy flakes received by the ombrometer, is not

exactly proportioned to the extent of surface which

it presen ts,Jbr, while torrents pour down from the

heavens, an eddy plays about the rim of the bason,

deranging the regularity of the discharge. A bason

of several feet in diameter would perhaps be preier-

nblc ; or the platform of a roof could be adopted, if

it were sufficiently sloped to allow the rain to collect

quickly.

But the most perplexing circumstance affecting

< ' Indica- the ombroraeter is, that it has been found to indicate
"Uh. y^j.y Jitierent quantities of rain as falling upon the

very same spot, according to the different elevation

at which it was placed. In general, less rain is col-

lected in high than in low situations, even though

the difference of altitude should be inconsiderable.

Thus it was discovered, that, in the space of a year,

while 12.1 inches only fell on the top of Westminster
Abbey, indies were collected on the roof of a
house sixteen feet lower, and even 22.G inches of
rain at the ground. Similar observations have been
made at the summit and near the base of hills of no
great elevation. In such situations, we can hardly

suppose the clouds to stretch down to the surface, or
to augment the lower portion of rain. Wc must
hence refer the copious fall near the ground to some
other cause. Most of the rain which falls proceeds
f>‘oin drifting showers of siiort duration. The cur-

rent moves more slowly along the surface, and al-

lows the drops to descend us fast as they arc formed.
But being forced to mount a swelling eminence, and
thus compressed into a narrower stream, it huri ies

tlie mass of vapour along with it, and does not suffer

the free of full discharge on the summit. On both
sides of the hill, ah ombrometer placed near the bot-

tom indicates „l||^ay6 a greater fall of rain than on Meteor,

the exposed

The observations furnished by this instrument are

hence liable to considerable inaccuracy, unless made
in an open champaign country. Thus, a register

keptt;|it Keswick gives 67^ inches, which evidently

exceeds greatly the annual fall of rain in that dis-

trict; the quantity at Carlisle, not 25 miles distant,

being only 20 indies. Again, the measures Of rain,

being 33 and 34 J inches in the open country about
Manchester and Liverpool, are found to amount to

45 and 60 inches at Lancaster and Kendal, which
approach the flanks of a mountainous range. In ge-

neral, twice as much rain fulls on the western as ^
the eastern side of our island ; and the average
nual quantity may be reckoned at 30 inches, or It'

would form, if all collected, a sheet of water of that

depth. According to this estimate, the whole dis-

charge from tlie clouds in the course of a year, on
every square mile of the surface of Great Britain,

would, at a medium, be 1,944,613, or nearly two
millions of tons. This gives about three thousand
tons of water for each English acre.

iXl. Electrometer, * which detects the electri- Klccuomp-

cal state of the lower atmosphere. The best instru-

meiit of this kind undoubtedly is Bennet s, consist-

ing of two slips of thick gold-leaf suspended from a
knob within a small cylinder of glass, which is sur-

mounted by a cap of brass. This may be connected

with an insulated rod or wire, extending a few feet

beyond the window.
The electrometer indicates the condition of the

air only in its immediate vicinity. But when thun-

der storms prevail, the atmosphere becomes affected

to a very considerable extent. Yet the indications

of the electrometer are often capricious and evane-

scent. Whenever clouds are suddenly formed, or

melt way, whether the air changes to dryness or hu-

midity, the electrical equilibrium is disturbed. The
observations made with the electrometer are hence
of much less importance than was once expected,

and have been gradually falling into neglect.

XII. Drosometer, f

—

An instrument so called

was proposed by W'^eidler, a German professor, in

1 727^ to measure the quantity of dew which gathers

on the surface of a body which has been exposed to

the open air during the night. It consisted of a bent
balance, which marked in grains the preponderance
which a piece of glass of certain dimensions, laid ho-

rizontally in one of the scales, had acquired from the

settling and adhesion of the globules of moisture.

The main objection to a drosometer of such a con-

struction is, that it would require to be protected

from the aclion of the wind, and being thus screen-

ed, it could not receive the whole of the dew which

might otherwise have been deposited. The steel

beam too, from continual exposure to the weather,

would soon lose its polish, and become unfit for any

accurate performance. Besides, it is in general

easier to measure tlian to weigh a portion of liquid.

* From EXsx7gov, amber

,

and jier^ovy a measure.

t From Apoffoj, rfeto, and /wjrgov, a measure.
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Meteor- A simpler end more convenient drosometer cottld

be formed on the principle of tlie ombrometer^ or

rain-gQuge. Suppose a glass funnel, of about three

inches diameter, whose interior surface is very smooth
and slopes towards the centre, at an angle of 15 or

20 degrees, to be joined hermetically to a looff tube,

sealed at the lower end, and hitving an equable bore

not exceeding the quarter of an inch, with an attach-

ed soalc divided into portions, corresponding to the

thousandth parts of an inch, on the external aper-

ture. The only didiculty is to make the dew which
gathers during the night to run down the sides of

the funnel into the tube. To facilitate this descent,

a coat of deliqucate salt of tartar may be spread with

a hair pencil over the shallow surface, and renewed
as often as occasion requires. The dew, instead of

settling in minute detached globules, would then be

attracted by the alkaline lye, wliich thus becoming
dilute, would gradually flow into the narrow cavity

of the tube. It would be easy at any time to make
an allowance for the very small portion of liquid al-

kali blended with the dew.

MctcArolo- Such Is the complete apparatus required for keep-
picftl Regi. ing a meteorological register. But those instruments

are not all of equal importance. The barometer, tlic

thermometer, and the hygrometer, may be consider-

ed as indispensable. Next to them deserve to be

ranked the photometer and ictlirioscopc, w hich dis-

close the more recondite condition of the atmosphere.

Ilie atmoincter, the ombrometer, and the anemome-
ter, besides, are of consequence, from the practical

results which they furnish.

The value of any meteorological register, how-

ever, depends on the accuracy witli which it is kept-

The observations should be made in a place rather

elevated, and exposed freely on all sides to the as-

pect of the sky; and they should be repeated citlicr

at equal intervals, during day and night, or at least

at tliose hours which represent most nearly the mean

state of the atmospliere. Tliesc requisites arc seldom

attained, and vtTy few registers ol' tlie wx-athcr, ac-

cordingly, are entitled to much confidence.

It cannot be expected^ that registers of the wea-

ther will possess much value, so long as they arc kept

merely as objects of curiosity. Like astronomical

observations, as now conducted, they should no long-

er be left to the chance of individual pursuit. They
would require to be unremittingly prosecuted in all

variety of situations, and at the public expcnce*

Proper sets of meteorological instruments should be
placed not only in the regular Observatories, but sent

to the different Torts and Light-houses, both at home
and at our principal foreign stations. They might

also be distributed a^inong the ships employed in dis-

covery, or engaged on distant voyages. The cost of

providing those instruments would be comparatively

trifling, and the charge incurred, by keeping regi-

sters on a regular and digested plan, might shrink to

nothing in the scale of expenditure.

The slate of the barometer alone is kept with to-

lerable accuracy, because that instrument, being lit-

Ue influenced by collateral circumstances, marks

nearly the same impressions over a wide extent of

surface. The thcrmuinctcr, again^ is seldom obscrv-

o L0Gy.
ed at the proper hours, or in a situatiA sufficiently Meteor-

detached from the buildings and solid walls.

It is customary, for the sake of convenience^
note the thermometer in the morning, at the height
of the day, and again in the evening. But these
three observations must evidently furnish results be*
low the medium temperature of the whole twenty*
four hours, since the accumulated warmth is reckon-
ed but once, while the freshness partaking of the
night is counted twice. It would be nearer the

^

truth to assume the middle point between the maxi-
mum and miniepum though evcn,j|tlii8 cannot be
deemed absolutely correct, because the heat neither

mounts nor declines in an uniform progression. The
hottest time of the day is generally about two o'clock,

and the coldest just before sunrise. This hour of
extreme descent is consequently very variable ; and
it would be difficult to fix the times suited for ob-
serving, unless they were more multiplied. But
even fewer observations may sometimes be made to

serve the purpose. In this climate, the daily aver-

age may be reckoned from eight o’clock of the morn-
ing, and the month of October is found to have nearly

the mean temperature of the whole year.

The observations usually made with the hygro-
scopcs of Deluc or Saussurc cannot be regarded as

affording any definite indication of the dryness of
tl>c atmosphere. It w’oukl essentially contribute to

the advancement of meteorological science, if the

hygrometer wliich we have described were intro
duced into general practice. This adoption cannot
be very distant.

Some of the monks, in the religious houses scat-

tered over the Continent, might find an agreeable

and useful occupation in recording the state of the

atmosphere. Many of these establishments are seat-

ed in lofty and romantic situations ; and several of
them, destined by tlieir founders for the charitable

accommodation of travellers, occupy the summits of

the most elevated and inaccessible mountains. Ac-
curate registers kept in such towering spots arc pe-
culiarly interesting.

Light-houses would, from tficir usual position, be
well fitted for observing the force and direction of

the wind, and the swell and relapse of the tide. The
navigators who traverse the ocean in every latitude

might, besides keeping meteorological soundings,

record the variation of the needle, and examine the
intensity of magnetic attraction.

To promote the science Of meteorology, it would
be most expedient that the various learned associa-

tions, planted in different parts of the globe, should
institute inquiries into the state and internal motions
of tiic higher strata of our atmosphere. As the ul-

timate results could not fail to prove advantageous
to the public, the several governments might be ex-
pected to dcfr.ay the moderate expence incurred in

carrying this plan into effect. Light small balloons

might from time to time be launched towards the

most elevated regions, to detect by their flight the

existence and direction of currents which now escape
observation. Barometers, thermometers, hygrome-
ters, and perhaps sethrioscopcs, in compact forms,

and which should register themselves, might be sent

up in the car. Observers, furnished with accurate
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and complete instruments^ could likewise be dis-

patched occasionally to the intermediate heif,dits in

large balloons. By classing the various meteorolo-

gica^ journals, and combining those ulterior facts^

some new lights could not tail to be struck out^

which would gradually reveal that simple harmony,

which no doubt pervades all the apparent complica-

tion of the.univcrsal frame. Till we obtain such in-

sight, we must content ourselves with the best expli-

cations of the phenomena of the atmosphere, which

our imperfect and limited knowledge will admit. Wc
shall, therefore, treat in succession of the origin of

winds; the generation of clouds and fogs; and their

prepipitation in the form of rain, snow, or hail.

Other collateral objects will be discussed, as they

present themselves to view. The narrow space which

wc have allotted to this discour&se must coniine our

remarks to the more genera) topics.

1. Wind.—It is a curious circumstance, that in all

languages the ordinary name of air refers to its mo-
bility, and merely signifies io hloxv. ’’I'his impulse

alone of the fluid appears to have awakened our

sensations ;
and had the atmosphere continued per-

fectly still, we might forages have remained ignorant

of the very existence of the fluid which we breathe.

The main cause of xviiid, or the flow of air, is un-

doubtedly the variable distribution of heat tlirough

the atmosphere, which incessantly aft’ects the local

density, and disturbs the equilibrium of the mass.

The presence of the sun affects the surface of the

terrn(|ueous globe, which again warms and dilates

tlie lower strata of atmosphere. The calorific action

of the solar beams is greatly diminislicd by their obli-

quity
; it rapidly accumulates on the land, but becomes

attenuated and diffused iu the waters of the ocean.

7'lie alternation of day and niglit, aud the annual

revolution of tlic seasons, arc hence the yjcrpetual

sources of winds. If the surface of the globe, how-

ever, had been wholly covered by the ocean, and

not disparted by land and seas, those winds must
liave been scarcely perceptible. The daily illunaina-

lion of the sun does not warm the ground to the

depth of an inch ; but the same quantity of illumi-

nation penetrates, though with a decreasing inten-

sity, many'fathoms into water, spreading and divid-

ing its influence. We may reckon the tenth part

of the incident light to be intercepted by a superfi-

cial stratum of the thickness of one foot; and it

will hence follow, that the solar beams communicate
every day a hundred times less heat to the surface

of a body of water than to an expansion of level

ground. The subsequent influence again of those

contrasted surfaces in warming the incumbent air,

must be proportionally different, though slightly

modified by the portion of light reflected from the

water. In a general view, the diurnal variation of

temperature in the atmosphere may be considereu
as limited to the lowest stratum, not exceeding 2000
feet in height. Such a body of air will intercept

commonly the fiftieth part of all the light which
traverses it. We may hence conclude, that the

change of temperature in the air, caused by the suc-

cession of day and night, is, on the whole, about
tiiirty times less above a spacious lake than over the

surrounding land.

VOL. V. PART II.

The current which rushes from all sides towards
any heated portion of the atmosphere is easily ex-
plained and computed from the diminution of pres-'"

sure which rarefaction produces at that place. The
celerity of the flow is precisely the same as that of
the efHux from a small aperture under the pressure
of a column equivalent to that diminution, or to the
difference between the weight of the warm air and
of an equal volume of the exterior fluid. Thus,
suppose a chimney 20 feet high, were heated up
50 centesimal degrees, or 90 on Fahrenheit’s scale

;

the air in the flue being therefore expanded one-
fifth part or four feet, would be driven upwards by
the pressure of a column compensating thib differ*

cnce. The velocity ol‘ the discharge would hence be
8V4'=:lfi ftt-'t every second, or at the rale of about
eleven miles in the hour. If a fire be kindled in an
open field, it is evident that the rush of air must
proceed froiii all sides. At the spot itself, there-

fore, the opposite currents will produce a counter
balance, and no dominant wind can prevail. But if

the warm air sliould cover a very wide extent of sur-

face, its inlluence may be felt at a great distance,

and the several converging winds may have space to

blow witliout any mutual interference.

These views afford a complete explication of the

phenomena of sea and land breezes, which are occa-

sionally met with in every latitude, but are con-

stantly observed near the shores of the continent,

and of the larger islands w'ithln the tropics. In those

sultry regions, as the clay advances, a refreshing

wind blows from the sea, and is succeeded by an op-

posite current from t!ic interior of the land on the

approach of evening, aud during a great part of the

night. In open seas, and especially near the equa-

tor, the thermometer scarcely varies a degree, and
very seldom two degrees, by Fahrenheit’s scale, in

the whole course of a day. But on the land the

change of temperature between the night and day,

in similar situations, will rise often higher than 7(>

centesimal degrees, or 126 of Fahrenheit, If wc,

therefore, conceive a stratum of air 2000 feet in al-

titude, heated only to the mean difference, or three

centesimal degrees, it would receive an expansion of

24' feet; whence the vcJocity^f the wind produced
would be feet every second, or at tlie rate

of 26' miles in the hour. This is a very moderate esti-

mate ; but the celerity of the current must, no doubt,

be diminished from the retardation which it suffers in

proportion to the length of track over which it has

to sweep.

During the night the lower atmosphere is colder

on land than at sea, owing partly to the descent of

the more elevated and colder portions of air which
chill the surface of the ground, and partly to those

cold pulses which arc incessantly darted from every

point of the azure sky. If wc reckon the reduced

temperature of the land only a centesimal degree

and a half below the standard of the adjacent ocean,

this would give 12 feet for the contraction of the

vertical column of air, and, consequently, a stream

would flow towards the sea with a celerity of 8^12
=28 feet per second, or very nearly 20 miles every

hour. In general, the land breeze may be consider-

ed not so powerful as w^hat blows from the sea.

7 Z
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Meteor The ordinary appearances are clearly and graph!-

cally described by that very intelligent and enter-

prising navigator^ Captain Dampiur

;

These sea-breezes do commonly rise in the morn-

ing about nine o'clock^ sometimes suuner, sometimes

later. They first approach the shore so gently, as if

they were afraid to come near it^ and oftimes they

make some faint breathings, and as if not willing to

offend, they make a halt, and seem ready to retire.

T have waited many a time both ashore to receive

the pleasure, and at sea to take the benefit of it.

“ It comes in a fine, small, black curl upon the

water, when as all the sea between it and the shore

not yet reached by it is as smooth and even as glass

in comparison
;

in half an hour's time after it lias

reached the shore it fans pretty briskly, and so in-

creaseth gradually till twelve o'clock, then it is com-

monly strongest, and lasts so till two or three a very

brisk gale ; about twelve at noon it also veers off to

sea two or three points, or more, in very fair weather.

After thiee o'clock it begins to die away again, and

gradually withdraws its force till all is spent, and

about five o’clock, sooner or later, according as the

weather is, it is lulled asleep, and comes no more

till the next morning.
“ These winds are as constantly expected as the

day in their proper latitudes, and seldom fail but in

the wet season. On all coasts of the main, whether

in the East or West Indies, or Guinea, they rise in

the morning, and withdraw towards the evening, yet

capes and Iicacl-hinds have the greatest benefit of

ihcra, where they are highest, rise earlier, and blow

later.

Land-breezes are as remarkable as any winds

that I have yet treated of; they arc quite contrary

to the sea-breezes ;
for those blow right from the

shore, but the sea-breeze right in upon the shore

;

and as the sea-breezes do blow in the day and rest

in the night, so, on the contrary, these do blow in

the niglit and rest in the dav, and so they do alter-

nately succeed each other. For when the sea-breezes

have performed their offices of the day, by breathing

on their respective coasts, they in the evening do

either withdraw from the coast, or lie down to rest.

Then the land-winds, whose office is to breathe in

the night, moved by the same order of Divine im-

pulse, do rouse out of their private recesses, and

gently fan the air till the next morning ; and then

their task ends, and they leave the stage.

There can be no proper time set w'hen they do

begin in the evening, or when tltey retire in the

morning, for they do not keep to an hour ; but they

commonly spring up between six and twelve in the

evening, and last till six, eight, or ten in the morn-

ing. They both come and go away again earlier

or later, according to the weatlier, the season of tlie

year, or some accidental cause Irom the land ; for

on some coasts they do rise earlier, blow fresher,

and remain later than on oi*'^ coasts, as 1 shall show

hereafter.
** These winds blow off to sea, a greater or less

distance, according as the coa.st lies more or loss ex-

posed to the sea-winds : for in some places we find

them brisk three or four leagues off shore ; in other

places not so many miles, and in sonse places they Meteor-

scarce peep without the rooks, or, if they do some-
times in very fair weather make a sally out a mile.or

two, they are not lasting, but suddenly vanish away,
though yel there are every night as fresh land-winds

ashore at those places as in any other part of the

world.
“ Indeed, these winds are an extraordinary bless-

ing to those that use the sea in any part of the

world within the tropics ;
for as the constant trade-

winds do blow, there could be no sailing in these

seas ; but by the help of the sea and land-breezes,

ships will sail 200 or 300 leagues, as particularly

from Jamaica to the Lagune of Trist, in the bay
of Campeachy, and then back again, all against the

trade-wind.

The seamen that sail in sloops or other small

vessels in the West Indies, do know very well when
they shall meet a brisk land-wind by the fogs that

hang over the land before night ; for it is a certain

sign of a good land-wind to sec a thick fog lie still

and quiet, like smoke over the land, not stirring any
way ; and we look out for such signs when we are

plying to windward. For if we see no fog over the

land, the land-wind will be but faint and short that

night. Tliesc signs are to be observed chiefly in

fair weather : for in the wet season fogs do hang
over the land all the day, and it may be neither land-

wind nor sea-breeze stirring. If in the afternoon

also in fair weather we see a tornado over the land,

it commonly sends us forth a fresh land-wind.
“ These land-winds are very cold, and though the

sea-breezes are always much stronger, yet these are

colder by far. The sea-breezes, indeed, are very

comfortable and refreshing
;
for the hottest time in

all the day is about nine, ten, or eleven o’clock in

the morning, in the interval between both breezes ;

for then it is conamonly calm, and then peoj)Ie pant
for breath, especially if it is late before the sea-

breeze come?, but afterwards the breeze allays the

heat. However, in the evening again, after the sea-

breeze is spent, it is very hot till the land-wind
springs up, which is sometimes not till twelve o’clock

or after.”

—

{Voya^cs^ Vol. II.)

The Trade-Winds, which, within the tropics, atKotuiv of

all times constantly blow from the east, but some-
what vary their force, and decline a little to

north or the south, according to the latitude and the

season—are the most remarkable of all the athdal cur-

rents. and of signal importance in navigation. These
steady breezes favoured the voyage of Columbus,
and conducted him to the discovery of the Mexican
Archipelago. The same powerful stream afterwards

drew the Portuguese from their southern course,

and carried them to the shores of the Brazils. Since
the character and extent of those winds have become
perfectly known, the navigator reckons, safely on
their aid, and shapes his voyage in such a way as to

reduce its performance almost to a calculation.

The cause of the trade-winds, however, is not
obvious, or very easily traced. Various attempts
have been made to explain the phenomenon, yet sel-

dom on any solid or accurate principles. It would
form an interesting discussion to examine the dif-
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Meteor- fereDt hypotlieses advanced ; but wc can afford room

to notice, very briefly, the more considerable only

of'^osc opinions.

Dcs Cartes and his followers imputed the trade-

winds to the inertia of the atmosnhere, which tliey

conceived to prevent this fluid from acquiring the

full rotation or the earth, especially near the equator.

The air being thus loft behind as the globe rolled

from the west, would Iiave an apparent motion in

tiie contrary direction, and seem to blow from the

cast. But it may be urged, that as passengers almost

insensibly gain the celerity of the ship wdiich carries

them, so every portion of the incumbent atmosphere,

though more loosely adherent to the terraqueous

surface, must soon acquire the peculiar motion cor-

responding to the parallel of latitude. Nor would

tlie inequality of such combined movements in the

air at all disturb tiie order and arrangement of its

general mass.

Dr Halley gave a different explication of the ori-

' gin of trade-winds, whiidi srema very plausible, and

hcib long been deemed quiic satisfactory. This able

philosopher and experienced navigator supposed, that

the spot where the sun’s vertical rays exert their ut-

most lieating energy, being in the lapse of a day suc-

cessively transferred from east to west round the cir-

cumference ol' the globe, must, as a centre of con-

fluence, draw in its train a current of air. The
current thus formed would result from tlie excess of

the streaming from the east above that from the

west ; and it would therefore advance with a tardy

pace, following at a distance the powerful energy of

the sun. Tlie same Ciuiterly wind might incline to-

wards the north or the south, according as the great

luminary appears to approach to tlie northern or the

oulhern tropic.

But it should be observed, that the torrid zone

stretches mostly over the ocean, and includes only a

narrow portion of land. The heat excited in succes-

sion through that liquid track, by the diurnal passage

of the sun, is hence exiremely small, and hardly suf-

ficient to produce the aspiration of the gentlest air.

Nor could even this feeble current have a decided and

constant direction. It would only tend towards the

heated part of the surface of the ocean. In the

morning, it would breathe from the west ; about noon,

it would become neutral, and die away ; and, in the

evening, it would again spring up, and flow from the

cast. Near midnight this current would sink into a

perfect calm. The hypothesis will, therefore, not

bear any strict examination. It is neither adequate
tc the production of such effects, nor accordant with

the actual phenomena of the trade-winds. It casts

a false glare over the subject, without elucidating its

real bearings.

: MK The first who succeeded in taking a correct view
j iioo,y. Qf tjjg question was George Ilacllcy, in a short pa-

per inserted in the Phiwsophical Transactions for

1735 . By combining in some measure the idea

of Des Cartes with the opinion of Halley, he pro-

duced a clear and simple account of the cause of

trade-winds, which appears entirely consistent and

free from every objection. Though the daily varia-

tion of temperature be very inconsiderable within the

tropics, yet the annual accumulation of heat renders

the cquatoriar i*^oni much warmer than the high- Meteor*

er latitudes, arid consequently maintains a perpetual

current of air from either side. If those aerial mo- ^
'

tions were not modified by the figure and rotation of

the globe, there would always be two opposite winds

blowing directly from the north and from the south

to the equator. But the stream which perhaps ori-

ginates at the northern tropic, in advancing to the

equator, must seem gradually to deflect towards the

west, in consequence of the increasing velocity with

which the successive parallels of latitude are carried

eastwards. During the time this current takes to

perform its journey, it is apparently transported to

the west, through a space equal to the excess of the

arc described by the equator above the correspond^
ing arc traced by the tropic. The current from the

southern tropic is equally bent towards the w'est.

When both of them meet at the equator, their oppo-
site impulsions from the north and the south are ex-

tinguisht d, and they flow directly wTSt in a single

united stream, and with accumulated force. The ap-

parent motions of the; different streamlets which from
both heraisphcTos conspire to constitute the trade-

wind, is represented in Fig. 18, Plate XCVII.
But it is not enough to connect the general facts

;
It& Ooiail

a complete theory should harmonize all the subor-

dinate details. An easy Calculation accordingly is

conducted to those precise results which are commen-
surate and exactly congruous with the actual pheno-
mena. The trade-wind may be reckoned to begin
about the latitude of 25 degrees. At this parallel,

the moan temperature is four centesimal degrees
colder than immediately under the equator, which
difference of heat may graduate through the atmo-
sphere to the altitude of 10,000 feet. Wherefore the

expansion of the air at the equator which draws to it a

meridional wind, will amount to a column of 100 feet.

The velocity of the current hence produced must be
8^100, or 80 feet every second, which corresponds

to 54 miles in the hour. But each point on the

parallel of 21” is carried eastwards by its revolu-

tion about the earth's axis 7 miles faster every hour
than on the parallel of 25”. Consequently, when
the w'ind arrives at the parallel of 24', it will seem
to have acijuircd a tendency of 7 miles an hour to the
west. As it reaches the successive parallels of 23”,
22^, 21®, &c. it will gain continual, though decreas-
ing, advlitions to its apparent westerly course, which
at the equator will have augmented to 104 miles in

the hour.

In this calculation, we have made no deduction for

the resistance wdiich the streams of air must expe-
rience in sweeping over the surface of the globe,

because no experiments have been made to ascertain

the effect of such retardation. It is no doubt les^

on the ocean than on the land, and must evidently

be diminislied in proportion to the depth of the mats

of fluid which is borne along. Still, however, this

obstruction, joined to this impediment of internal

motion, must be very considerable; and wc may
safely reduce the numbers before stated to one-third,

which would give 18 miles an hour for the celerity

of the primary meridional wind, and 35 miles for that

of the oriental or trade-wind, resulting from the in-

fluence of the figure and rotation of the earth.
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Meteor- Qur nortlicrn hemisphere presenting to the action

beams a larger surface of land than the

southern, is, on the whole, rather warmer. Hence
the parallel of greatest heat runs not exactly through

the equator, but about three degrees farther north.

This circle is therefore strictly the mean path of the

aggregate easterly streams of air.

But though the hottest part within the torrid zone,

taking the average of a whole year, occupies the pa-

rallel of three degrees north latitude, it must to a

certain extent shift its position with the seasons. In

the summer months, the sun shines twice vertical up-

on the tropic of Cancer, and consequently raises the

temperature of the northern half of the zone. Dur-
ing winter again, this effect is transferred to the

southern half of the torrid region. In the progress

of summer, therefore, the trade-wind gradually bends

about a point towards the north; but as winter ad-

vances, it declines as much to the south.

Such is the character of that general wind w'hich

encircles the globe, flowing with sliglit deviation

constantly from the east, and spreading over a zone
of more than 50 degrees in breadth. It sweeps the

Atlantic Ocean from the coast of Africa to Brazil,

and the Pacific from Panama to the Philippine Isles

and New Holland, and again the Indian seas partial-

ly foil! Sumatra to Zanguebar.

Mon'jojii, The trade-wind undergoes an essential modifica-

tion, however, where the continent stretches into the

torrid zone. The sun acting more powerfully upon
the land tlian upon tlie surface of the sea, the accu-

mulated warmth is much greater, and shifts w’ith the

revolution of the seasons on either side of the equa-

tor. The centre of heat approaches in summer to

the northern, and in winter to the southern tropic.

Instead of the great eastern stream, those regions

have tw^o ojjposite periodic winds alternating towards

the north and the south, and called the mofusoons.

Wlien these winds advance to the etiuator, they con-

join an apparent easterly velocity
;
but when they

recede from the equator, they carry their excess of

velocity from the west. A diagonal motion rcbults

from the combined tendencies. In the Arabian and
Indian seas, on ihe north side of the equator, the

monsoon blows nortli-west during the summer months,

from April to October; and in the opposite direc-

tion, or south-cufit, during the winter. But on the

south side of tlio equator, near Java and Sumatra,
the course of the monsoon is north -cast in summer,
and south-west in winter.

'i'hc primary winds which blow from the parallels

of 25 or 30 degrees to tlie equator, must evidently

give rise to opposite currents tliat flow in the higher

atmosphere towards the poles. Tlicse streams, afler

they have travelled beyond the tropics, may descend
to the surface, transporting the celerity of equatorial

rotation. They will appear, tlierefore, to blow from

the v/cstern quartc’r, with the excess of their pre-

vious velocity above that the parallel which they

reach. Hence a westerly breeze, of considerable

force and regularity, prevails in cither hemisphere

above the latitude of 30 degrees. The same winds

cross the Atlantic from Newfoundland to Cornwall,

and traverse the Southern Ocean from the Plata to

the Cape of Good Hope, and thence to New Hoi-

o G Y.
land. Any wind which blows from the quarter in* Mioteor-

dining to the south of the west comes really from

the equatorial region, and is therefore relati'*ely
^

warm. Such is the disposition of our westerly vdnds,

which commonly prevail for nine months in the year.

On the same principle, a wind which blows direct-

ly from the arctic pole, and impregnated with intense

cold, must, in consequence of the rotation of the

globe, appear to arrive from some point to the north

of the east. In passiilg through the first degree of

latitude, it will suffer a deflection of 18 miles in the

hour towards the west ; in a short space, therefore,

it will seem to flow^ with impetuous force, and almost

direct^ from the east. Hence our easterly and
north-easterly winds have a polar origin, and arc al-

ways bitterly cold.

Local winds could be explained, if the different i.c>t.af

circumstances which affect them were distinctly vvimls.

known. The latitude and temperature of the place

—its relative position—the figure and contour of the

surrounding country—would all enter into tlie calcu-

lation. We shall content ourselves with a concise

notice of some peculiar winds. The Bize is a cold

piercing wind, wdiich blows from the ridge ol‘ tlie

Jura, and the frozen summits of the Pyrennees. The
Sirocco is a hot, moist, and relaxing wind, which vi-

sits Naples and the south of Italy, from the opposite

shores of the Mediterranean. The llarmaitan seems

to be a rold and dry wind, of a very parching quali-

ty, whicli is frequent in Africa and some of the east-

ern countries. I’he SamivI, or Simoom^ is a burning

pestilential blast, extremely arid, which springs up
at times in the vast desarts of Arabia, and rushes

with treiTieniloub fury, involving whole pillars of sand.

11. Cloiius.—Their formation and dissolution pro- 'i'i,coiy m
duce all the varied train of the meteorological phe-

iioinena. The humidity suspended in the atmosphere
is derived b}' exhalation partly from the land, but ul-

timately from the vast expanse of the ocean. A
surface of lake, ol‘ pasture, corn-fields or forest, sup-

ports a continual evaporation, augmented only by
the dryness of the air, and the rapidity of its succes-

sive contacts. Even ploughed land will supply near-

ly as much moisture to the exhaling fluid as an equal

sheet of water. It is only when the ground has be-

come quite parched, that it obstinately retains its la-

tent store.

If the whole of the waters, wliich fall from the

heavens, were to return again, the evaporation from
the ground might be sufficient alone to maintain the

perpetual circulation. But more than one-third of
all the rains and melted snows are carried by the ri-

vers into the ocean, which must hence restore this

continued waste. The commerce of land and sea is

thus a necessary part of the economy of nature.

The air, in exhaling its atery store, is rendered
quite damp ; but it may afterwards become dry, on
being transported to a warmer situation. Such is the

case of the sea breeze, particularly in summer. It

arrives on the ahore, cold and moist
; but as it ad-

vances into the interior of the continent, it grows
milder and drier- The same principle accounts for

the disposition of different winds in respect to humi-
dity. At Colombo, in the island of Ceylon, as we
gather from some remarks of Dr Davy, the north-

12
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Metaor- east monsoon, with a temperature of only 6B on
®logy- Fahrenheit’s scale, has yet n dryness of 75 hygrome-

trie degrees ; but the opposite monsoon, from the

gouni-wcst, though at 82 by the thermometer, is so

damp as to indicate scarcely 30 degrees. The cold

wind, coming from the north, was rendered warmer

and drier in its progress while the hot wind, flow-

ing from the equator, was somewhat chilled and made
damper as it approached Ceylon.

Since air in mounting upwards has its capacity for

heat Enlarged, and becomes colder, it wilt hence

likewise grow proportionally damper. But a conti*

nual intercourse being maintained between the lower

and the higher atmosphere, the middle regiofi 'must,

from its chiilness, be soon charged with moisture. If

tills tendency were to act, therefore, without con-

trol, tlie heavens would have been shrowded with

perpetual clouds and darkness, and never could the

cheering rays of the gun have visited the surface of

the earth. A principle ot conservation happily oc-

curs to restrain, and finally to overpower the efiect

of cold, in disposing air to part with its mois-

ture. By expansion, this fluid is made enpabie of

holding, at the same temperature, a larger share of

humidity. Each portion of air, in rising vertically,

grows, from the predominance of cold, constantly

damper; but after having reached a certain altitude,

it again becomes gradually drier, from the influence

of its wide dilatation. Every time the air has its

volume doubled, it acquires an additional dryness

corresponding to 50 hygronietric degrees, lienee

one degree w'ould be the effect of the rarcftiction

of only the 72d part. This small variition again

answers to a depressed temperature of Jj on the

centesimal scale, which, near tlie ^surface, will occa-

sion an increasfj of humidity equal to the actual range

of the solvent power of the air di\idcd by 31.4*.

Supjjosc the thermometer to mark J5‘’ centesimal at

the grouml, the air would, for each ascent of about

'MjO feet, bo or 8 hygrometric degrees damper,

which w'Ould be reduced to 7^ by tlie influence of dilata-

tion. Had the temperature at the surface been as

low as—25^, which answers to a solvent powxT of

31 the opposite agencies of cold and rarefaction

would evidently have produced a perfect balance,

and the same dryness would have continued to a

moderate height.

I'lirn It would be easy to show^ that d, expressing the

density of the air at any altitude, and h the corre-

sponding indication of the hygrometer,^-

will denote the increment of humidity occasioned by
depressed temperature, while the corresponding de-

crement resulting from expansion is one degree.

Hence at the pole the position of the maximum hu-
midity in the atmosphere must occur at an elevation

of 1.3,300 feet ; where the density is .6, the tempera-
ture would stand at 26 .7^ and the h^grbmetric range
only 2,9^. Under the equator, that limit would attain

a much greater altitude, and yet not rise so far

above the curve of perpetual congelation. It is pro-

bable, however, that the canopy of clouds descends

considerably lower, being warmed by the hot pulses

darted from the ground and the inferior strata of the Meteor-

atmosphere. We shall not err much, if we estimate

the position of extreme humidity at the height

two miles at the pole, and four miles and a half un-

der the equator, or a mile and a half beyond the li-

mit of congelation. This range is represented in r'ig.Alodifict^

18, Plate XCVIL running nearly parallel to the curve

of perpetual congelation, but bending nearer in

proaching the equatorial parts. It marks the mean
height of the clouds in different latitudes, and inti-

mates the shading into the fine eiheriiil expanse.
The moisture deposited by a body of air in minute

globules, which remain suspended or subside slowly

ill the atmosphere, constitutes a Cloud. ^Vhen it

comes near us, whether it hovers on the tops of the

hills, or spreads over the vallies, it receives the name
of a Fog. The cold occasioned by the ascent, or

transfer of air, may he sufficient to form thin clouds,

but a more powerful and extended energy is requir-

ed for the production of Itain. The subject has

from the earliest times engaged the attention of phi-

losophers, who have made numerous unavailing al-

t- rnpts to explain it. At length, the very ingenious *

Dr James Hutton subjected the problem to a correct

analysis, and succeeded in deducing a most satisfacto-

ry solution. His fine Theory of which first ap-

peared in the Ti ansactions of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh for the year 1787> constitutes an epoch
in meteorological science. Its merits, however, have

been slowly perceived by the public, because tlie au-

thor, full of iu'b original conception, satisfied himself

with merely sketching the general outline. But it

was not enough that the operation of the principle

advanced should always cause rain; it was fartiicr

requisite, that the results arising from its application

should quite accord with the actual phenomena. We
shall, therefore, endeavour to render this tlieory more
definite, and more complete.

Air in cooling becomes ready, wt liave seen, tOHuiion>
part with its moisture. But how is it cooled in theTluory o;

free atmo>phcrc, unless by the contact or commix-
ture of a colder portion of the same fluid? Now,
the portion of the air wdiich is chilled must in an

equal degree w'arm the other. If^ in consequence of

this mutual change of condition, the former be dis-

posed to resign its moisture, the latter is more in-

clined to retain it; and, consequently, if such oppo.*

site cflects were balanced, there could, on the whole,

be no precipitation of humidity wdiatever. The sepa-

ration of moisture, on the mixing of two masses of

(lamp air at diHerent temperatures, would therefore

prove, that tlic dissolving power of air suffers more
diminution from losing pari of the combined heat,

than it acquires augmentation from gaining an equal

measure of it ; and, consequently, this power must,

under equal accessions of heat, increase more slowly

at first than it does afterwards, thus advancing al-

ways with accumulated celerity.

The quantity of moisture which air can hold tbusijhiMrntvnf.

increases in a much faster ratio tiian its temperature.

This great principle in the economy of nature was

traced by Dr Hutton from indirect experience. It

is the simplest of the accelerating kind, and perfectly

agrees w ith the law of solution, which the hygrome-

ter bos established. Suppose equal bulks of air in a
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iXTetcor- state of saturation, and at the difFereot temperatures

of 15 and 4?5 centesimal degrees, were intermixed,

the compound arising from such union will evidently

have the mean temperature of 30^*. But since, at

tliese temperatures, the one portion held 200 parts

of humidity, and the other 800, the aggregate must

contain 1000 parts, or cither half of it 50()\ at the

mean or resulting icmperature, however, this portion

could only suspend 4*00 parts of humidity, and, con-

sequently, the difference, or 100 parts, amounting to

the two hundredth part of the whole weight of air,

must be precipitated from the compound mass.

As another illustration, let air of 15“ be mixed

with air at the temperature of 35°, in three different

proportions, ail at the point of saturation ; one part

l>eing combined with ihree parts, two with two, and

three with one. The temperatures arising from the

commixture would be a0°, 25®, and 30®
;
the corre-

sponding parts of moisture precipitated from the mass

l>eing derived from the intermediate proportions of

‘JOO and 501-, are 35‘i—317.5, or 3t.5, 27^—!^59 or

24, 352^317.5 or 34.5, and 428—400 or 28. Those

depositions are represented in Fig. 8, Flat® XCVIi.

by the several intervals between the logaritlimic cihro

and the oblique line which connects the summits of

the ordinates of 15® and .35®.

In these examples we have assumed the portions

fif differently heated air to be quite charged with

moisture before mixing ; but it is only required that

they should approach to the point of humidity. The
effect, Iiuwever, of simple commixture would, in

most cases, be very small. To explain the actual

phenomena, we must have recourse to the mutual

operation of a chill and of a warm current, driving

swiftly in opposite directions, and continually mix-

ing and changing their conterminous surfaces. By
this rapidity, a larger volume ol' the fluid is brought

into contact in a given time. Suppose, for instance,

the one current to have a temperature of 50, and

the other that of 70 degrees, by l ahrenheit’s scale
;

the blending surfaces will, therefore, assume the

mean temperature of (»0''. Consequently, the two

streams tlirow' together 200 and 334.2 parts of

moisture, making 5()iM parts for ihc compound,

which, at its actual temperature, can hold only 258.6

])artB; the difference, or 8.6 parts, forms the mea-
sure of precipitation, corresponding to the 2325th

of the whole weight of the commixed air. It would
thus require a column of air 30 miles in length to

furnish, over a given spot, and in the space of an

iiour, a deposit of moisture equal to the height of an

jiich. If the sum of the opposite velocities amount-

ed to 60 mites an hour, and the intermingling influ-

ence extended but to a quarter of an inch at the

grazing surfaces, there would still, on this supposi-

t ion, be produced in the same time a fall of rain

reaching to half an inch in altitude.

These quantities come within the limits of proba-

bility, and agree sufficici with experience and ob-

servation. But in the higher temperatures, though

ihe difference of the heat between the opposite strata

of air should remain the s ime, the measure of aque-

ous precipitation is greatly increased. Thus, while

il’.e mixing of equal masses of air, at the tempera-

ii’.rts of to® and 60‘'’, is only 6.6, tliat from a like

mixture at 80® and 100® amounts to 19®. This re- MeUjor-

sult is entirely conformable to observation, for show- ®^®6y-

era arc most copious during hot weather and iry^he

tropical climates.

The quantity of moisture precipitated from the at-

mosphere thus depends on a variety of circum-
stances,—on the previous dampness of the commix-
ed portions of the fluid,—their difference of heat,

—

the elevation of their mean temperature,—and the

extent of the combination which takes place. When
this deposition is slow, the very minute aqueous glo-

bules remain suspended, and form clouds ; but if it

be rapid and copious, those particles conglomerate,
and produce, according to the state of the medium
with regard to heat, rain, hail, or snow.
The profuse precipitation of humidity is caused

by a rapid commixture of opposite strata. The
tion of swift contending currents in the atmosphere

**"**'

brings quickly into mutual contact vast flclds of air

over a given spoL The separation of moisture is

hence proportionally copious. In temperate w’ca-

ther, this deposition forms rain; but, in tlic cold
season, the aqueous globules, freezing in the mid-
air into icy spiculte, which collect in their slow de-

scent, become converted into flakes of snow. Hail
is formed under different circumstances, and gene-
rally in sudden alternations of the flne season, thi:!

drops of rain being congealed during ihcir fall, by
passing through a lower stratum of dry and cold air.

The drops of rain vary in their size perhaps from
the twcnty.fifth to a quarter of an inch in diameter.
In parting from the clouds, they precipitate their

descent till the increasing resistance opposed by the

air becomes equal to their weight, when they con-
tinue to fall with an uniform velocity. This ac-

quired or terminal velocity is therefore in the sub-
duplicate ratio of the diameters of the atjueous glo-

bules. A thunder shower hence pours down much
faster than a drizzling rain. In general, \['

d

express
the diameter of a drop in parts of an inch, the ter-

minal velocity, according to theory, will be denoted
by or if the usual correction be made for the

discrepancy in fluids, it will be G'J^ld. Thus a drop
of the twenty-fifth part of an inch, in fulling through
the air, would only gain a celerity of 11 J feet, and
while one of a quarter of an inch would acquire a

celerity of 33 J
feet. A flake of snow being perhaps

nine limes more expanded than water, would de-
scend thrice as slow. But hail-stones are oflen of

considerable dimensions, exceeding sometimes the
length of an inch, 'J'hey may hence fall with a ve-
locity of 70 feet each second, or at the rate of about
50 miles in the hour. Striking the ground with
such impetuous force, it is easy to conceive the ex-
tensive injury which a hail shower may occasion in

the hotter climates. The destructive power of those
missiles in stripping and tearing the fruits and foli-

age, increases besides in a faster ratio than the mo-
mentum, ani^, uiajr be estimated by the square of
their velocity-^iiltiplied into mass. This fatal en-
ergy is hence as the fourth power of the diameter
of the hail-slone.

III. Optical Phenomena—It remains for us
to explain the general optical appearances of the
sky. When the rays of the sun strike upon a
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Afcteor- cloud, llloy are copiously reflected, but partly ab.

sorbed by the minute Buspended globules. In

working their progress through the mass oF va-

pouV, they suffer a great diminution from the niul-

tiplied acts of absorption. The quantity of light

tims finally detained depends on the dcn.sity of the

(douds and Its thickness, Dut the portion which

penetrates through the nebulous medium is always

much less than what traverses an equal body of air.

In extreme cases, perhaps, the solar beams will suf-

fer greater defalcation by repeated repercussions with-

in u congregated cloud, than from passing through

fifty times the same extent of a clear aerial expanse.

Hence such clouds always appear dark and black

by their scanty transmitted light. Whiteness being

produced by the copious emission of intermingled

rays, can belong only to very thin clouds. The
deptli of shade indicates the moss of floating vapour.

Lkinboivb. Owing to the excessive minuteness of the aqueous

globules, the particles of light are only reflected or

absorbed at their external surface, without entering

them. But when they collr-ct into large drops, the

luminous pencil which str!kc6 at a certain angle, con-

verges by refraction to a point of the posterior sur-

face, and after suffering one or more interior reflec-

tions, it emerges dissected into its primitive colours.

Hence the glorious vision of the rainbow, which was

reduced to mathematical calculation by Dos Cartes,

but only received its complete explication from the

uptical discoveries of Newton. The phenomena oc-

cur whenever the sun shines upon the falling drops

of rain behind the spectator, the coloured arch being

a portion of circle, whose centre is a print in the

sky directly opposite to the sun. The primary or

interior bow is formed by a single reflexion, and

lies beyond that centre; but the secondary or

superior bow, produced by a double reflexion, ap-

pears with inverted tints at the distance of .56". A
ternary bow may exist, but being so extremely faint

from the repeated reflexions, it is scarcely ever per-

ceived, It hence follows, that rainbows arc only

visible when the altitude of the sun is below 45° and
56”. In summer, accordingly, they arc not seen in

this climate about the middle of the day. For the

sumo reason, they generally appear less than a semi-

circle; but viewed from the top of a spire, or any
lofty pinnacle, they embrace nearly the whole cir-

cumference. Lunar rainbows may be frequently

observed, only the faintness of their colours makes
tlum far less conspicuous.

iLiiow. TJni coloured rings or Aalos which are often seen

surrounding the moon and sun, are evidently occa-

sioned by very thin vapour diffused through the

atmosphere. They are supposed chiefly to encircle

the moon ; but, in this climate, hardly a day passes

with light fleckered cloiids, when at least portions

of halos may not be perceived near the sun. It i.s

only necessary to remove the glare of light which
makes the delicate colours appear white. Thus, if

we examine the reflexion from a smooth surface of
water, we shall perceive that the $011 gilds the fleecy
clouds with segments of beautiful coloured rings.

This effect is still more distinctly' seen, if the rays

from a hazy or mottled sky be received upon a sheet
of white paper, held before a small hole in the

window-shutter of a dark room. But even when Meicor-

llie sun sliincB frtiWi an azure firmament, circles of
the richest tinti itMty be produced by experiment.

Holding a hot poker below, and a little beforc^^jJ*^**^

the small hole of the shutter, throw a few drops
water upon, and the sun will be painted on the paper
like the glowing radiations of the jmssion Jloiner.

The appearance is exactly similar to what the tra-

veller, in awakening from a short slumber, perceivee,
in a winter's morning, on opening his wearied eyes
to a burning candle—concentric rings of violet,

green, yellow, and red.

The explication forojorly given of the cause ol

halos, even that proposed by Newton himself, is in-

admissible—since it would confine them, like the
rainbows, to certain definite limits, whereas they
appear with every possible degree of extension. Our
earliest inquiries Jed us to refer the origin of halos

to the dcjicxwn of light, or that property of the rays

to bend and divide as they pass near the edge of a
body. Thus the light admitted through a very nar-

row slit in a card, or a bit of tinfoil, spreads into

bright coloured fringes. The finer also is the slit,

the broader arc the fringes. A similar appearance

is obtained by looking at the elongated flame of a

candle through the delicate fibres of a feather, or

even through the streaks of grease rubbed by the

finger along a piece of glass. But if a very .'<mall

round hole be substituted for the slit, the fringes

will change into coloured ring.s. Thus, if a piece of

tinfoil, punctured with the point of a needle, be held

close to the eye, the sun will appear through it sur-

rounded by a halo very near his disc, but spreading

more in proportion as the hole is contracted. That
ingenious artist, Mr Trougliton, constructed for us a

slide of hra.*4s, and afterwards another of platina, per-

forated with a series of the finest conical holes, which

were measured by hi.s delicate micrometer. The
purpose was to compare the angle subtended by the

coloured ring, with the diameter of the perforation,

it being inferred that an aqueous globule of the same
dimension might, by the exterior deflexion of the

solar rays, produce a similar halo. But our variable

sky is very .seldom fit for any refined optical experi-

ment, and many delays happening to intervene, wc
could arrive at no very precise or cerfnin lesult.

Wc may state, however, as at least an approxima-

tion, that the globules of the dittuse vapour which
occasions the appeal iiucc of coloured circles about

the sun and moon, vary from the 5000th to the

.50,000tb part of an inch in diameter. M'hen the

halo approaches nearest to the liiminon.'? body, the

largest globules are floating, and therefore tlic at-

mosphere is surcharged with luiniidlty. Hence the

justness of the vulgar remark, tli.at n dense halo close

to the moon portends rain.

Nearly the same theory has been struck out bv

Dr Thomas Young, to w'hose profound ingenuity,

and most extensive information, wt arc glad to bear

honourable testimony. By a skilful application of

the principle of deflected light, he has likewise con-

structed the Eriomeier^ a curious instrument forEiiomctn

measuring the size of the fibres of wool and other

filamentous substances But we cannot at present

enter into the details.
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Meteor- The same acute philosopher has given perhaps the

only true account, of the origin of the parhelia or

mock^suns, which arc frequently seen in the arctic

regions during certain dispositions of the atmo-

sphere. This gorgeous ap|)carance of intersecting

Juminous arches, studded with opposite and trans-

verse images of the sun, he ascribes to the combin-

ed reflexions of the rays from the natural facets of

the snowy spicuUv floating abundantly in the air.

We cannot develope this theory, Iiowever, without

some discussion and the help of diagrams. It may
claim our attention afterwards, if Captain Parry’s

return from the north shall bring us more definite

information.

^ Another most remarkable optical deception oc-

ofirrcnilar m a peculiar State of the atmosphere on the

HonzonLil verge of the horizon in various countries, and espe-
itfiraciion cially in the warmer climates, whether on the level

plains, or on the margin of rivers or lakes, and near

the sea-shore. In such situations the remote ob-

jects often appear with extraordinary elevation, and

in double or inverted images. This singular phe-

nomenon is obviously caused by the irregular re-

fractions which the rays of light occasionally suffer

by passing through the different strata of the lower

atmosphere. When the effect is confined to the ap-

parent elevation of an object, our seamen call it

/(iowiiig ; but if inverted images be formed, the

IVench and Italians give to this [)luy of vivsion the ap-

pellations of mirage ix\u\ Jata morgana. The ship-

ping and range o(‘ buildings on the shore of Naples

have from Messina sometimes ajipeured floating in-

verted in the air. In llie autumn of 17,98, the coast of

Trance was distinctly seen raised above the sea, from
the beach of Hastings

;
the appearance lasted about an

hour, and then sunk bencatli tiie horizon, in tlic fol-

lowing year, Professor Vince watched the })heno-

mena at Ramsgate with a large telcscoy>c. On
1 ibsirvntions the afternoon of the 1st of August lie first de-
ol Viiicc scried the sails of a ship, but as she came fuller in

view, he perceived another inverted image just be-

Jow" the surface of the water. Tig, 1(>, Plate XC^VII.

represents the successive appearances : A is the ship

when first obhorved, B alter she had ajiproached,

and C the inverted image. Fig. 1? exhibits a varia-

tion of the effect; A marks the ship entering the

horizon, C and B the double image of the ships

when near, a portion of the sea lying between their

opposite traces. To jiroduce the appearances now
represented, it w^as requisite that the rays of light, in

traversing the lower strata of the air, should describe

curves, wdiosc final tangents point in the visual di-

rections of the objects. These curves or trajectories

are delineated in fig. J 1), wlicre T^ marks the place of

the observer, zh the horizon, h the liull, and a tlie

mast of the ship
;
the lowest image is formed by the

curves h s E and a i 1C, above this the curves b v E
and uu^ give an inverted image, and the curves

n E and a m E exhibit the highest (Tcct image.

In ordinary cases, a ra ‘uf light, in crosing differ-

ent layers of‘ the atuiosplierc, describes a trajectory,

which is nearly the portion of a circle, having six

times the diameter of tht earth. The rate of in-

flexion is proportional to the tangent of obliquity,

and to the difference of the refractive power of the

conterminous strata, which may be assumed as the Metcoi-

same as their difference of density. Tiiis variation

in a stratum of air ^8 feet thick is only the tJ[fC)u-

sandth part of the whole refraction, and is hence

equal to the effect of the quarter of a centesimal de-

gree. But since a much greater diflerence of heat

often occurs within tliat limit, the incurvation of the

trajectory must be proportionally increased. Hu-
midity, by dilating the air, will produce a similar ef-

fect, though in a much inferior degree, unless in

very high temperatures.

Dr W. II. Wollaston, whose acuteness in devising Kicpen-

philosophical experiments is unrivalled, has been

able to exhibit on a small scale the various appear-
^

anccs occasioned by irregular atmospheric refraction.

His paper inserted in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1800, contains a very clear exposition of the phe-

nomena. On looking lengthwise over the side of a

red-hot poker at a distant object, besides the ordi-

nary image, another inverted one was seen within

the edge of the streaming air, and a larger erect one

still nearer the poker, as represented in iMg. M.
The deviation w'as here only half a degree, but

along a red-hot bar of iron, the separation of the ima-

ges was increased to a degree and a quarter. On
directing the eye over the surface of a green board,

which had been healed hyexjiosure to sun, a double

image was distinctly seen. Anotlier board, merely

wetted willi water, betrayed a similar disposition,

though it was very difficult to distinguish the irregu-

lar image. Us elevation being only \\\ But on mois-

tening tlie surface of the board with aleohoi, the

images were easily seen at a separation oi 15'. Si ill

more conspicuous was the ajipearance on spreading

u little mther over a plate of glass, for the irregular

image showed itself 7 J.

' raised.

it was easy to imitate and examine the natural tl»' Illu^ir

phenomena, by means of a square parullclopipcd com-
posed of plate glass. Having tilled the half of ihis

with cold water, let hot water be gently |)oured over

it, and the cover placed upon tlie top. (See Tig. 15,

Plate X('V1I.) On standing a few feet behind the

parallelopipcd, and looking at distant objc’els through

the btralum wdierc the cold and hot water have be-

come blended, the double and inverted images will

for a short time be clearly perceived. But a more
durable effect is obtained, by filling one-third of the

glass case, as represented in fig. 15, with syrup, or a

strong solution of white sugar, another third with

distilled water, and the rest with pure alcohol. A
mutual penetration slowly takes place between the

conterminous surfaces of the alcohol A and the wa-
ter B, and between this and the syrup C ; and after

the lapse of perhaps two or three days, the blending

spaces become sufficiently broad for observation.

The apjiearances tiien are nearly such as those tliat

have been sketched in the plate.

'J'his mode of experiment is at once simple and Ilu» Kxpii

convincing. The theory which Dr Wollaston draws
from it is equally ingenious, but not so demonstrative-
ly established as its author presumes. It rests chief-

ly on the supposition, that the stratum occupied by
the penetration of two fluids of different densities,

graduates in refractive intensity more slowly at its

boundaries, and most rapidly in the middle. Or to
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Moterti- borrow tlic elucidation of pcometry, if tbc successive

densities be denoted by ordinates, their summits will

form a line of double curvature, having conseijuent-

ly a point of contrary flexure. This principle may
be sound, though we can perceive no cogent reason

why the curve of intermediate refraction slioukl l)e

convex or concave, or sliould combine boll* sorts of

incurvation. But admitting this cloul)Ie curvature

to he a constituent law, it will very satisfactorily <'x-

jdain the phenomena. The refraction will he the

same, as if the light, had traversed an uniform me-
dium bounded by a surface of that reverted cur-

vature, the convex portion diverging, and the con-

cave portion converging the parallel rays. The
diiferent eflects are exhibited in fig. 12; the distant

object O is viewed in its true position by the pencil

tliat arrives at O
;

it is seen inverted at \, by the

rays which enter at n
; the rays which fall on r make

it appear again erect at A. fliis explication is cer-

tainly very plausible, and r>i:\v (uobahly .'ipproxim.it(‘

to the truth. But tliougli imtch ha.s !uan\ already

achieved, the subject ol ii 'cgular refraction needs

to 1)0 revised and still more closely invo'^tigatod.

Several interesting objects in meteorology remain to

be di> cussed. Regarding the Aurora Ihircnhs^ Lu-

•nitunu\ Arches, ami Acrolilcs, we had a variety of

new remarks and eah'ulations to oll’er, hut wc must

rather abruptly clos(‘ this imperfect article. In illus-

tration of the genciral priiici[)les, wc only subjoin dc-

seri[)lions of the seasons of the Arctic and Tonid
/ones, from the «r/t Revictv, from Hamilton’s

Acamnl of tli)>d>stauj and from Bdward^^s IVcsf

Indict.

1 . (I'lnui^e of :\c Au'i'c nc<itoir^.

>’ It begin.-, to miow as early as AugU'-L and the
"

'' whole giound is covert ih to the iloplh of two or liiree

feet, belbre the month of October. Along rlie .sinner

and the hays, the fri sb water, poured iiom i ivub. ts, or

clraiiK'd from the thawing of former collections of

snow, Ijcconu’s (juickly converted into solid ice. As
the cold augments, the air dcpo.sits its ini)i>turc in

the form of a fog,, which free/es into a fine go.'-.anier

niUiing, or s[)i(:ulai icicle.s, di.spel^ed throng 'i tin* at-

niosplu-re, and extiemely minute, that nngiii si-om

to ))ii'rce and excoriate the skin. I'lie hoar fro^t

‘'i irli'h profusely, in fantastic clusicjy, on c\crv j)ro-

nnnence. The whole surface of (he sea steams like

.1 limekiln; an appearance, c.illed liu'

ca ised, as in other iii'^tances of the production of va-

pour, by the wat(‘r’s b(‘ing still relatively warmer
tb.in the incumhenl air. At length llie dispersion of

iheiiiistj and consequent elearne.s.s of the atmo.splo'rc',

Jiinoimee, iliat tlu‘ iipjier stratum of the sea itscdf’

has !)e(‘ome cooled to the same .standard : a slii'ct of

ice spreads (juickly over liie smooth expanse, and of-

ten gain-, (lie thickness of an inch in a single night

'riie darkness of a prohingcd winter now' broods im-

penetrably over the frov.cn cOMtinent. Tlie wretcli-

ed S'’ttl(‘i.s, covered vvilli a load of bear-skin.s, Ranain
‘‘rowtied and immured in ilieir Iiut,, evewy ehie.k of

hich they carefully stop against the piercing exter-

nal cold
;
and, cowering about tin' stove or the lamp,

boy berk to doze aN-iay tlie tedious night. Their
'f( mlor stock of provisions, tlioiigl; kept in the t;'mc
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apartment, is often frozen so hard, as to requna to he iMttcor-

cut with a Iiatchct. The whole of the inside (if iln u
Iiut becomes lined with a thick crust of ice

; and, if

they happen for an instant to open a window, tlu'

moi.sture of the confined air is immediately pieeipj-

tated in the form ofashow'cr of snow. As the Irosi

continiie.s to penetrate deeper, the rocks are heard
at a distance to split with loud explosions. Tlie sleep

of death .seeims now to wrap up tlie scene in uttei

and oblivious ruin.

At length the sun reappears abovt^ the liorizon ;

f)iit liis languid beams rather betray the wide waste,

than brighten the prosjiect. By degrees, howcvei,
the further progress of the frost is clieckcd. In tlii'

month of May, the famished inmates vemture to leave

their Iiut, in (|uest of fish on the margin of the st a-

As the sun acquires elevation, his powder is great I
,

'

ii>creased. I'lie snow gradually w'astes away— t!u

ice dissolves apace—and vast fragments of it, iletacli-

ed from the clillk, and iindermiiu'd beneath, preep/-
tate tliemselves on the shores with the noise and cr.i'-h

of Ihunder. 'flic ocean is now* unbouiul, and icy

dome broken up with tremendous rupture, ’flic en-

ormous lields of ice, t!m< set afloat, are, by the vio-

lence of woods and currents, figain di.-'Scvcrtol and
dispersed.

“ Before the end of June, the slioals of ice in t!M

Arctic .seas are commonly divided, scattered, ami
di'-'sipa'cd. But the atmosphere is then almost enn-

tinually damp, and loaded with vapour. ^Vt tin*- sea-

son of rlic yo'ar, a den.si* fog gt'iK’iaJl} covers the siu -

face of til;' sea, of a milder temperature, indeed, than

the frost smoke, yet jiroduced by the iiiver.sirni

tile ^‘0 le cause, 'flic lou(?i stratum of air, as li so. -

ee^-i\vly touchc.«i the colder body of water, i.eciiinL'

ebilh'd, and tlieiu'e disposed to deposit ita moislnrc.

Such thick fogs, with men' gleams of dear vveatin r

infesting the norlljcrn .sca< during llie greater part

ol the summer, render tlidr navigation extremel\

dangerous. In tin i.ourse of the month ol July, llio

superficial water la at last brought to an eipiilib; nun
of leniperatiire with the air, and the su s now tlnm *•

nut with a blight anil iluz/ling radiance Tor Mira j

days before ibe clo-'C ol' the summer, such cxces-ivi

heal is aceiiinulated in the bays and slielterc’d -pots,

that the tar and piich are somel inn's indted, ,md run

down thi' siiip'.s Sides.”

2. C /nuate o f Bruy a f.

In the beginning of April, and sometimo ' ai--' . :

her, p.irticuiarly in the soulli-easiein fjuarter (.1 ocn-f* '
'

gah th ar(‘ fietpient. storms of thunder ii.'.'

wind, aid rain, from the noi tli-wcsl (pia; i. : . ui"d-

haiqjen morv Irequcnlly lowards tlie clusf (U ihc da\

than at any othi r lime. Tln-sc .squ'ills inooere.li' tl“

hc'it, and 1‘ontinue until (lie S'-ltin;' in of (lie periodif .ii

rain.s, which gener;fily eommenc; in the iiegineing o'

June, li the rams break up I'aily in Septi'in.hi '-. ti‘-

w'eather i.s inti nscly hot, and the ihliabitaiits, esi>i

ly thi' Ikirope in part, l>ocome veiy sid:l\, fhi ”
.

lives, from the result ol'iheir owui experience. :r-‘ -

six .sta''Ons to the '\ ear, each contaiiiaig hM. nn

'I'lic spring and dry ison (u’cnjiv huir n." fh. p- .

ipg v.ihidi tie* !
• ’{ p (»g re.-^ o’ei \ increas;

,
‘iiOg c,

be aU!]/ t ieiolifiOlc, even to tliosi •’ u
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the country. In the middle districts it is lessened

by occasional thunder-storms, named north-westers;

and^ in the eastern, milder showers of rain are still

more frequent, and refresh.

|

|[p
atmosphere.

“ The scorched inhabitam kre at length relieved

by the rainy season, which in general commences
nearly at the same time throughout the whole pro-

vince* During the first two months the ruin is heavy

and continual. In this period an interval of many
successive days is rare, and the rain pours with such

force and perseverance, that three, four, and even

five inches of water have been known to fall in a

single day. In the two following months the inter-

missions are more frequent, and of longer duration,

and the weather more sultry. I'he rivers, and espe-

cially the Ganges, which begin to rise even before

the commencement of the rainy season, continue to

increase during the two first months of it, and the

Ganges rl^chcs its greatest height in the third. The
average annual fall of rain in the lower parts of Ben-

gal is seldom short of 70, and as rarely exceeds 80

inches.

“ At the approach of winter the rivers begin to

decrease, the showers cease to fall, and the inunda-

tion gradually drains off and evaporates. Dew, at

this season, is every where abundant and penetrat-

ing; and, in the higher latitudes of India, as well as

ill the mountainous tracts of.it, frost and extreme

cold are experienced. Even in the flat country ice

is obtained by the simple artifice of assisting evapor-

ation in porous vessels, although the atmosphere be

much warmer than the freezing temperature.’*

S. Climate of the JVest Indies-

The vernal season, or spring, may be said to

commence with the month of May, when the foliage

of the trees evidently becomes more vivid, and the

parched savannas begin to change their russet hue,

even previous to the first periodical rains, which are

now cl.'iily expected, and generally set in aj||put the

middle of the month. These, compared with the

autumnal rains, may be said to be gentle showers.

They come from the south, and commonly fall every

day about noon, and break up with thunder-storms,

creating a bright and beautiful verdure, and a rapid

and luxuriant vegetation. The thermometer at this

season varies considerably, commonly lulling six or

eight degrees immediately after the diurnal rains

;

its medium height may be stated at

After these rains have continued about a fort-

night, the weather becomes dry, settled, and salu-

tary, and the tropical summer reigns in full glory.

Not a cloud is to be perceived ; and the sky blazes

with irresistible fierceness. For some hours, com-
monly between seven and ten in the morning, before

the setting in of the sea-breeze or trade-wind, which

at this season blows from the south cast with great

force and regularity until late in the evening, the

heat is scarcely supportable ; but, no sooner is the

influence felt of this re^'^^hing wind, than all nature

revives, and the climate, in the shade, becomes not

only very tolerable, but pleasant. Tlie tlicrmometer

now varies but little in the whole twenty-four hours

;

Its medium, near the coast, may be stated at about

80 ^.

The niglits at this season arc transcendcntly

beautiful. The clearness and brilliancy of the heaves,
the serenity of the air, and the soft tranquillity in

which nature reposes, contribute to harmonize the

mind, and produce the most calm and delightful sen-

sations. The moon too in these climates displays

far greater radiance than in Europe. The smallest

print is legible by her light, and in the moon's ab-

sence lier function is not ill supplied by the bright-

ness of the milky-way, and by that glorious planet

Venus, which appears here like a little moon, and
glitters with so refulgent a beam as to cast a shade
from trees, buildings, and other objects.

This state of the weather commonly continues,

with little variation, from the beginning of June un-
til the middle of August, when the diurnal breeze

begins to intermit, and.the atmospliere becomes sul-

try, incommodious, and suffocating. In the latter

end of this month, and most part of September, we
look about in vain for coolness and comfort. The
thermometer occasionally exceeds and instead

of a steady and refreshing wind from the sea, there

are usually faint breezes and calms alternately.

These are preludes to the second periodical, or au-

tumnal, seasons. Large towering clouds, fleecy and
of a reddish hue, are now seen in the morning, in

the quarters of the south and south*ca,st ; the tops

of the mounfuins at the same time appear clear of

clouds, and the objects upon them wear a bluish

cast, and seem much nearer to the spectator than

usual. When these vast accumulations of vapour

have risen to a considerable height in the atmo-

sphere, they commonly move horizontally towards

the mountains, proclaiming their progress in deep
and rolling thunder.

The waters, however, with which these congre-

gated vapours load the atmosplierc, seldom fall with

great and general force until the beginning of Octo-

ber. It is then that the heavens pour down cata-

racts,—and hurricanes, those dreadful visitations pf

the Almighty, are apprehended.
“ Towards the end of November, or sometimes

not till the middle of December, a considerable

change in the temperature of the air is perceivable.

The coasts to the northward are now beaten by a

rough and heavy sea, roaring with incessant noise

;

the wind varies from the east to the north-east and
north, sometimes driving before it, across the high-

est mountains, not only heavy rains but hail, till at

length, the north wind having acquired sufficient

force, the atmosphere is cleared ; and now comes on
a succession of serene and pleasant weather, the

north-east and northerly winds spreading coolness

and delight throughout the whole of this burning
region.

If this interval, therefore, from the beginning of

December to the end of April, be called winter, it

is certainly the finest winter on the globe. To vale-

tudinarians and persons advanced in life, it is the

climate of Paradise.”

(D.)
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Mexico. As the Encychpesdia contains a very accurate nar-

s^s-^rative of the early history of Mexico, drawn from

the best sources, we have no occasion to make any

remarks on that part of this subject. We could,

indeed, add but little to it, because no documents

have been discovered since the period at which that

abstract was drawn up, except a few liieroglyphical

remains, which rather illi^stratc the policy, than the

history of the country, under the Aztec monarclis.

Nlw source, But tlie growth of Mexico since it was first sub-

(>f inlWiua- dued by Spain, its increase in population, in ciiltiva-

tion, and in wealth, have been laid ])efore the pub-

lic in sucli a luminous and authentic form by

Uaron Hiunlxddt, as to inerji. l>oth. the attention and

tJie gratitude of tlie Eiiropeiui world. We have also

been furnished with much information regarding

the present state of thin inrciesting country, of the

mode ill which its government is conduclfd, of the

production-s of the soil, of its facilities ol‘ improve-

inent, and of the character and condition of its in-

liiJntants, in the Memorials of the J)ej)utle> who

were chosen members of the Cortes that was a.s<c'jn-

biod at Cadiz. Many of them, which liavo !)cen

nrintedin Spain, give infonuation wliich had escap-

wJ the notice even of the indefatigable Humboldt.

Tlie latitudes aiul longitudes of the ino.^t rcmai kalile

stations had not till late!;’ been accurately asccrtainetl,

fmt on that subjeet almndanl and cerUiin documents

have now l)ccn obtained Staii'^tical accounts of tlie

[Kilitical and territorial divi.'^ionr of the ]U)pul;ition,

of the revenue, the produce of tlie mines, th(‘ cx-

fKirtable surplus from agriculture, tlie expenees of

tlie government, the natui'e and number of its armed

forces, and many other points, have also come to the

knowledge of the European public. T rom tlie.'^e vari-

ous new sources we have abstracted tJie view w’e

no-w lay before our readers of the present condition

. of the most extensive coxumuuity in the w'c&lern

world.

Before delineating the boundaries of Mexico, or

n New Spain, it i.s necessary to jiremise, that those

boundaries have been the subject of serious discu.^-

sion between the crown of Sjiain and the govern-

ment of the United States of America, though iiow'

atl justed by a recent treaty.

file eastern boundary of Mexico begins in the

Bay of Honduras, and including the peninsula of

Yiitabin within its limits, crosses to the Lake Ternii-

nos, and then due south to Tonaloa, to the eastward

of the port of Tehuantepec in the South Sea. TliL'^

line divides it from tlie kingdom, of Guatimala.

From Lake Temiinos, northward, the Gulf of Mexir

CO forms the boundary to the r^ver Mexicana, in

west longitude 92^ yo', from tliene* it is divided

from Louisiana by a line drawn thi?itogh the river

Sabina, till it meets the Natchitbdh^s Or Red River,

in latitude 3.50 north ;
from that point, by a line to

the sources of the Bio Grande, or, as it is called more

usually, Rio Bravo del Norte, supix'sed to be in loti-
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tilde 40® north. From thence its limits arc an ima- Mexia’

ginary line drawn to Port San Francisco, otherwise

Port Sir F'rancis Drake, in the Pacific Ocean, in la-

titude .37^ 30' north. The l^'lcifie Ocean is the

western boundary from Port .San Francisco to To-
nala, in the Bay of Tcliuantcpee, where it joins Giiu-

tiiTiala.

As the more exten.sive part of this vast country
is very thinly inhabited, and almost exclusively by
unreclaimed or half reclaimed Indiiin.s (though Sjiaiii

may consider it among her dominions, and in her
negotiations with the American States, ma\ succh’s**-

fully contend for the owner.ship), it can scarcriy

Ikj siiid to belong to any other power than those rudt‘

tribes, who u-se it, rather as hunting gvoinuU, than
us permanent occupations. If Mexico ])e compared
with the United Mates, it will be found to contain

nearly th(‘ yamc i xtcnt of peopled country, 'fhe gri .it

mass of the population, within the States, is planted

on a narrow' of land, along the shores of the

Atlantic Ocean, whilst that of ^lexic(T is concentrat-

ed principally on the table-land on which the capi-

tal Is built. The exterior country of caeli, the north-

ern ])ro\ iiices oi’ Mexico, and the western division of

the .Stilts, are alike thinly j)eopled, hut v/iih thi5

material dilferenee, in Mexico the country most
tiiickly pioj)led is the most healtliy, and mo^t fei-

tile ; W'hiist in the States, the country but rt^eently

])egun ti» be settled exceeds the more ancient terri-

tory, in the salubrity ol' climate, and productivene-^

of soil.

The whole surface oi‘ Mexico is nearly

sijuare leagues, of wliich about one-ha! f In extent,

and far the inogt considerable in e^el’y other

view, IS situated in w hat is called the 'i Ovriil Zone,

though, for reasons w'hieh will ajijiear, tlu‘ climate is

nuicii cooler than in the greater pail of tlie other

half, which is placed in llie temjier.iU* ^ one.

The most inniorlant part oj’ Mexico tlie table-

land, which occupies the centre of the \ icero\.'iily.

Tliis tract may (h* eonsidorci'l as tlie continuation ;md
expansion of the riilge.s of mountains whic'h are dt-

nomiiiHted tli<‘ Andes, wdiich run through the wlicUe

extent oi' South America, pass through Guatimfiia.

and send forth branches to Honduras am! ’^'ucai.-n

After entering Mexico, it coutiiuu^s its com a U> ihe

northVv'ard, till it tcnulnates on tlie shoi\^ ut' tM‘

Frozen Ocean. In Mexico. lu)we\or, it e\j).tnds it-

self to a gieiit breadth, and w ilhout dee)) inierscc ling

valleys, produces an cxtcnsi\ e plain, etjiK'd in fert -

lity toany pm t of tlie glo'ni', and superior in healtii;-

mss to any other between the tropic^, exec y»t j cn-

liirly elevated spots. The mean height cjf tin.'- jil.un

is about 7000 leet above the level ol’ the sea. Tue

climate at tliat elevation is never se\’ereiy cold, li;e

mow rarely falls, and never conlinue.'i on the griniiK;,

and the severest frosts that are ever felt leave no ict'

w'hich remains after tlie break of day. The lieal of

sumuicr is so tempo ‘ed by nocLurnal num*. and by
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Mexico, the breezes which blow almost constantly^ tliat the

weather is never so ()pj)ressivcly hot ns to forbid

travel lincj or labouring in the fields at day light.

Though 7000 feet is the mean height of thi.s plain,

yet it abounds with elevations, some of which enter

the regions of ])erpt‘tual snow, and others, whose
tops are covorc’d “with snow during the greater part

of the year. These masses of snow communicate a

refreshing coolness to the atmospliere at all times,

and in the warmest seasons the molting of them ])ro-

dnees constant streams, wdiich eommnnieate verdure

and fertility cinring iIkmi' course. On the eastern

hide of Mexico, towards \ era (’ru/, the elevation is

mo.st abrupt, and “when attained the most uniform.

Ill descending from the city of Mexico to the wc.st-

ward tow ards Aea]mleo, the fall is more gradual, but

mori* interrupted h} irregul.ir elc\atlon.'^ wJiieh in-

tervene, than to the eastward of the city. 'Fhe north-

ern side of' the plain more gradually descends, and

tern)inatos at a greater dist.miv 1‘iom t!'e medium
level, than either the eastern or the western sides.

It is continued to the north-east oOO miles, and to

the north-west a still gr(Mt(’r distanet*. A high ridge

then separates one side (*l‘ the viceroyalty from the

other, wdiieh is scareely passable ;it any point, and

ilivides tlie tw(» parts of the country as securely as

an elevated wall or a fathondess cavern.

Although the table-land of Mexico is perlia])s the

most healthy district on th(‘ glol)e, yet the other

pai’t^ of llie viceroyah;, , on llu' I)order.s of the ^ea,

]mrlak(‘ of the ungenial ju’ojx'rtics ol' the t<'vnd yone.

'J'he eastern shore is less healtliy than the we'lern.

The inliahitants of tlie whole eoa^-l from 'f.-ibaseo to

die river Mexicana are subject to fluxes .-md inter-

mittent and bilious fevers, which les^aai the cpjoy-

inciit, and shorten tlu* dnratioii of human life, and

though the western sliores arc' h. ^ '-(\t‘r(‘1y, tlicy

are not less fretpiently vusited by tin* ‘-ame m.d.i-

dics.

Tlie eastern and western access t() this important

plain are l)otli attended with difheidty ami taligiu'.

The road from \'erii C'.ru/. to Mexieo, and Irian theiiee

toAca])uleo, are both linpnssahle for wlicel carnages;

and passenger.s who cannot tr.ael on foot, or endure

the fatigue of horses or mule*;, are e(»iiveyed in

litters, a kind of sedan chair, the long poles of w hich

arc fasten c‘d to the sides of two muh's, one of wdiich

precedi s, and tlie other follow^s tlie carriage. A road,

however, of the most magnifieeiit kind is now con-

structing fioTu Vera Cruz to tlu* ea])ital
;
great pro-

gress lias lieen made in it, and but tor the internip-

lioii caused by the tiimiiUs which began in IS 10, it

would have been (*ompleted by thi', lime: it is carry-

ing on in some jiarts by the sides, in others over the

to])s of the mountains, and in one ])art it crosses a

mountain 10, -KH) fe^et above the level of the sea, and
/iOOO fct‘t liighei* than the s])ot on which tht* city of

Mexico stands. M'hencver this communication shall

l)c com])letcd, it will give a wonderful stiinuluy to the

agriculture of Mexico, wM^li, for want of roads to

cojivey hs siirjdus ])rodiice, cultivates only as much
land as is retjuired by the domestic consumption;

and hence, when a year of less than iiRiial fecundity

(X'ciirs, it is exposed to great scarcity, if not to ab-

=;‘»liite famine. To the northern part of the vice-

4

royalty, wlicre it is of less consequence, the corn- Mexico,

immieation is so nuieh better, that a coach may ^

travel all the w'ay from the capitiil to the city of ^

Santa Fe, a distance of 4-tO leagues, with no inter-

ruption, and with ^ery little risk. As the road to

Acapulco is not pa.ssabh' for wheel carriages, those

ciinimodities which Asia fiiriiishes to tlie commerce
of Mexicti are conveyed on the bucks of mules,

itivers of great extent, and subject to frequent in-

undations, present obstacles wdiich are difficult to

conquer. Large sums have been destined to con-
struct bridges over two of these ri\erH, the Pa-
]iagallo and the Mescala, but without eifect, and
pas.sengers must be conveyed across them on tem-
porary rails, made of reeds, which arc rendered
liuoyant by having gourds beneath them. These
rails ar(‘ guided by Indians acciLstomi‘d to the busi-

ness, who .swim with one liaiul, and direct the ctiurse

of the floating raft with the other.

A road has lieen begun from Vera C ruz to IVrote,

the place at wliieh tlie .silver ami other valuable

commodities are collec ted anil (!e]>ositcil, till they can

1)0 conveyed to the coast. 7\lr(‘ady L.f)()(),(J()() Ster-

ling has been e\])en(led on it. 'fhe coat per mile is

al)out I..7(>0(), in a country where the la])our of lii-

di.ir.s, who arc* ]>rincipally enqdoyed on it. doe m»t

cost oni‘-h;ilf as much as the* wagi s ol’ labourers h:

l'airo])r. 'J’liis road if> broad, solid, and of ea-\

a.sc*ent, and equals the celebrated roads oi' llie Sim-

j)lon ;iiid Mount ( eiiis. Fillars of porphyry are In-

tended to he ]>laee(l along it, which will botii indi-

cate’ lh(‘ distance ami the e levation of the sjiot .'jbo\e

the le‘U‘l oi' the &('a.

The (jueslion of the* ])0])ulritini; of tins vieeroyalty Vopu'.. -

becomes the more interesting, from tlie great errors

which prevaile’d on the siihje’et, liel'ore* the publica-

tion of Humboldt’s Volilicid I'.smuj ov ihc A///gr/o7u

of Nevo Sjuiin. In the EunfclopatUa the iiiha-

bitauls 'are' e stiin.ated at L^()()(),0()0. Pinkerton, alter

eiiscii-MUg carious rejiorts and opinions, sums up hy
estim.iting all the inhabitants of S])auish Norlli Auie-

rie'a, inchuling (lualiniala (now known to contain

more- than J ,JJ()0,0()()), at about ."},0()0,000. By an

actual enuineration made in JTik'h i” A)hicb the re-

turns of two intendancies AV(*re made to depe'ud on

Ciilculation, it appears that the number of inhabitants

were
; but i'ov reasoms Avhieh ap])ear satis-

factory, Humboldt conLcnds that they amounted to

.5,^300,000. The Baron hail peculiar advantages in form-
ing an estimate ofthe population in ISOo, wdum he w^as

in Mexie'o. From the information ofthe clergy, whose
n^gisters of liirths and deaths are accurately ki‘i)i ;

from the increase in the jirodiiction of the soil, as

evinced by the tithes, which are strie-tly exiicted; and
from the proportion of births to deaths, he has framed
his estimate, which, if it does not arrive at accuracy,
must apprejximate to it as nearly as tlie nature of the
case “W’ili admit

; and if it in any degree err.s, it must
be in under rather than in over-rating the nirmlier

of inhabitants. He found the births to be to tlic

deaths in themportion oi' 170 te) lOO; the births to

the number of irniaibitants to be 1 to each 17 ; and
the number of deaths to lie l in ,10 whilst, in

France, which may be considered as tlie fair average

of Europe, the births are to the deaths as 110 to
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:Mexico. 100 ; the births 1 to 28^^thai of all the inhabitants,

' and the deatlis 1 to SO^J^ths.

The result of his calculations give (i, .'>00,000 as

the population in 180.S, being an increase of* 25 in

the 1 00 in ten years. If the same increase has con-

tinued, which tliere is no reason to doubt, in tlie

year 1813 the population must have advanced to

8,150,000; from that period to the present, J821,

calculating at the increase of 15 per cent, for the eight

years, tJ\e numbers now would exceed 1 0,000,000.

Jluriiig part of this period, great internal commo-
tions prevailed, which must have checked the growth

of the population, and therefore soiiie allowance

must be made for that circumstance. It is very dif-

ficult to calculate the effect of such wars as Mexico

fias entertained; because the mere loss of life forms

a less important feature in the estimate, than tlie ef-

fect which is produced by the neglect of cultivation,

and tlie consecpient searcity of subsistence, which

tends both to destroy and to prevent life. In sUting

t hepresentpopulation ofthe vi(.er<>y ally at 1(),(K)(),(XK),

we cannot be in any grrat error, as the introdiietioii

of the jiractice of vacciralum must have had a ten-

dency to correct a malfuly wIncJi prex iously ])ro-

duced dreadful ravages. In the year 1779, upwards

of 9t>9() persons died of tlie smiill-i)«)x in tlie capital

alone, and its cficcts in other paits of the (‘ouutry

were still more fatal. It is but justice to a most

pul)lic-s])inted individual to state, that, by the .icti-

vitv of 'I’hoiiias Murphy, of an liish family in M.’-

laga, but xvho had taken up his residence in \’era

('niz, the xiru'. was brought from the rnited Slates

to that city, in ISO I. I’he cow-pcix appe.ircd In its

nuldost form
;

it xva ; communicated to .ill classes

with facility, and even the Indians readi.y submitted

to the o]>cration, lliou-^h they are usually too stupid

to be very careful in .uloptiiig remedies to prevent

evils not innnediati'ly belbre them. It ba^ now
sju’cad through the x\ liole extent of Nortli a.nd South

America ; and ii is asserted th;it several ol’tlie most

savage oK the tribes liave ado])tcd it.

,L- of Tile classe.s into which the inhabitants of New
Sjiaiii are divided is an object of great ini]>ortanee,

w hen sketching a view of the country ;
and upon this

subject tlie diligence of lluiiiboldt has furnished us

with .ample details, wdiicli are here presented to the

readers in an abridged form.

TJic first class is that of the Europeans, who have

taken up their residence in ^Texico. They are com-
miudy Uierc; called Gachupines by the other inhabit-

ants. They generally fill the most lucrative and ho-

nourable offices in the state, the courts of law, the

boards of revenue, the church, and tlie army
;
and the

greater part of the more opulent merchants are of the

same class. They generally assume, even when in no
official situation, nor possessed of any consideralf.e

property, a degree of importance which is by no
means acceptable to those white men wlio are natives

of the country. The Indians, however, look up to

this class with great respect, aiu} almost aflection. as

tliey see, or suppose they sec, inx them, protectors

from the oppression which the white natives exercise

towards them. The wliole nuir.ber of European
Spaniards is not estimated at more than 100,000, the

far greater part of whom arc established in the capi-

tal, and the large towns. They do not con- Mtnico-

Ktitute more tlwm l-70tli part of the w^hrde popula-

tion ; and, in 1813, were calculated to be, to the

wdiitc? Americans, only as 1 to 14. Tliey consist

])rinci})ally of males of mature age, the females not

being more than 1 in Jf) of the w'holc number. This

greater proportion of males in the meridian of life,

the stations tJiey occup}', and the superior activity

of mind which they have ac(}ulred by a European
ediieation, gives them an mi})ortance in the commu-
nity very far beyond vvluit their relative numbers
alone would confer.

TJie next clas>> to tlie Kuvopeans is that of the un-(!rcolc^.

mixed wdiitch, natives of tlie eoimtry, the descend-

ants of the fir.st adxenturers wJio subdued it, or of
otliers who from tinu‘, to t-me, have lanigrated from
the 1‘mropean jieninsula. As the .Sjiauiavds, from
having so .small a proportion of females, intermarry

willi tlu‘ natixes, and liieir oiTspriiig thus become
Creoles, the (lis])roportion betvxeen these tvxo classes

ol‘ whites is becoming greater daily- In the year

180.;, they wer(‘ ealciilated, v\ht‘n eomparccl to all

the other mhiibil.Mnt", to be om'-fftli of the whole
number, d’hey certainly multipl\ inort' r.'ipidly tliaii

any other class, both from the greater ease of their

sitii.ation.s, and because the mixed chuss, to whom wi'

shall prc.senlly attend, are constantly fallijig into

their ranks, and merea-ing their numbers. After

five or six crosses between the vx iiitcs and tlie colour-

ed classes, tlie clilidren become so nearly vxliite, that

they are <'asily reekfau- 1 as such
;
and, wheie clouht-^

.are entertained, tlie courts, upon proul’ lieing exhi-

bited to s.itisfy them, decree that tluw ;irc lt> be eon-

sideretl v\ lute men. It is a remarkable laet, the truth

ol’ vnITuIi, however, cannot be douliled, after the pains

taken b\ Humboldi to verifx U, th.at the proportion

of feni.aies to males is iiuieli greater among the

('rtoies ilian in miy of the other gradations ol

McNic.m jiopulatioii, 'J'liis iy clear in the villages,

hut not so striking as in I lie cities, where the pro-

portion is i.'JV I'einales to 100 males, d'he C reoles

are po-<essed of almost the v\ liole of tl.e jiroperty in

Mexico ; the riclie.st mines, the must Icitile tmeks of

land, and the most ])rodiielive plantatirns, are m their

hands; and some of them derive revenues from their

estati s far exceeding those of llie most opulent Eu-
rope.'in nobihty. 'i’he family of X'alenciana, now
lamobkxl, exclusive oi’ the ridi mine from which the

title is derived, enjoyed rents amounting to more
than E.90,000 per unmnUj whilst the jirodiicc of

the mine, c<mmu)tihus ann\s, yielded a nett ri venue

oi* L.b‘5,000. Count Uegla, proprietor of the rich

mine ol' Biscaiiia, built, at his own exjience, two sliips

of the line, one of 120 guns, and ])resentcd them to

the king, and lent him L.200,000, uhicli has never

been re j laid, from the profits o^’a new seam of ailwr

J e had tliscoverod. But the l.unijy of the Manpiis

of Fagoaga deriv^ed tlie giealest revenue, from tiie

mine of Sombretc, that tlie history of mining has

recorded. I'lie nett produce, in six months, was

upwards of r..800,000. Besides these anti simibir

incomes, derived from mining, several of the Creole

nobility po.sscss estates on w’hich no mines are work-

ed, that are nevertheless vastly prudiietivT. The
Duke of Moiileleoii, the liDcal descendant of Cortes,
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Mcxica cajoj^'s ftii estate, in tlie pro^'ince of Oaxaca, worth

more than L.60,000 annually, ihoii^h it has recent-

ly been deprived of some branches ot revenue, which

have diminished it one-half. Thoui^h some enormous

fortunes, acquired by mining, are transmitted to the

descendants of the proprictor«, yet tlierc is greater

fluctuation in this than in any other species of projier-

tv. ?^roney, rapidly gained, is generally as rapidly

dis|)ersed ; and as tlie thirst for wealth is never sati-

;ited, those who are most siiccc.s.^^ful by one mine,

(iissipate their riches in exph>ring others, wdiose first

cxpcnce is certain and enormons, -whilst the returns

are frequently uncertain or trifling. It has not un-

frcqucntly happened, that the Kinking f)f a pit, and

the attendant works, has cost near L.o,()()0,000 Ster-

ling, and the work been abandtmod v/ithout anj?^ sil-

ver ore being discovered, or any of sufficient richness

to pay the cxpencc of scjiarating it from the other

.substances that it is incxn'porated with. That class

of Creoles who have confined themselves wholly to

agricultural operations ha^c generally secured to

tlicir families cstiitcs of increasing value, and have

transmitted that uniform ])ros]K’rity which iieitlier

mining nor commci'ct* arc so av('11 fitted to secure.

Though tile wealth of the country is mostly in the

hands of the Creoles, they arc far from being all in-

dividually rich
;
perhaps in no class of society, in no

co-antiy in the -ivorld, do the tw'o extremes of excca-

riches and excessive poverty so often meet. The
prid(‘ of tb.c Crcolcfl, an aristocratic feeling, founded

on tlioir complexion, which gives them distinction,

])revents them from pursuing those kinds of labour

that arc docincd degrading to gentlemen. Thocon-
scqucnct' i.s, that their poverty is often even greater

than that of the Indian.s, wdiilst indolence, added
’ to pride, ]>rcvents them from hdlowdng any eni-

}>loyiueiit beyond that of the gaming table, or be-

coming the flatterers of the riclicr members of tlicir

own cl.iss. Ill the trcimndous collisions w^hich li.ave

j'cccntly been experienced in Mexico, the Creoles

of iJiis description liavc been tlic most energetic

leaders, and have drawn into their projects many of

tiic more rich and more successful of tlie -white na-

tives. Whatever of* science or learning is cultivated

in Mexico is almost exclusively for the benefit and
j mpi-ovcmcnt of lliis class. The University ofM exico,

the Scliools of INlincralogy and Chemistry, arc almost

K)Je1y filled by pujiils from this class of society ; and,

as tljose estiiblishmimts are extensive, tlie benc/it

coininunicatcd Ly them is gradually extending to a
Jarger portion of the coinmuiiity. Tlie greater part

oi* Uic iiarochitd, and some of the dignified clergy,

.'irc prepared for their functions from among tlie

Creole^'; sonic few have filled the episcopal chairs,

aiul sonic vdio Imvc followed the jirofession of law
iiavc attained to tlie dignity of members of the royal

.'wdicnce.

UnmlxL.t The Indians form the next class of the Mexican
population ; they arc the unmixed descendants of the

. alxiriginal inhaliitaiits. 'i
*

-^y ha^ e generally re-

mained on the same spots which their ancestors oc-

cupied, and Jiave follow^ed the occupations they pur-
sucxl, wdth very little other change tlian substituting

ttie Catholic rites in the room of the siuigiiinar}’^ re-

ligion that w'as formerly practised under their native

emperors. The distriota that w'erc most populous at

the time of tlie conquest have, at this day, the great-

est proportion of Indian population, whilst in those

provinces wdiich were then occupied by savages, in

a ruder state, who w^cre mere hunters or fisher.s, such

as New Eiscay and Durango, there arc scarcely any
Indians now to be found. Tlic lndian.s of Mexic4>

arc of a darker colour than those of South Anterica,

lliough they live in a climate of lower temperature.

They have more beard, and more hair on other parts

of the body, than those of tlie southern continent.

They are almost all of them free from personal de-

formity. The hunch back, the squinting eye, and
lameness in the hands or feet, are unknown among
them. Among savage tribes, this exemption from
personal deformity has been attributed to their er-

ratic vocation, in w^hich the weak would necessarily

jierish in their youth ; but the Indian.s in Mexico
have been stationary f*or three centuries ; they have
pursued the common agidcultural labours, and in

their habits resemble the cultivators of other coun-
tries. It is then, perhaps, natural to conclude, that

this more perfect form of the human figure is de-

rived from some modification in the constitution tliat

is peculiar to the sw’arthy race, since it extends also

to the Africans and the Asiatics. Whatever the ap-

pearance of the moral faculties of the Indians m;.y

be at present, it is impossible to estimate them with
impartiality, unless w^e consider some of the circum-

stances which accompanied their subjection. At tlu*

time of the invasion by Cortes, the whole country
w as divided into two classes, the aristocracy and their

blaves, for such was the condition of the more numer-
ous body. Witliout contending that the progress of
cultivation was very great among the IndiaiiP, yet
from many facts w’hich liavc come U> our knowdedge.
we may assume that civilization and knowdedge, as

far a.s they Iiad extended, wtfc confined to the higher
edasses, w lio preserved and transmitted their acquisi-

tions, in arithmetic, in astronomy, in architecture,

and religion, by the hicroglyjihical paintings, w'hich
w ere understood only by them. Tlie higlicr clfissctt

perished almost wholly in the contest which ended
in tlie subjugation of their country. 'Idle priestjs^,

w ho w ere the deposikirics of .science, w ho rcsidal in

colleges around the temples, and who made the aju

tronoraical observations which regulated their ca-
lendar, were exterminated by the fanaticism of tlirir

Catholic conquerors. The Spanish monks burnjwl
tlie liicroglyphic paintings by wdiich knowledge liatl

previously been transmitted from one generation to
another. The people were thus plunged in igno-
rance, and whicli became so much deeper, from the
missionaries being unacquainted wdth their language,
and being thorelbru unable to substitute new itleas

in the room of those tlie propagation of which tlicy

had stopped. The Indian females of tlie more ele-

vated ranks wxre disposed to share wdiat property
they had secured, by forming alliances wMth tlio

Spaniards, rather than to commit themselves with
their countrymeiii thus reduced to poverty and con^
tempt. The rest of the natives consisted only of
the indigent race, who, under their aristocratic coun-
trymen, had been kept in subjection, and w ere in

total ignorance of what little knowledge existed tn
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Mexico, the country. They were either the cultivatora, the

lowest clfitj.s of artisans, the porters who had been
acTiistomed to be treated as beasts of burden, or

tho.se numerous beggars, who, when Cortc.s first vi-

sited the country, crowded the streets of all tlie

great cities. The few ol* the chiefs that were left

concealed their rank from tlic conquerors, and with

no otiier decorations than tlic lowe^st of their tribe,

were satisfied in receiving from them that voluntary

homage v/hich custom had long sanctioned.

It is impossible to judge what faculths may be

developed in a nation by seeing only the remains of

its lowest class, and those in a state of subjection

and oppression. Humboldt has said of' the Indians

of Mexico, I know no race ol‘ men who appear

more destitute of imagination. \Micn an Indian at-

tains a certain degree of civilization, he disjdays a

great faculty of apprehension, a judicious mind, a

natural lc)gic, and a partial disposition to suljlilizc

nr seize the finest differences in the comparison of

ol)jects. lie reasons coolly and orderly, but never

manifests that versatility of imagination, that glow of

sentiment, and that creative and animating art, which

(iiaractcrizc the nations of the south of Euroj>e, and
several tribes of African nogroa." Tlie Indians ge-

nerally reside in their ow'n towns and villagc.s, \vhcre

tiiey are governed by their chiefs, w'lio, if the laws

enacted by Spain were all obeyed in her colonies,

would have the iMiik and privileges of Castilian no-

l)Ility. It is now difficult to distingiiibh the chief

from the others of his trilie, as tliey affect, in their

dress and mode of living, to exhibit an appearance

of poverty, umlcr whicli they may, with less ob-

servation from the intendants, practice oppression

on those tliey govern. They arc die collectors

of the capitation tax which is paid by the Indians,

which they levy most rigidly, and at tlic same time

extort coii.siderable Bums for their owm ejnolunicTit.

These caciques now display the same \ ulgarily of

manners, and the same want of civilization, as the

lower Indians, and appear to excel them in nothing

but that cliicanery by which they extoit from them

a portion of their gains. J'he caciques being recog-

nized as nobles, might pursue tlic law, or enter the

army, and arrive at distinction ; butfov have chosen

tliese professions ; many of tliem, liowever, become
priests, and the females of this cast are almost the

sole occupiers of the couvents.

The Indians are acknowledged by the law’s to be

freemen ; and tliough, w’lien in theif own towui.s,

they arc governed by tlieir native chiefs, and aa*

treated as in a state of pupilage, they may leave

those towns, take up their abodes wrhere there is no

cacique, and dispose of their labour to the best ad-

vantage. In tliis manner some families have cst.ab-

lislied themselves in places not under the native go-

vernors, and have acquired considerable w’ealth.

The great check to improvement 'witli this race is

their fondness for ardent spirits, particularly one

kind, called Pulque, which is 'distilled from the

Agave, w’fth wdiich they intosdaite themselves ha-

lutually, if they can procure it As the price of
tlii.s spirit is very low, whenever they work free

from tlicir chiefs, they can procure sufficient by
lal^ouring a small iwrlion of their time, to imlulgc

in drunkenness during the remainder. The tribute Mexico,

paid by the Indians is a poll-tax on all the males l)e-

tween the ages of ten and fifty. It 1ms been fre-

quently diminished in the last tw'o hundred }'oars,

and now varies in different provinces of Xew' S]>.iin,

amounting in some to one dollar annually, in othei •

to nearly two. The Indians arc, Jiowever, exempt
from all other inqiosl^i, even the Alcavala, w h.ieh

every other .subject of Spain pays on tlie sale oi' all

prodiiction.s. The ea])itation tax wms intended to

favour, not oppress the Indians, but by the knaver^’

ot their chiefs, ])robabiy in collusion with tlic whiU
inhabitants, it is made an engine of consideralilc c.x-

tortion. The Indians, however, pay eeclesiastic.il

dues, which, in their narrow circumstances, jjrcss

lull’d on them, but from their superstitious fittach-

ment to the .‘^howy ecrcnionies of the church. ;irij

borne wdth more cheerfulness than the tribute, 'flu:

court of S])ain, in ortler to benefit tlic Indians, Ium*
recently ajipointed an order ( f inagistratcb (SubcLi‘-

legaclo.s), whose office it is to protect them. Thc'ic

were mostly chosen from the white natixT'*, and tlu

institution, instead of benefiting, a>)pears to lux 4

dcqiressed still more the unfortunate race, who en-

deavour, but ginerally in \ain, to obtain redre-'*

from the extortions of the Subdelcgados, by ap|Half

to their priests, who, being often of their own race

have not sufficient pow er to protect them against tiu’

w'liite Creole.s. The Indians consider the Creohs
their oppressors, and the Eurojicans as their pro-

tector.s
; and lienee the animosity bctw’een the tw%>

classes of w hile iiiliabitants beeomes infl.imed, w hilst

the poor Indians, from the scarcity of EiirojK'ans

near their villages, ami from not understanding their

language, can wscarcely even obtain tliat relief xvhicb,

if tlieir com])laints w'ere made knoxvn w’ith facility,

would sometimes be administered to tlicm. Though
the Indians have ajipcared j).'itient under suffeiine:.

and e\co?.d\ely indolent, yet wdicn tlieir vengei'a!

pavssioiib have been roused, they have diseovered nuz-t

vehement feelings, and have show'ri themselves cu])-

fible of strenuous exertions. The .same Indian w'ho

has patiently suffered himself to be whipped at tiu;

door of the church, for .vmie eccie‘«.a>tic'al offence,

and has meekl^\ thanked the rcx cTcnd executioner fo»

the corrcetiori he has adiiiiui^'tered, has appeared

cninning, active, imJ)etuou^, and cruel, when acting

with his brethren in the late popular disturbances.

The number of unmixed Indians in the w hole of

New Spain may be e.stimated at near 3,000,(XK)

,

and, by every document, it is clearly jirox cd, that

they have of late rapidly increased, tliough not w ith

a rapidity equal to tliat wdiicli the C'reole.s and mix-

ed casts have exhibited.

7'hc class of mixtures from ihc primitive racc^ M'

has, in process of time, become a very impertant fl-

portion of the population of New Siiain. In a

country where rank depends more on the com-

plexion than on the cndo.vmonls, which, in other

countries, confer distinction, it is not surprising,

that almost every shade has its limits defined by

terms, wliich, though apparently only expressing the

colour, do in reality express the rank of the indivi-

dual. As the terms used frequently occur in all

books relating to the Spanish colonics, an explana'
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Mexioo. tioD of them may not be useless. Tlie eon of a

whit€| whether Creole or European, by an Indian

femalei » called Mestizo, His colour is almost a

pure white, and his skin is of a peculiar transparen-

cy. The snioll hands and feet, and a certain obli-

quity of the eyes, are more frequent indications of

the mixture of Indian blood than the nature of the

hair. If a Mestisa marry a white man, the second

generation scarcely differs in any thing from the

European race. 1'hey are generally accounted* of a

more mild character than the mulattoes descended
from whites and negresses, who are distinguished

by the violence of their passions, and the singular

volubility of their tongues. The issue of negros by
Indian fenoales bear in Mexico the singular name of

Chinos, or Chinese, in common language; though

by the laws they arc denominated Zamhos- The
term Zambo, however, is generally applied to the

descendants of a negro and female mulatto, or a ne-

gro and a female Chinese. Another gradation, call-

ed Zamho prieto, or blackish Zambo, is the offspring

of a negro and female Zamba. From the union of a

white man and a mulatto woman the class of Quar~

Icrons is derived. When a female Quarteron mar-

ries a white man, the children arc denominated Quin,^

Itron. The issue of a white man by a female Quin-
teron is considered as white, and is elevated to the

highest rank. The number of these mixed casts is

genenilly estimated to be equal to that of the pure

Indian race. They arc none of them in a state of

slavery, but form the class from wJiencc the lower

kinds of traders, manufacturers, servants, sailors,

and labourers, are furnished. They constitute the

middle and lower ranks of society, in general, though
some of them rise to wealth and knowledge, and
thus, by connecting themselves with those a cast

whiter, prepare their offspring for tlie highest muni-
cipal stations. The number of negros, whether
slaves or freemen, is very inconsiderable in Mexico;
of the 74', ()()() negros which arc annually drawn from
Africa for tlie Spanish colonies, not more than 100
are landed on the shores of Mexico, and these arc

generally employed in the hot countries on the coast,

which are equally destrucrivc of the lives of the In-

dians from the interior, and the newly imported na-

tives of Europe. But though there arc few or no
negro slaves in Mexico, a species of slave kidnap-
ping is carried on, if possible more disgraceful than
that on the coast of Africa. The missionary monks
make incursions into the territories of those unre-

claimed Indians, whom they call J/k/Zos bravosy be-

cause they have not, like those of the missions, //z-

dios reducidos, learned to make the sign of the cross.

Impelled by a mixture of fanaticism and cupidity,

they surprise all they can, even old men, women,
and children. The prisoners taken in this petty

warfare, which is constantly carried on in the pro-

vinvias intemas on the frontiers of New Spain, arc

not indeed numerous. The tribe that is most com-
monly subject to these incur. is called Mecos.'

When seized, they are generally conveyed as pri-

soners to the house of correction in the capita),

where their ferocity is often increased by solitude

and despair. When conducted to Vera Cruz, Ha-
vana, or other warm climates, they speedily perish,

ICO.
as all the savages of th«,mountaln6 do when com-

^

Mexico,

pelled to labour in the most sultry of the tropical

regions. These Mecos sometimes escape from their

confinement, or their masters, and commit the most

barbarous cruelties before they can be subdued.

The whole system is most disgraceful, and the more
from religion being made the pretext for continu-

ing it.

Notwithstanding the considerable population ofCommerce.

Mexico, and its extensive agriculture, its external

commerce is but insignificant. This may arise in a

great degree from the impolitic and unjust restrictions

laid on it by the European metropolis, but in a great-

er degree from the varieties of the soil and climate,

being such as to produce all that man can want;

and from the population being so thinly planted as to

render the value of the surplus production scarcely

equal to the expence of conveyance from the place

of its growth to any other place of consumption. On
the eastern side of Mexico the whole external com-
merce is restricted to the ports of Vera Cruz, Cam-
peche, Huasacualco, Tampico, and Santander ; and

if the restrictions did not legally exist, it would be

almo.st impossible for any other port to trade to a

considerable extent, from the shallowness of their

water, and the obstructions of their bars. As the

trade of Vera Cruz is, however, of exclusive import-

ance, the consideration of that must be principally

attended to. The harbour, if it deserves the name,

is protected from all but northerly winds, by a clus-

ter of islands which surround it, and is rather a strait

between the main land and the island Gallcga, on
which the castle of St Juan de Cloa stands, than a

secure port. The depth of water at the entrance is

four fathoms, and at the moorings not more than

four und a half. The ships are secured by having

(heir cables fastened to ring-bolts fixed in the castle

of St Juan. The tide rises but once in twenty-four

hours, and varies from one to three 1‘ect in its rise.

When a violent gale from the north occurs, the ves-

sels are no longer safe, but must seek security by
running to sea, and if the gale does not endure so

long as to drive them on the shore of Campeche,
when it is over they may return to their moorings.

The nature of this port is an impediment to com-
merce, but none better has been found by which a

connection with the interior can be maintained. The
city of Vera Cruz is peculiarly unhealthy, and equal-

ly dreaded by the sailors from Europe and the na-

tives of Mexico, who descend from the table-land to

convey the goods to and from the shore. The mer-
chants, too, among whom arc some of very great ca-

pital, prefer residing at Xalapa, to breathing tlie

pestiferous air of the hot region, and thus the climate,

as well as the physical imperfections of the port, acts

as an impediment to commerce. Considered as a

single port, and viewing the circumstances of its

position, the trade of Vera Cruz is enormous, but as

the only point of commerce for a rich country of

eight or ten millio|Ul^l^ inhabitants, it is very small.

The importations consist principally of the supe-

rior kind of clothing which are required by the

higher classes, of wine and brandy, of paper and iron.

These amount together to about L.4,500,000 Ster-

ling. Besides, there are imported from tlie other Spa-
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Miidco. nish settlements in Americji various articles, but prin-

'^cipally cocoa and bees-wai, to the amount of about

L-350,000, thus making the whole imports somewhat

less than L.5,000,000. The exports consist almost

wholly of the precious metals, of cochineal, and in-

digo. Some sugar is exported, and it is an increasing

production, which, when the new road is completed,

must be very considerably augmented. Flour has

also of late been exported to the islands, especially

to Cuba, and this commerce must also increase as the

roads are improved.

Average Value of Exportationsfrom Vera Cruz cow-

puted in British Sterlin}»,

To Spain.

Cochineal, - - L.7GO,000

Indigo, - - - 725,000

Sugar, - - - 025,000
Gold and silver, coined and

wrought, - - 3,950,000
Various small articles, anioant-

ing together to - 5G,000

L.5,8 16,000

To ihe other Settlements in America.

Flour and other provisioiiH, L.l 37,000
Gold and hihcr, - - 813,000
VarioijiS sn)aO arliclc.c, amoiinl-

iijg togclhc'r to - - 50,000

-L.l,030,000

L.(), 8 16,000

The commerce is t aniod on by ab( ut two hun-

dred and filly vessels nf dificrent sizes, which annu-

ally load and unload here. The greater part of the

indigo, and some part of tlic cochineal, are the pro-

ducts of Guiitimala, brought to Vera Cruz for the

convenience of triu\-j)orting to Europe. These are

convoyed partly by land and partly by the river

Muvisacualco, and merely pass through \'era Cruz

;

and in estimating, the exports ought to he deducted

from the amount ; allowing for these one million, the

whole exported productions of this vast country, in-

dependent of gold and silver, docs not exceed in value

in tlic whole year what is exported from Great Bri-

tain weekly.

Humboldt states the number of persons employed
in the mines not to exceed 30,()0(), or one in two

hundred of the whole population; the exportable

produce of whose labour amounts to L.4,793,000

;

whilst the surplus produce of all the rest of the in-

habitants docs not amount to much more than one-

fifth of that sum. The United States of America,

with a population nearly the same as Mexico, having

about as many negro slaves as New Spain has of In-

dians, and cultivating a less grateful soil, have been
enabled to export surplus native productions to

fourteen times the amount, and Great Britain, with

only half as many more inhabitants, exports sixty

times as much.
The commerce of Vera Cruz is under the direction

of a body called the Considado, consisting of the

most eminent merchants. This body nets as a court
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ofjustice in commercial af&irs, which they decide
with promptitude and equity, without the intcrven<«
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tion of lawyers. As a coi'poration they enjoy con-
siderable wealth, which is expended in promoting the

security of the port, and in improving the roads that

lead to it. For these purposes a tax is levied on all

imports and exports, which is expended under iheir

direction. The other foreign trade of Mexico, i£

that can be called a foreign trade which is carried on
with-a colony of the same sovereign, is from Acapul-

co in the Pacific Ocean, to Manilla. Acapulco is

one of the best harbours in the world ; it has two en-

trances, and is completely sheltered by the island at

its mouth, which separates these entrances. The
anchorage is good in from ten to twenty- five fathom
water. Though the immediate vicinity of this port

is a barren soil, and the situation at present un-

healthy, yet in process of time it must become a
place of considerable importance. There are few
inhabitants except at the fair, which is held on the

arrival of the ship from India, when both the town
and the neighbouring villages are crowded with visit-

ants. This whole trade is carried on by a single

ship called the galleon. It is usually from 1200 to

1500 tons burden, and is commanded by an officer

of the royal navy. It sails from Manilla the latter

end of July or beginning of August, loiwled with call-

cot‘s, muslins, silks, spices, drugs, and the other va-

luable productions of India and China. The value

of this ca»-go is iimitt d by law to five hundred thou-

sand dollars, but it generally amounts to treble that

mni. The nici chants of Mexico and Lima are inte-

rested in the expedition ; hut many of the ecclesias-

tical corporations invest part of their funds in the

speculation, 'fhe arrival of die galleon draws to

Acapulco numerous purchasofs, who are frequently

disuppo’uted, by finding, on their arrival, that, by a

combination among some of the great capitalists of

Mexico, the whole cargo has been disposed of in a

single lot. The returns from Acapulco to Manilla

are made almost wholly in coined silver, and amount
to between one million and a million and a half of

dollars. Some iron is sent, a little cochineal, oil,

cocoa, and wine, but these are of mall amount.

Many passengers go by tin's annual ship to Manilla,

especially tlie missionary monks who are destined to

make prosi lytes on the Philippine Islands. A small

portion ol‘ commerce is conducted between Acapulco
and the ports of Guyaquil and Lima. The vessels

from llie south bring Peruvian wine, oil, copper, and

cocon, and return wn’th a few woollen goods manu-
factured at Queretaro, some cochineal, and a quan-

tity of contraband East India articles. Though this

passage from south to north is easily accomplished,

yet in the imperfect state of the art of navigation

which is practised on the coasts of the Pacific Ocean,

i‘ generally requires more weeks to return than it

does days to arrive. Acapulco, in the hands of a

power with capital and industry, might command the

whole of these two valuable branches of the, fishery

from which the English and the Anglo-Americans

have derived such great advantages. The sperma-

ceti whales are caught on the very coasts, and the

black whales are abundant a few degrees to the

northward; but though the Mexicans have constantly
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Mexico, before their eyes the benefits which thoir rivals draw

from this source, not a single vessel has ever been

equipped „by them for either of these fisheries. The
trade in furs on the north-west coast of America, and

the conveyance of them to China, belongs to this

part of the world, from whence traders would find

advantages that would defy any competition from

those who are obliged to coast the whole of North

and South America on both sides the continent, be-

fore they can reach tlie station where their trade

commences.

A^.tuuiiiuL, The view taken of the face of the country in New
..tui ii. 1 10- Spain must have shown that it is capable of produc-

ing all the fruits which can be foiand in the various

climates and countries of the globe. In the account

of its agriculture we must, however, enumerate and

describe not what it is capable of producing, but

what it actually docs produce. Indian corn or maize

is the most important to the natives of any aliment

which is known. It is cultivated in Mexico from the

warmest regions up to the height of 9000 feet above

llic level of the ocean. Its fecundity, in favourable

years, in fertile soils, and in proper situations, is won-

derful. Its increase in these circumstances has been

iisccrtaincd to be from three to four hundred times

the quantity of the seed that was sown. The gene-

ra! .average of the ineveaso is stated to be from I.'IO

to 1 .50 for one. When it returns no more tlian seventy

for one, the cultivation is thought to be not worth

continuing. It is used for food in a variety of ways;

the green ear is boiled or roasted, and eaten in that

state, when it is not unlike green pease. When ripe

it is bruised to a flour for bread, or for thickening

ihc soups of the inferior casts. It is used on the de-

clivity of the mounlaius, above the height in which

the sugar-cane will flourish, to make an ardent spi-

rit, in the use of which the Indians indulge to great

excess. By expressing the juice from the stalk a su-

gar is formed, hut the sugar-cane having of late been

much extended in its growtli, has in a great measure

superseded this application of the maize. Though
maize is sometimes a most abundant crop, yet there

arc seasons when, in some districts, it almost wholly

tails, and the inhabitants feel the severest w^ant. The
price of this grain regulates that of almost every

other commodity in Mexico. When either a pre-

mature frost, or the absence of rain, destroys the

harvest, both human beings and the domesticated

animals suffer the severest misery. It is^ however, a
slight alleviation of their sufferings, that the scarcity

seldom visits both the warmer and the colder regions

in the same year ;
bui tlie badness of the roads, and

the great distance from one district to another, pre-

vents the surplus of one part from relieving the dis-

tress of another to any effectual extent. Wheat is

one of the presents wliich the old continent has

conferred on the new. The first introduction of it

into Mexico was in the year 15^0, when a negro

slave of Cortez found three or four grains of it among
some of the rice. Thes'^ ’were sown, and the pro-

duce distributed to be again sown, till it has become
general. The highest and the lowest regions in

Mexico are equally unfit for the cultivation of wheat-

1 1 is only grown in the southern provinces, at the

elevation of S650 to 4250 feet above the level of the
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ocean. In the more northern provinces it is pro- Metioc.

duced at a lower elevation. The increase of wheat,

in most parts of Europe, is calculated to be about
five for one on the average of different countries

;

but in Mexico, at the proper elevation, it generally

yields from thirty to forty for one, and at Cholula,

it has exceeded seventy or eighty for one. The
great impediment to the cultivation of wheat and
other grains of tfae cerealia species, is the want of

moisture. Long continued droughts frequently de-

stroy the hopes of the cultivator. In no part of the

world does artificial irrigation so abundantly repay
the expence that is incurred ; but, owing to want of

skill in conducting the rivulets which the melting of

the snows form, and perhaps more to the want of

capital, this important operation is either omitted or

negligently executed. On some farms, where the

system of irrigation is followed, they water the wheat
twice

; first, when it shoots up in January, and again
in March, when the ear begins to be formed. By
leaving the land flooded for some weeks at this latter

period, the tenacious soil imbibes such a quantity of

moisture, as enables it to resist the deleterious efi'ects

of the long droughts, and the burning sun which it

subsequently endures. In these irrigated farms, as

in Egypt, the seed is sown when the flooding com-
mences, and this is thought to destroy many of those

weeds which would be injurious to the crop. The
tillering of the wheat plants in Mexico, as well as

the number of grains in each car, is most astonisli-

ing. In the best lands, and in the most favourable

seasons, we have seldom seen more than six or seven
shoots from each root that produced cars, and those

cars average from sixty to seventy grains in each.

In Zclaya, a cultivator took, at random, from a field

of wheat forty plants, and Humboldt found from forty

to seventy stalks from each plant. The grains were
counted, and were found in dilferent ears to be from
120 to iGO. The soil of the wheat lands is general-
ly composed of tenacious clay, mixed with basaltes

and amygdaloids, which, though difficult to pulverise,

such land, when brought into proper culture, is best

adapted for the growth of that plant, llye and bar-

ley, as they resist a greater degree of cold than
wheat, are grown on higher elevations. The pro-
duce is not much greater than on the lands of some
of the best cultivators in England. Oats arc scarce-

ly cultivated in Mexico, where, as in Spain, the

horses are fed on barley, though sometimes maize is

used for that purppse.

Potatoes, for which Europe is indebted to Ame-
rica, are much cultivated in Mexico. It is not an
indigenous plant, but was transported from the moun-
tainous parts of Peru, at a very early period after

the conquest of that conntry. It has been generally
asserted, that the potatoe is a spontaneous produc-
tion of the Andes, but Humboldt and his companion,
Bonpland, though diligently herborizing from the
fifth degree of north to the twelfth of south latitude,

found none in a wild state wUli nutritive roots.

They, however, were led to suppose, that in the
Andes of Chili they are indigenous. In Mexico,
they are cultivated on the highest inhabited lands.

The natives preserve them for several years, by ex-
posing them first to tlie frost and then to Uie heat of

'
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Mexico, the ftun. They grow to a large size ; some of them

^ were found by Humboldt to measure from twelve to

thirteen inches in diameter, and to be better tattled

than any that are grown on oar continent.

'fhe banana is, to the inhabfiants of warm regions,

what grain is tQ the neople of temperate ana cold

countries ; but infinitely more beneficial, in as much
as on the same portion of land, and with the same
quantity oflabour, a much greater ^llhitity ofnutritive

sustenanee may be produced. Within eight months
after planting, the banana begins to form clusters, and
these may be gathered in the tenth- or eleventh month
of their growth. When the stallc is cut, some other

shoots from it, about two-thirds the height of the pa-

rent plant, are left standing, and they bear fruit in

about three months after. Thus a plantation is per-

petuated, without any other subsequent labour than

that of cutting the stalks on which the fruit has

ripened, and occasionally digging and dressing round
tlie roots. The ripe fruit of the banana resembles,

in appearance, the bean pod, but is far larger.

When exposed to the sun, it is dried in the same
manner as the figs of the south of Europe. The
skin then becomes black, and emits a smell^csem-
bling that of a smoked ham, and in that state be*

comes an object of considerable internal traffic. Its

taste is agreeable, and it is considered to be very

wholesome, whilst the ripe fruit, in its crude state,

is found difficult of digestion by newly arrived Euro-
peans. The green fruit is frequently cut into slices

and dried in the sun, and being thus rendered friable,

is reduced to powder, and serves the purposes of

Hour in many culinary preparations. The facility

with which this food is produced, gives it an advan-

tage over every other alimentary substance in the

same climate. Even the bread fruit, though it af-

fords food through almost the whole year, may be

destroyed by an enemy, and cannot be quickly re-

produced, whilst the banana, if destroyed, may be-

come available again for subsistence in a few months

by planting suckers. The produce of the banana, as

compared to that of wheat, is estimated as 1S3 to 1,

and to potatoes as 44 to 1. 1'he facility with which

food can thus be obtained in the hot regions, neces-

sarily creates great indolence in the inhabitants.

With two days slight labour in each week, a man
may gain sufficient subsistence to support a family

;

and yet such fs the love of their native spots with the

inhabitants of the mountains, that though a single

frost may destroy the labour of the year, none of

them wifi emigrate to the thinly inhabited plains,

where nature Bnowers her gifts with such profusion.

In the same temperature which favours the culti-

vation of the baWna, the 'manioc, or cassava, is

growp, andf like it, is abundantly productive of ali-

ment. 'fhere are two kinds of manioc ; one, called

the isweet, may be eaten without injury, the other,

the bitter, is a very active poisoii in its crude state

;

both are made into bread, but the latter is most ge-

nerally used for that purpose. The root is first

dried, it is then crated, and the juice carefully ex-
pressed, by whicli means a tolerably palatable and
wholesome flour is produced, h is generally made
into thin cakes, not unlike the oat-cakes eaten by
the labourers in the west of Yorkshire. It has the
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great property of keeping a very long time, and is Mexico,

not liable to be attacked by worms, or the other in-

sects which, in warm climates, are so destructive of
other bread. The cultivation of the manioc requires

more care than the banana, and in some measure re-

sembles that of potatoes ; the slips arc planted, and
in seven or eight months thp harvest may be ga-
thered.

Almost every species of fruit is produced in Mexi-
co, aftd the esculent vegetables of every climate are
profusely scattered

; some of these are indigenous,
but some of the best, as the various cabbages, the
turnip, the carrot, and pease, have been introduced
by the European settlers, and have multiplied till

they have become as abundant as the native produc-
tions. The jealousy of Spain has prevented vines

and olives from being extensively cultivated; but
when they arc attended to, they yield abundance X)f

fruit. The court of Spain, instigated by the com-
mercial jealousy of its merchants and ii|grjculturist8,

has always discouraged the cultivation of the vixm;,

the olive, the mulberry, and of hemp and flax. They
are generally prohibited in the colonies; but it is

difficult to execute the law witli rigid strictness.

Whilst Humboldt was in Mexico, an order was re-

ceived from Madrid, to root out all the vines in the

northern part of the viceroyalty, because the mer^
chants of Cadiz complained that the vent for their

wines and brandies had diminished
; but the viceroy

would not obey the order, judging that, notwith-

standing the great patience of ffjc inhabitants, they
would not submit to iiavc their property laid waste,

merely to gratify the cupidity of the European mo-
nopolists.

After sketching those productions which consti-

tute the ,/ood of man, we muy notice those which
furnish his beverages. The most important of

theft is called the Maguey, a species of cactus, or

opuntia. The plants arc set about five feet asunder
in rows. When the head of the plant throws forth

the bundle of central leaves, they arc cat off, and a
hole is scooped in the stalk, which is covered with

the leaves. In this hollow the plant seems to depo-
sit all the juice, which, without the excision, would
go to form the flowers. It is a real vegetable spring,

running for two or three nion!h«, and which may be
emptied twice or thrice in the day. The plants are

very productive ; a single one will yield^ 150 quarts

of honey (for so in this state it is called) annually.

It is placed in a situation to ferment, an operation

wliich takes place in a few days, when it becomes fit

to drink, and is called Pulque. It is said in its taste

to resemble cider, but has a most disgusting smell,

which, for a long time, prevents Europeans from

tasting it. When accustomed to it, however, people

become very fond of it, and account it healthy and
^iUtritive. The cultivation of the plant which pro-

duces this liquor is of vast importance, both to tlic

public revenue and to the comfort of individuals.

Jt pays a duty on its introduction to the cities, and

in the year 1793, the amount of the tax produced at

the gates of the cities of Mexico, Toluca, and Pue^

bla, amounted to near L. 200,000 Sterling. By dis-

tillation of pulque, a very intoxicating Lind of brandy

is produced, which, though prohibited by the lan^,

3b
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Mmico. in order to favour the brandies of Spaio^ is of very merchants had fixed for cochinealv formed a combi-

'extensive consumption. The plant from vrhich the nation, and destroyed at once both the insects and

^

pul%||e is made has other valuable purposes to which thev planu on whi^ they were reared. There are

It il^'^adapted. It Is used in making ropes, and even two species of cpchineali called Grana^ua and Gra-
paper ; it furpishes the iahabitanls with a thread, cal- na silvesir^, one the wild, the other, if we may be ai-

led pita; its mice is used as a caustic to wounds; lowed the leroij the domesticated kipd. The wild is

and its prickles serve the Indians for needles and fouxkd in several parts of the world, but though pains

pins. ^ have been taken to introduce the better kind in nia-

Tbe soil of some parts of Mexico is admirably ny countries. tbi|f have hitherto been unsuccessful,

adapted to the cultivation of tobacco, and perhaps Xbe wild cochineal is covered with a cottony down,
in no portion of the globe is the consumption of that jvluch prevents die rings on its back from being vi-

plant greater. It has been always a subject of taxa« sible ; the fine is distinguished by being covered with
tion in every part of the Spanish dominions; but. in a mealy kind of white powder, which does n^ con-

1764. the royal monopoly, or farming of it. was in- ceal the wripkles on . its back. Whether these two
troduced to this viceroyalty. Not only is it now ne- insects are of the same species is still a subject oi*

cessary to obtain special permission to plant tobacco, doubt axx^ng the most acute entomologists. It is,

but the whole growth must be carried to the royal however, certain, that they are bred on different

farm, and |)aid for at a price to be fixed by the head plants, but yet it is ascertained that they couple to-

of the department- It can only be raised in a dis- gether.

trict of four or five square leagues, and revenue of- The nopal treos, on which the fine cochineal is

ficers traveiie the country in all directions for the bred, is of the cactus tribe, know'ii by the name of
purpose of rooting up all the plants lliat are illegally the prickly tuna; but this variety has its frub small-
cultivated. The consequence of these impolitic re- er. of an insipid taste, and white, instead of red.

gulations has naturally tended to check production ; When designed to rear the cochineal insect, it is not
and as sufficient is not raised for the consumption, sufiered to grow to more than two feet in height,

tlie deficiency is supplied from provinces, where the They are planted on land well cleared of weeds, and
expence of obtaining it is greater. of other trees, which are usually burnt on tbc ground*

Sugar and rum are produced in New Spain, and. The ground is cleaned twice in each year, and. if

as before stated, want only good means of intercourse this be accurately executed, and the soil favourable,

to increase most rapidly. As the cultivation of su- in the third year they beconoue fit to rear the insects,

gar is well known, it is needless here to give a de- In the months of April or May. the proprietors, cal-

scription of it ; but we cannot omit the striking re- led Nopalcros, purchase branches or joints of the
suit of a calculation made by Humboldt, viz. that all Tuna de Castillia^ with the young cochineals recent-
the sugar consumed in France, amounting to about ly hatched upon them. These branches, though se-

18,000 tons, might produced on seven leagues parated from their roots, preserve their moisture for

square of land in the equinoctial regions. Cotton is several months. The Indians, who collect the young
grown in Mexico, but to an extent too limited to ad- insects, keep them about three weeks, cither in their

mit of any considerable exportation ; the far greater huts or in caverns, where the branches to which they
part is appropriated to domestic consumption, and are attached are suspended under cover ; after which
the whole sent to Spain is not valued at more than they arc exposed to the open air, Tlie growth of
L.95.000. The quantity is not sufficient to supply these insects is rapid, and. in August and September.
New Spain, and it draws what its wants require from the mother cochineal have eggs not hatched, and
Guatimala and New Granada. Some valuable drugs arc big with eggs a second time. Their laying con-
are produced in Mexico, as sarsaparilla, jalap, vanii- tinues from thirteen to fifteen days. In about four
la, snakeroot. and some others, which, however im- months after placing the cochineals on the nopals,
portant to the Jiealing art, are of too little conse- the first harvest may be collected in the warmest si-

quence to the agriculture or the commerce of the tuations, and in those a little cooler, though the in-

country to deserve detailed notices. Of dyeing drugs sect is equally valuable, somewhat later. Much care
indigo is produced, biit in very limited quantities, is necessary in keeping the nopals clean, and Indian
and scarcely more than sufficient for the few domes- women sit down many nours to a single plant to brush
tic manufactories. Cochineal is, however, a product them with the tail of the squirrel. The produce of
exclusively hitherto Mexican, and deserves some at- the trees varies considerably ; in some districts a
tention. It was certainly cultivated long before A- pound of the semilla, sown in October^ will yield a
merica was known to Europeans. The cultivation harvest of twelve pounds in Jancvy. and.leave suf-
of cochineal is at present limited to the intendancy ficienl of the eggs to cbntinue the produce till May,
of Oaxaca. Not more than fifty years ago. it was in which time they sometimes collect' thirty-six
produced in the province of Yucatan ; but on a sin- pounds more. In other districts, where they are
gle night, all the nopals, on which the cochineal in- occasionally exposed to slight frosts, though great
sect lives, were cut down, and the breed consequent- care is taken to cover the plants at night, they scarce-
ly exterminated. The I'^ians assert, that this wi^ ly gather more than twelve pounds for each pound
done by the government, to increase the price of the that has been sown. At the time of harvest, me in-
stock on hand, and to confine the whole growth to sects are killed, sometimes by throwing them into
the provhice of Mistcca, in. Oaxaca, where it is chief- boiling water, sometimes by placing them in heaps
ly produced. The whites, on the other hand, aver exposed to the burning sun, and sometimes in a kind
that the Indians, irritated at the low price which the of vapour bath. ThisW method is deemed the best,
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as it presems the whftleh pewder on the body of th4
'insect, which givot it an increased ndiie in the eeti-

mation of the merchants at Vera Cras and Cadiz.

There are rigid laws to present the adulteration of

this valuable commodityi but they are found to be
insufficient wholly to Stop the practice. It is, how-
ever, generally believed, that the mixture of other

substances, where it is growni is trifling in compari-

son with the additions made to itHt Vera Crus, and

in the ports of Spain. ^Ffae whole quantity exported

from Mexico, commmibus anniSt was about S,500,006
pounds, which, before the heavy duties imposed on
it, both in Mexico and i^ain, was not estimated at

more than L.600,000. The quantity produced has

greatly diminished of late years. The Indians have
discovered, that other commodities pay them better

for the labour of cultivating, and hence, in the last

ten years, the produce is lessened nearly one half.

The dyers of Europe have, however, found a substi-

tute, so that, with the reduced supply, there has been
no sensible increase in the price. Lac lake, a com-
modity' from India, hac in a great measure supersed-

ed it, both in England and France, and will proba-

bly, at no distant period, do so in other countries.

Becs-wax is an article of considerable importance
in a country where the pomp of religious worship re-

quires a great supply of wax-tapers. In the churches

of the cities, and even of the Indian villages, the

consumption is enormous. The indigenous bee of

New Spain differs frofn that of Europe in having no
sting, or at least none of sufficient strength to inflict

the slightest wound. They are known by the name
Angelitos, little angels. Their wax is abundant, but

it is more difficult to bleach than that which is pro-

duced by the bee of Europe. Some oi the Indians

have farms of several hundred hives. Mexico does

not produce sufficient wax for its own consumption,

but obtains the requisite quantity from Cuba, where
both the European bee and the American are care-

fully bred for the sake of the wax.

Besides the productions of agriculture, which have

been enumerated, Mexico is abundantly supplied

witli animal wealth. When first discovered, the in-

habitants had few or no domesticated animals. Eu-
rope has, however, furnished them with a few, which
have become the rudiments of immense herds

; they

now cover many of the plains, and furnish to their

inhabitants an ample supply of animal food. The
tallow of their oxen suffices for all the manufactories

of soap and candles ; oil bebg too valuable to be

used for the former of these purposes. Hides were
formerly exported from Mexico to Spain, but, of late,

the population their wealth has so increased,

that they are all cOnverted^ltito leather for their own
consumption.

Sheep have never been encouraged, though the

pastures are admirably adapted for their feed and

propagation. The wool, which what few they have

produce, is consumed in their manufactories; and as

cotton cloths are better suited for the greater part of

Mexico^ than woollen, we may attribute the neglect

of sheep to that circumstance. Turkies and ducks

were originally sent to Europe from America, which,

in return, received the common fowls of the Old

Continent
; but the common goose of Europe is not

yet to be found in any of the Spanish settlements in Mexieo.

America.

ffaving enumerated the most important agrj^lu-
ral productions of Mexico, we must state, that though
the principal branch of industry which has contributed
to enrich the country, agriculture is still by no means
in that state of activity to which it is capable of arriv-

ing. The indolence natural to man, when all his po-
sitive wants can be supplied with little exertion, must
act as an impediment to the progress of agriculture,
as well as of all the other arts. The want of roads,
canals, and navigable rivers, whilst it continues, is

an insuperable bar to great improvements
; and, when

to these are added the restrictions imposed by an
impolitic government, we are rather surprised at the
progress Mexico has made, than that has made
no greater. Amidst other impediments to her im-
provement, the want of capital is a most important
one. It is so in every country, and peculiarrjv so here.

The capitals acquired by mining baye mquentiy
been afterwards employed to give acliv^ to agricul-
ture, the only purpose to which capital can be be-
neficially applied in a country where little or no
commerce exists. The convents, and other ecclesi-

astical communities, possess but little landed proper-
ty. Their real wealth consisting of the accumulations
from tithes, and other clerical sources, has been ge-
nerally dedicated to agricultural improvements. The
capital of the clerical bodies, amounting to more than
L. 10,000,000 Sterling, is lent out, in small sums, on
interest, to proprietors of land, and secured by mort-
gages on their estates. The benefit conferred by
such a capital applied to the agriculture,—a capital

gradually increasing, must be very considerable.

Such was the impression of its importance on the

spot, that when, under the ministry of Godoy, orders

were transmitted to Mexico to send these funds to

Eulbpc, it caused general murmurs ; and though the

viceroy had not sufficient firmness to defer, or to de-

monstrate the impolicy of executing the decree, but

attempted to enforce it, the difficulty was so great,

that in two years only the small sum of L.250^00
oould be collected. One legal evil is felt in Mexico,
as it is in Spain. The greater portion of the land,

especially the larger tracts of it, is granted in what
is called Mayorazgos, a species of entail which
prevents alienation, or the division of land into

smaller allotments, such as would be suitable for

the purchase and the improvement of the class of

small capitalists.

There is something very striking in the reports MuieraU.

which circillate in Europe of the wealth of Mexico njd Pi^uc;;

and Peru ; but perhaps the mineral wealth, which

those countries furnish, has produced loss effect on

them than on the nations of the Old Continent, whose

activity and intelligence has been forcibly stimulated

by it. The mineral riches of Peru have been to no

extent ap{|flicd to sustain agricultural industry, which

has languished in consequence. If Peru has not

declined within the last century, she has certain-

ly not advanced much in population or industry, in

productions or in civilization. In Mexico, where

the riches from the minee have stimulated agricul-

ture, the progress has been considerable, more espe-

cially within the last forty years, in every thing that
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Mexico, can condno^ to tho greatnesa or the prosperity of a

'countiy.

whole quantity of gold produced in Mexieo,

on ifl^verage of several years, does not amount to

Oiore than 7000 marks, or 56,000 ounces, and is

worth about L.200,000 Sterling. This quantity is

collected, either by washing the sands in the ton'cnts

which descend from the mountains, from some mines

of small produce in the intendancy of Oaxaca, or

from the silver mines, in which it is found combined
with that metal. The silver whicli the mines of

Mexico distribute over the globe is by far the most
important part of what has recently been pul in circu-

lation. In a series of years at the beginning of the

present century, according to the books of revenue

by which the tax called the fifth is paid, tlic mean
produce has been 22,1 70,000 piastres ; and, estimat-

ing that portion on which the duty was evaded at

somewhat less than a seventh part, wc may consider

the total at least as 25,000,000 ; worth, at the average

rate of silver in Europe, L.5,480,000 Sterling. This

quantity exceeds the whole silver that is produced
ii om all the other parts of America, whether belong-

ing to Spain or Portugal.

The whole of the silver mines of Mexico are in

the table-land, and most of them are at a great depth

from the surface. They have been calculated to

amount to nearly three thousand, and are divided

into 450 districts, each governed by a council of the

mines. It will be easily supposed, that, of these

3000 mines, some must be very inconsiderable, and
some very unproductive, when it is ascertained that

half of the silver raised in New Spain is the product

of only three districts, viz. Guanaxuato, Cutorcc,

and Zaccateens. In fact, it appears that the whole
of the mines do not pay an adequate profit for the

capital that is employed in excavating and working
tlicm. On some of these undertakings the wfible

sum that is embarked is totally lost, and the works
are abandoned. On others the product is for a long

time much less than the expenditure ; but they nrc

continued with the hope that the proprielors will be
so lucky as to meet with a rich vein of ore, that will

repay them by immense w'cnlth for the cxpence,

trouble, and anxiety they have endured. Some of
the mines, however, prove so enormously lucrative,

that, like any other gambling, the adventurers arc

encouraged to continue the game as long as their

money or their credit remains.

^ g»eat imporlnnco to the mines of Mexico,
t c i incs.

unlike those of South America, they are found
in regions of moderate elevation and temperature.

The greater portion of the most valuable arc at

tiic height of from COOO to 10,000 feet above the

level of the ocean, and, consequently, exempt from

that severity of cold which is found so injurious in

Peru. In consequence of the country round the

mines being thus in healthy and fruitful elevations,

the great number of labourers which they require

easily find subsistence ; antK^i^henever an extensive

mine flourishes, the concourse of people which it

collects creates a market for food, to supply which,

tlie uncultivated fields around them are brought to

afford the reqnisitc supplies; and towns spring up,

and land becomes fruitful, where a u-\v years before

IBO.
only uncultivated dceerts were to be seen. It^U Mexiso.

from the beatehuiess of the ciimole in which tbe^

mines are situated^ and from the fertility of the land

around theoi, timt Mexico has been enabled to ex-

tract so great a quantity of mineral wealth, rather

than to richness of the ore, or to the accessibi-

lity of the veins. The mines of silver at Oberge-

berge, in Saxony, which are by no means excessively

beneficial to the pCCprietors, will «bow how much tlie

value of the mines of Mexico depend on the cheapo

ness of labour, arising from tlie ease with which sub-

sistence is obtained in a fruitful oountry. In each

quintal of the Saxon ore that is extracted,^ey
have commonly found ten ounces of silver, and in

fortunate periods it has averaged fifteen ounces.

The mean produce of the mine of Guanaxuato is

four ounces in each quintal of ore. In other mines, the

produce is from two to three ounces per quintal, and
in few does it exceed five. The average is calculated

by Humboldt at between three and four ounces. The
mines of Mexico are much deeper than those of

Saxony. Valenciana has a shafl of J680 feet from

whence to bring up the ore, whereas the ricliest of

the Saxon mines, Himmelsiurst, is only 1100 feet in

depth. The fruitfulness of the country around the

mines is not the sole cause of their superiority, for

though, as wc have seen, the ore is by no means
rich, yet the breadth of the veins in which it is found

is highly favourable to the facility of raising it. A
mine in Saxony, where the vein is six feet in extent,

is considered as a prodigy, but the {vela madre),

mother vein of Guanaxuato, is from 130 to 145 feet

in extent, 'i'he Saxon mine has been worked in

length about 700 yards, whilst the broader one in

Mexico has proceeded already to double that dis-

tance. Tlie extent and length of other veins are of

the same extraordinary dimensions, and the smaller

veins, which in Europe would be worked, arc

left in total neglect. The use of machinery to di-

minish animal labour is but feebly adopted, and the

execution of those few machines they construct is so

bad, that they arc scarcely of any benefit. As the

ore is brought from the mine on the backs of men, it

is necessary that the descent should be made very

capacious. That of the mine Valenciana is 1G80
feet in perpendicular depth, and 90 feet in cir-

cumference. This pit is dug in the solid rock, it

is beautifully walled, and, when completed, having

cost a million dollars, may be considered one of

the greatest and boldest undertakings in the his-

tory even of Mexican mining. This mine has the

peculiar property of being free from water, a cir-

cumstance of vast importance, siime other mines,

equally rich, have been abandoned, Ibecause the pro-

prietors have not been enabled to exclude the water,

where the steam engine is not vet adopted. In tlie

year 1760, the country aroun*d this mine was a perfect

desert. M. Obregon, a Spaniard, with a vehement
passion for mining, with a small capital, but with the

confidence of richer men who assisted him, began to

excavate. In 1 766, though he had got to the depth of

260 feet, the value of the produce was less than the^

current expences. He then entered into partner-

ship with a small trader, named Otero, who had

some ready money. They continued to pursue
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Mexico, their openitienBj witli confidence in the reeult, till*

1771# ^cy came to masees of auiphiiretted aileer,

mixed with native and red silver. From 177I to

1 SO^y the mine has constantly yielded a«gross pro*

duce of L.58a|000 Sterling; ttid in some of the most
profitable years» thetwo proprietors have each shared

the enormous sum' of llsSO^OOO. The spot where
these operations commenced was oceupied by a few

wild goats, and in ten years it became a considerable

town, with seven or eight thousand inhabitants, sur*

rounded with cultivated and highly productive fields.

As the miners have gone deeperm the ore, the ex*

penees of raising it have been increased ; but the

quality has so improved, that the net profit to the

proprietors has continued the same. The expence
of working this mine amounts annually to L.190,000
Sterling ; three-fourths of which are for wages to the

labourers, and tlie remainder for gunpowder, steel,

iron, wood, leather, and tools of various kinds. The
cost of powder for blasting the rocks amounts to

L.l 6,000 annually. The number of individuals em-
ployed is about 3000 The principal manager re-

ceives a salary of L.2500, and has under him several

overseers, and nine master miners. These head men
visit daily the subterraneous operations, on the backs

of men, who have a kind of saddle for the purpose,

and arc called little horses (cavalitos).

The whole of the labour of the mines is per-

formed by freemen ;
no slaves or convicts are em-

ployed; and the aloties circulated in Europe of

criminals and smugglers being condemned to la-

bour in the mines are totally without foundation,

riie labour, though voluntary, is very severe, and
tlie people are stimulated to perform it only by being

paid, not by the time occupied, but by the quantity

of work that is performed. The ore is carried solely

by men, who are so accustomed to this kind of la-

bour, that they remain with a load from 240 to 370
pounds on their backs six hours at a time, during

which they ascend many thousand steps in the pits, in

a temperature from 71*^ to 77"* of Fahrenheit. They
proceed in files of fifly or sixty, among whom are

some boys of ten or twelve years old, and some men
more than sixty, each of tliem loaded according to

his own estimation of his strengUi. In ascending the

stairs they throw the body forward, and support

tlicmselves with a staff about a foot long. They
walk in a zig-zag direction, having found by experi-

ence that their respiration is thereby less impeded.

The muscular strength acquired by these men mus:
be prodigious, innee, without any burden, a person

not accustomed to it, feels intolerably fatigued from
ascending and d^cending so many thousand steps.

The weight of each load^is agreed on before the

ascent is begun ; regular registers of the quantity

carried by each individual is entered by account-

ants ; and the quantity of ore brought from the mine
is easily ascertained to the satisfaction of all parties.

Each digger of the ore is calculated to loosen as much
from the vein as three of the porters can carry away.

This operation is performed with a kind of iron crow,

with a sharpened steel point, that requires perpetual

repointing
; for which purpose small moveable forges

are placed in various parts of the mines. Though
tne workmen arc almost naked, and arc closely
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watched and oarefiilly searched, tliey sometimes con- Mexico,

trive to embezzle considerable portions of the ridiest

'

minerals, by concealing them in tlieir hair, mder
their arras, and other parts of the body,
thefts are often detected, and a register is kept of
what is thus seized from the depredators. In tlie

mine of Valenciana it amounted, in fourteen years,
to the value of L. 36,000 Sterling.

Though the mine of Valenciana has produced the
most uniform profit to its owners, that of Sombrete, in

the intendancy of Zaccatecas, has produced the lar-

gest profit in a short period. A portion of this mine,
called {vcfd negra), the black vein, yielded to its pro-
prietors, the family of the Marquis del Apartado, up-
wards of L. 800,000 Sterling within six months

; and
though nothing approaching to that profit has since

been gained, it still holds its rank among the mines
of the first class. The mines of Catorce have been
begun but recently to be excavated. This district

was first explored by an accurate and adventurous
miner, in 1778. He was fortunate enough, at the
first trial, to hit on what is called the great vein
(vela grande)y and in a very short time gained more
than half a million dollars by it. The great riches

of the vein, however, were not developed till it had
been carried 350 feet down, whence, to the depih
of 550 feet, they found the metals called coZo-

radesy a mixture of silver and gold, and abundance
of native silver. At that period the expence of

working scarcely exceeded 80,000 dollars, whilst the

value of the metals amounted to 1,200,000. This
vein is of the extraordinary breadth of 130 feet. It

continued highly productive till 1798, when it had
reached a depth of 1574 feet | since that time the

mineral has become less valuable, the meiales coloradcs

have disappeared, and pyritous and coppery mine-

rals arc found with the silver. It is, however, still

woUted to considerable profit, but not to the extra-

ordinary advantage which was yielded between 1778
and 179s.

When the ore is brought to the surface, there

are two modes of separating the minerals from
the substances in which they arc incorporated

;

smelting and amalgamation. The first of these

processes is so familiar, os to need no description,

being nearly the same as is applied to all other

minerals. It is used in Mexico in not more than

one-third of the mines; and if the uncertainly of

obtaining sufficient mercury was removed, and
the price of that commodity properly reduced, it

would be practised in still fewer, especially a,*? the

wood required for firing is becoming scarce on the

ridge of the Cordilleras, the most populous of the

mining countries. As the scarcity of wood increases,

the abolition of the process of smelting will become
an object of considerable importance to the various

manufactories that are carried on in that district.

The progress of amalgamation depends on the quan-

tity of mercury that can be conveyed to the mines,

and as a naval war intercepts the supply, that pro-

cess is necessarily greater in time of peace. In the

process of amalgamation, the first step is to reduce

the ore to a fine powder, which is done by well con*

strucled mills. As the adhesion of the particles to

the quicksilver depends on their fineness, this opera-
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Mexico, tion 16 (soito ftitended to than any other. The paw-

"^dered ore k moistened, and in that state, called

schUArk. carried to the court of amalgamation an
opiM^ace paved with hard dag stones. The floor

is covei'ed with the schlich, and levelled so as to

form n heap from 60 to gO feet in length, and about
two feet in thickness. The materials for amalgama-
tion are then added to it, and consist of muriate of

soda or common salt, sulphate of iron and copper,

lime and vegetable ashes. The salt is first applied,

the quantity of which varies with its purity, which is

very various, sometimes amounting tu twenty, and
.sometimes to not mpre than four pounds, for every

quintal of the mineral paste. The mineral, thus mix-

ed with the salt, is left for several days till the whole

of Uie latter is supposed to be dissolved and equally

distributed. If the metal is then deemed too warm,
or in a slate of oxidation, and charged cither with

sulphates of iron and copper, which rapidly decom-
pose in the air with muriate of silver, lime is added
to cool the moss. But if the paste is thought too

cold, as it will be, if it contains sulphate of lead

or pyrites, which decompose with difficulty in humid
air, sulphate of iron and copper arc added, which are

known to heat the composition. This is thought ne-

cessary, and it is only considered to be well prepar-

ed when a sensation of heat is felt by holding it in

the hand. After leaving the mixture some days to

repose, the mercury is begun to be incorporated

with it. The quantity of mercury is fixed by the

estimation made of tiie quantity of silver which the

composition will yield, and they usually add to the

mixture about six times the weight of quicksilver^

which they expect will be produced in pure silver.

Shortly after the addition of the mercury, sulpliate

of iron and copper are administered to it again, if

too cold, or liipe, if too hot. During the space of
three, lour, or even five months, its temperatuw is

watched, and corrected by the application of the

lime, or the Bulphates, as either one or the other may
be required to make the mercury act on the silver.

During the whole of this part of the operation, the
action is favoured, and the union increased, by stir-

ring the materials. This is usually done, by causing

twenty oi thirty horsqs, or mules, to run round for

.several hours, or by setting workmen to tread the
mass, who go for whole days barefooted in this me-
tallic mud. When it is known by the appearance of
the mass, of which those accustomed to the process
are accurate judges, that the mercury has united
with all the particles of the silver contained in the
mixture, the metallic muds are thrown into large

vats of wood or stone. Small mills, provided with
sails, placed perpendicularly, turn round in those

vats. A stream passes through them, by which the
earthy and oxidated parts are carried away, whilst

the mercury and the amalgam remain in the bottom
of the vat. The amalgam remaining at the bottom
of the vat is then, in some measure, discharged of
the mercury, by pressing % through sacks. The
amalgam is then moulded into a pyramidical form,

and, in that state; goes through the process of dis-

tillation, by which the remainder of the mercury is

evaporated, aflbrwards condensed, and preserved for
future use. In this process, however, a loss of mer-

cury is lufferedi generally from an ounce and a half Memco.

to an ounce and three quarters for each ounce

silver that is produced. Our busmess here is to de-

scribe the process, not to point out its errors, or to

show that the same efiect might be produced in a

less expenaive, and far more expeditious manner.

Among so' many thousand mines, the owners of

which are the moat ^dependent of mankind, there

are to be found etfany deviationa from this mode of

amalgamation! but we have described that mostly

followed, without examining, with efaemicai criticism,

the ei^t which would be produced if the^ mass of

sMicA was placed in a court paved with iron and

copper instead of stone, or if the process of stirring

would be more beneficially performed with ploughs

of iron or copper, than by the feet of horses, mules,

or men. This has been urged in MexicOf and will

probably be adopted as soon as the benefit of it is

clearly understood. The method of amalgamation

has been the cause of the increase of the Mexican
mines. By it, all the silver in the ore may be ex-

tracted from it, and now the residuum, which, under

the former process, used to be thrown away as of no

value, is made to produce a quantity of silver, that

amply repays the expence of collecting it.

Since this mode has been adopted, the coiisidcra-

tion ofthe quantity of mercury that can be procured

becomes of vast importance. The present consump-

tion of Mexico requires a supply of 16,000 quintals,

which, in time of peace, is supplied from Europe.

The mine of Almaden, in Spain, would have furnish-

ed this quantity, but for an inundation, which, for

want of timely attention, destroyed the works. The
mine of Huancavelica, from similar carelessness, had

ceased to be worked, or produced but little. In these

circumstances, the court of Madrid made a contract

with the Austrian government, for a supply to be fur-

nished from the mines of Istria. 7be mercury from

Germany either was, or was supposed to be, less pure

than that of Alq[iaden. The government of Spain

have unwisely made quicksilver the subject of a royal

monopoly, and an article of revenue. The price is

thus raised, and the supply uncertain. Intrigues are

carried on by the miners at the viceroyal court of

Mexico, either to obtain a large quantity, or a great-

er proportion of Spanish than German quicksilver ;

and these smaller proprietors, who either have no ac-

cess to the court, or have no means of creating an

influence there, are compelled to be satisfied with u

small portion, and that portion what is deemed of the

inferior quality. The power of the viceroy to distri-

bute quicksilver whenever it has been scarce, has been
the means of great oppression on niany miners, and
a source of wealth, scaodalouslv enormous, to the

viceroys. The price at which the court of Madrid
supplies its provinces with quicksilver is of vast im-

portance, both to their and her own prosperity;

whereas the revenue drawn from the monopoly is im-

politic in its principle, corrupt in its practice, and
small in its amount. The court has, indeed, gradu-
ally reduced the monopoly price from 82 to 41 dol-

lars the quintal, a price, perhaps, as low as the con-
sumers could obtain it on an average of years, if a

competition was permitted. The great evil now arises

from the favountism by which the interests of the
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Mexico, email proprietors are sacrificed to those of the greater.

^ It is also no iDGoneiderable evU| tliat a supply pro-

ceeding from only one source, and that not the most
unexceptionable, must be very uncertain, and often

very scanty. In New SpaiOi^ indications of mer-
cury are very visible* Cinnabar is found in many
parts, and surphureted mercury m others; but these

mines have engaged little attention, and the monopo-
ly ofthe government baa acted as a bar to their being

effectually investigated*

Although the mines of Mexico are all of them die

property of Individmds, or of voluntary partnerships,

yet they have a bond of union in a tribunal or corpora-

tion, which makes laws to regulate the rights created

by the mining system, and (though tliey can only

recommend) toinstitate improvements in the various

processes. When, at the early period of the occu-

pation of Mexico, the Spaniards first began their

mining operations, a mixture of laws, some Spanish,

some German, and some Flemish, emanated from the

court of the Emperor Charles the Fifth. Their con-

tradictory nature induced the proprietors of mines to

form a board, which at first, was a voluniar}’^ union,

but has since been recognized as a legal corpora-

tion, endowed with considerable revenues, and in-

vested wiih extensive authority. The board called

Tnhunal General de la Mineria de Nueva Espana
is composed ofa director, two deputies from the pro-

vincial councils of miners, an assessor, two consult-

ors, and a judge. .!J]hey are chosen by the thirty-

seven provincial councils of the miners, and have two
deputies constantly residing at Madrid to protect

tlieir interests at the seat ot government. They di-

rect the studies in the College of the Mii.es, and se-

lect from thence students, who are sent for the pur-

pose of communicating instruction to the chief towns
in the mining districts. The infiucnce of these stu-

dents is, however, confined ; they have no power to

direct the ihost beneficial processes ; and the jealousy

of the miners regarding their liberty urevents the full

benefit which might be derived from this diffusion of
men of scientific acquirements. The institution

of the tribunal, espcci^ly under the organization it

has received within the last forty years, has been of
great benefit to the proprietors of mines. It has pre-
served a degree of public spirit, disseminated the
knowledge of hew facts and improvements, arid

created a community of feeling among all those con-
nected witii the important affairs of the mines. This
board is endowed with an annual income of more
Uian L.40,000 Sterling, arising from the signor-

age which is divided between it and the crown, on
all the gold and silver coined at the royal mints. Tlie

revenue was designed to suimort the School of Mines,
and to be lent out to foeoler proprietors, to assist

tJicir operations. It has been useful, to some extent,
in both ways ; but the court of Madrid, in the state

of poverty which has cpmpelled it to lay its grasp on
money wherever it could be found, has extorted,

under pretence of a gratuity and a loan, near
L.700,000 , which has absorbed more than its ac-

cumulation, and now one-half of its revenue is des-
tined to pay tlio interest of money which has been
borrowed to lend to the government.
The taxes levied on the mines are weighty, and
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produce a revenue, which, though much evaded, Mcxicc.

IS still very large. Formerly the king received
a fifth of the prt^uce of all mines, and thoughubis
tax hii been reduced to half that proportion, it%ill

retaina its ancient name el quinlo* The quinto is

now 10 per cent.

;

another duty called the 1 per cent.

is added ; besides which, for coinage and seniorage,

including the share of the tribunal of mines,

per cent, is paid ; making together a charge on the

proprietors of 18 J percent, on the amount of the

gold or silver that is extracted. Considerable intri-

cacy exists on this subject. When the minerals con-
tain, as they frequently do, a mixture of gold and
silver, tliis gives rise to endless discussions, and opens
a field for oppression, for bribery, for chicane and
corruption, which ultimately tends to enrich the

larger proprietors in some degree, and the officers

of the revenue in a much greater.

Besides the more precious metals, gold and sil-

ver, which we have thus far exclusively viewed,

Mexico abounds in the other mineral riches, which
equally contribute to the improvement and enjoy-

ments of man in the social state. Iron is found in

great abundance in the intendancies of Vallado-

lid, Zaccatecas, and Guadalaxara, and especially in

the more northern provinces. The increased pro-

duction of these mines is always suspended by a re-

turn of peace, however much they may have yielded

in tlic preceding periods of war. The difference in

price in war and peace, both in iron and steel, is

enormous. The former has sometimes risen from

20 to 240 the quintal, and the latter, which commonly
in peace was sold for L.8, has been known in war to

be worth L.50. During the early part of the wars

occasioned by the French Revolution, the tribunal of

mines advanced money to the iron miners, but the

works were subpeuded by the peace of Amiens.

When war recommenced, these mines were re-

sumed, but very imperfectly, and the tribunal having

lent its capital to the government, could offer them
no assistance.

Copper is found in a native state in the intendancy

of Valladolid, and some in Guanaxueto, Tin is

found in mines, but is principally extrar Led from the

earth washed down in the deea ravines. A combi-

nation of these two metals, Doth of which were

known to the ancient Mexicans, though they had
not discovered iron, was used to form their tools and

weapons. By an examination of one of their im-

plements by some French chemists, it was ascertain-

ed that they had the art of tempering these tw 0 me-

tals, so as to render them equal in effective utility

to iron, or even steel. Lead is found, but the mines are

very little worked. Zinc is found under the form of

a brown and black Blende in several veins. Antimony

is produced in Catorce ; arsenic, combined with sul-

phur, bus been extracted from the minerals found

in Zimapan. Neither cobalt nor manganese has yet

been discovered in Mexico ; and both these minerals,

though the latter has been discovered in Cuba, ap-

pear to be less abundant in the equinoctial regions of

America than in the temperate climates of the an-

cient continent. To complete our view of the mi-

nerals of New Spain, it is necessary to state , that coal

mines have been discovered in several parts of the
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Mexico, northern provinces^ and one is slightly worked near

the sources of Rio Sabina. Rock salt is also found

iiiii|tainy parts ; and^ if necessary, more might be ob-

tailed. It is principally required for the pr^ess of

amalgamation in the silver mines, as the Indians

scarcely use it with their food, but adhere to tlieir

ancient practice of applying the Chili as the sole con-

diment to their food.

New Spain, unlike the colonies of thd other Eu-
ropean nations, not only produces a revenue ade-

quate to the expcncc of its own government, but a

surplus to assist the mother country. Owing to the

very impolitic arrangements of the government, the

expcnces of its collection amount to more than one-

fourth of the gross sum of the revenue. The taxes

levied on the mines are the most productive ; these

have been before described, and amount, on an ave-

rage of years, to . 3,516,000 dollars.

Net profit of the mints, 1,500,000

Profit on the sale of mercury, 536,000

5,552,000

The monopoly of tobacco, after deducting the ex-

pence of the cost of the leaf tobacco, is 594*,000 dol-

lars
;
and that of manufacturing it into snufi’anUsegars,

which is 1,285,000 dollars, produces 4,500,000 dollars

;

but this particular branch of revenue is reserved to

the crown, and not mixed with the general produce

of the taxes, but remitted to Spain in a distinct head

of account. The alcavala, or duty on sales, from

which the Indians arc exempted, produces net

about 3,000,000. The Indian capitation tax yields

1.300.000. The duty on the fermented liquor

made from the Agava, called Pulciuc, produces

800.000. The Almoharifazgo, or duties on foreign

trade, is 500,000. There are some other articles,

which we shall presently enumerate ; but in the mean
time we must mention, that the king has a monopoly

^k'Jighiing codes ^ and of snov2 from the mountains,

which, whimsical as it may appear, arc botli thereby

subjected to taxation, and this tax, thougli trifling,

is found very irritating to those wlio love a barbar-

ous amusement, and to tliosc who wish to enjoy cool

liquors under a burniig sun.

Net Revenue of New Spain.

Tax on minerals, profit on coining and
mercury, . . . 5,552,000

Monopoly of tobacco, . . 4,500,000
Alcavala, . . . 3,000,000
Indian tribute, or capitation tax, 1,300,000

Duty on pulque, . . . 800,000
Almoharifazgo, or tax on foreign commerce, 500,000
Monopoly of cock fighting, . 45,000

Ditto of snow, • • . 60,000

Profit on Papal indulgencies, . 270,000

Post-office, . - 250,000

Monopoly of gunpowder, . 1 50,000

Clerical first fruits, . . 1 00,000

Profit on playing cards and atamped paper, 200,000

16,727,000

By some accounts, it appears, that, when the gross

revenue of New Spain amounted to 20,000,000, the

cxpences of collecting it were more than 6,000,000,

and, consequently, the net sum paid into the treasury

was less than 14,000,000. It should, however, be
remarked, that, in the expences of collecting are

included the salaries of the viceroy, of the intendants

of the provinces, of the different secretaries and
clerks, and the pensions of governors retired from

office, and'all the expences, except those of the mili-

tary kind,and those ofthe pourta ofjustice. The reve-

nue of 16,727,000 dollars first pays the military, naval,

and judiciary charges ; the repairs of fortifications,

arsenals, hospitals, and other royal works, 5,700,000
dollars. The other settlements in America, whose
revenues fall short of their expenditure, draw from
the treasury of Mexico the requisite sums. Florida,

Porto Rico, Cuba, Manilla, and St Domingo, drav'

from New Spain about 3,500,000 dollars annually

;

and the remainder, about 7,000,000^ dollars, or

L. 1,700,000 Sterling, is remitted to the court of

Madrid.

Ffom the gross amount of the revenue is, how-
ever, to be deducted the salary of the Viceroy.

This is the annual sum of 60,000 dollars, which,

large as it appears, is of itself inadequate to the

state he is compelled to assume, and the cxpeaces

he consequently incurs. He cannot move without

his guards on horseback, most splendidly accoutred ;

he is constantly served by pages of honour ; is for-

bidden by etiquette from permitting any but his own
family to sit at table with him ; and preserves con-

stantly more of the state of a monarch than is re-

tained by most of the sovereigns of Europe. He
has few honourable and fair means of accumulating

a fortune, and hence the few who have filled the of-

fice with a desire to benefit the community have re-

tired from the dignity with their original mediocrity.

On the other band, their extensive power has been

used by many to enrich themselves, and that to a

degree that might satisfy cupidity itself. Some in-

dividuals have returned to Spain, after filling the of-

fice of Viceroy for a few years, with fortunes of from

L. 300,000 to half a million Sterling. The distri-

bution of mercury, the patronage of lucrative places;,

the dispensing rank in the militia, the recommenda-
tion of individuals to the titles of count or marquis^

the opening the ports to favour the commercial spe-

culations of individuals, and the winking at contra-

band transactions ;
all these ways may be, and often

have been, used by Viceroys to the injury of the

public, and the pecuniary advantage of their own
families. In order to escape inquiry at home, it is

necessary that he should have a most intrepid as-

sessor with him, and a powerful party in the court

of Madrid ; and, with these assistants, there is no
knowing the bounds to which his corruptions may
be extended.

None of the officers of government have any ef-

fectual control over the Viceroy. The court of

royal audience, a kind of privy council, and the su-

preme court of justice, may indeed protest against

his acts, and transmit their protests to tlie Council

of the Indies in Spain, but it must obey his orders,

Mexico

Dollars,
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Mexico, without creating delay, how much soever it may con-^ demn them.

Armed An army is constantly kept up in Mexico of about
I'orcc. 10,000 regular troops, who are recruited, disciplin-

ed, and regimented, within the viceroyalty. Of
these about 6000 are Mexico proper, and the re-

mainder on the various stations on the nortliern

frontier, or in the provmcim internas. Of the for-

mer 1000 are cavalry, 150 artillery, and the remain-

der infantry. The regular troops on the frontier

provinces are mostly light troops, with some flying

artillery. Besides these regulars, called tropaa i>e-

teranaSy a body of militia {mUicias provincialex) of

22,200 men is constantly maintained of these

11,000 arc infantry, and the same number of caval-

ry. The Indians on the banks of the Rio del Norte
carry on a constant war with the Spaniards. The
troops on that frontier arc, in consequence, in a

state of perpetual activity. They are all natives

of the country. They r.re tall and robust moun-
taineers, admirably mounied, and equally accustom-
ed to the extremes of heat arid cold. They arc con-

stantly under arms, generally on horseback, and per-

form long marches through deserts with no other

provision than a little ground maize, wliich they mix
at any brook with water, and thus subsist without diffi-

culty. It is reported by those who have seen these

troops, that it would be difficult to find in Europe

any cavalry of greater activity in its movement.s of

greater impetuosity in battle, or capable of enduring

greater privations. As these would he the first

troops to be encountered, in case hostilities between

the United States and Spain should lead to an inva-

sion of New Spain by the former, they are entitled

to this brief notice. Almost the whok frontier to-

wards the United States is by nature nearly impene-

trable. Arid savannas, resembling the deserts of

Tartary, separate the provinces of Mexico from the

United States. Beyond the Ii2d degree of north

latitude the extent of the deserts and the nature of

tlie soil afford security against an invading enemy,

"i'o the southward, between the Mississippi and Rio
del Norte, several rivers intervene. Tlie ground to-

wards the shore is swampy, and these swamps filled

with impenetrable thickets. On tins point the two
countries at present approach nearest to eacli other;

the American post Fort Clayborn is distant from
the Spanish presidio of Nacudoches only about sixty

leagues.

i dchm&ii. Although the religious establishment in Spain is

J I’ht.u most profuscl}* endowed, that example has not been
' b.hi aiu!.. followed in Mexico to so considerable an extent.

The numbers of the clergy bear a proportion nearer

to the Protestant than to the Catholic countries of

Europe. , The Archbishop of Mexico is the metro-
politan, and has under him eight bishops, the dili'er-

ences in who.^e revenues arc very striking.

Bishops and their Jl^A'cnues.

Dollurs.

ArchbLshop of Mexico, l.S(),00vl

Bfshop of La Puebla, 1 10,000

—

Valladolid, 1 00,000— — Guadalaxara, ,00,000

Durango, 35,000
VOL. V. PART II.

Bishop of Monterey,
- — Yucatan,
— -p- ' Oaxaca,

Sonora,

DoIIrts. Mcxuo.

R0,000

!2O,oa0

18,0(^

6,000

Tiie inequality of income seen in the bishopricks

extends also to tlic curas or parochial clergy, some of

whom have incomes amounting to 15,000 dollars,

whilst others have scarcely 100. The religious

houses arc in many instances rich, but not from their

possessions in land, so much as from tlieir accumula-
tions which have been improved by lending on mortga-

ges to tl)e proprietors of lands at high interest, 'i he
revenues of the church being derived almost solely

from land, in the form of tithes, have partaken of

that advance which the increase of cultivation has

produced. Ilje difference in the value of tithes taken

at two following periods, will show both the increase

ill cultivation, and in the revenues of the church.

I’roduce of tithes from 1771 to 1780, 13,3.07,157

dollars,—from J781 to 1790, 18, .353,821 dollars.

The proportion between the regular and secular

clergy is not ascertained, but the whole of the reli-

gious of both order.'j, including nuns, monks, lay-

brothers, probationers, choristers, and servants, do

not exceed M-,000 persons.

The political division of New ^Spain is into twelve iMunttu.t.

intendancies, to which maybe added three provinces -md PrcM

which, though under its government, are lemoved
to a considerable distance, and arc rather depend-
ant upon it, because no other plan of riding rhera has

yet been adopted, than from any design that they

should ultimately be considered a part of it. The
intendancies arc,

Mexiro
Puebla
(ruanaxuato

Valladolid

(kiadalaxara

2accatccas

Oaxaca
Merida
Vera Cruz
San Luis l^otosl

Durango
Sonora.

After a sketch of these, the provi ices of Now
Mexico, Old California, a.nd New California, will be
noticed.

The intendancy of ISIcxico merits the first consi-

;

<

deration, on account of its being the most populous, of Mcmo

the most rich, and as containing the capital of tlie

kingdom, and the scut of the government. Its

extent is .'>927 sijviare leagues, and its inhabitanf*^,

by the cens-us of 1803, amounted to 1,.) 11,800.

It extends from IC*^ .'j l' to 2]^^ 57' of north laditudc.

On its western side a portion of the province is

w'ashed by the South Sea from Acapulco to Zacatu-

la, a distance of 270 miles, but no part of it np-

oroaches nearer than 35 miles to the Eastern Ocean.
The intendancy being both on the high and the low

land, must partake of the climate of each, but more
than two-thirds of it is mountainous, and consequent-

ly cool and healthy ; whilst that part which borders

on the South Sea, has nil the heat and insalubrity

usually encountered in similar circumstances. Only
the highest peak of one of its mountains enters the

region of perpetual snow^ ; and no other summit but
3 c
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iMcxlco. this of Toluca is equal in liciglit to Mont Blanc in

Swi.tzerlancl. The best and most valuable portion of

tb#' Intendancy is the Valley of Mexico, which is

called a valley, because surrounded by ridges of

higher hills, but is yet 7500 feet above the level of

the ocean. The drains ol' the hills iirovind the

plain run towards the city, in the vicinity of which

they form the lakes of Tczcuco, Zumj)ango, San
Clji'istoval, Xochlinilco, and Chaleo. 1'ezcuco, from

the muriate and carbonate of soda in the soil, is

brackish
;
the other lakes arc of good tasted water,

and all are abundantly stocked w’ith fish. These
lakes have, grade ally been drying up, ever since the

country haSi been occupied by tlje Sj)aniards. The
great quantity of trees whicli have been cut down
for building, whilst none have been planted, has ex-

posed both the soil and tlie lakes to a grealer de-

gree of evaporation, as well by a greater surlace on

wiiich the direct rays of tlie sun operate, as by lay-

ing them open to the iiilluciicc of the drying winds

from the south. Artificial means have been also ap-

plied to a most expensive, if not an efFcctual extent,

for draining the liuke of Tczcuco, and preventing it

irom inundating the capital, as it has soiiit limes done
in a most injurious degree. Operations have been
carrying on tor near 300 years to prevent the>e in-

undations, by turning the Lake of Zumpango into a

stream, that shall empty itself by the River Tula to

the Gulf of Mexico. TIic labour, and even the

liv(‘s, of numljerle.ss Indians have ocen lavished on

this undertaking, and the expenditure has already

amounted to L.‘-^,000,000 Sterling. It is a canal of

most Klujiendous dimensions; but from the friable

nature of I lie soil through which it is conducted,

from fre(|uent variations in the de.sign, and luunerous

errors in the execution, it does not yet operate as an

elVectiKil security, or injure the iiihabilant& from

these filial inundations, by wdiich at several periods

tliey have been visited. TIk* lakes in the imim*diate

vicinity ol the capital are made to supply consider-

able qiiantilies of vegetables and fruits, by means of

Heating gardens ; an invention el niori? importance,

when the city was almost covered, and wholly Mir-

reundi'd with walei, than at present; but which has,

however, been eontiniu-d by tlic indiaii families to

the present time, and furnishes the means o^‘sub^ist-

cnce U) many of them, 'fhebc gardens UJuiiuvipos)

are formed of reeds, lushes, loois, and branches of

brush-weed, which are converted into a raft; on

these matcrial> is laid the black mould, which is

sirongly impregmiled wnh inuriale of soda. The soil

is gradually purilied fi.nii the salt, by frequently

washing it with l!ie walei ol liie lake. Kveii the

waier of 'J't'zcuco, wliich, though i-alt, is not highly

saturated, Inis the elVeet ol' dissolving the Biilt in the

soil, aiul by each washing the fi i tilily is im leased.

Some of these gardens contain the collage of the

proprietor, on wliich he guards a grouji ol'hurround-

iug chiiiampos. They are towed or oufehed by long

poles from one pai' of the lake to the olher, and in

jiroccss of time, as the lakcsS have subsided near the

iianks, these gardens Imvi* become fixed, and at lengib,

by farther fall of the waiter, have become dry ground.

Knch chiiiampa is about 330 feet long, and 20 broad.

'I’lie mould, purified by frequent irrigations, is heap-

ed to the height of three or four feet above the sur- Alexiw.

lace of the water. Beans, peas, capsicums, potatoes,

artichokes, cauifilowcrs, and other vegetables, arc

cullivated upon them; the borders are generally or-

namented with Htmers, and sometimes a hedge of

rose budics is planted as a fence around them. One
of the most agreeable recreations of the inliabicant?

of the city is taking the air in bouts among these de-

licious floating gardens. '

The city of iNlexico, the most extensive, populous, ( ity of

and wealthy of any place in the western heiaisplierc,

is built on what was formerly a Jake, and is still a
marshy soil, between the two lakes of Iczcuco and
\ochimilco. The centre of the city is distant from
the I'onner two miles and six fui longs, and Irom the

lattc'r five miles am* a liaif. It equals in regularity

of buildings, m ccjuiihty of surface, and in the breadth
ofir*? streets, St Retershurg, Berlin, or flic best parts

of Uestminstur. The house.s are built ol stone,

with fiat Tool's, and generally display considerable

arciiitecLural taste. The public buildings are mag-
r.ilicent, and have been constructed at enormous ex-

pence. The moat con.siderabJc of these is the Vice-

regal Palace, an extensive hut heavy edifice; the

Cathedral, a miignificcnt building, whose execution

occupied ninety years, and which is most j>rof'Qscly

adorned w'ith gold and silver images, rails and lamps
of solid sliver, and other decorations of the .same ex-

pensive character. There are near one hundred
other churches, which are for the most part orna-

mented and decorated with the same lavish profusion.

The Royal Mint is a splendid building, and oneJmn-
dred workmen arc constantly employed in it. The
edifice destined for the School of Mines cost in build-

ing L.125,00U, and w^ould be thought an ornament
to the best parts of l^ans or London. The Plaza
Major is adorned with a beautiful eque!?trian statue of

King Charles thb Fourth, cast in hroir'c m this city

by a native artist. It is considered a chrf d\)€iivrv

of a'f, and its weight, which is twenty-two tons,

must have employed mechanical talents of no com-
mon ordiT to place it on the pedestal which supporUs
it. 'i'hc 'i'rcasury near the Viceroy's palace is rnore

rcmarkable for having been the spot from whence
havi' issued more than one thousand five hundred
millions of dollars, than for any peculiar beauty or

l.':-te in the edifice. Tliere are many Convents in

the city, the principal one, that of the Franciscans, is

of great extent, and possesses a large revenue. 'J'herc

are several Nunneries, the principal part of whose in-

habitants arc the females of the higher Indian faini-

lic.-s, and sonic few of the white Creoles.

liducation is not totally neglected, though it is ra-StuU of

ther at a low ebb. The University richly endowed fan

e>tablishment, and 1ms abundance qf professors,

nous, and the other offices wdiich might'be usefully em-
ployed. 'flic mathematics, chemistry, and botany, are

more studied than the classics, but scholastic divinity

is the most favourite pursuit, in an institution whose
principal design it is to qualify youth for the clerical

profession. ']'he study 6f mineralogy is prosecuted

with ai dour in the school for that science. A bota-

nical garde n is established, very richly furnished with

the rarest specimens of those plants which arc inte-

resting either to commerce or medicine. An Aca-
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Mexico, dcray for the Fine Arts, furnished with a good collec-

lion of ancient casts, has been useful in foslcring a

correct taste, which has been displayed in the cejues-

trian statue already noticed, and in a beaiuiful sepul-

chral monument consecrated to Cortez by his de-

scendant the Duke of Montcleon, which was con-

structed by Tolsa, and stands in the chapel of the

Jiospital de los natufjoles. Instruction in the hne

arts is communicated grads, and for this purpose

an annual revenue of more than L.5000 is ap-

propriated. The building assigned to it contaiu*

a iiiucli finer assemblage of casts than is to be found

in any city of Germany, (>afits of tlic Apollo Hel-

vedeiT, Laocoon, and oihLr large statues, have

been transported over the wor^t roads, and over

higher mountains than St Gothard or St Bernard.

The casts w^erc purchased in luiropc at an expence

of more than L.8()00, cxcliusi vci of the cost of con-

veyance. 'J lie Academy !..( laboured succefisfully

to introduce among the aiii'-’ans a taste for elegant

and beautiful forms. l.v( rv evening the large rooms
of the building, well lighted with Argand’s lamps, are

lillcd with hundreds of young people, some of whom
arc occu])i( d in drawing from relievos or living mo-
dels, and others in copying draw'ings of various kinds;

and in this assemblage (he diistinclions of rank de-

pending on complexion seem to be waved, as the

wliiies, the Indians, and theMeMizoes, meet on ctjual

terms, and enjoy equal advantages of instruclion.

The knowledge of chemistry le very generally dif-

fused throughout Mexico
;

it is called the nucva /ilo~

so/ui, and tin; unlives ''ven in the distant proviiK cs arc

accustomed to reason mi its principles iiid re.sults.

The best wmrk on minevahigy in the Spani* h language,

!/'//(' Manual </ Onfciofxnosij, according to the jirin-

cijdes of the scliool of I'Veyberg, by M. d'd Hio, was

published in Mexico, wtH a.stlic translation of

Lavoisier’s FJrmeals of Chnuistrjf, "I’ho School of

Mines possesses u chemical lahoiatorv, a geological

collection arranged according to the sysloni of Wer-
ner, a phyMcal cabinet furnislu-d uilh tlie instruments

ol' Hiiinsder., Ad.im.s, Ij* Noir. and IJcrIhoutI, and

also modoivs executed with great accuracy by native

artis::ns. The Court of Spain has sedulously pro-

moted bolaniial resivutilics in each poMi(jn ol its ex-

teiiMve Iran.salkmtie doniinion.s. 'J’he botanical gnr.

den ill Mexico exhibits specimens of these expedi-

tions. One of lh(i commissioners for New Spain. Al.

Scss(*, after returiiing from tlie expedition, and ar-

ranging his eollecLion, delivered a course of botani-

ciil lecuires, which are now continued by JSi. C’er-

v.intes, whilst M. Echeveria describe.^ the extraordi-

nary beasts, birds, and iLIics, which the counlvy pro-

duce?. These gentlemen are both of them natives of

Mexico.

Mathematical knowledge, though not neglected, !•.

less assiduously cultivated in the University of Mexi-

co than in the Scliool of Mines. The pupils of this

la5t institution proceed farther in analysis, and aio

instructed in the integral and diircreiitir.l calculus.

As the return of peace has supplied rhun with chro-

noirt&lers, sextants, and repeating circles, we may

hope for accurate observations from the most re-

mote provinces of the viccroyalty. The taste for

astronomy is of ancient date in Mexico, it had three Mexico-

distinguihlied cultivators in the last century,—Velas-

'

quez, Gamn, and Alzate. They made a nun^cr
of observations, especially on tlie eclipses of Ju-
piter’s satellites. Alzatc was the correspondent
of the Academy of Sciences in Paris, and though,
from directing his attention to too many objects, be
sometimes was led into error, he is entitled to great
praise for liaving excited among his countrymen a
taste for science, and a love of research, and for

having diffused a considerable portion of physical
knowledge b}' the Gazetta de Litci atura, which, for

fi long series of years, he edited.

Don Joaquin Velasquez was the most able geome-
trician that has been produced in New Spain, and ulj

his geoijeticiil and natronomical labours bear the stamp
of the greatest accuracy. He was born in July 17J2,
at an obscure Indian village. His uncle, a parish priest,

placed him under an Indian of Xaltocam, who was
deeply versed in the Mexican history and mythology,
for his education, where he acquired a knmvledge of'

the various languages of the indigenous inhabitantft,

and perused their hicroglypliical writings. 1 1 tfwas re-

moved to the Tridcntinc College in Mexico, which then
had a paucity of bool=, instrumenls, and able instruc-

lors. M ull sucli assistance as he had, however, he
eoiiimcnced the study of the inuthematics, and w as at

length made happy by an accident, which placed in

his hands the works of Bacon and Newton. luom the

one he imbibed a taste for astronomy, and from the

other learnt the true method of philosophizing. Be-
ing then poor, he began jointly with his friend Gua-
drilaxuni, since Professor of Mathematics in the Aca-
demy, to construct telescope?, quadrants, and other

instruments. Having entered on the profession of

tlic law, the fees he received as an advocate were
destined to procure from Lugland those insirumcnts

which lii.s love of science made desirable. He con-
tinued hi.s studies with much assiduity, and \vi\s at

length appointed u prorcssor in the University. In

he was appointed to observe, in California,

tlic transit of Venus, and lo make other astronomical

observations. He rectified the errors in the geogra-

phical |)ositions of various places in that country, and
availed himself of its traiKsluceiU and serene atmo-
sphere, to make oe\craI ctlcftLiul observations. The
Abbe Chappe, iiom Pari'^, had arrived in California

during iiis residence ijicre, to observe tlie transit of
Venus, and was .'•urpnsed that the Mexican astiono-

nuT was lound right in hiuing ascertained that (he

eclipse ol the moon on the ISlIiof June would he vi-

sible hi ( alifornia, contrary to ins owm calculation.

He nuule by iiimsclf a very good observation ol' the

transit of Venus over the disk of the sun, !>d.lunr

176*q, and communicated the resull the same morn-
ing to C'iiap[>i.', and to the two Spaiiisli astronomers,

who were his fellow commissioners. In 177^d, by a

variety of observations, he fixed the latitude and lon-

gitude of the capital, and many otlicr iinpoitaiit pla-

ces in the viceroyalty. His labours vve-re iiulefalig-

able, and tlii' establishment of the School of i\liiieF,

which owes its origin to him, will be a la. big monu-
ment of his zeal and judour ia the cause of science.

He died in I7b‘(), wlula di recto r-gcuerid olTlic 7V/-
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fjumil de Mineriat and invested with the title of Al*

' caldt del Corte Honorario.

these notices, it would be unjust not to

mention Gama. Without fortune, and with a nume-
rous family to maintain by severe and almost me-
chanical labour, he was unknown during his life to

his fellow citizens, though they eulogised him after

his death. Gama, by his own exertions, became an
able and well informed astronomer. He published

several memoirs on eclipses of the moon, on the sa-

tellites of Jupiter, on the almanack and chronology

of the ancient Mexicans, and on the climate of New
Spain; all of which discover great precision of ideas,

and great accuracy of observation.—It is proper to

record these inslnncea of mental proficiency, both as

preserving the memory of respectable individuals,

and showing that the western hemisphere is capable

of producing and developing talent.

The Acordada, q prison and house of correction,

is a very fine and extensive building. It has room
lor more than Jt^OO inhabitants, many of whom arc

destined to reside there, for contravening the reve-

nue and for other offences. Besides the hos-

pital of St Jumi de Dios, which, being under the care

of the monks, ns in the other Spanish dominions, is

not considered to receive the best medical treatment;

tlierc are several other hospitals, which receive the

sick poor, and to which students in medicine are ad-

initlcd, to acquire the knowledge of their profession.

The streets of Mexico are well paved with a most

excellent kind of porphyry, and it is well lighted with

convex lamps. A common sewer runs through the

centre of each street, which is covered with planks,

and conveys the filth of the city away. A very good

police is maintained, under the direction of the Ca-

liildo, or corporation of the city. Mexico contains

a population of about 140,000, of whom nearly one-

half ’arc whites, either European or Creole, the re-

mainder Indians, Negroes, and the various mixed

casts. There are in the streets, witliout habitation,

and almost without food or work, nearly 50,000 In-

dians, ’called (iuachinangos, who resemble the Laza-

roni of Naples, though, unlike them, they neither

bog nor arc lurnultuons. As a small quantit) of la-

l)oiir will enable them to indulge the propensity for

chiinkenness, they are often seen in the streets in a

btale of intoxicated insen.iibility, when they are car-

ried to the guard -house, and, when recovered, set to

work by the police. They are employed in cleans-

ing the streets, and, in a day or two, having acquired

sufficient to purchase ah mucli pulque as will intoxi-

cate them, they are soon again m the same condition,

transferred to the guard-house, and from thence to

llic Streets, and thus pass their lives in alternate

drunkenness and punishment.

As Mexico is built on a marshy soil, water is to

be found everywhere, by digging a few feet, but this

water is not. much approved by the inlinbitants, ex-

cept for washing. The principal supply is by means

of aqueducts, which convey the w^-^fir to the different

parts of the city. The best is from the lake of Xo-

ehimilco, which is reraark/ibly pure and limpid, and

I line incessantly. Everj kind of provision is chea])-

iy and abundantly supplied from the surrounding

d jirli'ts, which arc highly cultivated, and covered

with a hardy and numerous population, whose prin-* Mexico.

cipal occupation is the labour of agriculture. The
consumption of pulque within the city is enormous;
a duty 16 collected at the gates which produces an-

nually GC0,000 dollars. The consumption of bread
in Mexico is, in proportion to the population, nearly

the same as in the cities of Europe. Beef is less

eaten than mutton ; the annual supfily of oxen is on-

ly 16,000, wiiilst that of sheep, is 273,000. iSalt is

made near the city. The clayey soil is impregnated

with muriate of soda, which is dissolved, and, by eva-

poration, refined so as to fit it for culinary purposes.

In regard to the supply of all necessaries, no city can
be more favourably placed than Mexico, and its lo-

cal position is such as to give it a commanding in-

fluence over the whole of the American continent.

It can more easily communicate both with Europe
and Asia than any other capital, and nothing is w^ant-

cd to augment its importance to an astonishing ex-
tent, but a free commerce, more liberal institutions,

and an intercourse with some port to the northward
of Vera Cruz, in a more healthy climate than that

city enjoys.

The next important .place to Mexico in the in- o Ik/

C

uu
tendancy of that name is Queretaro, a city of 55,000 in In-

inhabitants, surrounded with mines, celebrated for^^‘

its beautiful houses, its aqueducts, and some ma-
nufactories of cloth. Tezcuco contains 5000 inha-

bitants, who arc principally employed iff the manu-
facture of cotton goods. Cliilpantzingo depends on
the cultivation of wheat on the fields that surround it.

The number of its inhabitants is about 7000. Cuerna-
vaca, on the southern declivity of the Cordilleras, is in

a most delicious climate, and abounds in all the fruits

of both climates, being only 3500 feet above the level

oftheseu. Cuyoacan, Tacuba, Tasco Lerma, Toluca,
Eacliuca, Cadcreta, and St Juan del Ilio, are the only

other towns in the interior. "I'heir population in-

creases ra[)ldly, and though some of them have mines
in tlieir vicinity, their principal dcpendancc is on
agriculture. Tlie two towns on the coast of tlie Pa-
cific Ocean are Acapulco and Zacatula. Tlie inha-

bitants of the former amount to 4000 usually; but,

when the ships from Manilla visit the harbour, the

population is generally tripled. The granite moun-
tains by which it is surrounded render it very sick-

ly
;
tliough, by a large cut through them, which has

created a current of air, it is rendered less noxious.

Zacatula, though a good port, has but little trade;

and, being to tlie northward, it enjoys a more healthy

climate. The coast is very dangerous in the months
of July and August, when tremendous hurricanes

blow from the south-west; at that time, and even in

September and October, the ports are difficult of ac-

cess ; and, even in the fine season, from October to

May, impetuous winds from the iiorlh-cast and
north-north* cast, known by the names pajmgallo
and ithiuitUcpcc^ render the coast very hazardous.

The south-west winds^^e attended with thunder and
heavy rains, whilst the Others arc prevalent wlien the
sky is clear

;
and w'hat the English sailors call in the

AVest Indies white squalls arc excessively dangeigaus.

Tlie intendancy oi Puebla contains 81.3,300 inha- Jiiumlan<\

bitants, and extends over a surface of 26<}6 square of I’ucbh.

leagues. Its frontage towards the Pacific Ocean is
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Mexico. 26 leagues in length, between the intendancies of

Oaxaca and Mexico ;
but it has neither harbour nor

navigable river. The greater part oF the intendancy

is traversed by the Cordilleras. It extends through

four degrees of latitude; and, though wliolly in the

torrid zone, from the great inequalities of its surface,

possesses the productions and the climate of every

part of the globe. The table-land, which is from

5f)00 to 6.ri()0 feet abcS^$^ the level of the sea, is emi-

nently fruitful in wheat, maize, agave, and fruit trees.

It still exhibits remarkable vestiges of the ancient

Mexican civilization. The highest mmmtain in

Mexico, Pococatepell, is in this province. It is vol-

canic, but for the last three centuries has only dis-

charged smoke and ashes. It is 2000 feet higher

han tlie highest peak of the Alps, and, with one ex-

ception, is the highest moiihtain of North America.

The population of this district is principally c oncen-

trated on a small part of it-: and almost the whole

track, from the cenlrid t aide-land to the shores of

the South Sea, thougli well adapted ibr the cultiva-

tiim of sugar, cotton, ar i other tropical productions,

is nearly a desert, 'i’hc most favourable production

of the elevated plain is wheat ;
for a long period it

made but slow progress
;
but, as the road towards

Vera Cruz has advanced, the cultivation of this grain

has increased; and probably at no distant period it

will becomq the granary for the supjdy not only of

Cuba, Porto liico, and the Caraecas, but of the whole

West India settlements. The most remarkable ob-

j. ct,'. now left bf the ancient Mexicans are the mounds
or pyramids, one of tlie largest of wliich is to be

found in this intendancy. Its sides are exactly in the

direction of the parallels and the meridian. It is

constructed of alternate layers of clay and bricks.

Its height is only 177 feet, but its base h M23 feet

on each side. On the top of it is a clnireb, on a plat-

Ibrni of 45,‘30() square feet, in which mass is daily

cclebruted, by a ])riest of Indian extraction. This

pyramid of Cholula was used, by the former inhabit-

ants, as a temple, or rather altar, on which human
victims were offered. It was in this intendancy that

Cortez laid his plans for tlie subsequent subjugation

of the whole country, and where In? found those as-

sistant cs without which he could have made no efforts

with any prospect of success. It had been long pos-

sessed by the two jmvv^erful republics of Tlascala and

Cholula, the former of an aristocratic, the latter of

n democratic kind. The latter had been recently

subdued, and was not reconciled to the government

of Montezuma ;
the former still resisted, though

ngiiinst fearful inequality. Cortez released Cholula

ii omits subjection, though by the exercise of gratui-

tous and sanguinary cruelty ; and then, having made
alliance with TIascala, the population of both states

tvere placed under his orders, and operated that great

change wliich the empire of A nahiiac experienced.

The defection of Cholula, which was the centre of

knowledge, and the arbiter t^f the customs and leJi-

gioii of the country, which was resorted to by pil-

grims from all parts of it, ahd Ijy that means diffused

lUTcclings and ideas, was more injurious to MoiUe-

zLima tlian the firm hostilily wliich TIascala maintain-

ed.. When the power ol’ both republics were united,

*jiir.K r ihc orders of such a ca['Uiin as Covtr?, and
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directed by the knowledge and valour of Europeans, Mexic

it is not wonderful that the empire of Mexico periah*

cd.

A vegetable curiosity of most extraordinary kind
i.s to be seen in Puebla : A Cyprus tree, at the vil-

lage of AiIlxco, whose circumference is 76 feet 4*

inches, and whose hollow trunk is 16 feet in diame-
ter. It is unfortunate for the intendancy, that four-

fifths of the land in it is in mortmain, or under Ma-
jorazgos. The greater part of it is the property of
municipal, ecclesiastical, or charitable corporations,

and cannot be alienated.

The principal city is Puebla de los Angelos, the
most populous place of Spanish America, next to

Mexico. It contains 70,000 inhabitants, by far tlie

greater [iroportion of wliora are Indians. The rnu-

nicij)ality, by ancient privilege, i.s wholly of the na-

tive race, no w'hite man being eligible. It consitls

of a cacique and four alcaldes, under the control of

an Indian governor, who is, however, under the com-
mand of u European intendant. C holula, the next
city, new contains about 16,000 inhabitants, mostly
Spaniard.?, or the mixed casts, who are chiefly oc-

cupied in cultivation. TIascala has fallen from its

pristine stale, and is now reduced to only inha-

bitants, not more than one-fourth of whom aee of the

original race. Thus, wliilsl Puebla dc los Angelos, a
town founded by S]>aniards, is almost wholly occupied

by Indians, this place, once the seat of the mo^t nu-

merous and warlike population of Mexico, has be-

come deserted by the aborigines, and the uliitc jio-

pulution predominates. Atlixco, I’ehuacan, 'iVpea-

ca, and IJuetxotzinco, the other towns, are not popu-
lous, although the farms and mines in their vicinity

maintain a considerable population.

The intendancy of (luanaxuaio is the smallest in i:.i >

New Spain; but the densily of lU population, and
its mineral wealth, more than compensate for its dc-

ficiency in extent. It extend.s over a surface of 91

1

square leagues, and contains .7l7,OOOinliabitanlB, giv-

ing .786 souls to the league, a relative population great-

er than many countries of Europe, and much great-

er than in any other part of the Spai.ish dominions

in the western hemisphf?re. Its rapid increase may be

dated to have commenced about fifty or sixty years

ago, wdien the rich mines of Miirl'ei, Santa Ana,
Santa Hosa, Valenciana, Itayas, and Mellado, began
to yield tiieir immense wealth. The melallic pro-

duce ot these mines far exceeds the celebrated hill

of Polosi, in Peru, or any other district in eillicr

continent. The riches of the mines liavc induced

cultivation where deserts before only existed, and

cities and towns have rl.sen with a.<toiiiiljiLg cc-

lerity'r No part of New Spain exceeds ihi^ iii the

quantity of agricultural produce, Ihnugh it is all

situated at a consideruhle elevation. Wheat and

maize are hcMiellcially cultivated, and llic .supi ly

of cattle and esculent vegetables is abundant. Tin-

principal city has tlie same name as the intendanev ,

but is sometimes called Santa Ec dc Guaiuixmifi'.

It is of ancient incorporation, hut of recciil growtii,

and now contaiij.s within the town 41,000 inhabitants,

while .‘i0,000 live in the mine.s and farms that im-

mediately surround it. Some of the i\..'«Idcnces of

the proprietors of the mines are of a degree of mag-
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Mexico, nificence and taste, which would be deemed orna-

mental in the finest cities of Europe. The hall of

the^abildo, the churches, and convents, are beau-

tiful, and give to this recent city an air of grandeur

and prosperity. The city of Salamanca is finely si-

tuated on the banks of the river El Grande, w’hich

runs into the lake of Chapala* Celnyo and Sniva-

tierra are cities of no great extent, but rapidly in-

creasing, as are the towns of San Miguel, San Fe-

lipe, and Leon
;

all of which arc of modern founda-

tion since the great influx of wealth from the mines.
Intcjidaiuy intendancy of Valladolid is SH6 f'quare

jp extent, and contains ,S‘7f>,.000 inhabitants.

It has a line of coast on the South Sea, about :j8

leagues in length, but has no port or navigiiblc river

on the whole of its border, Jt is situated on the

w estern declivity of the Cordilleras, intersected w'ith

hills and delightful valleys, which exhibit the unusual

speclaelc in the torrid zone of verdant and well wa-

tered meadows. Jn descending to the coast, the

climate is hot aiul the soil arid. Ibo most singular

I’ealure in this intendancy is the Volcano de Xorul-

lo, or duruyo, which was fiormed in the night of the

‘iOth September 17.59. 'fho catastroplie in which

this mounlaiii roi-e in one night, to a great height,

and totally changed the face of a great extent of

country, is one of the most singular of which we have

any recent and accurate accounts. Till the period

of the combustion, the extent of ground hetw’ecn two

brooks, called the San Pedro and tlie Cuitamha, was

occupied by plantations of indigo and sugar cancs.

These two streams were bounded by basnilic momi-
tuin.s, the .structure of which indicated that tlie dis-

trict, at some remote period, had been subject to

great volcanic convulsion.^* k'ields, beautifully irri-

gated, formed the plantation of XorulJo, one of the

richest and most prosjicrous in the hole province.

Jn the month of June 1 759, subterraneous rumbling

noi.ses wore heard, and were attondod with shocks of

earlhijuakcs, that, during an interval of (ifty or .sixty

day.^, created terror in the cultivators. In the he-

ginning dl’ SeTitcmber, Irancpiiility apjioared to l o re-

.siorcil. Tlie roaring had ecasi'd, and the eartli-

c|u.;l'e.‘5 were suspended. In t;.o niglit between tin’

IjvSth and i.;9th, the lion id nniil)ling recommenced,
and with increased loudnes.s, so as to teirify the in-

habitants, wlio (led to the adjacent mountains, lour-

ing the niglit, a .^uilaeo of ground, from three to

four leagiie.s in exti’M, .•>weiled up like an (uiorinoii.s

bladder, in ii eouvix ibrm, wliose elevation, in the

centre, was .0!2() feet above the level of the ground
liom which it rose, d’hose who saw the awful spec-

laele assert that flames issued forth for an extent of

more than half a square league; tliat fragmcni.s of

burning rocks w’crc* thrown to prodigious 'dieights
;

and that, through a cloud of thick aslios, whea iilu-

niincd by the volcanic fire, tin* softened surface of

llic earth was seen to lift itself up like tlie waves of

the sea. I'lic two rlvidets ran icto the fiery chasm,

and the dceoniposition ol their waters contributed

to invigorate the flames. Ibuplions of mud, and

especially strata of clay and basaltes, in concentrical

layers, indicated that .'-ubtcrraricou.? water had a

great share in producing this extraordinary convul-

sion. Thousands of .‘-mall coiie.s, from six to ten feet

in height, were projected from the surfi.ee, which be-

came a kind of funnel, from which a thick vapour
ai-ccnds to the height of from forty to sixty feet. In

many of them a subterraneous noise appeared to in-

dicate the proximity of some fluid in a statfe of ebul-

lition. In the midst of these cones, or, as they are

named by the inhabitants, ovens (hornitos), six largo

masses were protruded to tlie Keight of irom 1500 to

lf)50 feet above the old levca'fi't the plain
; the most

elevated of which now forms the volcano cf Xorullo.

It is constantly burning, and has thrown up from its

north side an immense heap of scorified and basaltic

lavas, containing fragments of primitive rocks. The
great eruptions of the central volcano' continued till

February cf the following year, when they began
gradually to diminish. 'J'lie country has ever since

obtained the very appropriate name of Malpays.
'Ibc terrified inhabitants, who had retired to a dis-

tance of betw'cen seven and eight leagues, became
gradually reconciled to the spectacle, and having re-

turned to their cottage.s, beheld, with admiration,

the Streams of fire issuing from a vast number of
great and small apertures. Although the subterra-

neous noises now aj)pcar by no means violent, and
tlie Malpays, and even the great volcano, begin to

he covered with vegetable.*;, yet the ambient air is so

Jicated by the action of the small ovens, that the

thermometer, in the shade, at a great du^tance from
the surface, rose to lOJ). The traveller is still .shown

the two brooks, whose clear streams formerly water-
ed tlie plantation, bursting forth at a distance of
more than a iniu* from the spot where they w^ere en-

veloped in the eha*;m ereated by the volcano. These
.streams, if the .««ame, are now united in one, and are of

the ternpernture of There is near them a sul-

jdinrous .stream, more than feet in bitadih, the

water of v/hieh is most highly impregnated w'ith that

mineral. 'J'he belief among the more rude Indians
in the vieinily is, that the convulsion was a miracle

rouglu by some C'apuchin friars, who had preach-
ed, but without elfect, to their tribes

; that Iieing

fluis rejected, they poured forth iniprccation.'s, ami
(helared that, the plantation should be first de.slio}^-

id by earthquakes and volctuios; and that when
Ihe latter were burnt out, the climate would gra-

dually cool, till, from being perpetuall.y buried in

fio f and snow, it would become totally uninhablla-

Ide. As the first part of the prediction has been ful-

lilied, and as tlie gradual coolness has bton inere.-i?-

ing, they live under a strong impression that the lat-

ter will al-^o be accomplished, thus expecting an im-
possibility, because a natural, tlioiigh unusual, ojier-

ation of* nature has taken place. 1’iie indu.stiy ul'tlie

Dionks, in making converts among the Iniliaijs, is very
great

;
many of them arc constantly enij)loyed in the

woik, and thoir anxiety to succeed in it is such, that

they seldom fail to avail themselves of any natural oc-

currence that can ho made subservient to their views.

The Indians, who inhabit this province, are of
fliree difierent race.*^, and cacli retains its original

language;—the Tarases, who were famed in the
.sixteenth century for their industry, and the ad-
vancement they had made in the mechanical arts ;

the Oroinites, who are remarked for their low

degree of civilization, and their peculiarly giu-

11
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tural language, which was noticed by Cortez at the

^ first discovery ; and the Chlchimecs, who, like the

Tlascalars, have preserved the ancient language

spoken at the Aztec court. The whole of the nortii

part of the iittenduncy is iuhubited by these tribes,

who preserve their ancient separation, if not their

enmity. They are, however, all Christians, and the

only while man seen fia their villages is sometimes

a priest, though even ecclesiastics are more fre-

quently of the Indian or Mestizo race. The benefices

are so poor, that it is with difliculty any of the clergy

can be induced to reside in a country where no
Spanish is spoken, and which on tlic sea coast is so

unhealthy, that, the priests frequently die of malig-

nant i'evers within six or eight months after their in-

duction. The population of this intendancy de-

creased very miicli in the year 1786 and 1790, w'hen

the country, from long droiiglit. was visited hy scar-

city approaching to famine. 'I'hc suiiering of tiie in-

habitanis would have hern much greater, hut for the

humanity of the bisho,; .>!' ib^e diocese; who, at a
Joss of more than 50,0 ;0 d. !lars to himself, procured
maize from tlie neighboumig provinces to feed the

poor.

The principal city, Valladolid do Mechoacan, con-

tains about i(S,000 inhabitants; it is the sec of a
hislioj), and the residence of the intendanr. 'J hc

toivn-house, churches, and convents, are handsome,
mid the pubirc walk, the Ahtmeda, celebrated for its

DcauLy, Ikisuu.'iro, tlic next cit}^ is finely situated

on tile border ol’ a lake of tlie same name, it con-

tains fiOOO inhabitants, mostly Indians. A former
bishop of Valladolid is interred here, Vu' co do Qui-

rago, who was distin^ .hed by his hum mity to the

Indians, and by ihcskdi with wliich he inspired them
with the practico of imlustry : he died in 1556, but

Jiis memory is preserved by the rude tribes, who still

call him tlieir tallu r. The only town besides is

lluitz'it/illii, with xJ.jOO inliabitants. Some ol’ the

mines are very valuable, particularly tliose of Zita-

qiiaro alid Jleal dei Oro.

(jLUulttlaxiirii is an intendancy extending over a

surface of 961 L' square leugue.N, and maintaining a
population of 650,500 souls. It stretclies 1 2\^ leagues

along the shores of the J^icilic Ocean, wlierc it has

the single port of St lilas. It is crossed from cast to

west by the Santiago, a considerable river, wliicli

rises on iho lake Clmpala, and emptiej* itself into the

J^'ieiiic Ocvan, near St Bas. It is a most important

means of communication between the interior of the

country and the sea, and thougli now only used for

lloating timber to the naval arsenal, is capable of be-

ing made the route for the productions of Salamanca,

(juanaxualo, and Z clay a, to the ocean. The volcano

of C olima in this province rises to the height of

9200 feet abo'T the sea ; but the plain on which it

stands being 5500, its appearance is not striking.

No eruption of it is recorded, but it frequently

throws up smoke and ashes. U is the most westerly

of all the volcanos of New Spain. This intendancy

is both an agricultural and manufacturing district ;

according to the statement made by the intendant,

the value of its animal agricultural nroducc amount-

ed to 2,599,000 dollars, and that of its manufactures

to 3,302,000. Maize, wheat, and cotton, are ilie

princi])al productions of the soil, whilst the manufac- Mexico,

tories furnish cloth from cotton and from wool, both
for the inhabitants of ihis difejlritL and some of t,Iie

surrounding ones. One of the nio&t productive
mines of New Spain, that of Balanos, is within this

intendancy, besides wJiich are. Asientos de Ibarra,

Copala, Guiehichila, and sevefrd smaller ones. The
city of Guadalaxara is the residence of the hLshop
and of the intendant

; and the highest court of
justice, the Royal Audience, has its sessions in it. It

is a corporation with a cabildo. The edifices are

some of them very niagnihcent. The population in

1793, according to Humboldt, was 1.9,500 ; but by an
account now before us takcu in 180.9, it appears to

amount to more than 40,000. The only other city,

St Bias, if it were not unheaitlj}^, would at some time

become a port of vast iaiporui.ce. It is the best

liarbour on the western shore of Mexico. It has
an inland communication by means of the liver St

lago. The country about it is well covered witli

excellent ship timber. Fitch, tar, and turpentine,

arc to be procured with facility, and hemp and flax

grow as far aS they are permitted almost s[)()nl!ineoLis-

iy. It is already the principal arsenal lor building

ships, and the chief plaeo wheri,' llu: fuw ships of war,

beJongjiig to Spaiu, in lliosesta^ are relilted. It was in

the coniemplalion ol llit govcrnnient to concentrate

ilicir naval affairs by convening the stores of St Bias

to Acapulco, but the superior advantages of the

former port has induced tlie continuance of it as an
ar.senal.

The intendancy of Zaccotccas contains 2350 buvad am
square Jeaglle^, and a population of 153,000 inha-*^/

bitauLs. Its dependance is almost wiiolly on tiu;*^‘^^‘

lich nijues which it contains. Tlie table-land, which
forms the centre of the district, is composed of

sieiiite, on wliicli strata of primitive schistus and schis-

tous chlorites repose. The schist forms the base ol

tlic mountains of gruuwacke and trap[>ish porphyry.

Theie are nine small lakes to the nortli of the capi-

tal, uliich abound in muriate and carbonate of soda,

csjjecially tlic latter. J’liis carbonate is? of great use

in dissolving the muriates and the sulp.iurets of sil-

ver. 'fhe central table-land of Asia does not abound
in soda more than this part of Mexico. Some of

the ricliest silver miuet are workid in this province,

where was discovered the veta iwgui dc Somhrete,

the richest seam that w'as ever di.scovered in cither

hemispheie. /accatixas, the chief place, contains

a population of 33,006 inhabitants. Sombrete and
IVesnillo are large well-inhabited places, and in-

eroasing as tli(> productiveness of the mines which

they surround iiicrciLses.

The intendancy of Oaxaca is one of the richest Jnumi.u.cv

in New JSpain ; its extent is 4447 s(|uare leagues, 0.i\

and its iniinbitants amount to 535,000. Its south-

ern boundary extends along the coasf of the Pacific

Ocean from GuatimaJa to the jaovlnce Puebla, a

distance of liO blagues. Oaxaca is one of the most

delightful countries in this quarter of the glohi .

The beauty and salubrity of the climate, the Jertiii-

!y of the soil, and the variety and richness of its

productions, all minister to the prosperity of the in-

iiabitanls, w'ho have, in consequence, from tlie roost

remote period that wc are acquainted with, been the
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most advanced in civilization of any portion of New
Spain. The mountain soil of this province forms a

singular contrast with that of the adjoining districts.

In place of the strata of basalteSj and amygdaloid,

and porphyry, with griinstein base, which cover the

other regions, only granite and gneiss are found in

thtSi.* mountains. The height of these granite sum-
mits ari‘ not ascertained, but the Cerro de Senpual-

tej»cc is said to be the loftiest, and from one of its

heigljt'! botJi the seas arc to be seen. This intend-

ancy comprehends two mountainous districts, called

Mixteca and Tzapoteea. The Indians of the for-

mer, who principally cultivate the nopal for the

cochineal insect, are an active, intelligent, and in-

dustrious race of people. Some ancient cemeteries

which exist, thougli in ruins, show tliat the inhabit-

ants of tins district, before it was known to Europe,
bad made more progress than the other natives of

this continent. The palace of Mitla was appropri-

ated as a retirement for the sovereign, to lament for

the loss of a wih*, a mother, or a son. It forms

three editiccs, the principal of which is best pre-

served, and is 1 lU) feet in length. A staircase form-

ed in a pit leads to a subterraneous apartment, S8
fei*t by 'J'his gloomy place is covered with

iirccfjKvs, the same as the exterior walls of the pa-

lace. The most material di-nlinction between this

and Ollier iMcxican edifices i^, its having pillars of

[)()rpliyry to support the ceiling; they arc 17 feet

high, and the sliuft is a single piece. The .similarity

of tlu’ apaitinenls to those found in Upper Egypt is

very striking. Tliis province gives the title of mar-

(piis to the family of Cortez, and tlie rnajorazgo he-

loiiging to them consisis of four towns and forty-nine

villages, which contain 17.000 iniiabitants. Tlic

principal city, Oaxaca, hut sometimes called Ant( (|uc-

ra, contains about '24,000 inliabitants. It is ihe resi-

dence of the bishop, of the intendant, and the court

ol’ justice. It is well built, and was, till tin late

disturbances, when the insurgonts enteied and plun-

dered it, a most rapidly improving ])laee. Nan An-
tonia de Ids Cues is a populous place, and eariies

on a considerable trade. The only port is 'J eguan-

tepeque, at the mouth of a liver, whose bar impedes

the entrance of large vessel?. Jt is, however, the

channel by which llie iii<ligo ami oilier valuable

products of (luatimala pass into the river lluascual-

co, in their way to tlie European maikefs. The
most considerable mines are Viilalta, Zolga, Yxte-
pexi, and 'I'olomo.sln, but their jiroduce is inconsi-

derable, when eouipared with llic richer veins to the

nor tilward.

Merida is an intendancy of New Spain, though it

comprises only the penin'^uLi of Yucatan, wdiich

formed no part of the ancient empire of Mexico,

and is now in part inhabited by a few straggling

British subjects, and a numerous body of unreclaim-

ed Indians. Its extent is .')q77 square leagues, and

its population is estimated at l<b’5,00(), the far greater

part of whom live an errati Ufe, Cape Catoche

was once pi obubly joined to Cui>e Antonio, in the

Island of Chiba; but the period wdien the impetuous

force of the ocean burst the barrier, and lormed the

Gulf of Mexico, must be more a matter of con-

jecture than citlier of liistory or of calculation. The

peninsula has a ridge of high mountains in the Alcxico.

centre, which divides the part to which the English

have access from the Spanish inhabitants. The
western side of this range alone is, strictly speak-

ing, under the Viceroy of Mexico, who,t has issued

order.s for the Indians under the authority of Spain

to be removed to such a distance as shall prevent

their assisting in contraband trade; The soil of this

peninsula, when cultivated, j« fertile, and yields the

subsistence and subjects of commerce which a tro-

pica) climate usually affords. Its hills abound with

cattle, whose hides and tallow constitute part of the

exports. The climate, especially in the hills in the

centre, is salubrious, and refreshed by the sea breezes.

Campeche is tlic principal place of commerce, but

the whole shore is so Hat, that vessels cannot ap-

proach within six or seven miles with safety. Its in-

iiabitants arc estimated at 7000 or 8000. The town
of Merida is on an arid plain, forty miles Irorn tlie

coast. A small river passes it, and enters llie sea at

a part which can scarcel}^ admit the entrance of large

boats ; what little commerce it enjoys is by this chan-

nel. Its exports consist principally of iioney, wax,

and an inferior kind of cotton
;
hut the latter article,

owing to the w'ant of riiachines lor clearing the seed

from the wool, is of very little value. I'be popular

lion of the town is 10,000 souls. Ih'sules these,

there is the small town of Vullailolid, with about

2500 inhabitants. The rest of thi* population i?

scattered in small villages, or spread m waudeiing

tiibes. 'J'he wood, wlueh lakes its name from our

of the towns of this province
( ), i.> 1 mud

in great abundiince. It is Milfered U' dry ii;r one

year after it IS cut dow'ii, when it us'udi\ eairied

to Vera (,riiz or IJavaria, to bo eouve i \ to Luiope.

The expeiu:es of its conveyance ere so gieal, in

proportion to its value, that it is -.earcily worlli con-

vert tng into an article v)t‘ ciMnnierce. i'lieie are ne

min(»s ol’any descrijilion in tins intendancy.

'flic mtendaney of \'cra Cm/ is a narrow .strip ol '' ''la

laud extending along llie coast Ciulf oI‘ Mexi-''
'

CO, from the livcr liaradcras or di* ios Eaigatos, to

tile great nvei
,
or rather the tstuary ol I*anuco. Its

length is 210 lenguts- v\liilst its breadth is only from

25 to 2N leagues. Its wliole surface is an extent of

U 10 sipiare leagues, and ns population no mort‘

than I5ti,00(). Having already, under the division

of commerce, taken a view of its most important de-

pot, the city of Vera Chuz, the capital ol this ii. en-

diincy, we pass on to the description ol its interior.

There is no region of even the new continent where
the change and variety of climate and jiroduclioii is

so abrupt as in this province. 'J'lie liigh and snowy
mountains approach almost to the shore, where the

inteu.se heat of a vertical sun is felt with the fullexl

fervour. The western sitle of this district forms the

acclivity of tlie taliie-land of Mexico, and the ascent

is so sudden, that, in the short space of a single day,

the traveller from the plain above may, from the re-

gions ol’ eternal frost and snow, reach the level

ground on the shore of the ocean, where the most
suHbeating heats prevail* In ascending to the upper
plain, the increase of elevation is distinctly marked
by the different trees, and other vegetables, and by
the inodes of cultivation which the peasantry pur-
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Mexico. 8ue. The growth of the oak points out the limit

which nature has assigned to tlic dreadful fever of

the low country. When the region where tliat tree

grows is once gained, the apprehension of infection

from the ctintagious disease of the warm climate may
be at rest« In ascending to Xalopa, 4300 feet^ the

forests of liquid-amber announce that tlte traveller is

in the region where the clouds from ilie ocean come
in contact with the blttaltic summits of the Cordil-

leras. A little higher, the banana tree, whose fruit

Induces indolence in the native of the lior climates,

ceases to be productive, and thus compels the pcabant

to a more laborious kind of cultivation. At the

height of Saa*.Miguel, pine trev^ begin to mingle

among the oaks, and gradually inriTuse to Perote,

at the elevation of 7700 feel, where ihe eye of the

traveller is first regaled by tin '^pecl ido of exten-

sive fields of wheat. A llir ‘n.^and feel higlicr the

climate forbids the gro'i''- fU Oi* oak, and only

pines are to be seen, wbn i ilie (iioimtains till

they penetrate the p, rpeiua) The
coast of Vera Cv\iz *o '

» • / linnls m'aabiied ; this

may in some measm-i' O' t‘, insalubiity^ of

its cllnKitc, liiiuigh an wiou can U'.; owing lo that

cause i!' ‘' 0 ,
than in iht I'tbir irojUKai regions; but

as tin i.' llu agUiirJ d naval enemy
the ' * i\ on;, th.u Ne-.v ^pnll^ diead, ilie mili-

ta?\ >-.'< !)v in (!it* , ik rmo fli d itom tlie inha-

I'.Uiu.i V'. tn'irb ;y. .lO thiO iii the cooler regions,

'
.

' ' >: ' I'Kit h Jes's oppiessive,

,

'

I
- '

; ,
' i. r in (\*,ea})(' the

i! --t • iv . kid. ef > .iii'i ^ avail'} .

'f i !'. ! spot a iia’ <rlid);a yet

I. 1 - been ;.'S.p(>aw t,. t vvant

i>r ,>r< vl'Mi..' .

'
’ a'arejL) of ialiomais in Ms

't ' ,ii, ‘mall poiUon oi weak vvliith

nr(nU;i. li ;i. 1!. .luls,

iiiil,;.p) ' ! I . mmi mounidins rl gnat i.i

Ti)e vo|( ii. s !i}i is 1 VklOO leet uLiove ih;. li\cl

of tin; sea; u rcsi i ii ; a tnnualeil eone, aiai u cr:i

!er, vvhieh mchiu’ ^v^arllstbe soutli- easi
,

vis'blc

at a lU'odigioii.- Jl^ iipp^r j)ait ajn:i
3
s

covered witli ji^et nds iViaii

it, but it ha- ml iernlied ’in laLihitaots by an

eruption wilb'ii an\ l^ntnv:i p.'rKjil. 'i'lie ^ oiler of

Perote, anolber nnnnnain, and whieli, with Orixaba,

serves as a gui'K lo marinevs in .ijiproacbmg the

coast, is I '.,.GOO 111 height. On itssuiiiinit is u square

mass, rcseinhiing a 'aige chest, from ahich iis name
has been obtained. No crater is to )>e seeii upon il,

nor are any cruplioiib rcLordtvl, but curivnlh of lava,

near some villages in iU vleinliy, appi ar to indicaic

that at some distant period there must have been

a lateral exjilosion. A volcano at Tuxtia, to tne

southward of Vera Cruz, has bad frequent eruptions

within recent periods; one, in March i7,0d, was very

considerable, the house'j in Vera Cruz, Oaxaca, and

Peroie, were covered with ashes, and at the lalU r

place, though ii distance of 180 miles, the subterrane-

ous noises which were beard there at the same time

resembled heavy discharges of artillery. 'l‘hcre arc

no mines at present worked in this nienduiicy ; some

were formerly exjilored, but, after being ascertained

to be too poor to be profitable, they have been aban-

doned. Some medicinal productions, of more value to
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the physician than to the merchant, arc collected

in this intendancy. The root of the Convolovuius

jalapae is found near the city, from wliich it has re-

ceived its name. Sarsaparilla is also found in plenty

in the humid and shady ravines of the Cordilleras.

The royal monopoly of tobacco is supplied with part
of its consumption from the vicinity of Cordova, and
creates a large portion of that productive branch of
revenue. U’he city of Vera Cruz is the capital of
the intendancy, and to what has been already noticed
concerning it, it will be sufficient to add that its po-
pulation is lb,000 inhabitants, and that tlic public
buildings and houses are all built of materials drawn
from the bottom of the ocean ; a species of madre-
poues ami petchistein, as there is neither stone nor
clay in the neighbourhood. Water is very scoree
and brueki-h so that most houses are provided with
tanks f()»' luJih'ng tho rain, which falls in most co-
pious siiowei is, or rather torrents, at some seasons.

Xaiapn, or .lalapa, is a city rather more than half
the height ot the central table-land. The climate be-
ng good, il is the resort of the richer inhabifants of
VlTca Cru/, wiien their commercial alfairs do not de-
mand thoir ))ersonal attendance. The sky is serene
and beautiful in summer, but from December to

b'ebruary it vt'ears a most melancholy aspect. When
ihu Lsrtb wnidjs blow at Vcia Cruz, the inbabitants

of \alapa art' enveloped in a thick fog, tho thermo-
meter falls to Go or Gl, and for several weeks the
sun aiul stars are utterly invisible. In the other

]>arls of tho year, when the heats on the coast are

iiitoierablo, ami tiu' sulferings from insects highly
-mnoying, the resident: ru \alapa enjoy all the de-
lights that the most voluptuous climate cun aliord

The buildingK in this place are .spacious, and partake
of ihitt chiiraf’ler ot magnitit\ ce which is prevalent
in New Spain. Some attention lo study and to tho
hne art.s is paul ; and tlicre is a Sciiool of Drawing,
ir vviiich I hiliin u ol ilu’ poorer artiMins.ire insLruet-

fd, a: t’a; cxpi'iiu. ot’ the richer inliabitants. The
popekilioiv amauhi: to al>out 1 1-,0{)0, the greater
part oiTvhom aie whites.

IVrtUe is a Ibrlres-: rather than a to rn, and in it

the trca.>ure destined I’or Durope is usnally lodged,

to wad a secure means of conveyance. In time of
war, it is said lo h.ive t ontained at one tnne more
ih.in li^fi^/d.' JO ol dollars, waiting an op[iorlunity

(d being conveyed to Cadi/. It is nearly 801)0 feel

above ihcMrvcl of the .'jea, and in a country peculiar-

ly barrel..

Cordova i:. a Iuilc town, in a good climate on the

eastern vleclivity ot Jie I'ic dc Orizaba, whose inha-

bitants about GiHtJ aic mostly employed in the culti-

vation of tuLiieco ; as are those of Cirizaha, another

town of nearly the same population, a little to the

eastward ol Cordova. The inhabitants of tlicsc two
pluccB bad a contest of many ynai's continuance, re-

specting the course of the new road from Vera Cruz
to Mexico. Alter much intrigue, many law-suits,

and much bribery, a road was begun, and is now
proceeding front Perote to Xalapa, and from thence

to the bottom of the mountains near V'^era Cruz,

which, wdien completed, will have a powerful effect

on the future coiubtnn of the whole viceroyalty.

There are many smalloi towns on the more elevated
:'i 1)
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Mexico, parts of the proviocc, which is indeed by far the best

peopled division of it ; but in the border on the sea-

coast there are^,merely plantations, hactmdas or graz-

ing tracts, ranchos, with none bat the necessary la-

iiourera which the two species of establishments re-

quire.

liiitiidnncy San Luis Potosi is the largest intendancy in New
oi* San J.ui^ Spain, and, like the other northern parts of the vice-
l*otobi. royalty, very thinly peopled. Its extent is 517,260

square leagues, and its population S35,000. Though
this extent is mentioned, it is by no means to be re-

lied upon, for the limits to the north have never been
ascertained with any tolerable accuracy, and the

greater part has never becii explored by any but the

native Indians. A considerable district lying be-

tween the rivers Conchas and Bravo del Norte, call-

ed Bolson de Mapimi, extending over 3000 leagues,

is occupied by tribes of Indians culled Apaches, who
make perpetual incursions on the Spanish settlers in

Coahahuila and New Biscay. San Luis Potosi, from
its southern extremity to the ridge of mountains

which separate it from the provincias internas (which

will be presently noticed), presents a regular decli-

vity ; beginning at the table-land of Mexico, and with

a gentle descent terminating near Saltillo, where the

only opening in that range of mountains is to be

found. The southern part is a country whose mines

arc very productive, and in the northern they are

supposed to be equally rich, but the want of capital

and the thinness of the population have hitherto pre-

vented them I'rom being explored. The southern

])art is fertile and cool, with the exception of some
of the deepest valleys and the highest mountains.

Wheat is grown sufficient for the higher class of in-

liubitants, but the poorer classes use bread made from

mai/e. The whole country is well su[)plicd with

animal food, either from itself or from the prox^incias

internas. As there are no settlements between the

river Sabina and the mountains which divide it from

'fexas, this province contains 1/500 square leagues

without habitations, and most parts of the district

present nothing but impassible marshes. Mr Luiond,

:i French engineer who passed through this country,

states, that eight leagues north of Chiclii tliere arc

lulls which abound in coal, from whicli subterranean

noises resembling discharges of artillery are frequent-

ly heard, it occupies tun or twelve weeks to travel

irom the city of Mexico to the frontiers of this in-

tendancy, and the greater number of nights, from
want of liabltiilions, must be passed in the open air.

The city of San Luis, the ca[)ital, contains a popula-
tion of 12,000 inhabitants; being the scat of the

board of revenue for the provincias internas, it has

considerable intercourse with them. The mines of

Calorce have only been worked since 1778, but they

now hold the second or third rank among those of

New Spain. These mines are in rocks easily work-
ed, and requiring but a small supply of gunpowder to

blast them. have, too, the great advantage of

being free from water almost ultogaUior, so as to need

no co.®tly machines to discharge it- The town of

Catorc^, situated near the mines, and depending on
them, Iins lisen with groat rapidit}' from an obscure

Indian village^ to be n largo and Nourishing place,

and though not yt-'t dignified with the title of city, it

ICO.
is much larger than many other places so incor* Mexiu .

porated.

Though the intendancy of San Luis Potosi extends

over the four provinces of Leon> Santander, Cohahuila,

and Texas, those divisions are no part vicerpy-

aliy of New Spain, but are under a chief independ-

ent of its control, though, in affairs of revenue, they

are accountable to the intendant of St Luis, and in

law processes their last appeal is to the court of

royal audience in the city of Mexico. As these pro-

vinces are but little known to Europe, were but

slightly noticed by Humboldt, and yet promise at no
distant period, both from their natural properties,

and from their local situation, as the frontier towards

the United Stales, to be subjects of considerable in^

terest, we shall describe them according to tiic Me-
morial which their delegate to tlic Cortez at Cudiz^

Don Miguel Kamos de Arispe, presented to that

body.

These four provinces occupy two hundred and
twenty leagues of shore on the Gulf of Mexico.
Tiiough none of the ports arc good, and all have bars

at their raoulhs, yet they are capable of considerable

improvement, and probably would be improved, if

greater freedom of commerce were allowed them.

The harbour at the mouth of Kio Bravo del Norte,

called ICl lhaza de Hantia^o, is the best on the coast-

It lias never less than thirteen feet water at its en-

trance, and as the tide sometim.es rises three feet, it

w'ouid admit vessels, j)roperly adapted for it, ol' 40<)

tons. It is defended from the prevailing storms by
the island Malahuitas. The river is already navi-

gable forty leagues upwards, and might be made so,

with very little exertion, thirty leagues higher. Tiie

port of 8an Barnardo, in lat. 27'" SO', was, indeed, in

1808, decreed to be opened for admitting vessels ei-

ther from Spain or the colonies, but up to March
1812, only three small sloops had entered it, and
owing to some jealousies of the officers of govern-

inent, the restrictions on commerce were such as to

forbid the hopes of increase. JJl JSoto dc la Marina.
a port now closed by authority, in 2.0' of north

latitude, if it could be opened, would be improved by
its own inhabitants, wlio are anxious to be allowed

to do so. These four extensive provinces are se*

parated from the other dominions of Spain liy ridges

of mountains which are impassable in most parts by

horses, and totally so by wheel carriages, except

at the single chasm where the city of Saltillo i^

built, and which has, in consequence, become the

focus of all communication. Their intercourse with

each other is maintained with great facility^ both

by means of their rivers and their extensive and
rich plains; and they can exchange their dillcTent

productions without encountering those difficulties

whicli almost exclude communication with New Spain,

Coahuila, the largest of the provinces, is the souther-

most, and divided from San Luis Potosi and Zacatecas

by the Cordilleras before noticed. It is 200 leagues in

length, and 100 in breadth. Its situation is generally

elevated, and being well sheltered from the north-west

winds, its climate is generally healthy, nut too hot
even in the summer, nor severely cold in the wdnter

months, its surface is most luxuriantly irrigated by
the numberless springs which burst from its hills, and
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Mexico, produce rivulets that contribute to increase the wa-

ters of the great river J3ravo del None. The water
of these springs is generally purei from mineral so*

lutions, and is pleasing to (lie tastc^ but some are im-
pregnated>4th sulphur, and are used for medicinal

purposes. Its pastures are clothed with rich nattf-

1 ral grasses, ana admirably calculated for breeding,

rearing, and fattening cattle ;
and its forests furnish

abundance of wood, well calculated for every kind

of construction, 'fhere are mines of saltpetre, cop-
peras, alum, lead, tin, and copper, besides some sil-

ver in Santa Rosa, and gold in Sacramento, These
mineral treasures, for want of population and capi-

tal, have been rather ascertained than explored. The
inhabitants are almost wholly of the white race, or

with such slight mixture of the Indian blood, as to

make no distinction in colour worthy of notice. The
native tribes within the prov ince have been extin-

guished; but, on the bordt r -,, they have the warlike

nations of the Lipanes and Cumanches to the north,

:ind the Apiiches and Mt^^scnleros to the west. The
principal town, Saltillo, contains 6000 inhabitants; it

is the seat of the fiscal branch of the government for

the four provinces. An annual fair is held at it, to

which great crowds resort, and exchange their pro-

duce for the few articles of European luxury, which
their high prices and the poverty of the inhabitants

enable them to obtain. Alonclova is deemed the ca-

pital of the province, because it is the head-quarter*;

of the military
; but the governor-general resides at

('hihcciiliua, in New Biscay. lie is independent of
the viceroy of Mexico, aiul has equal power through-
out the four province:;, except in matters of finance,

and in legal decisions. Cohauila contai icd betwixt

70,000 and 80,00() inliabitants in 1811. They arc

solely occupied in agriculture, and produce excel-

lent wlicat and barley, and great variety of fruits.

The vines cultivated liere make wine of very excel-

lent flavour, and considerable strength, and, if ad-

iriittccl into New" Spain, would be a valuable source

of riches. TIio province of Texas began to be peo-
pled from Cohaitila, in the middle of the last centu-

ry, San Antonio de Bejar, the principal place, is

called a city, as are Espirito Santo and Nacodoches;
but all have a very small population. In each town,

a troop of cavalry is established; and, since 1806,
detachments have been posted on tiie rivers Guada-
lupe and Trinidad, and in the port of Arcotaisas.

On account of the pretensions of the government of

the United States, a body of militia of 700 men has

been kept constantly in active service in this pro-

vince, and they, with their families, have contributed

to extend cultivation and to increase the population.

The j)lain8 in this province are cultivated with indi-

go, coffee, and sugar, but to very trifling extent

;

and they produce zasafras, snake-root, and some
otlier drugs. Mines arc said to exist, but none are

worked.

The province of Leon, or, as it is pompously de-

signated by the Spaniards, the New Kingdom of
Leon, is one hundred leagues in length, and fifty in

breadth, all in a low and hot climate, except the town
of Rio Blanco, and the Valley de Labradores, which

are beyond the mountains, and with difficulty ap-

proached from the other parts of the province. Its
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soil is generally fruitful, and abounds in excellent Mexico,

pastures, on which numerous cattle arc bred. It^

produces abundance of corn and fruits; and mines of
lead, tin, and copper, are slightly worked. The in-

habitants affirm, that it has several rich mines of siK

ver and gold, b^t they are too poor to work them.
The city of Monte del Key is the capital

; it is the re-

sidence of the bishop, who has spiritual authority over
the four provinces. There is in it a college, a cathe-

dral served by seventeen priests, an hospital, and a
convent of Franciscans. The capital contains 5^000

souls. There ib another city, Linares, and several

towns, but they cannot be large, as the whole popu-
lation of the province only amounted to between
70,000 and 80,000 inhabitants.

The province of Santander, bke that of Leon, Oijly

began to be peopled about fifty years ago. As part

of this province is on the coast, it is warm, but in ge-

neral healthy, the air being free from humidity, and
cooled by the trade wind in the day, and the land

wind at night. 'I'he more elevated parts arc cooler,

but the mountains arc not of that immense height,

as to be intolerable even on their summits. The
country is well irrigated, and the soil well calculated

for every production of all climates. Its mines of

tin, lead, and copper, are affirmed to be rich, and the

ore of the latter is said to bo the nearest to the pure

metal of uny hitherto discovered. The inhabitants

amount only to between 60,000 and 70,000 : llor-

casitas, the capital, contains about 5000 ;
the remain-

der are distiibuted in several smaller towns, and in

numerous villages and farms, and are wholly employ-
ed in the affairs of agriculture. Tin’s province

abounds with excellent horses, with whicji part of

Mexico IS supplied ; they are of an active make, ac-

customed to perform long journeys, and, wliat is of

vast consequence^ wdien the use of shoes is not intro-

duced, with very hard hoofs. The sheep have mul-

tiplied in an extraordinary degree, for the short pe-

riod during w'liich these provinces have been settled.

They not only suffice for their own consumptiou, but

supply the markets of Zacatecas, Queretara, Mexico,

and Puebla, notwithstanding their inime ise distance.

Notwithstanding the riches of the soil, and the salu-

brity of the air, the inhabitants of these provinces

have made no pn>grcbs to be cjimpared with that of

those W’ho have proceeded from the United States,

into the wcbtcrn part of the (’ontinent, or to the Bri-

tish province of U[>per Canada. This may be ac-

counted I'or in some measure from the want of ca-

pital in tlie settlers ; for it appears that they are

obliged to sell their cotton, as well as the wool

from tiieir .sheep, to the people of the south, as

soon as it is collected, from not having money to

pay for weaving it at home. Some manufactories

have commenced at Saltillo, where aI)OLii forty looms

are at work ; but such is their poverty, that they are

obliged to sell every week what they produce, tho!

they mny purchase a supply of wool to work wdth in

the subsequent week. Although this want of capital

i.s a great impediment, it might be, and would be

surmounted, if the bad policy oi the government did

not tcml to keep thenj from inijwovemcnt. Being

prevented, by the.; system adoj)ted in many parts of

the Spanisli dominions, from having direct intercourse
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Mexico, from their own^^orts witli anjr other, all they want

comea loaded with heavy duties and cliarges, and
what they have to dispose of comes to the consumer
with similar additions. In these kind of transactions

tlie tax called Alcavala,—B, duty on the sale of every

commodity, is felt with peculiar pi:||BSure. This i84

strongly stated by Don MiguelJUamos in his Memo-
rial.

There is no open port for all the opulent king-

dom of Mexico/* lie says, “ but that of Vera Cruz,

which has a most scandalous monopoly of all Euro-
pean goods. These goods at Cadiz are the second
hand, Vera Cruz is the third, Mexico, Queretara, or

Zacatecas, the fourth, the great fair of Saltillo is the

fifth, thence they are spread every year to the deal-

ers of the interior, which makes the sixth hand, and
then to the consumer the seventh. These goods

have to their original cost added the duties of export

at the place from w'hcncc they arc first sent; of im-

portation and of exportation at Cadiz, of various du-
ties at Vera Cruz, of the AIcava/a there, the same at

Mexico, at Saltillo, and the other dealers through
whose hands they pass. 'Fo this must be added the

cxpencc of freights and carriage, and the profit of

each dealer through whom it has readied the poor

consumer. The Alcavala is even levied on the last

purchaser, and with such tyranny and cruelty, that

the poor labourer is compelled to pay it on the

emnants of cloth he buys at Saltillo to cover his

naked family; and the small quantities of rice, flour,

or beans, which he soils there must hear the same
costly cxpences of freights, profits, and Alcavalas.

Whilst the merdiants of Cadiz, of Vera Cruz, of

Mexico, and of Saltillo, gain, the heavy weight of the

duties and charges falls upon and impoverishes the

poor cultivator, in the provincias internas,**

It seems to have been the weak policy of Spain

to make government precede, and not follow, po-

pulation ; to appoint oHicers of revenue before there

are inhabitants to pay it
; to build churches, and re-

munerate the clergy, before any worf'hippcrs are col-

lected ; and to appoint military commanders before

any troops can be mustered. The policy, both of

Circat Britain and the United States, has been di-

rectly the reverse. As their subjects have proceed-

ed to cultivate the deserts, they have been left to

themselves
;
and when, by their increase in numbers

and in wealth, which, on good soils, has been wdth

great rapidity, they have felt the want of govern-
ment, laws, religious institutions, or armed protect-

ors, they have either been supplied to them, or their

necessities have compelled them to provide those rc-

c|uisite8 from their own resources. In one case, na-

ture has been left to her own course, and she has

converted the desert woods into cultivated fields and
populous cities

;
in the other, art has been exercised

where it was unnecessary, and the consequence has

been a slow, languid, and doubtful progress, accom-
panied with arduous struggles for even the necessaries

of existence.

]nr«iuUincy The intendancy of Durango, or, as it is more usu-
01 Duruiij^o. ally called, of Now Biscay, has an extent of 16,87il

square leagues, and a population of 1 60,000 inhabit-

ants. The northern border of this province, for

more than ^200 leagues, is inhabited by warlike and

indepj^dent Indians. The Acoclames, the Cocoy*

ames, the Apaches, the Mescaleros, and Fardonesj

possess the Bolson and mountains of Chamante, on

the left bank of the Rio diSl Norte. The Meinbrenos

are farther to the west, 'in the wild raises of the

Skrra de Acha. The Cumanches, and the numerous
tribes of Chcchimccs, included by the Spaniards in

the general and vague term of Mecos, disturb the

inhabitants of New Biscay, and compel them always

to travel in large bodies, or well armed. The mili-

tary posts {presidios) on the ffuntiers, are too far

from each other to intercept the excursions of these

savage tribes, who are welt skilled in ah the strata-

gems of petty predatory warfare. The Cumanches
are the mortal enemies of the Apaches, some of

whose tribes live in peace among the Sp^niarclsy and
are formidable foes to the colonists of New Biscay.

They have learnt to tame the horses, which have in-

creased to wildness since the Europeans have scttle<i

in the country, and they arc become expert and agile

horsemen. The Cumanches, like all the savages who
range extensive savannas, are ignorant of their ori-

ginal country. They wander over the plain accom-

panied by large dogs, whom they have trained to

carry their tents, made of the hides of the buffalo.

These savages are most to be dreaded on account of

their cruelty, as they murder all their adult |)risoners,

and carry away the children, whom they preserve for

their slaves. The Indian tribes on this f ront ior are

certainly on the decrease; and, within the last twen-

ty years, their inroads have been fewer. Their ha-

tred to the whites is, however, unabated
;
and tiiough

the frequent want of success may have lessened their

hopes, It has not diminished either their animosity or

their courage. They have concentrated tliemselvcs

in the vicinity of Moqui, and in the mountains of

Nahajoa, and have driven away the Spanish colonists.

The evil effect of being thus stationary in ’a strong

country will belong felt, and prevent their becoming
more civilized ; as the spirit of revenge which In-

dians peculiarly imbibe will net as an obstacle to

their intercourse with the Europeans, or with those

tribes that live among them. If the same races of

Mexican Indians existed in New Biscay as in the

table-land of the viceroyalty, the wild tribes would
be more likely to become gradually conciliated by
them than by Europeans alone. But, in New Bis-

cay, there are no Indians who pay the tax, and are

thereby freed from the alcavala. All arc whites, or

so nearly approaching to that race, that they are ac-

counted such.

This perpetual state of warfare with the Indiam,
which has long endured, by which the colonist, in

his lonely farm, is under the necessity of being al-

ways watchful and always armed, has given to the

inhabitants of the frontiers a degree of courageous
energy, and a temperament of a peculiar kind. The
climate is favourable to corporeal strength, and these

causes have created a race of borderers who endure
hunger, suffer fatigue, maintain watchfulness, and
exhibit courage, which, though now only called forth

by predatory warfare, would become pow^erful means
of'defcnce if they should be involved in warfare with

the descendants of other Europeans, advancing to-

wards tliem from the United States. This strength

Mexico.
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Mexico, of body is 6ald» also* to be productive of strength of

' mind, and a liappy disposition of the intellectual fa-

culties. Those who superintend the seminaries of
Mexico have remarked th^t their most distinguished

students exact sciences have been natives of

tlie most northern provinces of New Spain. Durango
is a mining country, and consequently furnishes both

capital and consumers to the agriculture, which, for

Uie paucity of the inhabitants, is in a flourishing state.

Near the better-peopled division ofthe country, wheat

is grown sufficient fjSV those who prefer it to maize,

which is, however, the common food of the greater

proportion of the inhabitants.

Tlie climate is generally temperate. In even the

more settled parts, snow is not unusual in the winter,

and the tbermomeier descends frequently below

the freezing point to 14^ of Fahrenheit. A singu-

lar group of rocks is seen near the capital, which
iiave engaged the attentiun of mineralogists. The
basis of these rocks, called La Brena, appear to be
basaltic amygdaloid, which seem to have been raised

up by volcanic fires. Thry are covered with scoria.

They arc in the midst of a level plain
;
are twelve

leagues in length fVom north to south, and six leagues

in breadth from east to west. They are of a most
grotesque form ; and, on the summit, there is a crater

320 feet in circumference, and 100 feet in depth.

Near these rocks, a remarkably large mass of iron is

found in the midst of a level plain ; it is probably an

aerolite. Its weight, calculated by its size, is 17 tons

9 cwt. The city of Durango is the residence of an

intendant, and of the bishop of the diocese ; its po-

pulation amounted to about 12,000. Chichuahua,

San Jose del Parral, and San Juan del llio, contain

about 10,000 each ; and there arc several smaller

towns, many of which derive their names, as well as

their existence, from the mines near which they have

been built.

hutiKiancy Thc last intendancy of New Spain is Sonora, ex-
ui tending over 19,143 square leagues, and inhabited

by 121,400 persons. From the proportion between

its extent and population, it will naturally be infer-

red, that a very small portion only of it is cultivated.

It extends through ten degrees of latitude on the

Pacific Ocean and thc Gulf of California. In sonic

parts it is not more than 50 leagues in breadth, and

in others 120. The post from Mexico to California

pasises through this district on horseback, and cro.sses

the gulf in a launch to Loreto, or Old California.

The whole distance traversed by the courier with

correspondence from Guatimula to San Francisco,

in New California, is upwards of 3000 miles. The
northern part of Sonora is chiefly inhabited by a nu-

merous Indian nation, called thc Pimas. They most-

ly live under thc direction of missionary monks, and

arc followers of thc Catholic rites and ceremonies.

In the ravines of this mountainous country much
gold has been found, sometimes in very large grains;

but the washing place.s are subject to incursions from

some unreclaimed Indians, which prevent their yield-

ing to thc extent they would do under other circum-

stances. There has been hitherto no permanent in-

tercourse between Sonora, New Mexico, and New
California. The government has directed chains of

missions to be established to preserve the compduni-

y

cation, but its efforts have been fruitless. Two Mexico,

monks of thc propaganda of Queretaro have recent-

ly been enabled to traverse the whole country from
Monterey to San Francisco, without crossing, as is

commonly done, into any part of California. Father
Garces and Father Font departed from Horcasilas,

'^and in eleven dHys reached an extensive and beauti-

ful plain, at one league distant from the southern
bank of Rio Gila, where they discovered the Casa
Grande

; thc place at which the Astec nation rested

many years, in its progress from the north to thc

place where it finally settled. It is constructed of

rammed clay in squares of unequal sizes, but sym-
metrically placed. It is a square, each of whose
sides is 445 feet and parallel to the cardinal points.

The walls are four feet in thickness. The edifice

(^ad three stories and a terrace, and the staircase was
on the outside. A wall, on which were square towers,

surrounded it, and appeared to have served for pur-

poses of defence. There arc vestiges of an artificial

canal from the river for supplying it with water, and
the whole surrounding place is covered with frag-

ments of earthen pots and pitclicrs, some of which
are neatly painted with red or blue. There are be-

sides found many pieces of thc volcanic glass, or ob-
sidian, which was used when the Spaniards first vi-

sited Mexico for mirrors, as w'ell as for razors, knives,

and arms. This is deemed by thc Mexican anti-

quaries to be a decisive proof, that those who emi-

grated to this place came from some more northern

region, wdicre thc volcanic production is profusely

to be found. Tli 02»e Indians who inhabit the plains

near the river Gila, by no means deserve the appel-

lation of savages, though they never had, before

these missionaries visited them, any communication
w’ilh the inhabitants of Sonora. They were found
in villages of two or three thousand persons, were
comfortably clothed, and had fields cultivated with

maize, cotton, and gourds. The missionaries, in

order to convert them, exhibited a large picture,

painted on a cotton cloth, which represented a sin-

ner burning in the flames of hell. It terrified them,

and they rc(juested thc fathers not to unrol it again,

or to speak to them of wliat would happen after

death. These Indians are of a mild and sincere

character. When the missionaries exjjiained to them,
by an interpreter, the security which prevailed in

thc Cinislian missions, wliere an Alcalde administer-

ed justice; the chid’ replied, Thia order of things

may be necessary for you, but wc do not steal, and
we very seldom disagree; what use then have we
for an Alcalde among us?*' The most considerable

places in this intendancy are Sonoia, the residence

of the bishop, and Arispe, each of whicli contains a

population of 7000 or 8000 ; but C'lnaloa, Culiacon,

and Las Almas, each reckon their inhabitants at near

10,000. Tliere are several silver mines, which,

though beneficial to their proprietors, are w'orked

to a very limited extent.

New Mexico has been pompously dignified by Kiw

Spanish writers with the title of n kingdom, though

it does not contain more than 40,000 souls, on a few

detaclicd spots in a surface of near 6000 square

leagues. It is a long and comparatively narrow strip

of country, through whicIi that great river Bravo del
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Norte runs. Its boundary towards the north has

never been ascertained^ though the government of

the mother country has claimed, as a portion of the

whole track, up to the 38th degree of north latitude.

In this view of it, the length is 175 leagues, whilst

its breadth varies from SO to 50 leagues. Though^
it has been settled, as far as establishing some towns

can be said to settle a country, for more than 200
years, yet it is sejparated by uninhahitcfd and most
malignant marshes, in which travellers are frequent-

ly exposed to attacks from ferocious tribes of unre-

claimed Indians, Three stations were originally

fixed on as garrisons (presidios) to maintain the com-
munication ; but in a general revolt of the Indians,

they were either destroyed or abandoned. There
are several passes which are dangerous for passen-

gers, especially the defile of Robeledo, to the west

of the great river, and the desert del Muerto, in both

of which, many white persons have been massacred

by the wandering Indians. The desert of the Muerto
is a plain of 50 leagues in extent, and destitute of

water, and the whole of that district suffers from the

same cause, as there is not a single spring issuing

from the mountains of Los Mansos, From this ari-

dity alone, it is impossible that the two populations

should ever unite, how much soever they may both

increase their numbers. Thoiigli New Mexico is in

the same latitude as Syria and Persia, the climate is

remarkably cold. It sometimes freezes in the month
of May, and a little to the north of Santo Fe, the

great river is frozen, sufficiently hard to admit the

passage of men and horses in the winter season.

The mountains which bound this great river do
not wholly lose their snow till the beginning of June.

The elevation of the river in these cold regions has

never been exactly ascertained ; but, at the capital,

it is not supposed to be greater than 2200 or 2600
feet. The most interesting circumstance attending

New Mexico is the great river Bravo de Norte, the

Mississippi of this part of North America, po.'jsing

through the whole of it ; a circumstance which,

when the country is fully peopled, must niakc its

possession a matter of the highest importance. This

great stream has its origin in the Sierra Verde ; the

point of separation between those streams that run

to the soutli sea, and those that run to the Mexican
gulf. Like the Orinoco, the Mississippi, and other

American rivers of similar long course, it has pe-

riodical rises and falls. The waters begin to swell

in April, increase through May, and reach their

highest pitch in June. In the drought of summer
alone it is fordable, and then, from its rapidity, only

by horses of extraordinary strength. The borders of

it arc well wooded, irregular, and highly picturesque.

Its waters arc remi^kably turbid, like the Orinoco
and the other vast rivers of South America. The
recollection of a very extraordinary event, which oc-

curred in this river in 1752, is preserved by the in-

habitants. The whole bed of *-110 river became sud-

denly dry for more than thirty leagues above and

twenty Ic^ues below El Passo. The water made
for itselfanew channel near the Poridco of San Elca-

zario. This loss of the river continued several weeks.

The fine plains which surround El Passo, and which
are irrigated by small canals, became wholly dry,

and the inhabitants could only obtain water by Mexico,

digging wells in the forsaken channel of the river,

ARer a time the stfeani resumed its former course,

and continued its accustomed channelS| probably be-

cause in the n^w course the deposit of mud had
filled the chasm, and the subtorraneous inductors
had become filled up. In some part of the northern-

most division of New Mexico, the rivers empty
themselves into the Mississippi, and the river De
Pecos is probably the same with dm Red River of

the Natchitoches ; and, perhafis, when the geogra-

phy of the district is ascertained, the river called by
the Spaniards Napestia, may prove to be the same
as that which lower do^n is called by the Anglo-
Americans the Arkansas.

The colonists of New Mexico live in a state of

perpetual hostility with the Indians that surround

them ; hence, though there are several towns and
garrisons {presidios)^ there are no solitary farms or

extensive plantations ; all are concentrated around
those places whose population is sufficient to bid de-

fiance to the wandering Indians. The colonists are

provided with all that nature absolutely requires

from their own soil ; the grains of Europe flourish,

and the pastures supply abundance of animal

food ; all other supplies they must dispense with, as

they arc too far removed from the civilized world to

maintain any commercial intercourse.

The capital is Santa FC, situate to the cast of the

great river; its population is about 36’00. Albuquerque,

to the west of the Sierra Obscura, has a popula-

tion of 6000, and Taos, to the north, has about 9OOO.

The Passo del Norte is a garrison at which travellers

must provide themselves with food to subsist on
during their journey of 6’0 leagues over the desert

which separates it from Santa K. The fields there

arc well cultivated with maize and wheat, and the

vineyards produce excellent sweet wines. The gar-

dens are well stocked with figs, peaches, apples,

pears, and the other fruits of Europe. Artificial ir-

rigation is hero conducted on very simple but very

good principles, and the effect is visible in all their

crops.

Although the country of California is not, strict- Calironna.

ly speaking, a part of Mexico, yet it is a depend-
ant upon the government of that viceroyalty, and
can have no intercourse with Europe but through it

;

there seems, therefore, no place so proper to introduce

the most recent information respecting it as after that

country. It is divided into two intendancies, called

New and Old California ; the latter, though first

settled, contains the fewest inhabitants
; they arc

estimated at more than 7OOO or 8000, though tlic

district contains nearly as many square leagues of

surface. Of these, two- thirds are Indians, who,
though they may be taught a few Catholic prayers

and ceremonies, are almost as untamed as they were
three centuries ago. The number of white people do
not exceed 1000, who are dispersed on several mis-

sions and garrisons, designated on the Spanish mapto

with the names of towns, but which are in reality but
miserable collections of hovels. Lorette is the most
important place, being a presidio; and besides it there

arc two missions, Santa Ana and Sun Joseph ; the

latter of which has been best known from its having
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Mexio)- been the station in which the astronomical observa-

tions were made^ and the transit of Venus observed

in 1768^ by the French Abbe Chappe and a Spanish

astronomer, Don Vincente Doz.

New California, though to the north, and in a less

genial climate, possesses a more fertile soil and more
numerous population. The inhabitants were esti-

mated at 15,000 in about 2000 square leagues of ex-

tent in the year 1802. The settlement of this coun-

try has been but recent, being first occupied bv
Spaniards in 1769. Its increase since that period,

with very trifling additions trom fresh emigrants, has

been singularly rapid. The numbers in 1790 were

7748 souls, in 1800 13,468, and in 1802 15,562.

The fertility of the soil is such, as must cause a con-

tinued increase, if, as cannot, be doubted, the princi-

ple is correct that the multiplication of mankind Is

limited by the quantity of feed Oiat can be produced.
It is stated^ on good authority, that in the year 1791
there were sowed in the w hole province 874 fanegas

of wheat, the produc,. of wliich^ at the harvest, u-

mounted to 15,197, ni more than 17 for 1. The
next season recorded, that of 1802, was nearly as

beneficial. The seed sown was 2089 fanegas, and
tlic crop reaped was 33,576 fanegas. The increase

of the flocks apd herds seems to be keeping equal

pace with the produce of the corn fields. In 1791,

the black cattle were 21,958, and in 1802 they had
been augmented to 67,782 ; whilst sheep, horses,

mules^ and pigs, had been similarly increased. As
in other Spanish colonics, some impolitic regulations

check its growtli. The soldiers are discouraged from

becoming cultivatorb, ind the monks, w ho rule the

country, rather discourage the settlement of white

people, because they are le^s obedient than the

Indians, whom they convert. In spite of these re-

gulations, however, the colony bids fair to becouic

populous and flouri'^hing. The climate is remarkably

salubrious, and the fruits of Europe flourish most

luxuriantly, especially the vine, from which already

some very good wine is made. There arc abundance of

wild animals, especially stags of vasSt size, with horns

of enormous length, some said to be nine feet long.

These animals, called venados,arc remarkably swift of

foot. They are caughtby h unters on h orseback, but be-

ing swifter than the best horses, they can only be come
up to when they stop to drink, when a running noose

is throw'll over them, in the same dexterous manner
in w'hich the Spanish hunters take wild horses and
cows. The Indians have a different mode of taking

these animals. They place the horns of one on their

own heads, and conceal in the bushes every thing

but the horns which appear above ; the herd approach

without fear, and are then killed by arrows. The
animals lately exhibited in London, under the name
of Wapiti, were of this kind, and though stated by
the proprietor to have been caught on the banks of

tile Missouri, were more probably the venudos of

California. They had not arrived at their full grow th,

but one of them was then on the shoulder seventeen

hands two inches in height. The capital of Newr

California is San Carlos de Monterey. It has an

excellent bay, and good anchorage in six fathom

water
; and the English ships bound to the fur sta-

tions on the north-west coast of America, find re-
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freshmen ts there which are highly grateful in their Mexiijo.

protracted voyages. The other settlements on the
coast amount to twelve, whose population varies

from 500 to 1500 souls. The w'hole cultivation, and
nearly all the inhabitants, are cither in these places
or in their immediate vicinity.

From the first conquest of Mexico by the Spa- Hiccm Hw-
niards, to the invasion of Old Spain by the annici.

of Buonaparte, that country had continued to enjoy
internal tranquillity, and had been free from the
exercise and even the alarms of war. During the con-
tests between Spain and England, iu> communication
with the European metropolis liad been interrupted,
its commerce frequently intercepted, and biiiall nre-
datory bands of enemies liad occasionally committed
trifling depredations on its smaller maritime towns

;

but these events had little influence on the progres-
sive improvement of the country, which had gone on
increasing in wealth and population, with a rapidity

unexampled in the comrnuniiies either ol’ the old or
the new world.

If this state of tranquillity had rendered the prac-
tice of arms unnecessary, and removed from the in-

habitants all tendency to acts of violence and blood-

slied, it had not lessened those more vengeful feel-

ings which seem innate in the human breast, and
whose horrible exercise, wdieu the passions became
inflamed, is displayed in every form of implacable

fury, wanton cruelty, and exterminating revenge.

As the events in Spain, which produced the bloody
scenes that Mexico exhibited, are too well know'n to

our readers to require any recital here, to connect the

cause wdth the elfcet, we may proceed to the narra-

tion of the ferocious transactions which followed in

Mexico the pretended cession of the Spanish do-

minions to llie family of the occupier of the military

tinone of France.

The Viceroy of Mexico, at the period of the re-

nunciation of liayoniie, was Don Josep Iturrigaray,

a mail nearly seventy years of age, undistiiiguisli-

ed by any display of talent or encr^ y of charac-

ter. Flo was of mild and insinualuig manners,

and had been sent to Mexico by the influence of

Godoy, to amass that fortune which most of his pre-

decessors hud made the principal object of their go-

vernment. The details of administration there, as in

all the other colonics, are vested in various Boards
for the military, ecclesiasticul, mining, fiscal, and
judicial departments. The court of justice, called

the Boj/al Audicncicif though it had no power to con-

trol the Viceroy, yet, from its iinportaiit duties, of

a mixed nature, was considered the highest tribunal,

and was indeed a species oi‘ pciyy council. On the

death or absence of the Viceroy, it exercised su-

preme power until his suceessor was appointed. As

tills is the most powerful body in each colony, care

is taken that the nuijurity of its iiiembcrst called

oidoreSp shall be iiulives of Old Spain, and as the

emoluments of the office are very considerable, no

small degree of influence, intrigue, and bribery, was

usually exercised to obtain the appointment. The

merchants of Vera Oiiz, and of tlie city Mexico,

are an important body, and tiie principal iiicmberB of

it are erected into a board called the Cbji-sa/ado,which
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Mexico, had much influence and power, and considerable in-

tercourse with the audiencia, and like that court con-

sisted almost wholly of natives of Spain. Besides

the boards already noticed, the municipal corpora-

tions, from their great possessions, had naturally a

considerable share of influence ; and that of the city

of Mexico, containing a population of 14<0«000 inha-

bitants with immense estates* had aiar^^ proportion

than usually fell to the lot of otber Spanish Ameri-
can cities. Those municipalities, called sometimes
the Cahildo, sometimes the Ai/uniamientOt and some-
times the Cii^, were in their' composition not unlike

the ancient parj^ments of France. Their members
called refr'idors, their president, the corregidor^ and
their executive officers, the syndicst were chosen

from the people, and originally by the people ; but

by a more recent practice, those offices bad been

openly sold by the crown, and the purchasers had
the power of relinquishing them in favour of any of

their own relatives. As the purchasers advanced in life,

tlicy most commonly transferred the office to a suc-

cessor of their own family born within the colony,

till, in process of time, the municipal corporations be-

came composed of members, the far greater part of

whom were natives of the country or Creoles. These
cahildos, though not exempt from corruption, nor

free from undue influence, and though subordinate

to the audiencias, were by far the most independent

bodies in Spanish America; and though they had
little [)ower except over their own revenues, they

could and did remonstrate against any very grievous

acts of oppression. The cabildo of the city o^cxico
possessed a larger portion of the confidence of the

people than any other public body, and sometimes

assumed, from the popularity they enjoyed, a degree

of authority in public proceedings, which it was
doubtful, at least, if they were legally entitled to ex-

ercise by the laws, entitled la rccopilacion de las

Indias"

Indistinct rumours only had reached Mexico of

the tumults at Aranjuez, of the resignation of Charles

the Fourth, the banishment of Godoy, and the pro-

clamation of Ferdinand the Seventh (for the war
witii England intercepted regular correspondence),

till, on the 15th of July 1808, a small vessel from
C'adiz arrived with the French Mairid Gazedies, ad-

dressed to the Viceroy Iturrigaray. The Viceroy
assembled the audiencia, and laid before them the

intelligence tliese Gazettes contained of the trans-

actions of Bayonne. By the advice of this body,

he was induced to publish these French accounts,

without any remarks, or intimation that any injus-

tice had been done, or that any resistance was mak-
ing, or would be made, to the new dynasty ; but

cool as the Viceroy appeared, and as the audiencia

and the consulado really were on this occasion, the

inhabitants of Mexico were thrown into a ferment

of iadignation ; crowds eagerly assembled in the

squares and public walks, anc Vengeance was de-

nounced against France and its adherents, with ail

the characteristic fury of a Spanish populace.

The cabildo ioimediately presented an address

tending to stimulate the loyalty and ^zcal of the

Viceroy and the audiencia ; they expressed in strong

terms their adherence to the captive family, their

detestation of Bonaparte and his t
3
Hmny* and their Mexico,

resolution to resist his dominion* by making the sa-

crificc of every thing dear to them in opposing him.

They conclude, This is the universal resolution of

the kingdom, which Mexico, as its metropolis, dis-

plays to your excellency and to all the world; its

inhabitants are resolved to maintain it with their

persons and their property, and will shed the last

drop of their blood in its support. In defence of

this just cause evon death itsoff will be cheering and

delightful ; as their career will then terminate with

the noble satisfo^tioia of being sons worthy of those

fathers whose valour axid loyalty they Inherit. Mo-
thers will themselves place in the hands of their sons

the musket and the sword, that they may fill up the

ranks in which their fathers have fallen ; and should

no other resource be finally lefl;, they with moisten-

ed eyes will fire the towns and cities, and embracing

their infants, rush with them into the flames, that the

enemy may triumph over our ashes, but not over

our freedom.**

The whole viceroyalty of Mexico was in a state

of alarm and confusion, which created n sprit of

party, and gave birth to scenes of violence very dif-

ferent from the apathy and indolence which bad pre-

vailed for centuries preceding. The audiencia and
consulado, all Spaniards looking to Spain for pro-

tection, and ultimately as a retirement when they

had accumulated sufficient wealth, were afraid lest,

if the French family were firmly established, which

there was no reason to doubt, the Americans would
withdraw all the ties which connected them with the

peninsula. The municipality were in dread of being

subjected to France, and, by that subjection, being

deprived of their laws, and, above all, of their reli-

gion ; of the excellency of which they afiected to be

themselves, and certainly made the Creoles, mulat-

toes, and Indians, deeply impressed. The audiencia

and consulado urged on the Viceroy, with ail their

powers, the importance of following tlie fortune of

Spain under every circumstance ; whilst the munici-

pality and the populace demanded a solemn abjura-

tion of France and her partizans, and the immediate

assembling of a junta composed of representatives

of the different corporations of the kingdom^ to as-

sist and maintain the rights of the Spanish Bourbon
family. Amidst this collision of parlies, the Viceroy

hesitated what part decidedly to take, though he
gave, when acting without the influence of the au-

diencia, strong indications of adherence to the po-
pular party.

After fourteen days of dissention, official advj^
were received that the whole of Spain had spon-

taneously risen to resist the cession of the crown,
and that a body at Seville was appointed as the su-

preme junta of Spain and the Indies, and had pro-

claimed the captive Ferdinand king of all the domi-
nions. Immediately on receiving this intelligence,

without consulting the audiencia, Iturrigaray caused
the young monarch to be proclaimed, and his name
used, though without acknowledging, or even notic-

ing, that the exercise of his power was vested in the

junta of Seville.

The audiencia then urged submission to the assem-

bly of Seville
; tlie municipality urged the necessity
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Mexico, of collecting tlie rcj^rcaentaUves of the various cor-

porations ; and whilat the&e two bodies were busily

employed in memorializing the viceroy, dispatches

arrived from the junta of tbc Asturias assembled at

Oviedo, claiming also supreme authority in the name
of Ferdinand. This event furnished a strong ground
to the Creoles for demanding a junta, and it was as

eagerly resisted by the Spaniards, who feared that, if

a popular assembly was once collected, such steps

would be taken as mm^^separate Mexico from Spain

;

if, as they expected, the French dynasty should ulti-

mately be established in the peninsula, hi this situa-

tion of ali'airs, because the viceroy declined acknow-
ledging the authorities both of Seville ^uid Oviedo,

llic members of the audiencia and the other Eu-
ropean Spaniards, principally the traders, secretl}'

organised a body of about 250 men, surrounded the

palace in the middle of the night, seized Iturrigaray,

his wife, and children, conveyed him under an escort

to the Inquisition, and bv <Liy-break issued proclo-

tiKitions to quiet the pnimlace, declaring him accu-

sed of heresy. A charge of this nature so shocked
the feelings of a people deeply imbued with super-

stition, that, under thuir influence, no movements
were made in the metropolis, and the body who had
deposed the viceroy conveyed him to Vera Cruz, em-
barked him oti board a ship, and sent him a prisoner

to Cadiz. The audiencia, being thus in possession of

supreme power, had the means of conveying to the

junta of Seville such representations of their own
conduct, and that oi' the viceroy, us best tended to

exculpate themselves, and to keep the government
of the country in their own hands. Fhey knew that

a charge of heresy, that the intention of degrading

the image of the Virgin, however calculated to influ-

ence the mob of Mexico, would be treated with in-

dignation, or at least with contempt, In Spain. The
charge, therefore, transmitted to Europe against Itut-

rigaray. wa.s of a nature to produce a greater influ-

ence on those who ruled in the peninsula, lie was

accused of designing to establish himself as an inde-

jiendent monarch, an4of acting w'ithout the control

of the junta of Seville. This accusation was clfcc-

tual
;
on his arrival, the jimta, delighted at having in

rJieir [lowor one of those who had opposed their au-

tiiority^ or at least not acknowledged it, consigned

him to a dungeon without investigation. He never

was brought to any examination or trial ; but, after

three years’ close confinement, vvlicn the Cortes pub-
lished a general amnesty, he was released, ruined in

his fortune, his reputation, and his health, and one

afl^ong many proofs of the vilianous injustice of tlie

sovereign people of Spain.

The audiencia, in Mexico, having dethroned the

viceroy, assumed the supreme authority, and placed

at their head (iribibay, an imbecile ofliccr, more than

eighty years of age, who was in every thing ruled by
those who had appointed him. 11 is authority v/os

brief, however, as the junta of Seville sent orders for

tite archbishop to assume the vice-regal character.

This ecclesiastic used great and eii'ectual exertions to

collect and send to tlie peninsula large quantitu s of

treasure. His hatred to France, and his love to re-

ligion, especially to the Virgin of Guadaloupe, the
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tutelar saint of Mexico, made him u fuvourito witli Mexko.

the Creole and Indian races ; and, as he discovcreil

no great acuteness in detecting the jobs, or the in-

justice of the audiencia, he was universally re-

spected.

During these clianges of government, how'ever, the
public not only in tlic capital," W'hcrc the transac-

tions had passed, but in the large cities of Cfuanaxu-
ato, Guadaiaxara, and Dolores, were agitated with
alarms and suspicions ; and their apprehensions were
kept up by the municipalities, who certainly fear-

ed, that when Spain w'a.s overrun by the French,
which they considcu d inevitable, the intriguer ol

the audiencia would deliver them over to Bona-
parte.

When intelligence reached Tdcxico, tliat U)e cen-
tral junta was dispersed, and that the French had
possession of every part of Spain, except Cadiz, se-

rious indications of insurrections became prevalent

;

but wlien it was announced, that a regency, installed

by the fugitive junta, had deposed the archbishop,

and nominated for his successor Crcneral Venegas,
who was considered in Mexico as a traitor, who, by
his conduct in the comrjiand of an army destined to

co-operate with Lord Wellington, had rendered the

victory of Talavcra worse than a defeat, the dread

of being delivered over by him to the dominion oi

France, so lilltd every mind in the whole kingdom
of Mexico with alarm, as to produce an instant and
spontaneous explosion. When Venegas reached the

shores of his government, he was greeted with the

intelligence, that the whole of the territory, whose
command he came to assume, was in a state of revolt

against the authority of those by whom he was ap-

pointed. The disposition to revolt had been mucli

strengtuened by the regency, who nominated Vene-
gas, having expressed their approbation of the con-

duct of the party who had deposed Iturrigaray, and
who, instead of censuring, had rewarded with deco-

rations and appointments the individuals who had
been mo.st prominent in that transaction. This ap-

peared to the Mexicans to be most decisive evi-

dence of the design of the llcgcncy and of their

new Viceroy, to annex Mexico to the fate of Spain,

w'lien it should be totally subjected to the Corsican

dynasty. I'lie Spaniards had always impressed on
the minds of the Americans the highest ideas of the

pouerb of Spain, of the valour of her armies, and

the talents of her oflicers
; and this impression was

so strong, tliat the disastrous occurrences of the war

in the [)eninsuia could only be accounted for by the

iMcxic.ins, on the supposition of treaclieij’ in those

who ulfected to conduct the defence ol their coun-

try.

Wlicn popular discontent is diffused through a

i ountry so cxtcn^^ivcly as it was spread in Mexico,

a very slight event is often suflicient to rouse it into

action. It is said, a [iJan for a general insurrection

was laid, to take place on the 1st of November

1810, but that some events in the city Dolores,

about 50 leagues north-west of the capital, caused

the explosion to take? place prematurfely in the

middle of September, The Corregidor of that city,

Don Manuel Dominguez, a native of America, was
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MttiCT. suspfected of being engaged in n plot against the

government
; and information of it having been com-

municated to the Audiencia of Mexico, he was sud-

denly arrested in the middle of the night
;
his coU

leagues in the municipality alarmed, and suspecting

that they also should soon share the same fate, im-

mediately resolved to commence a revolution.

The most considerable instigator of the revolt

was Hidalgo, rector of Dolore9> a town of 18,000

inhabitants, principally Indians. This man pos-

sessed great natural talents, and a degree of acti-

vity and exertion not common among the Creoles.

He had distinguished liimself in the University of

Valladolid by Mi learning and abilities, and though

a man of somewhat dissipated habits, liad obtained

a benefice, producing from 10,000 to 12,000 dollars

a year. He had introduced various new branches of

industry which had benefited the neighbourhood.

He had established a manufacture of earthenware,

a plantation of mulberries, on whose leaves silk-

worms were reared, and had introduced the various

processes necessary for manufacturing the silk. I Ic

paid great attention to the education of his pari-

shioners, and, by the appearance, perhaps the reality,

of excessive devotion to the Virgin of Guadaloupo,

he was looked up to by the inhabitants as a superior

being. When Dominguez was arrested, this priest

convoked his ])arishioners, and addressed them in

language suited to their prejudices and their simple

understandings, “ This day,” said he, “ I ought to

preach my first sermon on the duty of restitution to

those we have injured (this is practised in a sficcies

of Lent, observed in September in Mexico)
; but,

alas, this is the last sermon T shall ever deliver to

you. I lament it, but there is no remedy ! 'Vhc Eu-
ropeans give us over to the French. You sec they

,
have rewarded those who have deposed our Viceroy,

they have displaced the good Archbishop who pro-

tected us, and have imprisoned the C'orregidor, be-

cause he is a Creole. Farewell religion, you must
become Jacobins 1 Farewell Ferdinand the ISeventh,

you must become Napoleonists!”— No, father,"

shouted the Indians, you must preserve us from

this evil ! The Virgin of (iuadaloupe for ever! Fer-

dinand the Seventh for ever I”— Well," replied

he, “ then the Virgin and Ferdinand for ever j and
now follow your pastor, who has always watched
for your happiness.” The effect of this harangue
was to rouse the natives, who followed the priest

to the neighbouring towns, in all which, their num-
bers rapidly gathering, they collected more than

40,000 men. "J'lirce officers of the royal army,
who liad been fellow collegians with Hidalgo,—Al-

lende, Aldama, and Abasolo, seduced the native re-

giments to which ttey belonged, and joined the in-

surgents.

These men began immediately to organise their

force ;
Hidalgo was declared general in cliief, AI-

li^de and Aldama lieutenant-generals
;
their standard

was an image of the Virgin Mary, with the motto,

Life to religion^ life to our most holy Mother of
Guadaloupe, life to Ferdinand the Seventh, life to

America, death to the xmcked government* A re-

giment of infafltry from Telaya, and two squadrons

of c4va]ry of the regiment Do la Reyna, joined Hid-

algo, who began his command by decreeing the

lition of tlm tribute paid by the Indians, and then

led his forces to the north-west, towards the city of

Guanaauto, thO'^capital of the mining district^ wUcre
the great mass of silver was retained till it was con- .

venient to transmit Jl to Perote, the principal fortress'^'^

of the viceroyaky. The city of Guanaxuto and its

vicinity contains a population of 80,000 souls; it is

situated in a wild and mountfduous country, and by
its position might bo defended by a small military

force ; but its inhabitants favoured tlie insurgents.

The commander o( th| regular forces being killed in

a first attack with some of his troops, the rest of the

soldiers joined the cause of Hidalgo, and thus he
took possession of the place, in which he found siU ^
ver in coin and bars to the amount of more than

.5,000,000 dollars. This important conquest was

achieved within fourteen clays after the commence-
ment of the revolt, by a body numerou.s indeed, but

ill armed, and worse disciplined, aniL excepting the

soldiers who had joined them, without any military

appearance. Some few had fowling pieces, some
few swords, many were armed with only knives at

the ends of sticks, and some with the ancient Indian

weapons, bows and arrows.

Hidalgo, in possession of Guanai^io, assumed a

kind of government there ;
he nominated officers for

a military stuffi, ordered the bell-founders to cast

cannon, established a mint, and coined money, and
employed the most skilful mechanics and chemists

to direct the working of the silver mines. He re-

ceived a deputation from Valladolid, a city of 10,000
inhabitants, consisting of the chiefs of the ecclesias-

tical, civil, and military bodies of that city, who in-

vited him to visit and organise that place, which he
Altered w'ith considerable pomp and splendour, on
the "iOth of October. Here unotlior regiment of the

royal army, that of Pasquaro, joined the revolt,

riunder was forbidden, and good order was jire-

seived, but to insure this, military execution was «;

indicted on iiftecn of his iiKdians, who had been
guilty of some disorders. From Valladolid Hidalgo
determined to march to.4lie capital, and fully ex-

pected to succeed in driving the Viceroy and tlie

Spaniard.^ from that city ; on his march he was (Op-

posed by a small regular army under Truxilio, which,

after a sanguinary contest, was defeated, and the re-

mains of which fell back on Mexico to join ilie

Viceroy.

Venegas, however, had taken measures to annoy
the insurgents, in the points at which the insurrection

commenced. Cuuena was dispatched to Queretaro,
about 50 leagues to the north-west, with one division,

and Calieja to St Luis Potosi, about i 00 leagues to

the north, with another ; by this plan the capital was
unprotected, except by defeated division of
Truxilio, and the few Europeans who were hastily

formed into volunteer corps. Hidalgo advanced, and -

appeared before the city ; his columns were seen de-
scending the mountains to the number of 70,000
men ; but the Viceroy discovered considerable firm-

ness, though lie took the precaution to place the
treasure and the stores in such a position as to m-

11
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Mexico, sure their seifiure traniport to Vera Cruz. He

reliedj hotvever, more oo the thunder of the church

than on bis military powers ;
the inquisitor and the

archbishop were prevailed on to pronounce a sen-

tence of excommunication against the military priest.

^ Hidalgo, about ten years before, had been the sub-

^ ject of a process before the holy tribunal, from

which he had escaped^ rather by connivance than

by investigation. The process was revived, and

sentence pronounce4|i by which he was cut off from

the churcli in this vi^orld, and condemned to ever-

lasting flames in the next. The Inquisition, in pass-

ing its sentences, is accuslhmed to increase the

number of odcnces, with no more reason than in an

Knglish indictment, the prisoner is charged w'ith

“ force and arms," witli “ being moved by the in-

stigation of the devil," or with “ not having the fear

of God before his eyes a*\d in the case of Hidalgo,

he was accused of denying the existence of hell

;

and in another part ot as'^tn-ting, that a Pope who
had been canonized wjs in hell, lie was accused

of adhering to the horrsy of Luther, who maintain-

ed that the authority of scripture is superior to that

of the Pope, and at the same time of denying the

veracity of the Bible. These accusations and charges

he turned intO/ jridiculc, in his answer, showed their

opposition to 'Ibeli otlicr, and added a profession of

faith by no means dciicient in orthodoxy. 'J'liough

tins ecclesiastical process had little or no influence

on the forces of tlie insurgents, who had more confi-

dence in Hidalgo's power to absolve, than in that of

the Fiiqiiisition lo excommunicate ;
yet nn the inha-

bitants of the city, who w(*rc previously dispo^.cd to

rise and join the insurgents, it hod a powerful elfect,

and produced a resistance which saved it from cap-

ture.

Hidalgoi whose numerous troops, flushed with liieir

recent victory over Truxillo, liad invested the capi-

tal, wii.s induced to desist from attempting to carry

it by storm, either, as some assert, from a di^ineli^m-

tion to the carnage that must have ensued, or, as

others think, from his» expecting to gain possession

of it by negotiation ; be this as it may, hi* delayed to

act till intelligence rcachtd him lliat the divisions

under Cadena and Cnlleja bud defeated some insur-

gent bands, had united their forces, and were march-

ing to the relief of the capital. The cliiefs of the

insurgents became divided in their opinions of the

next operations to be undertaken ;
and whilst the

army under Callcja was advancing on the capital,

Hidalgo and his associates trembling for the fate of

the important city of Guanaxiito, determined to

withdraw from Mexico, and taking a route to avoid

tlie march of Calleja, retired north to secure the

treasures in that place. This induced Callcja to

cliangc his rouliiii and pursue him. Guanaxuto, by

nature a strong positto, could only be attacked

through a defile, to defend which, the insurgents

had hastily constructed two batteries. These the

ti'oops of the Viceroy stormed, and entered the city,

which was delivered to the vengeance ol the enraged

soldiers, who executed the most inhuman cruelties

on ail they met, without distinction of sex or age.

The leaders of the insurrection, with the greater

I c o. Wt
part of their military followers, escaped, and coL Mexiuo.

Jected again at St Luis Potosi ; whilst Calleja, with
^

the utmost deliberation, executed the most san-

guinary vengeance on those inhabitants of Gua-

naxuto who had aided, or even acquiesced in tlic

rebellion.

Guadalaxara, one of the most populous cities of

the viceroyalty, about 150 leagues north-west from

the capital, had, in the mean time, raised the stand-

ard of revolt, and towards that part Hidalgo directed

his inarch, strengthened by the addition of numerous

bands, that joined him on his route, and encouraged

by success in various skirmishes which occurred with

small and scattered bodies of the royalists. He was

received at (jruailalaxara with ojicn arms by the in-

habitants ; his stores were replenished, his troops re-

cruited and rei'reshed, and some degree of discipline

attempted to be introduced. From Guadalaxara an

expedition was dispatched towards the important

sea-port of St Bias, which succeeded in capturing it.

The indefatigable (’alleja, however, gave little respite

to the insurgents, but with Iiis handful of troops ad-

vanced tow'iu'ds them. Hidalgo having determined to

risk a general engagement in defence of Guadalaxara,

he posted his army on the banks of a river, on strong

ground at the Bridge of Calderon. Calleja came
up with him the 17th January 1811. The insur-

gents were well provided with artillery, some of

heavy calibre, but ill appointed and badly worked

;

their cavalry were the most numerous part of their

army, but in infantry they were very deficient. Af-

ter various attacks which were at fiist resisted with

firmness and success, Calleja succeeded in carrying all

tlie batteries, and defeating the enemy, who abandon-

ed their stores, ninety pieces of cannon, and their

wounded, but retired in some degree of order, whicli

the reduced state of CaJleja'.s force could not enable

him to prevent. Hidalgo retired on Zaecatceas, a city

in the mining district, 125 leagues west-north-west

from Mexico, containing .'i5,000 inhabitants. Here

he made a short stay, cast some new cannon, coined

money (with the head of Ferdinand), ai d again filled

up his ranks, which the battle at the Bridge of Cal-

deron had thinned. From hence he removed his

head-quarters to St Luis Potosi, where one Villeria

had collected an army of fresh insurgents. I'rom this

point small deiaihmcnU of guerillas were equipped,

which spread themselves over the whole table-land of

Mexico, and kept the few parlizans of the Viceroy

in a stale of perpetual alarm and activity. As the

])roviiiCL\s to the north had shown a disposition to re-

volt, Hidalgo removed his head-quarters to Saltillo,

a town at the entrance of the only pass through the

range of high mountains, that is practicable for

w'hecl carriages, in order to open a communication

vi' th Monterey, and from thence to Louisiana, a part

(if the United States from whence he hoped to obtain

some stores and oflicers.

As the country of New Estremadura, New L^n,-

and New Santander, were in a slate of insurrection,

Hidalgo, and the officers of hU staff, thought they

might pass through wWi a small force, to Organize,

and not to conquer it, On the frontiers^ <}1 these pro*

vinces, towards Fort Claybornc, in Louisiana, and to-
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Mexico, wards the unreclaimed Indian nations, the Lipones

the Comanches, a few veteran companies were

posted ; these were privately concentrated, without

the knowledge of Hidalgo, who, with his staif, artil-

lery, and baggage, under a very weak escort, ad-

vanced towards St Antonio de Bejar, the capital of

Texas. A force of 500 men had been sent forward

from the Spanish army, and had passed Saltillo,

where tlio main body of Hidalgo’s army was quarter-

ed, without being noticed. One Ignacio Elizondo, a

native of the country, who commanded a party of

insurgents, was seduced, with a small body ofmen, to

betray the excommunicated Hidalgo
; and, by these

three bodies, the whole of the staff, with Hidalgo,

Allende, Aldama, the commanders, the artillery and

the stores, were surrounded and captured. The of-

ficers, upwards of sixty in numher, were immediately

put to death, and the privates decimated. Thus
perished Hidalgo, after a career of seven months, in

which he had been the instrument of raising a power

which he was unable to wield, but which became the

cause of more bloodshed and desolation than even

any civil war had before produced. Though dc-

.
prived of its ofiicers, its artillery, and its baggage,

the insurgent army was neither defeated nor dispirit-

ed. The party of the Viceroy considered the de-

s-triiction of a^l the leaders of the in.«urrcc lion as the

death-blow of their cause, and celebrated the event

with much rejoicing ; but the leaders appeared to be

of little importance, for others, and with mpre ability,

were instantly found to fill their places. Rayon, who
had been formerly a lawyer, and had acted as secre-

tary to Hidalgo, assumed the command of the army
at Saltillo, which he found to amount to more than

'1-0,(X)0 men. With this force, avoiding an engage-

ment with Callcju, he took post at Zaccatecas from

whence he attempted to open a negotiation that

might terminate in a peace between the two parties,

each of which claimed the merit of contending for

the rights and authority of h'erdinand, and of the

Catholic church. Rayon liberated three prisoners of

distinguished rank, and commissioned them to pro-

pose to Callcja to desist from further hostilities, and
to refer every matter in dispute to an assembly, to

be immediately convened, of European and Oeolc
Spaniards. To the proposal Callcja replied, That,

for the goodness of hi.s intention, he had merited a
pardon, which should bo granted, if he would sur-

render liimself and his army, but if'he did not, he
would march against him, chastise, and destroy

him.”

Whilst the insurrection began by Hidalgo, and
continued by Rayon, was fluctuating with alternate

surxesscs and reverses, another, of an equally for-

midable nature, was supported on tiu? coast of Mexi-
co, bordering on the Pacific Ocean. Morelos, in

early life, Iiad served in the corp.s of royal artillery,

^ and been promoted to the rank of serjeant ; he had
Tong left the army, and enterc.^ ’ljie church, in which

he had attained the station of a parish priest, in one

of the most populous districts in the neighbourhood
of Acapulco. Here, as soon as Hidalgo commenced
lj|is operations, an insurrection also burst forth, of

which Morelos was immediattlv declared the chief.

He organized an army, which became formidable for Mexico,

its discipline and numbers, and which successfully

Repelled the different bodies of Spaniards sent to at*,

tack liim. At length the Viceroy collected an army,

under the command of General Fuentes, to subdue

these western rebels. Morelos advanced to oflev

battle, and an engagement took place at Tixtla, in

which the insurgents were completely victorious, the

royal army was dispersed, their cannon, stores, and

even muskets, whicii, tn the^^haste, the defeated

threw away, became the prey of the victors More-
los thus became master of the south-west of Mexico,

captured the city of Atepulco, entered the province

of Oaxaca, and gave orders which were obeyed even

to (juatimala. His troops, instead of flying at the

appearance of the royal army, resisted boldly its

attacks, and at length became generally the assail-

ants.

During this work of havoc, even in the provinces

where the royalists had military possession of the

towns, the open country was overrun by small bands

of guerilhis, who lived on the plunder of the country,

and massacred, without regret, any Europeans that

were unfortunate enough to fall in their way. The
royal troops, on their part, wherever they passed,

marked their track by thousands Indians, wlio,

without the formalities of trial, wei% hung on the

trees lliat bordered the roads, or at tlie plantation.M

by which they had marched. A mine situated at the

entrance of Huastera was worked by the insurgontH,

and furnished Morelos with silver, in a plocc, from

the impenetrable nature of the country, secure irom

all fears of attack. Canas, a chief, occupied some
mountains, from which lie descended occasionally,

and levied contributions, within five or six league.^

of the capital ;
whilst, a little to the south, one Al*

dama troubled the bishoprick of Puebla, and intci-

cepted the communication between Mexico and tlu‘

post of Vera Cruz.

At this period the symptoms of insurrection in tlic;

city of Mexico became more alarming
;
the Creoles

and Indians within its inclosure became insolent with

every new success of the insurgents
; and the delu-

sive doctrines of the righto of man began to be pro-

pagated, and to annihilate their loyalty to Ferdi-

nand, and their devotion to the Virgin of Guada-
loupc.

Wt* left two large organized armies, one under

Rayon to the north, the other under Morelos to the

south of the metropolis, and will briefly survey the

progress of each. Rayon was at Zaccatccas, after

the abortive attempt at conciliation, to which he ap-

peared always anxiously to look, and to which he
addressed several eflbrts. He was attacked by Ge-
neral Emperan, who commanded a part of the army
of Calleja, and repelled him, with the total loss of his

artillery, and t^e dispersion ^of his men. He then

advanced to Zitaquaro, made it his head- quarters,

and established a supreme executive council fpr

Mexico, consisting of himself, the curate Verdusco,

and the General Liccaga. The election was made
by tho acclamations of hordes of Creoles, Indians,

and muluttoes, wlio were taught that in these accla-

mations they were exercising their newly acquired

10
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Mexico, sovereignly, and not made dupes of fanatical and in- times almost without foodto keep together any consi-

triguing leaders. Whilst exercising all the power of derable force : in fact, the contest had been carried

'

an arbitrary monarch in Zitaejuaro, Rayon did not on with so much fury, the scenes of tlie operations

neglect the proper means of securing himseli’ in his were so extensive, and the numbers collected in

strong position, but fortified all tlie assailable points.

The Viceroy concentrated his army to attack a place

now the grand focus of the northern rebellion, and
having collected a considerable force, he ordered

Callcja to proceed against it : after overcoming seve-

ral obstacles, the attack on the position succeeded,

and Callcja obtained possession of Zitaquaro, with its

powder-mills, the cannon foundery, and some stores

;

but Rayon, with his brother Avcctors and the great-

er part of the army, retreated in safety to Zultepec,

a still strongci position, about thirty longues to the

westward of Mexico, and from whence all the force

of the Viceroy could not drive them, till the progress

of their disorganizing priticiples had so far weakened
all discipline, as to reduer them from an army into

a l)anditti. Calleja, wlien in possession of Zitaquaro,

exceeded the ferocity wl.icli he had before exhibited
in different places from which he had driven the in-

wSiirgcnts. The defenceless inhabitants were massa-

cred by hundreds during the storming, and afterwards

the whole property of each individual w-ns confiscat-

ed; those who, were permitted to live were banished

for ever, and aR the buildings of the place utterly

destroyed.

When Raj'on witli his force was securely posted,

in December J81J, in the strong position of Zultc-

pcc, dissentions began among the chiefs, which were

the necessary result of the disorganizinj principles

they had infused into their ignorant and ferocious

followers; nil would be rulers, none would be ruled;

and those men who Iiad shown courage when op-

posed to their enemy, discovered equal hardihood in

overturning all authority. In close connection with

Morelos, who in the field displayed the talents of an

able commander, Kayon rather became the civilian,

and w'itli his co-directors, issued proclamations and

decrees, made solemn declarations of the sove-

reignty of the people, and attempted by wire-drawn

distinctions, incomprehensible to Ins followers, to re-

concile the sovereign authority with that of Ferdi-

nand, whose name he still continued to use. At
Zultepec he corned money, and established a print-

ing press, from whence he issued a Gazette, entitled

Illustrador Naciotial, which was very rudely execut-

ed with wooden types cut for the purpose by a native

Indian, and printed with indigo. The only military

achievement of Rayon, beyond the occasional ex-

cursions made by his troops to levy contributions,

was an attempt to take possession of the town of To-

luca, which the royalists had fortified. He besieged

it, but from the want of skill, and having neither

heavy guns nor mortars, be failed in the attempt,

and withdrew his forces to Tenango, where he was

attacked, and though posted on strong ground, >ias

compelled to retreat. In consequence of this re-

verse, he and the rest of the directory, with all the

members of the government, were compelled to aban*'

don Zultepec, and lead a vagrant life ; wandering with

tlie army through the northern districts, sometimes

ad'ecting to convene a national convention, at ethci

arms by the insurgents were so large, that the little

cultivation which that rich soil requires was almost,

totally omitted, and famine contributed to add its

share to the muss of suffering which the country en-

dured.

In the beginning of the year 1812, considerable

reinforcements of European troops had arrived from
tlie penitisula, where the Cortes, though pressed on
all sides by the French, contrived to spare some re-

giments, both from Gallicia and Andalusia, W'hich

were joined by a division formed in the island of

Cuba. Venegas was superseded in the Viccroyship

by General Callcja, wiio seems to liavc obtained the

appointment by his own representations of the fero-

cious cruelty with which I»e treated the insurgents,

which was more approved by tlic government at Ca-
diz, than the slight traces of humanity that ^'cne'

gas had discovered.

Whilst these reinforcementB were arriving and
forming, Morelos was not idle, but discovered, con-

sidering the nature of his troops, and the ^leficiency

in stores nnd ammunition, considerable military ta-

lents. We left him in possession of tlie south-

west part of Mexico, and commanding the coast from

Acapulco to Coasta-Rica, In that unhealthy coun-

try his men suffered from an epidemic fever, which
induced him to advance to tlie high land ; hut he
took an easterly direction, marching in two divisions,

one towards Chantila, which he surprised, and tbe

other towards Xalapa. He defeated the Spanish

General Siiavedra, entered the large mining city of

Tasco, and occupied the whole mining district l>e-

tween the city of Mexico and Vera (.yi'uz, and there-

by prevented the capital from maintaining any con-

nection with the bua. He continued to enjoy unin-

terrupted success for a long period; the town of

Irucar was his principal depot, which resisted a re-

gular siege, and repulsed the attacking xrmy, whilst

with his main body he almost surrouiiued the capi-

tal, and reduced it nearly to a state of famine. The
newly arrived troops from Spain, who pompously de-

nominated themselves ** the conquerors of the con-

querors of Auslerlitz,’* were unable to withstand the

rude attacks of these Creole bands, and w'erc de-

feated in several battles, or rather large skirmislies
;

and, during the time they had passed in the vicinity

of Vera Cruz, the dreadful fever of the country hati

considerably thinned their ranks. The comuumica-

tion between the capital and Vera Cruz entirely

ceased in March I8l2, and continued closed till tb.'

September following. Morelosi look the city of Ori-

zaba, in which be found money, tobacco of the king,

and various stores, valued at more than 12,000,000 dol-

lars, The disinclination to the service among the

troops in the Spanish armic.s caused numerous deser-

tions, and plans were formed, though, before the

execution, they were delected, and the traitors put

to death, for dcliverinj| up to the insurgents the castle

of Pcrole, the strongost fortress in Mexico, wher^».

the treasure is collecfed; and the castle ot Kt Juati
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Mcku 1. de UlloBj which commands the city of Vera Cruz.

^The city of Mexico was filled with rebels ready to

rise and drive away the Viceroy, and was only kept

in subjection by a rigid police, which filled every
' public building with suspected persons ; forbade more
than three men to converse together ; and put to

death some of the most respectable of those who
were known to have favoured the loisurgents. The
cicfulcation in the revenue and ihe mint is a plain

display of the distress to which the government was

reduced. The Alcavala in the capital, a tax of six

per cent, on all exchanges of property, usually pro-

duced 100,000 dollars monthly
;

its receipts were re-

duced to 8000, and the mint, which, before the dis-

turbances, coined annually i27»000,00() dollars, in

the year 1811 coined but 5,000,000, and in 1812
but 2,000,000; and, even for this purpose, the plate

of all individuals was put in requisition by the Vice-

roy. Sanchez, a curate, acting under Morelos with

five divisions of from 5000 to GOOO men, each oc-

cupied the whole of ihc plirins of Puebla, the coun-

try of Tchuacan, and Orizaba, (juite up to Xalapa.

Calkjii, with the only olHcial royalist force, watched

Morelos, whom he had contrived to separate from

liayon and Sanchez ; and at lubt besieged him in

Quaullan, \\hicli he had made his head-((iiarters, and

in which his principal stores were collected. Tlic

town of Quautlan is situated on a rising ground, in

the midst of a large plain, every part of wliicli may
be commanded from it. It is a large place, half a

league in length, and a quarter in breadth, protect-

ed on one side by a rapid river, and on the others

by strong walls, flanked by redoubts. The numer-

ous party collected within the town soon produced

famine, and an epidemic fever, which was more favour-

able to the besiegers than tlicir cannon and bombs. The
distress was great, and Morelos attempted to open,

by a sally, a communication with n body of insur-

gents, who surrounded, and far out-numbered the

besieging army ; but the military skill and discipline

of the troops under Calloja caused the sally to be

unsuccessful ; it was, therefore, n(?ccssary to aban-

don the place, and force a passage to tlu*ir party.

Morelos, in the middle oJ' the night, formed a co-

lumn, in the van of wliicli were lOOOfusilecrs and 25G
light horse, followed by 4-000 lancers, tlicn the carri-

age's and light artillery, tlicei the slingcis and arch-

ers, and the rear-guard of infiintry, with a regiment

of cavalry. With this force he penetrated tJie lines

of Calleja, and though with a tremendous sacrifice

of the lives of his followers, extricated himself, his

officers, aftd part of his troops, from the circle in

which they were supposed to be securely inclosed,

and in which he had sustained the attacks of a

body of disciplined troops, supplied with cannon

and other artillery, during seventy-live days, amidst

privations and discuses, which had cost him half his

army.

After disembarrassing hims: ^,from this perilous

situation, Morelos filled up In's vacant ranks, and in

spite of an obstinate resistance, captured the town

of Chilapa ; here he offered to exchange his prison-

ers, which Calleja having refused, he put to death

{fll the royalist officers and one-tenth of tlie privates

in his power t hoping, as he expresned it, that this M«xido.

painful act of retaliation would put a stop to the in-

human practice which he charged bis opponents

with having commenced. He then entered Tehua-

can, where he burned tobacco, belonging to the

king, valued at 6,000,000 dollars. I%e Generals

Sanchez and Montezuma (the latter a descendant

of the kings of ancient Mexico, but a priest of a

large township in the bishopric of Puebla, and dis-

tinguished by his virtues and talents) successfully at-

tacked a division of the royalist army in St Augus-

tine de Palmar, and succeeded in cutting off the

whole
;
putting to dedk those few who surrendered,

so that not a single individual of the garrison was

left alive. A reinforcement of 1500 men landed at

Vera Cruz from Europe ;
but afler an ineffectual at-

tempt to march into the country and join the royal-

ists, they were shut up within the^ walls of that pes-

tiferous city, and there, by scarcity of provisions

and the black vomit, in less than six weeks their ef-

fective force was reduced to half their original num-

ber. In order to effect a junction with these

troops, and to relieve the distress of Vera Cruz,

the Viceroy drew together the forces which had

been employed in the siege of Quautlan, and join-

ing them with such others as he could collect,

forced a passage by Cordova, and with 180() mules

loaded with flour, put a period to the famine, and

returned to tlie high table- land with a reinforcement

of 700 or 800 men only of those recently arrived

from Spain.

Though the Viceroy had thus gained some addi-

tional force in men, and considerable supplies in

stores, he was reduced to merely defensive opera-

tions, and could nut hinder the insurgents from pos-

sessing themselves of any af those places in which

they could collect treasure or stores, or destroy the

king’s tobacco, which, from the cessation of min-

ing, had become the principal resource of tiie royal

revenue.

After burning the tobacco of the three preceding

harvests, which was stored in Orizaba, valued at

10,000,000 dollars, Morelos proceeded to Oaxaca,

the district in which cochineal is produced. He at-

tacked the capital .‘^ntiquera, and, after a sharp con-

test, entered that city, and acquired a considerable

(juantity of its peculiar production, as well as of other

riches. By a very sensible letter which we have now
belbre us, written from thence by a lady, the wife of

a Spanish officer, who had escaped at the capture, it

appears that Morelos was busily employed in drilling

his army, inspecting their appointments, and provid-

ing them with stores
;
but he suffered no plunder,

and permitted no cruelties ; that he organized the

courts of justice with all due formalities, preserved

the greatest attention to all religious ceremonies

;

and though he put to death two Spanish officers of

high rank, it was only in retaliation for two of his

chiefs, Lopez and Armento, who had been execute^

in that city a short period before, lie collected the

remains of these men from the graves where they

had been buried, and from the edifices on which

they had been exposed, enclosed them in sumptuous

coffins, made a grand procession to the Episcopal
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Mexico, church, and interred them with all the most imprefi*

^ give rites of the CathoUo religion.

The regular force, under the immediate command
of Morelos, at this period amounted to 18,000 men

;

10,000 of whom were regimented and ehitlicd in

uniform, and armed wholly with muskets, which, at

different periods, had been taken from the royalist

army. One of the royalist party, writing from Mexi-

co in March 1813, adds, “ Thus Morelos has secured

a formidable army, after having been engaged in

forty-six battles great and small, none of which he

lost, and having, by his skilful retreat from Quautlao,

demonstrated in the judgmeift'of his opponent Calle-

ja very superior talents.'*

During the whole of the year 1813, though con-

siderable reinforcements to the royalist army arrived

in Mexico, they were insufficient to enable Calleja to

assume an offensive war, ond limugl), on the other

hand, a small force organized in the United States

by Toledo, who had bocn a member for Mexico in

the Cortes at Cadiz, invaded the northern provinces,

they were defeated by the royalist General Arredon-
do, and the remnant effected their escape to New
Orleans.

Morelos, in the latter end of 1813, made an attack

on the city of Valladolid, in which he was repulsed,

and being obliged to raise the siege, he retreated to-

wards Puran
;
he was followed by the royalist army

under the command of Llano, when a battle was
fought, in which Morelos was defeafed, and his second

in command, Matamoros, with 700 men, were taken

prisoners. Matamoros had a few days before taken

500 prisoners, and sent tliem for safety t ) Acapulco

;

these Morelos proposed to exchange for the prisoners

taken at Puran, but Llano rejected the proposal, and

put the whole to death ; upon which Morelos order-

ed the 500 prisoners at Acapulco to be massacred,

which was immediately executed. Such the

barbarity with which this furious and extended con-

test was carried on !

This defeat of Morelos gave a superiority to the

royalists* cause, and fresh rcinforccnioUs having ar-

rived, they were enabled to begin offensive opera-

tions, when the release of Ferdinand from captivity,

and his return to his capital, was announced in

Mexico. The leaders of the revolt calling them-

ficlvcs the national legislature, which had been driven

from Zultepcc, consisted only of Rayon, Liceaga,

and Cos. These three men had exercised a species

of mock government over the various bands ; but

having defended their conduct on the metaphysical

principles of the French Convention, transmitted

through the Cortes of Cadiz, they were, in conformi-

ty with those principles, compelled to call a con-

gress, which met at Chllpansingo, and practised the

same silly mimicry of decreeing abstract doctrines,

as had marked the two European assemblies. Whilst

debating on many wiiimsical subjects ;
whilst striving

conciliate their doctrine of the .sovereignty of the

people with that allegiance they still professed to

Ferdinand,—the news of his release reached them.

The more sober part were disposee to suspend their

declaratory projects, and wait the result of the si-

tuation of affairs, which the establishment of the
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power to which they owed and professed subjection Mcaioo.

might produce ; but the more violent, as is usually
the case in such assemblies, overcame the more
prudent

; and instead of wailing calmly, or attempt-
ing to obtain a truce, they issued some arrogant
and menacing proclamations, which seem to have
precluded the possibility of negotiating, even if

Calleja had been disposed to enter into them.
Calleja had been promoted to the government at

Cadiz, on account of the .severities he had practised
and the zeal he had displayed. When the king was
restored he was continued in the command, and as
all the reprc.scntations of the state of affairs in Mexi-
co received by the monarchical government in Ma-
drid came from him, they were tinged with that co-
louring which it was deemed nc‘ce.‘«&ary togivc them,
in order to justify the cruelties he had practised, and
to induce Ferdinand to continue both the command-
er and the system, thougli they had hitherto |)ro-

duced only death and desolation. When a concilia-
tory proclamation of Ferdinand reached Mexico it

produced a tcMnporaiy pause, which, if Calleja had
not been filled with ideas of vengeance, and the in-

surgents with the fatal whims of democracy, might
have led to general tranquillity; but whilst the for-

mer only isMiod oilers of pardon, to wljich the re-

voltcrs could give no confidence, and to w'hicli, us

appears by his own intercepted correspondence,
none was due

;
the congress w'as busily emj)l ()3 ed in

framing one of those ridiculous and impracticable
plans, which, in the school of jiicobinisnj, have been
called ('onst'ihiimus. It was founded on none of the
customs or habits of the country, coincided with

none of their prejudices, respected none of their in-

stitutions and was only fitted to be the puppet of
a day, and then to be aieglo^'N’d even by those

who bad framed it. Morelos, whose vitws were
more pniclicablc than those ol‘ the olhers, was
too muc:h occupied in the peculiar l)u>iness of tiKJ

military, to give a tone in the political disputes of

the congress, otlicrwise he perhaps might have [)re-

Ycnted some of tlie absurdities of wlffjli that body
was guilty.

The new constilution renouncing allegiance to Fer-
dinand, and declaring Mexico an inilcpcndent repub-
lic, was promulgated in October JSl 1 ; and, under this

character of an independent state, privateers were
fitted out, manned with the refuse of all nations, and
encouraged, by a few^ secure asylums, to plunder, in

the (^ulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea, the

peaceful ships of traders. Emissaries wx’re sent to

the United Stales to procure arms, ammunition, and
officers. I’hcre Toledo, the member of Cortes, whom
we have before noticed, succccdt'cl in engaging Ge-
neral Humbert, who had formerly landed in Ireland,

to join the Mexican army; they laiided with some
arms and ammunition, and proceeded in safety to a

small fortress on the road between Vera Cruz and

Xalapa, where, according to a preconcerted plan, Mo-
relos was to have joined them

;
but the latter having

been intercepted in his route, which he had under-

taken with a small escort, was attacked by a body of

royalists, his escort defeated, and himself made pri^i

soner. Having thus fallen into the hands of the
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Mexico. Viceroy, he could expect no favour ; he was accus.

before the Tnquibition of heresy, but that tribunal

refused to condemn him, or rather hesitated so long,

"'laccording to its ordinary forms, that Calleja order-

ed him to military execution
;
yet such was the ve-

neration in which lie was held by all the inhabitants

of the city of Mexico, that the government feared
‘

Jiis execution there would prodcKso‘40iae convulsion,

and sent him secretly to an obscure village at six

leagues distance, where he was shot in the back to

indicate that he was a traitor.

With the death of this extraordinary man, every

rational prospect of success to the insurgents was at

an end. The democratic assembly convened under

tlie fantastic constitution met at Teliuacan, and, as

usual in such assemblies, spent its time in silly debates

about the limits to be prescribed to the executive

power, whilst they neglected to strengthen the ar-

mies, or to provide them with ammunition. Aflcr

some time spent in pcrsonaliUes, an ape of Cromwell,

or of Bonaparte, appeared in the person of Don Mi-

guel Teran ; he had been a partizan soldier, but at

length became commander of the guards, the host

disciplined corps in the service of the republic. This

man, in December 1815, about one month after the

death of Morelos, surrounded the liall of assem-

bly with his guards, entered it with a detachment,

expelled the membeis, and associating^ with him-

self two other persons, Alas and Cumplido, assum-

ed the supreme power, and abolished the consti-

tution. 'J'hc irregular despotism, generated in de-

mocracy, was unequal to contend with the more
consolidated despotism exorcised by Calleja. Teran

had hopes of assistance from the United States.

Joseph Bonaparte, who had arrived there, was des-

titute of money, or unwilling to risk it in another

royal speculation, and though he amused the insur-

gents with some hopes of assistance, and tliey flat-

tered him with some prospect of being again a king,

it terminated with the disappointment of the expec-

tations of all the parties.

Calleja was strengthened hy fresh troops, while flie

insurgents in numerous bands wore scattered over the

country, whicli they laid waste, but retreated as tlic

royalists advanced. He thus describes them : Tliese

bands arc not sufficiently powerful to defeat the

regular troops, to take towns, or to intercept the

convoys
;
yet we have not strength enough to de-

stroy them, but tliey arc frequently defeated, often

Jiarassed, and always severely punished if they fall

into our power."

During the whole time that Calleja ruled in Mexi-

co, the predatory bands continued to commit depre-

dations ; a species of warfare more afilietive than any

operations carried on in regular contests, 'fhe coun-

try became sick of the calamities it suffered, and the

voice of conciliation swas more wanted than rein-

forcements of troops. Milder o^jjjmcils at length pre-

vailed in tltc cabinet of Madriu, and the execution

of them was entrusted to the best hands in which

they could be placed. Admiral Apodaca is too well

known in the first circles in this country to require Mexiro.

any culogium
; and as he went to .Mexico, the herald

of peace, he succeeded in lessening the irritation? vi

that prevailed, and reconciling the most respectable

of the ctiiefs to bis mild administration. Kayon, the
most considerable, has accepted tlie terms that have'
been offered ; and he and liis whole army have laid

down their arms, and taken the oath of allegiance

to Ferdinand. Wc are unacquainted with the terms
on which the conciliation has been effected; but
ns Kayon, during five years, contended with vigour,

even after severe reverses against the royal troops ;

as his whole conduct, lim ing the continuance of the

contest, was marked by the most determined reso-

lution, we may fairly conclude, either that the terms
proposed were advantageous to liis party, or that the
expectation of success was so small, that further

hope could not be entertained.

We need scarcely notice the expedition of Mina,
who was equipped by some speculators in Europe foi

1 he conquest of Mexico. lie was little acquainted
w'ith the dispositions of the inhabitants, and less

with the nature of the country and the paucity of

its resources. After effecting a landing to the

north of Panuco, he penetrated into the country,

where he was surrounded by the royalist troops, was
taken prisoner with most of his followers, and ut

length received his death from the hands of the exe-
cutioner.

From the execution of Mina, the tranquillity of
Mexico was gradually returning, though occasional-

ly interrupted by small assemblages of rioters rather

than insurgents. They were dispersed, though not

without the loss of some lives in the field, und of
others on the scaffold.

The recent events in Spain, as far os certain

intelligence has yet (20th September 1821) reached
us, appear to have produced an effervescence in

Mexico which has led to riotous assemblages in some
parts of ihc viceroyalty of great, but perhaps of ex-

{iggcrated extent. The communiciition between the

capital and the coast has been occasionally interrupt-

ed, but never closed, when the Post was attended by
an armed escort.

It is, however, too much to be feared, that a

country in the circumstances of Mexico will con-
tinue to be the theatre of bloody contests as long,

at least, as the metropolitan government in Europe
shall remain in its present unsettled and revolu-

tionary state.

See Humboldt's Political Essay on New Spains
translated into English. 4< vols. 8vo. Lond. 1811.
—Hislorin de la Revolucion de Neuve Espana,
por Guerra. London, printed, but not published,

1812 .—El Espaiwl (in 8 vols.). por Blanco White.
London, from 1810 to 1815.-— de Mexi*
CO,—Memoria que el Doctor Don Miguel Ramos
de Arispe, present, a los Cortes de Espana sohre el

cstatado dc su provincia (in the periodical paper, El
CoJisicd). (w. w.)
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Middlesex. MIDDLKSF.K, fin Englifili county; anti thonsvh

ill extent one of the least, yet, as eonlalnin;^ within

it the ni('tro})(>liH of the liritish empire, with its nu-
inennis ]U)])iilatio;.i, its extensive wealth, and its re-

positories of art ;md s( i(Mic(*, and bewif^ tlie thcatre

of th(> most interostiiur historitvil and political trans-

actions, nntiivfilly attracts to it the attention of all

who arc connected with the nnitcil kingdoms.

This county is boimih'd on the north by l lertford-
rfiuH \Kut. shire; on the west by Thickinghainshire

; on tlie

south by Surry, and at tlje eastern point by a small

portion of K(mt ;
and on the east liy Essex. Its ge-

neral figure is (piadrangular, feut rendertHl very irre-

gular by the course of tiu* rivers 'Vhaincs, Coin, anil

Lea, which bound it on three sides, and by a consi-

derable projection into Mei-Lfortlshire on tlie north.

Its greatest lengtii is twenVv-ihrec, and its greatest

hriMflth seientcon niile^'. Us square contents are

estinifited at iiSo miles. [ ‘<'-J,‘U)0 statute acres,

iiv' According to the r* n us of the y^e.-ir 1 HI), the

n umber of inhahitav/.s ol' wluan the

males wi‘r(' ID ae.d the femalc'. o 1 8di l.D. 1 lie

nuinl)(‘r of families avjis ‘i i'J.niO; of whonip,()88 were
employe (I in {igriculture

; l.DOjDflS in trades find pro-

Icssioiis; and 77 oecu])iiHl in other ])nr.snils.

'file marriages, in the y(*nr 1810, were 1 'J iu*

baptiMUs of males were 1 ] ,S.5J), of females J 1,701.

'rh(‘ hiirifds of males were 11,870, and of femajcs

I l,02(). The rc'^i 'lors of iK'ptisnKs and ol* burials

are less cert:iiii enterions ol* their ])rojiortions to the

population, llifin tho.-Jc of finy other district in iJie

united kii^gdom, from (Iv* grt'ater compf rative luim-

bev of si'etaries, ^vhc^'^e Im'dis and deaths are unno-

ticc’d, espi'cnlly birth. ., in the parochial rcgi‘ter.‘..

'file pn])nlaMoii of the placcs, whose numiierb ex-

ceed 2(H)0, firc' 4i.s ibllow :

r.omlon (witliin tin walls), - 55,181

l.ondon (without thi' walls), - - -1-2.7

London suburbs, e\elnsi\e of those vilkiges

marked thus which are also snl)url)al, Df)7,570

Westminster city, - - K)2,08o

Ikiucras, * with its hamlets, - 4(>,‘538

Jh'tlnifil (iri'cn, * - - o8,G10

Chelsea, - - - 18,2{)2

I lackney, with ii'’ liamlets, - 1(>,771

Islington. - - I5/)(}5

Kensington, with its hamlets,^ - 10,880

iM lie-end Old Town,* - - U,lfi5

Sliadwell, * - - -

Stepney parish, ^ ineludiiig I’oplar, lllack-

\\all, Jamehouse, Mile-end New' d’own,

and Kateliffe, - - 28,292

Fulham, with I famineismith, - l.S,29(>

Hampstead, - - 5,188

Ealing, inelndiug Old llrcmtford, - 5,86

1

Isleworth, inclucling part of Hounslow’, 4,GM
lUddington, * - - -1,609

'Lottenham, - - 4,571

Edmonton, - - 6,821

i:nfield, - - 6,686

('hiswiOk, - - 8,892

Twickenham, - * 8,757

Ih’omK vj
* ' - 8,581

Hornsey, vUlh part of Highgate, - 8;849

^ (.1.. \ .
1' Mi r I!.
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Hampton, including the court and Hamp- Middlesex.

Ion Wick, - - 2,754'
Hendon, - - 2,589
(ixlwidgc, - - 2,411,
Stratford le How, • - - 2,2.59
riilhngdon, - - 2,252
Heston, including part of Hounslow, 2,251
Stoke New ington, - - 2,149
Staines, - . 2,042

'I'Jie face of iliis county may be tie.scribcd as aKacent ilie

gentle sloping track rising from the banks of
I'humes, its southern boundary, to the hills on the
north, none of wdiicli rise more than 850 feet above
the level of tliat liver, and few even attain that
height. In receding from tlie banks of the stream,
the surface is gtaitly undulated, with sufficient slope
to secure the n(*ccssary drainage. The prospects in

the .M)utlu*rn division of the count}
,
from the level

natuvi‘ of its surface, are not ili.stingulshed by ex-
tent or variety, and the eye is only relieved from tlie

i’aligne of uniformity, by the numerous buildings,

plantations, gardens, and the rich verdure of pro-
ducti\e grass fields. Even on the more liilly parts

of* the county tlie ]iros])oct.'i arc far loss impressive

than those on the ojiposite hanks of tlie Thames, or

than thoM* whicli are to be seen on the borders of
that ri\er hcibre it enters Middlc.sex. The best

[irospects of a rural kind are from the range of bilks

stretching from Einner, Slaimiore, I'dstrce, Totlc-
ridge, and Harnet, to the forest .scenery of Enfield

C1iac( , The Hill of Harrow, ajirojcction from this

ridge, is one of the Iiigjiest points, and the wliole of
lli<‘ richly cultivated valle} of Middlesex is com-
prehemh-d in the \iew from it.

I'Jie original soil on the soullH'rn side of the conn- Soi).

ly L (»f a must sU'rile kind of gravel
;
hut the vast

(quantities of manure which have bec'ii furnished to it

from the extensive cities in its vicinity, have been so

spread on the surface, that a most luxuriantly pro-

ductive soil of garden mould lias been created, and
from the .same cause is renewed as raji.dly ;is it be-

comes exhausted by the CK^ps grown ujion it. The
northern pari uf the county generally consists of a

soil of clayey loam, which, thougli ratlicr difficult to

[dough, is, wlicii pr()j)erly pulverised, very well

adapted for the cultivation of whtvit, and has been
long (‘ok'bvated for the excellent (juality of that grain

whicJi is produced upon it. The table of Queen
Elizabeth wavS regularly furnished witli wliite bread

from ibe wheat grown in the vicinity of Hounslow'.

In several jiarts of the county the loamy clay, con- UuM* fi.mli

verted by the addition df cinders, technically called

bre(*ze, into bricks, becomes tlie mo^l [irofinible ap-

plication of the soil. This is jieculiarly the case

where such -oil is found in the immediate vicinity

of the metropolis, or on the banks ol tluM-i vers or

canals that communicate w itli it. Hound the one

mile-.stone on the KingsJand rond,” says Mr Mid-

dleton, the surface is lowered from four to ten

feet, by th(' earth liavlng been dug up and manu-

factured into bricks, over an ('xlent of more than

1000 acres; and it l as been levelled, ploughed up,

and laid down to grass. It is sufficiently dry, and

by the help af town manure, is rcslorra again to
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M^lcgfex,. excellent grass lantl; thongh it had previously yield-

’ ed to the comiTiunity, tliroiigh tlu' inedium of the

brick-makers, upwards of Ti. 4000 per jic've on an
' average oftlie whole level

; but there are a few acres

of choice marl cartli, w'hieh have produced through
the same incdluin Ti. ‘JO,000 yer acre.”

Agriciiliuic. The greater portion of tlu^ land in the county is

,appro])riated to tlie cultivi^jtion of grass, which is

converted into hay f(»r the sup])ly of the numerous
horses kept in the metropolis. These upland mea-
dow's have been gradually extending as the metro-
polis has increased, so that at present not more than
i20,000 acres arc under culture by the plough.

The meadows, however, even tlio.se which have been
longest laid down to hcrbfigc, discover the mark.s

of their having been formerly iiloiighed. Tlie great

consumption of hay in the London markets lias in-

duced the most skill to he applied to that particular

branch of rural economics which, under the term
hay-making, is usually deemed the simplest of all

agricultural operations, but is here managed in so

superior a way as to bring to the sUick hay of acpia-

lity far better than is preserved in the more distant

counties. The corn grown in this county is incon-

siderable; on an average of years, about 10,000 acres

are sown with wlic.^t, about 4<00() witli barley, about

.3000 w'ith beans, and about 2000 witli pease
;
sonu‘

rye i.s grown, but principally lor green food, and
scarcely any oats are cultivated. There are fewer

shei^p and cow s kcjJt in Middlesex than in any other

county ; but of tlic latter some tliousands arc main-
tained solely for the purpose of supplying milk for

the daily consumption of tlie metropolis. Many
pigs are fattened from the offal jirodiiced in tlu*

vast brew'cries and malt distilleries of London and

its vicinity,

llortiru’- The lun-ticulture of Middlesex, though it does not
tnre. extend over cjuiti; so great a surface as its arable cul-

ture, pvoiluees a far greater annual return. Exclu-

sive of the gardens attached to the houses of the no-

bility and gentry, the extent of land approjiriated

to the growth of fruit is reckoned l)y Mr Middle-

ton to he oOOO acres, of‘ that devoted to cidinary

vegetaliles 10,000, and of that used a.s nursery

grounds and plantiitions Tfie same writer

(‘stimaled the annual value of the productions of

hopticnlture at soincwdiat more than one millic»n

Sterling. The gardeners of Middlesex practise a

wonderful economy in the raising 'of crops. The
fruit gardener.s have w'hat they call an f/pper and
an under crop grt)W'ing on the same ground at

the same time, f irst, the ground is stocked with

apples, peal's, eluvrics, plums, walnuts, &e. like a

com])lete urcliard, and calh’d the upper crop. It

is .secondly fully plaiilial with raspberries, goo.se-

bervies, currants, strawberries, and all such fruits,

shrubs, and herbs, as are known to su.stiiiii the

.shade and drijijiing.s from Uie trees above them
without the least injury: ti.iA they term the 7//i-

dcr crop. Some of these gardens have w'alls which

arc completely clothed w'ith fruit trec.s, sucli as

j>eaches, iioctarinc.s, ajiricots, plums, and various

others, all adapted to the aspect of the wall. In

order to increase the quantity of w'armtli and shel-

ter in autumn, they raise earthen baiilis of about
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throe feet high, laid to a slope of 45® to the sun. Middlesex.

On these slopes they pkant endive in the month
of September

;
and near the bottoms of them they ^

drill pe^efroiu October to Christmas : by this means

the eiidSive ig preserved from rotting, and, as well as

the pease, reach niatiirily at an early period. The
common routine of tlie best kitchen gardeners is the

following : Soon after Christmas, when the weather

is open, they begin by sowing the borders, and then

tlie qut'irters, with radishes, spinaeli, onions, and all

the other seed crops. As soim aftcrw'ards as the

season w'lll permit, which is generally in Februaryj,

the same ground is planted with cauliflowers, from
'

the frame.H, as thick as if no other crop had then

possession of tlie ground. 1'he raiUslies, Ike. art-

soon sent to market; and wlu-n the cauliflowers

are so far advanced as to he earthed up, sugar loaf

cabbages are planted from tlie before' mentioned

.seed crops ; and daily as these crojis are- sent to

market, the same ground is cropped wdth celi*ry for

w inter u.se. The foregoing rotatiem is the common
practice, but there are many deviations according ti*

the judgment of the cultivators, the state of the wea-

ther, and the demands of the market
;
hut siu'h a

sysU'in can be pursued only in the; vicinit} of gri-at

cities, whose- abundant manure gives the means of

raising vegetable ])rodiictioMS in defiance of the iii-

cleinciicy of our northern wiuU-rs. A s])ecies of cul-

tivation of a non-fleseripl kind, ]Kirtakirig of tlie na-

ture of agriculture and horticulture, is (-xtcnsively

pursiu-d ill this county, 'flir' ground i.s ploughed in

January and Eehruary, and cropped with early

pease, which are gatliered green in June. Tlu

laud is then sowed with turnips, xvhieh are sold in

autumn, wlien the kiiul of (-abhages called eollards

are planted, anil llu-.se three crops arc annually rais-

ed from the same soil.

The manufactories in the county of Middlesex an- M.inufac-

very numerous, and tiiough, from tlie comjiaratively

high prices of labour, rent, and fiu.-l, few' of tlu*

more coarse articles of consimi])llon are made,

yet the finer or more curious kinds of commo-
dities are extensively jiroduccd in the vicinity of

the metropolis. 'I'he nianufaeturcrs that enij)lo\

llic largest capitals are tlie brewers and malt dis-

tillers. The })i'inting of calicos of the superior kinds,

is conducted on a large scale at Islewortli, Staines,

Old Ford, and some other places, hut bearing no

comparison in extent to .similar establishments in

the north of England and in Scotland. The silk

inaimfaclure.'^, originally e.stablished by French l*ro-

testaiit refugees in the parish of Spitalfidds, have

been ever since continued
;
and though colonies

from them have been transplanted to Cov('nti*y, to

Staffordshire, Lancashire, and other parts of tlie

kingdom, that branch of indu.stry is the employ-
ment of iic'arly’4(),0()() persons. Ship-building and the

various auxiliaries of that art, sucji as ropc-niaking,

sail-making, block and anchor-making, copper sheets

and holi-making, and numerous other appendages,

are conducted on a very extensive scale. The other

nianufactures arc so various, that it is scarcely possi-

ble to enumerate even the considerable ones. Of
these the nio.st prominent iu:e w'atch-makiiig, glass-

blow'ing and cutting, dyeing, chemical prepariition«5
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MiddlcBCK. {or dyers and m(‘dical purposes, paper and paste-

boards, gunpowder, china and earthenware, ]>ricks

*and tiles, turnery ware, musical and uiatheniatical

instruments, cutlery, surgical and idnlosophical im-
plements, gold and silver lace, golcl and silver orna-
ments and utensils ; and to these may be added car-
riages for luxury, and ornamentid furniture for
dwellings of every description.

Uivcr
. TJic rivers of Middlesex arc the Thames, the

Coin, tlie Brent, and tJic Led. The former of these
ifl navigable for barges, for almost its whole extent,
to r.eachlad(‘ in Gloucestershire, within a lew milea
of its source. The tide is fdt as high as Tcdding-
ton, above which the navigation is i)erformed by
penning the water at various locks till a sufficient

body is collected, wliicli, by making wliat is locally

called ajlash. permits thi' passage of the barges over
die obstructions and shoaL, widcl), a few hours after,

become again impassabit . J’lie picturcscpie beauties
on the banks ol‘ this stream are too well known to

need a description in this place. 'I'iic Coin is un-
navigable. It enter > >i iddlcscx from llcrthirdshirc
at the north-western extremity of the county, and
lalls into the Thames in various channels at consi-
derable di.stances iiom each fither, having in its

course been a])plie(l to thc^ working of mmieroiis
mills for paper, corn, and other purposes. Th(‘
Brent, also unnavigable, enters tlie county fnnn
Hertfordshire, and joins the Thames at Brentfoid.
The Lea is navigable for liarges in its whole course
through tills county. It enters from Hertfordshire,
forms the eastern boundary of Middlesex, and joins

die Thames at Limclu use below London.' Besides
du'so natural strcan)s die artifu’ial one called die
AV/« Jiivvr br'longs ti» this county. The artificial

channel in which tlii?. stre.im flows towards I.oiidon

has a very devious course, in ortlcr to keep the wa-
Uts at a due level. It is ultimately received into a

salacious reservoir near Islington, from whence, by
means of pipej, its water is coineyc'd through the
street.s of the metropolis to the Jumses of indivi-

duals.

ari.u. Among tlie public works of this county, the ca-

nals deserve notice, 'riiese are the Grand Junction,

die Paddington, and the Uegent's. The first forms
a connection with the whole interior of the king-
dom, and the second is connected with it. Through
them, internal navigation is conducted to the manii-

facliiring counties, and to the distant yiorts of Liver-

pool, Bristol, and Hull, and to the potteries, iron-

founderies, and collieries of Staffordshire and War-
wickshire. The Regent's Canal, recently c'omyilet-

ed, surrounds the whole of the northern side of the

metropolis, around which it describes a semicircle,

commencing at the dock of the Paddington Canal,
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and terminating at the river Thames at l.imehouse,
Its principal utility is .supposed to be derived from
forming tlie means of conveying coals and otlicr
he;ivj commodities from tlie river to the more dis.
tent parts of the capital without expensive land car-
riage.

dneks constructed, of late years, for the faci- Dotic-,.

lities of commerce, arc most extensive and magnifi-
cent works, and the 'ivarehouecs that surround them
arc wonderful exhibitions of the commercial opu-
lence of this country, having been all completed from
the capitals of iiulividu.ils. ' The W\^st India Docks
contain about sixty acre.s of water, in which the
largest vessels can float. The London, or Wapping
Docks, are of nearly tlie same extent, 'i’lie Last In-
dia Dock.s are more than thirty acres, and near them
is a dock belonging to private individuals (Messrs
Wigniin and Green) of nearly twenty ncr(*s, where
the business of ship-lmilding is carried on ujion a
scale that ex(‘eeds most of the establishments of the
governments of Europe.

1 lie most remark.’ible edifices of this county are I^ablu Edi-

inore properly described under the articles London
or \Vestmin.steu in this wrork. Beyond the limits
of those cities must be noticed the palaces of Ham))-
ton C.oiirt and KiMisiiigton

; tlie Hospital of Chelsea
for invalided soldiers

; the Royal Military Asylum
;

the bridges of St.iineft, X^mxhall, .’ind Waterloo

;

the archway imih r Highgate hill ; Middlesex Hos-
pitel; St George’s ilosjiitai; Jnv.s" Hospital; and
Harrow Schor)l. The innnher of c»tJicr erections, of a
second and third order, are too numerous for reca-
pitulation,

TIu‘ changes of property have been so rajiid in
this county, and the taste i’or substituting fashion-
able* novelty in the room of venerable auti(|uity has
been so prevalent, that \cry few fir.st rate seals arc
to he found, hut a vast uuinb(‘r of second and tliird

rate houses, which, ifremoved from the vicinity ofthe
metropolis, would attract considerable notice. Tin-
most remarkable residences are Bently Priory, Mar-
qiiisoi Abercorn ; Brandenburg House, Margrave of
Aiispach; Bu.shy Ihirk, Duke ofClarence; C’aenwooil,
Lari of Mansfichl

; Chiswnck House, Duke of Devon-
.shire; hulhain Palace, Bishop of London ; Holland
House, Lord I lolland

; I Jttletoii, Thomas Wood, Esq. ;

O.sterley I louse, h.arl of Jersey; Sion House, Duke
of Northumberland

; Strawberry Hill, Countess of
Waldegravc

; Wrotham Park, George Byng, Esq. ;

Cannons, Sir Thomas Pluunuer; Bush Hill i*ark,

Milliain Mellisli, Ksq.
; Harrow, Lord Northwick

,

Sion Hill, Duke of Marlborough.
See Middleton's P^icn^ vf Ihc Agiuultuyi of Mid-

dlesf\T ; and Brayley's Jic(iulii.s Kngland and
fVales. ‘ (w. W.)
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MINERALOGY.
Minerulo-jy. ]VIiNERALOfiY is that Jopartment of Natural His-

tory which )uakcs us acquiiiuted with all the proper-

ties and relations of minerals. It is divided into two
jt^rand brandies^ viz. Mineralogy, ])roj)orly so called,

and Geology. Mineralogy treats of the })ropevties

and relations of Simple Minerals; while Geology
considers the various profierties and relations of

the Earthy Atmosphere^ tlie Waters of the Globe

,

and
the Maintain llocks, or those mineral rriasses of

which the crust of the earth is prineipally conipos-

ed, and vvhicli are generally of a compound nature.

I. MINERALOGY.

1, System Arrangement,

The arrangement of simple minerals has always

been a subject of controversy wdth mineralogist-*

;

and the disdussions to wdiich it has given rise have

materially contributed to the advaneemeiit of our

knowledge of the natural and chemical history ol‘

minerals. Many, as Rerzeliiis and others, contend

for tile Chemical arrangement , according to which the

species are groiijjcd in co’donuity withtlieir chemi-

cal eoni])osition .jnd (ii<iraeters
;
others, as Werner,

Ilofljnaii, vi:c. reject the jmre chemical, and ado])t

the Mi\ed Method, in w’liicli tlic species are arranged

and determined according to th(» conjoined external

and chemical characters ; and of Lite years the Na-
tural HiKstory plan, or the arrangement according to

external cliaractcrs alone, has been advocatetl by

Mohs, Jameson, ^cc. We are inclined to recomnienu
tlie latter

;
and of all the natural history arrange-

ments, we consider that of I'rofessor Mohs as the

most pliilobojihical, and we have accordingly jdoj)tcd

it in the ijresent article,

5J. Characters of Minerals,

As the characters employed in the natural lii.story

system of mineralogy are princi])ally those named
external, we shall luu'c coniine our atteiiliuii to

these, rderring for an uccounL of the others to the

article Miner acog y, already published in theL'ac/y-

clopcedia Tiritannica. We sliall first give an ae-

c;ount ol‘ the characters used in the construction of

the different j)iiiK*i])al divisions of the system; and
next enumerate and define those cluiraclers which
are employed in the description of tht; species, sub-

species, kinds, and varieties of simy)le miiu-rals.

J. ClIAKA«rrERS EMPLOYED IN TIIR DlTKUMINA-
TION OF THE ClAsSSiES, OllDERS, GeNEIIA, AND
Species.

1. Regular Form— II. Cleavage—III. Hardness.

IV. Specific Gravity .

*

I. Regular Form. Mir.cnii.e

1 . Simple and Compound Forms,

The first step Crystallography takes in the consi-

deration of the regular forms occurring in the mi-

neral kingdom, is to distinguish them into simple and

compound ones. A simjdc^ form is contained under

homolo}r()us ])lancs, or such as are equal, similar, and

equally disposed in respect to each other; a coni-

poiuid one is contained under planes, not homoln-

goHS, or such as are not cajual, similar, and equally

disposed to each other.

i?. Comhiualions,

A compound form is tc'rnual a combination. The
condiinalions consist of the simple forms, and each

face occurring in them, belongs to a particular simple

form, in as far as it is not lioiuologous with others.

;i. Fdges of Combination,

The edges, in which the faces of different forms

meet or intersect each other, are called (ilgcs of

combination. The dniomination of tlie edges he-

tw’een the homologous faces depends upon the sim-

ple forms themselves, or upon tlieir peculiar situation,

and their other qualities.

4. Development of the Combinaliou^.

An object of tlie greatest imporlanee for crystal-

lography is the illustration of‘ tlie ilevclo]imcul of

the combinatirins. A combination is developed by
showing of what sinqile forms it consist^, and in

w hat relations those simjile forms are to each t»llu r.

l^lie manner in w hich this is doiu* is as follows :

First, the connection existing among certain simple

forms is exhibited; and these simple* forms are ar-

ranged accordingly into series, the members of which,

between certain limits, follow constant law's, and an*

known in all their geometrical relations, if it is pos-

sible to determine ihcir distance from a know n mem-
ber, or to assign them their relative position in a

series, which contains the same member. 'J'he posi-

tion of a member in the scries is determined by con-

sidering the situation of the edges of combination
;

and t!ie development of the latter will, therefore,

depend upon two points
;
first, to make ont tJie kind

of the simple forms tliey contain ; and then, from

tlie observed situation of the edges t^f combination,

to detcTinine to whieli member of the afore-mention-

ed scri(*s they belong, or wliicli places they occupy
in this series.

5. Preparation for the Development of the Combina-
tion fi,

I^et fig, 1 ,
Plate XFVIII., be a combination of two

• Certain varieties oIl colour, tlie lustre, and also the streaky arc occasionally used in forming the cliarac-

ters of the systematic divisions.
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Mineralogy- rhomboifls. The facog ADEED, AD E'f/J),...belong

to oiu‘, the Ik es DEK"E"E',...to the other. Let the

eilges of eonibin}iti<»!^ DE,DE',...be parallel, ami the

fiiees of the two Ibniii. that meet in them equally in-

clined to each other. The plane angles at the apex, or

at the solid angle formed by three equal plane angles

of the former, are smaller than the same of the latter

;

and likewise the inclination (»f the terminal edgei, or at

those which terminate* in the apex, or in the terminal

point oi* the axis AX of the fornl(^r, is smaller than

the same of tlie latter, which, therefore, is called

, the more obtuae, whilst the former bears the deno-

inination of the more acute ikomboi(L It would not

the combinations, and of which the other relation
will be explained in the following paragraplis.

8, Fundamental Foim^ Derivation, Derived Form.

What has been said above leads to a general me-
thod, one form being given or chosen, to find oni* or

several others, which are in such relations to it, as

to be fit ibr explaining the combinations. The form
chosen for tliis purpone is called XhQ fundamental
form or type ; the ])rocceding by w'hich the other
forms are jirodiu cd tlic (iei hafjon, and those forms
tliemsclves the derivedJaims,

be sufficiently intelligible to derive the relation which
exists between the two rhomboids, from the figure in

its present state, the absolute* diim'usions rrniaiiiing

utiaJtered. Let, therefore, tin* axis of the more
olituse rhomboid increase, /dl it ecjuals that of the

more acute one, withoui any alteration in the angles,

and consequently in tlu' parallclisni of the edges of

combination dependiiiii uj^ou tliem. WJiilst the axis

increases, that part oi‘ l-Iu* faces of the more obtuse

rhomboid, which is visibk* in the combination, will

become narrower and narrower, till it disapjieavs,

wlien the length ei‘ the axis is equal in both the

forms, The planes of tlu; more obtuse rhomboid

are in this case tangent to the tc'rminal edges of the

more acute one
,
and the absolute dimensions arc

now in that .state, in which they allow of a clear de-

velopment of the relations between tiic forms which

the combination contains,

f). Relation of the llhomhoids expressed bi/ the

Axh.

The easiest method of expi't'^sing the relation tif

the derived rhomboids to the fundamental form

(§ 7 ) is not that by tlie sides of the iiorizontal pro-
jections, tin* axes being Mi])poKeil equal. T.et, there-

fore, the derived rhomboid, v ithcuit .any alteration

in its angles, diminisli in size (as could be done
sections parallel to its faces) till its horizontal pro-
jection becomes eipial to the horizontid projection of
the fiindamentiil form

;
its will de(^;rease to half

of its former length. Now, the horizontal projec-

tions being sup]);)sed equal, the axis of the derived

rhomboid will be to thi* axis of the fimdamental form
in the ratio of J : 1 =; 1 : *2, au expression of the r(*la-

tion between the two forms, wdiieh, on aecimnt of

its easy application, we shall reUiin and make use ol‘

as w(* proceed.

(). Upright Posilio)' and Horizontal Projection^

Place a rhomboid ii such a position that its axis

is vertical. This » called the upright position.

From the six angles of the rhomboid, fig. 2.

which are no apices, draw ]uwpenjiliciilar lines B'C)',

C' IP... to a horizontal plane, and join the points in

which these perpendiculars meet with the ]dane,

by straight lines O'R', U'Z'...'J'lie regular hexagon

H'O'IPZ'N'T' produced by tliose lines is called tlie

horizontalprojection of the rhomboid.

7. Relation of the Two Rhomboids expressed by the

Side of the Horizontal Projection.

By comparing the planes of the horizontal pro-

jections HORZNT and H'O'R'Z'N'T' belonging to

tlie rhomboids, we find that, the axes being suppos-

ed equal, the horizontal projection of the more ob-

tuse is four times as large sis that of the more acute
,

or it is to the same in the ratio of 4:1. I'Voni tlii'.

foJloivs the ratio of their sides—^:1* Therefori;,

two rhomboids, the horizontal projections of %vhich

are in the ratio ol‘ 4 : 1, or the sides of tliese in that

of 2:1, the axes being supposed equal, will be able

to produce a combination in which the edges of

combination are parallel to each other ; also to the

terminal edges of the more acute, and to the inclin-

ed diagonals (those which join the apex witli the op-

posite angle of the faces) of the more obtii.se rhom-

boids
;
provided the absolute dimensions allow tlie

space to be limited by both the forms at the .same

time. This is one of the relations between simple

forms, whicli are useful and necessary for oxplaniing

10. htvcision of the Proceeding.

'J'hc mode of proceeding, by wliicli the niorc t)])-

tuse rhomboid has been derived from the more acute

one, can easily be inverled ; setting out Irom tbe

more obtuse one, we can, by the same way, in rm opyio-

site tlirection, derive the more acute rhomboid. The
diagonals being drawn iq/on the faces of the rlioni-

boifl, anil by ])lanes laid through tlirce and three of

them, those parts whieh arc situated on tln ir outside

being taken away, wliat remains will be a rliombold

more acute than the fundamentd form. Tlie axes

of both these forms arc equal, wliilsi tli(‘.sidis of tlii'

horizontal projections in the fundamental and the

derived rhond)oid are in the ratio of I : J. Now,
tile horizontal projections liciiig equal, the ratio id'

the axis will he — 1:2.

11. Uencrali!// of the Relations.— Series.

Tlie.'.e modes of pri>et?eding, and the reI.ition> bt -

tween the derived forms, are general, therefore,

from one rhomboid, taken for the rund.imental form,

another more obtuse has })i'e:i iU'ri\ed
,

this same

more obtuse rhomboid, considered as a tlindamental

I’wm, will yield another stdl more obtuse; and if,

on the other hand, from tly|p fundamental form a

more acute rhomboid has been derived, the same

proceeding applied to the residtaiil form will grw
jiiiother still more acute; and this may l>e cimtiumd

on either side ad infinitum. The ratio between the

axes of any two subsequent rhomboids, the Jiorizon-

tal projections beiniv supposed e/^ual, lias i \ erywh^pte

the same ex]»onent. The lire thcrelbrc in u

geometrical progresson, and tlie rhomboids repre-
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such a progression or a series*

12. Latvs of Progression of the Series,

Let A be the fundamental fonn^its axis rz/z, I.et

represent the firstj C the second more obtuse

;

B' the first, C' the second more acute rhomboid, the

rhomboids will fallow each other thus :

. . . C, B, A, B', C' . . .

their axes will be

fl, 4fl

or they are in the ratios of

4
J 4* L 2, 4 . . .

. . . 2~*, 2~‘, 2®, 2*, 2*, . . .

equal to those of the powers of tJie number 2.

The more obtuse rhomboids B, C . . . and the

more acute ones, B', C' . . . derived from a given or

supposed fundamental form A, their horizontal pro-

jections being equal, produce a series, in which the

axes of the subsequent members increase on one

side, and decrease on the other, like the powers of

the number 2,

which refer to the rhomboid. I'he designation con- Mineralogy.^

tains therefore, by representing the relation of the

axes, every thing required as r basis of calculation

;

and since it does not require any figures (for in-

stance those of a fundamental form), the letter It

signifying by itself a rhomboid, the designation is

also evidcuit, and upon this dejiciids tlie easiness of

its application in crystallography.

1(). Limits of the Scries,

There can be no doubt of w being able to obtain any

possible value ;
or, which is the saiTU*, tht‘ scries may v.

he continued as far as we choose. Tliis produces

ways new rhomboids, as long as n has a finite value.

On one side llie axes Avill increase, if n increase and
remain positive ; on the other tlie axes will decrease,

if the negative value of w increases. I^et n become
infinite, the axis will likewise be infinite ; let —;/

become infinite, the axis will be infinitely small. It

is clear that the limits of the series wnll be, on one
side, a rhomboid of an infinitely large axis, on the

other a rlioinboid of an infinitely small axis, and
tlicir several signs must therefore be lt-|- X and
1{— X ; so that

... R-j-zi ... R-j-co

represent the series between its limits.

IS, Designation,

The method of designating crystallizations, whe-
ther .simple or conijioinid, is founded on the present

and similar series, to he developed afterward.s. Re-

present the fundamental form by any arbitnu-y let-

ter, ill this case, according to the practice hitherto

observed, by R, The sign of any other member of

the series contains the same letter
;
the exponent of

tlie fundamental number of the series, which, in the

presiait case, is the number 2, being added for the

sake of ex]ire.ssing the place occupied in the scries ])y

the number to be designated. This yields the ('ry-

stallographic sign for one member, and by apjilying

the same proceeding to the others, the designation

also of the w hole series.

14. Continuation,

The above mentioned part of the series ol’ rhom-
boids is

c:, B, A, B', C
;

the ratio of tlu'ir axes

2“', 2®, 2’, 2«

;

its designation, therefore,

R— 1, R, R+1, R+2,

and in the same way R+ w, the general term for

each member of the scries, wJiicii mai be transform-

ed into a particubir one, by putting whole numbers,

positive or negative, instead of n in the expression.

15. Usefulness q!' thK. Designation,

From tlic ratio of the axis to the side of the hori-

zontal projection being knowm in a rliomboid, all

the rest of its ratios, its dimensions (plain and solid

angled), ke, can be fleduced. The side of the ho-
rizontal projection is supposed equal in all the mem*

ol‘ tile serie.s, and made = 1 in the calculations

17. The Limits are Regular Six-sided Prisms,

It is very easily show'n that a rhomboid of an in-

finite axis is a regular six-sided prism
;
for at the

same time, as the axis increases, the six faces of the

rhomboid approach nearer and nearer to parallelism

with the axis, and they become really parallel w ith it, if

tJie axis becomes infinite ly hjug- I' or rendering more
evident in what inamu r the regular six-sided prism
i.s the limit of the scries of rhornbohls, we can ima-
gine each face of the rhomboid to make a revolution

round an immov(‘abIe line QS, fig. S, TJiis line is

the side of that regular Jiexagon, which can be in-

scribed into the horizontal ])rojecti()n 1 lORZNT
;

tlie hexagon itself w ill be the basis or transverse sec-

tion of the prism, and it difl'ers from the horizontal

projection by I )th its contents and its situation. If

the axis of the rhomboid decrease till it ultimately

evanesce*, the laces oontiguous not only to one, but
also tliosc contiguous to the other apex, concide in

one plane
;
and the rhomboid is changed into a ])lane

figure, equal and similar to the Jiorizontal projec-

tion, to wliicli it is parallel, and appears, therelore,

in all tlu* combinations as a face perpendicular to tlie

axis. It must liere be remarked, that forms of in-

finite dimensions cannot be produced by themselves,

or as simple forms, but appear only in combinations.

JS. Position,

The series of rhomboids, already described, con-
tains every thing concerning tlie dimensions and the
ratios of its members, as far as each of them is con-
sidered singly or by itself. But tliere is still one
object of great importance to be ‘'iioticc'd, if those

members are (‘onsidered connected togt*ther, or in

combinations. This is their position. It is evident
that two subsequent memliers of tiie series, as, for

instance, Rand R-|-l, or, in general terms, R-|-«

and will produce the above combination
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'only with o.u.li other, but also with the tcnninal

of thf* TTior<? acute, and witli the inclined din-

<;onaLs of tlie more obtuse rhomboids ; but they wdll

])roduc(* tins conil)ination only in the case of tlieir

being iu sucli a position, that the terminal edges of

tlie one are in the same ])lane witli tlie inclined diago-

nals of the other, whieli plane passes at the same time

tlirougli the axis, as is shown by fig. a, Plate XCVIII.
I'his position of two rhomboids is termed the turned

j)osifioUt because it arises when a rhomboid is turned

/4}tOut of its former position, under an angle of 60’^ or

18(P. If a rhomboid, in the turned position, under-

go a now revolution of bO’ (»r 180°, it returns to

tliat which it occupied before, and this is called the

jmr(dlel position. Rhomboids that affect a parallel

position with each oilier, Iv' .t* their terminal edges

and their inclined diag mi.u's distributed in such a

manner, that the U'rmin v edges of both, on one side,

and the inclined diagonals ol'hoth, on the other, fall

into one and the same pLuie, passing through the

axis.

J fh Position oj the Members in respect to each other.

The position of the fundamental form R is ef>nsi-

dered as the normal position^ to which lliost! of the

derived members are refeiTed. In referenee to R,

11+ 1 and 11— 1 will be in a turned, R+ ^ and R—

2

iu a parallel, R+8 and R—

3

in a turned position

jigain, and so on ;
from which it follows, that any

two subsequent, or, in g(‘nej al, any two members of

the series, lietweeii Mhich an even numi er of mem-
bers (0 in the aliove (vise being consi(U‘’ed as ev(*n)

are wanting, will be ni tlie turntal position, whilst

any two members of ilie series, between wliicli an
odd number of menihcrs are wautingj will iifl'oct the

parallel jiosilion. All those members, therefore,

which have their exponent an even mimher, are in

tJie paralhd, those \\ liich have their exjionent an odil

number, in the turned position, if conqiared with

R, the fundamental form of the series, 'fhe posi-

tion exercises no influeuce upon the regular six-

sided ])rism, since, by turning it under angles of CO'’

and 180°, its faces will come into their former si-

tuation. ,

20.

Scalene SLv-sided Pyramids,

The rhomboid allows several forms to be derived

from it, which are not themselves rhomboids like the

original. Lengthen the axis ofa rhomboid, fig.4, Plate

\C'Vm , on both sides to an indefinite but equal dis-

tance, and from the angles ft, C, . . . draw straight lines

to the terminal points A', X', of the lengtliened axis.

71ie planes whii^h can be laid through any two conti-

guous lines of tliesc, and tlie lateral edges, JiC, CB, • • •

f>f the rhomboid will produce a form, whicJi, from its

laces being scalene triangles, is called a scalene six-

sided pyramid. The solid angles, A', X', at the ter-

minal points of the axis, ai*e its apices; the edges

which t(*rminfite in these apices ar«j the terminal, and
tliose which correspond with the lateral edges of the

rhomboid are the rkomhoidal edges of the pyraiiiitl.

The terminal edges allow of a farther distinction into

more obtuse and more acute ones ; the faces being on

AB, the first, inclined under a greater, on A(’ the

othci, under a less angle.

21.

T'hcir Axis a Multiple of the Axis of the Funda-^^ncraiogy

menial Form.

Instead of lengthening the axis, we may conceive
it to be multiplied by a certain number, expressed
in general by m. The values of m must he deter-

mined by observation, or, wliich is the same, tlicy

must be derived from combinations containing six-

sided pyramids, 'i'liey cannot, therefore, be fixe.il

arbitrarily, if we expect them to bo confirmed by
observation.

22.

Scries of Scalene Six-sided Pyramids.

From each rhomboid, several scalene six-sitled

pyramids may be derived, and we are authorized to

expect as many forms of thisldiid as observation has
discovered diflerent values for m. By deriving sca-

lene six-sided pyramids, according to a constant nt.

from the sid^sequent members of the series of rhom-
boids, a series of .such pyramids is produced, tlie axes
of which iiarUke of the law' followed by those of the
series of rhomboids. For the horizontal projections
of the pyramids are identical with those of tlu

rhomboids,. because tlu; rliomboidal edges of the py-
ramids liave the same situation as the lateral edges
of the rhomboids from wdiicJi they are derived

; and
the axes of the jiyramicls, being eepud to the axes of

the rhomboids, nndtipliod by a constant number in.

wn’ll Lherelbre persi.st in the ratio of tliose.

2 'I Designation.

The letter P, in general, signifies a ]>yraiTiid, but

more particularly a six-sided pyramiil, if relerreil

to a form derivable from the rhomboid. The qua-
lity of a scalene six-sided pyramid, in whieh there

occur dillcrenees according to tlu* relation of its axis

to tlial of tlu* rhomboid, must be made evident liy

the designation. Include tlu* general sign for tlie

pyramid, expressed iu such a manner as to refer to

the rhomboid from which ills derived, within crotcli-

els
( ), and add the number of derivation, or thal

by which the axis of the rhomboid hes been luiilli-

plied, in order to produce the axis of the pyramid,
in the form of an exponent ; tlu* result v^ill Iu* the

crystallograj)hic sign cd'a scalene six-sided pyramid
Thus ( P+ I)'Mcpresents a scalene six-sided pyra-

mid derived from R+ 1 by nndtijdying its axis liv

the number 8 ; and (P+ w) is the general term
any or ol‘each series of scalene six-sided pyramuU.
which can be derived from a series of rlioniboids

luiving R ftu\jts fundamental form, acconling to the

value of 777, determined for each particular sm'e.s.

If the axis of the rhomboid from wliicJi a .scalene

six-sided pyramid is derived, and the number of de-

rivation tn arc known, the dimensions of tlie pyra-

mid are easily to be found ;
thus every thing thal

has been said above (§ 15.) m n spi'ct to the (lesig-

nation, can be equally applied in the present ease.

24*. Values of m.

Although the value of m he, as far as experienct*

goes, most commonly =: 2, 8, or 5, yet it sometimes

affects other.s, and even fractionary minib(,*rh. ThiP

only thing to be said in general of tlie value of m is,

tliat it miist be greater than 1, rational and positive.
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Every vscrios loads to its limits; it is, thei'ofore,

to be (ixpeotecl, that the scries of scalene six-sided

pyramids will Jiavc limits of their own. It appears

by an t'asy geometrical construction, that scalene

six-sided pyramids, derived according to a constant

wj, from tlic different members of a series of rhom-

l)oids, or even from any rhomboid though it be no
member of that series, if cut perpendicularly upon,

and through the centre of their axes ; that such py^
T.imids will have a common, or equal and similar

transverse section, provided only the liorizontal pro-

jections of these rliomboids have bc’cn equal. This

s(*ction is an equilateral dodecagon of alttjrnatcly

equal angles. The limits of a series of scalene six-

sided pyramids 'must therefore be a scalene six-sided

pyramid of an infinite axis ;
which, since m cannot

become infinite, must be dcriveable from a rhom-

boid of an infinite axis, that is to say, from a regular

six-sided prism. The limit will, therefore, apjicar

in the shape of an uncqiuan^nlnr iwehe^sided prism,

*»f the same transverse section, which the finite mem-
bers of tile series produce. Each series of scalene

six-sided pyramids is limited by a prism of this

!;ind; the number of different ])ri^nls will therefore

be equal to tlie values of m, upon which the angles

of their transverse sections depend. "I'he opposite

limit, viz. the scalene six-sided pyramid of an infi-

Mitely small axis again ap])ears in a jilane figure,

(»(]iial and siinjlar to the horizontal projection, its

faces being perpendicular to the axis of those forms

with whidi it is combined. The genend sign of an

niiequiangiilar twelve* sided prism is (P-f co )^* TJie

lace perpendicular to the axis docs not rc<iuire any

jiarticular designation, since tliat of 11—x (§ I.'))

is already iqiplied to it. iiespecting the poiatioo,

botli of tlic scalene six-sided pyramids, and <»f tiu'ir

limits, the unetjuiangular twelve-sided prisms to each

Ollier, and to tlie rhomboidal form from wdiieh they

are derived
; §§ JSand ipcontiiin the necessary ex-

planations.

2t). Subordinate Srrics n/' li/iomboids.

There are several rhoinbcu'ds in connection w ith

ii, without being members of tlie scries derived from
il. becaiisi’ their axes, tlie liorizontal projections lie-

ing equal, are not products of the axis of It, multi-

plied by iiowtrs of the inimher 2. 1 hese rhom-
boids follow, however, the law (§ 12) which governs
the series of rhoiuhoids immediately derived from It,

and their axes are results of the axes of tJie mem-
bers of tliis scries imiliiplied by a certain coefficient.

Series arising in this way are termed sidwrdhtatc

.vmtvv, whilst that which has been derived from It

lias the reliitive name of the jn ificipal serirx.

27# Coeffcicnls of the Stibgrdinale Se/les, and hoxv

the Members of these tt (o each other and to

the Members the principal Series*

Members of the subordinate series are geometri-

cally obtained by laying planes into the homologous
terminal edges of the scalene six-.sided jiyraniids

ilerivcd from the members of the principal series,

and by enlarging these planes till they inclose the

A L 0 G Y.

Space by themselves. By applying the planes to the Mineralogy,

more obtuse terminal edges, the resulting coefficient

is = ; by applying them to the more acute

ones, it follow's
—

^ If the three most com-

mon values of w arc one after tlic other put into the

expressions, each of the two coefficients give rise to

members of two different subordinate seric.s ; but at

the same time it yields one member of tlic principal

series, namely, if 1 becomes equal to a power'
of the number 2. 'J'liese numbers of the principal

series oi'e not, however, objects of the present con-

sideration. The subordinate series, w hose coefficient

contains, besides a power of the number 2, the num-
ber .0, is styletl the,/n\v/ ; that whose coefficient, also

bpsides a power of tlie luimber 2, contains the num-
ber 7, the second subordinate series, 'fhe members
of the subordinate senes arrange themselves with
those of the principal series in .such a manner, that

the axes of* those^ wliich are put together stand in the
ratio of 1

: ]
: According to this disposition, a

rl'.oinboid, whose axis contains fi vc-fburths of‘ the

axis of Il-f//, or which is its horizontal

projection being equal to that of 11, is of the

first subordinate series, and its designation
;] ,

a rhotnboid whose axis is .2”«, is K-f-;/ of the
second subordinate series, and its designation is

JR-f-w. Any otluT value of m affords other subor-

dinate scries. 'J'he members of a subordinate scriis

eaimot he mter])()lated, or put between tlioso of tiu

principal without undoing both these* ‘-ori(*s

tliemsclves. "J'he limits of' the subordinate series are

identical with tliosc* of’ (lie |mncii)al series; iht* po-
sition <d’ their nuriiijcis follows from their dcriv

tioii.

28. Jsosrdcs Si,i^sidnl Pij/atnids.

Apjily pairs of ))lanes to the terminal edges AC, oi’

a rhomboid, fig. Iffale XC\TIJ., in such a mai.ruT
and inclination, that those from tJie uj)j)(‘r apex, AlJO
and AOR, may intersect those from the under apex,
XIIO and XCUl, in a planC' figure IIOR/NT, simi-

lar to and par.'illel with the liorizontal j)roj(‘ction.

1'hc result will be an i\o.\celcs aI.v

-

sided pifram'ul.

'file axes of both the pyramid and the rhomboid be-
ing e(jual, as ap])oars from the derivation, the side^

of their horizontal projeetions are in the ratio of 3 ; 2-

Hence the horizontal pjeojections being supposed
equal, tlie ratio betw'een the axis of the pyramid and
that of tlie rhomboid -will follow' =.2 : 3, or the first

will contain ^ of the axis of tliat rhomboid from
which it is derived. I'he isosceles six-sided pyra-
mid, derived from R-f-w, is designated only by J*-f

(§ 23), on account of its being always obtained by a
similar proceeding from its rhomboid.

29, Series of Isosceles Six-sided Pyramids*

Each member of tlie jiriiicipal series of rhom- ’

holds lias its concomitant isosceles six-sided pyramid
of the ratio just stated, tlie liorizontal jirojectioiis

being equal. This gives rise to a scries of isosceles

six-tided pyramids, the axes of w hich, their horizoii-

.s
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Mineral^, tal projections being equals inc^rease and decrease as

tlie powers of the number 2 ; that is to say, tliey

follow the general law of all those forms which are

derived from the rhomboid.

30.

JAmits and Position,

The limits of this series are regular six-sided

prisnts of infinite axes, like those of the series of
rhomboids. Let the axis of, an isosceles six-sided

pyramid increase, whilst the horizontal projection

remains unchanged, the inclination of the faces at

<^;tihe edges of the basis (those in which the faces from
different apices meet) will likewise increase till it be-

comes =180®, in which case the axis will be infinite.

In this case, each two corresponding faces from the

different apices coincide into a single plane paraDel

with the axis, and the isosceles six-sided pyramid is

thus transformed into a ^t gnlar six-sided prism, the

basis or transverse section <if which is the horizontal

projection itself. By rhis basis and its situation the

present prism differs that (§ 17), which limits

tile series of rhomboid-.
; and by this the necessity

of considering them as two distinct forms becomes
evident. The crystallographic sign for the limit of
the series of isosceles six-sided pyramids is P+a:.
The opposite limit, merely a face perpendicular to

the axis of any of tlie foregoing forms, requires no
particular designation. Since the faces of an isosce-

les six-sided pyramid, when this is turned round un-
der ()0^ or 180^, resume their former situation, tlierc

is no difforenee prevailing in the position of the mem-
bers and limits of this s(‘ries, eitlier ii respect to

theinscl \'cs, or to the <nh(?r forms derived from tlie

rhomboid.

31.

Derivation Jrom the Isosceles Four-sided

Pyramid,

Consider an isosc eles Join' sided pyramid (Plate

XCVTll, fig. 6), a form contained under eight equal

and similar isosceles triangles, as a fundamental form

;

place it in its upright position, by making its axis

A X vertical, and apply to it the process § 5. The
tangent planes will limit a space representing again

an isosceles four-sided pyramid, tJu; plane angles of

which at the apex, and the inclination of the faces at

the terminal edges, will be greater than the same in

tlie fimdamental form, and hence it will likewise be
tile more obtuse of botli.

32.

Patio oj the Derived Pyramid to the Fundamen-
tal Form,

The .nxes of these pyramids are equal to each

other, nie horizontal projection of the more obtuse

is that square which can be circumscribed to the ho-

rizontal projection of the fundamental form ; and,

accordingly, its content twice the iiontent of the ho-

rizontal projection of tlie fundamental form, the ra-

tio of their sides =^2: 1. Suppose now the hori-

zontal projections of the two pyramids to be equal,

the axis of the derived more obtuse pyramid will be
to the axis of the fundamental form in the ratio of

1

V2: 1.
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33,

Ijiversian qf the Proceeding^, Miaendogy,

This proceeding can be applied inversely, in order

to obtain from the fundamental form the same more
acute four-sided pyramid, from which, by the pro-

ceeding applied directly, the fundamental form would
have been the result Tin's inverse application is as

follows : Draw in the faces of the fundamental form
perpendicular lines from the apices to the edges at

the basis, lay cutting planes through every two con-
tiguous of these lines, and separate those parts of the

pyramids wliich lie outside of them. The remain-
der, inclosed by the cutting planes, will be again an
isosceles four-sided pyramid, having the same axis

as the fundamental form, but a horizontal projection,

whose content is half the content of the horizontal

projection of the fundamental form, and the ratio of

their sides, therefore, =V^ J ; 1. The horizontal pro-
jections being made equal, tlie axis of the derived,

more acute pyramid is to the axis of the fundamental

form in the ratio of \/2 : 1, which is the inverse of
the ratio deduced above.

34.

Series and Designation,

By continuing the derivation, the more obtuse py-
ramid }>roduces .mother still more obtuse ; the more
acute another still more acute, and tlius arises a se-

ries of isosceles four-sided pyramids, whose axes,

their horizontal projections being equal, increase and
decrease as the jiowers of tlie square root of 2

;

which law of progression can be expressed by 2^^

or Vi**. The^ designation of this series is concord-

ant with the principles already laid down and fol-

lowed 13). The fundamental form receives the

letter P. Hence its neighbouring members will be

... r_2,p-i, r+2, ...

their axes, that of P being =o,

a a
... LM \ ...

2 V a

their ratio to each other,

. . . : VS* : •J'k- ; • . •

and P-f n the general term of the scries, which, by

the substitution of any whole positive or negative

number in the place of w, gives a certain determined

member, I'lie present designation is quite the same

as that in § 28, and .as another to be mentioned in

§ 4-1.. However, the observation in page 431 is suffi-

cient to shoAv the impossibility of any confusion or

ambiguity that could arise from making use of iden-

tical signs for the expression of different forms.

35.

Limits,

If n becomes gi-eater or smaller than any given

number, a transformation takes place similar to that

by which the isosceles six-sided pyramid gave rise to

the regular six-sided prism; the series of isosceles

four-sided pyramids terminates on one side in an un-

limited four-sided prism, on the other in a plane fi-

gure, equal, similar, and parallel to the horizon^

projection, and these two forms represent the limits

of the series. In respect to the first, however, there

3 G
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W^ral^gy. occiiTs the particular circumstance^ that the series is

doubly limited ; because the different members in

their succession assume a different position. The
derivation shows the pyramid^ P— 1 and P+1, to

stand in such a position towi^ds P, that the sides of

their bases are parallel with &e diagonals of the ba-

sis of P; whilst, in P— and P+2, the sides and
the diagonals are parallel with, the same lines in the

basis of the fundamental form. The former are said

to be in a diag(mttt, the latter in a parallel position

with P; and everything contained in § 18 and’ § 19,

in respect to position, may be applied here, if only,

instead of 60® and 180^*, n revolution of 45® is ima-

gined. Suppose now the two different prisms, the

regular six-sided, as well as the rectangular four-

sided, in both their peculiar positions. The faces of

the first w'ill, after having been duly turned, assume

their former situation, which is not the case in the

second; and hence it becomes necessary to adopt

two rectangular four-sided prisms of an infinite axis

.IS limits of the series of isosceles four-sided pyra-

mids, one being in a parallel, the other in a diagonal

))Osition with P. The sign of the first is P+ oo , that

of the second [^P+Qo]- The opposite limit, where
tliere is no diflercnce in the position, is rejireseiited

by P— go; and the w'liole series of isosceles four-

sided pyramids between its limits appears tlius.

. P+w . . •

r p+c« \

36. Scalene EiglU^sided Pyramids.

With tlie isosceles four-sided pyramids thi^e are

connected scalene eighi-sided pyrrtw?rf«ii*Contained un-

der sixteen equal and similar scalene triangles (Plate

XCVIII. fig. 7). 'I'hese eight-sided pyramids depend

upon the four-sided by the same process of derivation,

by wliiclithe scalene six-aided pyramids take their rise

IVoin the rhomboid. The application of this process to

the isosceles four-sided pyramid supposes, however,

a preparation of this form, which is effected by en-

larging its faces beyond tlie edges at its basis, and

by drawing in these enlargements triangles, equal

and similar to tlie faces of the pyramid. Thus, the

points a,a' . • , • are fixed in tw’o sepiares tJiat are

perpendicular to the axis AX, in its terminal points,

or in the apices of the pyramids. Now, produce the

axis of the pyramid on both sides to an indefinite but

equal length, or multiply it by a number m, greater

than I positive and rational (§ 24). Join, then, the

upper terminal point A' of the lengthened axis with

the points a, a* * • in the under, the under terminal

point X' with tlie points x, a;' . . in the upper squai'e,

by straight lines. The points SS' . in which these

lines intersect each other, will lie in the prolongation

of tlie basis a£ the four-sided pyramid. We now
join these points with the neighbouring angles of tlie

base by straight lines, the result of which will repre-

sent the basis of the derive '^i^calene eight-sided py-
ramid, which may now be completed witliout diffi-

culty’. The most common, though not tlie only va-

lues given for m by nature, are 3, 4, and 5.

37. Series ofScalene Eight-sided Pyramids,

If the number of derivation m be constant, the re-

I

sultant scalene eight-sided pyramids have similar ba-
ses, the axes of the isosceles four-sided pyramids may
be whatever they will The application of the de-
scribed proceeding to the siibscqiuMit members of the
series of isosceles four-sided pyramids will, tliereforc,

wyremaining for all tlie members the same, not only
]ffduce a series of scalene eight-sided pyramids,
subject to the law followed by the isosceles four-

sided pyramids, which is that of but the basef
or transverse sections of all the members of this se-

ries will be similar to eacli other. The designation
of an indeterminate «tli member of such a series is

L- afhieralogy.

(P+n) and it is evident, tliat as many values of m
as experience gives, so many different series of swi-

lene eight-sided pyramids will arise.

.38. Limits*

The limits of those series are, on one side unlimit-

ed unequiangular eigbt-si^ed jirisms, tlie transverst

sections of them being similar to the bases of the
members of the series ; on the other side a plane fi-

gure, which in the combinations appears as a face

perpendicular to the axis. This is evident from
what has been said above, -imd there remains only to

be added, that the prisms of an infinite iixis, coming
intci consideration in tw'o different ])08itionSj they
must be taken for two diflVrent forms, or as iloubk
limits of the series. Tliese two positions are the pa-
rallel and tile diagonal, as in § 33 ; the jiarallel be-
ing that which prevails between scalene eight-sided

pyramids and that isosceles four-sided from which
tliey are derived ; whilst forms of tliis kind in the dia-

gonal position are supposed to have undergone a ho-
rizontal revolution of 45®. Now tlie eight-sided

prisms may be considered as scalene eight-sided py-
ramids, derived from isosceles four-sided pyramids
of an infinite axis, namely, the rectangular four-sid-

ed prism, according to a certain value of m. The nc'-

ce.ssity of considering the four-sided jirism in m two
different positions

( § 35) must therefore be extended
to the eight-sided. The designation of tlie series of
eight-sided pyramids, between their limits, will ac-
cordingly be thus

:

P_9 (P+«)”

39, Subordinate Series.

There are series of isosceles four-sided p3rTamid6,

belonging to that of § S3, which, in reference to the

latter, or the principal series, are termed subordinaU

series. I'he members ofthese scries are obtained by
placing tangent planes in the homologous termini
edges of the scalene eight-sided pyramids ; the same
proceeding which applied to the scalene six-sided py-
ramids produced the subordinate series of rhomboids.

The coefficient fur the more obtuse terminal edge

(ifm7l+ ^2) is =z ; that for the more acute

one (imder the same supposition) as If m be

determined, each of those coefficients gives a mem-
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Mineralogy. l,c'r of A particular series. The members ofthe prin-

" cipal anti ofthe two subordinate series arising from m

— 3, If, and 5, arrange themselves thus : 1

:

2^2

5

4'

Anand axe said to belong together in this order,

isosceles four-sided pyramid, therefore, whose aim,

the horizontal projection being equal to that of P, is

form, and situated in the prolongation ol:' this basis. Mineralt^y.

The result will be a scalene four-sided pyramid^ the
'

basis of which is similar to that of the fundamental

form ; but tlie plane angles at the apex, and the in-

clination at the terminal edges^ being greater than

in this fonuj the derived will be more obtuse than

the fundamental form.

43. Ratio to the Fundamental Form*

— represents the member P+w of the

2^2
first subordinate series, and bears the designation of

o—^ P-I-Ti : and a similar pyramid, the other circum*
2%'2

stances remaining the same, with an axis =

is tlic member P-fa of the second subordinate scries,

5
expressed by the designation - The limits of

the present series coincide with those of tlie princi-

pal series. The positions of its members in respect

to each other, and to tlie members of the principal

series, will become evident, by comparing what has

been stated of their derivation with § 27. regard-

ing the position of the subordinate series of rhom-

boids.

40.

Scalene Four-dded Pyramids*

If in the basis of an isosceles four-sided pyramid,

the diagonals are supposed unequal, the pyramid it-

self is transformed into a scalenefour^sid d pyramid^

or into one whose basis is a rhomb, its aces sadene

triangles, and its Icrininal edges of a different mag-

nitude, the one more obtuse the other more acute, as

is represented by ABOBCX, fig. 8, From this yre

may conjecture that several of the preceding methods

of derivation, though with some modifications, will

also in this case be applicable.

41.

Derivationsfrom it* Auxiliary Form.

Apply to the homologous terminal edges of a sca-

lene four-sided pyramid tangent planes, and enlarge

them till they intersect each other in every possible

direction ; the result will be no form limited on eve-

ry side, or such as is finite in all its dimen.sions. If

the tangent planes are laid in all the terminal edges

of the fimdainental form, a form limited from every

side will indeed appear, but this form is not a simidc

one, its faces being homologous only by four and

four (§1). The form thus arising represents a

fou>*-9i(led pyramid, with an oblong rectangular basis,

AFGHIJC, fig. 8; and most ofthe crystaJlographers

consider it as such, and term it accordingly. In

thivS place it must be considered only as an auxiliary

or intermediate form, which is not the derived form

itself, but useful and auxiliary for its derivation.

42.

Derived Foim*

Suppose tangent planes to be laid in the terminal

edges of the auxiliary form, in such an inclination

that those from the upper apex produce by their in-

tcrselCtion witli tfedse from the under apex a rhomb

similar and parallel to the basis of the fundamental

The two pyramids, as produced by the derivation

have the same axis, the ratio l)etween the basis ofthe
derived, and the basis of the fundamental pyramid
being that of 4 : 1 . This ratio is evident, since the

basis of the auxiliary form is double of the basis of

the fundamental form, and tliat of the derived fonai

again double of the basis of the auxiliary form.

Hence the horizontal projection of the two forms
being supposed equal, the ratio between the axes of

the derived and of the fundamental pyramid is tliat

of
J : 1. The process of derivation, by wliich the

more obtuse pyramid is produced, is liable to an in-

version like that in § 10.

44. Series. Designation. Position.

From a continued derivation on both sides of the

fundamental foihm, a series of scalene four-sided py-
ramids, of equal and similar bases, will evidently

arise, tlie .axes of which increase on one side and de-
crease on the other, like the powers of the number 2.

V+n will be the sign of an indeterminate «th mem-
ber ofthe series, and if n becomes infinite, tlic series

reaches its limits, which are on one side an obliquan-
giilar four-sided prism, whose transverse section on
the other sief? is a horizontal plane, whose figure is

equal and similar to the horizontal projection of the
fundamental form. The designation of the series

between its limits becomes thus

:

P— 00 • • . P+a . . . P+oo

.

It must be remarked, that such differences on ac-

count of the position of the members of the series as
are met wdth iu the rhomboid (§ 18) aivl the isosce-

les four-sided pyramid (§ 3.5), are not to be found in

the scalene four-sided pyramid.

45. Further Derivations.

Tlie members of the present series are, or this sc-

ries itself is, now^ the foundation of several other de-
rivations ; and although the forms derived by them
will be nothing but scalene four-sided pyramids and
fbliquangular four-sided prisms, yet the variety in

the relations of those forms is great enough to sur-

pass that of the forms in connection witli the rhom-
boid, and with the isosceles four-sided pyramid, for

which reason it is one of the most interesting ob-

jects of crystallography. The derivations already

mentioned apply as well to the fundamental form

itself as to tlu? auxiliary form ; and they are simi-

lar to that wlijcli has been employed in deriving

the scalene eight-sided from the isosceles four-side<l

pyramid.

4f). From the Fundamental Form.

Instead ofthe isosceles (§ 37), suppose the scalene
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Minerakgy. four^aided ^amid to be the fundamental form^ and

^prepare it for derivation by enlarging its planes be-

yond the edges at the basis, and by drawing triangles

equal and similar to the faces of the pyramid in these

enlargements. The points a, .xx',, will no longer

be the angles ofsquares, but of oblong rectangles, tlie

planes of which are perpendicular to the axis AX in

its terminal points. . Prculuce now the axis of tJic

scalene four-sided pyramid on both sides to an inde-

finite, but equal length, or, what comes to the same,

multiply it by a number m, enjoying tlie general

properties mentioned, §§ 24, 26 . Draw straight

lines from the points a, a'. . in the lower rectangle to

the upper apex A', from the points . in the up-

per rectangle to the under apex of the lengthened

axis, and join their intersections .v, .y'. . in the plane

of the enlarged basis by straight lines with the angles

of tliis basis. The resultant octagon will not have

alternately equal angles, like that in § 36, which is

the basis of the scalene eight-sided pyramids, but it

will be irregular, fig. 9, since of tlie angles B,B', c, c',

only the opposite are equal to each other. A form
constructed upon such a basis cannot be contain-

ed under equal and similar planes, or it cannot be
a simple form. Like the four-sided pyramid of an

oblong rectangular basis, it is considered as an eiixi-

liary or intermediate form, wliosij resolution gives

the simple forms ofwhich it consists.

47. Resolution ofthe Auxiliary Form*

Tin’s resolution is executed by enlarging those

places which are equal and similar to each other, till

the rest disappear. In the present case, the resolu-

tion produces two different scalene four-sided pyra-

mids ofequal axes, their bases being different amongst
themselves, as well as from tlie bases of the funda-

ineiital form. They are termed scalene four- sided

pyramids ofdissimilar bases, derived from ihej)mda~

mental form, and more particularly that in which
the long diagonal of the fiindamcnliil fonn remains

un^iltered, the pyramid belon^in^ to the /owg ; ihaL

in which the sViOrt diagonal remains unaltorc d, the

pyramid belonging to the short diagonal of theJnnda^

mentalform,

48. Designation,

This important difference between the two forms

must be expressed by the designation. The de-

signation used for the scalene eight-

sicled pyramids in § 37, if referred to forms in

connexion wnth the scalene four-bided pyramids,

denotes at the same time both of the pyramids
just mentioned. In order to make it applicable

to each of them singly, it is now necessary to ex-

press their difference in respect to the diagonals of

tlie fundamental forms, which is effected by adding

the signs « and Thus (P+w)*” represents a

scalene four-sided pyramid of dissimilar basis, derived

from P-|-n according to th number m, which belongs

to the long diagonal
; (P-fn)"*, another pyramid of

the same properties which belongs to the sliort dia*

gonal of P.

4<9* Ratios.

The pyramidsjust mentioned differ from the mem-

A 1 0 G Y.

bers of the series (§ 44), in their axes, i^hich, the Mineralogy.

axis of P being are expressed by ^ma; 2d,

by the ratio of the diagonals of their bases. Let in

P the ratio of the axis to the long and to the short

diagonal be that of a : 6 : c, or the ratios of the same

lilips ill P-l-w that of 2"fl \h\c\ the ratio of the ho-

mologous lines will be

.
w m w

in (P+w) = 2 ma : b : twc,

. .r; m n .

m (1 +w) = 2 ma : nth

:

c,

as follows easily from the consideration of a few tri-

angles in the figures required for explaining tlie de-

rivation. Hence the ratio between the diagonals of

the bases in the derived forms, that of the funda-

mental form remnining constfint, depends only up-
on the number m. Accordingly, if m be supposed

constant, all the pyramids of this kind, derived from

scalene four-sided jiyramids of similar bases, will

likew^ise, as far as they bdUfimg to one or the other

diagonal, contain similar bases or tranverse sections,

the axes of the forms, subservient to the derivation,

may be whatever tliey will.

' f

50. Double Series,

If those forms are the members of the above se-

ries, each m gives rise to tvao series of derived py-
ramids of a dissimilar basis, viz. one whose mem-
bers refer to the long, and another whose members
refer to the short diagonal of the basis of the fun-

damental Ibrm. From each of those series liaving

constant transverse sections in all their members, it

appears that the obliquanguliU’ four-sided prisms,

limiting them, must likovise be subject to the e(|ua-

lity of transverse sections or bases. Both the se-

ries stand, therefore, between their limits, thus :

o m u m
P_co ... (P+«) ... (P+»)

VI m
P— 00 • •

(P"|"W) . . . (P-|-x )

What has been observed in § 44 in respect to posi-

tion, may be equally applied hero. The vahle^s ol’

m hitherto most commonly, though not exclusively

observed, arc =: 3, 4, 5. But neither in this case

are they the only ones.

#

51. Derivationsfrom the Auxiliary Form, § 41. lla^

iios if the Scries,

Instead of the fundamental form P, or of P-f;?,

suppose the auxiliary or intermediate form, belong-

ing to it, totake its place; by applying to it theproceed-

ing described in § § 46, 47^ the form produced is a
compound one like that in § 46, but its resolution

yields again two simple forms, which are also scalene

four-sided pyramids^ vahose bases are dissimilar to

those bf^hcJundamenXal form. These pyramids can be
distinguished ifem each other by referiing, the one

to the long, the other to the short diagonal ; firom

those derived in § 47j by the form to which the de-

rivation is applied, since, in § 47j it is the funda-

mental form itself, in the ])re6ent |<;^ise, the auxiliary

form belonging to it ; which lattCT circumstance is

expressed in the crystallographic sign by the letter
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Mineralogy, r added to P. From the dimensions of the three

lines disposed perpendicularly to each other in the
pyramid P .j. the axis and boththe diagonals^ being

in the ratio of 2^a \ h:c, it will follow, the ratio of
the homologous lines in the scalene four-sided pyra-
mids of dissimilar basis, derived from the auxiliary
form, which belongs to tlie long diagonal of file

fundamental form, or in

The dependence of the ratios between the diagonals
of the basis, only from m, is evident; and this re-
mains unaltered, how much soever a and n may be
allowed to vary. If the derivation is applied to the
whole series in § 4*4, tht re will arise two series of
scalene four-sided pyramids, whicli proceed accord-
ing to the law of the fundamental tpries, and are li-

mited by obliquaiigular iour-sided' prisms, partalt-
ing of the similarity in the transverse sections of all

the members. The cry stallograjihic designation of
the series, between thei^limits, stands thus

:

1 —CO . . . (Pr+«) . . . (Pr+x )

P—X • f • (Pr-|-7i) , , , (Pr-|-x )

Tlic values of m are here the same as in the above
mentioned cases. To the position applies what has
been said in § 44.

express the ratio between their axes. The designa- Minerafc^.

tion and the position of the members in the subor-
^ '

dinate series is evident from the foregoing.

53. Resolution of the Auxiliary Fotmy § 41. f/on-
zoniid Prisms^

ITie only form now left for examination is the
auxiliary form, § 41 ; which, as has been mention-
ed above, is not a simple one, its faces not being ho-
mologous. By enlarging oidy those planes which,
amongst themselves, are equal and similar, there
arise Uvo obli(pinngu/ar four^sided prisms

y

unlimited
in the direction of their axis, and which, therefore^

like all the prisms, are forms in which one dimen-
sion is infinite. Tlie axes of the two prisms are per-
pendicular to each other, and have a horizontal
position, if the fundamental form be in the upright
position. These axes coincide with the diagonals of
the basis of the fundamental form produced to an
infinite length. I^^^nce the prisms may ht consider-
d as scalene four-sided pyramids, one diagonal of
which has become infinite; similarly to the vertical

prisms, that are scalene four-sided pyramids of an
infinite axis. Fo.*- the sake of distinguishing them
from these, they bear the name of horizontal prisms,

and their general designation is Pr-fn, More par-
U

ticuhirly, Pr-fn expresses the horizontal prism in

which the longer diagonal, Pr-|- x tliat in which the

shorter diagonal of the ftinckmental form has re-

mained a finite ([uaiitity.

Subordinate Series,

That there ai-e certain subordinate serie.s belong-
ing to the series § 44, which, in reference to the
former, may also be considered as the })rincipal se-
ries, can ea.sily be supposed from the agreement ex-
isting bctv^eeii the forms derived from the .scaleneand
those derived iroin the isosceles four-sided pyramid.
In order to obtain the members ofthc.se subordinate
.series, enlarge the faces of the fundamental form,

10, Plate XCVIII,, on both sides; draw in the
enlarged faces triangles, equal and similar to the faces
of the fundamental form ; through the point a, a' .

.

.r, .
.

,

thus determined, lay rhombs, similar and
parallel to the basi.s of the fundamental fomi ; mul-
tiply the axis by a number m

;
join tlie jKiints X',

A', of the lengthened axis by straight lines with
the said points n, a' .

.

x, x'

;

and, lastly, reduce the
derived pyramid which has a basis simibir to tliat

of die fundamental form, to an equal horizontal pro-
jcrfion with it. The number m being not yet deter-
mined, the coefficient of the subordinate series 'will

, m-pl
be = • ; which, if w-fl be equal to any power

of the number 2, shows the member to which it lie-

longs to be a member of the principal series. The
subordinate series, whose coefficient besides '^powers
of the number 2, contains the factor 3, is termed die
Jinty and that which, in die i^ne case, contains die
factor 5, the second subordinate series. Members of
the principal, of the first and of the second subordi-
naift seiries, which are supposed to belong together,
arrange tbmselvcs thus : 1

:
| wlddi numbers

54. Series of Horizontal Prisms.

Every scalene four* sided qiyramid, whatever
properties may be, has its dtqiendeni horizontal

prisms. To every series of such form.s will, there-

fore, belong two series of horizontal prisms, to Ik*

disliiiguished by their de.signation acei>rdiiig to the

properties of those scries. It is, however, remark-
ed, that it* we take the common values of w,
stateil above, the angles of several members of thosc‘

serie.s, and, therefore, the series tlicmselves, will

be identical ; and for this reason, one designa-

tion wdll suffice for them. Thus, the numlier of se-

ries of those Ibrms taken togetlier may be rcdiicetl

to three pairs, i.f m Iiicli the fir.st pair belongs to tlit

priiicijial, the others to the subordinate series of sca-

lene foui-sided j)yraiiiids; cacli of the diagonals

having one series referred to it. The horizontal

prisms belonging to a scalene four-sided pyramiil

are produced, l)y placing tangent planes in its

homologous terminal edges. If those terminal edges

connect the terminal point of the .ixis with the

long diagonal, the prism is said to belong, or to

be referred, to the long ; if they connect it with thi

short, it is said to belong, or to be relerred, to the

short diagonal of P. The horizontal prisms are re-

markable form.s, often to be met with in the natural

combinations.

5.5. Limits of the Series o/* Horizontal Prims-

By comparing the horizontal prisms belonging

to members of a scries of scalene four-sided py-
ramids it becomes evident bow', wliiUt the axis

of the pyramid increases, the angle of the horizon-
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form becomes smaller and smaller ; whilst the other,

at the intersection of the planes from different apices,

becomes greater and greater. If the axis of the py-
ratnkl become infinite, or the pyramid itself a vertical

prism, the first of these ang^s will disappear, the

second become = 180<^. Hence a jliorizontal prism

is transformed, in tliis case, in a pair of unlimited

l^arallel planes, perpendicular to the diagonals to

which they belong. These plapes, which maybe
considered as forms unlimited, as it were, in two
directions, are the limits of the series of horilfental

prisms, the axis of the pyramid to which they be*

long being infinite. The opposite limits, or those

which appear, if the p3rramid have an

small axis, appear as faces perpendicular to the

axis. The series of horizontal prisms between
their limits may, accoUfdingly, be represent^ thus

:

o . o
P—ct . . . Pr+a . . . Pr+oo

P—X . . . Pr+a . . . Pr 4-Q0 .

For liaving the designation in evcoi^ respect com-
}>lete, tlie coefficient of the Series to which the hori-

zontal prism belongs must be added to the ^ign for

a jiarticukr member.
Although this is not a place for entering into tlie

examination of combined forms, yet that peculiar

combination which is produced by the two limits of

the scries of horizontal prTsms, and takes the ap-

pearance of a vertical rcc&ngular Ibur-sided prism,

not yet limit <?d in the direction of its axis, can^

not remain unnoticetk This combination is desig-

nated by Pr+oo . Pr-f® ; it must carefully be dis-

tinguished from tlie rectangular four-sided prisms,

limiting the scries of isosceles four-sided pyramids,

which, abstr^tion being made of the face pcrj>endi-

cmlar to the axis, are sttnple forms ; a property not

belonging to the rectangular prism in connection

with tile scallne four-sided pyramid

56. Derivations from the lleadhcdron.

Besides the rhomboid, the isosceles and the scalene

four-sided pyramids, there is only one otJier form ex-

isting fit for being considered as a fundamental form,

or which, without being derivable from any one ofthe

former, can itself serve as basis to the derivation. TJiis

form is the hexahedron, Plate XCIX. fig. li. There
are, ill connection with the hexahedron, agreatnumber
ofother forms, remarkable for their properties, differ-

ing, however, from each other more by their general

aspect than by tlicir dimensions. The complete as-

semblage of those forms is obtained in die following

w^ay. I3ring first the hexaliedroii in an upright po-

sition, so as to bring one of its corners uppermost,

and the opposite perpendicularly below it, by whidi

means die rholifooid^ axis, passing the two corners,

liectHnes vertical ; then consider the possible situa-

tions of a moveable plane, tangent to the hexalie-

dron in the uppermost poi:"<r<gf' the said rhomboidal

axis. The cUnerent situations die plane can effect

ai'e seven in number ;
but in one of them it becomes

parallel to the face of the hei^ahedron itself. Every

one of these situations giv|p rise to a peculiar form ;

hence there will exist as many forms as the moveable

4.itaGy.
plane cim assume different situations, and no more. Mineralogy.

The forms thus obtained agree in several of their ^

properties, particularly in respect of the kind,

number, and situation of dieir axis, and arc m
follows: The hexahedron, contained under six

squares. 2. The octahedron, fig. 12, coui^d under

eight equilateral triangles. S. The oi$^cdged

nal dodecahedron (fig, 15), contained ^uiulet twelve

rhombs. 4k Tlie hexahedral trigonal- icositelrahe^

dron (fig, 14), contained under twenty-femr isosceles

triangles, its prominent form being that of the liexa-

bedron. 5. The octahedral irigonal^icositetral^e-

dron (fig. 15}> contained under twenty-four isosceles

triangles, its prominent form being diat of the octa-

hedron. 6« The two-edged tetragonaUicositelrahe^

dron (fig. J6), contained under twenty-four irregular

tetragons, in wbiob^^ two of the opposite angles are

equal; and 7. The tetraconiaoctahedron (fig. 17),

contained under forty-eight scalene triangles. Tlie

dimensii^s of die threeufirst pf these forms are con-

stant, a properl||pot to be ffet with in the others, oi'

which, tnerefor^several varieties may be found dif-

fering from oadi odier by their angles.

57. Resolution ofsome of if^se Formsinto Halves,

This assemblage, though it is complete, seems iu)t

to contain all the forms in connection with tlie licxa-

hedron, as they are produced by natiire,<auch as,

instance, the Ictralicdron, die pentagonal dodeeabe-

drons, ke. Nevertheless it contains them ; for they

arise from a particular resolution of some of those

mentioned in § 56. This resolution is effected by
enlarging half of the minilx* r of planes to be met
with in theform to be rcsolvetl, according to cer-

tain rules, and by making the rest of them disap-

pear. The two forms whieli arise out of the resolu-

tion of one of the former are termed halves (not half

forms, as as the simple four, six, or eight-sided pyra-
mids), and can be easily distinguished by the lesser

number of their axis, as some of those that arc com-
mon to die original forms disappear by the resolu-

tion. The two halves are perfectly equal and simi-

lar to each other; diey differ, however, amongst
themselves by that position in wdiich tlieyare placed

by the resolution. 7'he position of one of tlie halves

being considered as the direct, that of the other will

be the inverse. The latter is Ranged into the for-

mer, by inverting the vertical rhomboidal axis of the

form, so as to bring t||e upper apex lowermost, and
vice versa, I’hus the halves, produced from octahe-
dron, are the Vvioidruhedrons (fig. 1 8, Plate XCIX.),
contained under four equilateral triangles; those
from the hexidiedral trigonal-icositetranedron, the

hexahedral pentagonal dodecahedrons (fig. 19),
contauied under twelve irregular pentagons> which
have two pairs of equal angles ; those from die oc-

tfoedral trigonaL-icositetraliedron, the two-edged te-

tragon^ d^ecahedrom (fig^ 20), contained under
twelve ^tragoiM^aees, in which there is only one
pair of equal Oj^pcs ; those from the two-e^ed te-

tragonal-ieq^tetrahedron, the two trigonal dodecahe*
drons (fig. 21), contained under twelve isosceles tri-

angles ; and lastly, the halves of fhe tetracontaocta-

heclron, viz. a, die tetrahedral irig^al-icositetrahe-

dhns (fig. 22), contained under twenty-four scalene
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drons (fig. 23)^ ^6oIltained under twenty-four irregu*

lar tetragonal faces^ in 'jirhich there are not two equal

angles
^

c, the pentagonal^UQsit^rahedrons (fig.

24), contained under twenty-four irregular penta^

gens, whose an|^es are all difierent.

58. Resolution of some of the Hal%ies into Fourths^

Tlie three last, or those halves which are obtained

(rom the tetracontaoctahedron, allow of a further

dissolution into halves of the halves, or mto fourths.

These are the Utfishedral pentngonnUdodecahedrons

(fig. 25), contained under twelve irregular penta-

gons, in which there arc not two equal angles.

The difference between right and left, to be met
with in this form, and in the pentagonal-icoaito-

trfiliedron, deserves some ntiention. If two-fourths

are combined in the same position, whicl\^they as-

sume in the resolution,, the halves are produced

;

:uid if the halves, prcwbit^d by thiu^mbination, are

txiinbincd likewise in their proper position, they will

reproduce the original form, out of which tlie halves

as well as the fourths have i)ecn obtained by way of

resolution. of tl|iK original forms and tiieir

hiilves are already known in aevcral varieties of mi-

nerals
; some of the latter, viz- the tetrahedral ]>enta-

gonal-dodecahedrons, and the pentagonjd-icosi-tetra-

hedrons, have not yet been found,

5.q. System of Crystallizaiion and Series qf Crystal--

lization^

If only the kind of tin* fundamental fm m has been
(considered, the assemblage of the formst^terived from'

it i.s called a system qf crystallization

;

but if also no-

tice has been taken oi' its dimensic^ns, the assemblage

of the derived forms receives the denomination of a
series qf crystallization^ These two notions are of the
same kind, and differ only by the number ol' objects

they contain, the latter being o particular determi-

nation of the former ; and both refer not so much Ui

the mere aggregation of forms, as to tlie relations

prevailing amongst them.

(k). Denomination of the Systems qf Crysiallieation.

The systems of crystallization, agieeing in number
with the fundainentakforms, of which tlielhe are four,

receive their names according to tliose fundamental
forms. That which has beep derived from the
rhomboid is called the rhomboidal system, because its

forms agree with the rhomboid iii their general pro-

per^es ; that which has been derived from the isos-

cel^ four-aided pyramid, for tlie saMc reason, the
fryramidal system ; tliat which has bwn derived f¥dn]

tlic scalene four-sided pyramid, the prismatlt system,

on account of the great number and variety of prisms
it contains ; and that which has been derived from
the hexahedron, the fessulnr system, in order ;|o inti-

mate that there occurs no other iiMetn of crystal-

lization in nature which shares in we general pro-

jierties of tlie hexahedron. It is evident that any
form, if known, w|ll suffice for the determination of

the system to which it belongs, even though this

form be a limiting one. Only the right rectanguh^

four-sided prism is an exception, since it may be k
simple form in the tessular, a double combination

(P~co . P-(- CO) in the pyramidal, and a triple com* Mineralogy.

bination (P— 30 . Pr-l-QO . Pr+oo) in the prisma-
tic system. The consideration of the mere form does
not decide at all in this case. Some pf the means of
removing this uucertaihfy will be explained hereafter.

6l. Determination ofthe Series of CrystaUizaiwn.

A series ofcrystallization iftdetennined by any one
of its members, which is no limiting form, if the di-

menrfons of it arc known. These dimensions, if they
are not (like those of the hexahedron, the octahedron,
&c.) constant, must be made out by direct mea-
sqr^Df^nt. From these the dimensions of any other
member, or of the fundamental form, if it has iK>t

been measured itself, can be found, ki compliance
with the relations developed above. The series of
crystallization proves of great importance for the de-

termination of the naturd history species in tlie mi-
neral kingdom. It is also an external diaracter of
die utmost value in the character of the species.

This character requires, therefore, tlie dimensions of
a member of the series to be stated, of which the

most eligible is the fundamental form. The limits

do not determine the. series of crystallization, since,

ill the rhomboidal and in the pyramidal system, they
are common to all ; in thk prismatic, at least to those

series which possess a similar transverse section.

Hence the obtaining the limiting forms is not suffi-

cient for tiie cluiracter of the natural history species,

6*2. General Laws^qf Comhination.

The second advantage flowing from the above in-

quiries, consists in the accurate understanding of the
qualities of combinations, and of the development
of their most general laws. The first of these laws

stands thus; The forms wkiek nature comhinrs must

belong to one scries qf crystallization. The second.

The combination must be cjfected in that position of

the several simpleforms it contains, which the deriva-

tion assigns to them. Upon tlicsc two laws depends

die symmetry of the combinations, whi :h, therefore,

is not thefundamental law of crystallization.

63. Rhomhoidcl and Dirhomhoidal Combinations.

An accurate investigation of the combinations is

one of the most interesting porta of crystallography.

Widiout entering into minute details, some of their

relations may be Bborily mentioned, as they convt*y

general ideas of the connection between different

forms, and as they arc, therefore, of consequence in

the system of arrangement and discrimination to be

explained in this article.

Combinations of the rbomboiilal system, produced

by aimplc forms in such a maimer tliat they appear

in the combination widi the full iiunilKir of their

faces, and in their projicr position, are termed rhmn-

boidal combinations. Su^ arc the most common
combinations in the rhomboidal system. Suppose,

on die contrary, a rhomboid to combine with itself

in a turned position, it will affect the shape of u sim-

ple form, and appear as an isosceles six-siilt;d pyra-

mid. It is termed a dirhfhtboui, and designate by

2 ( R-fn). The dirhomboids do not arrange themselves

with the isosceles six-sided jiyvamids in the same se-
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(§ 29), because there is a difference existinff in

r the situation of the bases in the one and in the other,

as becomes evident in considering tlie derivation. In

a similar way, two equal scalene six-sided pyramids
being combined in a turned position, produce a sca-

lene twelve-sided pyramid, which has as little right

as the dirhoniboid to be ranked with tlie simple

forms, although its frees are ISl equal and similar to

each other. Combinaf^ons proceed by, or contain-

ing forms of this kind, arc termed dirAowftoidfl/ com-
binations.

64. Hcmi^rhomboidal and Ilemi-dirhomboidal ComhU
nations.

It sometimes happens in the rhomboidal system,

that the forms enter only with half the number of

their faces into a combination. If these combinations

contain simple forms, they are said to be hemi-rhom^

boidal

;

if they contain any of the above mentioned
compound forms under this restriction, they are said

to be hemi^dirfumhoidaL A further distinction is to

be made among such combinations, in as much as

the faces contiguous to one apex are eilluT parallel,

or inclined to those of the other. TJie heitii-rhom-

I)oidal, or liemi-dirlioniboidal, arc said, in the first

case, to be of parallel^ in tjie other to be of iiictiiml

faces. An example will put the importance of this

difference in its full light : iMilarge in a rcalcno six-

aided pyramid the; alternating faces contiguous to

one apex, and, at the same time, those of the oppo-

site apex, which are parallel to tlie former, the re-

sultant form will take the appearance of a rhomboid,

without in reality being a form of this kind. If, on
the contrary, tlie faces enlarged on tlie opposite apex
are inclined to those of the former, the resultant form
ivS contained under six trapezoidal faces.

65. Tyramidol and He??ii-pyramidal Comhinaiions.

A relation similar to that which in the rhonib(?’ch>l

system lias been expressed by the iian>e of henv’-

rliomboidal, is cipially found in the pyramidal sy?-

tem, and here it constitutes the hcmi-pyramidal com-

binations. The henii-pyramidal combinations of
parallel faces refer only to tlie eigliUsitled pyramids,

which by this affect the shape of isosceks four-sid-

ed pyramids, without j)artaking of* their other pro-

perties
;
those of inclined facuis refer also to the is-

osceles four-sided pyramids, which yield forms ana-

logous to the tetrahedron, wliilst the result of the

scalene eight-sided pyramid is a particular form, con-

tained under eiglit scalene triangles,

(k). Prismatic, Hemi-prhmaiic, and Tetarto-prisma-

tic Combinations.

The differences already mentionetl are particularly

remarkable in the prismatic system. From what

has been said in respect to the other systems, it be-

comes evident what is meant by prismatic and by
hcmi-pri^atic combinations. 'J'he latter expression

refers also to one or to several jirisms, whose axes

are parallel, if they enter inlto the combinations with

only half the number of Aeir faces. A similar rela-

tion of forms in the preseiit system, marked by the

expression tetario^prismatic, arises, when of a scalene

four-sided pyramid only the fourth part, as to the

number, of the frees^appear in a combination. Such Mineralogy.

R combination can also be produce^ by oblique

gular four-sided prisms, whilse axes are perpendicu-

lar to each othj^r, \^hcn only half tlie number of their

faces is visible. The hemi , and tet^o-pfismatic

combinations illustrate the obligutj^m rectangular

as well as the obliqiiangular misms produced by
nature. Tliese "belong altogether to the prismatic

system, and none of them is a simple form.

The signs of the hemi-rhomboidal, hemi-pyrami

-

dal, and hemi- prismatic, are composed of the signs

of the whole forms, and of the number 2, placed be-

low them like a divisor y instead of the latter, the

signs of the tetarto-prismatic combinations contain

the number 4 as divisor.

67 . Tessular Semi-tessular Combinations.

^'hose^ combinations of the tessular system, into

'which no halves or fourths enter, are called tessular

combinations, aU^ present place they need jio

further cxplan^on. Combinations of this system,

how'cver, containing lialves, arc termed scmi-tcssular

combinations. These allow of a further distinction

into semi-tessular combinations ofpatallel faces, and
into thbsc of inclined faces, as is the ease in the

hemi-rhomboidal and hemi-pyramidal coinbinatioas.

I'he halves peculiar to the former are those in w hich

every face is parallel to another, as the hexaliedral

pcuitagonal-dodecahedron, the thrt‘e-edged tetragon-

al-icositetrahedron, and the general aspect of tlie

forms undergoes thereby no alteration. The halves

peeubar to tlie latter havi* not Iw’o faces parallel

to each other, as the tetrahedron, the tetrahedral

trigoiial-ieositctrahodrou, Ike., and the combination

itself aSBunics, or at least approaches to a tetralicdi*al

aspect.

Instead of crysbillograpliic signs, verbid expres-

sions are emjdoyed, in the characteristic jiart oi'this

article, whev' describing the forms of the tessular

system ; because the use of the former is in tlie pre-

.sciit system subject to much greater difficulties^ with-

out affording services either so beneficial or so nume-
rous as lu the other systems.

68. Development ofthe Combinations.

To deVtelojio a combination is to exhibit by itself

eacli of the simple forms which it contains (§ 4).

The determination of the kind of these forms has no
difficulty w hatever. The homologous planes of a

combination being"enlarged till the rest disajipcur,

one of the forms after tlie other is produced. To find

out their relrttioiis, upon the knowled^ of ^vbich,

n^reithelcss, depends the demonstration of the eoin-

bimitioll's, is somewhat more circumstantial, and here

the series of simple forms, produced by the deriva-

tion, 8ho% tlieir great utility. The following para-

grap^^contains a gtmeral idea of the mode of pro-

ceeding followRj|^j|for this purpose by crystallography,

tliough its full.explanation would require too much
calculation^to be given in this place.

6.9, Line (f Combination, Generhl Formula: for it,

and their Application.

^ Imagine a combination oftwo simple forms, whose
dimensions are known, and which themselves are in

12
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Minenaogy. sudi a x>o$ition as is peculiar to the system of crys-

^
^ tallisa^on to which' thc}^ belong, Suppose now two
terminal or twp diagonals, or one tcrmiml
edge and One diagonal, that are situated in a plane

whicbff at |he same tiuw, passes^tthremgh the axis, to

be prolonged;; tb^ in^rsect each other above or

l>elow, in a nnne oT infinite distance from a horizon-

tal plane, laid through the centre fi£ the axis. The
straight line measuring the distance between the mu-
tual intersection of the tWvO lengthened lines, , and
that in which one of the

^
lines meets with tlie hori-

zontal plane, is temed the line of combination. The
length and situatimi of tl|^ line of combination are

evidently dependent updn the dimensions of^tlie

combined forms ; and inversely the situation^of^the

edge of combination (§ 3.) is d^endent upon the

length and situation of the line ot combination: for,

join by a straight line the terminal point of the line

of combination with one of the points of intersection

lietween tha edges and diagonals of the combined
forms, amongst theniseUcs or wifli' each other, the
]>rolongation of ’this line will equally pass through
the other point of intersection, and therefore be iden-

tical witli tli^edge of combination. Hence if two
f>1*1119 of a system, in a detennined position, pro-
duce with a third form lines of combination equal

l)oth in length and situation, the edges of combina-
tion Uius pi^oduced will be eq^ually situated ; and if

tile two forms enter at once into combination w’itii

tlic third, the edges of combination produced by the
first and the third must be parallel to tholle between
the second and the third.

Crystallography devolopes general fjrmuhr, ex-

pressing the quantity of the line of combinatitin re-

specting the three first .systems of crystaHizatioii

(tliis not being required for the tessular system), in

whicli due notice is taken of the kind of forms, their

position, and the (piality of the edges of combination,

namely, whether tlie faces producing them are conti *

guous to one or to different apices of the simple forms.

Of these Ibrmulip, that which answers to the circum-
stance.'j of a given combination between two known
simple forms, is chosen and determined Ibr that par-

ticular case, by substituting, instead of the variable

quantities, m and n occurring in them, those finite

numbers, which de^nd upon the place ofitlie mem-
hers in the scries, and those factors by w*hich the

axes of the rhomboids and others have been multi-
plied. Thus tlie quantity of llie line of combina-
tion, expressed either by a tenjltiial edge, or by a
diagonal, or by the axis of one or the other jlbrm
contained in the combination, is faMiid, Another
formula must now be chosen, answering to a c«m-
binatioii , between otic of these known forms, and
another unknonmy which produces with it edges of

combination parallel to those in the combination pf
tlie two known forms. The formula must be dc*-

termined for the case in qu^tioi^^y the substitu-

tion of numbers to rn and ’fnis can only be
done in respect to the known form ; and n of
tlie unknown remain unaltered in the expression.

This expression, aa is evident from the precedhig, MiMialGgy.

must be equal to tlie value of the line of com-
'
^

"

bination founcLabove. These two equal terms give
an equation to be reaplved for the values of vi and w.

If, the unkiiq^wn contains ouly n (as for in-

stanoje it being a rhomboid, where 7a=:l), it is de-
termined ill

^
the manner already mentioned. If,

on the cofiti*ary, it contains m «nd H at once, another
equation must be ^|tablished in order to determine
tlie second quantity, whicli is effected in the manner
slio#n Already. Some experience in this method of
developing the combinations will teach how to take
advantage of certain circumstances offering them-
selves, by which very often it is rendered possible to
arguS' immediately upon one of the unknown quan-
tities m or n, or even sometimes upon botli, and to

determine the relations of several forms, according
to such arguments, without being obliged to em-
ploy calculations.

Every simple form being thus determined as mem-
ber of a series, and furnished with its crystollogra-

phic sign
; the ’'combination containing those simple

forms w’ill be designated by writing the signs tor

the simple forma one after the other, as some in-

stances in the preceding § do, have already shown.
As to the order in which die signs succeed each

other in designating a Combination, there are two
distinct . metliods, ea(*h, of which may be applied.

Either those forms, whose planes arc perpendicular

to the axis,, are set down fiji'st, those ivhose planes

arc parallel to it, last ; the rest following each othei?

accortling to the grcater>rfOr less inclination which
tlicir iaces have toward the axis, as decreasing from
<)()' to 0“ ; or the forms, according to their kind,

are collected into series between their limits, and
tlicii set down one after the other. The designation

IU-1 . (P—2)MI . ^ R . R-bl .(P)^R+ x.
a h ^ d ^ g

represents fig. 26, according to tlie first methoil,

R—l.R.R+ l.J R,R-l-x .(P—2)3.(P)«
a c € d g i f

the same, after the second mcthocL

70. Calculation (f the Angles at the Edges Com^

. binalio7u

After having dev»*li>ped the combination, the last

office of crystallograjjhy is to calculate the angles of

combination, or the incidences of the faces of differ-

ent forms. In many instances tliis angle follows at

once from those of the simple forms. If this will

not do, crystallography employs general .ornnilic

for the trigonometrical functions of the edge of

combination, similar to those for the line of combi-

nation, containing equally tlie I'ariable quantities i>i

mid n. The development of the combinations de-

termines these quantities, and if substituted in the

said formulae, they give tlie value of a trigonometri-

cal function, commonly of the co-sine of the angle,

produced by two faces of different forms, meeting

in the edge of combination.
*

• For the preceding view of the New Crystallography we are indebted to Professor Mohs, who wrot^e

it expressly for tlie present article.
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Mineralogy. 11. Clsavage. FciMed Fracture of Wemer.

Cleavage is the property which minerals possess

of splitting in certain determinate daiections. The

laces or planes thus obtained, nyhich are termed the

faces of the cleS^age, are more^ o;r loss smooth OVid

shining. The forms contained under these faces are

calledforms <fcleavage, or cleavageforms.

The cleavage-forms 1*epre8ent members of the se-

ries of crystallization of those asineral species to

wdiich the mineral having the cleavage belongs.

The same may be inferred of such individuals" or

specitis as jmssess more than one cleavage form.

Hence cleavage extends the application of crystallo-

gra])hy in the miner.'il kingdom, because a mineral>

although it be not crystallized, may be cleavable,

and thus allow the series, at least the system of

crysUillizatiori, to be made out by cleavage in most

of the ciises, where no regular crystallizations occur.

The cleavage-lorms arc designated like those of

crystallization. Cleavage-forms, Mohs remarks, if

among the number of those, which in the preceding

pages served as a basis to the derivation, arc by pre-

ference chosen for representing the fiindament«il form

in the species to which they belong; as in rhomboitlal

calc-spar, the rhomboid of 1 0/5° 5'. 'fhis rule, how-

ever, suffers an exception in the case of a rhomboid

or a pyramid, wdiich occur as cleavage-lorms, being

too obtuse or too «'icute. For this reason, in pyra-

midal copper pyrites, tlic fnndamenbil form is 1*,

llioiigli the cleavagc-lorm is 1^-f- 1 . No clcavagc-form,

whose (liiucnsioiia are infinite, can be employed as a

I'undamental form.
'

A few t(‘chnical expressions are employed by
Mohs in detennining the cleavage, of which the fol-

lowing may be enumerated. Cleavage, in the three

first systems of crystallization, wdiich are those of

variable diuicnsions, is said to be axotomo2isfvi\\evL it

a]>])cars as a single plane or face perpendicular to

the axis ; it is said to be 'parato7nous;\ if it is parallel

to the faces of a finite form ; and periiomous, J if it

takes })]acc jiarallel to tlie axisj'nud equally distinct in

more than one direction. In the prismatic system,

the expression primaioidal melons a single clcavage-

fi’ce parallel to the axis ; and diprismalic denotes the

cleavage* to be jiarallel at the same tinie to tlie f^ces

ol’a vertical, and to those of a horizontal obliquan-

gular ibiir-sided prism. The expression momtomous,
referring to the tliree systems, is more general than
any of tlie foregoing

; it comprises the axotomous
and the prismatoidal, and is applied where a single

cleavfige-face is met with, whose position in regard
to the axes, that is to say, whether it is parallel or

perjiendicular to the axis, has not been determined.

TJic perfection or distinctness of the cleavage, which
is next to be considered, refers to the aspect of the

faces of the cleavage, viz. whether tliese arc more or

less smooth or shining, whetlicr they are streaked,

&c. 'fhe most important obiect to be remarked in

this respect, is the sameness ot quality existing in the

faces belonging to one and the simie, and the diver-

sity af£ace« belonging to different cleavage-fomM ;
Mineralogy,

the latter is a p^icular illustrated and confirmed bj '
~ ^

the derivations of the prisnmtio systenff^ The nature

of the f<ic^ of the cleavage is one of the means to re-

move the unceiiiinty mentioned in § 60, cxi accouat
of the right rectangular prism/ it may be
remarked, that we must be careful not to confound
certain faces of composition (§ 86.), which sometimes
likewise keep constant directions with the cleavage-

forms.

III. Hardness.

The degrees of hardness or their limits are by
Kirwan, Mohs, and othert, expressed by numbers.
The most precise scale of hardness is that of Mohs,
in which tlie degrees are determined according to

the following sc«ale t

No. 1. denotes the degi'ce of hardness of common
talc and Venetian talc.

No. Q, is the hardness of a variety of prismatoidal

gypsum, w ith anv&nperfcct cleavage and imperfect

transpiu-ency. Vai*ieties perfectly transparent and
crystiillized ai'e commonly too soil.

No. Hardness of a clcavtihlt^' variety of calcare-

ous spar.

No. 4. Hardness of fluor spar.

No. 5, Hardness of apatite.

No 6. Hardness of prismatic felspar.

No. 7* Hardness of rhomboidal quartz.

! No. iS. Hardness of prismatic topaz.

No. 9* Hardness of rhomboidal corundum.
No. 10. Hardness of octahedral diamond.

Wc must obtain such specimens of the minerals

just ciuimcratcd as wull answ^erfor the required pur-

pose. Tf w’e wMsh by means of them to ascertain tlie

hardness of a given mineral, wc first try wliich of
the members of tlie scale can be scratched by one of

the corners of the given mineral. We begin witli

tlie highest mcmlier of the scale, and proceed till we
arrive at one which can be scratched. We now com-
])arc the lianlncss of the given mineral with that of
the first incmbor of the scale which can be scratch-

ed, and wdtli that next to it which is not scratched,

by passing corners of each of the same shape over

the surface of a hard and fine file. The resistance

which the rtiinerals oppose to the' file, and the noise

produced by nibbing pieces of a nearly equal shape,

allow the relation of the hardness in the given mine-
ral to be estimated. The degree of hardness found
in this w'ay is expressed by the numbers in the

scale, and if these are not sufficient, by decimals ;

the distance between two subsequent members being

supposed to be divided into few siiimrc parts, with-

out, however, maintaining those distances in reality

everywhere to be equal. Thus, if hardness is de-

signated by H, that ol* })rismatic gypsum, for exam-
j)le, which is 2, will be expressed H=:2 ; tourma-
line, which has a hbrdness intermediate between that

of rhomboidal quartz and prismatic topaz, wdll be
expressed by 7-5.

* From a^cov, the axis, and T'a/itvw, I cut ; cleavable in one direction.

t From rraga, beside, and rs/ti^w, 1 cut; with cleavage jibmes, wliich arc parallel wdtli the planes of the

fiindanieiital figure, or are inclined lo the axis.

J From T£./, round about, and 1 cut ; with .surrounding cleavage planes parallel to the axis.
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The specific gravity of minerals is determined by
means of the hydrostatic balance^ the hydrometer^

and Adie's new instrument. Of Aese instrumenta,

and tlie modee of using them^ accounts are given in

the Encyclgpcsdia Britannica and Edinburgh Philo^

sopkical JournaL

II. Characters employed m thb desciiiptiok

OF THE SPECIES^ SUB-SPECIES^ KINDS^ AND VARIE-

TIES OF MINERALS.

1.

Colour.^2. Common, and Particular External

Forms— 3, Distinct Connections,^^- Surface.'^

5. Lustre,—6. Fracture,^!* Shape of Fragments.

Transpareney.^9, OjMl^tence.^lO. Streak.

—11. Soiling.^1% Tenacity.'^lS^ Frangibility*—

14. Flexibility.—15. Adhesion to the Towgae.—16.
Vnetuosity.^VJ. Smell.—\%. Taste.

1. Colour. %

The colours in the mineral kingdom are not so

numerous as is generally imagined ; and even tlie

varieties^ although o^eii extremely beautiful^ and ap-

parently infinite in number^ bear but a small propor-

tion to the vast series that cliaracterize the various

productions of the vegetable and animal kingdoms.
Werner, who bestowed great attention on this inte-

resting and beautiful character, enumerates eight

principal colours, viz. white, grey, black, blue, green

j

yellow, red, and brown. Each ofthese principal co-

lours exhibits u greater or less number of varieties,

many of wliidi Jiaveheen accurately dcjfined, and are

contained iu tlie following enumeration,

I. Definitions of the different Varieties of Colour.

1. White.

1. Snoxo-xuhitc is the purest colour, and nearly

agrees with tliat of new-fallen snow. Examples of

this colour occur in Carrara marble and common
quartz.

2. Reddhh^xiokite is snow-white witli a slight inter-

mixture of red. Example, red quartz.

8.

YellonHsh..whU€ is snow-white with very little

lemon-yellow and ash-grey. Example, chalk.

4. Silver-w/dle is yellowish-white with metallic

lustre. Example, arsenical pyrites.

5. Greyish-white is snow-white mixed with a little

ash-grey. Example, quartz.

6. Grecnish-jidiite is snow-white mixed with a

verpr little emerald-green and ash-grey. Example,
amianthus.

7* Milk-white is snow-white mixed with a little

Berlin-blue and ash-grey. The colour of skimmed
milk. Example, calcedony.

8. Tin-white differs from the preceding colour,

principally in containing a littie more grey, and
having the metallic lustre. Exaipple, native anti-

mony.

2. Grey.

1. Lead-grey is ash-grey with a small portion of
blue, and possesses metallic lustre. Example, lead-

glance.

2. Bluish’grey is ash-grey mixed with a little blue.

Example, limestone.
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3. Pearl-grey is pole bluish grey intermixctl withMittwalogy.

a little red. Example, porcelain jasper.

4. Smoke’^y^, or bropjnishrgrey, is dark bluish
grey mixed with a little brown. Example, flint.

# Greenish-grey ia ash-grey mb^fd with a little

emerald-^een, and has sometimes a faint trace of
yellow. Example, clay-slate.

6.

Yellowish-grey is ash-grey mixed with lemon-
yellow and a minute trace of brown. Example,
calcedony.

T- Ash-grey is the characteristic colour. It is

the colour of wood ashes. Example, quartz.

8. Steel-^rey is dark asli-grey with n^tallic lus-

tre. It is the colour of newly broken steS. Exam-
ple, native platina.

S« Black.

1. Greyish-black is velvet-black mixed with asli-

grey. Example, basalt.

2. Iron-black is principally distinguished from the
preceding by its being rather darker, and possess-

ing a metallic lustre. Example, magnetic iron-ore.

3. Velvet-black is the characteristic colour of this

series. It is the colour of black velvet. Example,
obsidian.

, 4. Pitch-black, or hrovonish-hlack, is velvet-black

mixed witli a little yellowish-brown. Example, co-

balt ochre.

5. Greenish-black, or raven-black, is velvet-black

mixed with a little greenish-grey. Example, horn-

blende.

6. Bluish-black is velvet-black mixed with a little

blue. Example, black eartliy cobalt ochre.

4. Blue.

1. Blackish-bliic is Berlin-blue mixed with much
black, and a trace of red. Example, blue copper.

2. AznrC’blue is Berlin-blue mixed with a little red.

Example, blue roj:)per.

3. riolrt-bluc is Berlin-blue mixed with much red

and very little black. Example, ame thyst.

4. Lavender-blue is violet-blue mixed with a

small portion of grey. Examples, lithomarge and
porcelain jasper.

5. Plum blue is Berlin-blue, with more red Aari

in violet-blue, and a small j)ortion of brown and
black. Example, spinel.

C. Berlin-blue is the purest or characteristic co-

lour of the series. Examples, sapphire, rock salt,

kyanite.

7- Smalt-blue is Berlin-blue, with much white, and

a trace of green. Examples, pale-coloured smalt,

named eschel, earthy blue iron, earthy blue copper,

and some varieties of g}'psnm.

8. Duck-blue is a dark blue colour, composed ot

blue, much green, and a little black. Example,

ceylanitc.

9. Indigo-blvc is a deep blue colour, composeil of

blue, witli a considerable portion of black, and a

little green. Example, earthy blue iron of Eckards-

berg, ill Thuringia.

10. Sky-blue is u pale blue colour, composed of

blue, green, and a little white. It is tlte colour of a

clear sky, hence its name. Example, lenticulEir

copper.
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1. Vtrdigru*gretn is emerald-green mixed with

much Berlin-blue and a little white. Example^

copper-green and green Siberian felspar.

2. Cdandintfgreen is verdi^is-green mixedyliitli

ash-grey. Examples^ green earthy Siberian and
Brazilian beryl.

3. Mountain-green is emerald-green mixed with

much blue, and a little yellowieh-grey ; or verdi-

gris-green with yellowish-grey. Examples, beryl

and glassy actynolite.

4?. Leck-green is emerald-green, with bluish-grey

and a little brown. Examples, nephrite and common
actynolite.

5. li.merald’-green is the cliaracteristic or pure un-

mixed green. Example, emerald.
6’, Applc-green is emerald-green mixed with a

little greyish- white, l^xample, diryoprase.

7. Grass-green is emerald-green mixed with a

little lemon yellow. Example, uranite.

8. Blackish-green is pistachio-green mixed with a

considerable portion of black. Example, augite.

9. Pistachio-green is emerald-green mixed wdth

more yellow than in grass-green, and a smiill })or-

tioii of brown. Examples, chrysolite and epidote.

10. Asparngus-green is pistachio-green mixed
with a little greyish white ; or emerald-green mix-

ed with yellow and a little brown. Examples, gar-

net, olivenile, and beryl.

1 J . OHvc-grcc7i is grass-green mixed with much
brown, and a little grey. Examples, common gar-

net, olivenite, and pitch-stone.

r.i. Oil-green is emerald-green mixed with yel-

low, brow^ii, and grey
;

or pi.stacliio-green, with

much yellow^ and light ash grey. Examjdes, 1 uller's-

earth and beryl.

13. Siskin-green is emerald-green mixed with mucli

iemon-yellow and a littlew liitc. Example, uran mica.

G. Yellow.

1. Sulphur-yellow is lemon-yellow mixed with much
emerald-green and white. Example, native sulphur.

2. Brass-yellow difi’ers from the preceding yellow

principally in ijaving nietiillie lustre; it cont.-iins a

.'>mall portion of grey. J'^xjimple, copper pyrites.

3. Slrnxv-yelloxv is sulphur-yellow' mixed witli much
greyish -white. l''xam))le, yellow cobalt ochre.

Bronze yellow is brass-yelloAV mixed with a

little steel grey and a minute portion of reddish-

I)ro\Mi. Exaiviple, iron pyrites.

5. IVajc-yellow is Icinon-yellow mixed with red-

dish-brown and a little ash-grey
; or it may be con-

sidered as hoiiey-yellow' witli greyish-white. Ex-
amples, opal and yellow lead-spar.

G. Hancy-ycllow is sulphur-yellow mixed with

chesnut-lirown. Examples, fluor-spar and beryl.

7. Lemon-yellow is the pure unniixed colour. It

is the colour of the rind of lemons. Example,

yellow orpiment.

8. Gold-yellow is the preceding colour with me-
tallic lustre. Example, native gold.

9. Ochre-yellow is lemon-yellow mixed with a

considerable quantity of light chesiiut-brown. Ex-
amples, yellow earth and jasper.

10. Wine-yellow is lemon-yellow mixed with a

4
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small portion -of red and greyish-^hite. £xainplee» Mineralogy*

Saxon and Brazilian topaz.
- — -

1 1. Cre^m-yellow, or Isabella-yellow, contains more
red and grey tl^gn tlie w^ine-yellow, and also a little

brown. Examples, bole from Strigau and compact
limestone.

12. Orange-yellow is lemon-yellow with carmine-
red. It is tl)e colour of the rind of the ripe orange.
Example^ uran-oclire.

7. Red.

1. Aurora, or morning-red, is carmine-red mixed
with much lemon-yellow. Example, red orpiment.

2. Hyacinth-red is carminc-red mixed with lemon-
yellow, and a mifhite portion of brown ; or aurora-
red mixed with a minute portion of brown. Ex-
amples, hyacinth and tile-ore.

.3. Tilc-rcd is hyacinth-red mixed with greyish-

white. The colour of tiles or bricks. Example,
porcelain jasper.*'

4. Scarlet^red is cfirmine-red mixed with a very
little lemon-ycllow'. Examplc> light-red cinnabar
from Wolfstein.

5. Blood-red is scarlet-red mixed witli a small
portion of black. Examples, pyrope and jasper.

G. Flesh-red is blood-red mixed with greyisii-

whitc. Examples, felspar and calc-spar.

7. Copper-red scarcely di fliers from the preceding
variety, but in possessing meUillic lustre. Exiiniple,

native copper.

8. Carmine-red is the characteristic colour. Ex-
ample, spinel, particularly in thin splinters.

9* Cocltinenl-red is carmine-red mixed with ifluish-

grey. Example, dark-red cinnabar.

10. Crimson-red is carmine-red mixed with a con-
siderable portion of blue. Example, oriental ruliy.

11. Columbine-red is carmine-red with more blue
llian the iireeeding variety, and, wdiat is eliavacteris-

tic for this colour, a little black. Example, preci-

ous garnet.

12. Rose-red is cochineal-red mixed with white.
Examples, red manganese and quartz.

13. Peach- blossom-red is crimson-red mixed with
white. Example, red cobalt-ochre.

14. Cherry-red is crimson-red mixed with a con-
siderable portion of brownish-black. Examples,
spinel, red antimony, and precious garnet.

1 Brownish-red is blood-red mixed with brown.
Example, clay iron-stone.

8. Bnowy.

1. Reddish-broicn is chesnut-browm mixed with a
little red and yellow ; or chesnut brown with a small
portion of aurora-red. Example, brown-blende from
the ITartz.

2. Cltyoe hrcfwn is chesnut-brown mixed with co-
chineal-red and a little black. It is tlie colour of
the clove. Examples, rock-crystal and brown he-
matite.

3. Hair-brown is tlove-brown ^xed with ash-
g^e)^ Example, wood-opaL

4. Broccoli-brown is chesnut-brown mixed with
much blue, and a small portion of green and red.

Example, zircon.
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^ brown colour. ^ Example^ Egyptian jasper.

6. Yellmhh-brofwn is chesnut-brown mixed with
a considerable portion of lemon-yellew. Examples^
iron«Aint and jasper.

7. PinMcck-broxon is yellowish-brown with me-
tallic lustre. Rather the colour of tarnished pinch-

1>eck. Example^ mica.

8. IVood-hroton is yellowish-brown mixed with

much pale ash-grey. Examples, mountain wood
and bituminous wocxl.

9. Liver•hrovin is chesnut-brown mixed with
olive-green and ash-grey. The colour of boiled li-

ver. Example, common jasper.

10. Blackish^hrown is chesnut-brown mixed with
black. Examples, mineral pitch from Neufcliatel

and moor- cool.

II. Tht Ploy of the Colours^

If we look on a mhieral which possc.-scs this pro-

})erty, observe, on turning it slow'ly, besides its

common colour.s, many otlicrs, wdiich are bright,

diiinge very rapidly, and arc distributed in small

spots. We observe it in the diamond when cut,

and in precious opal.

d. native bismuth. Mineralogy.

II. fariegated.

The varicgl^d, or party-coloured, are distin-
guisj^ according to the colour of their basis. Of
thdiKhe following are enumerated in the tabular
view.

fl. Pavonine, or •peacocl^lail tarnish* This is an as-
semblage of yellowy green, blue, red, and brown co-
lours, on a yellow ground. The colours are nearly
equal in proportion, and are never precisely distinct,
but always pass more or less into one another. Ex-
ample, copiKU* i)yritcs.

b* Iridescent, or rainhov) tarnish. In this variety
the colours arc red, blue, green, and yellow, on a
grey ground. It is more beautiful and brighter than
the preceding. Example, specular iron-ore or iron-
glancc of Elba,

c. Columbine, or pigeon-^neck tarnish The colours
are the same as in the preceding, wdth this differ-

ence, that the tints of colour are paler, and the red
predominates. Example, native bismuth of wSchnee-
berg.^

d, Tempered^sted tarnish. It consists of very pale
blue, red, green, and very little yellow, on a grey
ground. Example, grey cobalt.

HI. The Changeability of the Colours.

When the surface of a mineral, which we turn in

different directions, exhibits, besides its common co-

lours, difl’ereiit bright colours, tliat do not eluuige so

rapidly, are fewta* in number, and occur in larger

patclics than in the play of the colour, it is said to

exhibit what i'? called the changeability of the co-

lours. The changeability of colour is seen only in

particular directions, the phiy of colour in all direc-

tions.

We distinguish two kinds of this phenomenon.

l.y/, That which is observed by looking in different

positions on the mineral, as in laibrador felspar.

2J, That observed by looking through it, as in the

common o])ul, which shows a inilk-whitt* colour when
we look on its surface, but when held between the

eye and the light is wine-yellow.

IV. The Iridescence,

Wlien a mineral exhibits the colours of the prism

or the rainbow, arranged in parallel, and sometimes

variously curved layers, it is said to be iridescent.

It is to be observed by,

Looking on the mineral only, as in precious

opal, adiilaria, &c.

2rf, Both by looking on the mineral and through it,

as in calcareous spar crossed by thin veins, some ar-

ragonites, rainbow caicedony, and some amethysts.

V. Tarnished Colours,

A mineral is said to be tarnished when it shows on

its external surface, or on that of the distinct con-

cretions; fixed colours different from those on its in-

terior or fresh fracture.

Tarnished colours are simple tr variegated^

I. Simple.

a. Grey,—white cobalt.

native arsenic.

G. jBrou;;/,—magnetic pyrites.

II. Common and Particular External Forms

1. Common External Shape.

Common external shapes are those in which there
arc neilluT a determinate number of planes meeting
under determinate angles, nor any resemblance to

knov/n natural or artificial bodies. As they occur
more frociuently U)an the other shapes, tliey are

named Common external shapes.

Six different kinds are enumerated by Werner,
which are distinguished according to their relative

length, breadth, and thickness, their relative magni-
tude, and their eoiincetions willi other minerals. The
kinds ;irc massive, disseminated, in ang ular pieces, in

grains, in plates, and in membranes.

1. Massive is that common external sliape which
is from the size ofa hazel-nut to tl>e greatest magni-
tude, and whose dimensions, in length, breadth, and
thickness, are nearly alike. It occurs imbedded in

other mifteruls, and it is intermixed with tliem at their

line of junction. Example, Galena or lead-glance.

2. Disseminated is from tlie sb&e of a hazel-nut

until it is scarcely visible, and its dimensions, in

li'iigth, breadth, and thickness, are nearly alike. It

is imbedded, and is intermixed witli the inclosing

mineral at tlie line of junction.

3. In angular
2
>ieces. Minerals having an angular

si ape, in which the length, brcailth, and thickness

are nearly alike, which are fuimd loose, or slightly

imbedded, and without any intermixture witli the

inclosing mineral at the line of jimction, and from

the size of a hazel-nut and upwards, are said to oc-

cur in angular pieces. It is distinguished from the

massive by its occurring eitlier loose, or not inter-

mixed with the basis at the line of junction. Of
this external shape there are two kinds

:

a. Sharp-cornered, as in quartz.

b. DluJit-comcrcd, as in common opal.
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and imbedded or loose, and not much larger than a

iuuEel-nut, are said to occur in grains*

5. In plates. Minerals which occur in eKyarnal

shapes, whose length and breadth are great iqKm-
parison of their tliickncss, in which tlie thickness is

not equal throughout, luid is so considerable as to al-

low Uie fracture to be distinguished, aje said to occur

in plates. The maximum tliickness of plates is half

an inch. Example, red silver.

6. In membranes ox fiakes. This shape is distin-

guished from the former by its thinness, as it never

greatly exceeds the thickness of ccunmon paper, and
the fracture cannot be i|)()en. Example, iron py-
rites.

IL Particular External Shape.

Particular external shapes differ from the common
external shapes, in bearing a resemblance to natural

or artificial b(t»dies, and in beii^ far more characteris-

tic and varied in their aspect. There are four differ-

ent sets, entitled, longish^ roundish^ jlaii and cavernous.

1

.

Longish particular extcryial shapes.

a. Dentiform. Adheres by its thick extremity,

and becomes gradually thinner, incur vat(‘(l, and at

length tcTmiiiates in a free point, so thfit it veaeinhles

a canine tootli, wlience its name. Example, native

silver.

b. Filjform, Adlicres by its thicker extremity,

and terminates by an almost imperceptible diminu-

tion of thickness^ and is usually curved in different

directions. It is thinner and longer than tlie denti-

form. Example, native silver.

c. Capillary. When the filiform becomes longer

and thinner, it forms the capillary. It is generally

luucli entangled, and sometimes the threads arc so

near each other that it passes into the compact. Ex-
ample, native silver,

d. Reticulated is composed of many straight

threads, which are sometimes parallel and bometiines

meet each other at right angles, and form a net-like

sha])e. Example, native silver.

€. Dendritic. In this external shape we can ob-

serve a trunk, branckes, and twigs, which are dis-

liiignishecl from each other by their thickuess, the

trunk being the thickest. Example, native copper.

/. Coralloidal. W^hen two or three branches,

having roumletl or pointed extremities, proceed from
one stem, the coralloidal external shape is formed.
There are usually many stems together. Example,
calc-sinter.

g, Stalaclitic, A miueral is said to possess a sta-

lactitic external shape, when it consists of difier^t

straight, more or less lengthened rods, which arc

thickest at tlieir attachment, and become narrower
at their free extremity, which is rounded or pointed.

Example, calc-sinter.

h. Cylindrical consists of Ifjipg, rounded, straight,

imperforated, usually paralle* rods, whicli are attach-

ed at botli extremities, and arc generally flicker at

the extremities than the middle. The interstices are

eitlier empty or filled up with another mineral. Ex-
ample, galena or lead-glance.

h Tubiform consists of long, usually single.

A'liO Ot.
perforated tubes, which are somewhat Icmgitiidiiuilly

knotty. Example, calc-sinter.

k. daviform is the reverse of siahdUic ; H is

composed of club-shaped parallel rods, which ad-

here by their tliin extremities. Example, compact

black hematite.

L Fruticose. This externid shape has the appear-

ance of cauliflower. Example, calc-sinter.

2

.

Roundish Particular External Shapes.

a. Globular. Under this are comprehended

;

a. Perfect globular or sphe^^ical, as in alum-

slate.

j
3. Imperfect globular, as in calcedony.

7. Ovoidal or elliptical. Examples, rounded
masses of quartz in puddingstone.

b. Spheroidal. When the spherical is compresa-

ed the spheroidal is formed. Example, Egyp-
tian jasj^er.

6. Amygdaloidal. Wlien the ovoidal is com-
pressed in the direction of its length, the

amygdaloidal is formed. Example, zeolite.

b. Botry&ided consists of large segmt^nts of small

balls, which are irregulai'ly heaped together, and have
many interstices. It resembles grapes, whence its

lUime. Example, hematite.

c. Reniform consists of small segments of large

Imlls, winch are so closely set together, that uo inter-

stices are formed. Exainide, calcedony.

d. Tuberose. This sliape consists of irregular

roundish or longish elevations and depressions. £x-
aonple. Hint.

e. Fused4ike or liyuiform. This consists of nu-
merous very flat rounded elevations, wJiich are ge-

nerally depressed in the middle. Example, Icad-

glancc.

3

,

Flat Particular External Shapes.,

a. Specular has on one side, seldom on two oppo-

site sicics, a straight .smooth shining surfiice. It oc-

curs in veins. Exjunple, galena or lead-glance.

h. In Leaves. In this external shape there are thin

leaves, wliich arc cither irregularly curved, or are

straight, and have throughout the same iliickness.

It occurs frequently in native gold.

4

.

Cavernous Particular External Shapes.

a. Cellular. A mineral Ls said to be cellular, wlien

it is composed f>f straight or bent tables, which cross

each other in such a manner as to form empty spaces

or cells. Example, quartz.

b. Impressed. That is, wlien one mineral show s

the impression of any particular or regular external

8hq)e of axLOlher mineraL It borders on the cellular

Bha2>e, and is formed when a newer mineral is depo-
sited over an older, the form of which it assumes,
and retains even after the impressing mineral has

been destroyed or removed.

c. Perforated consist of long vermicular cavities,

wliich occupy but an inconsidi^able portion of the

mass, and terminats!^on the surfhee in small holes.

When the lliolcs become very numerous, it passes

into spongiform. Example, bog iron-ore.

d. Corroded. A mineral is said to be corroded when
8
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nmndiah holes. Example, quartz.

e. Amorphous is composed of mimeroua roundish
and angular parts that form inequalities, between
which there are equally irregular hollows. Ex-
ample, silv'er-glnnce or Bulphiirettcd silver.

/. ^eskular. When a mineral has distributed

through its interior many single, usually round, el-

liptical, and sfiheroidal, also amygdaloidal, or irregu-

larly-shaped cavities, it is said to be vesicular. Ex-
ample, wacke and lava.

III. Distinct Concrktions.

Distinct concretions are those parts into which
minerals are naturally divided, and which can be
sep/irated from oric another, witliout breakingthrough
the solid or iresh part of thf' mineral. In describing

them, we have to attend to the following appearan-
ces. 1 . Their shape ; 2. Their 8u?lkce ; and, 3.

Their lustre.

1.

Shape of the Disilncl Concretions.

They are granular, lamellar, prismatic, radiat-

ed, and fibrous.

1. Granular distinct concretions are those in which
the length, breadth, and thickness, are nearly alike.

Primitive limestone or marble is composed of granu-
lar distinct concretions.

2. Lamellar distinct concretions are those in which
the length and breadth are nearly equal, and much
more considerable than the thickness Lamellar
hcavy-sj)ar affords a good exiunplc of this kind of
concretion.

3. Prismafic distinct concretions are those in which
the It'ngth is very considerable, in comparis<in of
the thieknoss, or in the form of irregular prisjiis,

Exani])les, ametliyst and prismatic heavy spar.

4. Jladialcd distinct concretions are tJiose in whici'

the form is then prismatic, differing from tlie pre-

ceding in being narrower, and in liaving the fbrm of

rays. The radiated fracture of Wernei' belongs to

this division. Example, radiated iron pyrites.

3.

Fibrous distinct concretions are those in form of

fibres. The Jihrous fracture of Werner is included

under this head. Example, actyiiolite.

2.

Granulated. When the surface appears like Minerslsgy.

shagreen, it is said to be granulated.

5.

Rou^h. This kind of surface is marked with
small scarcely visible elevations, which wc can hard-
ly ^over but by the feel. It has little or no lustre.

ExiSS]ple, rolled pieces of common quartz.

4. Smooth. Here there is no perceptible inequali-
ty, and the surface reflects more light than the pre-
ceding kinds of external surface. Example, fluor-

spar.

5. Streaked. This kind of surface is marked with
line-like elevations. It is either simply streaked or
doubly streaked.

a. Simply streaked, w'hen the line-like elevations

run but in one direction,

a. Longitudinally streaked. When the streaks are
parallel with the lengtli of the lateral planes.

Example, topaz,

0. Transversely streaked. Wlien the streaks are

parallel with the breadth of the lateral phmes-
Example, rock-crystal.

y. Diagonnih/ streaked. When the streaks are

parallel witli the diagonal of the planes. Ex-
ample, garnet.

d. Alternately streaked. When transverse and
longitudinal streaks occur on alternate planes.

Exaniple, cubic iron-pyrites.

1. Doubly streaked, when the streaks run in dif-

ferent directions. This is of two kinds.

a. Pltinujornily^ When the sti’eaks run obliquely

towards a ])rincipal streak, like the disposition

of the parts of a feather. E^lamplc, plumose
native bismuth.

Iteticnlarly. the streaks either cross

cadi other in a promiscuous manner, or under

right angles, forming a kind of flat net-work.

Example, silver-wdiite cobalt.

c. Diusy. When a crystal is coated wdth a num-
ber of minute crystals of the same kind as the mi-

neral itself, so that the new surface acquires a scaly

aspect, it is denominated dnisy. Examjde, common
iron-pyrites.

V. Lustre.

Here we have to consider tlic intensity and the

sort of lustre.

2. Surface ofthe Distinct Concretions.

Tlic surface varies considerably ; in some it is

smooth, as in hematite ; in otliers it is streaked, as in

sdiorl, or it is uneven, as in hornblende.

3. Lustre of the Distinct Concretions*

Here the voi'ieties of lustre are the same as al-

ready enumerated, and therefore require no particu-

lar illustration.

IV. Surface.

The following are the va^etics of this character

:

1. Uneven. This, of all tlie kjpds of external sur-

face, presents the greatest and most irregular eleva-

tions .and depressions, yet they are not so consider-

able as to alter the external shape. Example, sur-

face of balls of calccdony.

1. The Intensity of the Lustre. Of this there ar^Jivc

different degrees.

1. Splaidcnt. A fossil is said to be splendent,

when in full day-light (not in the sun-shine) it is vi-

sible ai a great distance. Example, galena or lead-

glance.

2. Shining. When a mineral at a distance reflects

but a weak light, it is said to be shining. Example,

heavy-spar.

S. Glistening. This dcgi-ce of lustre is only ob-

servable when the mineral is near us, and at no

greater distance than arms-length. Example, porce-

lain-jasper.

4.

Glimmering. If the surface of a mineral, when

held near to the eye in full and clear day-light, pre-

sents a very great number of small faintly ?hining

points, it is said to be glimmering. Example, red

hematite.
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Hghtj or is entirely destitute of lustre, it is said to be
dull. Example, chalk.

2.

The Sort of Lustre.

The following are the different kinds of lusiSif^

1. MclalUc lustre, which is always combined with

opacity. It is divided into perfect and imperfect.

The perfect occurs in native metals, the imperfect

in tantalum ore.

2. Adamantine. Of this lustre there are two va^

rieties, viz. meiOfUic adamantine, eiXidi common adaman-
tine. White lead spar is an example of the first, and
diamond of the second.

3. Pearly is divided into common and mciallic-lilce.

Mica is an example of the first, and schiller-spar of

the second.

4. Resinous or uunxy. Example, pitch-stone.

5. Vitreous or glassy. Example, rock-crysUd.

VI. The Fracture.

Fracture surfaces, or planes, arc tliose produced
on breaking a mineral. The following are the prin-

cipal kinds

:

1. Splintery. When, on a nearly even fracture

surface, small wedge-shaped or scaly parts are to be
observed, which adhere by their thicker ends, .*nul

allow light to pass through, w^e say that the fracture

is splintery. It sometimes passes into even. Ex-
ample, quartz.

2. Even is that kind of fracture in which the sur-

face is nearly oven, or without inequaJjties. Ex-
ample, Lydian-stone.

3. Conchoidal is composed of concave and convex
roundish depressions and elevations, which are more
or less regular. When regular, they are accompa-
nied with concentric ridges, as in many shells, and
hence present a conchoidal appearance. Example,
obsidian.

4. Uneven. In this kind of fracture the 8urfa?e

is marked w'ith numerous angular elevations. These
inequalities arc termed the grain, so that we have
coarse nrvAJine-grained uneven fractures. I'xainple,

copper-pyrites.

5. Earthy. Wlien the fracture-surface sliows a
great number of very small elevations and depres-

sions, which make it appear rough, it is called earthy.

Example, chalk.

6. Hackly. When the fracture-surface consists of
numerous bmiill slightly-bent sharp inequalities, it is

said to be liackly. Example, native copper.

7* Slaty^ 111 this kind of fracture the mineral
splits into tables or slates which are more or less

perfect. Example, common roof-slate.

VII. The Shape of the Fragments.

Fragments are those shapes which are formed
when a mineral is so forcibly struck, that masses,
having surrounding fracturtiisurfaces, are separated
from it.

The fragments are either regular or irregular.

I. Regular fragments are inclosed in a certain num-
ber of regular planes, that meet under determinate
angles. The following are the varieties of regular
fragitoents

:

ALOG¥.
1. Cubic

^

which occur in minerals possessing

rectangular three-fold cleavage, as galena, or

glance, and rock-salt.

2. Rhomboidal, or ohIUjue-angular, which occur iti

minerals having a three-fold cleavage, as calcareous-

spar.

3. Tetrahedral, or three-sided pyramidal and octa-

hedral, occur in minerals having a four-foldi^eOVage,

in w hich the folia meet under equal angles, as in

fluor-spar.

4. Dodecahedral. Fragments of this form occur

in minerals having a six-ibld cleavage. Exam^e',
rock-crystal.

II. Irregularfragments are such as have no regu-

lar form. 7’he following are the different varieties :

1 . Cuneiform, in which the breadtli and thickness

are much less than tlie length, and gradually and re-

gularly diminish in magnitude from one end to the

otiier. Example, radiated zeolite.

2. Splintery, in whid) the breadth and thickness

are less considerable fihan the lengtli, but without

diminution of magnitude from one extremity to the

other. Example, asbestus.

3. Tabular, in which tl\e breadth and length are

more considerable than the thickness. Examples
clay-slate.

4. Indeterminate angular, in wliich tlie length,

breadth, aiul ihickness, are in general nearly alike,

blit the c<lges ililler much in regard to sliarpness,

wdiicJi givi‘s rise to the following distinctions

:

a. J eiy sharp-edged, as in obsidian.

b. Sharp-edged, as in common (jiiartz.

c Rather sharp-edged, as in basalt.

d. Rather blunt-cdged, as in pumice.

e. JUunt-edged, as in gypsum.

f. Very bluni-edgcd, as in loom.

VIII. The Transparency.

This cliaracter presents the five following degrees

:

1. When a mineral, either in thick or tliin pieces,

allow^R tlie rays of light to jiass through it so eom-
])letely, tliaf we can clearly distinguish objects pla-

ced behind it, it is said to be transparent. It is ei-

ther simply treusparent, that is, when tlie body scon

through it appears single, as ixi mica and selenite ;

or duplicating, when the body seen through it ap-

pears double, as in calcareous-spar.

2 . Semi-transparent. When objects can be dis-

cerned only through a thin piece, and tlien always
apjicar as if seen through a cloud. Example, calce-

dony.

3. Translucent. When the rays of light penetrate

into the mineral and illuminate it, but objects can-

not be observed either tlirough Ihick or thin pieces,

it is said to be translucent. Example, pitch-stone.

4. Translucent on the edges. When light shines

through the thinnest edges and corners, or when the

edges arc illuminated in the samede^ee as the whole
mineral in tlie immediately preceding variety oftrans-

parency, it is said bo translucent on the edges.

Example, hornstone.

5. Opa^. When, even on the tliinnest edges of

a mineral, no light shines through, it is said to be
opaque, as in chalk.
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Some minepftlsj when held in particular directions,

reflect from single t^j)ots in tlieir interior, a coloured
shining lustre, and this is what is understood by opa-
lescence,

X. The Streak.

By tlic streak we understiind the appearance
which minerals exhibit when scratched oi‘ rubbed
with u hard body, as a knife or steel. In some in-

stances, the colour of the mineral is chaii<red
; in

others, the lustre, and frequently neither colour nor
lustre are altered.

H''

XT. The Soiling or Colouutnc.

When a mineral, taken between the fingers, or

ilrawn across another body, leaves .some particles, or

a trace, it is said to soU or •ahnn.

XII. TtiL 'fENACITY.

By tenacity is underst(in<l the relative mobility, or

the difFcrciit degrees of cohesion of the particles of
minerals. The degrees of tenacity are the follow-

ing

:

J. Uritlh^ A mineral is stfid to be brittle, when,
on cutting it with a knife, it emits a grating noise,

and tlie particles fly away in the form of dust, and
leave a rough surface, which has in general less

lustre than the fracture, h^xaruple, <juart5^.

2. Scctilc or Mild, On cutting minerals possess-

ing this degree of tenacity, the partiedes lose their

connection in a considerable degree, bir this takes

place without noise, and they do not ^l^ oft’, but re-

main on the knife. Example, galena or lead-glance.

Jl. DuctUr. Mineral possessing this degree of

tenacity can be cut into slices with a knife, and ex-

tended under the hammer, h^xaiiiple, native gold.

XIII. The Franuiuiuty,

By frangibility is understood the resistance which

minerals oppose, when we attempt to break them in-

to pieces or fragments. It must not be confounded

wdth hardness. Quartz is hard, and hornblende com-
paratively soft

;
yet the latter is much more difficult-

ly frangible than the former.
,

XI The Flexibility.

This term expresses the property possessed by

some minerals, of bending without breaking. Flexi-

ble minerals are either claUical flexible, that is, if

when bent they spring back again into their former

direction, as mica ;
or common Jlcxiblc, when they

can be bent in different directions without breaking,

and remain in the direction in which they have been

bent, as molybdena, gypsum, talc, asbestus, and all

malleable minerals.

XV. Adhesion TO THE Tongue.

This character occurs only in such minerals as

possess the property of abfprbing moisture, which

causes them to adhere to the tongue. Example,

meerschaum. v

XVI. The UNCTrosrry.

Some minerals feci greasy, others meeigre j and in

VOL. V. EAllT II.

order to distinguish the different degree.*? of greasi- Miofiralagy.

nesi;, the following distinctions are employed

:

1. Very greasy, as talc and graphite.

2, Greasy, as steatite and fuller’s earth.

li^taiher greasy, as asbestus and polislied serpen-
tine.

4. Meagre, as cobalt.

XVII. The Smell.

Of this we can give no definition, and shall there-
fore illustrate it by the minerals in which it occurs.
It is observed under the three following circum-
stances?

1. Sponlanconsly cmilied; in which case it is.

ft, Bitumhions, as mineral oil and mineral pitch.

b. Faintly sulphureous, as natural sulphur.

c. Faintly bitter, as radiated grey antimony.
2. After hreaihinp^ on il, in which a clnyeydUu

smell is produced, ns in hornblende and chlorite.

ft . F.rated by iei io

u

.

. Urinous, in stink-stone.

. Sulphureous, in iron pyrites.

c. GfirHck-fdii\ or arsenical, in native arsenic

and arsenic-pyrites.

d. Empyteumalip, in quartz and rock-crystal.

XVIII. The Txste,

This character occurs principally in the saline

class, for which it is highly characteristic.

The varieties of it are,

1. Sivcriis/i taste, common salt.

2. Sweetish astringent, natural "^lurn and rock
butter.

ft. Styptic, blue and green vitriol.

4. Saftly bitter, natural Epsom salt.

Sallly cooliitn, nitre.

(). Alkaline, natural soda.

7- Urinous, natural sal-ammoniac.

System of AkuangexMent of Simple Minerals.

CLASS 1.

Order I.—Gas.

Genus I, Hydrogen Gas.
1. Pure Hydrogen Gas.

2. Carburcltcd Hydrogen Gas.

ft. Sulpiiurelted Hydrogen Gas.
4. Pho.*!phuretted Hydrogen Gas,

Genus H. Atmospheric Air.

1 , Pure Atmospheric Air.

Order II.

—

Water.

Genus 1. Atmospheric Water.
1. Pure Atmospheric W ater.

(ienus II. Sea Water.
1 , Common Sea Water.

Order III.—Acid.

Genua I. Carbonic Acid.

j. Aeriform Carbonic Acid.

Genus II. Muriatic Acid.

1. Aeriform Muriatic Acid.

Genus III. Sulphurk* Acid.

1. Aeriform Sulphuric Acid.

ft i
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Genus IV. Boracic Acid.

]. Prisoiaiic Boracic Acid.

Genus V. Arsenic Acir.

1.

Octahedral Arsenic Acid.

Order 1V.-^Salt.

Genus 1. Natron.
] . Prismatic Natron.

Genus II. GdbAUBER Salt.

1.

Prismatic Glauber Salt.

Genus IIL Nitre.
1. Prismatic Nitre.

Genus IV. Rock Salt.
1. Hexahedral Rock Salt.

Cienus V. Sal-Ammoniac.
1. Octahedral Sal Ammoniac.

Genus VI. Vitriol.

1.

* Hemiprismatic Vitriol, or Green Vi-

triol.

2. Prismatic Vitriol, or Blue Vitriol.

3. Pyramidal Vitriol, or White Vitriol.

Genus VII. Kpsom Salt.

1. Prismatic Epsom Salt.

Genus VIII. Alum.
1. Octahedral Alum.

Genus IX. Borax.
I. Prismatic Borax.

Genus X. Glauiieuitk.

J. Prismatic Glauberite.

CLASS II.

Order L—Haloide.

Genus I. Gypsum.
1. Prismatoidal Gypsum, or Common

Gypsum.
2. Prismatic Gypsum, or Anhydrite.

Genus II. Cryolite.
1. Prismatic Cryolite.

Genus III. Alum Stone.
1 . Rhomboidal Alum Stone.

Genus IV. Fj.uor.

1. Octahedral Fluor.

Genus V. Apatite.
1. Rhomboidal Apatite.

(ienus VI. Limestone,
1. Prismatic Limestone, or Arragonite.

2. lihomboidal Limestone.

S. Macrotypous Limestone.

4. Brachytypous Limestone, or Rhomb-
Spar.

Order II

—

Baryte.

Genus I. Sparry Iron.

J . Rhomboidal Sparry Iron.

• S^)harosiderite.

Genus II. Red \1angane)^.

1. Rhomboioca lied Manganese.
* Mangancftc Spar, -

Genus IIL Calamine.

^
1. Prismatic, or Electric Calamine.

2. Rhomboidal Calamine.

'Geo^ IV. Tungsten, or ScHEELiuM.

1. Pyramidal Tungsteni^

Genus V. Baryte. MineraJugy.

1 . Pjrramido-pnsmatic Baryte, or Stron-

tianite.

2. Di-Prismntic Baryte, or Witherito.

S. Prismatic Baryte, or Heavy-Spar.

4. Prismatoidal Baryte, or Celcstine.

Genus VI, Lead-Spar.
1. Di-Prismatic Lead- Spar, or White

and Black Lead-Spar
2. Rhomboidal Lead-Spar, or Green and

Brown Lead-Spar.

3. Hemiprismatic Lead- Spar, or Red
Lead-Spar.

4. Pyramidal LeM-Spar, or Yellow

Lead.Spar.
5. Prismatic Lead-Spar, or Sulphate of

Lead.
^

1. Corneous Lead~Spar—2. j^rseni^^

ate Lead,—3. VloirM Oo?nme.

Order III.—.Kerate.

Genus I. Corneous Silver.

1. Hexahedral Corneous Silver.

Genus II. Corneous Mercuby.
1. Pyramidal Corneous Mercury.

Order IV.

—

Malachite.

Genus 1. Coiteu Green.
1. UncIeavubJe Copper Green,

Genus II. Likiconite.

]. Prismatic Liriconite, or Lcnticulai

Arseniate of Copper.

2. Hexahedral Liriconite, or C'ubical

Arseniate of Iron.

Genus III. Olivenite.

1. Prismatic Olivenite, or Prismatic Ar-

seniate of Copper.

Di-Prismatic Olivenite.

Genus IV. Blur Malachite, or Blue Copper.
]. Prismatic Blue Malachite.

* Velvet Blue Copper^

Genus V. Emerald Malachite.
1. Rhomboidal Emerald Malachite.

Genus VI. Green Malachite.
1. Prismatic Green Malachite, or Phos-

phat of Copper.

2. Di- Prismatic Green Malachite, or

Common Malachite.

• Atacamite,
], Prismatic Atacamite, or Muriat of

Copper

Order V.

—

Mica.

Genus I. Copper Mica.
1. Rhomboidal Copper-Mica, or Mica>

ccous Arseniate of Copper.

2. Prismatic Copper-Mica.

Genus II. Uran-Mica, or Uranite.
1. Pyramidal Uran-Mica.

• Ura#<)chre.
Genus IIL Cobalt-Mica, or Red Cobalt.

^ 1. Prismatic Red Cobalt.

• CdRALT-OcHRE.
1. Black Cdbalt-Ochre.

MINERALOGY.
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Mineri^ioiigy. 3. Brora Cobalt-Ochre.

3- Yellowr CobaluOchre.

Genus IV. Antimony-Mica^ or White Antimony.
1. Prismatic White Antimony. ^

* Antimony Ochre.

Genus V. Blue Iron, or Iron-Mica.
1. Prismatic Blue Iron, or Phosphat of

Iron.

Genus VI. Graphite.
1. Rhomboidal Graphite.

Genus VII. Talc-Mica.
1 . Prismatic Talc-Mica, or Talc.

* 1 . Native Magnesia, or Hydrate of
Mugnesia.—2. Ophite—3. Pikrolite.

»4. Nephrite,—5 . Steatite, or Soap-
stone,—6 . Figurestonc, or Algalma*
tolit€,—7 - Magnesite 8. Meers-
chaum.—3. Lithomarge.--- 10. Moun-
tain Sonp.~->^il. Boh.

2. Rhonriboidal i’aJc-Mica, or Common
Mica.
* Pinito.

(Jenus VIII. Pearl-Mica.
J. Rhomboidal Pearl-Mica.

Order VJ—Spar.

Genus I. Sciiiller-Spar.

1. Diatomous Schillcr-Spar, or Common
Scliiller-Spar.

2. Axotomous Schiller-Spar, or Green
Diallage.

8- Hcmijjrismatic Schillcr-Spar, or Bron-
zite.

A'. Prisrnatoidal Scliiller-Spar, or lly-

persthene.

5. Prismatic Schiller-Spar, or Antho-
pliyllitc.

Genus II. Kyanitb.
1. Prismatic Kjanite.

Genus III. SpoduxMEne.

]. Prismatic Spodumene.

(ienus IV. Prkhnite.
]. Axotomous Prehnito.

* KarphoUle.

Genus V. Datolite.
1. Prismatic Datolite.

Genus VI. Zkoute;
1. Trapezoidal Zeolite, or Lcucite.

2. Dodecahedral Zeolite, or Sodalite.

3. Ilexahedral Zeolite, or Analcirae.

4. Paratomous Zeolite, or Cross-stone.

Rhomboidal Zeolite, or Chabasite.

6' Diatomous Zeolite, or Launionite.

7. Prismatic Zeolite, or Mesotype.

8. Prisrnatoidal Zeolite, or Stilbilc.

y. Hemiprismatic Zeolite.

10. Pyramidal Zeolitt:', or Albine.

11. Axotomous Zeolite, or Apophyllite.

Genus VI. Petalite.
1, Prismatic BiHalitc.

Genus VIL Felspar.
1. Rhomboidal Felspar, or Uepheline.

2. Prismatic Felspar, or Common Felspar.

3. Pyramidal Felspar, or Scapolitc, &c.

* Elaclite,

Genus VIII. Augite. Miaendogy.

1. Paratomous Augite, or Common ^

gite, &c.

2. HcmipriBmatic Augite, or Horn-
blende, Ac.

3. Prisrnatoidal Augite, or Epidote.

4. Prismatic Augite, or Tabular Spar.

Genus IX. Azure-Spar.
1. Prismatic Azure-Spar, orLazulite.

2. Prisrnatoidal Azure- Spar, or Blue
Spar.

* 1. Azure -Stone, or Lapis Lazuli,-

—

2.

llauyne.—3. Calmtc, or Mineral
2 « rquois.— 4. Amhlygon itc,— .5

.

Diaspore .—6. Gehlenilc.

Order VII

—

Gem.

Genus I. Andalusite.

1.

Prismatic Andalusite.
• Fibrolitc. * Chiastolite.

Genus II. Corundum,
1. Dodecahedral Corundum, or S|)inel.

2. Octahedral Corundum, or Automoliie.

3. Rhomboidal Corundum, or Sapphire.

4. PrisntaLic Corundum, or Chrysoberyl.

Genus 111. Diamond.
1 . Octahedral Diamond.

Genus IV, Topaz.
1. Prismatic Topaz.

Genus V. Emerald.
1. Prismatic Emerald, or EueJnse.

2. Rhomboidal Emerald.

Genus V'^I, Quartz.
1. Pn.'^matic Quartz, or lolite.

2. Rhomboidal Quartz.

3. Uncleavabie Quartz.

4. Fusible Quartz.

Genus Aximte.
], Prismatic Axinite.

Genus VIII, Chrysolite.
1. Prismatic Chrysolite.

Genus JX. Boracite.
1. Octahedral Boracite.

Genus X. 7’oukmaline.
1. Uiiomhoidal Tourmaline.

Genus XI. Garnet.
1. Pyramidal Garnet, or Veauvian.

2. Tetrahedral Garnet, or Helvine.

3. Dodecahedral Garnet.

4. Prismatic Garnet, or Cinnamon-Stone.

5. Prisrnatoidal Garnet, or Grcnatitc.

• Aplome- • Eudialite.

Genus XII. Zircon.
1. Pyramidal Zircon.

Genus XIII. Gadolinite.
]. Prismatic Gadolinite.

Order VIII.—Ore.

Genus I. Titanium-Ore.
1. Prismatic 1'itaniura-Ore, or Sphene.

2. Peritomous l itanium-Ore, or Rutile.

3 . Pyramidal Titanium-Ore, or Octahe-

drite.

Genus II. Zi no-0 re. ..

1. Prismatic Ziac-Orc, or Red Zin^-Ore.
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MiueTaloRy. Genus III. Red Copper-Ore.

1.

Octahedral Red Copper-Ore.
Genus IV. Tin-Ore.

1,

Pyramidal Tin-Ore.
(ienuK V. Wolfkam*Ore.

i . Prismatic Wolfram.
(ienua VI. Tantalum-Ore.

1. Prismatic Tantalum-Ore.
* Tantalite.

(renus VII. Uranium-Ore.
1. Dncleavablc Uranium-Ore.

(rcnus VIII. Cerium-Ore.
1. Unclcavable Cerium-Ore.

* Allanite, or Prismatic Cerium-Ore.
•• Cerin.

Genus IX. Chrome-Ore.
* 1. Prismatic Chrome- Ore, or Chroraat

of Iron.

Genus X, Iiion-Ore.

J . Octahedral Iron-Ore, or Magnetic
Iron-Ore.

* Titanitlc Iron-Ore. ** Isorine.

Mcnachanite.

2. Ilhomboidal Iron-Orc, or Red Iron-

Ore. ,
3. Prismatic Iron-Orc, or Brown Iron-

Ore.
* Bog Iron-Orc. ** Lievrili\

Genus XI. Manganese Ore.
1. Prismatic Manganese-Ore, or Black

Manganese.
* Scaly Brown Mangancse-Orc.

2. Prismatoidal Manganese-Ore, or Grey
Manganese.

* J. Karlhif Grey afid Brown Man~
ganae-Ore^ or fVa(L—2. Fhoaphaiof
Maftgafic6C,

Order IX,

—

Native Metal.s.

Genus 1. Auremc.
1 . Native ArSL-nic.

Genus II. Tellurium.
1. Native Tellurium.

Genus III. Antimony.
1. Dodecahedral Antimony.
2. Prismatic Antimony, or Antimonial

Silver.

Genus IV. Bismuth.
1. Octahedral Bismuth.

Genus V. Mkhcurv.
I. Liquid Native Mercury.
2* Dodecahedral Mercury, or Native

Amalgam.
Genus VI. Silver.

L ricxahedral Silver.

Genus VIT. Gold.
J. llcxahedral Gold.

Genus VJII. Platika.
I . Native PJatina.

Genus JX. Iron.

1. Octahedral Iron.

1. Subsp. Terrestrial Native Iron.

2. —— Meteoric Native Iron.

X. Copper.
1. Octahedral Copper,

* 1. Oswiiiw.—

—

Nickel,

Order X

—

Pyrites.

Genus I. Nickel Pyrites, or Copper-Nickel.
1. Prismatic Nickel Pyrites.

* Nickel Ochre,
** Black Nickel.

Genus II. Arsenic Pyrites.
^ 1. Axotomoufi Arsenic Pyrites.

2. Prismatic Arsenic Pyrites.

Genus III. Cobalt Pyrites.

1. Hexahedral Cobtft-Pyrites, or Silver-

White Cobalt.

2. Octahedral Cobalt* Pyrites, or Tin-

White Cobalt.
* Grey Cobalt PyriiCs,

*• Cobalt‘Kies.
*** Badiated Tin-White Cobalt Py-

rites.

Genus 1V^ Iron Pyrites.

1. Hexahedral Iron-Pyrites.

2. Prismatic Iron -Pyrites.

3. Rhomboidal Iron-Pyrites, or Mag-
netic Pyrites.

Genus V. CorrER-Pyurj Es.

1. Pyramidal Copper-Pyrites, or Vellow

Copper-Pyrites.

llndcicrminrd Pyriivs,

* 1. Nickeliferous Grey Anlimony,—2.

Common Tin Pyrites,

Order XI.

—

Glance.

Genus 1. Copper-Glance.
1, Tetrahedral Copper-Glance, or (irey

and Black Copper.

2. prismatoidal Copper- Glance.

3* Prismatic Copper Glance, or Vitie-

ous Copper.
* 1. Variegated Copper. Argenti-

ferous Copper'Glance.— 3. Plmnbi-

Jcrousi Copper- Glance—4. Tennnn-
tile,^5. Eukairite.

Genus II. Silver-Glance, or Vitreous Silver.
J. Hexahedral Silver-Glance.

Genus III. Galena, or Lead-Glance.
1. Hexahedral Galena, or Lcad-Glance.

* Blue Lead.
Genus IV. Tellurium Glance, or Black Tellu-

rium.
^ 1. Prismatic Tellurium Glance.

Genus V. Molvrden^, or Molybdena Glance.
]. Rhomboidal Molybdena.

* Molybdena Ochre.

Genus VI. Bismuth Glance.
1. Prismatic Bismuth- Glance.

* Bismuth Ochre.

Acicular Bismuth-Glance, or Needle

Ore.

Genus VII. Antimon^^Slance.

,

J . Prismatic Antimony-Glance.
Prismatoidal Antimony-Glance,* or

Grey Antimony.
S. Axotomous Antimony- Glance, or

Bournonitc.

10
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Minmiogy. Genus VIII. Melane Glance.
1. DiprUmatic Melanc-Glance, Black
Antimony-Orc of Werner.

2. Prismatic Melnne-Glance, Brittle Sil-

ver-Glance of Werner.

Order XII.

—

Blende.

Genus I. Manganese-Blende.
I. Prismatic Manganese-Blende.

Genus II. Zinc-Blende, or Garnet-Blenite.
J . Dodecahedral Zinc-Blende.

Genus III, Antimony-Blende, or Bed Antimony.
1. PrisAtic Antimony-Blende, or Red
Antimony.

Genus IV. Rudy Blende.
1. Rhomboidal Ruby-Blcndc, or Red

Silver.

2. Peritomous Ruby-Blende, or Cinna-

bar.

Order XJIT—SuLiMiun.

Genus T. SuLruuu.
1. Prigmatoidal Sulphur, or Yellow Or-

piment.

2. 1 1emi-Prismatic Sulpliur, or Red Or-

piment.

3. Prisniatic Sulphur, or Common Sul-

phur.

CLASS III.

Order I—Resin.

Genus I. Melt.ilite, or Honey-Stone.
1 . J^yramidal Mellilitc, or Honey-Stone.

Genua II. Mineral Pesin.

1. Yellow Mineral Resin, or Amber.
2. Fossil Copal.

3. Black Mineral Besin.

4<. Retinite.

5. Dysodilite.

Order II.—-Coal.

Genus I. Mineral Coal.

1. Bituminous Mineral -Coal.

2. Glange-Coal.

APPENDIX.

Minerals Imperfectly Known.

1. Allophanc.—2. Bismuthic Silver.—3, Blocditc-

—A. Fluat of Cerium.—5. Conite.—G. Cronstedtitc.

—7. Couzeranite.—8. Gieseckite—9. Gismondite.

—10. Ilisengcrite.—H. liumite.— 12. Ligurite.

—

13. Mellilite.—lA. Molybdenic Silver.—15. Orthitc.

—16. Polyhalite.—17. Pyrallolite—18. Pyrortbite.

—19. Pyrosmalite.^—20. Sapp^irite.—21. Skorodite.

—22. Spinellane.—23. Stilpnoplderite.—24). Sorda-

walite.—25. Wavellite—2G. Yttrocerite.—27. Zur-

lite.

Mode of determining d Vlftkeral, or qf referring it to

its place in (he System

•

The characters principally employee! in forma-

tion ofwhat is called the Specific Character are the re-

gular crystallizations (including cleavage) ; the de-

grees of hardness
;
and the specific gravity. The first Mineralogy,

character tlien given in the Specific Character is

the system of crystallization to' which the form and
cleavage of the species belongs. Then follows, to-

gether with its dimension.^ (if known), the funda-
mental form, from which all other simple and com-
pound forms are derived. In rliomboids, that edge
which ends in the apex oP the axis, that is to say,

the U rminal edge is given ; for instance, in cal-

careous spar, R=r 105^5'; in isosceles four-sided
pyramids, both edges, first the terminal one, and
then that on the base, are mentioned

; for instance,
in pyramidal zircon, P=zl23®19', 84>®20'

; and in

scalene four-sided pyramids, first, both of the ter-

minal edges, and then that at the basis, are given :

thus, in pribmatic topaz, P=:14D‘7^ 101 ^52', 90^55'.

In this system, besides the dimension of the finite

forms, those of the infinite ones, or of the limits, arc

mentioned, as in the last example, P-foo — 124*^19',

and so on ; which is very convenient, as the cases in

wdiich these can be examined occur more frequently

than those in which the edges of pyramids can be
measured.

After this follows the indication of the general as-

pQiCt of the combinations, explained in tlie forego-

ing §§ 63-G7, under the denominations of dirhom-

boidal, hemi-prismatic, &c. Of the former arc men-
tioned the angles at the edges of combination, of the

latter that terminal edge, which is formed by the in-

tersection of the remaining faces of the scalene four-

sided pyramid.

With respect to cleavage, the expression cleav -

age, 11," for instance in rhomboidal calcareous spar,

uieans, that this mineral has its cleavage parallel to

tfce faces of a rhomboid, similar to the fundamen-

tal form of the species ;
cleavage P

—

x . P-f
X . in pyramidal garnet means that this

mineral has its cleavage parallel to tlic faces of tw’o

rectangular prisms, and at the same time perpendi-

cular to their axis ;
“ cleavage Pr-f oo ” in prisma-

tic chrysolite, indicates that the cleavage of this mi.

neral passes at the same time through the axis and

the short diagonal ofthe prism P+ ® ; and ‘‘cleavage

(Pr -fX )’ = 87?42' . Pr-f-x . Pr-fx expresses,

for instance, in parntomous augite, that the indi-

viduals ol tills species can be cleaved, first paral-

lel to the faces of an obiiquangular four-sided prism,

of the given dimensions ; and, secondly, parallel to

planes, which pass through the axis and both diago-

nals of the prism P+ x; or, what comes to the

same, parallel to the faces of a rectangular prism.

Characters mutually c:rcluding each ather^

If two or more characters, the one of which ex-

cludes the other, be coexistent in the character of

an order, or of a genus, as in the genus Coran-

dum, “ Tessular, rhomboidal, prismatic,*’ the mean,

ing is, that an individual belonging to this genus

must be either tessular, or rhomboidal, or prismatic

;

because oniy one of these three can lakL' place at

the same time. In the specific character this never

happens, because all the forms must belong^ one

system.
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Deicrmination a Mineral in general.

If a mineral is to be determined, first its ^rm
must be made out^ at least so far as to know the sys-

tem to which it belongs. Then hardness and specific

gravity must be tried with proper accuracy, and ex-

pressed in numbers. It is sufficient, however, to

know the latter to one or two decimals. The speci-

fic character requires these data ; and they arc also

of use in the characters of the genera, orders, and

classes. This being done, the system may be con-

sulted, and this will at the same time point out

what other characters are wanting ; so that a mere

inspection of the mineral, or a very easy experiment,

for instance, to try the streak upon a die, or, still

better, upon a plate of porcelain biscuit, will be

sufficient. Having advanced in this manner to the

character of the species, it will, in some instances,

be necessary, and in all cases advisable, for the sake

of certainly, to have recourse to the dimensions of

the forms. This Is particularly necessary. If the

genus to which the mineral belongs contains several

species having forms of the same system, as is the

case in the genus Augite. This determination of

the dimensions of the forms may be effected by 4he

common goniometer, the differences in the angles

being in general so great, that they cannot easily be

missed, even by the application of this instrument.

It will seldom be necessary to read over the whole

of any character of a class, order, genus, or species,

excepting those which comprise the individual ; one

character that docs not agree sufficing for its ex-

clusion. Thus even the characters of the orders,

though the longest, will not be found troublesome*.

The application of the method will become very

easy and expeditious, by taking particular notice of

some characters, which may be termed

Such are a metallic aspect ; a high degree of spe-

cific gravity (particularly if the mineral is not me-

tallic), and a high degree of hardness. The ob-

servation of these will immediately decide whether an

individual can belong to any particular class, order,

genus, or species, ll is understood, that if it be not

thereby excluded, the other characters must next be

examined, till either an excluding one be found, or,

if not, the individual may be considered as belonging

,
to tbal class, order, &c. with which it has been com-
pared and found to agree.

Example.—In illustration of this, let us take the

following example : Let the form of an unknown mi-

neral be a combination of a scalene eight-sided py-
ramid, of an isosceles four-sided pyramid, and of a
rectangular four-sided prism ; the cleavage parallel

to the faces of two rectangular four- sided prisms, in

a diagonal position to each other ; form and cleavage,

therefore, pyramidal, or belonging to the pyramidal

system. Let hardness be =6.5 ; specific gravity

=6.9-
In this cose, both hardness and specific gravity are

prominent charjicters, and exclude at once the indi-

vidual from the first and third, but not from the se-

cond class; with the characters of which its other

properties also perfectly agree. Hence the indivi-

dual belongs to the second class.

Comparing the properties of the individual with

A L 0 G Y.

the characters of the orders in the second class, hard* Miucsalogy.

ness and specific gravity will be found too great for'*

the order naloide
;
hardness too great for the orders

Baryte and Kcrate
;
both of them too great for the

orders Malachite and Mica; and specific gravity too

great for the orders Spar and Gem. But in the cha-
racter of the order ore, both hardness and specific

gravity fall between the fixed limits, and cannot ex-

clude the individual from this order. The other

parts Of this character are now to be taken in consi-

deration. If the.lustre of the individual be metallic,

its colour must be black, otherwise it cannot belong
to the order ore. But the loiire is not metallic

;

therefore the colour of the individual is of no con-
sequence ; that is, this conditional part of the cha-
racter does not affect the individual, and consequent-
ly cannot determine its place. Since the lustre is not
metallic, the individual must exhibit adamantine, or

imperfect metallic lustrq.^. the first will be found parti-

cularly in the fracture. The next part of the charac-

ter refers to minerals of a red, yellow, brown, or

black streak
;
and as the individual gives none of

these, its streak being white, this part of the cha-

racter does not come into consideration. Hardness
keeps between the limits, as stated in the character

of the order ore. Should it be =1'.5 and less, the

streak must be yellow, red, or black
; but hardness

is =6.5, therefore 'the colour of the streak is in-

different. If the hardness be =6.5 and more, and
streak white, then the specific gravity must be =6.5
and more. Now, this condition takes place : hard-
ness is =6.5, and the streak is white

; the specific

gravity being =6-9, which is greater than G.5. Last-
ly, the specific gravity keeps within the limits.

As far as respects the individual which is to be de-
termined, all the characters in the characteristic ofthe
order ore may be divided into two parts. The first

part contains those which refer to the individual ; the
second those which do not ; the last afford no decisive

distinctions. But with the first all the properties of
the mineral agree. These properties agree conse-
quently with the whole character of the order, as far

as it is applicable to the individual, and determine it

to belong to the order ore
; or, in shorter terras, to

be an ore.

Beginners may also compare the characters of the
remaining orders. Sometimes they find one indivi-

dual belonging to two orders, in which case there
must be evidently a mistake in the comparison, which
would perhaps nbt have been discovered, had they
stopt at the first order, which docs not exclude it. In
the present case, the want of metallic lustre excludes
the individual from the orders, metal, pyrites, and
glance ; hardness from the order blende ; and both
hardness and specific gravity from the order sulphur.
The individual can, therefore, be nothing else than an
ore; and the characters of the genera of the order
Ore may now be examined.

If we consider again hardness and specific gra-
vity as prominent, the illilhridual will be immediate-
ly excluded from the genera titanium-orc, 7.inc-

ore, and cdjpper-ore, but not from the genus tin-

ore. Tlite form of the pyramidal system, and the
white streak, show that it belongs to this genus.
From the genus scheelium-ore, it is excluded by its

1
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• Mmeralogy- too great faardness> and too low specific gravity.Wi From the genera tantalum, uranium, cerium, chrome,

iron, and manganese-ore, by hardness and specific

gravity, both of them being too high
; as also by its

white streak, which only agrees with that genus
from which the individual differs most by its hard-

ness and specific gravity. The form also docs not

agree with, any in those genera, consequently the in-

dividual can belong to no other than to the genus

tin-ore.

This genus contains but one species. Tl]^ con-

clusion that the individual must belong to this spe-

cies might, nevertheless, be erroneous. There could

exist a second species of this genus. The dimen-

sions of the form roust now be accurately consider-

ed. If these coincide with the angles given in the

character, the highest degree of certainty that the

individual belongs to or is pyramidal tin-ore, will be

obtained.

Perfect determination supposes all the Characters to

be hiovm.

The perfect determination of an individual de-

pends, as the above example has shown, upon the

possibility of making out correctly those three pro-

perties, viz. form, including cleavage, hardness, and

specific gravity. In botany it is the same. The cha-

racters must be observable, otherwise the determiua-

lion will be impossible. In mineralogy, the method

affords sometimes more : it leads to a correct deter-

mination, even if the knowledge of the form remains

imperfect. But it will be an useful rule for be-

ginners to occupy themselves at first vvtth the de-

termination of such individuals as present proper-

ties which can be easily and fully investigated.

The rest will come of itself, when their knowledge

of the mineral kingdom, and particularly of the pro-

perties of minerals, increases, and when they have

by experience acquired the skill to judge properly of

form and cleavage, at least, so far as is necessary for

the determination of the system of crystallization,

even in those cases where form and cleavage arc

somewhat difficult to be observed. This exercise is

recomraendable to every naturalist who intends to

acquire a satisfactory knowledge of minerals, by

means of the present method.

fee ascertained. Some varieties, however, may be Minerakigy.

observed, whose crystals are a little thicker, though,

in other respects, these varieties perfectly agree

with amianthus. These varieties lose their flexi-

bility, yet they arc too frangible to be able to sus-

tain the trial of hardness. Others are still thicker,

but the dimensions of their forms cannot be ascertain-

ed on account of their minuteness. They sink in wha-

ler, and scratch prismatoidal gypsum, but they break,

if tried upon calcareous spar. By thus proceed-

ing, wc come to such varieties, as possessing a

discernible form, allow the cleavage to be inves-

tigated; we find their specific gravity about three

times that of the water, and their hardness between

five and six. These will be immediately determin-

able, and be found to belong to the species of hemi-

prismatic augite. Chalk, rock-milk, clay-slate, and

a great many other minerals not allowing of an im-

mediate determination, are determined in the same

way, and thus nothing escapes in the natural history

method, which in any one of the other methods can

be an object of determination,*— Edinburgh

Philosophical Journal, for fuller details in regard to

the determination of species, and also for a series of

observations oh the principles of the Natural History

method.
'V

Natural History of Simple Minerals.

CLASS L

Specific gravity under 3.8. If solid, is sapid. No

bituminous smell.

Order I,-—Gas.

Sp. gr. sO.OOOL—0.00014. Elastic., Not acid.

Genus 1—Hydrogen Gas.

Evident smell. Sp. gr. =0.0001,—0.00014.

1 , Pure Hydrogen Gas*

Specific Warortcr—Hydrogenous smell. Sp, gr.

=0.00012. .

Geognostic and Geographic ,S»/uo/m»j.--Emanntes

from rocks oflimestone, and ofthe coal formation, not

only in Europe, but in other quarters oi the globe.

Immediate and Mediate Determination.

The method of determination, illustrated by an

example at page 432, is termed the immediate deter-

mination, because it is applied immediately to the

individual which is to be determined. The contrary

of this is the mediate determination, so called on ac-

count of its mediate application to the given in-

dividual. That variety of heraiprisraatic augite,

which is known by the name amianthus, occurs in

crystals so very seldom, as to withdraw their form,

supposing it to be regular, from the sight, aided even

by tlie most powerfulmagnifyiDg instruments j
cleav-

age is evidently still less observable.. These crystals

arc flexible like fibres of their hardness, there-

fore, cannot be estimated. Their surface has so great

an. extent in respect to their bulk, tint they will

swim in water, though endowed with a pretty con-

sklerable specific gravity, which, therefore, cannot

2. Empyreumaiic or Carburelted Hydrogen Gas.

Specific Character—Empyreumatic smell. Sp.

gr. =0.0008.
T • 1*

Geo^Jiostic and Geographic SituationSa-^Wmsirom

marsliea in different parts of Great Britain, and from

marshes and volcanoes in other countries.

S. Sulphuretted Hifdrogen Gas.

Specific CAaracicr.—Smell of putrid eggs. Taste

iseous and bitter. Sp. gr. =0.00135.

jeognostic and Geographic Siiuations.-^llises from

rshes, sulphureous springs, and volcanoes. It is

... * I

4. Phosphuretled Hydrogen Gas.

Specific C/iflrflc/cr.—Smell of putrid fish. Sp. gr.

unknown.
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Mincrulogy. G€ogno$tic and Geographic Siluations.^-^li rises

from marshy places, where organic substances are in

a state of decomposition.

Genus II,—Atmospheric Air.

Without smell or taste. Sp. gr. =0.001; -0.0015.

1. Pure Atmospheric Air,

specific CAarnc^er.—Without smell or tnstc.

Vorms the atmosphere which surrounds the earth.

Order II—Water.

Liquid. Tasteless, or with sensible taste and

smell. Sp. gr. =1.1,— 1.026<).

Genus I.—Atmospheric Water.

Without smell or taste.

1, Pure Atmospheric Water.

Specific Character.—Without smell or taste.

This is common rain, river, and spring water. Mi-

neral waters might be introduced into this part of

the system.

Genus II.—Sea Water.

Sensible smell and taste.

1. Common Sea Water.

Specific Character,—Bitter nauseous taste, and

disagreeable smell.

Is the water of the ocean.

Order III.—Acid.

Sp. gr. =0.0045,—3.7. Acid.

Genus I.—Carbonic Acid.

GeognosHc Situation,^Occurs in volcanic districts Mineralogy,

in Italy, America, and Java.

Genus IV.

—

Boracid Acid.

Solid. Sp. gr. under 3.0.

1. Prismatic Bwaclc Acid.

Specific Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Occurs in scaly crusts. Tusto first sourisli,

or sub-acid, then bitter and cooling, and lastly,

sweetish.

Geognosik and Geographic SUualio7is,^^¥Q\xnd on

the edges of hot springs in Italy, &c.

Genus V.—ArsekTic Acid.

Solid. Sp. gr. above 3.0.

1 . Octahedral Arsenic Acid.

Arsenic oxyde

—

llauy.

Specific Character—Tessular. Cleavage, octabo
dral. Taste s\veeti6li-astringent. Hardness unknown.
Sp. gr. =3.fj,—3.7-

Description .—Colour white. Occurs in delicate

capillary crystals
;
also massive, in crusts, stalactitic,

reniform and betryodal. Translucent or opaque.

Geogimtic and Geog7'aphic Siluatms.^^Occurs in

veins at Andreasberg in the Ilartz.

Order IV.-Salt.

Sp.gr, =1.2,—2.y. Solid. Not acid.

Genus 1.

—

Natron.

Prismatic. Taste, pungent and alkaline. Hard-
ness, =1.0, —1.5. Sp. gr, =1.5, — 1.().

Taste slightly acid, Sp. gr. =0.0018.

1. Aeriform Carbonic Acid.

Specific Characler.—Elastic, Taste acidulous and
pungent.

Gcogiwslic and Geogi'aphic Situations Occurs in

marshy places and in acidulous waters, in Great

Britain and other countries.

Genus II.—Muriatic Acid.

Smell of saffron, and strong acid taste. Sp. gr.

=0.0023.

1 . Ao'iform Muriatic Acid,

SpecifKkCharactcr—Elastic. Smell pungent and
suffocating.

Geognostic Situation,—llises from volcanoes.

Genus III—Sulphuric Acid.

If gaseous, the smell is sulphureous. If liquid,

the taste is strongly acid. Sp, gr, =0.0025,— 1.5.

1 . Aeriform Stdjffliuric Add,

Spccifir CVtnrnc/cr.—Elastic. Sp. gr, =0.0028.

Geog/iosfic /oil—

O

ften rises in considerable

quantities frodi volcanoes.

2. Liquid Sulphuric Acid,

Specific CAflrac/cr.—Liquid. Sp. gr. =1.4'>-«^L5.

1. Prismatic Jameson.

Prismatishes Natron-Salz, Mohs,—Nat iirI’ (dies Mi-
neral- Alkali, Werner,—Soudt* carbonatce, ilatiy.

Specific Character—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.
Combination, hemi-prismalic. Cleavage prismatic,

J)escription,—Its chief colours are grey, white,

and yellow. Occurs in acecular crystals, in radiated

and granular distinct concretions; also in loose earthy

particles, and in crusts. Is more or less translucent.

Gcognosllc and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

crusts on rocks and soils of different kinds
; and also

in the waters of natron lakes and springs. It is par-

ticularly abundant in the natron lakes in Egypt.

Genus II

—

Glauber Salt.

Prismatic. Taste, first cooling, then saline and
bitter. Hardness, =1.5, —2.0. Sp. gr. 1.4, 1.5.

1. Prismatic Glauber Salt.—Jameson.

Prismatisches Glauber Salz, Moh.—Natiirliches

Glauber Salz, Wenier, Soude sulphatee, Hauj/,

Specific CViarflc/cr—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.

Combination, hemi-priamatic. —. Cleavage, Pr+oo
A

pel feet. Less perfect, Pr-feo
.

(Fig. 29, 28.)

Dcfcrijo/io;}—Colour white, sometimes inclining

to yellow. Occurs in acicular crystals, granular con-
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Mineralogy, crctions, stalactitic, in loose earthy particles, and in“

'crusts. More or less translucent.

Geogyiostic aiid Geographic Silunlious.—Occurs on

soils and rocks of different descriptions, in Scotland,

England, and other countries.

Genue III.—Nitre.

Prismatic. Taste, cooling and saline. Hardness,

=‘i.O. Sp. gr. i.9, —2.0.

1.

Prismatic Nitre—Jameson.

Prismatiches Nitrum-Salz, Mohs— Natlirlichcr

Sal peter, Werner—Potasse nitratee, Ilaiii/.

Specific diameter—Prismatic. Pyramid =132"
22'; 1.0'; 107” 4.3'. Cleavage, P+.x=120‘’.

More distinct, Pr+oo. (Fig. ,"J0, 20 )

Description—Colour white, grey, and sometimes
yellow. Occurs in aciciilm ^jystais, in crusts, and
in fibrous concretions. or less translucent.

Geognosiic and Gcographir Situations.—Occurs in-

(Tusting limestone, marl, f^arulbtone, calc-tuff, chalk,

and on soils of particular kinds
; also iucrusling the

walls of limestone caves. Occurs in considerable

abundance in limestone caves in Italy, in caves of va-

rious descriptions in America, and in abundance on
the surface of the ground in many of the Tartarian

])lains.

Genus IV

—

Hock-Salt.

Tossular. Taste, saline. Hardness =2.0. Sp.

gr. =2.2,—2.3.

1 . H c^raL edral Poe k- Salt,—Jameson.

llex.Tdrischcs Steinsalz, Mohcy.

Specific C/t(ifnc1cr»—T(‘ssular. Cleavage, hexahe- .

dral.

Description.—Most frequent colours grey and
white ;

sometimes also blue, red, yellow, and green.

Occurs in granular, filirous, radiated, and prisma-

tic concretions; massive, dentiform, and stalactitic.

Lustre between vitreous and resinous. More or

less transparent and translucent.

Gcop^nostic and Geographic Situations,—It occurs

in beds, imbedded masses, and veins, associated with

saliniferous clay, gypsum, limestone, sandstone, and
anhydrite, in the salt formation ; also, in layers and
cTUsts on soils of particular kinds, and deposited on
the shores of salt lakes, and in the vicinity of salt

springs. Occurs abundantly in Cheshire, and also

in other parts of England.

Genus V.

—

Sal Ammoniac.

Tcssular. Taste, pungent and urinous. Hardness
= 1.5, —2.O. Sp. gr. 1.5, —1.6.

1. Octahedral Sal Ammoniac,—Jameson.

Octaedrisches Salmiac, Mohs. Naliirlichcr Sal-

iniac, Werner. Ammoniaque Muriatee, Haih/.

Specific Character.—Tessular. C.'eavagc, octahe-

dral.

Description.—Colours white, gre}s yellow, and
sometimes green and bluish. Occurs in granular

and fibrous concretions ; also in efflorescences, in

crusts, stalactitic, botryoidal, tuberose, and corroded.

IMorc or less translucent.
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Geognosiic and Geographic SiVMn/ion.s.—Occurs in Miuernkigy,

crusts in the fissures and on the surfaces of volcanic

rocks, as in Vesuvius, iEtna, t'v:c.

Genus VL—Vitriol.

Pyramidal, prismatic. Taste, astringent. Hard-
ness =2.0, —2.5. Sp, gr. =1.9, —2.5.

1. Hcmi-prismatic Vitriol^ or Green /7/no/.—Jame-
son.

Hcmiprismatisches \'itriol-Salz, Mohs. Eisen Vi-
triol, ircnur. Fcr Sulfatee, Ilaiii/.

Specific Character

.

—Prismatic. Pyramid =l6l'‘
J 5'

;
20'

; 103° 35', oo =24«‘> 25'. Combina-

p f
tion, hemkprismatic - = 82<^ 26'. Cleavage, —

More perfect, Pr-f-x. (Fig. 40.) The Inclination
O tj

n P l*r

o ^
+=^=^0^ ^’7'. Green. Hardness,—

2.0. Sp. gr. =1.9, —2.0.
Drsnipfioi? Colour green. Occurs regularly

crystallized, in fibrous concretions, massive, stul icti-

tic, botryoidal, and reniform. More or les^ translu-

cent and transparent.

Geog nostic (Old Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

coal and iron mines, both in Scotland and Lnglaiul,

2.

Prismatic Vitriol, or Pluc Vitriol.—Jameson.

Prismatisches VitrioJ-Salz, ^lohs, Kupfer vitriol

IVcrnei. Cuivre Sul fat ee, Hauij.

Specific Charneler.— Prismatic. Pyramid ujf-

known. Combination, lotartoprismat ic. Cleavage,

two faces, one more distinct than the other; inci-

dence, 124° 2'. Hardness =2.5- Sp. i:r. =J.2,
—2.3.

Description.—Colour blue. Occurs distinctly crv«-

lallized, massive, stalactitic, and dentiform More
or Ics.s transparent and translucent.

Gcotfiiu.slic and Gco/irnphii: Situations Oci'urs ir

cojiper mines in England and Ireland.

3.

Pyramidal Vitriol, or White Vitriol.—.laiucson.

Pyraruidules V'ltriol-Salz, J/o/av.—

Z

ink- . itrioL

Werner.—Zinc sulfateCv IJaii^.

Specific Character .— l^VTamidal. Pyramid=l20^ ;

90". Cleavage unknown, and iiuperfcct- White.
Hardness unknown. Sp. gr. =2.0.

Gcogno\ttc and Gtogiaphic Situations,— Occurs n>

mines wlicre blende is met with, both in T'h/itshire

and Cornwall.

fjcnusVlI

—

Epsom Sai t.

Prismatic. Taste bitter and .^aliiie. H trdncss

unknown. Sp. gr. unknown.

1. Prismatic Kp%om Salt.—Jameson.

Bittersalz, I\fohs,—Naturliclier Bittcrsal/. JVt rm r

—Magnesie Suifiitee, Uauij, •

Specific Chaiactcr,— Prismatic. Pyramid i.:

known. Cica\ago very imperfect prishiatei
'

*.

Description.— (.'oloins w^u'te .and grc\ . (ie ' m
crusts, bolryoiikil, renil'orn), and crvsia'li/.ed,— v:u ilv?

from transparent to tran^incenl-
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Minendojgr. Geognostic and Geographic Occurs
along with natural alum at ilurlet near Paisley.

Genus VIII.—Alum.

Tessular. Taste sweetish, astringent, and acidu-

lous. Hardness =2.0,—2.5. Sp. gr.=1.7,— 1.8.

1. Octahedral Alum—Jameson.

Octacdrisclies Alaun, Mohs,—Natdrlicher Alaun,

JVerner,

Specific Character,—Tessular. Cleavage octahe-

dral.

Description,—Colours white. Occurs in farina-

ceous efflorescences, stalactitic, and in fibrous con-

cretions,—more or less translucent.

Geognostic and Geographic Siluaiions.—Generally

occurs incrusting aluminous minerals, and in this si-

tuation it is met with in various parts of Scotland

and England.

Genfis IX.

—

Borax.

Eorax-Salz, Mohs,
Prismatic. Taste feebly sweetish and alkaline.

Hardness =2.0,—2.5. Sp. gr.= l.5,—1.7.

1. Prismatic liorajr.—Jameson.

Prismatisebes Borax-Salz, Mohs.—Soude Boratee,

llady,

Specfic Character,—Prismatic. P=152”f}'; 120”

2S'; G7” 8'. P-fx=52” Combination, hemi-

1
>

prismatic, - =120^^ 23'. C‘icavngc (Pr+=o )'^=88'’

CLASS ir. Mineralogy.

Specific gravity above 1.8. Insipid.

Order I.

—

Haloide. *

No metallic lustre. Streak white or grey. Hard-
ness = 1.5.—5.0. Sp. gr.=2.2—8.8.

If pyramidal, or prismatic, the hardness =4'.0,

and less. If tessular, the hardness =4.0. If single

highly perfect faces of cleavage, the Sp.gr. =2.4,
and Jess. If the hardness is under 2.5, the Sp. gr.=
2.4, and less. If the Sp. gr.=2.4, and less, the hard-

ness is under 2.5, and no resinous lustre.

Genus I.

—

Gypsum.

Prismatic. Hardness =1.5,—3.5. Sp. gr.=:2.2^

—8 .0.

If the Sp. gr. is above 2.5, there arc cleavages in

three directions, perpendicular to each other, and
two arc more distinct than the others.

1. Prismaioidal Gypsum^ or Common Gypsum—
Jameson.

Prismatoidisches Gyps-IIaloid,3/o/iA.—Chaux sul-

fatee, 11any.

Specific CV/flrflr/er.—Prismatic. I’yrainid=l49?

33'; 135*^ 32'
;

54^^ 52'. P-|-co =1 10" 80'. Com-

p
bination. Hcmiprismatic,-- = 149" 38'. Cleavage,

2

u "|jr
Pr-f-co, very perfect and distinct, —

. IV-fx, (in-

f)'. More distinct Pr-|-x . (Fig. 32, 29.)

Description ,—Colours white, grey, and green. Oc-
curs crystallized, internally shining and resinous.

Fracture, flat, conchoidal. Semitransparent.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations .—Occurs in

the soil, and in the water of springs, in 'i'hibct and

Persia.

Genus X—Glaubeuite.

Britliyn-Salz, Mohs,

Prismatic. Taste feebly saline and astringent.

Hardness =2.5,—3.0. Sp. gr.=2.7,

—

29 .

J. Prismatic Glaubcrile,—Jameson.

Piismatischcs Brithyn-Salz, Mohs,—Glauberite,

liauy.

Specific Character,—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.

Combination hemiprismatic.
Pr

Cleavage —
,

perfect.

Indistinct P-f x = 104" 28'. (Fig. 35, 30.)

Description .—Colours white and yellow. Occurs
crystallized in oblique four-sided prisms. Shining

lustre. Fracture conchoidal. Transparent. Brit-

tle.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

masses of rock-salt, assot' with clay, at VilJaru-

bia neai Ocanas, in the province of Toledo, in

Spain.

clination to each other, =118" b') (Fig* 41.)

Hardness =1.5.—2-0. Sp. gr.=2.2.—2.1..

Description .—Most lVe()uent colours white and
grey; occurs also yellow, red, blue, green, brown,

and even blaek. Occurs in regular crystals
;

in

granular, scaly-granular, and fibrous distinct concre-

tions
;
massive, disseminated, and dentiform. Lustre

alternates from splendent to glimmering, and is

pearly. Fracture splintery. Fragments indeter-

minate angular and blunt-edged. Alternates Irorn

transparent to translucent on the edges.

The transparent and liighly crystallized varieties

are named selenite

;

those in granular concretions,

foliated granular gypsum ; those disposed in fibrous

cowcxoUon, fibrous gypsum; the splintery fracture

characterizes the compact gypsum; while those va-

rieties composed of scaly-granular concretions form

the subspecies named scaly-foliated gypsum. Some
varieties, composed of fine scaly or dusty and slight'

ly cohering particles, arc named earthy gypsum.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Selenite,

the purest subspecies, occurs most frequently in

what are called the gypsum and salt formations of

the secondary class of rocks ; also in metalliferous

veins of different descriptions, and in various alluvial

clays and marls. The foliated granular subspecies

occurs in beds, in transition, and secondary rocks,

—

being in the former intermixed with mica, in the

latter with quartz, boracite, &c. The compact variety

* From salt
; and "/do;, the appearance (habitus).
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Mineralogy* occurs in considerable abundance along with the

granular in the secondary gypsum formation, and the

fibrous is disposed in veins, in the same formation,

which also contains the scaly Jbliatcd and the cailhij

lands.

The salt mines in England afford examples of

nearly all the subspecies, and several of them are

also mot with in Scotland.

2. Prismatic Gypsum^ or Anhydrite^—Jameson.

Prismatisches Gyps-Haloide, Mohs.—Muriacit, Wer-
ner.—Chaux Anhydro-SulphatoCj fla'uy.

Specific CAflrflc/rr.—Prismatic, Pyramid =121^

«2'; 108^:W; Cleavage, Pr— x. Pr“+x

.

Less perfect P— oo. Traces of P4- oo z:100‘^8^

(Fig. 29, 28,27,30.) Hardness =z 3.0,—3.5. Sp.

gr. =2.7,—3.0.

Description.—Colours blue, rcH, and grey-

Occurs crystallized
;

in t/r.onilur, fibrous, and lamel-

lar concretions; massive, ai'd vcrmicularly convoluted

or contorted. Lustre alicrnates from splend«mt to

glistning, and is pearly. Fracture splintery and con-

clioidal. Alternates from transparent to translucent

on the edges.

Gco}rnosLic and Geographic Occurs mas-

eivo,and in beds in the salt and secondary gypsum for-

mations. Is frctjucntly intermixed w'ith rock salt, also

With stinkstone, saliniferous clay, and occasionally

with ores of d'li’trcnt kinds. Some varieties are met
with in transition and jjrimitivc rocks. Several of

the varieties are lound 111 the red sanclstoiu.s of Eng-
land and Scotland.

Genus II—C.ityoLiTf..

Prismatic. Cleavage in three directions, perpen-

dicular to each other, of which one is more perfect

than tlie others. Hardness 1=2.5, —3.0. Sp. gr.

-2.9,—3.0.

1. Vrhmalic Cryolite—Jameson.

Kryolite, Werner.—Piismatisches Kryon llaloido,

Mohs.—Aluniine fluatec alcalinc, lla'uy.

Specific Character.—1^-isinatic, Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage, P— x. Less distinct, Pr-f-oo.

Pr-F X. Traces of Jk (Fig. 27, 29, 28.)

lJescrij)f:uu .—Colours white, biown. and red. Oc-
curs massive, disseminated, and in laimllar concre-

tions. Interiuiliy shining, and lustre vilroous, in-

clining to pearly. Fracture uneven. Fragments cu-

bical. IVansluccMit. Brittle, and easily frangible.

Ccognaslic and Geographic Situations.— It has hi-

Uierto been found only in West Greenland, where it

occurs in gneiss, and associated with iron pyrites and
galena or lead-gl{^)ce.

Genus HI.—Alumstonk.

Alaun Ilaloide, Moks.— Alaunstein, Werner.

Ilhomboidal. Hardness =.5.0. Sp. gr. =2.4,—
2 .6 .

1. RhomboidaJ Almnstone.—Jameson.

Uhomboidrisches Alaun Huloiae, Mohs.

Specific Character.— ilhomboidal. Rhomboid
unknown. Cleavage R— 00. R.

Description.—Colours white, red, and rarely grey. Mtnerafcjgy.

Occurs massive, porous, and vesicular Lustre feebly

glimmering. Fracture uneven. Feebly translucent

on the edges. Brittle, and easily frangible,

Gco<rnoslic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs
in beds and large irregular masses in porphyry in

Hungary, and in veins and drusy cavities in alumin-
ous rocks at Tolfa, near to Civita Vecciiia.

Genus IV—Fneon.

Tcssular. Hardness = 4.0. Sp. gr. =3.0,—
3-3.

1. Octahedral Fluor.—Jameson.

Octaedrisches Flus Ilaloide, Mohs.—Chaux fluatCo,

llauy.

Specific Character.—'Fessular. Cleavage Octahe-
dral.

Description .—Colours white, grey, black, blue,

green, yellow, red, and browif. Occurs regularly

crystallized, in granular, prismatic, and lamellar con-

cretions, massive, and disseminated. Lustre from
splendent to feebly glimmering, and vitreous. Frac-
ture even, inclining to splintery and to conchoidak
More or less transparent and translucent. Brittle,

land easily frangible.

The variefies, with even fracture and feeble lus-

tre, are named compact Jluor ; those in which the

cleavage is distinct are named common or foliated

Jluor

;

and some rare, dull, earthy, and loosely ag-

gregated varieties, winch occur, incrusting other mi-

nerals, are described under the name earthy Jlu(n\

Gcognosiic and Geographic Siiualions.^ii occurs

in veins and beds in primitive gneiss, mica slate, and
clay slate, in various reniarkahio metalliferous for-

mations of cobalt, silver, tin, lead, copper, &c. ;
less

frcipicnlly in transition rocks, and very abundantly

in some secondary rocks, as limestone, and rarely in

secondary porphyries. It is a rare mineral in Scot-

land, its principal locLilities being Monallrce, in

Aberdeenshire, Banffshire, Papa Stour, ii. Shetland,

and Gonrock, in Kenfrewshiie. It is very abundant

in several of the rnn.ing districts in England.

Genus V.—Apatitt..

Ilhomboidal. Hardness =5-0. Sp. gr. =3.0, 3.3

1. Rhomhoidal Apatite.

llhomboedrischco Idus-iialoide, Mohs.—Apatit,

Warner .—Chaux phosphatee, lln'uy.

Sju'cijh' ( liarnctcr.— Ilhomboidal. R=8S^’.5
1

".

Coiiibiniilion, di-rhornboidal. 2(ll)= l3P’i 1'
,
11

20', (P-h.»2phcmi-dirhomboida), with parallel planes.

Cleavage, R—x . P+oo . 11=5. Sp. gr. =3-0

—

3.3.

Description .—Colours white, green, blue, red,

yellow, and brown. Occurs n'gulari\ crystallized ;

in concretions wdiich arc granular, lamellar, and fib-

rous
;
massive and disseminated ;

lustre resinous, and

varying from splendent to glimmering. Fraelure

conchoidal and uneven. Alternates from transpa-

rent to feebly translucent on tlic edges. Brialc, and

easily frangible.

One set of varieties, in which the cleavage is very

distinct, is imxncA foliated apatite ^ another, in whicli
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.''lincralof^y. the fracture is conclioidal, is named couchoidal apa-

tite : and the varieties in which the fracture is un-

even are named phosphorite.

Gcugni}siic and (icographic Sihinhons,—Occurs in

gneiss, near Kincardine, in Ross-shire
;

in the same

rock in the Shetland Islands; und in veins in green-

stone, in the Island of Rume. Several varieties are

iiHJt with ill Cornwall.

(ienus VI.—Limestone.

Kalk-Haloide

—

Mohs.

Rhomhoidal, prismatic. Cleavage, rhomboido-

j)araloinoiis, prismatoidal. Hardness =‘j.O, —
Sp. gr. =2.5, —5-2. If the hardness is above 4.0,

the specific gravity ='2.8 and more.

]. Prismalir Limestone

^

or Arragnnilc.—Jameson.

Ih'ismatisches Kalk-llaloide, Mofis—Arragon,

Werner,

Spcci/u> ( 'harai ler—I’rismatic. Pyramid = 1

1

41/; J 22'^ J
0'

. P+ oo =105'“J8'. CIea\-

age, J*r— 1 . (Pr-fx )
' =z b'l/’4'. More

distinct Pr-J Pig. Hardness —5-5, —4.0.

Sj). gr. czj.b, — /».().

Dcscrijjliou.— Colours white, grey, green, and

violet-blue. Occurs regularly crystallized
;
also in

prismalic concretions and massive- Lustre vitreous,

inclniing to resinous, and sliining and glislning.

Practiire couchoidul, passing into uneven. Translu-

cent and tnin>j)arcnt. Brittle, and easily frangible.

Geo^nn^dte and Geographic SiliiaUons,—Occur.^

ahing with galena in tlie lead-mines of Leadhills,

and in secondary trap-rocks in diflcrent parts of

Scotland.

2. Rhionhoidal Limestone.—Jameson.

Rliornbo(‘dri-;c!ies Kalk-J laloide, Mohs .—Chaux
e.cU'boiiciiee, titiUtj.—Kalk-spatb, U’erncr.

Speciju (' jtflei.— Rliuiiiboidal. Rhomboid =
1
05 '5', Cleavage, R. 1 lardnesn — :>.0- Sp. gr. iz

2.5,—2.N.
Description .—Culours very varied, but of all the

lints, white and grey a»'e tlie most rrcijiient
; besides

these, the iuiiownig kinds uLo occur, vi/. red, blue,

green, jollovv, brown, and rarely iilack. Occurs
regularly r rystiilJized, and of all knov^ji minerals,

exhibits the greatest number of varieties of tlie

rlioinboid.il series of crystallization
;

also in granu-

lar, prismatic, tabular, and globular distinct concre-

tions. it^ other ioniift are massive, disseminated,

globular, boLryoidal, renirorm, tuberose, stulactitic,

tubular, ciaviform, coralloidal, eeliular, and curtain-

shaped. Its lustre vanes frein splendent to dull, und
is vUreuu.s melining sometimes to j>car!y, sometimes

to resinous iTacture splintery, conclioidal, eaithy,

and uneven Alternates IVpm transpaiL'iit to opaque,

(ieneialiy brittle, and easi.^ 'frangible.

'i’lioa.- varieties which are regularly crystallized,

and po-ise -s ingli degrees ol transjiarency, are named,

ralja<coiis->pa)'

;

tho.se in angulo-gr.iniilar distinct

concredon-s with a lower lustre and transparency

than the ibrmer, are tlie jhhuted gninnlar limeslom\

u' erydcJf'nc murolc of autiiors
;
the varieties with
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splintery or conclioidal fractures are named compact Mineralogy.

limestone ; other varieties having a grey or brown
colour, dull earthy fracture, and which, on rubbing,

give out a sulpbureo-bituminous smell, are named
slinkstonc ; the black varieties in granular and pris-

matic concretions, or with a compact fracture, with

a glimmering or shining lustre, and low degree of

trun5.1uccncy on the edges or complete opacity, and
which, on rubbing, yield a sulphureo-bituminous

odour, arc niimed anihrciconilc

;

those limestones

which have the oolitic structure, or are compo.sed of

spherical granular concretions, set on a marly basis,

are named roestone or oolite

;

the soft varieties

with earthy fracture and white colour are named
chalk

;

the varieties with dull fracture surface, in

loosely cohering pieces and crusts, and so light a.s

nearly to swim upon water, arc named agaric mine-

ral ; the fibrous varieties are name^l common Jihrons

limestone or satin-spar^ Jihrons calc-sintery or cal-

careous alabaster ; the earthy looking opaque varie-

ties that occur in many particular external sliape.s,

near calcareous springs, and on the borders of lakc>,

are named calcdnjf

;

w hile the varieties in spherical

round granular concretions, and concentric lamel-

lar concretions, found near hot springs, arc named
pea stone

;

the sluic-speu of mineralogists is a va-

riety in lamellar concretions, with a hiTUitiful pearly

lustre and feeble transluccncy
;

varieties with earthy

fracture, more or less inclined to splintery and con-

choidal, are named marl; and, lastly, the opaque
dull black viirieties, with slaty fracture, are named
hiluminous marl-Udtc.

Geop^uostic Situation .—Tliis mineral is one of the

most abundant and widely distributed with whieh we
.are acqiiainteJ. ('alcareous spar, one ol‘ its princi-

pal kinds, occurs in every rock from granite to the

newest member ol' the secondary series. It generally

occurs in veins with numerous melalliferous iniiie-

raK", and assists in an eminent degree in characteriz-

ing the vast host of mineral veins in jirimilive, tran-

sition, and secondary rocks. In the state of gra-

nular, foliated, and compact limestones, also in the

i'orm of oolite, chalk, and Lucullite, it forms beds,

hills, mountains, and even ranges of mountains. The
beautiful fibrous limestone or satin spar occurs in

veins in clay slate, and in rocks of the coal forma-

tion, while all tlie beautiful forms of calc-sinter are

met with ornamenting the walls and floors of caverns

ill limestone and other formations ; calc tuff abounds
around cold, and also warm springs, frequently in-

crusting organic bodies, forming the calcareous in-

crustations so well known to mineralogist.*'. Pea-
stone is also a production of warm springs. The
white, porous, and nearly supernatant inincral agaric

incrusts rocky cliffs, particularly in limestone hills,

and the rare variety, named slate Spar, Iia.-^ hitherto

been found only in primitive limestone.

Geographic Situation—England and Scotland

abound in interesting varieties of calcareous spar,

and the mountains, hills, and valleys of (rreat IJri-

lain alfovd numerous localities of many of the difter-

ert kinds of marble, limestone, chalk, marl, Lucul-
litc, and oolite, wdiilc its calcareous spring^^, and
caves and caverns, exhibit numerous deposites of calc

tulf and ol’ calc sinier.



MIxVERALOGY.
JMineriilony. Macrotypous * iwnci^owe.—Jameson.

Macrotypes Kalk-haloid, Mohs—Brauubpath,

Rhombsputh- Dolomite, Werner,—Cliaux cnrboriatee

terrilere pcrlee, Ciuuix carbonatce magnehifere,

liaYiy.

Sj)cci/ic Character— Rliomboida). Rhomboid
IO(i" 15'. Cleavage^ rhomboidal. Hardness =5.5,
— !.(). Sp. gr. =iJ.8,— i2.{)5-

Descriplion—(-olours white, grey, brown, red, and

green. Occurs crystallized in rhomboids, in granu-

lar and prismatic concretions; massive, disseminat-

ed. globular, stalactitic, rcniform, and with tabular

and pyramidal impressiorif. Lustre varies from shin-

ing to glimmering, and is pearly, sometimes inclining

to vitreous. IVacture splintery, conchoidal, and
slaly. Varies I'lom transparent to translucent on the

edges. Brittle, and easily iVaugible.

The white varieties in srn il! and fine granular con-

cretions, which are somotmjcs so loosely aggregated,

as to separate hy the e pressure of the finger,

are the clolomitc-nuirhi i ol mineralogists; the

ntsia/i limcslunc of Englaiul is a dolomite W'ith brown
colours, the green varieties are described under the

name Mirmitc, from IMieriio in Tuscany, vvlierc tliey

were first Ibund
;
the brown, red, reddish white, and

pearl grey varieties, with very distinct pearly lustre,

are arraugcil together, and described under the

'Kiine.y bron'n spa/ and jhiifl spur,

(ico^nio.stir a/tc! (xco^'raphic Sitaati<m,s .—The dolo-

mite marble occur;* in the i.-hnul of Iona; the brown

ilolornite con^tirnles a ‘‘t‘{‘ondary limcsronc formation

very abundant m Iv.i- l. iid ; the hrown .bj)ar and pearl

spar are not unfrequeut in the lead •iniiiCS of Scot-

land anvl T' I'gland.

1. Brachylyi)ous\ Limestone Oi Rhomb' Spar—Jame-
son.

Bracliytypes K :1k -haloid, Moh^. Rautoiispath,

Werner. Chaux carhonatee nl:lgn('^i^ero, Uauy.
Sprcijic Cli(iract( r.—Rhomboidal. Rhomboid

=:107" Cleavage rhomboidal. Hardness =!•.(),

Sp. gr. =5.0, —5.y.

Descriplion.—Colours white, gri-y, and yellow.

Occurs crystallized in rbond^s
;
also massive and dis-

.seminateil. l/ustre splcndcntand s itreo-pearly. I'Tac-

ture imperfect eonehoidal. IMore or less translu-

cent. Billtle, and easily frangible.

fiVog/»os//V and ileo^vaphir Situations,—Occurs im-

bedded in chlorile-^slate on the hanks of Loch l.,o-

inond, anil associated with galena, copper pyrites,

amf !)lcnde, near Newton Stewart, in lialloway.

Order 11.

—

Baryte.

No true metallic !n«tre. Streak, wliite and i;rcy,

or orange yellow. liarilness='2.5, — o.O. S|). gr.

= If adamantine, or imperfect metail c

lustre, the Sp. gr. =6.0 and more. If the streak is

orange-yellow, the Sp. gr. =6 and more ; and t’.ie

hardness =5.() and less. If ilie Sp. gr. is under f.O,

and the hardness =5.0, the cleavage is dipri.smatit

.
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parry Iron. JMincniiog
3
^

Rhomboidal. Hardness =5.5 —

1

..5 . Sn. err
'

=3 .6,

^ ^

1. Rhomboidal Sparry /ro72«—Jameson.
Brachytyper Baracliros Baryte, Spath Ei-

senstcin, Werncr.-^VcT O.xyde Carbonate, Hamj,
Specific ('haKicicr—Rhomboidal. Rhomboid =

107- Cleavage, rliomboidal.

Desd'iption .—Colours yellow, white, hrown, and
black. Occurs crystallized in riiombs

; also in gra-
nular concretions, mas'^ive and disseminated. Inter-
naily^ lustre pearly, and varying Irom shining to glim-
mering, and even to splendent. Eracture somelimea
splintery. Translucent on the edges. Rather brittle,

and easily frangible.

(iconfio.stir and Gennraphic Situations ^—Occurs in

metalliferous veins, and in common veins, in primi-

tive, tiausUion, and secondary^rocks in difi'erent jiarls

of Great Britain and Ireland.

* Spfuerosidet ilc.

I'eroxyde carbonatce conereilonne.
Colours brownisli black, blackish hrown, ycDow,

and grey. Occurs in stellular fibrous concretions,

also globular, reniform, and small botryoidal. Lu.-*-

tre .shining and resino-pcarly. Fracture uneven.
Ilanges from semitransparent to opaiiue. Occurs
in drusSy cavities in secondary trap rocks, along with

calcareous spar, arragonite and calcedony, at Stem-
heim near llanau, in Ciermany.

Genus II.— ru:i> MaxSganem:.

Ilardncjss =5.5. S[». gr. =5..5, —5.6

J. Rhomboidal Red Manganese.—Jameson.

Macrotyper Barachros Bmyte, Mohs. B other

Braimslem, IVoncr, iMangunese Oxide C'arbonatf

Hany,

Specific CharaUer—Rhomboid =10( ’ .H'. Cleav-

age, rhomboidal.

Desciiplion.—Colour.s red and brow.i. Occurs m
granular concretions, also in fibrous coucreiions

which arc fc'i“0|)ifi)rnily and stcllularly arranged, mas-
sive, and reniform. Lustre varies from shining to

glimmering, ami pearly. Fractui e spImUiy. More
or le''S translucent on the edges; m some rare va-

rieties translucent. Brittle, and rather easily fran-

Till* varieties with distinct cleavage are mimed
foliated led manf^amse ; those in fibrou.s eoneivtion.-

fibrous ted maiipatuwc

j

and the s[)linteiy vaueties.

compact red mauu^inicsc.

(iraonasnr and Geop^raphii Silualinns .—Occur-* a:

Kapnic, m Transylvania, and at Ckitliarinenberg, in

Liberia.

* Mane^anese Sjutr.—Jameson-

Rothstein. iMangane&e Oxyde Milirifere.

Spccijtc (liaracter—Colour bright ro^i-red- (‘l-

curs massive and disseminated. Lustre interniediate

I'roni lon<r ; and tjtu., the type (fundarncntal fi'rm).

\ From sliort, and rc-ro^y the type.
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Minerdn^. between pearly and vitreous. Cleavage Bometimes

~
visible. Fracture conclioidal or splintery- Trans-

lucent on the edges. Hardness =5.0, — 5.5. Sp.

gr. =3.5,
Geognostic and Geographic Situations^—Occurs in

beds of magnetic iron- ore and iron-glance, in gneiss

at Langbansliytta, in Wermeland in Sweden.

Genus III

—

Calamine.

Zinc-Baryt, Moh%,

Khomboidal. Prismatic. Hardness =5.0. Sp.

gr. =3.3, —4.5. If rhomboidal, the Sp. gr. above

4.0.

1.

Primafic Calamine^ or Electric Calamine ,

—

Jameson.

Prismatischer Zink-Baryt, Mohs. Zink Oxydu,

JIaiiij,

Specific Character Prismatic. Pyramid =134^'

59'; 9lP5()'; 9(j"56'. P+Qo 118'* 29'- Cleavage,

Pr=120®. More distinct, (Pr+ CO )’^=S0^' 4'. (Fig.

43.) Hardness =5.0. Sp. gr. =3.3, —3.6.

Description Most frequent colours white and yel-

low; also green, grey, yellow, and brown; and with

curved striped colour delineations. Occurs regularly

crystallized, and in distinct concretions, which are

scopitbrm radiated, and scopiforni fibrous, granular,

and curved lamellar. Massive, in crusts, stalactitic,

reniforrn, botryoidal, and cellular. Internally alter-

nates from gli^stning to dull, and lustre pearly, in-

ciining to adamantine. Fracture small and fine-

grained uneven. Varies from transparent to opaque.

Gcognostic and Geographic Sdnations.—Occurs in

veins of galena, in greywacke, and clay-shite, and in

beds, and imbedded masses in secondary limestone.

Is found in the lead mines of Waiilockhead, and in

the mines of Flintshire and Leicestershire.

2.

UhomhoidaJ Calamine.—Jameson.

Bhomboedrischer Zink-baryt, ilio/is.— -Galmei,

We.rntr.—Zink carbonate, flaiu/.

Specific Character—llhoraboidal. Rhoniboid=

IKV’ (nearly). Cleavage, rhomboidal. Hardness =
5.0. Sp. gr. =4.2, —4.5.

Description.—Colours while, grey, green, yellow,

and brown. Occurs regularly crystallized, and in dis-

tinct concretions, which arc radiated, granular, and

curved hum liar ;
massive, corroded, rcnifbrm, sta-

Jactitic, botryoidal, and cellular. Internally ranges

from sliining to dull, and is pearly. Fracture un-

even, splintery, and flat conchoidal. Ranges from

transparent to opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

beds, veins, nests, filling up or lining bellows, in

tiransition limestone and in secondary limestone.

Derbyshire, Somersetshire, Flintshire, and Durham,

afford numerous localities of this mineral.

Genus IV. ^'I'lrNGSTEN, or SCHEELIUM.

Hardness ==4.0^ —4.5. Sp. gr. =6.0, —6.1.

1. Pyramidal Tungsten.—Jameson.

I’yramidalcr Schcel-Baryt, Mohs.—Schwerstein,

Werner—Schcelin CaJeaire.

1 ^
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Specific Character.—Pyrapaidal. Pyramid Mineralogy.

26'; IFF 36'. Combination hemi-pyramidal with

parallel planes. Cleavage, P. P-f- 1= 100° S'; 130°
20' P— CO

.

Dcscriptiofi—White is the principal colour
; but

other varieties, as brown and orange yellow, occasion*

ally occuis Sometimes crystallized, and also in dis-

tinct concretions, which are granular, prismatic, and
curved lamellar. Occurs massive and disscniinuicd.

External lustre shining and splendent
;
internal lustre

shining and resinous. Fracture uneven or conchoidal.

More or less translucent, seldom transparent.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs
along with tinstone, w^olfram, magnetic iron-ore, and
brown iron-ore, in primitive rocks, as in Cornwall.

Genus V. Baryte.

Hardness =3.0,—3.5. Sp. gr. 3.6,—4.6.’

1. Ppramido- Prismatic Baryte, or Strontianite>

Pyramido-prismatischer Hal-Bary t, Mohs.—Strop-

tian, Werner,—Strontianc Carbonate, Haiiy.

Specific Character.—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage, Pr. P+ cft :;;=1 17' 19'. Pr-f- as. (Fig. 46.)

Hardness =3.5. Sp. gr. 3.6,—3.S.

Description—Colours green and grey. Occurs
regularly crystallized, and in distinct concretions,

which are scopilbrm radiated, and scopiforni fibrous.

Lustre sliining, glistning, and pearly. Fracture un-

even. More or Jess translucent. Brittle, and easily

frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations—Occurs at

Strontian in Scotland in veins of lead glance that tra-

verse gneiss.

2. Di-prismalic Baryte or Witherite .Tameson.

Di'prismatisclier llal-bary t, iV/e/i.v. Withcrit, Wer-
ner. Baryte carbonatee, Iliiuy.

Specific CV/rt/^at/er.—Ihismatic. Pyramid un-
u u

known. Cleavage, Pr. P-)-c3C =120*’ (nearly), Pr-f oc

.

(Fi*.. 46.) Hardness =3.0,—3.5. ISp. gr, =1.2, —
4.4.

Description—Colours white, grey, and yellow. De-
ems regularly crystallized, and also in distinct con-

cretions, which are radiated and granular. Occurs
nKLS>ive, Cellular, globular, botryoidal, rcniforni, anil

stalactitic. Lustre shining and resinous. Fracture

uneven, inclining to splintery. Translucent. Brittle,

and easily frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations—Occurs in

galena veins, that traverse limestone and sandstone,

in Cumberland and Durham.

3. Prismatic Baryte, or Heavy^Spar.—Jameson.

Pri'^matischer Hal-baryte, Mohs.—Schwerspath,

Werner—J5arytc sulphatee, Ilany.

Specific Character—Prismatic. Pyramid =128'*

54'
;
91° 20'

;
110° 25'. I’-foo =116'^ 38'. Cleav-

age Pr— 78° 28'. Pr+x. Fig. 45- Less distinct^

P— GO . Pi -|- 00 . (Fig. 33, 29, 27, 28.) Hardness

=3.0, —3.5. Sp. gr. =4 1, —4.6.

Description.—Colours white, grey, black, blue,



Milidrakigy. green, yellow, red, and brown. Occurs regularly~ ~
^ crystallized

; also in granular, lamellar, fibrous, and
prismatic distinct concretions ; massive, disseminat-

ed, reniform, botryoidal, and globular. Lustre
alternates from splendent to glimmering, and resi-

nous or pearly, inclining to vitreous. Tracture un-

even, splintery, and earthy. Alternates from trans-

parent to opaque. Brittle, and very easily fran-

gible.

7'he varieties with uneven and splintery fracture

are named compact //. spar

;

those in fine granular

concretion gramdar h. spar; the lamellar varieties

are named straight or curved lamellar h. spar, ac-

cording to the direction of the lamellar concretion ;

the fibrous varietiesJibrom h. spar ; the radiated va-

rieties ladiafcd //. spar

;

those in prismatic concisp-

tions prismatic //. spar ; the varieties which, on rub-

bing, emit a iicpatic smell, /rt'/iV/ //. spar, or hepatite ;

and those which occur in the earthy or powdery state,

earthy h. spar-

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.— It occurs

in veins, either alone or associate, j with various me-
talliferous formations of silver ' upper, lead, cobalt,

antimony, manganese, zinc, nrsenir, iron, iJve. in rocks

of the primitive, transition, uiud secondary classes.

Numerous localities of this mineral occur in Scot-

land, Kiigland, and Ireland.

4. Pri.smaioidal Baryte, or Cclestinc.—Jameson.

Prismatoidischer Hal-baryt, Mohs-—Coelcstin,

Werner.—Strontiane sulphatec, llauy-

Spcci/ic Character Prismatic. Pyrannd =128''

IP; 113'’ 2b'; 9^^^ 57'; P-f x =103^^ O'. Cleav-

age, Pr=]04i'^ 4S'. More distinct, Pr-foc. (Fig.

Less distinct, 1*— x Pr-fx . (Fig. 33, 29,

91, 28.) Hardness = — 3.5. Sp. gr. = 3.G,

— 1 .0 .

Description.—Colours white, bine, and red. Oc-

curs regularly crystallized ;
in granular, fibrous, and

radiated distinct concretions; massive and stalacti-

tic Lustre alternates from splendent to glimmer-

ing, and is pearly. Ranges from transparent to

IrunsluccMit on the edges.

(u'ojaosOc and Geographic Situations.—

O

qcwx^ in

limestone, in red sandstone, and gypsum, where it

is associated with sulphur, and in vesicular cavities

in amygdaloid. It has been found in sand-stonc near

Inverness ;
in the amygdaloid of the Calton Hill

;

in the neighbourhood of Bristol
;
and near Knarcs-

borough, in Yorkshire.

Genus VI

—

Lead Spar.

Blei-baryt, Mohs-

Rhomboidal, pyramidal, prismatic. Hardness

^2 5, —4.0. Sp. gr. =6.0, —7-3. If the hardness

is above 3.5, the sp. gr. =6-5, and more.

1.

Di‘-prismatic Lead^Spar, or White Lead- Spar.—
Jameson.

Di-prismatischer Blei-baryt, 3/oAj.—

P

lomb carbo-

nat6e, Hauy-
Spe.cific r//«r«c/cr.-Prismatic. Pyramid =1.30'' 0'

;

28'; 92'' 19'. P-|-co=l08^ li3'. Cleavage,

Pr=ll7^ 13'. (Pr-|-»)''=C>9® 20. (Fig. 43.) Hard-

ness =z3.0, —3-5. Sp. gr. =6.3, —6.6-

Description.—Principal colour white, occurs also Mtufifology.

black, yellow, brown, and grey Occurs regularly
crystallized ; massive and cellular. Lustre external-
ly ranges from splendent to shining; internally from
shining to glistning, and is adumanlinc, inclining more
or less to resinous and imperfect metallic. Fracture
uneven and conchoidal. Ranges from transparent to

opaque. Streak greyish- white.

GeognosUc and Geographic Situations-—Occurs in

veins in granite, gneiss, mica slate, and clay slate;

also in limestone, greywacke, and in various seconda-
ry formations. Well known localities are Lcadhills
and VVanlockhcad.

2. llhomboidal Lead- Spar, or Green and BroTVn
Lead- Spar.—Jameson,

Uhombocdrischer Blei-Baryt, Mohs- Plomb Piios-

phat6, Hauy.
Specific Character-—lihomboidal. Jthomboid =

117'^2.T. Combination, di-rhomboidal. 2(K)'=]3P'
15'; 101'>32'. Cleavage, P+1— 111'^ 47'; SI" 46'.

Hardness =3.5, —4.0. Sp. gr, =6.9, —7-3.

Description.—Colours green, broun, and some-
times yellow and white. Occurs regularly cr^ slallizcd

;

also in granular, radiated, and curved lamellar con-

cretions. Lustre externally shining, internally glist-

ening, and resinous. Fracture uneven or splintery.

Ranges from translucent to translucent on the edges.

Streak wiiitc.

Geognostw and Geographic Situalioris.—Occurs in

veins, and most abundantly in their upper part, in

Various rocks of the primitive, transition, and second-

ary classe.*, where it is associated with galena, wiiiie

lead-spar, iic- Leadhiils and Wunloekheud are well

known localities.

3. Ucmi-Pri.Hmaiic Lead-Spar, or Red Lead- Spar,

llcmi-prismalischer Rlci-Baryt, M(di& Roth
Bleicrz, enter -—IMomb Chromate, 1 1any.

Specific ( liaravtcr.—Prismatic. Fyramid unknown.

Combination, hcmi-prismatic. Cleavage, P+x =
90^ (nearly), Fr+x ,

Pr+ cc
.

(Fig. 30, 29, 28.)

Hardness =2.5. Sp. gr. =6.0, —G.l.

Description—Colour hyacinth red. Occur? regu-

larly crystallized ;
also massive, and in Hake?. In-

ternally shining or splendent, and lu?tre adiimantinc.

I’Vacturc uneven, sometimes imjierfecr ct uchoidal.

More or less tr.insluccnr. Streak between lemon-

yellow and orange-yellow^ Ne*arly seetde, and easily

frargiblc.

Grognosiic and Geographic Situations.—Occnxs iri

a granular ({uart/y rock, a.ssociated with brov\n iion-

stone, ii on- pyrites, green lead-spar, native gold, ga-

lena, and quartz, in Siberia; also in sandstone in the

Brazils.

Green Chromate of Lead.

The green and liver-brown coloured mineral, in

.small remiform and stalactilie lorms, wdiich accompa-

nies the red lead -spar of Siberia, and also that ot

Bruz.I, accoiding to Berzelius, contains the lollow-

ing constituent parts: Oxide of lead, 60.87 oxide

of copper, 10-80; chromic acid, 28.33=100.;

4.

Pyramidal Lead^Spar, or Yellow Lend-S}Xir.

Pyramidalcr Blci-Baryt, yi/oA.v,—. Gelb Bleicrz,

Werner-—Flomb molybdate, Ilauy.



m MINEJl
Mineralogy Specific ^Character.—Pyramidal. Pyramid =99*'

40'; l.Sl\35'. Cleavage, P—x . P. Hardness =
5.0. Sp. gr- =6.5, —6 9.

Dcscnption.—Coloxxr yellow. Occurs crystallized

;

also massive, in crusts, and cellular. Externally ge-

nerally splendent and shining ; internally shining or

glistning, and lustre resino-adamantinc. Fracture

uneven and conchoidal. Translucent, or translucent

on the edges.

(jcognoA'fic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

compact limestone, at Bleiberg in Carinthia ;
also in

France and Saxony.

5. Prismatic Lcad^Spar, or Sulphate of Lcath .

Prismatischer Blei-Baryt, Mohs—Vitriol Bleiorz,

Plomb sulphate, Hauy.
Specilic Character—Prismatic, [pyramid =122‘’

55' : 94® 25'
;
112® 37'- P-f-^r. =109® 28'. Clcav-

_ o
age, Pr=78® 28'. More distinct, Pr4-x . (Fig.

45.^ Hardness =3.0. Sp. gr. =6.2, —6.3.

Description Colour white, seldom green or wine

yellow, or blue (owing to blue niala^ite). Occurs

regularly crystallized ;
in granular distinct concre-

tions ; also massive and disseminated. Lustre ada-

iinintine, and ranging from splendent to shining.

Fracture conchoidal. 'Transparent or translucent.

Geognoslic and Geographic SiLuniious.—Occurs in

galena veins, at Lcadhills and Wanlockhead ; and

also in the Pary’s Mine in Anglesca.

I. Corneous T.cad OrCy or Mnriaf of Lead—This

rare mineral, which has been hitherto found only in

Derbyshire, has not been described in a satisfactory

manner.

Appendix ofundetermined Lead- Spars.

2. Arseninlc of Lend—This is a rare mineral, hi-

therto not well described. Is found in Cornw’all, and

in several mines in France and Spain.

Plornh Gomme—This rare mineral is of a red-

fllsh or yellowish brown colour, and the colours are

disposed in stripes. Occurs small rcnih)rm, and 111

librous concretion''. It is shining and traubluccnt.

It is a compound of oxide of lead, alumina, aiul wa-

ter, according to Berzelius. It lias been hitherto

found only in the lead mines of Huelgoet in France.

iV, B It bears a striking resemblance to hyalite.

Order III—Kkiiatf-

No metallic lustre. Streak white or grey. No
.>ingle distinct cleavage. Hardness =1.0, —2-0. Sp.

gr. =5.5.

Genus I—Corneous Sieveh.

Hardness =L0, —2-0. Sp. gr. =5.5, 'j.G.

1. Ilcxnhedral Corneous S'dvcr .

—

Jameson.

Ilexcdrisches Perl Kerat, Mohs—Horncrz, Wer-
ner.—Argent Muriate, IlaPiy.

Specific Character,—Tessular. Cleavage not vi-

sible. Malleable. Scctile.

Description,—C^olour pearl-grey, which passes into

white, blue, and green
;
on x ^posure to liglit be-

comes brown. Occurs crystallized
;
in prismatic and

A L O G Y.
granular concretions ;

massive and in flakes. Lustre Mineralogy,

ranges from shining to glistening, and is resinous.'
" “

Fracture conchoidal. Translucent, or feebly trans-

lucent on the edges. Becomes shining in the streak.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

silver-mines in Siberia, America, and has also been
found in Cornwall.

Genus 11.

—

Corneous Mercury.

Hardness =1.0, 2.0. Sp. gr. unknown.

1. Pyramidal Corneous Mercury ,—Jameson.

Pyramidales Perl Kerate, Mohs,—Quecksilber

Hornerz, fVcrticr.—Mercure, Muriate, llauy,

Speci/ic Character,—Pyramidal. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage, P-f- oo, imperfect. Scctile.

Description,—Colour grey. Occurs generally in

very minute crystals in vesicular cavities. Lustre

shining and adamantine. Faintly translucent.

Geog}iosiic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

the mercury-mines of Almadcn, Idria, and Bohe-
mia.

Order IV.

—

Malachite.

No metallic* lustre. Colour blue, green, brown.

No single distinct faces of cleavage. Hardness =

2.0,

—5.0. Sp. gr. =2.0,—4.G. If brown, in

colour or in streak, the hardness =.3,0. and less ;

and the specific gravity above 2.5. If white in the

streak, the .specific gravity =2.2, and less ; and tlie

hardness under 3,0,

Genus I Coim'er Green.

Staphylin Malachit, A/rd/s

Unclcavahle, Hardness =2.0,—3.0. Sp. gr. =
2 .0

,

—22.

1. Unclcavahle Copper Green,—Jameson.

Untheilbarer Staphylin-Malachit, Alohs. Kupfer-

griin, Werner. Cuivre (*arbonate, Haiiy.

Speci/ic Character,—Reniform, botryoidaJ. Nu
cleavage.

Description.—Colour green. Occurs massive, dis-

seminated, in crusts, reniform, and botryoidal. J.iis-

tre shining, glistning, and resinous. Fracture small,

conchoidal. Ptangc.s from translucent to transluceni

on the edges. Colour does not change in the streak.

Geognosfjc and Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

copper-mines in Cornwall.

Genus IJ.—Liriconite. •

Lirikon-Malachit, Alohs.

Tessular, prismatic. Hardness =2.5. Sp. gr. =
2.8,—3.0.

1 . Prismatic Liriconite
^
or Lenticular Arseniate of

Copper.—Jameson.

Ihismatischcr Lirikon-Malachit, Mohs,— Linse-

nerz, Werner.—Cuivre arsenial6, Many.
Specific Character— Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage, Pr . P-p oo. (Pig- 35, 30.)

Streak pale verdigris-green,.., Sky -blue. Hardness
=2.5. Sp. gr. =2.8,—5.0.

pale, and du^t (the .streak).From /.w



MincraJo'/y. Dc.^rnption.—Colour blue, inclining more or less

^ to verdigris-green. Occurs reguiaiiy crystallized.

Lustre shining, glistening, and pearly, parsing to vi-

treous. I'Vacture uneven. Translucent. Ih'ittle,

and uncommonly easily frangible.

Gcogno^'lic aud Gco'^rnphiv »SV/7/«//ow.v.—-Occurs in

the copper-mines of Cornwall.

‘i. Ucxdltodrnl Liriconilr^ or Cubical Arseniaic of

Jyiw—Jameson.

I Icxned r isch e r Li i icon- INTalach i t, Mohs.—W urfe-

Icrz, ff'rrr/rr Fer Arseniate, Uaujf.

Specific Charucter Tessular. Combination, semi-

lessular, with inclined planes. (Jeavage, hexahedral.

Streak pale olive-green, ...brown. Hardness =32.5-

Sp- ^^r. T-'J.fh—

Description Colour green. Occur^i regularly

crystallized, and massive. Lustre glistening and vi-

treo-rc^inou.*--. Translucent, or translucent on the

edges.

Grojjrmhstica! and Gco^raph'^nfi Occurs

in the copper-mines of Corr.v ail.

(ienus in.

—

Of ivCNiTr.

O I iven -Mn 1 a c li i r ,
Mufes .

Prismatic. (Colour or streak neither blue nor bright

green. Hardness rr^f.O, 1.0. Sp. gr. —l-h.

1 Prismfdtc Olive nif
t

,

or Prismatic Arsemate

Copper. -.Kinieson.

1*1 i' inatiseiier Olivf'n-Malacliit, Mo// —Olivjut iv,

Werner CuivrL Aiseniate, flanjj.

Specifir Chinaefrr Pi i^^niatie. P^rriniid un-

known. (’h'axage. P-j- ^ .‘'t).
)

Sireakolive-

ijreen,.. .brown, lluruue.ss -f'.O. Sp. gr. — t.^2,

Drsdiptwte—PrineijMl colour olive-green, aKo

yt'llow, brown, and white. Occurs rcguLirly cry^-

rallizcd ; in concretions wliieli are scopiform librou-.

-Migvdo-granular, anti t urved lamellar; mas.Mve and in

tlni>y crust". Lustre rangc.s from f-i>lt ndent to glim-

mering, and is resinous, inclining to pearly, or pearly.

Panges from transparent to opaque.

Gecr^no^tic and (teoirraphic Sitnuhnns.^ -Occurs in

the copper-mines of Cornwall.

'2. Diprismatic Olivrniie—Jamc.son.

Diprismatischcr Oliven-Malachit, Mohs.

Specific Character—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown,

('leavage unknowm. Streak olive-green. IIardne8.s

Sp. gr. -:-3.P), —S.S.

Dcscuption—Colours grass, olive, leek, and pista-

chio green. Occurs regularly crystallized. Lii.stre vi-

treous and pearly, ^ractu^<^ conchoidal. Uanges from

icmi-trunsparcnt to translucent.

Geopnostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

drusy cavities in micaceous clay-slate, with quartz

and tile-ore; sometimes also witli copper pyrites, at

Libethcn, in Hungary.

Oenus IV—Bltt IMalaciiiti:, or Bi.vl Coppeii.

Lazur Malachit, Mohs.

Prismatic. Blue. Hardness —'1.5. — i. Sp. ^:r.

= —3 . 7 .

VOL. V. TAUT II.

1. Prismatic Blue Malachite Wmcralogy

Prismaiiselier Lazur Malachit, —Kupferla-

zur, Werner—(hiivrc Carbonate Bleu, JJau^.

Specific Character.— IVfsmatic. Pyramid unknown.
Combination, hemi-jirismatic. Cleavage prismatic

Streak blue.

Dcsc) iption.—Colours blue- Oecui h regularly

cry.*:tailized ; in concretions which arc scopiform and
stellular, radiated, and also curved lamellar; inas-

.sivc, globular, botryoidal, n niform, stalactitic, and
cellular. Lustre ranges from shining to glimmering,
and is vilreo-resinous. Fracture conchoidal. Uanges
from transparent to translucent on the edges.

A variety, in dull and fine dusty particles, is named
carlhj ulue malaehit(\ while the other varieties are

denominated radiated bhic malachite.

Cr(fgmfstic and (iconrapliic Situations.—Occurs in

mineral veins and in beds in gnels.s, mica slate, gie\-

waeke, limestone, and red sand;tone. It octi’.'- .*

the Lead Hills, and m various I^nglish copper and

lead mines. ^

Veil cl Blue Copper,

K upfei-'-aminterz, Werner.

Discription .—Occurs in bright blue, .short capil-

lar}' cry.'^tals. Lustre glistening and silky.

Gcovrjwsiic and Geographic Situations.— It is a rare

mir.era!
;

it.s OTily known localit
3
M.s the Bannat, w’herc

it is associated with green malachite and brown iron-

ore.

(fCr.lJ' \ .— K^fF.ItALD M.\LA( JIITf-.

S n uirag d -Ma Iach i 1 1
‘

iIardno.-> Sp. gr.

I. fifiomboidal l.mcrald Malachite

HhomhoedriselicT Smaragd- Malachit, Mohi.—Ku-
ferschmaragd, W'cnicr .—('uivrc Diopliise, Ilaai/.

Sprt fte ('hiirciclcr.—Hhornboidal. Rhomboid
1l*J''58'. Cleavage rhomboidtd. Streak green.

Description,— C olour emerald-green. Occurs re-

gularly erybtallizcd. Internally siiining and pearly.

IVacture conchoidal. Translucent, passing into

.semitransparent.

Gcopnostic and Geop^raphic Situations,—Is a very

rare iiiineial, and has hitherto been l‘« und only in

the land of the Kirgies in 'Partaiy

.

(jeiiLis VI.—Gkeen Malachite.

Hubronem-Malachit, Mohs.

IVismaiic. Colour or sireak bright-green Hard-

ncs.N - J..;, — 5. Sp. gr. — 1.:J.

1. Prismatic Green Malachite, or Phosphat of Cop-

per.—Jameson.

Prisinatischer I labronem- Malachit, Mohs.—Pl:o>-

pher Kupfererz, IVcrncr.—Cnivie Phos|)hate, Han:/.

Specific Character,— Prismatic, Pyramid uuknnwii

Chavage, P+ oc "1 10 ’ (nearly .) (Fig. ‘iO.) Streak

emerald-green. Hardness =5.0. Sp. gr. =4 0,

—4.3.
Dcscrijifion ,—Colours emerald-green, externally

witli a blackish tarnisSh, or spotted black. Occurs

regularly crystallized ;
in scopiform fibrous concre-

tions : massive, reniform, botryoidal. Lustre ranges

1 .
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>iincrttlof»y. from sluning to glimmering and is resino-pearly.

I'racturc uneven. Opaque.

(icognostic and Geographic Situatiofis.^OccuTB at

Virneborg, near Rheinbrcitenbacb, where it is dispos-

ed in veins in greywacke.

?. Diprismatic Grccii Malachite
y or Common Mala-

chitc.—Jameson.

Diprisniatischcr Habroncm-Malachit, Moh.w—Ma-
lachil, Werner.—Cuivre Carbonate Vert, llaitt/,

Spcci/ic Character.—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage, Pr . P+oo=10J® (nearly). (Pig. J3,

S(;.) Streak grass or apple green. Hardness —
Sp*; gr. =3.5, ...3.7.

Desu'iption.—Colour green. Occurs regularly

cry.-rallized
; in distinct concretions, which are sco-

piform, fibrous, angulo granular, and wedge-shaped

;

a!s ) massive, disseminated, tuberose, stalactitic, reni*

form, botyroidal, fruticose, and cellular. Lustre

r.inges from shining to giimnicring, and is silky

fracture uneven, conchoidal, and even. Ranges
from translucent to opaque. ^

Gcogtwstic and Geographic SUuations.—Occurs in

veins that traverse primitive, transition, and second-

ary rocks ; also in beds, and disseminated through

rocks of difl’erent kinds. The copper-mine of Sand-

lodge, in Shetland, formerly afforded fine specimens

of the fibrous varietiefi; and fine masses are some-

times found in the copper-mines of Cornwall.

• iAlMCAMirE,

.S'trcak leek. ...grass green, 2.5. Sp. gr. =L4.

\ . Prismatic jllaca?nifc, or Muriat of Copper .

—

Jameson.

Cuivre Muriate, Uail^.

Specific Choi actor .-— Prismatic. Cleavage very

])erl‘e( tly prismatoidal.

Dcscripfion .—Colour green. Occurs regularly

crystallized ; in radiated and granular concretions

;

massive, disseminated, and in scaly particles. Lustre

sinning, glistening, and pearly. Translucent on the

edges.

Geogr.osiic and Geographic Situntion.s.—Occurs
in veins along with ores of copper in Chili ,

in the

form of grains and scales in alluvial sand in the De-
part of Atacama in Peru. Is also found in fissures of

borne Vesuvian lavas.

Order V.

—

Mica.

Cleavage niontomous and very distinct. Hardness
—1.0, —L.5. Sp. gr. =1.S,—.0.6.

If metal Jic lustre, the sp. gr. is under 2.2. If no
metallic lustre, the sp. gr. is above 2.2. If the streak

' is yellow, the sp. gr. is under 3,2.

If the hardness is above 2,5, it is rhoinboidal. If

the sp. gr. is under 2.5, it is metallic. If above 4.4,

the streak is white or grey.

Genus I.

—

Cupper Mica.

Streak green. Hardness =2.^ Sp. gr, =2..0,

—

2.6.

1 . Rhomhoidal Copper Mica, or Micaceous Arseniale

of Copper.—Jameson.

LOGY.
Uhomboedrischer Eucblor-glimmcr, Mohs. •Kup-

ferglimmcr, If Cuivre Arseniate, //awy,
“

Specific Character.— Uhomboidal. Rhomboid un-

known, Cleavage R— oo. Streak emerald, ...apple-

gnen,
l)o.\'criptiou.—Colour green. Occurs regularly

crystallized; in granular concretions; massive, and

disseminated. Internally splendent and peai ly. Frac-

ture uneven. Translucent and transpari nt. Sectilc,

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

the copper- mines of Cornwall.

Genus II.—Uhan-Mica, or Uranite.

Streak green,... yellow. Hardness =2.0, —2.5.

Sp.gr. =3.0, —3.2.

1. Pyramidal Uran Mica .—Jameson.

Pyramidaler Kuchlor-glimmcr, Mohs.—Uranglim-

mer, /Fcracr.—-Uran Oxyde, Iloiiy.

Specific Character.—Pyramidal. Pyramid =95*^

1 Vi *
; 1 44^56^ Cleavage, P— oo

.

J)e.s‘criplion ,—Colours green and yellow, Occurs
regularly crystallized ; seldom massive, in scales, and

in angulo- granular concretions. Lustre ranges from

splendent to glistening, and is pearly. Transparent and

translucent. Sectilc. Not flexible. Easily frangible,

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

the copper and tin-mines of Cornwall,

IJran Ochre .—This is the' yellow or reddish C(^-

lourod, soft, earthy looking, opa([Uc mineral, occa-

sionally associated with uran-inica, and also with

uran-orc.

Genus III,—Cobalt Mica, or Ri:n Cobalt.

Kobalt Glimmer, Mohs.

Prismatic. Hardness =2.5. Sp gr. =4.0,— 4..'f

1, Prismatic Cohalt Mica,of Peel Coholt,—Jameson,

Pri^nlatisc)^(T Kobalt Glimmer, Mohs,— Utuhci*

Erd Kobalt, IVcnier ,—Cobalt Arseniate, JJohy.

Specific Character.— IVisiiiiitic. I'yramid unknown,

P W
Combination hemi-pri.smatic,— Cleavage, Pr-f- oc.

2

(Fig. 29.) Streak red,. ..green,

Description.—Colour.s red, rarely grey, green, and
brown. Occurs rcguiarly crystallized

; in stellular

and scopifonn fibrous concretions
; massive, disse-

minated. in crusts, reniform, and botryoidal. l.ustre

ranges from shining to dull, and is pearly and resin-

ous. Fracture earthy and conchoidal. Sectile,

Ranges from translucent to opaque.
Geognostic ami Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

veins in primitive and secondary rocks, and is met
with in the coal-field around Edinburgh, and in the
old lead-mines ofTyndrumin Perthshire.

* Cohalt Ochre.—There are three kinds of this

mineral, which we shall now describe,

1. Black Coball Ochre—Scliwarz Erd Kobolt,
Werner.

Colours black and occasionally brown. Occurs
botryoidal, reniform, and in crusts. Lustre glimmer-
ing or dull. Fracture earthy and conchoidal. Opaque.
Streak shining and resinous. Very soft, and some-
times friable.



Mineralogy. It a compound of black oxide of cobalt, with

arsenic and oxide of iron.

It occurs at Aldorly Edgo, Chcsliirc, in red sand-

stone.

2. Brown and Yellow Cobalt Ochre .—These differ

^from tlie preceding ])rincipally in colour, the lints

oeing yellow and brown.

Genus IV,—Am'imony Mica, or White Antimo-
ny,

Anlimon-glimmer, Mohs^

Hardness =z].r>,—2.0, Sp. gr. =5.0, —5.0.

1, Prismatic White Aniimonjj,—Janjcson.

Prismatisches Anlimon glimmer, Mohs—Weiss-

spicss-glastM/, Wcrier— Antimoine Oxyde, //niiy.

Specific ( haracler.—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.
C leavage prismatoida). Streak, white or grey.

description—Colours while and grey. Occurs
regularly crystallized ; in concretions which arc sco-

])ifbrm and stellular ladiuted, and also granular. Lus-

tre shining and pearly -adantaiii me. IVanslucent.

Ceognostic and Ccugrapuu Situation}^.—It occurs

in veins In primitive roekd. along with galena and
grey and red antimony, in Policmia, France, and
Hungary.

• Anlimonp Ochre.— Spicsglanzocker, Werner,

Coh)urs yellow, brown, and green. Occurs mas-

sive, disseminated, and in crusts. Dull. Earthy.

Opaque. Very soft.

It alwuiys occurs in veins along with grey, and oc-

casionally with iH‘J antimony, as in Cornwall.

Genus V.— l)Li)r Ikon, or Iron Mica.

Kisen Giimmcr, Mohs.

Prismatic. Streak white, grey,... blue. Tl.ird-

ncss =z2.0. Sp. gr.=2.b.—2.7*

1. Prismatic Pduc Iron, or Phosphat of Iron ,

—

.lamcson.

IVismatisches Eiseii Glimmer, Mohs— \'iviaiiit,

IVcrncr— For Phospliate, Ilciuij,

Specific Charoclcj ,—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown,

. . . P w
Combination hcmiprisinatic,--- . Cleavage, Pr-foo.

(Fig. 2.9.)

Description— C!o1out.s blue and green. Occurs
regularly crystallized ; in scopiform and promiscuous

fibrous concretions; massive, disseminated, and thin-

ly coating. Luslie ranges from splendent to dull,

and is pearly, inclining to adamantine. Ranges
from transparent to opaque.

It sometimes occurs in a friable, or loosely coher-

ing state, and is then composed of dull dusty parti-

cles, forming varthif blue iron.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations—The crys-

tallized varieties are found in Cornw^all, those in fi-

brous concretions in Greenland, and the earthy and
friable in our peat mosses

Genus VI.—Graphite,

Graphite Glimmer, Mohs,

Khomboidal. Hardness = 1 .0,—2.0. Sp. gr,^ 1 .8,

—.2.1.

1. Rhomboidal Graphite—Jameson. Mineral^-

llhomboedrisclier Graphit-glimmer, Gra*
pliit, Werner.—Graphite, Hauy,

Specific Character—Rhomboidal. Rhomboirl un-

known. Combination dirhomboidal. Cleavage,

R— CX5. Metallic a.spect. Streak black.

Description,—Colour dark steel-grey, inclining tn

iron-black. Occurs regularly crystallized ; in granu-

lar concretions ; massive and disseminated. Lustre

ranges from 8p]t?ndent to glimmering, and is metallic.

Fracture scaly foliated, uneven, conclioidal, and slaty.

Opaque. Sectilc.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations^<^11 occurs

in beds and imbedded masses, in primitive, transition,

and secondary rocks. In Scotland it occurs in gneiss,

in Glen Strath Farrar, in Inverness-shire; in tlu*

coal-formation in Ayrshire ; and in England, in tran-

sition rocks near Borrodalc in Cumberland.

Genus VII.—Talc-*Mica.

Talc-Glimmer, Mohs,

RhomboIdM. Prismatic. Streak white, grev,.

green. Hardness —1 .0,—2.5. Sp. gr. :zr2.7,—3.0.

1. Prismatic Talc-Mica, or Talc—Jameson.

Prismatischer Talc- glimmer, Mohs,

Specific Character,— Prismat'c. Pyramid un-

known. P-f 00 zr J20^ (nearly.) Cleavage,?— x.
(Fig. 27.) Flexible. Hardness — 1.0, — 1-5. Sp. gi.

zzi^.7.—2,8.

Description,—Colours green, sometimes passing

into greenish black, also greenish white, grey, and
rarely blue. Occurs regularly crystallized

;
in granu-

lar, fibrous, and prismatic concretions
;
massive, dissi -

ininatcd, and in arnygdaloidal pieces. Lu ^lrc range-

from splendent to dull, and is pearly or rrsinoii^.

Fracture slaty, scaly foliated, caitliy, and uiiLvei.

Ranges from translucent to opaque.

Tile d.irk green varieties, which aie genera.l}

opaque, arc named chlorite ; of lliose the regulariv

crystallized are named /b/ja/et/ chlorite j the slat),

chlorite slate

;

the massive, scaly foliated, common
chlorite

;

the massive in sraly foliated I'eclily coher-

ing particles, carlhi/ chlorite

;

and the dull earth)

varieties met with in vesicular cavities m ainygdidoid.

compact chlorite or green earth. The white and paler

green varieties arc named laic ; of tliese the most

translucent, and possessing the highest degree oi

lustre, arc denominated common talc ; while the grey

and green varieties, with slaty fracture and inferior

lustre, and inferior tninsluccncy, are named tuh ^/a:r

or indurated talc.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations—Occurs

principally in primitive mountain.**, sometimes forming

whole beds, as is the case with tlie varieties named
chlorite slate, and talc-slate ;

other kinds, as com-

mon and earthy chlorite, occur disseminated, in

veins, or dispersed through other minerals, as rock

ci'ystal, felspar, &c. while the compact clilorilt*, or

green earth, appears principally in secondary amyg-

daloid. 1'he most beautiful variety of the species,

the common talc, occurs only in primitive rocks of

limestone, mica slate, &c. Examples of all the va-

rieties arc met with in the mountainous districts of

Scotland and England.

1. Native Mognes'd. or Ili/drate of Magnesia—
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olours snow white^ greenish white^ and also grey.

Occurs in prismatic concretions that point to the re-

gular six-sided prism, also in granular concretions,
and massive. Cleavage probably rliomboidal. Lustre
sinning and pearly. Semitransparent in the mass, and
iransparcni in single folia. Streak white, and aObrds
on paper ii polished pearly trace. Hardness, 1.5,

Slightly elastic. Sp. gr. 2.13, Uru&. Breiv-
It is u pure hydrate of magnesia, the propor-

tion of the constituent parts being magnesia 70.
Water 30. Occurs in veins in serpentine, in the
Shetland Islands and Portsoy.

2. Ophite^ or Precious Serpentine—Colours pure
leek green, seldomer grass and oil green. Occurs
massive and disseminated. Glistening and resinous lus-

tre. Fracture Hat conchoidal, inclining to splintery.

Translucent, or translucent on the edges. Hardness
3.5. Sp. gr. =:2.5,—3.0.

.S'. Pikrolitc.—Colour leek green. Massive, and
m scopilbrm fibrous concretions. Lustre glimmering,
or dull and silky. Fracture splintery or even. Trans-
lucent on the edges. Scratches calc-spar, and is

st ratched by felspar.

It occurs in small veins in beds of niagnct’c iron

ore, subordinate to gneiss, and also in serpentine,
m Sweden.

t* Nephrite,—Colours green, grey, and white.

Massive, and in rolled pieces. Dull or gliminenng.
f racture splintery. Strongly translucent. Difficult-

ly frangible. Hardness =7-0. Sp.gr. =2.9,—.3.1.

It Occurs imbedded in various primitive rocks in

l\‘rsia, Egypt, and Germany.
.0. Steatite or Soapfstone,— Colours white, red, and

yellow^, with frequent dendritic markings of black.

Occurs massive, in crusts, and in false crystals. Frac-
ture splintery and uneven. Dull or glimmering,

rranslucent on the edges. Scctile. Soft. Fuels

very greasy. Jt i)ccurs principally in serpentine, as

m that of the Shetland l.'-lands and Cornwall.

N. IL The VimcHit’ of authors appears to be stea-

tite coloured with nickel or clirome.

(i. Fip,urc~&ione or Afp^almatoUie,—Colours gre^,

green, white, red, and brown. Massive. Dull or

glimmering, f'racture conchoidal, or splintery, and
^laty combined. Translucent. Resinous in streak.

Feels rather greasy. The finest varieties are brought
to Europe from China.

7- Magncdtc,—Colours white, grey, and crcani-

yellow’. Occurs massive, tuberose, reniform, vesicu-
lar. Dull. Fracture conchoidal. Opaque. Hard-
ness =3.3, Sp. gr. =2.881. Occurs in serpentine in

Moravia, and in the Shetland Islands.

3. Meerschaum,—('olour white. Massive. Dull.

It occurs in trap, porphyry, and serpentine rocks, in Mineralogy.

Scotland and other countries.

10. jS’cMZjtj.-Colour blackish-brown. Mas-
sive. Dull. Fracture earthy. Opaque. Shining in
the streak. Writes. Soft. Scctile. Adheres strongly
to tlic tongue. Feels greasy. Occurs in secondary
trap rock, in the Island of Skye.

'

11. Ihlc,—Colours brown, yellow, red, and black.
Sometimes spotted and dendritic. Massive, and dis-

seminated. Lustre glimmering. Fracture conclioi-
diil. I'cebly translucent. Soft. Feels greasy. Shin
ing streak. Adheres to the tongue. Sp. gr. =1.922.
Occurs imbedded in secondary trap -rocks in Scot-
land.

2. Phomhoidal Talc-MicUy or ('oumoti Mica ,

—

Jameson.

Rhomboedrischer Talk-glimmer, Mohs.
Specific Character.—Rhomboidal. lUiomboid un-

known. Combination dirhornboidal. ("leavage, R—X. Elastic. Hardness =2.0, —2.5. Sp. nr
-2.8, —3.0.

^

Description,—Colours grey, white, brown, black,
ivd, and blue. Occurs regularly crystallized; in grii-

nnlar and prismatic concrclion.s
;
massive and difise-

niinated. Lustre ranges from splendent to shining;
generally pearly, and sometimes semi-rnctallic. Frae-
ture coarse, splintery, and scaly foliated. Ranges
from tnui'^parent to feebly translucent. Scctile
Streak grey and dull.

The red and blue varietio.'?, and which exhibit the
splintciy and scnly-lbliated fractures, are described
under the name f.cpidolite.

Ceognostie anti (Irographic Silunliom It occurs
in all the primitive tonimtions, and in most of those
belonging to the transition and secondary classes

,

and therefore is an abundant niinerul in this island.

Tiic Icpidolile variety is rare
;
Dalmally may be men-

tioned as a Rritiiili locality.

* J'iiutc—Colours green, more or less decj)ly
iron-shot. Occurs crystallized in six-sided prisms,
in lamellar and granular concretions, and massive.
Lustre glistening, glimmering, and resinous. I'racture
uneven. Opaque. Soft. Scctile, not flexible. Feels
ratlier greasy. Sp. gr. =2.9M-. Occurs imbedded
in porphyry in Ben Gloe, and other mountains in

Scotland.

Genus VI 11.—

1

*ea hl-Mica.

Perl-glimmer, Mohs,
Rhomboidal. Hardness, =,3.5, —4.5. Sp. gr.

=3.0,—S.l.
®

Fracture earthy and conchoidal. Opaque or trans-

lucent on the edges. Very soft. Sectilc. Adheres
.strongly to the tongue. Sp. gr. =0.988,— J.279.
Occurs in serpentine in Cornwall, Shetland Islands,

9. Lithomarge,—Colours white, grey, blue, green,

red, and yellow, and these arc sometimes disposed in

a veined, spotted, clouded or stripM manner. Oc-
curs massive, disseminated, globular, and amygdaloid.

Dull. Fracture earthy and flat conchoidal. Opaque.
Shining in the streak Soft. Scctile. Adheres strongly

to the tongue. Feels fine and greasy S]) gr.—2.4.

1. Rhomboidal Pearl-Mica—Jameson.

Rhomboedrischer Perl.glimmer, Mohs.
Specific Character.—Rhomboidal. Rhomboid un-

known Combination dirhornboidal. Cleavage, R— 00 . Streak, white or grey.

Order VI— SrAii.

No metallic lustre. Streak white or grey, . . . and
brown. Hardness, =3.5, —7.0. Sp. gr. =2.0, —
3.7. If rhomboidal, the sp. gr. =2.2, and less, or

the hardness =(i.O. If hardness =4.0> the clea-

4
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Mineralogy, yage is montoiTious. If hardness above fi.O, the sp.

is under 2.5^ or above 2.8; and the lustre is

.
|)early. Ifgp. gr. above n.3, the combination is hcnii

nr tetarto- prismatic, or ll»e hardness =iG.() ; and no
. clamantine lustre. If sp. gr. =2.4, and less, there
artt^traces of form and cleavage.

CJcnuS I.—SetItLLEH-SeAR.

Schiller-Spath, Mo/ts.

IVismatic. Cleavage montomous. Hardness =3.6,
—().0. Sp, gr. =3.6, —3.4. If hardness =fi.O, the

lustre is metallic- pearly.

1. DlntomouSf^ or Common Schillrr-Spai .

—

Jameson.

Diatotner Scliiller-spath, Mohs Schiller-steio,

It^rrfU'r.—Diallage INIetalloide, IJatiy.

Specific Character Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.
CJeavage prismatoidnl. Metallic pearly lustre. Hard-
ness =:3.,0, —4.0. Sp. gr. =2.6, —2.8.

DcscriptUm ,—Colours green, grey, and brown.
Occurs in granular concretion-

;
disseminated, and

"cklom massive. Lustre shin’ng or splendent, and
metallic-pearly. Translucent on the edges, or opaque.

Dull |>treak.

Gco^uo&iic (ivd Geographic Situations—Occurs
imbedded in serpentine in the Shetland Islands, and
in secondary trap-rock.'^ in the middle district of

Scotland.

2. /I.r(i/nw2 n//.s' f &chiUe}~Spa} * or Gra n i)ialla^c—
Jameson.

A X en thei londc r Sch i ller-spath, Mohs—Korn iger

Mralilstein, ff’erner,—Dial! age Verte, Uauif.

Specf/ic Chai arta—IVismatic. Pyramid w known.

Cleavage, J*—-oo, (Fig. 27) Conimor pcarh

lustre. llardue.'S =4,5, — .i.5. Sp. gr. =3-0, —3.2.

Description .—Colour preen ;
massive and dia-

M’liiinated. Internally sinning and glistening. Tians-

liiccnt on the edges, or translucent.

Gragnostir and (u'ogaiphic Si/iiatious—Occurs in

primitive rocks in Shetland Islands, and Mainland of

Sc it)and

JJcnn^prisjiuitir Schilln-Sparf or hr(mziic.~

Jameson.

llemipri&maliscl)er Schiller-Spath, Mohs.— Bliit-

friger Anthophyllite, Werner.—Diallage Metalloide,

1 1any.

Speeijir Character. — Prismatic. Pyramid un-

kiiowij. Combination hemiprismatic. Cleavage,

1 ' u Pr —
. Pr -F . Less perfect, — . Pr-fx . (Fig. 29,

.35, 28.^ Lustre metallic-pearly. Hardness =4.0,

—5.0. Sp. gr. =3.0,—3.3.

Description .

—

Colours brown and grey. Occurs

in granular concretions. Lustre shining. Cleavage

\j 1.

sometimes appears fibrous. Translucent on the ed- Mmerakigy.

gcfi- Streak white.

Geognostic and Geographic Occurs in

serpentine in Shetland ;
in greenstone in the Island

of Skye, and near Portsoy ; and in other parts of

Scotland.

4. Prismntoidal Schillei • Spar, or Hypcrsthenc—
Jameson.

Prismatoidischcr Schiller- Spath, Mohs.—Paulit,

Werner.—Hyyiersthcnc, ITauy.

Specific Character. — Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage, Pr-f X . Less perfect, J*-|- x =
100 (nearly). Pr+x . (Fig. 20, 30, 28-) Imslre
metallic-pearly. Hardness =6.0. Sp. gr. =3.3,
—3.4.

Description—Colours greenish and greyiJi black;

also copper-red and brown. Occurs in granular and
lamellar concretions, and massive. Lustre shining

Opaque or feebly translucent.

Gagnosfic and Geographic Situations .—Occurs ni

greenstone In tlie Island of Skye; also in Ihmflshire

and the Shetland LlaiuK.

5. Prismatic Schiller- Spur ,
or Anlhopiiyll/ic .

—

Jameson.

Pnsmiiti<!cher Scliillcr-wSpatli, Mohs.— Stiahligei

Anthophyllit, fVerner-—Antliophylliic, Ilauy-

Specific (fta meter. — iV/.sniatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage, Pr-fx. iiathcr less per/ecr,

P-f X =106^^ (nearly). J’r-j-x . (Fig. 28, 30, 29.)

Lustre a) mo.'?f nietalJic-pcarly. Hardness =5.0—5.5.

Sp. gr. =3.0,— .3,3.

Description.—Colour's yellowish grey and jellowish

brown. t)ccurs crystallized in. rccd-likc cT}staks
;
in

scopiforni and promiscuous radiated concrelmns , al-

so massive. Translucent on the edges.

Gcognoslic and (n^graphic Situations .—Occurs in

primitive rocks, near Driiimadrocliit, m Invernc'^^-

shire-

Cienus II— K\A\iTr.

Disllicn fcjpalli, ^lohs.

Prismatic. Hardness =5. —7.0. Sp. gr. r. 3..',

—3.7.

I Prismatic Kyanile.—Jameson.

Disthen Spntli, Mo/fj— Kyanitcand Rhatizil, BV/-

Disihcne, lluuip

Specific (

7

/ a ractei - — P rism at i
i'

. 1 ’y ram id un

-

known. Combination, tctarlo-prismatie. C'leavage,

two faces, the one more distinct than the other. In-

cidence = 102^ 50'.

Description.—^Colours blue ami hJui.di green. t>( -

curs regularly crystallized ;
in distinct concretion'-,

which arc granular and radiated, which latter are

som*3time8 scopiform and stellular
;
also mOisive and

* Itoui 3/a, through ; and rtfim, k cut ; easily clcivable in one direction,

f From a^ojv, the axis
;
and I cut ; cleavable perpendicular to tlie axis.
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Min^rsiiogy. disscminated. Lustre splendent and pearl3^

lucent and transparent.

Geognosiic and Geographic It occurs

in primitive rocks in the (Shetland Islands { also in

l^anfTshire and Aberdeenshire.

Genus III. SrODUMENE,

Hardness =6-5, —T-O- Sp. gW =3.0, —S-l.

1.

Prismatic Spodumcnc,—Jamesou*

Spodumcn^ Werner.—Tripbane, Hauij.

Specrjic Character,— Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage, P-|-x=100“ (nearly). Some-

what more distinct, Pr+ 8. Not blue. (Fig. 30,

29.)

Description—Colours greenish white and green.

Occurs massive, and in large granular concretions.

Lustre shining, glistening, and pearly. Fracture un-

even* Translucent. Uncommon!)' easily frangible.

Gcoonostic and Geographic Situations,~Occ\ir% in

primitive rocks in Sweden and in Ireland.

Genus IV.—Preiinite.
Axotomcr Triphan-Spath, Mohs.—Prehnite, Wer-

ner and Haul/.

Hardness =6', —7* Sp. gr. =2.8, —3.0. Not
blue.

1. Axotomous Prehnite,—Jameson.

Specific Character—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage P+oo =103® (nearly). More distinct

I>— 00 . (Fig. 30, 27-)

Description—Colours green, grey, and white.

Occurs cr3^stallizcd ; in granular and in scopiform

and stellular fibrous distinct concretions
;
massive and

reniform. Lustre shining, glistening, and pcarl3^

I racturc uneven. Ranges from transparent to trans-

lucent.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.—The more
highly crystallized varieties have hitherto been found

principally in primitive rocks, wliile the fibrous or

less perfectly crystallized varieties occur principally

in secondary trap-rocks. The secondary t»ap-

rocks of Scotland afford many localities of this mine-

ral.

* KarphoUtt—TJie colour of this rare mineral is

yellow. It occurs in fine prismatic concretions. Its

hardness is unknown, but its sp. gr. =2,935. It has
liithcrto been found only at Schlackenwalde in Bo-
hemia.

Genus V—Datolite.

Dystom-Spath, Mohs.
Prismatic. Internally, lustre resinous. Colour

not blue. Hardness =5.0,—5.5. Sp. gr. =2.9,

—

3 .0 .

1 . Prismatic Dafo/iVc.—Jameson.

Prismatischcr Dystom-Spath, Chaux Bo-
ratee Siliccu.se, liauy.

Specific Character,—-Vrimiatic. Pyramid =129®
1'

;
105''’ 2'

;
69^ 23'. Combiiiudon hemiprismatic.

p
- =129®!'. Cleavage, P+»=109®28' imper-

^^ct. (Fig. 30.)

Dcwr/;)fiow.—Most frequent colours white and Mineralogy

grey, seldom red, green, and yellow. Occurs regu-

larly crystallized ; in granular, scopiform, and stellu-

lar, fibrous, and curved lamellar concretions; massive,

reniform, and botryoidal. Lustre ranges from shining

to dull, and is resinous or pearly. Fracture con-

choidal, uneven, and cartliy. Ranges from trai;i$*

parent to opaque.

The reniform and botryoidal varieties in fibrous

concretions arc named BotryolUe ; the earthy-look-

ing and botryoidal Earthy Botryoidal Datolite ; all

the otliers Common Datolite-

Ccognostic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

beds of magnetic iron-ore, subordinate to gneiss, near

Arendal in Norway, and rarely in other parts of

Europe.

Genus VI

—

Zeolite*

Kouphon-Spath, Mohs.

Tcssular, rhomboidal, pyramidal, prismatic. Hard-
ness =3,5,

—

6.0, Sp. gr. =2.0—2.5. If the most
distinct cleavage be parallel to a rectangular prism,

the sp. gr. =2.4, and less.

1. Trapezoidal Zeolite, or Lcucitc.—JamesoD.

Trapczoidaler Kuphon-Spath, Mohs Leuzit,

Werner.—Amphigene, Hauy.
Specifiic Character.—Tessular. Cleavage hcxalic*

dral, dodecahedral, imperfect. Hardness =5.5,

—

6.0. 8p. gr. =2.4,—2.5.

Description—Colours white and grey. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized ; in granular concretions, and in

roundish grains. Lustre shining or glistning, and
vitreo-resinous. Fracture fiat conchoidal. Ranges
from transparent to opaque.

Gcoonoslie and Geographic Siluations.'-^Occwrh in

imbedded grains and crystals in older lavas, and a.'*--

sociated with garnet, hornblende, quartz, glassy fel-

spar, in the ejected masses of JMontc Summa, and
the extinct volcanoes on the Rhine, afford examples
of leucile in both situations.

2. Dodecahedral Zeolite, or Sodalitc,—Jameson.

Dodecacdrischcr Kuphon-Spath, Mohs,—Sodalitc,

Thomson.

Specific Character.—Tessular, Cleavage dodeca-
hedral, and perfect. Hurdnesa =5.5,—6.0. Sp.

gr. =2.2,--2.1.

Description,—Colour green. Occurs in rhom-
boidal dodecahedrons, and niusslve. l.ustre shining

or glistening, and vitreo-resinous. Fracture con-
choidal. Translucent.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

mica- slate in West Greenland.

3. Hexakedral Zeolite, or Anafcimc.—Jameson.

Hexaedrischcr Kuphon-Spath, ilJo/iA,—Analcime,

Hauy.—Kubizit, Werner.

Specific Character.—Tessular. Cleavage liexahe-

dral, imperfect. Hardness =5.5. Sp.gr. =2.0,—2.2.

Description,—Colours white and red. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized; in angulo-granular concretions,

and massive. Lustre shining, glistening and vitreo-

pearly. Fracture uneven, or conchoidal. Ranges
from transparent to translucent.

M 1 N E ]R,A L 0 Q Y.

,

Trans-
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Minptalogy. Geognoslic and Geographic Siiuatiom,—Occurs

’ in secondary greenstone rocks in Fifeshire, Salis-

bury Crag, near Edinburgh, and in the same rock

in many other parts of Scotland.

Paratomous Zeolite^ or Cross- stone*—Jameson.

l\iralomcr Kuphon-spath, Mohs— Krcutzstcin,

Werner—Ilarmotome, llauy

Specific Character.—Prismuiic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage P. Pr+x. Pr+oo
.

(Pig* 29, 28.)

Hardness = 4r.5. Sp. gr. =2.3,—2,4.

Description—Colours while and grey, sometimes

also yellow and red. Most frequently in regular

crystals, seldom massive. Lustre shining, glistening^

and vitreo-pearly. Fracture conchuidal and uneveb*

Translucent.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations Occurs in

galena veins {n the mines of Strontian in Argyle-

shire, and in secondary trap-rocks in Dumbarton-
shire, and other parts of Scotland.

5. Rhomboidnl Zeolite, or ( hnOaHitc.—Jameson.

Rhombocdrischcr Kuphon-Spath, Mohs*—Chabn-

sic, Haul/.—Schuba«'it, Wemer,

Sfikci/ic Character.—Uhomboidal. Rhomboid, =
93^ 48'. Cleavage rliomboidal. Hardness =4.0,

—

4 ru Sp. gr. lM.
Description—Colour white. Occurs regularly

crystallized, seldom niabsive. Extcnialiy splendent,

'internally glistening and vitreous. Fracture conclioi-

dal and uneven. Translucent.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

various secondary tiap-rocks, especially amygdaloid,

and is not unfrc(pient in the trap-rocks of Meotland.

6. Diafomous Zeolite, or Laumon ife—Jarnesoi).

Diatoincr Kuplion-spath, A/o/i^.-Laumonite, JVcf^

ncr, 11any.

Specific Character.—Prismatic. Pyramid =129^
7'; 120^ 48'; SlV ()'. P+x=98S 13'. Cornbi-

P
nation hcmi-prismatic, = 1209 48'. Cleavage,

Vr-|-x- More perfect, Pr+x* (Fig. 28, 29.)

Hardness unknown. Sp. gr. =2.3,—2.4.

Description—Colour white. Occurs regularly

crystallized, and in granular distinct concretions.

Lustre shining, glistening, and pearly. When fresh

is transparent ; but on exposure to the atmosphere

it very soon becomes opaque, and so soft as to

yield to the pressure of the finger. Jpcommonly
easily frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—This mine-

ral occurs in secondary trap-rocks in various parts

of Scotland and Ireland.

7.

prismatic Zeolite, or Mesotype.'—Jameson.

Prismatischer Kuphon-spath, Mohs.—Mesotype,

Hany,
Specific Characier.-‘Vrismatic. Py ramid unknown.

Cleavage, P-f-00 =91'^ 25'. (Fig. 30.) Hardness

= 5.0,—5.5. Sp. gr. =2.0, —2.3*

Description.—Colours white, red, yellow, and yel-

lowish-brown. Occurs regularly crystallized ; in dis-

tinct concretions which are scopiforni and stellular
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fibrous, granular, and curved lamellar

; reniform, cor- Mimralogy

.

alloidal, in plates and crusts. Lustre ranging from
shining to dull, and is pearly. Fracture, in some va-
rieties, coarse earthy. Ranges from nearly transpa-
rent to opaque.

Ihe yellow and brown varieties, ivith striped
colour delineations, and in which the fibrous and
granular concretions arc intersected by lamellar, are
named Satrotitr; those with earthy fracture and very
^oh. Pearly zeolite; while the other varieties are nam-
ed Fibrous zeolite.

Geognosltc and Geographic Sifuationc Occurs
principally in drusy cavities, or in veins in secondary
trap-rocks in many places in Scotland. The nalro-
lite is the rarest variety in Scotland.

8. Prismataidal Zeolite, or Stilhite Jameson.

Prismatoidischer Kuphon-spath, Mohs Stilbit,

llauy.— Strahl-zeolith. Werner.
Specific Character.—Prismatic. Pyramid =123^^

33'; 112" IG'; 93® ?'* P+w= 8()® 22'. Cleav-
o

age,Pr+x, very perfect. (Fig. 29.) Hardness =
3..>, —1.0. Sp. gr. =2.0. —2.2.

Desenption.—Colour white, sometimes grey, yel-

low, and red. Occurs regularly crystallized; in gra-

nular, and in scopiforni, and stellular prismatic con-
cretions ; alfO massive and globular. Externally
splendent. Internally shining and pearly. Alter-

nates from transparent to translucent.

Gcognostic and Geographic Sitiiutions.^Ocam
abundantly in secondary trap-rocks in many districts

in Scotland.

9. Ilcmi-pilsmatic Zeolite—Jameson.

Ilcnii-prismatisclier Kuphon-spath, Mohs PKit-

icr ZeoliUi, Werner. Slilbite, Iluny.

Specific Character.— Prismatic. Pyramid un-

Clcavagc,
P

known. Combination, hemiprismatic ,

2

Pr+ X ,
very perfect, (Fig* 29.) Hardness =3.5,

—4.0. Sp. gr. =2.0, —2.2.

Description.—Colours white, grey, red, ard brown.

Occurs regularly crystallized
;
in granular rml lamel-

lar distinct concretions. PVacture couchoidal. Ex-
ternally, lu.stre splendent, shining, and vitreous ; in-

tcriiHlIy, shining and pearly. Ranges from transpa-

rent to translucent on the edges.

Geognostic and Geographic Situation.s.^Occurs in

drusy cavities in secondary trap-rocks in the He-
brides and Mainland of Scotland.

10. Pyramidal Zeolite, or Apophyllitc.—Jameson.

Pyramidaler Kuphon-.^patli, Mohs. Albin, JVer-

tier. Mesotype ^pointee, Ilauif.

Specific (Vmrffc/er.— Pyramidal. Pyramid un-

knovm. Cleavage. P

—

00, very perfect. [P+oc ]

imperfect. Hardness =4.5, —5-0. Sp. gr. =2.2,
—2.5.

Description.—Colour white. Occurs regularly

crystallized ; in straight and curved lamellar distinct

concretions ; massive and disseminated. Surface of

the cleavage strongly iridescent. Externally splen-

dent, but only t!)e terminal planes of the pi ism pear-
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MinerRloiqf. |y ; internally glistening and vitreous. Ranges from

transparent to translucent.

Geognoitiic and Geographic Si/ Occurs in

secondary trap-rocks in the Hebrides and other parts

of Scotland.

1 1 . Axotomous Zeolite^ or Ichthyophthalmite.

Axotomer Kupbon-spath, Mohs. Iclithyophthalm,

Werncf. Apophyllite, Hamj.

Specific Character,—lYi&maiic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage, P— oo , very distinct. Less distinct

p'r-f- X . P'r+ cc . (Fig. 27, 29, 28.) Hardness =
4.r», —5.0. Sp. gr. z=2.2, —2 5.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations . in

secondary trap-rocks in Scotland.

Genus VI.—Peta Lite.

Petalin-spath, Mohs.

Pri.^niatic. Hardness rzG.O, —().5. Sp. gr.

—2.5.

1. Prismatic PetalUe,—Jameson.

Prismatischer l*etalin-spatli, Mohs^

Spvc fic Character.—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.
o

Cleavage, P-f 00 37^ 8'. Pr+Qc.
Description.—Colours red and white. Occurs

masvivc; internally glistning, shining, and nearly

pearly. Translucent. Brittle^ and rather easily fran-

gible.

Gcoguostic and Geographic Situations— It has hi-

therto been found only in the i.sland of Uton in Sii-

dermania, in large masses, cojitaining spodiimene,

felspar, rjuarl/., mica, tourmaline, and ores of iron,

arsenic, and silver.

Genus VI 1.

—

Felspar.

Rhomboidal, pyramidal, prismatic. Cleavage m.t

very perfect. Axotomous. Hardness =5.0, —G.O.

Sp. gr. =2.5, —2,8. If Sp. gr. =; 2.7, and more,

the cleavage planes are perpendicular to cadi other.

\ . Rhomboidal Felspar, or Ncphelinr.—Janr.cson.

Khomboedrischer feldspath, Mohs. Ncpheline,

Uauy and Werner.

Speci fic Character.—Rhomboidal. R =J8I^
Combinaiion, di-rhomboidal. 2 (R) =152® 44?';

."iG^ 15'. (’leavagc, R—x. Hardness
=G.O. Sp. gr. ^2.5, —2.G.

Description.—Colours while and grey. Occurs
regularly crystallized, and massive. Externally splen«

dent, internally shining and vitreous. Fracture con-

t;hoidaI. 'I ranslucent, passing into transparent.

Gcan^iiosfic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

dru^y cavities in granular foliated limestone, with

meionitc, Vesuviau, pleonaste, rhomboidal garnet,

mica, &c. in the ejected masses on Monte Somma,
near Naples-

2. Prismatic Felspar, or Comh..jH Felspar .—Jameson.

Prismatischer Feldspath, Mohs.

Prismatic. Pyramid =134® 26'; 126^.52'; 72®

P
32'- P+x=:Sl®47'. Combination — = 126® 52'.

- Mincralui^y.

eavage,

^ ^ perfect- Less

u
distinct, (Pr+x )^=120®. Sometimes only one pf

the faces. (Fig. 44.) Hardness =6.0. Sp. gr,

2.5,—2 .8. /

Description—Colours white, grey, green, blue,

red, and brown ;
and sometimes witi) pearly opales-

cence, and beautiful changeability of colour. Occurs

regularly crystallized ; in distinct concretions, which

are angulo-granular and lamellar ; massive and dis-

seminated. Lustre ranges from splendent to glisten-

ing, and even to dull, and is vitreo-pearly, or vitreous.

Fracture conchoidal, splintery, slaty, and earthy.

Ranges from transparent to opaque.

The transparent and translucent white-coloured

varieties, with the silvery or pearly opalescence, arc

named adularia

;

the white and grey transparent

varieties usually in small crystals, which are travers-

ed by numerous rents, are named glassy felspar

:

the

translucent varieties, with various shades of colour,

such as white and red, and rarely blue and green,

are tlic most abundant, and hence arc named com-

mon felspar ; the dark-grey varieties, with the J^cau-

tiful changeability of colour, are named Labradoi

felspar, from the country wlicre tliey were first found ;

the feebly translucent conipact varieties, with splint-

ery fracture, are named compact felspar ; the slaty

varieties, witli feeble lustre imd transluccncy, ar(‘

ivaxocd slaty felspar or clinkstone f \\\ii varieties, in*

a comparatively loose state of aggregation, and wiili-

OLit lustre and transparency, aceording to ibeir de-

grees of compactness, are named porcelain earth,

earthy fclspai , and clai/^tone.

Gcognostic and Geographic Sdiialions—Felspar i^

one of the most abundant minerals in nature, as ir

occurs in moi*t of the principal rock formation.". I'

abounds in the Alpine districts of Scotland, Eng-

land, and Ireland, in granite, syenite, gneiss, por*

phyry, trap, and quartz rocks.

3- Pyramidal Felspar, or iS67i;?o/zjfr.—.Jameson

Pyramidaler Feldspatli, Mohs.—Meionit, Scapo-

lith, Schmcizstein, Werner—Paranthinc, Meionitc,

Werncritc, Dipyre, Hauy.

Specific Charaiier.—Pyramidal. Pyramid =136*^

7'
;
63®48'. Cleavage, P—x. More perfect, T

-j-QC'. [P+x]* Hardness =5.0, —5-5. 8p. gr.

=2.5, .^2.8.

Description.—Colours white, grey, green, red, and
black. Occurs regularly crystallized; in distinct

concretions, which are senpifonn, fibrous, or radiat-

ed, and angulo-granular; massive and disseminated

Lustre ranges from splendent to glimmering, and i.s

pearly, resino- vitreous, and rcsino-pearly. Fracture

conchoidal, uneven. Ranges from transparent to

opaque. ^
The white and more transparent and highly crys-

tallized varieties are named Mcionite, while the

others have received the names Scapditc, Paranthinc,

Werncritc, Dipyre, and Schmelzsiein.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—The mei-

unite varieties arc found in drusy cavities in granu-

lar foliated limestone, along with nepheline, augite,

mica, pleonaste, garnet, and calcareous spar, on
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MmcrttkjgyMont© Somraa, noarNapleaj the ickpolitc varieties

^ occur in beds of magnetic ironstone and iron pyrites,

in gneiss, along with quartz, felspar, mica, horn-
blcndci egidote, garnet, augite, drc. at Arcndal, in

Norway; 'also in Sweden/ Finland, Saxony, Py-
renees, &c,

•.Wrto//7c~!VIuschIicherWernerite, Fcltstein, fVer-

wer- Lythrodes, Karstati, Purre grassc, llauy.

Speckle CAorac^er-^Prismatic. Cleavage, P

—

u
GO . Pr+oo, Less distinct, P+«, Hardness, =:

r).5, —6.a Sp. gr. -2M6, —2.618-
Descnption,~Co]oiir6 muddy flesh-red and green-

ish-grey, inclining to blue- Occurs massive. Lustre
glistening and resinous. Fracture flat conchoidal, in-

dining to splintery and uneven. Translucent. %
Gcognostic and Geographic Situations Occurs

imbedded in syenite, along with titanite, zircon,

and molybdena, at Laurwig, and Friedrichsivarn, in

Norway,

Genus Vlll.—

A

voite.

Prismatic. Lustre not metallic-pearly. Plard-

iiesB =4.5, —7,0. Sp. gr. =2-7* —3.5- If the

hardness is above 6.0, the sp. gr. =3.2, and more.
If the sp. gr. is under 3.0, tim cleavage is very per-

fecl^ and in the direction of oblique-angular prisms.

1. Pnratomous Jameson.

Paratomcr Augit, Mo!is^—Augit, ff enter—Py-
roxene, Haul/.

Specific Chaiacler.—Prismatic. Pyramid =152"
12'; 120®; GTS'. P+qo=51^19'. Combination

P
hcmi-prlsmatic . - = 120'^. Cleavage, fPr+x .fzz

87 ' 12', Pr+x . Pr+x. Sometimes
~)y . (Fig. 32,

29 , 28, 38.) Hardness =5-0, —6-0. Sp- gr. =
.3.2, —3.5.

Description—Colours, green, black, and brown;
also grey and white. Occurs regularly crystallized ;

in granular and hbrous concretions
;
massive and

disseminated. Lustre ranges from .‘Splendent to

glimmering, and is vitreo-resmous, re.sino-pearly, and
resinous. PVacture conchoidal and uneven. Ranges
from transparent to translucent on the edges.

Those varieties in which the colours are white and

pale green, generally crystallized, vrith a vitreous

external, and pearly internal lustre, and translucent,

are named Diopside, Musite, /Halite, and by some
Baihdite; those, again, in which the goiiours are

darker green and muddy grey, less frequShtly crys-

tallized, but disposed in straight, lamellar, and granu-

lar concretions, with a shining, vitreous, or pearly

lustre, and translucent on the edges, are named iSV/4-

liic, Pyrogomc, Fassaiie, Malacolitc, and by some

Baiknlitc ; other varieties, in which the colours are

black and dark green, with conchoidal and uneven frac-

tuite, resinous lustre, and opaque or faintly translu-

cent on the edges, are named Vonchoidal Augilc and

Common Augite; those varieties in which the co-*

lours are principally leek-green and grcenish-black,

generally in loosely aggregated angulo-granular

concretions, with a shining vitreo-rcsinous lustre,
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uneven fracture, and ranging from translucent to ^Hnexology..

opaque, are named Cocoolite and Qrmular Augite ;

and, lastly, the fibrous varieties have been described
as Amianthtts.

Geognosiic and Geographic Situations The diop-
side varieties are found imbedded in serpentine, and
associated with magnetic iron-ore in Piedmont;
the sahlite in bedl^'of primitive trap, limestone, and
magnetic iron*ore, subordinate to gneiss and mica
slate in Scotland, Ireland, and Scandinavia ; the con-
choidal augite and common augite occur principally

in secondary trap rocks ; and the coccolite and gra-
nular augite in the iron mines of Arendal, in Nor-
way, in gneiss.

2i Hemi^prismatic Augite, or Uornhlendc,—3meAO\\.

Hemi-prismatischer Augit-spath, Mohs,—Horn-
blende, &c. IFm/rr.—Amphibole, Ha'uy,

Specific Character,—Prismatic. Pyramid =151^
8'; 148® 39'; 42" 22' . P+»=87‘' 11'. Combi-

P
nation, hemi-prismatic, 148® 39'. Cleavage,

(Pr-|-x 34\ Loss distinct, Pr+w . Pr-f
X

.
(Fig. 32, 29, 28.) Hardness =5.0, — 6.0.

Sp. gr. =2.7, —3.2.
Description—Colours green, white, black, grey,

blue, and brown. Occurs regularly crystallized ; in

fibrous, radiated, and granular distinct concretions.

Lustre ranges from splendent to feebly glimmering,

and lustre vitreo-pearly, pearly, or vitreous, and vi-

treo-resinous. Fracture conchoidal, uneven, and
slaty. Alternates from transparent to opaque.

The varieties with dark green and black colours,

in granular and fibrous concretions, and in which
the lustre ranges from splendent to shining, and is

pearly or pearly- vitreous, and the transparency from

transparent to translucent on the edges, are named
Ilornhlende and CaritUliinc ; the varieties with light

green, and also greenish-grey, and sometimes brown
and yellow colours, rarely crystallized (and then

generally in reed* like crystals), more frequently

massive, and in radiated, fibrous, and granular con-

cretions, with a pearly or vitreous, splendent, shin-

ing, or glistening lustre, and transparency varying

from transparent to opaque, are named jictynolite

and Calainile : the white and blue varieties, disposed

in fibrous, radiated, and granular concretions, with a

lustre which is shining, or glistening and pearly, or

vitreo-pearly, and ranging from translucent to trans-

lucent on the edges, arc named Tremolite

;

other

varieties, in which the colours are white, green, yel-

low, blue, atid brown, and disposed in flexible, sMn-

ing, silky, fibrous concretions, are named Flexible

Asbestus, or Amianthus; others, which are of a
white colour, or grey colour, and disposed in minute

promiscuous fibrous concretions, and so liglit as to

swim in masses in water, are named Mountain Cork;

those in which the colours arc generally green, and

disposed in straight, shining, pearly, rigid, fibrous

enneretioDB, are named Rigid, or Common Asbestus j

and, lastly, those varieties in w'hich the colour is

wood-brown, and in general aspect much resem-

bling fossil wood, are named or Ligneous

Asbestus.

3 M
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Mincfidogy. OeognasHc mi Geographic S2V?/«/iVmj.—The horn-

Uende varieties dbound in primitive and transition

rocks, and are also met with in those of the second-

ary class; those named actynolite and tremolite

scarcely occur in secondary rocks, being confined

principally to those of the primitive class ; while the

« asbestine varieties are princtpaJIv met with in the

serpentine rocks of primitive ana transition moun-
tains. Numerous localities of this species occur ia

Scotland, England, and Ireland.

3. Prismatoid^l Augite, or Jameson.

Prismatoidischer' Augit-spath, AfoAf*—Epidote,
Hauy,

Speeyk C/Mirac/er.-«.Prisniatic- Pyramid unknown.

Combination bemi-prismatic. Cleavage, two faces,

of which one is more distinct than the other. Inci-

dence = 114° 37'. Hardness =6.0, —7.(X Sp.

gr. =3.ii. —3.5.
Description Colours green and grey. Occurs

regularly crystallized; in granular, fibrous, and pris-

matic concretions. Lustre ranges from splendent

to glimmering, and is resino-pearly. Fracture con-

choidal, uneven, splintery, and sometimes nearly

earthy. Ranges from transparent to translucent on

the edges. Brittle, and easily frangible.

The green varieties are numod simply epidote, or

jmtacite ; while the grey and less perfectly crystal-

lized varieties are named zoisUe.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations—It occurs

principally in primitive rocks, such as gneiss, mica-

slate, syenite, &c. Inverness-shire, Ross-shire, the

Shetland Islands, and other parts of Scotland, af-

ford many varieties of it.

4. Prismatic Augite, or Talndar^Spar—SzxaQmvi,

Prismatiseber Augit spath, ^Schaalstein,

Werner—Spath en Tables, IJauy,

Specific Character,—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage, P+ oo =105'^ (nearly). Pr-f Pr+co.
Sp. gr. =2.7, —2.9.

Description,—

C

cAomv white. Occurs in granular

and lamellar concretions ; also massive and dissemi-

nated. Lustre ranges from shining to glistening, and

is pearly-vitreous. Fracture splintery. Translu-

cent. Brittle.

Geognoitic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

primitive rocks in the Bannat, and in rocks of the

same description in the island of Ceylon.

Genus IX—Azuhe-Spar-

Colour blue. Hardness =5.0,—6.0. Sp. gr. =
3.0, —3.1.

1. Prismatic Jameson.

Lazulit, Werner,—Lazulite, Hauy.

Specific Character,—Prism^uic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage V+co. 30.) Colour live-

Hardness =5.0, —5.5.

Dcicn^/ion—Colour blue. Occurs massive. Frac-

ture uneven. Opaoue. Very feebly translucent on

the edges. Easily frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Occurs

Imbedded in ffbartz, in the district of Vorau, in MlnsaUDgy.

Stiria.

2. Prismatoidal Jameson.

Blauspati], IfVrner.—Feldspath, Hhuy,
Specific Character,—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage prismatoidal. Colour pale. Hardness/ =
5.5, —6-0.

7:

Description,.—Colour blue. Occurs massive and
disseminated. Lustre glistening. Fracture splintery.

Feebly translucent. Yields a greyish >white streak.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations, in

primitive rocks in Stiria.

* 1. Azure^StonCj or Lapis Lazuli,

Lazurstein, Werner,

Tessular. Form dodecahedral. Cleavage un-
known, imperfect. Azure blue. Hardness =5.5,
—6,0, Sp. gr. =2.767, —2.959.

Colour blue. Occurs massive, with disseminated

marble and iron pyrites. Lustre glistening and glim-

mering. Fracture uneven. Feebly translucent on
the edges.

Geogfiostic and Geographic Siluations.^^ccnrs
in rocks of limestone in Persia and China.

2. Hattyn€‘Lalialite—Haiiy.

Prismatic. Cleavage P. More distinct P— qo
,

Blue. Scratches glass. Sp. gr. =2.687, Gmelin.

3.333, Gismondi.

3, Calailc or Mineral 7'isrquois,

Form unknown. Massive. Blue...green. Streak

white. Hardness =6. Sp. gr. =2.830.. ,.3.0.

4. Amhiygonite.—Breithaupt and Mohft.

Prismatic. P-f-oo =106*^ 10'. Cleavage, P+ 00 .

Hardness =6. Sp. gr. =3.0.

5. Diaspore, Diaspore—Hauy and Mohs,

Prismatic. Cleavage, P+oo. =130® nearly. More
u

distinct Pr + od . Scratches glass, Sp. gr. =3.433.

6. Gehlenite, Gehlenit.— and Hauy.

Pyramidal, or prismatic. Cleavage unknown, or

very imperfect. Hardness =5.5.—6. Sp. gr. =2.0,—3 . 1 .

Order VII.—Gem.

No metallic lustre. Streak while or grey- Hard-
ness =5..'5,— lO.O. Sp. gr. =3.9,—4.7- If hard-

ness =6.0, and less, the sp. gr* =2.4, and less, and
no traces of form or cleavage. If sp. gr. is less than

S.8, ther&is no pearly lustre.

Genus I.—Andalusite.

Prismatic. Cleavage, not prismatoidal. Uardness
=7.5. Sp. gr. =3.0,—3.2.

1 . Prismatic Andalusite^—

Prismatischer Andalusit, AfoAf—Andolusit, Wor^
fier.—Feldspath apyre, Hauy,

Specific Character.— Prismatic. Pyramid un-
u —

known. Cleavage, P-fiOo. ^ Pr-f-oo. Pr-foo
.
(Fig.

30, 29, 28.)

Description.—Colours red and grey. Occate re-

12
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MineroloRy- gularly cryBtallized and maiaive. l^ustre shining^

giisteningj and vitreous. Fracture uneven. Feebly
translucent.

Geognostic and Geographic Sitaalions^'^OccuTB in

gneiss in Shetland Islands, and in Aberdeenshire.

* Fibrolile.—Bournon.

tVismatic. P+oo =100^. Cleavage imperfect.

Hardness more considerable than quartz, and sp. gr.

=3.214. Occurs in the Carnatic.

• Chiaa^ite. Hohlspath, rT^rncr.—.Made, Hauy.

Prismatic. ?+« =84^48. Pr =120 nearly.

Cleavage, P— oo . Pr -|-oo . Pr+oo . All of them
imperfect. Hardness =5,—5*5. Sp. gr. =2.9,rr"
3.0. Occurs in cluy-slate near Keswick in Cumbei^-

land, and near Balahulish in Argyllsliire.

Genua II.—Corundum.

Tessulnr, rhomboidal, prismatic. Hardness =8.0.

—9.0. Sp. gr. =3.5,—4.8. If prismatic, the sp.

gr. =8.7} and more, and hardness =8.5. If colour

red, and sp. gr. =3.7» and mf}re, the hardness =9-0.

1. Dodecahedral Corundum,—Jameson.

Dodecacdrischer Corund, Mohs— Spinel and

Zeilanit, IVcrner.—Spinelle, Ilaujp

Specific Character

•

—Tessular. Cleavage, octa-

hedral, but obtained with difficulty. Hardness =8.0.

Sp. gr, 8.5, —41.8.

Description.—Colours red, and sometimes green,

black, blue, yellow, brown, and white. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized. Lustro splendent and vitreous.

i’Vacture conchoidal. Uunges from transparent to

translucent on the edges.

The dark green and black varieties, which are

only translucent on the edges, are named eeylanite ;

and all the others spinel or spinel^ruhy,

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations—The cey-

lanitc varieties occur in the sand of rivers in Ceylon

;

the others also in Ceylon, Pegu, and other coun-

tries.

2. Octahedral Corundum or Jameson.

Octaedrischer Corund, Mohs.— Autoroalite, Wer-

ner,—Spinelle Zincifere, llauy.

Specific Character.—Tessular. Cleavage, octahe-

dral, and easily obtained. Hardness =8. Sp. gr.

=4.1, „4.5.

Description*—Colour green. Occurs regularly

crystallized. External lustre pearly, inclining to

semi-metallic, internally shining and restn^us. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Opaque or faintly translucent on

the edges.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.—

O

ccutb

imbedded in talc, and associated with lead-glance at

Faldun in Sweden,

3. Rhomhoidal Corundunk—Jameson.

Rhomboedrischer Corund, Mohs,

Specific Character.— Rhomboidal. Rhomboid

=86° 6'. Cleavage R—» . More perfect R. Hard-

ness =9*0. Sp. gr. ^3 8, —4.3.

Descriptton.^C6\o\xTs blue, red, grey, white, green,

yellow, brown, and black. Occurs regularly cry-

stallized and massive. Lustre ranges from splendent Mtaeialyy.

to glimmering, and vitreous, or vitreous sometimes
inclining to adamantine. Fracture conchoidal and

^
uneven. Ranges fc^ transparent to feebly trans-

lucent on the edges.

The transpareht blue varieties arc named sapphire ;

the transparent red varieties, oriental ruby ; the mas-
sive, nearly opaqne, grey and black varieties, emery ;

the translucent, massive, and crystallized varieties,

common corundum ; and the brown faintly translu-

cent varieties, adamantine spar.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—The finest

sapphires and oriental rubies are found in alluvial

soil in Ceylon and Pegu, and ofher countries ;
the

emery occurs in primitive talc-slate in Saxony
;
the

common corundum and adamantine spar in granite,

syenite, and other rocks in India and China.

4. Prismatic Corundum, or Chrysoberyl—.Jameson.

Prismatischer Corund, -KrysoberylJ, Wer-
ner,—Cymophanc, 11any.

Specific Character—Prismatic. Pyramid =139*
53' ;

86° 16'
; 107° 29'. P+oo =128° 35'. Cleav-

u
age =Pr+ 00 . Less perfect Pr+ x . (Fig. 29, 28.)

Hardness =8.5. Sp, gr. =3.7,—3.8.

Description.—Colour green, and often ejxhibits a
milk-white opalescence. Occurs regularly crystal-

lized, and in blunt edged pieces. Lustre splendent
and resino-vitreous. Fracture conchoidal. Semi-
transparent and transparent.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations,—Occara
imbedded iu granite veins in America, and in alluvial

soil in Ceylon.

Genus 111

—

Diamond.

Tessular. Hardness =10. Sp.gr. =3.+—3.6.

1. Octahedral Diamond.—

3

. Specific Character—Tessular. Cleavage octahe-

dral.

Description—Its colours are more numerous than

that of most other minerals, and of the various

tints the grey and white are the most frequent ; and
it exhibits beautiful red, yellow, and blue varieties.

Occurs regularly crystallized, and in roundish grains.

Tlic lustre splendent and adamantine. Fracture

conclioidal. Transparent and semi-transparent.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—It has

hitherto been (bund principally loose in alluvial soil,

ill the warmer regions of the earth, as Brazil, Bor-

neo, and the Peninsula of India.

Genus IV.4*-.Topaz.

Prismatic. Cleavage axotoraous. Hardness =8.
Sp. gr. =3.4,—3.6.

1% Prismatic Topaz.—Jameson.

Prismatischer Topaz, Mohs-—Topaz. Physalit.

Piknit, Werner.—Silicc Fluatee Alumineuse, Hatty.

Specific Character,—Prismatic. Pyramid =141^
7'; 101^^52'; 90^55'. P-foo =1240 19'. Com-
bination^ sometimes with diflerent planes on opposite

ends. Cleavage, P+ 00
.

(Fig. 27.)

Description.—Colours yellow, green, blue, red.
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grejr,white. Occurs regularly crystallized^alaoirt jpris-

matic and granular concretions, and maasiae. , Lustre

ranges fhuti splendent to glistening, and is vitreous

and resinous* Fractui'e conchjudal and uneven. Han-
ges from transparent to translucent on the edges.

Easily* and unconiinonJy easily frangible.

The highly crystallised and transparent varieties

are named prccims topaz; those in prismatic distinct

concretions, with a slight degree of transluoency on
the edges, and which are uncommonly easily fran-

gible, schvrlous to2)az ; and those in coarse granular

concretions, with a low degree of lustre, and feeble

translucencj on ti|e edges, phpaliie.

GeognosilC anS'^^eographic Sltuaiio7\s,—Precious

topaz occurs in alluvial soil in the upper parts of

Abor^penshire, and in primitive rocks in Cornwaii

;

schorlous tepaz is said also to occur in Aberdeen-

shire; and the physalite in granite, at Finbo in Swe-

den.

Genus V

—

Emerald.

Rhomboidal. Prismatic. Cleavage rliomboido-

axotomous and peritomous, or prismatoidal. Hard-

ness =7 .5
,
8.0. Sp. gr. =2.6,—3.2.

1. Primatic Emerald^ or Eudase—Jameson.

Enclas, Wenier*—PrismatlscherSmaragd, Mohs ,

—

Euclaso,

Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known.* P+ 00 =133" 26'. Combination, hemi-

prismatic.
P
2’

Cleavage, Pr-I- od . Very distinct.

Hardness =7.ri. Sp. gr. =2.9, —3.2.

Descripl 'wiu—Colours green, while, and blue. Oc-

curs regularly crystallized. Lustre splendent. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Transparent and translucent. Ve-

ry easily frangible.

(rcognoatic and Geographic Situations ,—This bca\i-

tiful and rare mineral has been hitherto found only

in Peru and Brazil.

2. Rhomboidal Emerald,—Jameson,

Hbomboedrischcr Smaragd, Mohx,—Emcraude,

Jinny,

Specific Rhomboidal, R= )[04f® 28'.

Combination di-rhornboidal. 2 (R)=:138® 35' :90.

Cleavage, R— 00 • Less perfect, P+co . Hardness

=7.5, —8.0. Sp. gr. =2.6, —2.8.

Description, — Colours green, blue, yellow, and

grey. Occurs regularly crystallized, and in thin

prismatic concretions. Lateral planes longitudinally

streaked or smooth. Lustre ranges from splendent to

glistening, and is vitreous. Fracture conchoidal.

Ranges from transparent to translucent on the edges.

Easily frangible.

The varieties, with cmerald-grccn colours, and,

in short, smooth, transparent, and translucent prisms,

with.rough terminal planes, ok named eme-

ralds while tlie others, in whic.^be colours are green,

#blue, yellow, and grey, and crystallized in long lon-

gitudinally streaked prisms, are named beryls or com-

mon emerald,

Geop^nostic and Geographic Situations^—The pre-

cious emerald is found in mica-slatc, and clay-slate.

imd the fioest^arieties are those imported from Pe- Minrraiojr}.

ni. The beryl, or common.ememU, occurs in Aber-

deenshirc ; but nearly all the varieties, met with in

trade, are brought from Ulpaia.
'

If ^ “pi

Genus VL—QuAUte.

Jfhoniboida), prismatic. Cleavage not axotorpoii.c.

Hardness =.5.5, —7.5 . Sp. gr. = 1

.

9 ,
—2.7.

1. Pri.malic QuaiiZs or Jolite,—Jnincson.

Pfismatischer Quarz, Mohs—rlcliih. Pdiom, /Ft/ -

ner,—lolithc, liaily.—Dichroite* Steinh^lito, Aurl,

Specific Cha? acter*—Prismatic. Pyractti4<miknown.

Cleavage, P+ 00 =1 20® (nearly). Pr-fx (Fig.

3^), 29.) Hardness =7*0, —7-5. Sp. gr, =2.^
—2.6*.

Descriptiov,^Colour blue. Of an indrgo blue co-
lour, when viewed in the direction of the axis, but
viewed perpendicular to the axis, is brownish yellow.

Occurs rarely crystallized, generally massive and dis-

seminated. Lustre shining and vitreous. Fnicture
uneven and conchoidal. Translucent in the direc-

tion of the axis, and transparent at right-angles to it.

Gcognostio and Geographic Situations,— in

granite, gneiss, and it is said also in volcanic tufhi;

Abo in Finland, Arendal in Norway, St Gothard in

Switzerland, and Granatillo in Spain, arc localities

of this mineral.

2. Rhomboidal Quartz,—Jameson.

Quartz, rPerwe/v—Rhomboedri8cher(-iuarz, Mohs.
Specific CVmrflc/en—Rhomboidal. Rhomboid =

75^’ 4'7'. Combination, hemi-rliomboidai and hemi-

dirhomboidal. R+tj and (P-fw')”^, with inclined

planes, and P-f w" with parallel planes. Cleavage',

P=133'' 38'
;
103® 53'. P-f x. Hardness =7.0.

Sp. gr. =2.5, —2.7.
Description,—Colours white, grey, rarely black,

blue, green, yellow, red, and brown. Occurs regu-

larly crystallized ; in granular, fibrous, prismatic, and
lamellar concretions ; also massive, disseminated, in

plates, stalactitic, reniform, botryoidal, globular, spe-

cular, vesicular, and cellular. Lustre ranges fioni

splendent to glimmering, and is vitreous. Fracture

conchoidal, even, uneven, and splintery. Ranges from

transparent to opaque. Brittle, and easily frangible.

The transparent and highly crystallized varieties

arc named rock crystal. The pyramidal, translucent,

and transparent varieties, having generally a violca

blue colour, and disposed in prismatic, fibrous, and

lamellar concretions, are named amethyst. The mas^-

sive, strongly translucent, rose-red, and milk-white

varieties, arc named rose quartz. Those varletie:-

which have generally grey or white colours, the py-
ramidal form, and occur massive* disseminated, and
in the various particular external forms enumerated

above, with a low degree of lustre and translucency,

are named common quartz. The leek-green translu-

cent varieties, with a resino-vitreous lustre, and con-

choido'fiplintery fracture, are named pra&e* The
cat's eye is a variety, with a beautiful opalescence,

like the light of the eye of the cat. Those opaque

varieties, in which the colours ore. red, brown* and

yellowi and the lustre shining externally, and glist-

10
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amall conchoidat, are nanied irm-JlinL Those varie-

ties which exhibit grey, yellow, brown^ red, and green,

generally muddy coloursi and' which occur massive

and in exwaneous uxternal iriiapes, with a splintery, or

conchoidal, and dull, or glimmenng fracture, and are

opaque or translucent on the edges, are mmedfi^orn-

storie. The grey, brown, and blew varieties which ge-

nerally occur massive, dnd in various particular and
extraneous external forma^ and exhibit a glimmering

lustre, cji^cboidal fracture, and feeble translucency,

arc namla^rnr. The semi-transparent and translu-

cent vavieties, in massive and various particular ex-

ternal forms, with an even and dull fVacture surface,

are named common calcedon^. The beautiful applet

green strongly translucent varieties are named
SQprase, The grass-green varieties, with glimmering
lustre, conchoidal fracture, and strong translucenc}',

are named plasma. The semi-transparent and strong-

ly translucent varieties, with glistening or shining vi-

treous lustre and conchoidal fracture, and with vari-

ous tints of red, brown, yellow, green, and white, arc

named carnelian. I'he beautiful variety, named helio^

fropv, is well characterized, on a general view, by its

green colour, and disseminated spots of red and yel-

low jasper. Those varieties, in which the colours arc

red, brown, and black, and seldomer yellow or green,

which occur massive and disseminated, with a frac-

ture ranging from conchoidal to earthy, and lustre

from glistening to dull, and are opaque, arc named
jasper* And, lastly, the white and grey varieties,which

are so porous and light, as to swim on the surface

of water, are named spon^ifonn quartz^ or fitfaistone.

Gvognoslic and Geographic Situafiohs*—Quartz is

very universally distributed, and, us far as we know
at present, is the most abundant mineral in nature.

It occurs in every rock, from granite to the newest

secondary formation; and every country, every dis-

trict in the world, afford examples of this mineral.

S. Cncleavabk Qwar/s.—Jameson.

IJnthcilbarer Quartz, Mohs.

Spcri/ic Character .— Heniform.... Massive. No
cleavage. Hardness =5.5, —6.5. Sp. gr, =1.9,
—2 .2 .

Description .—Colours white and grey, also green,

yellow, brown, red, and black, and sometimes dis-

plays a beautiful play of colour. Occurs massive,

and in various particular external forms. Lustre

ranges from splendent to glistening, and is vitrequs,

or vitreo- resinous. Ranges from transparent to

opaque.

The grey and white varieties, with glisteningandshin-

ing pearly lustre, and translucent on the edges, or

translucent in the mass, are named quartzy sinter^ or

j)earl sinter* The yellowish and greyish white varie-

ties with the botryoidal and other particular external

forms, conchoidal fracture and vitreous lustre, and

which arc strongly translucent, are named hyalite.

The milk-white varieties, with the beautiful play ofva-

rious rich and pure colours, are named precious opal.

The transparent varieties, with the beautiful carmine-

red and apple-green if^idcscence, arc named Jire opal.

Those varieties which are milk-white, and frequently

dendritic, with a pearly, shining, or glistening lustre,

conchoidal fracture, and complete opacity, are named Mineralo^*

moiher^qf-pcarl opaU or cadiolong. The commmi
opal diflbrs from the precious, principally in wanting
tne play of colour. The feebly translucent varieties,

with conchoidal fracture, and glistening vitreo-resi-

nous lustre, and white, grey, and brown colours, are

named semi-opal. Those varieties, in which the co-

lours are red, yellow, and grey, with a shining vitreo-

resinous lustre, conchoidal fracture, and opacity, arc

nomod ja<iper^opaL Those varieties which occur in

various vegetable forms, and are really vegetables

impregnated, or petrified with opal, are named xvood^

opal. And, lastly, the brown and yellowish grey tu-

berose varieties arc named mcmlite.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations Tiiis spe-

cies has a comparatively limited geognostic and geo-

graphic distribution. The quartzy sinter occurs in

the vicinity of hot-springs, as in Iceland arid other

countries; the hyalite in secondary trap-rocks in Scot-

land, Germany
; and the various opals are found prin-

cipally in secondary trap, and in porphyry rocks in

Hungary, Germany, Scotland, and other countries.

4. Fusible Quartz.—Jameson.

Empyrodox Quartz, Mohs.

Specific Character.—-In grains,... Massive. No
cleavage. Hardness =6.0,~7.0. Sp. gr. =2.2, —
2.4.

Description,—Colours black, green, and grey; al-

so brown, blue, red, yelloiv, and white. Occurs in

globular, lamellar, and prismatic concretions
; mas-

sive, vesicular, and porous. Lustre ranges from

splendent to glimmering, and is vitreous, resinous

and pearly. Ranges from transparent to opaque.

The varieties, with splendent and viireous lustre,

conchoidal fracture, .nml ranging from transparent to.

tran^lucenl on the edges, arc named obsidian
;
those

again in which the lustre is shining and resinous, and
translucent on the edges, are named pilch^tonc

;

the beautiful varieties in globular and concent lic \\\-

incllar, shining, pearl), translucent concretions, pri'

lisaned pearl 1^1one ; and lastly, the wdiiic and grey
^

varieties, which are vesicular and fibrous, with a vi-

treous or jiearly lustre, and often so liglit as to swim
on water, are named pumice.

GcOgtio.\fi( and Geographic Situations.—All llie

minerals of this series are, by some, said to be ct‘

volcanic origin, by others to have a double origin,

in some r.ises being volcanic, in others of Neptunian
formation. The pitchstonc abounds in Scotland, in

the Island of Arran, also in the Isle of Egg, in

Rum, Skye, and other quarters; pcarlstone occurs

in gieat beauty in Hungary and lecJanJ, and both

pumice and obsidian are productions oi' Iceland, the

Lipari Islands, and of other districts, said to be nf

volcanic origin.

Genus VII.—Axinite.

Perfect vitreous lustre. Hardnefs =6.5,^

—

Specific gravity =r.S.O,—
'W

1. Prismatic Aseiniic—.lameson.

Prismatificher Axinit, Mohs ,—Thumerstein, Wer-

ncr.— Axinite, Jlauy.

Specific Character,—Prismatic. Pyramid unknow n

.
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Miylggy> Combi natiofi^ t6tttrto»prismatic. Cleavage, tva faces,

the one more dratinct than the other. Incidence ss

101® SO'.

Description,’-^oXouTH brovm^ blue, and sometimes

grey and i)iack ^ Occurs regularly crystallized
;
in

curved lamellar concretions, and massive. Lustre

externally splendent, rnternally glistening, or shining,

and vitreous. Ranges from transparent to feebly

translucent. Brittle, and very easily frangible.

Geornosiic and Geographic Situation,—Occurs in

beds and veins in gneiss, mica-slate, clay-state, and
hornblende-slate. It occurs in small quantities in

Cornwall, but no wl^re else in Great Britain.

Genus VIIL—Chrysolite.
Perfect vitreous lustre. Hardness r=6.5, —7-0.

Sp. gr. =3.S, —3.5.

1. Prismatic Chrysolite.

Prismatischer Krisolilh, Mohs.—Peridot, Haiiy.

Specific Character,—Prismatic. Pyramid =107®
46'; J19®41'. P-fo6=94^3'. Clcav-

age, Pr+ 00 . Less distinct Pr+ x . (Fig. 29, 28.)

Description.—Colour green. Occurs regularly

crystallized. Lustre splendent and vitreous. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Transparent.

The varieties in granular distinct concretions, and
which have a lower degree of transparency and lus-

tre than the more highly crystallized kinds, arc those

generally described under the name olivine.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.^The mi*

iicral occurs principally in secondary irap-rocks, and
in alluvial strata. The olivine variety is not unfre-

quent in some of the middle and western districts of

Scotland. The chrysolites of commerce are brought

from the Brazils and Upper Lgypt.

Genus IX.—Boracite.

Tessular. Hardness =7- Sp. gr.=2.8,—3.0.

1. Ociahtdral HornciVt*.—Jameson*

^ Octaedrischer Borazit, Borazit, Werner.

—Magnesie Borat^e, Hauy.

Sjjecific Character.—Tessular. Combination, semi-

tessular of inclined planes. Cleavage, imperfect.

Description.—Colours white and grey. Occurs

regularly crystallized. Internally shining and ada-

mantine. Fracture conchoidal. Translucent and
transparent.

Geognosfic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs im-

bedded in secondary gypsum, in Hanover and Hol-

stein.

Genus X.

—

Tourmaline.

Rhomboidal. Hardness —7.0,—7-5. Sp. gr. =
3.0,—3.2.

J. Rhomboidal Tounnalinc,—Jameson.

Rhomboedrischer Turmaline, ^hs.—Tourmaline,
Haiiy.

Specific CAarcefer.—Rhomboidal. Rhomboid =
135® 26^ Combination, with different planes on

opposite extremities. Cleavage, R. P+oc .

Dcffcr/;>/iow.—Colours black, brown, green, blue,

red, and white: Occurs regularly crystallized ; in Mioenlogy.

prismatic and granular distinct concretions, massive

and disseminated. Lustre ranges from splendent to

glistening! and is vitreous. Fracture conchoidal and
uneven. Ranges from transparent to ope^e. Brit-

tle and easily tangible.

Tile black coloured opaque varieties, with ^ineven

fracture, are named jwkorl; all Ihe others are ragged

under the title tourmaline.

Geognosiic and Geographic Situations,—It occurs

imbedded in granite, gneiss, mica^slate, Jbalc-slate,

chlorite slate, dolomite, topaz-rock» and qmUtrtz-rock;

also in felspar, mica, talc, &c. and in alluvial strata.

The schorl varieties occur in various primitive rocks

in the Alpine districts of Scotland, and the purer

varieties, or tourmaline, properly so called, are met
with in Siberia, Spain, and many other countries.

Genus XI.—Garnet.

Tessular, pyramidal, prismatic. Lustre not pure

vitreous. Hardness =6.0,—7.5. Sp. gr.=5.0.—4..3.

If colour red, the sp. gr. =3.7, and more. If black,

sp. gr. =3.9, and less. If hardness, 7.5, the colour

is red or brown.

Z. Pyramidal Garnet, of Jameson.

Pyramidalcr Granat, Mohs.—Vesuvian, and £go-
ran, IFcrwcr.—Idocrase, Haiiy*

Specific PyramidaK Pyramid =129°
29'; 74® J4'* Cleavage,?

—

qo.P+«. [P+ooj.
Hardness =6-5. Sp. gr. =3.5,—3.4.

Description—Colours green and brown, and rare-

ly blue. Occurs regularly crystallized; in granular

distinct concretions, massive, and disseminated. Ex-
ternally splendent, and internally feebly shining and
vitreo-resinous. Fracture uneven, inclining to small

conchoidal. Ranges from transparent to translucent

in the edges,

Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

primitive rocks in Ireland, also in Scotland
; and on

the continent of Europe the most beautiful varieties

are there found in the unaltered ejected masses in

Somma, near Naples, where they are associated with

granular limestone, garnet, hornblende, mica, chlo-

rite, augite, meionite, ncpheline, magnetic iron-ore,

&c.

2. Tetrahedral Garnet, or He/vmc.—Jameson.

Helvin, Werner—Tetraedrischer Granat, Mohs.

Specific Character—Tessular. Combination, sc-

mi-tes^iular of inclined planes. Cleavage, octahe-

dral, but imperfect. Hardness =6.0,—6.5. Sp. gr.

= 3.1,—3.3.
Description,

—

Colours yellow, green, and brown.

Occurs regularly crystallized, and in granular dis-

tinct concretions. Lustre ranges from splendent to

glistening and vitreo-resinous. Fracture uneven.

Translucent.

Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

a bed in gneiss, associated with fluor-spar, slate-spar,

chlorite, quartz, blende, and copper-pyrites, near

Schwarzenberg, in Saxony.

3. Dodecahedral Garnet.—Jameson^

Specific Character.—Tessular. Cleavage dodcca-
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'z=S.5,—4.:^.
*

Desmptpn—Colours red, brown, green, black,

grey, and yello^w. Ocoiirs , regularly crystallized;

in anguio-^anular concretions, and massive. Lustre

raiij^cs from splendent to glimmering, and is vitreous

inclining to resinous, reamo^vltreous, and resino-ada-

niantine. Fracture conchoidal, spUntery, uneven.

Ranges from transparent to opaque.

The asparagus-green varieties in leucite formed
crystals a^e named grosmlare

;

the greyish^black

dodccahedfhil opaque varieties, which externally have

a metallic-like aspect, ‘pyreneite ; the velvet-black,

dodecahedral, opaque varieties, melanile ; the green,

brown, and grey massive varieties, with glimmeiing

lustre, and feeble translucency on the edges, atlochm

roile ; the brown and red varieties in granular con-

cretions, with resino-adamantine lustre, colophonite ;

tlic red highly crystallized transparent varieties, pre^

Clous garnet; the yellow nearly transparent varie-

ties topazolile or yellow garnet

;

the brown and green

varieties, in crystals often rounded on the edges, in

granular concretions, and translucent, or translucent

on the edges, common garnet

;

and lastly, the deep

biood-red variety in roundish and angular grains, and

completely transparent, pyrope.

Geognoslic and Geographic Situations,—This mine-

ral occurs principally in primitive rocks, cither dis-

seminated through them, or forming any ingredient

in the composition of subordinate beds; it is compa-

ratively rare in transition rocks, and is still less fre-

quently met with in secondary formations. In Scot-

land the precious garnet is common in several High-

land districts in Perthshire, Aberdeenshire, &c. ; and

the pyrope variety occurs in secoudary trap-rDcks in

Fifeshire. \

4*. Prismatic Garnet ^ or Ciwwawon-Sfonf.—Jameson.

Prisinatischcr Garnet, Mo/gv.—

K

atieclstein, Wer-

ner Essonite, lla'vy.

Specific Character, (Fig. 30.) Pyra-

mid unknown. Cleavage, =102^M0', indis-

tinct. Hardness =7.0,—7.5. Sp. gr. =3.5,—3.7.

Descript ion.^^Co\o\ii intermediate between hya-

cinth-red and orange-yellow. Occurs in granular

distinct concretions, and massive. Lustre shining

and resino-vitreous. Fracture conchoidal. Trans-

parent and translucent.

Geognostic and Geographic Sitnations,—Occmt^ in

gneiss in Kincardineshire; the finer varieties arc iiur

ported from Ceylon, where they are found in the beds

rivers, and also associated with gneiss.

5, Prismatoidal Garnet ,
or Jameson.

Prismatoidischer Granat, Mohs.—Granatit, Werner.

—Staurotide, Ilauy.

Specific CArtrac/tr,—Prismatic. Pyramid =131®

54'; 80® 48'
;
124® 48'. P-|-w=129® 30'. Cleav-

age, Pr-f- 00
,
perfect, (Fig. 29.) Hardness =7-0,—

7.5. Sp. gr. =3,3,—-3.9'

Dcscription.^CoXoyxv reddish brown. Occurs re-

gularly crysUllized. Internally the cleavage is shining

and splendent ;
fracture glistening and glimmering.

and resino-vitreous, Fracture uneven. Ranges from Minsrakgy.

semi-transparent to opaque.
^

Geodetic and Geographic Situations. in

^primitive rocks in the Shetland Islands and in Aber-
deenshire, and other parts of Scotland.

* Colour dark brown. Tessular. Cleav«

age, hexahedral. Hardness =7. Sp. gr. =3.446.
Eudialile,—Co\o\xT brownish red, Rhomboi-

dal, R=62®, Cleavage, R—00, Less distinct,

P-f 00 . Hardness =5.0,—5.5. Sp. gr. =2,8,—3.0.

Its native country is West Greenland.

Genus XII—Zircon.

Pyramidal. Hardness =7.5. Sp. gr. =4.5, 4.7.

J. Pyramidal Zircon,—Jameson,

Pyramidaler Zircon, Mohs.
Specific Character.—Pyramidal. Pyramid =123'’

19'; 84® 20'. Cleavage, P. P-|-x.
*

Description.—Colours grey and hyacinth red
;

also white, green, brown, and rarely yellow, blue,
and red. Occurs regularly crystallized. Lustre
splendent, shining, and adamantine-resinous and re-

sinO'vitreous. Fracture conchoidal. Ranges from
transparent to opaque.

Those varieties in which the cleavage is very dis-

tinct, and which liave frequently a hyacinth red co-
lour, are named hyacinth^ the other varieties common
zircon.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations,-^Occur8 in

syenite, granite, gneiss, primitive trap, in secondary
trap, and unaltered ejected masses of Sornma. The
syenite rocks of Ci alioway, the gneiss rocks of Invcr-

ncss-sliirc and of the Shetland Islands, afford examples
of this mineral.

Genus XII !.•—Gadolinite.

Prismatic. Colour black. Hardness =6.5,—7.0,

Sp. gr. =4.0,—4.3.

1. Priimaiic GWo/iniVe.—Jamason.

Prismatischer (<adolinit, Mohs.

Specific Chnraclcr.-Vrhmaiic, Pyramid unknown.

P-j- CO =110^ (nearly). Combination, hemiprismatic.

Description Colour black, and rarely iiyacinth

red. Occurs in granular and prismatic concretions,

and massive. Internally shining, and lustre, resino-

vitrcous% Fracture conchoidal, seldom uneven.

Opaque.

Geognosik and Geographic Situations^—Occurs in

beds of felspar, in mica-slatc at Ytterby, and in gra-

nite at Finbo, in Sweden.

^
Order VIIL—Ore.

Hardness =2.5, ••..••7. Sp.gr. =3.4, —7*4. If

the lustre is metallic, the colour is black. If the lustre

is not metallic, it is adamantine or imperfect, or se-

mi-metallic lustre. If the streak is yellow or red,

the hardness =3.5, and more, and the sp. gr. =4.8,

and more. If the streak is brown or black, the hard-

ness =5.0, and more, or the cleavage montomous.

If the hardness =4.5, and less, the streak is yellow,

red, or black. If hardness =6.5, and more, the

streak is white or grey, and the sp. gr. =6.5, and

more.
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Pyramidal^ prismatic. Hardness =;4A *-*6*^*

Sp. gn If sp. gr. less than 4.2, the

strcal: is vrhite Qr grey.

]. Prismatic Tiianium^Ore, or Sphene^—Jameson.

Prismatisclics Titan.erz, il/oA4r.«-Titanc Siliceo-

calcaire, Hauy,

Specific rVitarac/er.—Prismatic. Pyramid =111®
12'

;
88^ 47'

;
131® IC'. P+ OD =103'* 20'. Com-

P
bination, hemiprisinatic* ~=111^ 12'. Cleavage,

p .

“

Zf'
(Pig- 370 Streak white or grey. Hardness =

5.0, —3#5. Sp. gr. =3.4, —3.6.
I)wcn/)//on.~Colours brown, yellow, green, grey,

and white. Occurs regularly crystallized ;
in granu-

lar and lamellar distinct concretions, and massive.

1.

ustre ranges from s|)lendcnt to glistening, and is ada-

mantine. Fracture conchoidal. Ranges from trans-

parent to opaque.

One set of varieties, in which brown is the predo-

minating colour, is named co’^iMon sphene, or brown

tiianiutn^ore

;

and another, in which the principal

colours are yellow, and the cleavage distinct, is na-

med yellow tiianium-ore^ or foliated sphene*

Geognostic and Geographic Situations— This mi-

neral occurs imbedded in syenite in Invcrncss-shire,

Perthshire, Galloway, and many other quarters of

Scotland ;
it also occurs in syenite rocks in England.

2. Peritomous Tiianium-OrCy or Rutile—Jameson.

Peritomes Titan-erz, Mohs—Titan-oxyde,

—Rutil, Werner,

Sjmifio Character—Pyramidal. Pyramid —117^
2'; 95“ 13'. Cleavage, P+x. [P+^o]. Streak

brown. Hardness =6.0, —6.5. Sp. gr. =4.2, —4.4.

Colours brown, red, yellow, and

sometimes nearly velvet black. Occurs regularly

crystalli/cd, massive, disseminated, in angular grains

and in Hakes. Lustre metallo-adamantine and ada-

mantine, and ranges from splendent to glistening.

Fracture conchoidal. Ranges from transparent to

opaque.

The dark-brown and black opaque varieties are

named ntgrine ; the others rutile*

Gco}:i^imslic and Geographic SituationSm^Tho rutile

varieties occur in the granite of Cairngorm ; at Kil-

lin, and in Rcn>Gluc« in quartz rock. Tiie nigrine

varieties are met with at VAy, in Fifeshirc, and also

in Bohemia and Transylvania,

3. Pyramidal Titanium^ or Jameson,

Pyramidales Titan-erz, Mohs—Octaedrit, Wer^
ner*—Titanc, Anatase, Ha'uy*

Specific Character—Pyramidal. Pyramid =97^
38'; 137® 10'. Cleavage, P— oo.P. Streak white-

Hardness =5.5, —6. 0. Sp. gr,^3.8, —3.9.
Z^^Jo;7/jff‘on.-*Co]our8 blue brown. Occurs

regularly crystallized. Lustre splendent and ada-

mantine, inclining to semi-metallic. Translucent and
transparent.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations—Occurs in

veins in primitive rocks in Saxony and in Norway.

Genus II.-*«Zinc OrE« Mineraiogy

Prismatic. Hardness =4.0, 4.5. Sp. gr. =6.2,
—6.S.

1. Prismatic Zinc- Ore,—Jamesoi^.

Specific C^arac/er.—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage P+ oo= 125® (nearly). Traces ofP^+ x

.

(Fig. 30, 29.) Streak orange-yellow.

Description*~Co\o)it red. Occurs massive, and
disseminated. Internally shining. Fracture con-
choidal. Translucent on the edges, or ofNtque.

Geogfwstic and Geographic Situations.

imbedded in primitive limestone and magnetic iron-

ore m Sussex county, and New Jersey, in North
4merica.

Genus 111—R^d Copper-Ore.

Tcssular. Hardness =3.5, —4.0. Sp. gr. =5.6,
-—6.0.

1. Octahedral Red Cojoper-Ore.-r-Jameson.

Octac'drisclics Kupfererz, Mohs,—Roth Kupfererz,

Werner.—Chivre oxydul6, Hauy.

Specific CAarcc/cr.—Tessular. Cleavage octahe-

dral. Streak red.

Description—-Colours red. Occurs regularly

crystallized, and in granular distinct concretions

;

massive, disseminated, and in flakes. Lustre ranges

from shining to glimmering, and is adamantine, in-

clining to semi«metallic. Fracture uneven. Ranges
from translucent to opaque.

The varieties with cleavage are named foliated red
copper-ore; those which are massive, glistening, and
opaque, compact red conper-ore ; and the varieties in

capillary crystals, capillary red copper~orc.

Geognostic and Geographic Silualinns.—Occurs in

veins in gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, and grey-
wacke; and in veins and beds in secondary rocks.

The copper mines of Cornwall afford fine examples
of this beautiful ore.

Gepus IV.--Tin-Ore.

Z inner z, Mohs,
Pyramidal. Streak not black. Hardness =6-0.

—7.0. Sp. gr. =6.3, —7.0.

1. Pyramidal 2Vn-Ore.—Jameson.

Pyraniidales Zinnerz* Mohi*

Specific Character.—Pyramidal. Pyramid =138°
25'

;
67° 59'. Cleavage P+x

. nP+ «>]• Streak
white, grey, and brown.

Description.—Colours brown, black, green, white,

yellow, and red. Occurs regularly crystallized ; al-

so reniform, botryoidal, and globular, and in delicate

fibrous concretions. Externally splendent; inter-

nally ranges from splendent to glimmering, and is

adamantine, inclining to resinous. Fract ure uneven.
Ranges from semi-transparent to opaque.

.

The^ varieties in fibrous concretions are named
wood- tiny the others common tinstone.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

granite, gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, porphyry, and
in alluvial depositions. The mines of Cornwall af-

ford all its varieties.
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Minerriog7. Genus V.—Wolfram.Ore.

Scheel-erz, Mohs*
Prismiitlc. Hardness ^5*0,—5.5. Sp. gr. z=7.1,—7*4*.

1. Prismatic Wolfiranu^nmeBon,

PriSmatischcs Scbeel-erz, Mois.*-Woirram| Wcr~
ner.-^Scheelin ferrugino, Hauy*

i^pecijio Character.^Vt\BrxxdX\Q. Pyramid =11
-23'; 98° 12'; 115^ 43'. P+oo=98« 14'. Com-

p
bination ‘hemi-pristnatic, —= 1 1 5® 23'. Cleavage,

Pr+x, perfect. (Fig. 29 .) Streak dark reddish**

brovirn.

Dcscription,>—Co\o\iv browrnisli-black. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized^ and massive. Lustre ranges
from splendent to glistening, and is adamantine, in-

clining to resinous. Fracture uneven. Opaque.
Goognoslic and Geographic ^’Juaiions*—Occurs in

primitive rocks in the Island of Ron;*, one of the

Hebrides, and in Cornwall.

Genus VI.—Tantalum-Ore.

Tantal-erz, Mohs*
Prismatic. Streak brownish -black. Hardness =

(5.0. Sp. gr. =6\0, — ().3.

I. Prismatic Tanialum^Ore*—Jameson.

PrUmatisches Tantal-erz, Mohs,

Specific — Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage unknown.

Description .—Colour black. Occurs regularly

crystallized ; massive and disseminated. Lustre

shining and glistening, and semi-mctallic-adamari-

tinc. Fracture uneven, or conchoidal. Opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations—Occurs in

granite in Finland ; in granite, along with beryl,

iolite, uran-mica, and iron pyrites, at Bodenmais, in

Bavaria.

Genus VII.—Uranium-Ohe.

Uran-erZj Mohs*
Form unknown. Streak black. Hardness =:5.5.

Sp. gr. 6A, —6.6.

1. Uncleavahle Uranium^Ore—Jameson.

IJntheilbares Uran-erz, AfoAA.—Uran-pecherz,
Werner.—Llran oxydule, Hauy.

Recife Character*—Uncleavable, reniform, and

massive. No cleavage.

Description .—Colour black. Occurs in granular,

lamellar, and prismatic concretions; also massive,

and reniform. Lustre shining, and adamantine, in-

clining to semi-metallic. Fracture conchoidal, pass-

ing into uneven. Opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

veins in primitive rocks, along with native silver, red

silver, iron and copper pyrites, galena, blende, and

brown-spar. The only British locality is Cornwall.

Genus VIIL

—

Cerium- Ore.

Cerer-erz, Mohs*

Form unknown. Streak white. Hardness =5.5.

Sp. gr. =:4'.6, —5.0.
VOL. V. PART II.

1. Uncleavahle Cerium-Ore.—Jiancson. Minondogy.

Untheilbares Cerer-erz, MoAs.—Cerer-erz, JVer^

Cerium oxyd6 silicifdre, Hauu.
Specific Character.—Massive. No cleavage.

Description.—Colours red and brown. Occurs
massive and disseminated. Internally glimmering,
and adamantine. Fracture splintery. Opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

a bed of copper pyrites in gneiss, near Ilidderhyt-

tan, in Westmonnland, in Sweden.

* Allanitey or Prismatic Cerium Ore*

Colour brownish-black. Prismatic. P-|-x =zll7®
(nearly.) Streak greenish-grey. Sp. gr. =3.5, —
4.0. Found in West Greenland.

Ccrin.

Colour brownish-black. Prismatic. Cleavage
prismatoidal. Streak yellowish grey... brown. Hard-
ness =5.5, —6.0. Sp. gr. =4.1, —4.3. Found in

Sweden.

Genus IX—Chiiome-Ore,

Chrom-erz, Mohs.
Prismatic. Streak brown. Hardness =5.5. Sp.

gr. =4.4, —4.5.

1. Prismatic Ckromc^Ore, or Chromat of Iron.—
Jameson.

Prismatisches Chrom-erz, Mohs.— Chrom-eisen-

stein, Wemcr.—Fer chromate, Hauy.
Specific Character.—Vnsmaiic. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage prismatoidal.

Description.—Colour intermediate between steel-

grey and iron-black, and sometimes passes into

brownish-black. Occurs regularly crystallized ; al-

so in granular distinct concretions
;
massive and dis-

seminated. Internally shining and glistening, and

imperfect metallic. Fracture uneven. Opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

imbedded masses, and in veins in serpentine, por-

phyry, and secondary trap. In Scotland it occurs

principally in serpentine rocks, and more abundantly

in the Shetland Islands than in any other quarter.

Genus X.—LioN-Oar..

Eisen-erz, Mohs.

Tessular, rhombuidal, prismatic. Hardness =
5.0,

—6.5. Sp. gr. =3.8, —5.2. If the streak is

brown, the sp. gr. is below 4.2, or above 4.8* If the

streak is black, the sp. gr. is above 4.3.

1, Octahedral Iron-Ore—Jameson.

Octaedrisches eisenerz, Mohs.— For oxydule,

Hauy Magnet-eisenstein, Werner.

Specific Character.—Tessular. Cleavage octahe-

dral. Streak black. Hardness =5.5, —6.5. Sp-

gr. 4.8, —5.2.
Description.—Colour iron-black. Occurs regu-

larly crystallized; in granular distinct concretions, and

in loose grains ;
massive and disseminated. Lustre

ranges from splendent to glistening, and is metallic

Fracture uneven, or conchoidal. Opaque.

The variety in grains is named iron~sand. The

other varieties, common magnetic iron ore*

Geognosfic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

3 N
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Mineialogy. beds, often of vast thickness and great extent, in

^ rocks of the older formations, as gneiss, mica-slate,

hornblende-slate, clay-slate, and primitive green*

stone, variously disposed in granite, syenite, serpen-

tine, and chiorite-slate ; less/requently in transition

rocks, in veins, beds, and imbedded masses, as in

transition porphyry
; and still less frequently in se-

condary trap-rocks. The seraentine, chlorite, and
gneiss rocks of the Shetland islands afford examples
of this ore ; the same is the case on the Mainland of

Scotland, both in primitive and secondary rocks.

Rhomhoidal Iron-Ore*—Jameson.

Rhombocdrisches Eisen-erz, Moh$.—Fer oligiste,

llauy.

Specific Cftarac^er.-—Rhomhoidal. Rhomboid =
85^ 58'. Cleavage R. Sometimes R—x . Streak

red,. ..reddish-brown. Hardness =:5.5, —6.5* Sp.

gr. =z4.8, ^5.2.
Description,—Colours dark steefgrey bordering on

iron-black, iron-black and brownish-red. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized ; in granular, lamellar, and fibrous

distinct concretions ; massive, disseminated, reniform,

botryoidal, stalactitic, and globular. Lustre ranges

from splendent to dull, and is metallic and semi-me-

tallic. Fracture conchoidal or earthy. Ranges from
translucent to opaque.

The dark steel-grey and iron-black varieties, which

are generally more or less regularly crystallized, are

named specular iron^orc% or iron^glance; the red va-

rieties are named red iro«-orc.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations*.—The spe-

cular iron-ore occurs in gneiss, granite, mica-slate,

transition clay-slate, greywacke, and Jess frequently

in secondary rocks. The Island of Elba affords the

richest and most beautiful varieties of specular iron-

ore, and specimens of considerable^ beauty are met
with in Fitful-head in Shetland, and near Dunkeld in

Perthshire. The red iron-ore occurs also in primitive

rocks,but less frequently than in those of the transition

class, as greywacke and transition clay-slate; and
considerable depositions of it are met with in second-

ary sandstone districts. UIvcrstone in Lancashire

and other parts of England afford beds and veins of

tills ore.

3. Prismatic /ron-Ore.—Jameson.

Prismatisches Eisen-erz, Mohs— Braun Eisenstein,

Werner—Fer oxyd^, Hauy,—Fer Hydrat6, Dau-*
buisson.

Spec\fk Character—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.
Cleavage prismatic. Streak yellowish-brown. Hard*
ness =5.0, —5.5. Sp. gr. =3.8, —4,2.

Description—Colours brown and yellow. Occurs
regularly crystallized ; in granular, fibrous, and la-

mellar distinct concretions ; massive, stalactitic, cor*

alloidal, reniform, botryoidal, tuberose, cylindrical,

and fruticose. Lustre glimmering and semi-metal-

lic, inclining more or^ less to '^mantine. Fracture

uneven, even, conchoidal, or earthy. Translucent

on the edges, or opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic S^uations—^OccuTB in

veins, beds, lenticular masses, and m|>untam masses,

in primitive, transition, and secondary rocks in Great
Britain, Germany, and other countries.

• JSog Imn-Ore.—Jameson.

Raseneisenstcin, Werner^

Colour brown. Occurs^massive,

vesicular, corroded, amorphous, and tuberose. Some
varieties are friable* Lustre ranges from glistening

to dull, and is semi-metallic-resinous. Fracture earthy

or conchoidal. Opaque. Yields a yellowish-grey

streak. Brittle, and easily frangible. Sp. gr. =^.944.
Geogmstic and Geographic Siiuations,^'l% occurs

in alluvial soil and in peat-mosses in various places

of Scotland, and in the Orkney, Shetland, stod West-
ern Islands.

Lievrite* lenite, IlvaitCm

Fer ’Siliceo-calcaire, Haup»

Specific Prismatic. F^yramid =1398
57'; 117? 38'; 773 16'- Cleavage Pr =113? 2'.

P+x=112‘^ 37'. Pr-fx. None distinct. Co-

lour black. Streak black, inclining sometimes to

green or brown. Hardness =5.5, —6.0. Sp. gr.

=3.825, —4.061.
Desenption *—Colour black, blackish green. Oc-

curs regularly crystallized ; also in distinct concre-

tions, which are scopiform radiated, or straight ra-

diated. Lustre glistening and somi-mctallic. Frac-

ture uneven. Opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs as-

sociated with epidote, garnet, magnetic iron ore, and

arsenic pyrites, in limestone, in the Island of Elba

;

and lias been found in Norway and West Greenland.

Genus XI

—

Manoanese-Orb.

Mangan-crz, Mohs.
I’rismatic. Hardness =2.5, —6.0. Sp. gr. =4.3,

-4.8.

1. Prismatic Manganese-OrCt or Black Manganese-

Ore.—Jameson.

Prismatisches Mangan-erz, Mohs- — Schwarzer

Braunstein and Schwarz-eisenstein, Werner,—

ganese oxyd6, Hauy,

Specific Character.—Vr\smu\\c. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage unkuown, imperfect. Streak black, inclin-

ing to brown. Hardness =5-0, —6.0.

Description.—Colours black and steel-grey. Oc-

curs regularly crystallized; also in fibrqus and lamel-

lar distinct concretions ; massive, tuberose, fruticose,

reniform, and botryoidal. Lustre glimmering, glis-

tening, and imperfect metallic. Fracture conchoidal

and uneven. Opaque.

Geognostic and Geographic Sitmtions,—Occurs in

veins in primitive, transition, and secondary roebs in

Hanover, Saxony, &c.

* Scaly Brdvn MangORestf-Ore—^Jameson.

Brauner Eisenrahm, Werner-

Description Colour between steeUgrey and clove-

brown. Occurs in crusts, massive, sjpttmoas, fruti-

cose, and irregular dendritic. Friable,^ or friable

passing into soft. Composed of scaly particles, which

are glistening and metallic. Soils. Feeh greasy.

Occurs in the mines of Sandlodge, in SheCland-
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Mineral(^. 2. Prismatoidal Manganese^Ore^ or Grey Manganese^
^ Ore^Jameson.

Prisnid^oidischeB mangan^erz^ A/aA«.-—Graubraun-
ateinerz^ Werner.

Specific CAarrzc/er.—Priimatic. Pyramid unknown.
Cleavage, P+«o. =10«V (nearly). More distinct,

Pr«i-go. (Fig* 30, 290 Streak black. Hardness
=2.5,—3.0.

D€scrivlion.—Co\o}XT dark steel-grey, iq|:linbg to

iron-blacf. Occurs regularly crystallized; in gra-
nular, fibrous, and radiated distinct concretions.

Lustre shining, glimmering, and metallic. Fracture
conchoidal and earthy.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations Occurs in

veins and imbedded masses in primitive, transition,

and secondary rocks. In Aberdeenshire, it occurs
in primitive rocks ; in Devonshire, in the vicinity of
those of the transition class ; and in Cornwall, it is

associated with clay*slatc.

* Earthy Grey and Broii^n Manganese^^Orc^ or Wad.
—Jameson.

Colours grey and brown. Occurs massive, bo-

tryoidal, and sometimes pulverulent. Internally

dull, but the grey varieties arc glimmering. Yields

to the nail. It occurs along with the grey manga-
nese-ore in Devonshire and Cornwall.

Phosphat of Manganese.

Pitchy Iron-ore, Werner.—Manganese Phosphat^;,

Hauy.
Colour between pitch-black and clove-brown.

Occurs massive, and crystallized in oblique prisms.

Cleavage, three perpendicular faces, of which one is

less perfect than the others. Lustre glistening and

resinous. Fracture conchoidal, inclining to even and

uneven. Translucent on the edges. Streak yellow-

ish-grey, and brown. Hardness =5.0,—5.5. Sp.

gv. z=.S.^S0i Vauquelin. 3.775, Ullmari. Occurs in

disseminated masses in granite near Limoges, in

France.

Order IX

—

Native Metal.

Lustre metallic. Not black. Hardness =0...5.

Sp. gr. =5.7,—20. If grey, it is malleable, and the

sp. gr. =7-4, and more. If the hardness =4.0, it is

malleable.

Genus I.—Arsenic.

Form unknown. Tin-white, inclining to lead-

grey. Hardness =3.5. Sp. gr. =5-7,—5.8.

1 . Native Arse7uc.—JameBou.

Gediegen Arsenik, Werner and Mohs.—krsenxc
natif, Hauy.

Specific Character.— Regular form unknown.

Cleavage unknown.

Description*—Colour tin-white, which soon tar-

nishes black on exposure. Occurs massive, in plates,

reiiiform, botryoidal, reticulated, and with impres-

sions. Lustre glistening, glimmering, and metallic.

Fracture uneven. Emits, when struck, a ringing

sound, and an arsenical odour.

Geognosiic and Geographic Situations./—\t occurs

in metalliferous veins, particularly where they cross

m
each other, in gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, and por- Minaralogy.

phyry
; seldomer in transition and secondary rocks

;

rarely in beds, and never in large quantity. The
mines of Germany, Norway, Franco, and Russia,
afford examples of this mineral.

Genus II.—Tellurium.
Form unknown. Tin-white. Hardness =2.0,^

2.5. Sp. gr. =6.1,—6.2.

1. Native Tellurium—3ameson.
Gediegenes Tellur, Mohs—Gediegen Sylvan,

WVner.—Tellur natif, Hauy.
Specific Character.— Regular form unknown.

Cleavage unknown.
Description,—Colour tin-white. Occurs in gra-

nular distinct concretions, massive, and disseminat-
ed. Lustre shining and metallic. leather brittle,

and easily frangible.

Gcognostic and Geographic ^iVaa^ionx.—Occurs in

grejwacke, in Transylvania, and also in Tellemark,
in Norway.

Genus III—Antimony.
Tessular, prismatic. Not ductile. White. Hard-

ness =3.0,—3.5. Sp. gr. =6.5,—10.0.

1. Dodecahedral Antimony, or Native Antimony
Jameson.

Dodecaedrisches Antimon, Afo/^v.-Gediegen Spies-

glas, Werner,—Antiraoine natif, Hauy.
Specific Character—Tcssular, C leavage octahe-

dral Dodecahedral. •

Description.—Colour tin-while. Occuis regular-

ly crystallized; in granular and lamellar concre-

tions ; massive, disseminated, and reniibrm. Lustre

splendent and metallic.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations,—Occurs in

metalliferous veins in primitive rocks in Sweden, and

in the mountains of llanover, Dauphiny, Hungary,

and Brazil

2. Prismatic Antimony, or Antimonial Silver -

—

Jameson.

I’rismatischcs Antimon, iV/o//.9.—Spicsglas Silber,

Werner.—Argent Antimonial, Hauy,

Specific Character. Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage, P—». IV. Less distinct, P-|-oo . (Fig.

27, 34, .*10 )
Hardness =3.5. Sp. gr.=8.9,—10.0.

Description.—Colour between silver and tin-wdiite.

Occurs regularly crystallized, and massive. Lustre

splendent and metallic. Sectile.

Gei)gnostic and Geographic Situations.^Occ\ir& in

veins in primitive and transition rocks in lursten-

berg, Salzburg, Hartz, and Spain.

Gciius IV.—Bismuth,

Tessular. Silver-white, inclining to red. Hard-

ness =2.0,—2.5. Sp. gr. =8.5,—9 0.

1. Octahedral Bismuth,—Jameson.

Octaedrisches Wismuth, Mohs.—Gediegen Wis*

muth, Werner,—lyyamoth natif, Hauy,

Specific C/mrflC^sr.—Tessular. Cleavage, octahe-

dral.
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Mineralogy. JDwcnpfrbw.—Colour silver-white. Occurs regu-

larly crystallized ; massive, disseminated^ dentiform,

and in leaves with a plumose streaked surface. Lus-
tre splendent and metallic. Malleable.

Geo^nostic and Geographic Occurs in

veins in primitive rocks, as gneiss, granite, mica-
slate, tind clay-slate, in Cornwall, Germany, France,
Norway, &c.

Genus V.

—

Mercury.

Tessular, liquid. Not malleable. White. Hard-
ness =0.0, —3.0. Sp. gr. =10.5, —15.0.

1. Liquid Native Jameson.

Fliissiges Mercur, Mohs—Gedicgen Quecksilber,

Werner—Mercur Natif, Hauy^
Specific Character—Liquid, Tin-white. Hard-

ness =0. Sp. gr. =12.0, —15.0.

Description.—Colour tin-white. Liquid. Splen-

dent and metallic. Opaque.
Geognosiic and Geographic Si/tra/Zona*.—

R

arely in

primitive and transition rocks. More frequently in

rocks of the coal formation. Deux-Ponts, Idria, and
other European mining districts, afford examples of

this metal.

2. Dodecahedral Mercury^ or Native Amalgam ,

—

Jameson.

Dodccaedrisches Mercur, Mohs—Natiirlich Amal-
gam, Werfier—Mercur Argental, Haiiy.

Specific Character—Tessular. No cleavage. Sil-

ver-white. Hardness =1.0, —3.0. Sp. gr. =10.5,
• —12.5.

Description.—Colour silver* white. Occurs regu-

larly crystallized. Lustre shining aad metallic. Frac-

ture uneven. When pressed between the hngers, or

cut with a knife, it emits a creaking sound, like arti-

ficial amalgam.
Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

Deux-Ponts, and other mercury mines, along with

cinnabar

Genus VI

—

Silver.

Tessular. Ductile. Silver-white. Hardness =
2.5, —3*0. Sp. gr. 10.0, —10.5.

1. Hexahedral Silver .—Jameson.

Hexaedrisches Silber, Mohs.—Argent Natif, Hauy.

^ecific Character Tessular. No cleavage.

Description—Colour silver-white, and silver-white

inclining to brass-yellow. Occurs regularly crystal-

lized, massive, disseminated, dentiform, filiform, re-

ticulated, and in leaves. Lustre metallic, and ranges

from q>1endcnt to glimmering. Fracture hackly.

Opaque.
The yellow varieties arc named auriferous native

silver^ from their containing a portion of gold ; the

other varieties common native silver.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations—XjOtaTaoTi

native silver occurs in vtuis, generally occupying

theiMokldle or upper parts ; and those veins traverse

granhe, gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, hornblende-slate,

syenite, and porphyry in primitive, mountains, and

greywacke in transition meuntains. ,Jt rarely occurs

in secondary rocks, as in sandstone.^' The mines of

Cornwall, Saxony, Hungary, Mexico, afford this mi-

8
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neral in all its forms. The auriferous native silver MinerBlogy.

was formerly found in the mines of Konigsberg in

Norway ; and, at present, in those of Schlangenberg
in Siberia.

Genus VII—Gold.

Tessular. Yellow. Hardness =2.0, —2*5* Sp-

gr. =12.0, —20.0-

1. Hexahedral Jameson.

Hexaedrisches Gediegen Gold, Mohs.—Gediegen
Gold, Werner.—Or Natif, Hauy.

Specific Character— No cleavage.

Description Colours gold-yellow and brass-yel- ^
low. Occurs regularly crystallized, massive, disse-

minated, in flakes, in leaves, reticulated, capillary,

dentiform, and in grains. Lustre shining, glistening,

and metallic. Fracture hackly. Opaque.
The gokl-ycllow varieties are named gold-yelloto

gold; the brass-yellow varieties, brass^yelloxv gold

;

those varieties, in which the brass-yellow verges on

steel' grey, arc named grcyish^yellouj gold; and, last-

ly, the pale brass-yellow, inclining to silver-white,

varieties are named electruin^ or argenlfcrous gold.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

veins, and disseminated in granite, syenite, gneiss,

mica-slate, hornblendc-slatc, porphyry, greywackc.

clay-slate, 8:c. ; also in various alluvial deposites.

The mines of Germany, Hungary, and America, af-

ford examples of the various mineralogical and geo-

logical relations of this important mineral.

Genus VIII

—

Platina.

Form unknown. Steel-grey. Hardness =L0,
—^.5. Sp. gr. =16.0, -—20.0.

1. Native Jameson.

Gediegen Platin, Wcnier, MoAs.-—Platin Natif,

Hauy.

Specific CVmracfer.—Form unknown. No Cleav-

age.

Description.—Co\o\xT pale steel-grey, approaching

to silver-white* Occurs in fiat grains and rolled

pieces. Lustre shining and metallic. *

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

alluvial soil, along with grains and loose crystals of

chrome-ore, magnetic iron-ore, iron and copper py-
rites, osmium, iridium, zircon, spinel, quartz, and

native gold, in New Grenada, and Brazil in South

America.
^ Osmium^lridium— Colour steel-grey, slightly

inclining to silver-white. Occurs in six-sided prisms,

and in grains. Lustre shining and metallic. Hard-
er than platina. Not malleable. Sp. gr. =19.5.

Geognosiic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs in

the same districts in South America, and in the same
alluvial formation as affords the platina*

•• Native Palladium.—Colour steel-grey, inclin-

ing to silver-white* Occurs in loose grains. Lustre

shining and metallic. Sp. gr. =11^, *-12.14.

Geognosiic and GemTaphic Situations.— Occurs
along with platina in alluvial districts in Brazil.

Genus IX*~Iron.

Tessular. Pale steekgrey. Hardness 4.5* Sp*

gr. =7.4, —7.a.
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1 . Octahedral iron.—JamcsoD.

OctaedrischcB Eisen^ Mohs»— Gediegen Eisen,

Werner.—Fer Natif, Haiiy.

Specific (JAorac/ar.—Tessular. No cleavage.

Dmript}on—Colour pale steel grey. Occurs ra-

mose^ and disseminated in meteoric stones. Lustre

glimmering, glistening, and metallic. Fracture

hackly.

Geographic Situation.—It is a meteoric produc-
tion, and has been observed to fall from fireballs in

Europe, Asia, and America.

Native iron is mentioned as having been
met with imbedded in graphite in the State of New
York in America, and in metallic sulpliurets in South
America; and native steel is enumerated amongst the

pseudo-volcanic productions of the department of

Allier in France.

Genus X—Ci>prER.

Tessular* Copper-red. Hardness =2.5, —3.0,

Sp. gr. =8.4, —8.9.

1. Octahedral Copper.—Jameson.

Octacdrisches Kupfer, Mohs.—Gediegen Kupfer,

Werner.

Spccyic CAcrfldcr.—Tessular. No cleavage.

X>cAcrip/ion.—Colour copper-red. Occurs regu-

larly crystallized
;

massive, dendritic, capillary, bo-

tryoidal, and ramose. Lustre glistening and metal-

lic. Fracture hackly.

Geogfiostic and Geographic Situations.^Occ\\T^

in granite, gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, primitive

limestone, syenite, serpentine, grcywackc, recondary

limestone, sandstone, and generally in small veins

;

also in grains, and sometimes in blocks many
pounds weight, in alluvial districts. It occurs in ser-

pentine in Shetland, and in the copper mines of

Cornwall, Large masses arc met with in alluvial

districts in the northern parts of North America.

Order X

—

Pyrites.

Metallic lustre. Hardness =3.5,—6.5. Sp. gr-

=4.1, —7.7 If hardness =4.5, and less, the speci-

fic grafity is less than 5.0. If sp. gr. =5.3, and

less, the colour is yellow or red.

Genus I.—Nickel Pyrites, or Copper-Nickel.

Prismatic. Hardness =5.0,—5.5, Sp. gr. =
7.5, —7.7.

1. Prismatic Nickel Pyrifes.—Jameson. *

Prismatischcr Nickel-kies, AfoAr—Kupfer-Nickel,
Werner—Nickel Arsenical, Hauy.

Specific CAflrflc/<?r,— Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage unknown. Copper-red.

Descriplion.’-^ColoMT copper-red. Rarely crystal-

lized ; in granular distinct concretions ; massive, dis-

seminated, reticulated, dendritic, fruticose, globular,

and botryoidal. Lustre shining and metallic. Frac-

ture conchoidal. Brittle.

Geognostic and Geographic Occurs in

silver and cobalt veins in gneiss, mica-slate, clay-

slate, and syenite ; also in veins in secondary rocks,

particularly bituminous marl-slate. In Scotland it is
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met with at Leadhills and Wanlockhead, and in the
coal-field of West Lothian.

• Nickel OcArc.—-Colour apple-green. Occurs
as a thin coating, seldom massive, and disseminated.
Dull. Fracture uneven or earthy. Opaque, or
translucent on the edges. Soft. Feels meagre. It

occurs in mineral veins along with copper-niji^el at

Alva in Stirlingshire, in Linlithgowshire, and at Lead-
hills.

Black Nickel.—Colour black. Occu^. mas-
sive, disseminated, in crusts. Dull. Fracture earthy.
Opaque. Soft. Shining in streak. Soils slightly.

It occurs in veins in bituminous marl-slate at Rie-
gelsdorf in Hessia.

Genus II

—

Arsenic Pyrites.

Prismatic. Hardness =5.0,—6.0. Sp. gr. =5.7^—7.4. If white, the sp. gr. =6.2, and less. If grey,

the sp. gr. above 6.8.

1. Axolomoiis Arsenic Pyrz7c.f.—Jameson.

AxentheilcnderArsenik-kies, A/oAr.—Arsenk-kics,

Werner.

Specific CAarnc^cr.—Prismatic. Pyramid unknown.
Cleavage P— co . Less distinct P-|- oo

.
(Fig 27, 30.)

Pale steel-grey. Hardness =5-0, —5.5. Sp. gr. =
G 9, —7.4.

Description. — Colour pale steel-grey. Occurs
massive. Lustre metallic and shining.

Its locality unknown.

2. Prismatic Arsenic Pt/rites.^^ameaon.

Prismatischcr Arsenik-kies, Mohs—Arsenik-kie^,

IFcrwcr—Fer Arsenical, Hauy.

Specific Character.—Prismatic. Pyramid =154^
48' y 160® 34'

;
84^ 56'. P-fao, 147® 3'. Cleav-

age P— 00
. (Pr-l-x y =111® 19', (Fig. 27j 32.)

White, inclining to steel-grey. Hardness =5.5,

—

6.0. Spu gr. =5.7,—6.2.

Description—Colour silver-white. Occurs regu-

larly crystallized; in prismatic concretions, 'massive

and disseminated. Lustre ranges from splendent

to glistening, and is metallic. Fracture uneven.

Opaque. Brittle.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—This mi-

neral occurs in a variety of metalliferous formations

in primitive mountains, and also in those of the tran-

sition and secondary classes. In Scotland it occurs in

secondary rocks in Stirlingshire, and in considerable

quantity in the mines of Devon and Cornwall.

Genus III.

—

Cobalt Pyrites.

Tessular. Hardness =5.5. Sp. gr. =6.0,—6.6.

1. Hexdhedral Cohalt^Pyrites
y
or Silver- White

Cobalt,—Jameson

.

Hexaedrischer Kobalt-kies, A/oA^.—Glanz Ko-

bjld, Werner.—.CoheXi gris, llauy.

Specific Character.—ToahMXsLV.^ Combination sSe-

mitcssular of parallel planes. Cleavage,, hexahe-

drol and perfect. White, inclining to red. Hard-

ness =5.5. Sp.gr. =6.1,—6.3.

Description.—Colour^ silver-white, inclining to

copper-red. Occurs regularly crystallized; in gra-
*

nular distinct concretions, massive, disseminated.
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MiPBtriy. and reticulated. Lustre shining^ glisten^, and roe-

tallic. Fracture conchoidal. Brittle. Easily fran-

gible.

Geognoslic mid Geographic Sziaa^fowj.—-Occurs

in beds, in mica slate, associated with iron and
copper-pyrites, magnetic iron-ore, anthophytUte,

tourmaline, felspar, &c. in parish of Modum, in Nor-
way, also at Tunaberg, in Sweden. In some transi-

tion districts it is found in veins along with various

ores ofiron and copper.

2. Octahedral Cohalt^PyriUe^ or Tin^WhUe C(h

Jameson.

Octaedrischer Cobalt-kies, Weisser Speis-

kobald, terrier.—Cobalt Arsenical, Hauy.

Specific Character.--Tc&B\i]BT. Cleavage hexahe-

dral, octahedral, dodecahedral, but very indistinct

;

sometimes the hexahedral is more distinct. Tin-

white, inclining to steel-grey. Hardness =5.5. Sp.

gr. =6*0,-6.6.

Colour tin-white, inclining to steel-

grey. Occurs regularly crystallized; in lamellar

and granular concretions ; massive, disseminated, re-

ticulated, fruticose, specular. Lustre shining, splen-

dent, and metallic. Fracture uneven. Brittle, and

easily frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Situaiions^Occuvs in

veins in primitive and transition rocks ; also in old

red sandstone, and In copper-slate. Cornwall, Hes-
sia, Thuringia, Hartz, &c. afford many localities of

this mineral.

* Grey Cobalt Pyrites,—^Jameson.

Grauer Speisskobalt, IFerner.—Cobalt Arsenical

Amorphe, Ilaity,

On the fresh fracture is steel-grey, but on ex-

posure becomes greyish-black. Occurs massive,

tubiform, and specular. Lustre glimmering, glis-

tening, and metallic, but the specular variety is

splendent. Fracture uneven, conchoidal, or even.

Brittle. Shining in streak. Same hardness as

hexahedral cobalt-pyrites. Brittle. Sp. gr, =7.0.

Occurs in veins in primitive rocks in Cornwall-

** Haussmann.

Colour pale steel-grey, which on exposure be-

comes nearly copper-red. Occurs massive, disse-

minated, and in cubes. Lustre shining and metallic.

Fracture uneven or conchoidal. Semihard. Occurs
in a bed of copper pyrites in gneiss, at lliddarhy-

tan, in Sweden,

Radiated Tin-tioldfc Cobalt Pyrites,—Jameson.

Strahliger Weisser Spcisskobald, Werner,

Colour fin-white, passing into steel-grey. Occurs

massive, disseminated, and reniform ; also in scopi-

form and stellular radiated, and fibrous concretions.

Lustre glistening and metnl^c. Fracture uneven.

Softer tton octahedral: cobh.t pyrites. Occurs in

Saxony iltd Norway, but is a rare mineral.

Genus IV—Iron Pyrites.

Tessular, rhomboidal, prismatic. Y^low. Hard-
ness = 3.5, —6.5. Sp. gr. =4.4*, —5.0.

4
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1. Hexahedral Iron-Pyrites.—Jameson* Miaenlogy.

Hexaedrischer Eisen-Kies, Mohs,— Gemeiner

Sohwefel-Kies, fFemer—Fer Sulphure, Hwy.
Specific CAaraesfer.—Tessulan Combination, semi-

tessular of parallel planes* Bronze-yellow. Hardness

=6.0,—6.5. Sp.gr. =4.7,—5.0.

Detfcrtprion.—Coioar bronze-yellow, sometimes in-

clining to steel-grey. Occurs regularly crystallized

;

in granular concretions, massive, disseminated, glo-

bular, and cellular. Lustre ranges from shining to

glimmering, and is metallic. Fracture uneven and
conchoidal. Opaque. Brittle.

Geognoslic and Geographic Situations,—The cel-

lular varieties are rare, and hitherto have been met
with principally in Saxony ; while the others occur

in all countries, and more or less extensively distri-

buted through rocks of every description, from those

of the oldest primitive, to the newest alluvial formic

tions.

2. Prismatic Iron Jameson.

Prismatischer Eisenkies, Fer Sulphure

Blanc, Hauy,

Specific Character—Prismatic. Pyramid =115®
5S'; 89® 11'

;
125® 16'. Cleavage, P-f-oo =106^

36'. (Fig. 30.) Colour bronze-yellow. Hardness

=6.0, —6.5. Sp. gr. =4.7, —5.0.
Description,— Colour bronze-yellow, inclining

sometimes to steel-grey, or to brass-yellow. Oc-
curs regularly crystallized; in radiated, granular,

and lamellar concretions ; massive, dendritic, reni-

form, globular, stalactitic, botryoidal, fruticose, and
with impressions. Lustre varies from glistening to

glimmering, and is metallic. Opaque. Brittle. Easi-
ly frangible.

The varieties in radiated concretions are named
radiated pyrites ; those in which the colour inclines

to brass-yellow, and which, on exposure to air^ ac-
quire a brown tarnish, are named hepatic pyrites

;

those in spear-shaped twin and triple crystals, spear-

pyrites y and lastly, those in which the crystals are
so aggregated as to have the form of the comb of
the cock, are named cockscomb-pyrites.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—This spe-
cies of iron-pyrites occurs more frequently and abun-
dantly in newer than in older formations. The new-
est secondary formations, and those of the alluvial

class, both in this ^island and on the continent of
Europe, afford numerous localities of the radiated
varieties. The spear-pyrites is met with in Bohemia
and Saxony ; and the cockscomb-pyrites in veins in

Derbyshire, and in some mines in Saxony.

3. Rhomboidal /ron-Pyrzf^s.—Jameson.

Rhomboedrischer Eisenkies, Mohs,—Magnetkies,
JTerncr.—Fer Sulphur^ Ferrif^re, Hauy.

Specific Character—Rhomboidal. Rhomboid un-
known. Combination di-rhomboidal. Cleavage, R—00 . Less distinct P4- oo • Colour bronze-yellow,
inclining to copper-red. Hardness =3.5, —4.5.
Sp. gr. 4.4,

—

4.7 .

Description,— Colours intermediate between
bronze-yellow and copper-red. Occurs rarely crys-

tallized; in granular concretions, also massive and dis-
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Mineralogj- semlnated. Lustre ranges from splendent to glist*

^ ening, and is metallic. Fracture conchoidal and un-
eren. Opaque. Brittle. Easily frangible.

Oeognastic and Geographic 6jlaa^<onjr._Thi8 mi-
neral occurs dlueminated in primitive and transition

rocks, and also disposed in beds in rocks of the same
classes, in Scotland, England, Saxony, kc.

^ ^ Genus V.~Copper Pyrites.

Pyramidal. Hardness s::S.5, —4<.0. Sp. gr. =
4.1, *—4.3«

1

,

Pyramidal Coppcr-Pyritee^ or YeUoiv Coppcr^Py-
ri/w—Jameson.

Pyramidalcr Kupfer-kiee, Mohs Kupfer-kies,

Werner .—Cuivre pyriteux, Hatty.

Specific CAarac/cr.—Pyramidal. Pyramid 109®

53'
;

108"* 40'. Combination hemi-pyramidal, of in-

clined planes. Cleavage, P+1=:101" 49'; 126“

ir. Brass-yellow.

Description^^oXenv brafs-yellow. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized ; masiiivo, disseminateil, in Bakes,

dendritic, reniform, botryoid»>i, stalactitic, and spe-

cular. Internally shining, glimmering, and metallic.

Fracture uneven and conchoidal. Brittle, and easily

frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations This spe-

cies of pyrites is found in all the great classes of

rocks, and not only in veins, but also in beds, and

in vast imbedded masses. The copper mines in Eng-

land afford it in great variety and abundance ; and

it occurs also in Scotland, but in smaller quantities.

1> Tetrahedral Coppet^Glancc^^m^tjj^eeonm Min^ralc^y-

Tetraedrischer Kupfer-glanz, Mohs. Fahlcrz.
Schwarzerz, Werner,—Cuivre gris, Hauy*

Specific Character.—Tessular. Combination se-

mi-tcssular of inclined planes. Cleavage, octahe-
dral. Colour steel-grey, . . . iron-black. Hardness -
3.0, —4.0. Sp. gr. =4.4, —4.9.

Descripbo7i.—Co\o\xt steel-grey, and iron-black.

Occurs regularly crystallized, massive, and dissemi-

nated. Lustre externally splendent and nOMtallic,

internally shining, or glistening, and metallic. Frac-
ture conchoidal or uneven. Opaque, brittle, and
easily frangible.

The grey varieties are named grey copper
;
the

black, hJach copper.

Geognostic and Geographic Siluaiions.^^Tlxc grey

varieties occur in veins in transition granite, and sye-

nite, at Fassney Burn, in East-Lothiau ; at Airthrie,

in Stirlingshire
;
in Ayrshire, and in Devonshire.

The black varieties are found in transition rocks, at

Claaslhal, in the Hartz.

2.

Prismatoidal Copper-.Glancc.—Jameson.

Prisraatoidischer Kupfer-glanz, Mohs.—Prismatic

Antimony Glance, J.

Specific Character. — Prismatic. Pyramid uii-

u
known. Cleavage, Pr-f-oo. (Fig. 29.) Blackii^h

lead-grey. Brittle. Hardness =3.0. Sp. gr. n
5.7, —5.8.

Descrij}lwn.—Co]our blackish lead-grey. Crys-

tals in oblique four-sided prisms. Lustre shining

and metallic.

Undetermined Pyrites.

1. Nickeliferou.s Grey Antimony.

Antimoine Sulphurc Nickeliferc, Hauy.

Tessular. Cleavage, hexahedral, perfect. Metal-

lic lustre. Colour steel-grey, somewhat inclining to

silver-white. Hardness =5.0,—5.5- Sp. gr. =6.4,

—6.6. Occurs in veins along with galena, sparry-

iron, and copper-pyrites, in the principality of Nas-

sau.

2. Tin^Pyrites.

Etain Sulphure, Hauy.

Colour intermediate between steel-grey and brass-

yellow. Occurs massive, and disseminated. Inter-

nally glistening, shining, and metallic. Fracture un-

even, ioclining to conchoidal. Brittle, and easily

frangible. Hardness =4.0. Sp. gr. =4.350, Kla-

proth. Occurs in copper mines in Cornwall.

Order XI—Glance*
Lustre metallic. Grey, black. Hardness =1.0.

—4.0. Sp, gr. =4.0, —7.6. If ap. gr. under 5.0,

and cleavage monotomous, the colour is lead-grey,

If sp. gr. ^ove 7. 4, the colour is lead-grey.

Genus I—Coppbr-Glangb.

Tessular, prismatic. Hardness =2.5, 4.0. Sp.

gr. =4. 4, —5.8. If sp. gr. above 5.0, the co-

lour is blackish-lead-grey. If ap. gr. under 5.0, it

is steel-grey, or black.

3.

Prismatic Copper^ Glance, or Vitreous Copjter .

—

Jameson.

Prismatischer Kupfer-glanz, Mohs.—Kupferglas,

Werner.—Cuivre Sulphur^, Hauy.

Specific Character. — Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage, P-j- x =120® (nearly). Pr-f x .

(Fig. 30, 29.) Sectile in a high degree- Blackish

lead-grey. Hardness =2.5, —3.0. Sp, gr.'f=5.5,

—5.8.
Description.—Colour blackish lead-grey. Occurs

regularly crystallized, also in granular c nicretions,

and massive. Lustre glistening, glimmerirg, and me-

tallic. Fracture conchoidal and uneven. Opaque.

Sectile, and rather easily frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations..—Occoxs in

veins at Fassney Burn; in the rocks of Fair Isle; in

Yorkshire, Caernarvonshire, and Cornw'all.

• Va riegalcd Copper.—Jameson

.

Buntkupfererz, Werner.— Cuivre Pyriteux Hepa-

tique, Hauy.
Colour between coppcr-rcd ond pinchbcck-brown,

but soon obtains a variegated tarnish. Occurs in

cubes truncated on the angles, and massive. Lustre

sh'ning and metallic. Cleavage octahedral, hrac-

turc conchoidal. Sp. gr. =5.03.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations.—Occurs i.n

veins in primitive, transition, and secondary rock^.

Found in Cornwall and other mining districts.

** Argentiferifiis Copper.Glance.

Silber Kupfer-glanz, Hausmann.
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Mineralogy. Colour blackish Icad-grey# Massive, and dissc-

minated. liiternally shining or glistening, and me-

tallic. Fracture flat, conchoidal. Lustre increased

in the streak. Soft. Sectilc. Rather difficultly

frangible. Sp- gr. —6.2.55# Siroyneycr. Occurs along

with copper-pyrites, calcareous spar, and hornstone,

at Schlangenberg, in Siberia.

Plumbiferous Copper^Glancc.

Blcifahlerz, Hausmann.

Prismatic. Cleavage, P— oo . Less distinct,

=95® (nearly). Vr+ oo . Pr+oo . Metallic

lustre. Steel-grey, inclining to lead-grey. Hard-

ness =2.5,—3.0. Sp. gr. =j.7,—5.S. Occurs in

veins that traverse clay-slate in the Hartz.

Tennantiie-^VhWWps.

Tessular. Cleavage, dodecahedral. Colour lead-

grey, inclining to iron-black. Streak reddish-grey.

Hardness —4.0. Sp. gr. =4-375, PW/yjs. Occurs

in veins of copper-orc in Cornwall.

piihairiiej or Scleniferous Copper- Glance.

~

Berzelius.

Colour lead-grey. Occurs massive. Lustre shin-

ing and metallic. Fracture fine grained, uneven.

Opaque. Soft. Can be cut with the knife, and re-

ceives an impression from the hammer. Streak shin-

ing. Powder ofstreak-grey. This remarkable copper-

glance, which contains twenty-six parts of the new
metal named Selenium, occurs in an old copper

mine in Smaland, in Sweden.

(renus II—Silver Glance, or Vitreous Silver.

Silber-glanz,

Tessular. Blackish lead-grey. Hardness =2.0,

—2.5. Sp. gr. =G.J), —7.2.

J. Hcxahedral Silvcr^Glafwe—Jameson.

Hexaedrisclier Silber-glanz, iVe/iJ—Glaserz, /Ic?-

ncr .—Argent Sulphurt-, Jlauy.

Specjfi'C Character.—Tessular, Cleavage not dis-

cernible. Malleable,

Descriptio?i .—Colour blackish lcad-grc3^ Occurs

regularly crystallized ; massive, disseminated, in

plates, dentiform, filiform, capillary, reticulated, den-

dritic, stalactitic, and with impressions. Lustre shin-

ing, glistening, and metallic. Fracture uneven or

conchoidal. Completely malleable. Flexible, but not

elastic.

Geognoitic and Geographic Situations ,— It is one

of the most common of the ores of silver, ft was

formerly met with at Airthrie in Stirlingshire, and

is still found in the mines of Cornwall.

Genus III—Galena, on Lead-Glance.

Tessular. Pure lead-grey. Hardness =2.5. Sp.

gr. =7.0,—7.6.

j. Ilexahcdral Galena'im Lead-Glance—Jameson.

Hexaedrisclier Bleiglanz, Mohs—Bleiglanz, WVr-
7/c?-.— Plomb sulphur^, Hauy.

Specific Character.^Tcsmldt, Cleavage, hexa-

liedral.
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Description.—Colour lead-grey. Occurs regular- Mineralogy

ly crystallized ; in granular, prismatic, and lamellar
'
“ “

concretions ; massive, disseminated, specular, reticu-

lated, botryoidal, and corroded. Lustre splendent

to glimmering and metallic. Fracture, even, or flat

conchoidal. Fragments cubical. Sectile. Uncom-
monly easily frangible. s

The variety with glimmering lustre, and even or

conchoidal fracture, is named vompact galena.

'

Geognostic and Geographic Siluations,^.^Th\8 mi-

neral, which is the species from which all the lead of

commerce is obtained, occurs in every lead mine,

whether in primitive, transition, or secotldary rocks.

* Blue Lead.—Jtime80Ti-

Blau Bleierz, Werner.

Description.—Colour between dark indigo-bluc

and dark lead-grey. Occurs massive, and in six-

sided prisms. Is glimmering and metallic. Frac-
ture uneven, or small conchoidal. Opaque. Streak

shining. Sectile, and easily frangible. Is rare, and
hitherto has been found principally in lead mines in

Saxony and France.

Genus IV—Tellurium-Glance, or Black Tel-
lurium.

Tellur-Glanz, Mohs.
Prismatic. Cleavage, montomous. Hardness ^

Sp.gr. =7.0,—7.2.

1. Prismatic JW/wmm-G/flwce.—.Jameson,

Prismafcischer Tcllur-glanz, Mohs Nagyagei*/.

Jl crncr—Tellure natif auro-plombiftTC, "Hauy.

Spccfjic Character, Pyramid unknown.
Cleavage, axotomous, or prisinatoidal, and very per^

feet. Blackish lead-grey. Iron black.

Description.—(’olour blackish lead-grey, and iron-

black. Occurs regularly crystallized
; massive, dis-

seminated, and in leaves. Lustre splendent and
metallic. Sectilc.

Gcognostic and Geographic Occurs in

veins that traverse porphyiy, in Transylvania.

Genus V.

—

Molyrdena, or Molybdena-Glanck.

Molybdiin-Glanz, Mohs.

Uhomboidal. In thin leaves. Easily flexible. Hard-
ness =1.0, — 1.5. Sp. gr. —4.4, —4.6.

1. Rhoynhoidal Molyhdena—Jameson.

llliomboedrischer Molybdiln, Mohs.—Wasserblei,

Werner.—Molybdene sulphurt^, Ilauy.

Specific Character—Uhomboidal. Rhomboid un-

known. Combination di-rhomboidal. Cleavage

U— oc
,
perfect. Pure lead-grey.

Description.—Colour fresh lead-grey. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized; massive, disseminated, in plates,

and in granular concretions. Lustre splendent or shin-

ing and metallic. Sectilc, approaching to malleable.

Oeognoslic and Geographic Situations—Occurs
imbedded in granite and syenite at Peterhead; in

chlorite-slate in Glcnelg ; in granite and syenite in

Corybuy, at the head of Loch Creran, and in various

mines in Cornwall.
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• Molybdetia OcAre.*—Jameson.

The sulphur yellovr mineral which sometimes in*

crusts molybdena is named molybdena ochre.

?
[ius VI.~Bismdth-Glakce.

Pure lead-grey. Hardness =2.0,
=6 . 1 ,

^6 .4 ,

veins that traverse greywacke, at Westerball, in Mineralogy.

Dumfries-shiro, and in Banffshire in primitive rocks.

3. Ajotomous Antimony-Glance, or Bournonite
Jameson.

Axentheilend jr Antimon-GIanz, Mo// a-.— Triple
Sulphurc d'Antimoinc, Plomb et Cuivre

; Endellionc,
Bournon.

1 . Prismatic Bismuth-^GIance—Jame^D.

Prismatischer Wismuth-Glanz, Mohs Wismuth-
Glanz, Werner .—Bismuth sulphure, Hatty.

Specific CAarodcr.—Prismatic, Pyramid unknown.

Cleavage P+ « . Pr^- oo . Pr+ oo - (Fig. 30, 29,
•is.)

Description .— Colour pale lead grey. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized ; in granular and radiated con-
cretions ; massive and disseminated. Internally splen-

dent and metallic. Soils. Brittle, indining to scctile.

Easily frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Siluatmis.—Occurs in

veins in Cornwall.

Bismuth Ochre.—Jameson.

Specific Character.— Prismatic. Pyramid un-
known. Cleavage, P— co , very perfect. (Fig. 27.)
Steel-grt'y. Hardness =2.0, —2.5. Sp. gr. =5 5,

—5.8.
Description— Colour steel-grey. Occurs regu-

larly crystallized, and massive. Lustre externally
shining, internally glistening, and metallic. Frac-
ture uneven or conchoidal. Opaque. Very brittle,

and easily frangible.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations Occurs in

veins in clay-slatc in Cornwall.

Genus VIII.—Melane-Glance.

Prismatic. Black, partly inclining to lead-grey.

Hardness =2.0, —3.0. Sp. gr. =5.9, —6.6.

Wismuth-ockcr, Werner.

The yellow, grey, or green mineral which some-

times accompanies bismuth-glance, is the bismuth

ochre of mineralogists.

Genus VII.—Antimony Glance.

Antimon-GIanz, Mohs.

Prismatic. Hardness =1.5,—2.5. Sp. gr. =4.0,
—5.8. If Sp. gr. under 5.0, the hardness =2.0,

and if sp. gr. above 5.0, the colour is steel-grey.

1. Prismatic Antimony^Glance.—J&mcson.

Prismatischer Antimon-glanz, Mohs.—Schrift-crz,

Werner.—Tellure natif auro-argentifere, Uauy.

Specific Character—Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage, Pr+otj, perfect. Less distinct^

Pr+Qo. (Fig. 29, 28.) Pure steel-grey. Hard-

ness = 1.5,—2.0. Sp. gr. =5.7,—5.8.

DcAcr/priow—Colour steel-grey. Occurs regular-

ly crystallized ; massive, disseminated, and in leaves.

Externally splendent, internally glistening, and me-
tallic. Fracture uneven. Rather brittle.

Geognostic and Geographic Situations,’•^Occmib in

porphyry veins in Transylvania.

2. Prismaioidal Aniimony^Glancey or Grey Anii^

mo7/y.—Jameson.

Grau SpicsglaserZj Werner—* Prismatoidischer

Antimon-GIanz, Mo/w—Antimoinc sulphurc, Hatty.

Specific Character.—Pvismfitic, Pyramid 11OS

58'; 1073 56'
; 1093 24'. Cleavage, P'r+ ». per-

fect. Less distinct, F— oo. P-f-oo =92*^ 10'.

Pr-foD. (Fig. 29, 27, 30, 28.) Lead-grey. Hard-

ness =2.0. Sp. gr. =4.0.—4.6.
Description—*Co\o\ir lead-grey. Occurs regular-

ly crystallized, in radiated, fibrous, and granular dis-

tinct concretions. Lustre ranges from glistening to

splendent, and is metallic. Fracture even and un-

even. Rather brittle, and easily frangible.

Geognostio and Geographic Situations,^OcQ}XX$ in

VOL. V. PART n.

1 . Diprismntic Melane-Ghtncc^ t>r Black Antimony..

Ore—Werner, Jameson.

Diprismatischer Melan-Glanz, — Schwarz
Spiesglaserz, Werner,—IMomb Sulphure-Anlimoni-

ferc, llauy.

Specific Character.— Prismatic. Pyramid un-
- u

known. Cleavage, Pr+ oo . Pr-|- a
, the latter some-

what more discernible, but both imperfect. (Fig. 28,

29.) Iron-black, inclining to lead-grey. Hardness

=2.5, —3.0. Sp. gr. =6.4, —6.G.

Description.—ColoMx iron-black, inclining more or

less to steel-grey. Occurs regularly crystallized,

and massive. Lustre shining, splendent, and metal-

lic. Fracture conchoidal. Rather brittle, and ea-

sily frangible.

Gcognostic and Geographic kS/Vi/atiow5.—Occurs in

veins in primitive and transition rocks, in Transylva-

nia and Saxony.

2. Prismatic Melane^Glance, or Brittle Silve ‘Glance.

—Jameson.

Prismatischer Melan-Glanz, il/oA^.—Sprudgloserz,

Werner.—Argent Antimoinc-Sulphure Noire, Hauy.

Specific Character.— Pmma.i\c. Pyramid un-

known, Cleavage, P-f x =124” (nearly). Pr-fx ,

imperfect. (Fig. 30, 29.) Iron-black. Hardness

=2.0, —2.5. Sp. gr. =5.9, —6.4.

Description.—C(Aour between iron-black and dark

lead-grey. Occurs regularly crystallized and disse-

minated. Lustre externally splendent, internally

shining, and metallic. Fracture conchoidal and un*

even.

G'^ognoslic and Geographic Situations.— in

veins in primitive rocks in Hungary.

Order XIL—Blende.
Hardness =1.0, —4.0. Sp. gr. =3.9, —8-2- It

the lustre is metallic, the colour is black. *11 the

lustre is not metallic, it is adamantine. If the streak

is brown, white, or grey, the sp. gr. is between 4.0,

3 o t
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Mineralogy, and 4.2, and the form tessular. If the streak is red,

' the sp. gr. z=4.i>, and more ;
and the hardness =2.5,

and less. If the sp. gr. zr^S, and more, the streak

is red.

Genus 1.—Manganese-Blende.

Glanz-Blende. Mohs—Mangan-Blende, Werner.

Prismatic. Streak green. Hardness =‘L5, —4.0.

Sp. gr. =3-9, —4.0.

1. Prismatic Manganese-Blende.

Prismatisches Glanz-Blendc, Mohs*— Manganese

Sulphure, Hauy.
Specific Character Prismatic. Pyramid un-

known. Cleavage prismatic. Metallic aspect.

Description .—Colour iron-bJack, which, on expo-

sure, becomes brownish-black. Occurs regularly

crystallized, in granular concretions, massive, and

disseminated. Lustre splendent, shining, and metal-

lic, inclining to imperfect metallic. Opaque. Streak

greenish -grey.

Geognuslic and Geographic Situations—Occurs in

Cornwall and in Transylvania in primitive and tran-

sition rocks.

Genus II.

—

Zinc-Blende, or Gaiinet-Blende.

Granat-Blende,A/o/iS.

Tessular. Streak grey, white, reddish brown.

Hardness =3..'5, —4.0. Sp. gr. =4.0, —4.2.

I. Dodecahedral Z/^c-ZJ/car/c.—Jameson.

Dodecaedrischc Granat-Blendc, Mohs.—Blende,

Werner.—Zinc Sulphure, llauy.

Specific Character.—Tessular. Combination, se-

mi-tessular of inclined planes. Cleavage dodecahe-

dral.

Description .—Colours brown, yellow, grey, green,

red, and black. Occurs regularly crystallized, also in

granular and fibrous distinct concretions, massive,

and disseminated- Lustre ranges fromspeculai splen-

dent to glimmering, and is adamantine. llange.s from

transparent to opaque. Brittle, and easily frangible.

The varieties in which the yellow colours predo-

minate arc named i/vllou} zincfilendc ; those in which

the brown colour predonjinate hroxion zinc-hlende

;

and, lastly, those in which black is the characteristic

colour are named black zinc-hJende.

Gcoonosiic and Geographic — Beau-

tiful yellow varieties are met with in the old lead

mines of TynJrum in Perthshire; the brown, or

common blende, in every lead mine in England and

Scotland ; while the black variety, which is the ra-

rest, occurs in small quantity in Saxony, and some

Other mining countries on the Continent of Europe.

Genus III.—Antimony-Blende, or Red Anti-
mony.

Purpur-Blcnt fMohs.

Prismatic. Horditess =1.0, —1.5. Sp. gr. =
4.5, —4.6,

1. Prismatic Antimony-Blende^ or Bed Antimony^

Prismatischc Purpur-Blende, MoA^.—Roth Spies-

glas-crz, Bremer.—Antimoine Oxide SulphurC, Havy.

8

Specific CVjarnc/<T.—Prisimatie. Pyramid un- Mineralogy,

known. Cleavage prismatoiclal. Streak cherry-red.

Description.—Colour cherry-red, and frequently

with a iempered-steel tarnish. Occurs regularly

crystallized
; in granular, and scopiformland stellular

fibrous concretions. Lustre shining anciadamantinc.

Opaque, or translucent on the edges, ^

Geogjwstic and Geographic Occurs in

small quantity in primitive rocks, in Saxony, France,

and Hungary.

Genus IV.—.Ruby-Blende.

Rubin-Blende, Mohs*
Rhomboidal. Hardness =2.0, —2.5. Sp. gr. —

5.2, —8.2.

1 . Rhoinboidal Ituby-Blende, or Red Silver.—

Jameson.

Rombocdrische Rubin-Blende, Mohs.—Rothgil-
tigerz, IFerner.—Argent Antiriioinie Sulphure, llatiij.

Specific Character.—RhomboidaL Rhomboid
109” ^^'8^ Combination sometimes with difrerent

planes on opposite extremities. Cleavage, rhomboi-
dal. Streak cochineal-red. Hardness 7=.^.5. Sp.

gr. zr5.2, —5.8.
Description— Colour between cochineal-red and

dark lead-grey, and sometimes inclines to c'lrmine-

red. Occurs regularly crystallized
;

massive aiid

disseminated. Lustre ranges from splendent to glim-

mering, and is adamantine. Fracture uneven ui*

conchoidal. Ranges from opaque to transparent.

Gcognostic and Geographic Situations.— In some
silver mines it is an abundant ore, and in this coun-
try has been hitherto found only in Cornwall.

2. Peritomous Ruby-Blende, or Jameson

Rubin-Blende, Mohs.—Mcrcure Sulphure, Uauy.
Specific C/f^77Y7^76r.—Rhomboidal. Rhomboid =

71'" 48'. Cleavage, K-fco, perfect. Streak scarlet-

red. Hardness =2.0, — 2.5. Sp. gr. =6-7, —8.2.

Description.—Co\o\xT^ cochineal and scarlet-red,

and sometimes inclines to dark steel-grey. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized
;
in granular and globular concre-

tions; massive, disseminated, and dendritic. Lustre

ranges from splendent to glimmering, and is adaman-
tine, verging on serni^nelallic. Fracture uneven, con-

choidal, and earthy. Ranges from transparent to

opaque. Seclile, and easily frangible.

The dark coloured varieties, inclining to steel-

grey, are named hepatic cinnabar, the others common
cinnabar.

Geognosfic and Geographic Situations.—Common
cinnabar and hepatic cinnubur are the minerals that

afford all the mercury of commerce. The first oc-

curs in beds, and imbedded in porphyry rocks and
those of the coal formation, while the other appears

to be entirely confined to those of the coal forma-

tion. The mercury mines of Idria, Almadin, and of

Deux-Ponts, afford all the known varieties of this

important metalliferous mineral*

Order XIII.—Sulphur.

No metallic lustre. Colour yellow, red or brown.

Prismatic. Hardness =1.0, —2.5. Sp. gr. =1.9,
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MINER
If Rp. gr. above 2.1^ the streak is yellow or

Genus I.

—

Sulphur.

Prismatic^ Hardness =1.5, —2,5, Sp. gr. =
1 .9,
^3 .6 .

1. P^lmatoidal Sulphur
^
or Ye/lorv OrpimenU—

Jameson.
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Translucent and transparent. Brittle, and easily Minemlugy.

frangible.

Geoonoslic and Geographic Siliiations .—Tliis mi-
neral occurs in considerable quantities, along with
gypsum, in secondary rocks in Spain and other coiin-
trie.s ; also in alluvial formations in the vjcinity of
sulphureous springs, and is very abundantly formed
in some active volcanoes in Italy and Iceland.

*

Prismatoidisclier Schwcfel, Mnh,s.—Gelb-Rausch
gelb, Werner.—Arsenic Sulpbure, llauy.

Specific Character—Prismatic, Pyramid unknown.
Cleavage, distinctly prismatoidal. Streak lemon-
yellow. Hardness =].5, —2.0. Sp. gr. =^{.4*,

—

.<.6.

Description.—QcAowr lemon-yellow. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized ; in granular and concentric la-

mellar concretions ; massive, disseminated, stalacti-

tic, reniform, botryoidal, and n; crusts. J.ustrc

fiplcndcnt, between adaraanrim.. and scmi-metallic.

Translucent. S< clile. Flcslhlc, but not elastic.

Gcop^nostir and Geographic Siffiatiom.—Occurs in

veins in various metalliferous formations in primitive

and sccoiidary rocks in Hungary and Germany.

Hemi^prismalic Sulphur, or Red Orpiment .

—

Jameson.

ITemiprismatischer Schwefcl, A?o//^.-Koth-Rauscli

gelb, f Berner—Arsenic Sulpbure Rouge, Haui/.

Spciific Character.— Prismatic. Pyramid =138^
15'; 35'; 71'^' 21'. Combination hemi-pris-

u
P Pr

raatic .
- =121^' 35'. Cioavage, — . Ljss dis-

tinct, P+Qo . “ IT . Pr-l-x. (Inclination

w

of— toPr+M =114.° P'.) (Fig. .16, 30, 28.)
2

Streak orange-yellow .... morning-red. Hardness

=1.5, —2.0. Sp. gr. ==3.3, ^3A.

Description .—Colour aurora-red, inclining some-

times to orange-yellow. Occurs regularly crystal-

lized ;
massive, disseminated, and in Hakes. Lu.stre

shining, and adamantine. Fracture uneven. Trans-

lucent and semi-transparent. Brittle, and easily

frangible.

Geognosiic and Geographic Situation.^;—Generally

occurs in veins in primitive rocks, and sometimes

also in those of secondary formations in Germany
and other countries.

.3. Prismatic Sulphur, or Common Sulphur ,—.lameson.

PrisrratischerSchweftd, Mo/i.v.-Naturlicher Schwc-

fel, Werner . >—Soufre, Hnuy.

Specific Character,—Prismatic. Pyramid =107*^

19'; si*' 2F; 14.3^8'. Cleavage, RP+x~102‘'
41'. (Fig. 30.) Streak white or sulphur-yellow.

Hardness =1.,'J, —2.5. Sp. gr. =1.9, —2.1.

Description.—Colours yellow, brown, and grey.

Occurs regularly crystallized ;
in granular distinct

concretions ;
massive, disseminated, stalactitic, vesi-

cular, and corroded. Lustre rang«38 from shining

to glimmering, and is between adamantine and resin-

ous. Fracture uneven, splintery, or coneboidaL

CLASS III.

Specific gravity under 1.8. If liquid, the smell is

bituminous. If solid, is ta.stcleF-.

Order 1 .—Resin.

Hardness = 0, —2.5. Sp. gr. =0.7, —1.6. If

sp. gr. =1.2, and more, the streak is white or grey.

Genus I.—-Mellite, or IIon^y-Stone.

Mcl ich ron - Resin
,
Mohs,

Pyramidal. Hardness =2.0, —2.5. Sp. gr. =
1.4,

1. Ppramidal MeUilCy or Iloncip Stone,—.lameson.

Pyramidalcs Mclidiron-Rcsin, J/u/ij.—Henigstein,

Werner ,—Mellite, IJaup.

Speeife Character—Pyramidal. Pyramid =1 1
8*"

4', —93*’ 22'. Cleavage pyramidal, but imperfect.

Description —Colours yellow or red. Occurs re-

gularly crystallized and massive. Lustre shining or

splendent, and vitrco-rcsinoiis. Fracture conchoidal,

senii-lran.«parcnt, or translucent. Brittle,

(ncognostic and Geographic Srtnatio/i.s.—This rare

and remarkable mineral has hitherto been found only

associated with brown coal at Artcni in Thuringia.

Gen us 1 1—M in eaa L-U e s i n.

Erd-harz, Mohs
Amorphous. Hardness =0.0,—2.5. Sp. gr.=0.8,

— 1 .2 .

I. yclloxv Mineral- Rcsin or Amber,—lameson.

Gelbcs Lrd-harz, Mohs.—Bernstein, H erncr,—
Succin, Hauy.

Specific Character—Solid. Yellow...white. Streak

white or grey. Hardness =2.0, —2.5. Sp. gr. =
1.0, —LI.

Description,—Colours 3
^ellow and white. Occurs

massive and disseminated, and often incloses insects,

leaves, and other parts of vegetables, also corals, Ac.

Lustre ranges from splendent to glistening, and is

resinous. Fracture conchoidal. Transpaient and

translucent. Brittle, and easily frangible.

Geognostu: anil Geographic Situations—3'Iiis beau-

tiful mineral occurs in greatest abundance and va-

riety imbedded in the various strata of the alluvial

class, and the finest masses are those found in the

low. Hat, and alluvial countries on the shores of the

Bahic. It has been aoraetimos gathered on the

coasts of Scotland and England.

2. Bl^rh Mineral-‘Resin.—Jameson.

Sebwarzes F.rd-harz, A/o/iV.—Bitume, Jlauj/.

Specific Character Solid... liquid. Black, brown,

red, and grey. Streak black, brown, yellow, and

grey. Hardness =0.0, —2.0. Sp. gr. =0.8, —1.2-

Descriptio7i.—Colours white, grey, yellow
, brown.
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S. (KlonW'Codi.-..;^^

Hnrclose Steiokohle,

Glnazkohle, tVerner.

l^cific CAaraciett— CpMir
inewlic Initre. No Utwnpboiw

flirigr—

Imperftct
.M^neis

SilkSit 4!taMin lanindt diBMn>ineted« f^ular,
rat^brin^ aod liquid. Lustre resinous,

eplendeot to glimiBofing. Fn|c-

cVKkdickidftli tad tlaty, Hanget from

jMlotirSb*whiter wad wiiie-3^1*

^ lowr iqM transpaarent vaiietlei are iteaed eepAMa;
the blackUi-browDr liquid, and translutentor opaque
varietlea are named mineral ore, or petroleum

;

the

blaekfshnbrown «o1id varieties, with earthy fracturet

are dbicribed under the name Earthy H^fineral^pileh ; a • a- « i w
the pitch-Uadk Tarletiea, with splendeat andwining ii ii

"

^ luatw aner condiioidnl fracture, wo tbe shggy mJ- .
^^•;--iWoiir#«^

Wnl-p^k. or 4N»Mih» of tJkom and uStIo, the “ «*"««» “d nnlntoiy dtymet coq^g[|6M; mas-

bm, mawhe^e^daiy, add elaslio mtatfea are ««• ranges

nmS elaOioZeZvtfitei: “» Simmering, ^ w Wfect me-

Geognwtfcond^feojf^fiiiuo*^ w!f
fracture mmn, and

diai^ minoral-oil-flow’ from rocks atjjfijit^ooe and PW**?', ®®"®
,
T{“ wieties

of tte coal fonnations. The 6nest Jp^of the spicndwt lustre and condtoidalJN^urq are

formOr are foutkd on
~

latter occurs at StCa(!llEBe*s,in theticinity of £diii-

bnrgl^and iti nevcral other places in Scotland and
j^npllpiid. The earthy mineral pi^ch js a rare mine-

has been Jpuiaitao fo«n^ ^rthelptily in the

Snrtat the ^Aaggy aunen^^ h mot with imbed-
ded in the Ummdiie, miastonea and aandstone of

the coal fbMnation in ^a'^ftWlWdiltrict of Scotland

;

irs \

ores of the CaMans the conchaidal gUtnee^oid

;

those with datgr^ic*

I-S. in the rkanitvof Edin- gla«K-coal; the ^uWnnr raneUes
nar^0anu^otd j and the fibrous and soiling varieties

fibrous glame»caal at mineral ckarcoalo

Geo^noitic "tmd Get^raphtc Stlualions—GiaTkce^
coal, like black-ooal> occurs in beds in the coal for-

mation ip the ^nend^ class of rocks within the

v„-. ^ SnSW, and KUmatti^, Salt-

and the dlutidlninttia^ imhmm hitherto found ^ SnnyihaivaiW^.BWni^ as localities

;

only in iSe&^taa^ed Odin, to the north of «fu« W. iw^d^ maws m se-

Older n.~CoAL.

Streak brown and black. Hardness

Sp# gTa =1.2, -^1.5.

Genus I.--*Mxir&aAL Coal.

Amorphous. Hardness ^sl.Oi —2«5s Sp. gr. sr

1 .2 ,

1 . Bitufdfious MineroZ-CooZs^-Jameson.

Harzige Stein-kohle, AfoAs.

Specific CAaracfer.«i-CQlours black and brown.

Resinous lustre. BituoiiipDo^amelL Hardness =1,0,

Sp. 1-5.

brown, bhok» md grey.

Qt^s massive* IJgnifonn* and rUrely ci^tnni-

ated concretions. Lustre rangn froasopleROent So

glimmering, and is resinous. rVacturo earthy, e<m«

choidal, slaty, and uneven. Opaque. Streak s&in-

Sectile or brittle. Easily frangible.

varieties of bitumipous coal, in which bmwn
la {wedooiiiiatiiig colooiywith feeble lustre, ihore

or less of the woody teature or form, and easily jfiRan*

glble, are^named tool, under which disMcfe it

mcluded the gratis* Wxfthy, ahminaue, aaw^oidal,

and irapezoidd hromu^oaal of aut,bori. The varieties

la Which the black lootoiir j^oaApacai tPd U>e re^

alnoiis liNtra* k cqiWidefabK^ ^ harde*

than dm bnor^ Vii^icties, Uack^oul^ qf

which tkarfepowuig adb^umerated by ipibe.

roIojibts,^aiR.Bai«a^^ and
coarse^cool.

tirnj;TfiilrfS|^^ iSi^uarfeas.Hh^Thehfphrn

coal occurs pnaetpd^ atong with rooks dr

vial class, and the coal of Bovqy Ip Ufi^khd mtp
imple of it in this itfiuldr ^ko ma^n^se||| as an example

6

condary trap, tut in tbe Calton-Hill at Edinburgh. It

differs from the other kinds of coal, by its occasional

appearance in rocks of the primitive formation.

^ ^ New Minerals.

No descriptions are here given of the minerals

enumerated in the following list, because, although
the occounts of them given by mineralogists are
in general correct, they are not complete, and it

would have extended this article much beyond the
limits pfWrrJbed to it, to have detailed all that has
bean published in regard to them.

1. Allophaoe. 2. Biimuthic silver. 3. Blsedtte.

4. Brewsterite. & F^uat of Genum. 6. Gomptonite.
7. Conite. &oqatedite. 9. Gouzeranite. 10.

Glesekite. 11- U^ODdite. l2. Heulandite. 13.

Hkengeritq. 14»l|iMnita. l3-LlgarUe. 16. Mel-
Kte. 17.^ Molybdenic silver* Ifi-Orthitc. 19. Po-
lyhallite. 20. Pyrallolite. 21. Pyrprthite. 22.

rosnalite. 2S. Snppante. 24. Skorodtfe, 25. Spi>

aellane. 36. Stilpoosiderite*. 27. EoedawdBite. S8.
^nromsouite. 29. Wavellite. W. Tftroteite. SI.
ZurlitS.

^
Plateu

Tlie EgurM in the Plates 4rf Wl>>S>tlBlfi.fr(«li fig. pUim.

37 to fig. 4fii relkr «> the Wnwwelt.

GtOSrOOt.
Qao^ot.lsialread^ UMMjpSeil^ Itiac bnMch ofirietoty of

niiaerates}! whidh treiit* 0 WIlifitnBltpherej thsrwa-^* Bnnch

terl of we globe, srtid Wf^ meuntitin vocki, of" "®'*"®**

fithiA tftg qtKth iet»niR|tsM.'' T|ie natural history

«( atomhere is gly«a kitw arttde MuTBon*
{nMi«%WM||iq«t of the #a{er| sf^glatt9 under varf*

eSfiiah rtiftllie «a (%x^, ^ntlMlfg,

V















MINERALOGY.
et^noay. LAKES, RiVEKs, ; and therefore our present bu*

sinesB is with the natural history of the solid mate*
rials, of which the crust of the earth is composed.
This particular depi^tment ofgeology is now general-
ly known under the title Geognosy

; and may be de-
fined as that branch of mineralogy which makes us
acquainted with the physiognomy of the earth's sur-

face, and also with the internal structure, relative

position, and mode of formation of the mineral
masses of which it is composed.

Geognosy had scarcely an existence before the
time of Saussure and Werner. The former of these
celebrated philosophers, as Cuvier remarks, « by n
laborious investigation of the most inacccsbible moun-
tain difitrit^ ‘.nring twenty years of continual re-

search, in wfiich he examined the Alps on all sides,

and penetrated through all their defiles, has laid

open to our view the entire ordrr of the primitive
formations, and has clearly tra^ rd ihe boundaries by
which they are distinguishable from the secondary
formations. The other equrt!ly celebrated geologist,

taking advantage of the jiuujcrous excavations in the
most ancient mining district lu I he v/orkl, has fixed
the laws which regulate this succession of strata,

pointing out their relalivo aiUiqult' in regard to

each other, and tracing each of them lliiouidi all its

changes and metamorjdioscs. hVorn him alone wc
date the coinmoneenit'nt oi' real geognosy, so far as

re5»|>0cti!i the mineral natures <»f the strata/' Cuvier
ranks next to the illustrious naturalists just mention-
i'd. His numerous discoveries* in the nitural his-

tory of fossil orgauii remains ; Ids inquiries into

ihcir distrihulioii' ill iUe ve,r!i)us mincraj lormation.",

and hi^ eie;j.Mnl gcneial viv j>avr luUU'd i juch to

the nalurul hi.sfoiy oi the ,ioln., au'i c inii iliuted in

an eminent degit^ to the ivaneeirK Ut i^f ^iio.nv.

Hutton, uLii (!/s:n•^li!^hr(! .minli yman, by the Imld-

ness and oiiginal.iy ol leN' ^uceui.itne views
; WiiiU '

hiiift, by idi accurate a. d inleresting descn'iitioiu.^

;

]*Jayfair. by tin- palilic.uion ef Ids splendid illustra-

tions of' llie Muitunian theory; Giecnough, Duck-
land, MiiccAillocli, dainesun, and niiiny others, by
their iiucfti ig.it ion of the interi’Stirig mountams and
jdiiins ef fireat Britain

; and the umied eildrts of the

Wernerian vSociely of i^dinhurgli, ami of the Geoio-

gical Societies of JanKb ri, (h^rmvall, anil C'ambridge,

nave, in a wondertiiliy sluirt period of time, not only

very greatly extendi d tlie boimchiiies of lids science,

blit procured for it a ’io:t of active and inieihgcnt

cultivators; so th.ii, a: piiseul, it is, of all the

branches of natmal Instmy, that which is the most
enthusiastically pursued in this island.

The principal details ami theories connected with

geognosy having been already given in a previous

article, we shall at present confine ourselves to a

sliort description of the |)hysiognomy of the earth's

surface ;
of the changes it has experienced through

the agency cf the atmosphere, and water; and con-

clude with 0 general account of the rocks of which

the earth is composed.
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L—Physiognomy of the earth's surface, or descrip- Geoguaty-

tion of the various inequalities Aservable
dry land, and on the bottom of the sea.

On a very general view, the surface of our globe

appears arranged into land and water. The water

occupies nearly three-fourths of its surface, and the

dry land (above its level) is arranged into masses of

various forms and magnitudes. This dry land is not

equally distributed
;
for a much larger portion of it

occui> to the north than to the south of the equator ;

and the dificrcnce in this respect is so great, that

the southern half is principally water, while the

northern is chiefly land.

This great accumulation of land in the northern
half of the globe suggested to some geographers the

idea of the existence of a southern continent, which
was necessary to counterbalance the mass of land si-

tuated in the northern hemisphere. The discoveries

of Cook, however, have shown, that, up to the 70
south latitude, there is no appearance of continent

;

and that these dreary regions of water and ice arc

only diversified by a few' islands. Beyond this limit,

towards tiie pole, there remains only about five or

six hundred thousand square marine leagues, in

which there can be any land, inaccessible to naviga-

tors, on account of the ice, but the whole of this

mass would slightly alter the proportion between the

two hemispheres. * But the part of the land above

the surface of the sea is so small, in proportion to

tiic w'hoic mas^ of the globe, that the effect of its

unequal distribution upon the equilibrium of the

glnbo is so inconsiderable, as to produce no sensible

ithcl.

'i'hv dry land is arranged into two grand divisions,

named IVoilds, viz. the Old B o/7f/,and the Ncxvfrorl(L

The Old JW'tidy in the eastern hemisphere, extends

from sou! li- west to north-east, and comprehends the

lluee emuinenhs, viz. Africa, Asia, and Europe. The
AVu> ll'otld, in the western hemisphere, extends

from noilli to south, and is composed of two conti-

nents, VIZ. Nuith n-id South America.

The old and new worlds have the following fea-

ture iu common—northern and southen halves,

coimecting isthnuiocs, a peninsula on the one side,

and 0 group of iblanck on the other. Thi.s' arrangc-

iDviil will appear evident from the following details: ^

'Hie old world may^ be considered as composed of

tvvo great halves, who.'jc grt atest direction is from
north to kou.Ii

;
the one, the wcbtem, includes Eu-

rope and Aiiica; the other, the eastern, Asia and

New Holland. In the western half, the two parts

or continenii*, viz. Europe and Africa, arc connected

together by the Isthmus of Suez, and have, mi the

cnc hand, the Islands of the Mediterranean, and cii

the other the Peninsula of Aiabia. In tlic eji!?tcrn

half the two continents of Asia and New Hoi 'ami

arc, wo a certain extent, connected together by tin

Islands of Java, Sumatra, lVc.
; and in front of tliir

broken istlsmus is Papua and other islands, and cn

the opposite side the Peninsula of India. TJie icw

• The lately discovered islands to the south of Cape Horn, named New South Shetland, wore first

considered as portions of a Terra AusiialU*
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(icognosj. world is composed of two halves, a northern and

SQUk^rn ; these are connected togeihcp by the Isth-

^ niul of Darien, and on the front are situated the

West India Islands, and behind the Peninsula of Ca-
lifornia.

Another general feature in the distribution of the

dry land is the tending of all the great peninsulas

towards tlie south. This is the case with Africa,

Arabia, India, South America, Scandinavia, Spain,

Italy, Greece, Corea, Alashka, Kamschatka, Califor-

nia, Florida, and Greenland.

Besides the old and new worlds, in the sense above

described, there occur, dispeiscd through the ocean,

numerous smaller masses of land, forming islands of

various magnitudes and forms. Those islands, situ-

ated near to the continents, are considered as belong-

ing to them. Thus, the British Isles belong to Eu-

rope, those of Japan to Asia, the West India Islands

to America, and Madagascar to Africa. But there are

other islands situated at a distance from continents,

and which cannot be referred to any of the preced-

ing divisions, but to the oceans in which tlicy arc si-

tuated*

Such arc the general distributions of the land

above the level of the sea ;
that below the waters of

the ocean, or the submarine land^ presents considera-

ble variety in form and in distribution, as wc shall

explain particularly afterwards.

Inequalities of the Surface ofthe Drij Land.

The surface of the dry land exhibits great variety

in aspect, forming mountains, hills, valleys, and plains.

The most general divisions of these inequalities, esta-

blished by geographers, are into high land and low

land; and the more particular into mountain groups,

hilly land, mountain chains, mountains, plains, and

valleys.

High Land and Low Land.

The surface of the dry land, on a general view,

may be considered os composed of high land and low

land- By tlie first we understand a lofty, uneven,

and widely extended mass of land
;
by the second, a

great and widely extended low and flat country.

These high and low lands occur in all the great con-

tinents already enumerated. Thus, in Europe there

is one extensive low land, bounded by two or tliree

great high lands, which lie to the north and to the

south. The southern high Jand has its central part

in the Alps, to the cast of Switzerland ;
towards the

west it extends to the Atlantic Ocean, towards the

east to the Black Sea. The northern high land

comprelieiids the great range of Britain, that of Swe-^

den and Norway, and some ranges in European

Bussia, which connect the lofty land of Norway

with the 'Uralian range. It is between these high

lands that wc find the great European low land,

which comprehends the 'lejthern part of France,

the Netherlands, Holland, iiower Germany, Silesia,

Poland, and the greater part of European Russia,

to the foot of the Uralians,

High Land.

These high lands are composed of chains of moun-

aius, variously arranged in regard to each other.
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and to a central and high chain ; and the numerous Geognewy.

concavities and hollows between these chains and
mountains form the diiferent kinds of valleys. In-

terposed between these and the'^ow land are ranges

of lower hills, forming what is called hilly land. In
order to obtain a clear notion of the structure of the

high land, it will be advantageous to premise a short

account of the forms of single mountains, and of

chains of mountains.

1. Single Mountains.

In single mountains, or hills, we can, in general,

distinguish three different parts, named the foot, ac-

clivity, and summit.

Foot—The foot is the lowest and flattest part. It

sometimes extends to a considerable distance, and
then rises under an angle of 8*^' or 10®

;
when it is

less extensive, or has a smaller base, it rises under a

somevvliat greater angle, but never greatly exceeds
10®. Tlie mountains in wide valleys have generally

a considerable foot, but in those in narrow valleys

the foot is less in extent. Sometimes, as in moun-
tains having a mural ascent, there is no foot. The
inconsiderable inclination of the foot of mountains

owing to the extensive cover of debris, or alluvial

soil, spread over them.

Acclivity or Ascent is the space between the foot

and summit of a mountain. It is generally the

steepest and most considerable part of it. Its incli-

nation is less or more than 30*^, and on this depends

the greater or less depth of the soil. Upon an ac-

clivity of 30^, and even more, we find a good cover

of soil ; at 4f5^\ however, the acclivity is too great

to admit the growth of* trees. Sometimes the acclivi-

ty is perpendicular, forming mural precipices; and
it is either mural on one, two, or all sides, or in sin-

gle spots. Granite, porpliyry, anil sandstone, aflbrd

examples of such acclivities, llumlioldt remarks,

in regard to acclivities iti general, tliut the}^ are to

be reckoned considerable when llieir angle is 7® or

8^, which is the maximum for carriages
; that they

are very steep when 1,5^, which is the maximum for

loaded beasts of burthen
;
that an inclination of 35^

is so great, that wc cannot ascend it without cutting

steps in the rocks ; and that, even with the aid of

steps, an inclination of more than 41*® is very diffi-

cult of ascent.

Summit is generally the smallest part of a moun-
tain, and is less steep than the acclivity. There oc-

cur, however, exceptions to this: thus, there are

summits that rise more rapidly than the acclivity

;

and these are usually very high, almost of equal

height with the acclivity, and completely bare. Sum-
mits of this description are frequent in Switzerland,

where they are named peaks. In Switzerland, many
of the summits are very narrow, high, and sharp, and
are named needles. When the peaked or sharp

conical form becomes more obtuse, obtuse conical

summits are formed. When the cones become veiy
flat and roundish they resemble domes, and such
summits are said to be dome-shaped. Many summits
have a convex or obtuse ridge-form, and these are

named round-iacked^ and not unfrequently the sum-
mit is flat and like a table, when it is said t6 be
table-shaped. These various forms of the summit
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(ifORnoHy. depend, in some measure, on the nature of the rocks

;

soft and easily decomposible rocks present a
soft outline, while those composed of hard and diffi-

cultly dccompo.sihle h)cks have a very uneven and
sharp contour. The position of the strata also ma-
terially affects the forms of summits, for it frequent-

ly happens, that vertically disposed hard strata form

peaks and needle summits^ while horizontal strata

form tabular summits. The vertical strata of gneiss

in some districts in Scotland, afford fine examples
of the peaked and denticulated summits, some of

the softer granites of Aberdeenshire of the obtuse

conical summits, the cluy-.slate of tlic outer ranges

of certain IlighI md districts of the round- backed
summits, and the hills of the secondary trap forma-

tion, and of some sandstones, the table-shaped sum-
mit.

II—Chains of

When a greater or li sser niir-ibci of hills or moun-
tains arc connected together m h Jengthrned form,

and in a single series, they arc said to form a chain

of mountains^ It seldom hapJ^c^^ tliat single chains

of mountains occur in a country, they being gene-

rally more or less numerous, and variously aggre-

gated together.

Ill ,— General Description of a Mountain Group,

or Alpine Group-

In the higher and more central parts of the high

land, many chains of mountains occur together, and

in a determinate order, and form what maybe deno-

minated a mountain frronp, or alpine grou or

system or mass of mountains. When a mountain

group is viewed as a whole, it appears highest in

the middle, and this highc'tt part extends through

tJie vs hole group, without being in any part of its

course intersected. This elevated part we deno-

minate the high mounUdr. chain; it is the of

French geologists; the jaga montium, serre and

sierra, of geographers.

The transverse section of a mountain group has,

in general, a triangular form, in which the height

bears a small proportion to the base. The two sides

ol' the triangle Ibrrn what arc termed the acclivities

of the group ;
their intersection ut the upper edge,

Uie high mountain ridge ; the inferior pari of each

inclined plane; the foot or bottom of the group

;

the two small faces (the ends of the prism), the ex-

tremities of the group ; its length is the distance

from one extremity to the other ; its breadth is that

across from one loot to the other ; and the height,

the veriicul elevation from the high mountain

ridge to the level of the sea ; and lastly, the point

of the compass, towards which the high mountain

ridge is directed, is the direction. On each of the

acclivities there are chaitts of mountains which shoot

from each side of the high mountain chain, in the

manner of the ribs from the vertebral column of

an animal. Between these chains, which become

lower as they approach the foot of the group, are

situated those great hollows or concavities named

principal vallcijs. Some chains take their rise at

the high mountain ridge, and terminate in the prin-

cipal valley^ before they reach the foot of the accli-

vity ; otluTs rise in the middle of a principal valley, Geognoby.

and terminate at the foot of the group; and this

arrangement gives rise to short valleys, Iiaving'H^

same direction as the principal valleys, and contain-

ed in them. The acclivities of two opposite chains,

which form the sides of the same valley, meet toge-

ther, ill a more or Je«.s tortuous line, in tlie bottom
of the valley, or in what is termed by continental

geographers the thalweg. The principal valleys, at

their ujiper extremity or at the point of their origin,

terminate in a roundish hollow wliich cuts tlie higli

mountain chain, and which is termed a gorge or pass.

Between any two adjoining gorges, tlic high mountain
ridge retains its primitive height, and forms a protu-

berance or summit ; so that a high mountain chain, in

its line of direction, appears denticulated or composed
of an alternating scries of gorges and Hummits. The
gorges nr passes are the points of departure of any
two v \lleys on opposite sides of the group

;
and the

Bumniils are the points of departure of any two op-

posite chains. The principal mountain cliains just

described arc again connected with others which
proceed from them in a perpendicular direction

;

these form what are termed secondary chains, and
the hollnw'S or valleys hi tween them secondary vaU
leys

;

from these secondary chains others proceed,

and give rise to tertiary chains, and tcrlian/ valleys.

Many vallejs of a foinlh, and even of a Jess consi-

derable magnitude, occur, which do not require any
fmthcr description.

IV^.—Particular Description of a Mountain Croup,

or Alpine Group*

a. Water- Shed.

TIic summit of the high mountain chain is, as al.

ready mentioned, named the high mountain ridge. It

is the wntcr*sht’d (or tlie whole group, and is the line

formed by the meeting of tlu' two acclivities, French

geologists term it ligne de paitagc dcs eau

;

German
geologists named it uctfiscr scheide ; and by googra-

pheis it is named droortia aijuurum. The exact de-

termination of this line is often of great impoi rance
;

for example, when it is to be taken as the boundary

of two neighbouring states, as was the case in the

treaty of the Pyrenees (art. 42), where it was stipu-

lated that tiie water-shed was to serve as the boun-

dary between I'rance and Spain. \Ve must not,

however, believe that tlie water-shed is always the

highest part of a moiinUiin group ;
for, as we shall

afterwards explain, some of the subordinate ranges

arc occasionally considerably higher.

On crossing the high mountain ridge, we often

pass immediately from the one acclivity of the group

to the other
;
but in other cases, the liigh mountain

summit is very broad,, and when tins rakes })lace, wc
have a distance of several miles, or even leagues, be-

fore wr cross from one acclivity to the other. Thus

in the great alpine country of Norway, named the

La?ige Field, the summit of the high mountain chain

varies in breadth from 24 to miles. Mexico also

presents a striking example of a summit which has a

breadth and a length of many leagues. But even in

these summit''', or alpine platforms, or table lands,

there is a watev-shed; and it is this line which re-

presents in every case, correctly considered, the
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geometrlcstl summit of the group. In some moun-

' t^^roupsy as the Grampians and the Pyrenees, the

hipi mountain diain has the same general direction

from one extremity to the other; in other caaes,

there is a change of direction ; thus the Alps, after

ranging from W. S. W. from St Gothard to beyond
Mont Blanc, turn suddenly to the -south, and main*

tain their new direction to the shores of the Medi-
terranean. Daring the different changes in the di-

rection of the high mountain chain, it experiences

considerable variation in height, becoming very low

in some parts of its course.

b. Acclivities,

The inclined planes that proceed from each side

of the high mountain chain are, as formerly men-
tioned, named the acclivities of the mountain

group. The angle of inclination of the acclivi-

ties varies from to ; thus that of the north<>

ern acclivity of the Pyrenees is from 3^ to 4®
; that

of the southern acclivity of the Al])8, from the line

formed by the colossal summits of Mont Blanc, Mont
Cerven, and Mont Rose, and of which the general

height is 3500 metres, to the plains of Piedmont
and Lombardy, is 3-|^ But as such a general incli-

nation is made up of many particular inclinations, on
account of the irregularities of the acclivity, wc must,

before we reach the summit, ascend and descend ac-

clivities much more considerable than that we have

just mentioned. The two acclivities of a group have
.seldom the same degree of inclination ; on the con-

trary, the one is generally shorter and steeper than

the other. Thus the western acclivity of the Gram-
pian mountain group is steeper and shorter than the

eastern ; the northern acclivity of the Erzgebirge is

long and gentle, while the southern is rapid and

short; in the Pyrenees, the northern acclivity is

more extensive and steeper than the southern ; and

the western acclivity of the Andes is shorter and

steeper than the eastern. These diflercaces of in-

clfnation of the acclivities have long engaged the at-

tention of observers, and they have endeavoured to

discover some law to which they may be referred.

Bergman, in bis Physical Geography^ maintains, that

in ^ains having a north and south direction, the

western acclivity is always the steepest ; and that in

chains ranging from cast to west, the southern ac-

clivity is the steepest. Dr Walker also maintaiiied

the same opinion, and used to refer to the pheno-
mena in the Highlands of Scotland for illustrations

of its truth. There can be no doubt of this arrange-

ment occurring in some groups, but it is by no means
a general one.

Andreo8By,thc celebrated engineer,remarks, ‘‘That

when ranges of mountains are situated on the accli-

vities of a mountain group, such as the Jura, Vosges,

Cevennes, situated on the grand acclivity descending

from tho Alps to the ocean, that tlie acclivities of the

ran^ looking toward ti Sapper part of the acclivi-

ty of the group are the most abrupt ;*’ he names it

conlre^pente, in opposition to the other acclivity,

which being inclin^ in the direction of the general

acclivity of the chain, bears the name simply of

penii! or acclivity., The observations of Saussure

accord with this statement^ for be says, The intc-
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rior chains turn theif*- back to the exterior parts of t^eognosy.

the Alps, and present their escarperoent to tlie centr al

'

ebain.**^ It has also been remarked, that the moun-
tains immediately around lakep| as those around the
lake of Geneva, have their escarpement, that is, their

most abrupt face, toward the lake.

c. Lateral and Subordinate Chains.

Those chains, which are situated on the acclivities

of the group, present nearly the same phenomena as
the high mountain chain. The ridges ofthese chains,
on a general view, diminish in height as they ap-
proach their termination ; but this is not always the
case, because we sometimes find thorn maintaining
their original height for a great length, and some-
times terminating abruptly. These lateral ranges also
sometimes rise to u greater height than the high
mountain range ; thus the highest summits in tho
Pyrenees are not in the high mountain chain, but at
a distance from it ; Mont Perdu, the highest summit
in the Pyrenees, is not in the high mountain chain,
but in one of the lateral chains, 1’hese lateral chains
have others rising from them under various angles,

and thus forming another scries of valleys, and these
again, in their turn, in a similar way, give rise to
still smaller chains and valleys.

d. Mountain Arm.

Sometimes a lateral branch or chain passes on
from tl)C foot of the acclivity into the bounding low
country, and then forms what is called a mountain
arm; and which, if continued to the sea, and ter-
minates abruptly, forms a cape or promontory. In
other cases, on the contrary, one of the laterarchains
does not reach the foot of the mountain group, but
terminates at a greater or less distance from it, and
thus leaves an empty space between the extremities
of two lateral chains, which are to the right and to
the left of it. If the sea washes the foot of the
mountain group, it invades the space betw^een the
two chains, and forms a gulf,

e. Valleys*

The concavities or hollows in a Wiountain group
are denominated valleys. These are of various mag*
nitudes. The principal or largest valleys are those
that rise towards the high mountain chain, and which
descend from it in a direction nearly perpendicular
to its direction, and terminate at the foot of the
group. Their general position is across the accli-

vity ; hence they are sometimes named transverse

valleys. ITiey receive from their right and from
their left, and nearly perpendicular to their direc-

tion, the valleys of the second order ; and these lat-

ter valleys receive, in their turn, the valleys of tlie

third order, or the branches of the third order, and
so on of the other branches and valleys of smaller
dimensions.

f. Botiem oj Valleys* ^

As we ascend in valleys towards the chains from
which they take their rise, we find that the inclina-

tion of the bottom is not every where uniform The
inclination is usuallv uniform and gentle, until we
reach the ramiflcatiODs at its upper part, when it
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oeogmMy. increasei congiderably, an^sometimeB we cannot

reach the mountain chain but by a very steep ascent,

sometimes; indeed, yearly vertical, so that the val-

ley seems to terminate suddenly opposite to a per-

pendicular face. Examples of tlicse appearances

on the small scale occur in Glen Cloy, in the

Island of Arran, and in Glen Corse, near Edinburgh.

Beyond these precipices, ia some valleys, in follow-

ing the course of the water, the valley contracts and
again enlarges, and this several times before reach-

ing its termination. Most of the larger valleys pre-

sent, in their course, a series of contraclions and
enlargements, thus forming a beries of basins ranged

in stages, the one above the other, and seldom com-
municating but by narrow openings. The valleys

in the course of the Don, in Abt rdeenshire, Bcau-
ly, in Inverness-shire, Tay, in l^erthsbirc, and Njth,

in Dunifries-shire, are of this description. Saus-

sure describes several babins Hj oocuiring in tlie val-

ley of the Rhone; the larg^- aiid beaiiilful valley of

Aosta, according to Danbid.-^Mni, lias throe basins;

and the valley of the Nile. im Upper and Middle

Egypt, presents a series oi' similar basins.

g. Salient and rc-cnlvnnl Ai.gfcs o/’ Vnllcij^,

Another ouiious phenomenon exhibited by valleys

is their salient and ri'-entrant angles. “ We see, in

the Pyrenees, says Raymond, some valleys who.sc

salient and rc-enl rant angle s perfectly correspond,

that if llie force which be[)aMted Lhcni were to act

in a contrary direction, and bring their sides toge-

ther again, they would unite so exactly, that even

the fissure could not he perceived." This appear-

ance was first particularly noticed in the Alps by

Bourguet.

b. Gcnmd Directum of the great Valleys (f a Group,

The direction of the principal valleys of a group,

as w e have already explained, is nearly perpendicu-

lar to the high mountain chain ; and it is in conse-

quence of this that valleys of thi.> description, on a

general view, and independent of local deviations,

are ranged in the line of tJip of the greuiest ac-

clivity. The Crrampians in Scotland, and the Py-

renees in Spain, afford illustrations of this fact. But
at the extremities of a high mountain chain, when

the ridge becomes low', and does not rise again, the

valleys ought to diverge round the point where the

sinking begins ; they are no longer perpendicular to

the high mountain chain, and may become parallel to

it. Examples of this arrragement occur in Scotland.

Andreossy, speaking of such an appearance, says,

** tliat when valleys are disposed in this manner, tlie

mountain group to which they belong may be con-

sidered as terminated.”

k. Gorges or Passes^

These are the small valleys or holiows in the high

mountain chain. As these are the lowest points on

the summit line of a high mountain chain, they will

form the lines of communication between two coun-

tries separated by a mountain group. Notwith-

standing their low situations, in regard to the neigh-

bouring heights, they are nevertheless highly elevat-

ed above the level of the sea. The great passes lead-
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ing from France into Italy afford striking examples
of these short valleys ; one of these, the

St Bernard, is 2500 metres above the sea ; tha||%le

St Bernard, another pass, is 2200 metres aboveithe
sea ; and a third, Mount Cenis, is 2060 metres above
the level of the sea.

I. Forms of Mountain Groups.

The general aspect of a mountain group depends
very much on the shape of the summits of the moun-
tains of which its various chains are composed* Each
group is in some degree characterized by these

:

In this view mountain groups arc divided into com-
moHt conical, and alpine. In the common mouniain
group, the individual mountains of which tlie chains

arc composed arc joined nearly by the summits. In
the conical mountain groups the individual moun-
tains of which the chains are composed are also sing-

ly Rggreguted, but not joined higher up than the

acclivity ; so that they appear conical. In the n/-

pinc mountain group j
the mountain chains are com-

posed, nut of single mountains joined together, but

of groups of pyramidal-shaped mountains, in which
groups a large pyramidal mountain has arranged
around it a number of smaller mountains of the

same figure.

in. Connections of Mountain Croups.

Mountain groups seldom occur isolated, as is the

case W'ith the Giampiarus und the J^yrenecs; more
generally several occur together, and when this is

the case, we obsc'rve that they arc connected togc-

tlu r or separated from each other in various ways.

Soinclimc.s they arc separated from each other by
seas ;

it is tlius that the extremity of the Alps of Eu-
rojie, or Mount Hivmus, is separated from the Cau-
ca.^us by the Black Soa. In other cases they are se-

parated by plains, placed between tlie foot or the

extremities of the groups, as is the case wdth th(*

Alps of the Tyro), which arc separated from tht

Bb.hmorvvald and other mountains of Bohemia, by
the plains of Bavaria. Principal valleys sometimes

form the limits between two mountain groups; thus

the Cevennes group is .separated from tl e French
Alps by the valley of tlie Rhone. Small groups of

hills occasionally form the boundaries : it is thus

that the Vosges are separated from the Jura group,

and the Pyrenees from the Cevennes. Lastly, moun-
tain groups are separated by natural sections; in

this way the Jura grouj» i.s separated from the French
Alps by the deep and narrow ravine near the Fort of

Eciuse.

n. Scries of Mountain Groups.

Mountain groups, in regard to their connection,

are cither isolated, or several arc joined together,

foriring a chain of mountain groups. A chain of

mountain groups extends from the Alps of Switzer-

land to Servia and Bulgaria ;
a similar range is form-

ed by the Fichteigebirge, which is connected with

the Carpathians by the mountain groups of the Erz-

gebirge, RiesengebirgCj Silesian, and Moravian

groups.

0. Direction of Mountain Gtoups.

The direction of mountain groups, and of chains
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Gfognoiy. of iDOuntaiD groups, is the same as that of the great*^ es^ttbension of the continent or island in which

thiP%ccur. Thus, in Scotland, the high land, ex-

tending from Dumbarton to Cape Wrath, is in the

direction of its greatest dimensions, which is from N.

to S. ; in the mainland of Shetland, the principal

group is also in the direction of its greatest length

;

and in Norway, the great high land ranges from

north to south, in the direction of its greatest length.

p. Basins and Lakes in Mountain Groups.

Numerous basins or concavities among mountains

are filled with water, forming lakes, while others

are without water, or empty. These lakes are met

with principally at the foot of mountain groups, or

near to their high mountain chain,—that is, at the

upper extremity of the principal valleys, very near

the gorges or passes. There are lakes at the high-

G»t points of the three grand passes from France in-

to Italy by Mount Cenis, the little St Bernard, and

the great St Bernard ; the first is half a league in

length, and the latter has a contour of three or four

miles. In the valleys in the interior of mountain

groups many basins occur, placed in succession above

each other ;
and tiie same disposition is seen in the

great valleys of rivers, far from tlie centre of moun-
tain masses.

V. Land

Is composed of ranges of hills, which are irregu-

larly grouped together, and whose elevation, in ge-

neral, does not exceed 1000 feet. There in no cen-

tral, or high mountain chain towards which tlie others

tend. It forms the link which connects t.ht moan-

tain group with the low land, and often there is a

gradual lowering of the hills until they arc lost in

the plains.

Low Lan ),

The low land is formed principally of large and

extensive plains, little elevated above the level of the

sea, on whicli we occasionally observe gentle risings

and undulations of the surface, that often extend to

a considerable distance, and sometimes form the

limits between neighbouring rivers.

The plains of the low land are characterized by

the presence of particular hollows, or concavities^

which are den jminated river^valleys^ or river-courses.

In these, there are to be distinguished the bed of the

river, and the holm, or hauok land : Further, there

are to he observed the high and lavo bank of the

river, and the ravines, or small valleys, that traverse

tlic high hank and terminate in the low bank. There

is still another kind of hollow met with in low

land ; it is (hat formed by shallow and wide extend-

ed lakes* Numerous instances of tliis appearance

occur in the great European low land.

Before proceeding to describe the forms of the

submarine land, we shall giv*. descriptions of coasts

and canoes.

Coasts.

The edge of the dry land, wnere it meets the wa-

ters of the ocean, has received the general name of

coast. It varies in its aspect* Sometimes it is form-

ed of steep and rugged rocks, which arc cUher low,

12

or rise to considerabTo height ; in other cases, it is Geognosy,

composed of shelving irregular rocks ; on the coast
^

of Holland, and in other cou|^ries, it is formed of
low sandy hills termed dunes

;

and lastly, in tlie

tropical seas it is more or less deeply incased with

corals of various descriptions, forming what are call-

ed coraUreiJs.

Caves,

These arc cavities of greater or less extent, which
are either open to day, or are more or le.ss complete-

ly concealed in the interior of the i^arth. They are

divided into external and interital caves^

1. External Caves .—These are great hollows open
to day, and which occur in the faces of cliffs on the

sides of valleys, and in steep cliffs and precipices

near the coast, or wliich hang over the sea. Lime-
stone and sandstone cliffs and precipices often exhibit

caves of this description, and similar caves, sometimes
of great magnitude, occur in primitive and trnnsilioii

rocks. The great open caves on the west coast of

the Island of Arran are situated in sandstone, and

the same is the case with those on the coast of Fifc-

shirc and Angus-shire ; the striking cave of Smoo, in

Sutherland, is in limestone, and those of the Islands

of Isla and Jura arc in prirnilive rocks.

2. Internal Caves.— Ihesc arc situated cither in

the centre of mountains, and witlioiit any direct

communication with the atmosphere, or they are si-

tuated in the interior of rocks, but communicate
with the external air by means oJ‘ passages of grc'Al-

cr or less extent. Completely included caves, arul

sometimes o( great extent, occur in limestone, gyp-
sum, and porphyry rocks, and others communicating
by means of passages with the external air in gra-

nite, trap, and limestone rocks. The grotto of An-
tiparos, the caves of DerbysJiire, those in several of

tlie Hebrides, as Maclean s Cave, in the Island of

Egg, and some caves in the south coast uf Fifc-

shire, arc of this description.

Submarine Land.

The bottom of the sea, like the surface of the tlrv

land, exhibits oonsiderabie variety of aspect. In

some seas there occur fiats and plains ranging to a
considerable extent, and near to the surface of the

water, forming what are named skoals; in other

cases, plains of great extent occur deeply seated,

or far under the surface
,

pf the ocean, and are

denominated deep submarine plains. These sub-

marine plains, like the plains on the dry land, some-
times contain hollows of considerable extent, and of

great depth, which have not received any particular

name. Mr Stevenson’s interesting map of the Ger-
man Ocean, in the third volume of the Memoirs of
the Wernerian Natural History Society, presents an
accurate view of the submarine plains and hollqws

of that part of the ocean. These submarine plains

are often varied by the appearance of hilly ranges
'

corresponding with those on the dry land.

In the tropical seas, by the accumulation of co-

rals, numerous inequalities arc formed in the subma-
rine lands. The coral surface is always very rough
and sharp, and when near the surface of the water,

forms coral-reefs and coral-shoals. Sometimes the
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ucognoRy. inequalities are so considerable} as to form ranges of

submarine coralMlls, or the rough, sharp, and rug-
ged surface extends^to a vast distance in the form
of coraUplaim,

II. Changes induced on the Surface of the
Earth by the Destroying and Forming ef-
fects OF Water and the Atmostheiie.

Having now enumerated and described the vari-

ous inequalities observable on the surface of the dry
land and the submarine land, we shall next give an
account of the changes they have undergone by the

agency of the waters of tlie globe and the atmo-
sphere.

Action of Water*

Water, Werner remarks, acts mechanically, when
it removes part of the soil over which it passes or

corrodes the channel in which it llowh, or the reser-

voirs in which it is contained; it also acts mechani-
cally, wlicn, on being imbibeJ ))}' rocks, it increases

their weight, and thus favour.-, iheir rending, slipping,

and overturning; and lastly, it acts mechanically,

when, by its freezing in fissuics, it breaks up moun-
tain masses and rocks.

It acts chemically wlien it dissolves particular mi-

neral substances out of the rocks through which it

percolates.

Destiioying Effects of Water.

I. Mechanical Drairoj/ing Effects of Water.

1. Rain water, when it first touches the surface of

the earth, simply moit^icns it : on sinking deoptr, it

supplies springs; and ifthe fail is violent, as is the case

in tliunder-storms and water-sjiouts, much of the soil

is carried away, and considerable tracts are in this

way bared to the naked rock. The rain water, in its

progress towards the lower parts of the earth, fiows

cither into ravines, and from these into valleys and

beds of rivers ; or when it meets with no furrow or

ravine, scoops out a bed for itself. Torrents, when

they descend from the sides of mountains, and even

where the declivity of their course is not very great,

produce effects which nothing but direct experience

could render credible. The fragments ot rock/’

Professor Playfair remarks, which oppose the tor-

rent, are rendered specifically lighter by the fluid in

which they are immersed, and lose by that means, at

least, a third part of their weight; they are, at the

same time, impelled by a force proportional to the

square of the velocity with which the water rushes

against them, and proportional also to the quantity of

gravel and stones which it has already put in motion.

Perhaps, alter takiUig all the circumstances into com-

putation, in the midst of a scene perfectly quiet and

undisturbed, a philosopher might remain in doubt as

to' the power of torrents to move the enormous

bodies of rock which are seen in the bottom of the

narrow valleys or deep glens of a mountainous coun-

try
;
but his incredulity, says an experienced travel-

ler, will cease altogether, if he has been surprised by

a storm in the midst of some alpine region ; if he

has seen the number and impetuosity ot the catar-

acts which rushed down the sides of the mountains.
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and beheld the ruin which accompanied them ; and <>eognosj.

if, when the tempest was passed, he has viewed jdMe
ifleadowB, which a few hours before were cov^d
with verdure, now buried under heaps of stones, or
overwhelmed by masses of liquid mud, and (he sides
of the mountains cut by deep ravines, wliere the
tract of the smallest rivulet was not to be dis-

covered,”

2. These occasion considerable changes
in their passage from the mountains to the low coun-
try,by corroding the sides of their beds, and by break-
ing down their banks

; and this mechanical agency is

much increased wlien they carry along with them gra-
vel and rolled stones. It is towards the upper part
of the channels of rivers that we observe with the
greatest distinctness ^their mechanical destroying
efl'ects on the solid strata. Professor Playfair re-

marks, that it is not in the greatest rivers that the
power to change and wear the surface of the land
is most clearly seen. It is at the heads of rivers, and
in the feeders of the largest streams, when they de-
scend over the most rapid slope, and are most sub-
ject to irregular or temporary increase and diminu-
tion, that the causes which tend to preserve, and
those that tend to change the form of the earth’s sur-

face, arc farthest from balancing one another ; and
where, after every season, almost aller every flood,

we perceive some change produced for which no
compensation can be made, and something removed
which is never to be replaced. When we trace up
rivers and their branches towards their source, we
come at last to rivulets, that run only in time of
rain, and that run dry at other seasons. The changes
of the valley of tlie main river are but slow; the

plain indeed is wasted in one place, but is repaired

in another, and we do not perceive the place from

whence the repairing matter has proceeded. That
which the spectator sees here does not therefore im-

mediately suggest to him what has been the state of

things befoie the valley was formed. Put it is other-

wise in the valley of the rivulet ; no person can ex-

amine it without seeing that the rivulet carries away
matter which cannot be repaired, except by wearing

away some part of the surface of the place upon
which the ram tliat forms the stream is gathered.

The remains of a former state arc here visible ; and

we can, without any long chain of reasoning, com-
pare what lias been with what is at this present mo-
uient. It requires but little study to replace the

parts removed, and to see nature at work, resolving

the most hard and solid masses, by the continued in-

fluences of tlic sun and atmosphere. We see the

beginning of that long journey by which heavy bodies

travel from the summit of the land to the bottom of

the sea. In the lower and flatter districts where

the strata are soft and yielding, the mechanical de-

stroying effects of the water of rivers are often

on an extensive scale. It is particularly striking

when rivers pass through alluvial depositions, when

they show by the successive banks and terraces

oil their sides the .great depth to which they have

worked. The alluvial matter, thus removed by

the river, appears in many cases to have been de-

posited from the waters of lakes and the rWer& con-
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GeogiioAy. nected with them. The courses of many rivers, as

Pr^^|lil3or Playfair observes, retain marks that they

on^Hconslituted a series of lakes, whioh have bera
converted into dry ground, by the twoford operation
of filling up the bottoms, and deepening the outlets.

This happens especially when successive terraces of

gravelly and flat land arc found on the banks of a
river. Sucli platforms, or haughsy as they are call-

ed in this country, are always proofs of the waste
and destruction produced by the river, and of the

diftrent levels on which it has run ; but they some-
times lead us farther, and make it certain that the

great mass of gravel which forms the successive ter-

races on each side of the river was deposited in the
basin of a lake. If, from the level of the highest ter-

race, down to the present level of the river, all is al-

luvial, and formed of sand and gravel, it is then evi-

dent that the space as low as the river now runs must
have been once occupied by water; at the same
time, it is clear, that water must have stood or flow-

ed as high at least as the uppermost surface of the
meadow. It is impossible to reconcile these two
factSi which are both undeniable, but by supposing
a lake, or body of stagnant water, to have here oc-

cupied a great hollow, and that tliis hollow, in the

course of ages, has been filled up by the gravel and
alluvial earth brought down by the river, which is

now cutting its channel through materials of its own
depositing. It is said above, that the water must
have run or stood, in former times, as low as the

present bottom of the river
; but there is often clear

evidence that it hag run or stood much lower, be-

cause the alluvial land reaches far below the present

level of the river. In the course of the Tay, the

Esks, the Annan, Nith, Clyde, and other river-s in

Scotland, the phenomena just detailed are beautiful-

ly displayed.

3. Lakes,—Ixi those lakes having an outlet, the wa-
ter exercises a destroying cflcct on the interposing

barrier, and next on the channel by which the water
flows out, cutting it deeper and deeper until the lake

is emptied. Hence the numerous basins observed in

mountain countries, which still present, and well pre-

served, the Assure or channel through which the wa-
ters that formerly filled them made their escape.

The well-known pass of the Elbe, leading from Bo-
hemia, and that of L'Ecluse, arc evidently the fiis-

sures or channels through which the waters of for-

merly existing lakes made them escape ; and the
Irongate, the famous pass through which the Da-
nube flows fi^pni the Bannat into the plains of Wal-
lachia, is of the same description. Thessaly ap-
pears formerly to have been in the state of a lake ;

but, as reported, a rent having taken place on one
side of it, the water escaped with tremendous vio-

lence, devastated the lower country, and covered
it with debris. The Waller Lake in the Tyrol rose

so much, owing to the of the ice of the
neighbouring glaciers, that it broke through its na-
tural barrier; its water was precipitated with so

much velocity and violepce into the lower country,
that whole valleys and plains were desolated and co-
vered with rolled masses, and gravel and mud, A
few years ago, a lake, of considerable extent, burst

A LOGY.
at the top of the valley'of Bagne in Switzerland, de- Geognopy.

vastated the whole valley, deposited in its course vast

quantities of debris, and carried to considerable dis<*

tances masses of granite, some of them more thim
1 0,000 cubic feet in magnitude.

Many nearly inclosed vallejrs or basins are to bo
traced in the course of the rivers of this and other
countries, and all of them have been formerly in the

state of lakes, or are so at present. Thus the river

district of the Rhine forms many basins, of consi-

derable magnitude, of this description, in its course
towards the ocean. The basin in which the Lake of

Constance is situated is one of these ; a second oc-
curs in Baden, which extends from Upper Alsace to

Ilandruck, and the vicinity of Maycnce, where the
Uliine forces its w^ay through a narrow rocky pas-
sage. The river district of the Danube forms a ba-
sin in Bavaria, through which the river flows until

near to Passau, when it escapes from it by n narrow
pass which leads into a second basin, which compre-
hends the Austrian hereditary dominions. This ba-
sin extends lo Presburg, when it terminates, and the

Danube again forces its way through a rocky pass

into Hungary : This kingdom is a great circular val-

ley or basin, and the Danube, after traversing it, es-

capes by a rocky pass into the valley of the Bannat.
'I'h is inclosed valley or ba^^in is smaller than Hungary,
.and opens on its lower side, and affords a passage to

the river through a rocky i>ass into the plains of Mol-
davia and Wnllechia, wdiicli extend from thence to

the Black Sea. W c have a continuation of these val-

leys or basins, olthough still Ailed with water, in the
Black Sea, the Sea of Marmora, and the Mediter-
ranean Sen. The great lakes in North America are
also a series of basins, traversed by the river St
Lawrence. The Elbe, in its course from its origin

ill the Kiesengebirge, downwards lo Meissen, in

Saxony, passes from one basin to another, and exhi-
bits such phenomena, as show the great mechanical
destroying eftects of its waters, and that formerly
these basins were in the state of lakes. The river

Don, in Aberdeenshire, llie Nith, in Durafries-shire,

the Beauly, in Ross-shirc, aflbrd other examples of
rivers flowing through basins that appear formerly to
have been filled with w'ater.

Sometimes the waters of lakes, ip place of attack-

ing their barriers on the upper part, pierce them be-

low, and this effect is assisted by the presence of a
rent, or fissure, which afibreU an opportunity for the

formation of an aperture. Some of the natural

bridges described by authors appear to have origi-

nated in this way.

The rending of strata by earthquakes may have
afforded openings to lakes, and /these bursting out
thus suddenly, may have given rise to devastating,

and often extensive deluges.

llhe numerous loose blocks of mountain ro^s
met with in various countries, at a great distance

from any fixed masses, or strata of the same de-.

scription, appear to owe their present situations to

great floods of water. Masses of this kind occur in

Scotland, England, Wales, Ireland, Germany, in the

great valley of the Po, and in the country between
the Alps and the Jura range of mountains. The
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eoi!fio«y. magnitude of these masses, which are sometimes

.00,000 cubit feet in content, have engaged the parti*
cular attention both of the scientihe and the curious.
The most detailed accounts of these blocks are

^ose given by Swiss observers, and to these wc shall
now principally confine our attention^ as they arc il-

lustrative of their distribution in other countries.

Loose blocks of alpine rocks are found in the
lower part of the alpine valleys, which terminate in

the great principal valley that stretches between the
Alns and the Jura, from the Lake of Geneva to the
Lalce Constance; and arealso found almostevery where
in this great principal valley. They are sometimes met
with 4000 feet above the level of the sea, on the side
of the Jura facing the Alps, and also in consider-
able numbers in many of the valleys of tlie Jura itself.

These blocks occur only on the surface, never in any
solid rock, and no one ever met with them in the
subjacent strata of sandstone, marl or conglomerate
of the liillg and valleys intcrposoil hctweori the Alps
and the Jura; but they are S(>inc times found deep
in the soil, or imbedded, or suirounded with the de-
bris formed by rivers.

Tiie traveller is often surprised by tlie enormous
magnitudes of these loose blocks, some of them be-
ing calculated to contain /50,000 cubic feet. The
Binailer masses are distinguished from tlmse brought
down by rivers by their position, that is, their occur-
ring on heights and acclivities where no river could
ever have run. They may also he confounded with
blocks from decaying conglomerate, hence it is pro-
per to be on our guard, not only to distinguish these

blocks from tliooe derived from conglomerate rocks,

but also from the rolled niaF?rCb belonging to river

courses.

The height at which they arc found docs not ap-

pear to have any relation to their magnitude, for wc
often find very large blocks at considerable lieights,

and also in deep valleys
;
and we also meet with small

masses as well in the bottoms of valleys, as high up
on the mountains.

They occur sometimes in heaps or dispersed

in single blocks ; but these relations have no con-

nection wuth their magnitude, because we often

find large and small masses in the same heap, and
single, large, and small blocks on mountain summits,

and in the bottoms of valleys. The Minaller blocks

are more or les» rounded, but seldom so much so as

the boulders of rivers which have been exposed to

long continued friction. The larger blocks are in-

deed angular, but not sharp-edged. But in examining
this relation, we must carefully distinguish whether

or not the angles or edges are original, or have been

produced by subsequent natural or artificial causes.

Very ol\en masses of this description are blasted with

gunpowder, either with the view of clearing the

fieli^s, or of obtaining stones for building; and th<^e,

if left on the ground, may lead into error.

These blocks vary in their nature, uome being of

the primitive class, while other^ belong to those of

the transition and secondary classes. In general,

they appertain to rock formations situated nearer to

the central alpine chains than those of the places

where they are found. Thus no rocks of the transU

tion class occur in gneiss valleys ; no alpine lime*
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Stone in transition valleys; and in general, no where <^t:oRnosv-

but in the Jura do blocks of Jura limestone make
thoir appearance. Therefore all the loose blocks^
rocks between the Jura and the Alps belong to dse

strata of the high chains of the Alps.

But the.se blocks have different characters in dif-

ferent districts. The loose blocks whicli occur in

the river basin of the Khone, and the J.iike of

Geneva, are quite different from those which lie

strewed about in the river basin of the Rhine.

These again are etjually different from the loose

blocks of the river basin of the Aare, as tliose of the

Aare are from the blocks of* the Lake of Zurich and

the valley of IJmmat ; and these in their turn are

equally well distinguished from the great accumula-

tions in the valley of the Reuss. It rarely happens

that intermixtures take place among these different

accumulations of debris, aud this is a circumstance

which must be attended to in our investigation.

It results from an accurate ccunparison of these

loose blocks with those mountaiu rocks which occur

in extensive chains in the higli Alps, that the loose

blocks of every known river basin agree with the

rocks w’hicU form the sides of the upper parts of

those high alpine valleys which are in inunediate

connection with these great water basins. Thus the

loose blocks of the water basin of the Rhine are si-

milar to the rocks of Bundten. W’e find in the Lake

of ZuricI), and in the Limmat valley, the rocks ok

the Glarner land in loose blocks. The debris in the

basin of the Keuss consists of rocks of the mountains

fi om which the Rcuss takes its rise. The loose bJocka

of the water basin of the Aare are similar to the moun-

tain rocks of the high Alps of Bern ; and the loose

blocks, found in tlie course of the Rhone, occur in

fixed rocks in the Vallais.

It thus appears that the loose blocks are by no
means irregularly dispersed over the great valley be-

tween tlic Alps and the Jura, but are distributed iti

the direction of distinct water basins. It also ap-

pe.irs, that the loose blocks are not irregularly dis-

tributed in these different basins ; on the contrary,

that in some parts of the basin they are accuniulated

in great numbers ; in other places they are ra c, and

in some situations none occur.

From the preceding observations, we may obtain

some hints of importance in respect to the cause of

this remarkable phenomenon. Titese loose blocks

already occur in the alpine valleys, which open into

the great valley, between the Alps and the Jura. They
are found more abundantly in the wide parts of val-

leys immediately below llie narrow or contracted

passes, and few occur in the narrow steep and rocky

parts of th( valleys.

Loose blocks are found, at a greater or less heiglit,

in the smaller lateral valleys that open into the

transverse alpine valleys, which terminate in the

great valley between the Alps and the Jura. If these

lateral valleys form passes (which lead over into

other valleys by a lowering of the high mountaitt

chain) which .ire not more than 4000 feet above the

level of the sea, loose blocks occur, not only in these

passes, but also more or less widely distributed in

the opposite valleys* In the great principal valley

niiich stretches between the Alps and the Jura> from
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(3 eognosy. the Lake of Geneva to beyond the Lake Con&tance,

we find theae loose blocks dispersed over all the hills

whjlfee elevation is not more than 3000 feet above the
1ml of the sea; but even here, the distribution of

the blocks is not entirely irregular. The largest are

found on such hills and acclivities as are opposite

the mouths of the alpine valleys, in the great princi*

pal valley. The blocks are frequently found higher

on such acclivities than on the sides of those valleys

which may be considered as a continuation of the

alpine valleys. The loose blocks are found every

where on tliat acclivity of the Jura range which is

opposite to the Alps, and they are found highest and

largest in those places which are directly opposite

the mouths ofthe alpine valleys. In such places, the

blocks again attain an elevation of nearly 4000 feet

above the level of the sea ;
whereas in the interme-

diate places, which are most remote from the places

opposite the mouths of the alpine valleys, the blocks

seldom reach at a height of WOO feet above the

level of the sea.

In those places where the Jura chain branches in-

to the great valley between the Jura and the Alps,

loose blocks are found in the valleys behind the pro-

jecting chains, 'fhe Jura range is sometimes inter-

sected in places opposite to the Alps; and it is re-

marked, that loose blocks are met with in the valleys

behind these intersected portions of the range ; and

that, when loose blocks occur in the Jura range at

a distance from the Alps, it is only in such places as

are directly opposite to the intersected portions of

the chain opposite to the Alps.

The circumstance of the non-occurrence of these

blocks in the sandstone, marl, and nagelHuh, which

occupies the great valley between the Alps and the

Jura, proves that that revolution of our globe by
which these were dispersed, took place after the for-

mation of these rocks, and may therefore have be-

longed to one of the latest changes whicli have con-

tributed to the present form of the earth's surface.

When we compare the relations of the alluvium of

the rivers in valleys with tliose of the loose blocks,

their similarity must strike every one. 'i'hus, rolled

masses are seldom deposited in those places where

a river forces its way through a narrow passage; but

where an expansion takes place, owing to the distance

of the banks increasing, the rolled masses are some-

times accumulated in whole banks. In the same
manner loose blocks seldom occur in the narrow

passages of the transverse valleys in the Alps ; but

as soon as widenings of the valleys take place below

these narrowings, the blocks occur in abundance.

If, during a Hood, a rupture takes place in the

banks of a river, where it is contracted, a part of the

stream will flow out by the lateral opening, and car-

ry along with it rolled masses, even when the open-

ing in the bank does not reach to the bottom of the

bed of the river ; for the mouDijain stream, loaded with

boulders, carries them not «ikercly in single masses

along its bottom, but the flood water of the stream

generally attacks lorge sand-banks, or older beds of

rolled masses, and carries along with it, accompanied

with a terrible noise, whole masses, forces them
over the lower banks, or through the chasm in the

bank, and often deposites them seventl feet high on

an immediate!;^ succeeding widening of the river's

course.

In the same manner, we observe loose blocks de-

posited on high situations in the lateral valleys of the

great transverse valleys, and dispersed over the^^

passes into the neighbouring valleys. The height

of the lateral deposites of loose blocks, and their po-

sition in the passes and their passing into neighbour-

ing valleys, are facts which assist us in judging of

the extent of the power that may have acted during

their transportation.

The striking agreement observable in the pheno-

mena of the distribution of the loose blocks from the

interior alpine valleys to the interior valleys of the

Jura, with those in the rolled masses carried along

by rivers, must lead every one, who reflects on this

interesting phenomenon, to the hypothesis, that these

blocks may have been deposited in their present

situations by an immense flood which burst from the

Alps. It is true, that this opinion is liable to many
objections ; but still it contains a more plausible ex-

planation of the phenomenon than any other with

which we arc acquainted.

The loose blocks in the different river districts be-

ing in general separated from each other, or if any

intermixture takes place of the rolled musses of one

valley with that of another, it being only on their

edges, it is liighly probable that the floods wliich

burst from these valleys, and carried along with thbm

the masses of rocks, may have been simultaneous, hy
which the Hood of the one basin would bound and
limit that of the other, and thus prevent the water flood

of one basin flowing into the neighbouring ones.

The contemporaneous occurrence of these differ-

ent floods from the alpine valleys, can alone in this

hypothesis explain why this aqueous flood was so

generally and so highly accumulated in the great

valley between the Alps and the Jura, as to reach the

height of most of the sandstone mountains, and to a

great elevation on the Jura, where many blocks are

found deposited. But if the contemporaneous occur-

rence of these floods is proved by the facts, already

enumerated, to what cause are wc to refer this si-

multaneous bursting of floods of water from so many
alpine valleys I

We observe, on the north-western side of the

chain of the Alps, numerous openings, which, by

their structure, seem to point out the action of vio-

lent floods. Let us suppose the numerous valleys,

in the districts already described, closed at their pre-

sent entrances, or openings, as would seem from

their structure to have been formerly the case
; the

consequence of this arrangement w'ould be the fill-

ing of the alpine valleys with w^ter to the height of

the lowest passes i^ong the mountains, and thus an

enormous accumulation of water would take place.

Th^s great body of water, if lei loose at once, by the

bursting of the lower extremities of the valleys,

would form a flood which would swee^ across the

sandstone mountain^Jbetween the Alps and the Jura

range, and even ascend high on the Jura itself. This

flood of water, moving probably at the rate of 200
feet in a second, end loaded with debris of rocks,

would carry masses, even the

of 50,000 cubical feet, some
!e having a magnitude
thousand feet high on
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tJeognosy. the Jura range.* But to trhat cau^e are we to attri-

butc this effect ? This is a question we cannot answer.

1̂ . Ocean.-^The waters of the ocean exercise a
powerful destroying effect on the borders of the ba-
sins in which they are contained. If the coasts are bold
and rugged, they are violently assaulted by tlic waves
of the ocean ; the crags and cliffs split and tumble
down in frightful and irregular succession, and if the

sea is not too deep in proportion to the mass of land,

the debris accumulates at their feet, and in u longer
or shorter period of time, a bank of these fragments
rises at the foot of the cliff, reaches the surface of
the water, even rises above it, and thus a barrier is

formed which protects the cliffs from the future

assaults of the ocean. If the coasts surround an
island wdiosc bulk is inconsiderable in comparison of

the depth of the surrounding sea, the whole in

the course of time is broken down nn(! buried under
ihc wav(‘s of the ocean, and in the place of an island

there is formed a rocky shoal.

The perforated rock, the D./n holm, on the west
coast of Shetland

;
the perloriued rocks described

by Captain Cook, near Now Zealand
; tlie stalks,

Ijolms, and skerries, on the coasts of Shetland, Scot-

land, Norway, Arc. arc effects of the destroying

power of the waves.

In those rocky coasts where the strata are of un-

equal hardness, the softer portions, and also part of the

sui rounding harder mass, are removed by the action

ol the waves, and thus form the caves so frequently

met with on sea coasts. These caves often occur at

a considerable distance from the present margin of

the basin of the ocean, owing to the intcrposit.on of

H greater or less extent of newly formed alluvial

land. Caves also occur situated in sea cliffs at a

ronsidcrable height above tlie level of the sea. Some
of these have been formed in the following man-

ner. The cliffs, when their bases were washed by

the Fca, appear to have been perforated to a consi-

derable depth and height by the impulse of the

waves
;
and large masses of the softer interior strata

w'ashed out, and thus internal caves have been form-

ed, situated often several fathoms above the level of

the sea. 'The destroying effects of the sea continuing,

the cliff's concealing these internal caves yield, the
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internal caves become open caves, and appear at a Geoguoty.

considerable lieight above the level of the sea. This''-*^/-^
mode of formation is well seen in the sandstone cliffs

on the east coast of Scotland.

The waters of the ocean often occasion dread-
ful ravages in the low countries exposed to its

fury, Holland furnishes many striking examples
of its devastating power. In the year 1225, the
waters of the ocean, agitated by a violent tempest,
inundated the country; the Rhine, swollen, at the
same time, by extraordinary rains, and retained at a
great height, partly by the waters of the ocean,
partly by the winds blowing in a contrary direction
to its course, spread over the neighbouring country ;

but the tempest having suddenly subsided, the highly
elevated waters retired with such velocity and force
as to carry with them a considcrnblc portion of the
soil, and left in its place the sea now named ihtZuyder
Zec\ In the year 1421, a great inundation submerg-
ed the southern part of the province of Holland,
drowned 60,000 persons, and on retiring it formed,
near to Dortrecht, the arm of the sea named the
Dies- Boos. Florus speaks of a rising of the waters
of the sea in the year of Home 644, wtiich forced the
Tcutonians, Cimbrians, and Tigurians, back from the
countries they inhabited. Tins was occasioned by a
violent north wind, which raised the water of tlie

ocean along the coasts of the countries occupied by
these nations.

Such are the general destroying effects of the wa-
ter of the ocean on the margin of its basin. Let us
next inquire wimt are the changes which it produces
on the submarine land.

The motions of the sea, even during a storm,
do not reach to a great depth, seldom many fa-

thoms, and hence its destro) ing effects cannot, in

such cases, reach far, although they are sometimes
so considerable as to break rocks in pieces, and
throw them upon the coasts in musses of various

sixes and forms. \ Hut the effects appear to be
more considerable in the course of those great cur-
rents that traverse the ocean

; such as the equinoc-
tial current and the Ouli’ Stream. The greu depth
of water in the course of tlie (Julf Stream would seem
to prove that the corroding influence of the water

* The velocity of the burst of water from the Glacier Lake, at the top of the valley ofBagnc, and its density

owing to the great intermixture of debris, is in harmony with the fact, that it moved along blocks of granite

some thousand cubic feet in magnitude, and deposited some of them on the sides of the valleys at a considet^

able height above their bottoms.

f In disposing of the waste of the surrounding land beyond the accumulation of the sunken banks of the

German Ocean, wc are not left at any loss for a disturbing cause^ as this is provided by the tides and cur-

rents of the sea ; and with regard^ to their action, we have many proofs, even at very considerable depths, by
the breaking up of the wrecks of ships, the occasional drift of sea-weed, and also drift timber, into regions

far distant from those in w^hich they are spontaneously produced. The dispersion of Ashes, evinced by their

disappearance from the fishing grounds in stormy weather, tends to show the disturbance of the waters of

the ocean to the depth of SO or 40 fathoms. This observation I have frequently had an opportunity of mak-
ing near to the entrance of the Frith of Forth. Numerous proofs of the sea being disturbed to a consider-

able depth have also occurred since the erection of the Bell Rock Light-house, situate upon a sunken rock

in the sea, twelve miles off* Arbroath in Forfarshire. Some drift’-siones of large dimensions, measuring up-

wards of thirty cubic feet, or more than two tons weight, have, during storms, been often thrown upon the

rock from the deep water. These large boulder- stones are so familiar to the light-keepers at this station, as

to be by them termtd travellers
’'—Stevenson in Memoirs of the Wernerian Nat. Hist. Socwti/t Vol. 111 .
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(ieogfio»y, had been Bufficient to scoop out a channel or hollow

in the bottom of the sea in the line of direction of

the current. When the currents of the ocean are

assisted by the waves and the winds, destroying ei-

fects of great magnitude are produced. It is proha'-

bly in this way that some straits have been formed.

Budbn remarks on this subjects that most of those in

the equatorial seas are directed from east to west,

like the great equinoctial current, and that it is pro-

bable this current may have formed many of them.

5. Action of Water by its own Weight .—Water,

by its own weight, contributes very much to the

degradation of the surface of the globe. Some-

times large mtisses of rock, particularly those of a

soft nature, imbibe much water, by which their

weight is increased, and thus occasions breaking,

and rending, and slipping of masses often of enor-

mous magnitude. These effects, it is remarked by

Bergman, take place most frequently, and to greater

extent, during wet than in dry seasons. In proof

of this, it may be mentioned, that in the year 1805,

at the close of a wet summer, and during a very rainy

day, a vast mass loosened from the Rigibergin Swit-

zerland. This hill, situated about 1 1 50 metres above

the valley in which it occurs, is formed of sandstone,

and of a conglomerated rock named Nagcifluh,

having a marly basis. On the 2d of September there

loosened from it an enormous mass, 4000 metres

long, 400 metres broad, and 00 metres thick ; it bu-

ried in its ruins several villages, destroyed 500 per-

sons, and raised in the bottom of the valley hills

nearly 200 feet in height. In the year 1618, the

once considerable town of Plurs, in Graubunden,
with the nciglibourir»g village of Schelano, were

overwhelmed by a vast muss ol rock, which had im-

bibed much water, and sepuraicd from the south

side of the mountain of (’orto. In the year 1714,

the west side of the Diablenr, in ihe Vallnis, sepa-

rated, and in its course dounwards covered the

neighbouring country with its ruins lor two miles in

length and breadth, an^ ihu immense blocks of

Slones and heaps ot dtinis interrupted the comse of

the rivers ;
and lakes were tlius formed. Many in-

stances are on record of the lakes formed in this

way, and of great extent, afterwards bursting, and
devastating immense tracks of country.

6. Ff'ccts of ihe Freezing of IVater^—In the tem-

perate and colder regions of the earth the expan-

sive power of frost in breaking up rocks is oflen

extremely striking. In the history of Norway, and
in the descriptions of northern, particularly of arc-

tic countries, we meet with many accounts of the

noises and rendiogs of tlie rocks by frost. Terrible

disasters take place in alpine countries by the burst-

ing and fall of vast masses of rock, split by the freez-

ing of the water in their rents and fissures. Saus-

sure, during the few days of July he passed on the

Col de Geant, says, not an ""

fur passed in which he

did not hear the noise of rocks ' splitting and falling

down the uoclivilies by the freezing of the water in

their fissures.

7. Destroying Plffccts if fee and Sntrw.—^^ate^

in the form of ice occasions considerable changes

on the surface of the earth. Thus, when floated

along in great masses by rivei’s, it breaks up their
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banks, and tbuB dlowe them to devastate tlie lower Oeofoiovy-

country ; and often the masses are so large, and the

power of the river so great, that enormous fragments

,of the solid strata are thereby torn of and carried to

ft distance. When sea ice is forced against the clitfik'

and precipices of the coast, the breaking and de-

struction it occasions are semetimos almost incre-

dible. For the breaking up and moving of large

masses of rock, one of the most powerful engines em-
ployed by nature are the glaciers, those great accu-

muiations of congealed water and snow which form
the lower boundary of the snow line in Switzerland

and other regions of the globe. These great masses,

says Professor Playfair, are in perpetual motion, un-

dermined by the influx of heat from the earth, and
impelled down the acclivities on which they rest by
thcjr own enormous weight, together with that of the

innumerable fragments of rock with which they are

loaded. These fragments they gradually transport

to their utmost boundaries, where a formidable wall

ascertains their magnitude, and attests the force of

the great engine by which it was erected. The im-

mense quantity and size of the rocks thus transport-

ed Imve been remarked with astonishment by every
observer, and explain suHiciently how fragments of
rock may be put in motion, even where there is but
little declivity, and where the actual surface of the

ground is considerably uneven. The fall of consoli-

dated snow often also occasions considerable changes.

In mountainous countries vast masses separate, are

prccipilated with great velocity, accompanied with
terrible noises, carrying along with them rocks of

vast size, and sometimes burying villages under them.

II.— Chemical Destroying Effects g/' Water,

Rain w^ater enters the fissures of the earth in a

comparatively pure state, but often issues forth again

more or less impregnated with various mineral sub-

stances which it has dissolved or abraded from tlie

strata through which it has passed. Thus, when
it passes through beds of ruck salt, or of rocks

richly impregnated with salt, salt springs are formed,

and in this way enormous quantities of salt are an-

nually brought from tlie interior of the earth. The
quantity of salt dissolved is sometimes so great, that

internal caves or hollows are formed, whose roofs

sometimes full in, and cause great irregularities on
the surface of the ground. Spring water, in passing

through beds and masses of gypsum, dissolves a por-

tion of it, and in this way sometimes occasions con-

siderable changes in the interior of the earth. Car-

bouat of lime also yields to the solvent powers of

water, particularly when assisted by carbonic acid.

Many ot the excavations in liqsestpne hills are partly

owing to this destroyiiig effect of water. Other
chemical destroying effects of a similar nature might
be mentioned, but those we have.just stated are the

most considerable, and therefore do furtlier detail is

hero necessary.

Destroying Effects of the Atmosphere.

The combined influence of the air and moisture

of the atmosphere effects great changes on the rocks

at the surface of the earth. It either simply disin-

tegrates the rock, or not only breaks it down, but

also occasions a change in its cNbmical constitution,
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(ico^iuiry. Sandstone, and other rooks of Uio same general de-

often yield very readily to the influence of
the weutlitr

; their basis or ground is washed away,
ind the quart«;y and other particles remain in the form
of sand and grave). When trap veins intersect strata,

it not un often happens that their outgoing or crop
appears rising several feet or yards above the neigh-

bouring strata, and crossing die country like great

walls; hence, in Scotland, they are named dikes. In

other cases, the outgoing of beds ofrocks, as of trap,

appear rising to a considerable height above the ge-

neral surface. In these cases, the softer bounding
strata have yielded to the gnawing influence of the

weather, while the harder trap, ami other rocks, more
obdurate, and less liable to decomposition, has resisted

longer its destroying powers. Numerous examples
of these effects occur in Scotland, uk in Arran, Jura,

Mull, west coast of Argyle, Eigg, Kiime, Skye, &c.
Vt i.ix of qiuriz also traversing granite, gneiss, mi-

ea-iilaie, and clay-slate, someiiines rise above the

surface, and appear as dike.<«.

The various mountain summits owe much of their

form to the destroying influence of the atmosphere.

The needles, and peaks, and pyramidal forms of Al-

pine ri'gions, and the tabular and round-backed forms
of lower mountains, although not entirely the effects

of decomposition, as some maintain, certainly have

bad their original formsthereby considerably changed.

Some kinds of caves, as those in certain sand-

stones and limestones, owe their origin to the de-

stroying powers of the atmosphere.

Tlie various changes in the form of rocks, by which

they assume columnur, globular, tabular, inJetermi-

natc angular form^, and full doMii into scales, crusts,

layers, indeterminate angular grains, and sands, are,

to a certain extent, effects of the destroying powers

(d‘ the atmosphere.

'I'o the destroying influence of the atmosphere

valleys owe much of their present aspect. Their

fcides and summits, everywhere exposed to its action,

become covered with debris; and, in this w'ay, val-

leys sustain much greater changes than those which

arc produced on their bottom by the passage of the

river, and on its sides by the rushing of its lorrentF.

But, besides these mechanical effects, many che-

mical destroying clianges take place tlirough the

agency of the atmosphere. Felsjiar is often very

liable to decomposition ;
it breaks down, and, final-

ly, forms a kind of porcelain clay. During its de-

composition, the alkali it contains is abstracted, and

carried away by the atmospheric water. Other mi-

nerals ore broken dowm and changed, by their ab-

sorbing some of the constituent parts of the atmo-

sphere ; thus, iron-pyrites, or sulpliurct of iron, an

insoluble substance, is in this vfty converted into sul-

phat of iron, a soluble salt ; other minerals, as those

abounding in iron, have liieir metallic ingredient

changed from an oxide into a hydrate; and iron-

pyrites, when contained in coal, sometimes, by its de-

composition, gives it a burnt aspect.

Forming Effects or Water.

Mechanical Forming Effects,

j . Rain Waler^Tho forming effects of rain wa-
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Icr, in its course over the surface of the earth, arc Geognosy,

confined to the removal of loose earthy matters, and
their deposition at the foot of the inclined planes
down which it flows. When, however, the rams are
violent and long continued, they carry along with
them coarse gravel, and even rolled masses or bould-
ers, of considerable magnitude, These effects taking
place generally over the whole face of the earth, ot-

cabion considerable clianges on its surface, by theie
removals and depositions of the disintegrated and
broken rocky matter.

2. Springs—Sonic springs deposite considerable
quantities ot muddy matter, and thus form flat, and
sometimes even hilly tracks of country.

Lakes.—TIksc give rise to great depositions
of alluvial matter, and when tliey burst their barrier,

at different times, leave on their sides series of ter-

races, or platforms, of which we have a fine example
in i\\Q paralltl roads of Glen Uoy.

4. Rivers,—Rivers, in their ordinary state, when
confined to their beds, do not give rise to any new
formations ; only it bus been remarked, that, towards
their mouth, they have a tcmlency to raise fheir

beds. V’^eiy diffeieiU is the case during floods, when
they overflow their banks, and cover the neighbour-

ing country with their waters. Then they roll along
with them quantities of boulders, gravel, slime, and
mud, which have been taken up Iroiii the soil over
wliich they have passed, and these arc gradually de-

posited over the Mirfai.o of the country. 'I’he bould-

ers arc first deposited, next the gravel, and, lastly,

the sand and mud, 'i'heso sedinients, accumulated
during a long series of yeais, give rise to very con-

siderable formal ions. The country along the bank?

of the Mississippi affords striking examples of the va-

rieties oiul great extent of tliis mecbanical Ibrming

effect of water. The va^t plains on the sides of the

Amazon lti\er owe' tlieir formation in part to this

effect of river water. Every hundred )ears, as we
are informed by (iininh the Nile Ueposites on the

soil of Lower Egypt a sediment of nearly five inches

ill thickness ; and the flat lands there are compos-

ed of similar alluvial matters, and to an unknown
depth. The water of rivers flowing over the same
districts at difftTcnt times, and not always con-

veying tlic same materials, liave thus accumulated

different substances above each other ; and lienee

the alternations of beds of boulders, gravel, sand

and clay, met wdth in countries formed by the al-

luvium of rivers. The soil of Egypt presents beds

and veins of sand in the midst of the mud deposited

by the Nile.

The beautiful holm, or haugh-lands, on the sides

of our rivers, and which are often the richest parts

of the country, have been formed by this mechani-

cal agency of water. But these ibnnations, although

very considerable, arc not the only ones effected by
rivers. Besides the great deposites laid over the

country they traverse, they carry along with them,

to the shores of the ocean, and to tlie entrances of

lakes, much disintegrated matter.

When any considerable river or stream enters a

lake, a flat meadow truck is formed, which continues

to increase from year to year. The soil of this, mea-

dow is terminated by a marsh, which marsh is ac-

u
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<;c(ignosy. quiring Solidity, and is soon to be converted into a

meadoiv, as the meadow will be into an arable field.

All the while the sediment of the river makes its

way hourly into the lake, forming a mound or bank

under the surface of the water, with a pretty rapid

slope towards tlie lake. This mound increases by the

addition of new earth, sand, and gravel, poured in

over the slope ; and thus the process of filling up

gradually advances. These phenomena are to be

seen in dl the lakes that receive rivers in this and

other countries. This forming effect of water is

very striking in the larger lakes. Thus, where the

Ithone enters the Lake of Geneva, the beach has

been observed to receive an annual increase, and

the Portua Valesiia, now Port Valais, which is at

present half a league from the lake, was formeily

close upon its banks. Tlie great North American

lakes ore undergoing similar changes. In the course

of ages lakes are filled up, when the country thus

formed presents, in place of a lake, a plain travers*

ed by the river. This change is effected partly by

the filling up of the lake by the debris carried

into it by the river, and partly by the draining

oft* of the water by the deepening of the outlet.

This latter is an operation which is generally visi-

ble. The stream, as it precipitates itself over the

rocks, hurries along with it, not only sand and gra-

vel, but also large blocks of stone, which grind and

wear down the rocks, and materially assist the water

in its deepening operation. Rivers, as already men-
tioned, carry to the sea-shore a portion of the looce

matter removed firom the surface of the earth by

their destroying power. When they reach the sea,

their velocity gradually dimini&lics, and is soon an-

nihilated. As it diminishes, the coarse sand is do-

posited on the edges of the stream where the motion

is least ;
and the fia^ particles are curried onw'ards

to a distance from the coast. The alluvia formed in

this manner at the mouths of rivers, and on their

sides, by the current, are often very considerable,

'fhe Thames, Elbe, Rhine, and other rivers, afibnl

striking examples of these formationb. IVuny in-

forms us, that the River Po has so greatly raised the

level of its bottom, since it was shut in by dikes,

that its present surface is liiglier than tlu} roofs of

tlte houses of Ferrara. At the same time, the allu-

vial additions produced by that river liave advanced
so rapidly into the sea, that, by conoparing old charts

with the present state, the ccvist appears to have
gained no less than 14,000 yards since the year

1604| giving an average of J80 to 200 feet yearly,

and in some places the average amounts to 200 feet.

The Nile, the Orinoco, and other great rivers in A-
mertca, exhibit similar phenomena. At the mouth of

tlic Mississippi large alluvial islands are formed, and,

within the period of 100 years, the alluvial lands

formed by it have extended several leagues into the

sea. ^
The dobris brought down by nh^s when deposiN

ed in nearly inclosed seas, renders them shallower,

and their borders are increased in extent. The
Ikitic has been computed to decrease in depth
at the rate of forty inches in a hundred years. In

proof of the increase of the shores of the Baltic, the

i'ollowing facts may be adduced. The Bay oi* F^l-

backo, which was navigated by boats within the me-
moryrf man, is now filled up, and covered with^—
grass. Several harbours in Lapland) Uiat formerly
admitted' vessels, are now 8000 or 4000 paces from
the sea; and at Helsingor, there are iron-works at

places which were covered by the sea about eighty

years ago. The whble ofthe anciaxit kingdom of ]^rus>

sia appears to have been termed by alluvial deposi-

tions; it is said tliat the sea reached as far as Culm
within the period of credible history. Dantzic, seve-

ral hundred years apo, was close to the sea-shore.

The Yellow 8ea, which is a large gulf contained be-

tween the coast of China and the Peninsula of Corea,
and which has somewhat of the character of surh
seas ns the Baltic, receives so much mud from the

great rivers that run into it, that it takes it colour,

as well as its name, from that circumstance, and
computations have been made of the time that it will

require to fill up this gulf, and to withdraw it en-

tirely from the dominion of the ocean ; and tliese,

although not very ratisfactory, arc considered as

showing that it will be filled up in 240 ages.

I'iie alluvial matter brought down by rivers, not

only forms great tracks of land at their mouths, bur

also by the agency of currents, assisted by the waves
of the ocean, gives rise to extensive tracks of low

and fiat land, which extend along the coast.

It is well knowm that the Mediterranean is at pre*

Kent one league from Aigues-Morte, in Provcncf,

wlicre St Louis embarked in I2()y. Ravenna, which,

in the time of Augustus, projected into the sea, i!r

now' nearly three miles from it
; and the site of Vc-

tiice and other similar situations will, in the course

of time, experience tho same fate. Spena had been

originally built by the Greeks on the sea-coast
;
but

in the time of Strabo, tho sea was removed to tin.

distance of ninety stadia. Adria, which gave name
to the Adriatic, w^as, somewhat more than twerif}’

centuries ago, the chiel port of that sea, from which
it is now' at the distance of six leagues. Tlie forma-

tion and increase of new grounds by alluvial deposi-

tions proceeds with equal rapidity along the coasts oi

the North Sea as on those of the Adriatic. These
additions can easily be traced in Friesland and Gron-
ingen, where the epoch of the first dikes well

known to have been in the year 1.070. An hundred

years afterwards, the alluvia) depositions had added
in some places three-quarters of a league of new'

land on the outside of the dikes. The same phe-

nomenon is distinctly ob4»ervable all along the coasts

of East Friesland, and the countries of Bremen and

Holstein, as the period at which the new grounds

were inclosed by the dikes for the first time is per-

fectly well known, and the extent that has been

gained since it has measured.

When the sea-coast is low, and the bottom con-

sists of sand, the waves push this sand towards the

shore, where, at every refiux of the tide, it becomes
partially dried, and the winds, which often blow from

the sen, drift up some portions of it upon the beach.

By this forming effect of the ocean, downs

j

or ranges

of low sand-hills, are formed along the coast. I'hese

accumulations of sand, if not fixed either by natural

or artificial means, advance towards the interior of

the country. In their progress inland, they push
8
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before them great poelii Off mter, formed by the
rain which falls on the nolghhourmg grounds> and
which has no meant of running ' off, in consequence
df the obstrociiOn^ interposed by the downs. In
.several they proceed with a fVightful rapidity, over-
whelming forests, houses, and cultivated fields in their

progress. M. Bremohtier, who made extensive works
with a view of stopping the progress of the downs, in

the south of France, estimated their progress there

at sixty feet yearly, and in some places at seventy-
two feet.

Sand-banIcs,^TheBe also are to be considered as

terming effects of water, and the general opinion is,

that they are produced sometimes by the meeting of

currents, and in other cases by depositions from
currents interrupted by land, whether fiiibmarinc or

dr)^ land. Thus the formation of the banks on the

coa^i of Holland, and even of iho Dogger Bank
itself, is ascribed to the mcctim* of tides, by which a
s*atc of tranquillity is product d in the ivatcrs, and
of consequence a more coj-iou^ deposition of their

sand and mud. The great b-^nk of Newfoundland is

conjectured to be a depotiricm Irom the waters of

the Gulf Stream.

Chemical Forming Effects oj JVatcr^

Springs .—Certain spring waters, after dissolving,

by means of the superabundant carbonic acid with

^^hich they arc impregnated, calcareous earth abrad-

ed from limestone rocks, or rocks containing calca-

reous matter, allow the lime to crystallize, in con^c*

qucnce of the escape of the acid, and in this way
form depositions of calc-sjnter, or calcareous ala-

baster, on the roofs, sides;, and floors of eaves, or

fill up fissures in rocks, and form veins, or when
flowing over the surface of rocks, incrust them with

calcareous sinter, or calcareous tiiffa. The water of

such springs, wlicn collected in hollows so as to form

lakes, often deposites vast quantities of calcareous

tuffas, and hence these lakes, wlien dried up, present

very extensive formations of those calcareous mine-

ral. The f ravertine employed for building at Rome
is a calcareous deposition from the waters of springs

;

and the town of Guancavelica, ii\ South America, is

built of a compact calcareous tufla from the calcare-

ous springs in the neighbourhood. Tlic calcareoms

tuffa is most generally formed in open exposed places,

but calcareous sinter chiefly in inclosed spaces, such as

caves, &c. The pcastone of mineralogists is formed

from the waters of hot springs, ns those df Carlsbad

in Bohemia. The hot springs of Iceland, iSt Mi-

chael’s, &c. dopositc vast quantities of siliceous sinter,

and this siliceous compound, although generally pure,

is not always so, beiing occasionally intermixed with

other minerals, and thus gives rihc to particular mi-

neral substances.

3. Lakes ,—Wc have already noticed the calcare-

ous depositions from the waters of sonic lakes, w^e

shall now give an account of depositions of other

kinds of minerals. Itic bog iron-ore jf mineralogists

is often found in such situations ns to sliow it had been

formed by deposition from the water (T lakes
; and in

some countries it is collected from the sides and bot-

toms of lakes once in a certain number of years, thus

showing that it is'still forming in such isituationa. In

salt lakes considerable depositions of salt take place, Geognosy,

and when such collections of water dry up, or are
drained off, the sides and bottom of the cavities are
found incrusted with salt, which is sometimes dis-

posed fn beds alternating with layers of clay.

4. Marine Incrustations ^—Colfections of sea sheiks

are sometimes found agglutinated, and form banks
or beds of coiLsidcrable extent. But Cuvier remarki>,

wc have no evidence that the sea has now the power
of agglutinating these shells by such a compact
paste, or indurated cement, as that found in marbles,
or even in the coarse limestone strata in which shells

arc found enveloped. Still less do w'c now find the
sea making any depositions at all of the more solid

and siliceous strata which have preceded the forma-
tion of the strata containing shells. A compact cal -

careous alluvial rock is found in considerable abui\-

dance on the coasts of the West India islands, by
the conglutination of fragments of shells and corals

The human skeleton from (iuaclaloupe, in the Bri-

tish Museum, is imbedded in rock of this Ueiicrip-

tion.

(jENERAL Account OF the different Classes of
Rocks.

Before the time of Lehman, the 1‘onnaiions ot

which the crust of the earth is composed, w’cre be-

lieved to be destitute of all regularity in distribution

and in individual characters. That intelligent miner,

however, was early convinced of the existence of n

certain degree of order in tlieir arrangement, and at

length, in his well knowm work, first stated their di-

vision into Vrimitivc and Secondary ; under the first

including those destitute of fossil organic remain.'-,

and which lie con.^idcred a.s di.«!poscd in highly in-

clined .‘-tialii, anil as forming the most lofty, rug-

ged, and hardest parts of the surface and interior ol

the earth; while under the other he arranged all

those containing petrifactions, or fossil organic re-

mains, or which were associated with others contain-

ing such remains, and which, ho says, arc disjioscd

in strata more horir.ontal, and form the Ijwxt and
softer portions of the surface and interior of the

earth. As geognosy advanced, new^ facts were add-

ed to those already knowm, and new arrangements

and distributions of the formations were discover-

ed. Werner first pointed out another class of recks,

wdiich he named Trmi^iiioiiy as they exhibit sucli

characters ns show' the transition from those of the

primitive to those of the secondary classc.<. 1'hese

Lre interposed betw'ccn the primitive and secon-

dary classes, and are the first or earliest rock.s ol'

which the crust of the earth is composed, that afford

fossil organic remains. The same illustrious natur-

alist examined with great care the various character^

of those loo.sely cohering rocks of clay, marl, loam,

A'c, w'hich rest on the more solid and older rocks of

the secondary, transition, and primitive classes, and

which form a fOUifth class, under the title AUuviaL

The various mineral masses formed by the agency of

volcanoes were but slightly noticed by Lehman, but

claimed much of the attention of Werner, who form-

ed them into a fifth cla.s's, under the title of Folcanii .

These different classes of rocks are met with in

most extensive tracts of country, and every where
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Geognosy, exhibit the Bame general relations. Thus thepri-

niitive rocks of Scotland, on a general view-, do not

differ from these of New Holland, and tlie rocks of

the secondary class, although at first sight presenting

much of a local character, are the same in all parts

of the world where they have been hitherto met with.

.
I. Primitive lloch.

The rocks of this class lie under those of the

succeeding classes, and frequently, owing to the

inequalities of their original surface, rise through

them, and often to a great height, in the form
of mountains and mountain chains. Countries com>
posed of primitive rocks are in general more rug-

ged and lofty than those of the other classes;

further, their cliffs are more extensive, their val-

leys narrower and deeper, and more uneven than

those in secondary countries. The strata of pri-

mitive mountains ate very frequently liighly in-

clined, a circumstance which contributes, in an espe-

cial manner, to the increase of the ruggedness and
inequalities of the surface of primitive regions.

The primitive strata in many countries maintain a

wonderful uniformity of direction ; thus, in Scotland,

the general direction of the strata of the primitive

mountaius is from N. £. to S. W., and the same is

the case nearly in the vast alpine regions of Norway,
and in many of the lofty and widely extended primi-

tive lands of otlicr parts in Europe. In Scotland the

direction is so invariable, not only in the primitive

but also in the transition strata, that travellers may
use it in place of a compass in guiding themselves

through the mountain wilds of our Highland regions.

The rocks of which primitive mountains and plains

arc composed are, throughout, of a crystalline na-

ture, and present such characters as intimate their

formation from a state of solution, l^hese charac-

ters arc the intermixture of the concretions of which
these are composed at their line of junction, their

mutual penetration of each other, their considerable

lustre, pure colours, and considerable t.ranslucency.

ThuS| in granite, the concretions of felspar, quartz,

and mica, are joined togetlier without any basis or

ground, and at their line of junction are either sim-

ply very closely attached together, or are intermix-

ed, and frequently branches of the one concretion

shoot into the other, thus occasioning a mutual in-

terlacement, as is observed in bodies that have been
formed simultaneously, and from a state of solution.

These characters show that the concretions ofgranite,
and the same applies to the concretions in limestone,

gneiss, mica-slate, and other rocks of the primitive

class, are of a crystalline nature, and have been
formed at the same time.

The strata themselves are so arranged in moui>-

tains, that is, one set ofstrata including another, as to

render it probable, that the se^ms of the strata are not

a mechanical effect, but ha^ ‘^been produced in the

samemanner as the seams ofdistinct 5H>ncretion6,orthe

surfaces of ei^stals. These strata, collected in groups,

give rise toJorntations, such as gneiss or mica-slate; ^

and in those cases where the rock is not distinctly

stratified, it exhibits such characters as point it out

in an unity or formation in the grand series, of which
the cru.st of the earth is composed. The rock for-

mations in primitive countries, although well marked

and distiSiguished by their general and particular cha-

racters, are not in any case isolated or unrelated to

each other ; on the contrary, we find,us they approadi

and join each other, gradual transitions of the one
into the other, or intermixtures ond interlacings at

their great lines of junction. No true primitive rock

appears foreign to the btliers, or exhibiting such cha-

racters as intimate a different mode of formation.

Thus granite, which some consider a kind of lava,

and therefore formed in difierent manner from gneiss

or mica-slate, passes into and is intermixed with the

surrounding rocks, and therefore has been ftumed in

the same manner.

Primitive rocks arc distinguished from those of the

succeeding classes, by the absence of all fossil orga-

nic remains. This important fact allows us to infer,

that organic beings had not been called into exist-

ence during the formation of primitive rocks, so

that there was a time, in the history of the forma-

tion of our planet, when plants and animals did not

exist. Although no traces of organic life occur in

primitive rocks, yet they afford beds of a kind of

coal (glance coal), almost entirely composed of car-

bon, a substance which many consider as peculiar

to the organic kingdom, and which, they maintain,

when found in the mineral kingdom, is to be traced

to previously existing organic beings. This opinion

is disproved, not only by the facts already mentioned,

but also by the occurrence of carbon in hornblende,

slate, and other minerals of the primitive class.

Here then we have the formation of carbon, inde-

pendent of the agency of animals and vegetables.

Limestone has been by many considered as en-

tirely the result of animal action, and the various

formations of that rock, whether in primitive or

secondary mountains, are viewed as uccumulations

of altered shells or corals. But neither shells nor

corals occur in primitive mountains, although they

often contain extensive beds of limestone ; and fur-

ther, lime enters as a constituent part into most of

the simple minerals of which primitive rocks arc cum-
po.sed, facts which show that lime, like carbon, is an

original substance in primitive mountains, and there-

fore has been formed ut times independent of animals.

The two most abundant alkalies, viz. natron and

potash, occur in primitive mountains, but of these,

the potash is by far the most frequent and abundant

Before the discovery of potash in lepidolite, a primi-

tive mineral, by Klaproth, this alkali was consider-

ed as entirely a production of the vegetable king-

dom ; but no vegetable remains occur in primitive

rocks ; and, therefore, in this case, the potasli has

been formed by some other agency than iliat of ve-

getation.

Phosphat of lime, which forms so important a con-

stituent part of the higher animals, was long main-
tained to be exclusively a production of the animal

kingdom ; its after discovery in some vegetables, de-

monstrated that it also was occasionally produced in

some tribes of plants ; but stillvit was believed to be
in every case either of animal or vegetable origin.

But geologists, by tlie discovery of apatite, or phos-

phat of lime, in primitive mountains, have proved its

existence in nature, independent of the agency of

the organic kingdom.

Primitive rocks abound very much in metallife-
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;Qognosy. vroas minerals, and hitherto no metal has been meH

with which does not occur aasclusively, or occasion*
aliy> in this class of rocks. Tin, wolfram, and mo*
iybdena, occur more foquently in these rocks than
in other situations.. Gold, silirer, lead, copper, iron,

cobalt, zinc, manganese, arsenic, and mercury, oc-

cur either ^sseminaled, in bods, vAis, or imbedded,
in various rocks of this class, and many primitive

districts are parttcnJarly characterized by the metal-

liferous repositortet they contain ; thus, the primi-

tive district of Strontian is characterized by its par-

ticular venigenous formation of galena, or lead-

glance ;
the primitive country of Kbnigsberg, ia Nor-

way, by its group of veins of ailver-ore ; and the pri-

mitive gneiss rocks of Arendal and Lapland, by their

beds of magnetic iron-ore.

The most beautiful of all the productions of tlie

mineral kingdom, the gems, occur in great variety

in primitive rocks. Nothing ran be more beautiful

than the drusy cavities met wiiii in primitive moun-
tains, whose walls are lined with pure and variously

coloured and crystallized topaz, beryl, and rock crys-

tal ; and the gneiss, granite, and mica-slate, with

tlieir imbedded grains and crystals of sapphire, cryso-

bcryl, and garnet ; and the veins in granite, clay-

slate, and other primitive rocks, with th^eir emeralds,

axinite, and spinel ruby, afibrd to the mineralogist

highly interesting combinations.

But the most precious of all the gems, the dia-

mond, is wanting in primitive regions. Judging of

it from its splendid lustre, pure and beautiful co-

lours, high degree of translucency, and great hard-

ness, we would have cxper.ted it to occur in die ca-

vities or veins of primitive rocks. But it is far

i>tlierwiae, for it appears only in alluvial formations

of gravel, clay, and sand, of new formation, remov-

ed at an immense distance from those that form tlie

grand basis of the crust of the globe ; thus intimat-

ing its recent, and probably vegetable origin.

From what has been already said, it is evident

that the study of these rocks must be highly in-

teresting, in an economical point of view. Many of

tiie richest and most important mines in the world

are situated in primitive rocks ; statuary marble, and

the various granites, porphyries, and serpentines, so

much valued in the arts ;
and the gems, so distin-

guished by their beauty of lustre, colour, and great

hardness, are principally contained in formations of

the primitive series.

Different Primitive Rocks,

The following arc the rocks that occur in primi-

tive mountains, viz. granite, porphyry, trap, serpen-

tine, limestone, gnebs, mica-slate, clay-slate, and

(quartz rock.
^

These rocks are very simple in their nature, being

generally composed of not more than five minerals,

viz. quartz, felspar, mica, hornblende, and limestone.

Some rocks are composed of but one of these simple

minerals, as quartz rock ; others of two, such as mi-

ca-slate, which is a compound of mica and quartz

;

and others, as granite, consist of three of them,

viz. quartz, felspar, and mica* In determining the

species of primitive rocks, we must have an ac-

curate acquaintance with the five simple minerals

alreadyenumerated, and with the aspects they assume (>eogno^

when forming these aggregate mountain rocks. This

being the case, nothing more is necessary than to re-

fer the reader to the characters of these simple

minerals given in the mineralogy of this aHicle, and

now to give short characters of the rocks them-

selves.

1. Granite is a granular compound of felspar,

quartz, and mica; syenite is a variety of granite, con-

taining, besides the ingredients already enumerated,

also hornblende.

2. Porphyry is an aggregate rock, having a basis

or ground containing imbedded grains and crystals

of felspar, and sometimes of quartz and hornblende*

3. Trap,—All tlic rocks of the primitive class in

which hornblende is the predominating ingredient are

named trap. On exposure to the air they assume

the form of steps of a stair, hence the name trap.

When the hornblende is associated with felspar, it

forms greenstone ; if unniixed, hornblende rock ; and

if slaty, hornblende slate.

4. Serpentine is a daik green rock, with a splint-

ery fracture, and glimmering or dull lustre, translu-

cent on the edges, and so soft as to yield readily to

the knife. It is conjectured to be a compound of

felspar, and of a miucrul of the nature of hornblende,

named diallage.

5. Lfww/o/n?.—This rock has generally a white

or grey colour, is composed of shining granular con-

cretions, and is more or less translucent. It fre-

quently contains scales of mica and grains of quartz.

6. Gneiss is a granular slaty compound of felspar,

quartz, and mica.

7. Mica-slate is a slaty compound of mica and

quartz.

R, Clay-slate is a slaty rock, generally composed of

extremely minute scales of mica. It is the roof slate

80 well known in the arts.

g. Q,uartz~roch.—This rock is almost entirely com-

posed of quartz, eitlier in granular concretions, or

in the compact state ; and grains of felspar and scales

of mica are frequently contained in it.

II .— Transition Rocks.

Transition rocks succeed to the primitive, and

are followed by those of the secondary class. They

generally, in this country, occupy a higher level than

the secondary, but a lower one than the primitive for-

mations. Their mountains, mountain-ranges, moun-

tain-groups, and cliffs, are more rugged than those

of the secondary class, but are less rugged and softer

in their outlines than the prixeitive rocks. Tlieir

valleys, too, are wider, and their sides less rugged

and abrupt, than in those of primitive mountain-

groups.

Most of the rocks arc distinctly stratified, and the

strata are frequently vertical, and, like those of the

primitive class, exhibit the same general direction

throughout great tracks of country. Thus the

strata in the great high land which ranges from St

Abb's Head to the Irish Sea, and which is almost

entirely composed df transition rocks, range every-

where nearly from N. E. to S. W.
Although most of the transition rocks appear to

have been formed from a state of solutioOi and there-
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/icoj.ijohv. fore possess the crysitalllne character, yet their crys-

tallization appears lo have been less pcfrfeqt than in

the primitive rocks, because the parts of which they

\re composed have a lower degree of lustre, inferiot

tuirdnesei, fess transJucency, and colours of less pu-
rity, than primitive rocks. In short, on a general

view, wc would eay, these rocks have more of the

oarthy aspect, and of the fragmented character, thus

intimating a lower degree of crystallization, than is

observable in the primitive class. Hut transition

rocks are further distinguished from those of the pri-

mitive claM, by the very important circumstance of

their ^ontvning fossil organic remains. These pe-

trifactions arc of corals and shells, animal produc-

lioDS low in the zoological scale; and of vegetable

remains that appear to belong to plants of the most
simple construction, such as those of the class cryp-

togumia, and rhereforc at the bottom of the botani-

cal scale. Hence it follows, that animals and vege-

tables of the more simple construction were those

:irst calk'd into existence, and that their creation

did not take place until the period of the formation

of transition rocks. Corals of the same nature as

those met with in the preceding class also occur in

transition rocks
;
and numerous and extensive beds

of limestone, sometimes containing organic remains,

ire in some districts of frequent occurrence. Tran-

diion rocks frequently abound in ores of various de-

scriptions, which are generally disposed in veins.

The raining districts of the Leadhills and Wanlock-
head, near Edinburgh, which are so rich in galena,

or lead-glance, are situated in transition ^cks. The
rich lead and silver mines in the Hartz, and many
ol’ those in Mexico, arc in rocks of the same de-

scription.

TJ)C gems which appear in so many interesting

forms and relations in the strata and veins of primi-

tive mountains, arc comparatively rare in the present

s'lass.

riui abundant occurrence of ores in this class of

rockh ; the extensive deposites of limestone, particu-

larly of the variegated kinds so highly prized for or-

namental purposes, which they contain; the fine

;^ranites and porphyries which they afford, are suffi-

cient proofs of their importance in the arts.

Tlie following are the rocks belonging to this class,

viz. greywacke, clay-slate, limestone, trap, granite,

syenite, porphyry, serpentine, gneiss, mica slate, and
ijuartz-rock.

J. Oreifivacke is a conglomerated looking rock,

with a basis of clay-slatc, including angular and va-

rious shaped portions (by many considered as frag-

ments) of clay-slatc, flinty-slatc, quartz, felspar, &c.

and occasionally scales of mica. When the imbed-
r]ed masses become small, and the mass slaty, it is

named greyvsacke^slate*

2. -This rock is of the same general

nature with primitive clay ‘^tc, but differs from it

in having less lustre, and in sometimub containing

fossil plants and fbssil shells.

3, Limesime—It is more compact, and much
smaller granular, and therefore* has less lustre and

lower translucency than the primitive limestone. It

IS frequently traversed by vemb of calcareous spar,

:md often exhibits in the same bed various tints and

'^hades of beautiful colors. Some varieties are con-

glomeratedy forming the brecciated marUe cf artists, Gen^^nos)

and oUmrs contain fossil sheik and corals*

4 . 7Vqp.-*»Tbis rock, like that of the primitive

class, is principally cemposed of torobleade, and is

sometiom associated wkh fekpar, forming transition

greenstone.

5. Granite^ Btf€nite» and Porphyry.-—These have
the same composition as in the primitive class ; and.

iada|>ondent of the characters denved from their

mass, and their particular imbedded minerals and
veins, are distinguished by the grs^wachc, with which
they are associated.

6. Gneiss and Mica Slate.^Thcse rocks occasion-

ally occur associated with the greywacke and other

members of this class.

.7. Serpentine and Quartz Rock.—These very near-

ly resemble those of the primitive class, but are dis-

tinguished from them by their connection with grey-

wacke, dfC.

Ill .—Secondary Hocks.

This extensive and very interesting class ol' rocks

rests immediately on those of the transition

but when these are wanting, it rests on primitive rucks

;

and when the rocks of the two preceding classes oc-

cur in the same district with the secondary, the twr>

former generally occupy a higher level. The hills of

senomlary districts are lower, rounder, with gentler

acclivities, and fewer cliffs than those in transition dit>-

tricts; and their valleys are shallower, and their bot-

tomsless inclined. Nearly all the secondary formation.s

are more or less distinctly stratified, and the btrata

arc more frequently horizontal, or slightly inclined,

than in the older rocks. That regularity of direc-

tion of the strata, so prominent in the two preceding

classes, has not been observed in the present.

Many of the secondary rocks, from their conglo-

merated structure, present a mechaniq&l and not

chemical aspect, and even the limestones of ihi-

series approach more nearly to the mechanical I'm -

mation, than is observed in those of the preceding

classes.

Secondary rocks are further jiarlicularly distin-

guished by the great variety and abundance of Ibsbil

organic remains which they contain. These extend

throughout the whole secondary series, abounding in

some i'ormations ns limestone, and in otlicis as gypsum
and trap, appearing rarely^: and in small quantities.

In the older formations, fossil remains of oviparous

(|uadrupeds or lizards are met with, while, in the newer
members ofthe series, remains oftrue quadrupeds, as of

opossums, occur ;
and Werner, long ago, pointed out

among the secondary formations the gradual rise

of the animals in the zoological scale, according to

the date of the ibrmation in which their remains were
found, viz. that in tlie oldest secondary rucks, the

animal remains were of tribes lower in organization

than those met with in formations in the middle of

the series, and that those found in the newest mem-
bers of the class were of anioiala much more perl'ect

than those in the middle part of the series.

Coal, which we have already enumerated in tlie

primitive and transition classes, occurs in great abund-
ance in the secondary class, and, besides the glance-

coal, the only kind of coal found in the formations

older than the secondary class, contains also the black
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c..o};noi;y. 0t bitumiQOUB coal^ which ba8>/|ii^h more the aspect

of a A^egetftble formation than ttie giance-coa), and
brown oca), a mineral of cndottbted vegetable origin.

Secondary rocks are nmcb less metalliferous than
tlie transition and primitive, and hitherto the princi-

))al repositories of ore have been met with in the

lower parts of tl>e series, viz^ in the mountain lime-

stone, lower part of the coal formation, magnesian
limestone, and in the lower part of the new red sand-

btonc. The most abundant metals are iron, lead,

and copper, and to these, as a metal of rather abund-
ant occurrence, may be added zinc, in the form of

calamine, mercury in form of cinnabar, and cobalt.

It is in tiic secondary class of rocks that rock-salt

first makes its appearance in quantity, and in the

(nnn of imbedded masses, and beds associated with

gypsum and snliniferous clay.

The gems, as we have already remarked, are al-

most entirely confined to the primitive class, being

of comparatively rare occurrcTn e in transition rocks,

mul still less frequent in the r ^ckK of this class.

i'rom what has been already detailed, it is evi-

dent, that this class of rocks, from the variety and

abundance of useful minerals it contains, must be
Iiighly interesting to those who attend to the uses

of minerals. The greatest coal mines in this island,

and in otlior countries, are situated in secondary

rocks ;
the richest lead mines in England, the great

iron mines in England and Scotland, and the salt

of Cheshire, and of other countries, the va^t qunrrjcs

of sandstone, so important in building, and of green*

stone, which furnishes the best paving stone hitherto

discovered, and of limestone, so useful for various

ooonouiical purposes, are situated in the foru aiions

of the secondary class.

I he ju'incipal secondary rocks arc sandstone, limc-

n/iie, and trap, and these are arrHiiged in various

pohiiions, and associated with other rocks.

Wo shall now enumerate them in the order of their

rcLilive pop'll ion.

J. riisf Sandsloitc, or Old Red Sandstone Forma’-

!fu,: I'liii) is a reddish-brown sandstone, principally

composed of particles of quartz, either without

ground, or connected together by a basis or ground

of iron shot-clay. It passes into grcywackc, as on

the coast of Cialioway, It rests upon the rocks of

I he transition class.

2 . First Secondary Limestonej or Mountain Lime^

n/owc— is a compact bluiah-grey limestone^ full of

encrinites, corals, and shells ; often contains caverns,

aud somclimcs alternates with the sandstone, slate-

clay, and other rocks of the coal formation. It lies

immediately on the old red sandstone.

Coal roriwaliow..—This is an alternation of

grey and wliitc sandstone, bituminous shale and

slate clay, clay ironstone, limestone, and coal. The

whole together form a group or set of rocks, termed

the coal formation. It rests on the mountain limc-

st(jne.

I*. Second Secondary Limestone^ or Magnesian

Limestone of Geologists—This formation, as it ap-

pears in England, is generally a granular, sandy, and

glimmering limestone, which contains a considerable

portion of carbonate of magnesia.
^

It occasionally

(‘on tains gypsum and rock-salt. It lies immediately

()vef of above the coal formation.

4). Second Sandstone, or AVu’ Red Sandstone For^
maiiom .—This sandstone is principally composed of

particles of quartz, set In a rcddisb-brown claye\

basis or ground. It is looser in its nature tiian t!ir

old red sandstone, and its colour wants the* bllu^!l

lint which occurs in the old red sandstone. It

sometimes conglomerated, particularly uhcrc ne:r

the magnesian limestone, when it contains fragment',

of the subjacent strata. It abounds in beds of red

and blue marl and clay, and in these there arc ov -

casionally imbedded masses and beds of gypsum, and
rock-salt. It is here, and in the magnesian limc.vtciiK.

formation, that the greatest masses of rock-salt arc

met with, and it is in these formations of tlie second-

ary series that the principal salt mines are situated

Tt rests immediately on the second secondary

magnesian limestone.

Third Secondary lAmestone^ or the Oolite or Site!:

lemcslone Formation, or Jura Formation.^The hivici

members of this form.'ttion are blue, grey, and v\ hilt-

slaty limestone, with blue slaty marl, and clay, tv.

which are variously shaped masses of clicrt. The''-

are known under the name Lias. Above these, still

in this formation, there are alternations of beds nt'

oolite limestone, shelly limestone, culcitreeus sand-

stone, various marls, clays, and fuller’s earth. It

rests upon the second or new red sanrhsione.

fi. Third Sandstone Formation, or ike G>\cn Sam!

Formation.—’-This formation extends through a large

portion of the soulli-eastcrn parts of England, lu

characteristic member is a siliceous sandstoiu

,

abounding m grains of a substance resembling green

earth or augii'*. Besides this sandstone, llie for-

mation coiitiiins beds of a coarse shelly hme-

stone, of various clays, fuller’s earth, and of iron

sand. It rests upon the third limestone or oolite

formation.

7. Fourth Limestone Formation, or (lialk Furmfi-

tiua. The lovser part of this formation is com[)o>ed

of a'grey claj'ty chalk, without flints, and o(‘ gi*e\-

colourcd clays and marl.s. Immedialely above is a

hard chalk, with few flints, and above is the .seiter

chalk in which Hints and organic remains ah mnd.

H. Brown Coal Formation,— In thii iornuition,

‘ which appears to rest upon chalk, brown coal occurs

in great masses, associated with clays and marls, and

occasionally with glance coal. The English puilding-

sionc appears to rest immediately, either on the brown

coa? or the chalk formations.

<». Paris Format ion,—IJndcT this head we iuduai

the scries ofbeds ofclay, marl
,
limestone, gypsum, sand

.

and sandstone, that occur in the basin of Paris, and

also in that of the Isle of Wight and other quarters.

They lie above chalk, and higher than the brown

coal, and are divided into sets ;
two characterized by

the presence of fresh water shells, and remains of quad-

rupeds, are named waiei jorinations ; and otlu-r

two, containing principally salt water t;hells, are nam-

ed marineJbnnations*

10. Secondary Trap The rocks ol‘ this di-

viaion have been dci^scribecl by many geologists as

lavas. They occur in imbedded masses, beds and

veins, in many of the formations already described,

and hence, in ortlcr to prevent repetition, we liave

brought them together under one division. They

are principally composed of augitc, with occasional
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fici.\(;nosy liornbleade, atid felspar ; the augite occurs in all its

Mu ' tIj i »

f**®® crystalline to the earthy or powdery
u.*.

j; Kin.
felspar appears in all the ilifterent

states from clay stone and clay to the crystalline

state. The following are the secondary trap rocks

:

Basalt^ greenstone^ syenite, amygdaloid,

and tujga, which are already described in the Bmcy-

dopadian

IV. Alluvial Bocks.

These are the various clays, loams, marls, sands,

gravels, rolled masses, &c. which lie over the other

more solid rocks, and which owe their origin to the

agency of the waters of the ocean, of rivers, lakes,

and springs. They are divided into those called

diluvuin, because they seem to have been formed at

the time of the deluge; such ore the clays, sands,

and loams,' containing the remains of elephants, rhi-

noceri, kc. and of those loose blocks sometimes

50,000 square feet in magnitude, and found at great

M"0 N
distances from their native places; and into those Geognosy

clays, loams, sands^ and gravels, which are daily form-
|'

ed on. the face of the earth by the agency of the waves

of the ocean, and the actions of rivers, lakes, and

springs, and which have been named post-diluvian.

V. Volcanic Rockc^

All those rocks which owe their present charac-

ters to the action of subterranean heat) or to that

emanating from beds of coal, are named volcanic.

They arc divided into pseudo- volcanic^ and true

volcanic^ The pseudo-volcanic rocks nro clays and

iron stones, indurated, and partly melted by the heat

from burning beds of coal. The true volcanic rocks

afe those which have flown in streums, or have been

projected in the form of dust or gravel, from tin;

craters or sides of volcanoes in a state of activiiy-

These are the various kinds of lava, iujffd, and vol-

canic (lust. (m m . m )

MOLLUSCA. See AddEndcm to this Volume,
saujiioii MONAGHAN, a county of Ireland, in the pro-
jiid Kxiti vince of Ulster, extending about English miles

from north to south, and 24? miles from east to west,

contains 509 English square nules, or S2.5,7f)0 Eng-
lish acres. It is situated in the diocese of Cloghcr,

and ecclesiastical province of Armagh, and is divid-

ed into five baronies and 21 parishes. Its bound-

aries arc Armagh and Tyrone on the north ; Ar-
magh, Meath, and Louth, on the cast ; Cavan and
Loutli on the south ; and Fermanagh on the west.

Snviacc, iSic- The surfacc of this district is marked by a suc-

cession of low grounds and detached lulls, which,

in other quarters of no great height, attain a consi-

derable elevation on the borders of Tyrone and Ar-

magh
;
and a considerable space is occupied

,
with

bogs and small lakes. It has not the advantage of

^oheing much sheltered and ornamented with woods
and inclosures, w'hich both the soil and climate are

said to require
;
yet it contains a few handsome

scats, with considerable plantations around them ;

and towards the middle of the county there is a

considerable tract of fertile land, with a subsoil of

limestone gravel. In other parts, though the soil be
rather wet, it is far from being unproductive. The
rivers and rivulets are the Blackwatcr, the Fane, the

Lagan, the Ballyhays, and a few others. Some of

these flow westward to Loch Came, and others east-

ward into the county of Louth ; but none of them
are of such importance as to require particular no-

tice. The Blackwater is for some distance tlie

boundary between this county and Tyrone. Lime-
stone, sandstone, and marl, are spread throughout a

great part of It. Some valuable quarries of sand-

stone have been long wr*wi^ht among the hills on the

norih, near the boundary with Tyrone. In the same
quarter very good millstones have been raised.

Monaghan contains a few large estates, but the

greater part of it is divided into small ones, many of

wliich do not yield a free income equal to the ordi-

nary wages of labour. A few years ago, there was
only 1 72 freeholders of L. 50 and upwards, out of

nearly 6'000. Most of the considerable proprietors

are absentees, and very little of the landed property

is in the hands of Catholics.

Farms were so small a few years ago, ns not IoV^to

average ten Irish acres over the whole county
; an(l

the manngement, as might be expected, was exceed-

ingly unskilful and unproductive. The spade wu#
used much more than the plough ; the latter beinij

an implement which, with the team required to work
it, and the party to attend and direct it, could be

brought into action only by the united efforts of se-

veral tenants. The general term of leases is 21

years, and a life, or sometimes three lives. The
principal crops are onts, potatoes, and flax, with

wheat and'^barley in a small proportion ; these last,

however, extend over a much greater trttet now than

tliey did a few years ago. They make a good den.

of butter, but tliere arc no large dairies. Goats are

in greater numbers than sheep, which is of itself a

sufficient proof of the low state of its agriculture.

Monaghan, however, has been long distinguished MaLuf^
for its linen manufacture, which is said to Iiavc ave-turt-

raged, twenty years ago, about L. 200,000 a-year.

It is carried on by the greater portion of the inhabit-

ants of both sexes, all the small farmers being also

weavers. This county has no other manufacture
worth noticing, and little besides that can be spared

for export, being more populous for its extent, ow*-

ing to this minute division of land, than many others

that are more productive. The towns and villages

arc Monaghan, the county town, Clones, Carrickma-

cross, Castle Blaney, Drum, Castle Shane, Ballybay,

and Emyvale. The first sent two members to the

Irish Parliament ; but all of them being inconsider-

able places, they have no share in the elections for

the Parliament of the United Kingdom, to which the

county itself sends two members. The Catholics are

said to be to the Protestants gs about 5 to 1, most of

the latter being Presbyterians. In 1790, Monaghan
contained 118,000 inhabitants, which is nearly 232
for every English square mile.—See the general

works quoted under the former Irish counties, and

Sir Charles Coote's Statistical Survey of Monaghan.
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MONEY.
.Mojicy. The terra » used to designate whatever

comraodity the iixhabitante of any particular country,
cither voluntarily or by compulsion, accept os an
»#quivBlef)t for their labour, and for all the coramodi-
titis they have lo dispose of.

Sect* \ ••^Cir(^msliinc€9 'taikich led to the u&e of mo--—Principal properties that every commodity
used as such ou^ht la possess—Xoi a sign or a
measure ofvalue, hut a real equivalent.

< A country in which the division (kf labour was un-

lo rh'c
wliere every individual or family direct-

\lomv produced the commodities ne cessary for his or
tJuir consumption, would hnvc no exchanges, ntid

consequently no money. Hut, after the division of
labour has been estublishcd, ilx* introduction of mo-
ney becomes necessary, or, ai least, higidy advanta-
geous. Ill such a state of society, a very small part
only of u mail's wants are directly supplied from the
produce of his own labour. The greater part are
indirectly supplied hy exchanging that surplus part

of the produce of his owm labour which exceeds his

own consumption, for such paits of the produce of
other men’s labour as he has occasion for, and they
are willing to part with. Every man thus lives by
exchanging, or becomes in some measure a mer-
chant, and the society itself grows to be what is pro-
perly a commercial society.

“ Hut when the division of labour first Logan to

take place, this power of t xclianging must frequent-

ly have been very much clogged and embarrassed in

its operatkms. One man, we shall suppose, has
' more of a certain commodity than lie himself has

occasion for, while another haj less. Tiie former,

consequently, would be glad to dispose of, and the

latter to purchase, a part of this superfluity. But, if

this latter should chance to have nothing that the

i'ormer stands in need of, no exchange can be made
betw'cen them. The butcher has more meat in his

shop than he himself can consume, and the brewer

baker would each be willing to purchase a

purl of it ; but they have nothing to offer in exchange

except the different productions of their respective

trades, and the butcher is already provided with all

the bread and beer which he has immediate occasion M«»ncy.

for. No exchange can, in this case, be made be-
tween them. He cannot be their merchant, nor
they his customers; and they are all of them thus
mutually less serviceable to one another. In order
to avoid the inconveniency of such situations, every
prudent man, in every period of society, after the
first establishment of the division of labour, must na-
turally have endeavoured to manage his affairs in

such a manner as to have at all times by him, be-
sides the peculiar produce of his own industry, a
certain quantity of some one commoduy or another,
such as he imagined few people would be likely to

refme in exchange for the produce of their indus-
try.”— {iVealih of Nations, Vol, 1. p, 8vo Ed.)

This commodity, whatever it may be, is money.
An infinite variety of commodities have been used Commodi-

as money in different countries and states of society. as

Those nations who chiefly subsist by the chace, ®tich

as the ancient Russians, and the greater part of the

Indians who now occupy the uncultivated portion of

America, use tlie skins of wild animals as money.

f

In the pastoral state of society cattle arc most
commonly used for that purpose. Homer mentions
that the armour of Diomccl cost only fiine oxen,
while that of Olaucus cost one hundred. {Ilias, lib.

6, Jin. 235.) The etymology of the Latin word
{pccunin)s bigniiying money, and of all its deriva-

tives, proves tliat cattle {pccics) had been the primi-

tive money of the Romans, f

*

^1 liey had also been
used as such hy the ancient (iermans

;
for their law's

uniformly fix the amount of the penalties to be paid

for particular olFcnces in cattle. (.Storch in loco c/-

iald.) In remoter ages corn vras very generally

used, in agricultural countries, as money; and even
now, it is by no means uncommon to stipulatip

for corn rents and wages. Ollier commodities have

been used in different countries. Salt is >aid to be

the common money of Abyssinia (IVenl h (f Na*
iionsy I. p. 35 ) ; a species of shells, called cotorics,

gathered on the shores of the Maidive Islands, are

used in smaller payments throughout Hindostan, and

form the only money of extensive districts in Africa. §

Dried fisli forms the money of Iceland and Newfound-

* Etymologi-sts differ in opinion respecting the derivation of the word money. Some contend that it

comes from to admonish, to inform,—because the stamp impressed on coined money indicates its

weight and fineness. (Boutcrouc, Recherches sur les Monnoyes dc France, p. 1.) And others that it origi-

nates in the circumstance of silver being first coined at Rome in tlie temple of admonishing .funo

—

Jinio

Moneta. (Suidas, in voce MokTira.)

+ Storch, Traite d’Economic Politique, Tome III. p- iC; and Ulloa, ^^noires Philosophiqiies sur VAmc-

rique^ Tome 11. p. 100.

% Morellet, Prospectus iun Nouveau Bictionnaire de Commerce, p. 115.

§
** Dans \o» pays ou le cuivre a trop de valour pour pouvoir reprcscntcr celle des plus mcnucs denrtes, on

est encore cHtdig^ de iui substilucr quelq’autrc maiiere plus commune. C'est cette circonstance qui a fait

adopter aux Indiens I’usage des cauris en guise de petite monnoic. Get usage pourroit paroitre etrange

dans les pays aussi riches et d’une civilisation aussi ancienne que Jc Bengale ct Tindoustan : mais le cuivre

y est si rare, ct les vivres y sont a si bon inarchc, q'une piece de la valeur de 1 cop. et J (about a halfpenny
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calculated, tfte wealth of civilized communities.”

(Xorrgjjg Off ffif Production oj Wealth, 305.)
'

Coined Mo- But, whatever may be the advantages attenfikig
ney i)ot a Coined money, and they' are great and ob-

nwlsuTc of
it is necessary to observe, tliat its introduction

v^luo. doe^|,not affect the nature of exchanges. Equiva-

lents are still given for equivalents. The exchange
of a quarter of corn for an ounce of pure unfashion-

ed gold Iwllion, is undeniably as much a real barter,

as if it h^ been exchanged for an ox, or a barrel of

beer. But, supposing the metal tbliave been formed

into a coin,—that is, marked with a stamp indicating

its weight and fineness, it is plain that circumstance

could have made no change in the terms of the bar-

ter. The coinage would save to both parties the

trouble of weigiiing and assaying the bullion, but it

could do nothing more. A coin is merely a piece of
metal of a hnoicn toeigkt and fineness ; and the com-
modities exchanged for it are always held by the

parties to be of equal value. And yet these simple

and obvious considerations have been very generally

overlooked. Coined money, instead of being viewed

in the same light as other commodities, has been

looked upon as something quite my.stcrious. It vras

said to be both a dgn and a men'^ure of value. In

truth, however, it is neither the one nor the other.

A guinea is not a sign, it is the thing signified. A
j^romissory note, payable at some stated period, may
not improperly be c onsidered as the sign of the spe-

cie which is to be paid for it
;
but that specie is itself

a commodity posssessed of real exchangeable worth.

It is equally incorrect to call money a measure of

value. Gold and silver do not measure the value of

commodities, more than commodities measure the

valU^:of gold and silver. Every thing po'-sessed of

value may either measure, or be measured by, every

other thing possessed of valiu-. W iten one commo-
dity is exchanged for another, each is the measure

of the value of the other. If the cpiartern loaf sold

for a shilling, it would be just as correct to say, that

quartern loaf measured the value of a shilling, ns to

say that a siiiliing measured the value of u quartern

loaf.

r.sc of CoJil 'I’he quality of serving as a measure of value is,

r.udSilv
equally inherent in every commodity. 15ut

C6ti:iau tlie s/otu dc'grces by which the* precious metals change

^ tnc clii-tlicir value, renders them peculiarly well fitted for

e vain if forming n standard, by wliich to compare the values
mniodi-

other and more variable commodiiies. To this

standard reference is almost always made in estimat-

ing the value of the products of every civilized coun-

try. We do not say, that one man is worth a thou-

sand acres of land, and that another is w orth a thou-

sand sheep; but we ascertain for how much gold or

silver the land -and the sheep would exchange, and

then say, that tlieir proprietors are w'orth so much
money. In tliis, however, th^re is certainly nothing

mysteiioufl. We merely cor. j3&re tlie value of one

commodity with the value of another commodity

;

and as coin or money has been found to be the most

convenient standard cf comparison, the value of all

other commodities is usually estimated in it.

Proof of ihi It is obvious, from this siatemenl, that the terms
non-t'Kisi- exchange oi' one commodity, or set of com-
ence ot an

for another may be adjusted, with reference

12

to ^^y money being actually in the'' ^fDn«y.

poss^ioti of either of the parties making tho ex-

dhttn^i If a burse, for example, had commonly
sold for ten pieces of silvery an ox fur five pie^Sf anil

a sheep for ope piece, it would mark their ^relative

values to each ' mher, and the aniroala might be
changed, on this footing, without the intervention of
money. The frequent recurrence of transactions of
this kind seems to have given rise to the notion of an
abstract or ideal standard of vahie. Ibus, instead 4i|

saying that a horse is worth ten pleoee of stiver, an ox
five pieces, and a ^eep one piece, it bas been con-
tended that it might equally have been said that they

were respectively worth ten points or units, five

points or units, and one point or unit ; and that, as

the proportional values of commodities might be as

clearly expressed in these arbiirnry terms as in

money, or any commodity possessed of real value,

the use of the latter, as a standard, might be advan-

tageously dispensed wdth, and a set of abstract terms

adopted in its stead. This, however, is entirely and
completely mistaking the nature and object of a

standard. A standard is not intended to maik tlu^

knowm relations bettveen difierent commodities, but

Xo enable us easily to discover those which are unknown.
Now, although a series of arbitrary terms may serve

extremely well for the first of these purposes, it is ut-

terly impossible that tliey can ever serve for the se-

cond. This, however, is exclusively the object of a

standard; and it isquite plain that nothing can be used

as such which is not possessed of the same ])ropertie5

with those with which it is to be C()in[>iirecl. To
measure length, a standard must Imvc length, to mea-
sure value it must have value. The value ofcommo-
dities is ascertained by separately comparing their

cost with the cost of money, and we expre.'^s tlnir

relation to each other by simply staring the result of

our inquiries; tliat is, by mentioning the number of

livres, of pounds, or of fractions of a pound, they arc

respectively w^orth. And, wlien any now^ commodity
is offered for sale, or when any change is made in the

cost of an old one, we ascertain their relation to the

rest, by merely comparing tliem with a livre or a

pound. It is plainly impossible, however, that we
could have done iltis, had the terms livre, or pound,

been purely arbitrary, and referable to no re^ly va-

luable commodity ! We might as w’cll try fo 'esti-

raatc distances by an imaginary inch, or an imaginary

foot, as to estimate prices or values by an imaginary

shilling, or an imaginary guinea. W’^hen we say that

an ox is worth five pounds, and a sheep only one, we
really mean no more than that, when an ox and a

sheep are compared together, that is, when the one

serves as a standard by which to estimate the value of
the other, one ox is found to be worth five sheep.

But, suppose that we wish to ascertain what is the

j-elative value of some other commodity,—of a pound
of tea, for example,—to oxen or sheep, of what use

would It be to be told that one ox was worth five

sheep, or that, when the value of an ox was repre-

sented by the in)aginary terra five pounds,” the va-

lue of a sheep was represented by the Imaginary term

one pound ?
’ It is not the relation between oxen

and sheep, but the relation between these animals

and tea, that we are desirous of learning. And, al-



Money, thottgh tbb relalibn mAf (be by ceniparing
lh« cQ$i of |M*aducing oxefn And &h««p with the coit
of producing tea, or by aflcertainingt'or how luuob of
•ome other commodity on o%f a sheep,^and a pour^ of
tea, will reapeelively exdiaDge^ it is obvioua it oould
never be learned by con^ring them with a sot of arbi-

trary termsoreymbolsl It would nor, in truth,be mere
absurd to atten^ to ascertain it by ooropariog them
with the hicruiglyphics on an Egyptian sarcopltagus.

I^othing that toill not exchange for something eUcy

can ever be a standard, ormeasure of valuOi Com-
modities are always compared with commodities, and
not .with abstroct terms. Men go to market with

real values, and not with tim signs of values, in their

pockets. And it is to something possessed of real

worth—to the go/d contained in a guinea, and not to

the tvord guinea, that they always have referred, and
must continue to refer, in estimating value. *

In common mercantile language, the exchanging of

money for a commodity is termed hu^i/tgf and the Money*

exchanging |pf« commodity for money selling. Pricey

unless when'th^ contrary is pai ticularly mentioned,

always means the value . of a commodity, chtimated

in money.
Having thus endeavoured to explain the circum-

stances which led to the introduction of moneys and
to show what it really is, and what it is not, we shall

now proceed to investigate the laws by which its ex-

changeable value ia regulated. It is chieitf from the

prevalence of erroneous opinions on this subject, that

the true theory of money has been so lung misunder-
stood.

Sect. II .—Circumslances xvhich Reguhiie the Ex*
changeable Value of Mone^.

This branch of our subject naturally divides itself

into two parts; Is/, An inquiry into the principles

which regulate tlie exchangeable value of money

• The following passage of Montesquieu has been often referred to in proof of the existence of an ideal
standard Les iioir^ dc la cotc d Alrujuc ont un signe des valtur^ sans monnoic

; c*est uti signe pure-
incnt ideal fonde sui* le dcgr6 d estime qu d.s mettent dans leur esprit a ehaque marchandise, a proportion du
besoin qu’ils en ont—une certaine denree, ou raarchandisc vaut trois ruatuites ; unc autre, six macules; une
autre, dix macutes : e’est coramt* b’iU disoient siinplement troi?>, six, dix. Lc prix Acjormr par la compaiahon
gads font dc toutes Ics marchandiscs entre dies: pour lors, il n y a point de moiiiioie particulii re, mais
diaque portion de mardvindus csi jiioniioie de Vauire."'—{Ksprlt dcs Loix, Livrt» XXTh cap. 8.)

But, instead of giving any support to the notion of an abstract standard, this passage might be confident-
ly rcl'crred to in proof of its non-existence, llml Montesquieu said that tlie blac ks clctermiued the relative
values, or prices, of conmioclities, by comparing them with the arbitrary term viacalc, the statement, though
fidse, would have been, at L'ast, in point. But he s.iys no such thing. On the contrary, he states distinct-
ly, that the relative value's of coivunodilics ^marchandiscs) arc ascu i Mined by comparing them xdth each
other (entre dies), and that it is merely the result of the comparison that is expressed in arbitrary terms!

So inucli for the welglit to be attached to this statement, supposing it to be w clUroLindeJ. The trjuft is,

however, that the term macule is not really arbitrary, and employed only to maik aii ascertained proportion,

but that it has a reference to, and is, in fact, the juimc of on intnnsicallij vcduaUc cmnwodifp, “ On a bien
dil,” says TAbbc I\Iordlet, “ que cc mot muciUe eloil ui^e expresbion abstraite et generale de la vabnir, et

cela est vrai au sens ou nous Tcxpliquerons plus has
;

inais ou n’a pas remaique ejue ceiie al)^lraclioll a Ole

consequente et postericure d reuipb>i du mot macute pciur siguilit r une maicliaudi\et une denree iccilc a la-

quelle on avail longtems compare Ionics les autres. ^
Muculc eu [dusicurs lieux de la cute d’Afrique, est encore le nom d*une certaine Otolfe—* CVif-za negrei

de la cole d' Angola' dil le voyageur Angelo, * Ivs macules soul des pieces dc naltcs d\inc aiinc de Ion —Job-

son dit aussi quo les luacutcssout une espccc d'vfifje.

I-ea (itofies ont toujours OtO I’ohjet d’un besoin tres-pressant chez des peoples aussi barbares, clcpourvus

de cspecc d'industrie.—Les nalles en parliculier Icur sout de la plus grande neccssile. Elies sonf^i-

visecs en morccaux peu cionsiderables et d'une petite valeur—dies sont tres uiiiformcs dans leurs parties,

et loB premieres qu'on a faites auront pu ctre semblables les unes aux autres, et d*une bonte egale, sous la

memc denomination—toutes cesqualites les ont rendu propres utlcvenir lamcsurc commune dcs valeurs.”

—

{Prospectus d'un Nouveau Dictionnaire dc Comnicrvi

,

p. 1^1.)

The following extract from Bark's Travels gives an example of a similar kind : In the early intercourse

of the Mandingoes with the Europeans, the article that attracted most notice was iron. Its utility in form-

ing the instruments of war and husbandry made it preferable to all others ; and iron soon became the mea-

Burc (standard) by which the value of all other commodities was ascertained. Thus a certain qu.antity of

goods, of whatever denomination, appearing to beequa', to a bar of iron, constituted, in the trader'h phrasoo-

Jogy, a bar of that particular merchandise. Twenty leaves of tobacco, for instance, were considered as a

Lnir of tobacco ; and a gallon of splriM (or rather half rpiri^s and half water) as a bar of rum
;
a bar of one

commodity being reckoned equal in value to a bar of another commodity. As, however, it must unavoid-

ably hLa[)pen, that, according to the plenty or scarcity of goods at market, in proportion to the demand, tlie

relati^ value would be subject to continual fluctuation, greater precision has been found necessary ; and,

at this time^ the current value of a smgle bar of any kind is> fixed by the whites at two shillings Sterling.

Thus, a slave, whose price is L.15, is said to be worth 150 bars.*’--'Traic/j in the Interior if Africa, 8vo

edit. Vol. I. p. 39-)
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^d, An ittdWirj?%o^ftr tfceftc principles are lislkto:to

be afFected by tbfi ’operation of monopoly. .

T. 'I'here does not now seem to be mueb rooih fiir

difference of opinion respecting the circotostences

regulating the value of the precious metals, and their

distribution throughout the varicius countries of the

globe. Bullion is a commodity^ on the production

of whic^ompetUion operates without restraint. It

is not 8J^ected to any species of ^monopoly, and its

value in exchange must, therefdr^ be entirdy regu-

lated by the cost 6f its production, that is, by the

comparative quantities of labour necessary to bring

i\ given quantity of it to market.

If, in every stage of society, it required precisely

the same quantity of labour to produce a given quan-

tity of bullion, its value would be invariable ; and it

would constitute a standard by which the variations

in the exchangeable value of all other commodities

could be corrcctli/ ascertained. But this is not the

case either with bullion or any other commodity.

And its value, in the same way as the value of any

other commodity, fluctuates not only according to

tlm greater or less productiveness of the mines from

which it is extracted, but also accordinc; to the com-

parative skill of the miners, and the improvements

of machinery.

M. Say has, in his valuable work on PolUical

Econtmj/, a chapter, De la valeur que la qualito

d'etre monnoh* iijoute d une marchandise,** But a

little icflcction will convince us, that M. Say Is mis-

taken, and that the circumstance of the precious me-

tals being used as money, or as a circulating mc-

tliurn, cannot affocl their exchangeable value. M.
Say^easons on the common hypothesis, ihat an in-

creiro of demand is always productive of an increase

of value,—an assumption totally at variance with

principle and with flicl. Value depends exclusive-

ly U))on the cost of production ;
and it is obvious,

that the co^t of producing u commodity may be di-

minishrd at the same time that the demand tor it is

jncreasing. 1’hi.s is so plain a proposition, as hardly

to require to be substantiated by argument. And
a reference to tlie case of cotton goods, the price

i,f which has, notwithstanding the vast increase

of^demand, been constantly on the decline during

tne last half century. Is enough tc convince the

most sceptical of the extreme erroneousness of Al.

Say’s conclusion. But, with regard to the particu-

lar case of the pr^' clous metals, it is clear the capital

devoted to the production of gold and silver must

yield the common and ordinary rate of' profit; for,

if it yielded more than this rate, there would be an

influx of capital to th<! mining business ; and, ii it

yieldccVlcfiS, it would be withdrawn, and invested in

some more lucrative employment. And hence, though

the demand for gold and silver should, from the

adoption of sohie other commt^%y as an instrument

of exchange, gradually become less, the value of the

precious metals would not, on that account, be re-

duced. A smaller supply would, inddfed, b#* an-

nually brought to market, and a pUfrtion of the capi-

tal formerly engaged in the mining, refining, and

preparing of the metals would be disengaged ; but as

the whole stock thus employed yielded only the aver-

8

age porfieii whiok us withdraw^ Monry.

ib 00,-^tfr, which the

fififtg, most ifili rontini^ to sell for

the ^sam^ pri<Cd4 It is^ne dbubt true, that where
al»^^ alwaye-are, of dUFerent de-

grees of prochtt^ivenesB, any great iaHkig off in the

dematid for-bullion might,' b^ rondcrhig it unneces-

sary to work the inferior 'mines, enable Ithe proprie-

tors- of the ficher mines to^contintie^^heir work, and
to obtain the ordinary rate ofprofit on their capitals,

by selling their buHiOfi at a teduced price. In this

case the value of bullion would he really diminished

;

but it would be diminished, not because thOre was a
falling ofT in the demand, but because there was a
greater fatiUty of production. On the other hand,
an increased demand for bullion, whether it arose

from the general suppression of paper money, or

from a greater consumption of gold and silver in the

arts, or from any other cause, would not—-unless it

was necessary, in order to procure the increasing

supply, to have ^ecour^e to mines of an inferior de-

gr('o of productiveness—be accompanied by smy rise

of price. If the mines from which the additional

supplies were to be drawn were less productive than

those already wrought, mart* labour would be neces-

rary to procure the same quantity of bullion, and, of

course, its price would rise. But, if no such increase

of labour was required, its price would remain sta-

tionary, though a thousand times the quantity for-

merly required should be demanded.
After gold and silver huve been brought into the

market, whether they shall be converted into coin

or into manufactured commodities, depends entirely

on a comparison of the profits Ihat may be derived

from each operation. No person would take bclJion

to the mint if he could realize a greater profit by dis-

[K)sing of it to a jeweller ; and no jeweller would
work up bullion into plate, if he could turn it tc^

greater account by converting it into coin. The
value of bullion and coin must, therefore, in countries

where the expences of coinage are defrayed by the

state, nearly co^^c*‘^pond. When there is any un-

usual d<'mand for bullion in the arts, coin will bo
melted down; and when, on the contrary, there is

any unusual demand for coin, plate will be sent to

tlie mint, and the equilibrium of value maifiMhed by
its fusion. .im. ^

It appears, therefore, thlftt while competition is al-

lowed to operate without restraint on the production
of guld and silver, they are, like all other commodities,
produced in similar circumstances, valuable only in

proportion to the cost of their production,—that is,

in proportion to the quantity of labour ne cessarily

expended in bringing them to market. And hence,
while they constitute the currency of the commer-
cial world, the price of commodities, or their value
compared with gold or silver, will vary, not only ac-
cording to the variations in the exchangeable value
of the commodities themselves, but also according to

the variations in tlie exchangeable value of fiin gold
or silver with which they are compared.

11. But if competition was not aU^#ed to operate The propor-

on the production of the precious metals, if they could bon between

bo monopolised and limited in their quantity, their ,

exchangeable value would no longer be regulated by jegiUaterrhe

cxchnnire-
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the «ame principles. If. nAer t|w limitation^, tb^

Iriaiucor®*"^
continued to be used at tn!Bn«p,.aDd if, m«on-

sequence of the imptrovoioent of eociely, manultec
tured conuneditiei oadv^alaairle froducta should,
very much tnultiplied, ihe evohangieift which' tliia ^
niifed amount of money would have to perfaroi
would be proportionably increased ; ondp of coufse,
a proportionably Smaliersum would be appropriated
to each particular transaction

; or, whidi ie the same
tiling, money prices would be diminislied. When-
ever the supply of nMiiiey is th® amount of it,

given in exchange for commodities, must twry in-
vaneljf as the demand^ and can he ajferted hy nothing
else. If double the usual supply of commodities
wore brought to market in a country with a limited
currency, their money price would be reduced one-
half; and if only half the usual supply were brought
to market) it would be doubled ; and this, whether
the cost of their production had increased or dimi-
nished. No one would, in these circumstauces, ex-
change the produce of bis industry for money, on
the ground that money was itself a commodity ca-
pable of being advantageously used in the arts, or
that an equal quantity of labour had been expended
oil its production; but because it was the universal
e([iiivalent used by the society, and because, as such,
it would be willingly received in exchange Cor the
produce of the industry of others. The remark of
Anacharsis, the Scythian, that gold and silver coins
seemed to be of no use but to assist in numeration
and arithmetic (Hume's i\ssaif on Mofnu/), would,
if conlined to a strictly limited currenci/y be as

just as it is ingcnioii.-\ Ciuineas, sovereigns, livres,

doihirs, would then really constitute mere tickets

or counters, to be used in computing the vmue of
property, and in transferring it from one- indiviuuiil

to another. And as small tickets, or counters, would
servo for tliis purpose quite as well as large ones, it

is unquestionably true, that a debasid currency
might, by first reducing, and tlien limiting its quan-
tity, be made to circulate at the value it wouhl bear
if the power to supply it was unrestricted, and if it

wore possessed of the lenal weight and fineness; and
that, by still further limiting its quantity, it might be
made to pass at any higher value.

ThM|t appears, that whatever may be the wa/c-
Tial dr«lie money of ,'»ny country, whether it consist

of gold, silver, copper, iron, leather, salt, cowries, or

paper, and however destitute it may be of alt intrinsic

value, it is yet possible, by .sji^cientli/ limiting its

(quantity, to raise its value in exchange to any con-
ceivable extent.

Suppose the money of Great Britain to consist of

.'>0,000,000 or 60,000,000 of one pound notes, and
that wc are prevented from increasing or diminishing

this sum, either by issuing additional notes or coins,

or by withdrawing the notes already in circulation, it

is obvious that the quantity of commodities for which

such note.s would exchange, would increase or dimi-

nish ipucisely according to the increase or diminu-

tion ofthc quantity of commodities brought to mar-
ket. If we stippdiBe that ten times the amount of pro-

ducts that were offered for sale when the limitation

of the currency took place, are offered for sale

NEY.
ten or twenty years afterwards, and that the rapi-

dity of circulation baa continued the same, prices

will have fallen to oneHenth of their former amount

;

or, which is the same thing, the exchangeable value

of the paper money will have increased in a tenfold

proportion *.—and, on the other hand, if the products
brought to market had diminished in the same pro-

portion, the exchangeable value of the paper money
will have been equally reduced.

The principles we have now stated are 4|f the ut-

most importance to a right understanding of the real

nature of money. Previously to the publication of

Mr Ricardo's great work; every writer of autho-
rity on political economy had maintained that the
value of money depended entirely on the relation be-
tween its amount and the demand. But thus is true
"only of a gold or silver currency when its quantity is

limited, and of a currency formed of materials having
little intrinsic worth, as paiier, when its quantity is

limited^ and when it is not made convertible, at the

pleasiure of the holder, into some more valuable com-
modity, whose production is under no restraint. It

is obvious, indeed, without any reasoning on the sub-

ject, that the value in exchange of a currency pos-

sessed of little or no real value, can only depend on
the proportion which its total amount bcais to the

amount of the commodities brought to market, or to

the demand. And wherever a currency of this kind,

or a limited gold currency, is in circulation, the com-
mon opinion that the prices of commodities are regu-

lated exclusively by the proportion between the

qiiaruity of them brought to market, and the supply

of money, and that any considerable increase or di-

minution of either will proportionably affect prices,

is quite correct. It is altogether different, however,
vvitii u currency consisting of gold or silver, or O^jany

Ollier coiiiniociiy possessed of considerable valut*^

and the supply of which may be increased to an un.

limited extent by the operation of unrestricted com-
petition.

The fluctuations in the supply of, and denand for,

such money, can have no permanenL effect on its cx-,

changeable value; this depends exclusively on the

comparative cost oj its production. If aguint j com-
monly exchanges for a couple of bushels of wheat, or

a hat, it is because the same labour has beenexpead-

ed on its production, as on that of either of these CCI^-

modities; while, if with a limited and ioconvertible

paper money, lliese commodities exchange for agwi-

7iea notCf it would only be because such was the pro-

portion which, as a part of the general mass of com*

modilics (ifftrcdfor sale^ ihetj bore fo the supply 0/

paper or movey in the market. This proportion

would, it is evident, be not only inimediatcly, but

permanently, affected by an increase or diminution of

the supply either of paper or of commodities. But

the relation which commodities bear to a freely sup-

plied metallic currency, could not be permanently

changed, except by a change in the cost of produc-

ing the commodities or the metals.

Onr readers must not conceive from what we have

now stated, that we mean to contend that the value

of gold or silver is never affected by variations in the

aupply and demand. Such an opinion would be al-

4dt
Moneys
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Monesr* together erroneous. A^t the same time it must be

'admittedvihat their valuer ie much less affected by
such variation*, than the value of almost any other

commodity* Their great durability precludes the

possibility of any sudden diminution of their quanti-

ty, while the immense surface over which they arc

spread, and the various purposes to which they are

applied, prevent any unusual productiveness of the

mines from speedily lowering their value. An ex-

traordina% event; such as the discovpy of America,
or the establishment of an intei^^ljl^gu between a

country where bullion bore a high value, and one
where its value, from the greater facility of its pro-

duction, was comparatively low, would, by causing a

sudden exportation and importation, raise its value

in the one country, and sink it in the other. But
such events must necessarily be of very rare occur-

rence. And although the value of gold and silver

must, because of the different degrees of productive-

ness of the mines, to which, in the progress of socie-

ty, recourse must be had,—and because of the suc-

cessive improvements in die art of mining and work-

ing metals, be very different at distant periods—it is

abundantly uniform to secure us against all risk of

sudden and injurious fluctuations.

Such arc the circumstances which regulate the va-

lue of money, both when the power to supply it is

not subjected to any species of monopoly, and when
it 16 monopolised and limited. In the former case,

its value depends, like the value of all other commo-
dities, on the cost of its produclion: while, In the

"latter case, its value is totally unaffected by that cir-

cumstance, and depends entirely on the extent to

which it has been issued, compared with the demand.

Up conclusions deducible from the (undamentai

prilll|||)le we have thus endeavoured to estabihh, are

of the utmost importance. A metallic currency, on

the coinage of which a high seignorage or duty was

charged, and a paper currency not convertible into

tlie precious metals, were occasionally seen to circu-

late at the same value with a metallic currency of full

weight, and which had been coined at the expcncc

of the state. But no rational., satisfactory, or con-

sistent explanation of these apparently anomalous re-

sults could be given until the effects produced by li-

miting the supply of money had been accurately ob-

B(i|iif'cd and appreciated. Now, however, that this

has been done, all these difflcultios have disappeared.

The theory of money has been perfected, and we are

enabled to show what, under any given circumstan-

ces, would be the effect of imposing a seignorage, or

of issuing an inconvertible paper currency.

Sect. moderale i^etgnorage on Coined Money
shovun ta be advaniageons—Principles xohich should

regulate its amounU *

lUasont wliy The government of almost every country has ro-

tamed the power of coining exclusively in its own Money,

hands, tn antiquity this privilege was reserved

merely to prevent the confusion that must
J ui’i

attended the too great multiplication of coins of dif- Je inipllfiwl

ferent denominations, had individuals been permitted on ('ointd

to issue them at their pleasure, and to give the pub- Money,

lie a greater security that the stamp sbouid truly in-

dicate the weight and flneness of‘ the metal. + But
in modern Europe it has been used not only as a

means of affording a better guarantee to the public,

but also of increasing the revenues of the state. Of
the expediency of deriving a revenue from this

source, much difference of opinion has, however, ex*

isted. Mary able economists have contended that

the state ought in no circumstances to charge any

duty on coined money; and that the cxpences of the

mint ought always to be defrayed by the public. In

this opinion we cannot concur ; and we think the

reasoning of Dr Smith, in favour of a moderate

seignorage, quite unanswerable.' No good reason

has yel been given why those who want coins should

not have to pay the cxpences of manufacturing them.

Coinage, by saving the trouble and expence at-

tending the weighing and assaying of bullion, indis-

putably adds a real value to the precious metah. It

renders them fitter to perform the functioiis of a cir-

culating medium. A guinea is of greater real value

than a piece of pure unrasliioned gold bullion of the

same weight; and for this ])iain reason, that while

it is equally well adapted with the bullion for being

used in the arts, it is much better adapted Jor being

7iscd as money

^

or in the exchange of c^mnlOtlilie^.

Why then should the Gi.vornmcnt be prevent-

ed from charging a seignorage, or duty on coined

money, equal to the cxpences ot the coinage, or, which

is the same thing, to the' value which it adds to the

bullion? Ihose who contend tlat the State ought
to defray the ex pence of the coinage, might, with

equal cogency of reasoning, contend that it aught to

defray the expence of manufacturing gold and silver^

tea-pois, vases, &c. ! In both cases, the value of the

raw material, or bullion, is increased by the cost c l

workmansliip. And it is only fair and reasonable,

that those who carry bullion to the mint ought,

equally with those who carry it to the jewellers, to

be obliged to pay the cxpences necessarily aijteipding

its conversion into coin.

But there are other reasons why a seignorage, to

this extent at least, ought to be exacted. In coun-

tries where the cxpences of coinage arc defrayed by
the State, on ounce of coined gold or silver, and an
ounce of gold or silver bullion, must be very nearly

of the same value. And hence, whenever it became
profitable to export the precious metals, money, in

the coinage of which a considerable expence had
been incurred, w^ouid be sent abroad indifferently

with bullion* It has indeed been attempted, by pro-

* Seignorage, strictly epenking, means only tbe char revenue derived by but

it is now commonly used to express every deduction made from the bullion bfosgi^ to the to be coined,

whether on account of duty to the state, or of the expence of coinage ( e always use

the phrase in its more enlarged sense.

t Le Blanc, TraitS lUsiorique des Monnoyes de France, p. 90, ed. Arast.
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Money, hjbiting tlic exportation of coin?, to prevent the loss

which thus be occasioned to the public ; but
these efforts Iiave proved singularly ineflectual. Ad-
mitting, however, that it is possible, which most cer-
tainly it is not, to prevent or even materially to limit

the clandestine exportation of coins, it is conceded,
on all hands, to be quite nugatory to attempt to pre-
vent their conversion into bullion. In this tijere is

almost no risk. And the security with which their

fusion can be eflected, and the trifling expences at-

tending it, will always enable them to be melied
down and sent abroad whenevor there is any unusual
foreign demand for the precious metals, lliis ex-
portation w'uuld, however, he effectually prevented
by tlic imposirion of a seignorage or duly, equal to

the cxpence of the coinage. Tlie coins being, by
this means, rendered more valuable than bullion,

they would be always kept at home in preference

:

And if, as Dr Smith has observed, it became neces-
sary, on any emergency, lu expo;-' coined money, it

would be again reimported. Ahr(\'ui t!ie coins would
be only w'ortli so much hullioi'

;
ivhde at home they

would be w^urtli this much and t!.e expence of coin-

age Iiesides. 'J'lierc would, tiicr fore, be an obvious

inducement to bring them biuk, and the supply of

currency w'ould he maintained at its proper level,

without its being necessary lor the mint to issue

iVcsIi coins.

Hebuies relieving the country from the useless ex-

pences at lending the coinage of such money as may
be nieltetl down and exported to other countries as

an article of commerce, the imposition of a moderate
seignorage would either toiaiiy prevent, or at least

lessen that fusion of the iKa'icr coins, which nusl

always take place wlumever a cui-rency, the s»;pply

of which is not restricted, b< comes degiaded or de-

ficient in weight. Previous to the great recolnage

in 177‘5> the quantity of bullion contained in the

greater proportion of llie gold coins in circulation

was reduced nearly ]}cr \ cut. below the mint stand-

ard ;
and, of course, the price of gold bullion, esti-

mated in this degraded currenev, rose ‘2 per cent.

y

or

from L.;t, 17s. ib^d., its mint price, to L.4?. This,

however, was too minute a diHercnce to be taken

into account in adjusting the ordinary business of

buying and selling. And the |)os>cssors of coins

fresh from the mint, or of coins of full weight, not ob-

taining more of the geiioial mass of commodities in

exchange for them, than they obtained for the lighter

coins ill circulation, sent the former to the melting

pot, and then sold them as bullion. But it is easy to

see that this fusion of the coins would have been

effectuaJly prevented had they been loaded w'ith a

seignorage of 2 per cent. The heavy coins could not

then have been melted without losing the additional

value given them by the seignorage ; and as we have

supposed this to have been equal to tlie excess of llie

market price of bullion above the mint price, nothing

would have been gained by the inelters. Had the

seignorage been less than the average degradation of

the coin, or per cent .^—hud it, for example, been

only 1 per cent,^ all tliose coins wdiose value was not

more than 1 pet cent, degraded hcloA' their mint

standard, might have been advanlagcdusly melted ;

hut if the seignorage had exceeded 2 per ceni.y no
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coins wliatcvcr could have been mcltod until the dc- Money,

gradation had increased to the same or a greater ex-
lent.

This reasoning proceeds througliout on the suppo-
sition that the coins on wliicli a seignorage had
been charged are not issued in excess. If they

were, these consequences w'ould not follow. Their
too great multiplication might sink them even below
their value as bullion, and occasion their immediate
fusion. So long, liowcver, as tlie State only coins

the bullion brought to the mint by individuals, there

is no risk of this happening. No one, w^e may de-

pend upon it, will ever carry bullion to that establish-

ment, and pay the expences of Us coinage, unless

w'hcn the coins arc thereby rendered so much more
valuable than the unlashioned metal.

Should tlic (iovernmLMit choose to buy bullion,

and coin money on its own account, ii might, by a

very little attention, easily avoid all over-issue. Sup-
pose the seignorage were 2 per ccni.y then any given

weight of coins of ihc mint slanihird ought, juovi(]L.d

tile currency he not over redumlant, to piu chase 2

per cent, more tlian the same weight of hn]]i')n. So
long, iherefore, as tins proportion is pre.^trved be-

tween coined money and bullion, it sbows tiuil the

proper supply of currency has been issued. When
the relative value of the coins declines btlow tliis

limit, it shows that loo man}^ of them have got into

circulation ; ami when, on tlie contrary, tlu ir rela-

tive value increases, il s1h)w.s that the supply is too

limited, and that an additional quantity may be ad-

vantageously issiK'fl.

But it is easily s(‘en, from tlie princi[)I(;s w'O have If the supply

already ostablishetl, tliat it i.s not at all necessary that®*

the charge for seignorage tiliould be limited to

mere expenecs of coinage. Il may, vnilumt injury, itcd,;i\t*Ty

fi) any individual, he carried considerably farther. ii?h .scuni-

Provided the amount of the coins on which a seig-J

nor.'ige is imposed, is limited to the precise amount
^ ‘

of lliose tliut previously circulated in the country,

its imposiiiou to wduUever height it uiiglit be carried

will not alfeet ibcir cxch.angcable value. The State

being, by the Mipposiiion, in the exclusive possession

of the privilege of coining, no additional simply of

money could be brought to market. And supposing

the business of the society to coiiLinue the same

—

that js, supposing the same quantity of comrnoditi^a

tv^ be brought to market, and exchanged foi’ the

same qnaiiLiry of coins of liic same denomination, it

is pLiiidy impoisible that prices could be in any way

idfecti'd. Inva: lability of value is the great desJder-

ntu’u in money ; and proviiled this is maintained, as

it alw'ays may be, by propeily limiting the quantity

in circiilatinn, it is of no conse(|ncnce wliethcr the

weight of the coins is increased or diminished. A
hat that had previously to the ini[)(isiiion ul the Fcig-

norage sold for a guinea, would siill Jcli one. J he

guinea, it is true, would now ‘or dinr.ni.'.Iird m i,izc ;

but as its value vuiuld he iiuroas.d m proporri(’.n to

this diminiO.oii, and as siiudl ctciiis are equally well

adapted to serve every pin pose ol‘ a circulating me-

dium Ul tiiosc that arc larger, llic ^ncietv would r.oL

feuHer the Muahest inconvenience from that circuin.

stance. It is certain, indeed, that il the monopoly

were not ligoroujly LnioiCiil, ^1 individei )> were
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Money, permitted to issue supplies of money from private coined nt the expence of the State, and issued since Money,

mints, free from the charge of seignorage, the in- the remission of the seignorage. We shall be con-

crease of quantity would speedily sink the value of siderably within^ the mark, if we estimate the average

the whole coins in circulation to a level with the ex- annual expcnce attending this coinage at L.l *^,000,*

pence necessary to indemnify those w'ho could pro- and on this supposition, it will be found, that the ex-

duce them on the lowest terms ; so that those on pence of the coinage of gold only has amounted,

which a high seignorage had been charged, would not during the 136 years which have elapsed since the

have any greater value than those which bad been accession of James IL, to L.l,632,000. But, if a low

exempted from that charge. But, wherever the sup- seignorage ol no more than 3 or 4 per cent, had beeJi

ply of money is limited, and competition excluded, charged on the gold coins, it would have produced

this principle ceases to liavc any operation ; and its three ox four millions-r-a sum which might liave been

value is then regulated exclusively by the proportion collected, without occasioning the least injury to any

which the total quantity in circulation hears to the individual, and which, besides defraying the entire

total demand. This principle is farther elucidated expences of the coinage, would have left a consider-

in a very able article on seignorage, by Mr Tookc, able surplus revenue.

printed in the Appeyulis (p. 180) to the Lords* /?e- In his evidence betorc the Lords’ Committee in I'Apnivt

por/o/18l9. 1S19, Mr Mushet stated, that, with tlie improved

DitKciihyot It must not, however, be concealed, that if an at- macliinery now^ in use in the mint, gold coin eould
"

sumoentlv tempt were made to charge a very high seignorage, be manufactured for about lOs. per cent.

it would be extremely diflicult to limit the supply of of Evidence^ p. 207-) And the expcnce of the

Cwns, ilml coins. The inducement to counterfeit money would, inaiuifacturo of the silver coin may, ue believe, be

c<mat*4ucni, in such circumstances, be very greatly increased, take n at about three times as much, or pc/ er wf.

neressity of the chances of detection would at the same In France the coinage of gold costs 0,29 pr/ (rnf.,

only^inlo
^^tne be very much diminished. It would not then and of silver 1.50 per cent.: In Uussiu tlic gold

(IcrHtuS^'ign-be ncce.ssary, in order to derive a profit from the costs 0.85, and the silver 2.9-5 per cent. (Stoicli,

issue of counterfeit coins, that they should be inanu- Tom. VI. p. 7'f )

factured of u baser mctiil. The saving of a heavy The precise period wlien a scigmorage first began i „f

charge on account of seignorage would of itself to bp cliarged on tlie English silver coins has not > inu.un,-.

afford a sufficient profit ; and this coulil be derived, been asceriaint'd. It must, however, have been very*'

thougli the metal contained in the forgcil coins was early. Mr Uuding mentions, that, in a mini ae-

of the standard purity. But, although it might, for count of the 6th Henry HE, one of tiie earliest he

this reason, be quite impossible to limit the supply hud met with, the profit on L.:ES98, Os. Id. of silver

of carrcncy, and consequently to sustain its value, if coined at ('anterbury, is stated to be L.97, 9S'»

an exorbitant seignorage were charged, the same being exactly 6d. a*pouru!, of which the King had

difficulty would not stand in the w^ay of the iiiiposi- L.fiO, 1 8s. 3 jd.,aiul the Bishop the residue. {Anjiul-\ of

tioaof a moderate one. The nefarioufl bu&iness of the Jirilish Coinage^ Voi. 1. p. 179, 4to cd.) In the

counterfeiting could not be carried on if it did not 28th Edwaid I. the seignorage amounted to Is, 2id.
yield a sufficient premium to the forgers to indemnify per pound, 5gd. being allowed to the master of the

them for the risks and odium to which they are ex- mint, to indemnify linn for the expences of coinage,

posed. Now, it is plain, that if llie seignorage were and yd. to the crown as its profit. Henry VJ. in-

less than this premium, it could aflbrd them no en- creased the nia.>tiT'8 allowance to lOd. and Is. 2d ,

cOuragement, to the issue of counterfeit coins. And and the King’s to Is. and 2s, In the reign of Edward
ahliough it might be difficult to form any very pre- IV. the seignorage varied from l-s. 6d. to Is. ()d.

cise estimate of what thi'< premium might be, yet it It was reduced to Is. in tlie reign of Henry VH.

;

is abundantly certain that it could not amount to but was prodigiou.dy juiginented in the reigns of liis

less than from .7 to 7 successors, Henry VUE and Edward VE, whose

appears from an account inserted in the appen- w ild and arbitrary measures produced, as we Bhail

ilic ijokl dlx to the Report drawn up by the Lords in 1819, afterwards have occasion to show, the greatest de-
Coinai^e that new gold coins, of the value of L.71,50i,586,had rangement in the state of the currency. During the

Acceisionof
issued by the mint between the 1st January long and glorious reign of Elizabeth, the seignorage

James IK I76‘(), and tlie l3th April J8I9. To this sum wc vari*^^ from Js. 6d. to 2s. ;Der pound
;
at winch sum

have to add 5^ millions since issued, making in all an it u itinued, with very little variation, until the J8th

issue of about eighty millions of gold coins since the of Charlr’ (1666), when it was totally remitted,

accession of his late Majesty. But the seignorage From Ui.s period down to 1817, no seignorage was

was remitted in the reign of Charles IE ; and it ap- charged on the silver coin ; but a new system was
pears, from the accounts published by Mr Uuding then adop. The value of silver relatively to gold,

and Others, that L.28, 172, 149of newgoldcoinswere having bee derrated in the mint proportion of

issued in the period between^^c accession of James the two memls hxe'* in I7IB, all the heavy silver

H. (1685) and the demise 0. George IE ; so that, in coins were withd' n from circulation, and gold

all, upwards of 108 millions of gold coins have been only being used in ..ii the l^rcrpr navmcnts, it became,

* Lord Liverpool states, that the entire expences of the mint, from 1 n i lj ibuo, .ed to L,488,44H
which gives an average expenditure of L.18,786 a-year. (Liverpool on Coins, p- 156.)
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Money, in cfFi'ct, what silver had formerly l>(?en, the stand-

ard of the currency. The act ,0«th Geo, III., regu-
lating the late silver coinage, was framed so as not
to inlerfcrc with this natural arr^ingcMncnt, and to
reruler the new silver coins entirely subsidiary to
gold. For this purpose silver is made a legal tender
only to the extent of 40s. ; and fihs. instead of 6^8.
are coined out of a pound of troy, the 4s. being re-
tained as a seignorage, which, therefore, amounts to
6 Vj per vent. The power to issue silver is vested
exclusively in the hands of Governmeni; who have
it, therefore, in their power to avoid throwing too
much of it into circulation, and consequently to pre-
vent its fusion, until the market price of iilver shall
have risen to above .js. fid. an ounce.

'J'his arrangement was conjured by Lord Lauder-
dale, Mr J. P. Grunt, and others, in the debates on
the question of returning to cash pa

3
ments in 1819.

They contended tlut the ovcrvalua^ ’

)ii of silver with
res|)0ct to gold would vender it tiu interest of every
debtor to discharge his debts with silver, and that the
gold coins would in consequeenr h(' ilriven fri»in cir-

culation, and exported to other countries. It is

plain, iiowever, that this opinion is altogether found-

ed in error. Debtors cannot discharge their debts by
silver payments, for, it is only a legal tender to the
extent of 40s.; and no creditor could be compelled,

or wmuld be disposed to take it in payment of a

larger debt, except at its real value.

In tiu* IStli year of the reign of Fdwaril III., the

period when w’c begin to have authentic accounts

of the gold coinage, a pound Iroy of gold bullion

was coined into florins, of the value of L.15: Of
tliis sum only L.lti, Ifis. fid. were given to the per-

son who had brought the bullion to the mint to be

coined, L.l, .'5s. fitl. being retained as .seignorage, of

wliicli .S.s. (id. went to the Master, and L.l to the

King. Put it appears, from the mint indentures,

that the seignorage on the coinage of nobles for the

same year only amounted to 8s. 4d. And, from this

remote period to the accession of the 8tuarls, with the

exception of the coins Issued in the 4th and otli Ed-

ward l\'.and the 34tli,:U)th,an(l :^7th Henry VllL,the

total charge of coining a pouud weight of gold bullion

seldom exceeiled Ts. or 8s. money of the time. In

the 2d James L, a pound weight of gold bullion

was coined into L.40, 10s. ; a seignoiageof L.l, lOs.

being deducted, (is. 5d. of whicli went to the Master,

and L.l, 3s. 7d. to the Crown. The seignorage on

gold was remitted at the same time (18th Charles II.)

ivith the seignorage on silver, und has not since been

revived, t

As the regulation of the seignorage depended cn-
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tirely on the will of the sovereigns, we cannot be Money,

surprised at the variations in its amount at diflercnt

periods, or that it should have fluctuated according
to their necessities and caprices. It was, indeed,
hardly possible that it sliould have been otherwise.
Our ancestors wore totally ignorant of tlie principle,

by a strict adherence to w'hich the imposition of a

seignorage can alone be rendered advantageous.
'J hey considered it a.s a tax which might be increased
and diminished at pleasure. And, far from taking
any stcp.s to limit the quantity of com in circulation,
so as to maintain its value, they frequently granted,
to corporate bodies, and even to individuals, ^ (he
privilege of issuing coins, not subjected to this charge.
No wonder, therefore, that the seignorage should
have been considered as a most unjuf-t and oppres-
sive tax, and that its aholiiiun 6houlcl have been re-

garded as a very advantageous measure,

iiesidos the revciuie arising from the seignorage, Ki-medy or

our kings formerly derived a small revenue from the

rouedif or Jicrc. It having been found impossible
to coin money to correspond in every particular,

both of weight and purity, with a given standard, a
small allowance ha^ alwavs been made, in the differ-

ent mints, to the master, \\ho«e coins are held to be
properly executed, provided their imperfections do
not exceed this allowance, or remedy. The amount
of the remedy has varied very little since the reign

of Edward HI.
;
having, during this long period,

been almost alw ays one-eighth of a carat, or 30 grains

ofpure gold pound ofij;old bullion, and two])euny
weight of pure silver j^er pound of standard silver

bullion. By tlie Jaw' of 1815, the remedy for gold

coins is fixed at l i grains jjrr lb. in the weight, and
onc-sixteentli of a carat in the fineness. The remedy
for silver continues the same as before.

It docs not appear that our princes derived any

considerable advantage from the remedy previously

to the reign of I’.li/.abelh. But she, by reducing the

m.'X.'-tcr’s allowance for the cxpcnce ol’ coinage from

Is. ‘2d. to 8d. obliged him to come xs near as po>siblc

to the iownt limit allowed by the remedy. Had the

coins been delivered to those who brought bullion

to the mint by the queen, it is plain, would

have gained nothing by diia device
;
but, in t ie lat-

ter part of her reign, and the first seventeen years of

that of her successor, James L, they were delivered

by talc, so that the Lrovvii .saved, in this way, what-

ever additioiuil sum it might otherwise have been ne-

cessary to pay to the master, for the expenccs of

coinage. In the great recoinage in the reign of

William IH., the profit arising from the remedy

amounted to no more than 8s. on every hundred

• Those who wish for a farther elucidation of this subject, will do well to have recourse to Mr Mushet s

evidence in the Appendix to the^ Lords Jtepurt on the Lxpcd.cncy oj the Banks resuming Cash I ayments,

where it is discussed at great length, and in the most able manner.
r i

•

+ In the taUl^jHUJfixed to this article, the reader will find a detailed account of tlie amount of the scign-

orace and in diffisrent periods.
, , . i .l

1 lluding’/®tfif 0^ the Coinage, Vol. I. p. 18.5. A\ hen the right of seignorage was abo,ishcd, there was

a pension, pat'lAde out of die pitots derived from it, granted under the great seal, for twenty-one years, to

Dame Bartora Villiers, which Ifii legislature ordered to be made good out of the coinage duties imposed by

that act. See Ruding, »» loco citato, and Leake’s Historical Account ofEnglish Money, 2d ed. p. Sob.
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Money, pounds Weight of bullion ; and the coinage is now

conducted with «o much precision, and the coins is-

sued so near to their just weight, that no revenue i$

derived from this source.
Seignorage The Continental princes have, we believe, without
in 1' ranco. exception, charged a seignorage on the coinage

of money. In France, this duty had been levied at

a very early period. By an ordonnance 6f Pepin,

dated in a pound of silver bullion is ordered to

be coined into twenty-two pieces, of which the mas-

ter of the mint was to retain one,^jHupd the remaining

twenty-one were to be delivered to the merchant

who had brougiU the bullion to the mint. (Le Blanc,

p. 87.) There arc no means of ascertaining the

amount of the charge made by the successors of

Pepin, on account of seignorage, until the reign of

Saint Louis (1226-1270), who coined the 7«orc of

*<ilver into 58 sols, while he only delivered 54 sols, 7
deniers, to the merchant ; at this period, therefore,

the charge on account of seignorage must have

amounted to one-sixteenth of the marc, or to 6 per

cent^ The seignorage was subsequently increased or

diminished without regard to any fixed principle. In

the great rccoinage in 1726, it amounted, on the

gold coin, to 7 /'(- eew/., and to per cent* on the

silver. In 172y, the mint price, both of gold and
silver, were augmented, and the seignorage on the

former reduced to 5^^ per cent,, and on the latter to

4^ per cant, A farther reduction took place in 1755
and 177I; when the seignorage on gold was fixed at

ItV silver at 1 per cent. At this

moment, the seignorage in France hardly covers the

expcnce of coinage, being only about ^ per cent, on
gold, and 1 J per cent, on silver.

*

S#CJ.. IV.—Expcnce of a Currency consisting of tho

Precious Metals,

Kstunutf 1)1 The imposition of a moderate seignorage has, liow-

flu: ixpcncc ever, but a very inconsiderable effect in reducing the

expence of a currency consisting of the precious ine-

rcricv*
' expence, which is vastly greater than is

generally imagined, really consists not in the coin-

age, for that is comparatively trifling, but in the high

value, or, which is tlie same thing, in the difficulty of

the production of the gold and silver of which the

coins are manufactured. If, for example, the cur-

rency of Great Britain amounted to 50 millions of

gold sovereigns, and if the customary rate of profit

were \0pcr cent., this currency, it is plain, could not

cost less than millions a-year. For, had this 50
millions not been em])loyed as a circulating medium,
it would Iiave been invetted in brandies of industry,

in which, besides affording employment to many thou-

sands of individuals, it must have yielded 10 per cent,

or five millions a-ycur, of net profit to its possessors.

But this is not the only loss. The capital of 50 mil-

lions would not be merely withheld from the great

work of production, and the country deprived of the Money,

large revenue it would have derived from its employ-

ment, but it would be perpetually diminished. The
ordinary tear and wear of the coins is by no means

inconsiderable ; and supposing the expences of the

coinage to be defrayed by a moderate seignorage,

the deficiency of the weight of the old worn coins

must, when they are called in to be recoined, be paid

by the public. There is, besides, a constant loss

from shipwrecks, fire, and other accidents. And,

when due allowance is made for these different causes

of waste, we do not think that it would be too much
to suppose, that a country which hud 50 millions of

gold coins in circulation, would have annually to im-

port the 50th part of this sum, or one million of

coins, to maintain its currency at its proper level.

Thus it appears, that if the customary rate of pro-

fit in Great Britain were \{) per ce?it,, it would cost

us six millions a-ycar to maintain 50 millions of gold

coins in circulation ! It is indeed true, that a reduc-

tion of tlic rate of profit would cause a proportion-

able reduction in the amount of this expence, yet us

the reduced cxpence would still bear the same pro-

portion to the total income of the country that the

higher expence did, the real cost of the cunenc}^

would not be at all diininished. The case of France

furnibhes a still more striking example of the heavy

charges attending the general use of a metallic cur-

rency. The total amount of the gold and silver

currency of that kingdom has been estimated by
Ncckcr at 2200 millions of francs, and by Peuehet at

1850 millions. {Siatisiiquc Elementatre de In Eraticc,

p. 473.) Now, supposing the lowest estimate to

be the most correct, and taking the rate of profit at

only eight per cent,, this currency must cost France

148 millions of francs a-ycar, exclusive of the tear

and wear, and loss of the coins, which being taken,

as before, at a 50th part of the entire mass, will make
the whole annual expence amount to the prodigious

sum of 185 millions of francs, or to about seven and
a Indf millions Sterling! This enormous cxpence
certainly forms a very material deduction, from the

advantages which have resulted from the use of a

currency consisting entirely of the precious metals,

and lias doubtless been the chief cause why, in an

advanced state of society, all civilized and highly

commercial countries have endeavoured to fabricate

a portion of their money of less valuable materials.

Of these substitutes, paper has been by far the most
generally resorted to, and is in every respect the

most eligible. By using paper instead of gold, we
substitute the cheapest in room of the most expen-
sive currency

; and enable the society, without loss to

any individual, to exchange all the coins which the

use of paper money has rendered superfluous, for

raw materials, or manufactured goods, by the use of

which both its wealth and its enjoyments are in-

* Administration des Finances, Sfc, par Necker, Tom. 111. p. 8.—Dr Smith has stated (Vol. II. p. 335),

on the authority of the “ Dictionnaire des Monnoies, par Abot de Bazinghen,*' that the seignorage on

French silver coins, in 1775, amounted to about 8 per cent. The error of Bazinghen has been particularly

pointed out by Gamier, in the Supplemental Volume (p. 234), added to his translation of the Wealth

Nations.
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Money, creased. Ever since the introduction of bills of cx-

change, almost all great commercial transactions have
been adjusted by means of paper only. It has also

bi en used to a very great extent in carrying on the

ordinary business of society. And a plan has re-

cently been suggested, the adoption of which would

render it a very easy matter to substitute a paper for

a metallic currency, and to keep its value on a par

with the value of gold or silver, without making Uie

paper exchangeable for coined money, and, con-

8C(]ucntly, without requiring the circulation of a

single gold or silver coin. This is a very import-

ant discovery. It irives us all the sccuriti/ of^rold mo^

nn/y without ant/ portion cj' its cxpence ; and the cur

rcncy of any country in which it was adopted, would

certainly approach very near the limits of perfection.

The discussion ol' the principles of this plan is per-

haps the most important part of our subject, and will

require to be treated at considerable length. *

Slct. \.—Paper Money.— }* rinciple on which its

Value is maitiiuineJ.

In the earliest periods of society, subsequent to

50S
the invention of alphabetic characters, the pecuniary Money,

engagements of individuals would be reduced to'
writing, Tliis w'as necessary to give security to
creditor, that he should be able to claim the
amount of his debts, and to the debtor, that he should ptinciple on
not be liable to any overcharge

; in a word, to avoid which Bank-

all those differences which never fail to arise where
the terms of contracts are not particularly and
tinctly specified, liut a very short time only could
elapse before individuals, who were in possession of
written obligations from others, would begin to trans-

fer them to those to whom they were indebted,—and
after the advantages derivable from employing them
in tins way had been ascertained, it was an obvious
source of emolument for individuals in whose w'ealth

and di.'^crclion the public had confidence to issue

tlieir ol)ligations to pay certain sums, in such a form
as might fit them, to be easily apjdied to perform the

functions of a circulating medium in the ordinary

transactions of life. No one would refuse to accept the

promissory note or obligation of an individual of large

fortune, and of vvliosc solvency no doubt could he en-

tertained, ill payment of any debt that might be due
to him* Ikit as full value must have been originally

The following estimate of the value of the gold and silver coins, now current in the principal European

states, will, we believe, be found to be nearly correct

:

Gold and silver coins of Great Britain, as per estimate in next section, . 20 millions Sterling.

Tlie value of the gold and silver currency of France has been, as we have just seen,

estimated by IVucIict at 1850 millions of francs, or . . .

The value of the gc’ld and silver currency of pain was, in 1782, estimated by the Mi-

nister of Finance, M. Musquiz (Bourgoing, Modirn Stale of Spaitiy Vol, JI. p. .55.

Etip. Trans.)y at 80 mill mnh of hard piastres, or - .15
The value of the gold and silver money of the Austrian monarchy, in 1807, is Csti-

mated by M. Storcli {Economic PoUthjuCy lorn. \ 1. p. 80), after Ilasscl, at only

millions of florins; but so considerable a quantity of tlie compulsory paper,

which had banished tlie gold and silver money from the country, has .since been

suppressed, that we may reasonably suppose the value of the coins now current in

the Austrian monarchy to be doubled since that period, or to amount at present to

100 millions of florins, or . -
•

, , ,
’

r
'

Tlie gold and silver coins of the Prussian monarcliy were estimated by 1 rotessor Krug

(Storch, ubi supra), in 1S05, at GO millions of crouns,
'

, / • i x
’

And the gold and silver coins of llussia were estimated by M. Storch (o/.), in 1815,

at 45 millions of roubles, or . . • •
-

Wc re-^rcl wc have no means of forming any tolerably correct cMimatc of tlie value ot the gold and silver

curreucv''of Portugal, Italy, Switzerland, tiermany, llelgiuni, Deiuuark, Sweden, and Turkey in Europe.

It is most iirobablc, however, that wc shall be within the mark, if we estimate it at two-tlnrds ot the value of

the coins in circulation in the other countries, or at niillioas, which would give 2S1
r,
millions as the value

of the aggregate currency of Europe. 'I'he expence of this currency, supposing profits to bo ]() ;«t cent.

and onc-lirtielh to be annually wasted, would rather exceed 27 mdlions a-year

!

The value of the gold and silver annually dug trom the mines ol the Old and New -irld 1ms been esti-

mated {iiuinon lie^rt, Appendix of Arcounls, No. .'t.'i) at 45 J
millions of dollars, or L.i0,2;i,,500. We

subjoin tlie general results ot this estimation.

Value of gold and silver annually brought into circulation, .i5,7(>2,so;t

From the Old World,

From the New World,

From Spanish America,

From Portuguese America,

5.t)iy,408

40,71'!v'Wj

3(),iy(:,T3G

4,4;5;i,04.0
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Money, given for the promi^ory note, it is clear that while

Its cofttinuance in circulation could be no loss to the

publtCf It would be a very great source of profit to

the istiuen Suppose^ for example, that a merchant

iBBUCB a promissory note for L.l 0,000, he niustj pre-

viously to his putting it in circulation, cither have

received an equivalent sum of ready moncy^ or of

some sort of commodities possessed of real value, or,

which is the most common case, he must have ad-

vanced it to an individual who had given him securi-

ty for its repayment, with interest. In point of fact,

therefore, the issuer has exchanged his promise to

pay L.10,000 for the profits to be derived from the

employment of areal capital of L.10,000; and so

long as the promissory note, the intrinsic worth of

which cannot well exceed asixpence;, remains in cir-

Culation^ be will, supposing profits to be 10 per cent,,

receive from it a revenue of L.KKK) a-year. It is on

this principle that the business of banking is con-

ducted. A banker could make no profit if he were

obliged to keep as mucli dead stock in his coffers as

was equal to the amount of his notes in circulation.

But if be is in good credit, a fourth or a fifth part of

this sum will perhaps be sufficient ;
and his profits,

after the expenccs of the establishment, and of the

manufacture of his notes, arc deducted, will be mea-

sured by the excess of the profit derived from the

notes he has in circulation, over that of the profit he

might have realised by the employment of the stock

he is obliged to keep in his coffers to meet the de-

mands of the public. A bank would never be es-

tablished, if it obtained no other profits but those de-

rived from the employment of its own capital : its

real advantage commences only when it employs the

capital of others.'’ {Proposalsjor an Economical and
Secure Currency^ p. 87-)

Liniiuiion As no means have been devised to limit the sup-

ot'aupply ply of the promissory notes issued by private indivi*
•ufficient to duals, their value, it is plain, could not be maintained

Taluc of

^
those by whom they were issuetl fell into discredit,

Bank Paper, or if they were relieved from their promise to pay

them. But it is otherwise with the promissory notes

issued by the state, or by an exclusive company act-

ing under its control. The quantity of such notes

may be effectually limited ; and wc have shown that,

when this is the case, intrinsic worth is not necessary

to a currency, and that, by properly regulating the

supply of paper money which has been declared to

be a legal tender in all payments, its value may be

sustained on a par with the value of gold, or of any

other commodity. It was by acting on this principle

of limitation, or, which was in effect the same thing,

by restricting the issues of the Bank of England, and

not from any vague and confused idea that its notes

would at some future and indefinite period be paid in

gold, that their value was maintained in the interval

between the passing of the restriction act in 1797,

and the commencement of bullion payments in 1820.

No jacional or intelligible \ ^lanation of this cir-

cumstance—a circumstance 60 much at variance with

all the old theories of paper money—-can be deduced

from any other principle. The circumstance of

their being depreciated never creates any indisposi-

tion on tne part of the public to apply for ac-

N E Y.

commodation to a bank whose notes arc a legal tcu- M'jnuy-

der. The presenter of a bill for discount is quite'

indifferent whether the notes which are given to

him in exchange for it are payable in specie or

not. His object, in resorting to the bank, is to

exchange his promissory note for money—that is,

for paper that will be received in payment of his

debts, or of whatever commodities he may be dcsir-

ous of purchasing. It is, therefore, of no nifuncnt to

him, whether those who are entrusted with the power

of issuing paper, have issued so much as to depress

its value relatively to gold, or wljcther they have re-

stricted their issues so as to sustain its value on a level

with the value of that metal. These cireurnstaneeF,

it is true, affect the periniiiicnt interest of ('very class

of society, whose incomes cannot be made to vary

w'ith every variation in the value of money : but, in

as much as the money prices of goods rise and fail

with every increase or diminution of the Mipply of

paper, merchants, who are the principal demandiTs
of discounts, are comparatively but little affecled by

its fluctuations. The merchant who presents a bill

for L. 500 or L. JOOO to a bank, has acquired tliis

bill, if it has arisen out of a real commercial tran sac-

tion, ill lieu of ii certain quantity of goods, whieii,

at the then value of money, were worth J..
.

'>00 or

L. 1000 ;
and it is this L. 500 or I.. 1000 whitli, b)

presenting the bill to the bank, he wishes to obtain.

If the value of money had been different, tin; pru'e

of the goods, nnd consequently the .sum for which

the hill was drawn, would also liave bmi difler-

ent. It is to this murket value of money at the

time that, in all commercial transactions, attention

is exclusively paid. When, in JSOf), J810, ISIl,

1812, 1818, and 181 4, the Bank of England issued

such a quantity of paper, as to depress its value from

JO to 25 per ccnl, below the value of bullion, the eii-

cumstance of an act of i’arliamcnt having declared,

that its notes should be paid in cash at the restoratioii

of peace, had little effect in raising tlieir value, as

their depreciation had in diminishing tlie applicants

for discounts. The truth i.s, that individuals never

resort to a bank for a supply of paper money, unless

they have immediate occasion for its services. After

it has been obtained, they throw it into the market
for whatever it will bring ; and as they purchased it

on the same terms (for it is seldom that the value of

money can be materially affected in the short inter-

val between the time that u bill is discounted and when
it becomes due), tlicy generally get as much for if,

and perhaps more, than it cost. Wc shall imme-
diately explain what it is which constitutes the na-

tural limit to the applications for paper money
;
but

we have said enough to show, that it has nothing

whatever to do with the convertibility of notes into

cash.

Those who have recourse to a bank to obtain dis-

counts of accommodation bills, like the presenters of

real bills^ consider only the present value of money.
Accommodation bills arc never discounted, except
with the view of immediately employing the money
so obtained, either in the purchase of commodities,

or of labour, or in the payment of debts: and, whe-
ther one pound notes are of the value of 10s. or SOs.
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is obviously of no consequence ; in as much as the
amount of the bill presented for discount is regulat-

ed accordingly.

The circumstance of the circulation of country
bank notes ceasing us soon as any general suspicion
is entertained of the solvency of those by whom they
are h. ned, is nowise inconsistent with tins principle.

Country bank notes are rendered exchangeable, at

the pleasure of the holder, for Hank of England
notes ; hut since the epoch of the rcatriction down
to ISiO, the latter not being exclnuigcabie for any
other commodity, have constituted the real standard
of exchangeable value. When a country hank lost

credit, the circulation of its notes was stopped, be-
cause a su-sjucion was entertained that it w'ould be
impn.ssihle to exeliange tlicin for paper of the Rank
ol I'ingland; or, in other w'ords, lor i!iat species of
|)aj)er wliich constituted the real medium ofexchange.
Rut, it is impossible to imagine, ;!, the paper con-
btituimg this medium should it^^ .h be aHeetcd by a
want of credit. Every indivldu.il knew iha^ it had
no intrinsic worth ; and, as we ii ‘.ve already siiown,

iK v.diie wa.? regulated, and mnst, whenever it is not

lenikied exchangeahle lor u given quantity ol' some
Ollier coniiriodity, continue to be exclusively regu-

liiu ll, by the amount of it in circulation compared
with the demand.

It ii[)[)ears, tliereforc, that if there was perfect se-

curity, tlial tlie power of issuing paper money would

iiOt be aliused ; tliaf i^, ii' tln re was perfect security

for it*'/ lining issued le. mjcIi (jiuuitititx-', as to preserve

it.s value relatively to the nuiss ot circulating com-
inoditie.s neuily ecju d, the nieeious metals miglit be

inlitely dis[)ensed with, not only as a circulating

medium, but also ie. a staiui o'd to whieli to relcr the

value of pa[)cr.

iJnloi Innately, however, no such security can be

given. I'liis is a point, ri s|jeciing which there can

be no diilerence ol' opinion. We liave it in our

po.uT to ajipcal to a wliiely extended and uniform

course of experience—to the lii^tory of Cireat Rri-

taiii, and of every other stale in Ikirope, and to that

of the liuited States— to show that no man, or set

of men, have ever been invested witli the power of

making unrestricted issues of paper money without

abusing it
;

or, which is the same thing, without

issuing it in inordinate quantities. If the power of

supplying the state with paper money he vested in a

private hanking company, such as the Rank of Eng-

land ; tlien, to suppose that they sliould, by limiting

their issues, endeavour constantly to sustain the va-

lue of llicir paper, w^ould be to suppose that they

should he extremely attentive to the public interest^

and extremely inattentive to their own private in-

terest ! i’hc re-enactment of the restriction act, and

tlie rendering of it perpetual, would not have the

least elfect on the value of our paper currency, pro-

vided \u quantity was not at the same time increas-

ed. But that, in such circumstances, it would be

increased, is abundantly certain. Such a measure

would enable the Rank ot England to exchange bits

of engraved paper, not worth perhaps 5s. a quire, for

as many, or the value of as many liundreds of thou-

sands of poundSf And is it to be supposed, that the

directors and proprietors of the bank would not avail Money,

themselves of such an opportunity to amass wealth ^

and riches ? Is it to be supposed, that if the govern-
ment enables a private gentleman to exchange a bit

of paper for nn estate, he will be deterred from do-
ing so by any considerations about its effect in sink-

ing the value of the currency of tJie country ? In

Loo Choo we might perhaps meet with such a dis-

iiiterestcd individual, but if we expect to find him in

l.uropo, wc shall assuredly hi" disappointed. In this

quarter of llie globe, we are lar too eager in the
pursuit of fortune to be at all alFected by such
scruples. It is essential, therefore, that the issuers

ol paper money should be placed under some check
or control

; and the comparative steadiness of the
value of the precious metals, at once suggests that

no clieck can he so effectual as to subject the issuers

of paper money to the obligation of exchanging their

notes, at the pleasure of the holder, for a givoi and
unvan/ing (pianiitij either of gold or .silvei'.

Rut it lias been contended, that there is a material

difference between paper money issued by govern-

meat in payment of the debts it lias contracted, andbythos who
that which is issued by a private banking company tleny tl

in discount of good bills, in regard to llie former,

it is admitted, on all hands, that it may be issued

excess
; hut, in regard to llic latter, it lias been stre-

nuously mged, that “ notes issued only in propor-

tion to the demand, in exchange for good and con-

veitiblo securities, payable at specific periods, cannot

occasion any excess in the ciiculutimi, or any depre-

ciation.*' As every one of the arguments advanced
by those who contend that the paper currency of Great

Britain lias not been depreciated since 17.q7 involve

lliis principle, it will be necessary to examine it a

little minutely.

In the /int place, it maybe observed, that the

demand lor discounts does unt depend on the nature

of the security required for the repayment of tIie,b.p^n(lsona

sums advanced by a bank, hut on the rate oy' hi /"erw/ comparison

Jar •which these inns ran be obtained
^
compared toii hetween tin*

the ordinal ij rale af projii lehtch may be made
the^'

cmploi/mcnt. If an individual can obtain L. 10,000, r^tc of Pro

1^. loo, UOt), or any greater sum, from a hankir, at 4-, fit.

5, or G j)cr cent.j and if he can realiao 7> or 10

per cent, by its employment as capital, it is evidently

his interest, and it would be the interest of every

otlier person similarly situated, to borrow to an un-

limited extent. Rut a banking company, which was

relieved of all obligation to pay its notes in cash,

and which, of course, was not obliged to keep any

unproductive stock or bullion in its collers, wmuld

be able to issue its notes at the lowest possible rate

of interest ; and the demand for its paper wmuld,

therefore, be proporlionably great.

The interest of money,” says Mr Ricardo, “ is

not regulated by the rate at which the bank will

lend, whether it be 5, 4, or 3 per cejil.y but by the rate

of proht which can he made by the employmeht of

capital, and which is totally indepemlent of the

quantity or of the value of money. Whether the bank

lent one million, ten millions, or a hundred millions,

they would not permanently alter the market rate of

interest
;
they would alter only the value of the mo-
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Money, ney wbicli they thus issued. In one case> ten or

twenty times more money might be required to car-

ry on the same business than what might be requir*

ed in the other. The applications to tiie bank for

money, then, depend on the comparison between the

rate of profit that may be made by the employment

of it, and the rate at which tiicy are willing to lend

it. If they charge less than the market rate of in>

terest, there is no amount of money which tliey might

not lend ; if they charge more than that rate, none

hut prodigals and speiulthrii'ts would be found to

borrow of them. We accordingly find, that, when
the market rate of interest exceeds the rate of fi per

cent., at whicli the bank uniformly lends, tlic discount

oificc is bcvsicgcd with applicants fur money ; and, on

the contrary, when the market rate is even tempo-

rarily under 5 per ernf., the clerks of that office have

no employment.*' {Principicj oj VolitkmL Ecomimj^

From J 8O9 to iSlj inclusive, the period in which

the value of our paper currency relatively to gold

was lowest, the market rale of interest considerably

exceeded the rale (J per cent.) at which tlie Bank
of England and most of the country banks invari-

ably lend. Allliough, therefore, the amount of the

paper currency of the country had, in that interval,

been very much increased, the applicants for fresh

discounts continued as numerous as ever. And there

seems no reason to doubt, that, had the clirei tors

not been appreliensive, tliat, ultimately, they raiglit

be called upon to pay their notes in specie, the num-
ber of them in circulation would have been very

much increased
;
at least, such would most unques-

tionably have been the case, had the directors acted

to the full extent of their avowed opinion, that it

was impossible to isiiuc too much paper, or to reduce

its value, by engrossing into the circulation such

<{uantltics as could he issued in discount of good
bills. The w'ants of commerce are altogether insa

tiable. Paper moiu y, provided the rate ot interest

at which bills are discounted is less than the market

rate, can never he too abundant. As long as this is

the case, million afiLi’ luiilion may be thrown into the

market. The value of the currency may be so rc-

fliiced as to requiie a one pound note to purchase a

qaartern loaf; but the cireumstJincc of its value

being duninihlied in proportion to the increase of its

quantity, would render the demand for additional sup-

plies as great as eviT,

If the Bank of England were alone in the posses-

sion of an alelu niicid process, wliereby guineas could

ho manufactured with the same facility us notes, it

could not be disputed that it would then be in the

power of the bank to depreciate llie former value of

gold, by issued) of what had been produced at very
little cost- in what respect would this ficti-

tious case duk r from the actual situation of the Bank
of Eiigland, if the restrictie '"®et were rendered per-

petual ? The bank would then be enabled, without Money,

check or control, to exchange its paper for landed

propert)^ manufactured goods, government secu-

rities, &c. But we have shown, that the value

of this paper, like the value of gold, in the hy-

pothetical case, would depend entirely on the pro-

portion which the supply bore to the demand

;

and, as the demand is not affected by an increase

of quantity,—^for that increase, by diminishing its

value, renders the larger quantity of as little effi-

cacy as the smaller quantity was before,—it is

abundantly clear, that if the bank lent at a suffi-

ciently low rate of interest, there could be no limit

to its issues.

In the srconi/ place, if it were true, whicli most cer- Bank o''

tainly it is not, that the notes of a ])riviite banking *’«•

company, issued in discount of good mercantile pa-

*

per, could not be depreciated from excess, that i{?su»‘(l in

will not apply to the case of the Bank of England
;
Di'^conm ul

for, file greater part of its paper is issued in payment

of the interest of the national debt, amounting to

about thirijj-txvo millions a-year, exclusive of the

sinking fund !—and really, when such is the fact,

it was a little too much to contend, as the npo-

logibts of the restriction act have almost always

done, that Bank of England paper could not be de-

preciated ;
because it was only issued in discount of

legitimate mercantile paper, payable sixty days after

date !

On the whole, tlicrefore, it is plain, that whether Nin iiy ot

the power of issuing paper money be vested in

hands of a private banking conqiany, or of the

vernment, it must be placed under some ellicientj^jjj yr siU

check or control, such as the obligation to jiay their vcr.

notes in gold or silver. It is easy to discover the

manner in which a check of this kind would limit

the issue of paper, and sustain its value. Whenever

the bank had issued so much paper as to sink its

value relatively to bullion, its notes would be return-

ed upon it, to have them exchanged for a higher

value; and the bank would, in consecjucnce, be oblig-

ed, in order to prevent the exhaustion of ils coffers,

to contract its issues, and thus to raise its paper lo a

level with gold. An extremely small profit, or an

extremely small depreciation of paper, as compared

with gold or silver, would be sufficient to induce

the holders of bank paper to send it to be ex-

changed for tliose metals; and, hence, the value of

bank notes convertible at pleasure into a ;!;iv€n mid

£/;/n«r ///?/«• (juantity of gold or silver, can never diftcr

considerably from its value. The issues of the Bank
of England were for more thun a century limited

by the very principle, and in the very manner we have

now explained, and during that whole period, they

were hardly ever depreciated ^ per ceni.^ and never

more than 2 j)er cent.^ and that but for a few days

only.

But, although it is thus imperatively necessary, in

* Mr Baring must be excepted from this remark, for, in a debate on the 1st of May 1816, he distinctly

stated in his jilact in tlie House ol‘ Coninioiis, that the great mass of the bank paper was issued compul-

sorily in payment of the public ci editor, and in the other great transactions of government.”
10
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Tsioucy. order to avoid ail sudden and injurious fluctuations

in value of inonc'y* Umt paper money should be
aiiniitc ol naade exchangeable for gold or silver, it does not

i'VoirK^
^ that it should be made exchangeable for

y\or\ey that gold or Silver coins. A currency would be in

will lx; rc- itjs most perfect si|ate» if it consisted wholly of

!jn the
money; but of paper money of equal value

Triulatnm
^ gold or silver. It is impossible, however,

L)j' the Citun- to attain to this degree of' pcrfectioa, so long us

:ry or. thu paper IS made convertible into coin* Sucli con-
i,rcK'nt Sys- vertibility renders the paper*nioney of the same va-

Jue as tnolallic money ; but it is defective, inasmuch
as it does not banish tlie latter from circulation,^and

does not, tliercfore, save the whole of the heavy ex-

pence of a metallic currency. The proximity of the

period (7th May 1821), when the Bank of England
recommenced paying in coins, has not afforded time

for engrossing any considerable quantity of them in-

to circulation. But, in 1S19, Mr Haring stated, be-

tore a Committee of tlie House ol Commons, that it

was hii opinion, that, in the event of the Bank of Eng-
land paying their notes, at the p]i;:7bure of tlie holder,

in a good and perfect coin, such as the sovereign,

all the one pound notCs^ would he driven from circu-

lation, and that from 40 to 45 millions of sovereigns

would ultimately he absorbed into the circulation.*

But, notwithstanding the defermee due to MrBarings
authority, wc have no hcbitution in tliinking, with the

Comrailtcc, tlnii this e^.liInato is much too high. In

corroboration of this remark, we may observe, that

Messrs Whitmore [Apjwndts:, Bullion Report, p. 121,

8vo cd.) and Hannan {Cow .nans* Report, 18BJ,

507
mtes of Evidence^ p. 40), late Gavemors of the Bank Mow f

.

of England, join in estimating the amount of the gold
coins III circulation, during the three years previous
to 1797, at 20 millions; and although this efitimate

is probably rather underrated, there are good grounds
for concluding, that it is the most accurate of any
that have hitherto been framed, and tliat it has come
as near the truth as it is perhaps possible to attain

in such matters, t But, whatever may have been
the amount of the gold coin in circulation in 1797,
there does not seem to be any good reason what-
ever for supposing that more of it will now be de-
manded : On the contrary, the extraordinary in-

crease in tlie number of country banks, and the al-

most exclusive use of paper money for the last twen-
ty yeors, must evidently form very consid^ble ob-
stacles to the reintioduclion of the former amount
of metallic money. But, on the reasonable hypo-
thesis, that 20 millions of coin were in circulation in

1797 , and that an equal quantity will now be re-

quired for that pur[U)M*, it is plain the rendering of
Bank of Englimd notes exchangeable for coin can-
not cost less than ivau mdlions a year 1 For the interest

of a capital of 20 mlUians, including a moderate al-

lowance for the tear and wear of the coins, would} at

least, anmunt to 10 per cent.: And if Ireland were
taken into account, the total annual cost of render-

ing the notes of the two great Banks exchangeable

for coined money, could not be estimated at less than

from ttvo ami a half to three millions.

Ijt is in vain to contend, that the greater part

of this loss must fail^ou the banks, and that, there-

• Report on the Resumption of Cash Paijments hif the Bank, l\Hnutcs of Evidence, p. 1S2.

t There was coined in the period of the great receiiiage, from 1778 to 1777, both inclusive, ol

gold, , .
.

. .

• .• L. 19,591,838

Ucuiaincd in circulation of old guineas, of heavy and light weight, not brought in, about (Chal-

mers, Comparative Estimate, p. 350) . • • 2,000,000

There v.'as coined in tlie period from 1778 to 1790, both inclusive, of gold L. 28,863,437

But Mr Rose states {Brief Examination, App. No, t), that very near one-half ol

the guUI, coined from 1778 to 1798i> was procured liom melted light guineas, &c.

and therefore deducting . • • 14,000,000

There remains sura to be added to the currency, from 1778 to 179f^j both inclusive, 14,803,437

^

L. 36,455,260

Now supposing six millions of gold coin to have been locked up in the coffers of the Bank of England,

of the eouritry banks, and of individuals, in 1796, and estimating at other ten millions the quantity of gui-

neas exported by the (lovcrnraent end individuals during a period ot twenty years, including the greater

part of the American war, and the three first years ol the late w’ar, which, considering that no seignorage is

charged on the gold coin of this country, and that, thereloiv, it might, when mtlted down, be t^xported

without any loss, is surely not a very exaggerated allowance, it results that Mr \S Inlmoie s and Mr liar-

man’s estimate may be justly considered as coming pretty near the trutlw Had estimate been 15 instead

of 20 millions, it would, we think, have been as much above t.ie mark, as it is now piobab y below it.

Mr Ciiiihners {Comparative Estimate, p. 349) estimated the aggregate amount of the gold and Lalver coins

in circulation, in l78(i, at 24 millions. Mr Rose {Brief Examination

,

App, No. 4) estimated toe amount
^ ..A, A A :n: * T.ii/ornnj^l <5nnr»n.«;pd thorn worein circulation, in i/cu, at lunuuno. — ‘

of the cold coins in circulation, in 17S9, at 44 million. ; and, in 1805. Lord Liverpool supposed there were

30 millions of guineas in circulation. ( Treatise on Co.u, p. 1770 unnecessary to enter mto any

argument, to show the gross and palpable exaggeration of the two last estimates. 1 he author ol an able

critique on Lord Liverpool's work, in the 7th volume of the Edinburgh /.rweiv, says. We have m
. 1 . .

' I. • ...I . 1..^ ...... vr ‘ hilt, rathrr tnan

an ablb
‘ no desire

to hazard a computation on a subject, wliere the data are necessarily so impt'rfoct ;
hut, la her than c. 1 the

cpiaiitity of gold* now in circulation Ihirli/ millions, we should be disposed to deny that it can posno y

amount to one million 1

’ V'

3 T
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Monev. fore, its only effed; will be to lessen the profit <rf

these estabfifhments. The wealth of the state is

made up of the wealth of individuals; and if the

bank proprietors were not obliged to employ twenty

or thirty millions, or the value of twenty or thirty

millions, in the purchase of gold, they would employ

it ill some other manner,—^in the cotton or woollen

manufacture, in the construction of docks, ware-

houses, &c. or in such a way as would be productive

of wealth lo themselves, and consequently to the

community. It cannot be denied that the wealth of

tlie bank proprietors is essentially national wealth

;

and as whatever has a tendency to increase their

fortunes^ without diminishing those of others, must

be advantageous, the circumstance of the expence

of prov^ipg a gold currency falling principally on

them, ought not to be held as a valid reason for de-

clining to adopt any expedient for diminishing that

expencc. Besides it is not true, that the expence of

providing a gold currency would fall entirely on the

bank proprietors. As the law now ttands, the whole

cxpence of coinage, amounting to about L. 15,000 a

year, is paid by the slate ;
and although a seignorage

were charged to cover this expencc, still, when

it becomes necessary to call in the coins in circula-

tion, the difference between the value of the old

money brought to the mint to be recoined, and the

coins of full weight which are given in exchange for

them, has to be made up by the public,

Wc may, therefore, conclude, that;, by continuing

to act on the system now established, and obliging

the .Bank of England, and the i^ank of Ireland, to

exchange their notes for coined money, it will be ne-

cessary for these establishments to purchase and

issue from Uacntij to (hirti/ millions worth of gold

coins. And the loss attending the abstraction of bo

groat a sum from the productive industry of the

country, added to the expence of mintage, and the

loss that must be occasioned by the decay of the

coins, ought certainly to induce us to adopt any

other system, which, at the same time that it affords

us equal security against fluctuations in the value of

paper money, by constantly keeping it on a par with

gold, would save all this expcnco.

„ ,
To Mr Ricardo wc ure indebted for the discovery

Ui-
' ^ system. I'his able Economist has shown

rariJ.i’s Plan how paper money may be kept constantly on a par

f<>r niukini^ with gold, without requiring the circulation of a sin-
JUiik- Notts gig poi^j Plig contrivance for accomplishing

Iwhot ilui
desirable object is equally admirable for its sim-

hon, plicity and effect. It consists In making bank-notes

exchangeable for bars of bullion of the stand-

ard purity, at the mint price of L.3, 17s- lO^d, an

ounce ; or, which is Uic same thing, Mr Ricardo pro-

poses, that for every sum pf L.3, 17». lO^d. of paper

presented to the bank for payment, it should be

obliged to give, not three guineas and 14*8. lO^d.,

but an ounce o/standard goh StUion^

To secure,” says Mr Ricardo, the public

against any other variations in the vakic of the cur-

rency than those to which the standard itself is sub- Money,

ject, and, at the same time, to carry on the circula-

tion with a medium the least expensive, is to attain

the most perfect state to which a currency can be
brought ; and we should possess all those advantages
by subjecting the bank to the delivery of uncoined
gold or silver at the mint standard and price, in ex-
change for their notes, instead of the delivery of gui-

neas ; by which means paper would never fdl below
the value of bullion, without being followed by a re-

striction of its quantity. To prevent the rise of pa-

per above the value of bullion, the bank should be
also obliged to give their paper in exchange for

standard gold at the price of L.d, 17s, * an ounce.
Not to give too much trouble to the bank, the quan-
tity of gold to be demanded in exchange for paper
at the mint price of L.3, 17s. lO^d., or the quantity

to be sold to the bank at L.3, I7s., should never be
less than 20 ounces. In other words, the bank
should be obliged to purchase any quantity of gold
that was offered to them, not less than 20 ounces, at

L.S, 17s. an ounce, and to sell any quantity that

might be demanded, at L.S, 17s. lOAd. While they

have the power of regulating the quantity of tlieir pa-

per, there is no possible inconvenience that could re-

sult to them from such a regulation.

The most perfect liberty should be given, at the

same time, to export or import any description of

bullion. These transactions in bullion would be very
few in number, if the bank regulated their loans and
issues of paper by the criterion which I have so often

mentioned, namely, the price of standard bullion,

without attending to the absolute quantity of paper
in circulation.

The object which 1 have in view would be in a
great measure attained, if the bank were obliged to

deliver uncoined bullion in exchange for their notes

at the mint price and standard ; though they were
not under the necessity of purchasing any quantity

of bullion oftered them at the prices to be fixed
;
for

that regulation is merely suggested to prevent the

value of money from varying from the value of bul-

lion, more than the trifling difference between the

prices at which the bank would buy and sell, and
which would be a near approximation to that uni-

formity in its value which is acknowledged to be so

desirable.*' {Proposalsfor an Economical and Secure

Currency, p. 25.)

This original and well-digested scheme was first

brought under the notice of the public in l8lG;
and its adoption as a temporary measure, to facili-

tate the return to payments in coin, was recommend-
ed, in 1 819, by the committees of the Legislature ap-

pointed to inquire into The Expediency of the

Bank's resuming Cash Payments." In conformity

with this recommendation, a bill was brought into

Parliament by Mr Peel, which enacted, that, on the

Ist February 1820, the Bank of England should he
bound to deliver gold bullion, properly stamped and
a8sa3'ed, in bars of not less than 60 ounces each, in

* Tlie price of L.3, 17s., here mentioned, is, of course, an arbitrary price. It might be fixed cither a

linle higher or a little lower. In naming L.3, 176., 1 wish only to elucidate the principlL*,’'
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Money, exchange for a proportionate number of its notes,

when demanded^ at the rate of L. 4, Is. per ounce

;

that, on the 1st October 1820, tliey should be bound
to deliver bullion in a sitnilar manner, at L.d, 19s* 6d.
per ounce

; that, on the 1st May 1821, they should be
bound to deliver bullion for notes at L. 8, 17s, 10 Jd.
per ounce, being the standard mint price ; and that

this system should continue for two years more,
when payments in coin were to be resumed. This
la?t part of the arrangement has not, however, been
permitted to take effect ; an act having been passed
last session (1820-21), enabling Che bank instantly

to resume cash payments of its one and two pound
notes, which It has resolved to withdraw entirely from
Circulation ; and it has since been stated by the Go*
vernor of the Bank, that the directors have com*
menced paying their oth^r notes in coin, and that

they are anxious to facilitate tlie employment of a

large quantity of specie as money. ^

in practice Mr Ricardo's plan worked extremely
,A .Mr iti- well

; while the over issue of paper was effectually
«PJan. prevented, only a very few bars vi(!re demanded from

the bank, and it was generally supposed, tlmt, instead

of its operation being thus prematurely checked, it

would have been rendered perpetual, and the far-

ther circulation of gold coins prevented. Even as a

device for preserving paper on a par with gold, it

was, in some material respects, obviously preferable

to tlie old method of exchanging notes for coins.

When a currency consists partly of paper, and part-

ly of the precious metals, any over issue of the for-

mer depresses, not merely the value of the paper

money, but of the coins which circulate along with

it. These coins are, therefore, immediately con-

verted into bullion. Bullion, however, cannot be

accumulated in any one country, without losing its

relative value
;
and hence the ultimate effect of an

over issue of bank paper, in a country wliose cur-

rency partly consists of coins, is an exportation

either of coin or of bullion formed out of the coin.

But, on Mr Ricardo’s system, as there could be no

coin in circulation, there could be no employment
ibr the meltcrs, and no loss thereby occasioned to

the state. As soon as the bullion merchants found

that a profit might be made by sending notes to the

bank to be exchanged for bullion, they would do
so

; and as the exportation of bullion is now per-

fectly free, it would, like sugar or coffee, be sent

abroad, whenever it was more valuable there, und

less valuable here, than any other commodity ; that

is, whenever its exportation was sure to be advanta-

geous.

As the maintaining of paper on a par with gold,

at the least possible expenco to the country, and

with the least inconvenience to all parties concern-

ed, is the great object to be effected by Mr Ricar-

do^s plan, there does not seem to be any good rea-

son why the hank should have been obliged to give

so small a quantity as sixty ounces of bullion, as fix*

ed by the net of I 819 ,
in exchange for a propor-

tionable quantity of their paper. Should the plan be

again adopted, it would save a great deal of trouble, Money,

or at least obviate a great deal of cavilling, were the

minimum quantity of bullion, which could be de-
manded from the bank, ffxcd at 500 or 1000 ounces;
and os, according to the plan in question, the value
oT paper would be prevented from falling below, or

rising above, tlie value of gold, by the operations of

respectable bullion merchants, a class of men re-

markable for their shrewdness, generally possess-

ed of large capitals, this regulation, while it would be
productive of benefit to the bank, would not, in a
public point of views be attended with any ill effects.

Though it certainly is against the interest of the

directors of the bank, to reduce tlicir paper below
its proper level, still it cannot be denied, even by
those who contend that they have no power indefi-

nitely to add to their issues, that they liavethe powxT
io refuse to discount

,

and that, consequently, they

have it in their power to reduce the currency to the

narrowest limits. Such a power ought not to be en-

trusted to the state itself, and still less to the mana-
gers of a private banking company ; for there can be

no security for uniformity in the value of the cur-

rency, when its augmentation or diminution depends

solely on the will of the issuers. But, under the

operation of Mr Ricardo s system, the bank would

not only be prevented from reducing the value of its

notes below the value of bullion, but it would also

be prevented from raising them above its value.

Should the directors capriciously limit the quantity

of its paper, they would raise its value; and bullion

would forthwith be carried to the bank, und exchanged

for notes, at the rate of L.8, 17s., or of L.3, 17s. Gd.

an ounce. Tlie minimum quantity of bullion to be

offered to the bank in exchange for its paper, ought

also, in order to save trouble, to be limited to 500 or

1000 ounces. And, as it is the interest of the bank

to furnish the circulation with such a quantity of

paper as would keep its value from rising above the

value of bullion, it could not complain of being

subjected to a restraint which would never be felt

except when its issues had been improperly redu-

ced.

With a paper currency convertible inti bullion

the bank would, in a great measures be secured

against the ill effects of any sudden panic amongst

the holders of its notes. Panics generally operate

with the greatest effect on the lower classes, or on

the holders of small notes ;^and it is they that, on

such occasions, press to the bank to demand pay-

ment. Extensive merchants and money-dealers are

aware that no bank, however wealthy, could retire

all its notes in the short space of eight or ten days
;

^

and Uiey are also aware that the nmintenance of their

own credit is intimately connected witli the prosperi-

ty of the bank- But such considerations do not iii-

fluen:;e the holders of small notes; and accordingly

we find that the drain upon tlie bank, in 1783, and

the crisis of 1797, were chiefly brought about by the

prevalence of a panic among the retail traders and

small farmers. But, to such persons, a bar of gold

Governors Speech at a Court of Btvik Proprietors^ 20th September 1821.
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Mfiney. could be of very little service ;

and, oven if it were> nicious effects of sudden panics among the holders Money.

^ by fixing the niiniwum quantity of bullion to be given of its notes would be greatly increased by its adop-

by the bank jp exchange for its notes at 500 or 1000 tion, and that the banking business might lienceforth

ounces, it wduld not he possible for them to make be carried on with a much less amount of unproduc-

any sudden run. Before sending notes to be ex- live capital.

«lianged, they would have to concert measures, to The unprecedented und alarming increase of the irs suppobui

join together, and to make a demand in common. A crime of forgery^—a crime which was scarcely known tcudtuc y to

considerable time being thus necessarily expended in this country previously tc^^tUe restriction act,*

—

in the adjustment of the preliminary steps of the and the general belief that it could not be prevent-
i

business, the bank would be enabled to make the cd otherwise than by tlie suppression of tbe smaller icuson why

necessary preparations to meet the run ; and, what notes of the Bank of England, appears to have been Mr iiuiir.

is of still more consequence, since the panic could the sole reason why a plan, which proinhcd to

not operate immediately, it is probable, that, by the productive of so many advantages, has been aban-
aoncii.

time preparations Iiad been made for demanding pay- doned, and the country again subjected to the heavy

ment from the bunk, it miglityhave altogether sub- expence of a metallioMilRjurrency ; nor, provided this

sided. This certainly forms a very strong recom- had really been the only means by which so desira-

mcndatidifi of the plan in question ; and it is one blc an object as the prevention of forgery could be

wdiich was not originally in the contemplation of Mr ejected, should this sacriBcc have been deemed too

llicardo. great. We are satisfied, however, that such is not incro;iv oi

By lessening the danger to be apprehended from the case; and that it is not to the increased issue of

sudden runs, and by preventing alP'demand for bui- Bank of England notes, but to their shamefully de- ^ *

Ijon, for t!ie ptnrposc of internal circulation, except fective execution, that the prevalence of forgery
^,f

as small change, this plan would enable the bank to ought principally to be ascribed. It is now nearly hu- .jj tunvi

carry on business with a comparatively small supply tw^enty-hve years since Bank of England paper has (‘X(Mi(i«)n '

'

of bullion in its coffers. In ordinary cases, indeed, constituted the legal currency of the country, and

no bullion would ever be demanded, except when during the whole of that period, and for many years
“

the directors had fairly overstepped the proper limit previously, there has been >?o improvemnnt '

in is.suing
;
and the country would not only be bene- iU manufacture. Apparently satisfied with the securi-

fited by the profitable cmpioyjnent of the capital, ty derived I’romp/W^ marks, the directors ljuve con-

which would otherwise be invested in coin, but it tinned to issue notes, engraved in so wrctclicd a st} le,

would also be benefited by the profitable employ- and which afford so lew distinguishing peculiarities, or

ment of the greater part of that capital, w'liich, pre- points, on which the eye can rest uhen comparing

viously to the restriction, was locked up in the cof- them with each other, that they almost seem to have

fers of the bank. been intended to stimulate the eliorts of forgers!

The circumstance of no alteration being required But, although no improvement lias been made for

in the law relating to country banks, is also a consi- nearly half a century in the manufacture of the notes

derable recommendation in favour of Mr Ricardo's of the Bank of England; and although they are exe-

plan. It would be enougli that these should then, cuted in so rude and clumsy a manner, as to be easily

as now, be rccjuired to pay their notes, when de- imitated by every engraver's apprentice, it \^ould be

mnnded, in Bank of England notes, or in the legal rather rash to conclude from thence that the arts

currency of the country. If the value of the latter have all tbe while been stationary, and that it is im-

i> .sustained, it is impossible that the interchangeable possible to render their imitation a work oi' comjiaru-

paper of the country banks can ever be depreciat- live difficulty ! It is, we admit, no easy tatk to manu-
ed from over issue. facture a note which may not be counterfeited, even

It appears, therefore, as well from reasoning as by ordinary engravers, with sufficient exactness lo de-

from experience, that, by the adoption of this plan of ceive the mass of those into whose hands it might be

making notes payable in bullion, we should have all supposed to come in the course of circulation. But,

the security against fluctuation in the value of the that this is not an insurmountable difficulty is certain,

eurrenc'y that we posseil under our present systena; The experience, botli of Ireland and the United
while we should possess this security, without in- Slates, shows that notes may be engraved in such a

earring any part oi‘ the cxpcnce of a gold or silver manner, as to exclude all dangerous conipctiiion on
currency; except what might be required for small the part of forgers. Previously to 1814, the period

payments below the value of one pounds thereby ef- when the Directors of the Bank of Ireland adopted
fecting a saving, wliich, on account of the united Mr Oldham’s plan for engraving their notes, tlicir

kingdom, cannot be estimated at less than itoo and a forgery was carried on to a very great extent. But,

Art// or three miilions a year. And it further ap- sincje then, it has almost entirely ceased ; and it ap-

pears, that the si'curity of the bank against the per- peaas from a paper printed last session (1821), by

It appears, from retui^s made to an order of the House of Commons, that, in the eight years previous to
the restriction, noindivuh a!, nv/jj capitally convfcted ofjnrgery, while, in the succeeding eight years, 07ir hun-
dred and forty six individuals capitally convicted and executed ! Only four proseculiouB for forgery w’crc

instituted by the Bank of England from 1783 to 17Ji7 : In the equal period, from 1797 to 1811, they insti-

tuted 4(U) prosecutions ! And this frigliiful progrcision hns since increased even more rapidly.

10
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Monty, order of the House of Commons, that only seventeen

persons had been convicted of issuing forged notes
in Ireland in the Mree years ending with 1820. “ Jn
Dublin, where forgeries prevailed to the greatest
extent, they have been for a long time comparative-
ly banished. It may indeed be afhrined that there

are no forged notes in circulation. Occasionally at-

tempts are made to issue them, but they are imme-
diately detected. Scarcely a single forged note has,

during the last three years, found its way to the
hank.” * The improvement of the engraving of the

American notes has had precisely the same effects.

Although, therefore, we do not pretend to be ac-

quainted with the nature of the obstacles which have
hitherto prevented the D||||ctors of the Bank of
England from issuing the improved notes, of which
80 much has been said, there are certainly 'very

strong reasons for doubting whether they can be so

formidable ns has been represenled. It is a very

mistaken notion to suppose, .ns tlie Directors of the

Bank of England seem to have done, that nothing

h‘ss than the issue inimilalUi nofX'S can be of any
real service. Tliis is a degn e of j)errcction to wliich

it Is in vain to expect to attain. Whatever has been
executed by one set of artists, wnij be imitated by
8ome other set. But, provided this imitation be ren-

dered, as it may be, a work of very great difficulty, tlie

public interests will be sufficiently protected. Notes,

which can only be counterfeited by the best engra-

will very rarely be counterfeited at all, and
never in such numbers os to be productive of any

seriously injurious consequences. First rate talent

is seldom, or never, found among forgers. It is by

tluj inferior class of artists that the practice of coun-

terfeiting has been principal ]y earned on. Artists

of superior genius, and of superior skill in their pro-

fession, have higher objects in view
;
and only a very

small proportion of those who liave the prospect of

rising to distinction, by the fair and honourable ex-

ercise of their talents, will be found profligate enough

to prostitute them for the sake of defrauding their

fellow citizens. But, not to insist on this point, it us

plain that what has hetin done iu Dublin and New
York, may be done in London. And although the

Directors of the Bank of England cannot justly be

blamed for not having produced inimitable notes
;

it

is not easy to see how tliey can be vindicated from

the charge of culpable negligence, and inattention

to the interests of the public, in having persisted

for 80 long a period, and after so many improve-

ments had been effected, in issuing notes executed

in so slovenly a manner, as really to act as a species

of premium on forgery.

But, even if it could be shown that the suppres-

sion of the smaller Bank of England notes was the

only way by which an effectual check could be given

to the crime of forgery, it may be fairly doubted,

whether this advantage would not bo more than com-

pensated by the increased facilities tliat would, in

ney. su
consequence, be given to the issuers of base coins. 'Dacr-

Forgery, it must be remembered, is an evil insepar-
able from the use of money—on abatdtient from the

innumerable advantages of which it has been pro-
ductive. Whatever commodity may be adopted as a

circulating medium, it must, in the nature of thinge,

be a hopeless task to attempt completely to guard
against the efforts of the issuers of spurious money.
If the currency consists of paper, it will bo counter-
feited, and if it consists of the precious metals, they
w'ill be adulterated nnd debased.t All that can be
done, is to throw obstacles in the way of forgery—to
render it, if possible, a work of extreme difficulty

;

and there is no good reason for supposing that

it would be mere difficult to do this with notes than
with coins. Indeed, the very contrary seems to be
established. No scheme for the improvement of the

coinage has had the same success in preventing the

issue of spurious coins, that Mr Oldham's inventions

have had in preventing the issue of forged notes. In

reasoning on this subject, we have been led into er-

ror by referring exclusively to tlie paper of the

Bank of England. But the difficulties opposed to

the issite of forged paper must be estimate, d by the

success which forgers have had in imitating the hcsl,

and not the tiors/, notes in circulation. And if w'e

refer to this proper criterion—if, for example, we
take the imj)roved notes of the Bank of Ireland, in-

stead of the \inmpoved notes of the Bank of Eng-
land, as a slandard, it will be found tliat the securi-

ty of the public .igainst fraud and imposition is any
thing but impaired by the issue of paper.

We do not, thererbre, think that the plea of its be-

ing necessary to the prevention of forgery, forms any

valid reason for the adoption of the measure now in

progress for witlidraw ing the smaller notes of the

Bank of England, and reverting to specie payments.

I’o counteifeit a guinea is as great a crime as to

counterfeit a guinea note; and the withdrawing of

one specie.s of money, without taking any steps to

guard against the forgery of that by which it is to be

supplied, merely gives a different, and, perhaps, a

more profitable direction to the perverse ingcr uity of

those who exist only by the plunder of the public.

1'he prevention of forgery might have been better

accomplished by obliging the Bank of England to

improve the fabric of its notes. And had this been

done, the country would have saved an unprofitabh'

and useless expenditure of t^o millions and a half, or

ihrcc millions n-ycar,

trhould the plan for sustaining the value of paper pro/it tlj.ii

money, suggested by Mr llicardo, be again adopt- ou^'lu lo ..

ed, it would be expedient that steps should

taken for enabling the public to particijiiiie in
^

profits made by the Batik of Ivnglnnd. In a ge- .Mr Uw

neral point ol view, it is, indet d, of no importance i'h

whether the pape r declared by (lovcrnmci.l to be a

legal tender, and made exchangeable for bullion, is^

Issued by the State, or on account of a private bank-

t
mg

\\'iiliams On the Increase ofTorgcry on Ihc Unn/i of England, 5:^., pf'8.‘h

Notwithstanding the diminution of coined money duiing the restriction, tlic

increased from in the seven years preceding 1797i to 558 in the seven }

convictions ri)r fnl- i

ears following thiii

criin-

epcch.
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Money, ing company. In either case, the country wUI he be-

ne^d by the aubstitutlon of a cheap lor an expen-

sive 8pe6ies^||P^n1oney, and its productive capital will

be increased^y the whole amount of the sums that

would otherwise have been employed in the efFecdng

of exchanges. But although the national wealth

would be equally increased, whether tlie power to is-

sue paper were placed in the hands of Uie Govern-
ment or of a private company, it is plain the wealth

of individuals would be very differently affected by
each of these measures. By declaring Bank oi' Eng.
land notes to be a legal tender, «iid by obliging the

Bank to give bars of bullion to those only who made
a demand for L.IOOO or L.2000, il is nearly certain

that the Bank would be able to keep 25 millions of

notes afloat with not more than one or two millions

of bullion in its coffers as dead stock. But suppos-

ing that the stock of bullion amounted to five mil-

lions, and deducting this sum from the Bank’s issues,

there would remain a sum of 20 millions, which,

supposing.them to be lent at 5 per the rate at

which the Bank uniformly lend, would yield one mil-

lion a-year. And if, from this sum, we deduct the

expences of the establishment, which, on the highest

estimate, cannot be taken at more than L.l 50,000

a-ycar, there would remain a clear surplus profit

of L- 850,(K)() a-year. Now, admitting that this im-

mense sum might be as profitably and os prudent-

ly expended by the bank proprietors as it could

be by any other doss of individuals, yet there

can ijo no possible reason why the government

should gratuitously concede to any private company
privileges calculated to enable them to realise such

prodigious gains. In any circumstances, such a

proceeding would evince a very culpable inattention

to tlje interests of the public, and, in the present fi-

nancial situation of the country, would be a degree

of wanton and unjustifiable profusion wdiich could not

be tolerated. If, therefore, Mr Ricardo’s plan were

ter be carried into effect, the public ought, undoubt-

edly, to be permitted to share in the profits of the

hank. And, besides the advantages to be derived

from the adoption bf the plan in disengaging a large

capital from a comparatively unproductive employ-

ment, it would have the additional advantage ofyield-

ing a considerable revenue—L. 500,000 a-year per-

haps—to the public treasury.

Ntuviiy or Whether, however, the measure nowin progress
.1 withdrawing the smalOT notes of the Bank of

to
supplying their place with gold coins,

the nrciil.i- ^^*ould be persevered in, or whether the plan which

uov oi' wc have endeavoured to elucidate and explain should
ratntry adopted in its stead, it np])car8 to be equally ne-

o "a^LowJr
^'^’®sary to prohibit the issue of local notes of a less

Va*uL- Uian viiluc than the lowest notes issued by the Bank of

tl>c Notes of England. Uniformity of valuer and security against
ilic Uank of sudden and dangerous fluctuations^ are the great ro-
hngliMul.

rjuijjites in a currency ; and tbey can never be more
• than imperfectly attained, wnne the country banks

are permitted to issue note^ of a lower value than the

metropolitan bank. It is true, that, so long as the

obligation to give gold coin or. Bank of England

notes in exchange for country odltes is enforced, the

latter cannot be permanently, nor even M any con-

siderable period, depreciated from over issue. The

circulation of depreciated country notes i$ not, how. Money,

ever, the danger that ought to be chiefly guarded

against. The great risk incurred by the holders of

such nptes does not consist so much in the chance
of their value falling two, three, four, &c. per Snt.
below the Value of the standard, as in the chance of

their losing iheir value altogether^ and becoming per-

fectly worthless. ^

From the principle on which the banking business

is conducted, ihatsis, from the circumstance of the

profits of a banking company depending mainly on
the excess of the value of their notes in circulation

above the value of the dead stock retained in their

coffers to meet the demands of the public, it is ob-

vious, that no companjildiowever wealthy, and how^-

ever well their aflkirs may be managed, can avoid

being considerably distressed and embarrassed by
sudden runs, or demands for payment of their notes.

But panics, which are the great cause of runs, sel-

dom or never become general, except when the

banks iFsue notes of so low a value as to fit them for

being used in retail trade, and in the ordinary busi-

ness of society. Previously to 17.977 neither the

Bank of England, nor any of the English country

banks, were permitted to issue notes for less than

Jive pounds. The currency used in small payments

w'us thus made to consist exclusively of the precious

metals ;
and as there was no opportunity for a panic

taking place among the holders of small notes, only

very lew runs w^ere made on the banks, and very

little loss was sustained by their failure. In 1797 this

system was changed, The Bank of England was
then, for the first time, empowered to issue one and
two pound notes, a privilege which was soon after

granted to the country banks. Bank paper having,

in consequence of this arrangement, and of the re-

striction on cash payments, become the only curren-

cy of the country, and being in the hands of almost

every individual, the chances of runs, and, what is

more to the purpose, runs themselves, were multi-

plied to an unprecedented extent. Every subse-

quent period of considerable commercial distress

has been marked by the ruin of several country

banks ; and in some districts these establishments

have been almost entirely swept away, and the inha-

bitants involved in a degree of misery and suffering

of which no adequate idea could have been previ-

ously formed.

From an account in the Appendix to the Lords Re^ I'aiiurc oi

port, “ On the Resumption of Cash Payments by the

Bankf it appears, that, in the period from 1 797 to
^

1818, 230 commiBsions of bankruptcy had been issued and io.

against country bankers in England and Wales. Of
these the far greater proportion were issued in 1814,

1 815, and 18l6- ^In 1814, 29 banks failed, out of G99
that, were then, in existence; in 1815, 2G failed out of

543 ; and, in 1 8 1 G, 37 out of 585 : so that, in the short

space of three years, ninety-two country banks, or

one out of every seven and a halfoi the total number
of these cstabiishmenfs, existing in 1814, became
bankrupt, besides a much greater number that

stopped payment, for a longer or shorter period.

Nor did the mischief cease here. The currency was
not only diminished by the sudden withdrawing of

the notes of the insolvent banks, but the issues of all

8
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Money, the rest were very greatly contracted. The Board

of Agriculture estimated, that, in the county of Lin-
coln only, above three millions of country bank pa-
per had, in the course of eighteen months, been with-
(Iraflin from circulation. And, in a variety of other
extensive districts in England, and in the south of
Ireland, no money was to be found in circulation,—^
credit was totally annihilated

; and so great was the
panic, that even the notes of the Bank of England
would hardly pass current, exoopt at a discount.
These failures were the more distressing and calatni-
toiis, as they chiefly affected the industrious classes,
and frequently swallowed up in an instant the fruits
of a long life of unremitting and laborious exertion.
J hat support, on which tooidaany of the agricultu-
rists and manufacturers rested, gave way nt the mo-
ment when it was most necessary. Prices instantly
fell ; and thousands, who, but a moment before, con-
sidered themselves affluent, found ihey were destitute
of all real property, and sunk, if by enchantment,
and without ary fault of their own, into the abyss of
poverty. The late Mr Horner, the accuracy and ex-
tent of whose information on such subjects cannot
be called in question, stated, in his place in the
House of Commons, that the destruction of English
country bank paper in 1814 and 181.^ had'^given
rise to a universality of wretchedness and misery,
which had never been equalled, except, perhaps,
by the breaking up of the Mississippi scheme in

Franco !*

It is certain, however, that if the country banks
are still permitted to continue their issue of small

notes, their liability to runs will, in future, br very
much increased. From 17f)7, down to last ycir, the

notes of the Bank of England, for which the coun-
try notes were made exchangeable, were not con-
vertible into gold or silver

; and those wlio then made
a run on a' country bank merely got one species

of paper in exchange for another. It is obvious,

that this circumstance must have operated in a
very powerful manner, to diminish the tendency
among die poorer classes to runs. But, now that

the Bank of England has ceased issuing small notes,
and begun paying its large notes in cash, the coun-

'

try bankers will be obliged to give ciah for their
small notes ; and there can be no doubt, that, in all

periods of difficulty and alarm, many who would ne-
ver have thought of making a demand on thena
Bank of England notes, will be disposed to make
such a demand for coins.

In order to diminish the chances of runs arising
from the new position in which the countr^^ banks
are now placed, the directors of several of these esta-
blishments have adopted the ingenious device of
making their notes payable in London, and not in
the place where they arc issued ! This is a good
deal similar to the clause that was formerly inserted
in the notes issued by some of the Scots banks,
which made it optional for them either to pay the
bearer when the note was presented, or six months
after such presentment, allowing legal interest for

these six months. The effects of this clause, which
was abolished by act of Parliament, in degrading the
value of the Scots notes, arc detailed by Dr Smith

;

and there can be no question that the clause inserted
in the English notes will have similar effects. A
note, which cannot be concerted into cash, unless it

is carried two or three hundred miles, perhaps, from
the sphere of its circulation; is plainly not so valuable

as a note payable at the place where it is issued

;

and if the Legislature do not interfere to check this

practice, we shall certainly have as many different

values of paper, as there are different distances be-
tween the principal country towns and London I An
abuse of this kind cannot be tolerated.

It appears, therefore, that, to give uniformity to

the value of the currency, and as far as possible to

guard the public against the risk of sudden and in-

jurious fluctuations in the value of money, the circu-

lation of all local notes, for a smaller sum than the

lowest notes issued by the Bank of England, should

be prohibited. It is in vain to urge the respectabi-

lity and the wealth of the Individuals engaged in the

banking business, in opposition to this regulation.

* The number of country banks in England and Wales, to which licences had been granted to issue pro-

missory notes, in 1797 j not exactly known. They arc elated by Mr Thornton, in his Essatf on Pape}

(p, ISi), to have amounted to 350; but other accounts reduce this number to ^i30 .— Appendix
liuUion Report, p. 213, 8vo. ed.) They have since been prodigiously multiplied. We subjoin an account

of their number, of the number of their partners, and of the number of the commissions of bankruptcy issued

against them from 1808 to 1818, both inclusive.— (See Appendix Lords* Report, 1819, pp- 4? 16, 126.)

Years.
Number of

IlAnlis.

Number of

Partners.

Commissions ot

Baiikruptry.
Years,

Nuuibcr of

llanicR.

Number of

Partners.

Commissions oi

Bankruptcy.

180S 755 2,2.55 5 1814 ()90 2.U.'j

1809 7S3 2,372 7 1815 643 i/jr.a 26

1810 74T 2,278 26 1816 585 1,791 37

1811 739 ' 2,277 4 1817 576 1,751 5

181i^ 761 2,3/50 17 1818 587 1,77« . ()

181.

3

733 2,234
'

8
'1

1

'riicrc were thirty banking companies in Scotland, in 181 8
,
possessed bf licences to issue promissory

jkOcs ; which, in addition to their head offices, had nincty-eigiu subordinate otliocs, or agencies, in dihcrent

pans of the country.
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Money. Thi« .coDs^ideration might have been equallji^arged

previaaaly to the failures in 18i4<> 1815i and 181ti

;

aod^ a^ we,li|ye already shown, no bank can be se-

cure againstwns, and consequently against embar-
rassments^ if it issues notes of a low value. Neither

can it be justly objected that this measure would in-

terfere with the freedom ofjndusUyt It is admitted

on all liands^ that, in order to prevent the confusion

that would arise from the currency of coins of differ-

ent values, but of the same denomination, it is expe-

dient the government should interfere to prohibit the

circulation of private tokens, aitfi of all coins whiclf

arj^ not struck at the public mint, and which are not

of a certain weight and purity. But, if this regula-

tion be expedient, why should it not aLso be expedi-

ent to set limits to the values for which bank-notes

shall be issued ? , The issue of low notes, by private

banking companies, has, both in this country and in

America, been productive of the greatest rnuchiefs;

and the government is not only warranted, but it is

their duty, and they are called upon to adopt such

regulations as may be necessary to prevent a repeti-

tion of the calamities we have so lately experienced.

Women, mechanics, and labourers of all descriptions

^persons who are nowise qualified to judge of the

comparative stability of banking companies, are all

dealvirs in money ; and they have a right to expect

protection from such an obvious cause of loss as the

granting of permission to every individual to under-

Without rcstruint or Jimitation of any kind, to

^ supply the currency destined to carry on the ordinary

business of the country.

If Mr Ricardo's plan were adopted, and bank-

notes made exchangeable for bullion, and not for

coins, it would be still more desirable that all coun>

try notes for less than five pounds should be prohi-

bited, and their place exclusively supplied with Bank
of England small notes. This would greatly diminish

(he chances of runs on the country banks ; while it

vlsnuld, at the same time, give a uniFurmity of value,

and a degree of clieapncss and security, to the cur-

rency, to which it is, wc apprehend, almost visionary

to expect that it slasuld otherwise a! tain.

As a* farther means of increasing the respecta-

bility, and of adding to the stability of the country

banks, the act of l708, prohibiting more than six

persons from entering into any association, or co-

partnery, for carrying on tlj,p trade of private bunk-

ers in England and ought to he repealed.

It is, indeed, astonishing how so oppressive mid so

absurd a regulation should have been so lung per-

mitted to disgrace the Statute Book. "We are in-

clined to think, that the supetior wealth and solidity

of the Scots banks, is in no inconsiderable degree

owing to their being exempted from tlic operatmn of

tins regulation.

Sect. V— Whether Gold or Siher ought to he adopU
cd ns the iUandofd of the L^rettct/f or whether it

ought to consist of both.

I Tf nrbi^

* As the valuG of gold and silver, or tlie cost of their

trarily fixing perpetually vuryin|c, not only rdalivc-

ihe relative ly to other commodities, but t^Mrelalivciy to each
Value of other, it is impossible arbitrarify^V fix relative

value. Gold may now, or at any peiiod, be to

silver as 14 or l5<i8to 1 ; but were guineas and shil- Monty,

lings coined in that proportion, the discovery ofeither

a gold or silver mine of more than the ordinary de-

gree of productiveness, or tlie discovery of om
abridged process, by which labour might be saveilwi

the production of one of the metals, would derange

this proportion. As soon, however, as the mint pro-

portion between the different metals oeast^ to be the

same with that which they bear to each oilier in the

market, thep it beogoles the obvious interest of every

debtor to pay his debts in the metal whose mint va-

luation is highest.

Jn 171 8, in pursuance of the advice of Sir Isaac o aJufj-

Newton, the value of the guinea was reduced fromuoi (ioia

twenty-one shillings and sixpence to twenty-one '

shillings; the value of fine gold to fine silver be-

‘

iiig then ruled, in our mint, at to 1. But,usLii i .il!

notwithstanding this reduction, the guinea wos still ccttibrd 'rablt

rated at a higher value, compared with silver, than

ought to have been. This over-valuation is estimated,

by the late Lord Liverpool, to have bceni at the time,

equal to fouriiencc on the guinea, or to 1 per cent. ;

and. as the real value of silver relatively to gold con«

tinned to increase during the greater part of last

century, this difference, which, even in the reign of

George L, caused all considerable payments to be

made in gold, became afterwards much grouler. Tliis

error in the mint valuation of silver and gold wasllic

cause that, during the long period from 1718 down
to the late recoinage, no silver curronc;’, of the legal

weight and fineness, w^ould remain in circulation.

The real value of silver coins, relatively to gold coins,

which were, equally with the former, made a legal

tender by the proclamalion of 1718, being under-

rated, they were no sooner issued than they found
their way to the melting-pot. None, iherelore, but

very light coins remained in circulation ; and when,

in 1797, the further coinage ol silver was forbidden,

the silver currency was very much debased. But, as

this currency existed only in a limited quantity^ ii did

not, according to the principle already explained,

sink in its current value. Though so debased, it was
still the interest of debtors to jSay in the gold coin.

11) indeed, the quantity of this debased silver coin

had been very great, or if the mint had issued such

debased pieces, it might have been tlie interest of

debtors to pay in ttfis debased money. But its quan-

tity being limited, it sustained its value
;
and gold,

therefore, was in practice tlie real standard of the

currency.

The act of 1774, declaring that silver should not

be a legal tender for any debt exceeding L.25,

kss by weight according to the mint standard, had not,

as has been supposed, any effect in causing the ge-

neral employment of gold as money, in preference to

silver. Tor, to, use the w'ords of Mr Ricardo, “ this

law did not prevent any debtor from paying any
debt, however large its amount, in silver currency

fresli from the mint. That the debtor did not pay
in this metal was not a matter of chance, nor a mat-
ter of compulsion, but wholly the cfTcct of clioicc. It

did nut suit him to take silver to the mint, but it did

suit him to take gold liither. It is probable that if

tlic quantity of this debased silver in' circulation had

been enormously grca(,^und also a legal tender, that
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Monc^ a guinea would have been, as in the reign of William

IIL, worth 30 shillings ; but it would have been the
debased shilling thatiiad fallen in value, and not the
guinea that had risen.’*

(
Principles of Political Eco-

nmy* &c. p. 520.)
rontrary ef- In France a different valuation of the precious me-

‘"i irilJr*
® different effect. The louis dor which,

previously to the recoinage in 1785, was rated in the

,f Sil- mint valuation at 24* livres, was really worth 25 liv.

iM till 10 sols. Those, therefore, who chose to discharge
the obligations they had contracted, by payments of
gold coin in preference to silver, plainly lost 1 liv. 10
sols on every sum of 24* livres! 'I'he consequence
was, that very few such payments were made, that
gold was almost entirely banished from circulation,

and that tlic currency of France consisted almost ex-
clusively of silver. (Say, Tom. I. p. 3fK;.) lu 1785, a
sixteenth part was deducted i|pm the weight of the
louis d'or, and since that period tht' [iroportional va-

lue of the precious metals, as lAeil in the French
mint, has more nearly corresponded with the propor-
tion they bear to each other in ihe market. Indeed,
Mr Haring stated, in his eviduice before the Com-
niiltec of the House of Conunons in I8jp (fie-

port, p. that the dilferenee between the mint
and market proi)()rlions ol' gold and silver at Paris

in 1817 and PS 18, had not exceeded from one-tenth

to oiio-fourth per cent. There is, however, no reason

to presume that this cuineidence, which must ha\e

been in a great degree accidental, can be maintained

under any arbitrary ^tem. d o ensure the indiffer-

ent use of gold and silver coins in countries whi re

they are both a legal letul^‘t, their mint propoition

would require to be every now and then adjiisti-cl, so

as to correspond witli their real proportion. Hut as

this w^ould obviously be pro locLive of nmeh trouble

and iueonvenicncc, the jireh rable plan undoubtedly

is to make only one of the metals a legal tender, and

to allow the relative worlli of the other to be adjustv-d

by the unrestricted competition of the sellers and

the buyers.

Tlie absurdity of cMujiloying equally twm metals as

a legal tontlcr fur debts, or as a standard of value,

was unanswerably demonstrated by Air Locke and

Mr Harris, and has been noticed by every suSsequent

writer
;
but so slow is the progress of improvement,

that it was not till iai(» that it wa^ enacted that gold

only should be a legal tender for a*ny sum exceeding

lOs.

Mivei iUT- Wlietlier, however, gold should have been adopt-

'rmhlcto ed as the standard of exchangeable value, in pro-

;mlii .-IS a ference to silver, is a question which is not so easy
vaiulanl.

solution, and on which there is a great diversity

of opinion. Mr Locke, Mr Harris, and Mr Ricardo,

arc decidedly of opinion that silver is much better

fitted than gold for a standard ;
while Dr Smith, al-

though he has not expressed himself explicitly on

the subject, appears to think that g(>I»l ought to be

adopted in preference ; and this opinion has been

very ably supported by the late Lord Liverpool, in

bis valuable work On the Goins of the Re(^nt.

It would be presumption in us to attempt to de-

cide on a matter of this kind, respecting which the

ablest political economists differ thus widely. We
are inclined, however, to concur in opinion with those
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who think silver ought to be adopted as the stand- Aioney.

ard. Whatever metal is set apart for this purpose,
it will be a very dilHcult task to preserve the curren-
cy from falling into a deranged state, if it be not used
in small as w^ell as in large payments.

' ** Hie intrgerf says Mr Harris, “ and its several
parts, should bear an exact -and due proportion of
value to each other; and this would be impossible,
if they were made of different materials. There
must bo coins of about the value of shillings and
sixpences ; and it would be better if we had sonic
'fliiat were still smaller. Those sort of coins are the
most frequently wanted, and there i& no doing with-
out them. But a coin of a shilling, or even of half a
crown value, would bo too small in gold ; and, there-
fore, at present gold is much too valuable for a stand-
ard ol money. And it would be a ridiculous and
vain attempt to make a standard integer of gold whose
parts should be of silver

; or to make a motley
standard, part gold and part silver."—(Harris Ott

('i)insy Fart I. p. (iO.)

Silver besides, as steady in its value as gold-

Almost all foreign eoimtrics have adopted il as their

statulard
;
and the demand and supply is compara-

tively regular. 'I'he use of paper, as the prinr'.pal

circulating medium, entirely removes the great ob-

jection against ^ilver— its being too bulky to be ad-

vanlageoudy used in largo payments.

Whether gold or silver I)c adopted as the standard a (;ulil and

of our currency, \mIJ not affect its total cost or

for, the truant ity of nieta! cnqilo}^^! as money, or

quantity of meial (‘>r which paper is the siihstifutc,

must always be in an inverse proportion to ilie value

or cost of lltat nielal. Tf gold be continued as the

standard, fourtec'ii or fifteen times lenS of lhat metal

than of silver will be re(piired ;
or, what is the same'

thing, if the d'ammination of a pound were given to

ai'iy sprri/ic /it ofgold or silver, fifteen times more

of such silver pounds would be required to serve as

currency, or as bullion to exchange for notes— fif teem

to one being about the prnpouion which gold bears

in value to silver
;
and Iicnce the expenee of a cui-

rency consisting of gold coins, or of silver coins, is

the same; and the LX|)eru;o is also the same whe-

tlier the eurreney consists of jiaper convertible into

gold bullion or silver bullion. But, as gold is too

Vtduable, in propoition to its bulk, to be coined into

pieces of tlu value of a shilling or a sixpence, and as

it is desirable to have the eubsidiary currency neces-

sary in small payments, formed of the same metal as

the principal currency, or as the bullion for which

paper is made i xchangeablc, silver ought, in prefer-

ence, to be adopted as the standard.

B Mr Ricardo's plan should bo again adopted, and

if it should be deemed inexpedient to change the

standard, jt would not be proper to make any altera-

tion on the late act, allowing a seignorage of 6 per

ami. on the silver coin ; for, without some very great

change in the present comparative value of gold and

silver, tlie imposition of this seignorage will prevent

all risk of the fusion or exportation of the subsidiary

currency. Neitlier, on the suppf)silion that silver

w'cre to be assumed ais the standard, could there be

any valid objection kgainst continuing the seigno-

rage. For, as notes would be exchangeable for hul-
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Hooqf. lion, 4ind nol far 6oIq, it would not cause yujjp^uc-

tiod oFth^i .^aind^Wi'^hnte it would have the benefi-

cial eifeet (llt.^ri!3WatiAg the to6 great nnulttplieation

of the aubaitndll^y cuttenejr, and of relieving the coun-

try of the expences of coinage.
^ ^

Were a toignoragd' dharged on the gold coins, pa«^

per, it is obvioas, might be depreciated to the full

extent of that seignorage, before it would be the in-

terest of the holders to demand coin for the purpose

of melting it into bullion, and consequently before

the check of anecie payments could begin to opera^
But, even with such a seignorage, the risk of pa]W
i|lbng depreciated, -might be completely avoided, by

making ?t obligatory on the bank to pay their notes,

in buUiony at the mint price of L.3, 17s. lOjd.

an Ounce, or coin, at the pleasure of the holder. A
regulation of tj|)fa kind could not be justly considered

as imposing an^ hardship on the bank ; foe it is phitn,

that no bullion would ever be deniandedYrom it, ex-

cept when, by the issue of too much paper, its value

had been sunk below the standard.

SacT. VI.

—

Standard^Money.^Degradation of ike

Standard in Italy, France, Great Britain, and other

Countries^—Pernicious Efects of this Degrada-

Uohm

BUtfiilara of By the standard of money is meant the degree of

purity or fineness of the metal contained in the

tS^ns of a particular country, and the quantity or

weight of such metal contained in these coins.

Twelve ounces of the metal, of which standard Eng-

lish silver coins are made, contains 11 ounces 2 dwts.

fine, and 18 dwts. alloy; and of a pound Troy of this

standard silver, our money pound, called the pound
Sterling, contains 66 shillings, or parts of * of

a pound Troy of fine silver, that is, IGHjig grains.

From the 43d of Elizabeth down to 1816, when the

act 56th Geo. TIL cap. 68, imposing a seignorage of

^out G Jier cent, on the silver coin, was passed, the

|>ound weight of standard silver bullion had been

coinefd into 62 shillings. All the English silver coins

have been coined out of silver of 11 oz. 2 dwts. fine,

from the Conquest to this moment, cxce|)t for a short

period of sixteen years, f>om 34th Henry VIII. to

the 2d Elizabeth.

Purity (if The puritj^ of gold is hot estimated in Great Bri-
Kjjgliifh other l^opcan countries, by the

weights commonly in il||& but by an Abyssinian

weight, called a carat. ^ ’ The carats are subdivided

into four parts, called grainaj and these again into

quarters ; so that a carat grain, with respect to the

common divisions of a pound Troy, is equivalent to

2i penny-Arcights. Gold of the higbMt degree of

fineness, hr pure, is said to be 24 caratrfllnb. When
gold coins Mrc first made at the Englisli-^niint, the

standard of ttie gold put in them was of 25 Carats

3j grains fine, and i grasin alloy ; and so it conti-

nued, without any variation, JS tlie 18th Henry VlIL,

iy.
wlia kt that year first hitroduced a new atandawd of

goM of 2^ corM fine, and 2 carats alloy. Tfew*Gmt

of theeo standards was callodilie old ttasidard ; the

second wai called the new standavd, or crown g^d,
because crowns, or pieces of the raine of fivedHl-
lings, were first coined of thitnewstomdard. Henry
Vlll.* made his gold coins of both these standards

under different denominations ; and this practice

was continued by his successors until 1683. From
that period to the present, the gold of which the

coins of this kingdom have been made has been irl-

variabty of the artu standard, or crown gold ; though
some of the coins made of the old standard previ-

ously to 1658 continued to circulate till 1732, when
they were forbidden to be any longer current. (Li-

verpool On Coins, p. 27.)

The standard of our present gold coins is, there- of

fore, 1
1
parts of fine^^jjoid, and 1 part of alioy. I'he

pound Troy of such standard gold is divided into 44 ^
guineas, each of which ought, consequently, when

fresh from the mint, to weigh of 12 ounces, or 5
445

dwts. yjjt! grains. The sovereign, or twenty shilling

piece, weighs 5 dwts. grains of standard gold,

or 4 dwts. l7£xVi t K^ii'us of pure gold.

'J'ln; alloy in coins is reckoned of no value. It

is allowed, in order to save the trouble and expcncc

that would be incurred in refining the metals,

as to bring them to the highest degree of purity

;

and because, wlicn its quantity is small, it has a ten-

dency to render tlic coins harder, and less liable to

be worn or rubbed. If the quantity of alloy were

considerable, it would lessen the sp)endour and the

ductility of the precious metals, and would add too

much to the weight of the coins.

Having thus ascertained what the standard of mo-
ney really is, we shall now proceed to examine the

effects produced by variations in the standard. This

is, both in a practical and historical point of virnv, a

very important inquiry.

To make any direct alteration in the terms of the AV.rKitioi.H

contracts entered into between individuals, would
a degree of barefaced oppression, and of wanton and'^I^TT*

'

tyrannical interference with the nglits of property,

that could not be tolerated. Those, therefore, wlio

have hitherto endeavoured to enrich one part of so-

cietj^, at the cxpcnce of another, have found it ne-

cessary to act with greater caution and reserve.

Tlicy have been obliged to substitute artifice for

open and avowed injustice. Instead of directly

altering the stipulations in contracts, they have
ingeniously bethought themselves of altering the

standard, by a reference to which these stipula-

tions had been adjusted 1 They have not said,

in BO many words, that lO or QO per cent, should
be added to or deducted from the mutual debts and
obligations of society, but they have really effected

the same thing, by making a proportional change in

the value of die currency. Men, in their bargains,

• Tfit! carat Is a bean, of sn Abyssinian tree, called Kitara. This bean, from the time rtf its

hclBg gathered, varies very IWteIn iis^cight, and seems to have been, in the earliest apes, a weight for
£;old in Africa. In India it is used as a weight for diamonds, &c. Bruce’s 7V«veI», Vol. V. p. 66, -

)
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do not, as we have already ehown, stipulate for sigm
or measures of value, but for real equivalentB. Money
is not merely the standard by a comparison with
Hsbtch the relative value of commodities k ancertain-

any given period ; but it is also the equivalent
by the delivery of a fixed amount of which, the sti-

pulations in idmost all contracts and engagements
may he discharged. It is plain, therefore, that no
variation can take place in its value, without essen-
tially affecting all these stipulations. Every addition
to the value of money must make a corresponding
addition to the debts of the state, and of every indi-
vidual

; and every diminution of its value must make
a coiTes])ond)ng diminution of these debts. Suppose
that, owing to an increased difficulty of production,
or to the increase of the quantity of bullion contain*
cd in coins of the same denomination, the value of
money is raised 20 per cent., it is plain that 20 per
cent, is, in consequence, added to all the various
sums in which one part of society indebted to the
other part. Though the 7i(mn/ial rent of the farmer,
for example, is not increased by tliis means, his real

rent is increased; He continues to pay the same
number of pounds or livres as formerly ; but the
pound or tlic livre is become more valuable, and re-

quires the sacrifice of one-fifth part more of corn, of
labour, or of any other commodity wliose value has

remained stationary, to obtain them. On the other

hand, had the value of money fallen 20 per cent., the

advantage, it is plain, would have been all on the

side of the farmer, who would have been entitled to

claim a discharge from his landlord, when he had
paid him only Jour-fifihs of the rent he had really

bargained for.

But, notwithstanding it Is thus obviously necessary,

in order to prevent the pernicious subversion of pri-

vate I'ortnncs, and the falsifyingof all precedent con-

tracts, that the standard of money, when once fixed,

should he religiously kept sacred, there is nothing

that has been so frequently changed. We do not

here allude to those variations which alFcct the value

of the material of which the standard itself is com-

posed, and against which it is impossible to guard,

but to the changes which have hecn made in the

(/nantitp of that material contained in the #ame no-

minal sura of money. In almost every country, debt-

ors have been enriched at the exgence of their cre-

ditors. The necessities, or the extravagance of go-

vernments. have forced them to borrow ; and to re-

lieve themselves of the incumbrances they had con-

tracted, they have almost universally had recourse to

tlie disgraceful expedient of degrading the coin ;

that is, of cheating those who had lent them money

the extent of the degradation, and of enabling

every otiicr debtor in their dominions to do the same.

The ignorance of the public in remote ages facili-

tated this species of fraud. Had the names of the

coins been changed when the quantity of metal con-

tained in them was diminished, there would have

been no room for misapprehension. But, although

.ithe weight of the coins was undergoing perpetual,

and their purity occasional reductions^ their ancient

denominations were almost uniformly p’^eserved ; and

the people who saw the same names s’ill remaining

after the substance was diminished,—who saw coins

'N

of a iiiliiiln weight and fineness circulate under the
names of florins, livres, and pounds, and who saw

'

them continue to circulate as such, after both thoir

weight and the degree of their fineness had been
lessened, began to think that they derived their va-

fPjue mote from tlie stamp affixed to them, by autho-
rity of government, than from the quantity of the
precious metals they contained. This was long a

very prevalent opinion. But the rise of prices wfiich

invariably followed every reduction of the standard,
and the derangement that was thereby occasioned
te ©very pecuniary transaction, undeceived the pub-
lic, and taught them, though it has not yet
their rulers, the expediency of preserving the stawf-
ard of money inviolate.

Before proceeding to notice the changes made in Manner of

the currency of this and other countries, it may be
proper to observe, that the standard is generally

debased in one or other of the undermentioned ways.

By simply altering the denominations of the

coins, without making any alteration in their weight
or purity. Thus, suppose sixpence, or as much sil-

ver as tlicre is in sixpence, should be called a shil-

ling, then a shilling would be two shillings, and
twenty of these sliillings, or ten of our present shil-

lings, would constitute a pound sterling. This would
be a reduction of 50 per cent, in the standard.

2d, The standard may be reduced, by continu-

ing to issue coins of the same weight, but mak-
ing them baser, or with less pure metal and morp
alloy.

Sd, It may be reduced, by making the coins of

the same degree of purity, but of diminished weight,

or with less pure metal : or it may be reduced part-

ly by one of these methods, and partly by another.

The first of these methods of degrading the stand-

ard was recommended by Mr Lowndes in ] C95, and
if injustice is to be done, it is certainly, on the

whole, the least mischievous mode by which it can

be perpetrated. It saves all the trouble and

pcnce of a rccoinage ;
but as it rendero the fraud

too obvious, it has been but seldom resorted to. In

inquiries of this kind, however, h is rarely necessa-

ry to investigate the manner in w’hich the stand-

ard iiHS been degraded. And by its reduction or

degradation, uniformly mean,* unless when the

contrary is distinctly expressed, a diminution of the

quantity of pure mctnl contained in coins of tlie

same denomination

f

witho^ regard to the particular

mode in which such diminution may have been ef-

fected.

In conformity with what we have observed in the

first section ol'this article, relative to the universali-

ty of tlie ancient practice of weighing the precious

m jtals in every exchange, it is found that the coins of

almost eVOry country have the same names as the

weights (fommonly used in them. To these weights

the corns at first exactly corresponded. Thus the

talent was a weight used in the earliest periods by tlw

Greeks, the as or pondo by the Romans, the hvre

by the French, and the powid by the Knglish at^

the Scotch, ke . ; and the coins originally in use in

Greece, Italy, and Fngland, received the

same deDominatioiijii'^ind weighed prrcisidy a talent,

a pondo, a livrc, and a pound. The standard has not,

1
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however, been preserve^, inviolate, either &>wcient
or modern times. But ihe limits within which^ an
article of tfai^ kind hiust^be confined, prevents us

from tracing the various changes in the money of

this and other opuntries, ^ith the minuteness which

as was reduced to half att bunce, or to of its an- Money.

Cleat weight, at which it continued till Pliny's time

and long after, f ^

«

The denarius, the principal silver coiu in useamong Proportion

the llomfdi^, for a period of 600 years, was coinedMe

History ot'

the Money
of Rome.

ut

the As.

the importance of the subject deserves, and oblige8*'®"5^carB before the first Punic war, and was, as its name
us to notice only those tfiat were most prominent.

* ‘

Roman Money.—We learn from PJiny, that the

first Roman coinage took place in the reign of 8^r-

vius Tullus, that is, accarding to the common chro-

nology, about 550 years before Christ. The as or

pondoj of this early period, contained a Roman poun#
oi^opper, the metal then exclusively used in the

I^oman coinage, and was divided into twelve parts or

If we may rely on Pliny, this simple and na-

tu^fiil system was maintained until 2.^0 years before

our era, or until the first Punic war, when the re-

venues of the slate being insufTicient^ the govern-

ment attempted to supply the deficicncj^ b} reduc-

ing the weight of the as from 12 to 2 ounces 1 But

it IS extremely improbable, that a government, which

had maintained its standard inviolate for .SOO years,

should, have commenced the work of degradation/

by at once reducing t^eir standard ti) a aicciti part

of its former amount; ond it is equally impro-

bable that so sudden and excessive a reduction

could have been made in the value of the current

money of the slate, and, consequently, in the debts

due by one individual to another, without occasion-

io^ the most violent commotions. Nothing, however,

is said in any ancient writer, to entitle us to infer

that such commotions actually took place, and we,

tiierefore, concur with those who think that the

weight of the as had been previously reduced, and
that its diminution, which, it is most probable, would be

gradual and progressive, had merely been carried to

the extent mentioned by Pliny during the first Punic

war. In the second Punic war, or 215 years before

Christ, a further degradation took place, and the

freight of the as was reduced from troo ounces to o//c

ounce. And by the Papyrian law, supposed to have

passed when Hapyrius furdus was I'ribune of the

Ig^eople, or 175 years before Christ, the weight of the

imports, rated in the mint valuation at 10 asses. Mr
Greaves, whose dissertation on the denarius has been

deservedly eulogised by Gibbon (Decline and Fall,

Voi. TIL p. 89), shov^ that the denarius weighed at

first only one- seventh of a Roman ounce, 7. which, if

Pliny's 'account of the period when the weight of the

as was first reduced was correct, would give the

value of silver to copper in the Roman mint as 810
to J, which Mr Greaves very truly calls a “ most
unadvised proportion,^* But if wc suppose, with Mr
Pinkerton (Essay on Medals, Vol. L p. 1S2, edit.

1789), that when the denarius was first issued, the

as only weighed 3 ounces, the proportion of silver to

copper would be as 252 to 1 a propo^Uon which,

wlicn the as was soon after reduced to '2 ounces,

would be as 168 to I, or about a third more than in

the British mint. When, in the second Punic war,

the as was reduced from 2 ounces to 1, the denarius

was rated at 16 ascs.

During his stay in Italy, Mr Greaves weighed Vrlut of tl;.

many of the consular denarii, that is, as he explains H-u.inufe,

himsell', of tlio denarii that were struck after the

second Punic war, and previously to the government
of the Cicsars, and he found, by frequent and exact
Iriuls, the best and most perfect of them to weigh 62
grain.s English Troy weight. (CJreaves’ fVorhsy Vol. 1.

p. 262.) Now, as the English shilling (new coinage)

contains very nearly 87 J
grains standard silver, this

would give S^d. for tlie value of the consular dena-
rius. We should, however, fall into the grossest

mistakes, if we indiscriminately converted the sums
mentioned in the Latin authors by this or any other

fixed proportion. It is not enough to enable us to

judge of the real value of a coin, that we know its

weight; we must also know the degree of its purity,

or the fineness of the metal of which it is made. But
Mr Greaves did not assay any of the denarii weighed

* It is impossible for us to enter in this place into any discussion relative to the value of the Grecian mo-
ney. It is, however, a subject of no little interest and curiosity. M. Rome dc Tlsle, in his TratiC' de Me-
trologic, published in 178{j|^' has giv^ an account of the weight, iind of the degree of fineness of an immense
number of attic dt achmas 'nnd tetrddrachnias. But he does not seem to have been more fortunate than liis

predecessors, in deducing lh» value of the talent fiomf-the weight of the drachmas. The errors and absur-

dities into which modern critics and commentators have fallen, in estimating the value of the sums men-
tioned in ancient authors, is indeed astonishing. They arc ably pointed out in a short essay, Delu Monyioie

des Peuples Anciens, in the supplemental volume added by Gamier to his translation of the Wealth of Na-
tions, >

-|- “ Servii^s^rex primus signaMt ocvS. Antea rudi usos Romm Remeus tradit. Signaturn est nola pecudum
unde et pectiSMa appellata. * Argentum signaturn est anno uibis DLXXXV. Q. Fabio Cos. quinque annos
ante primum belluio Puniciim. Et placuit denarius pro X. libris mris, quinarius pro quinque, sestertium

pro, dipondio ac semisse. aulem poudiis a-ris imrainutum bello Punico primo cum impensis resp.

non suSceret, constitutumqiie ut asses sextentario pondcre ferirentur. Ita quinque partes factm luevi, dis-

soiutumque ffis alienuin.** Postea, Annibale Ofgente, Q, Fabio Maximo Dictaiorc, asses unciales facti -.

placuitque denarium XVI. a.isibus permulari, quinarium octonis, sestertium quaternis. Ita resp. dimidiiini

lucrata est. Mox lege Papym senmncialeg asses facti.'*—(Pliuii, Mist. Nat, Lib. 33, cap. S. Ed. Lugd.,

Bat. 1669.)
‘

% This is indeed decisively proved by a passage in Celsus. Sed et antea sciri volo in uncia pondus de-
narionim esse septem ’* (Ceis, Lib. lo, cap, 17.)
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Money, by him. And although it were true, as most probably sions. The sestertius, or money utiii of the Romans, Money.

it is, that, from the first coinage of silver in the ^SSth was precisely the fourth part of a denarius. Nostri
year of the city to the reign of Augustus, the weight autem, says Vitruvius, lib. 3. cap. 1, primo decernfk^

of the denarius had remained constant at ^th of a cerunt antiquum nnmerum, ei in denario denos tvreos

Roman ounce, or about 62 grains
; and jtbat, from a&ses con^itueruntf et ea re compositio nummi ad ho*

the reign of Augustus to that of Vespasian, it onlyOtlidiernum diem denarii^ nomen reiinet) ciiamque quar-

declined in weight from ^th to^th ofan ounce;* still ^^772 ejus pm tern, quod efficiehatur ex duohus assihus

it is abundantly certain that its real value had been ct ieriio semisse sESTERTWM^ominaverunt. When,
reduced to a much greater extent. Of this fact the therefore, the denarius was worth 8 id., the sesterce

authority of Pliny is decisive
; f^r he expressly states,

that Livius Drusus, who was Tribune of the people in

the 662d year of the city, or 177 years after the first

coinage of silver, debased its purity, by allaying it

with ^th part of copper. (Lib. 33, cap. 3, previously

quoted.) And in a subsequent chapter .9th) of

the same book, he informs us that Anthony the Tri-

umvir mixed iron with the silver of the denarius

;

and that, to counteract these abuses, a law was af-

terwards made providing for the as.^-ay of tlie dena-

rii, Some idea of the extent to which the debase-

ment of the purity oF the coins had been carried,

and of the disorder which had in consequence been
occasioned, may be formed from tlie circumstance,

also mentioned by Pliny, of statues being every where

erected in honour of Marius (Jratidianus, by whom
the law for the assay had been proposed ! Rut this

law was not long respected ;
and many imperial de-

narii are now in existence, consisting of mere plated

copper. (Uazinghen, Dietionnaire dc MonnoieSy Tom.

II. p. G4.)

Gold was first coined at Rome 62 years after sil-

M. Aiirais ver, in the .51«7th year of the city, and2(M< years be-

fore Christ. The aureus originally weighed part

of the qiondo' or Roman pound
;
but by sue essivc

reductions its weight was reduc^*d, in the reign of

Consfautinc, to only y^d part of a pound. The pu-

rity, however, as w ell as the weight of the aureus was

diminished. Under Alexander SevcTus it was alloy-

ed with ^th of silver. We learn from Dion Cas.sius,

who was contemporary w ith Severus, that the aureus

was rated at 25 denarii; a proportion which Mr
Pinkerton thinks was always maintained under the

Emperors. (Essmj on Medals^ Vol. I. p. 1-J8.)

X ,.iu
'Hie want of attention to this progressive degrada-

tion has led tlie translators of, and commentators on,

ancient writers, to the most extraordinary conclu-

must have been worth 2^(1. But the sestertius being

thus plainly a multiple of, and bearing a fixed and

i^etermined proportion to the denarius, and conse-

quently to the as, the aureus, and the other coins

generally in use, it must have partaken of all thtiSr

fluctuation'^'. When tliey were reduced, tlie sestertius

must have been reduced likewise
;
for if it had not

been so reduced, or, whicli in effect is the same

thing, if it had been necessary to increase the quan-

tity of the degraded denarii and aurei contained in a

given /sum oi‘ sestertii in proportion to their degra-

dation, nothing, it is obvious, could have been gain-

ed by falsifying the standard. But as we know that

^ on one occasion the republic got rid of one- half of

its debts—respublica dimidium lucrata est—by sim-

ply reducing the standard of the as, it is certain that

the value of the sestertius must have fallen in the

same propoition, just as in England we should re-

duce the pound sterling, our money unity by reduc-

ing the shillings of whicli it is made up. t

But, altliougii it had not been possible to produce Errors of Hr

such clear and explicit testimony to show tlic' conti- ArbutJinm

lined degradation of the Itoman money, the obvious ntlicrs

absurdity of many of the calculations which have

been framed, on the supposition of its remaining

stationary at the rates fixed in tlio earlier ages of tlie

comnionweultli, would liavc siiflicieiitl}' established

the fact of its degradation. Dr Aibulhnot/s Tahlcs

of Anuent Coinfiy which, for nearly a century, have

been considered in England, and in the greater part

of the Continent, as of the highest authority, ^^e

constructed on the hypothesis that the denarii weir-

ed by Mr Greaves were of equal purity wdih l.ng-

]hh fitatHlard silver, and that no Mibsequent diminu-

tion luul been made either lu their weight or i nenois !

'riic conclu’^ions derived Ironi such data aie y.’ecisely

of the same sort we should arrive at, it, in estimating

* Greaves, Vol. 1. n. 331. Gibbon’s MisccUancoui IVorhsy \ ol. V. p. 7l.

+ All the writers on ancient coins, with the sing^p exception ot Mr Pinkerton agree m supposing the ses-

tertius to have been originally, and to have always continued to be, a silwr coin, idi 1 inkcrtoii has, lowcvcr,

den.e.l this opinion, and on file authonty of the' followin« pa.sa«o of Pliny, contends that the B-'erUns

nt the lime when Pliny wrote, whatever it miglit liave been bciore, j hrai,>. com.
Jo-

in MariLr,um conwna. quod et Cordubeiae dkitur. Hoc ,i Lx-omo c.admmmuxo^-mcscxo^ f, ct

^
^

nitaiem imitatur in siisTEinus, vuPONDiAnmauE, Vypria suo As^sifir-^oTUenUs. Lib. ,
c ^ ^

,

terallv. “ The greatest glory of brass is now due to the Marian, also called that o( ( tudova. iiie, aiui

Uie Dvi4n, absorbs the greatest quantity of ia/xis calaxxibiax'i -, and i.mtatcs tlie

Z Jre«) in our SKSTe'nx and

^

upondi^hi., the asses being contemed w.th the ^ ^^
had previously observed, that the Cyprian was the least valuable brass.) Ph s pi..,.sigt .s,

in favour, of Mr Pinkerton’s hypothwis. But, in the abs«.ce of posmve testimony the molt the

sestertius miuht be relied on as a sufficient proof that it could not be silver. When the dcimrnis wcig le i

SSSe sbtertius must have weighed 15^. and been worth 2/,d. ;
but^, com of so s.nal » -

^
^e

o ? . . .t ‘ I t.rfMiirl hppn nxiiTfitiiclv iint to bavc been lost, aiuitrains, the sestertius must nave weigneu lo.], aim oeeu wuim

Scarcely equal to one-third of one of our sixpences, would liave been cx^emely apt to ba t
. .

’

could not lave been struck by the rude methods used in the Roman mint with

even tolerable precision. It is, therefore, much more reasonable to suppose that it was br.u .
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the ralue of a French liyre previouslj to the'^ero-
]ution^ we took for granted ihat it weighed apound of

pure sityer, as in the reiga of Charlemagne. Among
many other thtngKeven more extraordinaiy, we learn

from Arbuthnot;, that Juliaa Caesar,when he set out for^

Spmn^afterhisprsgtorthip, was just 1.2^018,229 Stcr- j

ling worse than nothing,» that Augustus received, in

legacies from his friends, L. 32,291,666,—that tlic

estate of Pallas, fijreedman of Crassus, was worth
L. 2,421,875, and, which is still better, that he re-

ceived L. 121,093 as a reward for his virtues and
frugality^— J£sop, the tragedian, had a dish

se^ed up at bis table which cost^4|843,-—that Vi*

tdinus spent t..7,265,625 in twelve months in eating

and drinking,—and tl^at Vespasian, at his accession

to the empire, declared, tliat an annual revenue of

L. 322,916,666 would bo necessary to keep the state

machine in motion 1 It is astonishing, that none of

our scholars or commentators seem ever to have
been struck with the palpable extravagance of such
conclusions—conclusions w'hich, to use the words of

Gamier, " ont mis Pllistoiro Ancichne, sous Ic rap-

})ort des valeurs, au m^mc degr6 dc vraisemblance

que les contes de Mille et um Nuits!*' They have,

we believe, without any exception, slavishly co-'

pied the errors of Arbuthnot
; and to this hour

the computations in the works on Roman antiqui-

ties used in our most celebrated schools and uni-

versities, are all borrowed from his work ! It ought
to be remembered, that the value of gold and silver

must, because of the greater poverty of the mines
of the old world, and the comparatively small pro-

gress made by the ancients in the art of mining, have
been much greater in antiquity than at present But,
without taking this circumstance into account, the

computations referred to are too grossly and obvi-

ously erroneous to deserve the smallest attention.

Vespasian^ we bchcfve, would have been very well Mon«y.

satisfied with a revenue of SO mflfions; and tliere

are good groands for supposing that the RotOan re-

venue, when at the highest, never amoonted to ao

^rge a smb. (Gibbon, Vol. 1. p. 260.)

French Money.—l?'rom about (be year 800, in iifetory of

the reign of Charlemagne,
,
to the year 1103, in tli€*ll®^"^y

reign of Philip L, the French 4tere, or money unit/'

contained exactly a pound w^ht, or 12 ounoea

(poids do marc) of pure silver. It was divided into

twenty sola, each of which, of course, weighed

of a pound. This ancient standard was first violat-

ed by Philip I., who made a considerable diminution

of the quantity of pure silver contained in the sols.

The example having been once set, it was so well

foUowed op, that, in 1180, the livre was reduced w
less than one^fourth part of its twiginal weight of

pure silver. In almost every succeeding reign there

w^as a fresh diminution. " La monnoye," says L«
Blanc, qui est la plus precieuee et im|>or>

tantc des mesures, a change en France prwque aussi

Bouvent que nos habits out change de mode !” And
to such an extent had the process ^of degradation

been carried, that, at the epoch of the Revolution,

the livre did not contain a sr.vKNTy-ErGnTii part of

the silver contained in the livre of Charlemagne !

^^ * ’**

It would then have required 7885 livres really to ex-

tinguish a debt of 100 livres contracted in the ninth

or tenth centuries ; and an individual who, in that

remote period, had an annual income of 1000 livres,

was as rich, in respect to money, as those who, at

the Revolution, enjoyed a revenue of 78,850 livres.

(PauCton, Traits des Mesures, Poids^ &c. p. 693.)

We subjoin an abridged table, calculated by M.
Denis, exhibiting the average value of the French
livre in dillereut periods, from the year 800 to the

Revolution

;

RcigQ4. Years.

Value of the Livre

in the Current Mo-
ney of not).

From the 32d year of Charlemagne to the 43d year
of Philip!., - « - or from 800 to 110.%

Lime. Sole.

78 17

Dch.

0
Part ofthe reign of Philip L, Louis VI., and VII. 110.3 — 1180, IS IS 8
Philip tl, and Louis VIII. 1180— 1226, ID la
Louis IX. and Piiilip IV. 1220 — i.'Jll, 18 3 5
Louis X. and Philip V. - - ..1.. 1314— 1322, 17 3 5

Charles IV. and l^hilip VI, .... 1322 — 13,50, 14 11 10
John, - - . . . — 1850 — 1304, 9 19
Charles V. - - - - ^ — — 1.380, 9 9 8
Charles VI 1.380 — 1422, 7 2 3
Charles VH, . . . . 1422 — 14b’l, 5 13 9
Louis XI. - • . . ... 146l — 1483, 4 19 7
Charles Vfll. - j « 148S — 1498, 4 10 7
Louis Xll. - ... .... J498— ISIS, S 19 8
Francis I. .i... ISIS— I Sir, S 11 2

Henry 11. and Francis 11. — 1S47-^1S60, s 6
Charles IX. . .... 1560— 1574, 2 18 7
Henry III. .... — 1574— 1589, 2 12 11

Henry IV. - - . . * . — 1589 — I6iq^ 2 8 0
LouUXIII. - - _ 1610— 164S, 1 15 s
Louis XIV. , - - .

Louis XV. - .

_ I643«r- 171^, 1 4 11
... 1715 — 1720, 0 8 0

Louis XV. and XVI. - — 1720— 1789, 1 0 0
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Those who wish fbr a AiH and detailed account of
^ the varioiis changes in the weight and purity of the
Frendi'tooins, may, besides the excellent work of Le
Blanc, eOnsult the elaborate and very complete tables

at page 905 of the Traite des Mesures of Pauctoa^
and at page 197 of the Ensai sur ks Mannoies or
Dupr6 de St Maur,

It was hot to be expected, that degradations ori-

ginating in the necessities, the ignorance, and the

rapacity of a long scries of arbitrary princes, should
be made according to any fixed principle* Tlicy

were sometimes the result of an increase in the de-

nomination of the coins ; but more frequently of a
diminution of the purity of the metal of which they
were struck. A degradation of this kind was not so

easily detected, and, in order to render its discovery

still more difficult, Philip of Valois, Jolm, and some
of the other kings, obliged the oflicers of the mint to

swear to conceal the fraud, and to onJea^ our to make
tlie merchants believe that the coins were of full va-

lue ! (Lh Blanc, p. 212.)a‘ Sometimes one species

of money was reduced, without any alteration being

made in tlie oilers. No sooner, however, had the

people in their dealings manifested a preference, as

they uniformly did, for tlie money which had not

been reduced, than its circulation was forbidden, or

its value brought down to the same level with the

rest. {Id* Introduction, p. 20.) In order to render

the subject more obscure, and the better to conceal

their incessant frauds, individuals w'crc at one time

C5ompelled to reckon exclusively by livrcs and sols,

nt other limes by crowns or ecus, and not unfre-

qucntly they were obliged to refer in computing to

coins which were neitJier livrcs, sols, nor crowns,

but some multiple or fractional part thereof. The
injurious effects of these constant fluctuations in the

value of money are forcibly depicted by the French

historians. And so insupportable did they become,

Uiut, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, seve-

cstablished in France by Charlemagne, had been in- Money-
troduced into England previously to the invasion of
William the Conqueror, and was continued, wilihoot
any alteration, till the year lS00,in theSSth Edward L,

. when it was for the first time violated, aj^4 the value- w—.-v. MM*
of the pound Sterling degraded to the extent of
per cenU But, the really pernicious effect of this de-
gradation did not consist so much in the trifling ex-
tent to which it was carried by Edward, as in the ex*
ample whicJi it afibrded to his less scvopulous suc-
cessors, by whom the standard was gradually debased,
until, in 1601, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, 62is-

ware coiimd out of a pound weight of silver. This Was D<jgradatio.>

a reduction of above tw-lhirds in the staiMdard; sp of tljo Pimmi

that all chc stipulations in contracts, entered into in
the reigns immediately subsequent to the CoKiqueat,
might, in 1601, and since, be legally discharged by
the payment of less than one^hird of tlie sums that
had been really bargained for. And yet the stand-
ard has been much less degraded in England than in

any other country !

The tables annexed to this artick give an
ample account of these degradations, and also give
die weight of tlie gold coins, and the proportianal
value of gold to silver, estimated both by d>e mint,

regulations, and by the quantity of fiove gold and
fine silver contained in the different coins.

Scottish Money.—In the same manner as the Of ScoUami.

English had derived their system of coinage from the
’

French, the Scots derived tlwirs from the English.

From 1296 to the coins of both divibions of
the island were of the same size ond purity. Out,

at the last mentioned period, it was attempted to fill

up the void occasioned by the remittance of the ran-

som of David 11. to England, by a degradation of

the coins. Till this time, the money of Scotland

had been current in England, upon the same footing

with the money of that country; and the preserva-

tion of tills I'tpiality is assigned by Edward III. as a

ral cities and provUioes were glad to purchase the

precarious and little res|)ccted privilege of having

ooins of a fixed stamlard, by aubiuitting to the impo-

silion of heavy taxes. (Le Blanc, p. 9fl.)

In the duchy of Nnrmandy, when it was governed

by the English monarchs, there was a tax on hearths

paid every three years, called moiieUigium, in return

for which the sovereign engaged not to deia&e his

coins- This tax was introduced into England by our

early kings of the Norman race ; but Henry I. in

the first year of his reign, was induced to abandon it,

and it has not since been revived. (Liverpool On

Coins, p. lO?.")

According to the present regulations of the Frencli

Mint, the coins contain ^l^tlis of pure metal, and

^tgth of alloy. ThefranCf which is equal to 1 livre,

0 sols, cieniers, weighs exactly 5 grammes, or

77.2205 English Troy grains. The gold piece of 20

francs weighs 1 02.96 English grains. (Peuchet,

litatisiiqtte Klemtntaire de la France^ p.. 536.)

Of LuKland. Enc.lisii Money.—In England, at the epoch of

the Norman Conquest, the iUver.nr money pound,

weighed exactly twelve ounces Towtr weight. It

was divided into twenty sh tilings, amd each shilling

into twelve pencjc, or sterlings. This coin-

age, which is in every respect the same with that

reason for his degrading the English coins. But
this equilibrium wus soon after deranged. In the

first year of llobort III. (1390), the .Scottisii coin

only passed for lialf its nominal value in England

;

and, m 1395, Jiichard 11- ordered timt its currency,

as money, slioiild cntJreiy cease, and tliat its value

should be made to depend exclusively on the weight

of tiie gciuiir»e metal contained in it. “ To close

this point at once/’ says Mr pjukerton, the Scot-

tibh money, equal in viduc to tlm English till 1355,

sunk by degrees, reign after reign, owing to suc-

ceeding public calamities, and Uve consequent im-

noverkliuicnt of tl)e kingdom, till, in l(jOO, it was on-

ly a iuoelflh part of the value of EnglisJi money of the

same denos|<4uaiion, and rornuined at that point till the

union of the kingdoms cancelled the Scottibh coin-

age.'*—(£.v,vai/ on Medals, il. p. 99-)

The tables" at the end of this article exhibit the

successive degradations both of the iscottish silver

and gold coins.

At the Union, in 1707, it was ordered that nil the

silver coins current in Scotland, foreign as well as

domestic, except Ei^lish coins of lull weiglit, should

be brought to the fcnk of Scotland, to be carried

to the mint to bo recoined. In compliance with this,

order, there was brought in,



Money. L, t, rf. BO greater value than of ah English penny ; it Money.

Of foreign silver money (Sterling), 132^080 17 9 w so small, that, in estimauhg its value in other oeins;'

Milled Scottish coins, - 96,^56 13 0 it is reckoned by hundreds and thousands. The
Coins struck by hammer, - 14^,180 0 0 moeda, or moidore, is equal to 4800 reis ; and this

English milled coin, - 40,000 0' 0|iL little coin has now, in fact, no existence but in name.
' " > S^ch has been the fate of all these coins, and such

Total, L. 41 1 , 117 10 9 is their present state <rf their 4apreciatioit/*—(Liver-

pool on Coins, p. 111.)
"

Mr Euddiman conjectures, apparently with con- Russian Moi9Ey.-«-The following, according to M. or

siderable probability, that the value of the Scottish Storch, are the fluctuations in the weight and value

gold coins, and of the silver coins not brought in, of the rouble, or money unit Of Russia, since 1700-

amounted to abouf^as much more. Much suspicion

wiBis entertained of the measure of a recoinage ; and
“ - -

that large proportion of the people who were hos-

tile to the Union, and who did not conceive it could the Rouble. Rouble of

be permanent, brought very little of their money to

the bank. Only a few of the hoarded coins have

been preserved, the far greater part having either

been melted by the goldsmiths, or exported to other

countries. (Preface to Anderson’s Diplomata, p.

17fl.)

Offrthna. Irish Money.—The gold and silver coins of

Great Britain and Ireland are now the same, and

have been so for a considerable period. The rate,

however, at which these coins circulate in Ireland,

or their nominal value as money of account, is 8

per cent, higher than in Great Britain. This differ-

ence of valuation, which is attended with consider-

able inconvenience in adjusting the money transac-

tions between the two countries, has subsisted since

1089- For an account of the various species of me-

tallic money which have at different time.s been cur-

rent in Ireland, we must refer our readers to Mr
Simons' Essay on Irish Coins. *—a work pronounc-

ed by Mr Ruding to be the most valuable of all

the publications on the coinage of any part of the

united empire/’— q/ the Cawage, Preface,

VoL 1. p. 11.)

i)t Her- Money oy Germany, Spain, &c.—A similar pro-

many, ceB8 of degradation had been universally carried on.

III many parts of Germany, the florin, which is still

the integer, or money of account of those countries,

was originally a go/d coin, of the value of about 10s.

of our present money (old coinage). It is now be-

come a silver coin, of the value of only 20d. ; and

its present value, therefore, is only equul to a sixth

part of what it was formerly. In Spain, the mara-

vedi, which was in its origin a Moorish coin, and is

still the money of account of that kingdom, was in

ancient times most frequently made of gold. Le
Blanc observes, that, in 1 2‘JO, the maravedi weighed

84 grains of gold, equal in value to about 148. (old

coinage) of our present money. But this maravedi,

though its value is not quite the same in all the dif-

ferent provinces of Spain, is now become a small

copper coin, equal in general to only of an Eng-
lish penny j Ih Portugal, the re, or reis, is become of

.^oML UolU. liou. Ct^
1700 - 11 40 2 70J

From ITOato 1718, 5 T 35
— 1718 — 4 83'

4

\5i— 1731 — 176%' 5 1 22.!

— 1762—1821/ 4 *,41 1 0

The principle of degradation has not, how^ever, iimsinn i.i

been uniformly acted upon. The quantity of bullion tb< \ .ii in-

contained in coins of the same denomination hai**''
’

sometimes, though rarely, been increased, and credi-

tors enriched at the expcncc of their debtors. Thit'

method of swindling his subjects is said to have been

first practised by Heliogabalus. The Roman citizens

being bound to pay into the imperial treasury^ not a

certain weight of gold, but a certain number of pieces

of gold, or atitri, the Emperor, whose vices have be-

come proverbial, in order to increase his means oi

dissipation, without appearing to add to the weight

of the taxes, increased the quantity ofiBctnl cimtam-
cd in the aureus; and thus obtained, by a dishonest

trick, what it might liave been difHcult for him t(»

have obtained by a fair and open proceeding. I In

France, the value of the coins has been frequently

raised. During the early part of the reign of I^ilip

Je Bel, who ascended the throne in VZS5, the value

of the coin had been reduced to such an extent as to

occasion the most violent complaints on the part of

the clergy and landholders, and generally of all that

portion of the subjects who could not raise their in-

comes proportionably to the reduction in the value

of money. To appease this discontent, and in coni-

,,,pliance with an injunction of the Popes, the king at

last consented to issue new coins, of the same deno-
mination with those previously current, but which

contained about three times the quantity of silver.

This, however, was merely shifting an oppressive

burden from the shoulders of one class to those of

another, who were less able to bear it. The degraded
money having in circulation for about sixieoi

* Originally printed at Dublin in 1749, in 4to, and reprinted with some a^j^itioos in 1810.

f Lamp. Fi^a Akas. Severi, Cap. 39<—Perhaps Heliogabalus took the hint from Licinius, a frcfdman of

Caesar's, who, i&his goverimeiit of the Gauls under Augustus, divided the year into fourteen months instead

of twelve, becaijie the .Gauls paid a certain monthly tribute !—Dion Cassius, Lib. 7S*

4
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Money. yearB> by far the largeat proportion of the extatiog

contracts must liave adjusted exclustrely with
reference to its value# No wonder, therefore, that

those who were in the situation of debtors should
have declared their repugnance to submit to

shameful an act of injustice as was done them by imU
enhancement of the. value of money, and that they

should have refused*^ make good tlicir engagements,

otherwise than in money of the value of that which

had been current at the time when they were enter-

ed into. The labouring class, to whom every sudden
rise in the value of money is always injurious, having

joined the debtors in their opposition, they broke out

into open rebellion. The people,” says Le Blanc,

being reduced to despair, and having no longer any

thing t.Q care for, lost the respect due to the edict of

his Majesty ;-<i4hcy pillaged the house of the roaster

of the mint, whb was believed to have been the chief

adviser of the measure, besieged the temple, in which

the Ki^iodged, and did all thut an infuriated popu-

lace is Cdfiable of doing.^:., (Tuutt Historique des

Monnoyes dc France^ p. 1ml.) The sedition was ul-

timately supfiessed ;
but it is not mentioned whether

any abatement was made, by authority, from the

claims of the creditors, in the contracts entered into

when the light money was in circulation. It seems

probable, however, from whal is elsewlicre mention-

ed by Le Blanc (Introduction, p. 30), that such w’as

really the case-

ii.Licii.se of The history of the French coinage affords several

i\w Viiluc of instances similar to the very remarkable one we have
Iiu

brought under the notice of our readers; but,

in ICngland, the new coinage in the last year of the

htlwarl V'/ reign of Kdward VI. is the only instance in nhich the

value oi’ money has been augmented by the direct in-

terference of government- Previously to tlie acces-

sion of H«|bry Vlll., the pound of standard silver

bullion, containing ] 1 oz. dwts. of pure silver, and

18 dwts. of alloy, was coined into thirty-seven ehil-

Jings and sixpence. But Henry not only increased

the number of shillings coined out of a pound weight

of silver, but also debated Its purit y. The degrada-

tion was increased under In's son and successor, Ld-

ward VI., in the fifth year of v\ ho«c reign, seventy-

two shillings wx're coined out of a pound weight of

bullion
;
but tliis bullion only contained three oanccs

of pure silver to vine ounces of alloy
;
so that, in fact,

twenty of these shillings were only equal to 4g. 7 t<^-

our present money, including the seignorage. (FoJkes's

Table of English Coins, p. .34.) It appears from the

proclamations issued at tlie time, and from other au-

tlmntic documents, that this excessive reduction of

the value of silver money had been productive of the

greatest confusion A maximum was set on the price

of corn and other necessaries ; and letters were sent

to the gentlemen of the different counties, desiring

them to punish those who refused carry their grain

to market. But it was soon fountl to be (juite impos-

sible to remedy these disorders otherwise than by

withdrawing the base money from circulation, "ihis

was accordingly resolved uspon ;
and, in 1^552, new

coins itere issued, the silver of which was restored to

the old standard of purity, and which, though less

valuable than those m circulation during the early

part of the reign of Henry VIII., were uhove four

VOL# V. TART IJ.

times the value of a large proportion of the same de- Muaey.

nomination that had been in circulation for some
years before.

It is clear to demonstration, however, that sucli a n

rise in the value of money could not liave taken place
without occasioning the most violent commotions,
had all the coins previously m circulation been de-
based. Equal injustice, it niist be remembered, is

always done to the poorest, and not least numerous
class of society, by increasing the value of money, os
is done to the wesdihier classes by depressing it. But,
although government had been disposed to sanction
so enormous an invasion of the right of property, it

is altogether impossible that the country could have
submitl(^d to have had 400 or 450 per cent^ added to

its taxes and other public burdens, by a piece ofleger-
demain of tins kind, or that individuals would have con-
sented to pay so much more than they had originally

bargained for. Inpitead of deserving praise for accom-
plishing such a measure, Kdward VI., by whom the

reformation of the coins was begun, and Elizabeth,

by whom it was completed, would have justly for-

feited the esteem of their subjects, and merited the

deepest execration. The truth is, however, that al-

most no change Iiad been made, during all this pe-

riod, in the vuiuc of the gold coins; and there is, be-

sides, abundance of evidence to show, that a large

supply of the old silver coins had remained in circu-

lation. Now, as there is no mention made of the is-

. sue of the new coins having been attended with any
inconvenience, it is nearly certain, as Mr Harris has
remarked, that, during the period of the debasement
of the standard, individmds liad regulated their con-
tracts chiefly witli reference to the gold or old silver

coins
;
or, which is the same thing, that they had

endeavoured, as well as they couhl, to keep hf (he

elandardj as it had been fixed in the preceding iimes^
(Harris On Coins, Tart 11. p. 3.)

We have been tlius particular in examining this

measure, because it has, of late, been much referred

to. It is plain, however, that it cun give no support
to the arguments of those who have appealed to it as

affording a striking proof of tlie benefits which they
affirm must always re.suli from restoiing a (-ebasedoK

degraded currency to its original jmrity jr weight.

Invariability of value is the gnreat desideratum in a

currency. To elevate the standard after it has been
for a contiderable period depressed, is really not a
measure of justice, but the giving a neto direction

to injustice^ It vitiates and falsiffes the provisions in

one set of contracts, in order properly to adjust those

in some other set

!

This, however, as we have already remarked,

the only instance in which the government of Eng-
land has ever interfered directly to enhance the value

of money. In every other case, w here they have

tampered with the standard, it has been to lower its

value, or, which comes to the same thing, to reduce

their owm debts and those of their subjects.

It is unneces-ary to enumerate in detail the vari- Pojniciou.s

OU8 bad consequences that must have resulted from oi a

these successive changes in the standard of

But, it deserves tol)e temarked, that an arbitrary re- ard.
^

^

duction of the standard docs not afrord any real relief

to the embarrassments of the governments by whom
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Money, it is practised. Their dedU are, it is true, reduced

’ in proportion to the redliction in the Talue of the cur*

rcncy, but tiieir reue^itiu arealBoreducedin the same
proportion. A

.
degraded piece of money wilt not

exchange for the same ifuantity of commodities. To
whatever extent the standard of money may be. re-

duced, prices must, very soon, be raised to the same
extent. If the degradation be 10 per cent., the go-

vernment, as well as every one else, will, henceforth^

be compelled to pay L.llO for those commodities

which it might previously have obtained for L.100.
^ To bring the same re# value into the coSStfa of the

treasury, it is necessary, therefore, that taxation

should be increased whenever the standard is dimi-

nished—a measure always odious, and in som^boun-
tries impracticable.

But a diminution of revenue is not the only bad
effect which governments experience from reducing

the standaid of the currency. A state which has

degraded its money, and cheated its creditors, is un-

able to borrow again on the same favourable terms as

if it had acted with perfect good faith. We cannot

expect to enjoy the reputation of honesty, at the

same time that we are openly pocketing the booty

earned by duplicity and treachery. Those who lend

money to knaves always stipulate for a proportion-

ably high rate of interest. They must not only ob-

tain as much as they could have obtained from the

most secure investments, but they must also obtain

an additional rate or premium, sufficient to cover the

risk thay run in transacting with those who have

given proofs of bad faith, and on whose promises no

reliance can be placed. A degradation oi’ the stand-

ard of value is, therefore, of all others, the most

wretched resource of a bankrupt government. It

will never, indeed, be resorted to, except by those

who are alike unprincipled and ignorant. ^^It occa-

sions,'* says Dr Smith, “ a general and most pernicious

subversion of the fortunes of private people ; enrich-

ing, in roost cases, the idle and profuse debtor at the

expence of the frugal and industrious creditor ; and

transporting a great part of the national capital from

the hands which were likely to increase and improve

it, to those which are likely to dissipate and destroy

it. When it becomes necessary for a state to declare

itself bankrupt, in the same manner as when it be-

comes necessary for an individual to do so, a fair,

open, and avowed bankruptcy, is always the mea-
sure which is both least dishonourable to the deb-

tor, and least hurtful to the creditor. The honour
of a state is surely very poorly provided for, when,

in order to cover the disgrace of a real bankrupt-

cy, it has recourse to a juggling trick of this kind,

so easily seen through, and at the same time so ut-

terly pernicious."— 0/ Naiigns, Vol. III.

p. 4?35.)

Some of the' bad consequences resulting from a

change in the value of money might, indeed, be ob-

viated, bjj^ enadting, that the st^lations in ail pre-

cedent contracts should h^lfaade good, not accord* Money,

ing to the present value o^Ssamey, but to its value

at the time when they were entered into. This prin-
ciple, which is conformable to the just maxim of the

civil law— motieta considerandus aique inspi^

Bendus est, a tempore contractus, non aufent a tempore
solutionis—was acted upon, to % certain extent, at

least, by the Kings of Prance^MhiriDg the ipiddle

ages. Ordonnances of . Philip le Bel, Philip«6f Vg-
lois, and Charles VL, issued subsequently to their

having increased the value of money, or, as the
French historians term it,, returned I'rom the Jbible

to the forte mannoie, ve still extant, in which it is

ordered, that all previous debts and contracts should

be settled by reference^ to the previous standard.

But although the same reason existed f'^it docs not
appear that any such ordonnances lyere ever vissued

when the value of money was (^graded. It is ob-

vious, indeed, that no government could derive any
advantage whatever from reducing the of mo-
ney, if it were to order, asJt is in justiqc/nound to

do, that all existing contracits siiould be adjusted by
the old standard. Such a measure wottld reduce the

revenue without reducing the incumbrances of the

stale ;
while, by establishing a new standard of va-

lue, and unsettling all the notions of the public, it

would open a door for the grossest abuses, and bo
productive of infinite confusion and disorder in the

dealings of individuals.

'i'he odium and positive disadvantage attending

the degradation of the vafoe of metallic money, ap-
pears to have at length induced almost all govern-
ments to abstain Irom it. But they have only re-

nounced one mode of playing at fast and loose with

the property of their subjects, to adopt another and
a still more pernicious one. The injustice which
was formerly done by diminishing thurtuuantity of

bullion contained in the coins of different countries,

is now perpetrated with greater ease, and to a still

more ruinous extent, by the. depreciation of their

paper currency. *

In the long period from 1001 to 1797^ no change prom iMH
was made in the standard of money in this country, to ri<>

A project for enfeebling the standard had jndeed chaoj^c iii.uK

been entertained, both in 1626 and 1695; but, jn

the former instance, it was quashed by the celebrat-

ed speech addressed by Sir Robert Cotton to the

Lords of the Privy Council, and in the latter by the

opposition of Mr Montague, then Chancellor of the

Exchequer, in the House of Commons, and by the

impression made by the writings of Mr Locke, by
whom the injustice of the scheme was admirably ex-

posed, out of doors. It was reserved fur Mr Pitt to

set aside a standard which had been thus preserved

inviolate for nearly two centuries. The Order in

Council of the 25th February 1 797, and the acts of
Parliament by which it was followed up, effected a
total change in oifir ancient monetary system ; and,

instead 6f the old standard, gave us the selfinteresU

> ,1

^ In the sixth volume of t||e Cours tTEconomic Politique of M. Storch, thera is a Tery instructive ac-

count of die paper money of the different continental states. We can confidently recommend it as contain-

ing a great deal of new and important ioforroation.

4



Money, cd H)km and opinions ifretmonsihU in*

dividuals* The circuMlm of Bank of England
per was seoured, by its being exclusively issued in
payment of the dividends, or of the interest of the
public debt, and by its also being received as cash
in all payments into the exchequer ; but no attempt^
was made to sustain tjhe value of this paper on (fpar
with the value ofgdlil^br silver. Full power was given

to the directors of a private banking company to

raise or depress the value of money, as their interest

of caprice might suggest. *Tbey were enabled to ex*
change unlimited quantities of bits of engraved paper,

of the intrinsic worth, perhaps^ of 5s. a quire, for as

many, or the value of as many, hundreds oPrihou-

sanctt of pounds. And, in sdeh circumstances, our
only wonder is, not that paper money became de-

preefated, but that its value was not moi-c reduced

—

that a still greater quantity of bank-notes were not

thrust into circulation.

i JVicts of For first three or four yeai-s after the restric-

\hc iicstPf. tion, the filifectors, ignoraeg; periiaps, of the nature
tionin 17'>7, of the immense power whi^'liad boon placed in their

seem t^ave regulatt-d thoir issues nearly on

Hank Taper, the same principles that they had regulated them by,

while they were obliged to pay in coin, ft appears,

by the Tahirs of thr Price of liu/lwriy published by
order of the House of Commons, that, uniil ISOl,

bank-notes were on a par with gold. In 1801 and

1802, however, they wore at a discount of from S},

to ^}, prr ernt,; but they again recovered their va-

lue; and, fVom 180.‘5 to IWf), both inclusive, they

were only at a discount of L.2, IMs. 2d. per cent,

But^ in 1809 and 1810, the Directors appear to have

totally lost sight of every principle by whicli their is-

sues had previously been governed. The rverage

amount of bank-notes in circulation, which had ne-

ver cxceedffd 17] millions, nor fallen short of It)]-

inillions in any one year from 1802 to ISOS, bolh

inclusive, was, in 1809, raised to L.lS,fl27,838 ; and,

in 1810, to L.22,54l,52S. The issues of country

bank paper were increased in a still greater proper-

tion ; and, as there was iio«orresponding increase in

the business of the country, the discount on bank-

notes rose from L.2, ISs. 2d. in 1809, to I.. 13, 9s.

(id. per cent, in 1810! The recommendation tore-

turn to cash payments, contained in the llepoH of
the Bullion Committee^ presented to the House of

Commons in 1810, appears to have given a slight

check to the issues of the Bank. All apprehensions

from this quarter were, however, speedily dissipated;

for, in May 1811, when guineas were notoriously

bought at a premium, and bank-notes were at an

open discount, as compared with gold bullion, of up-

I'AtraorJi- vvards of 10 per cent,^ the House of Conunous not

nnry Reao- only rcfuBod to fix Rny certain period for reverting
liuion of payments, but actually voted a resolution, de-

Cnnmcms. Glaring that the promissory notes of the Bank of Eng-

land had hitherto heenjand were that T4ME, held

to hCf in public esimation^ equivalent to the legal coin

of the realm!

This ever memorable wesolution— a Tesolution

whicll*4ook for granted, that a part was equal to a

whole—that L.90 and L.l't)0 were the same thing

—

relieved the Bank frtm all uneasiness respecting the

interference of Parliament, and stimulated the Di-

rectors to increase the number of their notes in cir- Money,

culation. The^consequence was, that, in 1812, they
were at an average discount of SQj ; in 1813, of 23;
and, in 1814, of 25 per cent.

!

This was the mass^um
of depreciation. The importation of foreign corn,

subsequent to the' Opening of the Dutch ports in

1814, by occasioning a great decline of the price of
the principal article of agricultural produce, produc-
ed an unprecedented degree of distress, first among
the farmers, and latterly among the country bankers.
It is estimated that, in 1 814, 1815, and 1616, no fewer Bankniptcy

than 240 private banking companies either became al- fiiCoun-

together bankrupt, or, at least, stopped payment
;
and

iVl 5

"

the reduction that was thus occasioned in the quan-gna 1816,
^

tity oftKank-notes in circulation, raised their value cause of the

so rapidly, that, in October 1816, the discount

reduced to L.l, 8s. 7d. jwreen*. In 1817 and 1818,
the average discount on bank paper, as compared

^

w'ith gold, did not exceed L.2, 13s, 2i.ptr cent. In

the early part of 1819, it rose to about 6 per cent.

;

but it very soon declined ; and, for the last two years,

paper has been nearly on a level with gold. (See
Table No. V. annexed to this article.)

Nothing that has ever happened in the history of

the country has proved more injurious to its best in-

terests than these fluctuations. From 1809 to 1815,
the creditors of every antecedent contract, land-

holders whose estates had- been let on lease, stock-

holders and annuitants of every description—all, in

short, who could not raise the nominal amount of

tlieir claims or of their incomes proportionphiy to

the fall in the real value of money, were robbed of a

corresponding portion of them. The injustice that

would have been done to the creditors of the state

and of individuals, who had made their loans in gold

or paper equivalent to gold, by raising the denomi-

nation of the coin 25 per cent.^ however gross and

palpable, would not Imve been greater than was

actually done them in 1814, by compelling them to

receive payment of their just debts in paper depre-

ciated to that extent. Circumstances which could

neither be controlled by the Bank of England nor the

Government, put an end, as we have just seen, to

this monstrous system. But we are still suffering,

and will long continue to suffer severely, for the

folly and injustice of which we have been guilty.

The mischief occasioned by the sudden reduction of

the paper currency, aud the consequent rapid aug-

mentation of its value, has been, still greater than

what had previously beeii caused by its depreciation.

The hardship occasioned by the subversion of private

fortunes, and by the change in the debts aud credits

of individuals, might be, in bolh cases, i^early equal.

Avast amount of public debt was, Imwever, con-

tracted during those years in which the depreciation

was greatest ;
and the state is now' this debt,

borrowed when the bank-note was not worth more

than 148. or 15s., with bank-notes whose value is

increased to 2()s. The salaries, too, of all our

public officers, and the expcnces of the army and

navy, and of all our other public establishments, had

been generally augmented proportionably to the re-

duced value of money. And as no corresponding

reduction has been made ./rom the sums voted on

their account since the currency recovered its value,
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Monof. it is easy to perceive, that a very great addition has

^ thus been made to the public expenditure. All those

taxes, top, which were imposed when the currency

was depreciated* vnust now, though not nominally,

be ^'Cally increased in the same proportion ; so that,

w'hen suflRcienC j^llowance has been made for the dif^

fercuce in the vStlue of money, it is doubtful whether

the country be not mote heavily burdoned at jtius

moment than it was in 1813 and 1814*, thopgh we
have since got ' rid of (he income-tux-^ tax which

produced about 14 miliions a* year 1

^ Such is but a bri#^and imp^^fect oullfoe of the

very great and almost irrepi)|ablc injury which tbye

late fluctuations in the value of the currency have

. entailed on the country. And yet, strang^to tell,

Uiore is a considerable party amongst us who, not

satisfied with this pernicious transference of property

irooi the pockets of those who ought to possess it, to

the pockets of those who have no right to it wh^^ver
—ere clamouring for a fresh reduction of the sknd-

urd ! And it is, indeed',* unquestionably true, as we
have already had occasion to show, that after a cur-

rency has been for a con^derable period depreciat-

ed, equal injustice is done by again raising its value,

as was done by first depressing it. There is good

reason, however, to doubt, whether the depreciation

from 1809 to 1815 (for the depreciation of per

cent, during the seven preceding years is too incon-

siderable to be taken into account) extended over a

sufficiently lengtiicned period to have warranted tho

Legislature in departing from the old standard.

But, without giving any opinion on this point, which

is confessedly one of considerable difficulty, it istuf-

ficieiit to remark, that the value of the currency was

raised, independeniVij altogether of the interference of
Gofoemment, The destruction of country bank paper,

occasioned by the renewed intercourse with the con-

tinent, and the consequent iiiiroduction of cheap

foreign corn, had raised the value of paper currency,

Act 5tWi in October 1 816, to within 1 J per cent* of par. ,JJow,

1 ot ruii
passed until 1819,

currency had not been depreciated in the

(’urrtney. interim, we frankly confess our inability to discover

4 the grounds on which it is affirmed to have been the

cause of that j^ise in the value of money which took

place iliree yetrs before it uias in existence I Tfce

proceedings in 1819 did not really c^d 3 per cenL*
ti) the value of bank paper, nor were they intended

to raise it. Their great object was to shut the door

against a tzeiu depreciation, and to prevent the value

of paper, which had, for three years, been nearly on
a level with gold, from being again degraded. By
maintaining the old standard, or, which is the same
thing, by fnaintoioing tlie currency at a value nearly

corresponding to that to which it had attained in

1816, 1817, and 1818, Parliament certitirily gave per-

manence to the serious injury which the rise in the

value of money had occasioned to the debtors in all

the coptr^ts entered into betwe 'NISIO and 1815|

but if, instead of maintaining this old standard, they

had raised the 4aunt price bullion, to its market

‘d

price in 1814, they would |kf(ve dono an equal injury

to the far more namerous;!|lij|i|^ creditors, in a(l the

contracts entered into prevtbikly to ISLB^ and in the

three years subsefuent to autumn 181G.

In these circumstances, it was impossible to adoi>t

any measure capable of giving genera^ satis&ction to

those whose interests were so
.
widely^different ; and

gainst which mahy plausMj^ejjM^ e^vch. ibrcd^le ob<

jectioos, might hav^ beoif stated. We orl firmly

persuaded, howevei^ that Uie Legislature followed

that course which was,iM>B the whole, the wisest and
most udvkntagcouB. It must be remembered, that

much of that (pcoKiveijiijCUce and distress, which must
alwajyi rqsult from every suddeutrise in the value of

money^ had been gottver in 181? and 1818. The
rents of such farms as had been let ^hiring the de-

preciation had been very generally; reduced^ tf^vast

number of annuity bonds had cancelled, and
prices und wages had begun to accommodate them-
selves to the ne# scale of value. The^^jO^ptlon of

Mr Peel’s bill only gav^^^tability to wi^gements
whicJi had been brought Aout by the nalural course

of events ; and, by fixing the standard at its for.

tner limit, secured us, as long at least as we have

good sense and honesty to maintain it inviolate,

against the risk of future derangement and fluctua-

tion.

But, even if it could be shown that the act 59th

Geo. 111. was inexpedient at the time when^t was
passed^ that would add but little real strength to the

plea of those who are now contending ibr itsi^epeal.

Every objection which it was possible to make to the

degradation of the standard in 1819, must apply with

tenfold force to the scheme for degrading it in 1821 :

while, on the other hand, all the arguments that could

have been urged in favour of the measure at tlie for-

mer period must now be proportiunably weakened.
Two years more have been aftbrded for the comple-
tlpn of tJiose arrangements which had been begun in

1817 and 1818 ; and an immiipse variety of new con-

trkbts and engagements have been entered into, ex»
clusively wuh reference to the present value df mo-
ney. A fresh reduction of th4'rsumdard would viti-

ate all thexj Engagements, and plunge us of new into

that confusion and embarrassment from which we
have now nearly escapeJ. We should again witness

the most pernicious subversion of private fortunes.

Debtors would be again enriched at the expence of

tiheir creditors
; the ignorant and unwary would again

become the prey of the cunning and tlie crafty ; and
capitalists would be eager to transfer their stock from
a country where it would be impossible to lend it, ex-

cept at the risk of getting it repaid in u depreciated

currency. Whatever, therefore/' to avail ourselves

of the just and forcible expressions of Mr Harris,
** may be the fate of future times, and whatever the

exigency of affairs may require, it is to be hoped that

that mo^t awkwand, clandestine, and most direful

method/ of cancelling debts by debasing -the stand-

ard of money, will be the last that shall be thought

of.'*—
(
OnMoney and CwVis, Part II. p. 108.)

^ At the period wfaeni^r Peel's bill was passed, bullion was at L. 4 an ounce; coDSOt]uently, the depre-

dation was only L. 2, ISs* 2d. per cent,

J
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Tables to the Money ov Great Britain and other CcyNtaiEs.

No. I^Enolisii Money.—

J

irroTYT of the English Silver and Gold Coin$ ; showing their Value ; the Seigaoragc or

Pr^t upon the Coinage^ and the Price paid to the Public by the Mintf for the Pound Troy of Standard Gold and
Silver

y from the Comjuest to the year 1816. IfThis and the nextJL'aMe, No. /i., are taken from Part //. of l^says

on Money, Exchangeg, and Political Economy, by Henry James.)
*

‘V



Nq. H. Ekolish WfoKEY.— ^ the Quantity ofPine Silver coln^ inte^l^^r the Pound Sterling;

the Q^tintUy of Standard Silver^ of I \ dwts.^fne, and 1 S dtvis. alloy, conlaineahi 20jf* or the PounU Sfer^

ling, and the Quantity of Standard Silver which was delivered to the Mint, by the Public, for 20^. of Sildh'

Money, in the different Reimif,frm\ (he time of Edward /. to the Reign of George IIL—A similar Account

with respedfiio Gold,—Andan Account of the proportifinaie Value of E^ie Gold to Fine Silver, according to the

number of Grains contained in the Goins; and the proportionate Valvg of Fine JVwc Silver^ accord^

ing to the Price paid by the Mint to the f^ubli&*—Calculated in Grains^ and Tfoy-weight.

"a. d.
Id'

'
St

Anno R^i.

POLD.
^

> **

T
Proportionate

ViOw of Fine

Gwd to Fine

^er, acctfld-

fflg to the qtiau-

tittf ofeacH^

MeUP cMttainsd

in tbo Coins.*^

“

4

8.

Proportionate

Value of Fine

Gold to Fine

SilvitC^ acciml-

ing to^^ihc Mint
rricc, or the

presumed Mar-
kit.value of

Gold and Silver.

i *'

1.

Nutnbflft^f

Grains,of

Fine Silver

in 20 Shil-

lings, or the

£, Sterling,

as coined by

the Mi\\X

Indentures.

Number of

Grains of

Standard

Silver, 1 1 O'/.

'2 dH'tH. fine

in 20 Shil-

lings, or the

X Sterling,

as temed by

tKc ^^int

Indentures.

s.

Number of
Grains of

Standard
Jifr Silver

which 20fi.

were yrt^th,

according

to the Price

|)ai(W)y the

Mint to the

Public.

4.

Number of

Grains^
Fine G®
in 20 ^^i1-

lings, OT tlie

X‘ Sterling,

as coined by
the .Mint

Indentures.

5.

Numbar df

grains of

Standard

(jold, 22 ca-

rats fine in

20s. or the"

X‘ Sterling,

as coined by

the M int

Indentures.

6.

N^dlll^erof

Grams dt^

Staflpilnrd

Gsdd ^ich
S(f Sli$ingi

were worth

according

to the Price

p.'iid by the

Mint to the

Publi^

ffraius. Chains. GTains. Gfiains. Gtaina. Grains. Gold to Silver. Gold to Silc'er.

4995 000 5400 000lUOU
4995 000 5400 000 5684.2101 ZoU

1344
o I'jwiwaiu A....

18 Edward 111. 4933, 33.M 5333,333 .5684,210 407,990 445,080 459,625 1 to 12,091 1 to 12,479

134.9 iS 4440,000 4800,000 5082,352 383,705 41 8 .588 4.3(5,777 1 — 11,.571 1 — 11,741

13.56 .90 .3f)f)6.000 4320,000 4468,96.5 .358,125 390,68^2 399, .561 J — 11,158 1 — n.GHf)

1401 3 Henry IV. .‘5.096,000 4320,000 4468,96.5 .358,125 390,682 .397, .303 1 — 11,1.58 1 11,3.50

1421 9 Henry V. .3.330,000 .3600,000 3724,137 .322, .31

2

.351,613 356,963 1 - 10,3.31 1 — 1Q,527

146‘1' 4 Edward IV. 2664,00(' 2880.000 3272,727 257,850 ‘281,^91 319,046 1 — 10,3.31 l«~ 10,3.3)

1465 5 2664,0(K) 2880,000 3272,727 238,7.50 •260,454 273,169 1 — 11,I‘5.S 1 — 11,98.',

1470 49 Henry VI. 2364,000 2880,000 .3048i2.53 2.38,7,50 260,454 268,202 1 — 11,1.58 1-— 11,446

1482 22 Edward IV. 2664,000 2880,000 .3000,(K)0 238,7.50 260,4.54 264,869 1 — 11,1.58 1 — 11,429

15091 1 Henry Vfll. 2664,000 2880,000 29.58,901 238,750 260,451 261,909 1 — 1 1,1.58 1 _ 11,400

1527 18 2368,000 2.560,000 2618,181 210,149 229,25,3 2.30,630 1 — 11,268 1 — 11,4.55

1543 34 :

—

2000,000 2162,162 2.594,594 191,666 209,090 218,181 1 — 1 0,^.1 1 — 12,000

1545 36 1200,000 1297,29" ‘2223,938 176,000 192,000 209,454 1 — 6,^ 1 — 10,711

1516 37 800,000 864,864 207.5,67.5 160,000 174,.545 209,454 1 — 5,000 1 _ 10,000

1547 4 Edward VI. 800,000 864,864 2Q5'5,675 160,000 17 4,.545 18S,732 „1 — 5,000 1 — 11,400

1549 3 800,000 864,864 194.5,94.5 155,294 169,412 174ij545 '1 — 5,151 1 — 11,250

5 400,000 #•*..»

1 760,000 1902,702 1 60,000 174,545 1, 11,000
*

1562 6 1768,000 1911,3.51 1943,757 160 000 I?*,545 175,342 1 — 11,0.50 1 — 1 1,186

15.53 1 Mary 176)0.000 1902,702 19.3.5,0.50 1.59,166 173,636 174,369 1 11,0.57 I — 11,198

1560 ^2 Elizabeth ... 1776,000 1920,000 1969,230 160,000 174.545 175,609 1 — 11,100 1 — 11,315

1600 48 1718,709 18158,064 1920,600 1.57,612 171,940 174,545 1 — 10,904 1 — 11,100

1604 • 2 James I 1718,709 185S,0G1‘ 1936,1.34 141,93,5 154,838 161,.344 1 — 12,109 1 — 12,109

I62f) 2 Charles I. ... 1718,709 1858,064 1920,000 128,780 140,487 144,255 1 _ 18,346 ,l — 13,431

I66f} 18 Charles 11. 1718,709 1858,064 18.58,064 118,6.51 129,438 129,438 1 — 14,485 I — 14,485

nn^ S George I...

.

1718,709 1858,064 1858,064 113,001 123,274 123,^74 1 — 15,209 1 — 15,209
+1816156 George III. 1614,.54,5 174.5,454 113,001 12 .3,274 12.3,274 1 — 14,287

* 1^5l~5 Edward VI.] The coinage of debased silver money in the .^th year of Edward VI. of 3 oz.

fine, ought more properly to be co^6idered as Tokens. The sum of L.1 20,000 only was so coined. (See
James's Essays, Chap. IV.)

^ ^

.

f 1816 56 George HI.] The Government having taken the coinage of silver into its own hands, there

is at greseoi no (heed price ^aid to the public, by the micit, for standard silver. And supposing the Go-
vernnffint to continue the pr^^^nt mint regulatipns* and to keep gold at 778* lO^d. an ounce, as the price of

silver varies, the relativci^yalue of gold to silver will varyin like proportion.
'



No. in. Scots Money.— Num*
her of Pounds^ Shillings, an^Kmies Scots,

which have been coined out of One Pound
Weigfit ofSilver, at different times ; voith the de^

gree of Purity ofsuch Silver, or its Fineness,

from the year 1107 to the year 1601. ( Frrnn

QudonneCs Numlsmata^ 24-)
^

No. IV. Scots Money.— .^I ccof/xr of the Number qf Pounds, ShiU
Ungs, and Pmnies Scots, which have been coined out qf One Pound
Weight of Gold j with the degree qf their Purity, and the Propov^

lion that the Gold bore to tlie Silver, {Cardonhel, p, 26.)

V||Uie of the Pound of Purt

Coin coined Gold weighed

out of One of Pure Silver.

Pottnd of
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Tables* No. VI. Goto Coiv« OP dippehent CoONTRiPS.—*4 TVrzp containim the WMghts,and Vdluex

of the frincippi Gold Coins of all Countries^ computed according to the Mimpirice of Gold in England,

'

and from made both at London and Perns, which have beenfound to verify each others * ^

tables.

Tablefrom th?Troprietors Of the fiecond Edition of Dr ^Kel^ja

;—
Cambist/wAcre it origitfoUy appeared^

m

Austrian \ Souyeram , .

Dominions j Double Duc*it . . .

Ducat Kremnits!, or Hungarian
Carolin • . • •

Max d'or, or Maximilian .

Ducat
Ducat (double, drc. in proportion)

PistWe

pistole (double in proporlion)

Ducat ....
Ducat . . . .

Ducat current

Ducat specie

Christian d’or

Guinea ....
Half'Guinca

Seven Shilling Piece ‘
. .

*

Sovereign

Double Louis (coined before 1786)
Louis .

.
^

.

Do^le Louis (cqined since 1786) •

Louis . ,
.

Double Napoleon, or piece of 4*0 francs

Napoleon, or piece of 20 francs

New Louis (double, &c.) the same as th

Napoleon

THE Maine Ducat ...
Prstole, old

Pistole, new
Sequin

Hambuhgu . Ducat (double in proportion)

Hanover . . George d’or

Ducat . . . .

Gold florin (double in proportion)

Holland . . Double ryder

llyder ....
Ducat ....

Malta • Doidile Louis .

Louis

Demi Louis

PAVAIIIA

Behw •

Brunswick

Cologne
Denmark

England

Phancb

m

FHAN^JfORT ON

Geneva .

Assa}

t
^ >*

WeigM.

'7

^ ^andard
height.

(>)ntcntB

in Tnre
Gold.

Value in

Sterling.

w. 0 oi SIA
rfw(,gr.

13,

mi.

15

ffrainx.

78, ()

T
S.

13
ii.

10,92

B. 1 2i 4 18 4 20 5 106, 4' 18 9,97
B. 1 3 2 H 2 >0 8 3

. £r 5,91

w. 3 2 a S 5 10 ns, eo 4,23
VV. 3 2-i

4 4 3 u: 0 77;
8

13 7,44
B. 1 2.1 2 5-J

o 19^11 52/ 9 4,12
B. 1 1 23 2 2 1 45, 8 1,48
W. 0 4 21 4 to 0 105^ 5 18 7,86
\\\ 0 1.', 4 21| 19 5 105, 7 18 8,48

B. 1 0,] 2 5^' o 8 9 51, 8 9 2

IL 1 O o 2 9 8 52, G • 9 3,70

W. 0 k 2 0 1 21 19 42, 2 7 5,62

B. 1 2 2 o 9 8 52, () 9 3,70
W. 0 1 4 7 4 5 IG 93, 3 IG 6,14
Stand. 5 9,^ 5 - 9 10 US, 7 21 0
Stand. 2 kH' 2 1() 15 59, 3 10 ()

S and. 1 19 1 19 0 39, () 7 0.
Stan j. 5 H 3 5 113, 1 V 0

W. 0 2 10 n 10 5 6 224, 9 39. 9,64
w. 0 2 r, 5 2 12 112, 4 to 10,71
w. 0 9 20 9 15 19 212, 6 37 7, .53

w. ,0 4 22 •1 19 19 106, 3 ,-lS 9,75
w. 0 Ik' 8 7 8 3 0 17f), 31 8,36
w. 0 i.k 4 4 1 10 89, 7 15 10,5

B. 1 " ii
2 52 2 9 14 /TO 9 9 4j3

1

VV. 0 2 4 n 4 4 18 92, 5 16 4,45
\v. 0 0’ 3

[
Jw 15 4 80, 14 1,9

B. 1 3}, 2 32 2 10 0 53, 4 9 5,41

B. 1 2 r>2 2 9 14 52, 9 9 4,35
W. 0 J.1 4 Gi 1 4 5 3 92, (i 16 4,66
B. 1

1

^ '32 2 10 3 53, 3 .9 .'5,19

VV. 3 ' 2 2 h 18 a 39, 6 JO, 83
Stand. 12 21 jl2 21 0 283, 2 50 1,46

Stand. 6 9 C) 9 0 140, 2 24 .9,75

li. 1 2| 2 52 2 9 12 52, 8 '

9 4,13
\v. 1

o 1 10 16 9 18 18 215, 3 38 1,25
w. 1 3 5 8 4 21 16 108, 19 1,37

\v. i 2.1 1
2 id 2 11 3 5i, 5 9 7,75

* The London Assays in this Tabje have been made by Robert Bingley, Esq. F. R. S. the King’fi; Assay
Master of the Mint/an^tliose at Paris by Pierre Frederic Bonneville, Essayeur du Commerce, us publish-

ed in hi| elaborate worK on the--Qoins of all nations. ^
Specimeits of all the foreign coins brought to London for commercral purposes have been supplied for

tluVTuble from the Bullioh^Officc, Bank of England^ by order if the Bank Directors, and have been select-

fd by John HUtl^e, Esq., the chief of that office, who also ej^amined the tables in thiSir progress. It may
likewise be addeo, that the Mint Reports of these commercial coins are chie^ from average assays; and

that all tha computations have been carefully verified by different calculators. (Note by Dr -Kelly, to se-

cond edition of the Cambist, publishe^J.in 1821.) 4^ ^



Tallies

MlIrAN

N \M ^

Netheiil\1^J)s

Patima

^ w

PlJJDMOHT

POL,AND
Portugal

iS^

Pmj&sia

Rome

1?LSS1A

Sardinia
Sa\ONY

Sicily *

Spain

Sweden -

Switzerland
Trfvej*
Turkey

UiOiK'Biif.

^c^in . . . e . .

Doppi*^ or pistole ^
. .**

40 iiirc piec^ of *808 ,
^

" SiiJ difijilpl^ce of 178S ,
'

. ^ r

Two duQpit Dioce^ Hr s6||mn^ of 17G2
Three €ucw^ieoe, or oncetta^ ol 181ft

Gold hon, or H florin piece
Ten florin pi^p Cl^^O)
Quadiriipio ^pistole (double in proportion)
Pistole or dk>ppia ot J787* ^

Ditt^of l7fi6

Maria Theresa (1818)
coined aince 178J in prop.)

Sjfiquin (J in proportion)
Cell lino, coincj^ since 3 78^'^ ^c. in piop.^

I^iecEiof 20 fniut
,
called Mamigo

Ducat Y
Dobraon of \ (*00 recs

Dobra of IJ,^ 00 recs

Moidore oi libbonnine (^,j Arc. in prop.)

l*iLcc of Kitestoons, oi IGOOrees
Old crusado of^^OO recs

JNew crusndo of 480 recs

JMilrco (coined for the African ( olonicsl

i7.^ro f
Ducat of 171^
Ducat of 1787
Trcdeiick (double) of 1760
1 Kclcrick (single) of 1778
Freaoiick (doubh ) of 1800
PVodciick ^single) of 1800
Sequin (coined <5ince 1760)
Seudo of the Republic
Ducat of 171)6

i)ucat oi 1768
Gold ruble «of 1756
Ditto orf 1 7i)9
Goldpoltin of 1777
Imperial of IbOl
Half iiiqicnal of 1801

Ditto of 1818
Curlino (J in proportion)

Ducat of 1761
Ducat of 1707
Augustus of 1 75

1

Augustus of I784f

Ounce of 1751
Double ounce of 1758 -

Doubloon of 177- (double and single in)

pioportion) . - i

Quadruple pistole of 1801

Pistole of 1801 •

CoroniLla^ gold dol. or vintcoi of 1801

Ducat w . •

Pistole of the Helvetic Republic of lb<X)

Ducat
jtr

• . ^ -

Se^u fondticli of Constantinople of 177»"

Scquui foi^ucli of 17 ^>9 • • *

Halfmiss^ (1818)

Assay. Weight standard
Weight.

Cofttenu
icrPuTc
Gold.

Value in

Sterling

ra»*. 5' f/lcL /?*'• fill ii

S'
w.

1

0
1
1 4 fj

51.

>4
10
0

0

t
2
4 l-t

4,98
7,74

W. 0 8 S 8 *4 ( 179. 7 31 9.64
Wt^ 0 St 5 16 5 12 18 121 , 9 21 6,8C)

w. 1 2»' 1 20 ’ 1 16 6 4 6 7/42
B.

.
1 31 2 loi 2 15 1 38, 1 10 3,40

SUnd. 5 7 ; 5 7 #6 m, I 20 8.69
w. 0 if 4 5 15 93 , 2 16 .5,93
w. 1 0 18 sr 17 1? 18 .86, 68 9,78
w. 0 r>U 4 14 4 JO 4 97 . 4 17 1^,85m 1 0-! 4 14 4 8 14 95, 9 16 H,67^
w 0 h 4 4 1 10 7 15 10, .5

^

w 0 It 5 CO 5 17 0 123, 6 22 "2,7 -5

Ik 1 2 6? 2 9 12 52, 9 9 4,34
w. 0 6 28 20 0 4 112 3,.3J

vv. o 0 4 3 1« 4 82, 7 14 7.6-?

Ik 1 C> 1— >
0 4 0 9 1*2 72, 9 9 4,31.

Stand. Jl 12 i4 12 0 759 , 13*
Stand. IS 6 18 6 0 401, 5 71 0,T()

Stand. 6 22 6 22 0 152, 2 26 11.24
\v. 0 Oc! 2 6 2 5 14 49 . :> 8 8,70
W. 0 Oi 0 15 0 14 IS 13, 6 2 4,88
VV. 0 Ot 0 K-l 0 1() 2 14, 8 2

St^uid. 0 19, 0 19 15 IS, J J 8,44

B. 1
f> 1 0 5? 2 9 11 0 4,31

B. 1 2 0 5] 2 9 6 52, ( .9 3,71
VV. 0 ii 8 14 S 9 18 185, 32 8,90
VV. 0 4 /

1 5 4 92, 8 16 5,08
W 0 2 8 14 8 9 6 ISI, 5 S2 7,84
vv. 0 2 1 7 i 4 18 92, 2 16
B. 1 rA 1 2 4 ' 0

.9 0 52, 2 9 ^,86
VV. 0 J

i
17 01 iiO 16 6 ‘J()7, 61 11.13

n. 1 O I

Jjl

0 0 2 10 0 53, 9 4,9‘>

B. 1 > 2 5 ,' 2 9 s 52, 0 9, 3,71
Si ind. 1 Oi 1 0 10 22 5 3 11,78

^V 0 01 0 0 18 14 17 . 1 3 a3i
Stand 0 0 0 9 0 s. 0 1 *8,41

D. 1 7 171 8 e> s ISI, 9 52 2„31
13. 1 o J i>0

' 4 J 4 00, .9 If 1,05
B 0 0' 4 1

i
1 J 12 91 , 16 1,98

VV. 0 2I 10 9 S3 10 219, ft! 30 8,10
B. 1 2 et

dm, ">4 0 9 81 52. 6* 9 3,71
B. 1

0
"i

J
2 0 111 52, 9 1,34

W. 0 0
1 hj 1 S 6 91 n 16 T 69

VV, 0 1
,

1 6i 1 12 92, 2 16 3,81

W. 1 2i(
0 20 * 2 15 8 58, J 10 .3,60

w. 1 2 5 17 5 7 14 117, LO S,18

vv. 0 2 \ 17 H 61 21 If 65 10 03

w. 1 1 17 .0
'6 9 (

-
6 1 0,62

.w. 1 1 1 hi 4 0
( 9v> 1 15 11,35

'V. J J 3 1 ,0 18 } i* »
S 4 0 42

B. 1 2
'

2 5 2 s <J 2,22

VV. 0 W 4 213 4 19 c
• 05, fi

1 IS h.!)l

B. 1 2 >

5i 9 .9 t 52 1 tl1 9 3,71

w* 2 C)I
A- a 2 i

I 23 6( 4,0 J^ 7

wT o 2 1 22 lu1 42, C1 7 7,11

w. 5 n 0 IS) 0 Id 51 J 2 1(4 2 1.82

Much variation is found in the fneness of the Sicilian gold coins

0 Y •
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Contents

Assay Weight^PPRSglit in Pure

Gold

TVhKtgY

Tuscany

^ SeqnmfondmU
'

. *^ Yormeettiflhiek

. Zcccfhmo or seauin

Auspone of the^kiQgiloiii'V ^tturia

•4eMa *£Atrlp (1 flncl 4- in nrnnnrtion^IFnited StaWs "Eagle (J and \ in proportion)

VtsirE Zecchmtf^o^ bequin ani J
in proportion)

W IRTSM3BRO'' fjnrollQ ,r ^

Ducat
ZV'kiCH • Dqpat (ddlible and ^ ducat in proportion)

^ it

EAST INDIES.
' Easi India Rupee, Bombay (I8l8) .

Rupee of IVIadras (1818)

Pagoda, Star • . . ,

lar gi Ant g) /tt/ g^aiv^ 4»

W. 2 3 2 5 1 38 7 43, 0 7

B 0\Si‘ 2 IJ ^ 4 n, 70 3 12

B X Sf 3 5^ ? W.il 5i, 6 0

B 1 S| 6 ^

Otvil ^,11 4 ] 4^

B. 1 3\ 2 1 JO 10 5 3, 0 0

W. S 2 b 5 4 0 11 3 7

B. 12 2 5 fi. 8 U> 51, o'* 0

B 12 2 g
8 52, f)

‘)

B 0 (H 7 U 7 n moi, 7

Staad t 12 7 lii l/>7, 29
W. 3 0 2 4|| I 21^Jl 41^ 8 7

No. VII. SilvehCoins ov difflrfnt CouMRirs — 4 2 utt confumnig ^ Assays, Jlaghts, and Va-

lues ofdlie principal Silver Coins if all CountiieSf computed at the lutc t

f

5s. 2f/. po Ounce ^taniardt

f>o?n made bofh at the London ami 1 arts Mutf^ #

j>J2UA

Ba®ln
Bavaria

Bern
/

Bremen
B|t»irEwiCK

Dlnmark

ENCtLAND

Rixdollar of Francis n
, 18(X) . VV i 5

Rixdollar of the kingdom ot Ilungiry \\ 12
IlaU iixdollai or florin, Can ention \\. 1 J
(opftsuck, or 20 cr«ut7tr piece W. 4 3

17x^rcut/Li picoc . . \\\ 1 S

Halbr copf, or 10 creutzer piece VV. 5 C

llixdollnr , W 1 4
llixdollar of 1800 (J in piopoition) . W 1 1 ’

Copftfiuck , , VV 4 >

Patiigon or crown m piopoitionj . VV 0 7

piece of 10 Batzen , \A 1 2 I

. Piece of 48 Grotea . . W. 2 2
I

« Riicdolbir, Convention W 1 S

Half nxdoll ir . . X 3
Gulden, or piece of j, fine, of 1764 B 16
Gulden, common, of 1764 • VV 1 2
Gulden, ditto, ^1795 . VV 2 2
Half gulden, ciQ(^cct of of 1764 W. 1 2

. Rykbddkr, specie, of 1798 . VV. 0 lo
New piece of 4 marks . V\ 0 J2

Half r^ksdalcr , W, 0 13
Mark, speuc, or f ryksdakr . W i 1

Rixdollar, specie, of Slcswig and Hoi-

1

stem (pieces of J and J in prop
)

j**
0 1^

Piept of 24 okillings W 4 7
. Crown (old) . . Stand,

Half-crown ^
. . Stand.

I^billing . Stand.

Sixpence . . Stand
Crown . . Stand ^
HS8f-crown • . • Stand.

. ^ShilkriJ^ • ‘
. ^ Stand.

Sixpence "
. , , Stand.

Weight
St ncl 1 U
W Ll^,l t.

( 01 1

in P r

Silver

lut / / ., ti ^ l r

IS 1 16 0 1 >;0,

IS 1 16 6 ) 60, i

e (i 8 2 ) 1^9 6

8 10] 9 1

9 0 8 2
11 13 S 2^
1 12 1

IS 11 17 II

12 9 II 16

97 8 17
4 0 2 21

J8 13 17 12

5 2] S 2

19 8] 19 8

Q 16] 9 16

3 21 3 21

1 22J I 22
18 4ilfc 4
9 2 9 2

S S

1 19| 1

^ Sii iJi

Hulir^

09 J

IS 0 3

1 ">«, S

I S )

1 310, ()

) > ) »

HI 06 "

17102 >

I 19s

4 *09,

^ I

1 zno, 8
1(1 ISO,

7 too, 1

5 90,

17 188, 4
U2>0, 8

8 194, e

12 (A, 4

(i7S9, 4

10 68, 0
10120,

0 85
,
9

10 42fc‘

7 403/6
4 201, 8

6 80, 7

14 40, -i

4 6„>7

0 0.6.

5 0
2 6
1 0
0 6
4 8,36

2 4,18

0 11,27

0 5,69

*
This value of the Amerisas Cagle is taken ftdtn sveregfe assays of the i;oirB of twelve }e

la “
<



StancUrd CootenU
Assay. Weight. Weight, m Pure Vdiuc in

fiiWer. Sterling.

F^AifCB . Edti of 6 livres .

, Demi euu . . .

P4C0<^ of 24 sous ^divisions in proportion),^
PiOce of 30 sous (1 in proportion)

iPiece of 5 francs m th^Convention
Piece m 5 francs (Napoleon) of 1 808 .

^
Piece of 2 francs df 1808
Fran^ of 1 809
Dqpi Mine
Franc (Louis) of 1818, Isanie as franc

of 1809
Genlva . PatSgon . . -

’^’lece of 15 sous of 1794*

Gekoa . Studo, of 8 lire, of 1796 (i, ^c. in)^

^
pioportiee) . . J

Scudo Mlnan Republic
HamnuncH . Kixdolla^'^spt mi .

Double mdik or 52 schillings piece)

^ ('.mijle m proportion) . - J
Piece of 8 bchitlings

l^ece of 4 s^liillings . •

IlA'fOMR • Rixdolhii, Conihtution . •

Floiin, 01 piece off^ fine

Half florin, or piece of ditto

Quditcr, or piece of 0 good groschen, do.

IJonn, or pitic of ba^'C

Hrssft Cassll Ui\cU»Hfti, Comeniion
1 loiin or pi^cf' of (jy in pioportion)

Tlialcr of ITSy
Ecu Co«iM //(J I (1S15)

Ron (iros

Holland . Ducatoon
Piece of floiins

Jlixdoliai (the assay vai ic^)

Hub rixdoilar

iioriii orf!?bikUi (J m proportion)

12 Stiver pRce
1 lonn of Rata\ia

Rixdollar, or 50 stivei||dece of tbc kmg-1
doni of IJoMand • j

LvLif . Rixdollar, specie

Double tnaik

Maik ....
Li/CCA . - Scudo . . . •

Barboue ....
M M ta . Ounce df 50 tajri of EmniamiLl Pinlo

2 'i an piece

Milan . Scudo of 6 iiie (i in proportipn)

Lira, new
lara, old

Scudo of the Cisalpine Republic

Piece ol 50 soldi of ditto

Mopena . Scudo of 1 5 lire, I 7 S.Q (double, Ac. in pro,

^ Scudei^f 5 hie, <jf l'i82

Scudo of 1796 . ^

Naples, - Ducat, new (J in propor^n)
Piece of 12 Curlini of 179^
DitH|ofl796
Ditto of 1805 (5 in pioportion)

Ditto of 10 Carhni (1818) -

NetiuhIIllamds' Ducatoon,Mid

oe. (Ivt. gr. dwt, gr, vii. grains.

0 7 18«18^ 7 Jb4Q|L 1

0" 7 9 9 1 JJ'edI; 5

0 7 d 20 8 16 19 8S, 4

^3 8 6 12 4 12 4100, 2

0 10^16 0 15 5 1433% 3

0 7 16 1 rl5 12 4 344, 9
0 7 G 11 6 6 ^2 188, 8

07 3 5] 3 3 I 69, 4
0 1 15 4 13 6 34, 7

HAMnUJlGII

IIano\ I R

HrssE Cassll

Holland

ei.

4 8,28

2 4,13

1 1,99

$ 1J,«4
4 0,16
1 7,38

0 9,69
0 i,84

0 5,04

1 017 9 15 10 h iSl, * 1,03’

2 6 a li 1 15 1 36, "1 0 5,04

0 8 21 9 ‘20 H 10457, 4 5 3,87

0 9J2] 9 20 11 2 454, 3 5 3,43
0 10 18 18 17 21 12 597, & 4 7,49

2 3 tl 18 9 II 8^10, S S 5,36

3 12 0

4 0 2

0 9 18

0 16 8

0 16 4

19 l«

10 9

6 4 50, 1

6 12 28, 3

0 14 400, 3

0 10 200, 3

11 4 99, 2
4 10 48, 6

Lvi.if

Locca

M \I TA .

Milan

MoriENA

NAPLBb

11 0^ 8 23 15199, 6
J8 1 15 22 6353,
9 oi 7 23 3 176, 8

12 7 ^ 11 17 5,559, 7
17 23^ J5 21 2349, 3

1 4 0 11 5 10, f5

20 22 21 15 471, 6
10 7 20 2 12 446, 4

lb G 16 20 8 57 5, 9
9 0 8 8 f IS'5, 4
b 18 () 14 14 IK), 8
1 12 4 8 18 92, 1

0 13 () 9 2 111, 61

17 0 16 is 18367,
9j

iS s 17 15 12391, 9
*1 IS 9 J1 8 210, 3
.Vg

21 4 17 1110.,, 1

17 0 16 18 10372, 3
1 20i ] 7 li 29 ,

3

19 li 15 4 14357 , i

1 1 2 0 19 2 17 , 7

i 1 sfOj 14
a

9 10319, 0
yv r » Li

2 10 294 52,

14 21^14 10 4320, 2

4 17 3 11 fe 77,

18 I2i 17 8 9385, 2

5 19 3
18 1^12
14 15 1^

17 15 16
17 16|15
17 16^15
14 18 13

21 0 21

17
23 12287, 4

7 8 295,

0 18366,
22 12955, 9
23 18355,
7 0295. 1|

9 0474, 6

0 6,99
0 *3,9.5

4 7,89
2 3,y6
1 1,85

0 6,78
2 3,87
4 1,39

2 0,68
3 0,36
4 0,77
0 1,43
5 ^.S.
5 2,33
4 4,90

3 1,69

1 8,49

1 r
4 3,37

4 6,72
2 5,36
1 2,67

4 8,98

0 4,09
3 11,11

0 2,47
‘5 8,62

0 7,37
0 7,38

3 8,71

0 10,78

4 5,78

1 5,70
i 4,13

3 5,24
4 1,71

4 1,41

4 1,60
3 5,20

5 6,27



Allay.
I

Weight ^
idaid C'ontcntfi

ight. in Pure

Silver.

Value in

Sterling.

NfiTlIERLAKi:

TaAMA •

Pl^MONT

PoLA^Un

Portugal

Portuguese
Colonies

1’aussia

UUSBIA .

Ducntoon ^Maria Theresa • W.
Crown (Jf^ &c. in proportion) . W.
5 Stii^r piece .

^
. . W.

Florin of 1790 '
. . W.

Florin of 181G . . . Wi
HalfHorm (with divisiona in proportion) W.
QmQatofl784> . . W.
Ducat of 1796 (J in proportion) • W.
Piece of .S lire . . . W.
Scudo (17^5) J, &c. in proportion . W.
Scudo (177O) A and ^ in proportion

Piece of 2 lire (1714-) . . W,
5 Franc piece (I8O1) . . W.
Rixdollar, old ... W.
Rixdollar^ new (1794) . . W.
Florin, or gulden • . W.
New ctua^do (I69O) . . . W.
Ditto (1718) . . . W,

Ditto (1795) . . . W,

Doze vinterns, or piece of 24»0 rees (1799) W

Sardinia

Testoon (1799) • • . . W.
New crusado (I8O9) . . . W.
Scis vinteniSj or piece of 120 rces (1802) W.
Testoon (1802) • . . W.
Trcs vintems, or piece of 60 rees (1802) W.
Half testoon (1802; . . . W.

r Piece of 8 macutes, of Portuguese Africa VV.

I
Ditto of 6 ditto . • . . W

.

Ditip of 4f ditto . • W.
•Rixdollar, Prussian currency (^ in prop.) W.
Rixdollar, Convention . . W.
Florin, or piece of . . . W.
Florin of Silesia . . . W.
Drittel, or piece of 8 good groschen . W.
Piece of 6 grosohen . . W.
Scudo, or crown (coined since 1759) W.
Mcazo scudo, or faalf-crovin • ^

Tesione (1785) . . . W.
Paolo (1785) . . . W
Grosso, or half paolo (17S5) . . W.
Scudo of the llepubKc (1799) W.
Ruble, of Petel^^ Great . . W.
Ditto "of Catherfife I. (1725) . W.
Ditto of Peter II, (1727) . • W.
Ditto of Anne (1731) . - W.
Ditto of Elizabeth (1750) . W.
Ditto of Peter III. (1762) . . W.
Ditto of Catherine II. (1780) • . ^vW.

Ditto of Paul (1799) . . . W.
Ditto of Alexander (1802) . . W.
Ditto of ditto (1806) . . . W.
SO Copeck piece (1767) . . W.
Ditto«(17840 . . . W.
16 Copeck vNie (1778) . W.
10 Copeck piece • « • W.
Ditto 0^98) . ^ . * %

^itto (1802) - - . .W-^ Copeck piece (1801) • - W.
Scudo, or crown (J and \ in proportion) W.

S3, dvt, livt- d»(. gr.

0 14 2i 10 20 1

0 14 19 0 17 19
6 S S 4 1 9
0 14 £ 2Sl 5 14-

O 6 SS 6 16

4 si £ 11 r 9
o 9 16 11 15 18

0 £il6 12i 16 2
1 4 4 14 4 a
0 £i22 14 22 0
0 5 22 14 22 1

0 4i 7 20i 7 16
0 8 ler 14 IS 11

1 2 18 1 16 6
2 17 11

4 2 6 0 3 18
0 4 11 O'to 19
0 64 9 8 9 1

0 7 9 9 9 1

0 7 4 16 4, 12
07 2 0| 1 22
0 .4 9 S 8 23
09 2 4f 2 2
09 '^0 1 22
0 9 1 2l 1 1

0 9 0 23 0 22
09 7 12 74
0 9 5 13 57
09 3 16 S 12

2 £14 Gill 9
1 3 18 1 If, 4
2 3 11 2 8 22
2 2 9 11 7 16

3 3 5 8^ 3 20
28 3 14 2 19
0 4 17 f 16 17
0 4 8 I2i 8 8

0 £ 5 2 4 23

^4 1 17 1 16

0 5 0 20i 0 20
0 6 17 1 16 13

2 7 18 1 14 1

2 4J 17 11 IS 23
2 12 18 si 13 23
1 11 16 14414 6
1 7 16 12 14 11

2 2 15 10 12 12
2 4 15 12 12 10
0 14 13 12 12 15

0 ]3 13 1417 7
0 16 13 12 12 12

2 2 3 10] 2 19

2 2 3 S 2 12

2 2 2 6 1^19

2 6 2 1 1 14

0 144 1 9 16
0 18 1 84 1 6
0 134 0 164 0 **

0 7 15 2414 15

tm. firmni.

12 445, 6

4395, 2

18 31, 3

9121, 3

6148, 4

2 75,
18 150, 6

18357, 9
2 90, 7

10488, 9

16490, 0

13170, 8

12343, 7

0J60, 8

6 254, 9
1684,
0239, 2
0 200, 2

18201, 6*
lOlOO, 4

; 18 43, 4
; 0198, 2
: 8 46, ()

0 42, 5

4 23, 3

:
0 20, 4

. i41.',9, 8

r2118,
1 8 78, 1

I 0252, 6

i 2 359,

I 8 198, 4

; 0170, 3

» 4 85, 3

» 6 62, 3
' 18 371, 5

I 16185, 7

I 4110, 3

> 4 37, 2

) 0 18, 5

S 18 368, 1

I 8 312, 1

I 0 309, 9
} 4 110,

5 16317, 2

I 16321, 8

I 0 277, 5

) 6275, 9

> 10 280, 8

r 2 278,

1 12 278, 1

) 0 62, 6
I 18 56, $.

) 18 40, £

1 16 35. 9
i 16 28, 5

1 II 28, 3

I 10 15, S

5 0 324, 7

I, 4p

B 2,20
4 7,18

0 4,37

1 5.35

1 8,72

0 10,46
4 0,95

4 1,97

1 0,66

5 8,26

5 8,4‘2

1 11,85

3 11,9.9

4 2,38

2 11,51

0 11,72

2 9,40

2 3,95

2 4,15

1 2,01

0 6,06

2 4,67

0 6,50

0 5,93

0 3,25

0 2,84

1 10,31

1 4,17

0 10,90

2 11,27

4 2,13

2 3,70
1 11,78

0 11,91

0 8,69

4 3,87

2 1,93

1 3,40

0 5.19

0 2,58

4 3,40

3 7,58

3 7,27

3 7,28

3 8,29

3 8,93

3 2,75

3 2,52

3 3,21

3 2,12

3 2,8J

0 8,74!

0 7,84

0 5,65

0 5,11

0 3,97

0 3,95

0 2,13

3 9,34

The Priuaiaa coins, having been debased at difi^ront periods, vary in their reports.

*
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No. Vlft—-4acoi7NT the JldatiDP Faiue^ and Silver in iht principal 2i0l/ng Places of the World, Tubkn

computed from the proportional Quantify Pnte Metal, in their principal Coiart and the legal or current

Price of those Coins respectively^ (Given #» Ijy Dr Kdlp to the Committee of the House of Lords, ap^
*“

pointed, 1819i injuire into the Expediency ofthe Bank's resuming Cash Payments^) \ —

.

gainburgh

,

Akria...

1^1

. \
By did Coinage

j
By New Coin^e

Amsterdam

Madrid

Lisbon

Leghorn
Genoa
Naples
jVenice

l^etersburgh...

'~nlted States

Bengal
Madras
Bombay

China

By Mint HegulatiODS.

15,2096 to 1

14,2878 to 1

15,8735 to 1

15 to 1 nearly

15,5 to 1

16 to 1

1.3,56 to 1

14,65 to 1

15,34 to 1

15,21 to 1

15 to 1 nearly

15 to 1 nearly

15 to 1

14,857 to 1

13.872 to 1

15 to 1

14,25 to 1

{

By Assays. Karnes of the Coins from which the rioportions are taken.i

f Proved correct

< by the Trials of

(the Pix.

14,83 to 1

15,5 to 1

15,854 . ,

13,33 to 1

1 4,32 to 1

15,35 to 1

1 4,35 to 1

15,25 to 1

15,94 to 1

I 4,S27 to I

13,857 to I

15 10 1

1 Per Guinea and Old Shilling.

) Per Sovereign and New Shilling.

Per 10 Guilder Piece decreed in 18l6, and
Silver Florin of^ the same date.

Per Ducato reckoned at 6 Marks Banco and
Rixdollar.

Per 20 Franc Piece and 5 Franc Piece.

Per Dattbloon and Dollar of different €olDageB.|

Per .Toannese and New Silver Crusado.

Per RusponoUnd Francescone.

Per Genov Ilia and Scudo,

Per Oncetta and Ducato. (Coinage of 1818,)|

Per Sequin and Ducat.

Per Ducat and Ruble.

Per Eagle and Dollar?

Per Gold Mohur and Sicca Rupee.
Per Star, Pagoda and Current Rupee.
Per Gotil Rupee and Silver Rupee,

f Per 'Pale of Gold, and the Average l^rice ofl

) Spanibh Dollars.
j

b. s,

MONMOUTHSHIRE, a county of England,
which, before the year 1535, was a portion of the

principality of Wales. It ia now no longer under

the jurisdiction of the WeLh Judges, but it still is

60 far considered as not an English county, that

the causes which are removed for trial from the

principality to England arc tried within it. The
greater part of the inhabitants still speak one of

the three dialects pf the U elsh language ; in some
of the churches the worship is exclusively conducted
in that tongue, in many it is celebrated in Welsh
and English alternately, and the towns in

English alone.

Boundaries Moumouthshire is bounded on the north by Herc-
Mid Extent, fordsbire, on the east by Gloucestershire, on the

south by the river Severn, and on the west by the

Welsh countie.s of Brecon and Glamorgan. Its

^ greatest length is 35 miles, its greatest breadth 26,
' and its circumference liO miles. The square extent

is 516 miles, or 330,240 acres,

h
^ country is higWy diversified, exhU

Countn'^"^
biting every gradation from lofty and bleak moun-
talhs, to hig^y verdant and beautiful sequestered

vallies. Some of the mountains, as the Sugar-loaf,

of 1850 feet, the Blorenge of^20, and the Skyrid-

vawr of 1498 feet, with some others, display their

summits for rogw months covered with snow, wliil&t

their sides, necii^e boUom, afe cultivated with the

t different species of grain, and terminate in meadows
of the roost laxuriant fertility. Mr Fox, in his

i ultural Survey of this county, dirides it into three

districts. The first, comprising the bouthern divi-

bion, consists in pun of large tracts of moor or muish
land, exhibiting in some parts of it a greut depth of

unctuous loamy soil, and in others a vast body ot

black peaty earth. In other parts of this distiict the

soil is of a light loamy coiibistcncc, highly llivourabic

to tlic growth of various trees. Another portion is u

mixture of clay and loam, forming fertile meadows,
and abovcf^lem an excellent red soil, in which tur-

nips, potatws, and gram, liberally repay the cultiva-

tor. The second division comprehend^} the eastern

part of the county, extending to a considerable, but

varying distance on both sides the river Usk. The
soil is of a faint red colour, highly grateful, and be-

ing carefully cultivated, the whole displays the ap-

pearance of great fertility. The third division com-
prises the western and most mountainous parts of the

county. The soil on the hills is generally of a thin

peaty nature, covering strata of stone, underneath
which are mines of coal and iron ofe, of most un-

bounded productiveness. Tlie low lands in this di-

vision arc chiefly in the state of meadow and pasture,

whilst the middle lands are occupied partly by pas-

ture and partly by arable husbandry.

The rivers of this county have been generally ce- Huei

lebrated for the picturesque scenery which their

banks (||isplay, and which, added to the many remains
of annuity that are to be seen near them, invite the
visits of numerous parties intlie sumnser months, and
lord the highest gratification to travellers of taste,

e most eminent of tliese rivers, in beauty as well as
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Monmoutlu utility, I's tlic Wye. It mes oa the Routhcm side of

,
*

j
Piinlimmon, in MontgoM^sliirc, and forming cbe dU
vision line between the wimtiea of Brecon and Rad-
nor, passes through a part of Herefordshire, and en-
ters this county at Dizon, becomes navigable for

boats at Monmouth, and empties itself into the Se-
vern at Chepstow. The beauties of this stream arc
derived from the sinuosities of its course, the uni-

formity ofits breadth, the picturesque countrjr through
which it flows, and, amon^ many other striking ob-
jects on its banks, from the Abbey of Tin tern, and
ihe mansion and grounds of Picrccfield. The tide in

this river rises at Chepstow to a greater height than
in any other English river ; at the bridge of that

town the elevation has been between 50 and 60 feet,

and it takes place with most unusual celerity. The
Usk rises in the black mountains of Brecknock-

gre, light, and uncompact breed. In this county Mbninoirt^^i

and Brecknockshire the breeding and renring of
^

^

mules Is carried to a greater extent than in any
other part of tiic island. They are found very be-
neflcial in the hilly districts, where the mines arc
worked. Male asses are imported from Spain and

'

the south of France, to propagate, and the nmles

arc frequently of a size and strength equal to llulk
tives oftliose countries.

The landed property of this county is in few ha^ra, Division of'

but divided generally into small farms, varying in

rent from L.70 to L.200- The leases arc generally,
for 21 years, and the conduct of the landlords Ui'

their tenants is liberal, and somewhat parental. Many
farms are held by copy of the court roll.

The greatest riches of Monmouthshire are deriv-^pe>
ed from its mines. Coal and iron ore abound in

^ 11 1 ! I 1111(1

K ijl-umilb.

L',i II uliwrc.

I-ive Stock.

shire, and when it enters this county, passes be-
tween lofty hills, which gives its borders every va-

riety of beauty that landscap<% can display. It is

navigable for a short distance, aiid only for barges.

It abounds with salmon, some of which are fre-

quently caught in it of a most unusual size. The
olluT rivers are the Uumney, the INlonnow, and the

l'U)vv'y, each of which has peculiar and characteristic

beauties.

The heavy productions of this "county, iron, coal,

and liine.stonc, have given rise to thiir establLshment

of various canals Ibr their conveyance. The Mon-
mouthshire canal begins at Ncw'port, and dividing

into two branches, connects that town, by one, wltlj

PoiUyjiool and Ponlncw'vd, and by the oihcr with

Crmiilin Bridge. The Brecknockshire canal unites

with this, and passes, in its course, under a lill by

means of a tunnel fee t. The county ii most

abundantly Fiipplied with rail-roads, leading from the

principal raining districts fo the canals; and many
private mines have small rail-ways, provincially call-

cd tram-roads, leading to the principal iron rail-

roads, by w'hich a facility is afforded to the convey-

ance of productions through a country whose roads

arc* eminently bad.

The agricultunil productions arc wheat, barley,

and oats, with a few pease and beao|S’ They are

sufficient for the supply of the inhabitants, and the

small surplus, as well as much fruit, is sent to the

markets of Bristol. On the arable lands the system

of summer fallowing is pretty generally pursued.

The principal manure is lime, the stone from which

it is burnt being most abundant. The oxen of this

county arc highly esteemed both for draught and for

fattening. They are usually a deep red colour, short

in the legs, and compact in the carcase, being across

between the breeds of Hereford and Glamorgan.

They arc very docile in harness, and will fatten so as

to weigh from seven to nine hundred weight. Th^y

are much sought after by the English graziers, who

purchase them when young, and after employing

them in labour, fatten them for the butcher. The

sheep are remarkably small, the w'ooi is short and

coarse, but the flesh is fine the grain, wd ot a

most delicate flavour. Of late years much iRiprove-

ment has been made in the flocks by judicious crosses

with the Cotswold, Southdown, and Dorset she^
The horses of the county are generally a very

the hills. The facilities for interior conveyance have
been before noticed. The coals of this county have,

under the act of Parliament for constructing the ca-
nal, the peculiar jirivilegc of being carried to the

opposite shore, including the city of Bristol and the

towns on that coast, as far as Bridgewater, without
paying the w'ater-borne duty. J'his gives to them a

monopoly of those large markets, to Uic exclusion of

the collieries in the forest of Dean, and of Glamor-
gan and Carmarthenshire. The proprietors of these

lust mentioned mines have petitioned Parliament to

he placed on a similar footing, but, after a most pa-

tient investigation of' all the circumstances in a com-
mittee, the jieculiar rights of the coals brought by
the Monmouthshire canal were confirmed. TIw
iron mines were worked as early as the reign of

Queen Elizabeth, and made a rapid progress ; but

owing to the great consumption of wood, which
soon caused a scarcity of fuel, they had sunk very

low till abonf fifty years ago, when the mode of

making iron from coke was introduced. This dis-

cover), wdtli the improvements in machinery, has

given a vast impulse to the working the iron mines.

Fifteen or sixteen w^orks, on the largest scale, and

many smaller ones, have been established. At one
period, the weekly delivery of pig-iroii and bar-iron

from these different works is stated to have a nount-

ed to a thousand tons.

The abundance, of iron, and the facility of inter- ManuCnc-

course wdth Cori)^|j|Mk have Jed to the establishment

of sonic very exitensive manufactories of tin plates.

The manufactory of a kind of Japan ware was first

practised in England by Thomas Allgood of Ponty-

poo), in the reign of Charles the Second ; and though

the skill of Birmingham has been successfully exert-

ed to rival tJie town from whence that ware derived

its name, the business is still continued there, but upon

a small scale. The manufactory of caps, for wliich

Monmouth was celebrated at the period when Shake-

speare wrote, has been long abandoned. At New-
port und Cliepstow there are som^ considerable

eltnbiishments for building ships.

Few parts of the island contain more numerous or

better preserved remains of Roman and Saxon an-

tiquity than this county. Caerleon was long the

metiopolis of the British dominions, and the resi-

dence of King Arthur, The ruins of the wall, 5SO

i|fyai‘ds by 480, are still to be traced ; and the vast

Antiquii.'i

i
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MoEiMpiiQuth- niilssea qfetottCB^ which are now in a confused eticWi

show tMH it was formerly a place of greet ia^rlt-

ance. There are many Roman encampiftenti etili

visible. The remains bf the abbeys of Gracediw,

Llantamam, tilaothony, and Tintern, apd of the

priories of G^dclitfi Thynemark, Monmouth, and

invite the close examination of ,<^htiquarian9.

!
castles of Abergavenny, Carleohi Caldecot,

ell^GIas, Chepstow, Dinham, Groamont,*Llan-

fair, SCenfrith, Striguil, tJsk, and Llandeiloi- aro

the most femsuleable arhong numerous other similar

buildings. The character of the architecture of

the chtrrches of Abergavenny, Carleon, Caldecot,

Chepstow, Newport, and others, discovers a very an-

cient origin. The antiquities of Monmouthshire
* would, indeed, require a volume for their delinoation.

Civil and Xho ootinty gives the title of Earl of Abergavenny
' to the family of Neville, not by creation or writ, but
ca airs.

possessors of the castle of that town. The Irish

Marquis of Ormond derives from it the title of Baron

Butler, and the Duke of Beaufort is Baron Herbert

of Chepstow and Rogland, and Baron licaufort of

Caldecot Castle- The members to the House of

Commons arc two for the county and one for the

united boroughs of Monmouth, Newport, and Usk.

The whole county is within the diocese of Llandaff,

except three parishes, which are in St David’s, and

three others in that of Hereford. The English

Judges, on the Oxford circuit, hold the assizes twice

a year at Monmouth.
I'liviHons The county is divided into six hundreds, and con-

hundred and twenty parishcb and seven

market towns. At the census of ISll, tlicre were

returned 12,127 houses, inhabited by fami-

lies. Of these families 5815 were employed in

agriculture, 4'S12 in trade and manufactures, and

J916’ in other occupations. The number of in-

habitants was 62,127, viz. 530,987 males and fU .HO
females. The baptisms of males, the preceding

years, were 642, and of females 632. The burials of

males were 514, of females 444. 'fhe marriages were

4J6. llie towns which contain more than 1000 souls

Esq;; lAtbatth Court, Jolm Jones, Esq*j Llanofcr,

BenjAttrin Waddmgton, t Llanvitsangle, Earl of
Oxford; Mamheled, W.lWorgnn, Esq.; Mayndec, Molltgo-
Sir Robert Kemeys ; Pen Park, — WUliamfi, Esq.; mcryshiri;.

Pierceheld, Nathaniel Wells, Esq. ; Pont y Pool, C.

H. Leigh, Esq. ; Tredgar, Sir Charles Morgan, Bart.;

Trewyn, J. Rosier, Esq. ; Wynastow Court, Thomas
Swinnerton, Esq.

See Coxe's Historical Tonr in Monmouthshire;
Hisiom/ of Monmouthshire David Williams ; Do-
novan's Descriptive Excursions through South Wales
and Monmouthshire ; Strange's B.oman AniUjnUm at

Caerkon and Caervoent

;

kbx’s General Fiew of the

AgrtenUure of Monmouthshire, (iv. w.)

MONTGOMERYSHIHE, an inland county of noundtirit-^

North Wales. It is bounded on the east by Shrop-

shire, on the north by Denbighshire and Merioneth-

shire, on the west by Cardiganshire and Merioneth-

shire, and on the south by Radnorshire. It is of an ir-

regular form
;
its greatest length, from north to south,

is thirty- six miles, and its mean breadth, from cast

to west, is about thirty-two miles. Its area, in square

miles, is estimated to be 982, or 620,720 statute

acres ; but is probably overrated.

It is a county of very irregular surface, com- f.u* of

posed, in the centre, of a ridge ef lofty mountains, (N)'infr^.

which nearly divide it, and from which various

branches proje^, which, though not equal in heiglit

to the mean ridge, attain a greajt elevation. The
loftiest of the mountains, Plinlimmon, or Pumiumon,
is continued through Montgomeryshire and enters

Merionethshire ; from its a ntre various streams run,

some to the cast and some to the west, the for-

mer into the Severn, and the latter to the sea at Car-

digan bay. Plinlimmon is, at the highest point,

24653 feet above the level of tlie sea
;

the other

mountains that br’ i'ch from it are IJauclinam,

feet, the Long Mountain 1330, and that on which a

pillar, to the memory of Lord Rodney, is erected,

1204. rrom the irregularity of the surface, and the

great elevations, the chief part of the county is bare,

raw, and barren ;
but in the v.dlics between the moun-

nre as follows : tains, there some most delightful and fertile spotr;,

IIoiiM-s. Inhabitants, watered bjl^anslucid rivulets, and bordered with

Monmouth, - - - 675 3503 the richest forest scenery.

Abergavenny, - - 2815 The rivers that run westerly from the mountain Ujvlts, <

Ushktiwreod, - - 2728 ridges are the Traetb-bach, the Maw, and the Do-
Chepstow, - - - 429 2581 vey. ThO Wye, the Severn, the Vyrnwy, and the

^

Trevelhin (including Pontypool), 466 2423 Tanat, which receive several smaller mountain tor-

NeWport, - - - 445 2346 rents, run to the eastward ; the two first, which re-

Aberystwith, - - 302 1626 ceive the others, keep nearly a parallel course to the

Llanofer, - - - 311 1572 plains of Salop, The Sevorn, though at first a mere
' Mambolc, - - 2lS 1230 raountnin rill, and soon a rapid torrent, speedily as-

Machen, - - - 235 II67 sumes a tranquil character, and glides through deep

Llanwenarth, - - 241 1138 vales till it enters Shropshire, and bceornes the sc-

Mynydd-maen, - - 194 1098 comd of our English rivers. It is tlie only stream

Paii|eagii€, ,

- - 212 1052 navigable in this county, but it is passable only

Penmaen, - - 205 1010 at periods of rain by boats, and frequently ship tiin-

^ ber lies on its banks a long time, waiting for suffi-

The seats of noblemen and ^ntleqien within cient water to float it down the stream. A canal

the county are very numerous ; the most remark- has bcejj constructedf connected with the Ellesmere

able are, TrOykotfAe, Duke of Beeufort; Bix Weir, canal in Shropshire; but though completed, it is

(General Rooxe; Courtfield, William VuugliaiJ, Esq.; found to be a very unproductive undertaking. There

Coldbroofc, J. H. Williams, Esq. ;
Dynastow Coart, some picturesque waterfalls, which invite the in-

Samucl Dosanquet, Esq.
;
Kesneyshouse, L. Lord,^^P^ction of travellers in this romantic county. The

i
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ontgomc- u»ost remarkable ot lliese is Pystyll-Uha'iadr. The

brook, or rather river Kbl^liadr, (for, after rains, it

deserves the latter name), tlhns over a j^cntle declivi-

ty lor a short distance, and then suddenly precipi-

tates itself over a perpendicular ledgt', from whence
it falls, rather in the form of spray than in that of a
torrent, to the depth of two hundred feet, while the
projecting rocks that intercept its fall cause a spec-

tacle and sounds that are highly terrific. 'I'his cata-

ract appears in its grandeur only after a wet season,

for in very dry weather it is an insignificant rill.

#;riculturc. Tlie agriculture of Montgomeryshire is in a very
backward state ; not one-eighth of the land is under
tlie plough ; about three-eighths of it is devoted to

pasture, but the food it produces is small for the ex-

tent on which it grows. Nearly half the county is

in an uncultivated slate, or covered with wood. Some
few good cultivators Iiavc of late, in some spots, in-

troduced the Norfolk four course system of turnips,

barley, clover, and wheat, but it i-revails to a very

limited extent, owing to the dc'iciuucy of capital

among the occupiers. The greatii i)art of tlie ar-

able land is declined to produce enrn, without inier-

rnlssion, till it becomes txliau^fjd, when it returns

of itself to a very imperfect and unproductive kind

of pasture. 'I’liough these remarks refer to the

greatest pait of the county, yet a j)urt of it adjoining

to Shrep.^-Iiire forms a very laudable exception, as it

is well cultivated, and very prolific, especially on the

banks o(' the Severn. In almost every part of the

county hemp is cultivated for domestic use, in small

^ patches, and the making it into cloth forms tlie em-
ployment of itinerant weavers.

aitli. The cows of this county somewhat resemble the

Devonshire breed, aud are said to have been origi-

nally brought from that count',. VVIe/n removed to

bellei' pasture, and fatfen<?d, they are highly valued

by the butchers, because tin v yield less offal, and

collect a greater mans of on the more valuable

pint.-, of the body, 'fhe sin ep are of small size, hut

their mutton is excjuisite. I’iie wool is of very fine

rpialit^
,
and tlie best W’elsli flannels are made from it.

Tliere is a very numerous breed ul' small horses on

the mountainous parts of Montgomeryshiro, wliicli arc

nearly in a slate of nature, fliey are known by the

name of Merlyns, and range through the w'hole year

over the most elevated parts of the country. J5y tlieir

exposure, and the ease aith which they aie subsist-

ed, they acquire a very hardy frame, and are capable

of performing labour far biyond what their size and

apparciu strength indicate. They are driven, when

needed, into an iiiclosure, where the best are select-

ed from those that have attained their third year,

and the remainder are turned out to range at large

ns before. Notwithstanding their diminutive size,

the greater part of the commodities furnished by the

county arc conveyed on their backs from one place

to another. The vullies in tliis county have been

long celebrated for a breed of cxcellem. horses, in-

troduced originally from the south of Spain, by the

Earl of Shrewsbury in the reign pf Queen Elizabeth
;

these, by various crosses, have been much improv-

ed, and they now furuish some of the best hunters

in the kingdom, from muting strength with speed. .

Mine ami Limestone is not generally louiid in tois count/i,

VOL. V, I»AIIT n.
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and rarely unmixed with argillaceous earth ; so that Montage-
the lime required for building is brought one
extremity to the other by the canal. Coal is only
found in an angle of the county, on the borders of
Salop ; the quantity is small, and its combuBtivc qua-
lity causes it to burn so rapidly, as to make it a much
more expensive fuel, except in tlie vicinity of the
pits, than either wood or turf.

;

The mineral which abounds most in the monntiSi Mineral;-,

of Montgomery is lead, which is raised in many parts
of them. Tlie ore known by the name of giUenay
provincially called potters ore, was formerly disco-
vered in a prodigious vein at Llangynnog, but, after

much profitable excavation, the miners reached a
fault in the vein, and its continuance has not been yet
ascertained. At Llaiiymynach are the vestiges of
mines worked in very remote periods, which exhibit
intricate recesses, and form a kind of subterraneous
labyrinth. Both copper and lead ore are still found
in these ancient mines, and zinc, in unison with sul-

phuric and carbonic acids, known by the common
appi'llutions of calamine, and black-jack. A very
rich lead mine at Tallcssi was formerly worked, and
yielded large profits to its owner, Sir Watkins Wil-
liams Wynne; but, owing to a great increase of wa-
ter, the w'orking has been discontinued. The ranges
of mountains arc partly composed of schist, irom
which are drawn large qu.antities of slates, applied

to the covering of houses, or sent to London and
Bristol, to he fitted for writing.

"fijis was formerly one of the best w'ooded conn- Timber,

ties of North Wales, and it has, for the last seventy

years, contributed to supply a great part of the best

oak timber to the Royal 13ock-yards. The size of

the Montgomeryshire oaks has made them much
prized for naval purposes

;
some have been Idled

which have cuiitained more than fjoO cubic feet. Tliis

oak is of a remarkably good quality, but the dilli-

culty of conveyance has rendered the ])rice very low'

on the spots where it i.s grown, and formerly much
of even the most vr.limble quality w^as used for fuel.

I'he only manufactures are ofw’oollcns, made from Ma iu.k-

the fleeces ol’ their native sheep, and mostly confined •

to flannels know n through England, andhiglilypr zed,

under the denomination of IVtlsh jinnuvls. fhey

have been imitated both in Lancashire and Yorkshire,

but have not been cqualleil in fineness of texture,

combined with softness. The farmers, and even the

cottagers, make these flannels
;
and they are collect-

ed by a kind oi’ middJo-incn, who bring then) to the

market of Welshpool, whence they are sold to the

merchants of Shrewsbury, who distribute tliern over

the kingdom. Tlie annual value sold at the market

is about 1.1 . 50,out), and ibe cost of the wool is csti-

iimted at about half that urnounl.

Two members are retu.ncd to Parliament, one for

the county, and one for the borough of Montgo-

mery, til., county town.

In liSll, the population amounted to 5'^,700 per- ropulttuon.

sons; Welshpool then contained 5 VIO, and Montgo-

inory

The most remarkable scats of noblemen and gen-

tlemen are, I'owis Castle, J.onl Povvis
; Lydiuilli

Hall, Sir W. W. Wynne, Bart.; Llangedwen, Mr
? Wynne; 'Jowyn, E. Corbet, Esq.; l.hindinuni, M,

/.
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Stephens, Esq. ; Vayner, Captain Windus ; Newton the Ferdinand Count Fathom of Smollet, which Dr
Park, ftichard Shaw, Esq. Moore, doubtless, had iq his cyp when he undertook

Moore. Aikin's Tour in Wales

;

Evans's North this singular delineation: ^ Both characters are utter-

Wales ; Cambrian Itmerary. (w. \v.) ly devoid of principle, and are equally profligate,

MOORE (John, M. D.) was the son of one of perfidious, and selfish. Yet there are different sliades

the clergymen of Stirling, where he was born in the in the characters of these fictitious wretches ; Zeluco
17^0. He received his medical education at is a more daring and hardy. Fathom a more pliant

University of Glasgow, and at the early age of and crafly villain. Fathom, too, in the commission
he served as surgeon’s mate with the army of all his atrocities, is solely actuated by self inter-

in Flanders. After the conclusion of peace, he pro- est, or the indulgence of the lowest sensual gratih-
secuted his medical studies at Paris, where he was cations ; whereas, Zeluco is excited to many of his
appointed surgeon to the household of the English blackest crimes by the strongest evil passions of our
Ambassador, Loni Albemarle. On his return to nature,—by hatred, envy, and revenge. Fathom
Scotland, he settled as a surgeon at Glasgow ; and has perfect command of temper, and never sacri-

there he quickly rose to extensive and successful fices his interest to caprice. Zefuco’s temper, on
practice. In every period of his life he delighted in the other hand, is ungovernable, and he disregards all

social inti^rcourse ; and during his residence in Gias- consequences in the gratification of his rage and ina-

gow, his leisure hours were, in a gfcat measure, de- lice. The moral eflbct of all such pictures of de-

voted to the enjoyment of society. His vivacity in pravity may well be doubted. Fathom, indeed, who is

conversation, and agreeable turn of wit and immour, pointed out as a coward, a thief, and a sharper, is so

attracted around him a numerous and respectable utterly degraded, loathsome, and disgustilig, that the

circle of acquaintances. Though he did not at this contemplation of bis character is only for the time

period come before the public as an author, he often a pollution of the imagination. But the high birth,

wrote occasional poems on the occurrences of the personal attractions, gentlemanlike accomplishments,

day, for the amusement of the society which he fre- and courage of Zcluco, may, to an ill regulated

quented, and of which he formed the principal charm, mind, extenuate his enormities, and even spread the

His acute and just discrimination of the various infection of his wickedness. It is true, that the his-

shades in the manners and dispositions of mankind tory of Zeluco, who is tlic only son of a noble and

was even at this time displayed in a series of verses, wealthy family in Sicily, is intended to show the

characteristic of the members of a convivial club fatal consequences of uncontrolled passions, and cx-

to which he belonged. cesbive maternal indulgence : It is true, that, with

In the year 1769 he was called, in liis modi- every advantage of person, birth, and fortune, he is

cal capacity, to attend the young Duke of Hamilton, represciUed as utterly wretched from the depravity

who was labouring under a pulmonary complaint, to of his nature ;—it is true, that an awful punishment

which he ultimately fell a victim. His attendance is awarded to liim in the catastrophe, and that he

at Hamilton subsequently led to his accompanying closes his life in paroxysms of penitence. But
the brother of his patient to the continent. An ex- though the author’s design may have been laudable,

tensive and long continued tour through Italy, in the perusal, the moral scope is often as much lost

France, and Germany, opened a wider range to his sight of, as the recondite allegories of the Orlando,

faculty of investigating the characters of mankind or Jcrumicni Delivered, ^'ucli a picture, too, of the

than he had hitherto enjoyed. After spending five darkest tinges of villany, unmitigated by the inter-

years abroad, he settled as a physician in London; mixture ofone good quality, harmonizes so little witli

and about the same time commenced his literary the ideas or feelings of this country, that we revolt

career, by publishing the fruits of his travels in his at its imf^bability ; or, at least, the credence of

VieTv of Society and Manners in France^ Sxvi/zcrland^ reality, so essential to the success of every fictitious

and Germany. This work was so, well received that, narrative, is hardly ever excited. Besides, the

in 1781, he added to it two iPinUmes, entitled, A principal parts of the work are not such as afford

View of Society and Manners in Italy. A discri- scope for the display of the author’s peculiar excel-

minating observer of the customs, passions, and pre- lencies. Tlie mind, however, is occasionally reliev-

judices of mankind, he was admirably qualified to cd by scenes of humour and pleasantry, by pic-

givc a correct and interesting view of society and turesque.^ sketches, and interesting traits of character,

manners in the countries through which he had The comic part, indeed, is infinitely superior to the

travelled ;
and, bymeans of the epistolary form which tragic, and in it the author seldom fails. Of Trans-

hc adopted, he has completely succeeded in giv- fer we have, perhaps, too much, but Buchanan is an

ing sufficient connection and animation to his Mis- admirable sketch. There is much light humour in

cellaneous Anecdotes, his Sketches of Distinguish- the relation of the story of Rosolia, and the comic
e^Men, and his Remarks on National Character, dialogue is invariably spirited and lively- Though
In 17B.5 he'published his Medical Sketches, con- now somewhat sunk in reputation, Zeluco was much
sisting chiefly of observations’ll the Animal Eco- admired on its first appearance, and was hailed as

nomy and the treatment of Fevers. His next peW one of those productions which, by its knowledge of

formance, which appeared in the year following, human nature, and reach of mind, redeemed the

was the celfibrated novel of Zac/uco, in which he has species of composition to which it belonged from

exhibited a character so atrocious, as rather to ex- the imputation of frivolity, and elevated fictitious

cite horror, than to afford amusement or instruction, ratives to a higher walk in the paths of literature.

The only prototype of such a personage in fictitioiMl^i^i^r In 179^ Dr Moore accompanied Lord Lauder-
narrative (for surely none ever existed in real life) is dale to Paris, where he witnessed some of the prin-

4'
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Mootc cipal scenes of the Revolution, of which he publish-

"'iroyshire,
interesting account on his return to England.

The same journey supplied him with materials for

\ his View of the Causes and Progress of the French
I ^ I Revolution^ published in 1795,

^
. The scenes which Dr Moore had hitherto exhibit*

ed, both in his travels and fictitious compositions,
were copied from the manners of other countries.

The novel of Edward, which he published in 1796,
is entirely confined to the illustration of our domes-
tic usages and national customs. Edward is a
foiindling, whom chance places under the protection
of Mrs Barnet. Under her guidance his mind* which
is intended as a contrast to that of Zeluco, gradu*
ally unfolds to every amiable and manly virtue. His
character is exhibited in many trying situations, till

at length, by a natural series of incidents/hc is final-

ly brouglit to the discovery of his repuuible descent,

and is united to a beautiful heiress, of whom he was
enamoured, and of whom the persor. he discovers to

be his mother is the guardian. Tiie thread, how-
ever, by which the hero is connected w’ith the other

characters of the work is very slight, and the inci-

dents arc barely sucli as keep up its title to the cha-

racter of a regular novel. It is not di.Ntinguishcd by
originality of sentiment, by novelty of character,

by deep involution of events, or by scenes of com-
plicated distress or unexpected deliverance. But,

without deeply interesting the feelings, the mind

is kept, particularly througli the conversation pieces,

in an agreeable state of amusement ; and it is

wonderful that, in irs perusal, wc should experi-

ence so little lassitude, when there is so little exci-

ia productive land. The county of Moray has the Morayshire.

friUi of that name on the north, Banffshire on the
'

^ ‘

east, Inverness-shire on the south, and Nairnshire On
the west. The river Spey, which, with a few except
tions, separates it from Banffshire, is commonly con*
sidered its eastern boundary. On the south, k is in-

tersected by a small part of Inverncsa-shire, by which
two parishes, Abernethy and Duthil, partly ii^

county* arc detached from the body of it. Rli
vided into fifteen entire parishes, and contains pfiti

nine parishes more, the rest of which are situated in
the counties adjacent. The Presbyteries to which
these parishes belong arc, Abcrlour, Abernethy, El-
gin, and Torres, all under the jurisdiction of the Sy-
nod of Moray.

The natural divisions are the low grounds which Natural

stretch along the coast, varying in breadth*8outhward,
from 5 to m miles, and the mountains which occu-

py the interior
;
yet the former is not without ridges

of hills, of no great height, which generally rise in a
line parallel to the shore

j
nor tlie latter without con-

siderable tracts of low land, particularly on the
branches of the Spey and Findhorn, and the other

streams which flow from the soutli. The climate,

soil, and productiveness of these two divisions are

very difterent. The climate on the coast is supposed
to be as good as that of any part of Scotland, both
in respect to heat and dryness ; while the prevailing

soil is a sandy loam, in many parts affording plenti-

ful crops, which ripen early, and are seldom injured

by bad weather, in the harvest season. The wind
blows from wcstci ly points for almost tlircc-fourths of

the year. "J he strong gale.s are from tJie north-

tation.

Mordamt possesses something of the same sort of

merit as Edward, hul in an inferior dtg’ ec. A scries

of letters from diH'ercnt persons, characteristically

supported, was a species of novel which required

great versatility of powers, and one in which the ge-

nius of Dr Moore qualifii d him peculiarly to excel.

But it would appear that the brilliancy of his wit had

been tarnished by too frequent exposure to the

world, or that his natural vivacity had been somewhat

diminished by the advance of age. He survived the

publication ot' Mordaufit only two years, and died at

London in 1802.

The reputation of Dr Moore with posterity will

rest on his travels and novels. As long as they are

read, he will be acknowledged as a writer endued with

admirable good sense, a rich vein of original humour,

an uncommon power of insight into human nature,

and a capacity of describing its intricacies with force

and discernment.

MORAYSHIRE, or Murraysiiiue, a county in

Scotland. Tlic province of Moray formerly includ-

ed part of the shires of Inverness and Banfi', and

that of Nairn, besides the present county ;
but the

name is now confined to this district, which is

situation also known by the appellation of Elginshire. It

M i:xtent. is situated between 51^ 12' and 57° ho north la-

titude, and between 3° 2' and. 5^ 58' west longi-

tude, extending about 40 miles from north-east to

south-west, and in breadth from 8 to 14 miles in the

interior, but upon the coast from 17 to miles ; and^

it contains, including its lakes, 480 square miles,

/ .807,200 English acres, of which only about a third

wc.'^t, and the most frequent rains from this point

and the north-north. Easterly winds, however, pre-

vail ill the spring months, to the great injury of

vegetation. 'I’lie annual fall of rain, on the north-

east quarter, near Speymouth, is said to be little

more thaji 25 inches; and the medium tempera-

ture of llie year varies from 45'’ to .50'*. In the

mountain district, the winters are long and severe

;

more ruin falls tliaii on the coast
;
and the labours oi’

the harvest arc sometimes not brought to a close till

the crops are covered with snow. Limestone, sand-

stone, and slate, with marl, abound in variou
<
parts.

Iron was almost a century ago wrought in Strath-

spey by the York Buildings Company. The rivers River*

are the Spey, the Lossie, and the Findhorn, which

receive the waters of a great many mountain streams.

The Spey, the most considerable, lias a course of :J0

miles before it enters Morayshire, at Aviemore, from

which it flows In a deep channel, and with a consi-

derable fall, till it empties itself, after describing a

line of about 96 miles in all, into tbe sea at Spey-

mouth Bay. It is not navigable, except near its

mouth, and there only for small vessels; but it al-

fords the means of bringing down to the sea th^b-
rcsts 01 its banks; and the rents ol its salmon freli-

erieSj, some years ago, exceeded L.7000 jjer annum.

The Losbic flows almost parallel to the Spey, about

ten miles distant, and, after a course of 24 mileb,

during which it works a number of corn mills, fall.'^

into tbe sea at Lossicinoulh, about six miles to the

north of Elgin. The Findhorn, like the two former,

.flows from south to north, and enters the Frith of

Moray at the village that bears its name, having
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^Jorayihite. traversed InverneSB-shire, where it has its source,

Nairnshire, and this county, for a distance of 60
miles. There is also a valuable salmon fishery on

LakcB. this river. The principal lakes, beginning on the

east, are Loughnaboe, which covers about 60 acres ;

Lough Spynie, which formerly spread over more
than 2000 acres, but lias been since laid almost dry

t^tlrainage ;
Inchstellie, Lochloy, and Loughnadurb,

e<Kltaining an island on which there are the remains

of an ancient fortress, and where it is said turnips

have been found growing naturally. Chalybeate

springs are found in every quarter of the county, but

none of them are in much repute.

Valuation The valued rent of Morayshire, in Scots money,
and Ktntai

jg L.65,6o3, Os. 5d., and the real rent, in 1811, of

the lands was L.62,312, Qs. 6d. Sterling, and of the

houses L.2,753, 14s. 6'd. In the same year, the num-
ber of proprietors was forty-one, five of whom held

more than half the valuation and rental ; and that

of the freeholders thirty-six. Only about a fortieth

part is held in feu, the whole, with this exception,

and small portions belon^tlbg to the burghs, being

Si-aib. fVcchoId, but nearly a third is under entail. Many
of the proprietors have elegant mansions, of which

the most considerable, beginning on the eastern quar-

ter, arc Innes House, the Earl of Fife ; Findrossie,

Lesslie, Bart.
;
Gordonstown and Altyre, Gumming

Gordon, Bart.
;

Duffus, Dunbar, Bart. ; Darnway
Castle, the Earl of Moray; Brodie House, Brodic;

Grange, Peterkin ;
Burgie Castle, Dunbar Brodic

;

and Eichies House, Grant.
Fftnni. The size of farms on the coast does not often ex-

ceed 400 acres, and the greater number are below 150

acres. The larger farms are generally held on leases

for nineteen years, us in other parts of Scotland, but

many of the smaller tenants have no leases. This

division of the county produces all the species of

corn grown in Scotland, with turnips, potatoes, and

clovers. In the higher district, barley and oats, with

potatoes, are almost the only crops, with small por-

M o R
lions of turnips and cultivated herbage, and in some Morwysln

places a little fiax. The, native cattle have been im-"

proved, by crossing them with the West Highland

race ; and the Sheep, which were originally similar

to those of Shetland, have, in many parts, given

way to the Linton, or black-faced race, and a variety

of other breeds from the south. On the small farms,

especially in the mountain district, the liorses arc

very diminutive, seldom more than nine or ten hands

high ; but, upon the larger farms on the coast, they

are not inferior to those of other parts of Scotland.

In the latter situation, two only are used at a plough,

and oxen are seldom worked ; whereas, the team in

the high grounds consists of oxen and horses inter-

mixed, sometimes to the number of six or eight.

Morayshire employs few of its people in manufac- Monufiu

turcs for sale. A woollen factory has been establish-

ed at Ncwmill, in the parish of St Andrews Lhan-
bryd, and in the same quarter another for the wcav-

ing of cottons. There arc tanneries at Forres and

Elgin
; and, at the latter place, a tawifig work of

some consideration, which sends most of its produce
to London. The exports arc cattle, corn, and sal-

mon, with a variety of smaller articles. The value

of the salmon has been stated at about L.25,000, and

that of all the other exports does not exceed L.3(),000

yearly. A considerable quantity of timber is floated

down the Spey, and sliipped at Garmoiith; but it is

chiefly the produce of Strathspey, in Inverness-shire.

'fhe towns and villages are, Elgin, the county town, Towm,

Forres, Garmouth, Urquhart, Lossiemouth, Bishop-

mill, Findhorn, Rothes, and Balnatom. The first

two are burghs; Elgin is joined with Cullen, Banff,

Inverary, and Kintorc ; and Forres with Inverness,

Nairn, and Foitrose, in the election of members for

the Scottish burghs. Botli these places arc of great

»

antiquity. The population in 1800 and 1811 is ex- Populain*

hibited in the following abstract. See Leslie’s GV-

neral r/etv of the Agriculture, of the Counties of
Nairn and Moray. (a.)

1800 .

HOUSES. rjCKSONS. OCCUPATIONS.

Inhabited.

By how
mony

Families

occu-

pied.

JMalcg. Pcnmles.

Penons
cliietly em-
ployed in

Agricul-

ture.

Persons

chiefly em-
ployed ill

Trade, Ma.
nufacturcs,

or Handi-

craft.

All other

Pet .sons not

comprised

in the two

preceding

classes.

Total of

Persons.

5,992 6.954 134 11,76.3 14,042 8,181 4,410 14,164 26,705

1811 .

HOUSES. PERSONS. occupations.

i

1

By how
many

FamUies
occu-

pied,

i

1
C
U>

Males. Females.

Families

chiefly em-
ployed in

Agricul-

ture.

Families

chiefly em-
ployed in

'I'rade, Ma-
nufactures,

or Handi-
craft.

All other

Families not

comprised

in tlic two

preceding

classes.

Total of

Persons.

6.268 6,854 197 12,401 16,707 2,635 1,886 2,833 1 28,108
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RTALITY, HUMAN, Law of.

rri

Mortality. J. HE law of human mortality is that which dcter-
mines the proportion of the number of persons who
die in any assigned period of life, or interval of age,
out of a given number of persons who enter upon
the same interval

; and, consequently, the propor-
tion of them who survive that interval.

Tables showing how many out of a great number
of children, as 10,000, or 100,000, born alive, die in

each year of their age ; and, consequently, how
many complete each year

; exhibit this law through
the whole extent of liie, and arc called Tables of
Mortality.

For information respecting the rlata from which
such tables may be constructed, Jnu the uses they

may be applied to, tlic reader is referred to the

articles Bills of Mortality and Annuities, in

this Supplement.

There is already an article on tliis subject in the

Encyclopfudia Biitannica, under the head Bills of
Mortality ; but the imperfections of that article,

and the increasing importance of the subject, render

it expedient that it should he resumed here, and

treated entirely anew.

The present article is divided into three parts.

In the Jirstf we deliver the history of this branch of

knowledge, with as much brevity as appears to be

consistent wdtli the chief object,—that of conveying

correct and useful information.

Ill the second party we demonstrate the i/hole

theory by common arithmetic.

In the third party a new table of mortality is given,

constructed on the principles previously explained

;

some observations arc made on the comparative

merits of the dili'ercnt tables that have been publish-

ed
;
which were purposely omitted in the historical

part, when the tables they relate to were mentioned,

to avoid discouraging such readers as might not be

previously acquainted with the theory; and the

faults are explained, which render most of those

tables really of no use, since others, more correct,

have been constructed.

Part I.

—

History.

The first table of mortality was constructed by

Dr Halley, from the Mortuary Registers of Breslaw,

for five years ending with 1691 ;
and was inserted

in his paper on the subject in the Philosophical

Transactions for the year lG93, with many judicious

observations on the useful purposes to which such

tables may be applied.

No further information of this kind was communi-

cated to the public, until William Kersseboom of

the Hague published there three tracts on the

subject (in 4to). The first, dated March 1, 1738,

was entitled, Eerste Verhandeling tot een Proeve oin

ie xveeten de probable menigte des x^olhs in de proeintic

van Ilollandt en Wcstvrieslandt. The second, dated

May 15, 17^2, Tweede Verhandeling hevestigend^^

de Proeve om te xveeten de probable mcenigtc des volks Mortality

in de proviniic van Ilollandt eti Westvricslandt ; aod
the third, dated August 31, 174*2, Derde Verhandd->
ing over de probable meenigte des volks in de pro^
vintie van HoUandt en Westvriedandt.

A good account of the first of these tracts has
been given by Mr Eames, in the Philosophical Trans-
actions for 1738 ;

and rather a meagre one of the
other two, by Mr Van Rixtcl, in the same Trans-
actions for 1743. It is therefore unnecessary to re-

peat here, any thing contained in those accounts

;

but as they give no satiafactory information cou-

corning tlic construction of Mr Kersseboom’s table

of mortality (which he called a Table of Vitality), it

will be proper to supply isa material a defect in tin's

place.

In his first tract, the author informs us that he
constructed his table from registers of many thou-

sand life annuitants, in Holland and West Friesland,

which had been kept there from 125 to 130 years

previous to the date of his publication
;
and showed

iiow many of the nominees, or lives the annuities de-

pended uj)on, were, at the time of their nomination,

under one year old, between one and two, between
two and three, and so on for all ages.

An exact account was also kept of the age at

which each life of every class failed ; whence it clear-

ly appeared, what degree of mortality prevailed at

every age above one year. But because very few

children were nominated at or near their birth, he

could not, from these registers, determine the mor-

tality under one year of age. lie therefore had re-

course to mortuary registers and other observaiions ;

from exact accounts of which he found, with sutfi-

ciciit certainty (as lie says), that out of 28,000 born

alive, 5,500 died under one year. He also informs

us, that, for this purpose, he made use of the obser-

vations of divers learned men in England an'' else-

w'lierc, especially Major .folia (irauiUs, upon the

number of the people and the rate ol mortality ; and

upon taking an average of tlic whole, he found it to

diifer but 11 rile from that just stated.

And this appears to be the only ground for the

assertion made by most writers on this subject (pro-

bably copying from each otlier without having

seen the original work), that Kersseboom's Table of

Mortality was constructed from observations made
upon annuitants in England as well as in Holland

;

also, that it was formed partly from observations

made upon the inhabitants of some Dutch villages.

He first published his Table of Mortality in his

second Tract, and in his third, he gave abstracts

of the registers from which it was constructed ;

—

these were contained in twenty-nine tables, twenty-

two of which were for the two sexes separately ; in

the rest the sexes were not distinguished ; and the

ages at which the lives failed were generally given to

j(ihe exactncfcs of half a year.
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Mortality. The numberg of iitea, whose current year of age In 1746, M. Deparcieux published (at Paris in Mortality,

at the time of their nomination was given precisely 4*to) his Essai sur les Prohahilitcs de la duree de la

in these tables^ were, HutnainCf in which he gave six new and valuable

tables of mortality ; one of tbgm constructed from

Males separately, - 1B43 tiie lists of the French Tontines,

Females separately, - 1769 principally those of th0|||||H ^nd 1696, and

Males and Females, without the rest from the mortuahr' i^PKers of different re-

distinction of sex, 1 dS6 iigioua houses four of these showing the mortality

that prevailed among the monks of different orders,

Total, 5148 and the fifth, that which obtained among the nuns
in different convents of Paris'. Those for the monks

And none of these nominees were above 12 years of and nuns, with the exception of the tables of Struyck,

age at the time of their nomination, mentioned above, were the first ever constructed for

These, however, are only specimens of Mr iCersse- the tw’o sexes separately,

boom’s labours. He says there were so many The Essat/ of M. Deparcieux is written popularly,

lives in the registers, that he had not the courage to and with great perspicuity ; he has given the most sa-

undertake extracting the necessary particulars for tisfactory accounts both of the drUa his tables were

more than 30,000 of them ;
and in that, he was construoted from, and the manner of their construc-

greatly assisted by his friend Thomas von Schaak. tion.

Of all the lives, not more than 1 of 120 was past In his thirteenth tabic, he included with the five

55 years of age at the tiipe of nomination. tables of mortality of his own construction; tliat of

Nicholas Struyck, in lUlll^anhangscl op de Gissen^ Mr Smart for London, as corrected by Mr Simpson,

fren over den staat van het Mcmchelijk Gcslagt, en dc Dr Halley’s, and Mr Kersseboom’s, together with the

^Uitreekening der Ly/rcatew, published at Amsterdam expccUition of life at, or its average duration after

in 1740, at the end of the quarto volume, commen- each age, both according to his own and Mr Kersse-

cing with his Inleiding tot de Algemeenc Geographic, boom's table for annuitants, and for every fifth year

gave, from registers kept at Amsterdam for about of age according to each of tbc other tables; the

thirty-fivc years, two tables of observations made fractional parts of a year being always expressed

upon the duration of the lives of 794 male, and 876 in months, and not in decimals,

female annuitants separately ; and two tables of mor- Dr Halley first, and Struyck after him, had given

tality he had constructed from them for the two the probable drtraiion of hfe after several ages, ac-

sexes; both beginning with five years of age. These cording to their respective tables, that is, the term

two, taken together, differ but little from that of Dr at the expiration of which, the persons now living at

Halley ; they represent the mortality to be consider- any proposed age, will be reduced by dealli to one-

ably greater than Kersseboom’s; having been con- half their present number.

Btructed from so few observations, tl)cy are not entitled Hut Deparcieux appears to have first given the

to much confidence, and appear to have been very average darntion of life after any age, and showed

little known or attended to. how to calculate it correctly from tables of mortality.

This work of Struyck gave occasion to the publi- On account of the scarcity and value of M. Depar-

cation, in the same year, of a small tract (in 4lo) by cieux’s Tables of Mortalitjj, Mr Milne has reprinted

Kersseboom, entitled, Eenige Anmerkingen op de them, with the expectations of life just mentioned,

Gissengen over den staat van het Memcheh/k Geslagl, in liis Treathe on Annuities, with a short account of

<5cc., wherein he accused Struyck of plagiarism, with their construction ; it is therefore unnecessary to pur-

but too much appearance of justice. sue the subject further here.

Neither Kersseboom nor Struyck gave any infer- M. de Buffon, at the end of the second volume

mat ion as to the manner iii which they formed their of liis Histoirc biaturellc, published in 1749, insert-

tables of mortality from the obsservations on which cd a table of mortality that had boon constructed

they were grounded. Mr Kersseboom informs us, by M. Dupre dc Saint Maur, from the registers of

that he submitted his table to Professor S'Gravesande, twelve country parishes in France, and three parishes

some years previous to its publication, and obtained of Paris ; which M, de Buffon informs his readers

Ills approbation of it for calculating the values of an- that he inserted in his work the more willingly, since

nuitics on lives. these were the only kind of documents, or combi-

In the year 1742, Mf Thomas Simpson, in his Doc- nations of them, from which the probabilities of life

trine of Annuities, (sec Art. Annuities in this among mankind in general, could he determined with

plevient,) gave a table of mortality for London, being any certainty. Yet this was a very faulty table, and
the same that had previously been constructed by Mr the numbers of annual deaths were so injudiciously

itoart, at twenty-five and all the greater ages, but distributed, according to the ages, that it often re-

directed at all ages under twenty-five years, on ac- presented the mortality in one year of age to be

count of the great number o 'Nlrangers who settle in three or four times as great, and in some cases, six

London under that^ge, which occasioned, till lately, times as great, as in the next year. Some remarks

a constant excess of the burials above the births, of M. KerBseboom on this table may be seen in the

Tf»is correction Mr Simpson made by comparing to- Philosophical Transactions for 17.'53. M. de Saint

gether the numbers of chri*rtenings and burials ; and Cyran corrected some of its most obvious errors,

observing, by means of Dr Halley's ’I’able, the pro- and inserted both the original and his corrected copy
portion between the mortality in London and his Calcul des Rentes Tiageres, (4to. Paris,

law above twenty-five years of age. 1779.)



MORT
Momlity Mr Simpson, in the Supplement to his Doctrine

of Annuities, published in 1752, gave some further
explanations of the corrections he had made in Mr
Smart s table of mortality for London

; and made
some very judicious observations on the difficulties
tliat attend the construction of tables of mortality
from the mortuary registers only, of large towns.

In the Nouveau MSm. de tAcad. Roy. de Berlin
for the year 1760, there is a paper by the celebrated
Euler, entitled Recherches generates snr la mortalite,
ct la multiplication du genre humain, wherein the
subject is treated algebraically. Ho assumes that
the population is not affected by migration, and that
the annual births and deaths arc always as the con-
temporaneous population

; consequently; that the
number of the people increases or decreases in geo-
metrical progression. Then he gives several theo-
rems exhibiting the relations that would obtain be-
tween the annual births and deaths, and the popula-
tion, and determines the law of mn/Lnlity upon these
iiypotheses, but does not show how it may be de-
duced from actual observations inclcpcndcnt of hy-
potheses

; neither does he undc'itake the construc-
tion of any table of mortality, hut, by way of ex-
amplc, gives that of INI. Kersseboom, with tlie

changes of the numbers which become necessary, in

consequence of his altering the radix from 1400
annual births to 1000.

Siissmilch took great pains in collecting the num-
bers of annual deaths in the different intervals of
age, wliicli he published in his Gotilichc Ordnunn ;

and lour tables of mortality formed from these data
are to he found in the same W’ork : that in the 2d
volume (§ 461), which lias many imperfections was
formed by himself; the three others, being the 21st,

22(1, and 2.''Jd, at llie end of the Od Vidnine, were
i'onstructed by his commentator Baumann, accord-

ing to the more correct method of Lambert.
'Hie first edition of ])r Brice’s Observations on

versionary Payments appeared in 1771, containing

his observations on the proper method of construct-

ing tables of mortality from bills whieii show the

numbers dying annually at all ages (see the article

lijLLs ov MoiiTAi.iTY in this Supplement, p. 611),

and three new tables of mortality constructed from

the London, Norwich, and Northampton bills.

The second edition of the same \^olk w'as pub-

lished in 1772; and contained, in the Supplement,

much interesting and valuable information which did

not appear in the first; with five new tables, intend-

ed to exhibit the law of mortality that obtained,— 1.

Jn the district of Vaud, Switzerland. 2. In a coun-

try parish in Brandenburg, % In the parish of

Holy Cross, near Shrewsbury. 4. At Vienna. !j.

At Berlin. The first formed from bills of mortality

given in the Memoirc of M. Muret ; and the 2a,

4th, and Tjth, from those given by Sussrailch in his

G'otfliche Ordnung ; the 3d was from the parish re-

gister only, of Holy Cross. And we consider none

of those tables to be now of any value, on account of

the defects in the data they were constructed from.

A

1

1 T y. Mi

nuci-

At the end of the first volume of the work of J. Morsality.

H. Lambert, entitled, Beitrage zum Gcbraucke der
'

Matheniatik und deren Armenditng, published at

Berlin in 1765 (8vo), he gave a chapter On the aef-

tainty inferences deducedfrom observations and cof-

perimmts ; and the example with which he conclud-
ed the illustration of his theory, was the deduction
of the law of mortality in London from the bills of

mortality there ; by means of a curve, of which the

absciss being proportional to the age, the correspond-
ing ordinate was proportional to the number of sur-

vivors of the same age.

In. the third volume of the same work, published
in 1772, the ingenious author treated the subject at

much greater length : jj being the age, and y the

corresponding ordinate to the curve of mortality for

London, proporti(!»nal to the number of survivors of

that age out ofa given number ( 1 0,000) born alive
;
hi.

gave this equation to the curve,y=l 0,000^
—6 1 76 i

J

1

4

^ , (e being the

bcT of which unit is the hyperbolic logarithm) ; which
determined the numbers in the table of mortality

very near llie truth, until 96 years of age, beyond

w'hich it was not intended to be used.

M. Lambert also constri^cted a table by which

he intended to exhibit the law of mortality that

prevails among mankind in general, from the 23d

and 2l*th tables in the second volume of Siissmilch’s

Goltliche Ordnung, which gave the numbers of

deaths, in tlio ddrerent intervals of age, in seventeen

country parishes in the mark of Brandenburg, and

from the London bills for thirty years ;
supposing,

ith Sussmiicli (Gdltl. Ordn. T. L § 34), that the

country people are double the number of those re-

siding in towns.

By an extract of a letter from M. Lambert to

Gacta and Fontana, given in tlicir Italian translation

(d’ Demoivre’b Treatise on TAje Annuities [Discorso

Pt elivdnarc, I'arte III.), it appears, tliat ail Iii^) at-

tempts to find it posteriori an equation w'hloh should

determine tiie relation between the age and the

number of survivors in this last table, proved fruit-

less ; the formula he arrived at having been cither

t<io long and intricate, or too incorrect. This is the

less to bo regretted, suicG tlicre is no doubt that M.
Lambert s table did not represent the true law of

mortality, as lie made no allowance for the effect of

the increase of the people by procreation ; and it is

singular he did not see, that that law might be cor-

rectly determined from the numbers of the living,

and the annual deaths at all ages in Sweden and

P'iriland, given in Mr Worgentin’s paper in the Stock-

holm Transactions for 1766; which paper he him-

self quotes. ^
Lambert appears to have first demonstrated clem*-

Iv the principal properties of tables of mortality ;*

in doing which, he made use of the differential and in-

tegral calculus 5 but as he could not determine the

• llie author thinks it right to observe here, tln«WtlW not see the above ^entionrf work of Lwnbert,

until he procured it from the Continent in November 1819; and that he had published elementary alge-
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Mortality, equation to the curve of mortality, that resource

^ did not avail him much.

Florencourt treated this subject algebraically in

the third chapter of his Poliiicnl Arithvietic

where he gave a perspicuous view of it, as it

had been previously treated by Euler and Lam-
bert ;

but added nothing himself that was origi-

nal, except three new tables of mortality ; one for

males, another for females, and a third for both sexes

without distinction ; deriving his data in each case

from the Gbtlliche Ordnnng of Sussrnilch. He albo

gave a new copy of the tabic of mortality M. Depar-

cieux had constructed from the registers of tlu* no-

minees in the French tontines assuming 10,000 for

the radix, and inserting the numbers under three

years of age, nearly according to M. Kersseboom’s

table; this, however, decs not dilfcr materially from

the original table of Deparrietix.

The fourth cdiiion ol Dr Price’s Oh^rn'ctions on

Revcraioiidr^ Vaymenis in and
contained now t.iblcs of mortality ibi Warrington

and Chester, also for all Sweden and Pinland, and

for Stockholm separately, in which tlu st ' ^'^were

distinguished; those for the whole kingdom wcu*

constructed from cnuniorations of llu living, -and re-

gisters of the annual deaths, in » adi interval of age,

(luring twenty one years
;

t!io-,L foi JStockholm dur-

ing nine years, Tliesc tables for Sv\cd. n and .Stock-

holm were the fii.'^t ever coii'^tructtd i'rorn ihe data

that are retjui&ile Jo cletennine the law of mortality

among tin' hulk of the [icople, and were sulhcaeinly

accurate representations of lliat law, ior ikt iinie-

and places in which the observations were mad .

In a paper of M. Henrik Nicander, insert »d in

the Transac/ions of 1 he linynl Avademtj of
at Stockholm, for the first quarter ol the

3
car i8J)J,

he gave two tables of mortalilv for ail ^ .eden and

Finland, in which the sexes were distinguished, hot

they were not propcrl}'^ constructed ; and the ineap

duration of life which he gave in tlicm at each ag<’,

was very erroneous, especially in cail\ life. Jn that

paper lie asserted, without oftering any denioni-ht}-

tion or proof, that, in what we have called the cm v ':

of mortality above, if an ordinate be ilrawn tiirougli

the centre of gravity of the portion of the area cut

off by the ordinate at any assigned age, on the side

of the more advanced ages, the part of the base, or

of the axe of the abscisses, intercepted between
these two ordinates, will measure the mean duration

of life after such assigned age. And the mean du-

ration of life after each age, which he has given,

was determined in this manner.
Mr Milne’s Treatme on Annuities and Asszirafices

was published in 181.0 ; and, in the third chapter of

that work, the construction and properties of tables

of mortality are fully treated of.

,In the second volume of the same work, three new
tefmes of mortality are given ; one constructed from

very accurate observations maJ'^ at Carlisle, by Dr

Heysham, w^ho preserved the bills of mortality of the Mortality,

two parishes, which include that city and its environs,

and supplied their deliciencies with great care, to-

gether with correct accounts of tVvo enumerations of

the inhabitants, in which their ages were taken. Ex-
cept the Swedish registers and enumerations, this is

the only instance in which the data requisite for the

construction of an accurate table of mortality for the

bulk of the population, have been obtained ; and a

tabic showing the diseases by which the deaths at all

ages were occasioned, is also given.

The fourth and fiflli tables in Mr Milne’s work, ex-

hibit the law of mortality which prevailed in all Swe-

den and Finland, both with ancl without distinction

of the sexes, deduced from the registers kept and the

enumerations made there, during the twenty years

ended with which term was subsequent to

that wherein the observations were made, from which

Dr )*rice’.s tables were constructed.

The sevt i l1i table in tlie same work exhibits the

law of mortality at IMont|;ellier for males and females

separately, and ’vas constructed from the bills of

*-tality of that place for twenty-one years, ending

Faux II O^t the Conslruciion and Properties oj

Tables of Mortality.

1. Suppose 10,000 children to liave been all horn

alive at the same ili^tant nf unu‘, more than 100 years

since
;
and that the luimhcrs of them wlio conq leted

and win .d in each yi ar ijf ag*' were conccily

entered ihe following table :

Xm)'l>crwlio 1

\

1 ou.pli U . .1 m 1

„ i

'll ir lu'xl
I

u. .

0 10/ • V» .,SSS

1 S,1 . ? 59

7 J-09 177

4. ; Kii)

5 112

90 40 \h

!)i 34 ! 11

23 0

99 14 .0

94 9 4

.05 5 0

OG .3 ]

97 2 1

98 1 j

braical demonstrations of the properties of tables of mortality, as wx ll as of the best methods of constructing

them, in March 1815.
* AUiandlungen aus der J^iristiscfttn und PoViHscheW Hechenkumt, von Carl Chassot de Florencourt, Al-

lenburg, 178I, 4to.

S
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lortality. which, then, would evidently be a table of mortality

;

and this mode of constructing one, were it practi-
r cable, would be the simplest possible.

2. But of 10,000’ children taken Indiscriminately

at birth, it is manifest that the number who complete
or survive any year of age, will be just the same,
whether they bo all born at the same time or not

;

and, thcrei'ore, this table might as well have been
constructed by noting the times of the births of

10,000 children taken indiscriojinately, and register-

ing the time or the age at which each died ; for then,

after the whole were extinct, it would only be ne-
cessary to collect the sum of those who died in each
year of their age, and insert it in the third column
of the above tabic (I) against the pro[)er ago. I'hc

numbers in the second column would tlien be obtain-

ed by beginning with the 10,000 births, and iin rely

subtracting the number in the tliird fVinn the num-
ber in the second column, and placing iIm: remaindei

in the next line b(*Io>^, in that column,
throughout, the table.

3. it In evident tliat the n'ir.'h''T r»g;du-'t any age

i!i the SC; i/iul column of.such L.f ' o(jijai to ttic

>uni O' '"o- the thud colu'nn .i Jistlliat, and ad

the tM’', ; iluj* to f/.r numfni U'/o

('/ '/ /;< 'i' Ij (;g)' 'A Vr' sn U /

r. /, ' (l>t tif ai! (/[(' „' r<//

s

!, N )\v ic? us .iip[*oso Uie [uipTilation of a [ihice

r remanu cl nnaiKj)u’ to?* cuu ttr Iv'o Imndrcd
'' ,< (lurmg u hic i» }ii‘t iod ,

»'• 0{)'> (.ni'dn ?* hav<'

norii alive
. id o»|u:il !nte"val.'> ('f Imim' n-

A’ • that mu'Jc* having hcc'o ik' nngr.i-

.'--V, ,iul tlie ’ mv n! iiMi-tality li.iung been alwav'-

s in.’, both the nuiiiin'r o; tiie living and that ol

• asir lealiis in a/h ye;u ufagc’, rin ain-

.‘d cc»‘ .-i‘» tlie vl/ ' niouM of the anuu il deaths

.1 all ac'v >, as we’-' i. 2 O'-iuber of annual biiih'.,

b.nh';; In’cn Ki.OOr'i

I J,.i’n, if til” law of mortality I'xhibilcd in the

lIjov. aide H) be that n’l.icb obtain^ in the phuT
''H’uiioned, that table ’vdl re))resent tlie streaii

ni hie wiiich tlow.^ through It, and iills the vacaneievs

.('It by those who advani c in agi.', or are cunied (nl

hv dcnith, their sueecssors incessantly following and

being I’oilowcd in the same cour.''’e.

0. Thus:— 10,000 children being born annually

at BO many ecjual intervals of time, 7005 >vill annu-

ally complete their fifth year, also at ecpial intervals

;

and of these, 1 VI will die annually in the sixth year

of their age

7. And it is manifest, that, the number ivln) annu-

fzilu compide any pear of Ihcir age in such a place, is

rqual fu Ihe sum of the annual deaths at all the greater

ages.

8. Let us next suppose, that the constant number

of deaths wliich liappcn annually in any one year of

age, take place at equal intervals of age in that year.

I'or instance, that the four deaths which happen an-

nually, in the i^etbycar of age, always take place at

.he ages of
Years. Months.

94 - 3

93t - 694-9
and 95 years ; or rather, that the last individual dies

at the moment before completing the 95th year,

VOL. V. PART II.

9.

Then the number constantly living in any year Moi

of age may be determined as follows ;

Let us take, for example, the 94tli year, which 14
persons annually enter upon, and 5 die in.

Now, if no deaths happened in that year, it is ob-
vious that the 14 persons who annually enter upon
it at 60 many equal intervals (4 and 6), would be all

constantly living at 14 equal intervals of age in that

year ,* and if that year of age were divided into five

equal intervals, there would be constantly living in

each interval persons; or, in a place similarly

circum.stanced, but live times more populous, 1 4 per-

sons.

But when five deaths talfe place at so many equal

interval, in the 91th ycai ot age; ( the fifth part of

a ycjii iicing 73 day&,) the case is altered ;—Thu.s,

IjJVc*.

C’onmli iL- tin- !

Ap.: ol I

Nnmln't or tlu

1 .IM.Mg JiUnilg

tru'^'O l.isi 7'i

V.:.r
!

1 !

1

n.
1

1 }

)

1
13 9'.

i

,

VJ 93 •JV)
I

j I 93 -92
1

]
1

in
1

t (;

V \\> r, the ohii st life that fails in the 9kli year,

must i»L coinidcred to expire the moment before

completing that year, us only (j survive 94.

But the numerators of these iVuctions being in

arithmetical piogrcs>ioi», tlicir sum is equal to half

the sum ol’ the iirst and lust terms multiplied by the

144-10
mber ot terms ;

or —-— x 5 : which sum being

'.a ided by tlu common denominator, 5 ; we have the

numberof the living in the 94th year of age z=— ’

an arillimctical mean proportional between the num-
bers who enter upon the first and last of the inter-

vals which that year of age was divided into.

10.

Now the number, 9, who survive their 94th

year, is less only by unit than the number 10, who
enter upon the last of the intervals that year was di-

vided into
;
so that if, instead of we take

— or an arithmetical mean proportional be-

tween the numbers who annually enter upon, and an-

nually survive their 94th year, for the number con-

stantly living in that year, it will only be less by half

u life than what has just been demonstrated to be the

true number, according to the hypotheses; and the

difference would still have been but half a life, al-

though the radix of the tabic had been 10,000,000

instead of 10,000; the number of the living would,

in that case, according to these two methods, have

been 1200 and 1199^. And the number of the living

4 A
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Mortality, in any one year of age, even according to the above

table, is generally several thousands; so that this dif-

ference, which remains always the same, is quite ini-

material.

Besides, it is obvious that the above hypotheses

can never coincide exactly with the facts. And the

above reasoning is evidently applicable to any other

year of age.

11 . We are therefore authorized to conclude, that,

in a place circumstanced as above stated, l/re ‘number

of the living in any year of their age^ is an arithme-

tical mean ‘proportional between the numbers who an-

nually enter upon, and who annually complete that

year,

12. Thus it appears that

The number of

the living in their

Is hiilf tlic

sum of

year,

95th

96th

97th

98th

99th

14 and 9,

9 and 5,

5 and 3,

3 and 2,

2 and 1,

1 and 0.

But it is to be observed, that the same numbers

occur in the first of these two series as in the second,

except the first term of the first, and the last of the

second, which arc 14 and 0 respectively. TIuTcforc

the sum of the second of these two series falls short

of the sum of the first, by 14, the number who annu-

ally complete their 9.3d year
;
so that the series of

half sums falls short of the sum of the first scries by

7, the half of 14. And this reasoning will apply

equally to any other age than that of 93 years.

13. Whence it follows, that, in a place circum-

stanced as we have supposed, the number of jm'sons

constantly living at any assigned age and upwards, is

less than the sum of those who annually cor/qdclc that

and all the greater ages, by half the number who an-

nually amptete that year oj their age.

14. From the supposition that the number of per-

sons who die annually in any one and the same year

of age, expire at so many equal intervals of age in

that year (8), it follows, that, for each of these lives

which fails before the middle of that year of age,

there will be another which will fail just so much af«

ter it ; and, consequently, that the average quantity

of existence during any year of age, for the lives that

fail in if, is just half a year.

15. But in taking, for anyone year of age, the sum
of the numbers in the second column of the table

(1) at all the greater ages, each life is counted once

for every complete year it survives, after the age first

mentioned ; and if, to the sum of these, wc add half

the number in the same second column against that

first mentioned age, this half ..ilmber being the sum
of the fractional parts of a year, by which the whole

of these lives survive the last year of age they com-

plete (14); the sum total thus obtained^ will evident-

ly be the whole duration of life after the age first

mentioned, enjoyed by all the lives that survive that

age in any one year.

ifi. Therefore, if this last sum total be divided by

the number who annually survive that first mentioned Mortality,

age, the quotient will be the mean duration of life af-

ter that age ; which is also called the expectation of e ^ J
Ife at the same age, being the f)ortion of future ex-
istence which an individud at that age may reason-

ably expect to enjoy.

17. But, by No, 13 it appears, that the laet men-
tioned sum total is also the number constantly living

in the place, at and above the age first mention-

ed (15).

18. Whence, and from No. 16, it follows, that if

the number of the living in the place at any age and
upwards, be divfded by the number who annually

complete that age, the quotient will be the mean
duration of life after the same age.

19. And, consequently, if the number constantly

living at all ages, be divided by the number of annual

births, the quotient will be the mean duration of life

from birth, or the expectation of life of a child just

born.

20. Hence also it appears, that the number of years

in the expectation of life at any age, is the same as

the number of living persons at that age and up-

wards, out of which one dies annually.

21. Thus, for example, the expectation of life at

40 years of age being 25.49.5 years, the proportion

of the living in the place aged 40 years and upwards
who die annually, is one of 25.495, or, which is tJie

same, 1000 out of 25,495.

22. The numbers represented by a table of morta-
lity to die in any intervals of age, arc called the de-

crements of life in those interval.^.

23. And the interval between any age and the ut-

most extent of life, according to any table of mort.'i-

lity, is called the complement of life at that age, ac-

cording to the same table.

24. If the decrements of life be supposed to be
equal and uniform through its whole extent, and tlie

interval between birtli and the utmost extremity of

life be divided into as many equal parts as there are

annual births ; then, one of the individuals born, will

die at the expiration of each of these equal intervals

of age ;
and the numbers who survive the several in-

tervals, from birth to the extremity of life, will form
an arithmetical progression.

25. Whence it will be found (ll), that the number
of the living at any assigned age and upwards, will

be equal to the number who annually complete that

age, multiplied by half the number of years in the

complement of life at the same age.

26. And if this last product be divided by the

number who annually complete that age, the quo-

tient, that is, half the complement of life, will be the

expectation of life at that age (18).

27- The mean numbers of annual deaths at all

ages, or, which in this case is the same, the number
of deaths in each year of age, that take pldlbe during

any one year in a place circumstanced as wc have
supposed, being given, a tabic may be constructed

as follows, which will answer all the most interesting

questions that can be put respecting the population

and mortality of the place.

28. Let there be five columns ;
in the first of

which insert the ages 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

96, 97, 98, 99, and against every age, insert in the

fifth column, the given number that died in the year
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tiortahty. between that and the next greater age; tlien begin

the greatest age, and proceed towards the least, a*
follows

:

Istf To the numbi^r against any age in tlie fourth
column, add that against the next Jess age in the
fifth, and insert the sum against that next less age in
the fourth (7).

^df To the sum of the numbers in the third and
fourth columns against any age, add half the num-
ber in the fifth column against the next less age, and
insert this last sum against that next less age in tlie

third column (1 i).

Srf, Divide the number against any age in the
third column, by the number against the same age in
the fourth, the quotient will be the expectation of
life at that age, to be inserted in the second co-
lumn (16).

A complete table of this kind for the two sexes

separately, formed from observations made in all

Sweden and Firdand, during twenty years ending

with 1795, will be found in Mr Milne’s Treatise on An-

nuities and Assurances

i

being the fourth in that work.

29. Hitherto wc have supposed the state of the

population to continue invariable for 100 years at

the least, on account of the facility with wliich tables

of mortality might be formed from accurate mortuary

registers in such circumstances.

But whether the population be stationary or in-

jCreasing or decreasing, and from whatever causes

these (manges proceed, provided that they be pro-

duced gradually, and not by sudden starts during

the time of the observations, the law of mortality

may be determined from actual enumerations of the

people, and the bills of mortality, thus

:

80. Let the number of persons in each year of

their age, that are resident in a place at any one Mortality,

time, be taken, and let an accurate register be kept
of the number that die annually in each year of their

age, during a term of eight or ten years at the least,

whereof the first half may precede, and the second
follow the time of the enumeration.

Then, if the number of the inhabitants of every
age either increase or decrease uniformly during
that term, the mean number of annual deaths in each
year of age thus registered, will be the same as if

the population of the place had continued through-
out that term what it was when the enumeration was
made.

31. But ify^to the number of the living in any
year of age, we add half the number who annually
die in the same year, the sum will be the number
who annually enter upon that year of their age (11).
And thus, from the enumerations and registers

above mentioned, may be derived the ratio of the

number who annually enter upon any year of their

age, to the number who annually die in it.

32. But all the observations which have been made
with sufficient minuteness, on the mortality during

the first year from birth, concur in showing, that many
more deaths take place in the first few weeks fVom
birth, than in equal periods of time during the re-

mainder of the first year; and that the nearer to

birth, the greater is the mortality among infants. So
that the number of the living in successive equal in-

tervals in the first year of age, cannot be correctly

assumed to be in aritlinieticaJ progression.

33. On this account it is desirable that the annual

numbers, both of the children born alive, and the

deaths under one year of age, should be correctly

registered, as in Sweden.

S4>. Then, as the number annually born alive, is to

the number of annual deaths under one year of age,

according to the registers, so is the radix of the table

of mortality, to the number dying under one year of

age according to that table, which, being subtracted

from the radix, the remainder is the number who
complete their first and enter on their second year.

Whence the numbers, both of survivors and annual

deaths, at all the greater ages, may be determined in

the order of their .succession by No. 31.

3j. If, instead of the number of the living in each

year of age being taken only once, according to

No. 30, that operation be performed several times

during the term for which the mean number of an-

nual deaths in each year of age is given ;—then, the

mean number of the living in each year of age

throughout that term, must be deduced from the

given numbers ;
and, being substituted for the num-

ber at the middle of the term according to No. 30, the

law of mortality may be determined witli more cer-

tainty, than when the people are only numbered

once.

86. Both in enumerations of the people, and in

bills of mortality, the numbers are, however, almost

always given only for intervals of age of several

vears each. For the manner of interpolating the

numbers in each particular year of age, the reader

is referred to Mr Milne’s Treathe on AnnuiHes and

AssUtanceSf Arts. 180 and I8i.
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^ ^ ^
- Part III.—-On the £atv 5/* Mortality as dtduced by

the preceding methods from actual observations;

the comparative merits of the different

Te^s of Mortality that have been published-

37. When the uniformity of anatomical structure
in different individuals of the human species is con-
sidered^ and the great power possessed by the hu-
man body, of so adapting itself to the circumstances
it is placed in, as to avoid injury from changes in

those circumstances, it will appear natural to ex-
pect, a priori^ that, where tlie circumstances of the
people are not greatly different, the law of mortality
will be nearly the same. And, from a comparison
of the best tables of mortality yet constructed, we
arc induced to believe that this expectation will be
realized, whenever a suificient number of good ob-
servations shall have been made, under circumstan-
ces sufficiently varied.

38. Hitherto, no observations have been made
from which the law of mortality ma^' be correctly
determined, except

1. Those of Kersseboom, in Holland.
2 . Deparcieux's, in France.
3. The Swedish.

4. Dr Heysham’s, at Carlisle.

Those of Kersseboom and Deparcieux were made
only on select classes of the people ; the Swedish are
incomparably the most numerous and extensive

; but
Dr Heysham's will, we believe, be found to be best
authenticated, and most correct.

39. The climate of Sweden is so unfavourable to the
products of agriculture, and the number of the peo-
ple is so great in proportion to the quantity of food
produced, that unfavourable seasons there, are ge-
nerally followed by distressing dearths, and the de-
structive epidemical diseases constantly attendant
upon famine, which raise the mortality, when they
occur, much above what it would otherwise be ; and
both in that way, and by weakening the constitutions
of those who survive them, they materially increase
the average mortality deduced from observations
made during any considerable number of years. Of
this the reader will find ample proofs drawn from
authentic sources, in the loth, I'Jth, and 13ih chap-
ters of Mr Milne’s Treatise on Annuities.

40. For these reasons, the mortality in Sweden
deduced from many years’ observations, will he
found to be higher than in the more temperate and
fruitful parts of Furope. And we shall probably
make the nearest approach to the general law of hu-
man mortality in the temperate climates, that can be
made from the Swedish observations, by selecting a
period in which no remarkable epidemics prevailed.

Such a period was that of five years commencing
with 1801 and ending with 1805 ; during which, ac-
cording to a statement of M. Nicander, in the Trans^
actions (f the Royal Academy of Sciences at Stocks

holm for the year 1809, the pooipJatioii and mortality

were as stated in Table I. at the'end of this article.

41. From these data, the second table, at the end
of this article, has been formed. The numbers in

the columns for malas aial females separately, having
been determined according to Nos. 36 and Si—35

;

assuming that, of 20,000 cmldren bom alive, 10,219

are males, and 9,781 females, in the ratio of 275,599 Mortality,

to 263,812.

The numbers against each age in the columns for

the whole population without dHtinction of sex, are

arithmetical mean proportionals between the corre-

sponding numbers in the columns for males and fe-

males separately, against the same age. M
42. From the table last* mentioned, Table Til. has

been deduced by No. 16, exhibiting the expectation

of life at every fifth year of age ; or its mean dura-

tion q/ier that age.

43. Vaccination commenced throughout Sweden
and Finland in 1804, during which year, the number
vaccinated was 38,255; and, in the year following,

42,839.
The number of deaths by small-pox there, during

the year

1801, was 6,458

1802,

2,679

1803,

8,OTO

1804,

3,764

1805,

1,887

Sum, 23,398

Annual average number, 4,680

While the annual average of the ten years ending

with 1803, was 6962. {Vet. Ac. liandl. 1809, and
Milne On AnnuitieSy Art. 698.)

44. Therefore if we assume that, had vaccination

not been practised in the years 1804 and 1805, the

annual average number of deaths during the five

years ending with that last-mentioned, would have
been greater by 2,282 than it actually was, and
that these 2,282 additional deaths would have nil

taken place under five years of age, both assumptions

will be near the truth ; and it will follow, that the

annual mortality under five ytars of age, which ac-

tually was but one of 13.534, w ould have been one
of 12.629, had vaccination not been introduced. Its

introduction cannot have afiected the three first tables

above five years of age
;
and under that age, not

quite so much as has just been stated.

45. Of all ages, and both sexes, there actually died

annually, during these five years, one of 40.901 ;

had vaccination not been practised at all, the annual
average mortality would not have been so great as

one of 89.759.

46. liable IV. exhibits the mean duration of life

after every fifth year of age, according to twelve dif-

ferent tables of mortality ; the first six. A, B, C, D,
£, F, having been constructed from the requisite data

(30 and 88), the last six, M, N, O, P, Q, R, from
mortuary registers only.

47. Of the first six tables, Kereseboom’s (C), al-

though constructed from great numbers of'<accurate
observations, is entitled to less confidence than tlie

rest, as he did not explain how he constructed it.^

If we knew it had been properly formed, it would
afford ground to conclude, that until about 45 or

.50 years of age, Holland was less favourable to the

duration ofhuman life than the rest ofEurope,but not

afterwards. ^
48. Deparcieux’s Tabic (B), coninructed from

12
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ortality. great numbers of accurate obaervationB on the nocni-

'V^nees in the French Tontines, resident principally in

Paris and its environs, represents the duration of life

too small after 60 qr 65 years of age. (See Mr
Milne's Treatise on Annuities, Articles 867 and 868.)

49. Column D has been taken from the 45th Table

in Dr fikice's Observations^ E from the 5th in Mr
Annuities, and F from tbe 3d Table in this

article. All these tables represent the duration of

life in Sweden and Finland, after 45 or 50 years of

age, to be less than according to the others ; and it

might reasonably be expected, a priori, that the ex-

cessive cold in Sweden would be unfavourable to the

prolongation of life in old age.

50. Of the less correct columns, M has been de-

duced from the 7th Table in Mr Milne’s Annuities,

and N from tlic 42d in Dr Price’s Observations ; but,

as the Montpellier and Chester Tables, just referred

to, give the expectations of life only for males and

females separately, the numbers in columns M and

N against each age, are arithmelical mean propor-

tionals between the expectations lor males and fe-

males against the same ages in those tables; which,

though not quite correct, is inliy sufficient for our

present purpose.

51. Column O has been derived from Lambert s

Table for mankind in general, already mentioned in

the liisiorical part of this article, in which he gives

a column headed mean age ; thus, against the age

of 20 in that column, stands 51.3; by which he

means that {lersons wlio survive 20 years of age, do,

on an average, attain the age ol 5V.3 years ; so that

their expectation of life at 20, will be 3 1.3. But

his numbers in that colmmi are all too great by J,

or 0,5, as he has himself demonstrated; the last,

therefore, should be 33,S ;
and

Agniopt tlu'

of*

For hiH

N uiiibcT.

Wc insert in

t'uluinn 0.

0 29-7 29.00

5 47.7 42.20

10 51.4 40.90

15 53.1 37.60

and so on.
|

52. The reason assigned by Lambert for volun-

tarily admitting this error at each age, as well as the

corresponding one in the number of the living at and

above the same age, into his table, was, that he did

not consider the data in liis possession enabled him

to determine the duration of life within half a year

of the truth.

53. In both these errors M. Lambert has been

followed by J. C. Baumann, in constructing the

2l8t, 22d, and 23d tables inserted at the end of the

third volume of Sussmilch's GottL Ordn. which

were intended to represent respectively, the law of

fiiortality among the country people in the chur-

mark of Brandenburg, among the whole population

of the churmark, and among the inhabicants ofLon-

5*4. Column P has been taken from the 4th table

in the above mentioned work of Florencourt, whmh

was also intended to represent the law of mortality

among mankind in general, and was constructed part- Mortality,

ly from tbe registers of the same seventeen country

parishes as that of Lambert, but instead of combining

them with the London bills only, Florencoui||also

used those of Paris, Vienna, Berlin, and Brunswick ;

all given in Sussmilch’s second volume ; assuming

also that the inhabitants of the country are to those

of large towns as two to one. He determined the

expectations of life according to the correct method,

but not with much care or accuracy; for there are

several numerical errors in that table.

55. The numbers in column Q were calculated Iqr

Deparcieux from Dr Hailey’s table ; and those in

column H have been extracted from the 18th table

in Dr Price's Observations,

56. Upon comparing the numbers in the first six

of these columns, which are more correct, with those

in the last six, which are less so ;
it will be found,

that at the early periods of life, its future mean du-

ration according to the tables formed from mortuary

registers alone, is less than according to those form-

ed from the reciuisite data s also that the differenee

is greater the younger the lives arc, and diminisikes

while the age increases, so as at 60 or 65 years of

age to be little or nothing, and to continue small,

and variable both in kind and magnitude, through

the rest of life.

57. This appears to have arisen from the number

of the people having varied b‘ut ITllle during the first

35 or 40 years of the century that ended at or about

the middle of the term in which the observations

were made ; and having increased considerably by

procreation, during the remainder of that century

;

such increase having been slow at first, but gradu-

ally accelerated afterwards.

58. Table V. is calculated to illustrate this part of

the silbject. The columns A and B represent the

law of inortal'ty among the whole population of

^>w'edcn and Finland w'lthout distinction of sex,

having been merely copied from lablc II.

Column C shows the proportion of 10,000 annual

deaths in Sweden and Finland that took place in

each year of age, on an average of five years end-

ing with 1805. And the number in column D against

any age, being the sum of those in column C against

that and all the greater ages, would be the number

who annually attain to that age, if the number of the

people of every age had remained stationary from

the year 1700 till 1806 (7).

59. The table of mortality formed by the columns

C and D therefore, is that which Dupr6 de Saint

Maur, Sussmilch, Lambert, Baumann, and Floren-

court, for want of the mortuary registers of a whole

country, endeavojjred to form by combining the re-

gisters of dilVerent town and country parishes.

60. But it has been ascertained by repeated enu-

merations of the people in Sweden mid Finland, that

the hypothesis of their number having remained sta-

tionary for the last 100 years or more, is far from

the truth. And by comparing columns A and B

with C and D, it will be seen in what manner, and

to what degree, the falsity of the hypothesis in this

case, has vitiated the table derived from it.

61. To facilitate this comparison, columns E and

E have been added. Taking the agc of five years
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Mortality, for an example ; the numbers against that age in
^ columns C and D show, that^ according to the hy-

pothesis, out of 5988 children who annudly enter

upoii|0i^ 6th year, 144 die in it; while it appears

by columns A and B, that out of 7096 children who
enter upon that year of their age, only 1 13 die in it

:

and 112 : 70961:144 : 9123, so that gi^S, insert-

ed against the age of five years in column E, is the

number of childerh annually entering upon their 6th

year, out of whom 144rea%die in the same year
of their age ; and the moi'tality as represented by
the hypothetical table in this case, is to the true

mortality, as 9123 to 5988, or as 3 to 2 nearly.

Then the number in column F against any age, is

always the excess of that in E above that in column
D against the same age.

62* Columns B and C both containing 10,000
deaths, it will be seen that in column C, they are

greatly accumulated at the early ages, in compari-

son with those in column B ; and that in old age,

the deaths in column C are much less numerous
than in B ; which are necessary consequences of the

people increasing by procreation; the numbers of

the people in a progressive population, in compari-

son with a stationary one, being greater in early life,

and less in old age : And, while the law of mortality

remains the same, the numbers of deaths at the dif-

ferent ages, must necessarily be distributed in a simi*

lar manner.
65. Neglecting those who survived 100 years of

age, as inconsiderable in comparison with the rest.

If the number of annual births in Sweden and Fin-

land bad remained stationary from the year 1700
tilt 1735, all that weret>orn in that interval, would,

during the term of our observations, have been be-

tween 65 and 100 years of a^e; and, if the law of
mortality had remained invariable, the numbers in

columns C and D, in Table V., would, during that

period of life, nave been exactly the same as those

in columns B and A respectively against the same
age : and the number in column F against each of

th^ose ages would have vanished, or been reduced

to nothing.

64* But if the population and annual births had

decreased a little from 1700 till 1735; then, the true

and hypothetical laws of mortality, after G5 years of

age in this table, would have diflered the opposite

way to what they do in early life ; and the numbers
in column F, after 65, would all have been nega-

tive.

65« Lastly, If the number of annual births from

1700 till 1735 varied but little, having sometimes

increased and sometimes decreased, the differences

of the tables, and the numbers in column F, after 65
years of age, would be such as we find them.

66. Table VL, which needs no further explana-

tion than is placed at the head of it, will also illus-

trate the diiterence between tables of mortality form-

ed from the requisite data^ 01^ those constructed

from mortuary registers only.

Tt is better fitt^ for this purpose than Table IVt,

with which, hoHrever, it will be found to correspond

very well. But the 4th Table has other uses which

this has not.

67. From what has already been advanced, U
iO

would appear prQ|i)able, that the number of annual Mortality,

births in Sweden and Finland had been nearly sta-

tionary, and rather decreasing than increasing, upon
an average, from about 17OO till 1735.

Tlie numbers both of the annual births and deaths,

from the year 1749 till 1803, will be found in Mr
Milne’s Treatise on Annuities^ Art. 698 : th^ kind

of returns to Government were not made before

1749, neither have we any satisfactory account of

the population before that period.

66. But the statements in our 7th table corrobo-

rate the inferences just drawn from the 5tli and 6tli,

as they show that during the 43 years ended with

1800, the total population increased, while the pro-

portion above 90 years of age diminished through

the whole term, and increased very little during the

next ten years.

The numbers in that table include both sexes, and

the long continued diminution of them past 90, can-

not be explained by supposing the males to have fal-

len in bfhttle; for the females were reduced in the same
proportion, their number throughout, having been to

that of the males above 90 years of age, as nine to

five nearly.

From the 7th table, therefore, it appears probable,

that the annual births in the years

1698, 1705, 1710, and 1715,

were respectively pro-

portional to the num-
bers - - 907, 637, 837, and 786.

The last number, 786, has been calculated upon
the supposition that the proportion of the population

in Sweden and Finland to those in Sweden alone, was

the same in 1810 as in 1805.

69. It should also be observed here, that the dis-

astrous career of Charles the Twelfth commenced
with the eighteenth century, and terminated in I7I8,

when the country was in such a state of exhaustion

as it could not have recovered from for many years ;

whence there appears reason to believe, that the an-

nual births during the succeeding fifleen or twenty

years, did not increase fast.

Cantslaer informs us, that between the 10th Au-
gust 1710, and the month of February I7II, near

30,000 persons were carried oflP by the plague in

Stockholm alone. (Mem, du Royaume de Suede^ T.

I. p. 29*)

70. It will be seen that the numbers in col. F of

Table V., in proceeding back from four years of age

to birth, continually decrease, contrary to what ge-

nerally obtains ; and as we ascribed the general in-

crease of these numbers, when taken in the retro-

grade order of the ages, to the annually increasing

number of births, so will this anomalous appearance

be found to arise partly from the average number .of

annual births having actually decreased for a few

years; for

Duzing the Five Yssis

ending with

1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805

The Aimusl Average

Komber of Births was

107,690
106,392
105,504
104,644
105,430
107,88Sr



MORT
>rtalit^ But It appears to have arisen principally from the

practice of vaccination dinging the years leoi* aad
180.^, by ivhich the mortality among children, or
the numbers in col. C, in a few of the first years from
birth, were reduced below what they otherwise would
have been (44), while those in col. D remained near-
ly the Hme (58^ ; consequently, the numbers in col.

£ were reduced in nearly the same ratio as those in

r (61), and the reduction in col. F was in each case

nearly the same as in E (6l).

71. The numbers relating to Sweden and Finland
in the 7th Table, have been derived from the Stock-
holm Transactions for tlic years 1766, 1801, 1809,
and 1815.

Those relating to Spain and the Spanish posses*

sions in Europe and Africa, including the Canary
Islands, from the Censo de la Pohlacion de Espana
en el ano de 1797, mentioned in the Article Bills of
Mortality in this Supplement. These last have

been included in this Table, to show the di&Tence
in the proportion of aged persons in Spain and Swe-
den, and still more between the Canary Islands and
both.

72. If the population of Spain had remained in-

variable from 1697 to 1797, the law of mortality

there, might have been easily derived from the state-

ments above mentioned of the enumeration in 1797

;

but in the actual state of things, that cannot be de-

termined without comparing these with exact ac^

counts of the numbers that died annually in each in-

terval of age. And the author avails himself of this

opportunity to state, that, since the Article Bills of
Mortality was printed, he has obtained satisfac-

tory information that no such returns from the parish

registers throughout Spain, as arc there mentioned,

ever were published, nor is it probable they were

ever made.

73. When what wc have advanced respecting the

5th and ()th Tables is clearly understood, it will not

be difficult to account for the greater part of the

difference between the more and less correct columns

in Table IV.

Most of the observations which the German tables

were constructed from, were made between the

years 1720 and 1750; and those who died then be-

tween 60 and 100 years of age, must have been born

between 1620 and 1690; in which period nearly the

whole of the thirty years* war, ended in 1648, w-as

included, during which, and for several years after,

it is probable that the annual births increased little

or nothing, if they did not decrease.

74. Among the less correct columns of Tabic IV.,

those fur Montpellier and Chester agree much belter

than the rest with the more correct oncs^ which has

probably arisen in each case, partly from the morta-

lity in these two places having really been less

throughout life than in most large towns ; and part-

ly from the annual births in them, having increased

less than in the other places, during the fifty or sixty

years preceding the period in which the observations

the tables were constructed from were made.

75. The Northampton Table was constructed by
Dr Price, from the bills of mortality (from the year

1735 to 1788) of the single parish of All Saints,

containing a little more than half the inhabitants of

itlTY. 5Si
the town ; and as the deaths exceeded the births in Mortoiiy*

number, the Doctor applied a correction to the
table under twenty years of age, which, if it an-
swered the intended purpose under that age,^6 We
are satisfied it did not, could have no effect on any
of the nuiltbers above the same age ; and almost all

the useful applications of such tables, are to ages^

above twenty.

76.

The table so formed could only be correct,

provided that the numbers, both of the living and
the annual deaths at every age above twenty years,
had continued invariable during the 146 years that
intervened between 1G34 and 1780; provided also,

*

that no migration from or to the town took place,

except at twenty years of age, and that the annual
increase the population received by migration at that

age, was just equal to theexcesis of the annual deaths
above the annual births.

77- But we consider it to be much more probable,

that during these 146 years, Northampton partook
of the prosperity and adversity that prevailed in the
rest of the kingdom

; and, consequently, that its po-
pulation was generally progressive, though some-
times stationary, and sometimes retrograde.

78. We have not room here to support this opi-

nion by numerical statements and calculations, but
from the population abstracts, and an enumeration of

the inhabitants of Northampton, given in Dr Price’s

Observations on Reversionary Papnents^Yoh II. p. 94,
it will be found, that both the annual births, and an.
nual settlers in that town, have been increasing ever
since about the year 1715 or 1720; also, that al-

though the burials exceeded the baptisms till the
year 1 802, the supply by migration was much greater

than that excess ; and, consequently, that the num-
bers of the living have been accumulated more at

the early ages, and less at the advanced ones, than
they would have been had the population remained
stationary.

79* Thus it appears, that the faults in the Nor-
thampton Table are of the same kind as those of the

others constructed from mortuary registers only.

And the civil war in the time of Charles the First,

with the unsettled state of the kingdom for some
years before and after it, would probably havi, pre-

vented, or greatly retarded, the increase of the an-

nual births, during the time in which those persons

were born, who died past sixty years of age between
the years 1734 and 1781, and may account for the

table after that age, being near the truth
; while the

comparatively rapid increase of the people during

the sixty years ending with 1780, appears to explain

the great excess of mortality in that table at the

early periods of life.

80. As it is only from the Carlisle and Northamp-
ton Tables of Mortality, that tables of the values of

annuities on single and joint lives have been calcu-

lated, Bi fficiently copious to admit of the values of

interests dependent upon the continuance or the

failure of human life being accurately derived from

them ; we will here give, at one view, a comparison

between the mortality represented by each of these

tables to take place at the different periods of life,

with that which has been observed to obtain among
the members of the Equitable Assurance Society.



MO^T
Mortality, $1, From an addresi delivered at a general court

^of that society by Mr Morgan the Actuary, on the

24th of April 1800, it appears, that, according to

the result of an annual experience of thirty years^

the decrements of life (22) among the lyembers of

the society, were to those in the Northam{^ton Table,

Between the ages of 10 and 20 as 1 to 2

20 — 30 — 1—2
SO — 40 — 3 — 5

40 50 — 8— 5
50—60 — 5— 7

60 — so — 4— 5

The same information may also be found in two

notes in Dr Price’s Observations on . Reversionary

Payments^ VoL I. p. 188, and Vol. II. p. 448, by
which it also appears, that the number of lives this

experience was derived from, exceeded 88,000.

82. From the preceding statement, the Carlisle

Table of Mortality (No. II. in Mr Milne's Annuities,

or No. V. at the end of the article Annuities in

this Supplement), and the Northampton Table (No.

XVII. in Dr Price’s Observations), we have derived

the following.

TJbere

die before

the Age
of

According to the

Out of
Who at.

tain the

Age of

Carlisle

Tabic.

Experience

of the

Equitable

Society.

Korlh-
ampton
Table.

Perions.

6460
ygura,

10 20 379 309 618
6090 20 so 448 443 886
5642 SO 40 667 579 965
5075 40 50 678 652 1086

4397 50 60 754 900 1260

S64S 60 80 2690 2244 2805

88. This Table shows, that the law of mortality

exhibited in the Carlisle Table is almost exactly the

same as that which has prevailed among the mem-
bers of the Equitable Assurance Society. And al-

though the members of such a society, when they

first enter, are select lives, they arc not, even then,

so much better than the common average, as many
persons suppose ; for the more precarious a life is,

.A L la* y.

the stronger is the inducement for parties interested Mortality,

in its continuance, to it insured, so that bad^

risks are frequently offered to such companies. And
many proposals for insurance are accepted by the

directors, that afe not thought very eligible at tlie

titM, in cases where, they are not aware of any spe-

cific objection to the life proposed.

84* Besides, it is to be considered, that of the .

number m a society at any one time, but a small pro •

portion can have been recently admitted, and in a
few years from the time of admission, the members
will ^nerally have come down to the common ave-

rage of persons of the same ages.

85. It ought also to be observed, that most of the

tables ofmortality that have been published, have been
constructed from observations made upon the whole
population of very large towns, such as London, Pa-
ris, Vienna, and Stockholin ; in each of which there

are particular quarters inhabited only by the very

lowest of the people, who, unfortunately, are also

very mimerous, badly clothed and fed, therefore ex-

posed to serious injury from the inclemencies of the

weather; extremely ignorant and vicious, indulging

in the abuse of spirituous liquors, and inattentive to

cleanliness both in their persons and habitations ;

which last are crowded, badly ventilated, and sur.

rounded with mud and the putrid renlains of animals

and vegetables. These are the nests of contagious

diseases, in which they are generated and kept alive,

where they at all times occasion great mortality,

though not so much within the last 80 or 40 years as

previously, and from which, when circumstances fa-

vour them, they spread among the rest of the peo-
ple.

86. It is, therefore, obvious, that in such places, the

average mortality at every age must be considerably

greater than that which prevails only among the mid-
dling and higher classes of society even in such
towns.

87. But the lives upon which leases, annuities, re-

versions, and assurances depend, are very seldom ex-

posed to the influence of the causes of mortality

mentioned in No. 85. Whence it follows, that a ta-

ble of mortality on which those causes have had no
great influence, is best adapted to the valuation of
such interests.

And these kind of valuations are the most import-

ant purposes to which tables of mortality can be ap-

plied. (u.)
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Mortality*

TABLE L

Mortality.

In all Sweden and Finland during the Fine Years ending toith 1805.

Between the

Agee of

Mean Numlier of ibe

Living.

Annual average Number
of Deaths. That is,

Males

One of

That is,

Females

One ofMales. Females. Males. Females.

0 and 1 44,596 43,847 11,132 iSIl 4.00 4,74
1 — 3 65,548 86,533 4,119 20.79 23.063—5 84,854 85,909 1.857 1,771 45.69 48.57
5—10 171,843 1,919 1,743 89.04 98.30
10 — 15 l6l,6l9 160,777 872 797 185.S.3 201.72

15 —30 140,467 144,782 799 795 1 75.80 182.11

20 —25 143,012 1,018 927 130.07 154.27
25 —30 120,349 130,183 977 978 123.16 133.11

30 —35 108,804 118,978 982 1,056 110.79 112.67
35—40 100,293 111,158 1,078 1,150 93.03 96.06
40 —45 94,497 103,711 1,293 1,324 73.08 78.33
45 —50 82/258 91,932 1,442 1,255 57.04 73.25
50 —55 71,899 81,265 1,811 1,582 39.70 51.36

55 —50 54,543 64,127 1,768 1,666 30.85 38.49
60 —65 42,847 51,938 1,931 2,015 22.19 25.77
65 —70 40,414 1.942 2,242 15.92 18.02

70 — 75 20,945 28,615 2,138 2,620 9.79 10.92

75 —80 11,009 15,660 1,627 2,135 6.76 7.33

80 —85 4,452 6,817 994 1,452 4.47 4.69

85 —90 1,214 1,988 352 .561 3.45 S.54

above 90 268 468 102 207 2.62 2.26

Of all ages 1,564,011 1,683,457 40,147 39,266 38.97 42.87

The Numbers of Births during the same Five Years
were,

Males. Females. Both.

275,599 26.3,812 539,411

4 BVOL. V. PART IT.



556 mortality.
TABLE ir.

Exhibiting the Late ofMorialUt) which prevailed in albSneden and Finland, durwg the Five I cat's ending with 180.'>.

their next

Year.

Males. Females. Both.

Kumbsr Vuinber Numbtr

Number who un- Numbef who an- Number who an-

AffE who annual- nually who annual- nuallv wheanniinl- nu-*l'y

^ ly complete die in ly complete- die in ly complete mem
QiatYeat. theicncxl that Year, theirncai that ^ car. thcirnexi

Year. Year. 'ear.

112 5
84- 6

4,.WO
i,4S7

4,329

4,220

4,111
-l',002

3,892

8,776
S,G.';4

9,527

3,397
I

3,261

3,124

2,987

2,854

2,714

2,571

2,429

2,282

2,132

1,973

1,805

1,642

1,484

1,329
1 ir-

4,6-47
‘

4,554
,

4,45(j

4,358

4,258

4,1.57

4,054

.3,945

3,831

3,713

3,59(1

.3,460

3,326

3,190

.3,054

2,914

2 ,76 .')

2,624

2,475

2,322

2,163

1,995

1,824

1,656

1,490

1,325

1,167

1,022

889
I

762
644
532
432
345
271

209
157
119

89
66
49
34
23
14

9

I.SO (iO

(il

(>‘2

iaS(i

] 10 (ij-

Gr,

14-5 ()()

1 1 1

1

1

1



Mortality.

MOR t

TAB|.E IIL

According to the Law of Moritdity Qfit ^evailed in

all and Finland during ^ Five Years
ending with 1805.

Mortality.

Age.

Years in the average ftitarc Dura-
tion, or Expectation of Life.

Age.Males. Females. Both.

0 S7.820 41.019 39.385 0
5 i8.987 51.046 5aoi4 5
10 46:681 48.570 47.629 10
15 42.888 44.727 43.809 15
20 89.051 40.905 39.980 20
25 86.486 37.167 36.330 25
30 81.853 33.494 32.684 30
35 28.208 29.901 29.063 35
^0 S4.622 26.353 25.495 40
1-5 21.189 22.924 22.066 45
50 17.901 19.367 18.651 50
55 14.968 16.087 15.550 55
60 12.173 12.978 12.598 60
65 9.606 10.220 9 933 65
70 7.255 7.698 7.497 70
75 5.509 5.784 5.665 75
80 4.095 4.221 4.165 80
85 1

3.230 3.230 3.230 85
90 2.553 2.263 2.357 90
95 1.700 1.700 1.700 95

TABLE IV.

Showing the Number of Years in the Expectation of Life at every fifth year of Age^from Birth to flO Years ; accordi'^ig to

different Tables of Mortality. '
^

MORK CORRECTLY'.
1

' LESS CORRECTLY.

A B C D £ F M N 0 P Q R

Depar- Kersse- Sweden snd Finland.
1

Mankind in General.
A Hontpel- Chester. Age./V^L.

DUiUQtS. Duitants. 1705^76. 1775—98 . 1801.^5. lier. Lambert. Florencourt. ampton.

0 38.72 S4.47 34.42 36.12 59.39 25.36 36.70 29.00 28.93 25.18 0
5 51.25 48.25 44.45 46.79 47.92 5O.0I 45.40 45.32 42.20 42.k 41.25 40.84 5

10 48.82 46.83 42.71 45.07 46.16 47.63 45.45 41^.55 40..90 41.43 40.4 2 39.78 10

15 45.00 43.50 39.55 41.64 42.63 43.81 15 41.54 39.70 37-60 38.15 37.50 36.51 15
20 41.4G 40.25 86.31 38.02 38.96 39.98 20 37.99 36.48 83.80 34.81 34.17 3S.4.3 lb
25 37.86 37.17 33.27 34.58 35.47 36.3H 25 34.90 33.39 30.50 31.71 30,93 30.85 25

30 34.34 34.08 30.92 31.21 32.12 32.66 30 31.89 30.76 27.60 28.64 27.9s |8.27 .'jO

35 #100 30.92 28.36 28.03 28.82 29.06 35 27.62 24.90 35.71 25.00 4a68 35

40 27.61 27.50 25.49 24.66 25.45 25.50 40 W3S^ 24.65 33.SP 22.67 22.33 23.08 40
45 24.46 23.92 22.34 21.61 22,26 22.07 45 22.72 21.85 19.60 ig-QS 19-67 45
50 21.11 20.42 19.41 18.46 19^03 18,65 50 19.79 19.13 16.80 17.05 17.25 17.99 .50

55 17.58 17.25 I6.72 15.5S 15.90 15.55 55 16.98 16.33 14.20 14.87 14.83 15.58 55
f>0 14.34 14.25 14.10 12.63 12..85 12.60 60 14.44 13.28 11.80 11.87 12.42 13.21

65 11.79 11.25 11.56 10.10 10.19 9.93 65 12.12 11-37 9.90 9.85 9.93

70 9.18 8.67 9.15 7.72 8.01 7.50 70 9.90 S.4S 8.20 8.06 7.58 8.60

75 7.01 6.50 6.81 5.91 6.27 5.67 75 7.88 7.70 6.50 6.64 5,58 6.54 75
80 5.51 4.67 5.05 4.28 4.85 4.17 80 5.86 5.32 1 5.70 6.06 4.50 4n75 80

85 4.12 3.17 3.38 3.23 3.84 3.23 85 4.07 4.53 6.50 5.62 S.87i

90 3.28 1.75 2.47 2.05 3.63 ' 2.36 90 3.62 2.98 5.00 4.69
.*

2.41 ^ •90
1
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TABLE V.

JixkibUiHg ihe Lutv qf Mortality that prevailed among whale Population ofSweden and Pwlandt durif^ Ihe Pive

..
.

Yeare ending with 180/i, aceordii^ to Two d^^trmt Meihodt of conttruciing Tables,

Mors iIohrSctly. LB86 CoRIISCTLY. MO&S CORBSCTI^Y^ LSafl Co^RUBCTLY.
r-

A
'

B E F
,

A B c D E F

Number Number Number Out of the Out of the Rrrorfi of Number Number Number Oat of' the Out of the Errors of

who com- who Die who Die undermen- undermen. the Hy- who com- who Die who Die undermen- undermen- tlie Hy-
plctc lliat in their in thtilr tionedNum- tioncd'Num- potheaie. plate that in their in their tionedNum- tioned Num- po thesis.

Age. year of theii next next her who her who Age. Year of their next next her who ber who Age.

Age. ybar'. Yem^ complete
that Year,

complete Afe. Year. Year. complete complete

that Year, that.Year, that Year,

.4 .

X tJ0 by Obaerra. by Hypo- by Observa-

theHvi. lion. thesis. tion*

' 0 10,000 1888 2565 10,000 13,586 8586 0 50 4,647 93 81 3,418 4,047 629 50

1 8,112 453 625 7,435 11,192 S757 1 51 4,554 98 86 3,337 3,()50 61

3

51

7,659 256 365 6,810 10.920 4110 2 52 4,456 98 86 3,252 3,910 658 52

3 7,403 177 261 6,445 10,926 4.471 S 53 4,358 100 87 3,166 3,792 626 53

7,226 ISO 196 6,184 10,895 4711 4 54 4,258 101 87 3,079 3,668 589 .0-1.

5 7,096 112 144 5,988 9,123 3135 5 55 4,157 103 86 2,992 3,471 479 55

6 6,984 84 106 5,844 8.81S 2969 6 56 4,054 109 86 2,906 3,199 293 50

7 6,900 68 84 6,738 8,524 2786 7 57 3,945 114 86 2,820 2,976 156 57

8 6,832 56 68 5,654 8,296 2642 8 68 S,B31 118 86 2,734 2,792 .58 58

i 9 6,776 47 59 5,586 8,506 ^20 9 59 3,713 123 89 2,648 2,687 39 59

10 6,729 89 49 ' 5,527 8,454 2927 10 60 3,590 130 95 2,559 2,624 65 60

11 6,690 86 43 5,478 7,991 2513 11 61 3,460 134 98 2,464 2,530 6f) 61

12 6,65^ ss 40 5.435 8,065 2630 12 62 3,326 136 100 2,366 2,446 80 62

13 6,62^ 31 39 5,39s 8,330 2935 13 63 3,190 136 101 2,266 2,369 103 63

H 6,590 82 39 5,356 8,032 2676 14 64 3,054 140 103 2,165 2,247 82 (?4

15 6,558 « 35 89 5,817 7,808 1991 15 65 2,9H 145 103 2,062 2,070 H 65

16 6,523 . 85 39 5,278 7,269 1991 16 66 2,769 145 104 1,959 1,986 27 GO

17 6,488 85 39 5,239 7,2SO 1991 17 67 2,624 149 105 1,855 1.849 — 6 67
18 6,453

6,416

87' 40 5,200 6,976 1776 18 68 2,475 153 106 1,750 1,715 — 35 6S

19 99 44 S,l60 7,239 2079 19 69 2,322 159 109 1,644 1,592 — .52 69
20 6,377 43 47 5,116 6.970 1854 20 70 2,163 168 116 1,535 1,494 — 41 70
21 6,3.34 43 49 5,069 7,218 2149 21 71 1,995 171 121 1,419 1,412 — 7 71

22
'

6,291 46 50 5,020 6,838 1818 22 72 1,824 168 122 1,298 1,325 27 72
23 6,245 45 50 4,970 6,939 1969 23 73 1,656 166 121 1,176 1,207 31 7,3

24< 6,200 45 50 4,920 6,889 1969 24 74 1,490 165 119 1,055 1,075 20 74
25 6,155 47 49 4.870 6,417 1547 23 75 1,325 158 111 936 931 —

. 5 75

26 6,108 >45 49 4,821 6,506 1685 26 76 1,167 145 101 825 813 — 12 76

27 6,062 ^47 49 4,772

,

6,320 1548 27 77 1,022

889
133 94 . 724 722 — 2 77

28 6,015 47 49 4,723 6,271 1548 28 78 127 87 630 609 — 2i 78|
29 5,968 50 49 4,674 5,849 1175 29 79 762 118 82 543 530 — 13 79

1

30 5,918 49 50 4,625
;

6,039 1414 so 80 644 112
i

77 461 443 — 18 80
1

31 5,369 . 50 SO 4,575 5,869 1294 31 81 532 100 69 384 S67 — 17 81
1

H , 5,819 n 51 4,525 5,707 1182 32 82 432 87 62 '315 308 — 7 82

6,767 54 52 4.474 5,553

5,607
1079 33 83

1

345 74 55 253 256 3 83,

34 ' 5,713 : 53 4,422 1165 34 84 271 62 47 198 205 7 84
'

35 5,650
1

5,60#
as 54 4,369 5,556 1187 35 85 209 52 96 151 • 153 2 85

1

36 S6 55 4,815 5,504 1189
,

36 86 157 38
;

28 113 116 i»S 86'

37 5,548 58 56 4,260. 5,357 1097 37 87 119 SO 21 85 83 ^ 2 87'

38 5,490 60 57 4,204 5,216 1012 S8 88 .89 23 15 64 58 — 6 88

, 3P 5,430 61 60 4.147 5,341 1194 39 89 66 17 12 49 47 — 2 89,
40 5,369 . 65 62 4,087 'S121 ,1034 40^ 90 49 15 9 37 29 — 8 90

i 5,304
'

68 65 . 4,025 5,070” 1045 41 91 34 11 7 28
:

" 22 — 6 91 '

5,236 To 67 WO 5,011

,

1051 42 92 23 9 6 21 15 — 6 92 !

.43

44
5,166

5,096

70
71

:m(
''

67
'

3,825

5.018

4,809

1125
" 984

43
44 :

93
94

14

9

5
4

5
4

15

10
!

14
9^
— 1

— 1

93 !

94 1

45 .'),025 71 j66 3,758 4,671 ,

’918 45 95 5 2 3 6
,

8 2 95
k . 4,954 . 72 66 8,692 4,5,41- 849 46 96: 1 2 3

1

6 3 96
U|P 4,882 73 67 3,628 4,481 3fe5 47

; 97 2 1 1 1 2 1 97
4,809 78 68 3,559 4,193 634 48 98 1 1 0 0 0 0 98% 4,731 ' 84 73 f49l 4,111 620 49

'
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TABLE VI.

F,xhihUing tjie Expectation oj Lift in

Sweden and Finland, htob according to

Columns A and D of the vrecedimr
Table.

^

Ape.

A D

Age.
More

CoaRECTLT.
Less

CoanscTLY.

Kapectation of Life.

0 39.385 30.863 0
45.719 5

10 47.629 44.361 10

15 48.809 41.019 15

20 39.980 37-531 '20

25 36.330 34.299 25
.30 32.684 30.08.3 30
35 29.063 27.650 35
40 25.495 24.382 40
45 22.066 21.29-1 45

50 18.651 18-159 50

55 15.550 15..S84 55
i)0 12.598 12..562 60

65 9-93.8 9-978 65

70 7.497 7.536 70

75 5.665 5.752 75
80 4.165 4.259 80

85 3.232 3.361 H5

.00 2.337 2.770 90

05 1.700 1 1.167 95

TABLE VIL

Exhibiting the IncrU^e qf the Total Popidation of Sweden and Fin*
land, and the Decrease of the Absolute Number above 90 Years of
Age, as weU as qf the Promrtion of the whole Population above that

Age, throughout the latter mfqfthe Eighteenth Centurjf^

In the Year
Total PopulatioD

of Sweden and
Finland.

Number
above 90
Years of

Age.
'

That is, of

1,000,000.

Who were Bom be-

tween the y^ears

1757
1760
1763

Mean No. between

1776 and 1780
1781 and 1785

1786 and 1790
1791 and 1795
In 1800

1805

2,323,195

2,367,598

2,446,394

2,706,757
2,82.3,826

2,884,8.34

2,974,447

3,182,182

3,320,647

1609
1574
1515

1082
1014

1072

907
637
837

693
665

619

400
359
372
305
200
252

1657 and 1667
1660 and 1670
1663 and 167s

1676 and 1690
16'81 and 1695
1686 and 1700"
1691 and 1705
1700 and 1710
170s nod 1715

In Sweden alone.

1610 2,377,851 574- 241 1710 and 1720

Total Population

of ^0 Spanisli

Dominions in the

Old World.

In inaerting the

dates in this co>

lumn, who
Borvived ioo
years iisve been
neglected, as in-

cojatiderable in

-comparison with

the rest.

1797 10,541,221 4549 432

In the Canary
Islands only.

1797 155 892

(u.)

Mueller. MUELLER (Johannes Von), the^ only author

whom Germany can oppose to the illustrious histo*

rians of Italy and Britainj was bom at Schaffhausen

in 1752, of which town his father was a pastor. In

1769, he commenced his academical life at Gottin-

gen, where he applied himself principally to theo-

logy ; a study and a profession which he soon de-

serted. In 1772, he was appointed professor of the

Greek language in the Gymnasium of his native

town. In 1 774, he removed to Geneva, where he prin-

cipally resided till 1781- Here he delivered his lec.

^ tures on Universal History, which were written ori-

ginally in French ; and here he formed the plan, and

commenced the investigations towards his History qf
the Helvetic Confederacy. In 178I, he was called

as professor of history to the Carohnum of Bruns-

wick, an appointment which he soon abandoned;

and, in 1782, he returned to Switzerland. By
Heyne’s recommendation, he was, in 1786, called as

Librarian, with the title of Aulic Counsellor to Mentz.

In 1800, he received the appointment of Librarian

to the Imperial Library at Vienna ;^n 1804, was

called as Historiographer and Counsellor of War to Mueller

Berlin ; and, in 1807» was appointed Minister, Coun-'^

sellor of State, and General Director of Public In-

struction in Cossel. Here he died in I8O9.

To enter into any detail regarding the history of
Mueller’s life is here the less requisite, as there per-

haps never existed an author whoseintemal character

was more independent of outward circumstances, or
in whom the writer was in a more remarkable man-
ner distinguished from the man ; while, at the same
time, his writings breathe the whole energy o{ Ae
deep feelings of his ardent disposition. An homt
enthusiasm for truth and virtue was combined in him,

with an ambition, which could be satisfied only witli

the renuwii of a great author. No exertion of intel-

lect was for him too painful ; no perseverance in indus-

try surpassed his endurance. Of a cheerful disposi- i

tion, even amid the adversities of life, he pursued

without faultering his determined object. From the

letters which in his youth he wrote to his friend Dc
Bonstetten, we see him at the beginning, the same as

at the termination of his course.^ But th}s ver}» con-
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Mueller, fiigtency renders ,the contrast betw^ilK^ two dba»

racters wWch be united m his persoippiy 4^0 tAoie

remarkable- By nature amiable^ but soil even to

'

weakOeis, open and liberal, though without one oon-

splcuons trait of* magnanimityi accommodating him*

mf fb circumstances with the pliability of a cour-

tier, and yielding to the seduction of his passions in

a point where morality condemns him without ap-

peal : yet, no sooner ha4 he seized his pen-^no
sooner had he begun to narrate the great events of

former times, than this man became a hero at once
in firmness and elevation ; and this not by any arti-

ficial dimpline of his imagination, but from a genuine

and resistless enthusiasm in his own moral delinea-

tions. It then became a necessity of his nature to

think aad to write as if he himself had been one of

the mighty warriqrs or statesmen, to glorify whose
names it was his chief delight ; now a Roman, now
a Switzer of the ancient time, and now some other

illustrious personage, whose character he superin-

duced upon his own in the moment of description.

Moral and political grandeur had Indeed for him so

strong a charm, that he frequently deceived himself

in his estimate of their amount.
With such a character of mind, Mueller could ne-

ver be a historian who wrote only for the intellect,

and still Jess a historian who wrote only for the me-
mory. All, that he read of remarkable persons and

eyeqts became, in his imagination, a series^ of ani-

1fM|^ pictures. He must represent and paint, and

with few strokes, and happily, as if from
life ; while truth, as far as this could be discovered

by |||j|tQrical research, was of greater value
^

in his

eyes th^ all the ornaments of rhetoric. His ima-

f

^inathi^as oidy active to place what he read be-

ore living form. His historical delinea-

tions were inspired with the warmth of his peculiar

temperament, but not misrepresented. As he him^

selfljiaa animated by whatever was good, and gene-

rous, and great, so, too, he wished to animate his

reader by a sympathy with his'^jk^aits, and through

the instructions which history conveys. But in

Mueller’s view, history must be instructive in a de-

gree of whidi few historians have any conception.

HU free ead clear intellect^ adhering to no philosophic

cal system, and with little inclination towards the ab-

stract sciences in general, but penetrating deeply in-

to the internal connection of nistorical events, was
able to extract from this connection political and
moral principles, which, though manifest even to the

unleanied reader, when placed before him, are over-

looked e^ven by the enlightened thinker, when his

observa^n is not guided by the legitimate deduc-

ti^ of cEUseft and efibCts. And in this historical

deduction if we except Thucydides and Tacitus,

Mueller nas no superW. Not that he is equal to

these great originals, or even to some modern bts-

torians, in the detailed developement of events^ and
in the arrangement of ci^cundstances in the order of

their absolute and relattvh impc*^nce. For the ade-

quate auainttieitit4lf this great end hludfier was dis-

qualified by a eertain' deficiency in the powers of ab-
straction and combinatioD. The ideas, m bis repre-

sentation, dfq>lay no regular subordinatloE ; tlieyare

frequently crowed together, transposed, or dragged

M U E
behind. Id this respect he is more peculiarly opposed Mueller,

to Tacitus,"^althou^ the Germans have fondly styled

S
jm the twin brptl^er ofthat great historian, who, in the

isfinction of what is principal and accessory, has no
^aal, and almbit no likeness, among the hUtorians

either of iufilbfit et modem times. Thucydides and
Tadthlt he ttiote nearly resembles in the energy and
laconic brevt^ of bis style. Pleased only with a
strength and mlness of thought, he abhors all that is

empty, trivial, or redundant. Impelled by youthful

enthusiasm to write the history of his native Swit-

zerland, and dwelling, as it were, for years among
the original documents from which his materials

were conqdled, his powerful style insensibly contract-

ed a certIUD antique colouring from the language

of the ancient chronicles ; and thus it is that his

diction more vividly expresses the character of that

peculiar period, which, during the interval of compo-
sition, was then living in his own imagination. What
was tasteless and offensive in the style of the old

chronicles was indeed softened down in Mueller's

cultivated mind
;
but while his intellect was engross-

ed with the connection of events, a laconic brevity

had for his individual taste an irresistible charm,

even when purchased at the expcnce of easy and

natural expression. Mueller’s History of the HeU
veilt Cof^ederacy, the work on which he laboured

longest, and to which he applied the whole force of

his industry and talents, is the book in which we
may best discover the spirit of his historical compo-
sition, in all its qualities both of comprehension and
detaU. But this w’ork, one of the most singular

products of great historical intellect, requires so

close an attention to a multitude of small matters

of fact, the details of which miglit easily have been
omitted, and from the continued brevity, combined
with the antiquated costume of the expression, exacts

from the reader, unaccustomed to such a style, so

vehement a stretch of thought, that we are ever and
anon compelled Yo lay aside the book and breathe,

in order to collect new strength for the perusal. In-

deed, no book has, perhaps, been so mucli praised,

and so little jead, as the Helvetic History of our au-

thor. Mueller, who, from youth till death, and amid
literary and political occupations of another kind,

always considerdd the history of his native country

as the principal object of his life, had so accustom-
ed himself to that character of composition, which he
thought accommodated to a history of Switzerland,

that in bis other writings, he is not wholly able to di-

vest himselfofits peculiarities. His Universal History,

first drawn up in French, for a society of young per-

sons who were his pupils at Geneva, afterwards with
greater cere re-written in the German tongue, and
first published after the author's death, though com- ^
prising, in abridgment, ail ancient and modern ages,

18, however, far inferior in historical Value to the
hi8tQi*y of Switzeiland; but the nature of its sub-

ject is more agreeable to the majority of readers

;

and in the condensation of the matter, the style has

a certain facility, in which we easily recognise the

man to whom French was in his youth a second
mother-tfDgue.

Of the other writings of Mueller, the most re-

markable are%ie Letters, which were not written

3
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Mutllct for the world, but published after his death in the He bad ^Kfielv reached the destined place of his Glut's-

Muiia
collection of his works, of which they occupy seve- residence, wipi he began to arrange his plan fbr

volumes. From these letters we learn the cha- . the collectfdti those plants to whose study he was
racter of the man on its fairest and most honourable attached, and of which the descriptions formed the
side ; and we likewise see how fiir his style is reroov- delight pf his life, and the basis of his future fame,
ed from the affectation with which he has so pften He soon began a correspondence with Linnseus,
been reproached. For in these letters, written ra- which continued during the life of that celebratede, without premeditation, and to confidential man/who procured his admission to the academy at

Is, the historian of the Helvetic Confederacy Stockholm. His accuracy, diligence, and enthu-
is recognized in every sentence; and the ab- siasm, were highly estimated by the Swedish bo-
sence of a smooth and polished diction ia in tanist, who felt, in the eulogiums he paid him, that
itself an excellencei when contrasted with the he very imperfectly gratified his own sentiments of re-
paint of letters written for admiration and dis- spect and admiration. * His skill was speedily known
plsy- through Europe by all ^ the botanists of considerable
MUTIS (Joseph Celestino), an eminent Natu- eminence, as his discoveries were communicated to

ral Historian, but peculiarly distinguished for the many of them, through the extensive correspondence
ardour of his botanical researches ; was a native of which he maintained, f
Spain, born at Cadiz, 6th April 1732- His parents At the time Mutis arrived at Santa Fe de Bogota,
were respectable inhabitants of that city, and con- that capital was in profound ignorance of science,
ferred on him the best elementary education that and, even in the university, the true system of the
could be acquired in Andalusia. 11 is first instruc- pniversc was so little known, that he is represented
tions were received in the College of San Fernando, as having encountered great difficulties, when he first

in his native city, from whence he removed to the taught that the world turned on its own axis, revolv-
University of Seville. In both these seminaries he cd round the sun, and was in reality only a planet oE
was distinguished, as well by his application and ta- the solar system. With the approbation of the vice-
Icnts, as by the modesty of his demeanour. He at- roy, he began to dispense mathematical, and espe-
tended the classical and mathematical course as cially astronomical knowledge, to the pupils in the
taught in the latter seminary, as well as to the study college of liic Rosario; and he had the satisfaction,

of theology
; and during liis residence there, sedu- Jong before the close of a protracted life, to see a

lously applied himself to anatomy, medicine, and na- race of scholars formed on the principles of the Ifew-
tural history. The ardour he displayed for this class tonian philosophy, in spite of the anxious anid alAli-
of pursuits was great, so that, when he removed to ing fears of their parents, who, on its first intriil^^-

Madrid in I757i he had made such progress as to tion, considered it impious, or at least heretical,

enable him to become a lecturer on anatomy. It He continued diligently exploring the Ande^for
was then usual for tire Couh of Madrid to select every vegetable production, during the intervals of
some promising young men, and send tiicm to instruction in astronomy, and contij^fi^d pur-
Leyden, Paris, or Bologna, to improve their facul- suits ivith unabated ardour. When his jpHroh Cerda
ties, and. advance ilicir knowledge of the sciences, had finished the period of his Viceroyship, he pro-
Mutis was selected for this purpose, but about the posed to Mutis to return with him to Spain, but he
same period Don Pedro Messia de la Cerda w'as up- was so much fascinated with the solitude of vast

pointed Viceroy of New Granada, and proposed to woods and extended, plains, with the features of na-

tlie ardent naturalist to accompany him, in the qua- ture displayed on tftc boldest scale, and the deep
lity of physician, to that interesting country. His azure of the unclouded sky, that he determined, un-

0 natural modesty and love of retirement induced him der their favouring auspices, to spend tlie rest of his

to relinquish the opportunity of visiting different life in South America, in the contemplation of vege-
countries, and thereby increasing his knowledge in tation, and of the starry worid. His studies, instead

Europe, and to devote himself to the examination of producing scepticism, strengthened bis religious

and description of those objects of natural history faith, and, under its inHuence, he entered into holy
which the mountains of South America presented, orders in 1772.

^

From that period, he divided his

*nnd which had previously been scarcely explored by time between religion and the sciences, and, whilst

any scientific European. in the fornetr he was a model of ecclesiastical vir-

Uc embarked with the Viceroy, and landed at tue, he displayed in the latter the qualities of a ge-
Carthagena in the year 1760. The various new pro- nuine philosopher.

ductions that met his eye at every point in that hot It was a fortunate circumstance, both for the

Ilf, climate, did not detain him from ascending towards science of botany, and for the fame of Mutis, chat

tlic mountain plain, where at the city of Santa F6 de the Court of Madrid felt a peculiar interest in the

Bogota he fixed his abode. promotion of that study, and appointed commission-

* In memoriam Josephi Coelestini Mutis, Americes summi Botanici, qui historiam plantarum America-
num, in primis Palmarum, pulcherrimam parat, et plurima nova hinc opuscnla communicavit. Lin, SuppL

p. 57. Nomen immortalc quod nulla actas unquam delebit. Linn,
^

^

f Cavanilles, in writing, thus expresses himself ; In honorem sapientissimi viri (J. C. Mutis) qui jure

merito Botanicorum in America prints salutatur, debetque etiam inter primates Europcos colocari.'’
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Mutis. ers in eftch of its eKteoaive dominioiM||^inerieA to

' invfigtigato, arrange, describe, and various

prodoQlioOs« Muds was appointed ^Mmeot of the

Botaokd Board for the Viceroyalty of Saota F6,

and cornmenoed hU operations by the project of that

greai^ work the Flora of which only the oiu-

ntfieence of a goveraiiieDt could enable him tp m*
. dertake. In 178$, he selected the spot most favour-

able for executing this great design, and, judging the

central situation of Mariquita, at the foot of the

mountains of Qmndiu, tp be the best adapted, for his

purpose, he removed thi^er, and resided in that

place for the succeediim teven years, in pursuance

of his plan of study. The place was ^mirably cho-

sen ; w though at the. foot of the Andes, it is on a
high level, and in a temperate climate ; and, being

in the vicinity of the river Magdalena, though con-

siderably higher, it has the advantage of easy access

to every degree of temperature, and to all the vari-

ous family of plants which the greatest possible dif-

ferences of climate can produce. In this secluded

town, he and his pupils were constantly employed in

roaming in the extensive plains, penetrating the

thickest woods, scaling the highest mbuntains, and
at times encountering the severe heat of the valleys,

whilst collecting every rarity of the vegetable king-

dom. He there created a class of painters, who drew
the plants as they were collected : he had a school

of engraving, in which were executed some of those

limmil. plates, which have excited so much admiration

ai^K,^e botanists and artists of Europe. The state

oflRS'befdth, arising principally from the exertions

he ma^i and the hardshipsW encountered in these

pursuits, induced him to remove from Mariquita in

1779s bis residence again in the capital, to

which drawn by the desire of being near-

er to a grimr number of artists, than could be .col-

lected in Uie retired spot from whence his explora-

tory^^meys had been directed. His labours in

penemiiig the Flora were continued with unabated

industry till the end of his life, qpd after his decease

the work was continued by some 6t his pupils; though

it has received serious interruptions from the civil

wars, in die course of which some of those appointed

to continue it were out off amidst the contests of the

various revolutionary factions. Among these is par-

ticularly to be regretted Don Francisco Caldas, who
was endeared to Mutis, and most nearly resembled

him in his industry, and his attachment to the study

of natural history. Besides the great wmk, the Fl^
ra, Mutis finished one on the history of^the trees of

the quina species, and exercised his great acuteness in

the invesligation of the varieties of Uiat family, whose

bark has introduced a new era in the practice ofme-
dicine.

Amidst his botanical labourih Mutis never neglect-

ed his astronomical observadons and experiments.

It had, often been suggested by philosophers in,Jlu-

rope, that the moon bad probably an influenciiil on

the bal'ometer, similar to whot"^ exeftsises on the

tides. The sitmuion of Santa F6 was (avourable for

a vi^ety ofexperiments, wbich^utis conducted, and
by which he ascertained the &ct so clearly, as to re-

move all doubts on the subject* He was instrumen-

M U T
tal in obtaining powers from Madrid for the con- Mutu.

struction of an observatory on the summit of the^

Andes, at a ikr higlier el^ation than any of the

observatories of Europe are placed. He had re-

marked, that the blue of the firmament appears

darker In proportion to the elevation at which the

observer ston^, and that on the highest attainable

situadoDS, the sky seems almost black ; so that the

stars shine with a brilliancy uninterrupted by clouds,

and even in day-light, are visible without the help of

glasses.

He deemed the position favourable for astronomi-

cal observations, and especially for those of the fix-

ed stars ; for being near the equator, it commanded
a view of the constellations both of the northern and
southern hemisplieres ; and from its height, the ob-

server is little liable to interruption from intervening

clouds, or to errors from the inconstancy of the re-

fractions. At his earnest recommendation, and un-

der his insp^tion, the observatory was begun in

1802, and finished in 1803. Some instruments were
collected in the country, and others were ordered

from Europe. The first were, as may be supposed,

destitute of those improvements which have been

more recently introduced ; and it unfortunately hap-

pened, that some of those exported from Europe were

lost on the passage. The apparatus had not been com-
leted when Mutis died, and the political storms which

ave agitated that country have prevented the comple-

tion of the collection. The founder had, however, di-

rected the course of observations to be prosecuted

with as much attention as the imperfection of the in-

struments would admit. Though the wise intentions

of Mutis have been we may hope they have

not been frustrated, Wffmay took forward to a time

when the catalogue offixed stars in the southern hemi-

sphere shall be considerably augmented, and their po-

sitions determined with the greatest accuracy. In

the mean time, some astronomical and meteorological

observations baVe been made and published, in a
periodical register, and the exact latitude and longi-

tude of the observatory has been determined. Its

elevation above the level of the ocean, as determined

by barometrical observations, frequently repeated,

is 94*16 feet. As this observatory is the first erected

in South America, as it stands much higher than

any other that ever Was constructed, if its advan-

tages shall be properly improved, it will be a benefit

to science, and a durable monument to the fame of

its founder.

Mutis enjoyed good health through a long life,

which was closed in a manner worthy of a philoso-

pher and a Christian, withoiit pain or struggle, 11th

September 180ff. He left various manuscript works

on plants, on meteorology, and on mining ;
an herb-

arium of upwards of 20,000 plants, more tlikn 5000
drawings of plants, and a large collection of woods,

of slvells, of minersds, and skins of animals. He had

also a very extensive collection of oil-paintings, of

sil the various animals of the viceroyalty coloured,

in exact conformity to nature. It was tne last wish

he expressed, that his valuable eollcctioiis might fur-

nish the basis of a national museum ; but the turbu-

lent season which commenced soon after his death,
8
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and the unsettled state in which public affairs have
since continued) have hitherto prevented the ful-

,
filttient of his wishes. See El EspanoL Diario de
Santa Fcm w.)
MYSORE I properly Maisoor, a lar^ province

of the south of India, principally situated between the
1 1th and 15th degrees of northern latitude, apd now
surrounded by the British territories, subject to the
presidency of Madras. This province consists of a
high table land, elevated 3000 feet above the level

of the sea, from which rise a number of lofty hills^

containing the sources of many rivers, the principal

of which are the Cavery, Toombuddra, ^ edawati^

Bhadri, Penar,&c. Thc'cllmate of this elevated re-

gion is temperate and healthy to a degree unknown
in any other track of similar extent within the tro-

pics. The rainy season is here more moderate than
on cither of the sea coasts, but of much longer du-
ration ; and during other seasons of the year the ver-

dure is frequently refreshed by enlivening showers,

its soil produces not only all the grains and vege-
tables of other parts of India, but also many of we
fruits of Europe. The cultivation is also much aided

by means of reservoirs and wells, from whence the

farmers irrigate their fields and gardens. The inha-

bitants are in general Hindoos; but the country

having been so often the scene of warfare, it is not

nearly so populous as Bengal, and some other of the

British provinces. It produces horses, cattle, sheep,

and swine, but none of them of a good size. This

province is divided into three districts, named Fata-

na, Nagara, and Chatrakal : each district is managed
by an Amildar, who is an officer of justice, police, and
revenue, and who is accouii|[||B for his conduct to

the ministers of the Rajah, wljrare kept to their du-

ty by the presence of the British resident.

As this province is now particularly connected

with the British interests, and, from a rival state, is

become one of our staunchest allies, it is requisite to

enter at some length into its political liistory. The
ancestor of the reigning family is said to have been

the chief of a band of herdsmen, who emigrated with

their flocks and catlie from the province of Gujerat,

%nd were allowed to settle in Mysore. The first per-

son of this tribe who distinguished himself was nam-
ed Vijeya, in consequence of an act of bravery. He
married the heiress of the Wadiar^ or chief of the

town of Caroogully and its dependencies, and suc-

ceeded his father-in-law. His immediate successors

are not known; but, in the year 1507) Cham Raj

took possession of the government, but still acknow-
ledging himself as a subject of the Maha Rajah of

Annagoondy, who was a descendant the ancient

Hindoo monarchs of Bijanagur. Tim Raj succeeded

'"id 1548, and annexed some other districts to his go-

vernment. Heere Cham Raj ruled from 1571 to

1576, and was succeeded by his cousin Raj Wadeyar,
who appears to have taken advantage of the declin-

ing power of his lord paramount, not only to annex
to his own estates tliose of the Kajah of Chickraipa-

tam, but to take possession of the city and fortress of

Seringapatam. This event occurred in the year

1610, and may be considered as the sra of ibeir so-

vereignty. After this event, he subdu^ several of
the neighbouring Wadeyars, and kept™ cm in con-
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finement at S|p|i|bapatam. He died in the year I6i7, Myaorc

and was sudplid by his grandson Cham Raj, who
added considerably to the Mysore territories, and
died in 1637- He was succeeded by a poslhuinouB
son of the former Rajah, named Immadee Raj, who,
in the course of a short time, was poisoned by his

prime minister. Canty Revy Narsa Raj, second cou-
sin of the deceased, was the next sovereign of My-
sore. He made various conquests, and reigned till

1659. Ho was the first prince who established a
mint, and coined the Janams and pdgedaS) stili cur-

rent, which go by bis nam^ Dud Deo Raj was his

successor; he made several conquests, and died in

1672. Chick Deo Uaj mounted the throne in 1672,
and died in 1 704. This prince completed the sub-

jugation of the turbulent landholders, made a num-
ber of prudent regulations which still exist; and,
among other accessions, acquired by purchase the

town and fortress of Bangalore. He also sent an
embassy to the Mogul Emperor Aurungzebe, who
conferred on him a splendid title, and granted him
permission to sit on an ivory throne, which is still in

existence, and was used on the late installation.

Canty Raj, son of the last sovereign, mounted the

throne in 1704. Having been born deaf and dumb,
he was called the Dumb Rajahs It was in this reign

that the great influence of the Dulwoy, or prime mi-

nister, commenced, which ever after rendered the

Rajah a mere pageant. After a nominal reign of ten

years, the Dumb Rajah died, and was succeedod||to

Dud Kishen Raj, who left the management
entirely to his ministeri^f^nd died, after an ingloridSis

reign, in tiie year 1731. He was succeeded by Cham
Raj, who, not having been found of a sufficiently pli-

able disposition, was deposed and imp^onil^ll^ hk
ministers, in the year 1734. On this

sore ministers deviated from the regular of suc-

cession, and chose a boy of five years old, of another

branch of the royal family, named Chick KishetiAaj,

to be the pageant of their government. The olvi-

sioD of public busineilfwas at that period distrjhttted

in the offices of, Ist, Dulwoy, or commander- in-

chief ; 2dly, Serv Adikar, or comptroller of the re-

venue; and, Sdly, Purdlian, or privy counsellor.

The first of these offices was held by Deo the

second by Nunjeraje; but they subsequently ex-

changed appointments, and the influence of the lat-

ter was much increased by the marriage of his daugh-
ter to the young Rajah, in the year 1746. It was

under the command of Nunjeraje Dulwoy, that a

large Mysorean army marched tO' the assistance of

the British, and their ally the Nabob Moharmned
Aly, in the year 1753; but aa the promised bribe,

held out for hrs assistance (the cession of the fortress

of Trichinopoly), was not complied with, he shortly

after became their enemy, and for nearly two years

laid siege to Trichinopoly ;
but, in the end, was com-

pell|d||fb abandon it, in consequence of the invasion

of M^tre by an army of Mabrattas. From this pe-

riod may be dated tbe decline of llie minister's

power, the downfall of the Hindoo dynasty, and the

succession of a Mahopietan usurper, whose histbl^^

being not generally known, it is deemed requisite to

insdet an abridgment of it here. v s

Tbe great-grandfather and grandfather of Hyder
4 c
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M yfiore. Aly were both named Mohatnmed^|||||gere religious

' persons,who emigrated from the P^plppid settled in

the vicinity of the tomb of Geeso Deraz, the famous

saint ofKalberga. The son of the youngerMohammed
was named Futteh Aly, who, having entered the ar-

my as a private soldier, rose by degrees to the rank

of commander of a regiment, with the title of Naick.

This person improved his fortune by mrriage, but

was killed in an engagement about tha> year 1729.

Some time previous to his death, he had raised a

mausoleum over his fathefr^tand his wife, in the vici-

nity of the town of Coltt^ and was buried there. Af-

ter the battle in which Iratteh Aly was killed, his fa-

mily were taken prisoners, and .plundered of every

thing they possessed. The widow, accompanied by

her two sonsi Shabaz-Sabeb and Hyder, boys, took

refuge with her brother Ibrahim, who commanded a

small body of jteons or infantry, in the service of the

governor of Bangalore. When the elder brother

Shibaz had attained a sufficient age, his uncle pro-

cured for him a recommendation to an officer of rank

in Seringapatam ; and he was received into the ser-

vice as a subordinate officer of infantry, in which si-

tuation he distinguished himself, and gradually rose

to the command of *200 cavalry and 1000 infantry.

It is probable, that Hyder profited by the good for-

tune of his brother, and was employed by him in a

subordinate situation ; but he docs not appear to

have distinguished himself till the year 1749, when,

tg the siege of Deonlially, by his intrepidity and

he attracted the attention of the Dulwoy Nun-

.
I ; and, upon the capit^ation of the place, was

promoted to the command of it, with a garrison of

200 infantry and 50 cavalry. Permission was also

grao|Uhim^ augment the number of troops, if he

founS^^niwite. During the contest between the

Nizam Jung, and his rival Muzuffir Jung, in

the year 1750^ Hyder Aly commanded part of the

qua|| of Mysore troo|is, and distinguished himself in

reniuDig the French column ; but as soon as Nasir

JuiA^as killed, he employe^/ his followers in plun-

dering the camp of his late master ; and, amongst a

number of other valuables, carried off two camels

laden with gold, 300 horses, and 500 stand of arms,

all of which he conveyed safely to Dconhally.

Hyder Aly was again employed at the siege of

Trichinopoly ; and during the battle of the 17th of

August 1754, between the British and the French

armies, with their allies on both sides, Hyder seeing

the baggage of the British lefl without protection,

ordered some of his troops to amuse the raniorine

cavaliy in front, whilst he with another body galloped

round, and fell upon the rear of the convoy, amongst
which he created great confusion, and seized 35
carts laden with ammunition and stores. On the

retreat of the Mysoreans in 1755, Hyder was de-

tached in the command of an army, consisting of

5000 infantry, 2500 cavalry, six guns, and

ber of irregular troops, to secure the district;)i^pDin-

digul. During the three yea ^ ho continued in the

gqi^jernment of Dindigul, he very considerably in-

cited the number of his troops, disciplined his bat-

talions, and took into his service several French ar-

tificers, under whose superintendence he formed a

laboratory, arsenal, &c.
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In the year 1758, a serious mutiny having $6ken

out amongst the troops at Seringapatam, Hyder

'

Aly was ordered to march thither with all his regu-
lar corps. Partly by fair means, and partly by force,

he succeeded in quelling the mutiny, and in dis-

banding the army ; in reward for which service, he
was gratified with the fortress and adjoining district

of Bangalore, as a fief or personal estate. In the
following year, Hyder was invested with the com-
mand of all the troops employed against the Mali-
rattas, and was at the same time authorized to con-
clude a peace with them ; but as this object could
not be obtained without a large sum of money, and
the government could not advance above half the

amount, he was directed to borrow the remainder
from the bankers ; and in order to effect this, cer-

tain districts were assigned to him, to be held in

pledge till the bankers should be reimbursed. Hav-
ing appointed his own collectors to the districts, he
borrowed the money, satisfied the Mahrattas, and
returned in triumph to Seringapatam. His recep-

tion by the Dulwoy and young rajah was most gra-

cious ; by the former he was distinguished by the

epithet of SOD, and by the latter honoured with the

title of Behauder (the champion), which he ever af-

ter retained. In this sketch of the history of Hyder
Aly, it is impossible to describe the various intrigues

by which he subverted the authority of the Dulwoy
(minister), and got the rajah completely into his

own power. But his overweening confidence had
nearly ruined him. In the month of May 17()0,

Hyder Aly was induced, by the intrigues of the

French, to detach to their assistance almost the

whole of the regulg^rmy then at Seringapatam
;

whilst he continu^Rp reside in n garden a short

distance from the city, with a guard of only 100
horse» and a battalion of infantry. The rajali atid

his mother, a woman of considerable talent, weary
of the tyranny of their oppressor, entered into u

secret treaty with a Mahratta chief, who was en-

camped on the frontiers, and who agreed to send,

on an appointed day, 6000 chosen horse to their

assistance ; but owing to the procrastination of the

Mahrattas, and an ill-timed attack from the foot on^
the cantonment of Hyder, he effected his escape

with his hundred cavalry, attended by some camels

laden with treasure, and succeeded in reaching the

fortress of Bangalore, which was garrisoned by his

own troops^ This event took place on the ISth of

August 1760. Immediately on Ilyder’s entering

Bangalore, he sent off an express to recal the army
from the Carnatic, under the command of his bro-

ther-in-law Mukhdum Sahib ; and dispatched or-

ders to the var^Tous detachments of his troops, dis-

persed over the country, to join him without Joss of

time. By degrees he was joined by his detach-

ments, by new levies, by the Carnatic army, and by
what was of great consequence, 200 French Euro-
pean cavalry, and 100 Inlfantry, with some light ar-

tillery. With these forces, aided by intrigue, he

defeated the Mysore troops in several engagements,

and in the month of May 1761, again got possession

of the person of the rajah. Ilydcr Aly, altliough

now possessing all the real power of a sovereign,

was still di^ous of legalising his usurpation ; he

Mysore.
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by means of presents or concessions^ re-

ceived from the Nizam of the Dekhan a grant of

the zemindary of Mysore^ with a patent constituting

him a Heft Hazary, commander of 7000 horse in

the imperial service, and the title of Nabob Hyder
Aly Khan Behauder.

In the year 1763, he conquered the countries of

Bednoor, Soonda, and Canara; and in the three

(succeeding years, Calicut, and the greater part of

Malabar. In 1766, the rajah Chick Kishen Deo
died. When this circumstance was reported to

Hyder, who was then at Coimbatoor, he ordered

the funeral rites to be performed with all the usual

ceremonies, and directed that the eldest son of the

deceased, named Nunje Raj, should be placed on

the throne, with the same parade and pomp as had

formerly been used for his ancestors. Nunje Raj

died, or was murdered, after a nominal reign of five

years, and was succeeded by his younger brother

(’ham or Syama Raj, who, by the indulgence or

policy of llyder, was installed in the same manner
us his predecessor.

In 17G7, the Mahrattas and the Nizam, aided by
a British auxiliary force, entered into an alliance

gainsst Hyder Aly. They in consequence invaded

My(5ore, and after having taken several of the for-

tresses, advanced towards Seringapatam. In this

ililcmma, Hyder ordered all the forage to be de-

stroyed, and took post on the banks of the river Ca-

very, in an entrenched camp. After some days

skirmishing, Hyder contrived, by his wonderful skill

in politics, not only to make peace with the Mah-
rattas, but to conclude an fiance with the Nizam
ugainst the British. In y||H||of this treaty, the

allied forces invaded the CmtK in September
;
and

on the 2Gth of that month a general engagement took

place in the vicinity of Erroar. The British gained

the victory, by which the Nizam, being intimidated,

was glad to make peace, leaving his ally to extricate

himself in the best manner^e could. Hyder, much
mortified by this event, commenced a regular retreat

to his own countr}^ and was pursued by the British

forces under (xeneral Smith. When both armies

had advanced nearly to Seringapatam, Hyder leav-

ing his infantry and artillery to continue the retreat,

wheeled off with all his cavalry, turned the rear of

the British army, re-entered the Carnatic, and in a

few days was at the w^alls of Madras. By this ma-
nccuvrc, he so intimidated the Madras government,

that they were glad to make peace with him. The
terms of the treaty were short and simple. All pri-

soners and places taken during the war were to be

restored, freedom of trade was stipulated, and an

offensive and defensive league concluded.

In the year 1771, Mysore was invaded by a pow-

erful army of Mahrattas, who, after defeating Hyder,

advanced to, and blockaded his capital ; but fortune

again favoured him, by the indisposition and death

of the young Peishwa, by which event dissension

was sown amongst the Mahratta chiefs, and enabled

Hyder to bribe them to retreat. The years 1773,

1774*, 1775, and 1776, were devoted to the discip-

lining of his army, and to the gradual extension of his

territories to the north and west. This he was en-
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abled to j|MK^i8sensions of the Mahratta chiefs Mysore,

and tlie NaiPpilnces.
'

In 1777, Cham, or Syama, the young Mysore
Rajah, died without issue. Upon this occasion, Hy-
der ordered eight or ten boys, lineally related to the

royal family, to be brought before him, and made
choice of one of them, nearly in the same manner
that Ulyssef discovered Achilles. This boy, whose
name was also Cham or Syama Raj, was the father

of the present Rajah.

^

By the treaty made with Hyder in 1769, the Bri-

tish had agreed to assist hin| against all his enemies;
but when called upon to act against the Mahrattas
in 1771, they had declined, and from that period

Hyder harboured the most bitter hatred against

them. The year 1779, when the British bad quar-

relled with the Mahrattas, and given offence to the

Nizam, seemed a favourable opportunity of satiating

his revenge
; he therefore, by means of his emissaries,

concluded an alliance with the above mentioned

powers, and invited every other sovereign in Hin-

dostan to join the confederacy, and to make a simul-

taneous attack on the British territories in their re-

spective vicinities. In conformity with this plan,

iJyder Aly entered the Carnatic in the month of

July 1780, at the head of an army consisting of

30,000 cavalry, and 40,000 infantry, with a nume-
rous train of artillery, aided by a corps of Europe-
ans, and a number of French officers. Hyder com-
manded in person the centre or main body.

left wing was under the orders of his son

iSahib, and was destined to attack the northermC^-
cars ; while the right wing, under one of his most

esteemed generals, penetrated into Madura arid tlie

southern districts. During Hyder’s ^mer if#asion

of the Carnatic, in 1767, he had caui^':]^ attny to

refrain from atrocities, and to treat the prisoners

with gentleness ;
but on this occasion he boasted,

“ that he was the engine of God’s wrath, feri^ the

punishment of the people of the Carnatic*'’ His

army was, therefore, guilty of the greatest crDislties,

laying waste the whole of the country with fire and
sword; not only the military who were taken pri-

soners, but the peaceable inhabitants of the villages,

were driven off Hke flocks of sheep to Mysore . The
boys were made Mahometans, and the girls disposed

of as slaves.

Notwitlistanding Hyder was frequently defeated

by the British forces under Sir Eyre Coote, his nu-

merous cavalry and well equipped artillery enabled

him to overrun the country at pleasure, and leR no

part of it in the possession of his enemies, except

Madras, and some other fortresses. This system of

warfare continued till the death of Hyder, which

took place in the city of Arcot, on the morning of

the 7th December 1782, at the age of 64 years. At
the period of Hyder’s decease, his dominions, ex-

cluii^ of his conquests in the Carnatic, compre-

helliim nearly 80,000 square miles ; his territorial

revenue amounted to two millions sterling. Although

his army consisted of 150,000 men, his treasure con-

tained several million^in bullion and specie.

Tippoo Sultan, the eldest son of Hyder, having

jollied the army on the 2d January 1783, quietly
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Afysorc. succeeded to the empire of his fathei^^ ^ feeble at-

tempt had been made in favour of 'tSd eecond son^

called Abd al Kereenii now a state prisoner in Cal-

catta» but was considered of so little consequence^

that the tyrant never attempted the life of his bro«

ther, who either was^ or pretended to be deranged^

and always wore the dress of a jaheevy or hermit.

The invasion of the western or Malab|ur coast by
tlie British, and the capture of BedenooiV' compelled

Tippoo to relinquish the views of his father on the

Carnatic, and to proceed ipth all expedition to the

defence of his own territory. He left Arcot early

in March ;
and having, in the course of the month

of April, reached Bedenoor, he compelled General

Matthews to capitulate. The principal articles of

the capitulation were, that the garrison were to pile

their arms on the glacis, but to retain all their pri-

vate property ; they were then to be inarched, by
the shortest route, to the sea side, and thence to be

embirked for Bombay. But Tippoo, under pre-

tence that the public treasure had been made away
with, caused all the prisoners to be plundered.

They were afterwards fettered, and then dispatched

to different fortresses, where most of them died

through hard treatment ;
the general and several of

the principal officers were beheaded.

After this event Tippoo marched to the seaport of

Mangalore, but was baffied in the siege of that place,

tilL in consequence of the peace between England
|ri|H France, the French auxiliaries having declined

wHFfurther co-operation with him, and the recent

woesses of the British in otlier parts of the coun-
try, cpiripelled him to make peace. On the Ilth of

Marpll a treaty was concluded between Tip-

principal articles of which

were/w^ippme places taken by either party dur«
ing the war were to be restored, and that all t& pri-

soners on both sides were to be released.

a00 being now at liberty, employed the re-

r of 17^4 in the complete subjugation of the

Naira|||f Malabar, and the ccmquest of tho Coorg
counc^. Having thus vanquished or made peace
with his enemies, he returned in triumph to Se-

ringapatam; when, feeling himself perfectly esta-

blished, and his authority adtnowledged, both by
his subjects and the neighbouring powers, he os-

tentatiously mounted the throue, and assumed the
title of Sultan, thereby throwing offi all allegiance

to or dependence on the Rajah of Mysore or the

Emperor of Hindostan ; for although the name Sul-
tan ..lay have been given him at his birth, it certain-

ly was never used as a title during his father’s lifetime.

During the years 1785, l786, and 1787, Tippoo
was engaged in kostUitk8.^in8t the M&hrattaa and
the Ni^m, in which victories were gained and de-
feats sustained by both parties ; but the general re-

sult was in favour of the Sultan. The year 1788
was occupied by Tippoo in reforming the pro^oe
of Msdgbar, and the wreiUe conversion of tMnraa-
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bitants to the Mahometan religion. In the^low- Mymrc.

ing year he invaded the territories of the Rajah
Travancore, who being one of the British allies, ap-
plied to them for assistance, which circumstance
brought on the subsequent war, at the conclusion of
which, in March 1792, Earl Cornwallis, at the head
of the allied forces, compelled Tippoo Sultan to pay
the sum of four millions of money, and to relinquish

the half of his dominions.

In the year 1790, the Mysore Rajah Cham Raj
died, leaving an only son, then two or three years
old, to inherit the dignity of his ancestors ; but the

haughty Sultan would not condescend to acknow-
ledge even a nominal superior; and so far from
c^xalting the boy to the throne of his forefathers, he
barely allowed him to exist, in squalid poverty and
humiliating contempt. From this period till the

year 1799, Tippoo was engaged in constant intrigues

with the French, and all the powers of Hindostan,

in Ollier to raise a confederacy against the British

nation. His correspondence was detected by the

Governor-general, Lord Mornington, now Marquis
Wellesley. War was determined on; the British

forces, with their allies, under the command of Gc-
nerad Harris, marched to Seringapatam, and on the

4th of May 1799 put an end to the empire and l^fe

of Tippoo Sultan.

It would have been no less unjust than impolitic

for the British either to have taken possession of the

whole of the conquered territory for themselves, or
to have restored the family of Tippoo to power. It

was therefore determined to place on the throne
Krishna Odiaver, of the last Rajah, a boy of
five years old ; to |||||||Hkn in possession of the an-

cient capital of MymPWith a territory surrounding
it equal to that possessed by any of his ancestors,

and yielding a revenue of L. 1,030,000 sterling, with

the entire management of the country by his own
officers ;

but subject to the general superintendence

of a British resident. • »

On the 30th day of June 1799 the cerenaony of
installing the young Rajah took place, in a temporary
building erected for the purpose in the old fortress

of Mysore. It was attended by the British Com-
roander-in-chief, by many of the principal officers of
the allied forces, and by an innumerable multitude

of Hindoos, who testified their most unfeigned de-

light on beholding a person of their own religion,

the orphan of a much injured family, restored to the

poasessions of his ancestors. Previous to the instal-

lation pensions had been granted to most of Tippoo’s

officers, and the family of the Sultan were sent as

state prisoners to Vellore, whence they were subse-

quently removed to Calcutta, where they now reside

upon liberal allowances, and enjoy a degree of free-

dom much greater than have been their lot,

bad these events not taken place.—

Gazetteer
y or Geographical Dictionary, Vol. IV.

Part IL)
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M O LLU S C A.*

lollusoa. The primary division of animals into V'ertebral
and Invertebral^ indicated in the writings of the

ancients, by the terms sanguineous and exangui-

neous^ possesses many adjiutages, and now ap«

pears to be universally V|»pted by zoologists.

Among the vertebral aoimailTthc brain is collected

into one mass at the anterior extremity of ttie body,

and sends out a nervous cord, termed the spinal mar-

row, to the posterior extremity. These nervous por-

tions are protected by a <;raoium and vertebral co-

fumn.

The invertebral animals occupy a lower station

than those belonging to the vertebral group. Their

nervous system, in particular, is less fully developed,

and their organs of perception are greatly reduced

in number. They may be distinguished readily by

the following negative character :

Invertebbata.

Invertebral Animals*

Animals dbstitutb of a Skull and Vertebral
Column for the Protection of the Brain
AND Spinal Marrow.

The invertebral animals have few characters of a

positive kind, which they piossess in common. The
skin, in general, consists only of a corium and cu-

ticle, both of wliich, according to circumstances, are

furnished with appendices, in the form of siielis,

crusts, scales, or hairs. These, in general, supply

the place of iJie osseous system, serving as a proUsc^

tion to the viscera, and as supports to the
The blood, in those cases where a circulatingli^
can be detected, is usually of a white or grey &lour,
seldom inclining to red. When there are both sys-

temic and pulmonic ventricles, they .^e nipi united
as in the vertebral animals. With lajp exertion of
the genuine viviparous mode of reprC^ul^on, the in-

vertebral animals exhibit all the other modifications

of that function.

In attempting the division of invertebral a^mals
into subordinate groups, the condition of the nervous
system furnishes characters of importance. In one
extensive class, which, from their starry form, have
been termed Radiata, the nervous matter appears
to be disseminated among the different organs, and
never appears in the form ofa brain, with its connect-

ed filaments. In another class, equally extensive, and
which, with propriety, may be denominated Gan-
gliata, the brain appears in the form of a collar,

surrounding the gullet, near its entrance into the

stomach, and sending out filaments, which, in their

course, expand into ganglia. In this last group are

included the classes Annulosa and Mollusca. The
classification of the Anntdose animals has been al-

ready communicated to ^'Our readers. The Mollusc

coue tribes now claim our attention. The essential

characters, by which these two classes may be dis-

tingmshed, depend on the condition of the nervous

filaiiinte proceeding from the brain ; the principal of

which, in the former, constitute a knotted cord pro-

ceeding to the extremity, while, in tke Istter, they

separate irregularly. "

: : 3r

• See the word Mollusca, p. 490 of this Volume.

MollllSCA.
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Mollttsco. Independent of this internal character, molluscous

^animals are distinguished from those of the annulose

division by the absence of articulated feet, or the

cuticular processes which supply their place, and by
the body not being divided into joints or rings.

Under the article Conchology, a variety of de-

tails were given regarding the shells of molluscous

animals, the characters furnished by these appen-

dices of the skin which have been employed in their

classification, the relative value of the different po-

pular systems which have^een proposed, together

with some remarks on the^'physical distribution of

the species, and the revolutions which, in former ages,

they have experienced. The present article may,

therefore, be regarded as a continuation of the one

dedicated to Conchology, and as having more imme-
diately in view the exposition of those characters

which are now employed in the most approved sys-

tems of zoology.

A&lluscous animals divide themselves into two

great divisions, which are distinguished from each

other by well defined characters. In the first the

presence of a head may be recognised, together with

eybs and even ears, in some of the groups. In the

other, containing animals much less perfect in their

organization, there is no head, nor vestiges of eyes

or ears in any of t|^e groups. The former have been

termed MoUusca cephala, the latter Mollusca ace-

phala. This arrangement wa^s first employed by the

c^brated M. Cuvier, and afterwards by Lamarck and

omr modern systematical writers. In the last work
of thf former naturalist, this method is departed from,

and six orders are now constituted of equal rank,

instead of being placed subordinate to the two pri-

mary under which, notwithstanding, they

can be iliitl^.distributed.

I. Division.

' MOLLUSCA CEPHALA.

He|4 distinct from the body, bearirg the lips or

jaws.

The head, or the anterior part of the body, on

which zoologists have bestowed that denomination,

possesses more or less freedom of motion, and, on
the dorsal aspect, supports cither tentacula or eyes,

frequently both. The animals of this division exhi-

bit so many modifications of form and structure, in

all the scries of organs, that the positive characters

which they possess in common are few in number.

They easily admit, therefore, of subdivision into in-

ferior groups, which exhibit well marked characters

of distinction. Two of these groups occupy a pri-

mary r^nk, and admit of the others being included

under them as subordinate sections. In the first of

these, the animals are all inhabitants of the water,

and perform their progressive motion through that

element by organs fitted for swimming. Ths^ are

destitute of any ventral disc oc-^hich to crawl. In

the second group» including animals which inhabit

the land, as well os those which live in fresh water
and in the sea, progressive motion is performed by
means of crawling along the surface of objects,

body resting on a ventral disc, termed a foot.

use A.

^ ^ , Mollusca.
I. Section.

NATANTIA.

Organs of Progressive Motion fitted for
Swimming.

The organs of motion arc situated near the ante-

rior extremity of the body, and either consist of

flexible tentacula, or membranaceous expansions.

All the species reside in the sea. They are nearly

of the same specific gravity with the surrounding

fluid, in which they float about, having their motions

in a great measure regulated by its changes. It is

however probable, that, by means of some contrac-

tile movements, they aife capable of varying their den-

sity, and of rising or sinking in the water. They
swim slowly, even with their utmost efforts. M. Cu-
vier has distributed the animals of this subdivision

into two classes, which he has termed Cephalopoda

and Pteropoda.

1. Class.

Cephalopoda.

Pins in the form of tentacula, surrounding tlie

mouth.

Cephalopodous animals consist of a body and head

The body is surrounded by a sac or tunic, closed

posteriorly, and in part open anteriorly, for the ori-

fices of the several organs. This tunic diflers great-

ly in its texture, and is strengthened internally by tes-

taceous or corneous productions, or externally by
means of a spiral shell. 'J'he neck is more or less

distinct from the sac.^Thc head is flattened into a

disc, in the centre d9hich is the mouth, and, to-

wards the margin, the tentacula take their rise, 'fhe

two Linnaean genera, Nautilus and Sepia, compre-

hend all the animals which are at present considered

as belonging to this class.

I. Order.

Nautilacea.

Furnished with a muliilocular shell.

This order is involved in the greatest obscurity.

None of the recent species have been subjected to

an accurate examination, so that their connection
with the order sepiacca may still be considered

doubtful. Enough is known of the animals of two

of the genera, to furnish some hints for those who
are fond of classifying animals from their analogies.

These genera arc Spirula and Nautilus.
In the Spirula, the shell, which is concealed un-

der the skin of the back, is spiral, with the whorls

separate, the mouth orbicular, the chambers perfo-

rated by a pipe, and the last cell produced into a

tube. The position and use of this terminal tube

are unknown. The ^S. vulgaris is the most common
species, and inhabits the seas in the WMt Indies.

In the restricted genus Nautilus^ the shell is suppos-

ed to be external, and the body of the animal to be

lodged in the last chamber, and to be fixed by a li-

gament which descends into the central pipe. In

the shell itself, the turns of the spire are contiguous,

and the last whorl embracoT the others on the sides.
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Mollusctt. The N. pompilus of Rumphlus is the only species in

— which the animal has been detected.

The other genera winch have been formed in this

order depend exclusively on the characters furnished

by the shells^ and the resemblance which these bear

to the preceding genera constitutes all their claim to

be included in the present order, (Sec Conoholo-
GY, Genus 18^ Nautilus.)

II. Order.

Sepiacea.

Destitute of a multilocular shell.

The sac is strengthened by horny or testaceous

plates^ unless where the habits of tlie animal render

such support unnecessary.

1. Head surhounded with Eight Arms and
Two Feet.

The two feet arc nearly similar in their structure

to the arms, or tentacula, but crnsidcrably larger in

their dimensions. They have their organ on the ven-

tral side of the mouth, between that organ and the

funnel. The suckers are pedunculated, with their

margin strer^gthened by a corneous ring, furnished

with teeth. The sac is furnished with fin-like ex-

pansions, and strengthened internally by corneous or

testaceous ribs or plates. The head is divided from

the sac on all sides by a neck. The margin of the

anus is surrounded with tentacula.

(ienus. Sepia .— fhe sac is furnished on each side

throughout its whole length with a narrow hn.

The suckers are irregularly scattered on the arms

and feet. The back is strcnti^ened by a complicat-

ed calcareous plate, lodgeSfti a peculiar c?.vity.

Tills plate has been long known in the shop cf the

apothecary, under the name Cuttle-Jish bone, and

belongs to the species termed S. qflicinalis*

(lOnus, Isolifro.— Calaraar}. Sides of the sac only

furnished partially with tins.

The suckers arc disposed on the arms and feet in

a double row. The dorsal plate is flexible and cor-

neous, imbedded in the substance of the sac, and is

multiplied with years. The Sepia loligo of Lin. is

the type of ihcgem/.v.

Dr Leacli has described tliree new species of the

genus Loligo, which were collected by Mr Cranch

during the voyage to the Congo, in the unfortunate

expedition under the direction of Captain Tuckey.

I'hese species belong to a group wliich have the

suckers produced into hooked processes. In two of

these species, h. Icpiura and Smiihii^ the suckers on

the arms, as w'ell as the feet, are produced into

hooks, while, in one species, L. Banksii, the feet

only are armed w'ith hooks.

The same distinguished naturalist has instituted

anew genus nearly allied to I^oligo, from two species

collected during the same voyage. The following

characters are assigned to it.

‘'Genus, Cranchia ,—Body oval, sack-shaped;

fins approximating, their extremities free ; neck MoHuBca.

with a frenum behind, connecting it with the sack,

and with two other frena, connecting it with the

suck before.

Sp. 1. Cranchia scabra—Sack rough, with hard

rough tubercles.

Sp. 2. Cranchia 'Sack smooth, beau-
tifully mottled with distant ovate spots.”

^

Head surrounded with Eight Arms without
Feet.

The suckers have soft margins. The sac is desti-

tute of fln-like expansions, and is either simple or

strengthened in the interior by two short corneous

processes. The head is united with the sac behind,

without the intervention of a neck.

Arms all equal in Size.

Genus, Octopus .—Suckers arranged in a double

row.

The suckers are sessile. The oviduct is double.

The margin of the anus is simple. The Sejna octo-

podia of Lin. is the type of the genus.

Genus, Eledona.^Swckcrs on the arms disposed

in a single row.

M. Lamarck has flgured and described two spe-

cies of this genus, in the Mem, 4^ la Soc. d’ Hist.

Nat. One of these is a natiye of ttio Mediterranean,

and is remarkable for giving out an odour like musk.

Arms Unequal. >*

Genus, Ocythoe .—Two of the arms at their inner

extremities furnished with membranaceous expan-

sions.

In this genus, which was instituted by M. Ita-

flnesque, the suckers are in a double row, and sup-

ported on footstalks. In the specimens of the Ocy-*

thoe Cranchii, procured during the expedition to the

Congo, Dr Leach observed four oblong spots on

the inside of the tube, resembling the surfaces for

the secretion of mucus, two inferior and lateral, and

two superior, larger, and meeting anteriorly. On
the rim of the sac, immediately above the branchift,

on each side, is a small, short, fleshy tubercle, which

fits into an excavation on the opposite side of the

sac.” PhiU Trans. 1817-

This animal was long considered as the fabricator

of the shell termed Argonauta or Paper Nautilus.

The observations, however, ofMr Cranch, the Zoolo-

gist to the Congo Expedition, have demonstrated that

the shell is merely the temporary residence of this

animal, which it quits at pleasure. ** On the H>th of

June,” says Dr Leach, he placed two living speci-

mens, in a vessel of sea-water; the animals very soon

protruded their arms, and swam on and below the

surface, having all the actions of the common Poly-

pus (octopus) of our seas ; by means of their suck-

ers, thsy adhered firmly to any substance with which

they came in contact, and when sticking to the sides

Narrative of an Expedition to Explore the River usually called the Congo, in South Africa, in

under the direclioniiqf Captain J. K. 7 uckey, 11. N. London, 1818, p. 4fl0.
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MoIUimb. of the basln^ the shell might easily be withdrawn

from the animal. They had the power of complete-

ly withdrawing within the shelly and of leaving it en-

tirely. One individual quitted its shcllj and lived

several hours swimming about, and showing no in-

clination to return into it ; and others left the shells

as he was taking them up in the net. They changed

colour, like other animals of the Class Cephalopoda

;

when at rest the colour was pale flesh-coloured,

more or less speckled with purplish ; the under parts

of the arms were bluish-gr^; the suckers whitish."

The specimens which furiiifthed an opportunity for

making the preceding observations were met with in

the Gulf of Guinea, and afterwards on the voyage,

swimming in a small argonauta, on the surface of

the sea. The reader, who is desirous of farther in-

formation on this subject, may consult Dr Leacli's

Observations on the Genus Ocythoe of llafinesque,

and Sir E. Home on the Distinguishing Characters

between the Ova of the Sepia, and those^ the Vermes

Tesihcea that Live in Water, in the Philosophical

Transactions for 18l7t Art. xxii. and xxiii. (both of

which are added to the appendix of Captain Tuc-
key’s Narrative), and a paper by Mr Say on the

Genus Ocythoe in the Phil. Trans. 1819, Art. vii.

11. Class.

Pteropoda.

Fins formed of membranaceous expansions.

Cuvier, whose valuable papers on the Genera
C(io, Foeuenodermon, and Hyulea, include nearly

all the accurate information which naturalists pos-

sess, divides the animals of this class into ccphalous

and acephalous. In the latter division he places the

genus Hyalea^ The head of the animal of this genus,

with its inferior neck, may, however, be sufficiently

recognized to remove all doubt of its existence.

The characters which may be employed in the

classification of this group arc numerous; but tlic

influence which their different forms exercise on the

habits of the species is still unknown. The following

disposition of the genera, though it has no claims to

a natural division, may be useful to the student in

his investigations.

I. Tunic Strengthened by a Shell.

Genus, Limacina .—Posterior extremity of the

body covered by a spiral shell.

The shell, which is very tender, makes one turn

and a half, is fiat on one side, with a large pillar ca-

vity on the other. The fins are two in number,
seated on each side of the neck. When the animal

swims, the head with the fins are protruded.

This genus was instituted by Cuvier, for the re-

ception of the Clio helicina of Captain Phipps, or

Argonauta arctica of Fabricius. According to Mr
Scorcsby, it is found in great quantities near the

coast of Spitzbergen.

Genus, Posterior / Urcraity of the body
protected by two connected shelly valves.

The Hyalea tridentata, the best known species of

the genus, was first noticed by Forskael, in his Z)e-

n'ripiioncs Animalium, p. 124«, as an anomia,

habiting the Mediterranean. The same species was
8

likewise taken in abundance in the Gulf of Guinea, Moiiui,

by the expedition under Captain Tuckey. ^

IT. Tunic Destitute of a Shell.

A. Fins double.

Posterior Extremity with Lcqf-like Ridges.

Genus, Pneumodermon .—Head with two bundles
of tentacula.

The body is oval, with a narrow neck, and a fin

on each side. The mouth is nearly terminal, fur-

nished on each side with a fleshy lip, and beneath,

with a fleshy cliin. The tentacula consist each of a

filament, with a tubercle at the end, pierced by a
small hole, and considered as exercising the office of

a sucker. M. Cuvier has figured and described the

only known species, which he terms Pneumodermon
Perouii, the trivial name being in honour of the dis-

coverer, M, Peron.

Posterior Extremity Simple.

Genus, Clio,—Body evale, with the tunic elon-

gated and membranaceous.
The head is divided into two lobes, the summits of

which arc furnished with tentacula. The existence

of eyes has not been ascertained. 'I'he Clio Borealis , a

native of the Arctic Seas, is the type of the genus.

Genus, Cleodora.—Body covered with a triangular

pyramidal tunic.

The fins arc membranaceous. TIic mouth is .si-

tuated between them, and is furnished with a semi-

circular lip. This genus was instituted by Peron,
for the reception of the Clio of Brown, l ire C. fn/-

ramidata is the best pcertained species. Brown's

Jamaica, p. 386, Tab. xliii. f. 1. Two other spccie.s

were taken by the Congo expedition in S. Lat. 1 4',

and E. Long. 9® 55', and S. Lat. 2*^ 41' E. Long,
16', both having a spinous process on each side of

their shell, near its opening. One species is beauti-

fully Bulcated transversely, and tire other but sliglit-

ly BO." Tuckey *8 Narrative, p. 412.

B. Fin single.

Genus, Cymhulia. — Tunic cartilaginous and
trough-shaped.

The fin is single, divided into three lobes, one of

which is small, with two tubercles, and a minute
fiesliy beard. This genus was instituted by Peron,

in Annales dii Museum, T. XV. T. iii. f. 10, 11.

II. Section.

GASTEROPODA.

Organs of Progressive Motion fitted for
Creefing.

This is one of the most extensive groups of Mol-
luscous animals. The marks by which it is distin-

guished are well defined, and the external and inter-

lial characters of the species have been su^cssfully

illustrated.

The Gasteropoda may be considered as having

the body protected doreally by the cloak, and ven-

trally by the foot. The cloak is either continuous,

and usually more or less arched for the reception of

the viscera underneath, or il^s interrupted by a pro-
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gestive and reproductive organs. "J'liis projecting
bag is tapering and spiral, and always protected ex-
ternally by a shell. When the cloak is continuous,
the surface is variously marked, and frequently ex-
hibits a particular portion, more elevated than the
rest, in some cases concealing a testaceous plate,

w'hich has been trxmcd the shields

The foot, situate on the ventral surface, and in

opposition to the cloak, exhibits a flat soft surface,

consisting of interlaced muscular fibres. Its central

surface serves as support to the viscera, while exter-

nally it constitutes the organ of progressive motion.
It is a sucker rather than a foot, and enables the ani-

mal to adhere to objects when at rest, and to crawl

from one place to another by a succession of adhe-
sions, not unlike the leech. It is also used as a Rn
in swimming.
By the union of the cloak and foot, laterally and

posteriorly, a sac is formed, which is open in front for

the protrusion of the neck and licad. The line of

junction betw'ecn the cloak and foot is marked, in

general, by peculiarities in the condition of the mar-
gins of both.

The neck is usually divided from the cloak by a
rol/irr, or thickened margin belongitig to the latter,

or rather to the shield, while in other cases it is con-
tinuous. Underneath, the neck is frequently attach-

ed to the foot.

The head supports the tentacula and eyes, is free

(lorsally, but frequently intimately connected with

tlie foot on its ventral side. The portion between
the tentacula and the mouth is termed the snout

(Je mufc of the French, and its margin Ic chapfron).

The mouth exhibits \arious modifications of fleshy

lips and corneous jaws. The inside of the checks

aic covered in some species with reflected teeth to

aid deglutition. The tongue can scarcely be de-

tected in some of the genera, while in others it is a

simple tubercle, or a strap-shaped, spiral organ, arm-

ed with transverse rows of teeth. This spiral tongue,

where it is fixed to the base of the mouth, is broad-

est, and there also the spinous processes arc strong-

est. The spiral part is narrowest and softest, and

folded up behind the pharynx. M. Cuvier conjec-

tures, and apparently with plausibility, that the spi-

ral portion comes forward into the mouth to act as

a tongue, in proportion as the anterior part is worn
by use and absorbed. (Sec his Memoire sur la Vivi-

pare d'eau douce, p. 12.) S'

The organs of respiration exhibit the two modifi-

cations of lungs and gills, and enable us to divide

the gasteropoda into two classes, which wc have

termed Pulmonifera and Branchifera. M. Cuvier

appears to have been in some measure aw'arc of the

importance of the distinction when he instituted his

order Pxdvionh, but he afterw'ards suffered himself

to be more influenced by the presence of an oper-

culum, the shape of the aperture of the shell and the

supposed separation of the sexes, than by the cha-

racters of the resjiiratory organs.

1. Class.

PuL^iONlFERA.

The pulmonary cavity is single and lateraL Its
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orifice is capable of being closed at the will of the Mollusca.

animal. The blood-vessels arc spread, chiefly on

the walls and roof, like delicate net-work.

The reproductive system of the animals of this class

exhibits the sexual organs, in general, united in the

same individual. Mutual impregnation, however, is

necessary. All the species are oviparous. The eggo

are cither naked, as in the terrestrial genera, or en-

veloped in a gelatinous mass like the aquatic kinds.

The embryo acquires nearly all its members while

in the egg, and the shell is of a proportional size

previous to hatching. Sir Everard Home, when
treating of the distinguishing cliaractcrs between

the ova of the sepia, and those of the vermes testa-

cea, that live in water {FhiU Trans, 181 7i p. 297),

and w^hen referring to the ova of the vermes testa-

cea, says, ** If the shell were formed in the ovum,
the process of aerating the blood must be very ma-
terially interfered with, for this reason, the covering,

or shell of the egg, first drops oif^ and the young is

hatched before the shell of the animal is formed

;

this I have seen take place in the eggs of the garden
snail, but in the testacca that live in water, the young
requires some defence in the period, between the egg
being hatched and the young acquiring its shell,

which is not necessary in those that live on land

;

for this purpose, the ova arc endtosed in chambers
of n particular kind.” 'J'he assertion here made,
and founded on a priori considerations, that the

shell is not formed until after the egg is hatched,

op])osed by every observation which wc have been

able to make on the subject ; and w hat is more sur-

prising, it is at variance with his own observation.s on

the garden snail, the very example produced in its

confirmation. The eggs of a snail laid on ,^lh Au-
gust 1

77 'i w ere hatched on the 20th of that month,

and their condition at this time distinctly stated.

On the 20ih, the young were hatched, and the shells

completely formed.” It is much more becoming, in

a philosopher, to observe how nature operates, than

to pronounce what slie must do.

I. Order.

Terresxkial.

The animals of this order reside constantly on the

land. When by accident they fall into the water,

they appear to be incapable of using their foot as a

sucker or as a fin, and die after a few writhing^.

The species in general prefer moist places, and sel-

dom are very active in dry weather. After a show ei

they speedily leave their hiding-places, and at ihi.s

time they may be readily collected. The eggs arc

hatched on land.

1 . Subdruision,

Cloak and foot parallel, and containing the viscera

between them.

In this group are included those animals denomi-

nated slugs in this country. They possets four re-

tractile tentacula, of unequal length. The eyes arc-

two in number, in the form of black points, seated at

the tips of the posterior tentacula.

1. Trihc.
'

Cloak furnished with a hlueld.

1 L>
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Moliiificn. The shield is, in general, strengthened internally

^ by a deposition of earthy matter, in the form of
grains, or a plate.

A. Shield anterior.

In this group, the shield is placed nearer the head
than the tail. It contains four genera, two of which

have compound tails, or furnished with peculiar or*

guns, while in the remaining genera the tails are

simple.

1. Extremilif ofthe Tail Compound.

Genus, Arion ,—A mucous orifice at the termina-

tion of the cloak.

'J'his genus has been recently instituted by M. le

liaron D'Audebard De FC'rrussac, in his HUtoirc

NaturcUc Generate et Particuliere du Mollusques

Tcrreslres ct Flnviatilcs, folio, Paris, 1819, Se liv.

p. 58. The species of which it consists were for-

merly confounded with those which now constitute

the rtiltricted genus Limax. It differs, however, in

possessing the mucous pore, in the pulmonary oriffee

being near the anterior margin of the shield, with

the sexual orifice underneath, and in the soft state

of the calcareous matter in the shield. The author

now quoted has described four species, and illustrat-

ed their characters by bc&utiful and expressive fi-

guri'E. The Limad'^ier i(togethcr with its variety ru-

fus) of British writers may be regarded as the type

of the genus.

Genus,7Va’/ro/?/mrM5.—A conical protuberant shell

at the termination of the cloak.

This genus, likewise instituted by M. Perrussac,

nearly resembles the preceding in form. Three spe-

cies have been described and figured, which, how-
ever, differ remarkably from one another.

2. Extremity of the Tail Simple.

The genera of this group have neither a terminal

mucous orifice nor shell.

Genus, Limax—Pulmonary orifice near the pos-

terior margin of the shield.

This genus, as now restricted by M. Fcrrussac,

differs from the Arion in the absence of the caudal

mucous pore, the position of the pulmonary cavity,

and the orifice of the sexual organs placed under the

superior right tentaculum. The calcareous matter of

the siiield is more solid, and appears as a shelly

plate. Six species have been described and figured.

The Lma.\: cinereus of Lister is the type of the

Genus, Limaceilus .—Pulmonary orifice near the

anterior margin of the shield.

This genus was instituted by M. de BlainvilJe, in

the Journal dc Physique, December 1817, p- 442,

pi. 11, f. 5, nov. His observations were made on a

^pecimen in a shrivelled state, preserved in spirits of

wine, which was communicated to him from Dr
Leach of the British Museum. Its history is, there-

fore, necessarily imperfect. The animal is rounded

before and pointed behind, and dorsally protuberant.

Tlic whole body is smooth, soft, and of a greyish

white colour. The shield, which adheres on all

^ides, is destitute of any shelly plate. It is notclitid

near its anterior margin, at the opening of the pul-

monary cavity. The foot is broad, and separated

use A.
from the cloak by a slight fold, which, on the right Mollusca.

side, forms a groove, leading from the base of the

right tentaculum to the posterior extremity of the

body. It is inferred from this appearance, that the

sexual organs are disjoined, the female parts being

seated in the tail, while the male organs occupy the

ordinary position. The only species, Limacelliis lac-

tescens, is supposed to have been brought from the

Antilles.

B. Shield posterior.

In this group, the shield is placed nearer to tl>e

tail than in the preceding, and is fortified internally

with a subspiral plate. It contains one genus.

Genus, Parnmee/Za.-—Posterior extremity of the

shield containing the shell.

The pulmonary cavity is placed underneath the

shell of the shield. This arrangement occasions a
corresponding posterior position to the heart. Along
the back, from the shield to the head, arc three

grooves, the middle one of these is double. The shield

itself adheres only at the posterior portion, the ante-

rior part being free. The internal structure is simi-

lar to the slugs. The only marked difference, in-

deed, consists in two conical appendages of the sex-

ual cavity, by which there is an approach to the

Helices.

The Parmacella Olivieri is the only known spe-

cies, and was first described, and its structure un-

folded, by M. Cuvier, It was brought from IMeso-

potamia by M. Olivier.

2 . 7\ihe.

Cloak destitute of a shield.

In this tribe, the pulmonary cavity is situate near

the tail.

A. Tail covered with a single spiral open shell.

Genus, Testacella—Pulmonary cavity underneath
the shell.

The vent and pulmonary cavity are from the po-

sition of the protecting shell, un which they arc de-

pendent, nearly terminal. The foot extends on each
side beyond the body. From the manner in which
the blood is aerated, the auricle and ventricle are

placed longitudinally, the latter being anterior.

This genus at present consists of three spe-

cies. One of these, T. haliotoideus, is a native of

France and Spain. It lives in the soil, and feeds on
the earthworm. Another species, the T. Maiigci,

was first observed at Tcneriffe by M. Mauge. It has

been figured in the splendid work on the Mollusca,

by Fcrrussac, already referred to, Tab. vii. f. 10—
12, from specimens found in the botanical garden of

Bristol, and communicated by Dr Leach. It has

been conjectured, that the British animals may have

been introduced along with plants from 'reneriffe.

The third species, 7. ambiguus, is established on
the doubtful authority of a shell in the collection of

M« Lamarck.

B. Destitute of an external shell.

Genus, Veronicellus .—Cloak fortified posteriorly

by an internal shelly plate. Tentucula four.

This genus was instituted by M. Blainville for the

reception of the V. lavis, established from a specimen

preserved in spirits^ belongiiig to the British Mu-
seum, and communicated by Dr Leach. It is figured

8
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by Ferrussac, Tab. vli. Fig. 6, 7- The body is some-
what pointed before, and rounded behind. The cloak
is large

; the foot rather narrow, and plaited on the
edges. The opening to the pulmonary cavity is si-

tuatc on the right side posteriorly, under the shell.

A little in advance of this is another opening, in the
middle of which is the funnel-shaped aperture of the

Anus. The sexual organs arc united, and placed
at the base of the right tcntaculum.

It is not improbable, according to Ferrussac, that

the Limax nudus cinereus terrestris of Sloane {Jam.
ii. p. 190, 'I'ab. ccxxxiii, f. 2, S), may belong to this

genus, or rather, that the individual brought home by
Sloane may have been the identical specimen submit-

ted to M. Blainville’s examination.

Genus, Onchidium—Cloak tuberculated. Snout
enlarged and cmarginatc. Tentacula two in num-
ber, with eyes at the tips.

I'his genus was instituted by Dr Buchanan, in

Lvi. Trajis. Vol. V. p. 1.32, for the reception of a

species which he found in Bengal, on the leaves of

Typha Ehphaniina. It is not. according to this na-

turalist, like many others of the worm kind, an

hermaphrodite animal ; for the male and female or-

gans of generation arc in distinct individuals. 1 have

not yci ])crceived any mark to distinguish the sexes,

while they are not in copulation, as in both, the

anus and sexual organs are placed in a perforation

(cloaca communis), in the under part of the tail, im-

nii'diatcly behind the foot
; but during coition, the

distinction of sexes is very evident, the penis pro-

truding to a great length, considering the size of the

animal."

2. ^uhdkhlon.

(>loak and foot parallel
;
the viscera contained in

a spiral dorsal protuberance, protected by a shell.

This group includes the animals usually denomi-

nated Snails. They bear a very close resemblance

to the slugs. The shield, however, has a thickened

margin in front, destined to secrete the matter of

the .slicll. In the part corresponding with the centre

of the shield in the slugs there is (as Cuvier has

characteristically termed it) a natural rupture,

through which the viscera are protruded into a co-

ideal bag twisted spirally. In this bag are contained

the principal viscera, the liver occupying its extre-

mity. The body of the animal is attached to the

pillar of the shell by a complicated muscle, which

shifts its place with the growth of the animal. The
mouth is furnished above w'ith a thin*arched corneous

mandible, notched on the edges. The whole body,

including the foot and head, are, in general, capable

of being withdrawn into the cavity of the shell. In

one genus, the aperture is closed by a lid.

1 . Tribe.

true eyes, however, arc placed at the exterior base MolIiMoa.

of the large tentacula. and are elevated on tubercles,

which are the rudiments of the second pair.

The aperture of the pulmonary cavity is situate

on the nock. The sexes are likewise separate ; the

?
eni8 of the male being large. Hat, and muscular.
'he mouth is formed into a kind of proboscis, and

the upper lip is deeply eiiiarginate. The Turho
elcgans of British concliologists is the type of the

genus.

2. Tribe.

Foot destitute of a lid.

A. Aperture of the shell with a thickened mar-
g*n.

In all this division, the margin of the shell, while

the animal is young, is thin ; but upon reaching a
certain period, it becomes thick, and bordered with

a ring, after which, there is no increase of size.

1. Lastformed Whorl of the Shell greatlif larger than

the penultimate one.

Genus, Helix.—Snail. Aperture of the shell lu-

nulated
; the width and length nearly equal.

The snails differ from the slugs chiefly in tlie' or-

gans of reproduction. T^ vajgiDa, previous to its

termination in the sexual cavity, is joined by the

canal of the vesicle, and by two ducts, each pro-

ceeding from a bundle of multifid vesicles. Each
bundle consists of a stem or duct, and numerous
branches, with blunt terminations. These organs

secrete a thin milky Huid, the use of which is un-

known.

The species belonging to this genus are numerous,
and exhibit, in the form, the markings, and the co-

verings of the shell, numerous characters for their

subdivision.

Genus, Aperture of the shell longer

than broad.

The structure of the animals of this genus has not

been determined
;
but analogy would lead us to con-

clude, that it is similar to the snails. While the shells

of the Helix ore globose, tliose of Bulimus are tur-

rited.

2. Last Whorl nearly of the same size as the j^cnul-

liinate 07ie, or even less.

The genera of this group arc already noticed suffi-

ciently in detail, in the article Conchology of this

Supplcmeiit, under the 27 genus, Turbo,

B. Aperture of the shell destitute of thickened

margin.

There is in this group no certain indication of ma-

turity or stationary growth.

1. Mouth (fthe Shell at the Pillar entire.

The foot is furnished with a lid or operculum, for

closing the mouth of the shell when the animal with-

draw's itself into the cavity.

Genus, Cyclosioma—Aperture of the shell circu-

lar.

The tentacula are linear and subretractile. The
primary ones have subglobular, highly-polished ex-

tremities, considered by Montague as the eyes. The

Genus, Vitrina .—Margin of the shield double.

The upper fold of the shield is divided into several

lobes, which are capable of being reflected over the

surface of the shell. The shell itself is not callable

of containing the whole body of the animal. The
Hdix pellucida of .Muller is the type of the genus.

It is a common British species, and was hastily re-

garded by ]\{ontague as the fry of the Helix lueida.
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2, Mouth of the Shell at the Pillar ^use.

Genus, Succinea.—Tcvmxmiion of the pillar round-

ed.

The Helix putris of British writers is the type of

the genus.

Genus, Achalina ,—The termination of the pillar

truncated.

The Buccinum acicnla of Muller, a native of Eng-

land, belongs to this genus
;
and likewise the Helix

octona of Linnaeus, erroneously considered as a na-

tive of Britain.

II. Order.

Aquatic.

The aquatic pulmoniferous gasteropoda have

their residence constantly in the water. They pos-

sess two tentacula only. These are usually flat-

tened, incapable of being withdrawn, and having eyes

at the internal base. The food consists of aqua-

tic plants. Respiration can only take place at the

surface of the water, to which the animals occa«

sionally ascend, to expel from the pulmonary cavity

the vitiated air, and replenish it with a fresh supply.

The sexes are united. The spawn, which is in the

form of a roundeft|;elatf]Eious mass, containing many
ova, is deposited on aquatic plants under water.

Previous to hatching, the foetus must be aerated by

means of some branchial arrangement.

1. Subdivision,

Body protected externally by a shell.

The animals belonging to this subdivision bear a

very close resemblance to the snails, in the structure

of their body, and the form of their shell.

1. Tribe ,

The protecting shell spirally twisted.

A. Shell turrited.

1. Whorls dcxiral.

Genus, Lymneus—Aperture of the shell having

the right lip joined to the left at the base, and fold-

ing back on the pillar.

The tentacula are lanceolate and depressed. The
mouth Is furnished with three jaws ; the lateral ones

simple ; the upper one crescent-shape, and emargi-

nate. The male and female organs, though intimate-

ly connected, internally, have their external orihees

separated to a considerable distance, the former issu-

ing under the right tcntaculum, the latter at the pul-

monary cavity. There are several species natives of

Britain.

2. Whorls sinisiral.

Genus, Pillar-lip destitute of a fold.

The external appearance of the animal is similar

to the Lymneus ; but the margii. jfthe cloak is loose,

divided into lobes, and capable of being reflected

over tho surface of the shell near the mouth. This

genus was instituted by Draparnaud. The Bulla

Jontinalis of British authors is regarded as the type

of the genus.

Genus, Pillar-lip, with a fold.

This genus was instituted by us for the recep- Molluaca.

tion of the Bulla hypnorum and tivalis of British

writers. The shell is more produced than in the

physa. The cloak of the animal is incapable of be-

ing reflected on the shell, and its margin is destitute

of lobes.

B. Shells depressed.

The spires revolve in nearly the same horizontal

line. The tentacula are long, and filiform.

Genus, Planorhis ,—Cavity of the shell entire.

This is another sinistral genus ; the vent, pulmon-
ary cavity, and sexual organs, being on the left, and
the heart on the right side. The P. corneus, the type
of the genus, pours forth, when irritated, a purple

fiuid from the sides, between the foot and the margin
of the cloak.

Genus, Cavity of the shell divided.

Externally, the shell appears similar to planorbis

;

but internally, it is divided by testaceous transverse

partitions into several chambers, which communi-
cate with each other by triradiated apertures. It is

uncertain whether the animal is to be considered as

dextral or sinistral. This genus was instituted by
us several years ago, for the reception of the Nauti*

lus lacHStris of Lightfoot, first described and figured

in Phil. Trans, Vol. LXXVL p. l60. Tab. i. f. 1. S.

2. Tribe,

Shell simply conical.

Genus, Ancylus ,—Foot short, elliptical.

The tentacula are short, compressed, and a little

truncated. This genus was formed by Geoffrey, and
includes the Patella lacustris and oblonga of British

conchologists.

2. Stihdivisi&fi,

Body destitute of the external protection of a
shell.

Genus, Pc7 07z/rt.—Head with two long retractile

tentacula. The snout is divided into two broad ap-

pendages. Between the tentacula, towards the right

side, is the opening for the penis. The anus is ter-

minal, immediately above wbicli is the entrance to

the pulmonary cavity ; and on the right is the open-
ing to the female organs, from which a groove runs

towards the right lobe of the snout.

This genus, which we have named in honour of

M. Peron, was referred by Cuvier to the Onchidium
of Buchanan, which we have already noticed, and
the species termed 0. Peroniu It was found creep-

ing upon marine rocks, under water, at the Mau-
ritius, by M. Peron. M. Cuvier conjectures that

it breathes free air, and has accordingly inserted it

among the Pulmones aquatique. Some doubts, liow-

cver, may reasonably be entertained about the trutJi

of this supposition. It would certainly be an unex-
pected occurrence to find a marine gasteropodous

iBolluBca obliged to come to4he surface at intervals

to respire. It will probably be found that it is truly

branchiferous.

11. Class.

Branchifeua.

The molluscous animals of this class are more nu-

merous than those of the preceding. They chiefly
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Mollusca. inhabit the waters of the ocean, a few genera only

being met with in fresh water lakes and rivers. The
branchiae which constitute their aiirating organs ex-
hibit numerous varieties of form, position, and pro-

tection, and furnish valuable characters for their me-
thodical distribution.

I. Order.

Branghi^ external.

The branchi 2£ are pedunculated, and more or less

plumose. They arc moveable at the will of the ani-

mal, and in general arc capable of great altcr-ation

of form.

1. Tribe.

Branchiae exposed.

In nearly all the genera the branchiae are numer-
ous, and distributed regularly over the cloaks or

sidc^<.

A. Branchiae issuing from the cloak dorsally.

1. Bodi/ exposed^ and destitute of a shell.

In many species the back is covered with perforat-

ed papilla:, which pour out a mucous secretion. All
the species arc hermaphrodite, with reciprocal im-
pregnation.

a. Anus situate near the posterior extremity of

the back, and surrounded with a fringe of plumose
branchix.

Genus, 7)or«.~Oral tentacula two ; vent without
scales.

The cloak is covered with retractile papilin, and
separated from the foot by a distinct duplicature.

Towards its anterior margin arc placed the two su-

perior tentacula. These arc retractile, surrounded
at the base with a short sheath, and supported on a
slender stem, having an enlarged compound plicated

summit. The neck is short, and above the mouth
there i^s a small projecting membrane, connected at

each side with the oral tentacula, which are in gene-
ral minute, and of difficult detection.

The following species are natives of the British

seas: 1. D. Argo; 2. verrucosa; 3. Iccvis

;

4.

juarginata; 5- ?iodosa; 6. quadricornis

;

7- nigri^

cans.

Genus, Oral tentacula more than two.

'File branchiae, when withdrawn, are protected by
two scales. The superior tentacula resemble those

of the Doris, the oral ones are more numerous,
sometimes amounting to six. P.Jlava and pennigera
arc British examples.

b. Anus situate on the right side, and uncon-
nected with the branchiae.

(A.) Mouth furnished with corneous jaws.

These jaws are in the form of narrow plateSi which
cut the food by crossing each other like the blades
of a pair of scissars.

(1.) Branchia: disposed along the back or sides,

and unconnected with membranaceous expansions.
(a.) Tentacula limited to two in number.

Genus, Tcrg/pcj.—Branchiae furnished with sheaths
at the base>
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The branchiae form a single row on each side, and Mollusca.

are qualified to act as suckers. The Limax iergipcs

of Forskael, Dcs. An. p. y.Qj is the type of the genus.
7'. maculata, described by Montagu, Lin. Trans^
VII. p. 80, T. vii. f. 8, 9, is a British example.

Genus, Trilonia—Branchix destitute of basilar

sheaths.

The branchiae are in the form of plumes, or imbri-

cated productions, placed in a row on each side the
back. The tentacula, which are partially retractile,

have a sheath at the base. In some of the species
there are indications of eyes. The T. arhorcscens,

pinnatijiday and hifda^ arc examples of British spe-
cies.

(b.) Tentacula four in number.
The branchisc are simple, tapering, or clavatc, and

disposed in transverse rows on each side. These bran-
chiae in some species readily fall off’, and are capable
of swimming about in the water for a short time, as
if independent. This is executed by means of mi-
nute hairs with which their surface is covered, and
which move rapidly, pushing forward the distal ex-
tremity.

Genus, Branchiae in continuous rows
across the back.

This genus, which differs from the other not mere-
ly in the arrangement of the branchiae, but in pos-
sessing a cluster of short papillae on the right sidt,

probably connected with tlie anus, we have ventured
to name in honour of the late George Montagu, the
well-known author of Testacea Brilannica, and of
several valuable papers in the Linnean Transactioyis^

on molluscous animals. The two species which
may be referred to this genus were detected in De-
vonshire by this observer. The first, M. longicor-

nis, Lin. Trans. Vol. IX. p. 107. Tab. vii. f. 1, is the
type of the genus. The other species, M. eccrulea.

Lin. Trans. Vol. VII. p. 78. Tab. vii. f. 4, 5, is pro-
bably the type of another genus.

Genus, Branchiae interrupted on the

back.

This genus, which was instituted by M. Cuvier,

includes the following British examples: 1. L. pa-
pillosa ; 2. phimosa ; 3. pedala ; pnrpni iscen^.

(2.) Branchix disposed on lateral membranaceous
expansions.

These expansions serve the double purpose or

supporting the branchiae, and acting as fins.

Genus, ficqllea .—Branchiae seated dorsally on rhe

fins. Tentacula two.

On each side of the back are two membranaceous
expansions, and one on the tail, supporting on their

dorsal surface scattered plumose branchire. The
tentacula are each furnished willi a large funnel-

shaped sheath. The foot is very narrow, with a
mesial groove, used in climbing up the stalks of sea

weeds. The mouth is placed at the base of the ten-

tacula, and surrounded with a semicircular lip. Tlic

tongue is in the form of a tubercle, with reflected

points. The gullet is plaited longitudinally. The
stomach is short and cylindrical, with a ring of hard
longitudinal scales. The liver consists of six un-

equal globules, and the bile is poured into the car-

diac extremity of the gullet. The Scpllea pelagica

has been long known to naturalists, and appears
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MoiiuscA. be very common in the equatorial ieas, adhering to

the stems of the Fucus natans*

Genus, Glaucus.—Branch ioe seated on the margin

of the fins. Four simple tentacula.

On each side of the body there are three or four

membranaceous expansions, the margins of which

are fringed with the simple branchial filaments. This

genus was instituted by R. Forster, and the oldest

known species, G. radiatus, is figured, P/iiL Trans-

\ ol. LIIJ. Tab. iii.

(B.) Mouth destitute of corneous jaws.

(icnus, Thethys.—Branchiae forming a row on

each side the back, consisting of fringed processes,

alternately larger and smaller.

The T. Jimbria is the tprpe of the genus, a figure

of which, with its anatomical details, is given by M.
t’livicr, in his Memoire sur le Genre Thethys-

2. Body concealed in a Spiral Shell-

This section includes the genus Valvata of Mul-

ler, represented by two British species, V. cristata^

(Helix cristata of Montagu) and V. piscitiulis (Tur^

ho fontinalis)- These resemble in aspect the aquatic

piiUnonifcrous gasteropoda. The branchijs appear in

ilie form of a feather, v|^th a central stem, and a row

of compound branchel^n each side, decreasing in

size from the base to the free extremity. It issues

from the neck near the middle, a short way behind

the anterior tentacula. Near this plume, but to-

wards the right side, is a single simple filament, like

a tentaculum. The anterior tentacula occupy the

usual position, are setaceous, and have the eyes

placed at the base behind. The spiral shell is ca-

pable of containing the body, and the aperture can

be closed by a spirally striated operculum attached

to the foot. The internal structure is unknown.

B. Branchice issuing laterally from between the

cloak and foot.

This division includes the orders Cyclo-branchia

and Infero^hranchia of Cuvier, which we have ven-

tured to bring together, as connected by the com-

mon character of the position of the gills.

1 . Body protected dorsally by a shelly covering-

Cyclobranckia.

a. Shell simple.

Genus, Shell entire. Mouth with ten-

tacula.

The species belonging to this genus are numerous,

and appear to admit of distribution into sections

;

the first having the branchial circle complete, the

second interrupted.

b. Shell divided.

Genus, CAi/ow.—Shell constituting a series of im-

bricated dorsal plates.

The body is elliptical. Th cloak is firm and

cartilaginous, and variously marked on the margin.

The dorsal plates arc arched, and occupy the middle

and sides of the back, where they are implanted in

the cloak, in an imbricated manner, the posterior

margin of the first valve covering the anterior of the

second. The foot is narrow. The mouth is sur-

rounded with a semicircular curled membrane, and '^olluara.

is destitute of tentacula. The anus consists of
short tube, placed at the posterior extremity of the

cloak. The external orifice of generation has not

been detected.

Genus, Chitonellus.—Dorsal plates not imbricated.

In this genus, instituted by I^amarck (Hist- Nat.
des Animaux sans Vertebres, Vol. VI. p. 316), the

shells are slender, narrow, and are disposed longi-

tudinally, and not in contact, along the middle of the

back, leaving the sides of the cloak naked. Two
species, C. Icevis and siriatus, were brought from New
Holland, by Peron and Le Sueur.

2. Body naked. Inferobranchia.

Genus, Pkyllidia-—KTi\x& placed dorsnliy near the

extremity of the cloak.

M. Cuvier has given descriptions of three from the

tropical seas, which differ remarkably in the protu-

berances of the cloak.

Genus, Diphyllidia.—AnuB placed on the right

side.

This genus was formed by M. Cuvier in his Regne
Animal^ Vol. III. p. 395, from an imperfectly inves-

tigated animal, in the cabinet of M. Brugmans a:

Leyden. The cloak is pointed behind, with a feeler

and small tubercle on each side.

2. Tribe-

Branchise simple, and concealed when at rest un-

der a lid. Tectibranchia of Cuvier.

A. Head furnished with tentacula.

1. Tentaculafour in number

-

a. Branchiee lateral.

Genus, Aplysin—Branchiae with a corneous lid.

The A. depilanSf the type of the genus, is of fre-

quent occurrence on the British shores. The A
punctata of Cuvier may be regarded merely as a va-

riety.

It is probably at this place where the genus Gas-
teroplax of Blainvillc, published by Lamarck, under
the ill-judged title Umbrella {Hist- Nat, &c. Vol. VL
p. 339), should be introduced. The following is the

extended charactet which he has communicated.
Corpus valde crassum, obovatum, testa dorsal i

onustum
;
pede amplissimo, subtus piano, undique

prominente, anterius sinu emarginato, posticc atte-

nuato. Caput non distinctum. Cavitas infundibii-

liformis in sinu antico pedis os in fundo recondens.

Tentacula quatuor : superiora duo, crassa, brevia,

truncata, bine fissa, intus transversim sublamcllosa

;

altdIFa duo, tenuia, cristata, pedicellata, ad oris Jutera.

Branchice foliacem, serratim ordinatac, infra cutis

inarginem per totam longitudinem lateris dcxtrl.

Anus post extremitatem posticam branchiarum.

Testa externa, orbicularis, subirregularis, planu-

lata, superne convexiuscula, albida, versus medium
mucrone apicicali brevissimo prsebita; marginibus

acutis : interna facie subconcava ; disco calloso, co-

lorato, ad centrum impresso, limbo Isevi cincto.’'

Doubts seem to be entertained whether the shell

is to be considered as belonging to the cloak or the

foot. Two species are known.
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Genus, Notarchus—Lid of the branchiec soft.

There is an oblique groove from the neck leading

to the branchiae. The structure is similar to Aply-
bia. M. Cuvier instituted this genus in his Regne
An. Vol. II. p. 395 , and Vol. IV. Tab. xi. f. 1.

b. Branchiae terminal.

Genus Volahella .—Dorsal plate a solid shell.

Tentacula two in number.

Genus, Pleurobranchiis,—Cloak and foot expand-

ed, between which, on the middle of the right side,

ti)c branchiae are placed.

B. Head destitute of tentacula.

(ircnus, Bulla Body of the animal protected by
a convoluted shell.

M. l.amarck is inclined to divide this genus into

two, distinguishing those in which the thcll is con-

cealed, by the term BuU^ea^ from such us have the

shell in part exposed, which he retains in the genus

IhtUa. The shells of the genus Bulia'a arc thin and

white, as B. apcrla; those of Bulla stronger, more
opaque, and covered with an epuhirmis, which, after

the death of the animal, is easily detached, as B. lig-

naria.

Genus, Doridiuvi (of Mekel).—Destitute of a dor-

sal plate or shell.

There is a cavity in the cloak, with a spiral turn.

The branchite, and accompanying organs, arc placed

far behind. There is here no appearance of a spi-

nous tongue ; the gullet is simple, and the stomach

18 membranaceous. 1). carjiosum, a native oi' the

Mediterranean, is the type of the genus.

II. Order.

BnANCiiivT': Internal.

I'hese aiirating organs are contained in a cavity,

and appear in the form of sessile pectinated ridges.

1.

SuldtiHsion.

Heart entire, and detached from the rectum.

Til is group, forming the Pectinobranchia of Cu-
vier, includes nearly all the marine gasteropoda

which have spiral univalve shells. It likewise con-

tains a few species which inhabit the fresh water.

1 . Tribe,

Shell external.

The shelly covering exhibits all the variations of

the s^iiral form. The internal structure has hitherto

been in a great measure neglected, so that the cha-

racters, employed in the methodical distribution of

the species and genera, are derived from the shelly

appendage of the cloak. The groups, therefore, arc

merely artificial temporary combinations.

A. Aperture of the shell entire.

As co-existent with this character of the shell,

the anterior margin of the cloak, at tlie entrance to

the branchial cavity, is found likewise to be entire.

1 . Aperture of the shell closed a pedal lid^ or

operculum.

The three following families appear to be the in-

dications of as many natural groups, the genera of
whicli admit of still more minute arrapgement.

1. Family, Aperture of the shell Mollusca.

round or ovale.

This family includes the greater number of the

species of the Linnean genus Turbo. The genera
into which it is now divided may be distributed into

two sections, from the residence of the animals.

1. Section, Marine,

The marine turbonidsc are of frequent occurrence,
and compose the genera Turbo, Delphinula, Turri-

tella, Scalaria, Odostomia, Monodonta, Phasianella,

and Vermicularia. Some of the species are known
to be ovoviviparouB, and it is probable that the same
kind of rcpr^uction prevails in all of them, lle-

niarkuble differences may be observed in the form of

the hood, the length of the peduncles supporting the

eyes, and the number and distribution of the 61a-

ments surrounding the body.

2.

Section, Fluviatile.

The fluviatile turbonidae are limited in their num-
ber both in regard to genera and species. The ge-
nera arc only three, Ampullaria, Melania, and Palu.
dina. In the last of these, including the Helix vivi^

para and teniaculata, the sexes are distinct in dif-

ferent individuals. hV
2. Family, Nentadte,—ApmMre semicircular, with

an oblique straight pillar-Jip.

1, Section, Marine.

This includes the genera Nerita and Natica.

2. Section, Fluviatile.

This contains only the genus Ncritina, including

Nerita Jluxnatilis of Linnaeus.

3. Family, 2Voc/m»(/£r.—Aperture of the shell

subquadrangulur.

All the genera, including Trochus, Solarium, and
Pyramidella, are marine. The cloak on each side

is usually ornamented with three filaments.

2. Aperture of the shell exposed,—The foot desti-

tute of a lid. Marine.

Genus, Janthina .—Foot with an adlicring spongy
body.

In this genus, represenied by the Helix Janthina

of LinneeuF, ttie spongy body is capable of changing
its dimensions, and enabling the animal to sink or

rise in the water at pleasure. When irritated, it

ejects a purple fluid from the cellular margin of the

cloak above the gills, not unlike the Aplysiu.

Genus, Vclutma .—Foot simple.

This genus w'os formed by us for the reception of

the Bulla veluiina of Muller {Zool, Dan, Tab. ci. f.

1,2, 3, 4), the Helix Icevlgata of British writers.

B. Anterior margin of the aperture of the shell

canaliculated.

This groove in the aperture of the shell is pro-

duced by the anterior margin of the cloak being ex-

tended over the opening into the gills, for the pur-

pose of acting like a tube or syphon, in conveying

the water to and from the branchial cavity. The
species are considered as oviparous, with distinct

sexes in separate individuals.

1. Shell convoluted,-^Tlie shell has a lengthened
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MoUuBca. mouth parallel with its length. The whorls, which

are small segments oflarge circles, arc wrapped round

the pillar, and rising little the one above the other,

embrace or enclose the preceding ones. The four

following families appear to belong to this division.

1. Family, Conusidee ,—Furnished with a long pro-

boscis, and produced tentacula, with the eyes near

the summit on the outside. The genera Conus and

Tercbellum form this family.

2. Family, Cypreada:.—Cloak enlarged, and ca-

l>able of folding over the shell. There is no lid.

The genus Cyprea is the type.

3. Family, Ovuladce.—Both extremities of the

aperture canaliculatcd. The inhabitants of all the

genera, Ovula, Calpurna, and Volva, are unknown.

The last genus includes the Bullapaiula of Pennant.

4. Family, Volutadi£.~QBXi[)X of the aperture ab-

breviated. Pillar-lip plaited. The foot appears to

be destitute of a lid. The genera are numerous.

Voluta, Oliva, Cymbium, Marginella, Caneellaria,

Mitra, Ancilla, Volvaria, and Tornatella. The last

genus contains the Voluta tornaiilis of British writers.

2.

Shell turrited.—The whorls of the shell, the

revolving spire of which is subconicaJ, scarcely em-

brace one another, but are merely united at the

margins. Three faim||^ may here be established.

1. Family, BuceinitHa,*—Canal short, scarcely pro-

duced beyond the anterior margin of the lip, and

bent towards the right. Tlie tentacula arc remote,

and tile iiead is destitute of a hood. The mouth
has a retractile proboscis. The following genera be-

long to this family : Buccinum, Eburna, Dolium,

JIarpa, Nassa, Purpura, Cassis, Morio, and Terebra.

2. Family, Muriccdcc.— Canal produced, and

straight. The tentacula approach. The head and

mouth as in the preceding family. The genera arc,

Murex, Typhis, Ranella, Fusus, Pleurotoma, Pyrula,

Fasciolaria, and Turbinella.

3. Family, Canal short and recurved.

Head with a hood. This family contains the marine

genus Cerithiuxn, and the iluviatile one Potamidum.

4. Family, Stromhusidie.^Cuw^l short, and bent

towards the right. 'J'he outer margin of the aper-

ture becomes palmated wdth age, and exhibits a

second canal, generally near the former, for the pas-

sage of the head. The following are the genera :

.Strombus, Pterocera, and Rostellaria.

2. Tribe.

Shell internal.

This tribe consists at present of only one genus,

termed Sigurctus, two species of which are natives

of Britain.

2. Subdivision,

Heart traversed by the rectum.

This group includes the order Scutibranchia of

Cuvier. In general form, a'd in structure and

position of the branchioe, the resemblance is very

close to the genera of the preceding subdivision*

Tiiey differ, however, in many particulars. The
heart in furnished with two auricles, and is perforat-

ed by the intestine. The sexes appear to be incor-

porated in the same individual, or rather the male

organs are unknown. The body is protected by a shell, Mollusca.

the aperture of which is wide, and never closed bv
a lid.

1. Tribe,

Shell car-shaped, flat, with a lateral, and nearly
concealed spire.

Family, HaliotideCy including the genera Haliotis,

Padola, and Stomatia. These genera exhibit w^ell-

marked characters in the shell. The left margin ol

the shell in Haliotis is pierced by a row of holes.

In Padola, these holes are nearly obliterated ; but
there is an internal groove and external ridge in the

line of their direction. In Stomatia, there are nei-

ther holes nor ridges.

2 . lyibe.

Shell conical, simple, or slightly revolutc at the

apex;

A. Cavity of the shell interrupted by a testaceous

plate. This division consists of three genera, each
of which may be regarded as the ty|)e of a family,

although, for the present, they all be included in
*

one.

Family, Crepiduladce.^The marine genera arc,

Crepidula'and CaJyptrea, the latter including the

Patella Chinensis of British writers. I here is only

one fluviatile genus, termed Navicelia,

B. Cavity of the shell entire,

1. Family, Shell entire.

This includes the genera Capulus (containing

Patella Hnngarica and aniiquata of British wri-

ters) and Carinaria, represented by the Argonnula
viiria,

2. Family, Fusurellad£e.^ShG\\ with a slit, or

perforation.

In the Fissurclla, the apex of the shell is perfor-

ated. In Einarginulu, there is a slit in the anterior

II. Division.

MOLLUSCA ACEPFIALA.

Destitute of a distinct head or neck.

The animals of this division arc much more sim-

ple in their organization than those of the preced-

ing division. In none of the species are there any

rudiments of organs of hearing or of sight. They are

destitute of jaws or other hard parts about the mouth.

They all inhabit the water, and possess brunchisD.

The organs of the two sexes are incorporated in tlie

same individual, and reciprocal union is unnecessary.

They are either oviparous or ovoviviparous. The
presence or absence of a shelly covering furnish

characters for a twofold distribution of the groups.

I. Section.

Acephala Conchifera.

The shell, which in all cases is external, is bivalve,

and exhibits very remarkable differences in the form
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\ Mallusca. relative size, and connection of the valves. The cloak

likewise in the form of two leaves, corresponding

with the valves which protect it,

1, Order.

Braciiiofoda.

Mouth with a spiral arm on each ^ide fringed with

Qlamenls.

The genera included in this group constitute tho

Brachiopoda of Cuvier. The lobes of the cloak are

free anteriorly. From the body, between the lobes, the

arms have their origin, at the margin of the mouth.

ITiese arms are capable of folding up spirally. All

the species are permanently attached to foreign ho-

llies, and inhabit the sea. Their nervous and repro-

ductive systems have received but little elucidation.

1. SuhdivUioiu

Shell supported on a fleshy peduncle.

Genus, Valves equal, the apex of both

attached to the peduncle.

'File peduncle is nearly cylindrical, cartilaginous,

and covered with a membrane consisting of circular

libres. The valves are oval, flat, and destitute of

teeth, or clastic ligaments. The adductor nmsclcsare

ninneious, obliquely placed, and appear capable of

giving to the valves a considerable degree of lateral

m-tion. The cloak is thin, and has interspersed mus-

cular fibres. Its margin is thickened, and fringed

with fine hairs ol nearly equal length.

The Lingula unguis is the only known species, tho

structure of which has been devclopeil by Cuvier.

Genus, Tcrebratiih Valves unequal, the peduncle

jmssing Lhiougli an apertiue in the largest valve.

The arms are shorter than those of the Lingula, and

are said to be forked. They are supported within by

numerous arcuated plates.

M. Lamarck divides the recent kinds into two sec-

tions. 1. Shell smooth
j
or destitute of longitudinal

ribs. The T- cranium, a native of tiie Zetland seas,

may be (juoted as an example. The peduncle is sim-

ple, 2. Shell ribbed longitudinally. The T. auiiia,

which iiihahits Loch Broom, is another, though re-

ccntly discovered, British example. The larger valve

is broadest in the inuldlc, semicircular in frout, and

narrowing towards the apex, in consequence of the

sides being compresseil or bent inwards. The ribs

from the beak towards the anterior margin are the

most distinct, rounded, and about eight in number;

those towards the sides arc obsolete. The under

valve is nearly orbicular, with the margin at the hinge

truncated, or rather obtusely angular, and having the

sides depressed, and forming small auricles, as in the

genus Pecten, but not produced. The ribs are obso^

lelely wrinkled across, and the margin is waved by

the ribs being coucavc internally. The inner surface

iA both valves, especially the largest, is finely punctu-

lated. 'i'hc hinge is formed by a projection on each

side, the proximal margin of the perforation in the

large valve entering corresponding depressions in the

smaller one. The margin of the perforation itself is

completed by the application ol the smaller valve.

The peduncle is short, and consists of uumorous un-
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equal-sized tubular threads, attached by a complicat- ' MoMuwa.

ed tendino-rauBCular apparatus, chiefly to the larger
— *

valve. The spiral arms seemed to have simple sum-

mits) and to be destitute of testaceous plates. The
smallness and probable youth of the subject, however,

rendered minute examination of the structure imprac-

ticable. Trawled up in Loch Broom, near the har-

bour of Stornoway, l6th August 1821. This species

approaches nearest to the T* truncata.

The fossil species of this genus are numerous, and

occur in the older and newer of the floetz formations.

They furnish obvious characters for the construction

of many genera, somo of which have been already

established.

2* Subdivisioih

Shell sessile.

Genus, Criopwi.—Under valve cemented to stones.

The under valve is membranaceous, flat, and ad-

hering; the upper is flatly conical, and resembles a

patella, in which genus, from neglecting the structure

of the animal, it has usually been placed.

The C. anomalus, Patella anomalaoi Muller, Zool,

Dan, Tab. v. f. 1, 8, has a branched double ovarium,

with round eggs. It has been described and figured

as a native of the Zetland sea^ under the term Patella

distorta, \n Edin. EncydopoiSaj Wol.Vll, p.65. Tab.

cciv.f. i; and Lin, Trans, Vol. XL p. 195, Tab. xiii.

f.5.

II. Order.

Bivalvia.

Mouth destitute of fringed spiral arms.

The animals of this group form the class Coaclii-

fera of Lamarck, the Bivalvia of the older naturalists.

The shells exliibit great variety of form and rela-*

tivc size. They are joined together at the hinge,

which is either plain or toothed, and corresponds in

positicni with tho back of the animal. The conn^-

tion of the two valves is secured by the intervention

of an elastic horny ligament^ the oflicc of which is Uf

keep the valves open. It is either external or inter-

nal. The valves arc closed by means (f adductor

musdeSf intermixed with tendons, and, passing trans-

versely through the animal, adhere to the correspond-

ing places in the inside of each shell. By the con-

tractions of these muscles the free edges of the valves

are brought into contact, at the same time that the

ligament is compressed or stretched, according as it

is internal or external. The number of muscular

impressions is employed by Lamarck in the division of

the Bivalvia into two orders, Dimyaires and Monomy’"

aires. This distinction, however, he has not attend-

ed to with care, as in his family Mytilacies, which he

includes in his second order, or those having one ad-

ductor muscle, there are obviously two adductor mus-

cles, although the one is certainly much larger and

more complicaU*d than the other. Besides these im-

pressions of the adductor muscles, there are ot^rs

connected with the foot and byssus. The cloak lines

the inside of the shells. In some cases it is entirely

open, when the border corresponding with the free

margin of tho shell is thickened, and more or less

fringed with contractile irritable lilaments. In other

cases the cloak in front is more or less united, and

4 ^3
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MoUusca. even forms tubular clongatlonsi which arc termed~ ^ iyp^^ons.

Locomotion is denied to many species of this order*

Among these some arc immoveably cemented to rocks

and stones, as oysters ;
a few are attached by a car-

tilaginous ligaroent| as the Anomise ; while others are

Axed by means of a hyssus. This last organ consists

of numerous filaments issuing from a complicated ap-

paratus in the breast, connected with a secreting gland

and with the shell by the intervention of tendinous

bands. The foot is seated a little towards the mouth,

is usually tongue-shaped, capable of considerable elon-

gation, with a furrow on its posterior surface. This

organ, where a byssus is present, is considered as em-
ployed in opening and fixing the threads. When
there is no byssus, it cither acts as a sucker, enabling

the animal to crawl among the surface of bodies, or

as a paw, to dig holes in the sand or mud. None of

the species can float in the water. They either crawl

or leap, the last kind of motion being effected by sud-

denly opening and shutting the valves. In securing a

residence, some of the species bore into different sub-

stances by means of a rotatory motion of the shell.

It was at one time supposed that the dwelling was

formed by a secretion affecting the solution of the sur-

rounding substance. the very di fierent substances

penctrat^ by the same species, as limestone, slate-clay,

and wood, forbid us to entertain such a supposition.

The nervous system is here but Kttle developed.

The superior and inferior ganglia, surrounding the

gullet, give rise to all the nervous filaments which

proceed through the body.

The digestive organs arc scarcely less simple. The
food is soft aud swallowed entire, and cither brought

to the mouth by accident, or by eddies produced in

the water, by the opening and shutting of the shells,

aided in some cases by the syphons.

It may be proper here to state, in order to under-

stand the relative situation of the parts, that, upon
laying the animal upon its back, and opening the

cloak, the abdomen appears to Occupy the middle

longitudinally, and the branchia to be arranged on

each side. The mouth is situated at the anterior ex-

tremity, and consists of a simple aperture entering in-

to the gullet, or rather stomach. It is surrounded by
four flattened moveable tentacula, two of which in some
are in part united with the cloak, while in others they

are free to the base. In their structure they resemble

the branchise. The stomach is full of cells, the bottom

of each pierced with a biliary duct* A singular organ,

termed the cryttalline process^ cylindrical, cartilagi-

nous, and transparent, is found in some i^ecies pro-

jecting into the cavity of the etomach. The liver is

large, surrounds the stomach, and pours out its con*

tents by numerous openings. The intestine termi-

nates posteriorly by a tubular anus.

The branchis consist of two ribbands on each side,

extending the length of the body, free on the sides and

margin, and striated transversely. These platea are

frequently of nneaual sue. The blood is brought to

tliese by means or pulmonic veins, without the inter-

vention of the healt. The ab^rated blood is transmit-

ted to a systemic heart, consisting of one or two au-
ricles, and a ventricle.

The reproductive organs of the Bivaivia, hitherto

examined, consist of an ovarium occupying the sides MoUuscq.

of the body, and penetrating the membranes of the

cloak. They appear to have the organs of both sexes

incorporated, and to propagate without intercourse.

Lamarck isdisposed to consider impregnation produced
by the male fluid dispersed through the water ; a
supposition unsupported even by analogy in the animal

kingdom. Many species are ovoviviparous ; in which
case the eggs when ripe pass into the gills, where they

are hatched.

The methodical, distribution of the Bivaivia appears
to be attended with peculiar difficulties, in consequence
of the uniformity which prevails in the structure and
disposition of their organs. The characters furnished

by the sliell, though useful in the construction of ge-

neric as weU as specific distinctions, have been aban-
doned by those who prefer a knowledge of the struc-

ture, rather than the form of an animal. The cha-
racters derived from the presence of a byssus, a foot,

or syphons, appear to be nearly of co-ordinate import-

ance. M. Cuvier gives the preference to those found-
ed on the ap))earances of the latter, and distributes the

genera into five families, an arrangement which we
here propose to follow. These, however, may be con-

sidered as occupying a much higher rank, and each
as includii||g numerous families.

1. Subdivision^^

Cloak open.

There arc no syphons, the anterior margin of the

cloak being as open as the mouth of the she ll. When
the valves open, the water comes immediately in con-

tact with the branchiae end mouth. The margin of

the mantle has a double fringe of filaments.

]. Tribe.

Valves closed by one adductor muscle.

A. PcctenidcB. Animals free or fixed only by a bys-

sus. Furnished with a foot.

Into this family, contemplated by Lamarck, the fal-

lowing ill assorted genera may be placed : Pecten,

Lima, Pedum, Plicatula, Vulsella, Placuna, Gryphasa,

Perna, and Crenatula.

B. OstreadcE. Shell cemented to foreign bodies.

Body destitute of a foot.

To this family the following genera arc related :

Ostrea, Spoudylus, and Anomia. The last genus ought

to form a family apart.

2. Tribe.

Shell closed by two adductor muscles.

The two genera, Avicula and Meleagrina (of La-
marck),f orm one family of this tribe ; the genus Pinna

anothex^ and the Arcadae a third, including Area,

Pectunculus, Nucula, Cucullsa, Trigonia, and Casta-

lia.

2« Suhdivisum.

Cloak more or less closed, forming syphons.

The further division of this group depends on the

modifications of the syphons, or aperture of the cloak.

1 . Tribe.

The union of the cloak forming only one syphon.

This is situate posteriorly opposite the anus, and

serves for the purpose of the excrements. The other

12
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loUusca. large opening allows the water to enter to the mouth

and gills.

This tribe may be divided into two families. The first,

Mytilusida^mW include the genera Mytilus, Modiolus,

and Lithodomus, which are furnished with a byssus.

The second, Uniodof, will embrace Unio, llyiria, Ano-
donta, and Iridina. They want a byssus.

M. Cuvier is disposed to place in this group the ge-

nera Cardita, Vcncricardia, and Crassatclla.

2. Tribe-

Cloak closed posteriorly
,
and anteriorly forming

tliree apertures. The first serves for the passage of

the byssus, and is the largest. The second admits wa-

ter to the branchis and mouth : and the third is op-

posite the anus The valves are closed by one ad-

ductor muscle There are only two genera belonging

to this tribe» Tridacna and Hippo pus.

In the two remaining tribes there are three open-

ings in the cloak. Two of these are posterior, and

near each other
;
sometimes^ indeed^ they are tubular

and united. There is no byssus, but "always a foot.

3. Tribe.

Anterior opening large, allowing the water free ac-

cess to the mouth and gills, and the feet freedom of

motion. The structure of the animals is yet too im-

perfectly examined, to enable any one to establish fa-

milies on permanent characters. The attempt which

Ijimarck has made may be considered as a complete

failure, independent of the wanton changes of nomen-

clatuic with which it is chargeable. The following are

the principal genera belonging to this tribe: Chaina,

Ibocardia, Cardiumi Donax^ Cyclas, Corbis, Tellina,

Loripes, Lucina, Venus, Capsa, Pctricola, Corbula,

and Mactra.

4. Tribe.

Anterior opening small, and not exposing the mouth

or gills.

In this tribe the mantle is closed in front; and even

when the valves arc open, neither moutii nor gills are

visible. The anterior opening serves for a passage to

the foot, and the posterior openings, in the form of

two long tubes, united by a common membrane, serve

for the entrance and exit of the water to the mouth

and branchiae, and the ejection of the faeces, the dor-

sal syphon serving the latter purpose. The cuticle of

tlie shell covers also the exposed portion of the cloak,

so that, when the animal is removed from the shell, it

remains as a loose membrane on the margin of the

valves, as was first observed by Reaumur All the

genera prefer concealment, burrowing in sand, mud,
oi' wood, with the head downwards, and the syphons

rising to the surface. The following genera belong to

this tribe : Mya, Lutraria, Anatina, Glycemeris, Pa-

nopca, Pandora, Gastrochena, Byssomia, Hiatella, So-

Icf), Sanguinolaria, Pholas, Teredo, and Fistularia.

II. Section.

ACEPHALA TUNICATA.

Covering soflt or coriaceous:

The formation of this interesting group of animals

was first publicly announced by Lamarck in his His* MoUusca.

toire Naturclle dcs Animaux sans Vertebres^ Tom. HI.

p. 80 (1816). The labours of Desmarct, Lesueur,

and Cuvier, aided by the descriptions of Ellis and

Pallas, paved the way for the masterly efforts of Sa-

vigny, to whom we owe the most extensive, new, and

accurate information yet given concerning the animals

of this group. His observations are contained in his

Recherches Anatomiques sur les Ascidies compasses

t

ti sur les Ascidies simples

^

inserted in his Memoircs
sur les Animaux sans Vertebres. 8vo. Paris, 1816.

The covering of the animals of this group consists

of an external and internal sac or tunic, which are

either entirely united or unconnected, except at the

apertures. The surface is smooth in some, and rough

in others, and in a few species defended by an artifi-

cial covering of agglutinated shells and sand. The
sacs arc furnished with muscular bands, and are cap-

able of contraction. Some of the species, by means of

contractile movements, float about in the water ; others,

receiving that element into the branchial cavity, and

ejecting it forcibly at the opposite one, push themselves

forward. Many, however, arc fixed during life to sea-

weeds and stones.

The apertures of the tunic are two in number, un-

less in the doubtful genus Mammaria. The one, fre-

quently the largest, is destined for receiving the water

into the cavity to supply the mouth and gills. This

is termed the branchial cavity. The other is destined

for the exit of the water, the eggs, and the faeces, and
termed the anal opening. These apertures are some-

times placed near each other, at other times at oppo-

site extremities of the body, and variously provided

with tcntacula or valves.

The mouth is simple, destitute of spiral arms, and
opening in the interior of the cavity of the body
between the branchiae, as in the other Acephala.

It possesses neither jaws nor tentacula. The ali-

mentary canal is very simple, and can scarcely be dis-

tinguished into gullet, stomach, and intestine. The
food is soft, and such as the bounty of the waves be-

stows. I'he liver adheres to the stomach, and in many
species is divided into distinct lobes.

The circulating system appears to be reduced to a

single systemic ventricle. The gills cover the walls of

the cavity, in the form of ridges, more or less comph*
cated, and seldom symmetrical.

The reproductive organs consist of an ovarium,

either simple or complicated, with some additional

glands, the uses of which have not been ascertaiued.

They are considered as hermaphrodite, and indepen-

dent of reciprocal impregnation. They appear not

only to be oviparous, but to be gemmiparous and com-
pound, many individuals being organically connected,

and capable of simultaneous movements. They arc

all inhabitants of the sea.

1. Suhdmsion-

Interior tunic detached from the external one, and

united only at the two orifices.

The branchiae are large, equal, and spread on tlie

central walls of the inner sac. The branchial orifice

has an inner membranaceous denticulated ring, of a

circle of tentacula.
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1. Tribe.

Bady permanently fixed to other bodies.

In this tribe the branchial and anal orifices are

not opposite each other, and do not communicate
through the branchial cavity. 7'his cavity at its

opening is furnished with tentacular filaments. The
branchia' are conjoined anteriorly.

A. Simple.

This division includes the genus Ascidia of Lin-

naus. The individuals are independent of each

other, and although they frequently adheret ogether

in clusters, they are destitute of a common covering,

or organical connection.

1. Apertures furnished mth four rays*

Tiic animals of this group have the external tunic

coriaceous, dry, opaque, rough, folded, and frequent-

ly covered with extraneous bodies, or inclosing such.

The branchial orifice has four rays, the anal one the

same, or divided transversely. The branchiae arc

divided longitudinally • into persistent regular deep

folds.

a. Body pedunculated.

The peduncle, in this division, may be said to have

its rise in the summit of the body, which it serves to

suspend, fhe abdomen is lateral. The meshes of

the branchiae are destitute of papillse.

Genus, BoUenia*—The tentacular filaments of the

branchial circle are compound. There is no liver,

and the ovarium is compound. Only one species is

Icr /n, D^fusiforme, Savigny, Mem* Tab. i. f. 1.

and Tab, v. f. 5* It is the Vorticella Boltcni of Lin.

and the Ascidia chvaia of Shaw.

b. Body sessile.

M. Savigny describes' this group as a genus, which

he terms Cynthia, which he divides into four sub-

genera.

(A.) Tentacular filaments of the branchial orifice

compound. The folds of the branchiae more than

eight in number. The liver distinct, and surround-

ing the stomach. Ovarium divided, with one divi-

sion at least on each side the body. The intestine

destitute of a rib.

Genus, Cynthia*—Meshes of the branchis un-

changed by the folds. C* Momus* Sav. Tab. i. f. 2.

Genus, Casira,—Meshes of tlie branchiae inter-

rupted by the folds. C* Diona of Sav. Tab- vii. f. 1.

The Ascidia quadrideniata of Forskael.

(B.) Tentacular filaments of the branchial orifice

simple. The folds of the branchiae eight in number,

four on each side, and the meshes uninterrupted

Intestine strengthened by a cylindrical rib from the

pylorus to the anus. Liver absent or indistinct.

Genus, Ovarium divided, one division at

least on each side. S. Canopus* Sav. Tab. viii. f. 1.

Genus, Pandocia,—Oyai'*^m single, and situate

iu the fold of the intestine. The Ascidia conchilega,

n native species, is the type.

2* Apertures mlh indistinct rays, or 7nore thanfour.

Tlie external tunic is here soft, easily cut, and

translucent. The rays (when existing) of the bran-

•-liial orifice amount to eight or nine ; and those of

rhe anal to six at least. Thebranchise are destitute

4-

of longitudinal folds. The tentacular filaments of Mollusefi.

the branchial circle are simple. Liver indistinct.

Ovarium single.

a. Body pedunculated.

The stalk is here placed at the base, and serves

to support the body, being of an opposite character

from that of the Boltenia.

Genus, C/ave/zna.~Branchial and anal orifices

without rays. Angles of the branchial meshes simple.

Intestine destitute of a rib. The Ascidia clavata of
Pallas, and the A* lepadif'ormis of Muller, belong to

this genus ; the latter of these is now recorded as a

British species.

b. Body sessile.

The branchial orifice with eight or nine rays, and
the anal with six. The angles of the branchial

meshes with papillse. No liver. A cylindrical rib

extending from the pylorus to the anus.

(A.) Tuxiic uK\d branchial cavity straight.

Genus, PtVsna.—The branchial sac as extended

as the tunic* Stiomach not resting on the intestine.

P. jdivsea of Forskael is the type, to which Savigny

has added three other species. Tiie Ascidia pru-

7nm of Muller, a native species, is probably of this

genus.

Genus, Ciona .—Branchial sac shorter tlian the

tunic, and exceeded by the viscera. C* Ascidia in-

tcstinalis, Lin. is a native example of this genus.

(B.) Tunic turned up at the base.

Genus, Phallusta *—Branchial sac extending be-

yond the viscera into the pouch of the sac. Stomach
resting on the mass of viscera. The Ascidia ^neniuta

of Muller, a native species, is the type.

There are two genera supposed to be nearly re-

lated to the preceding, which are involved in great

obscurity. The genus Bipapilaria of Lamarck ap-

pears to be pedunculated, with two apertures, each

furnished with three setaceous tentacuJa. The Mam-
maria of IMuller has only one terminal aperture. Ojie

species inhabits the British seas.

B. Compound.
The animals included under this division were for-

merly included in the genus Alcyonium of Linnaus,

and placed among the Zoophytes. Tlicy are com-
pound animals, many individuals united by a com-
mon integument, and arranged according to a uni-

form plan.

In some cases, there is only one system of indi-

viduals in the mass, in other cases, there are many,

similarly arranged and contiguous. The tentacular

filaments of the branchiae appear to be distinct.

They arc destitute of the intestinal rib which occurs

in some of the preceding genera.

1. Branchial Orifice Radiated*

a. Branchial and anal orifices, with six rays.

(A.) Body sessile. The angles of the branchial

meshes furnished with papillse. The thorax, or ca-

vity containing the branchiae, cylindrical. The ab-

domen is inferior, with u stalk. Ovarium sessile,

and single.

Genus, Diazona Body orbicular, with a single

system of animals disposed in concentric circles.

The substance is gelatinous. The ovarium en-
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Molliuca. closed in the fold of the inlcstino. ' D. violacea of

Sav* Tab. ii. f. 3-

Genus, Polyzona— Body polymorphous, with

^
- many systems disposed subcircularly.

The body is subcartiluginous. The individuals

arc disposed irregularly around the common centre.

Savigny inadvertently termed this genus Distoma, a

name long precopied among the Intcstina. The Al-

cyonium ruhrum of Plancus, and the Distomus mri^

olosus of Gaertner, belong to this genus. The last

is a native species.

(B.) Body pedunculated.

Genus, Sigillina Body a solid cone, consisting

• of a single system of many individuals, irregularly

disposed, one above the other.

The thorax is short, and hemispherical. The
angles of the branchial meshes destitute of papillae.

The abdomen is inferior, sessilei and larger than the

thorax. The single ovarium is pedunculated. S,

australis, Sav. Tab. iii. f. 2. brought from New Hol-
land, by M. Peron, is the only Li.ov/n species.

b. Branchial orilice only furnisliod with six rays.

(A.) Body pedunculated. System single, circu-

lar, and UTmiiuil.

Genus, Synoicum,—Anal orifice rayed.

The body is cylindrical. 1’he anal orifice has six

very unequal rays
;
the tlireo largest forming the

extorl margin of the central star. The stomach
IS simple. The angles of the branchial meshes des-

titute of papillae. Ovarium single, sessile attached

to the bottom of the abdumcn, and .descending per-

pendicularly. The S. turgni.s of Phipps is the type.

In the month of August 1817, we observed at the

Isle of IMay another sj)ecies, adhering to a rock, and
dill’ering from the lurgf'ns chiefly in the smoothness
of its skin.

Genus, Sydneum *—Anal orifice simple and tubu-

lar.

The body is inversely conical. The stomach

surrounded with glands. Intestine spirally folded.

Ovarium pedunculated. The S. iuihimitum is the

only known species, and was sent to Savigny by
Leach from the British seas.

(B.) Body sessile, polymorphous.

• (a.) Each system with a central cavity.

Genus, Polydltum Systems numerous, convex

stellular. Individuals arranged irregularly round

the common centre. Abdomen inferior pedunculat-

ed, and less than the thorax. Ovarium single, pedun-

culated, and attached to the side of the abdominal

cavity, and drooping.

JVI. Savigny describes one species from the Mau-
ritius, and five from the Gulf of Suez.

(b.) Systems destitute of central cavity, and the

angles of the branchial meshes without papilla:.

Genus, Alpidiiim.— Individuals in a single row

round the common centre.

The thorax is cylindrical. U'hc abdomen inferior

sessile, and of the size of the thorax. Ovarium sfhgle,

sessile, placed at the bottom of the abdomen, and

prolonged perpendicularly. Savigny dhidos the

genus into two tribes. In the first, the i\idividuals

are simply oblong, witli an ovarium shoiter khan the

boiiy, as A. Jicus iAUyuninwjU:us,lL\\y^i-). In the
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second, the individuals are filiform, with an ovarium MoIIukca.

longer tlian the body, as A. ^ubum of Savigny, Tab.
xvi. f. 3.

Genus, Didemnum,—Individuals in indistinct sys-

tems.

The thorax is short and subglobular. The abdo-
men inferior, pedunculated, and larger than the tho-

rax. The anal opening is obscure. The ovarium is

single, sessile, and placed on the side of the abdo-
men. D. candidum and vi^co&um, from the Gulf of

Suez, arc the only knowm species.

2. Branchial Orifice simple*

The species form a thin fleshy crust on stones and
sea-weeds. The individuals are stcllularly arranged
in distinct systems. The branchial orifice is circu-

lar and undivided. The abdomen is sublateral, and
fixed at the bottom of the branchial cavity. The
intestine is small, and the anus indistinct. The an-
gles of the branchial meshes are without papillte.

Genus, BotryUus—Systems furnished with a cen-
tral cavity.

The systems are prominent, end consist of one or

more regular concentric rows. The ovarium is dou-
ble, being attached to each side of the branchial

sac.

This genus is subdivided by Savigny into Bofryl-

li stellati, and Rotrylli cnvglomerati. In the first,

where the individuals are distributed in a single row^
there are some species in which the individuals

cylindrical with approaching orifices, and the limb
of the central cavity not apparent after death and
probably short, as the B* 7'osacmli Lcachii and Borlas^
sii. In otlier species, the individuals are ovoid, witli

remote orifices, and the limb of the general cavity is

always apparent and notched, as B* SchlossrrI, slel--

latus, gemmerus, and minutus. In the Botrylli con-
glomerati, in which the individuals are disposed in

sevcial rows, there is only one species, B, conglo->

meratus.

Genus, Euccelium.— Systems destitute of a cen-

tral cavity.

The individuals are di.stribiilcd in a single row,

and the ovurium is single, sessile, and attached to the

side of the abdominal cavity. The 7v. Jiospitiolum

of Sav. Tab. iv. f. 4, is the only known species.

2 . TrifK.

Body free, and moving about in the water.

Genus, Pyrosonia,

I’lic body is gelatinous, in the form of a lengtlien-

cd hag open at the widest end. The individuals are

arranged perpendicularly to the axis of the central

cavity, super-imposed on one another. The bran-

chial orifi.'c is external, without rays, :ind with an

appendage over its upper margin. The anal orifice

is oj*j»osire, and terminates in the central cavity.

Branchial sac destitute of folds, with a membrana-
ceous ring at the entry. The branchitTare disjoined.

The abdomen is inferior to the branchia:, and not

separated by any contraction. Liver distinct, glo-

bular, and retained in a fold -if the intestine.

rium d()ubh\ opposite, and bituatc at the upper cx-

tr.'miiy of the branchial cavl.\,

INI. iSavigny divides the into Pyrtt^omafa
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•verticilla, having the individuals arranged in regular

prominent rings, as P. clegans of Lesueur ; and P^-

rosomata paniculata, having the individuals forming

irregular circles unequally prominent, as P. gigan-'

ieuvi and Atlanikum,

2. Subdivision,

Inner tunic adhering tiirougliout to the external

one.

The body is gelatinous, transparent, and simple.

The branchial cavity is open at both ends, communU
eating freely with the anus. The branchial orifice is in

the form ofa transverse slit, with one edge in the form

of a valve, to accelerate the entrance of the water

into the cavity. The inner tunic is strengthened by

numerous transverse muscular bands, which, by con-

tracting, diminish the diameter of the cavity, and

eject the water from the anal orifice, thereby pro-

pelling the body through the water. The digestive

organs arc situate at the inner end of the cavity.

The mouth and rectum are simple; the former

placed between the two branchise, the latter direzt-

ed towards the anal orifice. The heart is contigu-

ous to the stomach, at the bottom of what may be

termed the branchial sac, and is enveloped in a mem-
branaceous pericardium. The branchise are double,

not incorporated with the walls of the sac, but with

two folds of unequal length. The largest is free in

the middle, fixed at each extremity, and opposed to

the dorsal groove, and traverses the cavity obliquely.

The other extends from the base of the first to the

extremity of the dorsal groove. The surface of the

branchiae consists of transverse vessels in a single

range in some species, and a double range in others.

When young, many individuals often adhere, and

form chains and circles. But the fully grown indi-

viduals arc always detached and single.

This subdivision comprehends the species of the

genus Salpa ; they arc exceedingly numerous, and
appear to belong to many different genera. M. Cu-
vier has given indications of some of these, chiefly

derived from the shape. A few are furnished with

an elevated crest or fin, as the Thalia of Brown
; a

few have both extremities rounded or truncated, as

Salpa octofera of Cuvier; others have one extremity

produced, as Uoloihuria zonaria of Gmelin ; and
even both extremities produced, as Salpa maxima
of Forskael. The Salpa moniliformis, so common in

the Hebrides, and first recorded as a native by Dr
Macculloch,in his valuable Description of the Western

Isles, Vol. 11. p. 188, and imperfectly figured in its

young state, at Tab. xxix. fig. 2, appears to be close-

ly allied to the S. maxima of Forskael, and but very

remotely with the S. polycratka and confedernta w ith

which it is compared. This observer states, (hat

It cannot bear to be confined in a limited portion

of water, as it died even in a ship’s bucket in leos

than half an hour.” With us, in similar circumstan-

ces, those taken in the evening were nlivc at noon

on the following day.

The preparation of molluscous animals for exhibi-

tion in a museum is attended with peculiar difficulty.

The shells, indeed, need only to be cleaned with a

soft brush, and the marine kinds to be steeped in

fresh water to extract all the saline ingredients, and
dried, when they arc fit for the cabinet. The soft

parts, however, can seldom be distended by any

substance, and dried. They arc usually, therefore,

preserved in spirits of wine, where but too frequent-

ly they appear a shapeless mass. (q. u.)

Mollusca. /
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ERRATA.
VOLUME FOURTH.

Page 4'70, col. 2, line 5rj,for Untcrtliancr," read “ Untcrthanen/‘
. col. 1, line 25, /or “ Almadon,” read “ Almadcn ”

5 If), col. 2, lino 27 , for Ocasia/* read Ocana.*'

.020, col. 1, line 51, for Astrato,” read “ Atrato."

521, col. 2, line 29, for “ Agent,” read Agents.”

line for “ Velen,*' rend Velez,”

523, col. 1, line 2{ufor Carthage,” rend Carthago.”

.024, col. I, line 46‘, for Pichinca,” read *• l^ichinclia.”

525, col. 1, line 95, /or ISIeguil,” read “ Miguel.”
—— 52(), coJ, 1, line 57, for Bracameros/' read “ Brancamoros.*'

5.30, col. I, line 15,Jhr “ Mompr-i/ read Monipox.”
533, col. 1, line 55, for Ortin," nnd “ Ortiz.”

f>00, col. 1, line 97, for Tohnsci),*’ read Tabasco.” Lower in the same page the same correction.

liOl, col. J, line 9^, for “ after fiirnishing abundance to the 30,000,” rend after abundance to the in-

habitantij amounied to 30,000.”
—— 604, col. 1, line 18, for Oynpoc,” read “ Oyapoc.”

(3IOj col. 1> line G from the tabic, /or ** Ubzen,” read Uelzcn.**—— 622. col. 1, line 56, far “ none of whom,” read “ most of whom.”
cob 2

,
line ^5, for Leipsigen,” read Leipsiger.” The same occurs twico moro in the same

page.— G23, col. 2, line 59,for Eimen,” read ** Einier,”

VOLUME FIFTH,

UiasEIlTATJON FIRST, rAllT SECOND,

Page 24, line 10, for “ read ur,rd/*—— 28, line 2 I, /nr sc,” read ce.”— 45, line 12, /'or ddiff'rorovf read “ a.dtff9Coro;'*

(if), line 29/jor te,” read Jc.”

8fb line 26,for sons,” rend son,”

i56, line 2\, for ** sc,” rend “ ce.”

22.3, line 21, /or “ puisq' ainsi,” read puisqu* ainsi.”

226, line \ 7,for “ regenee,” read “ regcnce,”
—— 240, line 92,for “ philosophic,” rend “ philosophc,”— 245, line 25,for philosophic,” read philo.sophc,”

Page 81, col, 2, line 5, for " standings,” read “ landings.”

84, col. 2, in the wood cut, the lower B ought to be C'.

.* 86, col. 1, line 6, for (ieneva,” read Genoa.”
128, for Tybu**,” read “ Tiber.”

258, col. 1, line 16, insert twice” at the beginning of the line, and read violations^*for ‘‘ violation.*’

25f), col. 1, line 90,for
** interpretation,” read “ imputation.*’

2.5f), col. 2, line 4*0,for legislature,” read legislative.”

262 . col. 2, line 97,Jor “ case,” read “ cure.”— 265, col. 2, line 4 from the bottom,ybr “ consequences,” read consequence.”

266, col. 2, line 17 from the bottom,ybr verbaUy,” read “ virtually.”— 267, col. I, line 12 from the bottom, /or Timpurite,” read rimpunilu/*

269, col. 1 , line 2l,yor ‘‘ exact,” read excite.”

DIRECTIONS



DIRECTIONS FOR PLACING THE PLATES

Plate LXXXV. ... - to face page ,>(»

LXXXVI. LXXXVII. - - . - 84.

LXXXVIll. LXXXIX. XC. XCI. XCII. - - - lil(>

XCIIl. - - - - .
- 170

XCIV. - - - - X>.7J.

XCV. ..... 2S(i

XCVI. XCVJr. ... - . ;;(i2

XCVIIl. XCIX. c. .... ,170

The Binder will observe, that the two concluding pages of Meteorology, marked with

are not to be cancelled.
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